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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Jackson, MS.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:08 a.m., Recital
Hall, Academic Complex, Millsaps College, 1701 N. State Street,
Jackson, MS, Senator Thad Cochran, presiding.
Present: Senator Cochran.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN

Senator COCHRAN. The hearing of our committee will come to
order.

I appreciate very much the opportunity to convene this hearing
on the campus of Millsaps College, and I particularly want to
thank Dr. George Harmon for helping us in the arranging and
scheduling of this hearing in this very fine academic complex.
Kay Barksdale has been particularly helpful in our preparation

for the hearings, and we are very grateful for her assistance, as
well.
I appreciate very much all of the witnesses coming to help us
with the hearing, to provide us with the information, suggestions
and ideas that we can use in the drafting and shaping of legislation
that will reauthorize the Higher Education Act. It expires this
year, and it is the responsibility of the Committee on Labor and

Human Resources, on which I serve, to draft this legislation and to
make recommendations to the full Senate about the content and
the provisions of the legislation.
Since 1965, vv hen the Higher Education Act was first enacted,

there has been a very strong Federal commitment to insure that
all students, regardless of their economic circumstances, can, if
they choose, have access to postsecondary education. As the Congress embarks on this review of the Federal higher education programs, we will be looking at our current provisions of the law and
considering new ideas and suggestions that would make it possible
for students to attend college and also to receive top-quality instruction, once they are there.
Every program, from aid to historically black colleges and universities to Pell Grants and guaranteed student loans, will be carefully examined. That is the reason we are here today, to take a
11)
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look at the Federal higher education program from a Mississippi
perspective.
Each of the witnesses on today's agenda brings important person-

al experience with these issues. Your insight will be invaluable to
us, those of us who are involved in making sure that the Federal
programs are up to date and meet the needs of our ever-changing
world and our ever-changing State.
I will take the information you provide to us back to Washington
and insure that it is considered in the shaping of the legislation by
our committee. This is a good time to be discussing education,
coming only 2 weeks after the President's historic announcement
for a new education strategy in this country. The President asked
all Americans to take part in "the crusade that counts most, the

crusade to prepare our children and ourselves for the exciting
future that looms ahead."
Each of you makes a significant contribution to the future of the

students in this State, and I want to thank you for taking part in
the hearing, again, and contributing your time to influence the
process which I hope will result in improved opportunities for all

Mississippians and Americans to receive the world's best education.

I am proud of our country's higher education system, and particularly of the outstanding Mississippi schools, colleges and universities that offer our young people the chance to make the most
of their lives. I look forward to hearing from you, and I encourage
you to make whatever comments and suggestions you feel are appropriate.
We have copies of written statements which you prepared. We

thank you for those. We will make those a part of the hearing
record in their entirety, and we ask you in your oral statements

and presentations to make such summary comments as you think
are appropriate.
We have several panels of witnesses, as you know, during the
day, and we are going to have a break after the second panel testifies this morning. There will be some coffee outside the hearing
room available for guests and witnesses, and we will have a lunch
break, as well, and reconvene this afternoon. We look forward to
hearing from everyhody.

Our first panel this morning includes Dr. Ray Cleere, who is

Commissioner of Higher Education of the State, of the Mississippi
Institutions of Higher Learning. Persons who are with him are Dr.
Charles Pickett, who is Assistant Commissioner of Academic Af-

fairs for Mississippi's Institutions of Higher Learning, and Ms.
Ruby Anderson, Project '95 Coordinator for Mississippi's Institutions of Higher Learning.

Dr. Cleere is our leadoff witness, and will provide us with an

overview of the Higher Education Act from a point of' view Mississippi. Dr. Pickett and Ms. Anderson, who work with him, will be
discussing Project '95 and other higher education issues.
Welcome, Dr. Cleere. You may proceed.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. W. RAY CLEERE, COMMISSIONER OF
HIGHER EDUCATION, STATE OF MISSISSIPPI; DR. CHARLES A.
PICKETT, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS,
MISSISSIPPI INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING; AND RUBY
K. ANDERSON, PROJECTS COORDINATOR, MISSISSIPPI INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING

Mr. CLEERE Thank you, Senator Cochran. Ms. Dixon, it is also
very good to have you in Mississippi. President Harmon, I also
wish to thank you for serving as our host today. This is a very special opportunity fur us in Mississippi to address the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act, which is the primary focus of attention in the higher education community throughout the Nation at
this time.

You are going to hear from some of our primary leaders in

higher education today. You and the members of the Senate Labor
and Human Resources Committee have an excellent opportunity to

reshape and redirect higher education in our Nation as we enter

the next century.
The Higher Education Act has been a cornerstone of American
social policy since its inception in 1965. The Act has played a significant role in contributing to the equalization of educational opportunity for all students, a goal to which our Nation, and especially higher education, has been committed since its inception. Today,
the Higher Education Act continues to play a vital role in insuring
access to postsecondary education, as a major force in America's
ongoing quest to improve its position in the international community.

The upcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,

therefore, presents a unique occasion for the Federal Government,
States and institutions to significantly improve the ways in which

the Nation approaches and utilizes higher education. Given the
economic and political changes occurring here at home and
throughout the global community, now is an opportune time to reassess the goals and assumptions of national policy toward higher
education.

I have been called upon to present the view of higher education
in Mississippi on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

I have chosen to summarize the position that I have developed

among the national higher education officers, the organization that
I represent in that capacity is the State Higher Education Execu-

tive Officers, referred to as SHEEO. This national organization
works closely with the education commissions of the States in focusing our attention on national issues related to both elementary
and secondary, as well as higher education.
The Federal-State partnership should focus on providing support
in this Act to the most needy students, achieving access to quality

institutions, and improving the effectiveness and public accountability of higher education as a whole.
The Higher Education Act of 1965 and its subsequent amendments have made an enormous contribution to equal opportunity
in the United States and to the vitality of colleges and universities.
But the challenges that we face in the 1990's require that we thor-
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oughly review the objectives and the effectiveness of every single
element of the law.
No title or program in the Act should be exempt from the fundamental reexamination. Some, like the Pell Grant program, may be
found effective, but in need of revision and sharper focus. Other
areas will need new Federal incentives and more substantial State
involvement. Some am no longer relevant to either the higher education community or to the Nation and probably should be eliminated.

I endorse the 8 policy objectives which SHEEO, the national organization I mentioned, has produced for consideration in the 1991
reauthorization, and I was actively involved in developing those positions. Let me touch on each of those areas for a moment.

The first, and an area that we believe is very important, as we
move into the reauthorization, is to encourage partnerships be-

tween schools and colleges and work to improve the preparation of
students at a very early age.
Federal and State programs often view K through 12 and higher

education as two distinct cracks. This is contrary to the view of
education as a continuum, where success at one level is dependent
upon success at an earlier level. SHEEO has taken the position
that a national early intervention program that brings schools and
colleges into a collaborative relationship would do much to solve
the pipeline problem, especially among minority and other at-risk
youth.

Models developed by several States provide an excellent starting
point for such a national program. Mississippi has made tremendous moves in this area, with programs such as Project '95, of
which you will hear in a few moments.

The second item, refocus Federal student aid programs to increase suppgrt for low-income students, primarily by addressing
the balance of grants versus loans.
This is and should be an enduring goal of national policy. But
success in this area, this area of finding balance between loans and
grants, still remains elusive.
Particination in graduation rates of students from low-income
families lags significantly behind those from middle-and upper-

income backgrounds, a condition which, according to several different studies, worsened in the 1980's. While the causes of this lagging
participation are complex, there are several reasons directly related to Federal student aid policy that must be addressed.
Solutions have been suggested that are worthy of further consid-

eration and debate. Among them is limiting the Pell Grant program participants to "traditional college-age students" and/or re-

stricting access to "independent students." Also suggested has been
establishment of a Federal-State partnership, whereby the Federal
Government would assume responsibility for meeting a student's
subsistence cost, while the State assumes the responsibility for covering unmet needs resulting from increases in the price of tuition
and other related fees on our campuses.
Item number three, improve the effectiveness of Federal student
aid programs through stronger accountability and institutional eligibility standards.

13
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The effectiveness of Federal student aid programs has been
called into question, not only by the highly publicized "default"
problem, but also reports of high dropout rates and poor quality
programs which are strained by Federal support. The growth in
the number and types of institutions eligible for Federal aid has
put considerable pressure on the system by which the Federal Government determines eligibility to participate in title IV programs.

A recent study commissioned by the SHEEO organization to ex-

amine the eligibility process reports that the current procedures
are a confusing and ineffective combination of oversight by State
licensing agencies, private accrediting bodies, and the U.S. 10epartment of Education. The study notes that many in Congress are
pointing their fingers at all three parties for being lax in their re-

sponsibilities. It is essential, then, that the respective roles of these
agencies be clarified, and the way in which the agencies fulfill
their roles be strengthened considerably.
I might add in passing that our office, the Higher Education
Office in Mississippi, is responsible for serving as the State guarantee agency for Federal loan programs. We currently guarantee in
the neighborhood of $500 million in student loans. We are frightened by the process of guaranteeing those loans, because as default
rates go up, both from the public and the private sector, public and
proprietary sector, we are forced to put more and more State

money in the pool as part of the guarantee process, and that is

State money that we do not readily have and it often detracts from
programs we need to be administering in our institutions.
The fourth item is to renew the emphasis on improving institutional quality, especially in the areas of facilities, undergraduate
education, and the use of technology to improve the teaching-learning process.

Access is an important Federal goal, but it is not enough. If the
Untied States is to compete effectively in the world economy, it
will require institutions which have significantly transformed their
curricula and delivery mechanisms. SHEEO suggests a variety of
new programs to replace or modify many of the existing programs
in the Higher Education Act. Each is aimed at increasing the quality of institutions of higher education, especially their capacity to
improve the scientific and technological competence of the population.
The emphasis of new programs should be on improving undergraduate education, strengthening the infrastructure, building instructional systems and teaching technology and, of course, renewing the faculty. This would supplement, not replace, the State's
fundamental role in supporting the infrastructure. The mechanism
for many of these new programs should be in the form of competitive grants.
The fifth item, incorporate incentives for students to persist in
their courses of study into the Federal and State financial aid
programs.I believe this in itself could have a great impact on the
ability of disadvantaged students to persist in the educational environment.

The incentives for both students and institutions in the current
student aid programs lre aimed at the laudable objective of access,
but we continue to judge the success of our State and national ef-

6

forts to provide equal educational opportunity solely by the level of

enrollment, not by the level of success. This, of course, must

change. By shifting the criteria to performance standards or outcome measures, we can change the behavior of both institutions
and students.

Item number six, strengthen self-help programs for middle-

income students and establish new incentives for increased parental support through savings.
Most restrictive needs analysis for dependent students have virtually eliminated most middle-income students from Federal student aid programs, while changes in the definition of "independ-

ent" students has meant a larger and large number of students
participating in this category. If the costs of loan defaults can be

reduced, it may be appropriate to expand eligibility to the Stafford
loan programs and college work-study programs, to enable students
from somewhat higher-income backgrounds to participate in the
programs and, thus, help themselves with government assistance.
Parents with moderate incomes must also be encouraged to plan
ahe id and save toward the education of their children. Only half
the parents who expect their children to attend college are saving
for those expenses, and those who are saving are able to save only
about $500 per year. Parental savings can be encouraged by reexamining the formulas and definitions for dependent student status,
so that the system cannot be manipulated in order to avoid parental responsibility. Another way in which the Federal Government
might enhance parental contributions is by improving the tax incentives for college savings.

Number seven, provide States the greatest flexibility possible in
the use of Federal funds. There is merit in placing not only greater
accountability responsibilities on the States, but also in allowing
greater flexibility in the use of Federal funds. Providing Federal

block grants to the States would allow the States flexibility to
target funds at activities which fit closely with State priorities.

Such flexibility should be accompanied by accountability for demonstrating effectiveness and by general guidelines to assure Congress that national objectives are being met.
Finally, to establish a new system of supporting and retraining

adults. The increasing use of Federal student aid programs by

adults is testimony to the growing importance of lifelong earning
and job retraining in our Nation. Unfortunately, these programs
are poorly designed to meet the needs of adult students and their
use by adults has come at the expense often of traditional college
students. So, we face a dilemma: Workers need retraining and
adults need renewal through lifelong learning. Benefits accrue to
both individuals and society, but the public sector seems to lack the
will or the capacity to finance this system of renewal adequately.
If lifelong learning has actually come of age in this Nation, then
we need a new approach to make it possible. Studies such as the

National Center on Education and Economy's report entitled
"Training America, Strategies for the Nation," correctly asserts
that most adults will need to secure additional education during

their working lives.

A beneficiary-trust program, though radical, may be what is
needed to finance adequately the real educational costs faced by
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adult students. If implemented, such a trust program could provide
the incentives necessary to both employers and employees to invest

in the education and training necessary to keep our country economically competitive.

Mr. Chairman, many other changes can and should be made to
t te Higher Education Act, in order to improve the prospects of
equal educational opportunity for all the students of this Nation. I
have chosen to speak to this specific set of concerr s today, in order
to reinforce the idea that much more focused, targoted approach to
this upcoming reauthorization is needed.
The Higher Education Act has afforded many students the opportunity to pursue postsecondary education, an opportunity they
likely would not have had, without the programs under this Act. If
we are to build on and expand the successes of this important piece
of Federal legislation, we must be willing to focus on those issues of

great concern and need in these fiscally difficult times. At the
same time, we must not be willing to mortgage the future of our
children for the sake of current budgetary goals.

As we begin to look into the next century, the investment we
make in our children and their educational aspirations is critical.
America's future role in the international marketplace, and indeed
its very place in the world community, will largely be determined
by the choices we make today on behalf of our children and their
intellectual development. The Higher Education Act, with its commitment to fair and equal treatment of all Americans, regardless
of economic or other disadvantage, is a crucial component of our
investment in the Nation's economic and social future. The choices
we must make about the Act should, therefore, be clear and unequivocal.

Of course, Dr. Pickett now is going to talk a moment or so about
school and college collaboration and move into Project '95, which
Ms. Anderson will describe.
Thank you.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Cleere, for your
fine statement. We appreciate your getting us off to such a good

start, and we will have an opportunity after Dr. Pickett and Ms.
Anderson present their statements, to discuss some of the issues
that you raised.
Dr. Pickett.
Mr. PICKETT', Senator Cochran and Ms. Dixon, I appreciate this
opportunity to discuss what is perhaps the greatest education initiative our State has ever experienced. Project '95 is a collaborative
effort of three boards that oversee education in Mississippi, the
Board of Trustees of State Institutions of Higher Learning, the
State Board of Education, and th- State Board for Community and

Junior Colleges. Never before ha; such a concerted effort been
made to work together to upgrade the quality of education for all
our students.
Not only are the partners in Project '95 working in spirit, but

they are working, in fact. Educators on all levels are collaborating
and developing collegial relationships. Staff members are writing
joint proposals, staffing and presenting workshops for teachers, and
participating on joint task forces aimed at improving education and
ultimately the quality of life for all Mississippians.
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Our State ranks 49th nationally in the percentage of its schoolage population completing high school, and almost a third of those
who do graduate do not go to college. According to the 1989 Digest
of Education Statistics, nationally, 48.1 percent of the people 25

years of age and older have gone to college for at least 1 year,
while in Mississippi, only 37.9 percent of these adults have even
had 1 year of college.

The numbers for those who actually complete college make the
same point. Nationally, 16.7 percent of adults hold college degrees,
while only 12.3 percent of Mississippians have completed college.
These problems are particularly pronounced for the State's minority population and for low-income families. A shortage of teachers
and a lack of alternative support environments for low-income students makes these problems all the more difficult to solve.
The challenges posed by these circumstances require a comprehensive, statewide collaborative approach like Project '95, which
we believe can serve as a model for other States.
Uniting the universities, community colleges, public schools, and
the private sector, Project '95 seeks to increase the number of edu-

cationally disudvantaged students going to college, improve the
academic skills and career awareness of those students, reduce the
State's teacher shortage, and establish closer ties between the
State's colleges, local schools and community leaders.

As perhar's the most comprehensive statewide program of type,
Project '95 offers a model for marshalling the resources of local
schools, collezes, the private sector, and the community in a coordi-

nated program for reaching the needs of educationally disadvantaged students. The primary goal of Project '95, which is to assure

that students are fully prepared for higher education in the

modern work world, is supported by two key objectives: (1) to
strengthen college admission standards by 1995; and, (2) to increase
minority access to higher education.

An array of programs designed to meet these objectives are

under way. Shortly, you will hear brief descriptions of those activities and how they are making a difference in the quality of teaching and learn g in Mississippi.
Much national attention has been given to Project '95 during its
relatively short. 2-year history. At a time when the media is empha-

sizing problems and lack of programs in the educational arena,
Project '95 emerges time and time again as the force for positive
change.

Numerous newspaper articles, interviews, and presentations
have been centered around Project '95 and its goal of better preparing students for the college and work experience. This goal repre-

sents a national thrust initiated by the best educationol minds in
the country. Mississippi is on the forefront of a national trend.
Project '95 staff have recently been featured at conferences in California, Texas, Arizona, Georgia, and North Carolina. Interest in
collaboratives and mutually beneficial partnerships is steadily
growing.

Why is the idea of collaboration gaining so much attention? One
reason is that public funding for education reform has diminished.
This condition fuels the idea that bringing to bear all of our human
resources can forge a new and more efficient educational process.
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Because of increased national attention, coupled with the collabo-

rative nature of the project, Project '95 has been able to garner

,

grants from funding sources from around the country.
Project '95 is presently funded through private contributions and
grants, as well as through the Federal dollars of the Eisenhower
Mathematics Science Act and others. To date, $2.5 million has been
entrusted to Project '95 for the operation of numerous and varied
programs benefiting minority access, teacher development, financial aid and student career activities.
In summary, Mississippi is already taking a number of steps to
tackle the problems facing disadvantaged students, and we have
achieved some modest success. Project '95 cannot solve all of our

problems, but it does offer the first statewide multifaceted ap-

proach to expanding the access of Mississippi's disadvantaged students to postsecondary education and meaningful career opportunities.

Just as a personal note, I have spent in excess of 30 years in education at primarily every level in the State of Mississippi. Two
years ago, no one could have convinced me that I would be here.
During that time, that is prior to my arriving in my 30 years, we
got new leadership in the State in higher education, Dr. Cleere,
who came talking about a lot of great things, as new leaders often
do, and I listened and said, yes, I will not be here for most of that,
if indeed this takes place.
But one of the things that he talked about really caught my attention and, consequently, I postponed retirement, to take part in
this, because I really believe that it is an opportunity for me to end

my career and having made a really big difference. He talked

about collaborative efforts. He talked about boards working together. He talked about K through 12 community colleges and colleges
working together. That is not a new idea.

Everybody knows, nobody would disagree that this needs to
has to be a continuity. I mean it is K through Ph.D. It is not K
through 12 community college and colleges. They are going one
track. The other is because we have got to better utilize our rehappen, for a lot of reasons. For one, the education of our children

sources.

So, that is not a new idea. It makes sense to everybody, but the
difference is this man had the audacity to believe that he could
pull this off, and I promise you at this point that it is working. I
think it is only limited by the resources that we can pull in the
future. I would hope that we can somehow get some additional Federal funding to continue this process.

Thank you.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Pickett, for your
contribution. We appreciate your enthusiasm, and I think it will be
contagious.
Ms. Anderson.
MS. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to
discuss the exciting programs that make up Project '95.
As Dr. Pickett has mentioned, Project '95 embraces a sweeping

array of programs and activities that are aimed at strengthening
the academic bridge between high school and college and better
equipping our nigh school students for the challenges of higher
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education, the demands of the modern workforce, and whatever

lies ahead for them.
In my statement, I haw prepared, brief descriptions of each program. I will not read those, since you :lave it in front of you. I will
just highlight them very briefly.

I will start with Career Beginnings. Career Beginnings is a national youth program and it aims to increase the number of students from economically or educationally disadvantaged back-

grounds, who complete high school, go on to college or some kind of
postsecondary training, or growth oriented career path.

Career Beginnings, again, is a national program that is administered by the Center for Education and Corporate Initiative at Brandeis University. Mississippi is just getting into the program. We
launched it a year ago, four sites, and it is innovative here, because
we are the first statewide effort that the national office has dealt
with. So, a lot of the numbers that I will mention to you are based
on the 30 other sites that have been operational for about 5 years
now.

Most of the students in Career Beginnings are minorities. There
65 percent black, 18 percent Hispanic, and 8 percent Asian. In Mississippi, our sites are about 75 to 80 percent minority.
The program formally links colleges with several high schools in

the area. Each student enrolled in the program receives the services of a mentor from the local business community. There is also a
student development component that involves teachers and counselors in the schools, and also they are in touch with college professors and college administrators.
In addition to the encouragement from all of these knowledgeable people, the students are involved in the summer work-learning

experience, and we try to find jobs that are more like internships,
so that they actually learn while they are working, and they are
also prepared for the jobs through employability skills workshops.
We teach mock interviews and resume writing sessions. Also, we
cover a variety of topics with the students, life skills, anything that
they would need to be successful, not only in school or in college,
but in life.

This program is extraordinarily comprehensive and it works

well, because it is built on very solid partnerships. We have the col-

leges that are the Career Beginning sites forming partnerships

with the local school districts, the business community, and just a
host of other people who volunteer to work with this program.
The Career Beginnings program was launched last year at about
this time at the Copiah-Lincoln Community College, Mississippi
University for Women, Mississippi Valley State University, and
University of Southern Mississippi at Gulf Park.

In a lot of the areas where the programs are operating, we

depend a lot on volunteers. President Bush talks about his thousand points of light, and, through our program, especially in the
Delta, we are seeing points of light where the electricity has been
out for a long time. We are very proud of what the sites have done
and also proud of just the community involvement that we have
seen.

In a nutshell, many of the under-achieving students who are in
Career Beginnings have the resolve to be successful. We provide
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the guidance and encouragement that they need, but the resolve is
there, and if this program has a philosophy, it is that every child is
a winner.
The next program that I will mention is the Mississippi Teacher
Corps. Like many other States, we have a lack of teachers, especially in areas like match, science and foreign language across the
State, and this program seeks to help with that.
It is in its early stages right now. We have 24 people working
with the program right now. They are all fairly recent college graduates. We fanned out across the country last spring, and we recruited people from very fine institutions like Harvard, Sanford,
Notre Dame, Duke, Brown, and I will say that we have two very

fine studentsthey are teachers nowwe have two very fine

teachers who are graduates of Millsaps, and we are very proud of
that.
What we did for these teachers, once recruited, was provide them
with scholarships to a very intensive summer institute that was
held at Old Miss. This institute, along with passing scores on the
national teacher exam, prepared them for alternative certification.
So, fol'iwing the summer institute, we placed them in high-need
school districts across Mississippi. All of our teachers are still in
place, doing a marvelous job, and throughout the school year we
have provided them with a variety of support services.
We have a mentor teacher network. We brought them together
for group meetings twice this year to supplement what they got
over the summer, and also we have conducted site visits to each
one, to check on their progress and to touch base with the administrators, to find out what a good job they are all doing.

This is a program that we hope will continue. We are in the

process now of selecting 25 new Teacher Corps recruits. Also, I will

add that this program and Career Beginnings also, they are both
primarily privately funded. The Career Beginnings Program is
funded by the Commonwealth Fund in New York City, and the
Teacher Corps program is funded by Create, Inc., Tupelo, MS, the
Phil Hardin Foundation in Meridian, Bell South, and Mississippi
Power & Light.

The next program that I will highlight is Collaborative Mini

Grants. That is a program that is designed to encourage collabora-

tion between secondary school teachers and university faculty
members. We established this program to bring these groups together to foster innovative teaching strategies. Small grants were
awarded to high school teachers and university and college professors who collaborate to come up with innovative teaching techniques, materials, units of study, and laboratory experiments.
Last year, we had some very interesting projects. Examples of

items that were funded were unit of study on Hispanic culture

from a native Spanish speaker's point of view, and a computer science seminar for teachers with an information network component.
That was actually a relatively inexpensive program. It cost $5,000
to institute, and also we looked for projects that could be replicated

in other areas, so that we can get a lot from each grant that we

gave out.
Another project was our Regir-nal Financial Aid Workshops. Last
year and again this year, we held a series of Financial Aid Work-
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shops in Tunica, Greenwood, Greenville, Yazoo City and Meridian.
We funded a lot of students for whom financial aid programs were
developed and do not take advantage of them. Some of the reasons

for this is a lack of knowledge about filling out the forms, and a
lack of knowledge about what is available. So, we had financial aid
counselors from the community colleges and the four-year colleges

volunteering to sit down with students and parents at Saturday
workshops and fill out the forms for them, and 75 percent of the
students that were served at the workshops left needing only a

stamp to put their forms in the mail.
As Dr. 1Dickett mentioned, teacher development is also a big part
of Project '95. The final two projects that I have covered in my testimony, the Dwight D. Eisenhower Math and Science Summer Institute and the Mississippi Educational Equality project, we call it
the EQ project, both of those items are aimed at teacher development. I will not go into them.
The math and science workshops are week-long workshops for
math and science teachers, and the EQ project is an effort of the
National College Board, a nonprofit entity in new York city, and

they have given us a grant to promote what they call their EQ
competencies, and the books by subject area of what a student
needs to know to succeed in college in a given subject area, and
also teaching strategies for getting those across.

In conclusion, I would just say that while the programs that
make up Project '95 are extremely varied, they share a singular

purpose and that is to better prepare Mississippi's young people for

the challenges that lie ahead. We are looking to increase the

number of educationally and economically disadvantaged students
going to college. We are looking to improve the academic skills and

career awareness of those students, reduce the State's teacher
shortage and establish an environment conducive to collaboration
between the colleges, local schools and community leaders across
the State.
While we cannot categorize Project '95 as a solution to all of the
problems that face Mississippi, the programs that fall under
Project '95 have been launched with the hope of addressing some of
the critical challenges facing Mississippi's public schools and colleges. As Dr. Pritchett said, these programs have been successful,
and we feel that they will continue to be successful.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Anderson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. ANDERSON

Mr. Chairmat, and members of the subcommittee, it is a pleasure to be here today
and I thank y i for this opportunity to discuss the programs which make up Project
'95.

Project '95 embraces a sweeping array of activities aimed at strengthening the
academic bridge between high school and college and better equipping Mississippi
high school students for the challenges of higher education and the demands of the
modern workplace. Following are brief overviews of the various programs designed
to meet these ambitious objectives.
CAREER BEGINNINGS

Career Beginnings, a national program, aims to increase the number of students
from economically and educationally disadvantaged backgrounds who complete high
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school and enter college, technical training or meaningful employment. The program targets academically average students, and a large percentage of those enrolled come from generally disadvantaged backgrounds. Nationally, most of the students are minorities (65 percent black, 18 percent Hispanic, and 8 percent Asian);
over 50 percent of them are from single parent families; and most are officially
poor. Stwients enter the program as high school juniors and typically receive services for 19 months ending with graduation from high school.
This program has been enormously successful on over 30 college campuses across
the country. According the Center for Corporate and Education Initiatives at Brandeis University which administers Career &ginnings nationally, over 90 percent of

the participants have remained in the program and graduated from high school;
over 60 percent go on to college (close to double the rate for similar students); and

over 90 percent of those attending college successfully completed their first year. Although Career Beginnings has operated nationally since 1986, Mississippi serves as
the first statewide effort.
Career Beginnings formally links a college with several high schools in its geo-

greohical area. Each student enrolled in the program is matched with a mentor
from the local business community. Career Beginnings mentors are carefully
screened, trained and supported. Mentors and students work together on career
planning activities, the college application process, and understanding the professional work environment.

In addition to encouragement and guidance from knowledgeable mentors, students are invo:ved in a summer work-learning experience. Also, throughout the
year they attend workshops on career planning, basic academic skills, money man-

agement, time management, planning for college, job behavior, resume writing, and
many other beneficial topics.
The Mississippi Career Beginnings Program was launched in 1990 at the following
sites: Copiah-Lincoln Community Gillege, Mississippi University for Women, Missis-

sippi Valley State University, and the University of Southern MississippiGulf
Park. There are currently over 350 high school juniors and seniors and seniors enrolled in the program. Following our Fall 1991 recruiting effort, the number will
increase to approximately 500.
The Mississippi sites are sponsored primarily by The Commonwealth Fund, a New
York City-based foundation.
MISSISSIPPI TEACHER CORPS

Like many other states, Mississippi suffers from the lack of an adequate supply of
teachers. Less than a month before school began this past fall, superintendents were

still desperately contacting the State Department of Education in an effort to fill

teaching vacancies before the first day of school. Sixty-five of the state's 152 school
districts (42 percent) actively sought teachers for unfilled slots. The Teacher Corps is
Project '95's effort to address this serious need.
After almost one year of operation, the Mississippi Teacher Corps has already
made significant progress toward it's central goals of providing dedicated, highlymotivated teachers for public school students in high-need Mississippi school districts, and affording a structured entry into the teaching profession for talented college graduates across the country.
Our first class of Teacher Corps recruits are diverse in background and experience. The 24 newly-trained teachers come from many of the nation's most prestigious institutions of higher learning. In addition to exceptional academic recorcls, they
boast a plethora of other interests and talents. They include athletes, theater buffs,
writers, musicians, and volunteer workers. Many entered the program with considerable experience working with youth in education settings. Their many accomplishments and interests are highlighted in the attached program brochure developed in
fall 1990.

Each recruit received a scholarship to the Mississippi Teacher Corps summer institute held at the University of Mississippi School of Education. The nine-week
twelve-credit program, combined with National Teachers Examination scores above
the 50th percentile, helped to qualify the recruits for alternative certification in the
state: Scholarships covered room, board, tuition, and materials for the summer pro-

gram which consisted of practical classroom experience, meetings with state government officials and educators, and four core courses: Curriculum Construction, Advanced Educational Psychology, Techniqms and Principles for Classroom Management, and Measurement and Evaluation.
The institute was supplemented by programs designed to foster an understanding
and appreciation of life in the South. These events, developed with the help of the
1 -.0
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Center for the Study of Southern Culture, included discussions with Southern artists, writers and historians.
Following the institute, recruits were dispatched to some twenty Mississippi
public school districts. They are receiving ongoing support through weekend symposiums, continued contact with the University of Mississippi School of Education,
visits from program staff, and a network of mentor teachers.
We are in the process of selecting 25 new Teacher Corps recruits for the 1991-92
school year.

The program is privately funded with grants from the following foundations:

CREATE Inc., The BellSouth Foundation, l'Aississippi Power and Light Company,
and The Phil Hardin Foundation.
COLLABORATIVE MINI GRANTS

The Collaborative Mini Grant program is designed to encourage collaboration between secondary school teachers and university faculty members. Project '95 established this program to bring these two groups together to share ideas and foster innovative teaching strategies. Small grants are awarded to high school teachers and
university or college professors who collaborate to develop innovative teaching techniques, materials, units of study, or laboratory experiments.
Last year grants were awarded in the areas of computer science, mathematics, biology, chemistry, physics, and foreign languages. Examples of winning proposals include development of an enhanced mathematics curriculum; a unit of study on Hispanic culture from a native Spanish speaker's point of view; and a computer science
seminar for teachers with an information network component.
REGIONAL FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOPS

A growing number of students for whom financial aid programs were designed are
not taking advantage of this assistance. There are numerous reasons why students
do not apply for financial aid. Some lack to information needed to conquer the maze
of procedures involved in applying. Others lack knowledge of postsecondary educational opportunities available to them. And many students begin the financial aid
process only the have their forms returned because of errors. In short, the process is
often exceedingly frustrating.
Project '95 has piloted a series of regional workshops designed to simplify the financial aid application process are being held at various sites around the state. College-bound students and their parents meet with members of the Mississippi Asso-

ciation of Student Financial Aid Administrators who as volunteers conduct the
workshops.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE SUMMER INSTITUTES

Affording teachers the opportunity to improve their skills and exchange ideas
with the professionals in their chosen fields of study is an effort that benefits both
educators and students.
Summer institutes funded by the Dwight D. Eisenhower Mathematics and Science
Education Act have been held in the areas of biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics. These institutes upgrade teachers' skills and concentrate on the competencies their students must master in order to be successful in college.
THE MISSISSIPPI EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY PROJECT

The EQ Project, an effort of The College Board, a non-profit organization located
in New York City, seeks to strengthen the academic quality of secondary education
and to ensure equality of opportunity for post secondary education for all students.
The Mississippi EQ Project, a collaborative effort involving the Mississippi Institu-

tions of Higher Learning, the State Department of Education, and The College

Board, aims to increase access to quality education for all students.
EQ consultants from all over the United States are working in conjunction with
the Project '95 staff to provide teachers at summer professional development institutes in Mississippi with information about skills students need in order to do well

in college. Aimed at strengthening subject area content knowledge, the institutes
emphasize the upgrading of academic competencies of students.
CONCLUSION

While the programs that make up Project '95 are varied, they share a singular
purpose: to better prepare Mississippi's youth for the challenges that lie ahead.
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Toward this goal, Project '95 seeks to increase the number of educationally and economically disadvantaged students going to college, improve the academic skills and
career awareness of those students, reduce the state's teacher shortage, and establish an environment conducive to collaboration between Mississippi's colleges, local
schools, and community leaders across the state. We would not characterize Project
'95 as the solution to all of the problems facing Mississippi's educational system.
However, the programs it comprises have been launched with the hope of addressing some of the most critical challenges facing Mississippi's public schools and colleges.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Anderson, for your

excellent summary of some of the specific programs that we have
under way and are undertaking here in Mississippi to help improve
the situation for students and for educational institutions, as well.
I wonder, in connection with the first two programs that you
mentioned, Career Beginnings and the Teacher Corps programs,
both of those are receiving funds from private foundations and nongovernment source funds, as I understand. Both of those programs
are being funded in that way, is that correct?
Ms. ANDERSON. That is correct. With Career Beginnings, the
funds come primarily from the Commonwealth Fund. However, the
university sites have to supplement it, and in some cases they go
out to the community to raise funds. Some of the supplemental
money comes from university in-kind contributions, and some of
our sites have written grants, State grants to supplement it.
Senator COCHRAN. I presume that, for the Career Beginnings program, much of the time of the mentors who are matched with the
students is volunteer time?
MS. ANDERSON. Yes.

Senator COCHRAN. They are not actually paid to participate in
the program, are they?
Ms. ANDERSON. They are not paid, are volunteers. Let me add
that Career Beginnings, we can set it apart from other mentoring
programs that are around right now, by saying that it is not a Big
Brother/Big Sister program at all. It is career focused mentoring.

Our mentors are trained before they are ever matched with the
student, and they have a lot of specific tasks to accomplish, and
that is one of the reasons it has been successful, and we are very
proud of the fact that we found so many people willing to volunteer
not only to give their time to a young person, but also to go

through training so that they can do it properly.]
Senator COCHRAN. You know, I was thinking, as I looked at the
things that were covered in that relationship and the instructions
from the mentor to the student, a lot of that is sort of substitute
parenting, and even those of us who are parents probably forget to
teach children as they come along through the high school years
some of these basic things, money managementI thought about
that and my owni childrenhow to make up a resume, fill out ap-

p'ications, and just the skills that are needed for the college students of this modern day. The independence that the students have

is no accident. They really are leaning, coming to college with a lot

of underpinnings that are very important to have, but those who
do not have basic foundations are just left behind, are they not?
MS. ANDERSON. Yes, they are.

Senator COCHRAN. That is the problem, or they do not get to college.
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Dr. Pickett, I thought your comments were very helpful in understanding some of the challenges that we have here in our State,
also the success that Project '95 has already met, in terms of the
image of our State and the fact that we are on the cutting edge of
something that you think is very helpful and has a lot of promise.
Mr. Nat Err. I car..not say too much about it, from my perspective. In the last 20 years, I have been very active professionally in
terms of going to national meetings and those kind of things. In
those 20 years, inasmuch as, for the most part, I have always been
either one of a few blacks or the only black. I have always gotten a
lot of attention. In the past, most of that has been, hey, you know,
we know how to help you solve the Mississippi problem, blah-blahblah-blah. You know, in many cases, I wanted to say, "Hey, you
know, I'm a Ph.D. physicist, I can make a living any place, I'm in
Mississippi because I want to be there, let me tell you about some
of your problems," but I did not do that.
Because of Project '95, really, that era has changed. I still get a
lot of attention, but it is not the same conversation. It is, "I hear
you all have community colleges and high schools working together, how in the world did you ever do that?" And those conversations have gone to presentations.
Again, it has resulted in a lot of positive imagery for the State of'
Mississippi, and I am very proud of that.
Senator COCHRAN. How does this program differ, for example,
from the TRIO program, in terms of making disadvantaged students aware of college opportunities?
Mr. Ptaterr. Well, it is more comprehensive. You know, in terms
of getting a kid through college, you have got a lot of things that
need to happen. In terms of what the goals are, the primary goals,
we are talking about better educating our kids coming from high
school, not just for college, but for the workplace also.
Now, what that means is we have got to do something for those
kids prior to their getting to high school. Project '95 is involved in
that in some of its outreach programs.
The other thing that jumps out about Project '95, at least for me,
is that we are sincere here. We are talking about a group of Missis-

sippians taking on a big project like this, you know, everybody
either says that we are going to improve education in our State,
and they would even say we are going to do a little better job for

the disadvantaged.
We explicitly say that we are going to attack the minority prob-

lem. Certainly, we are going to do this for all kids, but we are
going to take some special interest in doing those kinds of things
that will bring that group along with us, because, especially in Mis-

sissippi, the percentage of minorities is too high to leave them

behind. So, it is just more comprehensive.
Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate your helping me understand it
better.

Dr. Cleere, you mentioned in your statement that there should
be a performance criteria in all of this, in terms of not just rneasuring the success of the Higher Education Act programs by the numbers of students who are enrolled in higher education, but how well
they are succeeding. I wondered, in that connection, shouldn't

there not be in place some kind of performance standard or re-
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quirement for students as a condition to receiving assistance in
going to college or to school after they finish high School?

Mr. CLEERE Well, I do not think there is any question that we
should be looking for ways to do that. As I look back over my years

of receiving Federal money and qualifying for Federal money in
various agencies, quite often we had to justify the receipt of that
money by success and other factors related to the application.
I think in the higher education funding of financial aid, we measure everything by getting in the front door and not going out the

back doer with a degree. We need to find ways, standards of
progress, for example, for the financial aid programs to have more
meaning.

Our standards of progressand I am talking about higher educa-

tion in general, not specific institutionsbut our standards of
progress, in order to remain eligible for financial aid, are weak, at

best, and I am not implying that every student should be on the
dean's list, in order to get financial aid, but that there should be
discernible progress toward graduation with each year's work.
Even though the Federal law implies that, the process of administering that and verifying that is not strong, and I am a strong believer in working on retention within our universities an then
havihg Federal aid programs that support that retention access
model.

Senator COCHRAN. There is one program that has been adopted

in Louisiana and Indiana and maybe some other States, it is a

State program, but it is based on students achieving a certain level

of excellence in high school, and then, once achieving that, the

State pays their tuition to college. It's the Taylor plan, and I

wonder what your reaction to that is, as an alternative for State

participation in helping students gain greater access to college?
Mr. CLEERE I have been on the fence on the Taylor plan, not because the Taylor plan does not encourage achievement in high

school. I think that is its great benefit. I only worry about that

plan mechanically, because there is the risk, on the part of the legislature, that funding the Taylor plan might be seen as solving a
problem when, in fact, it may just displace moneys that we are receiving from other sources.
So, I want to be sure that, as we move in this direction, we find a
way to encourage more support for higher education and those students moving on into higher education, and not simply moving one
pile of money from one category to another, merely displacing an
appropriation. In talking with Mr. Taylor--Senator COCHRAN. This is a program where the funds actually go
to the student, and not the institution?
Mr. CLEERE That is right, it becomes another financial aid program, and for a lot of kids it may displace programs in which they
are already participating that are getting the job done.
Senator COCHRAN. Like what?

Mr. CLEERE Well, like some of the grant programs, some of the
State scholarship programs that are already available. For example, I am very interested in having scholarship programs that encourage kids to stay in the State and practice their trade, nursing,
teaching, and so forth. I would not like to lose support in those pro-
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grams, merely to support the Taylor program. So, if there is a way
we can blend it together, I think it is a wonderful idea.
Senator COCHRAN. let me ask you one other question, and that is
in connection with the thrust of assistance programs to higher education, whether or not these are assistance programs for institutions in disguise, rather than students? It seems institutions

become actually dependent upon the Pell Grant program, not the
students, necessarily, but some institutions would not exist now,
without the Pell Grant program. Should we try to readdress that
and look at it in a different way, maybe recognize that what we
have here is a Federal assistance program to institutions, or not?
Mr. CLEERE There is a very strong feeling that theee are quite
often entitlement programs through students, as you are implying,
and it might be better and it might allow higher education to plan
more effectively, if we viewed that in that way and allowed higher
education to build budgets and propose programs built on the assumption that the money may be coming to the institution more
directly, instead of more indirectly.

An example we often have with these programs is some of the
students that receive these grants are often students that, for one
reason or another, do not pay all of their fees. That is a problem
that we must address in higher education. But if you send money
from Washington for a student to go to school and that should go
toward payin* his fees, then we need to absolutely sure that money
finds its way into the coffers as tuition payments and so forth.
We have had in higher education in America, we have had insti-

tutions that have had collection rates for tuition and fees that go
as low as 60 or 65 percent, when, in fact, up to 90 percent of the
students might have been receiving financial aid. 'That does not
speak well for our efforts, and I think those of us in the higher

education community are very concerned about that.
I think the restrictions need to be clearer, in some ways they can

be broader, but I do think we need to recognize that these funds
are, in fact, money that the institutions are dependent upon for
basic operation, and institutions would close without these funds.
Senator COCHRAN. There are a couple of suggestions floating
around the Congress right now that have come to my attention. I
do not have any opinions about them, really, but I just thought I
would ask you what your reaction to them would be.

Some Senators and Congressmen are suggesting that we have
Pell Grant programs available only for the first 2 years of college

or postsecondary learning, and then loan programs available
beyond that. What is your reaction to that?
Mr. CLEERE Well, my reaction at this momentand I have been

watching that conversation for the last few months, Senatormy
reaction to that at this moment is pretty positive. I believe that
those students at the freshman and sophomore years, or in many
cases, especially among the disadvantaged, among our higher risk
students, the encouragement of grant programs at the higher level,
as opposed to loan programs, might be an incentive to draw students out of that freshman and sophomore loan program scenario
into the grant programs. That is one side of the coin.

The other side of the coin that still worries me a little bit, our

freshman and sophomore disadvantaged students are also our high-
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est risk students under the loan program, so you might expect
higher default rates among thut singular population at the freshman-sophomore year, because they are higher risk students.

So, it is a balance between providing an incentive and putting
your nonobligated money at the level where it will do the most
good, versus the loan program which will produce the higher risk
at the lower levels.

I tend to think it might be worth a try. It is a gigantic gamble,

and we may have to watch our default rates more closely, as we do
that.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much. I really appreciate
your getting us off to a good start. This panel has been excellent, in

terms of your preparation and presentation of your comments to
the committee. Thank you very, very much.
Mr. CLEERE Thank you for having us, Senator. It is good to have
you here.
Senator COCHRAN. Our next panel includes Ms. Belinda Lee, who
is director of special programs at Tougaloo College; Mr. Jack Wood-

ward, who is director of student financial assistance at Millsaps
College; Dr. Ted Alexander, who is president of Pearl River Community College, and Dr. Clyde Muse, who is president of Hinds

Commur ity College.

We hope that you will all take your places there. It is good to see

you.

Because Dr. Muse has a commitment that has come up that re-

quires his present somewhere else in just a few minutes, I am

going to ask him to be the lead-off witness for this panel, and then
we will let him escape.
We appreciate you making room in your schedule to be here with
us this morning, and you may start off, Dr. Muse.
STATEMENT OF DR. V. CLYDE MUSE, PRESIDENT, HINDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE; BELINDA T. LEE, DIRECTOR, TRIO PROGRAMS

AND STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES, TOUGALOO COLLEGE;
JACK WOODWARD, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSIST-

ANCE, MILLSAPS COLLEGE; AND DR. TED J. ALEXANDER,
PRESIDENT, PEARL RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. MUSE. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate you adjusting the
schedule. I needed to be at the airport at 11 o'clock, and this is

going to work just right for me, by your doing this.
I do appreciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommit-

tee, as you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act. My comments today will focus on programs to meet business

and industry needs in preparing a world-class workforce.
During the decades of the 1980's, much has been said and written about the need to make U.S. business and industry more com-

petitive in the emerging international economy of the nations of
the world. While the corporate policies and practices of many industries must change and are changing, in order to adapt and compete in this new world order, concurrent changes n_ust take place
in our institutions of higher learning.
More precisely, a comprehensive national strategy and commitment are needed which addresses both human resource developa) c,".
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ment and economic development. The Higher Education Act, which

you are now considering, can be a major vehicle in setting forth
this strategy and commitment.
As we consider such strategy, we must begin by listening to the
perceived needs and requirements of the modern worker as expressed by business and industry employers.
In October of 1989, the American Society for Training and Development, in conjunction with the U.S. Department of Labor, hosted
a symposium focusing on the results of a 2-year study called "Best
Practices: What Works in Training and Development." A portion of
this study focused on the basic skills that employers want and that
workers need in today's workplace.
This study found that, beyond good basic reading, writing and
computational skills, employers expect competence in creative
thinking, personal management, and interpersonal relations. Also
critical are abilities to organize and verbalize thoughts, conceptualize, resolve conflicts, and work in teams.
Today's workplace requires employees to have not only the
standard academic and technical skills, say employers, but also
other key basics as a foundation for building broader, more sophisticated job-related skills. In addition to those basic skills previously
mentioned, employers desire skills in learning to learn, listening,
oral communications, problem-solving, self-esteem, goal setting and
motivation, teamwork, negotiation, organizational effectiveness and
leadership. Obviously, the employers are expecting a great deal
from the graduates of our institutions.
Thus, as we combine these new and more sophisticated demands
for workplace basics with the ever-changing advanced technical
skills brought on by advanced technology, stricter quality controls,
cost-saving production techniques, consumer service demands and
improved management approaches, higher education is faced with
a formidable challenge.
I am going to speak just a few minutes about the role of community, junior and technical colleges in this effort.
Most would agree that, regardless of the natural resources which
may abound in any given region, its real vitality and productivity
depends upon its people, and more especially upon the knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values possessed by its people.

Sinc the early part of this century, our Nation's community,

junior and technical colleges have been instrumental in educating
our citizens. In fact,many of our most successful local, State and
national leaders in business, industry and government can point
with pride to their local 2-year college as the place where their
career aspirations and talents were initially honed.

I am sure you are aware of this, since both your mother and
father are graduates of Hinds and were alumnus of the year, so

you would agree with that statement, I am sure.
In addition to the traditional academic and college transfer function of the 2-year college, these institutions, particularly over the
past 25 years, have greatly extended their missions in the field of
technical and vocational training areas, in which, today, well over
75 percent of today's opportunities are found. In more recent years,
these colleges have been a major delivery system for new and ex-

panded business and industry. Indeed, we firmly believe that
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human resource development and economic development is the
very core of our mission.

In the State of Mississippi, we take pride in having founded the
first statewide system of 2-year colleges in the Nation. Just this
past month, two of our students were named among the Nation's

top 20 students by the program of USA Today. You might have noticed that in the publication 2 weeks ago.
Within Mississippi's 15 2-year colleges, you will find many excellent teachers and programs which are directed toward serving the
needs of business and industry. Several of these institutions have

already undertaken the initiative to develop a "resource and coordinating unit for economic development" to better address the
needs of the nontraditional programs associated with our local
economy.

We are aware that our institutions are strategically located to

provide services out where the rubber meets the road, in our small

rural communities throughout our State that otherwise were

drying up, without some help in this regard.
I would like to focus a little now on some specific recommendations for the Higher Education Act. I know that you are aware of
the message of the American Community College Trustees Associa-

tion, as well as our ACCT/AACJC statement. We support those

statements, but, in addition to that, I would offer the following recommendations:
(1) That Title XI, Partnership for Economic Development and
Urban Community Service, be expanded to include provisions for
the establishment of these "resource and coordinating units for economic development" within our 2-year colleges. Such units would
function as a "business and industry extension service," not unlike
the well-known agricultural extension service, in order to provide
greater technical assistance for business and industrial sectors of
our economy. Our Nation's 2-year colleges are strategically located
in such a way as to allow for the implementation of th's network of
services in a most economical manner.
(2) That title XI be expanded to include provisions for establishing technology transfer consortia between 2-year colleges, universities and public and private colleges to deliver the applied research
that is developed within these great institutions.

(3) That Title VIII, Cooperative Education, be broadened to

permit greater collaboration between educational institutions, employers and students, culminating in on-site work experience becoming an integral part of many educational programs.
(4) That Title I, Postsecondary Programs for Nontraditional Students, be joined with title XI to help college related resources more

clearly to the continuing education and training needs of the

American workforce, and to strengthen the capacity for these institutions to respond to the needs of the adults.
(5) That Title II, Academic Library and Information Technology
Enhancement, be expanded to provide incentives for educational
institutions to promote and to take greater advantage of nonlabor
intensive advanced technologies in the teaching/learning process.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the grave economic and demographic challenges facing our country can only be solved, if employers,
education and government work together. Economists say that as
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many as 49 million working Americans must upgrade their job
skills by the turn of the century. This is an enormous task. It

equals the number of Americans who have been educated by the GI
Bills and Pell Grants combined over the past 45 years.

The Pell Grant program must be strengthened, and the student
aid delivery system simplified to get the job done. The paperwork

burdens associated with Federal programs in higher education

have roughly doubled since the White House and Congress started
their "crusade" a decade ago to eliminate such burdens. These burdens do erode productivity, and we count on Congress to find ways
in the reauthorization to simplify the reporting requirements.
Thank you again for this opportunity to testify, and certainly I
would be happy to respond to any questions that you might have.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Muse. I appreciate

your working your schedule around so you could be here, even
though you do have to leave town right away.

Let nie ask you something in connection with your suggestion
that we combine title I and title XI. That might be a very worthwhile thing to do. One reason would be because title XI has not
been funded, I am told, since it was authorized, and we could then
maybe get some funds to do some of the things that were goals and
objectives of the title, by combing it with title I, which has received
some funding.
Mr. Musx. Right.
Senator COCHRAN. The paperwork burden attracts my attention,

too. I just mentioned to Doris Dixon, as you were making those
comments, that I want to offer an amendment, when we are working on drafting this legislation to reauthorize the Act, o challenge
the department to seek ways to reduce the paperwork burden on
colleges and universities. You have got plenty to do, without
having to fill out a lot of forms that somebody else does not even
read, and I have the suspicion that a lot of these things that do get

sent in that are required end up getting put somewhere and .
nobody pays any attention tc them anyway. Now, that may be just
a cynical view, but I think in the 18 years I have been in Washington, I really believe things like that happen.
Mr. MUSE. I know that you have been working on that and we
appreciate that.
Senator COCHRAN. We do hope that we can a.thieve some success

in that. I think that is very important to bring to our attention,
and you have my assurance that I am going to work hard to see

that is a part of the reauthorization Act.
Thank you for being here, and you can go ahead. I do not want
you to miss that plane and be mad at me. I will tell my mother and
daddy I saw you.
Mr. MUSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COCHRA N. We appreciate this panel being here, and I am

going to cell on the panel to present your statements in the order
in which I asked you to come forward. Ms. Lee, you are number
one. Ms. Lee is director of special programs, the TRIO programs,
specifically, at Tougaloo College.
Welcome.
MS. LEE. Good morning. Thank you.
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Senator Cochran, Ms. Dixon, members of the subcommittee, my
name is Belinda Lee and I direct three TRIO programs at Tougaloo
College, in Tougaloo, MS.

Tougaloo is located now in metropolitan Jackson. These include
student support services which serve 150 students presently enrolled at Tougaloo, as well as 1,180 high school students from the
surrounding counties, Hinds, Madison, Rankin, Leake, Holmes,
Claiborne, Atta la and Lauderdale.
I am also here today as past-president of the Missiseppi Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel. The 31 TRIO

programs in Mississippi together received $4.5 million in fiscal

1990, academic year 1990-91, to serve 7,370 students. I am honored
today to testify before the subcommittee and to share with you my
views on the reauthorization of tile Higher Education Act.
As the immediate past-president of the Mississippi Association of
Educational Opportunity Program Personnel, I was very much involved in that association's deliberations regarding the reauthorization. After a series of hearings and meetings within the Southeast,
we joined with our TRIO colleagues from across the country and
developed the recommendations on the TRIO subpart submitted by

the National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations. I
and my colleagues in Mississippi are fully supportive of those recommendations, and I would like to highlight several principles imbedded in them during my testimony.
(1) The need to preserve the present structure for delivering
access and retention services to low-income, first-generation students:

As Secretary Alexander indicated in his testimony before this

subcommittee, the administration intends to recommend the elimination of the current system of pre-college programs authorized
under the TRIO subpart. Three programs now provide these services: Educational Opportunity Centers, Talent Search, and Upward
Bound. There are presently four Talent Search programs serving
3,700 students, and 10 Upward Bound programs serving 812 students in Mississippi. None of the 40 presently funded EOC's are located within our State.

The present structure of delivering pre-college services has

evolved and been improved upon over the 25-year period since ini-

tial passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Many Talent

Search and Upward Bound programs in Mississippi have been oper-

ating effectively for over 20 years. It seems, at best, imprudent to
dissolve this effective network for delivering services, a network
which enjoys the respect of the administration and the Congress
alike, in order to replace it with an untried model.

Moreover, there is some evidence that when programs are

funded on a formula basis, as the administration proposes, rather
than on the basis of demonstrated interest and capability to provide service, the quality of services available will decline. Certainly, Mississippi has done much in recent years to improve the quality of educational programs available within the State.

Dr. Cleere comments that block grants would help with the

State's priorities. However, increasing access and retention of low-

income an first-generation students to higher education has not
traditionally 1%r one of the State's major priorities. While two
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small programs, jobs for Mississippi graduates and Career Beginnings, have been funded in recent years, unlike the TRIO program,
the jobs program is limited to publicly supported high schools.
(2) The need for services for low-income individuals at all stages
of the educational pipeline:
One of the TRIO programs, Talent Search, is presently authorized to work with stuoients as early as the 7th grade and, of course,
Educational Opportunity Centers focus on out-of-school adults.
Other TRIO programs, Upward Bound, Student Support Services,
and the Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement program, offer more intensive instructional and counseling services to
students enrolled in high school or college.
The NCEOA recommendations would enable Talent Search pro-

grams to begin working with students even earlier, in middle

schools. They would also, very importantly, retain the EOC focus
on adults. We presently do not have an EOC in the State, but one
is certainly needed to assist workers and persons dependent on
public assistance, to find out how they can acquire the skills necessary for tomorrow's economy.
(3) The need to assure that services provided to low-income, firstgeneration students are sustained and comprehensive:
Another principle which undergirds many of the NCEOA recommendations, including listing of permissible services for EOC's and

Talent Search in the legislation, estabiishing a base grant, moving
to a 5-year grant cycle, is the intent to increase the consistency, reliability and intensity of services we are able to offer to our clients.
Many low-income and first-generation students face barriers to
educational attainment which would confound young people from
traditional backgrounds. Lack of finances not only serves as a barrier to college admission, but it complicates almost every aspect of
everyday life, finding a safe residence, feeding one's dependents,
moving from place to place, and finding good child care.
The Mississippi State Association of TRIO Personnel recently
polled the projects in the State, to determine their ability to serve
more students and the need to provide more intensive services. All
except 2 would willingly serve more students and could demon-

strate that substantial unmet need for their services existed at

their institutions and within their communities. Providing the administrative protections recommended by the NCEOA would allow
many Mississippi projects to do so.

(4) Authorizing ongoing evaluations of the TRIO programs for

the purposes of project improvement:
Among the NCEOA recommendations is one that would author-

ize the Department of Education to conduct ongoing long-term

evaluations oc each of the TRIO programs, in order to improve the
effectiveness of the services our projects provide. Most of us who
work in TRIO programs come face to face on a daily basis with students ai.d families N, ho have a sincere desire to improve the quality
of their lives and to become more productive contributors to society.

Contact with such young people and adults provides more than
enough motivation to want to do a better job of providing them a
realistic opportunity to earn a college degree. This year, for the
first time in over a decade, the Department of Education began a
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long-term study of one of the TRIO programs, in this case, Stuclent
Support Services. However, this evaluation required special enabling language from the Appropriations Committees. We are recommending that such evaluations be continued and be authorized
in the regular language of the TRIO subpart.
(5) The need for institutional flexibility in designing the delivery
of TRIO services on a particular campus:
Present regulations require funded TRIO projects to have a full-

time TRIO director. If this requirement were uniformly applied,
many institutions in Mississippi, including my own, would be required to increase the administrative costs of operating TRIO programs. Moreover, such regulations limit the degree to which TRIO
programs and institutional and State funded programs can be administered in a cooperative fashion. We are encouraging changes
in the law which would promote, rather than discourage, such costsaving approaches.

Senator Cochran, I deeply appreciate the opportunity to testify
today and would be pleased to answer any questions you might
have.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lee followsl
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One

of

the TRIO

programs,

Talent

Search,

presently

is

authorized to work with students as early as the seventh grade
and, of course, Educational Opportunity Centers focus on out-ofschool adults.
Support Services,
Achievement

Other TRIO progrIms -- Upward Bound,

and the Ronald E.

Program,

counseling services
college.

offer
to

more

student

McNair Post-baccalaureate

intensive

students enrolled

instructional

in high

school

and

or
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The

NCEOP

recommendations

would

enable

Talent

Search

ven earlier -- in middle
programs to begin Working with studonts
importantly, retain the EOC focus
schools. They would also, very
the state but one
We presently do not have an E0C in
on adults.
workers and persons dependent on
is certainly needed to assist
find out how they can acquire the skills
public assistance to

necessary for tomorrow's economy.

Provided to Low-IncomeL FirstThe Need ts _Assure that Servicee
Generation Students are Sustainedmnd Comprehensive

Another

principle

which

undergirds

many

of

the

NCEOA

permissible services for
recommendations -- including listing of
legislation, establishing a base
SOC's and Talent Search in the
intent to
five-year grant cycle -- is the
grant, moving to a
and intensity of services
increase the consistency, reliability
clients.
we are able to offer to our
students face barriers
Many low-income and first-generation
from
attainment which would confound young people
to educational
as a
Lack of finances not only serves
traditional backgrounds.
admission but it complicates almost every

barrier to college

aspect of everyday life:

one's
finding a safe residence, feeding

place, end finding good child
dependents, moving from place to
care.

0 :2)
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The Mississippi state association of
TRIO personnel recently

polled the projects in the stat to
determine their ability to

serve more students and the need to provide
more intensive
services.

All except two would willingly
serve more students
and could demonstrate that substantial

unmet need for

services

existed

communities.

at

their

Providing

institutions

the

and

administrative

within

their
their

protections

recommended by the NCEOA would allow many
Mississippi projects to
do so.

huthoziLing_s).naing_roalutisint_a_thit_TRWErstaraza-.191_ the
F11132419.11.szLirlisaLituaronsfatt
Among the NCEOA

recommendations is ono vhat vould authorize
Department of Education to
conduct on-going, long-term
evaluations of each of the TRIO
programs in order to improve
the

the

effectiveness ef services our projects provide.

Most of us who
work in TRIO programs come face-to-face
on a daily basis with
students and families who have a sincere
desire to improve the
quality of their lives and to bcome
more productive contributors
to society.
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Contact with such young people and adults provides more
job of providing them a
enough motivation to want to do a better
This year, for
realistic opportunity to earn a college degree.

Department of Education
the first time in over a decade, the

began a long-term study of one of the TR.
case,

Support

Student

required

special

Committees.

We

Services.

enabling
are

However,
from

language

recommending

programs,

.

that

the
such

this

in this

valuation

Appropriations
evaluations

be

language of the TRIO
continued and be authorized in the regular
subpart.

The Reed fgr Institutional FlexibilittAlLibULUULWL_Ult_Pelivary

atizia_aorYiges_sn_A-PArticaltr-CIUMel

projects to have a
Present regulations require funded TRIO
If this requirement were uniformly
full-time TRIO director.
Mississippi, including mY own,
applied, many institutions in
the administrative costs of
would be required to increase
Moreover, such regulations limit the
operating TRIO projects.
state funded
degree to which TRIO programs and institutional and
We are
fashion.
programs Call be administered in a cooperative
rather than
encouraging changes in the law which would promote
discourage such cost-saving approaches.

Mr. Pell,

Mr.

Cochran,

I deeply appreciate the opportunity

any questions you
to testify today and would be pleased to answer
might have.
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TRIO PROJECTS Bv sTATE

INSTITUTION
McNair Post-baccalaureate Program
Rust College
1 Project(s)

104,590.00

25

104,590.00

300
150
125
145
175
200
200
250

119,490.00
101,037.00
100,000.00
100,000.00
105,115.00
115,679.00
100,000.00
137,710.00

150
182
150
156

100,000.00
131,450.00
100,000.00
109,339.00

150
200
150
150

100,000.00
111,169.00
100,000.00
117,777.00

2,833

1,740,766.00

800
900

120,890.00
154,960.00

1,000
1,000

129,687.00
113,482.00

3,700

519,019.00

60
65
70
50
92
75
70
150
50
130

176,689.00
164,582.00
179,445.00
149,800.00
198,056.00
224,909.00
173,864.00
353,940.00
149,800.00
320,682.00

Total:

812

2,091,767.00

Total

7,370

Student Support Services
Alcorn State University
Coot:am* Junior College
Copiah-LincOln Community College
Hinds Junior College-Raymond
Hinds Junior College-Utica
Holmes Junior College
Mary Holmes Junior College
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community
College
Mississippi State University
Mississippi Valley State University
Northeast Mississippi Junior College
Northwest Mississippi Community
College
Pearl River Community College
Rust College
Tougaloo College
William Carey College
Total:

Talent Search
Mary Holmes Junior College
Mississippi State Department of
Education
Mississippi Valley State University
Tougaloo College

4 Project(I)

Total:

Upward Bound
Alcorn State University
Coahoma Junior College
Copieh-Lincoln Junior College
Hinds Community College
Jackson State University
Mary Holmes Junior College
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
Mississippi Valley State University
Rust College
Touglaoo College

10 Project(s)

31 Inatitution(s) in MS

4i

FUNDING

25

Total:

16 Project(s)

STUDENTS

$4,#64,142.00
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03/07/91

TRIO PROJECTS BY DISTRICT

MS

District 1

PROJECT

STUDENTS

Coehoma Junior Conege
Student Support Services
Upward Sound
Mississippi State Deportment of Education
Talent Search
Northwest Mississippi Community College
Student Support Services

FUNDING

65

101,037.00
164,582.00

900

154,960.00

156

109,339.00

150

District 2

PROJECT
Holmes Junior College
Student Support Services
Mississippi Valley State University
Student Support Services
Talent Search
Upward Bound

STUDENTS

FUNDING

200

115,679.00

182

131,450.00
129,687.00
353,940.00

1,000
150

District 3

PROJECT

Mary Holmes Junior College
Student Support Services
Talent Search
Upward Bound
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
Upward Bound
Mississippi State University
Student Support Services

STUDENTS

FUNDING

75

100,000.00
120,890.00
224,909.00

70

173,864.00

150

100,000.00

200
800

District 4

PROJECT

Alcorn State University
Student Support Services
Upward Bound
Copieh-Lincoln Community College
Student Support Services
Copiah-Lincoln Junior College
Upward Bound
Hinds Community College
Upward Bound
Hinds Junior College-Raymond
Student Support Services

STUDENTS

FUNDING

300
60

119,490.00
176,689.00

125

100,000.00

70

179,445.00

50

149,800.00

145

100,000.00
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03/07/91

TRIO PROJECTS BY DISTRICT

Hinds Junior Colloge-Utice
Student Support Services
Jackson State University
Upward Bound
Pearl River Community College
Student Support Services
Tougaloo College
Student Support Services
Talent Search
Touglaoo College
Upward Bound

175

105,115.00

92

198,056.00

150

100,000.00

150
1,000

100,000.00
113,482.00

130

320,82.00

District 5
STUDENTS

PROJECT
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
Student Support Services
Northeast Mississippi Junior College
Student Support Services
Rust College
McNair Post-baccalaureate Program
Student Suppott Services
Upward Bound
William Carey College
Student Support Services

mS

Districte
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Total:

FUNDING

250

137,710.00

150

100,000.00

25
200
50

104,590.00
111,169.00
149,800.00

150

117,777.00

7.370

4,464,12.00

'7,1717
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Lee. We appreciate

some of the proyour being here and helping us understand betterwith
and working
grams that you have had experience in dealing
Mississippi
leadership
role,
both
here
in
with over the years, in a
committees
and
groups,
and nationally. You have served on many
Washington
from
time
I
remember
your
visits
to
as head of some.
thoughts
the
congressional
delegation
to time to communicate with
and suggestions that you have had. NVe have benefited from that
and we appreciate it.
rest of
I want to remind everybody, before we proceed with theauspices
conducting
a
hearing
under
the
the testimony, that we are
of the subcommittee chaired by Claiborne Pell in the U.S. Senate,
on
for whom the Pell Grants are named. It is the Subcommittee the
and
it
is
a
subcommittee
of
Education, Arts and Humanities,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
The committee is chaired by Ted Kennedy, a Senator from Massachusetts, and it is because of the authorization of both the chairman of the full committee and the chairman of the subcommittee
that we are able to conduct this hearing awl I am able to chair this
to all
hearing in Mississippi today, so I want to make that known Chairof you, and to express for the record our appreciation to the
men for permitting us to be here today conduct the hearing.
Our next panelist is Jack Woodward, who is director of student
financial assistance here at Millsaps College.
Welcome, Jack.

Mr. WOODWARD. Thank you, Senator.

Pell, for allowing it to
I do thank you and Senator Claiborne
presentation
today is not really
happen in Mississippi. I guess my
reconsidering
ideas
and
reauthorization.
asking a great deal, even
The simple idea that I have is just simply that, it is simple, it is

direct and it is not original with me, but it is a very important one.
out
The 1980's, as has been pointed out and will be pointed
higher
cost,
a
rise
in
the
cost
of
again, brought about a tremendous
it also
education and postsecondary education, and in so doing,Federal,
and
sources
of
funding
of
strapped the ability of resources
State and private.
This need for a savings program has been in effect for many,
many years. It just has never been implemented. In our own coun-

try, we are probably 18th out of 20 of the leading countries
throughout the world in our ability to save per capita income,
funds
which has created many problems, because when there is notto
the
government,
then
you
have
to
go
in the family or in the

marketplace and borrow, and once you have to borrow, you have to
pay it back and it becomes as problem of both a Nation which is a
debtor Nation of debtors.
The proposal that I have really came out of a situation of existence between family people and higher education and secondary
education.
Some 8 years ago, a group of us were called together from
throughout the whole Southeast to come to Asheville, NC, to discuss this situation. We sat down for 3 days and discussed the ))ossithe
bility of how a family can afford to send a child to college, if and
college costs begin to rise, which it did at that period of time,
they continue to rise. As this has happened and the inevitability,
4

(.4
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as this last year showed, many students had to make choices of

where they wanted to go, simply because it was based on finances,
which became disactrous to the family.
We have talked today, the other people have talked primarily
about access. There is also the opportunity of choice as to where a
student would like to go. These have become limited much more
than just access has become. We have provided and will continue to
provide throughout this country for an educational system, but if
we are a debtor Nation, if our people are in debt and cannot afford
it, as in the State of Mississippi, which we are experiencing right

now, not just a crisis, but almost a disastrous situation as to the

support of higher education, postsecondary education and even secondary education.
In the news, you may have seen what has happened in California, where they had one of the best and what I would call most
glaring examples of how to run a good school system, now about to
go under, because State funds are not available to carry on this
program.

The State of Tennessee, I was at a meeting in Nashville this

weekend, is now having to discuss how to cut back in their situation. In Mississippi, we have had to 'cut back at our State institutions, both the junior colleges and the senior colleges, a tremendous
amount of funds. Therefore, by doing this, we have had to go up on
the cost of tuition, because there are not funds to support the financial aid. Where do the funds come from? Therefore, access and
choice both are damaged.

So, the idea that came out of that Ashville meeting, which was
not original with me, was to find a way and methods of encouraging the family to save and to show them how to do it.
I came back. to Jackson after that meeting and met with 7 young
people who are in the investment field. I met with them individually, asking them as to how they would prepare for their child's education or if they were. Out of the 7, only one had begun to do anything, and all of them had children above 10 years of age.
Sophisticated people do not do it, and I do not know how you are
going to get it to the people who should do it. So, they became very
aware of the situation and they sat down with me and we began to
discuss how you put this together.
Like any financial aid officer, I am asked from time to time to
come speak to parents of juniors and seniors in high school. I took
it upon myself once to ask several to the groups that asked me to
do that, would you also allow me to talk to the parents of those in
the first and second grades, and they readily agreed that we could
do it.

I met with them on several occasions, and it was an interesting
meeting. In fact, it is a hard meeting to get them together, because
very few people at that age want to even think about what college
is going to cost. But the misconception among these people as to
what the cost of college is and what it will be was just astounding.
And then to sit down and tell them that they need to save, very
few people say we have any money to save, we cannot put it aside.
So, having some intelligence, the next time I went, I took people
who knew better than I did and they took men and they sat down
and said this is what you can do, and it was developed from that
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several charts that came out and said if you saved $5 a month, this
is what you could do, if it paid an interest of 6 percent, 8 percent,

and so forth. It was very impressive as to the reaction of these
young people in seeing that they could save, and by using even a

small amount which they could add to, they could help provide for
the college education, and I call that assurance of a college educa-

tion, because there is no telling what will be in effect some 18

years from the birth of that child.
I have been in this business since Sputnik, since the National Defense Education Act established the National Defense Student
Loan program, and it has changed so dramatically, so tremendously. In that year, 1960, the Federal Government was putting $400
million into higher education. As of today, we are putting I think
some $12 billion this year into it.

It has grown, and how much it can grow, no one can know

whether we will cut back, because during the same period of time,
in the 1980's, the Federal dollar has lost its value, because it has
not kept up with the increase in inflation, as the financial aid programs are designed. The States have done basically the same thing.
Private enterprise has become more interested, as you mentioned
the Louisiana program and several of the others. This will continue, but that, too, will hit a plateau.

The other important thing that came out of our meeting in

North Carolina was a reassurance of the realization that the primary responsibility and resource for the education of a child is the
family, and not the Federal Government, State government or private. Once they have done everything that they can do, these other
resources must be available to help them, but once they have done
everything that they do, these other resources must be available to
help them.
Therefore, I would like to recommend to the committee that they
seriously consider the development of programs that will give incentives to the families to save. The Series E bond is an example
that is already in effect. The use of the IRA that is being discussed.
All of these programs or any program that can give deferment of

payment and tax-exemption will bring about a greater savings
among us. But when this is done, we still need a method of bringing this information to the family, and I would suggest that pilot
programs, which are being tried throughout the country, would be
brought together and would be documented and sent out to communities for their use.
The program that we have in the Jackson area when I approached the public schools, they were very gratified to work with.
The biggest problem that I had, the two people I were dealing with,
one retired before we got into it too deeply, and the other one died
of cancer. Therefore, we are beginning to do the program all over
again and reapproach the Jackson public schools.
I do believe that this is one of the ways that a family car assure,
and so I would suggest that any reauthorization, serious consideration be given to programs that would help the family in this area.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Woodward follows:]

:74%
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NEIL WOODWARD
Savings as a Method of Assuring a college Education

Presntetion to the Sub-Committee on Education, Arts, and
Humanities hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act on Nay 2, 1991 in Jackson, MS.

I would like to thank tha maims of the committee for the
opportunity to present this idea to them. As reauthorization
takes place and many ideas and thoughts will be given to methods
of changing or to trengthening the existing programs that we
have, I would like to bring about some consideration for an idea
that is neither original with me nor is earth shaking. The idea
is simple in both thought and execution.
The difficulty comes
from the families recognition of the importance and desirability
of such a program.
In the 19805 the cost of post secondary education began to
increase at a very rapid and continuous rate. It outstripped the
inflation rate by several percentage points each year.
In doing
this it put the reality of
college education further and
further away frost Limy people and limited the choices of many
others. At the same time, the family's ability to pay for this
increase became less and less. Sources of financial assistance
tor the family became more limited.
These sources are generally
considered to be the federal government, the state government and
private resources.
In the same period of time of the 1980's the federal support has
at best remained constant with a small increase thereby rendering
the valu of the dollar pieced in higher education at a lesser
value each year. The various federal loan programs have rapidly
come to the forefront as the mainstay for paying for the
student's education. Funding for grants and work have begun to
decrease in their value and appropriations from the federal
government have been limited because of the various problems
brought on by the econeey of our country. I will not try to even
explore the many causes of both pro and con for this situation.
It suffices to say that th situation has developed that federal
support has demised In aotuel d011ar value.

The same economic situation has brought about an even greater
problem in the state governnent. Therefore, support for post
secondary education in many states has become at best
critical
problem.
In the State of Mississippi it is a crisis problem.
Not only has the increase in funds not been available but
institutions have been requested to take cute. This problem at
this time appears to be a continuing situation for the nxt
several years.

Privat Lupport both from foundations and institutions has
Increased to some degree. However, the increase has not be able
to offset the decrease in the other areas that we have mentioned.
Each post-secondary institution has had to increase it's own

a
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passiu9
revenue by either contributions from outside sources or
is no
The
consumer,
in
most
cases,
the cost onto the consumer.
private
resources
in
their
better off than the governments or
that
ability to provide additional funds. Therefore, it appears
will,
if
not
changed,
bring
the situation feeds on itself and
about a mediocre if not inferior post-secondary education
throughout our country.
and
There will be many other people today who will express ideas I
concepts concerning the sources that we have just mentioned.
would like to turn my attention to the consumer and what thef can
do to help alleviate this educational crisis. As stated abc/0
the plan that I put forth is simple, direct and very effectiqe.
The United States ham for many years lagged behind many of Om
other leading nations of the world in the area of family sav02This in WW1 has created many financial problems for our
in
conomy. The ready availability of cash is a vital foundation
the structure of any successful economy. Without this the
consumer and the government when in need of funds must go to toe
The outcome of this is simrlY a
market and borrow these.funds.
debtor
people. I don't put forth tkqe
debtor nation made up of
Oulu,.
idea to save the nation because / don't think in itself it
Sine
for
many
ventualitidi
But at least it can prepare the family
at this point one of the most important of these ventualities is
the education of the children of a family.

Some eight years ago a group of people from throughout the
southeastern United States who work in the area of financial aidto
were called together for a meeting in Ashville, North Carolina
I was privileged to be a part of Oat
discuss this situation.
In
our
discussions
we dealt with the history that I have
group.
already given concerning the rise in the cost of education ild
the shrinking of the sources of assistance.
that
Many ideas were put forth and discussed. The basic reality
stood out was that the family is still the primary source of
funds for payment for a post secondary education. Now the
question la what can we do to help them. The overall conclusion
was that we need to educate the families very early as to the
projected cost and methods of minting that cost of a post- .,
It would be an understatement if / saw
secondary education.
many ideas came out of this meeting, but the most important idea
was that of preparing the family in some manner to consldef
varied options of preparing for the cost of a post-secondalY
education.
when I returned to Jackson, / discussed this matter with ime
seven people in various fields of financial expertise. These
Ps
seven people agreed that over a period of time they would prepare
willing to consider ideas as to how best a family should
itself for this eventuality. I am deeply indebted to each of
these people for the work and time that they put into this
project. Each one had their awn expertise in an investment fleL0
and they did their best to provide ideas and concepts trod their
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area aq a way for a family to prepare for the cost of a postsecondary education. mll of this is well and good, but then the
question arises how do you get this information to the families?
For many years I have had the opportunity and privilege of
speaking to many parent groups at various high schools in our
state and adjoining StAltes concerning the cost of education and
how to pay for it. Doing thie with this age group is important
but it is almost too late to help the family help itself. The
thought began to appear in discussions with other people in
financial aid as to how we could get this information to the
family at an earlier enough time. On several occasion. I asked
those people who requested that I come to speak to their juniors
and seniors if it might also be possible if I could speak to the
parents of those in the first and second grades. Several agroed
that this would be a goad experiment that might show productivity
and they were gracious enough to arrange such a meeting. The
meetings were successful in the sense that the parents Were
receptive but also cautious as to their ability to put aside such
funds.
The next sveral tines that I carried out this procedure
i asked one or two persons in investments to come and present
different ways that a family could set aside funds and to show
them the profitability of such a program. This was very
successful and enlightening to these young parents. To
understand that by setting aside a small portion of funds and to
increase that contribution as they were able did not sees as
difficult
task as they previously had thought. The clincher
was the outcome of such a savings plan in actual funds saved.
Following these meetings, over a period some six months, i
approached two friends of mine with the Jackson Public Schools
concerning the possibility of setting Up a pilot program to do
this typo of activity in the Jackaon Public Schools. Seth
persons were very receptive to the idea and were willing to work
with me concerning such an undertaking. One of the individuals
was in the counseling area tha other one worked with the
elementary schools. Sometime was put into tho project; as to the
logistics of how to gat the parents interested in attending such
a meeting end to make crtain that the presentations would be
realistic and would offer something of valu for those parents or
parent who would be present at the meeting. During this time
had tho opportunity to participate in several experimental
presentations at both public and private schools. Through these
presentations with the help of qualified finsnciel advisors we
began to fine tune the presentation and the type program that
would best suit an overall situation.
At this point I hasten to add that one of the participants from
the Jackson Public School was to retire and the other person
became ill with cancer and died within
short period of time.
It is still our plan to present this program to other officials
whom I also believe will be readily available end willing to work
with ouch a program. It is a good type of presentation and it
gets to tho parent st an early stage. it is something that is

A
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not original as tated before and is very simple but it is
something that doss require effort and time.
With all this said, I would like to request that this subcommittee give real consideration to the development of programs
that would help parents if they are willing to save. Already the
use of the Series I Savings Oond and other tax exemption for
education are a start and a very good start, but other breaks
It is vital that
which would encourage saving must come forth.
the young parents realise that their effort will be profitable
and will assist in providing funds for their child's education.
I would also urge the sub-committee to give real considerstion to
the development of projects which encourage the young parent to
participate in savings as a manner of not only providing for
education but for emergencies in life and retirement. Many
private groups are doing such programa and it might be most
useful if these efforts could be identified and the information
passed on to those of us in the area of post secondary education.
We cannot rely upon the loan as the major form of payment for
post-secondary education. The consequence of such a situation
would be disastrous to the family, post-secondary education, and
the nation.
Respectively submitted,

Jamk.I...Woodward

Ltr,VY DIrecto0of Student Aid
Ffñaiifal Planning
Millsaps College

',610E-4.7komil
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Senator COCHRAN. Jack, I appreciate your being here and giving
us that perspective, which is very provoking and very interesting,
and I hope that we can learn from some of your comments about
how important and how we need to emphasize the continued importance of these contributions to higher education from individuals and families.
I will be able to discuss this with you in a bit more detail after
we hear from Dr. Ted Alexander, who is our final panelist on the
second panel. Dr. Alexander, as you know, is president of Pearl
River Community College. I remember him when he was in high
school administration in Pike County, a good friend, one of our fine
resources here in Mississippi.
Ted, you may proceed.

Mr. Alexander. Senator, thank you very much. I will not take
but 5 minutes. I know we are getting close to the break and I want
to leave a minute or 2, in case you have any questions.
We welcome you back to Mississippi for this purpose and apprec-ate the fact that, as an alumnus of Millsaps, you chose this particular location to have your location.
Our national community college/junior system of higher educa-

tion has historically provided the opportunity for highquality,

low-cost education and occupational training to students with vocational, technical or academic aspirations. We have welcomed and
served individuals from all socioeconomic levels of society, and by
doing so, we have opened the doors to hundreds of thousands who

otherwise would never have had an opportunity to improve the
quality of life for themselves and for their families.
By fulfilling this responsibility, we know that we have to do some

what we call futurist planning for today, for tomorrow, that they
know people have an opportunity to know their community needs,
both students and the general community, and that the colleges
have an opportunity to fully analyze our resources and limitations,
and then that we move forward to act with the assistance of both
State and Federal help to fulfill our mission, based on those components.

The major issues and conditions of the future must be utilized in
the programs of today, so that the citizens of the year 2000, which

is just 9 years away, are prepared to be productive. The major

issues and conditions of the 1990's projected to the year 2000 are a
global economy, free-market socialism, which seems to be desperately trying to assert itself in the Soviet Union and other countries
at this time, global lifestyles, cultural nationalism, and small-time
entrepreneurship, which we in Mississippi community colleges are
in a process of developing through our own small business develop-

ment centers, along with some other alternatives to a welfare

State.
Too, we are witnessing some significant changes in the workforce
where we see an ever-increasing percentage of women and minorities, advances in biotechnological research and applications, which

is increasing exponentially at this time, a revival of interest in

spiritual and religious issues of concern, a resurgence of individuE1ism and a continuing renaissance of the arts, which we are pleased
to see taking place.
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Our community colleges are increasingly expected to supply technical skills and additional means for processing information. This
requires some additional technology, media and telecommunications equipment, along with technicians and trainers to expedite
the utilization of same. The cost of equipment, trainers and materials, at a time when less dollars are available, is approaching the
point where it is almost prohibitive.
For example, a very basic piece of equipment for a robotic-CIM
system in our automated manufacturing program at Pearl River
Community College costs us $125,000, and yet it has as projected
utilization of only 7 years. A classroom mainframe computer setup
costs a minimum of $145,000, with an expected productive utilization of only 3 to 5 years.
Other requirements facing us are trained faculty and personnel
who must have ongoing professional development to remain current, cultural and arts education for global understanding and individual needs, support services for students and linkages with other
entities, such as the public schools, other community colleges, universities and business and industry, to meet the needs that cannot
be met by one entity, just in and of itself.
Preparing 17-year-old high school graduates for a bachelor's
degree can no longer be considered the college's major effort. The
preparing of the adult and young person by providing for them additional technical skills is rapidly becoming the norm. Colleges are

increasingly the retraining sites for the young and the adult of

today and tomorrow.
The average worker will change jobs almost 7 times and change

major occupations a minimum of 3 times within a lifetime. The
proportion of persons 16 to 24 years old will shrink, from 30 percent of the total U.S. population in 1985, to 16 percent by the year
2000. Over 90 percent of the people who will be working in the year
2000 are already in the workforce.

At the present time, for the next decade, 3 out of 4 above minimum wage jobs will require some education or technical training
beyond high school. Several major studies have confirmed the fact
that 80 percent of the jobs available from this point forward to the
year 2000 and beyond, will requirt some technical training beyond
high school, 'out will not necessarily require a bachelor's degree.
Our 2-year colleges are the fastest growing segment of education
in America. More than 5.7 million students are attending the Nation's 1,200-plus 2-year colleges, 66,000 of those in Mississippi community colleges. Pearl River Community College is an example of
this growth, where enrollment has increased above the national av-

erage every year for the last 5 years. Our enrollment has doubled
since 1985.

The difference in average monthly earnings is most significant
for those receiving this additional training above that reflected by
a high school diploma. For example, persons earning an associate
degree can expect to earn 32.6 percent more salary or wages than
persons holding only a high school diploma.
With diminished resources, we are expected to serve even more a
population that must have additional educational services over an
increasingly longer period of time. We cannot overlook the popula-
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tion we are attempting to serve, especially in an area that is requiring the development of the individual on a long-term basis.
The community college population is primarily composed of sec-

ondary school transfers and the adult learner, increasingly the
adult learner. The needs of these two groups are different and require different services and different approaches in training and
retraining, increasingly retraining.
The new-age student requires a new-age support system. The information era has brought about a new family structure, workforce
and work ethic, social mores *and level of intellectual processing.
The community college's effort to foster the total growth and development of this new population we see coming about requires newage thinking and new-age programs, which will require some additional State and Federal funding. It is imperative that we not experience a reduction in funds provided thrc ugh either State funds or
the Higher Education Act.
I am aware of the fact that you have no control over the State
funds, but I am also aware of fact that you influence the funding at
the level of higher education. At the same time, we are willing to
and think we should be held accountable for the quality of the performance of our students.

The current funding trends, botl-

`ate and Federal, will not

fully address the future occupational L. dnin n. and education needs.

It is mperative
that the authorization of the Higher Education Act
i
include flinding for program development in the area of equipment,
training, support services, preventive health care and services, special programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped biomedical
and biotechnology development, cultural arts/global education and
institutional planning and networking and linking with other consortia.

We must be sure that the contribution of our funds are proportionate to the institution's training population, particularly those

with the most obstacles to overcome, so that the door does not close
for those in need of services provided by the colleges in Mississippi
and in America.
I would be happy to respond to any questions.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Alexander, for
your comments. It is an important thing for us to look at it. I think

the nontraditional student who is now more than ever realizing
that they need to go back to college and they need to pursue further training to upgrade skills and deal with the challenges of the
modern workplace.

Dr. Lamar Alexander, your cousinI guess you are not related
to Lamar Alexander--

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are in Tennessee and Kentucky, so somewhere along the line we might have been, I do not know.
Senator COCHRAN. What reminded me of that was his comments
the other day, at his hearing when we were confirming him as the
new Secretary of Education, he was talking about his experience at

the University of Tennessee. People talk about graduation rates
and people getting through college in 4 years, he says now, more
than ever before, people are taking longer to graduate, because

they are working while they are going to school, and I guess that is
a nontraditional student that we are seeing more of nowadays.
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He said, usually at graduations, you had parents of students who
were there to witness the event and cheer on the student who receives his diploma, and he says now you hear from out in the audience, "Way to go, mom," or "Hey, dad, that's 4Teat," people going
back to school getting their degrees later in life, for various reasons.

One of the things that we have been trying to emphasize at the
Federal level is support for literacy training, people who realize

that they need some 'basic skills and these needs have been ignored
or sort of hidden in the past, but now people are beginning to realize it is time to do something about those.
In Title I of the Higher Education Act, there is some funding for
a literacy corps program in the Higher Education Act. I wonder

whether or not you have seen any benefits from these funds, or
whether we need to take a look at putting greater emphasis on
Federal funds to support activities that you have described that

you are engaged in there, dealing with gender gaps and some of the
barriers that existed in the workplace and in the education setting,

as well.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The most startling example I can think of is one
that is fairly recently. As you know, we lost the Mississippi Army

ammunition plant, and when that plant closed, we had over 1,700
people who found themselves out of work, and 960 of them lived in
F'earl River County and 380 of those people in Hancock County,
which is immediately adjacent to Pearl River County.
We were able to secure some funding from the United States Department of Labor, some EDWA funds in this instance, and we did
provide over a year of retraining efforts, primarily utilizing some
customized software with PC's for those people that enabled them
to upgrade their skills, upgrade their literacy fields, to provide
them to be in a position to be more competitive, to compete for
some jobs that were going to be available at NASA, in the southern
part of the State.
On our campus, we are increasingly utilizing every opportunity
we can to secure funds for additional literacy training. We do have
many nontraditional students, Senator, who come to us, many of
whom who have not completed high school, but who have some
very basic skills. I have seen in the last 5 years a lot of those students complete their developmental work, with the assistance of
the college, earn an associate degree an go on to work toward a
bachelor's degree.
So, yes, we will need to continue to provide some resources that
need to be made available to assist those people who are nontraditional, but who are realizing increasingly that if they do not have

the skills that it takes to be competitive for the technical jobs that
are available at this point in time, then they are doomed to a life
of less than what they will have to have, in order to provide for
themselves and their families.
Senator COCHRAN. I remember the last time I was on your
campus, I was impressed with the relationship you had developed
with NASA, where you identified jobs in the future that they ex-

pected would be available there or in the region. Because of
projects that were being developed at NASA for which skills would
be needed that did nm, exist in the workplace, you helped design an
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education program to try to equip students with the skills 2 and 3
years down the road that they could then use to fill these projected
job needs.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are fully into that.
Senator COCHRAN. How is that going?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is going real well.
Senator COCHRAN. And has that been a success?

Mr. ALEXANDER. With the help of the Board of Supervisors, we

have completed finally the construction of a 50,000 square-foot
technology training center, and there we offer instrumentation
technology, electronics technology, data processing technology,
micro-computer technology, compute-assisted drafting and design,
along with some other technical programs that will assist us with
the relationship that we have established with NASA, SFERDRA,
Pan American, and some other companies that are located at the
NASA site, to train for skills that they will have to have to be competitive for jobs that they will have available.
Senator COCHRAN. How many students do you have right now
that you would say would be involved at Pearl River Community
College in that kind of training program?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In technical education?
Senator COCHRAN. Yes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Probably between 400 and 500 at this point in
time, but that does not include those students who we have in a coop program who are working part-time at NASA, and it does not
include the students who are full-time employees at those plants,
where we have a campus set up at NASA, where they receive some
on-site training.
Senator COCHRAN. Are there Federal funds involved in those programs, supporting those programs? If so, what are they?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No.

Senator COCHRAN. There are not?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Only vocational funds for some equipment. As

you know, we are in danger of losing the support that we have to
have from this point forward to increase the amount of dollars that
it takes to purchase the kind of equipment I spoke of here, in order
to be competitive in our training efforts.
Senator COCHRAN. Is that available to you under the Vocational
Education Act?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Very little of it. Very little of it. There is not

enough money for the equipment that it takes to support that type
of training.
Senator COCHRAN. Ms. Lee, in discussing the TRIO program, I
was looking at the proposal that we have seen from the Department of Education to modify that program. Even though there is a
requst for a significant increase in funding for TRIO for the next
fiscal year from the Department of Education, there is also a recommendation that Congress consider allocating the money directly
to the States and letting the States distribute it, combining it into
kind of a block gral t program of sorts. You may have touched on
this and commented on it in your statement, but what is your reaction to that? Even if we would receive a larger amount of money,
would you think that would be a good way to handle it?
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Ms. LEx. We certainly need additional motleys to fund the programs that we have. One of the things that I did before this hearing was to contact project directors in our State, and they all indicated, with the exception of 2, that they could use additional
moneys now to serve students in their communities and at their institutions, so we certainly are in favor of additional moneys to fund
the program.
However, we do have concerns at the State, regional and national level in regard to the block grant proposal. We have a structure
in place that has worked and worked effectively for 25 years. The
fact that the President did recommend an increase in funds for
TRIO I think speaks to the effectiveness of our programs over the
years. We are not sure, however, that the block grant proposal
would insure that the kinds of institutions who currently receive
that money would continue to receive the money. There is the possibility that the funding agencies would be different, that the kinds
of institutions who receive the money would be different, that the
safeguards that we have sought to secure over the 25-year history
of our programs would no longer be in place.

In addition, we are not sure that the same population that we
serve in our programsour fund is specifically to assist disadvantaged studentswould be the thrust that the block grants would
take. We have no assurance that any of the things that we have

worked for now would be part of the new proposal.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. NVoodward, I was interested in your comments about the Series E savings bond program. This is a program,
January of last
as I understand it, that has just really begun inbelow
$40,000 are
year, where families with annual family incomes
U.S.
Savings
Bonds
when the
eligible to earn tax-free interest on
Do
you
think
this is
proceeds are used for educational purposes.

going to be a good incentive that will be helpful to parents who
want to save for their children's educational needs?
Mr. WOODWARD. I think it would be a very good incentive for
them. For a long time, we have had _people who have saved through
their payroll deduction by buying Series E bonds, who have done
that as a part of their retirement and working for any situation.
But still there is a large number of people out there who are not
even aware that this exists at this time and, therefore, the information has to get out to them.
I am a little bit disturbed at the $40,000 cap that is on there also,
because the-, people who are going to really have to pay for it who
will not qualify for Federal programs or State programs of financial aid are going to be the ones that have to pay the burden of the
bill and they are the ones who should have the opportunity and advantage of doing this. I also think it would help those with a lesser
income. The cap bothers me a great deal. I think it is too low. I
think it at least ought to cover middle-income, whatever that is, depending on whichever status you are in.
Senator COCHRAN. President Bush has also recommended that
Congress institute a tax incentive plan called a family savings
plan, much like an individual retirement account that we were familiar with several years ago, so that accumulation of a fund is
exempt from taxation, if they are gt. g to be used for educational
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purposes within the family or to buy a home for the first time.
That has been his recommendation to the Congress.
Congress has not enacted that yet, but I wonder whether or not
that, in your judgment, would be a good thing, also, to be an incentive to encourage that kind of savings.
Mr. WOODWARD. I think it would be very beneficial, because, as
you know, there is an outcry. for the IRA to come back into existence as it was prior. But anything of that type will give the family
the opportunity to see that there will be results at the end of their
savings and what it can do.

One of the 7 men and women that I talked with have what I
think is the best idea of all. You do not save for education, you
save for retirement and the crises that exist between now and the
time of retirement, and education becomes one of those crises.
Therefore, any part that you save or any way that you come up
with an amount, such as the IRA that would give this opportunity,
the Series E. bonds or whatever, would definitely help the family,
but we are still with the problem of getting the information to the
people.
Senator COCHRAN. I congratulate you on the program that you

have started here at Millsaps to acquaint parents and others at

earlier ages of the opportunities they have to provide for their own
education needs. These are certainly important things to remember

and to get started. We need more of that kind of leadership

throughout the country, I think, so I congratulate you and your colleagues for what you are doing.
.Right.now, we will take a break. There is some coffee outside the
hearing room. We will Teconvene in about 10 minutes, at which
time we will have our third panel.
[Recess.]
Senator COCHRAN. The subcommittee will come to order.

We will reconvene our hearing with our third panel of witnesses
for our morning session. I am reminding everyone that we are
going to have an afternoon session, as well.
The panel .we have with us at this time at the witness table includes Mr. Edward Moore, who is here to tell us about Mississippi
Skills 2000, he is president of Moore Career College; Dr. Charlotte
Tullos, who is director of career development at the University of
Southern Mississippi; Dr. Sandra Burkett, who is the director of
the writing/thinking project at Mississippi State University; and
Mr. Nathaniel WilliamsNate, as his friends call himwho is a
student at the writing/thinking class at Mississippi State University.

This panel's topic for discussion with us this morning is preparing a world class workforce. We appreciate all of you being here,
and we will ask Mr. Moore to proceed.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD MOORE, PRESIDENT, MOORE CAREER
COLLEGE; DR. CHARLOTTE TULLOS, DIRECTOR, CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIP-

PI; DR. SANDRA BURKETT, DIRECTOR, WRITING/THINKING
PROJECT, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY; AND NATHANIEL
WILLIAMS, STUDENT, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Senator. Thank you, Ms. Dixon, for inviting us here today.
As you said, I am Edward Moore, president of Moore Career College, but also State captain of Skills 2000. Skills 2000 is a coalition

of State representatives, government representatives, industry
leaders, educators, private career school students, graduates and
others, who are assembled to promote the awareness of the role
that private career colleges take in educating today's generation
for tomorrow's workforce.

I appreciate the opportunity here to share with you my views

and look forward to being involved in the structuring of Mississippi's idea of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I also
want to thank you for bringing this hearing to Mississippi. We here
in Mississippi appreciate that.
Our State is strongly committed to postsecondary education and

to the producing of a skilled workforce. We here in Mississippi

expect an economic (growth over the next 10 years. It is, however,
dependent upon the improvement of the human capital here in the

State. Without improvement of human capital or without the

sources of human capital, we will not be competitive in a global
market.
A report recently from the Mississippi Institute of Higher Learning said, "Improved education and skill levels will hold the key to
our future." We agree with that. We also feel that the quality of

education and how well this education is matched to industry
needs and market trends will also be a key in unleashing the economic power that Mississippi is going to enjoy and also the United

States.
Private career colleges are prepared to help meet this challenge.
We are going to help through hands-on and career-specific training.
Through these two areas, we have become appreciated by employers in these areas and our students.
Senator, presently, one-half of all of our Nation's ntry-level
skilled workforce is produced by private career colleges. Many of

our students turn to the private career college for training or for
retraining in programs as varied as health care, business, business

management, transportation and other crafts.
There are approximately 1.5 million students being served today
by the approximately 2,000 private career schools in the Nation.
With these schools, we produce approximately 1 million graduates

a year. And with an 80

rcent placement rate nationally, that

I people into the workforce, as contribmeans we are putting
uting members to the tax-paying community every year.
The greatest demand that we are now seeing is for business support occupations, such as accounting, secretarial, and word processing. In fact, the private career school sector provides approximately
36 percent of the Nation's needs in these areas.
800,1 I
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We here in the State of Mississippi are projecting approximately
9,000 new jobs that are going to be created within the next 12 to 18
months. The largest portwn of these will be in the private sector,
particularly in the service industries. Of these 9,000 jobs, approxi-

mately 6,000 of these are going to need specific technical career
training.

Now, the strength of the private career school industry is the
ability to respond to rapid changes, rapid changes in the industry
and the workforce then take these changes and apply immediately
to the learning environment, and we do this with private capital
for our equipment needs.
An example of this was in late in 1987, we have advisory councils

for all of our programs. These advisory councils are made up of
business leaders and employers who hire our students. They came
to us and suggested that we change our software program from
Display Write to WordPerfect, because it was becoming the number
one software. This was accomplished within an 8-week period in

our schools. Within 8 weeks, we are now teaching our graduates
WordPerfect.

It is through this type of close relationship with the marketplace
and our advisory committee members that we are able to keep our
fingers on the pulse of the changing trends of the marketplace. It is
also because of this symbiotic relationship that the private career
school is able to place 80 percent of its graduates nationwide.
Due to the career-specific and the concentrated hands-on training
that the students get in the private career schools, we graduate approximately 66 percent of our students nationally. Now, this could
be compared to 46 percent in community colleges and 33 percent in
the Job Corps. Now, while these groups of students are experiencing graduation and success, opportunities are drying up for the millions of people who have only a high school diploma.

In fact, the hourly wage for the 25- to 34-year-old male high
school graduate actually fell over 18 percent in real terms from
1973 to 1989.

I am by no means suggesting that the private career school education is an end-all solution. It is not. It is just an alternative. The
community colleges, the 4-year schools, the private 4-year schools,
they offer options who firmly embrace their participation. In fact, I
am a product of that 4-year institution environment.
However, we feel that each student should have the opportunity
and the alternative to choose his career path and, with that choice
of career path, the choice of the type of postsecondary education he
should be given, because the kind of postsecondary education that
a student chooses will have a direct result, a direct ramification on
the type of lifestyle and socioeconomic status that he is going to
have for the rest of his life.
Now, the private career school educates the forgotten half. Nationally, we see approximately 20 percent of the people that complete high school actually wind up having a 4-year degree. What
happens to the other 80 percent of our students? Where do they get
trained? Where do they get educated?

Well, many of those go to other schools. Some come to our
schools. All of these students that do not get the 4-year school
training, which I VIA8 a product of, they still must contend with the
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social and economic complexities today of modern life. Skills that
many of us were able to learn at an early date, but due to some of
their economic and social conditions, they do not get the opportunity to learn these skills. We address these skills very early in our
programs, lifelong skills, skills that balance checkbookv, so that
these students can exist in life and within our programs.
As a career school owner, I would like to take just a short time
to discuss some misconceptions, possibly, about our sector of postsecondary education. There has been much debate recently on the
default rates, the default issue. The first thing I would like to say
is I really do not feel that is a reflection of the quality of education
or the quality of the institution. However, it could very well be a
reflection of the population that school decides to serve.
The default rate with the private career school has experienced a
14 percent drop since 1987 to the most recent published statistics.
Now, this was accomplished before any Federal legislation was recently passed addressing the default issue. Most of this was a result
of the default initiatives of AICS and NAM'S and other associations.

Now, as I said before, the big factor is defaults are not an indication of the quality of the educational process, but, rather, an indication or a reflection of the population served, or, better yet, possibly some of these schools have made a commitment to serve all of
the students, regardless of their socioeconomic status.

A quick thumbnail sketch of students in Mississippi private

career colleges: 28 percent of the students enrolled have incomes of
less than $3,000, these are family incomes; 63 percent of the students have incomes of less than $9,000, this is poverty level.
My school, unfortunately, has a default rate of 32 percent. Some
people fear that may be high. An example, because of this default
rate, two banks recently have stopped making loans to students attending my schools, and this is referenced in the written text. This
disheartens me, to see many dreams stamped out, not by a lack of
energy or desire and enthusiasm, but possibly a lack of access.
Also, it is my opinion that much of the default problem is due to
a grant/loan imbalance. During the 1980's, there was a major shift

to move the vehicle of financing postsecondary education from
grants to loans. In 1980, 41 percent of the tuition costs were covered by grants. Today, only 26 percent is covered.

Now, we have to remember that this means even the neediest
student who attends a school is most often given a burdensome
debt. We also have to remember that 28 percent of these have incomes of less than $3,000.

Another example is in Mississippi. In comparing 1989 to 1990,
there is an increase of 21 percent in student loans.
I hope we have addressed some of the issues of the workforce,
how we participate in the role that private career schools play in
developing a workforce, and it is by no mistake that many policymakers feel that this legislation, this reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act may be the most important social issue that this

Congress addresses. This legislation will impact anybody who has a
dream of postsecondary education. On a broader scale, it will solidify our Nation's commitment to education, education opportunities
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for all, the poor and the affluent, and to producing a skilled American workforce.

We realize that time is short. We have students that are in attendance today and they ask that, if you have time during the
lunch break, they would like to visit with you, and also they ask

that we extend the invitation to you and your staff to visit any of
our schools, if you could fit that into your busy schedule. We know
you are quite busy.
Senator COCHRAN. I do not think we are going to have a lunch
break. We had hoped to have one.
Mr. MOORE. We thank you.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for being here and
being a part of our panel on building a world class workforce.
Mr. MOORE. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Moore (with attachments) follows:]
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My nese is Edward Moore, and I

Mr. Chairman, good morning.

am president of Moore Career College here in Jackson and also head

of a state-wide Coalition

Mississippi Skills 2000 -- which

consists of industry and state government representatives, private

career school students, officials and graduates to promote
awareness of private career schools and colleges role in preparing
today's generation for tomorrow's workforce.

I appreciate having

this opportunity to share my views and look forward to working
with you on these issues.
First, let me express my thanks to you for holding this

hearing on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act here in
Mississippi.

Our state is strongly committed to postsecondary

education and producing a skilled workforce.

As a recant

advertising campaign by the Mississippi Department of Economic and
Community Development states Mississippi is "The State of Change."
Over the next ten years economic growth in Mississippi is

expected to be spurred by the goods-producing sectors of
manufacturing and agriculture and the service-producing sectors of
service and transportation.

Though consistent with national

projections, this employment growth is dependent on a number of
factors.

The improvement of human capital both here in

Mississippi and the nation will be critical to the state's ability
to compete successfully in the globalized marketplace. As a report

from the Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning said
"Improved education and increased skill levels will hold the key
1
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to Mievissippi's future in terms of the state's ability to produce

top-quality products in the competitive economic environment.
The quality of education and how well this education is matched to
the employers needs and market trends will be a key to unleashing
the economic power in Mississippi and the nation.
Private career schools and colleges are prepared to help us

Meet this challenge.

Through the hands-on and career specific

training they provide their students, they have forged unique
relationships with employers and students.

These relationships

will play an important role in building a skilled workforce.

SMPLOYERS - DEMAND AND SUPPLY_RILATIONSHIP
Last year, trade and technical schools produced about onehalf of the nation's trained entry-level workers.

Millions of

unskilled Americans turn to trade and technical schools to learn a
marketable job skill.

These students are enrolled in programs

varying from health, business management and support to general
technologies such as transportation and crafts.

The two largest

private career school associations are the Association of
Independent Schools and Colleges and the National Association of
Trade and Technical Schools.

They serve nearly 1.5 million

people, attending more than 2,000 private career colleges and
schools nationwide.

The following chart shows the type of

training these students receive:

2
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Annual Enrollsent in WATTS/AICS Accredited
Schools by Type of School (1989)
Enrollment

Program Cluster

(Full-time)

WATTS

ATCS

Allied Wealth
Arts and CommUniCation
Widnes@ Management and.Warketing
Business SuppOrt and Operations
Engineering, Science and Related
TechnOlogiee
General Technologies, Transportation,
and Crafts
Social and Personal Services
Other Programs

71,909
33,947
13,183
51,858

52,993
4,862
64,638
289,841

58,886

52,849

220,841
14,013
284,044

11,175
%4,420
232,162

Total

747,301

722,440

The importance of private career schools and colleges to the
nation's economy is demonotrated through the way they match a
supply of trained individuals to the demands of the labor force.
Since the late 1970s, twenty million new jobs have been
created in the United States.

With this economic growth, there

has been a dramatic increase in the use of technology by the labor
force, and the move from manufacturing to services.

Ninety

percent of the jobs created *ince the late 1970s have been in the
service and information sectors or the economy.
By the year 2000, nearly 80 percent of the jobs will be in

the srvice industry in areas such as health care and data
processing.

The following chart shows the anticipated growth in

certain occupations, the annual demand for new workers, and the

gap between the numbcrs we are now training and the numbers we
3
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will need in the year 2000.
Estimated and Projected Esploymont and
Comparison of Labor Demand with Institutional Supply*

Program/
Occupation
Cluster

Employmeni
(in Thous.)
2000
1988

Percent
Change

Annual
Demand

Currently
Enrolled

2,361

3,226

36.6%

397,977

124,902

1,257
Arts and
Communications

1,495

13.9%

229,992

38,809

17,816
Business
Mgt and Marketing

21,623

21.4%

570,308

77,821

18,121 20,463
Business
Support and Operations

12.9%

2,658,503

341,699

45.3%
3,493
Engineering 2,404
Science and Related Technologies

146,855

109,735

1,363,782
10.2%
11,450 12,622
General
Technologies, Transportation, and Crafts

231,816

1,152,103

28,433

Allied
Health

8,094
9,686
Social
and Personal Services

19.7%

*Occupational Projects and Training Data, 1988 edition, U1$.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The greatest demand for workers is in business support
occupations such as accountants, general office workers,
secretaries and word processors.

More than 340,000 students are

enrolled in educational programs for business support positions.
of this supply, 36 percent come from private career schools.

also

the estimated annual demand of 1.3 million workers in the general
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enrollment of 231,818 students in these fields which has become
over 25 percent of the total supply.

Mere in Mississippi, private career schools and colleges are
doing their part to train skilled workers in a variety Of
technical fields ranging from computer programming, health care,
travel and tourism to transportation.

Last year alone, 6,889 students were enrolled in private
career schools and colleges in Mississippi and 3,987 graduated in
these technical fields.

In Mississippi, 8,800 new jobs will be added to our economy
in the next year.

Of those new jobs, the highest increase will be

in the private sector particularly in the service industries.
Five-thousand nine-hundred new jobs will be created in the service
sector requiring specific career education.
An imp.brtant component of all private career school programs

is the ability to incorporate the rapid changes occurring in the
job marketplace to the actual learning program in the school.

For

instance, at Moore Career College, each particular program has a
Business Advisory Council consisting of employers in the Ideal

community who oversee trends in that field and relay these'changes
to our curriculum developers and instructors.

In 1988, the

Business Advisory Council for our word processing program relayed
to us the importance of the word perfect computer program over the
In eight weeks time from that

display writs we were teaching.

disclosure, we were able to input this change into our program
offerings.
5
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It is through the fundamental oversight of these councils and
other community members that private career schools and colleges
are able to keep their "fingers" on the pulse of rapid
teohnOlOgical change in any of our career fields.

Prom the

private career school to the local business, each has realised the
important symbiotic relationship they have, to produce skilled
workers for local industries.
To successfully serve the businesses in our communities,

private career schools employ professionals from the various
industries to administer instruction.

As a recant U.S. News &

World Report article stated when discussing changes in MBA
programs thLt focused on bringing real-world concerns into the
classroom:

The switch in response to the ongoing economic

downturn -- and also to a growing conviction that improving
product development and production is key to national prosperity.
The schools face ever increasing pressure to adjust to the needs
of their customers -- employers and students."
Through these close ties to the business community, it Moore

Career College we are able to place on average SO percent of our
graduates in jobs in related fields.

Additionally, because of the career-specific and hands-on
training our students receive, 56 percent graduate from private
career school education programs nationwide.

This is compared to

the 46 percent graduation rate of community colleges and the 33
percent completion rate for Zob Corp programs.

6
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GRADUATION RATES

WiTITUTIOR

CIEARMATI2L2211Z

PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS S COLLEGES

614

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

46%

PRIVATE FOUR YEAR

43*

PUBLIC FOUR YEAR

38%

JOB CORP

33%

OTUDENTa
A number of influential studies have been done regarding the
status of our young people.

Rather than rehashing many of the

statistics which I know many of us our familiar with -- I would
just like to highlight a taws
o

the population with four or more years of education
beyond high school is 16 percent:

o

33.5% of our nation's population sod 25 and over does
not have a high school diploma:

o

2.49 million students graduated from high school in
1988-89, an 8.6 percent decrease since 1980-81: and

o

30% of elementary and secondary public school students
are minorities, but only 18.4% of college students are
from minority groups.

These figures suggest that a large portion of our population
specifically the age group 17-24 years old are "falling through
the cracks."

The W.T. Grant Foundation called this group "The

Forgotten Half" and asked what happens when they tragically drop
7
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out of high school?

The answer it seemed not only encompassed

consequences to our eduJation system, but also our economic wellbeing as yell.

As a recent U.S. News & World Report article stipulated, "In
a reversal from the 1970s, higher education now holds out huge
monetary rewards for Americans leaving many who have only high
school educations on a downward path.

Amid a boom in college

attendance in the early 19705, the average graduate earned lust
16% more than a peer with a high school diploma.

But by 1986,

with just one out of four high school graduates going on to
college that higher education premium had risen to 50 percent.

Far more than just rewarding workers with skills such as the
ability to read beyond a seventh grade level, the economy is
showering its bounties on people who are paid to think:
lawyers, engineers.

Software

Meanwhile, opportunities are

drying up for millions with only high school degrees.

The hourly

wagws of 35-tm-34-year-old male high school graduates fell 18.38
in real terms from 1973 to 1989."

we seem to be sentencing a large proportion of our population
to a cycle of unemployment, poverty and welfare without giving
them the resources or the understanding to achieve their own
American dream.

As a private school director, I by no moans am suggesting
that a vocational education is the end-all solution -- but what I
am suggesting is that each student should be given the opportunity
and the alternative to choose the type of postsecondary education
8

9
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they wish to pursue.

And the kind of postsecondary education

the future social
they choose will have direct ramifications to

and economic well being of the individual.
we
In Mississippi, as we go through the educat .on process
notice serious declines in attendance:

30% do not graduate from

education 40-454
high schoOl--of the 50% who go onto postsecondary
This leaves 15of these do not graduate from these institutions.
But
their education.
20* of our student population completing
them? In our own
What about the other 75-10%? What happens to

terms, they are Mississippi's "forgotten half."
Let me give you at least a portion of the answer:

the

is:
national private career achool student profile

7e* Women
o

40% Minorities

o

54% Financially Independent

o

47% Less than $11,000.income

o

29% Attended or graduated from another postsecondary
institution.

high school
In regard to those students who Live not earned a
be served at
diploma, many ability-to-benefit (ATB) students can

private career schools and colleges:
o

not receive a
9% of private career school studenti did
enrolling
high school diploma or its equivalent prior to
in a private career school.

o

ATB, 42*
Of the private career school students who are
old, and
are less than 24 years old, 21% are 24-29 years
9

62
37% are older than the age of 30.

o

37% are White: 28% are black? 28% are Hispanic: and 74
are other races or ethnic groups, including Asians and
AmeriCan Indians.

In early 1990, Moore Career College enrolled 102 AID

students and just about half of the group graduated for a 48%
rate.

Currently, there is over a 704 placement rate for AT8

students.
There are no unique problems to placing any of our students.

The success of our education programs is based in a large part to
the holistic approach we take to our students.

The key to

educational achievement requires more than simply paying tuition
and attending classes,

They must often also contend with the many

social and economic complexities of modern life -- life skills
that many of us learn early, but, due to their economic and
social circumstances, many have not had the opportunity to learn.
It does take as we all know, a certain amount of stamina and

understanding to work our way through the different financial aid
programs and I am paid to understand them.

So, for students just

starting out on their own education career, the financial aid
programs appear to be at bast incomprehensible and at worst
irresponsible.

To solve this dilemma, most private career schools

and colleges not only teach their students a skill, but also give
them a certain knowledge of the world out there through counseling
and introduction kits which outline financial aid programs and
their responsibilities -- giving them a sense of ownership toward
10
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their own financial and educational futures.

EMATE CAREER SCHOOLs AND

COLLEM

discuss a few
As a private school owner, I would like to

misperceptions about our sector of postsecondary education.
of our
MUch debate bas taken place around the default rates
acknowledged, the high
particular sector. Rut as many have
of the education
default rates are not a reflection of the quality
program but a reflection of the population served.
dropping
The default rate for the proprietary sector has ben
since 1987.

Our cohort default rate was nearly 40 percent that

in 1919.
It dropped to 32.6 percent in 1988 and 27 percent
than any
Our sector has shown more improvement in default rates

year.

other sector.
FY,86 - FY,88 DEFAULT RATES
AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE
FY,87
RATE

*FY'88
RATE

4

CHANGE

40
Private
Career Schools

32.6

-7.4

26.8

-5.8

20

18.1

-1.9

15.64

-2.46

Private 2-year 20

13.2

-6.8

15.07

+1.87

9

6.8

-2.1

6.07

-0.73

Public 4-year

9

7.1

-1.9

8.98

+1.88

Private 4-year

TYPE AND
CONTROL

Public 2-year

FY,86
RATE

MOE

an Associates.
'Sector Analysis independently calculated by
of the
As I said, high default rates are not a reflection

11
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quality of institution.

But, they may reflect our commitment to

serve all students no matter what type of education they wish to
pursue.

Prtvate career colleges and schools are committed to reducing
students loan defaults and protecting the integrity of aid
prograas.

In fact, a nationwide Default Management Initiative

was launched in 1986 by the Career Training Foundation, AICS and
NATTS. That initiative is underway
here in Mississippi and other
States across the nation.
In early April of this year, I held workshops on financial

aid during Default Prevention Week to highlight the importance
to
the students of paying back their loans.
my school serves a large number of low-income students. Here
is a breakdown of the incomes of my students:

INCOME

$0-3,000

28*

$3,001-6,000

20*

$6,001-9,000

15*

$5,001-12,000

14%

$12,001-15,000

7%

Over $15,000

16%

My school, unfortunately, has a high default rate overall.

Because of this high rate, the bank that has made loans to our
students just informed me that it would no longer do so.
12
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I am disheartened to see many of these dreams stamped out not by
any lack of energy on the student's part, but through the
financial needs of a commercial lender.

To rectify this situation, NATTS and AICS have proposed
a number of changes to reduce the difficulty many students face in
obtaining a student loan.

The non-discrimination provision would

be expanded to prohibit discrimination based on the type of
institution, tax status, or length of educational program.

Host

importantly, a lender-of-last-resort program would be developed as
part of the designated state guarantor program.

All lenders

making loans in the state would be required to participate in the
program, which would ensure that high risk students would still be
able to get loans.
Additionally, much of the increacia in defaults is also dUe

to the imbalance between the loan and grant mix.

During the

1960s, there was a major shift from grants to loans as a source of
financial aid.

In 1960, the maximum Pell Grant covered 41 percent

of the average tuition.
the cost.

By 1990, it only covered 26 percent of

These changes mean even tha neediest students may leave

school under a crushing burden of debt.
In Mississippi, there has been an increase of 21.56 in the
number of student loans from last year.

Number of Loans
Dollar Amount

FY'90

FY'69

37,373

30,760

$93,046,729

$76,013,699
13
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That represents a 31.54 increase in the number of student
loans and a 22.44 increase in the dollar amounts.
I hope I have gone beyond many of the reauthorization issues
to address your workforce concerns and the role that private
career schools and colleges play, and will continue do so, in
preparing a skilled workforce.

It is no mistake that many

policymakers have called the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act one of the most important pieces of social
legislation this Congress will address.

The issues and their

ramifications will impact each individual and his or her pursuit
of their American dream and on a broader scale will solidify our
nation's commitment to educational opportunity and to producing a
skilled American workforce.
Thank you.

Pat Olice Son 1200
Jackson. Misesspo 311216.1200

Mem 001 3644372

V. I. Wpm*

COIN Nowa buramb

DEPOSIT GLARANW NATIONAL BANK

October 5, 1990

Mr. Edward Moore, President
Moore Career College
2001 Airport Road, Suite 309
Jackson, MS 39209

Dear Mr. Moore:

After serious And deliberate considerations Deposit Guaranty
has decided to diecontinue package based student lending to
schools that have default rats greatmr then 25% based on
the latest available Cohort Default Rate listing. The
latest listing (1989) indicates that your school had a
default rats of 32%. Accordingly, after December 31, 1990,
we will discontinue package based student lending with
Moore Career College.

Thenk you very much for the student lending relationship our
firms have experienced and we look forward to a continuation
of this through year end.
ciSincerely,

kkkA,

.13. (Gene) Berbette
Executive Vice President
Central Rogion

pgt

Grow With Us

1

6
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A Great Southern
National Bank

BANKai MERIDIAN
offic.ibg
pest

mode" Fisasaspi.19:102
(6011031141

April 5, 1991

Mrs. Baylis Lee
Moore Career College
2001 Airport Rd., Suite 309
Jackson, MS 39208
Dear Baylis:

Per our conversation of this date, please know that the management of
Great Southern National Bank has made the decision to suspend offering
student loans due to our learning of certein contingent liability that
we create as the originator of such loans

Heretofore, it was this bank's understanding that all loans were federally insured up to their full face value. Only recently did we learn
from a Jackson forum on student loans, and later substantiated by
Dr. James Flippin, Director of the Mississippi Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, that our guaranty position depends entirely on the health of
the Mississippi Higher Education Assistance Corporation which, as of
this writing, remains somewhat suspect.
We appreciate the relationship that we have enjoyed with Moore Career
College over the years and only regret that we will no longer be a
source of loans for your students.
Sincerely,

William S. Abbey
Senior Iftce President

WSA/lar
cc:

Ronnie Mock
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Thema F. Greta
sweet wen Offurr

Therempiellak
ArinmeCoatimmy
PO. llon 709

7lapelo MS 70024709

MI1004491

The Pm* Plate Sankt:

Sink at Amor!

April 5, 1991

Amory
Marley

Seek al Coffee., tlk
Cuffeevult
Soak of Pontotoc
Potuotoc

Ilaak of Water valley

Win, Valk,

Otrall County Bank

Mr. Edward Moore
Moore Career College
2001 Airport Road, Suite 309
Jackson, MS 39208

Vaiden

Clay County Rank
* Tram Company

Dear Mr. Moore:

viestPom

Thank you for expressing an interest in our student loan department
as the lender for your career college. However, due to our loan
policy, we do not make loans to any proprietorship institutions.
This is a policy that has been in effect since 1984, and we feel it
would be in our best interest to continue with this policy.

Mertkenu
de Fermin Bank
Winona
Peewela Counry Bank
Sardis

Sbe ratples Bank
Tare Company

Calhoun City

Best wishes for great success with the Tupelo branch of Moore Career
If we at The Peoples &ink and Trust Company can be of service
College.
to you, please give us a call.

Canna,
Gunto.rn
loka
Jumpartown

/f you have any questions concerning our student loan policy, you may
call me at (601) 680-1492.

Aberdeen

emmytile

OitaiOna
Planmstule
Saltitto
Shannon

Sincerely,

SOuthb.en
Tupelo

Thomas F. Crean
Student Loan Officer
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MISSISSIPPI

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF STATE
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING
orn

Mnansip0 Ciaanntee
&Went Loan Agency
001 .424,1143

April 9, 1991

&Went Financial AO

OM M4470

Mrs. Baylis Lee
Director of Financial Aid
Moore Career College
2460 Terry Road
Jackson, MS
39208
Dear Baylis:

I appreciate the opportunity to speak with the Moore Career College

students on Tuesday, April 2,

1991.

I was impressed with the

students' attention during the various presentations as well as the
indepth questions that were asked.

I encourage Moore Career College to continue these presentations
and others in order to insure that students are given a complete
and accurate picture of the consequences of their actions--both
positive and negative. Also, thank you for the cup and calendar.
Please
. me know if I can be of further assistance to you or your
students.
Sincerely,

GuA,N

a

_

e

Larry Blankenship
Associate Director
tlb

3825 Ridgewood Road

p,

i Li

P. 0. 9ox 342

Jackson, Mississuppi 39205.0342

s-,

.g
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WHAT HAVE WE DONE ABOUT THE 'BA-D APPLES'?

PLENTY.
We got tough with accreditation.
In the last three years. an average of 13 out of every 100 schools reviewed lost their
accreditation. Another 240 closed their doors. Most couldn't meet our standards for
curricula. financial operations or school managemem. But in virtually every case. lost
accreditation meant an end to federal student aid.

We fought bad schools in court.
In dozens of coon cases, our accrediting eomnnssions have fought schools challenging our
quality standards. And during the last three years. we've spent over $1 million dollars
doing it. We've also cut a two-year appeals process to less than 12 months.

We got stronger.
To help ensure students pay back their loans, we developed the nationwide Default
Reduction Initiative in over 2000 schools. Our accrediting conunissions formed aggressive
fact-finding teams to inspect schools with reported problems. They've investigated highdefault institutions and stepped up financial reviews and accountability. They've barred
recruitment in or near welfare offices. unemployment lines and homeless shelters. To
'ssions are coordinating with state licensing boards and
broaden our strength, our co
federal agencies in a ~TRIAD- partnership to fight waste and fraud. In all. some 340
schools were removed from our accreditation lists in the last three years.

We support reform legislation.
AICS and NATTS supported both the House and Senate versions of student loan default
legislation. We've endorsed the policy of suspending student tud funds frmn schools
accused of abuse. And we pushed for greater accountability for all postsecondary
institutions -- including the release of graduation and job placement data -- so that
prospective students can make informed choices.

We've worked hard to werd out the bad apples. and we're getting results. America's
schools. students. and employers deserve no less.

To get a copy of our Proposal for the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
or to find out more shout our reform efforts, contact:
SKILLS 2000, 2251 Wisconsin Awe., NW, Washington, DC 20007 (202/333-1021).

PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
Because America's Skills are America's Future

leA
S.sonanon of Indrpendenl College, and -'.00ls

National Assoctanon of Trade and I et-finical Schook

4,
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C.A."11HEr'MENLEY,JR.
PINGS COWRY AWN

MDICOUNTY COM ICUSI

JACKOMCMOSSMMOIMWM

Mr MO IKON°
ARICA

venom

April 29, 1991

mos corm

semmen

TO WHOM IT NAY CONCERN:
After having
Technical college,

worked with

several externs from Southern
truthfully say that the Paralegal
Department of Southern Technical College is capable of producing
well-trained professionals who are assets to the legal profession.
I have found
these graduates to have a command of the field of
research, both manual and computer. Their skill in drafting legal
pleadings has impressed many. The experience that they receive in
WordPerfect as invaluable to them in almost any law office in the
surrounding area.
I

can

Without reservation / can recommend the Southern Technical
College Paralegal Program to those who want a marketable skill in
an interesting field.
Sincerely yours,

C. A. Henley, Jr.

V Le/
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April 25, 1991

The Honorable Thad Cochran
326 Russell Senate Office Building
20510
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Cochran,

whose ages range from
I am a single parent of four children Hattiesburg Cable. My
of
I am also a full-time employee
5 to 16.
secretary for a large corporagoal is to one day be an executive
tion.

situation, I have been unable to
Because of my financial
student at
school
until
now. I am currently a
attend a cecondary
Secretary. While at
majoring
in
Professional
Moore Career College
Month and was inducted into
Moore, I have been named Student of Ithe
have
also won a scholarship
the Phi Beta Moore Honor Society.
If it had not been
Secretaries
International.
from Professional
have
achieved
these awards.
I would never
for Moore Career College who
him
or
herself
to enwants to better
They are
I would encourage anyone
teachers
there
are
great.
roll at Moore. The staff and
very encouraging and understanding.
I know that proprieI felt c.mpelled to write to you because I strongly disagree
sometimes looked down upon.
education and is untary schools are
with this attitude. When a person wants anproprietary school can
a
able to attend a college or university, proof
of this.
be of assistance. I know because I am
and women for allowing
I thank you and the other congressmen education.
students to receive loans for proprietary
Sincerely,,

,

1 4/14".4
Bonnie Williams

ROI

""';-..`-',7?,r.rtt.'14cittligagtegraoris.
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wee;A, high school

4forinnwfselif310,1,I.. had

graduate who had very

.

pkanned . to, graduate,,fr,pmi, high

poolliand go to a tlniversity in Oklahoma to pursue my career
;,cem44iers.. Aftermsursuing my career I had planned to get
iori
and haVeva Italy.. Instead, last plans came first..
an. able te go
i4Oollege, after getting married,issimply
audietl t'deuld ,not. 'a f ford it .
:1
!
J, 41.1:,.:.:,.
.
da ay .husband 'and. I decided to sit down and began to
Sk.ab ut the thingsilWe wanted most oul, of 1 i fe. Not onl y
11

,,

.

,Aft., d we .talk we did momething about

it.

My husband went out,

Wed' VithAtiod,s. helrf found a job making more than four times
fiat he.4ati making' before. I decided thim that / would go
pick

tio:ithool..

A 'freind came to me and said that sale

Ong4t itenroll .at 'ai post-secondary proprietary school', was
and
till atilhe time Iwas so unsure about myself, as far as my
Ohfidehlae was cenc.ern. Put I gave trial ,..iame school a try,
4 hd you4 know that wale the beet thing that
coul d have done.
.1

;,..1 he people were co under !itanding and A. y ' ; nail.: i al pr obl ems
4,Were taken care of through grants and loons.
,

4.. COchran, not only did

grilduate fr :a Moorf? Career
I .Jor I. in the Financ i al
.td
depaktment..:,1
,enJoy
watch
Ing I he faces of poop] e who
10
..., want to try, get' tiff hel p and .id neocied I 0 pur b1.10 the ir
,

0111.1arge. but

)

Voals., i.:.
1.._

I

am now an impl oyee.
.

.

'am not i yet f in ished wit:h ado, at i ulna 1 sh...ils, but a post-.

ohdary,school has given me +he confidence to keep striving
r. a Alargar goal . it f.
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April 25, 1991

Honorable Thad Cockran
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Cockran,

I an writing to express my deepest appreciation for the financial aid
funds that were available to me. These funds allowed me to return to
school, get a degree, And find a rewarding job in my field.
I believe wholeheartedly in these funds, and hope that they remain
available for others out there that may need them in order to better
themselves.
Sincerely,

mob. e
Linda C. Warren
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April 25, 1991

The Konorable Thad Cochran
United Stat.. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Kink. Macaw lad
Fibs

Mr. Cochran,
Canto Mamas

LAWN
Gran Optical

NO %OW.
Manila Contract
Itervcors

Caw Coded

Flay Wiens

and &ippon

I would like to addrss to your attention something that greatly
the matter ot which I am speaking is cut backs in
concerns me.
I know that our economy
the tinancial aid program tor students.
is at a point where some things will have to b. readjusted in
But 1 aak that you strongly
order to meet with allotted monies.
consider not cutting tunds tor schools concerning the student and
tinancial aid.

Rod aral

iambi' %Weal

Weft
Verteeaces wd

Sweces

Ottas asomi
Swaps

Carom. Ws

wid hiumarn

*toady SW*la

Miry Panned
Paw Wok awe
aliceddint wet
Fillrolibm118111111

Kieft huloollid
Mdse. Hwang
Stamm
Comadotimi

imam Ito

112009 *Nam

asps

Without tinancial aid through Phillips Junior College, I would not
he where I am today. Phillips Junior College is a wondertul school
and the tuition is reationable tor the apectacular education you
receive. But it is hard tor an individual to go to school end pay
With tinancial aid I was
the cost straight out, without some help.
able to attend Phillips, receive the quality training I needed and
tultill my goal by being placed with an ambitious and growing company
in the Jackson area.
When I began working, my priorities were to do my professional best
tor the company I work tor and to repay tinancial aid tor their help
I am proud to say that I have prospered with this
in my career.
company and have payed back all the debts that I owed to the
Financial Aid Program.
Financial Aid through Phillips Junior College has helped my dreams
and goals come true. I know there are many others that teel the
same as I do on this matter. Please consider the tate ot tuture
students ot this great nation by not cutting the Financial Aid
Program.

Mamma,

hileitslan SI
Candied

S

corely,

lbonnaan,

Lisa M. Walker
Secretary

P 0. Bof 3569
Stanch 011me 2301 141h BMW, Sue, 506

SOO Wee 00.010 SOW

MOW, Wu/Wm' 39207-3889
Wiped. Mesisaippl 39501

Phone (601) 9464753 of (SO0)1114446
Phcee (SOD 1694090 ex (1OO) 9164445
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Dear Honorable Thad Cochran,
I
am writing in reference to the suggested cut backs
to the financial aid program. I would like to take
this time to share with how much the program has
made a difference in my life. I now hold a job
that I would have not gotten if it had not been
for the program and Phillips Junior College, I
am able to support my fami/y and do not have to
be dependent on welfare or other members of my

family.

In todays business world if you do not have an
education you are stuck in a dead end job with
ro,) future.

There is to little aid as it is, to cut back on
what is already there would be doing a great deal
of harm to the students who have no other way
of getting the education they deserve.
Phillips Junior College has so much to offer the
students that attend there. Lets don't sacrifice
the very thing that makes the U.S.A.
so great.
I

look forward to hearing from you on this matter and

as to where you stand.
Si

cu s
Manguw.

2323 Larose st.
Pearl Ms. 39208
601-93i2-7740 hm.
60i-939-13334 wk.
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HONORABLE THAD COCHRAN

UNITED STATES SENA
WASHINGTON. D.C.
SENATOR COCHRAN;

MY NAME IS EDMOND BERRY AND I AM EMPLOYED BY TRAVEL PLUS
LOAN PROGRAM,
TRAVEL AGENCY. I HAVE LEARNED THAT THE STUDENT
MIGHT
BE
CUT.
THAT HELPED ME CONTINUE MY EDUCATION.
I FEEL THAT THE TRAINING I RECEIVED AT MILLIESAURIOCCOLLLGE
I AM CONCERNED
HELPED PREPARE ME FOR THE POSITION I NOW HOLD.
IS
CUT
MANY
PEOPLE
WILL SUFFER
THAT IF THE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM
CONTINUE THEIR EDUCATION.
FINANCIALLY AND WILL NOT BE ABLE TO

PLEASE CONSIDER ALL ASPECTS OF THIS MATTER BEFORE MAKING YOUR

DECISION AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
SINCERELY,

EDMOND BERRY

Mines
ill/kali

60811

Network

*fP. O. BOX t3569 O JACKSON, LIS 39238 0 (601) 388-8811
FAX: 16011362-5360
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Route 3, Box 55
Mendenhall, MS 39114

Senator Thad Cochran
326 SROB
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Cochran:

My name is Anne Sullivan and with the assistance of a student loan and grant,
I was able to attend Moore Career College in the field of Medical Office Assistant.

Two weeks after I started school on May 10, 1988, my husband was diagnosed with
throat cancer. During his illness, he was very supportive, would not allow ma to
quit school and continued to give ma encouragement.
At that time I had a full time
job and attended Moore at night.
I had to take a leave of absence in April of 1989,
to take care of my husband during the end stage of his cancer.
I returned to Moore
soon after his death and graduated with a 3.84 GPA in August 1990.
I received the
Business Night Acheivement Award. While in school, the job placement officer at
Moore helped me secure a job as Medical Office Assistant for a Family Practice
physician in the St. Dominic Medical Complex. I've worked there over a year now.
I work as a volunteer for the State Street YWCA Hospital Guest House weeknights,
where I check the families of patients in and out, assist with meal preparation,
and am on call several nights per week in case of death or other emergencies.
During the time I was in school at Moore, y two daughters, Karen Ellzy and
Deborah Smith Welch were enrolled in the School of Cosmetology there, also.
While
Karen received a student loan, Deborah received a loan and grant.
Both graduated
in March 1990, with Karen receiv.ill the highest GPA for Cosmetology-Night.
They
have full timid jobs. Karen has parchased all the equipment and she and Deborah
are in the process of securing a building to open a business together.
I enjoy my regular and volunteer work. I feel that I am making a valuable
contribution.
I've always felt God had a mission for ma and I feel that I've found
that ission. All the support and encouragement I have received is like a miracle
from God.
It's all been made possible because of Moore Career College, the financial
aid and the support of my family, my school and my employer.
I thank God each day
for this support, for without it I would still be just a cook in a convenience store.
I am so thankful I have a career that enables me to aupport myself since the death
of my husband.
Sincerely,

ate-

r/
ilhestat %-0-1

Anne H. Sullivan

9i
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445 Hooker Street #5
Jackson, MS 39204
April 29, 1991

Senator Thad Cochran
326 SROB
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Sir,

I am a
Let me introduce myself. My name is Vernadoe Perkins.
member of the teaching staff at Moore Career College. My letter
is a success story of sorts, as well as a chance for me to
personally ask for your continued support of post secondary
schools.

Before
I'll start by telling you a little bit about myself.
learning of Moore Career College, I was virtually at a stand
I had no career, no job, and seemingly no
still economically.
future.
At the time, I was living with my sister and her three boys in a
3-bedroom apartment in which I had to share a bedroom with one of
The financial situation in that household was in a
the boys.
very serious state. It was hard enough for a woman to make it
with three boys working as a teacher's assistant, but to add to
the problems, and frustrations she had a grown man with no income
dependant upon her too. I was at the lowest point of my life,
grasping for straws.
I had always been a hard worker, but always seemed to get the
jobs that never lasted. After returning to Jackson in 1983, I
was hired at McCarty Farms as a monitor at one of their chicken
I was laid off after 6 months for lack of
processing plants.
I was hired at JacMar, a local jean manufacturing
work.
I
I worked for 19 months and the plant was shut down.
company.
drew unemployment while looking for another job. Then it ran
It seemed like I had exhausted all avenues, until one day
out.
my sister came to me and asked me if I had ever considered going
back to school to learn a trade. The thought of going back to
school frightened me. Here I was 34 years old and thinking of
She told me of this ad she had seen in the
going back to school.
So I called not even knowing
paper for Moore Career College.
what area of study I would go into, or even where I would get the
I talked to an admissions officer who told me about
money to go.
the various programs they offered. The drafting program caught
Even though I knew nothing about drafting, I was very
my eye.
much interested in learning.
After determining what area of study I was going to pursue, there
was only one thing standing between me and the classroom. Money!

1/4;

,,r01.0;744

84
Naturally I could not afford to pay in cash to attend, so I was
sent to the financial aid director. She immediately went to work
to find out if I qualified for federal funds. After bringing in
the necessary documents, she found that I qualified for a loan
and a grant. That enabled me to start classes right away.
I entered their program January of 1986 and completed it December
of 1986 with honors.
Immediately after completing the course,
the placement department sent me on an interview with McCarty and
Holman, a local grocery store chain working in the engineering
department, designing and revising the stores and warehouses. I
was with the company until my resignation in April of 1990.
During this time I was also hired by Moore Career College as a
About three
part-time assistant in the drafting department.
months later, I was hired as a full time day and night
instructor.
The bottom line and moral of the story is, If it had not been for
federal funding of private institutLons, I would never have been
able to accomplish the things that I have.
I would not have the
career that I have.
This is why I am personally asking for your continued support of
post secondary schools. We couldn't do it without people like
you.

My sincerest thanks,

Vt.-A.44c 4 iald-C---ev
Vernadoe Perkins

93
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April 27., 1991

The Honorable Thad Cochran
326 SPCA
U. S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Cochran.

tly name is Dons Sibley, a native from Purvis, S. I enrolled in Moore
Career College at. the age of 35, being a wife and mother of six children
domestic
working as a domestic housekeeper. I continued my work as a
with
a
major
in Word
housekeeper until I graduated in November, 1988
Processing.

The day after graduation, I was hired hi Moore Career College as a
and 1 also fill in when necessary for I he Cosmetology Receptionist.

grader

noore's placement office as a

On January 3, 1989, 1 was hired through
nelped me to
Secretary to a small business consultant. This experience
University in
land a receptionist/secretanal position at Jack son State
Travel
July, 1989. In February, 1990, I VId5 promoted to the position of I have
Agent, while still being employed at Jack.,;on -:,..tate University
Assistant
most recently been promoted to the posi uo,i or Administrative
Department of Heali!., Physical Education and

to the Chairman of the

Recreation.

time, and caring
I am currently enrolled -is a student or J3U, woik my full
high
:;thool and two
for my family which consist of three teenage gni:, in
boys in elementary school
Career College and to have

To me, it is an honor to be a graduate of Moore
The instructors at Moore
the opportunity to acquire a promising career.
and dedicated to the
Career College were very encouraging, motivating,
students.

support of the Title IV
I would like to thank you, sir, for your continuing further their education
funding. Maybe this will give others a chance to
also.

Sincerely,
31)-.

Doris Sibley

,

-',Vt.%'?71VX,777,14,,YVlifaigAllsot
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Trust. Lensing Company, Inc.
May 1, 1991

Honorable Thad Cochran
United States Senator
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator Cochran:

I would like to solicit your support for continued student
loan funding for those that attend proprietary schools. Our company
has had numerous contacts with the students that have completed

proprietary schools and find them to be wonderful and dedicated
employees that make an immediate contribution when they enter the
work force.
Our organization has been able to work with the
schools to tailor specific curriculums to satisfy our needs and
have better prepared individuals for the task that are expected.

I know of no other industry that takes greater pride in
helping train skilled workers like the proprietary schools do. I
realize that the default rate on student loans has been excessive

and has created great concern in Washington.

This concern is

justified but could have been avoided had practical and stringent
collection procedures been put in place by the federal government.
I enjoyed very much seeing you at the reception last week and
look forward to seeing you again in the near future. Thanks very
much for the very honorable and credible way in which you represent
our State.

W. Mac Elliott
Managing Director
WMEICst

"Letasbag 411, Business Financing"
2829 Lakeland IhRe.IMIrrof Lake Mau/Sulu 11 00/Jueknon. MS 39208-9796/(601) 939-75612/FAX 1601)989-8416

April 29. 1991

Senator Thai Cochran

326 SAM
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Cochran:

my name is Mary Eghbal and I was born in Iran. My family came to the USA in
I
1985 for a visit but dim to circunstamees we remained Jo this country.
always liked working and dealing with people and wonted to do hair, facial.
I never droned that I
and artistic works that give people good feelings.
would have such opportunities since in the Irmnian society theft wuuld never be
possible.

After going through a bad divorce in 1986. I was in a very bad emotional
found
state. I nerried again - thinking my problems would be solved but soon
out otherwise, my emotional and financial situation became oven worse.
I applied to several schools of cosmetology. Wane of them gave me any hope or
encouragement that I would ever be accepted in any kind of career college. I
was teoaning more diaLcurased. Then I heard about Mbore Weer College. I
wanted to pursue my career so badly that I decided to take one more chance.
The Admisiscos Officer took time to listen to me and help me find ways to
math ry goal. After an interview with a Financial Aid Officer, I was told
that I could receive a student loan. It's hard to explain how happy and
excited I wes. That was a new beginning for me.
Same serious illness and personal problems were enccuntered during the year
but with the help of the director, admissions officer, and other people at
sdhool, I graduated, receiving the academic award for the highest grade point
average.
After graduation I started working in a salon in a big department store. I
made good money Which enabled me to take advantage of various seminars and
other training opportunities offered fran New York to Celifornia.
I have bought a house where I can raise
I'm very proud of. my ten year old son
program, and plays the violin. My four
kindergarten, takes ballet lessons, and

my two bright end happy children whom
is a fourth grader, in a gifted
year old daughter goes to a very good
is a very happy child.

I began to realize that I love to share my knowledge and thus decided to study
tar ey instructor's licenme. What better place could I go than the place that
helped to open the door for me. Moore Career College.

Now, I have finished school and I'm weiting to go to state board to take the
test to become a licensed instructor.
I own my salon so that I can teach in the morning While my children are in
school and work in my salon in the afternoon and care form children.
I don't know if you consider ry story of life a success or survival. To me it
is almost a dream ccme true - thanks to this country, Moore Career College,
the financial aid I reoeived, and the help of some good people.
Thank you for taking time to hear my thoughts.
sincerely,

/16'1 F.A.D4.12
Mary Eghbal
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May 2, 1991

The Honorable Thad Cochran
United States Senate
326 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Cochran:
My name is Lyniece Fleming, a former student of Moore
Career College. Before my enrollment at
Moore Career College,
my mother had passed and I was left with finanical woes which
were incurred as a result of her illness and death. I was
unemployed after many unsuccessful attempts to find employment.
I was feeling worthless, I had no marketable job skills
that
could provide me with a job: and I was also broke.

Realising no one could help we but me, I decided to go
back to school, but how? December of 1989, I visited Moore
Career College. January of 1990, I enrolled in their
Secretarial program. The next month I was asked to workProfessional
with
the college-work study program, I was also appointed Student
Ambassador.
I was a Director's List and Honor Roll student.
In the coming months I made a commercial for Moore Career
College, which stated, °I did it with a little help from Moore."
I did do it with a little help from Moore and the financial
support the Student Loan Program provides to Post Secondary
Schools such as Moore Career College. Without this funding
I could not have gone back to school. I would have been another
unemployed statistic. Thank you Senator Cochran for
supporting
finanical aid for Post Secondary Schools. May God bless
and
keep more people like you in congress for people like me who
have lost 01 hope.
Sin erely yours,

16. (AIM f1.0111IG
130 VOTER AVOW
1A CKS011, 16 33209
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May 2, 1991

TO WHOM IT MAT CONCKRN:

Southern Technical College is licensed by the Mississippi
State Department of education to operate as a Proprietory School.
Southern Tech is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools' Commission on Occupational education Institution. The
college is also approved by the Mississippi State Department of
certificate of
Education to award a diploma upon graduation and
single individual course.
completion for
I

chose Southern Technical College because it

is a well

The instructers, at Southern Tech, teach the
respected college.
students thoroughly in the courses and subject that will be needed

The atmosphere is pleasant and the
out in the Business World.
These credentials are very
instructors are very friendly.
important in an educational institute.
I intend to get a diploma in the Paralegal Program. My goal
is to peek employmeut in the legal field. I believe Southern Tech
will enable se to acquire the skills to accomplish this goal.
HY Plans are to use my education in the Paralegal Profession
With the schools
to its greatest extent in the legal field.
respect and prestige, the job has been accomplished.
Sincerely yours,

He'Tri

Y. Hudson
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May 1, 1991

Dear Senator Cochran,

Hello, my name is Denise Thornton and I
attend Southern Technical College where I am currently majored
in Legal Office Administration. The reason I chose Southern
Technical College was because I heard so many wonderful things
I chose the Legal Office
about the school and staff.
Administration program because I have always been interested
The Legal Office
in law and how the justice system works.
Administration program at Southern Technical College has given
me confidence and pride in myself as a student.
At Southern Technical College the staff
takes each student and helps them directly when there is a
problem. Southern Technical College is more like one big
I am glad that
family instead of a building full of students.
I chose Southern Technical College because my past few months
there have been educational and a wonderful learning experience.
Sincerely,

Owe,
Denise Thornton

Caribe

llor4on

161/40 Moreland CA rcle,

Brandon , Ms.
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Senator COCHRAN. Our next witness is Dr. Charlotte Tullos, who

is director of career development at the University of Southern
Mississippi.
Welcome.

Ms. Tuuks. Good morning to you. I appreciate the invitation and
the chance to finally meet you, too, Ms. Dixon. I appreciate this.
Senator, they have been telling you a lot of interesting things. I
have heard all of this this morning, and it is very interesting to
myself, even in higher education, to hear all of these people talk to
you, and I would like to speak to you this morning about something very important and dear to my heart, and that is cooperative
education.

That is one of the programs I have the pleasure of directing at

the University of Southern Mississippi, along with student employment, the Career Center, and the Placement Center. So, I am very
familiar with the workforce and what is going on and the dramatic
changes that Mr. Moore ,just talked about. I appreciate that, too.
Let me talk to you about co-op. Are you familiar with cooperative education in the title VIII programs? I am sure you are. I am
putting you on the spot, I know.
Senator COCHRAN. I would not deny it.

Ms. Tuuks. I am speaking to you, then, as a parent of a co-op

student at my college.
Senator COCHRAN. I explored the possibility of being a co-op student myself, when I graduated from high school. I came very close
to enrolling in that kind of program at Mississippi State University, but, as a high school senior often does, I changed my mind.
Ms. Tuuks. We find that.
Senator COCHRAN. I ended up doing something else.

Ms. Tuuks. Yes, that is a very common thing.
Senator COCHRAN. I am familiar with it, I explored it and I actually interviewed people who were involved. The program at that
time it was brand new, back in 1955.
Ms. Tuuks. Right. I believe that is when Mississippi State was
started, at that time.
Senator COCHRAN. I think it was a novel thing.

Ms. Tuuks. Right. Let me talk to you a bit about it, because that
is a very important program, as we talk about preparing a world

class workforce. Let me briefly define what it is, if I may.
It is actually an academic program, applying classroom training

and theory to the real world of work. We are actually taking our
students and putting them in the job setting, but they go through a
great deal of real world experiences prior to getting to the job, and
then on the job they get the real world experiences again by using
their academic training and having some wonderful experiences.
In some of my preparation, I have given letters of testimony here
from my students who are learning a great deal from thia.

What happens is students actually alternate semesters, they actually go off and work. We have a number in Washington right
now of our students there, there are a number of Miss:ssippi co-op
students working in Washington now, on a semester, off a semester.

Some of the complaints are that, well, it takes 5 years to complete a degree. Well, the truth is that only 30 percent of the stu-
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dents are now completing a degree in 4 years, so that is really not
a reason not to be part of co-op.
What happens also is that the part-time arrangements, where
students can attend classes, be a co-op student and go to school at
the same time, so this is a year-round program, and then we have
alternating semesters. This is why I feel like when you benefit actually from the real world experience, know what a shock it is
sometimes in the world of work, then they benefit by solidifying
career goals and really feel like they are really going where they
need to be.
Additionally, some of the real positive things we see is the co-op

students, upon completion, usually get 10 to 15 percent higher
starting salary offers, and 3 or 5 more offers than a student who

has not participated, so that is definitely a positive, we feel, on that
point.
In 1906, co-ops started at the University of Cincinnati for training for engineers. Since then, until today, we have 1,020 2- and 4year colleges participated in the co-op program. There are over
200,000 college students today, co-op students, and over 80,000 employers hivolved.

Leading the way is the Federal Government, who has over 14,000
co-op students today and is the single most important co-op employers, since they are the largest. So, you can see that they are
making money, going to school and learning at the same time, and
that is why we find this program to be so exciting.
Now, part of the funding that co-op gets is title VIII. Title VIII
for the past 3 years had approximately $13,175,000 for grants, and
we would really like to talk to you about that, the importance of
that and how that has served as seed money for many colleges and
universities to get started in the co-op program and to expand.
I personally know that those I have been involved in for 7 years
of funding at the University of Southern Mississippi and as many
other schools in our State that have benefited from this money, the
seed money, so that is why today I wanted to talk to you about the
importanca of it and talk about making a world class workforce.
There is nothing like training and at the same time being academics, to make things worthwhile and to have a full understanding of
what the world of work is about.
So, let me just go over a few good things with you that are in my

paper, but I just want to make sure that we clearly understand
ach other on this, and that is we absolutely feel that co-op en-

hances our opportunities for students in their chosen career field,
co-op provides employers with excellent workers, it involves faculty
members and anticipates the needs of business and industry, co-np
develops the effectiveness and relevance of education by relating
classroom study to the real world of work, and also provides
income for the student. This is not a loan program or any type of
program. This provides income for students and students pay taxes
on this money, so it is Rctually not a burden on the taxpayer, but a
profit for them.
As I have said before, we feel that the co-op is very important.
We really would like you to look at title VIII and what it has
meant in Mississippi. I am proud to say that we have one of the
larger programs in the United States here. Mississippi State has as
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model program that people look to all over the country. Our program has approximately 220 students in it right now. Those 200
students made income, from July 1, 1989, to December 31, 1990,
$1,202,143. That was income, and I have listed the companies in-

volved in Mississippi, to let you see, as we have talked about today,
business partnerships with colleges and schools. That is very important and we have that now.
Senator COCHRAN. A number of Federal agencies, also, I see participate in the program.
Ms. Tuuks. Right. NASA is one of our best opportunities for students, so we really have a number of Federal agencies. Of course,
as I said, the government is the largest single co-op employer there

is. That is an exciting thing. Our students come to the CIA in
Washington and have that experience, and that is just something

that you cannot put a value on.
As I said, I come to you in several different perspectives, as the
parent of two college students, and one of them is a co-op student,
by the way, it is nice to have them working and being off the payroll some, and also as a school board member of Hattiesburg public
schools for 7 years, all of this makes as lot of sense to me, and we
are looking at co-op now at the high school level.
So, you can see, Senator, how important this is, and please look
over this and help us with this title VIII. We need to increase it.
We are excited that President Bush has included that in his budget
this year. For some reason, in the past, President Reagan did not,
but we are now excited to see this has changed and, hopefully, this
seed money will continue for the schools.

I believe we have one school in our State today on title VIII

funds, a community college, so we are going to keep writing grants
and doing all of this, because we feel like this is such an important
program to develop that world class workforce.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tullos (with attachments) fol-

lows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. Tuuks
The 1991 spring issue of Career Opportunities News discussed changes anticipated
in tomorrow's work force. Among those mentioned are: Fewer personal secretaries,
voice mail replacing human telephone operators, computers making professional decisions, more workers operating out of their homes, fewer employees un traditional
work schedules, electronic transfer of information replacing the shifting of paperwork and almost as many computers in the workplace as workers.
Timely to this hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arta and Humanities, and directly related to the subject of the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, is the important issue that tomorrow's careers are going to require a
higher level of education. Today's job market clearly demonstrates that 44 percent
of current jobs require some college or a college degree. However, by the year 2000,
52 percent of all jobs will require college training and college degrees.

Higher education offers numerous programs and opportunities for training a

world-class workforce. I am here to promote one of the most effectiveCooperative
Education. Briefly defined, Cooperative EducationCo-op--is an academic program
applying classroom training and theory to the real world of work. Co-op students
experience academic training through alternating semesters of school and work. In
some co-op arrangements, students work parttizne the year around in an atmosphere related to their career goals while also attending classes. Co-op students benefit from actual work experience, salaries to help pay college costs, and 10-15 percent
higher starting salaries upon graduation.
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Cooperative Education began in 1906 at the University of Cincinnati. Today, 1,020
2-year and 4-year colleges and universities offer coop programs. Co-op nationally involves an estimated 80,000 employers, both public and private, with programs offered at all levels of higher education, from the associate to the doctoral degree, and
approximately 200,000 participating students. (National Commission for Cooperative
Education, 1989). Co-op experiences are available in virtually every college curriculum. While student earnings vary with their college major, the national average
income is approximately $7,500 per year, or $1,200 monthly, for each work term.
Leading the way to prove the value of coop, the Federal Government is the single
largest co-op employer, employing over 14,000 students through 36 federal departments and agencies at 2,000 work sites. Research studies have shown that at the
leading co-op programs, an estimated 80 percent of co-op students receive an offer
for permanent employment from the participating agency or company, and 48 percent of co-op students accept these job offers. We might identify numerous advantages of this program, among those:
Co-op enhances opportunities for students in their chosen career field.
Co-op provides employers with excellent workers.
It involves faculty members in anticipating the needs of business/industry.
Co-op develops the effectiveness and relevance of education by relating classroom study to the world of work.
The program promotes a respect for work and for money earned through work,
thus building respect. for the American free enterprise system.
It is important to note that because Co-op is not a public hand-out or loan pro-

gram, it is not a cost to society. Rather, it constitutes a benefit in that coop builds
confidence in the free enterprise system and returns sizable tax revenues from student coop earnings. As part of the Higher Education Act through the U.S. Departand/or expand programs.
ment of Education, Coop is provided funding to develophas
remained level for the
Referred to as title VIII, this $13,175,000 grant program
universities,
both
9-year
and 4-year, have
last three years. Mississippi colleges and
benefited from title VIII grants in developing and expanding their co-op programs.
My university, The University of Southern Mississippi, has received seven years of
funding to establish our program. Presently, over 220 students are participating. Coop student income at USM from July 1, 1989 to December 31, 1990 was $1,202,143.
Mississippi and Federal employers involved are:
Co-op Employers in Mississippi:
Allstate Insurance
American Lab
Armstrong World Industries
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Coast Electric Power Association
Corp of Engineers
Ellisville State School
Gulf Coast Research Lab
Hercules
Hol-Mac

Howse Implements Company
Institute for Technology Development
Institute Naval Oceanography
Keesler Air Force Base
Leaf River Forest Products
Moore and Powell, CPA
MS Credit Union System
MS Department of Corrections
MS Power Company
NASA
NAVO

Northern Electric Company
Orleans Furniture
Pearl River Valley EPA
Regina Company
Scott Paper Company
Sherwin Williams
Siemens Incorporated
South Central Regional Medical Center
Sverdrup Technology
Syntek
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USDA-OIG

Zeon Chemicals
Federal Coop Employers Outside of Mississippi:
CIA

Federal Bureau of Prison
Minerals Management
National Labors Relation Board
National Security Agency
U.S. Customs
U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Department of Energy
Others Outside Mississippi:
Amoco
BellSouth Services
CIBA-GEIGY
Exxon Chemicals
Georgia Gulf
Gulf l'ower Company
Law Environmental
Schering-Plough

Southern Nature] Gas
Tennessee Eastmun Company
Texas Instruments
Walt Disney World
We are proud to relate success stories concerning the career of USM co-op students. Co-op has provided opportunities for many of our USM students to find jobs
in Mississippi. The USM C.o-op office maintains contact with our former co-op students to study their career patterns and advances. Letters from several of these students are included as Appendix / for the committee's review. The benefits to the
students, the state of Mississippi, the university, the faculty and the community are
numerous. We need to maintain this vital program to insure that Mississippi higher
education, along with the rest of the country, will be preparing a world-class workforce for the future.
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Sarah Hutto
Coverative Bducation Program
University of Southern Mississippi
Southern Station Box 5014
Hattiesburg, MS 39401

June 18, 1990
Ivan J. Adams
3555 Lorna Road, Apt. D
Hoover. AL 35318

Dear Ms. Hutto
I have been busy getting re.* for my new Job and put off sending you this
letter (although I wrote it while bock).
I would like to thank you for the Certificate you sent me for completing
the Cooperative Education Program. It is a physical acknowledgement of the
experience I have gained through the program.
Since graduating in May. I have wanted to take the time to share with you
some of the things 1 believe I have gained through the Co-op Program. I am
sure you realise Mere are many things I can not put Into words but some I
con.

The easiest way to begin is by telling you about the jobs I have been
offered as Programmer/Analyst. The fhat offer was from Shell Oil
Company in Houston. Texas for $37.000 year. Within month I received
an offer from Dow Chemical in Baton Rouge, Louisiana for $33,1540. Within
tram weeks after that 1 received an offer from BellSouth Services (with whom
1 co-opedi) in Birmingham. Alabama for $94,100. Two weeks later 1
received an offer from Dow Chemical in Freeport. Texas for $33.640. I Ida°
reeeived other invitations for interviews and Jobe from ZDS in Texas, NCR in
Georgia. Boeing in Washington. CSC in Mississippi. and a few others I do not
remember.
As you may recall, I returned to graduate school after not being able to
ftnd Job with only a B.& in Computer Science (and a 3.5 GPAI). I then
decided that my lack of experience was the key to improving my prospects
and returned to college with the one goal of obtaining that experience.
Through my co-opinit with the Computer Science department as well as
BellSouth ftrvices, I got that experience.

I never expected the response from employers to be so positive. And 1
truly believe most of my success is due to my involvement with the co-op
program. I gained experience in my field of work, improved my
management and leadership skills, and gained confidence in myselL

-1-
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I am glut the Co-op program woo there to help me get job When my
failed to do so. roam that having Meters Diew
Sdcerce has helped raise my salary and war merlons,
butCart:or

co-olo program get me my job. On June an, I will golo work fee Wadi
newton in Iirminghom Mama. As you can see, the es-op program often
loads to pemianent employment so I am sure you'lmow.

the co-op program continues at USK It I. an integral pert of the
currim. And as ouch, I hope that students in the Mure will be able to
earn credit foe their co-op work. The experience gained through ce-eping
was more instructional than many of the counts in my nu*. I hope that
students win eventually be able to substitute that eapertence in place of

courese {Alaska**, I know of other schools that recognise the

of co-oping and award students up to 9 hours of credit for co-

opinritalreturn, the University gets regular hourly Ave which can then be
returned to help nand the co-op program. Evtfrlite beneilte from the
arrangement.

I Mow I will not benefit from such an arrangement but I feel I have
(=my lair share from the co-op program. Keep up the great work and
au for your help and guidance In making ma more marketable.
Sincerely Youra

Ivan J.
Management Assistant,
BellSouth Service&
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1517 Lincoln Circle
McLean, VA 22102
November 27, 1989

Cooperative Education Office
University of Southern Mississippi
Sarah Hutto
Southern Station Box 5014
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
Dear Ms. Hutto;

I am
tour
have
glad

my first
writing this letter about two-thirds through Agency.
I
the
Central
Intelligence
as an analyst with
will be
I
job
here
and
although
thoroughly enjoyed my
be eager to
to be at home for a while, I am sure I will

return.

to find my job here
I would like to thank you for helping me job
suitable for my
Not
only
did
you
find
a
at the agency.
for
the
interview
and gave
needs, but you helped me prepare
I
also
enjoy
the
moral
support.
me a great deal of
of
newsletter you send out tor it helps me keep abreast
One
of
the
services
out
there.
other opportunities that are
for is helping
your office provides that I am most thankful
classes.
register
for
the
next
semesters
your students to
details
It is really hard to take care of all the necessary
help
has
been
wonderful.
over the phone and your
and
I believe the cooperative education program has been of my
the
most
important
parts
will continue to be one of
I have learned how the real world works and
college career.
this knowledge will enable me to better plan the remainder
that necessary job
of my curriculum. It has also given me
experience for when I graduate.
help.
I would like to express my thanks again for all your

Sincerely yours;

NtArOdi

Nancy McBUide

;
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SHELTON VANCE
ROUTE 1, SOX It,
NEWTON, MS 39345

Noveeber 27, 1999

Mr. Ronnie Nettles
Cooperative Education
Box 5014
Southern Station
Hattiesburg, MS 39404
Dear Mr. Nettles's

Please accept y thanks for the help your office ham
provided me while perticipating in USM's Co-op progras.
You and your taff are well qualified to direct this
important program at USM.
While working with Slue Cross It Slue Shield of
Mississippi, I was able to benefit from hands on
xperience. I completed field audits and assisted in
some administrative work regarding other phases of
accounting work.
Again, thank you and your staff, especially Mrs.
Gail Miller, for all the effort and concern you exhibited
toward me.

Sincerely,
04)

Shelton Vance

... ....w,
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November 19, 1989

Lynn M. McDown
15920 Cottonwood Drive
Biloxi, MS 39532

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing in regards to the benefits I have received from the UniverFirst of all,
sity of Southern Mississippi's Cooperative Education program,
by participating in cooperative education, I can not only oarn emaillent money
but, more importantly, receive valuable experience in my chosen profeemion.
A/though I have not yet begun my job assignment, I have secured a wonderI must admit
ful job with Mbore and Powell accounting firm in Biloxi, MS.
that I could not lave secured such a job without the help of the excellent
staff at the Cooperative Education office. The reason for such a statement
is that at one point I had decided to withdraw my name from circulation, for
I was beginning to have reservations about the possibility of living away
from home. However, Gail Miller persuadmd me to continue with the program
on the condition that she wuld find a job for me on the Gulf Coaat. To my
elation, Ma. Miller called me not more than a week later to inform me of a
possible job opportunity ... Biloxi, my hometown.
In conclusion, if MS. Miller had ridt performed in the manner in which
she exhibited, I would not have secured such an excellent job. Her concern
and dedication to her job has benefited me in several ways. First of all, I
will be able to earn very good money --money that will pay for my education.
In addition, I will gain very valuable job experience, for which I could not
have achieved without the aid of Cooperative Education program at the University of Southern Mississippi.
Sincerely,
11.71

17.7741-101

Lynn M. McDown

;ftlf
;
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160 Beth Ct.
Wave LW, MS 39376
November 16, 1989

Ronnie Nettles
Aseisitan Director. - Cooperative Education Department
Southern Station, Boys 3014

University of Soudan Mississippi
Hsttiesburg, MS 39406
Dear Mr. Nettles:

I am writting In regards to the University of South= Mississippi's Cooperative Education Program. In
the summer of 89, I started my co-op with the John C. Biennia Space Center am electronics Whalen.
For the poet several months I have benifited from my opportunity to co-op by several different Wits of the
working enlvronment. In college, a person is Kuehl the Important role of the computer. However,
through work, I have seen ha actual use and the dependence we have upon this remarkable Omar
electronics. Mao, I have the opponunity to ir4011113 in a social atmosphere where a person is constandy
dealing wiih people and situations.

Through co-oping, there is also the learning opulence of Indepeodence. The incase a learning to depend
un yourself and die handling of financial num increases your self-corifidence and seif-imsge. The
opportunity that the University of Southern Mississippi's Coopers0ve Program has offered me hoe given
me the chance to raise my capabilities that I poems end the important role an education plays in this
period of time. I would like to thank all those who have helped me obtain this polition end the chance to
grow as an individual.
Sincerely,

c5?
Kristen D. Savage

..
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162 Oak Grove Place
Biloxi, MS 39530
November 27, 1969

Cooperative Education Department
University of Southern Mississippi
Southern Station Box 5014
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5014
Th. Cooperative Education Program
The Cooperative Education Program is very beneficial to
all students that are hired to work. Students are given
irreplaceable expibrience and a chance to help pay for some
or all of their ...allege costs.

I use to "co-op" for BellSouth Services in Birmingham and
am now "co-oping" for Kessler Air Force Base in Biloxi.
From working with BellSouth, I have had experiences and
gained knowledge that I Would have not gotten through
classes alone. From working at Kessler for only one
semester, I have learned more about electronics than I
I could go on and on.
thought I would.

The program gives many students a chance that they would
not get otherwise. The knowledge students obtain from the
program is priceless.

Andy Bagby

-;

TP4'.2-3,1-v%
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Tullos, for your
contribution to our hearing.
We now have Dr. Sandra Burkett, from Mississippi State, here to
talk about the Writing/Thinking Institute.
Welcome, Sandra.
Ms. BURKETT. Thank you, Senator Cochran.

I want to first thank you for all of the work you and your able
assistant Doris Dixon are doing for the National 'Writing Project at
the Federal level.
Senator COCHRAN. The bill passed the Senate as part of S. 64.

introduced it in January of this year and it passed the Senate in
April and is now awaiting action in the House. This will make
available grants all around the Nation for the program that

Sandra runs at Mississippi State.
Ms. BURKETT. And without your work, we would not have been
able to have this, so we are really looking forward to it and participating in its success.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you for helping generate the support.
Ms. BURKETT. As the representative of the Mississippi Writing/
Thinking Institute, I am very pleased to be ante to give testimony

to the power of the national writing project for buildiag a world
class workforce. We have 7 universities working together with
public schools in Mississippi in our institute, at Alcorn State University, the University of Southern Mississippi, Jackson State University, Mississippi Valley State University, Dlelta State University,
the University of Mississippi, and Mississippi State.

Together, we are working to enhance teaching and learning

through teaching teachers all over our State, not only how to teach
writing per se, but to use writing to teach their content subjects in
history, mathematics, using writing to teach reading, business subjects, vocational subjects.
One of the things we know about writing is it has a wonderful
power to help people learn to think and to express their ideas, so
we are working with public school teachers to enhance that capability all over our State.
I want to specifically address the impact of the National Writing

Project in Mississippi, because it has had a profound impact on
education. Our work is only beginning, but more of this same
impact is what we would like to see happen.

Most important, this project is empowering teachers. Without
good, vital teachers, we would not have any education at all, and
this project recognizes that, and the model that we use is the one
that was developed at the Bay Area Writing Project in 1974 and is
in practice at 159 different sites. It is a simple model of teachers
teaching teachers.
We at the university value the collaboration we have with public
school teachers. We invite those excellent teachers to our campuses
in the summer to write together, to share ideas about teaching
writing, and to get prepared to conduct staff development with
other teachers. Then during the school year, those best prepared
work with other teachers go out and conduct staff development
under the auspices of the program.
Teachers who participate in our staff development say it is the
best staff development they have ever seen. If they can leave with

1/9
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specific ideas of the things can do with their own students, they are
revitalized as teachers, they get to remember why they came into

teaching in the first place, because their learning process is for
teaching that builds community and intimacy in the classroom,
and give everybody a chance to be an active learner.
We are also empowering students, and you will get to hear the

testimony of one of those students who is in one of our universities
later, so I want to focus more in my testimony on the other things
we are doing.
One of the really positive contributions we have been able to
make in Mississippi is developing a model for at-risk youth, to get
them involved and to know that they are going to be able to make
contributions.
We are retaining teachers in the profession. We have had many

teachers who have arrived in our program say, "I was ready to
leave teaching, but this program has given me new life."

We are also involving parents in education in ways that they

have not been involved before. We are teaching parents in some of
our areas how to respond to their students, as writers and learners.
We are conducting some workshops with parents to help them experience writing thinking approaches and the writing process to
education.

I would like to share with you two or three testimonies from

teachers who have been involved in this project, because the teachers' voices are the important ones from our and then, of course, the
students' voices.
One teacher said, "Teachers who participate in the writing
project are forever changed. I believe I am a much better writing
teacher today, because of our summer institute. In addition, teachers in our staff development sessions have been so positive about
the practicality, the organization and worth of the sessions, that I
believe we are making a significant contribution to the teachers in
Mississippi."

Another teacher who left the ministry to come to the classroom
found a new place for his ministry. He said, "I have been teaching
almost 3 years, after 11 years in the ministry. I was a very good
minister. Now, through the Delta Area Writing Project and the
Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute, I am an excellent teacherlearner. At no time in my church have I enjoyed the level of intimacy and change that I have in the classroom through writing."
I have seen at-risk kids perform a modern version of the Canterberry Tales of their own writing, flawlessly before their peers. I
have head a student on his own learning. The student said, "When
I get to college, I am going to take a speech course, because I saw
what I did in the Canterberry Tales, and I need to improve."
Before the writing and sharing in our classroom community, college and future success were pipe dreams. Now they are realistic
goals for my students. The writing project in the classroom is not
only promoting learning for students and teachers, it is forever
changing lives.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Burkett follows:]
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Thank you, Senator Cochran, Fellow Panelists, and Honored Guests.

As a representative of the Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute, I am
honored to have this opportunity to give testimony to tne power of the
National Wilting Project to transform the lives of students and teachers.

In Mississippi the National Writing Project is profoundly enhancing our
capability of producing a world class work force. First, I will tell you who
we are and describe the basic assumptions and program of the National

Writing Project. Then I will address the impact of the National Writing
Project in Mississippi.

rit1ng/ThInk1ng Institute

The Miss sof

The Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute is a network of seven National Writing
Project sites: the Mississippi State University Writing/Thinking Project, established in
1985; the Delta Area Writing Project at Delta State University, established in 1986; the South

Mississippi Writing Project at The University of Southern Mississippi, established in 1986;
the Univershy of Mississippi Writing Project, established in 1987; the Alcorn State
University Writing Project, established in 1989; the Mississippi Valley State University
Writing Project, established in 1989; and the Jackson State University Writing Project,

established in 1989. Each affiliate is a site of the National Writing Project, and our
programs are modeled after the National Writing Project Model, which originated as the

Bay Area Writing Project.
We work with teachers to enhance teaming through teaching writing and using

writing to teech all subjects. Our work spans all levels of education in Mississippi-.
kindergssten through university, and all subject areasmathematics, reading, English,

1=1111.
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history, science, business education, vocational education, Together, because of our mots
in the National Writing Project, we have begun making a significant impact on education in

Mississippi. Our work is begun, but it is not finished. Federal support for the National
Writing Project will magnify our efforts in Mississippi, will extend our effectiveness to

many teachers and students who need us.

'The National Writing Project

Zerl

The National Writing hoject (NWP) is an expanding network of collaborative
university-school programs to improve writing and the teaching of writing in the nation's
classrooms. The 1s1VP network now numbers 159 sites worldwide; 144 in 44 states, and
15 in Canada, England, Australia, Sweden and Finland, with additional sites in Europe and
Atilt serving American teachers in U. S. dependent and independent schools.
.

t-

A
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The power of the National Writing Project rests in the tenets of our basic philosophy:

We believe that the University and the schools must work together as
partners in a cooperative effort to solve the writing problem, common
to both levels; that new collegial and non-hlerarchleal relationship
between professors, instructors and teachers are essential; that the top.
down tradition of past university/school programs Is no longer
acceptable as a stafT development model.
We believe that white most teachers In the schools have never been
adequately prepared as teachers of writing, there are, nevertheless,
teachers at. aft levelselementary school through universitywho out
of necessity have learned bow to teach students to write and have,
through trthi and error and In tbe privacy and isolation of their own
classrooms, developed effective approaches to the teaching of writing
and the use of writing to teach all subjects.
We believe that these successful teachers can be Identified, brought
ne Summer Institutes, and prepared to teach
topther through
workshops conducted in the school
other teachers In p

districts throughout t e school year.

--

We believe that the best teacher of teachers Is another teacberteachers
believable as consultants because their Ideas and the specific teiching
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strategies they demonstrate have been developed with real students In
real classrooms.
We believe that teachers of writing must write themselves; that they
need to experience regularly what they are asking of their students;
that they need to discover and understand the process of writing they
are teaching through their own writing; and that they need to write
during inservice workshops, testing new ideas, new approaches, as if-for the momentthey were their own students.
We believe that real change in classroom practice happens over time;
that effective staff development programs are on-going and systematic-programs that make it _posit& for teachers to corns together regularly
to test, try out, and evaluate the best practices of other teachers.

We believe that effective programs to improve student writing should
Involve teachers from all grade levels and teachers from all conten'
areas; that the Idea of writing as a way of learning Is an idea that
teachers across the curriculum and across grade levels find
compelling.
How an Individual Rita Workg
The program of each National Writing Project site includes a summer institute;

school-year, school-based staff development programs for teachers; and school-year
activities for summer fellows. All program components are modeled after the Bay Area
Writing Project, the original site of the National Writing Project.

Summer Institute, The Summer Institute includes writing, presentationW
demonstrations by the Fellows, guest speakers, writing response groups, weekly social
events, and opportunities for exploring special topics of interest. Each participant writes
four papers, including three papers about a single event or topic from three points of view

and a position paper about a school wridng program. These papers are the focus of the
Response Groups, which meet three times a week to read and respond to papers written by

Fellows. In addition to those wridng assignments, the participants do much writing
during the Institute sessions.

Testimony for Hearing on Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
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Durins the Summer Institute, each Fellow demonstrates an effective approech to

teaching writing.

Each demonstration includes one ccocept or instructional approach, an

explanation of why that approach is effective, a writing activity, and samples of student
writing. To insure the quality of these presentations, the project dkectce and/or co-director
meet with each Fellow before his/ber demonstration to listen to the plan and offeff

constructive criticism, ask questions, and offer suggestions.

Follow-up Activities. During the school year the Teacher/Consultants meet to
continue the experience of the Summer Tnsthute. Activities include resentations,
discussions of the in-service programs they are conducting, meetings of writing response
groups, and guest speakers.

In-school Staff Development Programs.

The me)or school-year activity is

in-service for area schools. The director of the project works with area schools to
establish the in-servioe programs. Then one of the Teacher/Consultants coordinates each
staff development series, inviting other Teacher/Consultants to do presentations as
appropriate. The Teacher/Consultant Coordinator investigates the special needs of thc
school--the nature of the students served, and the needs of the particular teachers to be

involvedand works closely with the school system In designing the project. Participation
in these programs should be voluntary and may be for credit, depending on the needs of
each group of teachers. Staff Development demonstrations include such approaches as the

following:
Introduction to the Writing Pmcess: Developing Fluency
Introduction to the Writing Process: Instruction, Evaluation, and Publishing
Getting Started
Designing Prewriting Activities
Promoting Group Writing Activities
Integrating Granenar and Writing Instruction
Spedfic Writing
Using Peer Response Groups
1:1 Tutorials

Testimony for Hearing on Reauthorleation of the Higher Bdocation Act
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Writing to Learn Mathematics
Writing to Learn Science
Writing to Learn Content Areas
Remond lag to Student Writing during the Writing Process
Remedial Strategies: Writing in Teacidng Reading
Evaluatin$ Wridng
Using Writing to Achieve Non-Writing Instructional Objectives

Pubhshing Student Wiiag
Using Writing to Pmmote Higher Order Thinking Skills

rimpact of NWP In Missigai
The National Writing Project in Mississippi is empowering teachers.
Many are becoming teachers of other teachers, and In so doing finding their talents

appreciated as never before. Others are learning from those teachers, and they are
experiencing the thrill of seeing their students' writing and learning dramatically improve.
One such teacher has participated in a year-long program called The WONDER of First

Grade. [WONDER is an acronym for Writing Opens New Dimensions of Educational
Realms.] This is what she wrote to the teacher who was teaching her:

Dear Sheny,
As I WAS working around the house this morning, my mind was filled with all sorts
of new ideas I want to try in my classroom. (This has become quite a habit over the
last 2 months. Ideas come to me at all hours of the day and night!) But today it
finally dawned on me. (rm a little slow!) The Wonder of Learning is not about the
children - it's about me! I'm the one doing all the learning. As a result, I daily see
new discoveries being made in my classroom. I could never say thank you enough
for helping me to understand that first graders gm capable of thinking and making
decisions and judgments. I think I have been a good teacher in the past. My school
has honored me with an Educator of the Year award and several nominations in recent
years. However I now realize that many children have probably left my room
without the thinking and writing skills which I hope my present and future students

will possess.

. . .

I manage to squelch these fears ( of test scores when my children discuss (as they
si
did this week) whether or not Max, the bo in
had
security. After reading Wilabiggg end .
t y were
comparing the 2 books. I was wrifing their comparisons on chan paper. When
Kalisa mentioned that Max didn't have moat because of the monsters, A discussion
Testimony for Hearing on Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
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(actually debate) ensued. One side argued that yes, he did have security. He was
really in his own house. His mother was them. Their poor teacher had such weak
knees she had to sit down!
Another highlight of my week came Friday after journaling. We were in the circle
sharing, wW1 Morten mad from herjournal, "My mom is going to have a baby. It
might be a boy or it might be a girl," Until that particular day, Morgan's journal
envies had consisted of "I love red. I love blue. I love dogs. I love fat dogs." etc.
After Morgan read, we talked about how interesting it was to hear about her new
baby. When suddenly Samantha, a little girt who seldom speaks out, said, "But
Morgan, how do you FEEL about a new baby: Are you excited? Are you happy?"
Trying to contain mx excitement, I said. "Sam, do you want Morgan to write about
her feelings about the baby?" With a big smile, she said, "YES!"

I shared all of this with my mother who has taught for 28 years, She remarked.
"This is the first voup you've had who would respond like that, isn't it?" Sadly, I
realized it's the first group I've illowed to respond like that.
I could go on and on, but I've taken enough of your time. Robert did rewrite and
publish ttis dragon story, We celebrated with an Authors' Tea which was attended by
Robert's mother, kindergarten teacher and school custodian. (Robert's request!)
Thanks again for your guidance. The wonderful part of this process is that it can be
implemented on my timetable. I'm fortunate that I'm in a school situation where I
feel no pressure in that area.

See you soon,
Sharon Long

P.S. I can't wait until Monday to find out how Morgan Mg about her new baby!
All that because one teacher shared with another her successful practices in National
Writing Project staff development!

The National Writing Project In Mississippi I. empowering students
and thus building their self-esteem. Students are finding their own voices. One
student, asked how the approaches his teacher had learned in NWP staff development were
different from other classes, responded:

In tills class wo are thinking with our own minds instead of always

taking information out of a textbook.
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Such writing and thinking helps students know that they have ideas of their own, and that

is power. Such recognition of their own efficacy builds self-esteem in students.

The National Writing Project In Mississippi is helping at-risk students
prepare to become effective members of a world class work force.

One of

the most successful aspects of the work of the Mississippi Writing/Thinking Institute has
been the development of a curriculum for at-risk high school students and related teacher

preparation for those who would teach the curriculum. Called The WONDEA otLearning,
this curriculum has at its goal the restoration of wonder and wholeness to learning for
students at risk of failing. Writing/thinking strategies are the basis of the teaming

experiences in the curricukrn. But even more important, the National Writing Project
model of staff development is used to prepare teachers to use the curriculum. For both
teachers and students, the curriculum has been profoundly effective, Reports are that 95%
of the students who have had the WONDER curriculum pass the Functional Literacy
Examination,

The National Writing Project in Mississippi has raised standardized

test scores in classrooms and districts in which effectiveness has been
studied. Several research studies reported later in this testimony have shown that
students whose teachers have had National Writing Project staff development perform
significantly higher on standardized test scores than students whose teachers have not had
such staff development.

The National Writing Project in Mississippi has introduced 3963

teachers to writing/thinking approaches in 517 staff development sessions

since its inception in 1985.
The National Writing Project in Mississippi is involving parents In
their children's education in new and exciting ways. Some teachers are
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involving patents in writing/thinking workshops to help them know how their students are
being taught. Those are cooducted according to the model of the National Writing Project.

Others are involving parents in other ways. Suzanne Thompson, first-grade teacher in
Meridian, made this statement
I am using; journaling with a few of my parents at home. 1 heir child is keeping a
journal at hotne to achieve a goal - either expressing feelinls, in one case - or
reinforcing and encouraging writing in another. I can't bel eve I've waited this long
to have my parents involved with my students' journaling.

The National Writing Project has helped retain good teachers in
Mississippi. Numerous master teachers have made statements such as Hilda Wade's:
In 1985 after 15 years of teaching, I was overwhelmed with paperwork, worksheets,
and testing. I was burned out! The students were bored and so was I. Then I was
accepted to participite in the first South Mississippi Writing Project Summer Institute.
This chola! my We, School bee= exciting again. As fpracticed new ideas and
philosophies I had learned in the institute, my class padually changed from a teachercentmed classroom to a student-oentered classroom. I began to question many of the

aceptcdlwaadcesthatlhaddonelntheput. I began to also think about my

development as a student and what had mally worked and what had not worked.
More and more I am looking at what is going on in my classroom and what the
students are saying about their own learning. We ere constantly revising techniques
in the classroom as needed. Students are really thinking, and learning his become
fun again. Since beginning this research project this year, I have been trying to
observe lanptap development and to evaluate my language program, I can honestly
say that if the writinipmject had not conm along when it did, I would not be in the
classroom today. --Hilda Wade

'Teacher Testimony to Impact]

in Niuluipol. -.

The best way I can tell you about the impact is the National Writing Project sites in
Mississippi is to let you hear teachers' voices, giving testimony to the Impact in their lives

and the lives of their students. Teachers who have participated in staff development
conducted by the Mississippi Wridng/fhinking Instinue affiliates have made statements

GEV
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such as these in response to the National Writing Project staff development sessions in
Mississippi:

One thing is certain: education Is on the up-swing in Mississippi. If
only more teachers were involved in projects such u this one, what a
revolution could occur in our state. .
In searching for trends and
developments in their writing histories virtually every student
discovered some way in which his or her writing has improved. Of
court*, as the instructor, this is certainly the outcome I toped for,
but, in discovering this for themselves, the students have much more
confidence in their progress. In short, it is one thing for me to ray
"you have Improved so much," and quite another for a gtudene to say
"I really am becoming a better writer."
Dabs McMillin

Until I began this workshop, I was muddling through my English
classes...Today I have a clear insight into what It means to teach.
Debi Honnoll, South Pinola
During the morning (staff development) session, I mourned the fact
that every teacher In our district was not here. --Fay Hayden, South
Panola

I have learned so many things I will need a gunny sack to take them
back to my classroom. They should have sent all the faculties to hear
the many different methods that can be used to lead students into
learning. --Flora Holden
Today's session was Informative in the areas of how we can learn
from each other. Also that thinking is learning and we should develop
activities tor our classes that involve students thinking. roday's
session involved ways In which we can open our mints to creative
thoughts in order to better prepare our students in their other areas.
--Bobby Hankins

I have learned that writing can be funthat writing can emerge from
any clue situationthat writing can be a learning tool as well as an
evaluative tool.
I learned that there are many ways of learning but wsiting is one of
the better ways, because of thinking that is applied. I learned
different ways that teachers could use to get students Involved in

writing topics.

I came away (from National Writing Project staff deve)opment) ready
to restructure and become Involved in a writing-based integrated
curriculum. --Jacqueline K.au
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Teachers who have participated in our Invitational Summer Institutes and have
become Teaches/Consultants of the projects have made statements such as these:

I have been teaching almost three years after eleven years in the
ministry. I was a very good minister. Now through the Deita Area

Writing Project and the Mississippi Writing Thinking Institute, I am an
excellent teacher/learner. At no time In the church have I enjoyed the
level of intimacy and change that I have in the classroom through
writing. I have seen atilt* kids perform a modern version of The
Canterbury Tales of their own writing flawlessly before their peers. I
have heard a student own his own learning:."Witen tget to aUege I
am going to take speech courses. I saw my work in The Canterbury
Tales and I need to improve." Before the writing and sharing in our
classroom community college and future success were pipe dreams.
Now they are realistic goal. for my students. The writing project "in
the classroom" is not only promoting learning for students and
teachers, it is changing futures. John Banks
More than anything else, the teachers who have attended the
workshops have discovered they have been holding to a myth tor many
years: that children do not like to write. They have found the exact
opposite to be true when students are allowed to write In a
nonthreatening environment and have taken part In idea-generating
prewriting activities. Those teachers who seem to be the most
appreciative of what we have brought to them are content arta teachers
who are now using writing as the valuable learning tool it is. Their
students are happy and they are happy. --Elaine Richardson, West
Lauderdale High School

I have proven to myself that writing does increase knowledge and
retention. By having my students write to learn, grades have
improved an average of 16%. Many teachers in Clay County and New
Albany have commented that the writing workshop Is the best staff
development program they have had. -- Judy Morris, Columbus
According to what I have heard from the teachers at South Panola, In
these sessions, contrary to most staff development sessions they leave
attended, we practice what everyone preaches: active involvement of
the learners. I gather from comments made that not only have we put
into practice good educational theory, but these sessions have been
more Interesting and more usefUl than the usual staff development
sessions!

Susan McCaffery, Wood Junior College

Teachers who participate in the Writing Project are forever changed. I
believe I am a much better writing teacher today because of our
summer institute. In addition, teachers in our staff development
sessions have been so positive about the practicality, the organisation,
and worth of the sessions that I believe we are making a significant
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contribution to the teachers In Mississippi. Jane Wharton,
Hattksburg
The writing/thinking approach Is helping my students at all ability
levels think better. .Iton Locke, Columbus
I experienced the power of writing as an instrument for personal and
professional growth that summer, and by the end of the instifute, I
was renewed and excited to be a teacher. The possibilities, as they
often do when I'm noi actually Wing a group of students, lamed
endless. I wanted to roll Into my classroom, to share teaming
experiences and magical troments with my students wh!le tielping them
to f'eel the power of their language. I wanted to give them the gift of
language, fit.: freedom to play with it, to use it as tbelr te.ol for
learning, to command It and not feel commanded by it.
wanted to
open language to possibilities, not set limitations with boundaries of
correctness and form. I wanted to implement writing-based instruction
fully In my classroom. --Sherry Swain
The writing/thinking approach automatically individualizes. It also
helps more students reach the objectiveu In our Instructional
Management Plans. --Terri Steffen, Jackson

All teachers in our staff development series are putting the new writing
Ideas into practice. They are so positive about every workshop and
the results. --Jane Bruckmeler

Since we first met in October last year, I haven't viewed my classes in

quite the same way. Lnauratimahg_imagrautsitv
Inv etude
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In October, I had a different view of
my students andJhalrufl rstanding of the writing process. lbankzle
smaanued. DeLols Gates

Tbe most important aspect of this Institute for me Is working in the
companz of other Writing/Thinking participants, whil have offered me
much simulation for pursuing teacher-student writin 1 goals. I have
also gained numerous Ideas as to how to pursue future teacher/student
writing goals. --Elton C. Wolfe
My association with the National Writing Project has been deb and
reirarding for me professionally. Not only has it drastically and
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permanently changed the way I teach, it has also opened the door for
me to share what hu happened (and is happenint4 in myoculrassn room. I
and
have had articles published in ThaftalAgozz, CTE
two short articles in Engligh.loarmal; I also have done staff
development for lieveral school districts all as a direct result ot my
involvement with The Writing Project. Without reservation, I can say
that The Wilting Project is the best thing that has happened to me inid

to my students! Margaret (Sims)
The National Writing Project has been the link that bridged the gap in
affirming my belief that I can write. This new found freedom has also
enabled me to deviate from "traditional methodology", persuade
colleagues to attend Writing/Thinking Institutes and transform once
lifeless students 'into enthusiastic writers with a mission. Sammie

M. Crigier
I felt like "a voice crying in the wilderness" until I became a fellow In
the National Writing Project. Overdramatic? The only people who
would think so have never been rebuffed by their teaching peers
because they have not given up on kids and education; have had their
students' enthusiasm and involvement criticized as "playing." The
NWP gave me a support group that I could not find in my own school
a support group for studentcentered teaching. This has been vital to
what success I've bad; more importantly, it has been vital to my
students' success because I have been encouraged to keep the focus on
students, to try new strategies, to be a !earner In my own classroom,
to admit when I need to make a change and then do it, and to be human
and share my own struggles with my students, not a demigod with all

the answers. Gerry Sultan

IResearch

of Nat.'

Since the inception of the Mississippi Writing/Thinking Project, many teachers have
conducted research in their classrooms to evaluate the effectiveness of writing/thinking

approaches and to improve their own classroom practice. The following nutshell
summaries of findings indicate the variety of types of reaearch and the confimiation of the
effectiveness of practice. All these success stories are the result of the teachers-teaching-

teachers model of the National Writing Project.

Researcher

Findings

....MI=1111111.111,
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Dan McQuagge

In 1988-89 in the MississippiDelta, one of the poorest regions of
the nation, districts that had National Writing_Project MR'
development moored significantly higher ou Written Communication
at 3rd, Stb, and 8th grade levels on Basic Shills Auessment

Program tests administeed by the State of Mit:J*0 than the
average in the State. In schools served by the Delta Arai Writing
Project, test scores weee double and triple the state avenge. On the
Stanford Achievement Test, in every district DAWP worked wih,
the written communicadon scores on the Stanford test WW1 the
highest scores in the district. All districts the Delta Area Writing
Project has worked with who weceonprobation are now off
probation - from 23% passing the R.2 to 100%.
Gerry Sultan

Writing/thinking strategies significantly enhanced ACT scores for
minority students.

Gerry Sultan

95.5% of the 11th graders in a school with almost 10016 minority
and 95% of the students on the free and reduced lunch provam
successfully passed the direct writing component of the 1987 FLE
because of writing process approaches to learning to write, learned
in National Writing Project programs.

Sherry Swain

First graders who were taught with writing/thinking process
instruction made twice as much gain in vocabulary as children who
were taught through traditional approaches.

Dolyene Davis

Eighth-grade history students taught with writing/thinking
hes had greater long-term retention than the students of equal
ability who had a traditional approach. Further, a much lower
ability level experimental group had greater long-term retention than
the higher ability level control group.

Joan Butler

Staff development sessions provided by National Writing Project
sites played a major role in increasing reading scores by 30
percentile points in the Starkville Eady Childhood Center.

Anna Quinn

Peer-response and teacher confezencing, both impottant components
of the writing process approach, ere effective in improving student
writing ability.

Sara Dacus

Students whose teachers bad had National Writing Project staff
development showed significantly greater achievement on the
California Achievement Test than students whose teacher' had not
participated in that staff development. Involved teachers had a
significant positive change in attitude as a result of the staff
development.

Sandra Buricett

A curriculum written by teachers of the Institute using
writing/thinking instructional apr roaches to teach reang and
mathematics to 1500 remedial high school students was piloted at 22
locations across the state. The expected gain in reading and
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mathematics combined was 4 months grade equivalency in each
area. The actual gain on reading was 1 year 7- months, and in
mathematics, 1 year 9 months.
Patricia Mitchell

Writing/thinking instructional approaches significantly enhance
students' higher level thinking abilities as measured by the Watson
Glaser Critical Thinidng Appraisal. Particularly significant is the
fact that lower seeleoconomie students made grtater gains than any
other group of students in this research, dispelling the myth that
development of higher order thinking skills should be a priority only
for college-bound students.

Jane Talbert

Student-generated review increased long-terrn retention.

Need for Federal Funding
Desp;

.he evidences of success presented above, I must emphasize that our work in

Mississippi has only begun. We have begun to reach students in ways they have never

been reachedtruly engaging them in learning, helping them become problem solvers and
thinkers, helping them become potential strong members of a world class work force.
Particularly have we seen astounding results in our work with at-risk youth, with minority

youth from lower socioeconomic levels. All this success is due to the power of the model
of teachers teaching teachers, Teachers are believable, They can speak with experience
and credibility to other teachers. Because of that credibility, teachers will implement

practices they learn from other teachers. We have introduced approximately 4,000 teachers
in Mississippi to writing/th'nidng approaches to teaching. But there are so many more.
And an introduction is not al/ the teachers need to make the major changes in classroom

practice that they need to make. They have worked in situations where they have felt
required to teach isolated skills rather than teach skills in the context of reading and writing.

Change takes time. A little change that works builds confidence to risk more change, and
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support is required along the way, Therefore, we need to expand and continue our work
with teachers.
in Mississippi we are very fortunate to have a state appropriation that supports our

summer institutes and a small amount of staff development. But many of our disticts who
need the most help are not financially able to pay for writing/thinking staff development
Federal support would allow us to expand our efforts into those districts and to intensify
our efforts with districts most in need of assistance and teachers most eager to change,
Federal support can give more students the opportunity to discover the power of their own

writing and thinking abilities. Federal support can give more teachers the support and
expertise they need to teach writing and to use writing to teach reading and history and
mathematics and science and all other subjects. Fedezal support can help us develop a
world-class work force in Mississippi through National Writing Project staff development.

Testimony for Hearing on Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
Sponsored by Senator Thad Cochran
Sem% Suh'earnrn:nee on Educal:cm, Arts, and Humanitim May 2,
Burke::
by Sandra
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301 Hutchinson Avenue
39401
Hattiesburg, MS
April 6, 1991

Dr. Richard Thompson
State Superintendent of Education
P.O. Box 771
Jackson, MS 39205-0771
Dear Sir:

Our state of Mississippi, from the flatlands of the Delta
deserves
to the sunny shores or the Gulf Coast, greatly needs and
possible
to
help
not
only
the
the best educational system
children of today but also those of tomorrow. Although several
noble attempts have been made to correct and up-grade our present
educational system, recent studies P rovide schools with mOra
effective and productive methods of teaching, yielding a more
enlightened and informed student who can compare with the highest
Hopefully bringing your
ranking students in the nation.
attention to the weaknesses of our present state curriculum
for English will encourage a change, which will help
Mississippi's educational system to become competitive with
other states demonstrating excellence.

As stated in the Enlish LarkmAge Arts Framework Cor
California Schools Kindergartea Thyough Grade Twelve, "Students
eilin5F3 many
who are asked open-ended questions and
possible answers rather than hunt for the teacher's 'right'
one discover that real learning takes place because of their
own understanding of what the ideas and answers and issues mean
However, our present system promotes learning based
to them."
With this idea in mind, we find many of our
on memorization.
mandated objectives to be very burdensome, if not below our
respective grade levels. For instance, a grade ten student
should not only be able to arrange simple sentencoS in sequontial
order (English Core Objective 357), but he should also be able
GRade
to create his own sentences in the framework of essays.
eleven students should not only be able to spell "grade level"
words (English Cora Objective 063), but they should utilize
them in their working vocabularies and all other communications.
And by grade twelve, a student needs not only to be able to
define hyperbole (English Cora Objective 92) but should learn
how it effects the overall meaning of a work, or porhapS how
it could enhance the student's own work. Many of the objectives
for grades ten through twelve could be covered in elementary
or junior high school, leaving room in high school for the
application of knowledge to ourselves, each other, and the world
.

around Us.

.

.
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We also want to address the use of literature in tho
Mississippi educational system.
The .!j.a?9k. for PlAnqing an
Effective Literature ProqraM states that selections to be read
In scnooi shiraawiiiss questions, stimulate the imagination,
provide a fresh point of view, and expand the student's knowledge
of the world and of the possibilities inherent in language."
In all three grades, ten through twelve, the Reading Objectives
cite free reading as an important study skill.
Granted, reading
is a powerful tool for learning, but it should definitely be
integrated with writing and discussing. Likewise, instead of
merely discussing favorite authors and selections (Reading Core
Objectives Grades 10, 11, 12), the Handbook for planning an
Effective Literature program suggests that teachers-"fidEus on
cent-al.issues, interpret symbols, discuss meaning, and argue
interpretations." Reading means nothing if a student cannot
find meaning as it applies to himself, his beliefs, or his
society.
Thank you for any consideration you might give our ideas.
Mississippi has the potential to shine in educational excellence,
but our state cannot succeed until changes have been made.
The future of our children depends solely on a reformed
educational system, so please do all you can to bring the state
ef Mississippi the changes it greatly needs.
Sincerely yours,

April Dupree

//Adm.&

eim
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Michelle Manguno

PViAr IAAA a-)
Bnnie Pritchard

.51/tou
Sarah Stanton
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301 Hutchinson Ave.
Hattiesburg, MS 39401
April 11, 1991

Dr. Richard Thompson
State Superintendent of Rducation
P.O. Box 771
Jackson, MS 39205-0771
Dear Sir:

We are high school seniors at Hattiesburg High School
writing in relationship to the state reading objectives. We
are concerned as eighteen year old Mississippians who will soon
be attending college that these are not suitable for entering
Having experienced the education of this state for
freshmen.
twelve years, we are deeply concerned about the future of
We feel that only our few advanced
Mississippi's children.
placement courses have prepared us for the future. We are not
stating that the education of this state is poor: rather, we
are suggesting that the core objective list in reading is
The core list mainly
rather weak for high school students.
deals with identifying methods rather than thinking about the
This type of
literature and applying it in writing.
memorization that appears throughout high schools in
Mississippi is not appropriate work for high school students.

Throughout grade school and junior high school, students
in Mississippi are tAught grammar and are tested on it in an
As students enter high school, they
identificntion method.
079-113,
should move beyond this point. As shown in objectives
defining literary terms is a main point for high achool
students.

Wouldn't it be better to broaden one's vocabulary words by
reading literature and learning the meaning of words through
to a word does
context? Simply learning one or two definitions
not mean you know what the word meana in the context of
are reading,
literature. But if you can apply it to what you
then you have truly mastered the art of vocabulary.
But
As seen in objective 112 free reading is important.
what types of books are being read? If students are not
exposed to important works of literature such as Shakespeare,
It is a
they will most likely not learn it on their own.
time,
but
class
discussion
great idea to have in-class reading
and it is
is crucial to understanding what you are reading,
important to share different opinions on meanings and themes of
literature. The thought process must be intertwined with
reading.

m
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Also, the objectives asking students to simply define
metaphor, hyperbole, allusion, assonance, and symbolism is
degrading to us.
Aek us to apply it to some form of literature
which uses our brain and thinking skills, but do not ask us to
define a memorised definition that we will forget the next day.
If we can learn to apply our learning, we will never forget it,
The objectives, altogether, are not thought-provoking and lead
twelfth grade students in no direction to be prepared for
future education.
Reading is the most pertinent skill a human being can
have.
But reading is not simply sitting down and repeating the
wt.rds on a piece of paper;
It is understanding, applying and
questioning.
Tim aul
Crittaal Thipting Lam Eaimalikaal

_LULL 12 EAM.221122ta BeAljaz explains that "To be informed.
is to know simply that something is the case; to be enlightened,
however, is to know in addition, what it is all about, why it
is the case, and what its connections are with other facts."
It's time that Mississippi is enlightened and not just
informed.
Let there be no objectives that teach us to memorize
useless definitions, but require us to think as we read. We
ask that you take what we have written seriously.
It is meant
as constructive criticir.m, not to degrade our educational
system.
We are thinking about the future and would hate to see
Mississippi anything less than number one.
Sincerely yours,

Scott Polk

We?ttAi-- ZRI OF.4Cit
Kelly Riley

301r;_,
Dianna Robin

cs,
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11 Sharmont Drive
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
April 15, 1991

The Honorable Ray Mabus
Governor of Mississippi
Third Floor
New Capital Building
Jackson, MS 39201.
Dear Governor Mabus:
The time is now. The time to which we are referring is the
time to bring the state of Mississippi out of the cellar
when it comes to education. As seniors at Hattiesburg High
School currently enrolled in Advanoed Placement classes, we
have repeatedly heard that a quality education is important.
However, this is not apparent in Mississippi. The state
core objectives suggest that we are not serious about
Speoifically in the area of
education in Mississippi.
English, the objeotives for grades 10-12 seem to
considerably devaluate the importance of a strong English
and literary foundation needed both in college and beyond.

Althoegh many objectives satisfactorily require Mississippi
high school students to be acquainted with a range of
literary terms and styles, basic definitions and recognition
are nearly all that are expected. For example, Objective
110 (see Attachment), "Identifies symbolism," requires that
a graduating senior be able to recognize use of symbolism.
It does not, however, require that this recognition be
furthered into an understanding of symbolism's unique
contribution to varied literature or its usefulness to
connecting literary works to the students own perceptions
"Symbolism," therefore,
of life and the world around them.
becomes more of an abstract term to be defined than a
concept to be analyzed and appreciated.
The other-objeotives concerning literary terms (089-103)
also have the same weaknesses; we are only required to learn
the external meaning and never go in-depth and apply our
In fact, they are not even listed in conjunction
knowledge.
with the reading objectives. Therefore, they are subject to
being taught in isolation from the very literature that
births their meaning and value. For, to read Vardaman saY
in William Faulkner's &S.-LLAY_Peing., "My mother is a fish,"
helps us to better understand what a metaphor is far more
effectively than the lifeless words of a definition that can
easily be lost from memory.
Diversity of literature also seems to be loosely provided
for in the state objeotives. The basic forms of literature
again only need to be "identified" by a high school student,
and there is no requirement for a variety of literature from
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classic to contemporary to be read in any gradesimple
unstructured "free reading time" (Obj. 112) is enough.
O.!ce again, the skill of reading is isolated--separated from
necessary analysation and personal evaluation and, also,
removed from the vital skill of writing.

It may seem that advanced thinking skills applied to
literature are not necessary for basio oore objeotives;
however, these skills can enhance studefits' lives and
encourage them to learn.
As suggested in the English
a_Inhonls
.

7Jiraelgh..ittacLe_1.2, an effeotive EnglishLanguage Arts program

would oall for exposure to significant literary works
possibly requiring mandatory reading lists for each grade,
an instructed evaluation of literature that conveys the
connection between values in literature and the human
situations they represent, and also instructional programs
which integrate rather than i!e ate the skills of reading,
Such a program would
writing, listening, and speak
;. will be expected of
better prepare all students fo.
them in the future and, moreover, bring to life the treasure
of great literature, helping them "move into, through, and
beyond the literary work to a new understanding of
themselves and the world around them" (Eng1iah_Laelaalt...W.2.:

Emmaxatk,),
From "Dick And Jane" to War and Peace, there is no doubt
that our education has involved many pages and expanses of
words.
However, to keep Mississippi's youth from graduating
only with this knowledge of words and an oblivion to their
power and value, there must be an educational system that
insists upon more.
I at sure You agree that the ourrent
However, with
state objectives ars not that source.
ohanges, they can be.
When our curriculum is exchanged for
a curriculum that is struotured like that of current
practices based on research, Mississippi's educational
system will be inferior to none.
Sinderely yours,
Ark' 01V-603--Ty r is Shelton

60130"4

2'1-J4N.

Dyid Archerr.)

COI) OCA Cue .0_4._
Cindy
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much. It was a very impressive presentation.
Nate Williams, you are a student at that project in that course at
Mississippi State. Tell us what you think of it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you for allowing me to be here today.
Senator Cochran, fellow panelists, and honored guests, my name
is Nathaniel Williams. I am a junior at Mississippi State University, majoring in sports communications. I also am a member of the
MSU football team. My position is nose tackle.

FootWI has been rewarding for me, but I am not here today to
talk about my success on the football field. I want to tell you about

my success in the classroom. My experience in the Writing for

Thinking class at MSU has given me that opportunity.
I must admit, when my advisor suggested that I take this creative writing course, I was less than thrilled. The thought of doing
writing assignments for a majority of my grade worried me a little
bit. I had gotten average grades in English classes before, but I
lacked the confidence in myself to realize that I did have a talent
for writing. Writing for Thinking has changed my attitude, and I
am grateful.

From the beginning, my teacher instilled in us the belief that,
yes, we could write, and we could write well. The topics were
always interesting, allowing us to dig deeply into our minds. My favorite assignment was one called, "I Remember," in which we had
to make a particularly fond memory come alive for our readers. I
wrote about my freshman year as a member of the Oklahoma
Sooners football team. I am proud to say that I received an A on
that paper.
Certainly, Writing for Thinking has greatly improved my writing
skills. I want to tell you about another true benefit. It has helped
me with my oral communications, too. Many of my writing assignment require us to interview various people. I learned how to prepare questions, relax, and conduct interviews on a professional

level. Before taking this class, I would have been uneasy interviewing others.
We also spend many class hours working in pairs and in small
groups. A gain, these types of class assignments have given me tremendous confidence in my oral communication skills. Never before
have I enjoyed working in small groups, but my teachers an fellow
classmates have helped me to relax and realize that I have a message to relate.
All of these assignments have been fun. My favorite one was one
called "Dillinger." My partner and I had to look at a photograph

and write out and act out what the picture in the picture were

saying or doing. Since our photograph included a man and woman
sitting in a boat, I had to come to class with a huge boat I made
from cardboard. My partner and I had made that photo come alive,
so you see, anything is possible if you are equipped with the written and oral communication skills.
Organization skills are highly emphasized. In writing a paper, I
now know how to organize my thoughts and ideas, so that I may

move on to a rough daft. Of course, the final paper follows the
rough draft. I am sure all of us in this room know this procedure,
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but we also know how many college students wait until the night
before to begin a paper.
The study skills I have learned in Writing for Thinking, along
with my confidence I have gained, have led me to an overall improvement in my grades. My mid-term trades for this semester
place me no the dean's list for the first time.
I cannot say enough about the group building which takes place
in Writing for Thinking. I have the feeling of total support from
my classmates. We work with different people each week, so we
have a chance to interact with people of different backgrounds and
interests. This has given me the confidence to know that when I go
out into the working world, I can interact with all kinds of people.
The focus on our panel is on educating today the workforce of
the future. I plan to be a vital part of that workforce. Now I can

enter it with a sense of confidence in myself. The Writing for

Thinking course has enhanced my written, oral and organizational
skills. I know I can face any situation which may come my way.
In closing, I would like to add that perhaps one of the most important aspects in the class for me has been a change in other people's attitudes toward me. I have often been perceived as just a
football player, a dumb jock. Nothing can be further from the
truth. I am a student at Mississippi State working toward graduation, just as the rest of the student body. I happen to play football.
Football is an important part of my life, but it does not outweigh
the academic side.
My success in Writing for Thinking has helped people to see the
real l'siathaniel Williams, the student-athlete, and not just Nathaniel Williams, number 95 on the team. Hopefully testifying today
will also go a long way in changing some of those attitudes.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to express my testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Williams followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAMS

Senator Cochran, follow panelists, and honored guests, my name is Nathaniel Williams. I am a Junior at Mississippi State University majoring in Sports Communication. T also am a member of the !HSU football team. My position is nose tackle.
Football has been rewarding for me, but I'm not here today to talk about my success on the field; instead I want to tell you about my success in the classroom. My
experience in the Writing for Thinking class at MSU has given me that opportunity.

I must admit when my advisor suggested I take this creative writing course, I was
less than thrilled. The thought of doing writing assignments for the majority of my
grade scared me a little. I had gotten average grades in English composition classes
before, but I lacked the confidence in myself to realize I truly did have a talent for
writing. Writing for Thinking has changed that attitude, and I am grateful.
From the beginning, my teacher instilled in us the belief that, yes, we could write,
and we could write well. The topics were always interesting, and ones which allowed
us to dig deeply into our minds. My favorite assignment was one called "I Remember" in which we had to make a particularly fond memory come alive for our readers. I wrote about my freshman year as a member of the Oklahoma Sooners football
team. I am attaching a copy of my paper. I am proud to say I received an A+ for it.
Certainly, Writing for Thinking has greatly Improved my writing skills, but you
may not be aware of another true benefit. It has helped with my oral communication skills, too. Many of the writing assignments require us to interview various
people. I've learned how to prepare questions, relax, and conduct the interviews in a
professional manner. Before taking this class, I would have been uneasy at such an
assignment.
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We also spend many class hours working in pairs and in small groups. Again,
these types of class assignments have given me tremendous confidence in my oral
communication abilities. Never before have I enjoyed working in small groups, but
my teacher and fellow students have helped me to relax and to realize I have a message to relay. All of these group assignments have been fun, but my favorite was
one called a dilinger, in which my partner and I had to look at a photograph and
then write and act out what the people in the picture might be doing or saying.
Since our photo included a man and a women sitting in a boat, I had to come to
class with a huge boat I had make from cardboard boxes! My partner and I made
that photo come alive for our audience. So you see, anything is possible if you're
equipped with written and oral communication skills!
Organization skills are highly emphasized also. In writing a paper, I now know
how to organize my thoughts and ideas, so that I may move on to a rough draft. of
course the final paper follows the rough draft. I'm sure all of us in this room know
this procedure, but we also know how many college students wait until the night
before to begin a paper!

The study skills I've learned in Writing for 'Thinking, along with the confidence
I've gained, have led to an overall improvement in my grades. My mid-term grades
for this semester place me on the Dean's List for the first time.

I can't say enough about the group building which takes place in Writing for

Thinking. I have the feeling of total support from my classmates. We work with different partners each week, so we have a chance to interact with people of different
backgrounds and interests. This has given me the confidence to know that when I
go out into the working world, I can interact with all kinds of people.
The focus of our panel is on educating' today the workforce of the future. I plan to
be a vital part of that workforce. Now I can enter it with a sense of confidence in
myself. The Writing for Thinking course has enhanced my written, oral, and organizational skills. I know I can face any situation which may come my way.
In closing, I'd like to add that perhaps one of the most important aspects of the
class for me has been a change in other people's attitudes towards me. I have often
been perceived as just a football player, a dumb jock. Nothing can be further from

the truth. I am a student at MSIJ, working towards graduation, just as the rest of
the student body. I happen to play football. It is an important part of my life, but it
does not outweigh the academic side. My success in the Writing for Thinking class
has helped people to see the real Nathaniel Williams, the student-athlete and not
just Nathaniel Williams, number 95 on the team. Hopefully testifying today will
also go a long way in changing some of those attitudes. Thank you for giving me
that chance.

A GREAT WAY TO END THE YEAR WITH THE SOONERS
It was the summer of 1987. The recruiting wars were over, all the honors in Hous-

ton, TX were given out to its most outstanding football players, graduating seniors

said their farewells to the schools that held so many memories, and the stars of
high school football were about to take on real life responsibilities. A change within
and a change of physical development would surely change boys into men. This
change would make high school players into tomorrow's Super Bowl champions.
The date was February 11, 1987 when I was offered a chance to give five years of

hard nosed football to the University of Oklahoma. Signing with the Oklahoma
Sooners was like a dream come true. There are thousands of players that would be
proud to be a part of an organization with such a rich tradition. Out of' 200 to 300
recruits, the Sooners gave me a chance to play on a team with national recognition.

It was time for me to move on to bigger and better things this world had to offer. So
I accepted the challenge to compete with other players from all over the nation.

The days were slowly but surely drawing closer to that day for me to leave

friends, family, and other associates behind to fulfill my dreams and goals. As each
day passed, more and more of my belongings were moved into the front living room.
Things such as new clothes, old clothes, winter clothes, summer clothes, found their
place there. The date in which the Oklahoma coaches were expecting my appearance was August 8, 1987.
I spent my last few days in Houston trying to say my final farewells to everyone I

had been associated with. I think the ones I really hated to leave were my mother,
father, and my girl friend. I spent my special time with my parents. VVe talked
about how I had developed into a fine young man and how everyone was wishing
me all the luck in the world. The advice they gave me that really has stuck with me
even until today was, "Never make enemies, and treat everyone as your own brother." 'They also told me to have respect for the adults that I would be associated
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with. My parents really emphasized that I should always remember the man who
gave me health and strength. That man is God Almighty. They told me to put Him
first in everythin,g I do, and I would surely be successful.
It was 2 days before I ventured to Norman, OK. I felt a sense of sadness in my
mother's heart, but a gleam of pride upon my father's face. During the time I had
before leaving for school, I challenged myself to be a mature adult as well as a student-athlete.
The night before I was to leave, my parents cooked my favorite dinner. They prepared smothered steak, mustard greens, sweet potato yams, corn bread, and for dessert, peach cobbler. We had a !great time together. After dinner I began to put the
final touches on packing and visiting. I had to say goodbye to my girl friend. Then I
got a phone call from my pastor. He said a prayer over the phone and told me God
bless you in everything you do.
After a night of careful packing and saying my last goodbyes, it was time to take
a shower and head off to bed. As the night passed on, a feeling of excitement danced

around in my mind. The thoughts of being at Oklahoma University, playing for a
number one contending team, meeting new people, and meeting all the great players that made Oklahoma so great stayed in my mind. After all, Oklahoma had pro-

duced such greats as Jamelle Holiway, Keith Jackson, Ladell Carr, and Dante
Jones. Just thinking about being a part of this team and playing with such athletes
gave me an extra dose of confidence. Lying in my bed, gazing into the top of the
ceiling, I wondered what kind of changes I would have to make to fit into such a
grand Institution.
Finally, the late hours forced me into a paralyzing sleep. I dreamed of the great
things Oklahoma was capable of accomplishing. I dreamed of the past teams Oklahoma had had and how they were a dominating force in the collegiate rankings. I
had flashes of the past when Oklahoma came back and beat Penn State for the National Championship in the Orange Bowl. I also had dreams of all the great games

they totally dominated for four quarters. In my dreams, I recalled all the bowl

games that they had gone to and which others would follow. My dream had me so
excited, my heart rate had risen a few beats. Before my heart rate would rise anymore, I woke up with so much excitement, that I couldn't go back to sleep. 'The sun
was just on the horizon.
When this sleepless night of excitement was over, I was anxious to get to my new
home. That morning around 8:00, Coach Charlie Saddler called and told me my
plane reservations were all taken care of. He also said that someone would be there
at the airport to pick me up. After hanging up the phone, I made my final preparations for Oklahoma. It was about 12:15, and my plane left at 1:30.
I began to load my belongings onto my dad's Ford pick tip truck. I had about four
to five bags to take with me. After I finished loading my luggage, I double checked
to see if there was anything else I could use while I was at Oklahoma. Finally, we
were on our way to FIouston Hobby Airport. My parents and I got into the cab of
my dad's truck. As we backed out of the driveway, all the things I loved would pass
through my mind. As we pulled off, a sense of emptiness lingered through my entire
body. While on my way to the airport, I saw many of my f'riends who greeted me
with a farewell. I could only think of my friends' futures and where they would be
while I experienced college life.

While driving to the airport, my mom reminded me to call her when I made it to
Oklahoma. As I neared the airport with my parents, the fear of being on my own
gave me a new outlook on everything that was ahead of me. It took us about twenty
minutes to reach the airport. When we arrived, there were people coming to and
from their destinations. My father parked in front of the Southwest Airlines terminal. The carriers unloaded my bags and asked me what city I was headed to. I
proudly answered, "Norman, Oklahoma." We wrote all the information on the luggage tags. After checking my bags, I aaid my last goodbye to my parents. I gave my
father a hand shake and a hug and my mother a kiss plus a hug. They drove off to
make it easier for the three of us. After watching the truck disappear, I turned and
walked towards the entrance of the airport.
I hurried to the Southwest Airlines desk. I told the clerk that I had a prepaid
ticket for Nate Williams for Oklahoma City. She punched in the information and
proceeded to tell me the time, my reserved seat, and the flight number. When she
. As I received
finished typing this information, it was printed onto a boardin
my ticket, the time was drawing near for my plane to take off.gAPEtsksing to the area
where I had to catch my plane, there were safety devices I had to walk through
before getting on the plane. The only things I had to take on the plane were my
carrving bag and a sack. After security checked my bags, I walked through and
headed for the gate.
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I noticed one of my old teammates who told me he was heading for Norman, OK
also. Cedric Davenport and I had attended Hartman Junior High together. We had
played on the same basketball team, and in football he had played junior varsity
while I played varsity. Now, once more we were going to be on the same team. His
family and girl friend were there to bid him farewell. I had known Csdric's parents
since our junior high days together. They were really nice people. After talking to
them for a few moments, it was time to board the plane for Oklahoma City.
Cedric and I headed for the tunnel to board the plane. His girl friend stood there
with tears running down her face. It was a sad moment. She was being left behind;
we were on our way to professional careers.
We climbed the steps into the plane and found our reserved seats. My seat was 6A
and Cedric's was 7A, so we sat across from each other. When we finally got settled
in our seats, the flight hostess demonstrated the seat belt procedures. She also demonstrated the oxygen mask that would drop down in case we lost air pressure in the
cabin. Then it was time for lift off!
The flight attendants took their seats, and the plane began to move backwards.
The plane paused for a couple of seconds, then moved forward. The plane slowly
approached its assigned runway. The plane paused once more, and the pilot announced, "We're cleared for take off." With a slow thrust, the plane ventured down
the concrete pavement. After a few seconds of high speed, the large 737. cleared the
ground. I could tell we had taken off because everything below Us began to get
smaller and smaller. We were on our way into the blue skies.
The plane tilted upwards and continued its course for at least fifteen minutes.
When we reached the proper altitude, the plane leveled off. Smooth sailing was now
ahead. Cedric and I began to talk about our days together in junior high. We remumbered our championship basketball team that we were part of in the eighth
grade. Then we began to plan how to survive college life. As we got into a deeper
discussion, the flight attendant came by and served refreshments. Two packets of
peanuts and a couple of sodas were not enough for us. When we finished eating, we
dozed off for a few moments. When I opened my eyes, I realized we had about ten
minutes before touching down at the Will Rogers Airport in Oklahoma City. Quickly the ten minutes passed, and the landing preparation started.
The no smoking sign as well as the fasten seat belt sign lit up the cabin. The
flight attendants took their seats, and landing was in effect. Slowly the 737 approached the ground; then the runway was in sight. Steadily dropping altitude, the
landing gear was set in place. Closer and closer the plane neared the runway. Touch
down! We were in Oklahoma.
It seemed the plane was like a runaway locomotive. After a few hundred yards,
the 737 slowly came to a halt. The clicking of the seat belts could be heard, for
people were in a hurry to get on to their next flight. People were gathering their
personal items and exiting the plane. It wasn't long before Cedric and I were standing in the airport terminal.
C,oach John Blake was there to meet us and other player*, who would be arriving
on different planes. When all of the players had assembled, we went down to the
baggage claim to pick up our luggage. After loading the school van, we were on our
way to our new home.
The ride to campus took about twenty minutes. The campus was everything I
thought it would be. It was huge, but it seemed to be well laid out and very neat.
When we arrived at the athletic dorm, we helped each other unload the heavy bags.
Cedric and I headed to our room, number 206. After carrying our belongings to
our room, we checked in for our keys, mailing address, and telephone number. We
finished all of our registration and payments and headed to our first team dinner.
The coaches were there to greet us. Mike Jones, the coach who recruited me, was
there. He said hello to Cedric and me and told us to eat all that we wanted. What a
welcome suggestion! The chicken dinner that was served to us was delicious and
eaten in a hurry. Cedric and I hardly spoke to each other during dinner because we
had to get back to our room to unpack. We knew that the next day we faced our
first day of practice for the 1987-88 season.
Night time was slowly coming upon us. There was lots of unpacking to do, but so
little time to do it. Cedric and I unpacked before heading to a team meeting. When
we entered the squad room for the first time, we noticed the seats were done in the
team color, red, and were assembled like a theater. Soon all of the freshmen players
had taken their seats.
The coach, Barry Switzer outlined our agenda for the upcoming practices and the

format for those practices. The practices would be "two-a-day" for 2 weeks. The
coaches then let us off for the rest of the night for us to rest up for the next morning. Cedric and I went back to our room and tried to mingle with our new teamc
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mates. We had a great freshman class. We met players from HI over the United

States. The two biggest freshmen were Stacy Dillard, who was 6'7", 285 pounds, and
Tiny, who was 6'10", and 305 pounds. After visiting with our new friends, Cedric

and I went to bed about midnight. The night went by quickly, and practice was
drawing near. I had set my alarm for 7:35 a.m., which was time enough to get

ready, eat breakfast, and head to practice. Practice was at 8 a.m. Cedric and I quickly dressed and headed for the practice field. A few of the freshmen players followed.
We spent the next 2 weeks working day after day with the freshmen players. The
practices went well because we were beginning to know each other.
After 2 weeks, the varsity players reported for practice. We began to practice with
them and also had the opportunity to experience Socner media day. The excitement
of media day was followed by the dreaded team physicals.
The next week was our first game against North Carolina. The coaches told the
freshmen that all of us would be red-shirted with the exception of a kicker and one
linebacker. At first Cedric and I were angry at the idea of sitting on the bench all
season, but after some thought, we decided it would be best for us. The week before
the game passed rapidly. Finally the day came, and we were ready to take the field
with North Cuolina. The season was underway! We beat them 34-12, my first collegiate win. The next week Tulsa lined up with the powerful Sooners, only to fall 5612. Following that game was the big rivalry event, Oklahoma versus Texas. We won
the annual shoot-out by a score of 44-16. The games that followed were in our favor:
Missouri, 34-7; Kansas, 65-0; Kansas State, 56-0; Iowa State, 34-7; Colorado, 21-7;
Oklahoma State, 63-17; and the game that would make the Sooners year: the win
over the Nebraska Cornhuskers for a chance to go to the Orange Bowl. The Sooners
won 21-7.

After the last regular season game, we were given the opportunity to go home for
a few days before going to the Orange Bowl in Miami. It was great seeing my parents and getting some rest before the big trip. Finally on the 20th of December,

Cedric and I left Houston for our first trip to such a major bowl: A dream trip
which would last 2 entire weeks. We arrived in Miami around midnight, jumped in
the bed, and caught a little bit of sleep before practice at 8 o'clock the next morning. The practices were similar to the ones we had had at schot 1. We were escorted
each day to the practice field and then back to our luxury hotel, the Fountain Bleu.
I had never stayed in a hotel that cost nearly $200 a night!
The days passed quickly with all of the activities we had going on. Practice was

ticular.

just a part of it. Our first activity was a short boat ride to the Ramada Inn for a

fancy dinner. The next night we were treated to a party at a location where scenes
from the televisinn show "Miami Vice" had been shot. The dinner was elaborate
and complete with lobster tails, baked potatoes, salad, and dessert. After that pardinner, a party was given for the entire Sooner organization. The next night
we went out on a huge cruise ship, my first. The entire cruise took about seven
hours, during which we indulged in a little gambling and dancing. We all partied
until the final hour! All of the partying was great, but we knew it was at time to
take care of business. The game with the Miami Hurricanes was just ahead.
All fun and games were over because the national championship was on the line.
The night finally arrived. There was an air of intensity as we loaded the buses at
the hotel and headed for the stadium. Eight Sooner buses were on their way to
something extremely important. When we got off the buses, I noticed all of my
freshman teammates were proudly wearing their Orange Bowl jerseys and black
warm-ups. We were indeed a part of this great team.
Before the game, we had a chance to walk around the huge stadium. There were
a number of Miami fans yelling at us, so we had to put them in their place. After
all of the back talk that went on, it was time to seriously prepare for the game. We
walked into our dressing room, and all of the players were getting ready to play the
game of their lives. My freshman teammates were walking in and out of the room.
Standing in the pathway to the field, I could hear the crowd getting louder and
louder. Soon the locker room door opened, and specific Sooner players entered the
stadium field. They were greeted with mixed boos and cheers from the stands. A few
minutes later, more Sooner players joined them on the field for their warm-up exercises. The rest of the team followed. Soon the locker room was empty.
The Sooners, the redshirt,s, and the coaching staff were all ready for the game.
The players warmed up in their specific positions on the field. I took a few pictures
of the players as well as the stadium. Soon it was time for the coin toss. The referees stood in the middle of the field with the Seniors from each team and tossed the
coin in the air. The roar of the Oklahoma fans indicated that we had won the toss.
Oklahoma chose to receive the ball.

1" 9
The referees blew the whistle, and the game began. It was a hard hitting game.
First Miami scored, making the score 7-0
with 7:25 left in the first quarter. Then,

early in the second quarter, the Sooners answered with a touchdown. With four
minutes left in the half, Miami managed to score once more making the half time
score, 14-7. The half time show was spectacular. It was complete with singing, dancing, and a fireworks display. The show featured Lou Rawls.

After the half time show, both teams entered the field. It was Miami's turn to

receive the ball. We kicked off to them, but there was no return. Miami went three
plays and turned the ball over to us. The Sooners had a good drive going. Although
we didn't score a touchdown, we were able to get a field goal. During the third quarter, the Hurricanes were held scoreless. At the end of the third, the score stood at
14-10. During the fourth quarter, Miami lucked out and scored a touchdown, but
miased the field goal. This made the score 20-10. The fourth quarter was coming to
an end, and it was time for some Sooner magic. The Sooners had 4:25 to come up
with something. We had a trick play we were ready to use. The "guard around"
play occurs when the offensive guard runs around the end. The play worked for the
Sooners. The score was 20-16 because of the missed field goal. Time ran out on the
Sooners, but we had fought hard to win.
We had lost the national championship, and I had not been given a chance to play
my freshman year, but it was all worth it. The entire year at Oklahoma and the 2
weeks in Miami have become great memories for me. I will always remember them.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Williams, for an
excellent presentation.
This panel has given us a unique perspective on some of the challenges that are being faced in higher education today in our State,
from schools that specialize in career oriented education instruc-

tion, cooperative education, special projects that are designed to
elevate the level of competence among our students and faculty.
These are all very special things to know about, and you have
given us the benefit of your insight and experience, and it has been
very helpful.

I want to be sure that, as we reauthlrize this very important
Higher Education Act, that we do not lose sight of the practical

consequences of what we are doing. Sometimes, in Washington, we
get carried away with ourselves up there, and it is very healthy to

get back where the real action is and where the real problems are
and where the real experience in dealing with these issues are to
be found, and that is back in the home States. That is one reason
we are here today, and I am finding it very beneficial and I hope
that all of you are, as well, to get a chance to :Tar some of the
things that are going on tint you may not have been able to concentrate on until today.
I know Nathaniel Williams has given us a good description of his
practical experience and insight from his class, and I wonder, in
connection with your experience, whether you have found the
Writing for Thinking to be helpful in other courses, rather than
just English courses or things that you might normally associate
with writing. Has this projected to other courses, as well, and enabled you to do better in some of the other courses?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, it has. It has made my study habits a whole
lot better and it taught me how to prepare for class before going to
class, and it taught me how to manage my time wisely, so that I
have good study time in between.
Senator COCHRAN. I think this is a very goo,' piece of evidence
that this is an important program, and the fact that the Senate has
authorized the funding of more and more sites all over the country,
to equip teachers with the skills to impart this kind of knowledge
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and discipline about how you approach the learning process is very
encouraging.
Dr. Burkett, tell us whether you have a waiting list. Are you able
to deal with all of the teacher applications from teachers who want
to participate in this program?
Ms. BURKETT. No, we are not. Having Federal funds to support
our work will make a big difference. We are very fortunate in Mississippi to have a State appropriation that supports our summer institutes and just a little bit of the staff development that we do, but
we have many, many teachers all over our State who are eager to
be involved in our staff development, but their districts have not
been able to afford that yet, because staff development funds are
very limited.
So, if we get our Federal dollars, I should say when we get our

Federal support, the thing that will help us do is to reach many

more teachers and to do it more intensively for those who are very
interested in making changes.
Senator COCHRAN. One thing that I hear from business leaders

and industry leaders who have contact with the Senate is that

there is just a real shortage among entry-level workers, those who
think this
are competent at writing and communicating. Do
program is going to help achieve a greater level of mpetence in

our student population and in those who are graduating from

schools and colleges, as far as writing skills are concerned?
Ms. BURKKIT. I am certain that it will. We have a good bit of re-

search that we have done in Mississippi that shows that not only
do we build those writing skills, but build the student's confidence
in what they can do, and having both the skills and the confidence
makes them better able to perform in the workplace.
Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Tullos, with your cooperative education
program at USM, are you able to take care of all of the students
who want to participate in this program? Are our able to place
them in cooperative work-study programs, or do you have a waiting
I ist?

Ms. Timms. We do, too.
Senator COCHRAN. You have a waiting list?

Ms. MILOS. We have a waiting list, because this is a very diffi-

cult time in the job market right now, so a lot of employers are
really looking at whether they can afford at this time cooperative

education programs. So, yes, we do have a waiting list and, hopeful-

ly, this will get better toward fall, in terms of the job market. We
are very proud that we have this many employers participating
right now, because it is a difficult time for the 1991 graduates and
for the co-ops for this next academic year.
Senator COCHRAN. Do you have more students that want to par-

ticipate than you have places for the, or is it more--Ms. Twxos. At this point, I have more students. It fluctuates. It
is an interesting way this program works, but at this point we have
more students interested than we have employers at this point, but
hopefully that will change, as we recruit over the summer for new
employers.
Senator COCHRAN. How do you go about finding the students who

are available for this kind of program or who are interested in par-
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ticipating? Do you go to the high schools and sort of advertise the
availability of the program, or how do you do it?
Ms. Tuu.os. Actually, we use our faculty members at the university who really help us recruit good students and put notices out. It
is not difficult to find people interested in this program at all. It is
well known, it is well respected. If an employer sees a co-op experience on a student's transcript, he automatically has a different
opinion, and this has been proven over and over in research, so we

know that it is a respected program and it means a lot. It shows
that there is experience behind the students and they were chosen,
because the employers right now, it is an employer's market, so
they are having an opportunity to get our top students to work for
them prior to their graduation.
Senator COCHRAN. I think the Federal allocation for this program
is about $14 million.

Ms. Tutios. Right.

Senator COCHRAN. It is a fairly small sum.

Ms. Tuuks. Very small.

Senator COCHRAN. How is that money used?
Ms. Tuuks. How is the money used?

Senator COCHRAN. Yes, what do you do with the money? You

have been funded for 7 years in a row. What do you do with the
money you get?
Ms. Tuuks. The first 5 years of funding was used, and it started
at USM, and it started in 1976, was used to develop the program.
That is really how this all started in the beginning, was a seed
money program, was title VIII. Since then, the rules changed in
the middle 1980's, since we proved that we kept the program and
the university supported it for at least 5 years, we were able to go
the
back in and try for another grant to what we called expand the
program, and that gave us added staff and opportunity to make
program even bigger.
As you can tell, most average co-op programs usually run 80 to

90 students. Ours is very large and, as I said, some of the other
schools in the State have very large programs, but it is a very individualized program. We work with these students almost on a daily
basis, we evaluate them, we make sure that they have-Senator COCHRAN. The money, then, is used or administrative
costs?

Ms. Tuuks. Administrative costs and those types to make sure
we can secure the employers and train staff, yes.
Senator COCHRAN. So, the students do not get paid any money?
Ms. Tuuks. No, the students do not.
Senator COCHRAN. The employers do not get reimbursed for any
of the costs?
Ms. Tuuks. No.

Senator COCHRAN. The employers pay the salaries of the students

when they are working?

and
Ms. Tuuks. Yes, they do, the employers pay the salaries they
of
the
tuition
for
students,
if
some employers even pay some
will agree to come back.

Senator COCHRAN. That is interesting.

Ms. Tuuks. Yes, it is.

1
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Senator COCHRAN. SO, it is used as a recruiting tool by employers,
to a great extent?
Ms. Tumos. Absolutely, it is one of the better recruiting tools.
Some of our Fortune 500 companies are using co-op now as a main
way to recruit new employees.
Senator COCHRAN. That is very interesting. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Moore, what percentage of our student population is there
because they are receiving Pell Grants or loans from the Federal

Government?
Mr. MOORE. I do not think they are there because they are receiving Pell Grants.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, how many there are receiving Pell
Grants or student loans?
Mr. MOORE. It will vary among the different schools in the State

and even in different locations. An example, a school in Hattiesburg, we have about 80 percent participation in Pell Grants, and in
Jackson School we have about 96 percent participation in the Pell
Grants.
Senator COCHRAN. The other students that do not have Pell
Grants, do they get student loans?
Mr. MOORE. Either just student loans or come up with their own
sources, yes, sir.
Senator COCHRAN. You mentioned the default rate and expressed
some concern that the conclusion has been drawn by some that the
private proprietary schools are having a greater difficulty in getting compliance with repayment requirements. Do you think there
should be any special rules or regulations written into the Higher
Education Act that will address that problem, or what should be
done, if anything, about that?
Mr. MOORE. It is a very complex issue, but I think it can be addressed. Part of the problem that we see, we have a default management program in our school, where we contact every student
that ever leaves our school for any purpose, and we act as a liaison
between he and the guaranteeing agency and the bank.
The biggest problem that we have seen so far is the collection
process. There is not an incentive there to collect. Many of the stu-lent, as we told you, do not have the life skills that many of us
ye been able to experience. They do not have this knowledge of
to deal with debt, how to deal with lending institutions, and
we think that the collection process could be improved to help that.
I think that is a major factor there.
Senator COCHRAN. You mentioned the fact that most of the students are receiving Pell Grants. As I understand it, those grants
are capped at $2,400 per year.
Mr. MOORE. They will go up to $2,400 on July 1. They were
$2,300.

Senator

COCHRAN.

What is the cost of a course at Moore Career

College?
Mr. MOORE. Approximately $4,P0.

Senator COCHRAN. How do they pay the balance between $2,400
and $4,000?
Mr. MOORE. Either with a student loan, if they can get one, or
through other sources.
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Senator COCHRAN. Do you have any suggestions for any.hing that

ought to be in the Higher Education Act, when we reauthorize it,
that is not there now?
Mr. MOORE. Well, some of the things that are not there now are
being discussed. It was interesting that you discussed this morning
about grants and loans being to either beginning students and secondary students. I think that proposal has a lot of merit.
Dr. Cleere was kind of on the fence with it. In my opinion, I
agree with him when he said that the riskier students, the students
that are more at risk are your first 2-year students, where, in my
opinion, the grants should be centralized. Students who are beyond
that point, we have seen have more expertise in life skills, they are
more dedicated, they are more knowledgeable, and they have greater expectancy of participation in the payback procedures.
So, the cost would be excessive, if we flip it, in my opinion. I
think the grant should be for the beginning students, if possible,

and the needier students, with the loan coming in in the later
years.
Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate very much your being here and

offering us your perspective and the benefit of your experience in
dealing with these problems in the real world. We thank all of you
for contributing to the hearing. You have all done a good job, and
we appreciate it.
We will stand in recess now, and we will reconvene at 1:15.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at 1:15 p.m. the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION [1:20 p.m.]

Senator COCHRAN. If we can reconvene now, we will call the
hearing to order and begin the afternoon session with our fourth
panel, and we would invite you all to come to the witness table.
We have in this panel Dr. R.E. Waters, vice president of Alcorn

State University; Dr. William Sutton, president of Mississippi
Valley State; Dr. Leslie McLemore, dean of graduate studies and

research at Jackson State University; Dr. W.A. McMillan, who is
president of Rust College; and Dr. Clyda Rent, who is president of
Mississippi University for Women.
During this panel's appearance before the committee, we want to
discuss the Federal programs to strengthen developing institutions,

the different aspects of the title III programs. Any other comments

or observations that any of you would like to make about the

Higher Education Act and how it could be improved during the reauthorization process this year would, of course, be very welcome
by me and the other members of the committee.
We have written statements from all of you which we appreciate
having and we will make those a part of the record in full, and encourage you to make summary comments from those written statement, if you like, so we can have an opportunity to discuss some of
your ideas at the hearing.
So, let's proceed with Dr. Waters. We appreciate your being here,
Dr. Waters.

TOT,
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STATEMENT OF DR. RUDOLPH E. WATERS, VICE PRESIDENT,
ALCORN STATE UNIVERSITY; DR. WILLIAM W. surroN, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY; LESLIE B.
McLEMORE, DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH,
JACKSON STATE UNIVERSITY; DR. WILLIAM A. McMILLAN,
PRESIDENT, RUST COLLEGE; AND DR. CLYDA S. RENT, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN

Mr. WATERS Thank you, Senator.

Let me at the outset express appreciation for the invitation to
Dr. Washington to participate in this panel. Of course, Dr. Waohington had a conflict and we were delighted to have this opportunity.

Let me bring you greetings from Alcorn State University. In so
doing, I will bring you greetings from 2,853 students, 95 percent of
whom could not be in school were it not for Title IV of the Higher
Education Act, as they get assistance from that program, 550 staff
members, including extension workers, in 13 southwest Mississippi
counties, and from our president, Dr. Washington, who serves on
President Bush's Advisory Committee for Historically Black Colleges and Universities.
Let me at the outset emphatically and unequivocally State that
funds provided by the Federal Government to strengthen develop-

ing institutions, particularly under Title III and Title IV of the
Higher Education Act, as amended, have had and continue to have

tremendous positive impact on every area of these institutions,

from improving the management of financial resources, to improving academic programs and student services, to providing financial

aid to students who otherwise would have little opportunity to
obtain a college education.

At the risk of appearing to be self-serving, I would simply sug-

gest that the funds provided by the Federal Government to

strengthen developing institutions in general, and the historically
black colleges and universities in particular, are among the most
cost-effective investments of the Federal Government.
It must be clearly understood that, without funds provided under

title IV, Pell Grants, supplemental opportunity grants, college

work-study and Perkins bans, a large proportion of African-Ameri-

can students simply would not have the funds to attend college.
Consequently, many of the historically black colleges and universities would face serious debilitating alternatives, as they struggle to
educate African-Americans and other individuals from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds.

Mr. Chairman, it is clear that the Federal Government's investment in title IV is a wise one, that not only contributes to the development of human capital and contributes to the tax base of this
country, but, as importantly, the investment assist in minimizing
potential negative consequences of a large number of uneducated,
unskilled, unemployed, unemployable and State-dependent individuals.

It is, ladies and gentlemen, my humble opinion that not only
should the Higher Education Act be reauthorized, but it should be
funded at a level necessary to insure the human capital develop-
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ment of all individuals who are qualified for and could benefit from
title IV programs.
I would now like to turn to title III of the Higher Education Act

of 1965, as amended. This program has perhaps, more than any
other higher education program, done more to strengthen historically black colleges and universities. At Alcorn State University,
for example, we have one of the finest nursing programs in the
Nation, with an average of 97 percent of our graduates passing the
national licensure examination.

During the early phase of the nursing program, title III funds
were used to develop and equip our computer-assisted instruction
and computer application technologies in health care delivery laboratory. This has formed the foundation of our nursing program.
Without title III funds, the computer-assisted instruction in nursing could not have been developed at the time.
Through title III funds, faculty and administrators, including
yours truly, were able to pursue advance degrees and are providing
invaluable leadership and teaching functions at historically black
colleges and universities. Title III funds have been used to revamp
curriculums and instructional methodologies, renovate and improve laboratories and academic facilities, develop honors programs, provide cultural diversity for students and faculty, strengthen administrative processes, improve and expand student personnel
administration, and improve financial management.
Title III funds, in many cases, have served as a catalyst in developing needed, meaningful programs and services at historically
black colleges and universities. For example, at Alcorn State University, title III funds were used to develop and pilot test a freshman studies program designed to meet the needs of students who
were admitted to the institution with academic deficiencies.
As an outgrowth of this program, a lower division, general college for excellence, was established. AN entering students must be
enrolled in the general college for excellence and demonstrate required competencies in English, math and reading before they are
allowed to enter their major.
These are examples which can be repeated over and over at historically black colleges and universities throughout the country.
While the 1987 Higher Education Act Amendments established the
strengthening historically black colleges and universities program,
title III, part B, there is a grave need for similarly designed program under the endowment challenge grant program.
Although many historically black colleges and universities have
been able to obtain some support under the endowment challenge
grant program, it is extremely difficult for these institutions to
compete with other institutions for funding under this program.
One of the greatest needs at many historically black colleges and
universities is that of improving and expanding library facilities
and expanding and updating their holdings. These improvements
are needed not only to assure quality educational programs, but, as
importantly, to assure accreditation an reaffirmation of accreditation by regional accrediting agencies.
There is a tendency for the Federal Government to provide library support for research universities, while only minimal library
support is provided to historically black colleges and universities.
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Yet, the graduates of these institutions often pursue advance studies at the "research universities" and are expected to be productive
and competitive.
One of the real gems of Federal support for historically black colleges and universities has been the cooperative education program,
funded under Title VIII of the Higher Education Act. This program
has enabled numerous students and graduates of historically black

colleges and universities to enter employment with the Federal
Government and the private sector. This program allows students
to explore career entry prior to graduation, and allows employers
to work with potential permanent employees. Unfortunately, in
recent years, very few historically black colleges and universities
have received funding under this program.
Mr. Chairman, I strongly recommend that the cooperative education program of title VIII be revitalized and funded at a level that
historically black colleges and universities may be able to benefit
from this fine program.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Waters followsj
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WATERS

Mr. Chairman, members of this illustrious Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities, distinguished colleagues and all friends of higher education,
and particularly, friends and supporters of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities: I deem it a pleasure and a privilege to appear before you today, to lend my
support to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and in so doing, I bring
greetings from the distinguished president of Alcorn State University, Dr. Walter
Washingtonwho is a member of the President's (Bush) Advisory Board on Historically Black Colleges and Universities-from almost 3,000 students (95 percent of
whom could not be at Alcorn without Federal financial assistance), from some
20,000 alumni and the dedicated and hardworking faculty and staff of Alcorn State
University. I also take the liberty of bringing greetings on behalf of all Historically
Black Colleges and Universities in the State of Mississippi and throughout the
nation; because the efforts and commitment of this committee will have lasting and
profound impact on all of these institutions and the people they serve and the communities in which they reside.
I would like to thank Senator Thad Cochran for extenning to President Walter
Washington the opportunity to testify at this very important hearing. Senator Cochran is a strong supporter of the H1BCU's. Alcorn State University is particularly
pleased to testify at this hearing, since it was a U.S. Senator, the late Honorable
Hiram R. Revels, who in 1871 left the U.S. Senate on the invitation of Governor
Alcorn of Mississippi to help in the founding of Alcorn University and became its
first president.
Let me, ladies and gentlemen, from the very outset, emphatically and unequivocally state that funds provided by the Federal Government to strengthen "Developing Institutions," particularly under Title III and Title IV of the Higher Education
Act, as amended, have had and continue to have tremendous positive impact on
every area of these institutions, from improving the management of financial resources, to improving academic programs and student services, to providing financial aid to students who otherwise would have little or no opportunity to obtain a
college education.

At the risk of appearing to be self-serving, I would simply suggest that funds provided by the Federal Government to strengthen "Developing Institutions" in general and the Historically Black Colleges and Universities in particular, are among the
most cost-effective investments of the Federal Government.

As we review the success of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU's) and the catalytical role of Federal funds in facilitating and supporting
their accomplishments, we feel that we have much to be proud about and yet we
have a far way to go. More than 85 percent of Afro-American professionals are educated at HBCU's. Although these institutions only enrolled approximately 20 percent of African-Americans in colleges and u '"ersities, the 30,000 annual graduates
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of these institutions represent some 4 0 percent of the baccalaureate degrees earned
by African-Americans. 'There is absolutely no doubt that without title IV a large
percentage _of these graduates would not have been able to attend college. The success of HBCU's in preparing African-American professionals of this country is well
documented. At my own institution, some seventy-six percent (76 percent) of our

students receive assistance under Title IV of the Higher Education Act. I must

hasten to say that most of those students would not have been able to attend college
without sucbi assistance, instead many would have probably become financial and
social burdens to the state and to society. The situation at Alcorn State University
is not unlike the situations at many, if not most, HBCU's. So title IV funds are an
excellent inveetment in human capital development. This investment, although
made in the individual student, does assist in the strengthening of the institution,
since it enables the institution to achieve a critical mass of enrollment necessary for
effective programs and for the very survival and prosperity of these national resourcesthe 117 Historically Black Colleges and Universities.
It must be clearly understood that without funds provided under Title IV (Pell
Grant, Supplemental Opportunity Grant, College Work Study, and Perkins Loan), a
large proportion of African-American students simply would not have the funds to
attend college. Consequently, many of the HBCU's would face serious debilitating
alternatives as they struggle to educate African-Americans and other individuals
from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds.

Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, it is clear that the Federal Government's investment in title IV is a wise one that not only contributes to the development of human capital and contributes to the tax-base of the country, but as importantly, the investment assists in minimizing the potential negative consequences
of a large number of uneducated, unskilled, unemployed, unemployable and statedependent individuals. It is, ladies and gentlemen, my humble opinion that not only
Mould the Higher Education Act be reauthorized, but it should be funded at a level
necessary to ensure the human capital development of all individuals who are qualified for and could benefit from title IV programs.
I would like to point out that greater emphasis should be placed on grants and
work study and less emphasis on loan so far as African-American students and Historically Black Colleges and Universities are concerned.

I would now like to turn to Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended. This program has, perhaps more than any other higher education program, done more to strengthen Historically Black Colleges and Universities.' At
Alcorn State University, for example, we have one of the finest nursing programs in
the nation, with an average of 97 percent of our graduates passing the biational Licensure Examination. During the early phase of the nursing program, title III funds
were used to develop and equip a computer-assisted instruction and computer application technologies in health care delivery laboratory. This has formed the founda-

tion of our excellent and nationally renown nursing program. Without title III
funds, the CAI in nursing couldn't have been developed at the time. Through title

III funds, faculty and administrators (including yours truly) were able to pursue advanced degrees and are providing invaluable leadership and teaching functions at
HBCU's. Title III funds have been used to revamp curriculums and instructional
methodologies, renovate and improve laboratories and academic facilities, develop
honors programs, provide cultural diversity for students and faculty, strengthen administrative procesaes, improve and expand student personnel administration, and
improve financial management.
Title III funds, in many cases, have served as a catalyst in developing needed,
meaningful programs and servicesat Historically black colleges and universities.
For example, at Alcorn State University, title III funds were uaed to develop and
pilot test a Freshman Studies Program designed to meet the needs of students who
were admitted to the institution with academic deficiencies. As an outgrowth of this
program, a Lower DivisionGeneral College for Excellencewas established. All
entering students must be enrolled in the GCE and demonstrate required competencies in English, math and reading before they are allowed to enter their major.
These examples are repeated over and over at Historically Black Colleges and
Universities throughout the country. While the 1987 Higher Education Act (amendment) established the Strengthening Historically Black Colleges and Universities

ProgramTitle IIIPart A, there is a grave need for a similarly designated

HBCU's program under the Endowment Challenge Grant Program. Although many
HBCU's have been able to obtain some support under the Endowment Challenge
Grant Program, it is extremely difficult for these institutions to compete with other
institutions for funding under this program.
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One of the greatest needs at many Historically Black Colleges and Universities is
that of improving and expanding their Library facilities and expanding and updating their holdings. These improvements are needed not only to assure quality educational programs, but as importantly, to assure accreditation and/or reaffirmation of
accreditation by regional accrediting agencies. There is a tendency for the Federal
Government to provide library support for "research universities" while only minimal librar: support is provided to HBCU's. Yet the graduates of the HBCU's often
pursue advanced studies at the "research universities" and are expected to be productive and competitive.
Another area in which additional Federal investment is greatly needed, insofar as

strengthening the HBCU's is concerned, is in strengthening the research capabilities of these institutions. Many of these institutions have research facilities and
equipment which need to be updated. In many cases, the research facilities are
grossly inadequate. Despite good efforts on the part of some state governments and
efforts by NBCU's to raise private funds, many of these institutions are unable to
procure the type of scientific facilities and equipment necessary for them to conduct
the type of research that their faculty/staff are capable of conducting. Therefore,
they are unable to be full partners in improving the research productivity of this
nation.

At my own institution, we are in dire need of a science facility which will house
all our science programs. Currently, the science programs are scattered in several
buildings across the campus. Many of these buildings were not constructed to house
some of the modern science equipment. This situation is not unique to my institution.

Ladies and gentlemen, funds provided by the Federal Government to strengthen
the research capacities of the HI3CU's are good investments in the productivity of
the nation. A review of the records of Alcorn State University will reveal that despite the inadequacies of the research facilities and equipment, the university has
produced numerous individuals who have gone on to become medical doctors, dentists, pharmacists, doctors of veterinary medicine, nurses and other scientists. This
claim could be similarly made by most, if not all, of the HBCU's.
I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, that tne Federal Government has played a
key role in strengthening the Historically Black Colleges and Universities and in
building their capacities to provide meaningful services and programs for the citi-

zens of this nation, particularly through the Higher Education Act of 1965, as

amended. However, there is much more that needs to be done. I have attempted to
touch on some salient points in this brief discussion. It is an understatement for me
to ask this committee to support the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
and to give serious consideration to expand Federal investments in the Historically
Black Colleges and Universities through the Act.
One of the real gems of Federal support for HBCU's has been the Cooperative

Education Program, funded under Title VIII of the Higher Education Act, as

amended. This program has enabled numerous students and graduates of HBCU's to
enter employment with the Federal Government and the private sector. This pro-

gram allows students to explore their career interests prior to graduation and

allows employers to work with potential permanent employees. Unfortunately, in
recent years, very few HBCU's have received funding under this program. Mr.
Chairman and members of this committee, I strongly recommend that the Coopera-

tive Education Program--Title VIII be revitalized and funded at a level that
HBCU's may be able to benefit from this fine program.

I would like to have this presentation enter into ti

'-nvessional Record and

will, within 30 days, provide a more detailed version of t ,Jresentation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the commitLee.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. Waters, for your excellent
statement and your presence at this hearing today.
After we have heard from each member of the panel, we will go
back and have a chance to review some of the comments and discuss some of the issues that you raised.
Dr. Sutton, you may proceed. Dr. Sutton is president of Mississippi Valley State University.
Mr. SurroN. Thank you very much, Senator Cochran and Ms.
Dixon.

First, let me thank both of you for the reception I received in

your office last spring. I enjoyed the visit and, of course, you prob-
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ably saw me twice, once on the first day and then again on another
day, but we did enjoy our meeting with you, both of you, in fact, on
that visit.
I bring you greetings from Mississippi Valley State University, in
the middle of the delta, and we are having some severe problem up
there with water, of course, from the recent storm over the weekend.

Nevertheless, I want to talk a bit about the endowment chal-

lenge grant funds. Dr. Waters has given a very explicit overview of
title III and also of title IV, but the Higher Education Act of 1965,
funds for qualias amended in 1983, provides matching endowment
endowment
fund adds a
fying institutions of higher learning. The
grantsmanship,
in
that
it
provides
inspecial dimension to Federal
funds
on
which
to
build.
stitutions a lesser restrictive source of
Developing institutions generally have common characteristics
that mitigate against their being able to draw upon mAjor private
sources for endowment funding.
These characteristics include a relatively small enrollment for
most of them, a short period of existence, disadvantaged geographic
location, low-level ranking in the State systems, that is, in public
education, anyway, eroding sponsorship base, that is for private institutions, and a high percentage of minority and economically disadvantaged persons in their student and constituent populations.
These characteristics tend to perpetuate themselves, unless direct
action is taken to bring about change. The endowment challenge
grant serves as the change agent to help institutions toward overcoming these debilitating factors.
Mississippi Valley State University can be used to illustrate special problems and needs that developing institutions have in securing funds for endowment purposes. MVSU is a relatively young institutions, having opened in 1950 and graduated its first class in
1953. Its highest enrollment ever was 3,100 etudents.
The combining factors of a short period of existence and a small
student population results in a small alumni pool from which the
institution can draw funds for endowments. Furthermore, the vast
majority of the institution's graduates are first-generation college
students, whose personal economic development begins only after
they have graduated from college, many with substantial debt from
financing their college education.
Therefore, only a few of the more enterprising students have the
financial flexibility to make any substantive contribution to the institution for the short-term. Current trends show that it takes anywhere from 20 to 25 years for MVSU graduates or graduates of
oth er similar institutions to reach a State of financial flexibility
that will allow them to make substantive contributions to the institution.
The location factor is important to an institution, being able to
generate its own endowment base. Corporate sponsorship, which
serves as a major source of endowment funds for some institutions,
is very difficult to obtain in rural and lesser-developed areas. The
State of Mississippi is severely lacking in having corporate and financial enterprise zones that could serve as a support base for institutional funding. We ha some, of course, but not in the numbers that we would need to support our institutions.
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One of the more discouraging experiences that developing institutions encounter in seeking funds to support endowment is the
"rich get richer" syndrome. Large donors tend to give to those
larger, more prestigious, and more financially able institutions
than give to those with the greatest need. This holds true, even
when only institutions characterized as developing are considered.
Therefore, the neediest of the needy are the ones less likely to receive funding support. It must be noted, however, that these institutions most often serve the most needy students.
As the cost of providing higher education opportunity continues

to rise, institutions now, more than ever, need self-perpetuating
sources of funding. Such funding is needed to serve as a safeguard
against volatile and instable funding patterns that public institutions experience as State economies fluctuate. Private institutions
experience these unstable trends, also, as their funding support is
directly impacted by the prevailing trends of State and national
economies.

Endowment funds also provide institutions the flexibility needed
to support areas of need that do not come within the guidelines of
other funding sources. These are very serious needs, such as scholarship funds, equipment and materials for high-cost academic programs, and, of course, seed money to seek additional funds. Another important factor is that institutions with an endowment base
are rAJE considered on the endangered species list and, therefore,
raise their susceptibility to receive funds from a variety of sources.
It is most important that endowment funding be favorably considered in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Since
endowment funding was authorized in 1983, several institutions, including Mississippi Valley State University, have had their first

significant activity in endowment building. We at Mississippi
Valley State made its first initial endowment investment in 1986,
in the amount of $250,000, with $125,000 of it coming from self-generated funds and the other half being provided by the Federal Gov-

ernment. The fact that the institution had had no endowment in
its 33-year history, but developed one 3 years after the authoriza-

tion of the Higher Education Act, speaks to the effectiveness of providing institutions the incentive for self-development.

The bottom line for all of the activities in the Higher Education
Act is the providing of access to higher education. Since developing
institutions stand at the forefront of providing access to those who

need special opportunity, particularly, it is very important that

these institutions gain the necessary financial support to fill a most
critical need in higher education.
Thus, I would suggest that in the reauthorization you consider
revising the 1-to-1 match to perhaps a 2-to-1 match, where the Federal Government would put up 2 parts to 1. it makes it a little bit
easier for institutions with alumnae who are in the lower rung of
teaching jobs and other kinds that do not have the major gifts in
order to match the grant.
Senator Cochran, I would strongly urge that you revise this section, so that you could take this into consideration.
Thank you very much.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. Sutton, for your testimony and
your suggestion of revision and improvement of the Act.
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We will now hear from Dr. Leslie McLemore, who is professor of
Political Science and director of the Jackson State University/Universities Center.
Mr. Manion: Thank you very much, Senator Cochran. I wish
to thank you and Ms. Dixon for allowing me the opportunity to
talk just a bit really about title IX, to change gears.
I want to just say, in the case of Dr. Waters and Dr. Sutton, that
I endorse everything they said, in fact, every comma, every period,
every T. You know, I am in favor of everything they said, so I do
not want them to think that I am not supporting them.
We have in this country, according to the record, 117 historically
black colleges and universities; and 40 percent of these colleges and
universities offer some form of graduate education. I represent also
the Council of Historically Black Graduate Schools, which is the official organization for all of the historically blacks schools that
offer graduate degree programs in America.
We know that 80 percent of all African-Americans attend predominantly white institutions in this country, but 40 percent of the
undergraduate students graduate from HBCU's. It is nearly 50 percent, when we factor in the graduate degrees that these students
receive. I think it is important for us to know that, although 80
percent of African-Americans attend historically white institutions,
that nearly 50 percent of them graduate from FIBCU's, so it seems
to me that HBCU's should play a major role in cultural and educational diversity in this country.
It is my position that, without the HBCU community, we are not

going to achieve the cultural and educational diversity that we
seek. The issue that I am actually most concerned about has been
identified in Washington, DC, as the pipeline issue, how do we get
more African-Americans and women graduating from graduate
school with graduate degrees to replace the shrinking professorate
that we have in this country.

It is evident that we are not replicating ourselves on a college
level and that we have too few people pursuing graduate degrees.
It appears that this country may have more interest in educating
international students than American women and minorities. Once
we look at the recent statistics, we can very well see that the graduate enrollment for international students is increasing at a rate of
5 percent, and for American students at a rate of 1 percent. The
number of minority and female Ph.D.'s increased profoundly between the late 1960's and early 10's.
In fact, between 1977 and 1987, the number of female doctorate
recipients increased substantially. Over the same period, however,
the number of blacks earning Ph.D.'s declined from 1,116 to 765. A
more profound drop occurred in black male doctorate recipients,
from 634 to 317.
We talk often in this country about the black male being the endangered species. That is reflected in all levels, including graduate
education. However, a small increase occurred during the same
period in the number of black female recipients of doctorate degrees, from 432 to 448. The 765 Ph.D.'s earned by blacks in 1987
represented 3.4 percent of the Ph.D.'s awarded to U.S. citizens, and
2.4 percent of the total Ph.D.'s awarded by U.S. institutions, and,
yet, blacks make up roughly 12 percent of the population. Hispan0,1
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ics make up 6.5 percent of the population, and they received 2.8
percent of the Ph.D.'s awarded to U.S. citizens in 1987.

The issue of the under-representation of minorities and women
in higher education and graduate education, Senator Cochran, is
very severe. We have to figure out ways to help enforce Executive
Order 12677, which deals with the representation of HBCU's in all
aspects of American higher education.

I would like to suggest strongly that we take a close look at the
present construction of title IX, because title IX now only provides
for graduate assistance for 5 historically black colleges and universities. My plea today to you is that we need to open the process up

to appropriate funds, so all historically black institutions with
graduate programs would have the opportunity to participate in
title IX. It seems to me that it is an obligation that we have, if we
are serious about dealing with the issue of the under-representation of women and minorities ip higher education.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McLemore followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MCLEMORE

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for permitting me to discuss Title IX of the
Higher Education Reauthorization Act. My testimony will focus on graduate education at Historically Black Institutions of Higher Learning (HBCU's). I am professor
of political science and acting director of the Jackson State University/Universities
Center. I am here today in my capacity as president of the Council of Historically
Black Graduate Schools. The CHBG's is the official representative of all the HBCU's
that offer graduate education in America. More than 40 percent of the HBCU's offer
some form of graduate or professional education. Historically, the graduate education role of these institutions has been neglected. They have, in so many words been
"out of sight and out of mind."
We all know that a graduate program involves specialized knowledge and concentrated study in one area. In this respect it differs from undergraduate study, which
introduces you to a wide range of subjects, even though you major in one, and gives

you certain intellectual skillsreading critically, writing clearly, arguing persuasively.

A graduate program is generally more focused on a specific area of interest and
acquiring specialized skills to practice a profession or do advanced research. However, it does not merely entail an additional number of courses. It requires active participation in research, and/or internships too practice professional skills.
There are two major kinds of graduate degrees, professional degrees and research
degrees, and two major levels, master's and doctoral. At the master's level, a professional degree gives you a specific set of skills needed to practice a particular profession. It is generally a final degree. The research master s provides experience in re-

search and scholarship, and it may be a final degree or a step toward the PH.D.

The master's degree may be pursued in such areas as business, social science, edu-

cation or several other areas of interest. The master's does not require the same
level of research as the doctorate. The overwhelming majority of the HBCU's are
master's institutions only.
In order to foster diversity of college and university faculty, the graduate role of
HBCU's must be enhanced. Indeed, the issue of the under-representation of minorities and women will not be satisfactorily dealt with if we do not enhance and rejuvenate the HBCU graduate education community. We must ensure the graduate and
professional education of United States minorities and women. We must counter the

movement to institute international students for United States minorities and

women. I am strongly recommending that HBCU's should and must play a pivotal
role in this process. According to the council of graduate schools, "by field the percentages on non-U.S. graduate enrollment runs a wide range from a low of 5 percent in education to a high of 38 percent in engineering." Indeed, in engineering,
the percentage of non-U.S. citizens earning doctorates was 55 percent in 1989. CGS
notes that enrollment trends indicate a 5 percent increase for non-U.S. citizens and
less than 1 percent per year for U.S. citizens. These statistics are even more depress-
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ing when we look at minorities and women in doctoral programs. The number of
minority and female Ph.D.'s increased significantly between the late 1950's and
early 1970's. In fact, between 1977 and 1987 the number of female doctorate recipients increased substantially. Over the same period, the number of blacks earning
Ph.D.'s declined from 1,116 to 765. A more profound drop occurred in black male
doctorate recipients from 684 to 317. However, a small increase occurred in black
female doctorate recipients-432 to 448. The 765 Ph.D.'s earned by blacks in 1987
represented 3.4 percent of the Ph.D.'s awarded to U.S. citizens and 2.4 percent of
total Ph.D.'s awarded by U.S. institutions. Yet blacks make up roughly 12 percent of
the population. Hispanics, who make up 6.5 percent of the population, received 2.8
percent of the Ph.D.'s awarded to U.S. citizens in 1987. The underrepresentation in
doctoral education of women and minorities must be addressed as a matter of botn
practical necessity and social justice. We cannot afford the cost of the continued inability to recruit the talent from such large and rapidly expanding sectors of our
society and we must question the equality of educational opportunity for groups persistently underrepresented at the highest levels of our educational system.
The issue of the underrepresentation of women and minorities is complicated by
the rapid growth of new immigrants into the American population. In recent years,
schools have been overwhelmed by the needs of an unprecedented immigrant student populationstudents who speak over 80 different languages and who come
form a variety of social, economic and cultural backgrounds. Our schools' ability to
cope and to educate this increasingly pluralistic generation will have a profound
impact upon our country's future.T
he new immigrants will clearly test his country's ability to accommodate diversity
at its highest. Whereas in the early part of the century most of the immigrants
were European, today they are Mexicans, Philippinos, Vietnamese, Koreans, Indians, Chinese, Dominicans and Jamaicansthey are third world peoples and they
are being rece;.red, with at' best, an ambivalent welcome. We can rest assured that
the recent events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union will further complicate
the plight of women and minorities in America. What will happen to the educational opportunity for these indigenous underrepresented groups? It seems to me that
the HBCU community has a major role to play in the future.
In conclusion. Let me say that the United States faces the prospect of continued
great inequality between whites and African-Americans and a continuing division of
social status within the African-American population if we do not recognize the immense potential of the HBCIT community. HBCU graduate schools can, if allowed,
help to address the underrepresentation of women and minorities in graduate education.
Thank you very much.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. McLemore, for that interesting perspective on a problem that we have that needs attention.
Dr. McMillan, president of Rust College, welcome.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you very much, Senator Cochran.
I note that you only gave us 5 minutes.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, you can have a little more.
Mr. MCMILLAN. The former two speakers took 9 each. Dr. McLemore did take 5, but he is a Rust graduate. [Laughter.]
Rust College does represent one of the five oldest historical black

colleges in the country, and I speak to you and bring to you messages from the private sector largely, but all historically black colleges, for 41 United Negro Fund colleges in this country, and, of
course, we have two here in Mississippi, Tougaloo and Rust. These
institutions have moved forward, as you can see from the records,
and I will not attempt to go through that, because we have given
you that in a longer version.
I would like to say that I know more about Rust, because I have
been there for 24 years, but these institutions, all 117, have really
made progress and have kept America alive. All of that has been
said in the past and there is no need of repeating that, but I would
like to give you a little birds-eye view of what has happened at the
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college that I have been in, because of title IV and title III, particularly.

We started off with 400 students and now we have 1,021 stu-

dents. We started off with an endowment of $240,000, and now we
have $12.5 million in endowments. We started off with 6 percent
faculty members with earned doctorate degrees, and now we have
65 percent holding earned doctorate degrees. We started off with a
physical plant that was valued at about $2 million, and now it is
about $25 million, and all the buildings they have rebuilt are debtfree, It is because of programs that are coming from our tax dollars

through the Federal Government has helped us to enable young
people to pay their bills, and we have been able to keep our books
clear and a clean, audit report for the last 20 years, with a little
surplus, and now we are running in the red.
This is the kind of record that our historically black colleges
have exemplified, and particularly those in the United Negro College Fund family that I know more about. But if it were not for the
Federal programs, title IV and title III, we would not have been
able to do this kind of thing, and I just want to point out how we
can probably do a little bit more.
I might say first that most of our students do come from Missis-

sippi, 63 percent are from Mississippi, 37 percent from 35 other
States, and we have 2 foreign countries represented, with about 10
percent, and a few white students, but most or 98 percent of our
students are black.
Our students are also financial aid, they need it, 99 percent of
our students have need for substantial financial assistance. Every
student last year had about a $6,100 cost of room, board, tuition
fees and books, and the average student last year paid $700 for all
of this, because of their economic background, 75 percent are below
the poverty line, making less than $10,000 a year.
We feel very good about that, because we think that we have

done something that others were afraid to try to do, and this has
been a role of Rust College for 125 years.

Let me just point out very quickly within my 5 minutes what I
think would be helpful, if you and your committee would consider.
First of all, I would like to recommend, on behalf of all of us, that
we simplify the application forms for financial aid for our students.
It is too complicated and too cumbersome. In my written report, I
have told you how I think it could be done, but I will not take the
time to do that here.
Second, I would like to see you raise the Pell Grant to $4,000. If
we can raise the Pell Grant to $4,000 as an entitlement grant, that
will certainly do much to help our students move forward.
We would like to see you eliminate the income contingency loan,

because that has been an albatross around the necks of our stu-

dents, the income contingency loan. If it can be merged into something else, this certainly could be very helpful.
We would like for you to look at the default penalties that are
placed on institutions that have had little to do with the issuing of
loans and certainly have little power in collecting loans. Those who
show due diligence should be exempted from the penalties which
seem to be coming on with the default loans.
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On the title III program, I would like to see us look at upgrading

the rtle III program. It has done great work for us, and I have
trie, to allude to that in my paper, but we need to upgrade the

$250,000 as a minimum to $500,000 as a base for all of our institutions. Some of the smaller institutions will not get much more than
the base, and right now some are getting much less than $500,000.
Most of us are getting more than that, but for those institutions

that are getting less, we would like to see the base raised to

$500,000 for all institutions, public and private institutions.
We would like to see you consider including four of the professional schools into the special act creating funding for the graduate
schools. The two pharmacy schools, Xavier and Famieux and also

in the law schools, North Carolina Central, Southern University
Law School, and, of course, we do not know which way Texas
Southern wants to go, but we would like to include one of theirs,
either the law school or the pharmacy school at Texas Southern.
These are some of the recommendations I would like to make,
and I think I am within my time limit. Thank you so much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McMillan follows:]

(
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM A. McMILLAN, Ph.D.

D.'.ESIDENT OF RUST COLLEGE

Holly Springs, Mississippi

GOOD MORNING, I AM WILLIAM A. McMILLAN, PRESIDENT OF RUST
COLLEGE IN HOLLY SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI.
WE ARE A PRIVATE,
HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ESTABLISHED IN
1886 AND SUPPORTED BY THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH.
OUR STUDENT
ENROLLMENT IS APPROXIMATELY 1,016, INCLUDING 648 MISSISSIPPIANS AND
REPRESENTATION FROM NINETEEN OTHER STATES -- 605 OF hTOM ARE FEMALE
STUDENTS AND 335 OF WHOM ARE MALE STUDENTS. TUITION AND ROOM AND
BOARD COSTS AT RUST ARE $5,548. RUST STUDENTS PURSUE A VARIETY OF
ACADEMIC AND
EXTRACURRICULAR
INTEREST
AS
PART
OF
THEIR
MATRICULATION EXPERIENCE.
RUST OFFERS THE ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN SCIENCE, THE BACHELOR OF
ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE, AS WELL AS THE BACHELOR OF
SOCIAL WORK (GERONTOLOGY) DEGREES.
RUST'S ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
INCLUDE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS EDUCATION, COMPUTER
SCIENCE,
ELEMENTARY
&
SECONDARY
EDUCATION,
HISTORY,
MASS
COMMUNICATION, MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, Pre-ENGINEERING (WITH GEORGIA
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY/TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY), MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY,
Pre-LAW, VETERINARY MEDICINE, AND Pre-NURSING.

I AM PLEASED TO TESTIFY TODAY ON BEHALF OF RUST COLLEGE AND

THE 41 MEMBER 117STITUTIONS OF THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND (UNCF)

-- ESPECIALLY OUR SISTER INSTITUTION IN MISSISSIPPI TOUGALOO
UNCF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES EDUCATE ALMOST 50,000
STUDENTS FROM 48 STATES AND 30 FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND U.S.
COLLEGE.

POSSESSIONS.

UNCF STUDENTS ARE PRIME USERS OF THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM,

ALTHOUGH
STAFFORD
ALL UNCF
STUDENTS

IN RECENT YEARS THEY HAVE BEEN FORCED TO BORROW MORE IN
AND PERKINS IN ORDER TO PAY COLLEGE COSTS. TWO-THIRDS OF
STUDENTS RECEIVE PELL GRANTS AND ONE-THIRD OF ALL UNCF
RECEIVE SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
GRANTS
(SEOGs). IN 1988-89, UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVED
$58 MILLION FROM THESE
TWO PROGRAMS. THE STAFFORD LOAN PROGRAM, HOWEVER,
HAS BECOME THE
LARGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID FOR UNCF STUDENTS - PROVIDING $51 MILLION TO SLIGHTIN MORE THAN HALF OF ALL UNCF
STUDENTS. MANY UNCF PRESIDENTS, AND I AM
AMONG THEM, FIND THIS
TREND DISTURBING BECAUSE IT CREATES A FOUR-YEAR INDEBTEDNESS OF
ALMOST $10,000 FOR VERY LOW INCOME STUDENTS, I WANT TO URGE YOU
SENATOR COCHRAN, IN THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE AND MOST SINCEREST
TERMS, THAT THE CONGRESS ADDRESS THE
QUESTION OF LOAN-GRANT
IMBALANCE IN THIS REAUTHORIZATION.

,
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1.016
STANCE

TO GIVE YOU A CAPSULE VIEW OF RUST COLLEGE, AMONG r
STUDENTS, almost 75 PERCENT RECEIVE FEDERAL FINANCIAL A
DURING THE 1988-89 ACADEMIC YEAR:__/
No.mfAwards

Amount

Avg.Awacci

Pell Grants

725

$1,230,947

$1,697

SEOG

620

$

417,171

$

673

CWS

65C

$

431,250

$

657

STAFFORD LOANS

462

$

639,566

$1,384

PROGRAM

NA

NA

PERKINS LOANS

NA

AS YOU CAN TELL FROM EVEN A CASUAL EXAMINATION OF THE ABOVE
INFORMATION, RUST COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE VERY DEPENDENT -- AS ARE
MOST UNCF STUDENTS -- ON TITLE IV, STUDENT ASSISTANCE. ACCORDING

TO UNCF'S ANALYSIS OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN THE FOUR MAJOR
FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS -- CONTAINED IN THE 1990 STATISTICAL

RE= -- 91 PERCENT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVED SOME FORM OF
FEDERAL AID (IN 1988-89), AND MOST OF THESE STUDENTS RECEIVE
SEVERAL FORMS OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE.

THIS IS DUE IN LARGE MEASURE TO THE FACT THAT OUR STUDENTS
COME FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES TWO-THIRDS LOWER THAN STUDENTS AT
THEY DON'T JUST SHOW "NEED" RELATIVE TO
OTHER PRIVATE COLLEGES.
THE COST OF EDUCATION -- THEY ARE POOR! A COMPARISON OF DATA FROM
THE FALL 1989 AND 1990 COOPERATIVE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM
(CIRP) ANNUAL FRESHMAN SURVEY IS REVEALING AND WILL ILLUSTRATE MY
POINT AND THE BASIS FOR UNCF RECOMMENDATIONS ON "elE LOAN - GRANT
BALANCE QUESTION. THE MEDIAN ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME OF STUDENTS
ATTENDING PRIVATE BLACK COLLEGES IN THE FALL OF 1989 WAS $31,666
PRIVATE
ATTENDING
FOR
STUDENTS
TO
$49,729
CONTRASTED
AS
IN THE FALL OF 1990, THE COMPARISON WAS
NONSECTARIAN COLLEGES.
$29,598 AND $51,037. ALARMINGLY, WHILE COLLEGE COSTS HIVE RISEN
FASTER THAN THE RATE OF INFLATION OVER THE LAST DECADE, IT WOULD
APPEAR THAT THE FAMILY INCOME GAP, AS KEVIN PHILLIPS HAS POINTED

OUT IN THE POLITICS OF RICH AND POOR -- WEI=J:LANEILE_AMEBLCAU
THE CHART
ELECTORATE IN THE YEAGAN AFTERMATH -- IS WIDENING!
BELOW,
BASED
ILLUSTRATIVE:

ON

THE

1989

AND

1990

FRESHMAN

CIRP

DATA

IS

1990 STATISTICAL REPORT, HUGH R. FORDYCE AND ALAN R.
KIRSCHNER, UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC. (JANUARY 1991) p. 67.

7
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ESTIMATED PARENTAL INCOMES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN
AT PRIVATE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES AND AT PRIVATE NONSECTARIAN
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Fall 1989
Private
Private
Black
Nonsect.

Estimated Parental

Fall 1990
Private
Private
Black
Nonsect.

Income Range (bypewmt)

$100,000 and above

3.4

17.6

3.9

18.9

50,000 -- 99,999

20.9

32.1

18.6

32.2

35,000 -- 49,999

16.2

18.4

15.5

17.7

25,000 -- 34,999

17.5

13.5

17.9

12.7

15,000 -- 24,999

17.8

10.1

18.0

10.1

below $15,000

24.2

8.3

26.0

8.4

SOURCE:

The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1989 and
1990, Alexander W. Astin, William S. Korn and Ellyne R. Herz,
ACE/UCLA Cooperative Institutional Research Program, p.44.

THIS INCOME GAP IS EXACERBATED IN TWO WAYS THAT I HOPE THIS
COMMITTEE WILL CONSIDER IN THE FORTHCOMING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
H/GHER EDUCATION ACT.
FIRST, OVER THE MOST RECENT DECADE,
THE SHIFT IN THE
PROPORTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF
LOANS AS QPPOSED TO GRANTS SHIFTED DRAMATICALLY. THAT SHIFT IN THE
TYPE OF AID PROVIDED TO NEEDY, LOW-INCOME STUDENTS IS DISCONCERTING
TO THOSE OF US WHOSE INSTITUTIONS SERVE LARGE NUMBERS OF LOW AND
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS AND WHO WANT TO AVO/D PLACING THEM DEEPLY
IN DEBT AS SEEK TO ACQUIRE THE MEANS TO BETTER THEMSELVES AND THEIR
FAMILIES. THE SHIFT FROM GRANTS TO LOANS, WHICH BEGAN IN 1976 /S
DISTURBING.
FROM 1970-71 TO 1975-76, GRANT AID INCREASED FROM 66
PERCENT TO 80 PERCENT OF ALL AID AWARDED, WHILE LOAN AID DECLINED

FROM 29 PERCENT TO 17 PERCENT.

IN THE MID-19708 THAT TREND

REVERSED ITSELF, WHEN THE RISE IN GRANT AID PEAKED IN 1976 AND THEN
BEGAN A PRECIPITOUS DECLINE TO 48.9 PERCENT IN 1988, WHERE IT HAS
REMAINED FAIRLY CONSTANT. LOAN AID NOW TOTALS 49.7 PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL AND THE REMAINING 2.6 PERCENT IS COLLEGE WORK SPUD?.
THE
DECLINE IN AVAILABLE GRANT AID -- 8 PERCE'.f OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS

WERE GSL BORROWERS IN 1979-80 COMPARED TO ALMOST 30 PERCENT ARE
STAFFORD BORROWERS IN 1988-89 -- HAS MIRRORED A MAJOR INCREASE IN
STUDENT BORROWING!
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BORROWING PARALLELS THE
THE DRAMAT/C EXPANSION OF STUDENT SPURRED IN PART BY THE
OF
STUDENT
LOANS,
INCREASED AVAILABILITYASS/STANCE ACT OF 1978, THE 1976 AMENDMENTS
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT
PAID
ACT INCREASING THE SPECIAL ALLOWANCE
TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION
GUARANTORS
OF
STATE-BASED
GROWTH /N THE NUMBER

TO LENDERS, AND THE
FOLLOWING THE DEMISE OF THE
PROVIDING GUARANTEES FOR STUDENT LOANS PROGRAM. LOANS HAVE SIMPLY
STUDENT
LOAN
(F/SL)
(FEDERALLY /NSURED
OF THE
THE ENT/TLEMENT NATURE
BECOME MORE AVAILABLE, AND BECAUSE OF GUARANTEED
TO ANY STUDENT WHO
/S
PRETTY
MUCH
PROGRAM, LOAN ACCESS
INST/TUT/ON. SPIRALING
DEMONSTRATES "NEED" AND ATTENDS AN ELIGIBLEAVAILABILITY HAS CREATED
COLLEGE COSTS COUPLED WITH INCREASED LOAN WHO ARE LITTLE MORE THAN
FROM
A GENERATION OF COLLEGE STUDENTS/GRADUATES
THE OUTSTAND/NG GSL LOAN VOLUME ROSE $67.6
INDENTURED SERVANTS!
IN
1980,
THEN
TO
$9.9 B/LL/ON IN 1976 TO $21.3 B/LLION
IN 1988. WHILE / BELIEVE
BILL/ON IN 1986 AND EXCEEDED $80 B/LL/ON
STUDENTS REPAYING THEIR LOANS,
THE
IMPORTANCE
OF
WE CANNOT MINIMIZE
DEFAULT RATES,' AND
FAR TOO MUCH ATTENTION IS PAID TO 'LOAN UNIVERS/TIES THAT ARE
PLACED
ON
COLLEGES
AND
EXCESSIVE BLAME /S
CONVERSELY, NOT ENOUGH TIME OR
SIMPLY TRYING TO EDUCATE STUDENTS.
POLIC/ES WHICH DRIVE.THE
ATTENTION IS SPENT ADDRESSING THE FEDERAL
OF GRANTS AS THE
RELYING
ON
LOANS
/NSTEAD
UNFORTUNATE RESULTS OF
PACKAGE.
STUDENT'S
FINANCIAL
AID
FOUNDATION OF A LOW INCOME

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
SECOND, UNCF BELIEVES THAT ATTEMPTS LOWEST
INCOME STUDENTS
PELL GRANTS ON THE

EDUCATION TO "RE-TARGET"
AND TOUGALOO COLLEGES AND
ACTUALLY FORCES INSTITUTIONS, LIKE RUST
"ROB PETER TO PAY
OUR SISTER UNCF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, TO TO TAKE MONEY FROM
THAT
IT
MAYES
SENSE
PAUL." WE DO NOT BELIEVE
GIVE /T TO THE "VERY POOR ($0THE NEAR POOR ($15,000 *-$25,000), TO
$10,000)." LET ME EXPLAIN.
LARGE NUMBER OF
UNCF INSTITUTIONS ENROLL A DISPROPORT/ONATELY
$0-$24,999
COMPARED
TO OTHER
STUDENTS FROM FAMILY INCOMES BETWEEN
AS
A
RESULT,
UNCF
AND UNIVERSIT/ES.
PRIVATE, FOUR --YEAR COLLEGES
DISADVANTAGED BY THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION
INSTITUTIONS ARE SEVERELY
IN THE PURCHASING
PROPOSAL WHICH WOULD ACKNOWLEDGE THE EROSION
OF VOW INCOME STUDENTS,
GRANT
FOR
ONE
CATEGORY
POWER OF THE PELL
BUT NOT FOR ANOTHER!
FACT
PROPOSAL IGNORES THE
SIMILARLY, THE BUSH ADMIN/STRATIONWELL-TARGETED
ON THE LOWEST
PROGRAM
IS
ALREADY
THAT THE PELL GRANT
ALL PELL GRANT
NOTE THE INCOME D/STRIBUTION OF IMPACT
INCOME STUDENTS.
OF THE
IN
ASSESSING
THE
REC/PIENTS (SEE CHART BELOW)PLAN TO CREATE A SUPER PELL GRANT BY
PROPOSED BUSH ADMINISTRATION
INCOME RECIPIENTS. AS THE
RE-TARGETING PELL GRANT A/D ON THE LOWEST
OWN F/GURES PROJECT
DEPARTMENT
OF
EDUCATION'S
CHART /ND/CATES, THE
FROM FAMILIES WITH
PELL
GRANT
RECIP/ENTS
THAT 58% OR 1,755,337
IN 1992-93.
$0-$10,000
WILL
BE
SERVED
INCOMES BETWEEN

'

M14.
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Estiosted Distribution of ea Poll Grant Recipients
and Corcoran Got by income for 1992.91
Adjusted Gross

_.11nner_
0

140,000
$10,001 - $15,000
$15,001 - 120,000
120,001
8211,000
8211,001 - $30,000
130,001

Total

Recipient

Minim
1,755,337
336,384
319,424
235,079
163,927

X of
1211.1.

Se

Program

MULL

--INJEZ

-_*

$3,846,348,584
775,351,012
522,265,390
279,316,618
175,536,234
161.215.947

3,017,401

100

5,760,033,986

12
11

8
5

X of

Average

Mil AWL
67
13

9
5
3

1

$2,191
2,176
1,633
1,188
1,071

_le

100
1,909
SoJRCE: Pell Grant section of the
Department of Education FY 197Z
Justification of Approprieticns for the
tion, Ccomittees on Appropriations,
Nigher Education, Volume 11 (February 1991), p.1.-28.

YET, ANY REVIEW OF THE RECENT EXPERIENCE OF
RUST COLLEGE
STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY WHEN COUPLED WITH THE FY 1992
BUDGET PROPOSALS
TO RESTRICT GRANTS TO POOR STUDENTS AND
OF LOANS, DEMONSTRATES THAT CURRENT LOAN INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY
DEFAULT TRRNDS ARE LIKELY
TO BE EXACERBATED. ALTHOUGH ABOUT TWO-THIRDS
STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS AT RUST COLLEGE OF ALL UNDERGRADUATE
DURING 1988-89, THE
AMOUNT OF AID DER/VED FROM THIS SOURCE
ACCOUNTED FOR ONLY 25
PERCENT OF ALL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID.
CONTRAST, VARIOUS LOAN
PROGRAMS ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY 40 PERCENT IN
OF STUDENT AID DOLLARS
IN
1988-89.
THREE-QUARTERS OF THESE LOAN DOLLARS CAME
FROM THE
STAFFORD LOAN PROGRAM.
THE POTENTIAL NEGATIVE IMPACT OF THE FY 1992
BUDGET PELL GRANT
PROPOSAL IS BEST UNDERSTOOD
BY COMPARING THE MEDIAN
ESTIMATED
FAMILY INCOME OF

STUDENTS ATTENDING ALL BLACK PRIVATE COLLEGES
IN
THE FALL OF 1989 AND 1990 TO THOSE OF OTHER
PRIVATE NON-SECTARIAN
COLLEGES. IN THE FALL OF 1989,
AS THE CHART ON PAGE 3 MAKES CLEAR,
THE MEDIAN ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME
OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS ATTENDING
PRIVATE BLACK COLLEGES WAS $31,466 COMPARED
TO $49,729 FOR STUDENTS
ATTENDING PRIVATE NONSECTARIAN COLLEGES,
WHILE IN THE FALL OF 1990,
THE COMPARISON WAS $29,598 TO $51,037.
VIEWED FROM A UNCF
PERSPECTIVE, THE ADMINISTRATION'S BUDGET
PROPOSAL EXACERBATES,
RATHER THAN ADDRESSES THE LOAN GR.41T
IMBALANCE SITUATION BECAUSE
IT TAXES MONEY AWAY FROM THE "NEAR POOR"
POOR." THIS WILL UNDOUBTEDLY FORCE THOSE TO GIVE IT TO THE "VERY
STUDENTS FROM $10-$25,000
FAMILIES TO BORROW TO MAKE UP FOR DIMINISHED
PELL GRANT FUNDS.
WHILE WE WOULD WELCOME THE $3,700 PELL
MAXIMUM -- A LONG OVERDUE
INCREASE TO ADDRESS THE EROSION IN THE PURCHASING
POWER OF THE PELL
GRANT SINCE 1980 -- THE PROPOSED SHIFT
SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION IN EMPHASIS WILL DO
ASPIRATIONS OF RUST
STUDENTS FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES IN THE
$15-$25,00G RANGE.
__/ Total program costs
reflects program funds paid directly to
students and excludes administrative
cost
institutions at a rate of $5 per recipient,allowances paid to the
which in 1992-93 are
estimated to total $15,087,000.
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UNCF BELIEVES A MUCH MORE THOUGHTFUL PROPOSAL, BUT ONE THAT
REQUIRES ADDITIONAL REFINEMENTS, IS THE POLICY INITIATIVE ADVANCED

BY REPRESENTATIVE BILL FORD OF MICHIGAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE AND ITS SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY
WHILE UNCF WOULD
EDUCATION AND SENATOR PAUL SIMON OF ILLINOIS.
STRONGLY OPPOSE A HARD AND FAST RULE THAT RESTRICTED GRANT AID TO
THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF BACCALAUREATE STUDY, WITH LOANS BEING USED

EXCLUSIVELY IN THE LAST TWO YEARS -- WE DO BELIEVE IT WOULD BE
ADVANTAGEOUS AND APPROPRIATE FOR OUR STUDENTS TO EMPHASIZE GRANT
AID /N THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS, AND TO REVERSE THAT
EMPHASIS IN THE LATTER TWO YEARS OF BACCALAUREATE DEGREE STUDY.

ACCESS Ann
THIS APPROACH, WE BELIEVE ENCOUWES COLLEGE
SUCCESS; REDUCES OR ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR ACADEMICALLY "AT-RISK"
STUDENTS TO 0 BORROW UNTIL THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED THEIR ACADEMIC
POTENTIAL; AND COULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE OVERALL INDEBTEDNESS
OF LOWER INCOME STUDENTS.
THE COST OF 'PAYING NOW OR PAYING LATER,' GIVEN THE HISTORICAL
SHIFT OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID SPENDING FROM GRANTS TO LOANS -- FROM
80 GRANTS (AND 20 PERCENT LOANS) IN 1976 TO 49 PERCENT GRANTS (AND
A SIMILAR AMOUNT IN LOAN A/D) IN 1990 -- IS EASILY SEEN WITHIN THE
UNCF FAMILY. THE STAFFORD LOAN (FORMERLY GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS)
IS NOW THE LARGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR UNCF STUDENTS,

PROVIDING SOME $51 MILLION OR 30 PERCENT OF ALL AID AWARDED IN
STUDENTS PARTICIPATED
1988-89. IN 1978, ONLY 8 PERCENT OF ALL UNCF
IN THE GSL PROGRAM.

FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO DO NOT COMPLETE COLLEGE, AND MANY DROP

OUT AFTER ONLY ONE-YEAR OR ARE DETERMINED TO BE OFACADEMICALLY
REPAYMENT,
INELIGIBLE AFTER TWO YEARS -- THE FINANCIAL BURDEN
CREDENTIAL
IS
DEGREE
OR
OTHER
WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A COLLEGE
OVERWHELMING. HBCU GRADUATES EARN 86 PERCENT MORE THAN AFR/CAN
AMERICANS WITHOUT A COLLEGE DEGREE!

UNCF STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE CREATION OF A TRUE PELL GRANT

ENTITLEMENT AS THE ONLY MEANS FOR REDRESSING THE IMBALANCE BETWEEN
LOAN AND GRANTS FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE CONGRESS TO ELIMINATE THE
BARRIER TO HIGHER EDUCATION ERECTED BY THE RISING COST OF A COLLEGE
EDUCAT/ON AND LIMITED FAMILY FINANCIAL INCOME.

THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING THIS SUBCOMM/TTEE AND
THE 102ND CONGRESS THAN WHETHER OR NOT IT WILL, IN FACT, LIVE UP
of the Nation
TO ITS THIRTY-FIVE YEAR OLD PLEDGE " The security resources
and
requires the fullest development of the mental
technical skills of its young men and women ... We must increase
our efforts to identify and educate more of the talent of our
This requires programs that will give assurance that no
Nation.
of
ability will be denied an opportunity for higher
student
education because of financial need."

;7
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"In a Nation which holds sacred the dignity and worth of the

individual, education is first and foremost an instrument for
serving the aspirations of each person. It is not only the means

for earning a living, but for enlarging life - for maintaining and
improving liberty of the mind, for exercising both the rights and
obligations of .freedom, for understanding the world in which we

live."/

I WOULD LIKE TO SUMMARIZE UNCF's TITLE IV RECOMMENDATIONS BRIEFLY:

Make the Pell Grant Program a true entitlement with a $4,000
maximum award beginning in FY 1994. The budaetary impact of
in by applying the entitlement
nisfrperscgesn!ls=147sni the first year, then adding a

class of students each year thereafter over a four year

period.

Simplify the federal student aid application process. Two
things could be done immediately to make it easier for low
income students to apply for and receive Title IV assistance,
while preserving the integrity of the aid programs: (1)
provide a revised simplified federal form for families with
incomes below $15,000, with six or seven data elements, and
require applicants to submit their 1040 or 1040A form or other

evidence that they receive AFDC or Food Stamps,

live in
federally-subsidized housing, etc.
(those students with
incomes below $10,000 should receive the maximum award); and
(2) require students applying for aid for their sophomore,
junior or senior year (who previously received Title IV aid
as freshmen) to supply updated information only and the most
recent parental/student tax return instead of requiring the
student to complete a whole new application each year.

Reduce paperwork burdens in the financial aid programs,
especially for institutions with significant numbers of aid
recipients in their student population (i.e. 50% or greater),
by eliminating the validation requirement for those schools
with a three-year unblemished record of performance and
no
audit exceptions.
/
SPECIAL MESSAGE TO CONGRESS: "NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION
ACT," JANUARY 28, 1957 AND SPECIAL
MESSAGE TO CONGRESS ON
EDUCATION, JANUARY 27, 1958, PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE PBESIDENTS,

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, BOOK II, p. 95 AND BOOK III, P 127.

.
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Eliminate the Income Contingent Loan (ICL) Program.
program represents a serious pitfall for low income students
because it appears attractive yet is likely to trap students
For
with lesser earnings growth in serious long-term debt.
example: a student who borrowed $13,000 (under the ICL

program) would be required to repay over $48.000 in principal
and accumulated interest (using the program's assumptions as
to income and projected minimum payments) if he or she began
an employment career with a salary of $10,800.00, or would be
required to repay $25,700 in principal and interest over ten
years if the starting salary was $23,100. In contrast, that
same student would pay back about $18,925 over ten years in
the Stafford Loan program.
Merge the ICL Concept into a Totally Campus-based Perkins Loan
Program. Federal capital contributions (FCC) for the Perkins
program would cease at the end of FY 1994 and campuses would
administer the program solely based on effectively collecting
program.
the
from
borrowed
who have
students
from
Institutions might be permitted, at their discretion, to allow

up to ten percent of their Perkins loans to be subject to

income contingent repayment. The FY 1990 FCC was $135,129,000
and was allocated to 1,559 institutions, including only 15
Twenty-six other UNCF institutions do
UNCF institutions.
participate in the Perkins program. Tuskegee University and
Xavier University, as well as Morehouse College receive the
bulk of the $1.3 million in FCC made available to UNCF member
The total
colleges ttrough the FY 1990 appropriation.
outstanding loan balance is $4.9 billion.

Eliminate the exclusive and arbitrary use of student loan
default rates to exclude institutions from participation in
the
UNCF certainly understands
programs.
IV
Title
Department's desire to reduce student loan defaults. We share
that

concern.

However,

the

criteria

used

to

target

institutions for special attention or exclusion from the
program must be sensitive to the mission and purpose of an
institution, as well as the institution's role in creating and
solving the loan default problem.

LET ME TURN TO ONE OTHER SUBJECT BEFORE CONCLUDING.

).g.?4,-.:**141-110
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TITLE III OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A MAJOR
SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR THE NATION'S HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES. DURING THE 1986 REAUTHORIZATION, THIS PORTION OF THE
ACT WAS SUBSTANTIALLY RE-WRITTEN TO CREATE, IN PART B, A FORMULADRIVEN PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES DIRECT ASSISTANCE TO 98 HBCUs IN THE
SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST, AND IN OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA AND OKLAHOMA.

I BELIEVE THIS PROGRAM HAS WORKED WELL AND ONLY A FEW MINOR
ADJUSTMENTS NEED BE MADE TO ASSURE ITS CONTINUED OPERATION AND
SUPPORT FOR THE NATION'S HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

FIRST, WE BELIEVE THE PART B "FLOOR," OR THE GRANTS GOING TO

THE SMALLEST HBCUs SERVED UNDER PART B,

SHOULD BE RAISED FROM

$350,000 TO $500,000. APPROXIMATELY 15 SMALLER TWO AND FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES WOULD BE ASSISTED IF THIS WERE DONE.
UNDER THE PART B
FORMULA, THEY HAVE NOT RECEIVED THE BENEFIT OF ANY OF THE INCREASES
CONGRESS HAS PROVIDED SINCE 1986 AND MANY OF THEM NEED FEDERAL HELP
THE MOST.
SECOND, WE BELIEVE THAT FrvE ADDITIONAL GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS SHOULD BE ADDED TO SECTION 326 IN A WAY THAT
DOES NOT REDUCE THE AWARDS TO EXISTING FIVE INSTITUTIONS SERVED BY
SECTION 326. THE FIVE NEW SECTION 326 SCHOOLS WOULD BE: (1) XAVIER
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHARMACY; (2) FLORIDA A & M UNIVERSITY SCHoOL
OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES; THE TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

OF PHARMACY or THE THURGOOD MARSHALL SCHOOL OF LAW AT TEXAS
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY; (4) THE SOUTHEMI UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW; AND
(5) THE NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL SCHOOL OF LAW.
THIRD,
WE URGE THE SENATE TO AGAIN
PASS THE
BUSH
ADWNISTRATION'S PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A "SETASIDE" IN PART C OF
TITLE III (CHALLENGE/ENDOWMENT GRANTS) FOR HBCUs.
THAT SETASIDE
SHOULD BE FOR $20 MILLION.

FINALLY, WE URGE THE CONGRESS TO PROVIDE AN AUTHORIZATION IN
FY 1994 FOR PART B OF $250 M:LLION AND FOR PART C OF $30 MILLION,
INCLUDING THE SETASIDE OF $20 MILLION FOR HBCUs.
I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THAT UNCF'S ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION'S FY 1992 BUDGET BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD RIGHT AFTER
MY WRITTEN TESTIMONY.
IT EXPLAINS AND ELABORATES ON MANY OF THE

POINTS I HAVE MADE HERE THIS MORNING, AS WELL AS INDICATING OUR
VIEWS ON SOME OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IT MAY BE OF SOME ASSISTANCE
TO YOU SENAToR COCHRAN AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.
THAT CONCLUDES MY FORMAL TEST/MONY.
ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
438/MISSTEST
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. McMillan. I appreciate your
sensitivity to the time, and we respect you for that. We also appreciate your giving us these thoughts that you have made available
to us and the suggestions you have made.
Dr. Clyda Rent, we are glad to have you, from Mississippi University for Women.
Ms. RENT. Thank you, Senator Cochran.

Thank you very much. I am delighted to be here. I think it is
sometimes said about educators that, when we finally decide to
fight, the battle is over, so the first thing I want to do is congratulate our Senator Cochran and also his excellent staff, Ms. Dixon
and others, who are allowing this type of hearing to take place. I
think it is extraordinarily important, and I hope that it signals

other leaders in Washington doing the same, that we communicate
and work together to come out with solutions that really address
all of the needs.
I just read President Bush's America 2000, and I think the quote
on the front of that is quite apropos for today, "Making this land
all it should be." I think as we sit here today, all of us at this table
are minorities, and we appreciate the opportunity to have our say
and to represent our institutions.
Things have already been said far more eloquently than I could
say them, and I concur and underscore what my colleagues have
said. The bottom line to me is the types of institutions that we rep-

resent here today are very, very important to the future of this
country, to the United States having truly a qualified labor force
that will regain at the highest level our economic competitiveness,
so that is the basic point I want to make.
I think in America, probably less so than in Texas, but, in general, in America we tend to think that bigger is better, and I think
that all of these institutions and the track records and the histories
of them have documented that that is not necessarily always the
case.

In fact, one of the points I would like to make is I think that
while we are all emphasizing cultural diversity on our campus, I
think the State of Mississippi is to be congratulated, in fact, for
having a diversity of types of institutions, because research is
showing that there are different types of institutions that more optimally serve different types of students, and I think that we are
well-postured for the next 10 to 20 years, if we take advantage of
what we have and play from strength in doing that.
You have asked me to specifically address title III. Mississippi
University for Women received this year a title III grant or approximately $197,000. We, like other small institutions, it is 'prob-

ably more exacerbated by the fact that we are predominantly
women and, therefore, not in athletics. It is sort of like in every

arena for garnering funds, we end up not being on the long end of
the stick.
For example, if you look at State funding formulas across the
Nation, they tend to favor the larger comprehensive institutions. If
you look at Federal funding, they tend to favor research institutions and larger institudons. And if you look at other carrots with
which we draw money, for example, intercollegiate activities at the
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NCAA Division I level, we are, obviously, at a disadvantage in all
those areas.
Consequently, to make a long story short, title III funds absolutely represent a critical opportunity for institutions like Mississippi
University for Women and those represented here today to have
the opportunity to really have the absolutely lacking flexibility and
margin of funds to do the job that we need to do.
I also want to emphasize that, in spite of the fact that we have
been sort of at a disadvantaged position in receiving funds, nevertheless, these institutions have done well in quality. F'or example, I

kist want to speak very briefly about the debut. This is the frst

Federal grant I think we have received in some time, other than in
nursing, and it has allowed us, for example, to purchase equipment
that we never could have purchased to help minorities and regular
students, nonminority students learn to write better, it has helped
us do more career counseling with mentoring, which all research is
beginning to document how important that is, and it has also allowed us to have very desperately needed positions.
For example, again, a disadvantage that small schools have without graduate programs, we do not have the advantage of having
graduate assistants to add to our instructional workforce, and, con-

sequently, are somewhat disadvantaged in that way. But these

types of grants make up the marginal difference: $200,000 at an institution like Mississippi University for Women is the difference
between ideally and optimally serving students to really help them
develop their full potentir' ,nd not being able to do that, so I want
to underscore how import ..c title III funds are.
For example, at Mississippi University for Women, if you look at
funding and you look at the sort of strapping in terms of resources,
but yet you look at what has happened this year, we have the top-3
star teachers in the State, the Teacher of the Year at our university, the math and science school, Hinds Community College, Mississippi College, the Mississippi Association of Educators' Teacher of
the Year, the Christie McCullough Winner, to show you the kind of
quality this little school puts out, and I think we can document this
with all of these schools.
So, I think it is very important that we continue to lobby for and

work for ways that we can get the funding that really makes that
marginal difference, in terms of being able to continue to practice
quality.

I wanted to speak very briefly to title IV, as well. So many

things have already been pointed out, but, obviously, we are recom-

mending, from the largest associations of higher education in

America, that the formula be changed for the Pell Grants, so that
it really does indeed address the basic needs of our students, which
the biggest is the room and board and the living expenses, and also
to change the percentage of tuition, like 25 percent of tuition, and
to make it a fairer formula that truly addresses the needs by raising the whole base as the bottom line.
Also, I am hoping that the Congress will include in the reauthorization Act some mechanism for rewarding persistence, that is, to
have the very financial aid packages and programs through their
procedures and policies, reward those students who do indeed stay
in school and perform and persist and are successful, also, to make
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more flexible repayment options. This is one of the reasons we lose
students, is because they get heavily in debt early on and then they
have to drop out or they realize that they are building up debt and,
consequently, drop out so that they can repay. So, I think flexible
repayment options are very important.
Also, I think it is very important in the reauthorization that we
pay attention to allowing maximum flexibilitas on the campus, as
we administer these programs. For example, one of the recommendations would be that we allow the greater percentage of transfer
in between basic programs, in other words, upping it to 25 percent,
whereas, currently we are very restricted to like 10, 15 and 25 percent on specific programs, which many times ties our hands and,
therefore, we cannot use the money in an optimum fashion.
Also, you have already mentioned simplifying the application
form. One other point, and I think that this sort of plays into the

big picture, as far as I am concerned. If we think about what we
spend money for in this country, I have learned this week that the
United States spends approximately $37 million for advertising to
recruit people to join the military, and I am not sure we spend any
money on advertising for people to go to college and to inform
them as to the ways that they can receive Federal funding. In fact,
I have always said it surprised me that people know how to fill out
forms, because they are so complex.
So, we encourage these types of reforms in title III. I think the
others that have been mentioned in the other titles, from the library to title IX, to include women, for example, in research internship opportunities.
We thank you for your interest in this and for allowing us to
have input, and we hope that you agree that this is probably one of
the watershed periods in the future of this country and how we
construct, how we finance and who we allow to partake of higher
education in this country will, in fact, determine the role of this
country, not only in terms of our standard of our life locally and in
this country, but also how we fare internationally.
Thank you for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rent follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. RENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, good morning. My name is Clyde
S. Rent, and I am president of Mississippi University for Women, the first public
college for women in America.
Developing institutions, especially those with specialized missions, could arguably
be considered among the most important, as well as the most needed, sources of educational opportunity in America. Recently recognized as one of twenty model colleges for exemplary undergraduate education, Mississippi University for Women is
an institution with one of the most distinguished records for educating women in
the nation.
The "W" has produced some of America's outstanding women of achievement, in
fields from literature to medicine to law. Heading a long list of distinguished alumresearch biologist Elizabeth
nae are Pulitzer Prize-winning author Eudora Welty;
Hazen who discovered the widely used antibiotic nystatir.. and Lenore Prather, the
first woman to serve on the Supreme Court of Mississippi. Since 1920, MUW is
among the top twenty-four Southeastern colleges and universities graduating the
greatest numbers of women who have earned doctorates. At a time when the labor
force cries for highly qualified women and minorities, MUW's women's emphasis
mission is more compelling than ever before.
"i"
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Over the last decade, MUW has become a model in the education of minorities as
well. 18 percent of the atudent body at Mississippi University- for Women are minority students, and the university's minority graduation Testimony of Clyde S.
Rent I rate is the highest in the state, exceeding that even of the historically black
colleges and universities.
Because small, state-assisted institutions are funded at levels that are undeniably
minimal, their margin of excellence comes from private and federal monies, like
those provided by the title III program of the U.S. Department of Education. At
MUW, these funds are currently enabling the purchase of special equipment in science and mathematics and advanced technology for nursing instruction, as well as
the development of innovative mentoring and tutoring programs. At institutions
like MUW, that receive the smallest shares of state funcis, such monies not only
meet the specific purpoees mandated by the grant award, but upgrade the e-itire
institution. They create a spillover effect that touches every student, not only those
in specially targeted populations.
Specifically, title III funds have allowed MUW to develop a writing/thinking
skills lab to assist students in acquiring the superior writing abilities that are critical to postgraduate achievement. They have made possible the expansion of our
noted F'reshman Year Program, and supported the Center for Career Development
and a Summer Preparation Program providing mentoring, modeling, and intensive
counseling about academic and career choices.
Title III funds are helping our university meet an urgent national need by increasing the number of women completing academic success tracks in science and
mathematics, through improved curriculum design and acquisition of -cate-of-the-art
equipment and teaching aids. Our grant award will help the Division of Nursing
redesign its curricula to include laboratory and clinical experiences featuring the
latest advanced medical technology.
Staff in the Admissions Office, Registrar's Office, Assessment/Testing Center,
Freshman Year Program, as well as counselors and faculty, have been trained to
share information that will help the university intervene effectively on behalf of
students experiencing academic difficulties. Special assessment and testing procedures have been developed to identify academic deficiencies, along with innovative
teaching methods to correct them.
At MI.JW, the individual student is the focus of the entire institution. With the
help of title III funds, we are linking our students with business people in the community, other talented students on campus, faculty, and nationally known role
'models. We are offering our students a multifaceted program of activity carefully
designed to maximize their abilities to contribute to our nation's most pressing

Title III funds are a vital part of fulfilling an institution-wide commitment to
MUW's mission of providing all students a superior education, and of preparing
young women in particular for success in all facets of their lives. At one of America's model colleges, title III funds are helping provide the margin of excellence.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. Rent, for being here and for
contributing to the hearing.

I am glad you were able to tell us about the title III grant that
was received by MUW and what you are doing with the money. It
looks to me like you are really using it for a lot more and greater
numbers of things than could possibly be expected for just $200,000.
You have stretched it and are making it go a long, long way, so I
congratulate you for your ingenuity in dealing with that.
Ms. RENT. Thank you very much. We have wonderful people at
MUW. [Laughter.]

Senator COCHRAN. I guess this is the first time that you have
ever applied for or received a title III grant, is that right? Do you
know?

Ms. RENT. I honestly could not say. I know it has been a long
time since we have gotten this size grant from the Federal Government, and indeed it has made a tremendous difference.
Senator COCHRAN. Should there be any special provision in title
III or any other portion of the Higher Education Act that sort of
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sets aside for women's colleges a special grant program? What is
your reaction to that?
Ms. RENT. I think that is an excellent idea. By and large, we
think from our position as being an institution, the first public col-

lege for women in America, and emphasizing the education of
women, while offering quality education to everyone. Again, it is
sort of like we are in a class all by ourselves, because you have the
major institutions, you have the historically black colleges, but
women typically are the minority that have not been included to
the extent that obviously this Nation needs them to be included, so
I concur with you and enthusiastically endorse an effort to do that.
I think plan C does that with historically black colleges, and proposals for title III also include adding additional HBU's to the list
of approved people.

Other things that could be done, for example, is to phase out the
5-year wait period for successful applicants. In other words, right
now, if you are successful, then you have to wait, and that would
be very helpful to all of us.
Also, he has already mentioned raising the limit or the bottom
from $350,000 to $500,000, and I think that is very needed.

The other type of thing in those areas, too, are to fund programsand this is not necessarily so related to the W's, but to all
of the other institutions represented herethe TRIO programs, for
example, only serve approximately 10 percent of the population
and are, hands down, one of the most successful programs that the
Nation has ever had, so we encourage that kincl of staying with
winners, more fully funding mechanisms and programs that we
know work, and then creatively coming up with ones in which we
are deficient, and certainly one of the areas would be in the area of

supporting women, both at the undergraduate level and at the

graduate level.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. McMillan, I remember when I visited your
campus on one of my trips, I participated in a fund-raising event to
establish a student scholarship fund, and just as a matter of curios-

ity, I am wondering whether that program continues to exist. I
think I was the first speaker at that event.
Mr. MCMILLAN. You were the first speaker, and this year they
ran beyond the $100,000 goal with the endowment. They still put it
into the endowment and the students raise the money each year,
and they have gone beyond $100,000.
Senator COCHRAN. That is wonderful. So, you are doing that with

an annual event?

Mr. MCMILLAN. It is an annual event and you can take credit for

starting it all.

Senator COCHRAN. I am going to give you the credit, but I appreciate being included in that. That was several years ago now, I am

guessing 10 years ago or 12 years ago.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Yes, Cyrana Longest was the one who really
she is getting her law degree this year.
Senator COCHRAN. That is right, the secretary of the student
body, just for the record, so we will all know, the secretary of the

student body was Cyrana Longest, and I met her that night and
she came up with a group of students. You had a program of 5, C or
8 or so students to Washington for a 2-week program of enrich-
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would sort
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,how
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The next summer, I offered Cyrana Longest a full-time summer
work
job in my Washington, DC office, and then after she came to
is
gradfull-time, finally decided to go back to law school. Now she
uating from Ole Miss Law School now.
Mr. McMILIAN. Right.
Senator COCHRAN. That is exciting. Well, I congratulate her on
that, and I hope you will convey my regards to her family, too, who
live in Holly Springs.
you mentioned that
In connection with the endowment thing,
the
endowment at Rust
over the period of time you have built up
to $12 million?

Mr. McMILLAN. $12.5 million.

Senator COCHRAN. That is very impressive. Do you feel that the

in his
incentive programI think Dr. Sutton mentioned this, too,
match
the
testimonywe ought to take another look at the way we
the challenge grant pro-

funds in the endowment grant program,
gram. What is your reaction to that kind of change? helpful. TwoMr. McMILIAN. Well, I think it would be extremely
for-one is much better than one-for-one. [Laughter.]
to
And the 5-year waiting period has hurt us. We were ablethe
$250,000,
and
then
we
matched
match both the first one,
go for the
second one, $500,000, but then we were getting ready to5-year
waitcould
not,
because
of
the
$1 million, but they said we
that
certaineligible,
so
I
think
eliminating
ing period, we were not
ly would help institutions who continue to strive and do a better
job. I do think the 2-for-1, though, woeld be much better. graduate
Senator COCHRAN. Dr. McLemore talked about the and mischool perspective and the problem of attracting women
doing more
norities to graduate schools, and it seems like we are in
our own
for foreign students, we have more foreign students
graduate programs than every before.
eduYou know, one thing that is kind of a tribute to our higher
attracted
from
all
over
the
world
are
cation system is that students
to the United States for graduate study. We have the best graduate
schools in the worid, and I think that is what it says. address, and
to
But you also identify a problem that we have got to
it, but we do
there
is
any
one
magic
answer
I do not know that
incentives
enneed to do a better job of urging and providing school. Iand
do
not
couragement for black students to go to graduate
understand why we are having that problem. If it is just moneyis
that it, do you think?
Mr. MCLEMORE. Well, it is a combination of things. Obviously, in
part it is money. It is in part, for minority students and especially
to pay to go to gradublack students so often think that they have
table
did not pay out-ofmost
of
us
at
this
ate school, and you see
circumstances.
We
received a fellowpocket, unless it was unusual
kind
never
time
to help us. The
ship, an assistanceship of some
and
it
is
part
of
so
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word has not gotten out,
receive
a job offer of
college, and to
are still first-generationB.A.
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to go to
degree, is not the
$30,000 or more, with a
graduate school.
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Then what has happened, the international students have really
filled the vacuum. In 1987 and 1989, 50 percent of the Ph.D.'s
awarded in engineering were awarded to foreign students. Less

than 10 American blacks received during that same period of time
a Ph.D. in engineering, so we really have to deal with the cultural
issue, we have to deal with the issues that these individuals talked
about, but also we have to provide, Senator Cochran, in my judgment, some incentive and some disincentive for these major re-

search universities that are producing the Ph.D.'s. We need to
award points to the schools that produce X number of women and

minority Ph.D.'s, and those institutions that are major research
universities that simply do not award Ph.D.'s to a certain number
of women and minorities, we should subtract some points from
them.

We should essentially say we are not going to award you all of
these funds, if you are not graduating women and minorities. The
bottom line would mean clearly is we look at the graduation rates
in this country, at African-Americans, where they get their degrees

from. It seems to me that out of that basic logic that we really

have to provide funding for graduate education.
What we have done, we have awarded moneys, as Dr. McMillan
pointed out, for certain professional degree programs, but the Ph.D.

granting programs, the ones that we have do not have the same
incentive and we need to provide that incentive, so we can graduate women and minorities with Ph.D. degrees, so they can go into
teaching and do the other things that we need to become and to
maintain our international competition, and right now we are
losing out.
Senator COCHRAN. I wonder whether Jackson State University or

Jackson State students have received assistance for graduate study

under title IV programs, such as the Patricia Robert Harris program, and does Jackson State receive any other grants, such as the
grant to encourage minority participation in graduate education?
Mr. MCLEMORE. We received the Patricia Robert Harris. In fact,
the last 2 years, we have done fairly well. Jackson State is the exception, one of the few exceptions in the HBCU community in this
country that has done fairly well with Patricia Robert Harris. We

received a minority participation graduate grant last year, and

that is going to be implemented this summer. The latter one, Senator Cochran, is small change.
Sr. ator COCHRAN. Really?

MCLEMORE. It is very small change, and what has happened

is that, again, the major research universities have taken advantage of this program, because they can provide the matching funds
that most of the HBCU's and small universities cannot provide, so
it really is a Catch 22.
Senator COCHRAN. The deck is stacked against you on that one,
then.
Mr. MCLEMORE. From the very beginning, and that penalizes

those institutions that really have a real interest in graduating
women and minorities.
Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Sutton, the endowment grant funds were

something you talked about in your statement. Obviously, they
help you encourage contributions from your alumni and friends to
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the institution. Is there any other source of funding that you have
found to help you build up an endowment? Do foundations provide
assistance to MVSU?

Mr. &Pram. There are a number of foundations, but most of

them do not think of providing funds for 3ndowments for public in-

stitutions. Most of the foundations seem to think that they only
need endowment fund contributions to private schools. That is far
from the truth.
In fact, I went to see one of our leading bankers here in the
State, and he happened to sit on the board of this institution, Mill-

saps, and he, as well educated and as well off as he is economically

and economic thinking, he was of the impression that the State
schools did not really need any endowment kinds of support, they

got support from the State. Of course, I had to inform him that we
get about one-third of our budget from the State and that we get
the rest, the other two-thirds from student tuition and fees, much
of which does come from the Federal Government, and then, of
course, a variety of other sources. It is very tough for public institutions to get money from foundations and corporations for endowment funds.
Senator COCHRAN. The Pell Grant and other programs, I know
this is not part of your panel's main focus, we were interested in
looking at title III and some of the other titles, but I would assume
that most of your students do receive Pell Grant funds?
Mr. SUTTON. Yes, that is correct. In fact, we have 98 percent of
our students on some form of financial aid, and more than 85 percent of them qualify for Pell.
Senator COCHRAN. I think that is certainly a strong comment
and piece of evidence about the importance of continuation of the
Pell Grant program, as far as our Mississippi colleges and universities are concerned.
Mr. SUTTON. Being the senior Senator from Mississippi, I am

sure you are aware of the status of Mississippi in the overall

scheme of economics of the country, but we are in the poorest section of the poorest State, which makes it doubly important that we
have these programs.
Senator COCHRAN. I want to ask Dr. Waters, how has the cutback

in State funding affected Alcorn State University? Have you suffered as a result of the budget cuts in the State?

Mr. WATERS. Indeed, we have. We have had to cut back on staff,

we had to cut salaries. We have not had to do that this year, but
we are right in the process now of making budgets for next year,
and we are going to have to eliminate some people, we think, as a
result of that.
Senator COCHRAN. One of our universities, I was in touch with a
former faculty member the other day, just asking general questions
about how things were on the campus, and he said that faculty salaries have been frozen for 3 years in a row, and that morale was at
an all-time low.
Mr. WATERS We have the same problem.
Mr. SUTTON. Since 1988, since the last raise for higher education

faculty, some of the K through 12 did get. a raise, some of the com-

munity colleges did since then, but in the 4-year and above colleges, it has been since 1988 since we have had a faculty raise.
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Senator COCHRAN. I saw a newspaper article the other day about
even the 2-year colleges are going to have to come up with tuition

increases, ...nd I suppose that all of the colleges and universities
represented by this panel will have to raise tuition?
Mr. &mom Our college board voted at the meeting in April to
have an average of 10 percent, but it is as much as 17 percent for
two schools, 15 percent for three, and the other three it is 10 percent, so that will give you some idea of it.
Senator COCHRAN. Another reason why we have to seriously con-

sider increasing the base for the Federal student assistance programs, too, to raise the basic level.

Well, your testimony has been very helpful and I want you to
know that I genuinely appreciate your being here. I know you are
busy with lots of things and working on budgets and it comes at a
tough time of year for you, final exams going on. Aren't you glad
you do not have to take them, though?
Mr. &num I do not know, building this budget is just about like
taking a final exam. [Laughter.]
Senator COCHRAN. Well, you are all very good to be here. I really
do appreciate it and I thank you most sincerely.
Senator COCHRAN. Our next panel is going to help us figure out

how to simplify the loan and grant application proces..... This is
something Dr. McMillan mentioned, and our panel number 5 will
include Dr. Jim Flippin, who is assistant commissioner of the Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning, Mississippi Guaranteed
Student Loan Agency; Dr. Tom Prather, who is director of student
financial assistance at Mississippi College; and Dr. Thomas Hood,
director, student financial assistance at the University of Mississippi.

This panel will help us understand better the loan and grant

process. Simplifying the process is our goal. All of the witnesses we
hope will help us with remarks on streamlining the process for parents, students and institutions.
We have copies of your prepared testimony and statements. We

thank you for giving us those in advance, and we hope you will
make summary comments or whatever presentation orally you
would like to, so we can then have an opportunity to discuss the
issues that you raise.
Let us start with Jim Flippin.
STATEMENTS OF DR. JAMES L. FLIPPIN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, MISSISSIPPI INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING,
MISSISSIPPI GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN AGENCY; DR. TOM
PRATHER, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE; AND THOMAS G. HOOD, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Dr. FLIPPIN. Thank you, Senator Cochran and Mrs. Dixon. Welcome home to Mississippi.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you.

Mr. FLIPPIN. My name is Jim Flippin, and I am assistant commissioner for student financial assistance and director of the Guarantee Student Loan Agency, as you mentioned. I am also a member
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of the Congressional Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance. Again, thank you for the opportunity.

Today, I am here to discuss several recommendations that deal
with simplification of the delivery of student financial aid. I believe

that, in spite of the important changes legislated by Congress in
1986, the entire delivery system has remained overly complex, and

that this complexity frustrates and discourages both low- and
middle-income students and families.

Let me use a couple of examples to illustrate how students and
parents, especially low-income disadvantaged and minority popula-

tion view the delivery system that we have placed in their path.
The vast majority of our neediest college-bound youth, those
whom our programs are in large part designed and those with the

lowest income and virtually no assets, many of whom are on public
assistance, are currently required to complete overly-complex forms
designed to assess the need of the wealthiest families in our country.
It is our standard practice also to allow them to be charged a fee,
basically to prove that they are poor.
We currently assess the eligibility and need of our most disadvantaged youth and families under four separate need analysis
models, even though for the vast majority the results are virtually

the same. That is, each of the models simply tells us what we already should know, and that these students and families are very
poor.

We not only do this the first time they apply for student financial aid, but we make them do it again. Those that are struggling
to persist start from scratch each year, even the millions for whom
circumstances have not changed appreciably. By the way, we
charge most of them yet another fee every time they apply.
For youth from families who are but slightly better off, whose
circumstances also beg for a streamlined formand this includes
many middle-income familieswe routinely collect asset information, even though models have shown us for years that their

assetsprimarily in the form of small amounts of home equity

are not readily available for postsecondary expenses, nor do they
meaningfully contribute to the family's ability to pay.
One of the most important for this population, the one that is
the most at riskthe low-income population, disadvantaged and
minority students and middle school and early high schoolthe
message we send about the programs we have designed with their
future in mind is complex, ambiguous and often plainly incorrect.
Rather than speak to these students and families with a clear unified and simple message about their considerable drawing power on
Federal, State and institutional programs, if they successfully complete a college preparatory curriculum in high school, we allow
confusion and misinformation to prevail.

Mr. Chairman, these are not random or far-fetched examples.
They are regular events that literally define our delivery system in
the eyes of students and parents across our Nation. They happen in
the majority of cases in virtually all States and on virtually all
campuses. They sem no educational i..urpose, and potentially undermine the effectiveness of our programs by discouraging students
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and families already beleaguered by the economic and social
changes occurring in this decade.
Fortunately, the worst aspects of Federal delivery can be eliminated during this reauthorization process. We can use our technolo-

gy and our existing knowledge to simplify the next logical steps
that were begun by the Congress in 1986.

I think earlier today, Dr. Cleere spoke to you about a program

called Project '95. One of the components of this program was to go
out into the communities, after an awareness campaign in the community, provide assistance to families filling out student financial

aid forms. This has been sponsored by Project '95 for the past 2
years. The first year, 4 sites were chosen and 138 students and
their families were assisted in filing these forms. This past year, 5
sites were chosen and 275 students and families were assisted.

The component that ultimately made this Project '95 concept

successful, aside from the importance of several groups working together, was the willingness of the practicing student aid administrators to give of their time, expertise, fee of charge, on the weekend and at night, to assist families in filling out these forms.

The aid administrators with me today on this panel assisted in
this project and provided other staff tc assist with this project, as
well. With all the good that this has accomplished in the unselfishness giving of their time to this project, this is a clear demonstration that forms are too complicated, if the expert from the student
financial aid office has to go out into the field to assist in completing the forms, to start the application process.

College presidents, financial aid directors, educational association
executives, bank officers, guarantee agency directors, State higher
education officials, and, most importantly, students are convinced
that the delivery system can be made simpler and more effective.
However, we must proceed with some caution. As a member of
the Congressional Advisory Committee, we had the opportunity to
review many proposals to modify the delivery system. Quite frankly, while perhaps ..ell-intentioned, some of these proposals were
very ti oublesome and would be very counterproductive. Let me
give you a couple of examples.

Elimination of the free Federal processing by the MDE processors, that is, simply doing av.i.v with the system called for by Congress and begun by the Department of Education in 1991-92.
Formulating and testing and implementing a brand new analysis
model, adding new complicated offsets to already existing models.
Wholesale exemption of certain subpopulations from submitting
even the most basic data, this threatens the reliability and the validity of Federal data bases.
Allowing institutions to experiment with and develop noncom-

mon forms, potentially this leads to hundreds of different approaches, rather than a simple common approach.
Another misconception is reducing the number of MDE's, with-

out requiring them to delivery the free Federal processing. Currently, less than 2 percent of students filing through the MDE's
multidata entry identities who charge a fee are using free Federal
need analysis.
Such approaches are not advisable and will increase complexiLy.

;
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Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Congress can significantly simplify and improve the delivery of Federal student financial aid by
taking the following actions:

Fully implement the free simple Federal need analysis intended
by Congress, by creating incentives or requirements for States and
institutions to use it.
Further simplify requirements for students eligible for simplified
need analysis, in particular, those who have family incomes of less
than $10,000, or are AFDC recipients.
Integrate the Pell and the Congressional Methodology models
into one model, with a simple needs test by using one formula as a
foundation, one or the other, but use one.
Extend eligibility for simplified need analysis to at least $20,000,
and perhaps even to $30,000 adjusted gross income, thereby eliminating the need for many middle-income families with only modest
assets to report 0,
Restructure Federal information dissemination and outreach to
simply and clearly communicate the amount of financial aid that
at-risk students will qualify for, if they finish college preparatory
high school programs, especially in delivering this with established
agencies like Trio and Upwards Bound.
Redesign and expand Federal training efforts, so that every Fed-

eral, State and institutional agent in the delivery system understands and can communicate our promise on the assistance to
needy families. This can be especially effective at high school and
junior high counselor level.
It was proven in 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979 and 1980 with what used

to be called the old basic grant training program, the student financial assistance training program in Washington.
Senator, I am convinced that these changes are needed to fully

realize the goals of the Federal student aid programs, especially
equal access by the year 2000.

Thank you for the opportunity to present them, and I will be

pleased to answer your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flippin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. FLIPPIN

Senator Cochran, staff, ladier and gentlemen. My name is Jim Flippin and I am
Assistant Commissioner for Student Financial Assistance and director of the Mississippi Guarantee Student Loan Agency. I am also a member of the Congressional Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance. I would like to thank you for the
opportunity to present recommendt tions on simplification as they affect reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
At Congress' request the Advisory Committee on student Financial Aid delivered
to the Congress on April 8, 1991, its leauthorization recommendations in the form of
an overview report and legislative language implementing each proposal. Briefly,
those recommendations fall into three broad areas:
promoting equal access to postsecondary education;
integrating and simplifying models, forms and processes used to deliver federal
student aid; and
enhancing the ability of Congress and the Department to address critical policy
issues facing the Title IV Programs.
Today, I am here to discuss several recommendations that deal directly with simplifying the delivery of federal student aid.
I believe that, in spite of important changes legislated by the Congress in 1986,
the entire delivery system lias remained overly complex; and that this complexity
frustrates and discourages both low- and middle-income students and parents.
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DEFINING THE PROBLEM

Let me use some examples to illustrate how students and parentsespecially lowincome, disadvantaged and minority populationsview the delivery system that we
have placed in their paths.
First, the vast majority of our neediest college bound youth-those for whom our
programs are in large part designed and those with the loaest income and virtually
no asseta-many of whom are on public assistanceare currently required to complete overly complex forms designed to assess the need of the wealthiest families in
our country. It is our standard practice, also, to allow them to be charged a fee, basically to prove they are poor.
Second, we currently assess the 'eligibility and need of our most disadvantaged
youth and families under four separate need analysis modelseven though for the
vast majority, the four results are virtually the same. That is, each of the models
simply tells us what we should have already knownthat these students and families are very poor.
Third, we not only do this the first time they apply for federal student aid, we
make those already in school, struggling to persist, start from scratch each year
with a blank form-even the millions for whom circumstances have not changed appreciably. And by the way, we charge most of them yet another fee every time they
apply.

Fourth, for youth from families, who are but slightly better off, whose circumstances also beg for a streamlined formand this includes many middle-income
familieswe routinely collect asset information even though models have shown us

for years that their assetsprimarily in the form of small amounts a home

equityare not readily available for postsecondary expenses nor do they meaningfully contribute to the families' ability to pay.
Fifth, and perhaps most important, for the population most at risklow-income,
disadvantaged and minority students in middle school and early high schoolthe
message we send about the programs we have designed with their future in mind, is
complex, ambiguous and often plainly incorrect. Ftather than speak to these students and families with a clear, unified, and simple message about their considerable drawing power on federal, state and institutional programs if they successfully
complete a college preparatory curriculum in high school, we allow confusion and
mieinformation to prevail.
Senator Cochran, these are not random or far fetched examples designed to per-

suade you that our delivery system needs some fine tuning. These are regular
events that literally define our delivery system in the eyes of students and parents
across our nation. 'They happen in the mrity of cases in virtually all states and
on virtually all campuses. They serve no e.lu,:ational purpose and potentially undermine the effectiveness of our programs by discouraging students and families already beleaguered by the economic and social changes occurring in this decade. Fortunately, the worst aspects of federal delivery can be eliminated during this reau-

thorization. All we need domotivated by our common interest in the educational
well-being of our youth and our shared desire that they and their families make
sound decisionsis use existing knowledge and technology to simply take the next

logical steps in a process begun by the Congress in 1986.
I think earlier today, Dr. Cleere spoke to you about a program called "Pr ject 95".
One of the components of this program was to go out into the communities, after an
awareness campaign and provide assistance to families in completing student finan-

cial aid forms. This has been sponsored by "Project 95" for the past 2 years. The
first year four sites were chosen and 138 students were assisted. This past year five
sites were chosen and 275 students were ass:sted.

The component that ultimately made this part of "Project 95" successful, aside
from the importance of several groups working together, was the willingness of the
practicing student financial aid administrators to give of their time and expertise,
free of charge, on the weekend, at night, to assist families in filing these forms. The
aid administrators with me on this panel today assisted in this project and provided
other staff to assist as well.
With all the good that this has accomplished and the unselfishness giving of their
time to this project, this is a clear demonstration that forms are too complicated, if

the experts from the student financial aid offices have to go out into the field to
assist in filling out the forms to start the application procoss.
PROCEEDING WITH CAUTION

Senator Cochrm,coNege piesidents, financial aid directors, aducatic,lial association executives, bank officers, guarantee agency directors, state higher education of-
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ficials, and studentsare convinced that the delivery system can be made simpler
and more effective. However, we must proceed with some caution. We should be

careful to build on what is already in the law and avoid making changes that will in
fact increase complexity.
As a member of the Congressional Advisory Committee, we had the opportunity
to review many proposals to modify the delivery system. Quite frankly, while perhaps well intentioned, some of these proposals were very troublesome and would be
very counterproductive. Let me give you some examples:
Elimination of free federal processing by MDE processors; that is, simply doing
away with the system called for by the Congress and begun by ED in 1991-92.
In the committee's view this would be a terrible mistake.

Formulating, testing and implementing a brand new need analysis model,

adding new complicated offsets or allowances to existing models, or changing
terminology; it's hard to see how such changes won't create more confusion

throughout the process.
Wholesale exemption of certain subpopulations from submitting even the most
basic data; this threatens the reliability and validity of federal data bases; and
it is unlikely that states and institutions will accept such blanket exemptions.
--Allowing institutions to experiment with and develop non-common forms; potentially, this leads to hundreds of different approaches rather than a simple
common approach.

Reducing the number of MDE's without requiring them to deliver free federal
processing; currently less than 2 percent of students filing through MDE's who
charge a fee are using free federal need analysis.
Such approaches are not advisable and will increase complexity,decrease the effec-

tiveness of our delivery system, increase fees to students, and undermine equal
access.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Senator Cochran, I believe the Congress can signiNantly simplify and improve

the delivery of federal student aid by taking the following actions:

First, and most important, fully implement the free simple federal need analysis intended by Congress by creating incentives or requirements for states and
institutions to use it. Without this step, the committee feels that little progress

can be made toward simplification.
Further simplify requirements for students eligible for simplified need analysis;
in particular, those who
have family income below $10,000; and/or
are AFDC recipients.
Integrate the Pell and Congressional Methodology models into one model with a
simple-needs test by using one of the formulas as a foundation.
Initiate a pilot project using (Stage Zero) electronic data exchange and develop
other procedures for streamlining reapplication so that both low-and middleincome students already in our system and data base can reapply simply and
quickly.

Extend eligibility for simplified need analysis to at least $20,000; and perhaps
further to $30,000 AGI thereby eliminating the need for many middle-income
families with only modest assets to report them.

Restructure federal information dissemination and outreach to simply and

clearly communicate the amount of financial aid that at-risk students will qualify for if they finish college preparatory high school programs, especially with
established agencies like Trio and Upward Bound.
Redesign and expand federal training efforts so that every federal, state and institutional agent in the delivery system understands and can communicate our
promise of assistance to needy families. This can be especially effective at the
high school and junior high school counselor level.
Senator Cochran, I am convinced that these changes are needed to fully realize
the goals of the federal student aid programs especially equal access by the year
2000. Thank you for this opportunity to present them. I will be pleased to address
any questions you might have.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Flippin. You have

been very helpful to us, and we appreciate that very much, and
being here today adds to that assistance and the contribution that
you are making to the process.
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We will now hear from Tom Prather. Dr. Prather is president of
die Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Administra-

tors, and he is also in his spare time director of financial aid at
Mississippi College.
Mr. PRATHER. Thank you, Senator Cochran. It is a pleasure to be

here. On a personal note, I also want to thank you for the time
that Doris Dixon has spent with us in Mississippi, attending our
State associations. We have not had a chance to thank you personally for that, but she has been a great influence and assistance to
us at our State meetings, and we welcome her any time.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you.
Mr. PRATHER. I am pleased to come before you today to offer tes-

timony related to the loans and grants and simplifying the process
for parents, students and institutions in relation to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
My comments and thoughts today are shared with you from two
viewpoints: First, in my role as president of the Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, and then from my
role as director of student financial aid at Mississippi College.
In beginning, let me say that my thoughts related to my position
of the Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators are not necessarily those of the association, but are, rather, observations that I have noted concerning research that has been
done within our association.
Also, some comments I will share with you are related to my
connection with studies done by the Southern Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, a 9-State Southeast association,
and from research conducted by the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
In the summer and fall of 1990, our State association formed a
special task force to study the preliminary reauthorization recommendations produced by the task force of NASFAA. NASFAA's
task force solicited comments and views from student financial aid
administrators throughout the country. From this feedback, 78 specific recommendations were produced, and the major topics were
grants to students, loans, college work-study, income-contingent
loans, Perkins loans, need analysis, and then general provisions.
In addition to these, the Mississippi task force added an additional 23 recommendations for consideration.
To me, it is interesting to note that, of the 78 specific recommendations chosen by the NASFAA national task force, only 3 are connected to the actual system of processing student aid, and these 3
recommendations were:
Eliminate the central processor and the student aid report, of
which the Mississippi association agrees; to delete the reference
specifying that no student or parent of a student shall be charged a
fee for processing an approved nonFederal application form, and
the Mississippi association agrees with that; reduce from not less
than 5 to not less than 2 the number of processors with which the
Secretary shall enter into agreements for application processing,
and the Mississippi association had mixed opinion about that one,
but the majority disagrees with that.
Of the 23 additional Mississippi research questions, one called attention to processing, and that is the core application should
.)
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permit selection of up to 4 institutions in which the needs analysis
results can be transmitted, and the Mississippi association agreed
with that.
In a Southern Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators questionnaire, published in December of 1990 concerning reauthorization, several major aEpects of student aid are reviewed, and
those four were campus-based issues, loans, need analysis, and general provisions.
This questionnaire involved 108 questions, with the majority centering on student loans. While some of the questions overlapped
with the previous-mentioned survey, 7 of the 108 questions can be
directly related to the actual processing of loans or grants. I am
not going to go through those 7, since we do have thbi.-, for the
record at this time.
As previously mentioned, concerning NASFAA's survey, when
comments were received from across the Nation, two sections that
deal with the processing system in which mt.ny comments were received are related to the "duties of contractors, including a central
processor, in calculating awards," and the section concerning forms
and regulations.
As I reviewed specific comments by financial aid administrators,
many called for the elimination of the central processor and the
authorization of MDE's to be full-service processors. Many opinions
stated their belief of the central processor to be a duplication of efforts and costly to taxpayers.
At this point, I would like to move to more personal observations
from my role as financial aid director concerning this process.
Mississippi College is a private denominational school with the
oldest degree-granting institution in the State. Currently, we have
approximately 3,800 students enrolled, which includes our law
school of over 300 students. This year, we will process approximately $1.3 million in Pell Grants for 866 undergraduates. For undergraduates and graduates, our Stafford loan amount is $3,892,355
for 1,209 students. Our PLUS loan amount is $412,665 for 117 parents, and our supplemental loans totaling $471,308 for 151 students. These amounts, which do not include our law student loans,
total $4,776,328.

As we study accessibility for students and parents to grants and
loar s, we are reminded that our goal is delivery of aid to the student, to enable the student to pursue his or her educational objectives. The process of determining need through needs analysis is
common to grants and loans. Technical aspects of both programs.
delivery of the student aid report, verification, completion of loan
applications and delivery to lenders, are accepted as a responsibility of this delivery to the student.
At MC, we are well aware of the various methods by which students can apply for grants and loans. MI of the 5 approved MDE's
are available, plus the availability of the Federal form. All 6 methods offer different services to the institution, but strive to achieve
the same result for the student. We chose a particular MDE service, because we felt and we are convinced that, for our students, we
can assist them better in delivering aid to them by so doing. It is
an MDE which a fee is required.
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Two weeks ago, in an office staff meeting, I asked the question:
Do you feel there is a more serious problem with the application
and processing of aid to students, or do you feel there is a more
serious problem with students' eligibility for aid? All 6 staff members answered the eligibility of aid.
I firmly believe that, in our financial aid offices, that most have

accepted the challenge to be flexible and work with whatever we
have to in helping students receive aid. All institutions are different and certainly what meet one's need will not meet another's.
In my opinion, I agree with so many others in that streamlining
coordination should take first with the review of the C.4rst with the
review of the role of the central processor and the strict coordination of the role of the MDE's. I do not believe the answer is with
one free form, since at the current time all MDE's offer the Federal core free.
The authority to allow MDE's to be full-service processors, with

the central processor possibly serving as a national data base,
would certainly supply and simplify the process for students, par-

ents and institutions. Institutions dedicated to serving students
could choose the most efficient way for them to assist students.

In a closing comment, I must relate to you that, although there

is room for improvement and probably always will be with the loan
and grant process, personally., I think we have a far more serious
issue in delivering aid, and that is the eligibility of students to receive title IV funds. Congressional methodology must be reviewed
in some key areas, and I have some mentioned there, but I will not
go into them at this time.
I want to thank you for this opportunity and I welcome any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Prather follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. PRATHER

Good afternoon, Senator Cochran and members of the committee. I am pleased to
come before you today to offer testimony related to "Loans and GrantsSimplifying
the Process for Parents, Students and Institutions" in relation to Reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.
My comments and thoughts today are shared with you from two viewpoints. First,
in my role as president of the Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators and then from my role as director of student financial aid at Mississippi College.

In beginning, let me say that my thoughts related to my position of the Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators are not necessarily those of
the Association, but rather are observations that I have noted concerning research
that has been done within our association. Also, some comments I will share with
you are related to my connection with studies done by the Southern Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators, a nine state association and from research
conducted by the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
In the summer and fall of 1990, our state association formed a special task force
to study the Preliminary Reauthorization Recommendations produced by the Task
Force of NASFAA. NASFAA's task force solicited comments and views from student
financial aid administrators throughout the country. From this feedback, seventyeight (78) specific recommendations were produced. 'The major topics were:
A. Grants to Students
1. Pell
2. SEOG
3. SSIG
4. Scholarships

B. LoansStafford, PLUS, SLS
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C. College Work Study
D. Income Contingent Loans
E. Perkins Loan
F. Need Analysis
G. General Provisions

In addition to these, the Mississippi Task Force added an additional twenty-three

(23) recommendations for consideration.
To me it is interesting to note that of the seventy-eight specific recommendations

chosen by the MASFAA Task Force, only three are connected to the actual system
of processing student aid. These three recommendations were:
1. Eliminate the central processor and the Student Aid Report (MASFAA agrees)
2. To delete the reference specifying that no student or parent of a student shall

be charged a fee for processing an approved non-federal application form.
(MASFAA agrees)

3. Reduce from not less than five (5) to not less than two (2) the number of the
processors with which the Secretary shall enter into agreements for application
processing. (MASFAA Mixed opinionmajority disagrees)
Of the twenty-three additional Mississippi research questions one called attention

to processing:

1. The core application should permit selection of up to four institutions to which
the need analysis results can be transmitted. (MASFAA Agrees)
In a SASFAA (Southern Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators)
questionnaire published December 1990, concerning reauthorization again several
mskjor aspects of student aid are reviewed:
1. Campus Based Issues
2. Loans
3. Need Analysis
4. General Provisions

This questionnaire involved 108 questions with the majority centering on student

loans. While some of the questions overlapped with the previously mentioned

survey, seven of the 108 questions can be directly related to the actual processing of
loans or grants. These seven are:
1. Credit checks should be required for PLUS borrowers.
2. All application forms and procedures for part B loans should be standardized
among all lenders and guaranty agencies to simplify administration of these
programs.

3. The need analysis application forms and output should be in a standardized
format.

4. The school should receive a copy of the student's needs analysis results and be
allowed to make actual payment of the Pell Grant without requiring a special
form (Student Aid Report).
5. The number of MDE processors that must be approved by USDE should be not
less than "3".
6. Only one standard, free nced analysis form should be available by the Federal
Government, and the requirement that all forms have a free option should be
eliminated.
7. The Central Processor should be required to perform a match of students' social
security numbers with the Social Security Administration's data base to verify
social security numbers on aid applications.
As previously mentioned, concerning NASFAA's survey when comments were received from across the nation, two sections that deal with the processing system in
which many comments were received are related to the "duties of contractors, including a central processor, in calculating awards" and the section concerning forms
and regulations.
As I reviewed specific comments by financial aid administrators, many called for
the elimination of the Central Processor and the authorization of MDE's to be full
service processors. Many opinions stated their belief of the Central processor to be a
duplication of efforts and costly to taxpayers.
At this point I would like to move to more personal observations from my role as
a financial aid director concerning this process and the summarize my viewpoints.
Mississippi College is a private denominational school. We are the oldest degree
granting institution in the state. Currently, we have enrolled approximately 3,800
students, which includes our law school of over 300 students. This year we will proc.
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ess approximately $1.3 million in Pell Grants for 866 undergraduates. For undergraduates and graduates our Stafford loan amount is $3,892,355 for 1,209 students,
our PLUS loan $412,665 for 117 parents and our Supplemental loans totaling
$471,308 for 151 students. These amounts, which do not include law student loans,
total $4,776,328.00.

As we study accessibility for students and parents to grants and loans, we are re .

minded that our goal is delivery of aid to the student, to enable the student to

pursue his or her educational objectives. The process of determining need through
needs analysis is common to grants and loans, technical aspects of both programs
delivery of the Student aid Report, Verification, completion of loan applications, and
delivery to lendersare accepted as a responsibility of this delivery to the E.tudent.
At MC, we are well aware of the various methods by which students can apply for
grants and loans. All of the five approved MDE's are available plus the availability
of the federal form. All six methods offer different services to the institution but
strive to achieve the same result for the student. We chose a particular MDE serv-

ice because we felt and are convinced that for our students we can assist them
better in delivering aid to them by so doing. It is a MDE which a fee is required.

Two weeks ago in an office staff meeting, I asked the question "Do you feel there
is a more serious problem with the application and processing of aid to students or
do you feel there is a more serious problem with students eligibility for aid?" All six
staff members answered the eligibility of aid.
firmly believe that in our financial aid offices that most have accepted the challenge to be flexible and work with whatever we have to in helping students receive
aid. All institutions are different and certainly what meets one's need will not meet
anothers. In my opinion, I agree with so many others in that streamlining and coordination should take first with the review of the role of the Central Processor and
the strict coordination of the role of the MDE's. I do not believe the answer is with
one free form since at the current time all MDE's offer the federal core free. The
authority to allow MDE's to be full service processors with the Central Processor
possibly serving as a national data base would certainly supply the process for stu-

dents, parents and institutions. Institutions dedicated to serving students could
choose the most efficient way for them to assist students.

In a closing comment, I must relate to you that although there is room for improvement and probably always will be with the loan and grant process, personally
I think we have a far more serious issue in delivering aid. That is the eligibility of
students to receive title IV funds. Congressional methodology must be reviewed in
some key areas. A few are:
1. High taxation rate of dependent student's income
2. Independent Student Definition and high taxation of single independent students
3. Inclusion of Home Equity in the Methdology
While these are only mentioned as examples, I firmly believe that the concern is
just as great across our land to have possible unfair components in needs analysis

computations removed to provide an avenue for students to pursue educational
goals.

I thank you for the opportunity to share those thoughts with you today.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Dr. Prather, for your participation
and your excellent perspective, as president of the Mississippi Association of Student Financial Aid Officers.

I am glad we have Dr. Thomas Hood also with us today. Dr.
Hood was in Washington recently testifying at a hearing there on
this subject, simplification of the forms and the process, and it is
good to get a chance to personally hear your testimony today. I got
to that hearing just as it was concluding. We had a lot of other
things going on that day.
That is one of the reasons I like to come back and have hearings
in Mississippi, you can really concentrate your attention on one
subject for a long period of time, compared with the reality of the
hearing process in Washington, which requires you in many situations to be two and three different places almost at once. It is not a
very neat way of proceeding with a hearing.
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Dr. Hood, we are glad to have you here today. Dr. Hood is director of student financial aid at the University of Mississippi.
for the opivIr. HOOD. Mr. Chairman and Ms. Dixon, thank you of the stuportunity to appear today to comment on simplification
dent financial aid application process.
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gy to determine eligibility for the Pell Grant. This step further
complicates this system and provides a student output which enhances confusion.

When the student fills out all forms except the application for
Federal student aid, the information is sent directly to the school.
The student also receives in the Pell grant student aid report. In
many instances, this is the significant point where confusion is initiated.
It is generally recommended that we eliminate the student aid
report and allow processing of Pell Grant eligibility to take place
on campuses, through information which is made directly available
to the institution by the central processor or multiple-data entry
processors. This improvement would be a major step in reducing
much of the confusion and complexity in the process.
Another area which continues to provide an element of confusion
in the application process is the Stafford student loan applications.
Each State has developed a form unique to their particular agencies. Without commonality in the form, institutions like the University of Mississippi have a great deal of difficulty in assuring the
accurate completion of the application, with data elements not
commonly formatted.

Again, with my written testimony, I have provided a number of
applications from other States, in an effort to give you an example
of the point I have just made.
The first step in the development of a simplified process might
include some of the recommendations made with this testimony. It
is my home that as the process has become more complicated, no
students with a potential to benefit from a postsecondary education
have been discouraged from applying.
We are ready to work together with the Federal Government to
enhance opportunities to make available postsecondary educational
experiences for the citizens of this Nation.
I will close with a quote by Horace Mann, from his speech on
"The Necessity of Education in Republican Government" in 1839,
which serves as a challenge to all of us. Horace Mann said, "Legislators and rulers are responsible. In our c wntry and in our times,
no man is worthy of the honored name of a statesman who does
not include the highest practicable education of the people in all
his plans of administration."
Thank you, and I will be pleased to answer any questions you
may have.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Hood (with attachments) followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. HOOD

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: Thank you for the opportunity to
appear today to comment on simplification of the student financial rid application
process. The positive results of student financial assistance programs continue to
suppert the ongoing federal effort to provide bAnding for those who demonstrate financial need in pursuit of post secondary educatim. However, efforts to reduce the
general complexity of the application and delivery process have not achieved their
anticipated success. In fact today just the reverse is true.
My written testimou has accompanied with it a number of financial aid applications which are intended to accomplish the same purpme. However, the differences
in the forms alone have led to much confusion and literally has disenfranchised
high school counselors.
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Some of the problems which have been encountered may even be a result of institutions of higher learn: ig explicitly choosing to go with one form in an effort to
simplify the process. Students then must use more than one application if they are
applying to more than one institution. At the University of Mississippi we have
chosen to accept whatever form the student has opted to use. Even in our flexible
setting parents still find the system to be overwhelming and, in many cases, extremely confusing. Recently the mother of a student at the University of Mississippi
wrote to us and stated that "Last Thursday I received all of these confusing papers
in the mail." The material in her case is so unclear she has not referred to it as the
results of her financial aid application. She goes on to say "I have filled out both
groups of papers for the last three years, following the instructions of our high
school guidance counselor of three years ago. Are they all necessary?" On several
occasions I have had conversations with high school counselors who have become so
frustrates with the process that they have become aggravated with the people in
the financial aid office whose purpose it is to serve the student. When I told one
high school counselor that the student could use whatever form he or she desired,

the counselor refused to believe me.
The form design itself is part of the current problem. With my written testimony
I have submitted copies of letters I wrote on March 6 and 21, 1989, to the Department of Education. 'These letters commented on the department's plan to simplify
and make uniform all financial aid applications. However, the financial aid community was not in favor and advised against the department's preferred approach. The
department wanted to stop about half way into the form and have students sign the
application and then proceed only if they were instructed to do so. The department
went ahead and implemented their preferred form. At this point, we continue to
have problems resulting from an application that is signed by the applicant before it
is completed. The reason for stopping half way into the form was to prevent applicants from completing information needlessly if they qualified for the simple need

analysis. What we have found is that though many applicants qualify for this approach, it sometimes leads to the disadvantage of the neediest applicants by calculating an expected contribution which is higher than it would have been if the

entire form had been completed.
Some of the fee based forms include a number of questions which are particularly
useful to the high cost private colleges and universities. It is important to recognize

that the unique system of post secondary education in the United States is enhanced by the fact that each institution reflects an individuality necessary to its
locale. It is safe to say that the entire financial aid community supports a process
which is understandable to the student and also meets the institution's need to collect important data to determine eligibility. Currently there are six Multiple Data

Entry processors which are licensed to gather information for schools and the Pell
Grant pregram. dust a few years ago there were only three.
Because the Pell Grant program is linked to this application, the process increases in complexity. The Department of Education contracts with a separate organization using a Pell Grant methodology to determine eligibility for the Pell Grant.
This step further complicates the system and provides to the student output which
enhances conftision. When the student fills out all forms except for the Application
for Federal Student Aid, information is sent directly to the school. The student also
receives in the mail the Pell Grant Student Aid Report. In many instances, this is a
significant point where confusion is initiated. I have already quoted an applicant
with just this situation. With the free application for federal student aid, no information is directly sent to schools, but students do receive the Student Aid Report
which provides information about eligibility for the Pell Grant and other programs.
Schools depend on the student to forward this form directly to them.
Many schools which are fortunate enough to develop or purchase the Electronic
Data Exchange software are able to draw down directly from the central processor
regarding application information from all sources, including the free federal form.
However, if funds are not available for the electronic process, schools must wait
until the student submits the Student Aid Report directly to the school. It is generally recomment:01 that we eliminate the Student Aid Report and allow processing of
Pell Grant eligibility to take place on campuses through information which is made
directly available to the institution by the central processor or Multiple Data Entry
processors. This improvement would be a major step in reducing much of the confusion and complexity of the process. Recently the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators presented testimony in Washington, DC regarding simplification of the process. I would certainly encourage the committee to take a close
look at the recommendations made by this outstanding membership organization.

;
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Another area which continues to provide an element of confusion is the application process for Stafford and Supplemental Student Loans. Each state has developed
a form unique to their particular agencies. Without commonality in the form, institutions like the University of Mississippi have a great deal of difficulty in assuring
the accurate completion of the application with data elements not commonly formatted. Again, with my written testimony I have provided a number of' applications
from other states in an effort to give you an example of the point I have just made.
There are several technical aspects about the core data of the application which
also reed attention. However, the first step in the development of a simplified process might include some of the recommendations made with this testimony. Federal
Government has played such a key role in the education of its citizens, and it can be
assured that financial aid is one of the few programs which provide long term benefits to the nation. It is my hope that as the process has become more complicated no
students with a potential to benefit from a post-secondary education have been discouraged from applying. Let us work together to enhance opportunities for post-sec-

ondary educational experiences for the citizens of this nation. I will close with a
quote by Horace Mann from his speech on the Necessity of Education in a Republican Government in 1839 which serves as a challenge to all of us. Horace Mann said:
"Legislators and rulers are responsible. In our country, and in our times, no man is
worthy the honored name of a statesman, who does not include the highest practicable education of the people in all his plans of administration."
Thank you. I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI,

University, MS, March 21, 1989

Dr. Kenneth Whitehead,
Assist Int Secretary for Post Secondary Education
U.S. 1 vartment of Education
Office for Post Secondary Education
Washi.rgton, DC.

Dear Dr. Whitehead: It has come to my attention that the February 1989 Dear

Colleague Letter (GEN-89Y addresses issues far more importart and significant than

the design of the free federal form. The critical issue alert sent by NASFAA and
received in the financial aid office on March 6, 1989 points to much broader scope in
form design and use than does the February Dear Colleague Letter.

I wish to address my comments with respect to the four options currently being
disci.ssed with NASFAA by the Department of Education in view of the approaches
to forms design and the student financial aid delivery process.
Any comments in regard to the issue of forms design and the mandate for free
application must be directed towards the primary target of the beneficiaries of federal financial aid. We are all employed in a student service occupation. The Department of FAucation exists because of the will of the people and the need for an edu-

cated society. I am a bureaucrat just as you are and there is no reason that I can
see that bureaucrats cannot focus on the importanc- of individual service to students. If we can view forms design and programs with respect to the importance of
the service Rspe_t, it is very likely that forms design could reflect the timely needs

an efficient student financial aid delivery system. In the four approaches to forms
design, I saw no direct comment in your letter which addressed the issue of service
to students.
It appears to this observer that the preference in the approaches was based on the
mandate for free forms and the wishes of the Department of Education. This observer also believes that the tremendous clientele support for quality education programs and financing options for post secondary education have basically led to the
continuance of the Department of Education at the cabinet level during years in
which the dismantling of the department had been suggested by the country's chief
executive.

Forms design alone does not make the system work. Forms design is but one

aspect of a complicated delivery process in which the eligible financial recipient ultimately benefits by receiving assistance to cover the expenses of post secondary education in America. These students become productive members of the American society and pay taxes which justifies the meager investment made by the Federal Government in the first place.
As a public servant in Mississippi, I focus on the need for service orientation to
the students of this institution. Service orientation neither denies the complexity of
the system nor does it seek to circumvent federal regulation in the delivery of funds
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to students. On the other hand, it enhances the process, seeks to reduce the com-

plexity, and advocates an educated filing populace. With respect to the department's
four approaches, the current application configuration is the one preferred considering the narrow time frame in which decisions must be made. If the system changes
dramatically for 1990-91, I can assure you that even grea.ar anxiety will be felt by
the students even if an adherence to the mandate for free forms has been realized.
The students are basically comfortable with the current approach and the only alternative would be the development of the fourth approach which would provide a
single common application free in cost to the student and contain some state and

institution specific information. A return to the former application configuration
such as number two is totally unacceptable. The suggestion that non core data
would not be embedded in the application returns us to the time when institutions
could be left without necessary information because the student did not complete
the entire application. In approach number three, suggesting two separate forms, is
the kind of approach which we can expect when the student is not considered at all
with respect to the issue of service. This approach becomes very confusing and increases the complexity dramatically. I can see no reason why the I epartment of
Education would want to increase cost to the Federal Government and increase the
complexity of the process at the same time. If good judgment is exercised, approaches two and three must be deleted.
Let us examine the best approach to student service and forms design from a student service perspective. Now can we plan to be student service oriented when in
fact a student must complete a form which could go to one or two processors of financial aid eligibility? What is the justification for a centralized program processor
delivering financial aid eligibility information independently of the national needs
analysis servicers? Now can we view this approach as efficient and effective? The
current certification process for national needs analysis servicers is fairly complicated with eight levels for certification up from four a year ago. Because of the complexity of the certification process, it appears that a sufficient confidence level in
the ability of national need analysis processors has been established and the decen-

tralization of the Pell Grant process would enable the delivery system to be enhanced greatly. The need analysis processors have already provided projected Pell
Grant eligibility information to students in advance of any communication directly
with the student by the Federal Government. Please find attached to this letter a

copy of a letter which I wrote to the Office of Management and Budget with regard
to the problems students encounter with the Student Aid Report. The Federal Government's interactive approach through the Student Aid Report and the student is
agonizing and many times misunderstood by the student. On many occasions stu-

dents do not read the form at all and fail to deliver it to the financial aid office.
There is a great misunderstanding about the Student Aid Report because of the
interactive process. If the Student Aid Report were mailed directly to the institution
instead of the student, there would be some relief of the anxiety which is currently
realized.

Forms design in itself must be addressed when considering the individuality of
educational institutions nationally. The automated financial aid data base at the
University of Mississippi is integrated with the student information system therefore eliminating some of the institution and state specific information requirements
at the University of Mississippi. Therefore it is difficult to design one form that can
service all institutions.
Campus based programs are administered very well by institutions for students
who have demonstrated financial eid eligibility. The national need analysis services

provide information directly to the institution and therefore students are served
quickly and fairly. The Pell Grant program through its central processor is a cumbersome process resulting in students failing to read the instructions and causing
anger in parents and students with delays in the process. Approach forms design
from a student service orientation and not from the wishes of the Department of
Education or institutions and I believe you will see an adequate resolution to the
problem. Number four would be the best approach within a decentralized Pell Grant
system. Is there sufficient time to achieve the desired result for 1990-91? If not, we
should continue to use the current process.
Si ncerely,

THOMAS G. Hoop

Director of Student Financial .lid
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Department of Mnancial Aid, Division of Student Personnel
University, MS, March 6, 1989.
The U.S. Department of Education
Information Management and Compliance Division
Washington, DC
To Whom It May Concern: Please let me respond to you regarding your comments

in the instruction section on Part I of the Student Aid Report on behalf of the students of the University of Mississippi. The nine to fifteen minute average per response is an unrealistic time frame when forms are reviewed by students and parents. If the form is reviewed at all for errors, it may take a great deal more time
up to one hour. Even after that, the length of the form is intimidating and information in the various sections such as number 34 in section D of part II do not relate
to the original question with sufficient degree of accuracy. Question 34 more accurately is "adjusted gross income" from line 31 of the 1040, line 13 of 1040A, or line 3

of 1040EZ. What generally happens is that families review this line and go right
back up to the line referencing income earned on the tax form. This, of course,
takes place if families dare to review the form at all. The paperwork burden does
not end with the student review. If the student brings the form to the office on a
timely basis, the University of Mississippi financial aid staff must also review the
form to be sure that it reflects the same information found on the original application on which the student filed. This information has already been loaded into our
automated system and changes made on the Student Aid Report could result in a
change. If the Department of Education would accept edited data, very likely there
would be less chance of error and the paperwork burden would be reduced dramatically.

In one instance during 1988-89, a parent called the financial aid office at the University. of Mississippi very angry about the fact that her child had not yet received
her Pell Grant. While the parent was on the phone she was becoming bitterly angry
with threats of letters to congressmen, senators, etc. I was able to continue inquiring about the Student Aid Report while this individual was talking to me and finally she revealed that she knew she was getting a Pell Grant because of the form she
was holding in her hand. It was the Student Aid Report. This occurs quite often.
The usual result is not an angry phone call, however. If the Federal Government
were to decentralize the Pell Grant process and allow Pell Grants to be awarded nn
the information captured on the Financial Aid Form, very likely the efficiency of
the student financial aid delivery system would increase dramatically and the accuracy of information could be assured more consistently. Thank you for giving me
this opportunity to respond on the students' behalf.
Sincerely,

THOMAS G. HOOD

Director of Student Financial Aid
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State of Mississippi
APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL &
STATE STUDENT AID (AFSSA)
1991-92 School Year
THE PURPOSE OF THIS APPLICATION
You can us* the form et this booklet 14 the foal step in applying for student finaixraal aid Irom the Federal student assistance progrsms offeredby
the U.S Department ot Educaten. as well as loan programs administered by the Mississippi Guarantee Slogent Loan Agency lleGSLA)
The Federal avant assistance programs can help you pay tor most kinds of educitiOn Sher high sthoel The aid ts avartabie a you are aleoging a
profeulonal ichoO. a vocalicoal or !ethnical sthool. or college The applicabori 3 for Federal and Slate atudent financial aid kir the 1991-92 school
year (July 1. 1991 June 30. 1992)
Your echoed Mity We this appeCahon for other financia ad programs Consult your financial ad administrator for the speCthc filiog deadlines and
Other Maks in applying lor collegeRwel &Sestina

HOW TO LIM THIS APPLICATION BOOKLET

Separate the application from the tooklel by tearing on the poloraled 9r45 Remove the return envelope by Waring on the pertoration
2

Carefutly read ell the information in this boolget smog on pa2o1 bumanidatattiseggsaakiptheaftind

Ygalookstieseibliamktrsamoell.
3

COrrgire the Welicabon section by section. Follow instructions beginning on page 3 of the boatel Failure to complete the application
accenting lo the Ilitruetions
caul* a delay in processing.

4.

Print carefully. so that yOur kern yell be easy to read Use a pen alb dark ink, doll use a pencil

5

II questkon asas fOr an amount and your answer is 'mane% enter zero II the questkon does nO1 apuly. enter zero tIthe instructions telt
youth sklp a (Nation. Wave it brink Round off °attar amounts to the nearest Other For 50 cents or more round up tor 49 cents or

less round down .

s.

liamme.takeimiuttleumienemelamesocen.thensiketlen.

7.

Return only the oampleted motheaten in he envelope provided Be sure to place the proper postage on the envelope Do NOT return
the booklet loStnetrans. fetters. las lams. wortilheas or any extra material In the envelope THEY WILL SE DESTROYED.

DON'T SIGN OR SUBMIT MS APPUCAT1ON BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1991.

WARNING:
You mime NI out this form occurstely The Infetrrodon which you eurawly con be Checked by your carve or by MO U S Departrnnl ot Education
You may be asked to provide U S mcome las returns, the worksheets in this booklet arid other information II you don't 0, Canl provide Mese records
yau may not gra Federal of State aid II you get Federal or Stele student Mimed on inCOrreCt ireOrrnahOri. you ea have lo pay rt bock. you May also
here to pay tines end fees If you purposely give base or misleeding Information on your app.' Non lam. you may be fined S10.000 receive a poson
witence. or both

el 1989 CSX Coraneroal Seroces. Inc Us. of this form is restricted to CSX and rts authwized agent& Any reliariCe On the infotrnatiOn contained
on the form andica the use ot he form to award student ad or guarantees Student loan by any other persona C0,00,atiOns or other legal
entity is moonily
prohibied CSX nrC 'Moth tho provisco to the fullest extent ot tne law
MS 21
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Who Can Get Aid From The Federal Student Financial Aid Programs?
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In some caste, atudeMs going to School lass than half.
time may be eltago Check with your financial ald
administrator.

In some casts. students don't have to Win a degree or
certificate program. Cheli with your financial ad
administrator

DEADLINE: May 1, 1992
vie must receive your form by May 1, 1992. State
programs and schoofs may have NAN deadlines
you will have to meet. You should apply as wily as
possible. Mailing In your form Is only the first step in
applying for Federal end Stahl student aid.
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INSTRUCTIONS

your application Is compared with the odisial 1990 IRS Form 1040,
1040A, or 1040EZ that is flied for you fed your family, the financial
information must agree. If Mere are any errors, you will have to
correct the information and send it back to the U.S. Department of
Education. II this happens. It will take longer to determine whether
you aro eligible for Federal student aid. ft cculd mean a delay In
getting your student financial ski.

FOR GRAY
SHADED
AREAS

FOR GOLD

21 SHADED
,`"! AREAS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FILL OUT THE FORM, TEAR IT OUT
OF THE BOOBLET AND LAY IT ALONGSIDE THE INSTRUC

TONS SO THAT YOU CAN CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL IN.

tf you, your spouse, andror your parents hied (or will frie) a

STRUCTIONS AS YOU GO ALONG.

"Foreign Tax Return" or are a "Native American." see page 11.

The GOI.D end GRAY areas indicate which inctructions are for

When You FM Out This Form

%Mich questions. Reed the ktstructions se you Ile out this
fonn. Mistakes will delay the processing ot your application.

Use a pen Mil black or dark ink; don't use a pencil

Some instructions appear on the form hull. Since those clues.

Print carefully. so that your form will be easy to read

Wins are sell-explenatory. no additional instructions are provided.
Where iidditionel information Is necessary, you will find it in ft' $
instruction bookiet.

Round off figures to the nearest dollar. For 60 cents
or more, round up: for 49 cents qr less, round down

TheInstructions for this formwle usually answer quostionsthat you
have. If you need more help, contact your high school guidance
COINSeiOr or your college financial aid administrator.

Section A: Yourself
Write In this section Information about you. the student who is
applying tor aid.

Mhough other people (besides the student who Is applying for
aid) moy help fel out this form, it is about the student. On this form,

2.

the words 'you' arid 'your always mean the student. The word
' oollege' means a college, unlyerstty. greduate or prolessional

Write In the address where you will be receiving mail. Ali mall

wig be sent to thls address Don't use the address of the
financial aid office or any other &lice Use Me StatetCountry
abbreviations list below

school, vocational or technical school, or any other schcol beyond
high schooL

StatelCountry Abbreviations

' Etuder.1 financial aid' means money from educational loans.
grants, and scholarships. It also means earnings from the College

Worit.Study Program or other earnings you received based on
your finanCial aid administrator's determination of your financial
need.

Records You Will Need
Gm together these records for yourseit and your family:

AL Mobs.

ad

indara

NM N.M.=

AX AMU
Ametsn Samos
AZ Amon.

LA

66.4

IS KAM.

NV Noe Vo.
MC No. Carcem
NO Noe DMA.
OM Qr.

LA LONNWIll

CA Callovm

111F Iftm

MO WM..

CT COVOMM

MA VANWAN61.

PA PArem.Ins

OE 001.96

IA WWII,

PA Pm* TWA

DC NM. ed

API SOAMMIO

WAN 186.
9C Sou. COW*

COM.

OU GM.

UT UN.

.0 Mee

NV 14.106
PM PM. HIRAM..

N.

NJ We Mmy

Si

1040EZ).

GA GAMIN

IA H.

Records of untaxed income, such as welfare, social

C9 C.M.

MS MINIMM.
MO MAIMA
MT WAWA
NE 11.661161

FL FkmA

W.2 forms and other records of monny earned in 1990

OR OW..

CO CM.00

1990 U.S. Income tax return (IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or
1990 Stets and local income tax returns.

Iv

AR Mania

lams

VA Wpm
WV 6666. Won.

WI Women
WV Wrmws

C. CAW%

FM Fear..
WNW

116mml.
MN WSW

SD SAM 004%
TN TVAMMA

IM N.M.

TR TIM

IP WAWA

WG. Weds

OVIVIS
INfl NNW

tf your place al residence is not Included above, leave the State
abbreviation dank and vette the name of your crty and territory or
country In the space for city.

security. AFDC or ADC. or veterans benefits.
Current bank statements.
Current mortgage Information

4.

Record'do of medical or dental bills that were paid in 1990

WM* in the two-letter atbrmiatcn for your current Stater
COuntry 01 legal restlfrOe. Use the StatiliCOuntry abbrevia .
hone list above.

Buil/was and farm records.
Records of slccirs, bonds, and other invesunents
6.

Keep these records!

aajapAtjaqifill

Won't Me a tax (Mum. Even if you and your spouse or your

Month

parents Me no Income tax return for 1990, you will need to know
earnings for the year. You may also need records showing the

7.

amount ol other income you are to report on your application

Tax return not completed yet. 11 you, your 'muse, andlor your
parents haven't completed a 1990 U.S. Inci3me tax return but will

be Bing one. we reeerernend Met you complete your return
before Ming out this appOcation. Knowing what wlil be on your
tax Mum will help you to Ill out this application was stilly. When

.1,

Day

Year

II you are a U.S. citizen (or U.S. national). check the first box
and go on to question 8 Check the second box and write in
your eight or nine digit Men Registration Number it you are
CAS of the following:
U.S. permanent resident, and you have an Alien Reg.
istralion Receipt Card (1.151 Of i 55 I).

3

A..

Wnte in your birth date. For exampie. it you wee bom on July
5. 1972. you would writs In.

a
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LtinnSenied Undergraduate Student* Orgill

Other eligible nondlizen with a Departure Re Cord (1.94)

horn the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
showing any one of the following designations: (a) lieuken Grantedr: (c) Indefinite Parole and/or
cree'. (b)
Humanitarian Parrair: (d) Tehon4410tian Enfranl.
Other eligible noncltizan with a Temporary Resident Card
(1488)
If you are a citizen Of the laarshali Islands. Federated Stales
ol Micronesia, or Palau, sae your financial aid administrator.
If you cannel check the Nat or Wend box. you must check the
third box. If you are in Me U.S on only an Fl or F2 student visa.
only a J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa. or only a G series yam
(pertaining to international organizations). you must check the
third box.

12

If your parentsclalmed you u an exerription on thelr 1989 an&
or weld° so on their 1990 income tax return, you must answer
fl your parents ate divorced or separated. ansvmr 'Vet'
It either of your parents Claimed yOu as en income tax mew.
bon in 1989 andlor will do so on their 1990 Income tax return.

Otherwise chic* 'No.'
13. Check the box that beet describes when you fine reeelved
Federal student end, beginning wtth the 7110740 school
year (July I. 1987 . June 30. 1988). Check only on* box. a.
b. C. cl. ee a.

Federal student *Id Includes:
Pell Grant,

Stafford (.oan/Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL). including
Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS)
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG).

9. Cireck your year in college from July 1.1991 lo June 30.1992

(ollege WA-Study (CWS).
Perkins LoaniNaticnal Direct Student Loan INDSL). or
Stale Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) These grants often
have other names such as Student Incentive Grants. Incen.
tree Grants. Tuition Grants. etc

10. Che.:14`No" it you do not have a Bachelor's degree and you will

not have one by July I. 1991

Check 'les' if you already have a Bachelor's degree or will
have one by July I. 1991 Also. check 'Yes' if you have or Will

Below aro some examples to help you answer question 13

have a degree from a university in another country that is equal

to a Bachelor's degree

EXAMPLE SI Buck Bundy received Federal student aid in the
1986.87 and 1987.88 school years Therefore. Buck should check

SeetIon 13: Student Status

86 and 1987.88 school years. he shoufd still check box 'a.'

Answer questIon 11. A blank counts as "No."

because the first school year (beginning with 1987.88) In which he
received Federal student aid is 1987.88.

11. a. Check the correct box (See your answer to question 6 )

EXAUPLE02- Jeff Akbar ffraf received Federal student Win the
1988.89 school year. Therefore. Jeff should check box 'b '

b. Check 'Yes' if you are a veteran of active service rn the
U S Army. Navy. Air Force. Marines Or Coast Guard Also
check 'Yes' it you are not a veteran now but will be one
by Juno 30. 1992
Check We if you are Or Were
never in the U S Armed Forces
only an ROTC student.
only a cadet or midshipman at one of the service
academes.
only a National Guard or Reserves enlistee. or
currently servmg in the U.S Armed FOrCes and will
continue to serve through June 30. 1992
c

Check Ves rt(1) both your parents are dead end you

box 'a.' Even if Buck h ad r eceived Federal student aid in the 1985.

EXAMPLE IS WU Lin first received Federal student red in the
1989.90 school year. Therefore. Wu should check box "c.'
EXAMPLE 54 Kale Murphy first received Federal student aid Ir.
It* 1990-91 school year. Therefore. Kale should check box d.
EXAMPLE SS Vickie Tingley received Federal student aid in the
1986.87 school year and has not received Federal student aid
since then. Therefore. Vickie should check box 'tr.
EXAMPLE 143 - Joaquin Rodriguez has never received Federal
student aid Therefore. Joaquin should check box 'e

14e 14o. When figuring your reSOurces In questions 14a. 14b.
14c. 14d. Of 14e be Sure to Include:

wages, salaries, and tips. etc .

dont have an adoptive parent or legal guardian. or (2)11
you are currently a ward of the court For a definition of a
"Lepel Duardlen," see page 11. Otherwise check "No '

Interest InCOme end dividend Income.

any student financial aid (except PLUS loans).
Personal long term cash loans uSed for educallOnal
purposes. and
any other income and benefits (sue as veterans
cash benefits, fellowships. etc )

d. Check "Yes' it you have any children who get mofe than
nail of Meir support from you Also check 'Yes' if other
peopie live with you and get more than hen of their support

from you and will continue to gel that support dunng the
1991-92 school year (Don't inciude your spouse ) Other .
wise check 'No.'

Don't include any resources frorn your parents such as money that
you earned from them or gifts that you received from them

atorrlod or Graduste/Professlonal Students Only

"Parents' in questions 12. 14a. I 4e. and 15 means your mother
andror father, or your adoptive parents, or legal guardian 'Parents' does ',al mean foster parents and. for this section. a &es not
mean Stepparent Later. the InStruchons wel tell yOu il you shoran
supply information about yOur stepparents

15.

If your parents will claim you as an exemption on their 1991
Inoorne tax return, you mast answer 'Yes

r
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you Must see your college financial ad adrivnistrator before completing
Ow rest of ens form it

Atso include them it they would be required to provide

you entered lio to all of the eueshons er ft NI alter answering
questons 12 through 14. or 15 you were told to NI out the gray and

the 1991.92 school year. Include other peOPle only it they

pa rental InforMatiOn when applying tor Federal student aid for

Ihe white areas. end

now live with and get more than half of their support from your
parents and *HI continue to get this support between July I.

you were not required to proyde parental inror moon in 1990.9i . and

you were claimed by any person other than your spouse. as a tax
*remotion in 1990

1991 and June 30. 1992. (Support mclodes money. gifts.
bane. housing. food, ciothes, car medical and dental care,
payment of college costs. etc

ImpOrtant instructions for Sections C, 0, E, F, 0, and I
19. Write In the number of people trOM question 113. including

Parents Information - gold gran

yourself. whe will be going to college between July 1. 1991
and June 30, 1992. Include Only students enrolling for al least
6 credit hourS per term. If the school uses ciock hours, include
only students attending at least 12 clock hours per week

Read the desortehons below. C hook the Pox Mat Is true for yOu and
!Wow the InstructionS.

Li Your parents are both living and monied to Koh other.

Your (I your apnea's) houiehold Information gray
ares

Answer the questions on the rest of the form about them.

1.1 You have a logel guardian. Answer the questions on the
rest of the form about your "Legal Guardian." For a definition

FIN Out this section with information about yOUrSell ( and your
spouse). If you are divorced. separated. Or widowed. do ni include
Information about your spouse

of 'Legal Guardian' see page 11

U Your parents have divorced Of separated. Answer the
questions on the rest of the form about the parent you lived

20. Write in the number ot owl* that you will support between
July 1. 1991 and June 30. 1992. Include yr:utast, and your
spouse Include your children if they get more than half 01
thOr support horn you. Include other people only It they meet
the following ortlerta.

with most in the last 12 months For example, if you lived with

your mother most, answer the question:1 about her, and nol
about your father If you did not live *Shorts parent more than
with the other in the last 12 months. answer In terms of the
parent who provided the most financial support during that
lime If neither parent provided greater financial support dur
ing the last 12 months, answer in terms ol the parent who
Provided the greater Support during the most recent calendar
year (Support Includes money. gifts, loans. housing. food

they now Nye with you. and
they now get more than half of their support kom you end
they will continue to get thls support between July 1. 1991

end June 30. 1992.

clothe:, car. medical and dental care, payment of college
costs. eta)

21.

Li Your parent is widowed or single. Answer the questions
on the rest of the form about thal parent
you have a stepparent. lithe parent that you counted above has
matured Or remarried. you must include information about yOut
stepparent (even if they were not married in 1990)

Write In the number of people from Question 20, Including
yourself, who will be wing to college between July I. 1991
end JUne 30, 1992 include only students enrolling for al least
6 credit hours per term If the school uses clock hours. Include
only students attendng at lesat 12 clock hours per WeeA

Section 0: Your parents' 1990 income, earnings, and
benefits

II you are giving Information about your stepparent. note that
whenever we say "parents" on the rest of the form, we also
mewl your stepparent.

If the instructions tell you to skip a question. leave it blank If your
answer to any other question is 'none" or 'zero.' put a Zero lit the
answer space Don't leave it blank or use dashes For example

SectIOn C: tiOusonOld IntomlatIon

s

0

oo

Your parents' household information gold area
If your parents filed la will file) a "Foreign ten Return" or a Puerto

15. Show the current marital status of tho people that you give

Rican tax return, see page 11

Information about on this fornl For example. it yOU give in
formation about your mother and stepfather. check the box
that says 'married.' because your -nether and stepfather are
married

22.

From a completed return. Check only one box to indicate
which IRS Form was filed Use this tak return to answer
questions 23 through 28

17. Write in the two letter abbreviation for your parents' current

State/Country of legal resIdence Seethe list of State/Country
abbreviations under Me instructions for question 2
19.

Estimated. Check the correct box it yOUr parents have not
yet flied but will lila a 1990 U S income lay return USe their

Write in the number of people that your parents will support

financial records to answer questons 23 through 28 For

between July I. 1991 and June 30. 1992 Include your

these questions. you must wrIte in Me figures that will be on
the tex return Filling ouls 1990 U S income tax return will
help yOu answer theSe QueSSOns

parents and yourself Include your parents' other chiSchen
they gel MOre than half al their support from yptlf patents
-5

U

1990 U.S. Income les %gums

...
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A tax Mum will not be flied. Check this box If your parents
Income lax return. Don't answer
wet not filo a 1990 U
questions 23 through 25. Skip to question 26

21b. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (APDC or ADC)
for 1990. Don't repOrt monthly amo unts ;write in the total for
1990. Don't repOrt social Security benefits.

If you are giving Information for only one parent and that parent filer:
(Or wal Me) ti)oint tax return for 1990, give onty test parent's portion
of the exemptions and income asked for In questions 23 through a.

26o. Child support received for sit children.

11 your parents are mamed and they Med (or Will file) 149ara'e lax
returns for 1990. be sure to include both parent's exemptioas and
Income in questions 23 through 28

2ed. Other untaxed Income and beneflts for 1990. Add up your
parents' untaxed income and benefits for 1990 Use nork
them 42 on page 12 Be sure to include your parent's

23.

Include the
student Don't report monthly amounts, Wile In the total for
1990.

earnsd morns ere& and deductible IRA/KEOGH pay.

Teta/ number of exemptions tor 1990. Write in he number

manta. It any.

from Form 1040.1ineEle or 1040A. line 6e If your parent used
the 1044.,E2 and he or sha checked 'Yes' In question 4 ot that

form, write in '00 ' Otherwise, write In '01

t

IMpartant: See the table beiow for some of the types of student
financial aid that you shOuid exclude from income and taxes in
questions 24 through 28

Section D: Your (& your spasm's) 1990 Income, UM.

Ins BM benefits
I Newt
Firanell Aid

Exclude if
bead on need

Exclude if net

knoiershlae

Yes

Yes

Whittle Item a work

Yes

No

=9
Grantsk.

Of PlIinititte
h

LW*

based on need

If the instructions tell you to skip a question leave it blank II your
answer to any other question rs 'none' or 'zero put a Zeta in the
answer space Don't tezve it blank Oi use dashes For example
S

Ye!

YOS

Q

oo

II you (or your spousal hied lor wilt filet a "Foreign Tax Return" or

a Puerto Rican tax return, see Page I
24.

Adjusted Dross intorno (A01) for 1900. Don't include
any income or capital pains from the sale of a business or

22.

farm. rf Me sale reSUtlei from a voluntary or Involuntary foreclosure. fodetture. or Dankruptcy or involuntary liquidation

From a completed return. Cheek only one box la indicate
which IRS Form was bled Use this tax return to answer
questions 23 through 28

UN worksheet 41 on oage 12 to answer question 24 if you
cannot gel a 1990 tax fOrm, but We be Ming one.
25.

1990 U.S. Income tax flgu.as

Estimated. Cheek the correct box it you (and your spouse)
have not yet filed bul will tile a 1990 U S income fax return
Use your financial records to answer questions 23 through

U.S. income fax peld for 1990. Make sure this amount
dcesn't incluoe any FICA. self -employment, or other taxes
Don't copy Me amount al 'Federal income tax with he kr horn
a W.2 Form

28 For these OnestiOns. you must write in the figures that will
be on the tax return Filling oul a 1990 U S meonle tax re-

turn will help you answer those questions
26.

Meow earned frOm work In 1990.

27.

if you skipped questions 23 through 25, include your par
ems' earnings from work in 1990 kin up the earnings from

A lee return will not be filed. ChhCk this bOx if you land
your spousal will nol !Ilea 1990U S arcome tax return Don't
answer questions 23 through 25 Skip to question 26

yr,ur parents' W.2 101mS and any other earnings from work

Mal are not included on the *2

if you enamored questions 23 through 26, include the
wagollS. salaries, tips. etc from your parents' Form 1040.
line 7, 1040A. Ilne 7. or 1040E2. line I. if your parents Med

a pint return, report your fathers and mother's earnings

21.

If youare divorced, separated or wtdowed and you filed1Or will Mel
a Kura tax return tor 1990 give only your pomon of the exemptions
and income asked tor in questions 23 through 28

II you are roamed and you and your spouse Med tor will frlel

separately If your parents own a business or farm, also add
in the numbers from Form 1040. lines 12 and 19

separate tax returns for 1990. be sure la include both your andyour
spouses exemptions and income in questions 23 through PR even
if you Were ON married in :900

Untaxed income and benefits for 1990.

23.

211a. Social secure), benefits for 1990. Write in the amount ol
untaxed social security benefits (including Supplemental Se-

curity Income) that your parents got in 1990. Don't include
any benefits reported in question 24 Don't report monthly
amounts, writs in the Mal fat 1990 De sure to include the
amounts that your parents 4o1 for you and their other children

Total number of exeniptbons for 1990. Wnte in the number
hem Form 1040. hn0 Be or 1040A line 60 If you used the
i 040E2 and you checked *Yes' in question 4 of thal
write in 00 Otheninse write in '01

Important : See the table ton the next pane) tor some ol the ty kis
al student financiat aid thal you shoutd exclude horn income x "I
taxes in questions 24 through 28

-"
14:-

"
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UAW
Pinwheel AM

Owes, Schoisrehlps
ce Fe Sweeps

Exclude it
tome on nese

Wee on nme

Excives II not

address vf yOur third C011ep 004Ce. Do not use abbrevia.

Yes

Yes

tions lor the name or Address of the college. II the college yOU
may be going to is a branch carnpus. be sure 10 include the

complete name of the branch Refer to the school code !1St

Earninge from a work
WOMEN inducing
Assistantships

Yes

No

Lane

ves

Yes

24.

at the end ol these instructions and enter the appropriet
cade(s) If the school ts not listed, please leave school cafe
blank. Enter a housing code for each college listed ( ewith
parents. Nrcampus housing. 3eotf.campus housing) If you
don't know yet which college(s) you are most interested in,
you may leave this question blank

miaow Gross income (ACM) foe 1990, Don't Include
any Income or capital Gains from the sale of a business or
farm, if the sate resulted from a voluntary or involuntary fore
closure. forfature. Or bankruptcy or involuntary

30.

Use worImiteet 111 on page 12 to answer question 24 if you
cannel gel a 1960 tax form, but will be filing one.
25.

for all the assistance for whIch you might otherwise be

U.S. ircome tax paid tor 1990. Make sure Mrs amount
doesn't Inctude any FICA sel -employment. or other taxes
Don't copy the amount of 'Federal income tax withheid' from
a W.2 Form

eligible

30a. Check 'Yes' it you give us permission lo send information
from this form to the U S Department of Education tor use in
determining etigibitty for the Pell Grant, SEOG. CWS. Perk.
Ins Loan or StatfOrd Lean Programs Check 'No' if you don't

26. Income aimed from work In 1990.

a
27.

want to be considered for any of these Federal student
if you skipped questions 23 through 25, include your (and
Your spOuse'S) earnings from work in 1990 AdO uP the
earnings from your (ancitor your spouse's) W.2 forms and any
other earnings from work that are not included on the W.2 .

assistance programs.

306. Check 'yes if you give us permission to send information
from this form to the college( s) for ItS reP(esentative) that you

listed in questron 29a. 290. and 29c Check 'No' it you don't
want us to send information trom this Kinn tO the college(s)
(or its representative) that yOu listed in question 29a. 29b,
and 29c This may delay Ihe availability of your institutional
financial aid award

ff you answered questions 23 thmuoh 25, include the
yeages. sataries, hes,
from your (and your spouse's)
Form 1040, hne 7. 1040A. line 7; or 1040E2, One 1. If you
(and your spouse) Med a toint return, report your and your
spouse's earnings separately If you (and your spouse) own
a business or larm, also actd in Me numbers from Form 1040.
Ilexes 12 and 19

28.

30c. Check 'Yes' if you give us permission to send information
from this form to the financial aid agencies in your State
Check 'No' if you don't want us to send information from this
form to the financial aid agencies in your Stale This may

Untaxed Income and benefits for 1990.
Don't include benefits reported in questions 28a. 2815, 28c.
and 28d of the parent column

26a. Social security benefits for 1990. Write in the amount of
untaxed social security benefits ('acluang Suoplemental
Security Income) that you land yOur spouse) pot in 1990
Don't include any benefits reported in question 24 Don't
report monthly amounts. wnte in the total for 1990 Be sure
to include the amounts that you got for your children

280. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC or ADC)
for 1990. Don't report monthly amounts. write in the total for

1990 Don't report social security benefits

211c. Child support received for ali children Don't report
mOnthly amounts. write in the total for 1990

28d. Other untaxed Income and benefits for 1990. Add up your
land your spouse's) untaxed income and benefits for 1990
Use wodisheet 02 on page 12 Be sure to include your (and
your spouse's) earned income credit and deducthte IRA
KEOGH payments, it any

Section E: College Release and Certification
29.

YOur responses to the questions in dem 30 (ord item 31)
cetermlne to whom the information you supply on this form
will be provided A 'No' response may delay the Clefennina
bon of your eligibility or preven1 you from being considered

Wr de in the complete name, city, and State of the college(s)

that you will most likely be going to during the 1991.92
school year in 29a. write in the name and address ol your
first college choice In 29b. write in the name and address
of your second college choice In 29c write in the name and

delay or preclude consideration for State assrstance programs
31.

If you checked 'Yes' to question 30a. the Department ot Education IED) ts permitted by regulatron to provide your name.

address SoCral Security number, date of birth, Pell Grant
Index IPGI), Family Contribution (FC I. student status. year in
college. and Slate of legal residence to the college( s) (or its
representative) that you listed in questions 29a, 290 or 29c,

even it you check 'No' to question 300 This information will
also go to the State agency in your State of legal resIdence
to help coordinate State tinancial aid programs wail Federal
student aid programs, even d yOU check 'No' to question
30a However no additional inlOrmation SuCh as income in
formation will he sent d mu check 'No' to questions 30a or
30b
31s. Check 'Yes" II you give ED permission tO send information
from IhiS form to the financial aid agencies in your State
Sonie State agencies ask this information They may used
to help decide whether you will get a State award arid to
check to see if you reported correct information on your State
student aid application Check
d you don't want ED to
send information from this form to the financial aid agencies
in your Slate If you check 'No'. any State aid you might be
eligible for may be delayed, but it will have no stied! on yOur
Federal atd

Check 'Yes' if you give ED permission to send information
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paid in 1990 for MediCal and dental expe nses (Include insur-

from this form to the college(s) (or its representative) that You

ance premiums) Don't includs amounts covered by MiteinCe Or selt.employed Meth deductions from Form 1040line 26. If your parents itemized deductiOns on their 1990

listed in questions 29a. 29b or 29c Many ookiges to des
information 10 NO eitimMt the Wnount of your toenail aid
package Cheek 'No' it you don't want ED to send Intorms-

U.S. income tax return, write In the amount horn Form 1040,
Schedule A, fine 1.

lion from this lotm to the c011ege(S) (or ItS (*Presentative) OW

you listed in questions 29a. 29b or 29c
32.

Selective Service Registration
In order to receive Federal student aid you must be revs
tered with Selective Service if
you are a male who is at least 18 years oid and born atter
December 31. 1959

34.

Elementary, funk* high, 4nd high school tuition pald
in 1990.

34a. Write in the amount of mOney Mal Your Parents Paid in 1990
lot elementary. Amor high, and high school tuition for family
'Treaters whowate Inoteded in queshon 18 (Turban doesn't

include room, board. books. transportation. etc.) Dam
Inchide tuition paid by scholarships Ala°, dont include

Check the box only if you:
are a maie and are 18 through 25 years of age. end

tuition that your parents paid for you or any tuition for pie.
school of college.

have not yet registered with Selective Service. and

34b. Write in the number of dependent children for whom the
amOunt listed in 34a was paid in 1990 Don't Include

give Selective Service permission to register you

yourself (the student) ot any person who was not included in
question 18.

It you believe that you are not required to be registered. call

the Selective Service at 1.800.621.5388 for information
regarding exemptions NOTE It you wnh to register with
Seiective Service using this form, you must give permission

for CSX to send your AFSSA to the U S Department of
Educason You can do this by checking 'Yoe in question
30a

Section Ft Your (II your spouse's) 1990 expenses
Don't Sere any ol doss questions blink. If a question Omni
apply to you, rile in *O."
33.

Medial and dental expanses In 1990 not pal by
ineuranos. Write in the amount al money that you (and your
spouse) paid in 1990 for medical and dental expenses (Indude insurance premiums). Don't metude amount* cowed
by Insuranee of seril-employed health deductions horn Form
1040.1ine 26. /I you (and your spouse) itemized deductions

Read end sign
You must sign this form it you dont sign this form. It will be returned
unprocessed if you are married, your spouse must sign this torm
and the WHITE areas. at feast one of
If you filled out the

on your 1990 U.S. Income tax return. write in Me amount from

your parents must also sign this form. Everyone signing this
form is certifying thal a/Unionisation on the form le correct and

Form 1040, Schedule A, kw 1
34. Elements/1y, iuntor high, rad high school tuition peed in

that they are willing to provide documents to prove that the into?.
mahon is correct Such docuMents may include U S . State. or
local tax returns Any AF SS A dated or recoived before January 1.
be returned unprocessed
1991

1990.

34a. Write in the amount of mo.ley that you (and your Won)
psid In 1900 for elementary. tuntor Mort, and high school
tuition foe family members whO were Included in question
20. (TuMOn doesn't Include room, board, books. Menemtetion. Mc.) Don't Include tuition Mat you paid fOr
yourself. Wilton paid by scholarships. or any tuition paid for
preschool Or college.

Sending In Your Form
and WHITE areas, complete work
you are filling out the .
sheet 13A If you are Nang out the DRAY and WHITE areas.
complete worksheets313 The worksheet yell tell you whether you
need fo provide additional imormation

3Ib. WM. In the number of dependent children for whom the
*Mount listed in 341 was pied In 1990. Don't Include
yourself, or any person who was not Included In queStiOn
20.

It atter completing worksheet 13A or 138. you were not required to

complete Sections F through i. it applicable. doublecheck your
form to make sure it is complete and accurate Be sure It has the
necessary agnatures

Section 0: Your parents' twists

Put the form in the envelope provided in this booklet Don't send

Don't leave anyof these miestions Wank. If a question doesn't

money Don't put letters, tax forms worksheets. or any extra
materials in the envelope. They MN be destroyed.

apply to you, mite In "0."
You must give mlormation about your parents' assets in Section G
If you are giving information for only one parent and that parent has
pintly owned assets, give only that parent's portion of the assets
and debts it your parents have assets owned amntly with someone
Disc give only your parents' portion of the assets and debts

SeCtion F: Your parents' Iwo expenses
Don't leave any of these questions blank. If @question doesn't

hi Section G, don't Include:

op* to you, wife In "O."
33.

Personal or consumer loans, or any debts that are not
related lo the assets fisted

Medical end dental expenses in 1990 no1 paid by
Insurente. Wrae in the amount of money that your parents
.5.

A;

b
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The value of retirement plans (penttiOn funds, annuities,
(RAs. Keogh Plans, etc )
Student financial aid

Then, write in what your parents owe cel the business and/
or farm Include only the present mortgage and related debts
for which the bureriells and/or farm were used es collateral

33. Cheek 'Yee` it either of your parents (tor whom you are

If your parents are not the sole owners, wine in only their
share of tfie total value and debt

providing Information) meets ell of the following descriptions

for a displaced homemaker

Section G: Your (3 your spouse's) assets

your parent has not wonted full-time In the labor force for a
subslantlelnumber of years (e.g.. approximately live years
or mOre) but hat, during ttiose years. worked In the home
prOviding unpakl services for family members; and

Don't leave any of these questions blank. If e question doesn't
apply to you, write In "0."
You must give information about your (and your spouse's) assets
in Section G It you are divorced or separated and you and your
SPOUSe have jointly owned assets, give only your portion of the
assets and debts II you land your spouse) have assets owned

your parent has been dependent on pubic assistance or cel
the Income of another family mernber but Is no longer
receiving that income, or yeer parent Is receiving public assistance becauce of dependent children in the home: and

(oinny with someone else, give only your (and your spouse's)
portion of the assets and debts Be sure to give information atou I
assets held in trust for you (and your spouse)

your parent Is unemployed of underemployed and Is expe.
reeving difficulty in obtaining or upgrading employment.

In Section G. don't Inetude:

Unemployed' means not working this week but being avail-

able 10f work To quality, your parent must have made
specifie efforts to get a iob sonietilhe during the last lour
weeks

Personal or consumer loans. or any debts that are not related

to the assets listed

'Underemployed means working pan-time even though

The value of retirement plans (pension hinds. annuities.
IRAs. Keogh Plans etc )

your parent wants full-time employment tt refers to a condition where work is steak or only part-time work is available

Student financial aid

check 'No" if neither of your parents meets all the descriptions mentioned above
36.

35.

Check "Yes' if you Or your spouse meets ell of the following
descriptions for a displaced homemaker

Yenta in the age of the older parent tor whom you gave

you or your spouse has not worked fulltime in the labor
force for a substantial number of years (e g . approxi.
metal), five year6 Or more) but has, during those years.
worked in the home providing unpaid services for !smile
members, end

intOrmation on this form
38.

Home. If your parents own a home, write in how much the
horne is worth Use the price your parents could reasonably
expect to receive for their home if it went on sate today
Don't use assessed. Insured, or taxed value A Mome'
Inc des a house. mobile home, condominium, etc If your
parents are renterS. wnte in '0

you Or your Spouse has been dependent on public ass*
lance or on the income ot another family niember. but is
00 longer receiving that income, or you Of your spouse is
receiving public assistance because ot dependent chit
dren in the home, and

Then. write in how much your parents owe on Ihe home, in
cluding the present mortgage and related debts on the borne
(Don't include interest due I Cheek with the Mortgage Com
pany you don't know
31.

you or your spouse is unemployed or underemployed and
is experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading employment

Other real ttani end Investments. If your parents own
other real estate (Including rental properly. land. second ot
summer homes) or have investments, write in how much
they are worth today Investments Include trust hinds.
money market funds. mutual funds, certificates ol deposit.
stocks. bonds. Other securities, installment and land sale
contracts (including MalgageS held), commodities. pre
cious and strategic metals. etc

'Unemployed' means not working this week but being avail
able tor work To quality. you or your spouse must have
made specific efforts to get a job sometime during the last
lour weeks
'Underemployed' means working pa rt time even though you
want or your spouse wants fuer! me employment it raters to
a condition where work is slack or only pan lifTle YVOIli is
available

Then, write in how much your parents owe on othor real
estate and investments
40.

Check 'No' if neither you nor your spouse meets all of the
descriptions mentioned above

Business and farm. If your parents own a business and,
or farm, wnte in how much the buSiness andior farm are
worth today Include the value of land, buildings, niachinery.
equipment. livestock, inventories etc DOWt include the

38.

home (Home value and debt should be given in question
3.9 I

Hemp. II you (awe), your spouse) own a home, write in how
much the bony) is worth Use the price you could reasonably
expect to receive for the home a a went on saie today Don't

use assesSed insured or taxed value A 'home' includes a
house mobile 110010 COneOftenielb. otc

.g-

'0

Renters, write in

199

Then, write In how much you (andror your Spctose) Owe On
the home, including Me present mortgage and related debts

on the home (Dont Include Interest due.) Check with /he
mortgage company II you don't know
39.

Other reel estate end hwestrnonte. If you (anctror your
Spouse) own other real estate (including rental property.

don't include informatiOn about the other parent. Answer the.*
questions as accurately as you can If a question doesn't apply, or
your parents don't expect to get any InCome or benefits from that
sOurce, wens In '0.'

44. Check 'Yes" if enner of your parents (far whOm you are
providing Information) is currently certified as a "Dlekicated
Worker" (sm page t t) by the &ppm:elate Stale agency

land. Second or Summer homeSlor have Investments, write
in how much they are wOrth tOdey. Investments include trust

I1 you checked 'Yes,' you may be Raked to document your
parent's status ass dislocated worker.

funds, money market fends, muluaI funds. certificates of
deposit, stocks, bonds, other securities. installment and land

saW contracts Onateing mortgages hek0. commwmes.

Check 'No' if neither of your patents Is certified as a ditto.
cated worker. Skip to question 44 In the Student (II Spouse)

precious and strategic metals. etc.

column.

Then. irate in how much you (anctor your spouse) owe on
other real estate and investments.
40.

Important: See the labia on page 0 for the kinds of Income and

taxes to Ism out of Section

Business end hum. If you land/or yout spouse) own a
business and/or farm, write tn how much they are worth
today Include the value of land. buildings, machinery.
equipment. livestock. inventories. etC. Don't include the

45. and 45. 1991 Income earned from work. Include wages,
&Manes, and Ups See Important note above.

home. (Home value and debt should be ciYen in Question

47, 1991 other taxable Income. Wree In the total amount of

38 1

other taxable Income that your parents will report on theft'
1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or 1040E2 Include Interest
and drvidend Income and any Other taxable income. WW1

Then, write in what you (and/or your spouse) owe on the
business and/or farm. Include Only the present mortgage
and related debts for which the business andfor farm were
used as collateral

include any unemployment Compensation or any Income that
You Mewled in queStions 45 and 46.
48.

If you (and your spouse) ar e not the sole owners, write in onty

1991 D,S, Income tmt to be paid. Write in the amount of
income taxes that yoer parents expect to pay In 1991. Make
sure thlt amount doesn't Include any FICA. Bettiemployment.
or other taxes.

your (and your spouse's; share of the total value and debt

Section H: Your 1991-92 veterene educational benefits
per month (for the Student only)

49.

1991 nOntaxeble Income end benefits, These are the
same types of income and benefits that were asked for In
questions 28a. 280. 28c. and 28d

42. Your veterans Dependents Educational Assistance Program benefits.

Section I: Your (6 your spouse's) xpeCted 1991 tax-

42a. Write in the amount re veterans Dependents Educahonat As
sistanco Program (Chapter 35)benelits that you expect to get

able end nontaxable Income and benefits

per month from July1,1091 through June 30, 1992. Don't
Include Death Pension. or Dependency & Indemnity Com
pensation (Did)

How to figure expected remounts
This section asks about income and benefits that you land you;

42b. Write in the number ol months from July 1, 1991 through
June 30, 1992 that you expect to get those benefits

spouse) expect to get If you are divorced, separated. or widowed.
don't include information about yOur spouse. Answer these ques .
boos as accurately as you can If a question doesn't apply to you.
or rf you don't expect loget any mcome or benefits from that source.

43. Your Veterans Contributory Senellts (MM.

write in '0 "
43s. WOW in the amount or Veterans Contributory Benefits (Maple( 32) that You expect to got per month Mom July1, 1901

44. Check 'Yes' il you or your spouse is currently certified as
a "Dislocated Worker" (see page lii by the apph.priate
State agency

through June 30, 19112. (Int** both the Govenvrtent end
etutterdportions.) Don, Maki& Death Pension, or Depend.
*my S Indenwilly Compensation (WC),

II you checked 'Yes.' you may be asked to dOCuthent VOW
status lor that ol your spouse) as a dislocated worker

436, Write In the number of months from July 1, 1911 through
Juno 30, 1962 that you mem to or those beneftts.

Check 'No" if neither yOU net your spouse is certified as a
dislocated worker Skip the rest of this section

Section I: Your parents' expeCted 1991 tumble end
nontaxable Income and benefits

Important: See the table on pegs 7 for the kinds of Income end

taxes to irte out of Section I.

Now to hove expected amounts

45. and 48. 1991 Income awned from work. Include wages.

This section asks about income and benefits that yOUr parents
your parent is divorced. separated. or widowed.
expect to pel

salaries, and tips See Important note above
10

3
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47.

1011 ether feeble Income. Write ,n the lots! amount al other
Wad income that you land your scone) will report on your 1991
IRS Form 1040. 1040A, or 104002 Include mterast and doled
income and any Mbar tasatte income Dedt tnctude any UnemplOy
mewl COrnpensatIOn or any income that yOu reported in questions 4$
and 48

44.

1991 U.S. income Lan 10 be pared. Wrile in the amount ol income
!menthol You and Your %dune asPeel 10 Pay rn 1991 Make sure ten
amount doesn't include any FICA. sell esployment. Or other Nies

No Wee than 0.600 sokOols do lake pert IC One Of IT0,0010,110.1 Contact your

SChCora atilhoill aid admarstrator to linn out which Federal programs your

whoa pant:dates In
Mi.

1991 nett's** ifICOffee and balsettle. These are the some types
01 interne and benehts that were asked lor in ouestons 28a. 28b
28c and 280

.0

srs

Tlys booklet gives you only a brief summit's, ot the student Manche! ad propfains

Owed by the U S Department of Education Each student Monad ad

SondIng In Vag Form

cooparn lies es own &pouf Whims and Procedswes

You can pet mole

trete meban from the booklet The Student Guide: Firtartclelaki from the

Coastline* of Educatten Grants, loans, and Wora.Study 1101 11. TO

Ii you are aPO,Y1119 only to Fe& al student aid other than a Stafford Loan
you have loShed lie aldncatron 110utee check your 10int to make sure
a is oompfete and amurate Be sure it has die neCeasary sdnatures

ge! a Nee copy ode to

fedetal Student Ad inIcenahon Center

P 0 84
Washington 0 C 20044

Put the tom ii Me eriyeter Dicooded in Ms Weed 0001 send move
Donl pul letters. fax Writs of06 .aeels, or any acha matonats us me

envelope Thywlllbsdaj0syad.
it you are nottlying lot esetutunal

state ad as %ell es Federal ad

Wenn tour to es weeks allot yes, mai run yOW form CSX wader contact to the

tinciuding a Slattord Loom y AI may bts fequitedt0cOmplehl the renianing
Seaton 01 thIS Sarm Check with your financial ad adamrsaalor to

U S Department of Educationi ell send you a Pude! Mansion ISA RI Oo
hi sAR yes be attest a request {or bother inkelnabOo 0, cuMbefS canvas Pee

dearer* the school's recparements

Gurd Indal IPG0 eel a Ilea* Contribution fFCi We use formals established b.

v to NUM thele numbets from the msoneabon you vv. us your
SOW Of the U S Department ol Celucalgo may ask you to proye ha( me
tnIcernalson you owe on yo r apphcatton it trim

Distocated Wed*. To be corrodered a disloCaled worker you rivet be
currently ordered as onaby a State agency such as you deal Employment
Service or Job Stows This oolitic:Aldo is done in OCCOrdanCe with Idled!
ol the Job Trawling Pertnersrup Act A dislocated wrecker generally rnevs
a person Oso

The PCP to a numbes that leis whether you may be able to pet a Pee Odant

Yeu are elYble for a Pell Grant yew school vat uSe ties eue*e, to deletmine
the mauled your atywd Even a you dont quality OY a Pea Grant. you may eta
qualey lot one ca mote re the other Federal programs B. sure to asx your
'manual ad hfir0fAttrato, it you school needs any 000,1,0,611,11100nallen tratil
you for Mese Meer programs

has been terminated or lad oft or has feCerynd a notice of tenni

nation or layer
ha s been let maatea cu teeerve0 a notice ot termination as a result

of permanent closure of a plant or Whet facility. ca
was sea emPaayed tinCloCInp latMe1S) but is now unemployed

The FC u snorter thin hesgs your Icancial ad aenunishadr nMrenrrn.4 you
aro abw to gel Ofte or the Serer* available forms ol esustance Tries* tnClude
Stafford Loan SEOG CWS and Reduns Lean Your sciconeausa misnumber
in deterrmne the amount ol your giant loan ot wad, study award

because at poor economic conditions m the community or a
natural deaatter

Foreign Tee Return II you and your spouse. Oi your patents won't be
temp a U S income Pis return in 199000, example PuertOticanlas NINO

af

oeow dsr rstructfons belOW
II yo,, don't gm a sAR wan,. low Into weeks. tit you need anothef COpy Otyfiirr

In pueltIon 22 cheek 'le bo. 'completed 1990 IRS Form 1040'
10. a lOrogn tea return nas been had). Or 'estimated 1900 IRS
Form 1040 pi a foreign las return w9 be Ned)

SAR *Me lo
Fedetal Student AP Programs

use Mt* trecamisbOrl UM that las return to NI out Os 10.m.

tic CSA Commeroal Sewers Inc
P 0 Bo. 53378

=wen ail bourn to U S dollars using the exchange rate that is
in effect today, and
he out the 'Supplemental Inloonahon (Se0ons F 1 )

Jacksonville, Ft. 12201

Give your name. oldest. social security rshrote,. and deed Wel Be sure tO
asaaaantalnel cPPY 01 ria 119142 San II yetAIKAleOSS has changed sane
you sent In you, apPecabon. be sure 00 pee us both your cad and your new
address Be suns to sagn rut tent

Lova Guardian A *oat Osurclien s a p.ison Who a (Von has
appointed lobe your legal guardian and this tedal retalloillhu)niIll

centimes eller June V. 1992 end
clewed To Suppcw you with hiS ea her OWA lina0C,A1 resOurCes

Kith* Marker,

e

ye a Ned Amencen. repoti the amount oi

Ountrons 11

income and Hat s ova, 92 000 per irOwdual payment dull you and your
gam or your parents reC trued fn 1990 lrom the Ref Coma AM or the
MINNA J, Of AlOgnleel Funds Act it 82.000 or gess per indiy,gual

15

Ie. 19 20 end 21 ask you to make plow:eons for Me

upcommp yea It yout answers to Mesa queStions change wait until you re
cave sow SAR aPa then see year hnencsel ad stO.rantskate

payment se Is received from eahet ofthese ACIS.00wIrePOrt It Don't report
kniS recipe...103S en [Mare wider the Alaska hl anx ClafmS Settlement Aci
or Me Mame Indran ClainIS Settlement Act
ilon't report any assets

The efeente and expenses Informaton that yCat owe melba bowels They
rhatchattel is or webs on VOU, 1990 mcome Mx loons II youe enamel
atuaboe has fecently changed coxed no Wallow+ ad edosnrstreler

mowed from ne nhiska New, Claens Settlement Act

11
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71., 72. and 73. Self .explanatory.
I

.

'

r.i,

74.

Applicants interested In being considered for the various
Grant and Scholarship programs administened by the Mississippi P041-Secondary Education Financial Anistancs Board
shOuld indicate "yes' to this question. Mississippi residency
is required.

it is neceetery for each appNoent to
amulets Sections F through I of Ws form In ordm to
IMPORTANT:

reultIve full consideration tor State and instiNtionsi
even if you ere not required to do so for Federal student
aid.

75

Enter the code from the list below for the county In which you
legally reside.

kr%

Section J: Guaranteed Student Loan Information

A52con

NM.
AIM

01 COonado

22

loncoO

07 slavosa
01

23

Lo4.944

26

NM.

Answering these queitions nOW may avoid unnecessary delays In

llooKL

34
05

getting tfie financial ald you may need later. Mswering the

7.31so,

C4 15$r$5.1221

ClOsLos

07

Gond

OS

C2.254505

01
s0

questions in this section does not oommit you to accept a loan, nor
does it guarantee that yOu are eligible for a loan. it amply provides

Maws

C WOW..

mOtil 00llepoil with the mtOrrnatlen they need lo offer you a
complete peckage of financial aid resources that you can Ober
accept or repot
50.

0544
esti

Coalona
C05511.

orrmpu.
MILL

/woe

Setexplanatory

r r 9,91n

(Woo.

GM,*

51e. Add up all the Stafford and GSL loans you have received for
every educational InstituriOn you have attended
76.
51 b

e. Answer only for your most recent Stafford or GSL loan

52.

Include loans you received for educational expenses hom
anypersun. governmental agency, or organization exceptthe
U.S Department ol Education or MGSLA.

s2

/*La
Imlioons
liarYnco
Jactia,

17
26
21
3$

Wow

kW**.
1161*
iiirtgawy
Noshoto

Nook.

43 S.ninon

64

45 Nom

65
16
67

1 Tainhascno

LS

AA SI.

44 SA/ow
OS

261,

49 4040

60 TorsoLogo

is 1onco
62 then

Jowl.

3,

1,40 nt99

Jollonsin
Joss INN*

32
33

0121botA
P5051

35
55
44
Or

Poor116.

Si WaYorlio-

Pony

56 565505

36

OtenkLs

s1 JonPS

Kano,
si LYNN*
IS Law,
17 lsolonIlo
15

IS

211

MOP,

Loewe

35

P54
Ponioloc

WV.,

73

53 Woltsai

74

55 1615non

75

57 *ewer

715

re

61 Sillioloys
Si Wooron

79

60 YOLLAN

IP
52
99

is

99g,,,

+I lealw

50

aarLo

20 ILO

41

Seed

62 Colo, Sum

2,

42

SNA41

ea

WO*

59
70
7r
77

60

Setf-explanalory.

Stafford LOW* we low Miens! leant me. ka you byl lender Such as a
bani. erode Loon. or swings and loan association. YOLI MUST REPAY

53., 54., SS., 56. and 57 Seff.explanatory.
56.

II

145105

24

NIS MONEY. These bens are for both underplot:kale end graduate
students uto aro gam $3 SOON IOW! heitilell, (NOW The mformshon

indicate the month and year you expect to complete the

you cravats on this form serves hffl, PW170$114 it helps MOSLA determine
your need kort a Stafford Loan It also booms the Ipplicahon process Be

program of study tor which you are seeking this loan DO not
Inehlde anticipated graduate study Or enrollment In a different program.

sure to complete all outshone.)
LOAN AMOUNTS: The academic yeiff loan limas are 1 $2.825 tor the
Ow and second level ol undergraduate study. 2 84.000 for subsequent
levels of undergraduate study. 3 87.5001ot graduate and protessional
students The aggregate loan Mists are 1 817.250 fOr undergraduate
students. 2 04.7501or graduate ard professional students (Itils Includes
undergraduate borrowing)

50

Give the date of the beginning of the first term and the last day
of the ending term yOu plan to attend

60

Setf.explanatory

61

Refer to the Lender Code list in the booklet If your lender
does not appear. write in the lendeen full name and address,
and leave the code blank

NEED ANALYSIS: Ali Stafford Loan sockants wei 5e tutted 10 a need
analysis The loan may not be more than the educational espenses minus
financial aid minus the family contribution The loan amount may not be
more Man the amount reoommended by the school

Additional Applicant and Spouse
Information

INTIRIST RATES: Tne base raw of Interest tor Stafford Loans is erther

Section K:

7%. 8%. 9% or 8%/10% The interest rafts Is deirstmased by the beginning
enrollmwff period and any outstanding Stafford Loan balance A student

who has an outstandmg 7% or 9% loan will continue to borrow al Mat

62. and 63. Setf 'explanatory
64.

interest rate The 151221111rwe 118% for periods of instruction whroh began

on or atter September 13, 1983 For new borrowers wrth no oulelanding
balance afler 7-1-88, the inleree1 Me will be 0% tor Me fast 4 years of
repayment arid 10% pet year ttwearter

The financial aid office will award you any grant aod scholar.
Ship ald(s) to which you are entrtied To till the remainder of
your financial need, a serious response indicating your preleren:e for Sell-help is very important

ORIOINAT1ON PIE: The Federal Government charoes an Ongrumon
Fee Mr each ban Cesbursed The We we te deducted frOm Me Proceeds
01 the loan before the lender drsturses the check to the student's school

U. Sett explanatory

PEDIRAL NITEREST 11111111973: Interest is pact by the Federal
Government whne the student COntinuat to be enrolled in school at least
half-time and dunng me grace period Of the student chooses to use the
grace period

This information will enable the financial aid office to more accurately determine the appropttate
amount and type of setf -help tor you

66., 67., St, DI and 70

- 13

203
STAFFORD LOAN PROCESSOKS: If you end your Menai tad officer

The raegmeary application OorM(e)wle be sent le you It you re-

agree you need a loan, a Stafford Loon AppecatorteProrniseory Note wie
be printed trx you to reirrow sign wsdsubint to your benclerbeicre funds can
be sent lo your school.

sponded "yea" to questions 60.c ender DM
ILKINNUTY FOR A PLUS LOAN

AMPROVED MOMS: Loans are made by pareapabrig banks. savings
indban amodelions and credt unions. Alistot eligbelenderelskxiuded

Parent EllgibilitY (PLUS)

in this Apcesabon for Federal wsd State Sludem Aid (AFSBA).

To be an MOM parent for a PLUS Loan, you must mat the

emus does not require the lender lo how every request wanted.

following requirements:

APPROM WOOL& Moat ear edited meow uniformities. schools
ol noising IlnO trade and tedinica schools in the U.S. we Wiggle. Some
*mahout insteurons In foreign countries are eiso afiglale

I. Be Me natural or adoptive mother or lather of Real Guard
Ian al the student.
2. Nave a child who Is enrolled or accepted for enalment In
a degree or certificate program at an eligible educational
institution participating in the Mississippi PLUS Loan Pro.

RIPAYSIEMT OF LOAN TN swede mud contact Me lending Instituticd
yeelin 5 trainee Wet ceasing at least hall4me shady to wrarge Icv the
repayment of the low, whether cr not ere meant has graduated. Pot e%
and 9% loans payments of not leu than 150.00 psr month must begin
rein 7 months altar godluation of °easing at leeet tnSIf dime ably. For

gram. flyourch$dleenrolisdorarepltedbe..m&n#ntki
a foreign school, hefshe must be a national of the United
States.
3. Be a citizen/national of the UMW States orbit a pemianwil
resident web a proper visa.
4. Not be in default on any educational loan authorized under
Tete IV of the Nigher Education Ad ol 1965, as amended.
or awe a refund on a Pee IV grant

7% bans, payments must beam weenie months after graduation or
ceasing at least narlaime study The Mal repayment period win be
*proximately 60 mondial The MixiMuin repayment period ts 120
months.

DEFERMENT Of REPAYMENT: 'MOO we certain authorized periods
durkb which a student may (beefy for a deferment of payments ol principal (loan amount) The student should contact tbil Sender tot more
information

S. Nave not exceeded any of the loan limitations of the
program.

8. Meet other eligibility crane as may be specified by your

REVIEW OF SIESPONSIIIIUTSEIP

lender.

The &Went Must use Me loan funds only tor the ockbationelecoenses

1

Student Eligiblety for a Parent as the Borrower (PLUS)

codified by the schocre throat aid administrator Thil student laces
prmecuiscd It tfia funds are used kor any other wows.
2

Tobeanellgiblealudentwltfnyourparentaafheborrcwer. you must
meet the following requirements:

The etudent must report any changes in Naha immediately ro the
tender, n wow to sup the account current and to prevent a pubs
default These indude changes in name, address, school or enrollment

t.

stNus The student must snow pronely sny duestionnare sent by
the *bor, the school or the slab.

Be enrolled or accepted tor enrollment in a degree or
certif Cate program at an eligible educational Institution

participatim in the Mississippi PLUS Loan Program. it you
are enrolled or accepted for enrollment in a tomer school,
you must be a national of the United States.
2. Be enrolled as al least a halt aims student.
3. B. making satisfactory academic progress, as determined
by the educational institution.
4. Be a crtisuVnationalot Me United States or be a permanent
resident with a proper vise.
5 Not be In del ault on any educational loan authorized under
Dee IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965. as amended,
or owe a refund on a Title IV grant.

3 The student must contact the lender within 5 months etw ouveg to be
at least a hell.time student This must es dons to arrange for the
repayment Of to loen

WANNINO Falirrelo repay the keno* result in Min esteem credit retire.

pastas Genternent of wage, lion On properly and pout* legation.

The 0Alsra9za Guarantee Student Loan agency (*ISLA) alao waren

6. Have not exceeded any of the lean lintitabOns of the

tea loans ade uncle, the PLUS and Supplemental Loans lor

program.

Students (SLS) Programs. You may qualify tore:sive a PLUS loan
7.

if you are the parent of a dependent undergraduate Student or
dependent graduatelprotessional student. You may quaky to

Meet other eligibility criteria as may be sprieed by your
lender.

receive an SLS 11 you are an independent undergraduate student.
or you are a graduataiproiessional student. In exceptional circum
stances, you may qualify to receive an SLS if you are a dependent
undergraduate student.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS FOR STUDENTS
(BLS)
To be an eligible student borrower, you must meet the following re.
Quirements

The borrower must use the loan to pay for the students school
costs Submission of the P LUS/SLS Application in no way assures

Be an Independent mdertataduate student Or a graduate]
professional student. or

the borrower of reoehring a loan Th. school mum certify The
student's eligibility. The borrower must submit Me completed
Application to an eligibte lender

2

Be a dependent undergraduate student wit exceptional
clrcumorstance,.. as determined by the Financial Aid Adrnin-

The borrower Should investigate the availability of other forms of
financial assistance leg .g rant s. work-study. etc / before applying
for this loan

3

14

Be enrolled or accepted for enroement In degree or
certificate proaram at an eligible educational institution
participating in the MisslasIppi SLS Program 11 yOU are

,

204
enrolled or accepted for enroltment ln a foreign school, you

men!, uniera deferred. The borrower must make minimum monthly
Parnente of $50 (WO annually) to all hoiden of PLUS. SLS and
Stafford Loans, unless the borrower and the lender agree to a
lesser amount.

must be a national of the United Stilts,
4. Be enrolled es at leatt a half-time student.
5. B. making satisfactory academic progress, as determined
by the educational instiMico.
6. B. a citizen/national of the United States or be a permanent
resident with a proper visa.
7. Not be in defautt on any educational loan authorized under

Generally, a borrower is allowed al least 5 years, but not more than
10 years, to repay the loan.

Thie IV of the Higher Education Act of t 965, as amended,
cr owe a refund co a Titie IV grant.
6

The lender may require a repayment period shorter than 5
years ft this Is necessary to enJure that during each year of
the repayment period you or, 9 both your spouse and you
have Stafford Loans. SLS and PLUS Loans outstanding.
you and your spouse pay toward principal and interest at
least$6000r theunraid balance of WI such loans (Including
interest), whichever It lett.

Have not exceeded any ot the loan limitations of the
ProcYarn.

9. Hayd your eligibility or inragibillty cletenmned for a Pell
Grant and Stafford Loan through a need analysis system
processed by the school you plan to attend.
10. Meet other eilgibinly criteria as may be specitied by your
lender.

11 you qualify for postponement of yOur payments during
any period described under DEFERMENT in the Promis-

LOAN LNIITAT)ONS (PIUS and SLS)

say Note. or If Me lender grants 'forbearance'. those
periods win not be It1ctuded In the 5- and 10-year periOds
mentioned above.

In no case can the amount of the loan approved exceed the total
estimated cost of attendance minus any estimated financial assistance from other programs. The actual amount, up to the maximums. Is limited to the amount the lender approves or the borrower
requests.

If the student to whom or on whose behalf the loan was made has
not been or will not be enrolied as expected after the loan has been
disbursed, then lull payment of the loan Is due immediately. 9 the
borrower dies, becomes totally and permanently disabled, or In

The annual low limit on PLUS Loans is $4.000 fa each 5 +dent

certain cases, has histrar debts diecharged in bankruptcy, the
bOrrower/enderser Is not obligated to Make further payments on

(with an aggregate limit of $20.000 per child). The annual la, timil

on an SLS is $4,000 (with an aggregate iimit of $29,000. which
includes any portion of a Consolidation Loan that the student
received to repay an SLS). These maximums apply to the entire
PLUS or SLS Program you have received loans from more then
one lender. yo4 are responsible for ensuring that each of your
lenders is aware of all your other SLS or PLUS Loans.

the loan

ff a PLUS Loan is obtainad by hvo parents as comakers and only

ono of the borrowers dies, becomes totally and permanently
disabled, or has his or her loan obligation discharged In bankruptcy, the

er borrower remains obilgated to repay the loan

INTEREST RATES

The PLUS/SLS loans MN have a variable interest rate. The
vwlable interest rats tor any 12-month period beginning July 1 and

Follow time instructions te mows the sPoncetion Precise:

efldfle June 30 equate the bOnd equivalent rate ot the 52week
Treasury Bies auctioned at thefinal suction held privet* June 1 plus
3.25%. However, the rate may not exceed 12%. The new rate will

f 00 NOT WON ON WOW Ma FORM BEFORE JAXUARY 1,1191.

be determined by the Secretary of Education and will become

2. Mae sure al nee:fed Ketetures are on the ham.

effective on Juty 1 of each year. You will receive notification of the
nor rale each year. The interest rate in effect for this loan will be

3 Double check ail Information Make Lure it la cermet Make VIM a is

easy to road Wks s photo copy for your records,

srawn in the Disclosure Statement.
4

GUARANTEE PEE

Put the computed soned lorm in the envelope and thea to

"i

"481PPI AFGStr 11;looSludCeni-Ga
tern A9IncY
clo CSX CoaVWC5XISeeteoes. Inc
P 0 Ituu d2835
dacksorentie, FL 32201

In addition to the interest and in return for the *MLA's guarantee
of your loan, you ere required to pay a one-time guarantee fee for
each loan. The exact mts and amount of this foe will be sham In
your Disciosure Statement.

S Send NO money processing Is free to you.
LOAN REPAYMENT PROVISIONS

e

A borrower under the PtUS and SLS Program Is required to repay
the lender the full amount borrowed including the interest. Interest

co the SLS or PLUS Loan is not subeiclized by the Federal

SEND NO LETTERS, WORKSHEETS OR TAX FORMS IF MOPE
INFORMATION IS NEEDED. YOUR SCHOOL OR MGSLA WILL ASK
FOR IT LATER SENDING THEM NOW WILL DELAY PROCESSING

7

Put the proper peetep co the envelope The postal service vort not
deliver marl without postage

13

Keep evabooklettogerher wet sethematertaiyouuladtpoompretettea
40MIcehon The MOS/A or the U S Department ol &Merlon may ask
you for a cierrhcabon

Government. Thy repayment period co the loan begins Ms day the

loan is disbursed, and interest begins to accrue that day. For a
PLUS Loan the first payment Is due within 60 days alter the date
or the loan is disbursed, unless deferred For an SLS the first
parnont is due within 60 days alter the date of the last disburse15 -
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INFORMATION ON THE PRIVACY ACT AND USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

The Privacy Act of 1974 requires that each Federal agency that asks for your social security number or other mforma.
don must tell you the following:

I. Its legal right to ask for the information and whether the law says you must give it.
2. What purpose the agency has in asking for it and hcw if will be used.
3. What couid happen if you do not give it.
You must ghie your social security number (SSN) to apply for Federal student financial aid. The U.S. Department of Edu .
cation's legal right under the ntle tv programs to require that you provide us with your social security number is based on
Sections 484(a)(4) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. The SSN is used under the Pell Grant. Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant, and College Work-Study programs in recording information about your college attendance
and progress, and in making sure that you have received your money. The SSN is also used under the Stafford Loan and
PentinS Loan programs to identify the applicant to determine program eligibility and benefits and to permit servicing and
collecting of the loans.

If you are applying for Federal student aid only, you must fill out everything except questions 29. 30, and 31. ff you skip
queStion 30 we will count your answer as No for both parts of that question. If you are applying for a Pell Grant only. you
can skip question 5, 38 and 43.
The authority to request all other information (except the SSN) is based on sections 41 IA, 411S, 411C, 4110. 41 t F, 474,
475, 476, 477,479. and 480 01 the Higher Education Act 011965, as amended. This Information is used to determine the
aoount of Federal student aid for which you may be qualified.
The information which you supplied may be disclosed to third parties that the Department has authorized to assist in ad.
ministering Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may int:kids private firms that the Department contracts with for
the purpose of collating, analyzing, totalling or refining records in the System and who are required to maintain safeguards
under the Privacy Act. This may also be accomplished through computer matching programs such as the Ones currently
conducted with the Selective Service System and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
We will provide your name, address. social secu rity number, date of birth, student aid Indices. student status. year in college.
and State of legal residence to the college(s) that you list in question 29a, 290, and 29c (or its representative), even if you
check No' in question 300. This information will also gid to the State agencies in your State of legal residence to help coordinate State finnIcial aid programs with Federal student aid programs. We will provide calculations and determination
of eligibility to the agency with which you filed a student aid application, or another similar agency, if you request us to do
so. That agency may also release information received from the Department to colleges, State Scholarship agencies, and
loan guarantee agencies that you have designated to receive information. Also, we may send Information to members of
Congress if you ask them to help you with Federal student aid questions. ff your parents or y our spouse provided information
on the form they may also request to see all the information on the application.

tf the Federal government, the Department, or an employee of the Department is involved in litigation, we may send
Information to the DepartmentofJustice. or a court or adjudicative body, if the disclosure is related to financial aid and certain

other conditions are mel. The information may also be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In addition, we may send your information to a foreign. Federal. State, or local
enforcement agency if the Information that you submitted indicates a violation or potential violation of law, for which that
agency has jurisdiction for investigation Of prosecution. Finally, we may send information regarding a claim which is determined to be valid and overdue to a consumer reporting agency. This Information includes identifiers from the record,
the amount, status and hismry of the claim and the program under which the claims arose

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
- 15 -
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

Moo! Code List

.

.

--- - -

COI*
017235
002396
011317
017326.0
017326.1
025697.1

024996

Advisee School of Courolology
Alcorn Sue University

Neches

Amenean Beauty College, Inc.
Amonicari College
American College

Gulfpon

014574
002416
002418

ArMent Caner College
Ailsnile Career institute

Lamm
Jackson

Vicksburg
Greenwoo3
Hanlesburg
Ja..4ison

025813
0249911

Cana Development !ulnae

Meridian

016323
013902
002400
002401
023705-1
002402
016838
014335

Chamfs Beauty School
Chris' Beauty College, Inc.
Clarke College
Coshoma Communhy College

Jackson

Commercial Driver !Mime. Inc.
Coptsh-Lhican Community College
"Cremicos" College of Commology

Gulfpon
Weuon

010063
002403
016922

022602
008550
002404
002405
002403

-- -CODE

Belhaven College
Blue Mountain College
Brock's Hair Design College
Carom Developmeni Insiitute

002397
002398
025860

..

CM

NAME

Delta Beauty College
Della Career College
Delta Soak University

Delta Technical !mime
Diesel Driving Academy, Inc.
Deaughods Busking College
East Central Conwnunity College
East Mitaluippi Junin' College

But Mississippi Commmity

002419
002417

002423
002422
002424
025903
016670.2
016670.0
016670-1

Blue Mountain
Carthage
Oultpoot

Gulfpon
Newton
Clarksdale

015771
015212

Tupelo
Greenville
Nstchez
Cleveland
Cleveland

002426
002427
016743
002430
009221
011904

Jackson
Jackson

Decatur

Scout,.
Mayhew

0170070
Or 7007-1

004939
013024
013024
013024

College. Golden Triangle Campus

017190
015198
014397
016311
002407
002407

002408
002409
016093
014976
002410
014018

Rune Beauty College, Inc.
Fogies Cosmetology Coller

Natchez
Ripley
Grenada
Hattiesburg
Raymcod

Grenada Beauty College
Hattiesburg School of Cosmetology
Hinds Junior College
Hinds Convnunity Coilege.Utica Campus Utica
Goodman
Holmes holm College
Fulion
ltawamba Community College
Jsckson
Jackson Academy of Beauty
Jackson
Jackson Hair Design College

002433
016424
015024
016860
002436

NAME
Mississippi College of Beauty Culture
Missluippi Delta Community College
Mississippi Gulf CUM Community
College, Jackson County Camms
Mississippi Gulf Coast Corrimunity
College, Jeffenon Davis Campus
Mississippi Gulf Cosot Community
College, Perkiraton Campus
Missiuippi State University
Mississippi Univenity for Women
Mississippi Valley State University
Modem Beauty College
Moore Career College
Moore Career College
Moore Caner College
Nita's Beauty College
North Mississippi Medical Center
School of Medical Technology
Nonheast Missiuippi Community
College
Nonhwesi Misolislppi Community
College
Pascagoula Beauty Academy
Pearl River Junior College
Phillips Junior College
Phillips Junkw College
Phoenix College
Phoenix College
Rice College
Riley College
Riley College
Riley College
Rust College
The Shirley Lillie Academy
of Cosmetology
Southeastern Bapiist College
Southern Technical College
Southwest Misslooippi Junior
College
Tougaloo College
Tupelo School of Brainy Culture, Inc.
Unlversity of Miosissippi
Unlvenny of Mississippi Med Center

Jackson SIM University
Jeffs Liles Academy of Hair Design

Jackson

Filisville
Connth
Koociusko

0024410 University of Southern Muissippi

West Poim
Meridian
Vicksburg

002441.1

016401

Jones County Junior College
Ligon's Coometology College
Magnolia Bible College
Mazy Holmes College
Meridian Community College
Milady's School of Cosmetology

002439
016501
002440

002414
012136

Millions College
Missluippi Baptist Medical

Julison

023162

Jackson

002415

Miuluippi Colkge

011461
002447
002448

002411
016768
016783
002412

002413

.

GAM

0046118

015779

Center School of Radiology

Clinton
17

Univeroity of Southern Mississippi
Gulf Park Campus
Vogue College of Cometology s22
Wesley Biblical Seminary
Wesley College
William Carey College
Wood Junta College

CITY
Laurel
Moorhead

(huller
Ciulfpon
Perkinston

Mississippi St/le
Columbus
Ina Berta
Houston

Howeiburg
Jackson

Meridian
New Albany
Tupelo
Booneville

Scutari&
Paocagoula

Poplarsilk
Gulfpott
Jackson

Gautier
Gulfport
Jackson

Coic nbus

Greensilk
Pascagoula

Holly Strings
Jacksow

Laurel
Jackson

Summit

Tougaloo
Tupelo
University
Jsckson
Hantesburg

Long Beach
Jackson

Jul

,

Florence
Hattiesburg

Mathiston
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
Lender Code List

....
CODE

NAME

CCM

CITY

NAME

CITY
,w

822649
8271467

818759
806627
806621
814841
I3265117

829272
806639
818819
806647
820367
1406651

806658
8211799

825497
814108
827642
820527
831167
820468
822569

806672
823003
1406681

806682
82051111

821109
1406673

811694
820839
831575
829963

Bank of Benoit
Bank of Forest
Bank of Holly Springs
Bank uf Mississippi
Bank of Morton
Bank of New Albany
Bank of Philadelphia
Bank of Simpson County
Bank of Wiggins
Batesville Seemity Bank
Carthage Bank
Citizens Bank and Trust Company
Citizens Bank of Philadelphia
Cleveland State Bank
Commercial Bank
Covington County Hank
Deposii Guaranty National Baia

Dixie National Life Ins Contrail)

Benoit

806689
829442

Forest
11,11y Springs

1414671

Tupelo
Morton
New Albany
Philadelphia

806695
822501
811770
822751
806700
806701
896710

Magee

Wiggins

Batesvilk
Canhage
Marks
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Dekalh

806711

827010
826582
806715
806722
806720
806721
806729
820644

Collins
Jackson
Jackson

First Bank
First Columbus National Bank
First Federal Bank for Savings
First Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Greenwood
First National Bank of Clarksdale
First National Bank of Lucedale
First National Hank of Ness Albany

Magnolia
Columbus
Columbus
Greenwood

Frist National Bank of Oxford
First National Bank of Picayune
First National Bank of Rosedale
First National Rank of Vicksburg
First National Bank of Wiggins
First State Bank
Great Southern National Bank
Gal:NO VA Federal Cr Union

Oxford

1(26355

820827
806735
826405
821558
806719

Clarkwiale

Laced*
New Albany

Security Bank of Amoiy

Amory
Senatobia

815721

Senalobia Bank
Smith ("minty Bank
State Hank anti Trust Company
State Hank and Trust Company
Sunburst Barn.
The Peoples Batik
The Peoples Bank and Trust Co.
Trustmark National Bank

806706
806616

ltnisonth Banking Corporation
United Southern Bank

Columbus
Clarksdale

506740
827568
806728
806723

Picayune
Fosedale

Vicksburg
Wiggins
Dolly Spnngs
Meridian

Hancock Rank
Gulfr i
luka Guaranty Bank
luka
Jackson USDA Federal Credit U,iion Jackson
Keeskr Federal Credit Union
Biloxi
MCC Employes:, Federal Cr Union
Yazoo City
MESCE Federal Credit Union
Jiwkson
Magnolia Federal Bank
Hattiesburg
Merchants and Fanners Bank
Kosciusko
Merchants and Farmers Bank
Macon
Merchants and Manufacturers Hank Laurel
Vicksburg
Merchants National Hank
Millsaps College
Jackson
Mississippi PostSccondary
Jackson
Education Financial Assislance Board
Corinth
National Bank of Commerce
National Bank of Commerce of MS
Starkville
NeN loll County Hank
Newton
Old South !Wend Creiln Union
Natchez
Peoples Bank of the Delta
Indianola
Perry County Hank
New Augusta
Planters Bank and Trust Company
Indianola
Richton
Richton Bank and Trust Company

Gulfpon

- 18
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Taylorsville
Brookhaven

Collins
Grenada

Ripley
Tupelo
Jackson
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Application for Federal and State Student Aid
1991-92 School Year

State of Mississippi

5VAMINO: N ysu IlWous5 sNs Naha mielasallne Inlontabon an fhb kw% You Frog be Sled $10" WA 91 prim, WIN&
"YOu" and "your an this kola shays mean the student who weft aid.
IMP

Section A: Youreed
1.

L_LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIII....1

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Y01211111111

Phi

1as1

2. Your permanent ming address
(14111wit be sent 13 NB wishes.
See pepe 3 tor SOWCountry
abbrvAiNon.)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

mi.

Numbs and Strr a (moperde A. No.)

I

L.L1

I

etty
S.

7. Are you a U.S. Cittifi?
0 Yes, I am a U S. cltiaen

Your We (optiona)
a

U
CI Miss. Ms or Mrs.

I 0 lit previa* orlordo craws)
240

iU4ll

0 3rd

0 5th or more inierpreduale
7 U twit year praduelerpreteselonal

a 0 No. nether etbe stow.

sone

lst (mar goyim., Itteraiod Wow

CI

MI1111_1111

L_U

ZIP Cede
ycu be in College in 1241422

cory ans lex.)

(

r 0 No, but i am an MONO nonciaten.
(25. lls kistrucdons on pop 3 )

4. Your Slate oi legal residence

SUS
S. Ysta

(See the instructions on pp. 3 )

(beyond 5 bachelor's degree)
5.

S. As ol lodey, are you rearood7

Your WON securitY ouotoi

s U Damian° preduate cc professions/

(awl( or* orto boa.)
GI

I am not married. (1 am Shale,

10. WM you have 10.1t Orel 13:nstor's olWIte
be4ore July I. 1901?

divorced. cc widowed.)

6. Your dots or birth

a U 1501,0501.01 .
Moriii

Yw

Day

Yea

3 U I am sepwated horn rrty spouse.

you enswered es to Shy lowsU:4 %melon . 90 to
end Flu4 lhe GRAY and IN WM Woes On ha
(4016 ton.
(WO amnions 12 thrOu0h 15.)

Section IP Student Status
Yee

U No

No

11 Y011 WWwerwl N0 OO OYINT DM or Ousetton 11, and you in:

11. a Wets you born before January 1. 19401
b Are you a veteran col the U Armed Forms?
e Are you word el the ccun or are both your parents deal?
et. Do you hew leost dependents (Ow Pan a spouse) thal

seaweed or widowed) end
@Went In 1901-03, anew Welton

MI be an

12. (SW

111 the definition in the rising/Ions on pope 4?

15.)

Married now or WM be

gyacholabsoleesbna mown in

1201-92. maw question 15 . (Skip questions 12 threinti 141J

51;27nrried Undrgradute Students Only 1
12. Did your parents dam wu as

who:aro tax esensinoo

Yes

IWO CI
MO?

...

11 you answered -we to Wow yew in question 12.50 to Seaton C. and MI out the 001.17 end
the Yneff2 PAN on ale Mita( ate form )SlcqjIiVorla 13 0400211 15.)

No

0
U

11 you answered "No" to both rpm In question 12. answer queebon 13 beim

13. Ileganning whit the 114741 school yew, you kit waived Federal student aid. 4C0000 cnly OM bar a, A a d. of o. Soo krnovelorn017 WI 4.)
S. U mew 1907411 school b. CI in the 19111-110 school
d. 0 in ele 1900-91 school I. U in miew a. b. c. or d.
C. 0 in the 14411140 schod
yew (Answer 14e
yew. (Ammar 144I
yaw. (Amor 146
(Am.* tee beige
ww (315vror 14e
below. Sap lab, 140.
below. No 141140.
Skip 14a.14b. tic.
Meow Skip 14,14c,
bedew. S1dp 141.140,
14e, and 14,e I
tad and 141 )
14d. and 14e.)
sod 14d.)
14d. and 14e.)

4

4

140. Did you heve total

14a. DO you haw total

reecurcee col

resounme ot how
cr more. not including

Parintr Suwon
Yee

...III MST U

..10 Mat 0

No

U
U

140. Did you have Sotal
resources ol 14.000

000

or =co not waxing

or more. not Including

parents' suppon

parents' support

Yall
... 11.1 110117 U
.. In 111177 U

No

0
0

14d. Did you have NW
remoras col 44000
or roo(L not Indulliv
parents' support

Yes No

Yee No
...

11111? U

11410? 0

0

144. Did you here Iola'

In 15107

CI

marvel ot 44.000
Or won. t101 inclUdirc

parents' euppOrl
Yee

...WiIII59 0

OM CI

111111?

No

0

0

/I you 5111W501 "tie to slew year ln question 14a, 140. 140, 14d. or 14e, pato Section C and NI out the GOLD end the YAWN sow on thereat Of Ste torn
you answered "Yee" io both yews in question 14a, 140. 14c.14d, er 14e, go to Section C and NI Out the MAY and the W14111 woos on the rest ol Ow %NT.

Falrried r Oredust/ProfessionI Students Ojai
15. wss hur paha dam you es an
o cc" tax 515091100 al 1991?

Yee

°

N.

youirewseed"rse" Ouestton IS Mt SeclIOn C Wvi
on the sett of he law.

Cov1 Is GOLD and 61.1111471 weal

V 11 you inewered lie to question 15. go b SacSion t; and 141 out the GRAY end Ow WWI areas
on the rut of the brm

209
M-M.IN
Section C: Household Information
STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

PARENTS

IA tustst et two/ frolffitsts In 199142 UU

It who is your wares' ewers martial status?
'

00:04

t Jm11

3 j separated

ORM* axaJd0 WW1 and KV Moue, Include ycur

IJevOtosd

OW40 000 07*1111700 mlyl may mei 911 clehnItton
In Ise InlauclIons on paps 53

s j widowed
17. Whet IS Kam parents StaSe of IVY residence?

81. Weber of =Sap students In 199192 U

IL

Number of Iwlyvr*itsisfr 199142 1

1

I

(01 IRs mini* In 20, *Me in 113e number 03 tamay
Menem WiOld bs In caller at lam naehme Include

144alys kblude your*, (Me MOW) ard ycur parents
ROAR your pawn' other children 'MOW people only d they
most Ihe deeniecn in 1he insaucOOns on pap 54
19,

yourself.)

Notes 01NsWJdsWr 199192 U
0:31 the turbot in 111 wilt In Me metier 04 trardef members

at* Om be In amp at seam hall-litne. Muds yourself -(13e
10944=1)

Section D: 1990 income, earnings, end beneftts
(You must see the insbuchons fOr income and faxes that )'Ou should exclude from woollens 24 through 28 1
22. The folloenno 1990 U S "coma tax Nuns are horn

Emyons must Nil out tilt Sludint
(A Spouse) column below.
STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

P %RENTS

(ChOCk 00/y one box
j a or3mplarod 1990 IRS FOOT 1040EZ or 1040A (Go In 23

(C?WSc only ono box.)
j compietsd 1090 IRS Form 1040E2 or 10404 (00 10 23 )
(00 lo 23 )
a
=VOW
1004
IRS Form 1040
.

2 j computed

j WI milmaled 1000 IRS Form 1040
s j a tax return will nabs Mad.
23. 1090 lotal number 04 exemptions (Form

1040ine en. or 10404-line Se. 1040E2

(00141 23)
(Skip 10 26

LU

j

1990 IRS FOOT 1040

3 j an estimated 1990 IRS Faun 1040E2 or 1040A

j lin estxnes! 1000 IRS Form 10400% or 10404 (03 lo 23 )
)

esbmatad 1990 IRS Form 1040

s j a tax return vrIn noI be Ned
a-

(Go to 23 )
13010 23
(Go to 231
ISInp to 26 1

23 LU

Wet see Insbuctons on pipe 6)

24. S

Form

24, 1990 Adynned Coots Income (AG!)

00

10401.4 31. 1040A-hne 16. or 1040E2Sno 3. or sae Instructions on pages 6 and 7
at

g
1-

25. 1090 U S. inccone tax paid (Fonn 1040.
fine 47. 10404.1me 25. or 1040E2-tine 7)
26. 1990 income earned /tom wont

Few

27. 1990 moms earned from WO*

Mother

8_

.

__

8_._

00

X
A 25.

00

oo

00

Studonl

26.

00

Spouse

27.

$

00

211a

5

00

_

rs. 1990 untaxed morns and benefits
Weedy tools only)
299

Social sacurny benefits

oo

25.. Aid 10 Fame's wen Dependent

299. 5_

Crwidren (AFDC or ADC)

21c. Chad suppon received for ail chadren

00

29d. Ottw untaxed income end benefits

from vronsheet 12 on page 12

W-21

___.00

204

oo

29d S.

00

2

4:

J

-1'410.&:".T

210
Section E: College Riles., and CorttficatIon
211.

30.

What collegets1 do you Man to go to in 1991 921

w
The U.S Department ol Education
I LI Yes a U No
(Answer "Yer il you *1111110 be Pandered lor Federal staienl aid.
a lice rasPonse sill prevent you from receiving POI Grant 0Intrldera

S.

Waal Chun et

*Wee,

1,4 1410,1 CO SOW

I give DS% permrsmon 10 WO ndormaten Iran this tam and
additions and correCtons lo that Information tO

nags

Iron

51011A111.141

Ila 19 71

1.111111-U
1.101 fade

b.

the Colleges bated m nem 29 on ins lorm and other collages I
I J Yee 3
may tater indicate thal I may attend
No

a

The Frnancial Ad Agencies anddr designated guarantor m my
s
13 Yoe a LI No
stale

Mao

C.1

b.
017.71111111mm,

Mead./

7 IA Nara 01 Schco

CON

31.

I uve the U S Department of Education bantam') to send (army
and Imam* informetion [torn ms feem to

5600V MOM

LuLuJ-LJ

10.7 09 7;

a. The Financial Ad Agencies In my State 1. 13 Yes a 62 No
(Answering "Yee" to this flan gives pernessdn for the U S ED to
forward your Oats io States You may need to canteen the other
derns in order to Ors consdered for Slate and cadge hnitaal ad

Stale

C.

lewd Chme

ro. NV. 0. Wad

b.

The cosegto silo dr as representatrwo in Item 29

i

Yera

111110.'1j

32.

CIT

14441C4/4
ea cdoonatc0

INIPM10CA17011 Ae

01.
07 707 S00000,001011041077.70
5440071041.7700.00 mei
ft% WM, 000

00

O a 00,06^ 1001;

Z.3 Ne

574 0000S7

Cheat this box 4 you give iielective Senna, parrosion to register

you (Se instrucs on page 81

1

0,00W .5 lisa an1070,001010.0 WV 9 00 511004000 0154474)1 00 6.070070000cal .7701017., pm,

wnp.,00 I 010711,417* 0,07. mair 71401 Con nl11 .7 575 51878 0m100orno 10,0Iun 1107 nate NI I I

00 00, 0.5 0.00. pr.," am.) 00 15,00"7 0.07 00 000.7 IC IVII70;101 Oefe.3 111171011 OIl 1000 1.0411 WIT 11011 MILLCM W YOU NWT VW TPOS 4014ft II WILL II 141119550
LaaalOCELI&D
Shan 1

Date Complesd

3

Fathor

Student
4

2

Mother

§tt7S001.3 .705L15-71-

L_L1
LIJ
Mond
Day

19111

1932

ATTENTION
V you me ellkep me*, MAY end MTV wee. you WM
Illsellon 010 OWWWVO VilOVIONSI SOS base. The
eut the Supplwien111 Inkerhlel
whether you must lie out the lupplemental Infoneston (Sections F whether you wet
ttwoup
0.
:
you we Mktg out the GOLD Ind WHITE wee& you WM need le Mar to
S ectlen Die oomph% worksheet MA below. me worksheet will NS you

vellieV;114

WOINCOMIT 108 PON The SIMPLIPIND

WCHIKSHEET NA FOR THS SIMPUF1E0 NEEDS TEST
1. Dd or will you. your spouse. or your parents file a 1990 IRS Form 70409
(Does not odude 1040A Or 10409Z

Crieck Yos

(Frit out the rest c4 this worksheet
7

MUKHA

C.21.UNK.!

IR

Income horn:
00

00

$

%

STUDENT/SPOUSE

Income tram:
2e. Oveshon 24

:t 1/44

Sa-S

Once "Yes' rt I foreign or Puerto Fan tax return ems

a laregn or Puerto Rican tax rolurn Was or vall be Med

PAU=

'

.f.441t

YO4 (FM 011i SKIM, F 1104111
f.3 NO (Palest lete reel ot tie 901k40e174

Q Yes (Fill out Sections F through I

Q No

NMI

1. Did or wet you (Or your mom) Ns 1910 IRS Form 10401
(Dow n:4 Inducts 1040A or 104082.)

la. Ouestron 24
OR

a. oasttns 26 and 27

W. Questions 26 and 27
(US only 4 you Ish
Ournhon 24 blank)
$
3.

Write in the !Mal
of Column A and
column B entries
horn Question 2

00

$_

$

(vee only It you left
Gamboa 24 bianA)

00

00 I

tf the Real from kne 3is 116.000 of leet ord you we apphirs; only fa Federal
student ad. mail the form You ilo nor have to 1911 WV VW

Inrormellon rn Sealant F Wough1(unles you, your spouse al:Coons:1g

the NW VOW Ns 2e at 2t. VW. we Yew mobile we

Relent alders yerrithe tom Yates nelluvele1VeMee

monis

leNetnelert

your paren)s rs a diebewied works or your school of State Mks you 10) NM the

town to: CSX. P 0 Box 32935. Jeckaervec FL 32297 .

iheteutfrom kw Po or as OWN et week Pr 1.1010

O es sat 00.11 Ira 3161101 se man. Kai WWI 44 PA Sealed F *rough I
IMPORTANT:

EpliaLwaarviratujr

a me lam arra rms." hnerserad sanwanny It estemene soda newsmen*

beaus, sur

it Ku wish * 4444y to state a meraullatei Vd. Vo owl as Federal at
Otte M4.11.44Iseceons
Induced a Snead Loam du may be requrred*COW4414

Ms

3

awn w
.

,

.

+Mk"

.

-
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SUPPLEMENTAL INEQIIMAT1ON
Section F: 1990 expenses

PARENTS
.00

33. 1990 medal and dental exponses not paid by Insurance
34. i990 elementary. hiNot high. and NIA school tuition lot
dependent otteldren

.-ttl!.t`

343 . Mkount wed (Dcol Indude
Maim pad tor the applicant )

"..

.00

$4b. For non many dependan1 &Mem

II you fro_ simplify thil gags, you mum MI

Section 0: Asset Information

out Ow Mani (1 *cow oolumn Wow.
STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

PARENTS
35. Is either ot your parents a disciacted
homemaker? (See rho kWructb3n1 on

Pa 0)

35, Aro you. or ls your opout4.

-I YU

J Yrs

a displaced Ammar/

J NO

J tio

(Sea rho instruatons 017

Piga

36. Witte in the age of rout older parent

L-11

3333xxxxxx

Mal le II web Way?
37. Cash. saAngs, and chedung accounts
315 Rome (Renters write 10 .01

39. Other reel *slate and investments

$

40. Business and farm
41. Does any part of Rem 40 include

farm/

XXXXXXXXXX

.00

S.

J Yes

Who fa It worth today?

Who to owed an Of

37. E.

oo

.00

30. $_

00

$_

00

.00

$

.00

31. $_

00

$

00

.00

$

.00

40. $

00

S

00

Jtlo

41. J Yes

J No

Pt you are corrolollng Ibis pogo, you must mew qualm U. n you we
Mob out Rio GRAY and Yu WHITE wow you must Ow snow ouestion 43.1

Expoctsd Amount

Juty 1, 1991 througah Juno 30, 1992

4. Amount pot morn

42. Your veterans Dependents Educational Assistance Program benefits

.00 a month

Lll months

4. Number of months
.tv!.%;

Yliot !MIMS

XXXXXXXxxx

.00

Section H: Your veterans educational benefits per month (for the student only)

,

What Is owed on N?

4,0109140olt,

.141'414'6',

rhl; Na.,41sito
a mos*

id,

Section I: Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable income and benefits
(you must see the instructions tor Income and taxes that you shouklexclude hom questions 45 through 49 )
II you oto complolino flu. moo, you must NW

Pat the study (1 spouse) *Mum Wee.
STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

PARENTS

-I Yes
.1 NO

44. is settee ot your parents cieMbed as a
&Pouted worker by the appeoposte
agency/ (See the trtskuctons on page 10 )

44. Am you. ot ts your spouse.
corbeled as a dislocated Ranier
try the appropriate agency/
(See Me instructtons on par 10 I

J Yes
J NO

991 income kerne] from work

Faloer

.00

Studeni

45.

$

00

46. 1991 income earned from wort,

Mother

.00

Spouse

46.

$

oo

45.

47. 1991 other 711101e evert*

49.

991

S income ter to be pare

8_

00

47.

.00

45.

49. 991 nontaratris income and benefits

00
$

49.

(Se matrucflons on peps ro and r r

1

If you are applying only for Federal student aid, you have finished the applocation Recheck your applicabon. making sun you
how completed SoctIon E. Mall the AFSSA to: CSX Commeraxl Senoces. P 0 Box 52835. Jacksonville. FL 32291 If
desire State and/or institutional assistance. see page 13 lor Instructions

L

4

00
oo
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED BY THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
Section J: Guaranteed Student Loan Information
N.

N alitionai aid le required, wouM you Ws to be conaidered tor a

Maisaulpq &Word Loan?

YIDS

b. Mount Requested

51

C.

Parent Loan (PLUS)?

a Yee

2

N.

Supplemental Low fax &Wants
(SLS)?

U Vas

o a No

54

Do you owe a refund or repayment on a federal or Slate grant?

2

The 2

4 No

CI N.
U No

Hay* you svor Meg or are you currently Nang for benkniptcy?

55

t 0 No

CI Tee

Nays you hid previous StatIced Loan(s) gormegy DSLI?

(II

Nave you ever delau5ed on a prewous Perkins (NDSL). Stafford (GSL).
Si.S. or PLUS Man?

la Vae

.00

CI Yee

53

2 UN.

34

Studanrs horns talephone number (

57

Studenrs driver's loans' numbei

0 No

2

saip lo quesbon 52 )
What Is the total balanos of ALL your Stafford Loans?

(Il 0. skip Ihe remsinim items an

5_

Issued by the Male ot

CO

I

I

I

Stat.

Ws qualm and go to quest= 52 )

Enter the month and year you expect to complete the educational

511

program lot which this loan * requested

b What is the total remainog unpaid
balance of et most recent
so

Stafford Loan?

C. What fs the interest rate?

L_LJ
ioLJJ
Month
Veal

59. Penod ol anrollment during 1991-92 academic wiw tor which loan Is
requesled

1% a ex U Onto :a
@AO%

12:v..5 1_1J 19 1-.±.3 1"1. '2 LLJ 19 LJ__J

d What was Ow Man (inn:Omen() paned on your moat ream! loan?

4eanL__L_J 19 L_L.1 to I
Month

Tear

I

1 01

Month

I

Teat

Month

00

I

Tear

StudenTs enrollment status during Int

Yew

Month

1992 acaftemx year

U Fulftime
2 U Noi full1wte but al least half.time
3 U Lem Man hattime

What was you: wiw 0100995.00 your moat recent Staflord Loan?

U 1st par graduals professional
U Freshman
2 U Sophymprs
P 0 2nd year graduals protessatnS
U Junto/
a U 3rd yaw graduate professional
U Senior
a C) Beyonl SItt yew gtxtuale
a 0 5th year undergraduate
proleasonal

you haw had a previous Stafford Loan or have aksaly &Miffed &ender
you dean to tree. 'mix the tondo's name. address. end Lender Cods (r1
mown).

61

Londees Name

52

Do you have any educational loans other than Woes included in

questOn 510

a

la Te 2

Lnder's Address

la No

g 'Toe. what A the total unpaal
balance ot these loans?

00

Lander Code

TOTAL

Subox*
IPPacatiet

Section K: Additional Applicant and Spousa information
62. MS you pfiktume from high school?

U Vae

2 U N.

64. What Mod ol setl.help as you accept? (Check only ONE )

II pa. what year?

Pan-Wm work only
o

63

List aN cottages. unwersrMIN. technical or propnatary schools you

3

;tattoo* attended
Tear Attended

2

19 LL1
19 LLJ
3

(

pi* loan

65. In what type o) degree program war you be enroltad dunng the 1991.92
school war?

19 LU

a

CA Associate Decree

a U BachWor Dawes

19 Lil
fAS 21

0 Long.term Man any
4 Both Men and wont
U wafer work

a U Masten Degree
a 0 Docaceme

r U Olher
5

U Certificate

a U Ncel.Degtee
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N. Irsiefee ese Weer al hate you at be emend lot Ihstarnm you are

71.

If your wow vel be a Mvient, w4 oholve gory lor firtmeolal

72.

11 married

weaning Md from PM wipe Mak al Mal 6;00
I

TERM

5 Pre
Ce Mos

9- 11

6.11

Null

40144

12101

Or =ire

1991 . Bum*
1991

a.

Writs M the name of spouse

b

WrIte in wanes Soaal Soconty Number

1901 Weber

Iliti11111

1992 - Spring

1902 SWIM
1992 2nd Swum
1.

n. Mew te your daselfloaton tor turtion p01995117

3.

2.

I

67. Are you (the 110iW1) atonally empiorer
I

3 Yes

r 3 No

a.

Hours per week:

b.

Monthry Grou Income'

c

Your OccupahorvEmpioyer

3 a No ciassificatbn

74.

school year?
I

0 Yee

r la No

I

3 Teo

I 3 Me

73

Tao

Lll

Rasa or MIMIC gf Cup MOWN fOr slatiatCil ir,XxpoSOI Only I

II mousi la employed, Indtcate

Amman InNen

S. Han pet week
b

Morel* Gross Income-

2 3 Belch American

c

Spouse's GozupattonImployer

3 a Camara Um American

3 Swot. American
4. WM your spouse continue to work lor 0111 onictoyer donng the

1991-92 wool year'
Yes

? 3 No

I U Ms

In Wier Iburssippi coortty Oa you loony resbeT (See Code UM m

MOMS)

76.
70.

Oo rural la be carrulwed tor 1443441pIN SIElo Giant lot SchOlarkhO
ProOrarns,

d WM you continue to work for this empioyer during Ma 1991-92

married, m yOuf *OM 5111007ed?

ra SW, ROlikilln1

r 3 Outoistate ReSidere

11 inVloyed, Incleabe

N.

3 No

2nd Summer

1991. Fal

N.

3 Yes

s 3 Other

1-:%getzfiwitlim

471
214

Opplication for
Federal Student Old
1991-92 School Year
Who Can GM Aid From These Federal Student Financial
Aid Programa?

NOTICE
Y ou Gan use the FREE "Application tor Federal Student Aid
(AFSA) tO apply for financial aid from Federal student financial

isapierrente

lig pregnant

However. for most State and private ow programs
you will have to fill out other forms. To find out mOre about which
form you should use, contact your high scliColOOtinselor, financial
aid office, or State scholarship agency. You'll find more informs .
lion about Federal student aid programs on this page

Be sure to reed 'Information on the Privacy Act and Use of
Your WWI %Curtly Number" on pegs 12.

eitureberet

ow:dewy
Omits

prat

Owls Srallsrd Lows 1100)

Ceres
VW It

ISM
CCM)

Prairies

Lows

Vas

Tits

Too

Vss

Vas

Clesilurais

Ns

vas

No

Yos

Vs.

At NW Mien

Tee

Vas

Tee

we*

Vas'

IBM NS NW

No

V.

No

No

Vos

Vas

Vas

Vra

Yes

Vas

Vie

Vs.

Ms

Vet

Ilso

Toe

Vas

Yin

VIM

Yes

Vas

Mu

To

Vas

Vas

NNW
WM So swifts
rained s dowse
sr cralleests
Nast So noting

Ms

Yee

yes

Vas

Vas

Wisereteey
scolorras

Yes

Yee

vas

Vas

Vas

Vas

To

Yes

Vol

Vos

Vas

No

Toe

Ns

tes

Vas

Vas

Us

Vss

Yoe

Wel So s U.S.

WARNING: You must fill out this form accurately. The Information which you supply can be checked by your collegt
Or by the U.S. Dynamism of Education.
You may be asked to provide U S. income tax returns, the
worksheets In this booklet and other information. If you can't
or don't provide theSe records, you may not gel Federal aid. If
you get Federal Student aid based on Incorrect intomatiOn. you
may also have to pay fines and fees.
will have to pay It back:

you purposely give tabs or misleading information on your
application form, you may be fined $10.000. receive a prison
rentericir or both
if

Winn er WON
nonsidan

WM So wit*.
ral WM No

Satallve Ionia
fil rraginita
rawl PaW

linansisl nod

NM aura
perrailrallas

Wooing
Mai net Win
drawn or ow s

What is Thls Application For?
You can use the form In this booklet as the first step in applying for
student finanCial aid offered by the U S. Department of Education

nem en s

These Federal student assistance Programs can help you pay for
most kinds of education after high school. The aid is available If
you are attending a professional school, a vocational or technical
school, or college. this application is for Federal student financial

Nooks'

aid for the 1991.92 school year (July I, 1991 June 30. 1992).

Paler* gm. sr
oramolionsi low

Isslabses Pow
wiles ssrawre
IvallsIlio
Conviction*i

eus diobibution
or poososolon

The information On this page Will &neuter some of your questions
about these programs However, for more information on Federal

Student financial aid, see "Addttfonal Information On The
Peden! Student Financial Ald Programs" on page 10 The
instructions In this booklet will tell you what information you have
to provide on the form. If you have any questions after you have

read the instructions seek help Talk to your high school coun.
selor Or the financualaid administrator al the school you want to
attend

slOS2
OmB No 1840-01 gm"
U S Department ol Education
student Financial assistance Programs

4)
4.#

my mike

Want Solara*

..

In gamesman students going tow-hod lees then had tone may be eligible
Check wrth your financial aid adminietralor

" in some cases students don't have to be n a degree or certificate piogiam
Choc* win, your huncial aid adminislialot

DEADLINE: May 1, 1992
Ws must mow your form by May I. 1992 Schools may
nave eartiw ~Ines yOu will have to meet You should
apply as early as possible Mailing in your form is only the
first step in applying for Federal student aid
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INSTRUCTIONS
IIFOR GOLD
SHADED
AREAS

yOur appficatien cOmpared with the official 1990 IRS Form 1040.
1040A. Or 1040E2 that Is filed for you and your family. the financial

FOR GRAY
SHADED
AREAS

information must agree U there am any errors, you will have to
correct the information and send 1 back to the U.S Department of
Edueation. If this happens, a will take longer to determine whether
you are ehertae for Federal student ad If could mean a delay in
getting your student financial ad

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FIU. OUT THE FORM. TEAR IT OUT
OF THE BOOKLET AND LAY IT ALONGSIDE THE INSTRUC

TIONS SO THAT YOU CAN CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS AS YOU GO ALONG

you. your spouse, anclior your parents filed (or will Wei a
"Foreign Tax Return" or are a "Nally. American,' See page 10

The GOLD and GRAY areas Indicate which inatructions are for
which Questions Rood the Instruct:one as you fill out thls
form. Mistakes will delay the procesaing ol your application

When You Fill Out Th) r Form
Use a pen with black or clark nk, doni use a pencil

Sume instnichons appear On the form aself. Since those cams .
trona are self -explanatory. nO additional instrudons are provided
Where additional information is neceseary. yOu wHI find it in this

Pent carefully, so that your lOnn will be easy to read
Round ott figures to the !merest dollar For 50 Ceres
Or more, rOuriCI up. to! 49 cents a* less. round down

instruct*, booklet
The Instructions tor this form will usually answe, queStions that
you have II you need more help, contact your high school
guidance counselor or your cortege financial aid administrator

SectIon A: Yourself
Write In this section information about you. the student who is
applying for aid

Although other people (besides the student who Is applying for
aid) may help fill out this form. it Is about the student On this form,

2.

hm words 'you and 'yew" always mean the student. The word
"college' meana a college, university, graduate or professional

Write in the address whore you yell be receng mad Ail ma,

will be sent to IhiS Wren Don't use Ihe address ot the
financial aid office or any other office Use the State/Country
abbreviations list below

school. vocational or technical school, or any other school beyond
high school

'Student financial aid- means money from educational *ens
grants. and chOlarship II also means earnings from the Cortege
Work.Study Program or other earnings you riceived based on
your Imancrat aid administrator's determination of your tinanciat
need

StaterCountry Abbreviations
AmDmml
LASAa

AS ArrInC1, Srvadi
A2 Poltava

Ma Nem Vems
Nv Nvvr ven

v A wow

KS K.1661

NC Nor*Cas...

1114 ?tem Ifx9/va

XV xmludx

NO NanT 064.1a

IA

"shm.1
Kma

MI &Urals

loubana

Records You Will Need

CA CEManm

WE Manx
uo LlarrionS

Get together these mcords tor yoursell and you, family

OE DM..

CO CaYLM
C V Cmumacur

CO EMIncid

1990 U S income lax return f IRS Form 1040 1040A. or

xcnsa

1040EZI

1990 State and local income tax returns

MI lAdv4ar
11.1.-mma

ItS lAmmxCP
Vmxavv

IP WM..

rau

NE Nmdama
NV EMKIA

11...q.

47 MAN

L Mro0

Records of untaxed income. SUch as welfare. social

MX ...M.A.,

Cxx OINcox
MI

Wi2 lornis and other record& Ot money ea, nod in 1990

CN eXr.
CM CM/ems

onca,

14A A.4-r.040,

Ve.o...1+

AN Mom.;
t/I CaWla

Pa 1.6,414...11

Pte.iocv
R RKM

YAWS nt

Wflanwoll

IMVW

SC S,2111,.C..0.ri

lAM

SD Scum Deed

sin3.1
MX Mmco

TONVIM
TR TIO4S

N. N. Ktwoisay

1..1 Am,

VV.

"

W4,11,41

YOnLYY
W443x

If your place of residence is not included above, leave the Stale
abbrevrahon blank and mile the name ot yOur city and territory or
Country In the space for city

security. AFDC or ADC. or veterans benefits
Current bank statements
Current mortgage Information
Records ol medical or dental bills Thal were paid in 1990

4.

Wnte in the hvo-letter abbreviation lor your current State.
Country of legal residence. Use the StateiCountry abbreviationa list above

6.

Wnte in your birth date For example. if you were born on July
5. 1972, you would write in

Busmen and farm records
Records of stocks. bonds and Other investments

Keep these records!
Won't tile a tax return. Even if yOu and your spouse or your

Ot7 EEO 15ms 71

parents lile no income tax return for 1990. you will need to know
earnings for the year. You may also need records showing the
amount of other income you are to report On your application

Month
7.

Tax return not convteled yet. It yOu, yOur spouse. and'or your
parents haven't completed a 1990 U S Income lax return but wit

be filing one, we recommend that you complete your return
Wen Mang Out We applIcstion. Knowing what will be On yOUr
MX return will help you to fill out this application accurately When

Year

Day

II you are a U.S citizen (or U S national). check the first box
and go on to Question 8 Check the second box and write in
your right or nine dgit Alien Registration Number if you are
one ot the following
U S permanent resident. and you nave an Ahem Registra.
lion Fliecept Card 0-151 or 1.5511

2

imr

216

[ Unmarried lirsisegredusts Students Only

Other eligible noncitizen with a Departure Record (I44)
from the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service

showing any one Of the following designations: (a)

12. II your parents Claimed you as an exemption on their 1989 andr

'Refuges% (b) 'Asylum Granted"; (C) Indefinite Parole'
andlor 'Humanitarian Pares': (d) 'Cuban.Hattian En-

or Wilde 100n their 1990 income tux return, you must answer
"Yes.' II your parents aro divorced or warred, answer 'Yes'
if either of your parents Maimed you as an income lax skimp
lion in 1989 anctior will do so on MO 1990 irxmme My return.

trant.'
Otaer eligle noneitisen wrth a Temporary Resident Card

Otherwise check 'No.'

(1.688)

13. Check the box that best describes when you first received

Federal student ad, ?miming wtth fb 100741 school

It you are a Citizen of the Marshall Islands. Feder eted States
of Micronesia, or Palau, see your financial ald administrator.

year (July I. 1967 June 30, 1988). Choc* only one box: a,

b. c, d, or..
II you can not check the first or second box, you mud check the
th ird box If you are i n the U S. on only an F1 or F2 student visa,

Federal student ald includes:

only a J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa, or only a G sines vise

Pell Grant,

(Pertaining to alternation/it organizations), you m u SI check. the
third box.

Steffen! Loan/Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL). including
Suppiemental Loans for Students ISIS).
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
College WorkStudy (CWS),
Perkins Loan/National Direct Student LOan (NDSL), or
Seee Student Incentive Grant (SSIG). These grants often
have other names such as Student Incentive Grants, linen
eve Grants, Tuition Grants. etc.

9. Check your year in college from July 1. 1991 to June 30. 1992
10. Check "No' it you do not have a Bachelors deg ree and you will
not have one by July 1, 1991.

Check 'Yes' it you aiready have a Bachelor's degree or will
have one by July 1 1991. Also. check 'Yes' if you have or will

Below are some examples to help you answer question 13

have a degree from a university in another country that is equal
to a Bachelor's degree.

EXAMPLE 0/ Buck Bundy received Federal student aid in the
1986.87 and 1987.88 school years. Therefore, Buck should check
box 'a. Even e Buck had received Federal student aid In the 1985-

SeCtien S: Student Status

86 and 1987458 school years, he should still check box 'a,'

Answer question II. A blank counts as "No."

because the first school year (beginning with 1987.88) in which ho
received Federal student aid Is 1987458.

It a. Check Me correct box (See your answer to question 6

EXAMPLE 02- Jeff Akbar finareceived Federal student aid in the
1988-89 school yew. Therefore, Jeff shouid check box 'b.'

b. Check 'Yes' a you are a veteran of active service in t,.e
EXAMPLE 03 . Wu Lin first received Federal student aid in the
1989.90 school year. Therefore. Wu should check box

11.8. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines or Coast Guard Also

check 'Yee if you are not a veteran new but will be one
by June 30. 1992.

EXAMPLE 04 Kale Murphy MN received Federal student aid in
the 1990-91 school year. Therefore, Kate should check box 'd.'

Check 'No' if you are or were'

EXAMPLE IS Vickle Tingley received Federal student aid In the
1988.67 school year and has not received Federal student aid
since then. Therefore. Vickie should check box

never in the LIS Armed Forces,
only to ROTC student.

only a cadet or midshipman at one of the service
academies.
only a National Guard or Reserves enlistee. or

EXAMPLE 00 Joaquin Rodnguez has never received Federal
student aid. Therefore. Joaquin should check box 'e "

currently serving in the U S Armed Forces. and will

14a - 14e. When figuring your resources in questions 14a. 14b.
14c. 14d, or 14e be sure to include

continue to serve through June 3(1, 1992

c

Check 'Yes' 11 (1) both your parents are dead and you
don't have an adoptive parent or legal guardian, or (2) if
you are currently a ward of the court. For a definition ol a
"Legal Guardian," see page 10 Otherwise check 'No

wages, salaries, and tips, etc .
interest income and dividend income,
any student finanoal aid (except PLUS loans).

personal long term cash loans used for educational pue
Poses, and

d. Check 'Yes' if you have any children who get more than
hail ot their support from you Also check 'Yes' if other

any other inozime and benefits (such as veterans cash
benefits, fellowships. etc )

people live veth you and get more than half of their support

from you and will continue to get that support during the
1991.92 school year (Don't Include your spouse ) Oth .
ervese check 'No '

Don't include any resources from your parents such as money
that you earned from thorn or gilts that you received from them

'Parente in questions 12. 14a14e. and 15 means your mother
anceor father, or your adoptive parents, or legal guardian. 'Par-

[ Married or Cirsdusts/Profesolonal Students Only)

ents' does not mean foster parents, and for this section. it does not
mean stepparent Later, the inutructions will tell you 0 you shoutd
suppy information about your stepparents

15.

3

II your parents will claim you as an exemption on their 1991
income tax return. you must answer 'Yes

r",v151,'
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You Mull we yOur Wisp toranoist akd OefrifliStisto trtler canplebtra the

Alec Include them If they would to required RI prOdde

rest 01 the Sown II.

parental Inlemtallon when applying Ics Federai student aid far

you arewened 'No' to all ot the Questions in 1 1 but Ow gnswrkp

te 1119142 'shoot year. Weide cater people enti II Pay

Questions 12 /IWOWIt 14, Or 15 you were told to Mout to pay and the

nowM*4thsiwIgstmens1wtCfthsfrsigpostfromyr
minim indult warm b well* awn between aly 1,
ini wel Juno Kt, 1091. "Nort htltdos money, ene.

sesta areas and
you were not required to provide parental mlonnalsor. in 1990.91. end

you were dawned by any person. other than your spouse. as a tan
esetsetico in 1990

bane, Armen,. /cod Mesa can mecatal
payment ol mime meta Om)

Important Instructions for Sections C, D, E, F, G, and I

Mk Write fri tho number of people from question IS, InokvIng
youreek who vid be going lo wipe between July 1, 1091
and Juno 30,1992. Includsonly eludentorrollngfrx Minot

Parents' Intormegen gold wee

credit Imre per term Wthsadixlueesdodihouis.kidijd.
only Mania attend% st lead 12 dock hours per west

Reed the drerplions below. Chadttho box that la bob you and
ION Vie inetrudone.
C3

Your overdo aft both living and Monied to each other.
Anew, the qualms on the rot of the form about them.

Your (a your spasm's) houtiehoid litionnation gray
area

Ci You have U legal guardian. Ardent the quota's on the

Fill out Mill swoon with Information about yourself (anl you'

Feet ortolan &cut your"LegelGuerdlan." Fora definition

sPOuse) II you we divorced. separated, or widowed, don't inctode
Information about your moue*.

of 'Loll Guardian' so Deo 10.
CI

Your parents hove divorced or espereled. Amor tho
with mod In the last 12 months. For example, if you lived with

20. Write in the number ol people that ycv wit support between
July 1, 1991 And June 30. 1992. Include your/all And your

your mother most answer no questions about her, and not
about your fain. tlyoudld not Ilowithone parent more than
wiel the other in tho lot 12 menthe, wow in lone of tho

spouse. Include your children If they gat more than hall 01
thefr support from you. Include other people Doty II they meet
the following criteria

parent who worded the mot Model support during thel

they now We wIth you. end
they now get more than half ol their support from you and
they will continue to gel ttils support between July 1, 1991
and Juno 30, 1992.

questions on the real of the form &OM tho potent you bpi

time. If WSW parent provided prosier financial wort

during the last 12 moths, weer In Irmo of the 'stint who
provided the groWr support taxing tho mod recent calendar

yew. (Soport Includes money, eta kens, housing, lood,

dogma or medical and dental cam, payment el cape
oyes, et.)
CI

Weal Owe,

21. Write In the nurriber oepeople from question 20. Including

yourseil, who will be going to college between July 1, 1991
andJune 30,1992. Include only studentsenrolling for atleast
6 credit hours per term. tf the school uses dock hours. Include
only atudentr attending at least 12 clock hours per week.

Your parent Is voldovied or single. Anew tho questions
on the rest of tho fonn about that parent.

Ilyou haves elapparenL %theory% then ycu =Mod above has
married or Fomented, you must Include irrformabon about your
Iliktorent (seen If they were not mewled In 1990).

Section D: Your parents' 1900 Mown% earnings, and
bensfits

II you ere giving Ineormelion @bout your sloppiest, note that

tf the instructions toll you to skip a question. leave It blank. If your

whenever we say limner on %to reel of thw form, we also
Swan your elopperent.

answer to any other question Is 'none' or 'zero,' put a oro in the
answer sone. Don't leave tt blank or use clashes. For example:

L .00

Section C: Household Information
YOUf parents' household kdorrnatIon gold wee

If your parents Med (or wall%) a "Foreign Tax Return.' or a Puerto

le. Show the current mental stabs of the people that ycv give

Moen to return, see pogo 10.

information ettiut on MA form. For example, If you give
Inlommdlon about your meter and ebplatfer, check the box
that says nnwried, because your masher end stepfether are
married.
17.

22. 1900 U.S. Income to figures

From a oempleled taint Check only one box to Indicate
which IRS Form war Pied. Use this tax return to answer
questions 23 through 26.

Write in the ten-Weer abbrevladon for your pWents' Current
Stale/COunay of legal residence. Seetholtet of StatrCountry
abbreviations undor the Instructions for question 2.

Cbedt tho correct box if your wents have not
yet Mod but wIN198 a 1990 U.S. income tax return. Use their

Wrbs in the number of people that your permits will support

financial records lo armor questions 23 trough 29. For

between Jury 1, 1991 and June 30, 1992. Irclude your
parents and yourself. Include your parents' other children If

these questions, you RIPJ111 twee in the Nurse that ON be on
the tax return. Filling ouf a 1900 U.S. Income tax return WI

thoy got more than hod of their soon from your parents.

help you answer these questions.
4-

)

4 If.
42-925 0-91-8

/
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Also Mum Wil net hornet CAW this box If your wants
WI not ass 1900 U.S. Imams Mr Mum. Dont WNW
weskits 23 through 25. Skip In question 28.

Mb. MID remise

Depsndent ChNion (APDC er ADC)

1sr 1980. Dont report molly wraunlowile
1100. Don't won emii markt benefits.

Itts Witt

Nyou we gkinginlormelionfororsVons parent meths! parent Med
(of WM Ills) spat lux mimics' 1990, give ority thsi waft' portion
Nets exemptions wel imam WM for ki quesNore 23 through MI

29o. Child Support facetted for ail children. irckide the Mudont. Don't report monthly amounts; We In the Miel for

yow were wo warted and toy led for
Ils)sisperste tax
Mins for 1990, b. 14* Ki include Milt Won axemOnns arcl

Md. Other unbend hmeweenebonslitsforie90. Add upyour

1990.

parents' untaxed Inoorne and benefits for 1990 UM work-

home in qusetione 23 though 28.

efeet 92 on MP 11.

-

F

kalkenere: Bes eis We below for mme of eis types of sexism
flowdel aid eat you should exclude from Inoome arkS taxes lo
wisdom 24 through 28.

r

ImMis N

Solent

Awed AN

WM so nee.

wOramoodpIlehrireales

vier

lodullne

Wan

Mese en me.
Yhc

No

Yee

Yes

1-..

11 !1

If the instructions fell you to skip a question. leave II tY,nnk

.
Yes

uni

Section D: Your (A your spouse's) 1990 Income, earn
Inge and benefits

Immo x %et

Yes

indude Kw went's

if any.

horn Form 1040, line ee or 1040A, Ins Se. If your parent usei
Me 1040EZ and he or shedisohed*Yes speelion 4 al that

form, wile in 'On. 011tsraise, wile In Vt.'

Be Ours

*anted income crsdlt end dialiMble FRAMs* dements,

Toleintiniblestemmptiersofar 1990. WOW In the nurnber

If your

answer to any other question is 'none' or 'zero: put a zero in the
answer space Don't leave it blank or use clashes For example

oo
If you (or your spouse) filed (or will lile) a "Foreign Tax Return" or

24. **MN Orme knave (WM 1890. Don't Include say

a Puerto Rican tax return. see Page IC

Income or cepa" gains from the salo of a Winese or farm,
N the eses resulted from a voluntary or InvoluntleY iamb-

22.

1990 U.S. Income tax figures

sure, foriettum, or ber taprof ci ImoluliAly
From compiated return. Check only one box to indicate
which IRS Form was filed Lige this tax return to answer
questions 23 through la

UM werMisset IN an page 11 to SWIM question 14 If you

Wad guts 1980 lax tone, ke WI be Mg ona.
NI.

U.S. Wows Ise We No 1550. Wks sure Mis amount

Estimated. Check the correct box if you land your spouse)
have not yet filed but will flte a 1990 U S income fax return
Use your financtal records to answei questiOns 23 through

doesn't Inolude wy FICA self employmerk orodiun Mee.
Dont copy Me amount orFedemi Inoome tax withheld' from
a W-2 Form.

28. For these questions. you m ust write in the figures that Wm
be on the tax return Filling oul 81990 U S. income lax return

N. Income manse Nen work In 1590.
27.

will help you answer these questions

N you skipped questions 23 through 25, Include your
prom' wings frorn work In 1990. Add up the earnings

A tax return Will not be filed. Check this box if you (and

from your parents' W-2 fonts and any oder earnings from
work Inat ars not Included on Me W-2.

answer questions 23 through 25 Skip to question 26

Your SPOuse)will not Idea 1990U S income lax return DOn't

If you are divorced. separated, or endowed. and yOu filed (or will Mel
a lOint tax return for 1990, give only your portion of the exemptions

If you answered questions 23 through IA Inciude Its
'owes, salaries, Ms, sso frorn yOUr pram' Form Ipso,
ins 7; 1040A, Ma 7; or 1040Z, Ins 1. ttyourgwsntsfvsd
a pint Mum, report your fether's and motors swings

and income asked for in questfons 23 through 28

II you are married and you and

wentsW. If your points otvn a businses or farm, aim old

31

it you were rut married in 1990

Untaxed MOOR* and aeries for MO.

23.

securtly benelltsks MO. Write In the amount of
untaxed socid mainly benefits (including SUPPeomental
SOCUlitykoCOrne)Ola your parents got in 1950. Dont include

any Welke reported In question 24. Dont report monthly
amounts; write In Ms total for 1990. Bo sure to include the
wounts that your plows got for you and Mar other children.

Ow fet I

Trial number of exemptions for 1990. Write in the number
.rom Form 1040, line 6e or 1040k line 6e II you used the
1040EZ and yOu checkeo 'Yes' in Question 4 01 that form,
write m NH' Otherwise write in 01

Important: See the table Ion the next page) tor some or the ryoes
(tf student financial aid that you should excude Iron, income a,c1
taxes in Questions 24 through 28
5

I) 01.1

spouse filed for will file)

separate tax returns for 1991', be Sure to inciu-le both your ano you.
sPouse'sexemptions and income in questions 23 through 28 even

ki Ms numbers from Form 1040. lines 12 arid 19.
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loidere
Pnenelei Aid

exclude N
MOM en need

bawd en need

iess

Yes

=toipkwillng

Yu

ticc

Lome

Yes

YOS

Owes, 9crisierehass
w Felleviehlee
earrangs flow a work

24.

of your second college Mieks. In 290, write in the name art
address of your third college choice, Do net use Stbrovietionstor the nameor address dem college. Ilthacollege you
may be ring lo Is a brand+ cempus, be sure to Include the
complete name of the branch. If you don't know yet which
uoilege(s) You ere Most interested In, you may leave this
Question blank.

Weft II nal

30.

income or capital gains from the sale of a business Of farm,

you listed in question 291, 290, and 290 (or he represents.
live), even if you check No' to quintal 3013. This information will also go to the State agencies in your State of legal
residence to help coordinate SUM financial aid programs
to
with Fedend student sid programs, even it you check
question 30e. However, no additional Information such as
income Information Mit be sent It you check -No' to question
301 or 300.

if the We resulted from a vokiMary 01 Involuntary foredosure, forfeiture, or bankruptcy of Involuntary liquidation.

Use worlicateet 01 on pps 11 to answer question 24 if you
cannot gst a 1990 tax form, but will be Xing one.
25.

U.S. InoOms tax paid for 1990. Maks sure this amount
doesn't Include any FICA, se-employment, or other taxes.
Don't copy the amount orFeckiral income tax withheld' from
a W-2 Form,

Xa. Check 'Yes if you give us peemisSion to send information
from this form to the financial aid agent** In your State.

26. Income earned from work In 1200.

Some State agencies ask for this information. 11.# may use

a to help decide whethee you wlilgoi a Slate award and to

27. flyou skipped questions 23 through 25, include your (and
your spouse's) earnings from wodi in 1990. Add up the

chedito see If you repodsd correct Information on your State
student aid applOstion. Aiso, they may use it to help in the
processing of your application for a Stafford Loan, if you are
eligible.

earnings from your (andror your spouse's)W-2 teems and any

other earnings from work that are not Induded on the W2.

11 you mewed questions 23 through 25, inciude the
%woes, salaries. tips, etc.' from your (and your spouse's)
FOM1 1040, line 7; 1040A, ROO 7; Or I040EZ, line

.

Check 'No' it you don't mint us to send information from this
form to the financial aid VIM** WI your State. if you check
' No,' any State aid you might be eligible for may be delayed,
but it et have no effect on your Federal aid.

If You

(and your spouse) Ned a joint return. report your and your
spouse's earnings separately. II you (and your spouse) own
a business or farm, also add [nth, numbers from Form 1040.
lines 12 and 19.
29.

300. Check 'Yes' if you give us permission to send Information
from this form to the college(s) that you listed In question 29a,

Untaxed Income end Wets for 1990.

290 and 29c (or its representative). Many colleges use this
information to help estimate the amount of your hnancial aid

Donl include benefits reported in questions 28a, 28b, 25c,
and 29d of the parent column

Pildtage.

286. Social Security benefits tot 1990. Write in the amount ol
untaxed social security benefits (inciuding Supplemental
&Kuril income) that You (and your spouse) Q01 in 1990
Don't Include sny benelds reported in question 24. Don't

Cheek leo' if you don't want us to send information from this
tOrm tO the eolipe(s) that you listed In question 29a, 290,and
290 (or Its reemsentative).

report monthly amounts; write In the total for 1990. Be sure
to Include the amounts that you got for your children.

31.

Selective *snip Plegistrabon
In order to receive Federal student aid you must be reels.
tared with Selective Service if;

29b, Aid to Families YAM Dependent Children (AFDC or ADC)
for 1990. Don't Wort monthly amounts; write in the tOlal for
1990. Don't report social security berets.

29c. Child support received tor ail ehikkon.

We are permitted by regulation to provide your name, ad .
dress, social security number, date of birth. Poll Grant Index

(PGI), Family Contribution (Fe), student status. yew in
college, and State of Isgal residerts to the college(s) that

&Quoted doss Malmo (Atill) Mr 1990. Don'tkielude any

you are a male who is at Mast 18 years old and born atter
Decembee 31, 1959.

Don't report

monthly amounts; write In the total for 1990

Check the box only II you.
are a male and are 18 through 25 years el age, end

25.. Other untaxed inoomeand Osnobts tor 1990. Add up your
(and your spouse's) untaxed Income and benefits for 1990.

have not yet registered with Selective Selvice, and

Use worksheet 02 mope 11. Be sure to inciude your (and
your spouse's) earned income credit and deductible IRA/
Keogh payments, if any.

Vire Selective Servim permission to register you.
ft you believe that you are not required to be registered, rah

the Selective Service at 1400421-5388 lot Information

Section Et Congos 11Ness and Certification
29.

reearding exemptions.

Write in the oomph% name, city, and State of the coilege(s)

32.

Road and sign

that you will meet likely bs going to during the 1991-92
You must sign this form. If you don't sign this form, it wit be
returned unprocessed. If you an married, your spouse must

school year. In 29a, write In the name and address of your
first college choice, In 20b, write In the name and address

-6

,:tPFt
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Section C: Household Information
PARENTS

STUDENT ( VOWS),

te. whoa is yaw pewee come marked gate

U wicks

20. Number c4 tin* mentors In 1231422 LU

3 U a/wand

married

(Always Wade yowsolerel xur Name. MAO your
chew and add Pads Prey II they moil to defrOtaxt
M
humu, :. on peon 4.)

ra ONNOSCI

I U vkixeed
17. Whoi your perems' Sties diets' residence

L-LJ
saga

21. Number c4 008e0e dadda In 1001'92 U
111. loran: et Itoney members

1991-92 LIJ

(01 !he weber In 20, erree In to MOW d
inernbwomfilawIlbeIn wipe )eeltIvikenet. 24:1004

(AMm Include yowled Me MAYO Mt yew pew"

wed)

Indude yew prefer cerer etetIren am! OW people oh, I
Prey meet the de14193n In the Ineeveltal on pace 4 )

111. Nuneer c4 coins ebeenta In 1991.22 U
(01 the run** In It mile In tie runbor c4 Feeley membera

aim MI be In weep et win helirna )nolude youW-the
11003604

Section D: 1990 Income, earnings, and benefits
(YOu must See the instructions tor morns and taxes that you should exclude trorn QueShons 24 through 28 I

Everyone must fill out the Student
(5 Spouse) column below.

22. The 101103ono 1990 LIS inCome lax houres are Irons

PARENTS

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)

(0090 orgy one box.)

(Cheek only one box )

oxrpoNod 1 IRO IRS Focn 1040EZ at 1 MA
ocereleled MO IRS Form 1040

(Go to 23 )

,o en **NW 11190 IRS Farm I040f2 or 1040A

(00 10 23 )

LI

J sn.sPnMld 1020 IRS Form 1040

(Go lo 23.)

I U ataxraInmsiilflclbulIlsd
.4

0
V)

(Goa 23.)

(Ski p

26 )

:a. 1990 total 'lumbar at exernphons (Form

r

compleled 1990 IRS Form 1040
(Go to 23
an emanated 1990 IRS Form 1040E1 Or 1040A (Go to 23 )

J an estrmaled 1990 IRS Form 1040
s J a lax retool wal net he 1,144
-1

1040.hne 6e. w 1040A fine 6e. 1040E1
Mars. seeinslrucOons on page 6)

23

(00 10 23 )

(Shp to 26

L_L_I

en

CC

24. 199(s mimed Gross Income IAGh-Fon.
U.
IC

J a completed 1990 IRS Form 1040E1 or 1040A (Go to 23

.00

1040.kne 31 1040A hrie 16. or 1040E1
laic 3 or see mstrucl.OnS on Pages 5 a^0 6

et 26.
I99OUS mcwee tax pad IFOIM 1040
ohne 47 1040A hne 25. or 1040E1 NM

.00

71

26. 1990 ricome 88,011 I,wn wo,k

3Ihot

27. 1490 .ncome earned ham work

Moths,

.._
$

cc

w 24.

t-

S.

25.

$

00

.00

Student

26.

$

00

.00

Spouse

27.

$

00

28. 1990 untaxed alcome and tenehls
(yOarly totals only)
25.. Sooal SOCUriry benehts

______.00

280. kel to Families woh Depend.tni
Chltdree lArDC w ADC)

$

00

28c. CAM 5UPPOrl RICO, ed

$

00

chttlien

28a

00

28b

oo

28c. $

00

213d. S

00

Othet untaxed mcome and benehls

r,om wcokshoel 82 on One II

i)

4 A"

cl
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Section E: College Ro leen and Cortitication
rs. *Tie 0:6100(0 lb you pin la plot, 1961.02/

32. Reed end sign
30. Do you OV, the U.S. Department 04 Education
perrnisstn to send eThwmaton horn this forrn to.

30a. no enancid
WOK/ft fo

Cortibeation: All of the rformabon on tNs form and the Supplemental Intormaton
page. 8 wwittloW0, Is Moe and corNeele to the best ol my knowledge. 11 asked by en
authOnletleeitial. IA:teem gisa proof Oltha Intormation lhal I twee Oven on this lomi
ard 1110 SOppiariW0a1 lrt10rin1100 page, l4 competed I realue Mat this prod may

30b. The calegeg0 you
representative),

Indy* a copy o4 my US . Stat., *twat mono m rerun,. I oho roan that MOON:4
give proof ~Wad. the stWant may be darted aid

U Yes

Evoryono giving Information on MP Pwrimusi Or below. 11 you Awl
Wen Ns toms, It will be Plumed unotocHlw0.

named A 29 Ice es

State?

U

No

Student

31. U Check ttus hos rl you gve Seiectrwt Some'. Purgamori
to niter yOu (S44 insfruchons on pap* 8

2 Students opOuto

III III

1Dept et Ed Use Only

20 not writ snthiSboal

3 FWAIN

4 MOW
Date completed
Day

ATTENTION PAG4th
owl Ilto 001.13 sub WW1 arm you MI mod to War to
you oro
Swum OW pwpsb Weeksimpal PA itsbra. Ow worksheet MN IP you
Suppootwilol Woubollon
~Pt you imuot IN1

W PM O.

11 you iwofPno wAIMONAV PIMPS wok VP willwellt0 Ms,
NI Swift 0 Is amp* vsectsPaN III Wow. TAG itectalwot all
1st you *Net you must MI ow the Ouppismommi imermsion

*Nem PIi,eei

ad or we you. vow gem. of your prole vs
(Ow iwt Mat% lascIA or 1 okfl.)

1000 PS Porto 10107

Did or .11 sou (of Ka pm.) S. 5 1 PO IRE Forte 1040?
Moss Nit news tO4OAcr f040E2.1

1.

U

rile ma co Sedan F IhrcagA I.)

S.

'Yoe We brote ot Puww Awn tot rolum wee w sMbi mod

ChodiNoe

leppi whelp

Mal

tMoMoso1woledboNld.

ESIMMELII
Mown Rum

Meanie trent:
00

Ouitollon 24

N.

CO

Oultellon 24

OP

OS

OR

lb. Ousellens 28 mid 27

(F10 cut Ow NW al SP watt/NW

STUDENT/SPOUSE

PANDITS
SaMt

.00

$

0_

,00

S. Oman. MI IP 27

.00

3

4,110 S you loft

(uee esdy 11 you le/1

Oman 24 blank)

Ouselem 24 blank)
3.

p.4 bake* F top* I.)

woWAhoot)

(Fiy out to NW el

No

0.

WONIONSIT 161 PDS 1/11 SINPUINSD NUN TUT

WORKOUT ISA PON Tin SWUM NEEDS TUT
I.

Year 3 1991
U 1002

WHIP In Me Iola el alarm

A end Cann 'Mos
Boni Oussocw 2.

S

00

to but kw I Is PUP Pp nil Ow lowt Thu de not howo Is MI out
Vio Suppisownbil Wyman (Wow 4014, )arr Own of aim, ono 84 pur
WOO deloosledweehse o tow School or Salmi* yam). PO Pe Iwo
lin Muni burl Ati Prelims, V.O. Oft 0800. Pdreslon, NJ 00041.

11 Pr WIN& from Other °welkin 2a or 20 is $16,033 Oa IMO. mail 1110

form Yr' do not Motets out Ow Ituppwwwwl infortwanluitew

y0410141.04,01.11 wow is *Wooded waiter or your school of Stale WS
MOM. OP Vs town to: Federli Student Aid Programa. P O. Box 8300,
Princeton, NJ 08641
$10.001 et MOIL YOU Pent

the wawa horn wther Oweabon 211 or 29

al out Sodom F throur
Nibs lotoi Awn 3 It $111101 of mow you mot 111 cut Swam. F owouyh 1

Pwr

1

i 1

,

-.'

la"
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Section F: 1990 expenses

PARENTS

33. 1880 me.:Pcai APO della, 91PonseS not pad by InSuranCe

$

STUDENT(1 SPOUSE)
Oo

$3.

.00

342.

S.

,_.00

34. 1990 elementary loran), hidil and Nen School tufo" lot
ciapendent &filcher,

341. Amount paid lOon rricrade

Ithuos pay "or ths &Docent

U

34b. For hoe many dependent children

Section G: Asset Information

It you Ire competing this pop, you mull lilt
oul the student (11 spouse) column below.

PARENTS

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)

35. ,s e met o, you, oaranls a esaiacea

J Yes

nornanlaiLern See fee eseuetions 00

page '

35. Ara you 0, a. yaw SDouse
a depaceo nomemairao

-1 NO

yes

see me nS1,,CI.Onr

_J No

oage

1-1-1

36. W. le n 'he age ot you' ode, para,

U. xxxxxxxxxx

What Is It ninth today?
37. Cash Sa. ngs and cheCinng accounts

$

___.00

38. Horny Penlfns A, LP .n 0

$

__AO

39. 0,e, ,ea ellen', and .nyeMtnen's

$_____

40. Bus "ess and la,

$_.

41. Does any pert el .tertaa0 include a term'

J Tao

Whet Is owed on it?

What Is it worth today7

XXXXXXXXXX

37. S

00

Whet Is owed On 117

xxxXxxlehxz

S.

___.00

38. $

00

$

00

00

$

00

39. 5

00

$

00

____.00

$

__.00

40. 5

00

S

00

41. _J yes

j 010

.1 No

Section H: Your veterans educational benefits per month (for the student only)
ttf you ere competing this page, you must imam qutetion 12. It you are

Exptreted Amount
July 1, 1991 through June 30. 1992

tilling out the OPIAY and the WHITE Inas, you must also answer question 43.)

4;ra. Anra.l pe, "Oil"

12. You, yeteians OependentS Ectucatranal Ass.stance Praetor,' benefits

42b. Nunnbir,

0, Yam Vets ma Contributory NMI% (VEAP)

Section I:

00 a °tont n

=nth!.

MOntln

851. Arnsunt par month

5

db. waft: e mond*

L.-1J months

.00 a month

MEM

Expected 1991 taxable end nontaxable income and benefits
YOu /Milt See the instructrons for income and races that yOu Should exClUffer from goes:tons 45 through 49 1
II you ore corer:4011v this page, you mull fill
out the student (11 spouse) Colanin below

PARENTS
44

,5 ethr of rout pa,ents ceilified as a

YOS

0,s,000led Leona,' by Int aPonata ale

agenCy' See h,e ,,shuct,o^s 0, page 9

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)

Cna ble rest Oft!.
Column. ono go to th,
student and spouse
cotumn. queshon 44

14. Pe you or .s Y0,0500,40

-1 Yes Far out Ihe usl

Certified as a aliocatect unnter
II) 1.11 abp'OPnale agency'
See The nerraceOnS 0" One 9

No (Slop ths column and go

No

to the student ena spouse

Su.p L^,s

any na.

column queston 44 I

'0,,

45. '99' .L.COn`y 0,1,425 ',On' ,..0,,,

Fanne

$

00

blucle

15

5

00

45. '99, mcome ea,neb hom e 0,

MnInPr

$

00

Ivo us(

46

6

00

$_._

00

17

$

00

*)tr. LI S .0(0,e La. 10 ba p5,(1

$

00

48

5

00

49. L 99' nonralabrn nob,. and bonaCts
See wsevreOns 0" nage 9

$

00

49

5

00

47. .99. caw Ls, al:Pe .nCema
48.

41:1

YOu have ',fished the appliCafiOn Recheck you, app,raafion MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE COMPLETED SECTION E

Mall the application to. ioile,a, Student aid PiogqintS P 0 BLVL 6900 Pr.ncoto" NJ 085.1,

C.

Isiskoyyr
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Application for Federal Student Old uic;114:4;;O.
%en 14WOli
Suelete Pao.**

1991-92 School Year
WARNING: If you purposely give fess or mislodinileminformatIon on this form, you
.
may be fined $10,000, sent to larlION or
mean the student who wants aid.
on Ifds form
"You" snd

Section A: Youreett
l

1. YOul name

l

I

l

I

1

1

ii11111111ll

I

1

1

2. YOUf permanent magag addicts
(Mail WO be sent tO thtS 0001
See page 2 for Statecauntry
abtreviabon

1

1

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

0rty
7.

3. Your Ma (opnonal)

0 No, but I am an abort* Norsemen.
(See the rnstructront on We 2

Miss. Ms . or Mrs

Ii

i_j_j

Lll

III! Li
21P Code

Stale

Li 1st (new previously attenied college)
t..31i1 (bennously attended cortege)

40 3rd

I 0 2nd

4. Your State of legal residence

0 No, neither ot the &Wye

5 0 eth

5th or mare uhdergraduale

(See Me rnatrUCTOITS on page 1)

suite

6.
5. Your social security number

1_ El

SS

I

I

1

I

D first year graduateVIOfeSvonal
(Calm; a bachelor's degree)

As of 1odey. are you married?
(Check only one box 1

3 Coribnuirsg graduate or proleasional

D I am not maned 11am mho*.
Ovorced, or widowed )

6. Your Pete al wit,
month

I

9. What year wig you be In coliege in 199 i .92?
(Cheat only ono box )

Are yea a U S Callen?

0 Yes, lam a U S citizen

0 MI

I

I

Number and Street (Maude Apt Nol
1

Mt

Fiat

Last

10. Will you have your fast Bachelor's degree
bt1Ore July 1. *Vat?

I 4. married

It you answerted "Yee" ro any pan of question 11. go to Section
and ha out the WIWI aral the WHITE arias on the 14410!11,1 form
(0kIIP crashons 12 through 15 )

Section 13: Student Status
Yee

11. a. Were you born WON January I. 1968?
b. Ale you a veteran of the U S Armed Forces?
C. Ara you award 01 the court or ar bOth your parents deka,

No

03
0
33

d. Do you AM legal dependents (Other Man a spouse) that

If you shswofes '140" 10 every pert of guesbon 11, and you are

Unrnamed now (anger. divorced. sewage. of wo.rwom and
will be an undergraduate student in 1991.92. answer guesbon
12 (Skip question 15

Memo:, now or all be a greduaterprOlelaorial student in
199142, softer canton 15 (Skip gueslcns 12 through 1ee

0

tit the dahrillion in the onstruotrorts on Page 3'

0 No

O Yes

0 I am **Pealed hOm my Spouse

Yell

Dar

[ Unnsarrled Undergraduate Students Onlyll
12. Ord your parents clam you as
an income las esemphOn?
...

g you answered "Yee"Io Other year In guestiOn 12, Q0 tO SeChon C. and till out Ore GOLD and
the WHITE areas oo the rest of the form (Skip guesbons 13 through 15 1

Yea No

Li 0
1981?
mn iimmr, 3 3

if you answered "No" to both years in Queshon 12. answer gueshan 13 beta*

13. Beginning with rho 11187-4e school year. you ME tOrAved F406'al student me (Chet* only one box a. b. c. 0. Ore See instructions on Mt 3 1
D in norther a fi c or d
in the 199091 5eh001
I. U In the I 9.37.88 school b. 3 In Me 1 Stale 1411001 eLi in the 11039.90 School d.
(Answer 144 below
year (Answer 14d
yerri (Arrive, 144
yea sAnaver 140
year (Answer las
aSkvipi14d45).1410 tec.
below.
S1VP
144.
beeow
Slap
14a.
WOW.
14b.
4t7140.
Skelnd141a45.1
14b, 14d, and 14e 1
14c. 140. and 140
14c.14d.an(114e I

14a. Did you havetOtal
reSOurCeS ot $4000
or mom. nos rrscludin;
pers.-as' support

Yee

14C. Did yOu have total
resource, 01$44 000
or mare. rat Including
parents. suPPorl

14b. Cid you !It/910181
reit:mess 01 $4 .000
Or more. NA InOutanp
parenti: sup0011

Yea

No

In ION? CI

LI

No

...lo 11457

.M19117 Ca 0

...

Yee

No

19477 J

ca

... In 101177

0

145. Drd you have total

14d. Ord you have total
Of more, not inCludinp

4 ofiOurCei 01 84.000
Or more, nOhnearcancj

parente SUMO

polOnts' SLIPOOM

14150INCIII 0184.000

Yee

No

... In Min 0 0

... Ift MO? a 3

Yoe

No

... in iss? 3

U

... In Imo? LI

0

il you answered "No"10 either yearn question 14e.14b. 14c. t4d.0r144.go....SictrorrCamidlilloutthe GOLD and Me WHITE areas On Merest ol the lorm
If you answered "Yee^ to bolt years in question 14a. 1411. 14c.14d, or lee. go to Secoon C ancs till out the GRAY and the WHITE areas on Pre rest of the form

[ Married or Oradslat/ProlossIonal Students Only I
11 you answered 'Yee" lo question t5.goIoSactronrCsrdfiHouttte GOLD and lhe WHITE areas
15. War your parents claim you as an
.n.corne 55 esempeon iii 1991/
ED FORM 258

Y.11

cl

Li ir

eh ee, reel et the term
II you answered -No" to queshon 15 po to Sector, C ano bh oul the GRAY and the WHert areas ou
ttse rest cA the form

'44,

1.)
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sign this form. It you filled out the
and the WHITE
areas, at least one of your parents must alSo sign this form.

Everyone signing this form Is certifying that all Informslion on the form le 0047561 and that they are willing to
provide documents to prove That the information Is correct

Such documents may include U.S. Stale. or local tax re.
turns. Any AFSA dated or received before January 1, 1991
will be returned unprocessed

Sending in Your Form
Double.check your form to make sure it is complain and accurate
Be sure it has the necessary signatures
Put the form in the envelope provided in this booklet

34. Dow*" hilVOrA1011, end high school tuition cold In
1990.

34a Write in the amount of money that you (and your rouse) paid
in 1990 for elementary, junior high, end high school tuition fOr
family members who were included m questicr 20. (Tuton

doesn't Include morn, board, books, lrensportatIon. etc.)
Don't include tuition Mat you paid kV yourself, tuition paid by
scholarships, or any tuition paid for preschool or college.

340. Write in the number of dependent children for whom the
amount listed In 345 was paid in 1'90 Don't Include
yourself or any person %to was not included In question 20.

Don't send

money. Don't put letters, tax forms, worksheets, or any extra
materials in the envelope. They will be destroyed.

'.111.1-ylorlf.,1111",1011(,

Section CI: Your parents' assets
Don't Neve rry etlheesquestIonsbienk. Ma qusetion doesn't

wog es yrw, rile In "O."

Nation F: Your WNW 1990 expenses

You must give Intorrnedon stout ysur parents' meets Inaction 0.
If you we gMng Information for only one parent and that Went ha

Dont leave any Gilboa qusetIone bink. Ns question doesn't
apply bd you, teas In

loin* owned meets, pre only that pewee potion cilia alma
and deli. yourperwits have assetsownedloinly
SOMeOre

N.

Medical end WIWI expenses In 1NO not paid by insuring& WM, in Me amount of money that your wards psid
in 1900 for medical end OWN =pongee (Wdude Insurance
premiums). Don't Motes uncurls covered try Insurance or
Wernployed health decks:tons from Form 1040-line 26. If
your parents listrWed deductions on ther 1930 U.S. IMMO
tax rehim, writs in the strew" from Form 1040, Schedule A.
line 1.

else, give arty your parents' portion of Me sods and debts.

IP Sector O. don't indude:
Armond or conounvor loans, or ws debts that ere net
*Wei lo the weals Soled
The value of relliwnent piens (pension funds, annuities,

IRAs. Keogh Rms. W.)
Student Mendel sid

St dOononOrA Podor MON ond hIgh Moo' Udell PI"
In 1960.

SN. WA, In Me amount of flimsy thaf your serene paid In 1900
for *mentor/. Junior high. find high school tuition for fan*
members who were Induded It mosstan 19. (Tuition doesn't
Induce room, bowel, books, transportation, sic.) Don't
duds tuition pad by wholerships. Aleo, daTtIndure tuition
that your parents paid for you or any Won for preschool ce
college.

36. Check "Yes' If Ober of your plants (for whom you we
providing Inicemallon) meets all t4 the Mewing daerriptora
for a displaced homenwear:
your pwent has nat worked lulleme In the labor tome for a
Bobwhite. number ot yews (e.g.. oPProxrdoly Fvo yews
or mots) ha hoc during Itwee yews, waled In lie home
providing unpaid services for family members; and

your parent hasteendependent onpubloassisienosor on

340. Write In the number of dependent children far whom the

smcunt WWI in 34. was paid in 1990. Don't Include
yourself (the student) or arry person who was not Intruded In

questim 10.

the Inmate of mother Wray member but is no longer
mooning Vet Moore, or your went is reostring %tic
assistance because of dependent chliden In the home:
wtd
your went is unemployed or underempioyed end is sap"

Winans Marty In obtsinM3 or WYNN stradoYmens

Section F; Your (i your spouse's) 1990 expenses

linampbyscr mane not world% Mit week but being awl.

Don't leave any of Mese questions blank. ff a question doesn't
apply to YOU, *Tits in "O."

egedflo oasis to gel
seeks.

33.

Medical and denial expense' in 1990 not paid by Insurance. Write in the amount of money thal you (and your
spouse) paid In 1990 for mocha and dental expenses

litiOstsecaloYor trams swift pen-ane vein 1110901
your well swag Ideme wriplorent. It refers to a cat&
tion IthIlf work Is WKS or «try perterrie work Is makes

(include Insurance premiums). Don't include amounts coy.
ered by meurance or seff.employed health deductions from
Form 10404ine 26. If you (and your spouse) nernized
deductions on your 1990U S income tax return, write In the
amount from Form 1040. Schedule A, nne

Check No' II neater of your assents mesa WI the damp-

sto tor work. To welly, your went mut have mode

lob metro dabs; the let tow

dons mentioned above.

at MN in the age d the older print tor whom you 011,
ittormston on thls
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you or your spouse has been dependent On public ass*.
tance or on the Income of another Welly member. but IS

-. Maw If your weft am a home, WO In how much to
home IS worts. Use M ihsyoutpsnI.00s Id mows*
wed to rash. for OW home If It twit on wie balmy.
Don't use assmed Mound, di land veldt A tomfr

no longer reoeivi rig that InCorne, Or yOu Of your Spouse Is

receiving public assistance because of dependent Chili
Men in the home; end

"lobelias a house. made horns, condomirdwn, aft. If your
parents we radon, writs id *O.'

you er yOur SpOuse

includina tie wend mime Ind MOW debts on the
home. (Donfisalideblesestebal Check mAth the mwbasge
conweny If you donl Mow.

' Unemployed means not working this week but being avail.
able lor work. To quality, yOu Or yOUr spouse must have

011wr wet eels* and 11WWWWW. If yow parents am

'Mill Weitz efforts to gel a lob sOmetime dunng the last

°Mar red eidele Oncludrem renallwrperfy. lend second or

four weeks.

harmer how) or hew inwelments. vid e h how much
they we vmh Sedgy. Investments indwie trusl funds.
money medal funds, wadi funds, wet limbs of dwelt.
stsdts bats, other swills% Ireitellment and Sid We

' Underemployed-Means working parttime even though you
want Or yOur spouse wants full.time emp+oyment II refers to

a condition where work ts stack or Only part.time work is
available.

apnea* (hialeiv weeps held), commodlies,
dous ind Wale* waft, etc.

Check No* if neither you nor your spouse meOtS all of the
descnptions mentioned above.

Then, eft h how mush your parents owe on other real
able and bwestments.

le.

un efrtptoyed of underemployed and

is experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading em
ployment.

Then, %die In haw rruch phir parents ow on the horns,

Dusinses and tend, if your weft arm a business end/
or Wm, wile in Iv= much Me business endfor Ian we
worth lefty. !nal& Ihe value of lwd, MWSrifts. methinelY,
equipment, Wewodc, bwentries, sE Donl Include the
home. (14ome value end debt should be eon In question
$8.)

38.

use assessed, insured or taxed value A 'home' includes a
house, mobite home, condominium. etc RenterS, write in

Then, wrrte in how mien yOu (arKeOr your spouse) owe on
the home, includuig the prose nt mortgage and related debts

Then, writs In what yow parents owe on Me business end/
or Isn't Include only the preewS mortgage et related debts
for which the bumble's widow farm were used se collateral.

If your mint. we not the sots owners, Whts In only their
share of ths lotri Nile and debt.

Horne. If yOu (and/or your SpOuse) own a home, write in hoer
much the home is worth Use the pfkbe you COule reasonably
expect 10 receive for the home d it went on sate today Don't

on the hems (DonT include untwist drill Check with the
mortgage company if you don't know
39.

Meg nal estate and ineeStments. II you (and/or your
spouse) Own other rea) estate (iaCilldrng rental ADC**,
land. second Or Summer tames) or have inveatments. write
in how m uth they are worth today Investments include truSt

Section G: Your (1 your spouse's) assets

funds. Money market tunas. mutual funds, certificates of

Don't leave any of these quest)ons blank. 11 a question doesn't

dePOSit, stocks. bonds. Other Securities, installment and land

alqlly to you, vote In "0."

sale contracts (including mOrtgages held), commodities.
precious and strategic metals. etc

You must gtve information about your (and your spouse's) assets
in Section G If you are divorced or separated and you and your

spouse have lordly owned assets, givo only your poilion of the
assets and debts If you (and your spouse) have assets owned
jointly with someone else, give on:y your (and your spouse's)
Porton Of the assets and debts Ele sure to give information about
assets held in trust for you (and your spouse
in Section G. don't Include:
Personator consumer loans, or any debts that are not related

to the assets listed

The value of retirement plans (pension hinds. annuities
IRAs. Keogh Plans etc
Student financial atd
35.

Check 'Yes' if you or your spouse meets all ot the following
descriptions tor a displaced homemaker
you or your spouse has not worked full time in the labor

force for a Substantial number of years te g approxr
rnately five years or more) but has during those years
worked in the home providing unpaid services for family
niainhers and

Then, write in how much yOu (and/or your spouse) owe on
otner real estate and investments
40.

Business end farm, it you (arld/or your spouse) Own a
business and/or farm, write in how Much they are worth
today include the value 01 land buildings machinery
equipment livestock, inventories. etC Don't include the
home :Home value end debt should be given in quesoon
38 )

Then, write in what you (and/or your spouse) owe on the
business and/or farm Include only the present Meant,
and related debts for which the business and/or farm were
used as collateral
II you land your spouse) are not the sole owners. Write inertly

your (and your Spouse's) share of the total value and debt
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Section H: Your 1991-92 veterans educational benefits

per month got the student only)
42.

It

1921 U,11. ream lex to be petit Mee In the wage of
Income arm Met your points expectUrfaY in int Mem
Sure this amount doesn't kvilude sty PICA, elAtillnployMent,

Your veterans DependeMs Educational Assistance Pro.
grant benefits.

or clear taxes.

4.. 1911 wand* home and benefits. Thews are Ma

42a. WM* in the amount of veterans Dependents Educational
Assistance PrOgram (Chapter 35) benefits that you expect

same types of income end bereft that we asked tor In
questions 211a, 25b. 25c. and 20d.

to gel per month front July 1, 1991 through June 30,
1292. Don't include Death Pension, Or Dependency
Indemnify Compensaeon (DIC).

42b. Write in the number of months horn July 1, 1291 through
June 30, 1022 that you ()meet to get those benefits.

Section I: YOur (a your spouse's) expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable IncoMe and benefits

43.

How to figure expected amounts

Your Veterans Contributory Benefits (VEAP).

This section asks about income and benefits that yOU land yolk
spouse) expeci to get If you are divorced. selarated or widowed,
don't include information about your spouse nswer these ques
lions as accurately as yoll can It a question doesn't apply to you.

43e, Write in the amount el Veterans Contributory Benefits
(Chapter 32) that you exowci to get per month front July 1,

19111 through June 30, 1992. (Include both the CommMOM and sham portions.) Donl inchale Death Pension.
Or

or it you dOn't expect to gel an y income or benefits from that Source,
write in '0 "

Decondancy & Indemnity Compensabon (DIC).

4. Wrrte in the number of months from July 1, 1981 through
Juno 30, 1N2 that you expect tO get those benefits.

Check 'Yes' If you or your spouse is currently certified as a
"Dislocated Worker" (see page 10) by the appropriate State
agencY

It you checked 'Yes.' you may be asked to document your
StatuS (or that of your sr/Jusel as a disiocated worker

Section I; Your parents' expected 1991 taXabie and
nOntaXable blame end benefits

Check 'No' it neither you nor your spouse is certified as a

How to figure expeeled amounts

dislOCated worker Skip the rest of this Section

The section 4r. eb0O1 IMMO end benefits that your parents
mad to get H your went is divorced, seperated, or widowed,
6sM Include Information about the other parent. Answer Mese
quesbons sa /coma* as you can. H a question Newt apply, Or
ycur parents don't expo:tic get any Income or tomato from that
source, writs In 'O.'

letportant: See OK .ab4soripagee for thekinds of Income and
taxes to leave out of Section I.

45. and M. 1221 Income *tuned from work. Include wages
salaries, and tips See Important note above
47. 1291 other taxable Income. Writs ii Ihe total amount of
other taxable income that you tand yOla t.,;00Se)
ppOn On
your 1991 IRS Form 1046 1040A or 1040E2 Include

44. Check 'Vet' 11 either 44 your parents (for whom you we
providing InionnaPon)le currently cerdiod sea lHeloomed
Worker (see pegs 10) by the mesmerists Slate agency.
11

interest and dividend income and any oth, i mates income
Don't include any unemployment compe 'Won or any al
come that you reported in questions 45 al d 46

you chocked 'Yea; you may be asked to document your

went's Asko as &Nomad worker.

41 1991 U.S. Income tax to be paid. i'rrile in the amount of

Cho:alio' If neither of your parents is certified us deb-

income taxes that you and your spOii ,e expect topay in Mt
Make sure this amount dOeSn't nude any FICA. Sell afn
ploy merit. Or other taxes

ated worker. Sldp 10 question 44 In the Student (8 Spoues)
column.

bsperbInt: Ilse theist* on psge 8 for the kinds of Moan and
Mese 10 leave eut of beano I.

49.

Ivor nontaxable Inca me a nd ben& Ifs. These ale the Same
types 01 income and benefits Mal were asked fOr inques1.0ns

28a. 28b. 28c. and 28d

a and 41 1801 awns *anted Prom wk. Include vmges,
eallaries, and tips. See ImpotIVII nob stove.

Sending In Your RIM

47. 101 Wier tmaltle Insetro. Wrf e In the Mel ammo of

Double check your form 10 make sure it is complete and accurate

ocher 'Lobe income Vist your grants viel report on their
1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040A. or 1040b2.

Be sure it has the necessary signatures

Include Interest

and dividend income and any other tarable Income. Deal
include try unemploymeracompenetaan ce any Imam the
you reported In quaebona 45 and 48.

Out the form in the envelOpe provided in this booklet Don't Send
money Don't put letters tax Items worksheets. Or any extra

materials in the envelope They will be destroyed.

9
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0 !.

Where 011110st More Information On Federal Student
Financial Ald?

111111 Lf f,

Otehatied WORM TO be considered a detailed walker. You

This booklet ghat you only &brief summon/ ot the student financial
aid programs offered by the U.S. Deportment of Education. Each

must be cunendy certified as one by a Salo egancy such as your
local Empioyment Service or Job Service. This certification it clone
in aocordanos with Title III of the Jcb Training Partnership Act. A

student financieJ ad program has Its own special Natures and
procedures. You can get more information from the booklet: The

disiocasd worker generally Marti a person *no:

Ilitudont Guide: Firenciel AM frOm the U.S. Department of
Education Grant*, Loam, end Wiwk4Audy 199142. To gel

has been terminated or taid.off or has received a notice of
termination or lay-oft,
has been tarminated or recetved a notice of termination as
a result of permanent ciosure of a plant or other facility. or

a free copy. write to:

Federal Student Aid Information Center
P.O. Box 84
Washington. D.C. 20044

was self-employed (including fanners) but Is now unam
ployed because of poor economic conditions in the cor
muntly or natural disaster.

What Happens After I Mall In My Form?
Within four to six weeks after you mall in your form, the U.S.
Department of Education wie send you a Student Aid Report

Foreign Tax Return If you and your spouse. or your parents.
won't be fling a U.S. income tax return in 1990 (for example.
Puerto Rican tax New), know the instructions below

(SAR). On the SAR wilt be eithor a request for further information

or numbers mead a Pal Grant Index (PGI) and a Fernley Contribution (FC). We use formulas estabtished by law to Nuts these

In question 22, check the box 'completed 1990 IRS Form
1040' (if a foreign tax return has been filed). Or 'estimated
1990 IRS Form 1040' (if a foreign tax return will be Nod),
use the Information from that tax return to fill CSit this form,
convert all hgures to U.S. dollars, using the exchange rate
that is in effect today, and
fill out the Supplemental information (Sections F- I )

numbers from the information you give us. Your schoot or the U.S.
Department ol Education may ask you to move that the information
you give on your application ls true.

What Is My POI Grant Index (POI)?
PGI is samba that tells whether you may be able to get a Pall
Griot. If you are '5964 for a Pell Grant your sehool will use this
number to determine the amount of your award. Even if you don't
Ti

Legit Guardian - A legal guardian is a person who a court has:

quality for a Pell Grant. you may still Quality for one or more of the
other Federal programs. Be sure to ask your financial aid administrator If your school needs any additional Information from you for
these other programs.

appolnted to be your toga guardian and this legal relationship witt continue after June 30. 1992. end

directed to support you with his or her own financial
resources.

What Is My Family Contribution (FC)?

Meths American - tt you are a Natty, American. recort the amount
of income and assets over 82,000 Pa Inckvidual Payment that You

The FC is a number that hare your financial aid administrator

and your spouse or your parents recoived in 1990 from the Per
Capita Act or the Distribution of Judgment Funds Act. tt $2,000 or
less per individual payment ems monad from either Meese Acts.
don't report it. Don't report funds received as an mord under the
Alaska Native Clams Seidman! Act ci the Maine Indian Claims
Sediment Act Also. caret report any assets received trom the
Alaska Native Claims Settlemont Act.

'

:.11 It110::11.11Mr1 On I

.;tt,1,!

determine it you ore able to get one of the several avariabis forms

of assistance. These irclude Stafford Lan. SEOG. CWS. and
Peddns Loan. Your school wiN use this number to determine the
amount of your grant, loan or work-study award.

What Happens If I Don't Ott A SAR Or I Need Another
Copy Of My SAR?
It you don't oet a SA R Within tour to Six weeks, or you need anothsr
copy Of your SAR. vette to:

I edoial

,11.1.1.,

Federal Studant Aid Programs
P.O. Box 6904
Princeton, NJ 08541

How Long Does It Take To Composes Thls AppficatIon?
rt tams approximately 40 minutes to one hour and 30 minutes to
complete this application. This Indudes the time for reviewing the
instructions and form, gathering and maintoining the necessary
information and comploting the form.

GNe your name, address, social security numbor. and date of birth.

Ele sure to aSk for another copy of your 1001-92 SAR. If your
address has changed aims you sent in your application, be sure to
give us both your oid arid your new address. Bo sure to sign your
tenor.

Send your comments regarding the time it Wires to compete this
form or any other aspects of the application including suggestions
to/reducing thisburdento: U.& Department ol Education. Informs-

What If My Situation Changes?

tan Maagement and Comptiance Division. Washington. D.C.

Questions 11, 15.18.19. 20. and 21 ask you to make proiections

20202-4651; or to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Ruduction Protect: 1840.0110, Washington. D.C. 20503.

for the upcoming year. If your answers to these Questions
change. weft Until you receive your SAFI and then see your
financial aid administrator.

Do AU Schools Take Peri in Pie Federal Student Finencial Aid Programs?

The Income and expenSes infOrrnatfOn that you give must be

accurate. They must match what is or will be on your 1990
income tax forms. If your financial situation haS recently

No More then 8,800 schools do tau part in one or mor0 Of them.
Contact your school's financial ald administrator to rind out which

changed, COnteCi yOur financial ald administrator

Federal programs your SChOOl participates In.
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INFORMATION OH THE PRIVACY ACT AND USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

[-The Pnvacy Act of 1974 requires that each Federal agency that asks for your social security number or other !Monne! bon must tell you the following:
1.

Its legal right to ask for the information and whether the law says you must give it.

2. What purpose the agency has in asking for it and how it wit be used.
3. What could happen if you do not give it.

You must give your social security number (SSN) to apply tor Federal student financial ald. The U.S. Department of
Education's legal right under the Title IV programs to require that you provide us with your social security number is based
on Sections 484(a)(4) of the ktgher EduCation Act of 1965, as amended. The SSN is used under the Pell Grant,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, and College Work-Study programs In recording information about your
college attendance and progress, and in making sure that you have received your money. The SSN is also used under the
Stafford Loan and Perkins Loan programs to identify the applicant to determine program eligibility and benefits and to permit
servicing and collecting of the leans.

If you are applying for Federal student aid only, you must fill out everything except questions 29, 30, and 31. If you skip
question 30 we will count your answer as "No" for both parts of that question. If you are applying tor a Pell Grant only, you
can skip question 5. 38 and 43.
The authority to request all other information (except the SSN) is based on sections 41 IA, 41113, 411C, 4110, 411F, 474,
475, 478, 477. 479, and 480 of the Higher Education Act of 1965. as amended. This information is used to determine the
amount of Federal student aid tor which you may be qualified.

The Information which you supplied may be disclosed to third parties that the Department has authOlized to assist In
administenng Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may include private firms that the Department contracts with
for the purpose of collating, analyzing. totalling or refining records in the system and who are required to maintain safeguards
under the Privacy Act This may also be accomplished through computer matching programs such as the ones currently
conducted with the Selective Service System and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
We will pr ovide your name, address. SOcial security number, date of birth, student aid indices. student status, year in college.
and state of legal residence to the college(s) that you list in question 29a, 29b. and 29c (or Its representative), even if you
check No- in question 30b. This information will also go to the Stale agencies In your State of legal residence to help
coordinate State financial aid programs with Federat student ald programs. We will provide calculations and determination
of eligibility to the agency with which you filed a student aid application, or another similar agency, if you request us to do
so. That agency may also release information received from the Department to colleges. State Scholarship agencies, and
loan guarantee agencies that you have designated to receive Information. Also. we may send information to members of
Congress dyou ask them to help you with Federal student aid questions. If your parents or your spouse provided information
on the form they may also request to see all the information on the application.

If the Federal government. the Department, or an employee of the Department is invoned in litigation, we may send
information to the Department ofJustice. or a court or adjudicative body. if the disclosure Is related to financial aid and certain

other conditions are met The information may also be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In addition, we may send your information to a foreign. Federal. State, or focal
enforcement agency if the information that you submitted Indicates a violation or potential violation of law, for which that
agency has jurisdiction for investigation or prosecution. Finally, we may send Information regarding a claim which is
determined to be valid and overdue to a consumer reporting agency. This infonnation includes identifiers from the record,
the amount, status and history of the claim and the program under which the claims arose

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
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Application and Promissory Note
For A Student Loan Under The
Stafford Loan Program

Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation
Suite 1950, Parkway Towers, 404 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-0820

SA0159 INS (11., MO)
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TM bonnet ccenars =mien
inyirudiors ttial WA help you Ni out the

Application

NOTICE

and

TO

SIUDENT
14hen 'Cu caned* OM Aepliceiton
end Nominch nolo densbee in inis
booklet you am applying fa 0
siudeni Mon aid NomMoll% to rpai

!he amount Itial losd lo you.

Promissory Note

for a
Guaranteed
Student
Loan

DEPOS I T

NOTICES

'A nt.

, Ole,

GUARANTY NATIONAL BANN

EFFECTIVE JULY., 19880 THE GUARANTWID
STUDENT LOAN 1054.1 PROGRAM HAS SEEP
RENAMED THE STAFFORD LOAN PROGRAM.

oppikehon tot a guaranteed Oueno
loch b mroRI debts. IMom mod
Innueliorr corteury
follow
I. MMHG TO APPLY
1. (MOM AND LOAN OATS
7. MEREST RON NC FEES
a PRCAVOORY NOTE AM>
DOCLOSURES

S . EOM OECIG MOYNE/MG ME
MONEY
RERYMENT
7. DEFERMENTS
S. CREDO ELREAU NOTINCATION

T. A/00 DEFRAY

ApPicAnoN Km:Arnow

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

MK
WORE 0,PENINO FOLD DOWN AND TEAR OfF COMETiFlAPPLICA

0

,-

254
Pay specia attention to the
shorted Information. Di signing the
ADDItcallon and PrOMDSOPY Note

you ore MVOS) MCI YOu have
read and underrand Mb materSoL

01.1AMING POR MEAL INTLIKST

BOWS means that the Federal
gramnment pow Me Interest due
to the lender On your behatf while
You ore In school. durIng your

groat period to the are al which
A GUARANTIID STUDENT LOAN

(est) is o lOw interest loan with
federal interest benefits tor those
wha Qualify outhonzed by the
Federal government ta help you
PaY ter Me cost at your education
beyond high school

1PRIPARING TO APPLY means doing

these things

1. Contod the Financial Aid

Moe at the Schaal Ku ptorl
to attend to learn about all
other passible financial aid
Programs
2. Appty for afl forms of financial
old before you oppty tor a
Cart Espect to comelete
several separate oPPICation

WM.

3 Be aware of firing Cienclbries
there may be several

you begin to repay the loon and
040 during certain periods sittlen
repayment is not required coiled
deferments.

You ore EUGISU 10 DORROW it

You are a US citizen. national
or on eligible permanent
resident ot the US aria
2 'eau have been accepted for
enrollment et enrolied at least
1103 hire and making

1

Sal,StaClani 0,0()(ess On 0

aegtee or certificate program
nn eaucahonal inst.tution
aeorayed bv the Fedora !
government and your
guarantor. afro
3 'eau ar I? nether oaligoted tO

(ever a clefaultea oaucation
ioon nur awe a 'Wand on an
emcorion grant program

4 ft you are on unciagroauate or
vocational student. the financial
ald office will determine your
Pell Grant eiSgibIlltyhneilgt4Irty
before you can qualify for a
G=0110114 Student Lcon. This
process alone may Iola sereral
veleta.

5 Se Prepared to present your
income tax forms ono possip3
your parenls income tax forms
6. Be aware that receipt of a
Guaranteed Student Loon will
affect Ms amount of any
MKS* you may receive from
I,. other program except the Peri
Grant program.

7 Fallow any special Instructions

computenprinted cc the cow
of this Wader
The SChool will determine your

eogiamy tor a loon when they
haze al the necessary
information

3

INTIRIST RATE AND FEES for your

Icons ate specifically listed on your

Notice at loan Guarantee ana
Diciosure Statement NOu will be
charged (a) interest on the unpaid
principal bolanCe al the loon pluS

(b) a guorantee fee payable in
advance to your lenoer or
Oeductea from the toan proceeus.
and (c) an anginabon tee that wil
ne deducted from the loon
Proceeds
The current INMOST WE IS A

per yea fa tretime borrowers

RePeat harrowers with outstanding
guaranteed Stuclent 0055
ranfinue 10 bOnew at the,
PrevOus rate

LOAN LIMITS FOR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

hal 2 years of undergraduate Or vocational program
2,625' Pet year
Poaching yeas of unclergracluate program
$8547:000 eoch year
Cumulative Wry?
'A student entailed in a program that 3 normally canpieted In IMO ocadernIc wsas
or less 3 not ellgrole for oGSLot more eon S2625per academic yea. tecialdiell
the actual length of time it rakes Me student 10 compsete the program

GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
Any year of graduate/pratessiOnal Steal'
cumulative Limit

8 7.500 eaCh yea(

'A grailudlel alle001,1180nellkident may beArk sw fed caeliMPAIStrwarriS54,75Cr um

amount ce 554.750 including cons reclined tor study a the undsproduateleval
The cornurathe Smits (b34h unclengradvate orKI fladotite/Prottinic0:111 OW int
c ludoany poem af 0 to/rower's Consoidated Loon that was used to rem a GSL
PLUS cr 51.5 loon

Your loan cairn/ewe exceed Me Cal) Of Val( education less any fir rancialdid

and our family s expected contribution Not all tenders will lend the mac
MUM amount
The maximum loan arm %Inn °PDX tO the entire Guaranteed Student Loan

2

?rogrorn you =ewe loonSfran ma, than orwiender, make %meth°, each
tender is aware at all your Other guaranteed student Cara

(.3 1 -1

255

GUARANTEE FIN. Ito may be

reavred la Mr the Wide' °

portion. up to the legal magnum.
of the approved loan amount The
*mice 3 requited to pay this tee. 3
any. to the guarantor to obtan
guarantee on your loan the
lender will Witter collect the fee in
ociance 04 will dOduct this fee
propornonately from each
deburtement of principal of yaw
icon,
An ORIORWTON Fff will be

deducted from the loon proceeds
The lee not to exceed the
wicLahrn amount allowed ar law
usea by the Fecieto gOvernmen!
to 'educe as Cost ter INS poptOrn
A GUARANTOR S on indePenclent

ogoniration or 0 oeportment
of a stales devout/rent which
'guarantees" loans mom
Dv t'onekS SCY.ngs 0110 IOKIn

,

ossop.asons credt urions ond
nsutance comptan.es approved
ay the g,preintot onct the US
Deportment et ToucbT.on The
geolontee means that the tOen
be 1000,0 II 0 PO/rower aces

riot repay a lOan the guarantor
nay% the iender ond co/leCts the
Rion hot*, the follower the
wonontot Ant putSue Oil tegOl
,emed*S Oblan 15511 poymenl of
o. oefaulted ionns The
'auntantect- tole bv 0 guarantor
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10
INSTRUCTIONS FOR

COMPUTING THE
APPLICATION AND
PROMISSORY NOTE
FOR A GUARANTIED
STUDENT LOAN

ITEM 4
Enter the IwoTetter State Code
abbreviation Mom PM Tabie foe
ITEM 2 and the numbel on your

license It yOu do not have a valid
deYers license. enter triA

ITEM 5
Enter the area code ond phone
number for the address Idler, in
ITEM 2

ID WWI= DE STUMM

Indicate your US citizenship status
Check if yOU are a US ateen,

TYPE ONIVINT tN 36t

ITEM 1A
Enter your Semi Security Number
11 ITEM IA has been compieted Tor
YOu ond is incorrect. see ITEM 13

instiuctions An application
submresa wahout a Social Security
Number will be returned Read the
Prneocy Act ond the Right to
Finonciai Privacy Apr notices on
Poge 8 before completrog thrs
item

US National (natrve of knencan
Samoa) or a permanent resident
of Polou (lormerty part of the Trust
Territory ot the Pacific Islands)

Check 2 if you ore a permanent
resident with an /Len Registration
Receipt Cord (Form IASI or 1.551)
or yOu he 3 fOrnil 94 Departure
Record from the US Immigration
and Natigolization Service showing
any one of the !Viewing
designatans I Refugee. 2
Asylum Granted. 3
Indefinite
POrole CincllOr Hunionrtarran Parore

or 4 Cubomliortion Entrant

Social Security Number rn :TEM IA

and print the entire correct Soctal

ore not eligible tor a loan

Security N,Anber in ITEM 18

ITEM 2A
Print on one ins your /as! nonut

SWF CODES 3.15.e

ore not etible for a loon
ITEM 7
Enter the requested Infamsatton
for Them adults wen deferent

edema's. The application will be
refurnea if this dens Is not
complete with ad street odoressey .
cities states. ap codes, area
codes, phone numbers and
employers if there is no sheet or
Post office boi. please enter NrA
Preferred references ore porents
goorarans adult rekerves The
Peet:tie you let may be contacted
and should know your
whereoloorns at all times

ITEM 8
ft you cannot cheek 1 or 2, you
are not sealble tor a loan You
must be enrolled of least hatt -time
to be eligible for this loon

1 ltMS 2 nrxi dri

firsi then +/Out fast name and
midale MEW! Then print rout

At

pennonent home sheer Idaress
apartment number. RID rir Past

Al,

Amor cc-

Office Elos on cane rine Print your
zity. stale (uSe stale cocles hstea

AP

A:Vonn
Atkonsns

NC
NJ

CA

raLrcvc.n

NM

Now Marc('

C.oror on<

NN

New York

below). and zip code on one I re
If your permanent address rs rn a
foreign country. enrer city the
couniry nome and the kitters
on ths line A temporary school or
military (APO FPO) oddiess is NOT

occeptabte it ITEM 2A hos been
completed for yOu and any Part
of your name and oddress
incorrect. see ITEM 28 rnstrixtrons

Cross out oil tne information in
ITEM 2A and Print yOur comPlele

correct name ond permanent
03Clress in ITEM 28 Follow the line
format indrcated in ITEM 21%
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!Two...mu
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tir
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Not 9, Dololo
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Oho

Ott
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Oregon
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130.0,g,0
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L
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alva)
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ivivt,,gor,
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WA
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Mwsupp

,C

MO

M45041.

ITEM 3
Enter Month. Day rand shor of yOur

Arnbornn
Arnskn

ITEM 23

6

are in the U.S on onty an F1 or F2
student visa. on onty O J1 or J2

internah0e0I organaations). you

It yOU are in the U S on onry on Fl
or F2 student Visr3 on only a JI rai
12 exchange visrtor insa. or on Only
a G sexes visa (pertaining to
intornationor organizations) yOrr

ITEM 18
Cross out tne entire incorrect

yau cannel check I or 2, yau
ate nal eligial ha a 100n. If you

G-Series V130 (pertaining to

ITEM 6

computer panted on the cover of
this booklet
DO NOT COMM IN PENCIL.

Ahen Registraticn idenaheatrn
Number exactty as rt is printed an
your Alien Registration Receipt
Card. II you check 2. you must be
attenaing a school within the
United States or its territories in
order to be attgttle for a GSI. loon

eschonge Wary visa. or on only a

SECTION 1:
(WAS 1,19A)
Follow ony special Instructions

It YOU ChOCk 2. you must NI in your

VN

At
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WrOcc,09
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NOW TO COMPLETE ME APPLICATION & PRQMISSORY NOTE
tinuous school terms and cannot exceed 12

Read the entire booklet before completing the Application &
Promissory Note. Type or print using ball point pen. Press
firmly; you are making five copies.

months.

ITEM 12: ANTICIPATED GRADUATION DATE. Enter
the date you expect to complete the program in
which you we currently enrolled et the school In
Section II. The data must not be earlier than the
ending date of the loan period in ITEM 11.1

SECTION I - BORROWER
ITEM 1:

ITEM 4:

ITEM 7:

SOCIAL SECURITY NUSUER. Enter your social
security number. Any application submitted

ITEM 13:

ITEM 14: OMR EDUCATIONAL LOANS. Check 'Yes"
if you have other educational loan debts, and
enter the amount currently outstanding on those

tuns.

two-letter abbreviation for your tate (e.g.,
penfilia GA).
CITIZENSHIP MIME. Check "A If you are

ITEM 15:

U.S. Citizen or U.S. National. Check '5' and
write in your Allen Registration Number it you are
one of the following:

U.S. permanent resident, and you have an
Allen Registration Receipt Card (I-151 or IITEM 16:

651).

other eilgible non-citizen with a Department
Record (144) from the U.S. Immigration and

NOT LIST OTHER STUDENTS.

nue 17:

ITEM 9:

1 ENDER CHOICE. Enter the name and eddress
of the lender who will process this loan. If you do
not complete this Item, your school cannot send
the application to your lender and will return It to
you. if you are unable to locate a lender who is
wining to make you Ifie loan, contact GHEAC for
assistance.

ITEM ISA: BORROWER SIGNATURE. Sign your full legal
name on the Borrower line. USE A BALLPOINT
PEN. Press firmly. You are signing several cop-

International organizations). you must check C.
if you check "C" see your Financial Aid Administrator.

DEFAULT STATUS. Check "yes" if you have

RIFERENCES. Glve two separate names and
addreues of adutt relatives or friends who wouid
parent or gurdian as one of the references. DO

following designations: (1) 'Refugee,' (2)
'Asylum Granted,' (3) "Indefinite pude sod/
or "Humanitarian Parole," or (4) 'Cuban-Haitian Entrant.'
other eligible non-citizen with a Temporary
Resident Card (14U).
If you cannot check W or V," you must chock
.c. if you ere in the U.S. on an Fl or F2 student
J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa
visa ONLY,
ONLY, or a 0 series visa ONLY (pertaining to

SOFA USE ONLY. Do not write anything in this
section.

INTEREST RATII. Enter the interest rate of your
most recent Stafford loan if you have ono. if your
interest rate Ise% through the fourth year of your
repayment period and 10% thereafter, enter 8/
10. If you have never had Stafford loan or If
your previous Stafford loan Is paid in full, enter
NA in this section.

know your whereabouts at all times. Enter a

Naturailzation Service showing any one of the

ITEM 11:

atausslao LOAN AMOUNT. Enter the minimum amount that you will need to pay your educational expenses.

without Social Security Number will be returned.
PERMANENT ADDRISS. Enter your permanent home address. Do not use a temPonn
school or military address. Use the standard

ies.

[

DO NOT MARK THROUGH, SCRATCH OUT OR ALTER
YOU DO, YOU
THE PROMISSORY NOTE SECTION.
MUST COMPLETE A NEW APPUCATKIN.

ever defautted on a Stafford Loan (formerly Guar-

if

!TIM 1611: ENDORSER. If your lender requires an endorser,

e nteed Student Loan), Federaity Insured Student Loan (FM), Perkins National Direct Student Wen (71051.), PLustus Loan, Consolidation Loan or Income Contingent Loan. if you
answer "Yee.' you must writs the details on a
separate sheet and attach It to the application. If

the endorser must also sign the Promissory
Note end complete the endorser Information.

What do I do when I have
completed the application?

you have paid the defaulted loan in full, you must

attach documentation.

ITEM 10:

ENRCUMENT STATUS. Indicate yourintended
enrollment status during the loan period. If your
e nrollment status is less than heff-time, you we
not eligible for loan.

When you have completed the remaining Items in Section
I of pre-printed aPplication and H the school plans to
send the f orm directly to your lender, keep Copy 0 for your
records. Your lender will send Copy E to the endorser, It
applicable.

ITEM 11:

LOAN PE11100. Enter the beginning and ending
dates of the academic period you went this loon
to cover. The academic period must be for con-

if you have completed a regular application, take or mail all
copiee to the school Financial Aid Office. If your school
returns the form to you, keep Copy 0 for your records and
5

:
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ITEM 35:

lake or mall th remaining copies to your lends, for processing.

WARNING: Do not attempt to complete Sections II or
TM PPOIlcation Vd11.3g4.litgrasgliald if you have

DIOSUNSIMINT 315M01). If you wish to disburse th loan through th ONEAC Escrow Diebunement System (EDS), check
ONEAC

will invoice you for th* loan proceeds at th
proper time. Check "13" if th loan is not to be
disbursed through EDS. You must make each

oomplited these sections.

loan check payabis to th borrower and send th*

SICTION III: LENDER

check to tfw Finencial Aid Offic at th school
named in Section II. tf th borrower is attending

Review th*Application & Promissory Note for completeness.

a foreign school, send the check directly to him/
her. The loan must be disbursed In accordance

Sines the Promissory Note is a** document, th required

with th schedule provided by th* school in

signatures must be present.

ITEM 25.

MAI SS: 1.11/41)115 COOS. Enter your assigned lender

ITEM 331:

code number.

ITEM Se: LOAN AMOUNT APPROVID. Enrol' th loan

SIGNATURE. The form must be Myriad by an
authorized lending official.

amount you approve. That amount MUST be the

Mail Copy E to OREM for processing and guarantee.
Retein Copy A, the original, for your files. Forward Copy
to the endorsor, If applicable.

Weser of th amount th borrower requests in
ITEM 13, or th amount shown in ITEM 29, and
may not exceed program maximums.

cloiRcgivrirsiligatasANDAgspoNsliguirigs
Noma TO SORSOffillt Sy signing the Stofford Application
Promissory Nolo, you are Ofiftlfgkop !het yeu
have reed and understond your following rights end
responalbilitiee and that you undoretsnd that laws
goviimin5 the Stafford Loon Program are sub(ect to
change from time to time.

mord do not vouch for and are not responsible for the
quality of any perticipating school or its programs.
3. I understand that th proceeds of my loan may be used
onty for educational purposes to attend th school named

and for tfw period indicatsd In Section II of my loan
application, and that I may be prosecuted under IM
provisions of th U.S. CrIminel Code MI use those funds for
any other purpose.

Borrower's Rights

4. I must notify my lendra promptly, In writing, If any of the
following events occur before the loan is repaid. If

1. On or baron the date this loan is disbursed, the lender
must provide me with a copy of the compterod Loan
Guarantee wro Disclosure Statement. The lender must
return the original Application & Promissoty Note Mote)
to ma when I have paid the low In fuli.

A. WI to enroll al least half-time in school for ths period for
which the loan was intended, In this event, I must repay
tfw loan in full immediately;
B. have a change in name; or
C. hoes a change in address.

2. I am not required to provide securtly for this low. My
lender may retries, howeror, that an endorser sign my
note.

3. It I am willing but financially unable to make payments
preocribed by my Ropayment Scheduie, I may request
that th lender grant me forbeerance:

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE
The Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a) requires that an
agency provide the following notice to each Individual r
It asks to supply Information:

A. for temporary period during which I melte no payment;
B. of an extension of time for making payments; or
C. whereby I make smaller payments than were originally
scheduled.

1 The authority for collecting the reouested information is
Section 420(b)(2EA) of th Higher Education Act of 1965,
as amendad (20 U.S.C. 1073(b}(2EA)), and Part 2 of Article

7 of Chapter 3 of Tide 20 of th Official Code of Georgia
(0.C.G.A. 20-3-260 M. wail as amended. Applicants are
advised that participation in th Stafford loan program is
voluntary, but th requested information is nocessary for
participation in th Stafford program.

The lender I. not required to approve my request.

Borrower's Responsibilities
1. I must detach and retaln th* Borrower Copy (Copy D) of th
Application & Promissory Note atter completing It.

2. The principal purposes uf this information are as follows:

to wiry tho identfty of the alrolioant: to determine Program eligibility and benefits; to perm& servicing of the
low; and, in th event tt is necessary, to lowIte missing

2. I must use Care in choosing a school. Each school must
provkle prospective student with information about th
school and tts prograire. I should conalder this infonnation carefulty before deciding to attend a specific school.

borrowers and collect on delinquent or defa...led loans.
3. The routine usee of this Information include discrosure to

I understend that th* lender, OH EAC, and the U.S. Govern.
6
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Federal, State, or local government agencies; to private
mum such es Washfee, pawn Ind former emPloYers,
business and prowl aseociatas; to guarantee agencies;
to educational and Ithancial institutions; and to credit bureaus, collection agencies, and agency contractors in
order to verify the identity of the appiicant, determine
program eligibitity and bereft., permit servicing w collecting of the loan, enforce tenni and conditions of the
loan, counsel the borrower in repayment efforts, investigate possible fraud, verify compilance with program regulations, and locate a delinquent or defaulted borrower.

part shell be lined not mote than 810,000 or imprisoned for

not more than five yews, or both; but if the amount so
embezzled, misapplied, stolen, or obtained by fraud, false
statement, or forgery doss not exceed11200, the fine shall not
be more than $1,000 and imprisonment shall not exceed one

yew, or both.

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT
The Federal Equel Credit Opportunity Act (15 U.S.C. 1891 et.

seq.) prohibits creditor a from discriminating spinet credit
applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, national Mein,
sex, marital status or age (provided that the applicant has the
capability to enter k.to a binding contract); w became ail or
part of the appiicant's Income derives from any public as-

RIGHT TO FINANCIAL
PRIVACY ACT NOTICE
Under the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C.
3401-3421), the U.S. Deportment of Education w81 have access to financial records in your student loan flie meIntalned
by the lender in connection with the administration of the
Stafford progrwn.

sistance Pragrwn; or because the applicant has, in good
faith, exercised any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. During the course of the application process, your
lender will, upon request, Inform you of the proper body that
regulates the lender.

CRIMINAL PENALTIES (20 U.S.C. 10974
My person who knowingly and willfully embezzles, mimicdies, stasis, or Wahl by fraud, false statement, or forgery,
any funds, assets, or property provided or insured under this

GEORGIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE CORPORATION
2002 I. occtimaa PLACE. SUITE 200
TUCKER, GEORGIA 30014
(404) 4034412
GREAC -I (R. r. 2/90)
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MISSISSIPPI GUARANTEE STUDENT LOAN AGENCY
Board of Trustees of State Institutions of Higher Learning

InstutIons for
MISSISSIPPI STAFFORD LOAN
APPLICATION AND PROMISSORY NOTE
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Mississippi Guarantee Student Loan Agency (MGSLA) is

LOAN LIMITATIONS

under the governance of Ihe Board of Trustees of State

Students may not borrow more than their estimated cost of
attendance minus any estimated financial assistance they
receive from other programs minus any expected family contribution, noi to exceed the statutory loan limns The following
IlbelaCey ban limas aPPly'

Institutions of Higher Learning. The MGSLA was Crean . to

guarantee student loans mule by Mississippi lenders for
qualified students in need of funds to pursue a postsecondary

education. Submits/on of this Stafford Loan Application and
Promissory Note In no way asaures the student of receiving a
student loan. The school must certify the student's eligibility
for the loan. The student must submit the compieted Application to an eligible lender. Students are encouraged to first
inquire for ban approval at lending Institutions with which the
student (or parents/spouse) has a customer relationship.
You should use Care in choosing an educational Institution
and determining your ability to benefit from the education It
offers. The institution Is required by Federal law and regulation to make availabfe accurate general information regarding its academic programs, admission policies and requirements, financial aid programs and policies, tefund policies, u
well as other retevant matters.
You should Investigate the avattabillty of other forms of financial ald with the school's Financial Aid Administrator. it Is to
your benefit to detern-ine your eligibility for grants, workiludy
and other sources of assistance before applying for a student

ban.
STUDENT ELIGiBILITY (PLEASE PlEAD CAREFULLY)

You will be eligible for a Mississippi Stafford Loan if you meet
the following requirements:

1. Be enrolled or accepted for enrollment in a degree Of
certificate program at an Institution participating in the
Mississippi Stafford Loan Program. II you are enrolled or
accepted for enrollment in a foreign school, you must be
national of the 'i dart Star ..
2. Els enroned as.. ! !oat a half.time student
3. Be making satisfactory *Womb progress as determined
by the educational institution.
4. Be crtizenThational of the United States or be a permanent resident with Noper visa.
5.

Not be in default on aay educational loan authorized
under Title IV of the Higner Education Act of 1965, as
emended, or owe a refund on a Tiiie IV grant.

6. Have not exceeded any of the loan limitations of the
Program.

7. Have demonstrated need through a need analysis system
processed by the school you plan to attend

5. Have your eligibility for a Pell Grant determined by the
school you plan to attend

9. Meet other eligibility criteria as may be specified by your
lender

A. A student whom the school determines has 1101 surCesa-

fully completed the first 2 years of an undergraduate
program. may borrow up to $2,625 per endemic year.
B. A student whom the school determines has successfully
completed the first 2 years of an undergraduate program
but who has not successfully completed the undergraduate program, may borrow up to $4,000 per academie
year.

C. Graduate/proleutonal students may borrow up to $7,500
per academic year.
A student may borrow up to an aggregate maximum aMOUn1
01 $17,250 If the student Is enroiled in a program of undergraduate education. A gradualelprofisaional student may
borrow up to an aggregate maximum amount of $54.750
including loans received for study at the undergraduate WV
through the Stafford Lean Program.

The actual amount, up to the maximums, is limited to the
amount the lender approves. These maximums apply to the
entre Stafford Loan Program. The aggregate limits inclu3e
the portion of any Consolidation Loan the Mudeni received to
repay a Stafford Loan and/or Federal Insured Student Loan.
The MGSLA recommends that a student return annually to
the *arm lender to obtain hls/her Stafford Loan; however, If
the student has received loans from more than one lender,
he/she is responslIffe for enturing that each lender Is aware
of all previoua loans. The MGSLA also recommends that a
student never borrow rnsre than Is necessary to meet school
expenses.

LOAN AMOUNT DETERMINATION

For subsidized loans, in no case can the amount of the loan
approved exceed the estimated colt of attendance minus the
estimated financial assistance from other SOurces minus any
expected family contribution.
The estimated cost of
A. Estimated Cost of Attendance
attendance used by the school may include tuitiOn and
fees applicable to the student, together with the School's
eetirnats of other expellees reasonably related to the cost

ol attendance. Including but not limrted to, the coat of
rm. I end board, reasonable transportation cuts, and
costs for books and supplies
Eetimated Financial Assistance
Thu is the estimated
amount of autstance that a student has been or will be

awarded during the period of enroffinent for which the
loan ts sought from Federal, State, institutional or other
scholarship, grant. work or loan programs, Including but
not limrted

to

Social

Security

tenets.

Veterans
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educational benefits. Selected Reserve Educational Assis-

LOAN REPAYMENT PROVISIONS

tance Program benefits and ReServe Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) benefits

A need analysis system
C Expected Family Contribution
approved by the United States Department of Education
must be used to determine a student's expeeted family
contribution, regardless of Income. The student should
contact the school for a need analysts form.
The Stafford Loan amount awarded to a student will be the
lesser of (1) the program limits. (2) Ins student'a unmet need.
(3) the amount Me lender aporoves or (4) the amount requested by the student

Prior to expiration of the grace period, no repayment of your
loan is required while you are in school on al least a hall-time
basis. YOU MUST CONTACT YOUR LENDER WITHIN 30
DAYS AFTER YOU CEASE ATTENDING SCHOOL AT LEAST

HALF.TIME TO ESTABLISH A REPAYMENT SCHEDULE
FOR YOUR LOAN You will repay this loan over a period that
generally lasts at least 5 years but no more than 10 years
However, the following exceptions to this rule apply.
II. during the grace period, you request a shorter repayment period. the lender may grant you a shorter period

PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING A STAFFORD LOAN
IN MISSISSIPPI
Complete Section I (after reading all instructional items) of
the attached Application and submit It to the Financial Aid
Office at yOur school

The Financial Aid Administrator completes Section II,
retains the school copy and returns the remaining copies
to you
3 Submit the remaining copies to your fending institution
4 The lending institution completes Section III, retains the
lender and student copies and forwards the remaining
copy to the MGSLA
5 The MGSLA processes the Application and Promissory
Note If all eligibility requirements ere met the MGSLA
issues a Notice of Loan Guarantee and Disclosure Statement (Disclosure Statement) which wIll be provided to you
by the lender The Disclosure Statement will reflect the
scheduled
date(s) of disbursement, disbursement
amount(s) and other pertinent loan information.
6 The tender will send your Stafford Loan cheek to your
school for delivery to you

The lender may require a repayment period shorter than 5
years if this is necessary to ensure that during each year ol
the repayment period you Or. if both yuur spouse and you
have StaffOrd Loans. SLS or PLUS Loans outstanding. you
and your spouse pay toward principal nd Intel est at leas1

2

IMPORTANT
Laws and Regutations governing the program or the lender's

policies may change after you complete this Application
and Promissory Note These changes wilt appear on your
Disclosure Statement IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE INFORMATION ON YOUR DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT OR IF YOU 'NANT TO CANCEL THE LOAN,

CONTACT YOUR LEND.:A BEFORE YOU StGN YOUR
LOAN CHECK
INTEREST RATE

On a Stafford Loan for a borrower who, on the date the
Application and Promissory Note is signed, does not have
an outstanding balance on a previous Stafford Loan. SLS,
PLUS Loan or Consolidation Loan, the applitable interest
rate is 8%. increasing to 10% beginning with the 5th year

8600 or the unpaid balance of all such loans (including
interest). whicnever is less

If you qualify for postponenient of your payments during
any period described under DEFERMENT in this PrOmiSspry NOte. Or i the lender grants 'forbearance", those
periods will not be included in the 5- and 10-year periods
mentioned abivs
The particular terms and Conditions of repayment that apply to

this loan will be set lorth in a separate document, known as

the Repayment Schedule, that the lender will provide to
you. normally lust before the repayment period begins
Students who qualify for a 7% loan wilt reCeive a 9.12 month

grace paned, while those who qualify for a 9%. 8%. or
8%r10% loan Will Waive a 6 month grace period. The exact
grace period will be shown on your Disclosure Statement
Interest accrues IrOM the date 01 disbursement of the loan
proceeds If you are eligible for interest subsidy. the Department of Education will pay the lender the interest that is due
during the time you are enrolled at least half-lime in an eligible
institution, including the 6 or 9.12 month grace period before
repayment begins and during any period of authorized deferment

of repayment

2 On a Stafford Loan for a harrower who, on the date the
Application and Promissory Note is signed. has an
outstanding balance on a pievious Stafford Loan, the
applicable interest rate is the interest rate on any previous
loan (7%. 9%. 8%, or 8%/t0%)
The exact interest rate lOr your Stafford Loan will be shown on
your Disclosure Statement

PLEASE NOTE
I

issory Note However, you should keep these information/instruction sheets
2

GUARANTEE FEE
In addition to the Simple interest and in return for the MGSLA

lee will be shown on your Disclosure Statement The lender
will deduct this amount from your loan at the time of disbursement II a loan is multiply disbursed, the fee will be deducted
proportionately from each disbursement of the loan proceeds
ORMINATION FEE
Ali students are assessed a onetime origination fee for each

loan as specified by law The lendcr will deduct this amount
from the loan proceeds at the time ot each disbursement The

exact rate and amount of this fee wilt be shown an your
Disclosure Statement

C,)

I ar

si

Refer to the STUDENT BORROWER INSTRUCTIONS
and complete Section I of the Application and Promissory Note using a typewriter or ball point pen (PLEASE

PRESS HARD IF YOU USE A BALL POINT PEN.)

guarantee of your loan, you are required to pay a one4ime
guarantee tee for each loan The exact rate and amount of this

Do not detach any pages of the Application and Prom-

Incomplete applications will nol be processed
3
4

Review each cOpy of the Application and Promissory
Note to ensure that all information is legible
Peed carefully the (1) Privacy Act Notice. (2) Right to
Financial Privacy Act Notice, 131 Equal Credit Opportunity Act Notice. (4) Criminal Penalties and (5) Notice
which are printed in this document
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SECTION I: STUDENT !BORROWER INSTRUCTIONS
(TYPE OR PRINT USING A SALL POINT PEN)
Road the instructions carefully betore completing Section I The Instruchons betOw COrrespond tO the items in Sedan 1
Rem 14- Check the box to Indicate whether you expect to be a Wotan@ or a

Item 2-

Enter your social security number. Read the Privacy Act Notice
biters completing this item.
Enter your legal narrie include Jr. . Ill. elc. after last name Do not

Item 3-

use nicknames
Provide your dale of bWth. use numbers (4 g . 01110770 for January

Item II-- Indicate the starling and ending dates for which this loan is to be

Item 1-

hatfitirne student You mull be enrolled at least halftime to Pe
eligible for this loan
used

10. 1970)

Item 4-

item IIteni 8Item

Enter your permanent home addreu wrth Street numbs, and name.

Item IS- You must indicate .1 you have ever defaulted on a Stetter(' Loan

RFD. P 0 Sox. or General Delivery, City. Slate and Zip Code as

(forrnerty Guszanteed Student Loan). Federal Insured Student Loan
(FISL). PerkinsiNaliona) Direct Student Loan (NDSL). PLUS Loan

appropriate. A timporery military or 1101001 address le net acceptabie
Enter your permanent borne area cede and phone number
Enter the [weigher abbreviation for Mitir stale of legal residence

Supplumenlal Loans for Students (SLS). Coneolidation Loan. or
Income Contingent Loan Detautt means your loan was purchased
from the lender by the guarantor and you now owe the money lo the
guarantor 11 you check "YES" you must 11/e1C1116 on a separate

U S CitZuship Status
Check Citizen/National if you are a U S Citizu or a U.S National

sheet tbe lenders name, the guarantor's name. the academic

(citizen of American Samoa)
Check eligible nenclitzen II you are a U S permanent resident and
you have an Alien Registration Receipt Card (1.1131 or 1.551). or you

periods for which the loan(s) was obtained, the amounes) still owed
and the circumstances of the default You must check "Yes" even
if Me loan hos boen repaid or arrangements have been made
/tem 17a- If marned. provide the name of your spouse

have a Departure Record (14) horn the U S Immigration and
Naturalization Senna) showtng any on of the !Mowing designations. (I) "Refugee" (2) "Asylum Grantee 131 'Indefinite Parole and(or "Humaniterian Parole" (4) "Cuban.Haitian Entrant"

Item IIItem 9-

item tm-Il marned, provide the wool security number of your spouse

Item Is- THREE DIFFERENT NAMES AND THREE DIFFERENT AD-

You MU be required 10 submit pro01 01 status prior to aperove See
check "c"
nor
your Financial Aid Administrator. 11 neither
Enter your driver'a license number and elate of issue

DRESSES MUST BE REPORTED IN THIS ITEM In the first boa
km the name and &Mims of your parent or legal guardian 11 your
parents aro deceased, list your guardian of other appropriate adult
II your parents are not living 109614(.16st your other parent In the
second boa List in boaes 2 and 3 other adult relatives or friends
(currently living in the U S ) who mil know your whereabouts at all
limes Do not list your spouse or fellow students as references
Item 19- You must reed the PROMISSORY NOTE and the !BORROWER

Enter the minimum amount necessary to meet your educational
costs that are not met Irom other sources

Item 10- Enter the foist unpaid principal balance ol all your Stefford Loans
(formerly Guaranteed Student (oans GSL) end Federa) Insured
Student Loans (FISL) You must also inclIde any Stafford Loan or
FISL which has been consolidated under the Consolidation Loan
Program

CERTIFICATION printed on the reverse side of your Application, then sign end date your Apollo-anon and Promissory
Note. Sign your mine at reported In item 2.

Item 11a- Enter the unpaid principal balance of your most recent Stafford
Loan, providing the interest rale and the loan period Do not include
this loon

Nem 1lb- Cheek the appropriate boa (Note Me loans must be in your name

Item 20- DO NOT COMPLETE. SEE YOUR LENDER.

es the borrower )
Item 12.- Enter the code number of the Node( who mil process this loan (see
section below 011111kld Lender Code List ) 11 you do not know the
lender who wiii prom" this loan. leave dank
Item 13- Enter the appropriate code number below to compiele tits item
ASVCIAda.

EdurAnCel

1

Eouserwri

2
3

An
60216Call SeOnc61

Htielli PloassPonS
Li5614/ AM
PhAS1Cal Sum.

4

aulineWCOmmvc.

5

COMfnunt.laan
COann,n47 $4,.C4%

s

Conraulem

a

Soon se.,,,,,.
rtadAnclurra

7

Sewn,

9

IMPORTANT: PLEASE NOTE

11

Submit all copies of your compelled AppilcatIon end Prominent Note to the

ie
12

flnenclal Aid Office of the school you ere attending or peel to attend. it

13

Section II hes net been templielod.

ta

YOl1f school MN rewire additional information not included on mia Apph-

15

cation and Promissory Note. Please lotlew Melt Instructions carefully

16

TOC740C41

17
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PRIVACY ACT PIOnCE
The P',oac All ol 1974 (5 U S C 55211 requires that 10 NenCy
p004100 1110 lonNhog nghca /0 each inglyalual whom n 1136110 suggh
inhumation

The authority foe centime the information ftquanted on the inAPPlicalon and Ptcrnissory Note is bend in Section

cluded

what uses wrIl be made 01 it

42840)(29A) el the Highel Education Act of 1985 as amended 120
U SC 1078(5e2AA1) Applicants ale Mosta, that the requested

Swoon 71.72) ol the Pieracy Act provides 11111 en agenCy may

ireconAtion II tirMessaly fro pertimpalion in the GSLP
2

Thi 0,1000111 purposes el this information are as follows

to verily

the idenidy of the Applicant. to dtioimine Ploglam ellibility and
benefits. to permit servicing ol tIll loan And in the event it is
neceasary fo locate the (aglow*, and 10 (Odd on a demonist or
defaulted Idan

3

Tho routine uses of this inlounalion include its disclosure to
Federal Stale rat local agencies . lo poyale panne such as rota
lives
C11105

present and former employols business and peloonal 0990-

0 guatanlve agencies. 10 aducelional and Marietta nital

!ikons Wel 10 Agency contractors in order mi verify the Identity n1
the aPPitcant to &funning plogIan, eligibillty and benefils. to
09111.1 9t11011.119 1.l

a

Sechon 7(5) 01 the Posecy Act ol 1074 15 11SC 552e note) requites
101. 111603 anY Fleetat Stift or local gOVeinmenl agency requelaS In
individual to disclose rusiffer social security number (SSW) 11101 mei',goo 10011 oho lye Advised whether !het asclosurie n mandelery or
VOIUrally by what statutory or Who, lutholdy the !:.Sal is solicited and

00111111 n0 01 Ihe :Oen 10 counsel the pone's?, in

repayment elleds to investigate possibie hand and to venty cern
ponce wqh piograni v90,09110111 01 10 locale a delinquent of
cletaulled bonower
at "ants musl 0101100 all of the inluema,no 1entleSled ,3 Okla, 10
have lnea application Professed

COntinue 10 reQuite dieclosure of an individual's 93T4 as a conditfon tor
the wanting of a 41% benefit 151 01101090 91000104 by II* .11 oases In

which Ih agency 19401100 InIs difelOsula Unita, statute or regulation
puor 10 Janyary 1 1976. el Cade, to verity tho eentily of an indivsinat

aPPItitill's SDI is require': as I 0011490n 10,
S Department of Educehon has lo,
several years (onsistently requited the disclosure ol the SSN on
applicahon forms and Othei necessary GSLO document, adetned
Disclosure of the

001KIpabOn In ISO (ISLP The

putsuant le published regulations Authority to 'MASH ans 11110tlnabbn
ts lodnd
GSLP regulations. parIctlIany 34 CFR 682 300 ithd
882 504111

The SSW volt be used to relay the xtenlity 01 the applicant and 81 an
account numbet IdentIbel) 1510099001 1110 We 01 the loan in 0,03 M
tocorif nocesSary data accurately As an idemoier. the SON Is used in
such program 0011011.83 as defelmining D1091913 ligtollty. cerebral(
!wheel attendance and Student alahoS dibeleninng eh9b1Ily 101 deter-

mini 01 ,Ipaynlen!. determining elgibility ft, disability of death Oases
dul.egoonl 01 defaulted
and for Ifacing and coltect.g in CASUb
lOanS

RIGHT TO FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT NOTICE
Undo, the Hight ot Financial Ptivacy Art 01 1978 112 U S C 1101 34711
!he u S Department of Educators van have access to hriancust records in

rale Student 101in 1,10 mann:fled by My lentief

fl cconneCtiOn WI, the

adM,S1011,041 011he OSLP

I
1

-

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT NOTICE
0111ca 01114 Compeller 01 the Cullency

Ths Federal Equal Credit Oppollunqy Act prohibits urednots hom
discornInating 9001351 c1e011 appliCanIS On the 0113:1 01 MO (0101
lelgOo 3111.0n91 0119111 sell 31911191 status Age iprooded that the
applicant his IN c30avly tO On101 into a binding comma). betauso all
01 DV 01 the applcant.5 100031e (Wives hon any public alostanco
plowarn 01 because the applicant nes m good 1111111 alerc.sed AnY

990 L Elden! Plan Ensl SW
C

tghl undo, the Consor110, Credit Protection Act

The names 0110 actia,99SDS 01 MO Fedoial agencies which alpholister

cOmpliance with Mb le* We listed below Donny the cOtese cit the
elan applicabOn emcee., you, 10,501 *11 0000 1er0,091

a1101111 you 01

Washington DC 20552
E

the propel tvaly which 10911101115 Ihe 1011091

National Credit Union Administration
2025 hi Stfeet. NW

Washington DC 20156

70Ih S110e1 & COnl1.101.0n Avenue 1114

Fedora! Slade Cornmissem
81h Sheol 8 POnnoylronia Avenue NW

Wonhunglon D 4; 20551

Washington DC 20580

A Fedoral FinSens SyStem

F

[
1

Washington. D C 20219
edival Deposit Insurance Caret/talon
5110 17th Stteet NW
Washington. DC 26429
Federet Home roan Rank Board
101 Indiana Avenue. NW

CRIMINAL PENALTIES po

U.S.C. Iwo)]

Any poison who anowIngly and voldony e015411104 ou9OpplIe9 411115 01

e315e71103 uus.upked mien 01 alained by bauti

utuems by haul] 'else statement or finely Iny funds assets or properly
wooded of unwed under this part shall Do hoed no, mve lhan 810000 or
.M17.80.f.(1 UP .01 31010 than Ini, 0e11,5 br bOlh 1101 II the amount In

fotgery (Mee nOt escood 9200 the fine shag not tw 31010 Man SI 000 and
Money/men! shall not exeeed one yew or WO,

tato) /1810,11081 01

t

NOTICE
The Misanstpoi GualanlOt Sludent Loan Agency ,01,1.101 0, SUOilliluent
100011 mlbonal,0,1 Concllrung the amounl 01 llus 10911 Rod as
110113er
,aparnani TO Ono 01 more vela Insteleu Vganizahons 11 you &Rasta on Elie
loan. Me NM*, eubeequent holdef 00 guarantee Agency wel oho report

30 days in advents that Infounoban 1101111 the dehitilt win oe &mimed ro

the &faun to creda bureau orgaelaallons Thle may Wiptficently end
eaversely affect yam ability to oblein other credit

Tho 131401 mum 0100100 a Moly response to a moues? born any cled.1

credit bureau 0/9/111491IOnS unle115 y011 ante, a110 leo0yoleol On Ine 109n

*41,11 the 10 days

bureau cagemlabon laçtald09 0 bleCbans yOU mon! raiSe Wln Mal 010011011

ton About the accuracy and coutpleteness 01 nlornlavon mooned atwia
the land., subsequent node, or guarantee elq01101 131110014

"BORROWER

t.

at tufisi

you

Retain These instruction Notices for Your Records"

1

T
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1 \111 ()1
Steps for Completing Application and Promissory Note(s)

.

(1\ 11 \

(

Loan Consolidation

2

Definitions
Student Rights and Resportsibtlities

Law Access Program Eligibility Requirements
Law Access Loan Program Table-of-Terms

law School Admission Council Member Schools
Credit Criteria and Review Process for
the Law Access Loan (LAI.)

(1\111 I

II

7

3
4

3-in-I Application and Prombaory Note(s)

8

9

Application Waif-sheet
5

Managing Your Debt
Minimizing or Reducing Your Level of Debt

I

6

Sample 3-in-I Application
Instructions for Application and Prornissoly Notes

Gond Credit lb Impact on Receiving Student Loans

(

6

1

Back Cover

Checklist and Law Access Service Number

III II

If \I. )( Ii K

\ I II )1,

1N) \

\ I PKI

I

I 1,1

STEP 3
Promissory Note(s)

STEP 1
Program Application/Promissory Note(s) and
Consumer Information

Carefully read the promissory note instnicttons.
Carefully read the front and back of the promissory

Take time to review all of the information provided in
the applica skin and prtinussory licee booklet.

noteisl
Carefully sign and date the promissory note(s).
Review the checklist.

STEP 2
Application

STEP 4
Submit completed, signed and dated application,
promissory note(s), INS documentation (if

Review the program terms.
Carefully read the application instruction sheet.
Refer to the sample application.
Carefully complete, sign and date the application.
Complete the application work sheet, if required.

required) and application worksheet (if r.ecessary)
to your school financial aid office.

Review the checklist.

I

\IX \(

l

l'fil )4.1i

(Refer to the audosed Application and Tiomissoly

\I

I

I lt,I/;11111 El 01 11:1 \ 11 \

Notes, for detailed information regarding loan termsand conditionL)

Program eligibility requirements include the following:

Admission
You must be enrolled in, or be admitted for enrollment in, a school that Ls a member of the Law School
Council lISA0 and an American Bar Association (ABM-accredited law school.
least
You must be enrolled, or will enroll in, a J.D., LL.M., or other joint law degree program, and be attending at
half-time.
the completion of your degree according to the standards of your school.
You must be making satisfactory progress toward
You must be a US. citizen/national or eligible noncitizen.
You cannot have already borrowed the total aggregate allowed by the Law Access Loan Program.
You must not be in default on any educational loan or owe a refund on an educational grant.
which you certify that you are either registered with Selective
You must file a Statement of Registration Status by
Service, or, for a specific reason, not required to be registered.*

determining your eligibility for
Your school must first determine your eligibility for a Stafford Loan beforeapply
for an SLS Loan. Law
apply
for
a
Stafford
Loan
if
you
also
want
to
an SLS Loan. Make sure you
Stafford, SLS, then LAL.
for
its
loans
in
the
following
order:
Access encourages all applicants to apply
Not nquind iot LM.tr ElleAbty

1

I

42-925 0-91--10

I

)
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GairealiMil

UM/T

Loam IGSLR

WAR pm moo
154,71Xlaggiegatm_andudiag wader-

radial* botthering).

\III

"

Stedod laan Oammety
MAXIMUM

,R \\I

VIZ(

-111

I

I

Late Aosta LORla MAUI

6$(030p, pew

004503p* yeas
110,303smagete.

a MOM a=argollncluding undergraduate

Meakow lipain ea r*at to limmon al

elmetheal loos of0c= per sward

leereneemissiwenetedinguntagadow
mal geramm bms.)

LAW ACCESS

MINIMUM

UMIT
INTEREST
PAYMENTS

Mlnknum Staffod Loon IM), ha
you mu* know at hut MOO con-

14611mm SW Iltilet Is $100, but you

hired for SOfford and SIS.

combined ice Stallotd and SLS

Federal government paya *West
while student le as admit

Minimum LAL is WO.

mud boner al hot 1600
basal pewee& way be deferred
while 'Went ifi in echooll.

.

him* perm* deferred while stu.
dad is in school.

Dehmed liMmust I caplbd and
*Med b the pandpel *repayment

Deemed intelisnt, twitp.y 'tabard and

Student may door to make querterly interest mounts while in
school
Lan am talfaimestudents requited

Rodeo may chow to ate quar-

added to the

r

repayment.

testy haw* payment: while lit

mind

to make quothay intemst payments.
RA TE2

EEES2

8% intense fur new bowman kinwing goduation theoldthekeinia
year of 'variant. Mow-. flo rate
may vasy and will not *need 10%.
Wont bonnwes pay Whatever ark
prior owl&
1/ 2 of 1% matonty fee.
Ongination fee 115% of the total
amount of the loan.
A portion of both fees *deducted

from each
dieunement
.
REPAYMENT

Repayment begins-6 months aRet

graduation or after a student's strew
drops to less than halftime.
Students have up to 10 yore* repay.
$50 minimum monthly psyment.
No penahy for prepayment.
Defennents and fewbeara nee of pari-

pa nail**

Mee* role owls annaliy. readOW soh July 1. Das ea* *bawl
on the bend equivalent rate for the S2week Daimiry BiR at the final auction

WM PIXW Xthe I Pim 3%. iini in
mooed I2%.
.
.
.
1/2 of I% guareity fee.
No origination fee.

A portion of both fee *deducted
horn tech dithunewent.

DISBURSEMENT

on the bond eqthealent rate for the 91 -

Day Treasury the determined it the
final auction of the preceding quarter
plue3.256.3
7.5% guaranty fee.3
Origination fee le 1 / 4 of IB of the
toast loan amount.
A portion of InAli fees is deducted

from each disbursement.'

rovyAnt begins witNn 60 days
gothation or after a
student's status drops to los than
=%mon written request, FOP

of 2-6 months Is available

for graduating law thaw*

Students haw up *10 years to repay.

'ISO mlasnum monthly camera
No penalty ktt imminent
Defennents or fothearance of prindpsi availaNe.

ELIGIBILITY

kerma nib varies quarterly The rate
during emit calendar quarter is based

At least half-time student
Need analysis required.
US- citizen/ national re eligible nuncitizen. (Eligible nondthen must
submit do amentation of BlattiS, issued by the honigratace and
Nathan/ohm Service !INFO

At least half -thrw student.
Students are Inquired to apply for a
Stafford Ion before being corsiderni

Multiple disbunethents: up to three
per loan period, minimum of hvo requir J, escept If loan h made after
1 /2 of the loan penod has palmed
Copeyabie to student and school,
matted nr electronkally transferred
to the whool.

Multiple disbursemenm up to throe
per loan period; minimum of two tt,
quired. except if ben * made after
1 /2 of the kart period has pawed
Cupayabie to student and school,
matted or electroetkally transferred
to the school

Saran %IS.

US. dlizen/national or eligible nondthat
ormcitizen must
submit documentation of status,
hood by the Immigration and
Naturalization %ram INS))

Repayment beg*. 6 months after
Visuotion or after a studenrs status

to leos than haf.rime

Upton years *repay'
SW minimum monthly payment
No
prePaYment
Deferments and forbearance of principal available.
At the thne of repayment of prind.
pal, the lender van calculate your
monthly payment amount If Interest
rates change, the lender will reduce
or Meese the amount of your
monthly payments.

At least WW1** student.
Satisfactory credit hintoz Refer to
1AV/ Aceent
guid
Students should borrow anSIS better an LAL
US. citizen/national ce eligible noncitizen. (Eligible numitizen must
submit documentation of stattis, ts.
setwalustaanthe
immigration and

Service IMIt

Mu)tiple disbursements. up to thine
per ken period; minimum of two re .
quintd, eseept if loan is FUT less than
$2.0tX or diabursement is reapiested

after I /3 of the loan period has
pee ad or loan i3 for one tem,
Payable to student; maded Or
electronically transferred to school
'Ss and LAL kons may be urd to offset the emendated Wray Cortnbution wed to wow. etiggaity ico da Sulked taw program
Nairn and Nes are subpal to change with trie approval of
ale regulatury
'1Xlcknure Schedule With the 7 5% guaranty fee, an
feed .75%. ard marina interest ran of 9 97% at an APR nt II 42.1 y ou mold
nuke I IN) monthly psymmt, ol $10 73 per PAU or loan balance. lkir APR may vary ard may irernme ale owoumma
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University of Alcnan
University of Alabama
Albany LIM School
American University
University of Arizona
Arizona State University
University of Ark.ansas, Fayetteville
University of Arkansas, Little Rock
University of Baltimore
Baylor University
Boston College
Boston University
University of Bridgeport
Brigham Young University
Brooklyn Law School
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Hastings
College
University of California, LOS Angeles
California Western School of Law
Campbell University
Capital University
Beniamin N. Cardozo School of
Law, Yeshiva University
Case Western Reserve University
Catholic University of America
Catholic University of Puerto Rico

University if Chicago
University 4 Cincinnati
City Unive iity of New York Law
School a Queens College
Cleveland &ate University
University of Colorado
Columbia University
University of Connecticut
Cornell University
Creighton University
Cumberland School of La w,
Sarnford Umversity
Univer-ov of Dayton
University of i)enver
DePaul Univ rsity
University oi Detroit
Detroit College of Law
Dickinson School of Law
Drake University
Duke University
Duquesne University
IEmory University
University of Florida
Florida State University
Fordham University
F-A .klin Nem? Law Center
George Mason University
George Washington University
Georgetown University
University of Georgia
Gecrgia State University
C. pen Gate University
Gonzaga University

Hamline University
Hsrvard University
University of HaViali
Hofstra University
University of Houston
Howard University
University tal Idaho
University of Illinois
UT Chicago-Kent College of Law
Indiana University, Bloominglon
Indiana University, Indianapolis
Inter American University
University of Iowa
IJohn Marshall Law &hoot
University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
Lewis and Clark College
Louisiana State University
University of Louisville
Loyola Law S;hool, Los Angelo
Loyola University, Chicago
Loyola University, New Orleans
University of Maine
Marquette University
University of Maryland
McGeorge School of Law.
University of the Pacific
Memphis State University
Mercer University
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
Mississippi College
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri, Kansis City
University of Montana
University of Nebraska
New England School of Law
University of New Mevico
New York Law School
New York University
University of North Carolina
North Carolina Central University
University of North Dakota
Northeastern University

Northern Illinois University
Northern Kentucky University
Northwestern University
Notre Dame Law School
Nova University
Ohio Northern UniversilY
Ohio State University
University of Oklahoma
Oklahoma City University
University of Oregon
Pace University
University of Pennsylvania
Peppentine University
University of Pittsburgh
University of l'uerto Rico

3

University of Puget Sound
Regent University
Univetsity of Richmond
Rutgers - The State University of
New Jersey, Camden
Rutgers, - The State University of
New Jersey, Newark
III Saint John's University
Saint Louis University
Saint Mary's University
Saint Thomas University
University of San Diego
University of Sao Frandsco
Sams Clara Unieersiti
Sewn HaU University
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
South Texas College of Law
Southern University
University of Southern California
Southern Illinois University
Southern Methodist University
Southwestern University
Stanford University
State University of Ntnv York at
Buffalo
Stetson University
Suffolk University
Syracuse University
MI Temple University
University of Tennessee
University of Texas
Texas Southern University
Texas Tech University
Thomas M. Cooley Law SChOOl

University of Toledo
Touro C Alege
Tulane University
University of Rasa
liniversity of Utah
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University
Vermont Law School
Vilianova University
University of Virginia
Wake Rifest University
Washburn University
University of Washington
Washington University
Washington and Lee University
Wayne State University
West Virginia University
Western New England College
Whittier College
widener University
Willanwite University
College of William and Mary
William Mitchell College of Law
University of Wisconsin
University of Wyoming
Yak. University

.
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Ameritrust Company National Association, Cleveland, Ohio shall consider making a Law Access Loan
(LAL) U the credit report (obtained by Ameritrust, from an authorised credit teporting agency) relating to
applicant shows no credit history or shows that the following criteria are met:
Owe to Room Ihm w meat curmtly Mid 40 co ware days **wit of the time ci the credit report;
*mare no nee ihan two mow* RIM kw been 60 a mg dirp **ma in the FM two yam
t h e e 6 no am** Mt halm delimiant9 0 o nacre U)s in the mat Inv yam;

there N eerassafWs or dirget.eff =sod in *put fue yen;
there 6 no record of a Paciostre, manual, open judgment c suit, to
prior nharefisnal loan difirult o r other negative
pub& credit rmil itense in the peel six ms; and there is no record ol a Wbspty in &span seven yaws.

Credit reports listing accounts with a status of "Not Paid as Agreed" will be classified as delinquent 90 days.
Applicants failing to qualify under the standards listed above shall be disapproved for a Law Access Loan

These credit criteria for the Law Access Loan (LAL) have been approved by the Law Access lender,
Ameritrust Company National Association, Cleveland, Ohio, and program guarantor, The Education
Resources Institute, Inc. (TERD.

If your application is rejected based on inaccurate or incomplete information contained in the credit report,
you can request a review (within 60 days of the initial denial). Steps 1-4 must be followed.
sTEP l.

STEP 3.

Carefully read your denial letter and support document(s).
Call the telephone number of tie credit office specffied on your
denial letter and explain that you have been denied a loan because of derogatory (nformation found on your credit report.
Request a copy of the report. Your credit bureau report can
not be obtained through Ameritrust Company National Association, Cleveland, Ohio Of Law School Admission ServicesLaw Access Program.

Mail required documentation with your name, social security
number, and telephone number to the address noted in your
denial letter.
STEP 4.

A credit representative will review your documentation and
approve or deny your request. Please allow IS business days
for this process. Results will be forwarded to you by mail.
NOTE: You nsoy have other rightr under applicable Federal and

ST2.

State taws when divuting information in your credit report.

Carefully review the credit bureau report and Law Access
aedit Itarla Mired above). lf you feel the information in the

asdit bureau report 6 incomplete Of hummer, secure writ
ten proof of the incompleteness or inaccuracy from the appropriate vendods) On their letterhead. No other documentation
will be accepted.

I \II\(
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Establishing and Maintaining Good Credit
Rising coats have reseed in most students borrowing to meet

\ I t) \ \`,

Failure to Repay
Failure to repay financial obligations in a prompt and timely
basis will leopardize a student's eligibility for future credit, including education loans. Unsatisfactory credit also can result
in the seizure of bank accounts, personal property, and/or in.
come tax refunds. Wages can also be garnished

law school expenses. Students are discovering that a good
credit history is a prerequisite to receiving many educational
loans today. ',enders have not only the right, but also the responsibility to deny a loan if there is an indication that a bor.
lower will not repay. A good credit history will also be invaluable
after law school. A record of consistent repayment of student
loans Is an excellent way to demonstrate creditworthinms

The Credit Bureau Report
Credit reports help lenders predict whether borrowers will be
a good credit risk based on their past credit history Credit bureau

Credit Verification and Default

reports provide information on where applicants live and work
and list debts and payments repotted to them by creditors such
as financial institutions, credit card companies, and moor retail stores.

High default rates on educational bare have resulted in guara n
tors and lenders requning aedit verification When applying for
private eduiutional bans, a borrower's credit may receive special
sautiny because these loans are not guaranteed by the federal
govenvnent. Students must understand that defaulted education
loans are reported to credit bunions If a student hasdefaulted on
an education loan, it may be difficult to qualify for any future edir
cational loans.

Before applying for educational loans, students should request
a credit report from a local credit bureau The report should be
reviewed carefully with part iodar attention patd to the num
ber of accounts, account balances, and the timely manner in
which monthly payments have been paid. Should the report
reveal any derogatory information, students should contact
the reporting credit bureau and the creditor(s) to see if any
item(s) are in error or can be corrected
4
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mere is really no magic number for an appointee level of debt; it depends in pet on the terms of your loan(s), your level ofother
nondiseetionery Arundel obligations suth al housing end taxa, your lifestyle requirements, and, of course, your tote income.
The first step you should take before completing a loan applicatioo, and the first step in debt managneit, is to determine your own
appropdate level of debt. To mike debt management meaningful, it is essential that you be tnathfuflo yourself in assessing both
your current situation and your expecied
111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111M
Using the foRowing table of average starting salaries, estimate
your income upon graduation.

Sin OF FIRM

(0 of Attorneys) All Wage Stades Sallee/

$28,475

Very Small (2-10)
Small (11-25)

36,187

Medium (26-50)

43,309

Large (51-10(1)

50,269

58,936
Very Large (over 100)
lirprinted wtthan horn the Maims) Assoniation fix Law nacement, Inc
%wed on IVOR

Dam

Prepare an estimated monthly budget and compere it with
your net income. Note: this same budget wortewet may be
used during school to Heist in reducing your total debt.
FIXED EXPENSES
Student Loans
Staffed Loan ($15,000/8%)
SIS (S10,000/12%)
LAL ($10,000/12%)
Rent or mortgage payment
Utilities (gas et electric)
Telephone
Insurance (health, life, auto,
homeowners/renters)

Childcare/child support

ler

Sample
$182
+143
+143
+500
+50
+25
+125
n /a

Car loan (e.g., 512,000 car, 25% down,

11111110410irsti *to orstotoitt *loom
Sample

(1) Expected Monthly Salary
(annual dividod by 12)

You

$ 3,333

(2) LASS Taxes Withheld: Federal
(approx. 28%)

-255

State (approx. 6%)

-200

+239

public transportation

+75

$1,482

Total Fixed Expenses

FLEXMLE EXPENSES
Food & household goods

-9.13

FICA (7.65% of wages)

13% loan for 48 welts)
Car expenses or fare for

$ 175

Clothing

+75

Personal (laundry, toiletries, etc.)
Entertainment /Recreafion

+75

$375

Total Flexible Expenses

TIM-foals Monthly Net Income

TOTAL MONINLY EXPENSES
(Fixed + Flexible)

$1,857

Paw modest wally rears*, Selves roJ that r end told nun lvd/ twy

Monthly Net Income
Total Monthly Expenses

$1,945
-1,857

Monthly Surplus or deficit

+5 55

\It
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Before you begin law school:
Keep undergraduate school loans to a minimum; apply
for grants and scholarships; borrow less and work more.

if possible;
Design and implement a financial plan as early as
possible that includes your anticipated costs, the rate of
inflation, and your saving ability;
Save for law school as soon as you can; let Interest work
for you, rather than against you;
Apply for all financial aid in a timely mane -.
Investigate additional sources of aid, including outside
scholarships, veterans educational benefits, and
employer educational benefits;
Investigate interstate financial aid programs;

Investigate and consider tuition pmpayment plans.
If you are employed, and if it is passible, pay ofi all
non-student loans, especially credit card balances and
installment loam

I \(..)(it

I

I

I

I

I

$

S

$721.111192

1:1
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During law school:
The basis of a .sound financial plan is a budget. Prepare

a budget that conforms to the level of atd and income
you receive. The preceding monthly expense budget may
be used to assist you in living within your means both
during school and after you graduate. The Financial Aid
Office at your school can assist you in determining appropriate figures for in-school expenses;
Apply each year for all financial aid for which you may

qualify, especially non-loan aid;
Work as many hours as appropriate during your second
and third years of law school, and during bleak, in your
first year of law school;
Manage your money wisely by implementing as many
cost-savinio te. niques as possible,
Keep living and lifedyle expectations modest (reasonable),

Take advantage of a privately spotisored tulhompayment
plan that extends the time to pay off tuition and reduces
your student debt burden.

4
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One way to control your finances and reduce your monthly
loan payments is loan consolidation. The Law Accra Federal

Loan Consolidation Program allows miutctrolidate your
fcderal education debt. Eligible debt

Perkins/NM. Loar. Stafford Loan. Supplemental Loans tO
Studente(SLS), Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS),
Health Profesaions Student Loan (HPSL), and the Fedora Ey Insured Student Loans (FiSL),
NOTE: Loan consolidation is not for everyone. It is primarily
intended foe those who might otherwise encounter difficutty
in meeting their rnorishly education loan obiigations-

Advantages - With loan consolidation, you can expect to:

Mek loser, owe wortaratir Rant* weft ea erfacitioit toms.
balk, rote mat fine by retiatety
cfyow moat* incase.
&cad payment problems cal pawn/ *aye o your crogit rating.
Drawbacks With icon consolidation, you can espect to:
Pay risor in wenn rums an Olt count of an
repartee
mut Ovoidal jos Ai Not prepsyseir loarn in foll prior to Owl dart

folio some cfwoo aitkorisnd &fenny aptsoru ander Ow eseiteduat

Feierailygeninteal loan program
Pay interest it a MO, araragr raped WI (itot rieimarily is alf CMS)
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE LAW ACCESS
FEDERAL LOAN CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM, PLEASE
CONTACT LAW ACCESS Al' 1-800-282-1550.

Annual Percentage Rate (APR) A percentage cakvistion
that reflects the total cost of a loan (interest plus all fees) on an
annual basis.

Cancellation of Loan
Borrower has fulfilled specific requirements whereby his/her obligation to repay the principal
and Interest has been cancelled.

Capitalization of Intesest Intenst oil a loan is allowed to accrue and be added to the principal amount at the lender's
option.
Consolidation Loan
A program offered by eligible lenders
which allows the following loans to be combined into a single
loan. Perkins /NDSL Loan, Stafford Loan, Supplemental
Loans to Students (SLS). Auxiliary Loans to Midst Students
(ALAS,. Health Professions Student Loan (HPSD, and the Federally insured Student Loans (HSU

Default

The faiNre of a borrower either to make install-

ment payments when due or to comply with other terms of
the promissory note. If there as a guarantee. the lender is paid
off and the loan )eevinleS the property of guarantor The bor,
rower Is still liable for the loan
Deferment A period during which the repayment of the
pnn opal amount of the loan is suspended as a result of the
borrower meeting one of a number ot requirements tablished by law and/or contained in the promesoty note. Luring
this pseud, borrowers may not have to pay inters:St on the kvin
l)elinquent Borrower A borrower who has failed to inake
one or mom installment paynwnt(s) on its (their) due date
Due Diligence Full and timely disclosure to student burrowers of their rights and obligations through entrance and
pill IntervieWs; thotDUgh. ettensiVe. and persistent procedures
Mr servicing and collecting loans.
Forbearance

Lender's option. A temporary cessation of
loan payments. an estension of tune tor making payments, or
acceptance of smaller payments than were previously wheel.
tiled Forbearance mat be given for rurtimsranres that are not

covered by deferment, and is usually given in situations
where personal problems such as hospitalization or short-term
unemployment affect the honowers's ability to meet loan pay-

ment obligations.

Crate Period

A period of time that begins when a student
ceases to be eruolled at least half-time and ends when the repayment period starts. Loan payments Ito not have to be made
by the student during the grace petrOd.

GUaranty Agate),
A State agency or private, nonprofit institution or organization that administers dudent loan program&
Guaranty agencies Insure lenders against losses due to a
borrower's default, death, disability, rt. bankruptcy.
Guaranty Fee A percentage of principal charged to the borrower by the guaranty agency Usually deducted from loan
proceeds.
Origination Fee

A processing fee calculated on the prince.
pal amount borrowed and charged to the student by the
lender. I his fee, like the guaranty fee as normally subtracted
from the amount of the loan proceed&
Principal and Interest Principal refers to the total amount
burrowed; interest refers to thr am mint charged for the use at
the money oi er time. Interest is usuaay stated as a percent
Promissory Note
A legal document signed by the borrower
when obtaining a loan The promissory note lists the conditions under which the loan is nude and the terms under
which the borrower agrees to pay back the loan

Repayment Schedule -- A plan which sets forth the principal
and interest due In each installment, number of payments requIrcM tzi pay the loan in full, the Interest rate, and the due
dates of the first and subsequent royments

Servirer many lenders and secondary markets hire compa
Imes that specialize in student loans to handle billing, roller.
nuns, defernwnts, etc Thew organ aations are called
-servicers' for they service the Wits for lenders 'Your student
loan account may welt be assigned to one of these Set% icons
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and responsibilities. Understanding these tights and
Whir you apply for a student loan, you also take on ceitain rightsApplication,
Promisaoey Note, and Notice of Drdoswe you
responsibilities will help you be a successful borrower. The Loan
with
a
complete
listing of your rights and 'responsibilities as a borrower.
receive when your loan is guaranteed will provide you
You should read these documents carefully befom signing them.
than five
Ataranteed education loan ls money you krrow hen a bank or

*Your lender may gram you a repayment pried of Ira
years. Ifyour repayment period is leas than five years, you may later
choow ha have It extended to at least five years.

other lending institution to help you pay for your education. The
Man Is guaranteed by the federal government thmagh a guaranty

Delayed Loan Repayment

Whet I. a Guaranteed Education Loan?

eIrtcYwo guaranteed edocalien Man progratm are the Stalked Loans
(formerly GuaranMed Student Leans GSI.) and Supplemental
Loans for Students (Si..9

What is a Promissory Note?
When you get igusranteed education loan, you must sign an app.

cation and a Promitaory Note. T'he Promissory Note is your prorniee
to repay the loan
You must mert all the terms of the Prerniwoey Note.
Read and keep your copy of the signed Promissory Note
When you have repaid your loan, the lending Institution must return
your original Promissory Note, or give you a paid-ireful! notification

When Must You Repay Your Loan?
When you complete your education and/or graduate
Your student loan ma debt and must be repaid If you wish, you rnay
repay your loan early without penalty
If you leave schcol early or are not attending at least a halfmnw. you
mina contact your fender to set up s repayment plan

The Schools Payment and Refund Policies

Stafford Loans and Supplemental Loins for Students ISIS) cheeks
will be sent directly to your school, ci t rats/ en-ed electronically
An origination fee wIlfte deducted from the proceeds of yourStafford Loan The fee is dettarnined by federal law and does not reduce
the amount you are irquired to typo y
Tlw guarantor will charge a fee to guarantee your loan The guaranty

fee will be deducted proportionally from each disbursement and
dms not reduce the amount you are required to repay
If the combined financial aid for which you Are eligible adds up to
more than you owe the school, you art wattled to the difference
You have a right to know about any financial aid that has been paid
to the school on your behalf You also have, nght to the timely pay.
Meta of money thr school owes you
Ask the whoa) about its paynwnt and returnt policies and how poi

will be paid money from each type of aid program received through
the school Find out specifically about D Ref unds f or overpayment,
2/Drop-out refund policy, 3) l)eferted payments, 41 Installment

parr ents
Loan Repayment Terms
When you get a loan, it is your respoosibility to understand and follow all repayment terms
11 you borrowed money through the Pei kins. Stafford, or the SLS
programs. an exit Interview with 'he financial aid administrator
is required when you leave school The financial aid administrator

will provide loan repayment Information to you during your exit
interview
Stafford Loans have a grace period before you have to begin repayment of principal and interest The repayment period begins when
you kove school or mem longer attending al Mist hall-time The

grace period on all loans with ea interest . ate of 8 percent or higher
is six months. loans with an interest rate of 7 percent have a grace period of nine months
You must contact your lender to make repayment arrangements no
later than 40days before Your grace period ends
your km, must iv you a repayment schedole before you begin to

pay back the loan-This schedule MIN conform to the repayment provisions in the Promissory Note
You must pay back your loan in acconlance with the repayment
schedule
You are responsible for repaynient of all lOans. including internist and
fees, men if you do not mush school
You have a right to repay part or all at the loan early without penalty
Unlesa other e.erangenients have been agreed to try the lender. you
will be required lo make payments ol at least 550per month

Repayment Period

Yost base at lead nee years but no mow than ten lows to repae your

Stafford and / or SIS loans The tot/owing are esseptions to the. ode
Too Can ropay yoi r loan in lull at any time

Un&rr certain conditions such as unemployment or military lersire,

you may be able to defer repayment of your loan.

The Promissoey Note will contain a complete list of the condttiom

undse which you may quality for a &eminent or forbearance.
Deferments will not be included in determining the five to ten.year
repayment periods mentioned above.

Other Loan Repayment Options

If you are In repayment or in your grace period and your outstanding student loan debt is at least $5,000, you may be el:gible for a
federal consolidation Man program.
You can combine or 'consolklate" your loans into a single, new loan
This new loan will have a repayment period of 10.25 years.
You can consolidate debts from the following types of loans.

Stafford Loans.
Supplemental loans for Students (Auxiliary Loans to Assist
Stildenh).
-- Perkins Loans (NDSL)
-- Health Professions Student Loans
FTSL

If you have borrowed MS loans, the following refinancing options
may be available for you. The rdinancing /ender will disclose the repayment terms and chimes applicable
Refirranong to secure conshard repayment The holder of your SIS
loan may consolidate those loans to allow you to niake a single
monthly payment of principal and interest
Refinancing to solire a tenable interest tate The holder of_your SIS
}estrus) may reissue your Monts) at a variable interest rate This interest rate, which will change each July I. may not exceud 12 percent.
Refinancing to discharge previous huns If the holder of your MS
loantsl denies you the option of a variable Interest rate, you may
apply toanot her lender to refinance your MS loan(s) at a variable interest rate. If you use one of these refinancing options, the
refinancing lender will disclose to you the repayment terms and the
amount of any charges applicable to each option
Military Repayment Under carton!, circumstances, military personnel may he e their loons repaid by the Secrteary of Defense. in
accordance with Scction 907 of the Department of Defense Authorization Act, P11 (PI 94)42, 10 US.C.214I note) Questions concerning
the prograt should be addressed to the local recruiter This program
described t a recruiting program for the service involved and does
not pertain 3 prior service by an individual or those not eligible for
enlistment in the Armed Forces.

Changing Conditions

Notify your lender and guarantor inirnediately if yon da any of the
following. I) Fail le enroll Ice the period tor which the ksan was intended. 2.1 Leave school for any reason, 3) Attend school less than
halt time. 41 Transfer f rom one school to another. 5) Graduate,
61 Change your name or address.

If you received a deferment, you must notify your lender when the
reasons for deferment no longer exist
It your knder sells your federally guaranteed Monist to o third party.
you must be notified in writing

Do Not Default on a LOS21
It you fail to meet your Man repayment terms, you are delinquent If
you conbnue to be delinquent. you default on the loan and the entire
balance becomes due

Your lender will give you ontten notice of your failure to repay betore declaring your loan in default
it you go Imo default and do not begin repayinent you may be sued

If You're in Trouble With Your Loan

II you are talanClally linable to Make pmments. roil can request tliat
svur lender grant any ce the following
A short period during which you make no payments ot principal
An es tenston of time to make payments
--Smaller, payments than ongmally scheduled
Your lender is not required to approve your request. Keep in contact

with your lender if you ale haring finaneial difficulties. Your lender
will work with you in maintaining your credit history.
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TO WED WM THE AFTUCATION AND

PRC4419SORY NOTE(S) RA LOAN PERIODS wrm AN END(NG omm AFTER

IUNE 30, 1991 AND WORE JULY 1, 1952.

111111111111111
TYPe of Print your full, legal nune, last name first.

I.

haw a Social Security number in order to apply for a ban from Law Access.
Type or print your Social Security number. You must
including atea code.
3 Type or paint your pennanent telephone number,
born cri Febtuary 29, 1964, enter- 02 /29/64
Type or print your date of birth. For example, if you wets
4
reit use a post office boa number nor an address outside the United States
You may
include your zip code.
5. Type or print your permanent, iegal addresa.
or US Territodts. Your loan applkation will be delayed if you do not use a street address and
tworletter abbreviation of the state where it was issued"( you do not have a
h Type or print your driver's license number and the
license, enter "none.
either be a U.S. dtizen/rstilonal or eligible noncitizen.Eligible noncitizens
To be eligible for a loan from Law Access, you must
7.
Alien Registration Receipt Card (1451 or 1551); a Departure Record (I-94)
must be either a US permanent resident with an
(INS) showing -(efugee", or "Asylum Granted". or "Indefinite
isturd hum the immigration and Naturalization Service Entrant"; or a temporary residence cant (1-688)
Parole" and/or "Humanitarian Parole". or "Cuban-Haitian
loen, e.g , Stafford, PLUS, SLS, HSI. Perkins (NIDSL). Income
Indicate whether you are currently in default on an education
ft
failed to make payments when they were clue, and, as a consequence.
Contingent, or Cornolidation Loan Default means you
checked YES you may be rquired to
your loan was purchased fmm your lender by the guarantor whom you now owe. 11 you
2.

provide additional information

individuals who can act as references for you The first should be a parent or legal
List two separate names and addresses of
other parent in the second reference box If your parents do not live in
guardian. If your parents are not living together, list yourhave no living relatives, list close friends who can serve as a reference
the United States or US Territories, list a relative If you
code and telephone number with area code
You must enter the complete address. Includeng zip
school loans. govemment loans, and pneate hun t. le g , Law Acre s
to. Indicate whether you have any educational debts, include
Loans) Do not include any loans for whkh you are now applying with this application.
the Application Worksheet atbchest to the 3-m-1 Application
use
II List all your educational loans by type and lender If necessarg
sample
booklet If you haw more than one type of loan with any onelender, enter the bens separately Reference the

9

application for areatance
Note. When delermirang your Ski ffpni lean Interest rale, refer ta your mast recent "Nonce
tat the tender.

of Guaranty and Disclosure- prign.led

wresting loans. This period should coincide with the institution's
12. Type or print the academic period for which you are
academic term(s)
allowed for each
13 Type or print the amount of each loan you are requesting You may not exceed the maximum or minimum
5500 combined for
program The minimum for both the Stafford lesin and bLS Is 5100, but you must borrow at least
Stafford /S1S. The minimum LAI. 's 1500
of interest and principal while in school For additional
repayment
F. Repayment
14 Indicate your pitierence regarding SLS deferment and
In( ormation, refer to the section on capitalization on the back of the SLS Promissory Note under Sesmon
the
application,
sign
your
complete,
legal
name
as stated, and be
oi
15 Read tlw Borrower's Certification pnnted on the back
White-outs
and scratchrouts will not be accepted for this item
certain to enter the date the application was signed.

111.0ingaittlafts
I.

2.

Secunty number, complete address and law school you are
in the upper right-hand corner. t; pe or print your legal name, Social
the United States or US Territorie, .
attending. You may not use a post office box or address outside
Students) and Part II (Law Access Loan), "Promise to Pay", type or
Under Part B (Stafford Loan and Supplemental Loans for
print your full name and the loan amount requested
appropriate Pronosaory Note, sign your name. and enter the e 'e the
Carefully read the *mu on both the front and back of each
Note was signed.
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000l,cal,00 p100110. you, 14.160, wilL upvin 'sOuls'. ,nlcllnn youol (010,0(1*'
body whIch 10010111 tIll lands.
A

F,dyal Rsuarvs Syllarn

2011, SI,.., & C0010luI,On Av.nul 14W

WIIh.n9lolr. DC 20551
B
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C
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500170401,..l NW

0
O

WOlh,nglofl 0 C 20479
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WUhnqbo DC 20056
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loan.
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NILAW ACCESS 1991-92 STAFFORD LOAN (GISL) PROMISSORY NOTE
Name
MP SSN

IMPIRMI(V-TEM 1S INNIMMTION MIRED MR MIT GSM NI Mk

arm

gee, 484"

Nalor nay IN Nap barrempr.

I wit road ins Praniseory Hole beton I fie abut. way. am, questions.
au rts
Frnancil aid administrate at irri saltpeter called the Levatehool Acenteaten Services
2

lay Address
aiv Caws tataaa)

When Pie lender tomb my signed Promlescry Hole with my application, the lender 0 not necosaarey agreeing lo lend me the money T he lender has the right not
to make a boner lend an meant Mu Man the oanAmoug ReQUetted I will be required tO repay onty the amount ot money that the tender lenta L aws and regula.

Pons may not aloe the lender lo lend me as much ael here asked tor
Aber the gialtatIOr hal agreed to guaranis' my loan, the lender vall sond
a Discbeure Stelensent. The Diecloeure Statement will lei me
a) am toiel dollar amount ot my loan
ta the Wrest rale t will pay
0 ate Maar arnOura of IN Insurance premium I will pay
d) loan disbursement datatal
el repayment terms, a principal not deferred
11 interest Pay/nail *mg.
lidnclPal FeltaYment Fisktultd

3

&We C4 Me aim On my Dlea0141re Statement may be Merent from what they ate on the Promissory Note they ant &Vent. the Wine On the Ettacloarrre State.
merit appty Instead 04 what I. an this Nate I erill mare my Disclosure StaHment upcm waning 11 and %en contact you it I have arty ClusehOrts
NO11: NO ACNATCN.OUTI ON INNITII.OUTS wILL N A0011111) MELON MINN A.

I. MOW TS PM
promise to pey to the order ot the lender, AMMITTILIST COPIPOJIY NATIONAL ANSOCIATON. a Subsequent holder.

(Pont your Name as Borrower)

al of the following amounts in tut
1

C. DMCLOIMIRE OF LOAN INFORMATTON

The entre Loan Amount Requested a 11100

emounl as is loaned

I understand Pet On a beim I rearm my test IOW, dlaburliermenl. my Woe will
send rise a loan elleCkaure element gel Identlfles
the terra of my loan

O. GENERAL
;Mae., no

I

I understand that the lender ham Weed fa guarantee coverege of loll klan through a
national guarantor and became of this, Pre ban Is subeet to, and the lems Mil
Promissory Note me
leireepreled In eccordance mitt. TIMM Put 15 of the Higher

00

2 INTEREST I ogee to pay an amount equivalent to Dingle Intermit tall smolt* in
158 On The unpaid PeenClaitelarice from Ihe deg disbursement until ths in le
annoy:et surn and accrued Interest we mid in tub
3 Herinegee. !MU S Smiley of Education I.SOCIalary.) you v., the letterset that
CCruili; on this loan prior tO letkeyment 1111101 and during any deepen if n is

dee Med that I qualety to Oars such payments made on rny behalf uncle the
ref/At creep/ming the SlarbedLoanProg ram VOSLP.) lithe lellerealon this loan
is pay ibis by the Secretary. nether the Norge no/ Ohm hold.. of IN. Note may
aseneol 10 collect Ihe inteeest fecm me I may. hawse, choose to pay the introit
myself

4 Orbs the reMyment slake hegira I well liNilelipOnelbli10/ payment of all Inleeill
their accrues on thls ban 110501 101 Int interest accruing On toil lean Dr/01 10 Int

repaymen1 peed that in payable by the Sechillq The Sevelere lett/ Ole lop
interest IMO Mame Mame any Mood closCribod under DEFERMENT in fius
Peornissory NM.

5 The inteell am veil le determined Recording to the !diming
Hi tee en ortsending Stalled Loan /Guaranteed Studer! LOINS) I 8GSL'II On
Medal.) sign NINO.
appbcoble Inter
towel be the gene ss the whets.
inItlest rale On Ina Outstanding Stetted LOAM ) 2451.111)
b III hew nO0olltanding Stetter 1.011.1s1 pow) bull do have an ouetending par
ante on any ParardL oana tor StudenIstPLUSI
upplernenIalloana for Students
tSt.S.) aft le* enroarblintptilOde I/pinning belooJuly 1 19511i:eon any Consoii.

dation leanest wheal loped ban. msde Icor enrolirnent peewee Winning befoul
hit date.
applicable Interest tato on 11,3 loan wkil ta 11%
C 111 0111 neroulelailtling balance On any Slaked Loan (GUI. PLUS.

SLS

lot tntolitn.nl pmicidig) beginning before July I. 19111 or on any Consolidation
lanlat which meld Mane med. lor enrollment melodist beginning before the del.
the applIcatre wheal rale on this loan wilt le" until the end Oltns Munn on/ Only
repayment shine, and will be 10% beginning with Me IMO yew ot my lepsyrtenl
Halm
6 The apohcable interest rata
a unlit the end of Ile burth yee of My mciaymmll SIMLA nd
b beginning me the trIth elf of my eikayment elitism!! be gentled on the NOliC e
lilleclblute
7 I may also remtly
of interest. rl mowed by the Heiner Education Act a
1965. II amended. why) the appltcabbe in t
Ills 10%

a The lode or other holder of toil note my add aCtruO unpaid migell to the

unpaid pelnapalbalanalcapilahationt OHM, loan in imeadeneminth the Dull And
Regulations and polities the guarantor
I undee stand hill am eligible lot f ederatinia est Innen the intme sl will be mete

Ms Secretory el during Ins period I am In eche:ran al teal a hahtirne Mil lb)

doling loe g race priccl de scribed in Sect
E beow. and i during I he lime my loan
eillenente are deterred as atiowed by Section L below
9 TP"' P.3URANCE PREMIUM T he guremIcie may charge a memo," to gusiantee
my ICe The amohnt. ant II gorlinmd by Current las &MAW-able regulations end

the gualanta policy and Rule. end Regulations The Ineuranal eremmin will le
deducted Pe Nen tonately born men &lbw lemant I understand Mal Pus charge Is
MI WORM to ralUnd ON 0.110 for the remount attributsbla to any disbursement I do not

rscon. which eirlund
It the ;coders Men. biaPPlied to my loan balance or be
returned toms My loin disao sure slatemenlenil show the oCioal. nut snClt Ilesmicm
enaNilld
10 THE ORIGINATION FEE Ine OngMaliOn
mll b deducted IrOm Ina ceOceels
of the ben T helm redetermined try New el lee end ma tarallaCied on try ellICINIUM

Illitemerd The origination l
/Mot

Educelon Ad of 1965, as amended, l'the Act". Were regulations adopted under
IMAM and MeRules and Regulahons ollhe gu senior To theiiteM nOt gowned by
ledral law. this Noe shall be giwerned by the
the jurisdiction in eloch the
/ender .8 located

E. REPAYMENT
tWill Homy the loan in periodic instalment. during (*permed period that wOi begin

no laier than the end of my pea Peed

Harmer. during the grace pm iCal I may lequest Mat the repayment peed begin

fan* The WKS Pered beges whole cease to cam al Masi onehelf the name

academic workload al school IMI II participating in tns 8111001 Loan MEW)
1081.P) The Diaeloitne Stale/nerd reill identity the length N my pea peeled
1
I sittImpay thilloan Wel erepayMIN1 poirod lbetQMIM ley Intl ming IS yells but
no mot Pen 10 00111 Morrow m . the tollowing IMCPliOni 10 these lull, apply
II. dunng the grata perm. I repost e shorter repayment Mod. the lender May
grant ma 17.0,111 Paned In Hut Mini. I may lee Obese 10 hire the repayment
period mended 10 5 years
b T lender may endue rem yment period shale tha n rear bus Is remain,
lo @nem e that during each rear 0117M repayment perodl or rl both my spouse and I
hare Sleeted 0184.1. PLUS. SL S. or COrechdation wog earn lOsn I Oulltanding. we

Pay toward pilno.o.al end Interest al least 5600 of Me unterd peinCipal N all such
tuna (Plus merge)). whicheree II 111.
c ill elualOY 101 POSIPOOIMMInt 01 my pa yrnents during any prod described undo'

Determent !nibs Note or HIM lender grants 'Iorebtar once", as allowed by the Act .
those pellods slit nol ho Included in Ins 5. and 10.year pancide menliOmed
2 I must caned the Intel prio 10 sgmeatson a my Olace DMIOCI 10 neGaMIIIII tbe

repay
my f

11 I neglect lo do

I hereby uthonte he lender lo eatablish

Hems wIthIn Mogul:Wires set hula in elregragin laths Section. without
110proval, however. the lender mull inform mg of them lees in welting sl

the Nett Ogden Het I nava melded lo the lender

3 The Malcolm tarmsand conditioned rep orient that &MY to thillOan sit ODOM

10011 InS 111111r11e d000intn1 dial Ms lender Will firmiide to me before Iheeepayment

Pemod begins

I My oblation to reOly this loaners:1 be Cantelled it I become tolaNy snd per
momently disebled or che

F. PREMMENT
At my OH ion and wrthout penelly.1 may t 'shay el ere time alto sny part Nine teaid
/It Incleral balance of els NOM In toe GAMIN Drpayment I will tie entitled to a rebind

01 any unearned merest thel 1 here Ped The ambent a ono such NW. gni. be
computed by the same method by which introit payments wee computed
SEE ADDDIONAL PROVISIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS NOTE

NOTICE TO BORROWER
ill DO NOT SiGN THIS NOTE BEFORE YOU READ ALL Of ITI5 PROVISIONS. Pi
CLUOING THE PitOVISPONS PRINTED ON THE REVERSE 5100
lbl101.1 ARE ENTITLED TO A COPY Of THIS NOTE
ic! YOU MAY PREPAY THE UNPAID BALANCE AI ANY TOM yriTHOUT PENALTY
dl IF YOU HAVE ANY OUESTIONS OR WISH TO CANCEL Ileft LOAN CONTACT

YOUR LENDER
I el SY CIONiNG THIS MOTE. YOU ARE AGREEING TO THE BORROWER S CERIlft,
CATION ON N4E REvERSE SIDE OF THIS NOTE

ta deducted ProcalionlIelY hemeCh Mabee-

Origination lees Inav be reunited. pro eta on undelowsed amounts, the ban Is
MONO in he teem 120 days of disbur wren.. it theta. check ls ool caShied *Min
120 day.
disbursement. or if the check Is efueried 10 the lender %encashed

X
Borrower's &patine

Tcday' Oat re

LAW ACCISS PflOGIRAM (1991-112)

LENDER COPY
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LIILAW ACCEW

199192 SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS FOR sTur)eNTS SLS) PRÔ4ISSORY
NOTE

A. mPllTlll.UM Till ISSAUIU CIV S Phil CUMIT il Ii
I

The
WI.. i., .V, ., e lus' ieP Is *1 L_....a..
TIld lie P,Qm4*O( P4015
bI ydohodoclogt III Sass sos quueans.I ss scic

I

55101$ I M

15,. c*IsIdsT*dI
2

ITs

ssptsyddPn0r5S0lIl*l*111S i

CI*Tmdsl01I

59115151500451001 VIe WdSo 10
ITs SI ayIId1, U I Save SSd lot
IIS11I
PSI
10 g*vudSe 155 loIn. 515 IllidIl 11.055(01 me
el the lolol d0c 511011411401155 loIn
SI Vie 111.0101 Isle I ieI ply

3

.Wd

MIst die

IQi11 d15b045515191 TISW)I)

eIUa$5

I DIsGI0II0I. SIlistnl!t The DOcIoaixe SisIIanlCd wO Ill lie.

} T.geylMhie looM S pclrcl oil delefled

meol a((iy tn$056 ci 1141141 on 51104401* lieS moMs my 0501010.0$
SWSTMIS

0)115010510

4)

11551511

0ll mci*1155 S lid

ImyasTi ci Ii. Sa.o piIl1*Jll

plsI.* Isms, S p .01154 epsy,IeISv.0
dINned

00*14101

yyao I hiss i,iy qu501014.

IPISUINTIhi
(P11111

as

01

yoor loam. as Bonro*en)

pyceniss 40 ply 10 Ills oider

ci

me l0*oilog sn,ouMO In SS

Tile 1001,. loin

the Tmidsl,

£jdI*WJ$t COMPISIS MATI0IsA UO01AI1OH. ci ootwgue$ hiei,

F. PUEMYMENT

noon' li.qoioe11 0 .004,51W

Il1v00l II

ISnsc

AIl,IyO90Im10d11iPSAP1.I59.t,I0*YP000141'51O. .e,p01lciRse

wcb11i0oi01Vi01.TnTM0l peIlS01I,t41be1SdI01

dilly 1110101110111 $aCS I 11101 p114 TM 1010011101110590* i'S14I .11 is
0015054.4 by 15lItItIs 1111111011 by 11111111101111,19110011 *1*110015904501.

[1TiiTIii1

0. FOSUCAMIICE

2 lnl1.s51 TM 011*1111111115151005110110 lnl*1all a.. hi LoIn *150s01
l,onl allis applicelyan ala 05111141T115 00410*001111 1291,05111p1. 11.111000
y.Il TM

is

,nIl.l$lyIlI51llbl 4.1*0001511 w.11ylfldw1905dI,Q0l4dP°

,nS0l0l ,tly lo.n Th.iilwflT,slS101 any 1215001,d411bis500101
0114 a1.IOd by 111, I? S (11111111
0411011100 To. ylbll.lIl5 91.5 lOb.
InililliOl 9,1151,115 I W55o yay ma 5oil' Ill .mesni s000l to It.. In.ol*flO.

5*1 le 11.1111.1. rel*1sd To yay ml Qi*1040. TO.
01* .150501.11 any. en is d51ucIId p.0504110114110t 11015 ml4.wv*sI ci Tm. 11111

1115111 ynibIl IS oIlily 190510*1. In iciceidInol SAIl III 101.011 .IIOSMI,ld

will, Alplyme1il 105S,Nal,,Im.ytSf..01m11.0410b00*9IMhhubh101d
59011 fllC*1tClt1011 .004* lIe,. lobs mCOITSIIV41ObPITM MT.

1.1110.105001411111
adoplid 0154515*6015114 5* RIM. sod R45,JlelIQnO 0119.15.110190011011,11011411,1
lilT i 150,141101.0001n1(51,15111 TIelyl .014.111,15 S.clion li01#!IoeI4TI04T10til4t5ed

a. 41.01151411111110011 and 19.110,1101511111 ps11d I w41 05.11510 01550.1111*1 104

plylsend 0* loIV15*1l1th Tile 155411 011911) 1$lllci 110.1011 oniDatlodlc 1,51401

IsI .,1101111911.0111,11 b&allO. 0* ThIs 101,11

H. OfFAULT

dibwM.nanl on.
odyallisulnOl To 01,010101.50 1101'
lMlm,0nn14
1,,b,lI41TM,,.m..o.4undlllauuMl45rlovlon.Mw0hed
In
my 0*115151114101 be ylloonnId In me hip
101041104050415111101*111
IPoel 11.

a

c. isøoeuSU o t.o*s n4oisA11oN

loin 1519054101*5* 910am' lnstoleielIl.

IlllIlIoiSbiSTo

101001 InloNanOl PIm

,

OSITSI11

I 006IlIlilidIIl*0ll04 11.10011 ieCl'n*lIlyIOifl dl0la.M ,I.lnyl*015T
I

loIn 41104011111 .T.l*1nI 11111 1450kM. III Ill. 1100. 01 my loIn

*'lI

WIld ni

nll,IlilIdfl

coy41yOb.al4h,IrY,P511B0lIhIIMeE00C01t0l 11165 laims000d

1,0

1th0

go*,anloe To ha laIlni 001 Qoyy,n.d by I.nOellI Ii. 1,11001111111151 yoflylnId ill
ill 11*501 TM
.d,CilOn Ill whIch 1,. lynllyl Ii lo.ln,l

E. SUPAYMENT
I I osuOIu$IlfldI cm 11114141111 plynol'!. .011111 in
.09.0010. b.41n ,yfll0nI 111
TM IlpOyniefli

00110,1 On 11113 l0.nb15Ifla .fl*n uy. loin I.
lTlsbl,'..d wIhIM
lull p19111114 dna 0111,000 dayS
01010015111011 1100001'. 0111115 Tile p..Od yI
Gt,ls.fll. nhl101 oh;ll tinny 11ndenl0Ol'On andolccoldailCIOlh thy leilfihelli

011,1111110019.14,1010l0.1 .1.1*01*01
III

o
0

15551115 any 1145 ,.4nn,.snn*lTIOi. Its 105 pUnOMI 0* 0111511ninI 111111541.

1111115 IM loIn 910110,45101 101111 mln l0l1c$lIcniI P0190551,
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LAW ACCESS 1991-92 LOAN (LAL) PROMISSORY NOTE
My Nona
My Social Security No
My Addles,
My City/Stale/Zip
My Law School

In this Note Me words 1, roe, 'my- and 'mine' mean Ms undersigned borrower
'VOW. 'vote grid 'yourr mean Amentrusl Cornliany National Association and any
other holder of this PrOmissory Nola.

I. IMPORTANT - RILAD T1911 INNOVATION GAVIALS
Whonyeu locales my signed Promisoory Note wIth my spplioellon. you are not agreeing to lend me money You will not have ag,o.dtotand memoney endive]
not ba Otalgaletl On tills ProMbecry Hole until you malls Men chick or electronically transfer the Man funds lomy school for me You he ve the right not to mak e
Men Or to lend an amount Nag than the Lean AmountRedue tiled I agree to accept an antOuntleasthan theloanAmountRequestad and to repay that portion
of the Loan Amount Reguelted that yOu actually lend to me
Altar TheEducatlenResourcet Inalitute.Inc. thereinafter relined to as 'TERI') agrees to guarantee any loan you agree lo make tome. you will Bend me a Dia.
ciosura Statement In addition to other trifOrmatiOn. IM Disclosure Statement. which I agree shail be incorporated in and made a part of this Note. willtell my
the amount ol my disbursement and IM anOunt of yOur onginal/On fee arid the guaterlEY fee
I will review My DISCIOsure Stalleneni upon reclining II and ma contact you d I have any questions

I

2

3

01011: Me MATCH 41/111 N NOM 43UTS MIL 111 ADOPT= NUM WHOM I.

MOWN TO PAY
Mello to Pay to Warr Order on the testIs of this Promissory Note ail of Me pummel sum of IS

00
Loan Amount Reqtrentad
to the Valenta is advanced lo me and as set Oil /wow interest on the principal sum 10 the eatent it is advanced to me, Interest On any unpaid accr ued intro eel
Wild to the principal balance. Isla charges Oil. in tho event of duration costs at ColleCtiOn end reasonable litlorney's fees

IPtuir you( Name as Sommer)

M. DINNMONS
Orlibur ailment Dale- The V abut semen! Dille' is tau dale On whiCh you
lend mOnty 10 Mil in Oonsidbollion lot m, Promissory Note and will be
Me dale shown on my loan check or the dale Me 10tin lordS ate

I

Ironically transferred lo my student account al my lair echuol
2 Interim Paired - The 'Interim Period' will begin on thy wad Disbursement Date and will end WI the eamei of the Meowing dates
tat St% montnti after I cease to be *nodded Igor any reason Mho than
graduation) in at lea s. Nat timo study at theta* school canted above
Or any other lam school participating on mu Law Access WW1 pre

gram or
lb) Sul months after I pilaw& nom the law school listed above or any
other law schOol oarticipating in the Law Access Loan program
3 Repayment Period - The 'Repayment Period' will begin on the day atter
the Interim Period ends and Will continue tor 180 Menllin
4 Statement Period - I will receive Statements on my ball et the address
shown on your reoortlnlseeParagraph TIII Notices, The pei *dot telle
Coveted by a nialentent in Called a 'Statement Period 'billing theinlanill
Perirs1 I will rerane quarterly statements on my 104n Th0 (lila, 'oily
ttitterrninti will L.Aoll Statement Periods treginni no on the Dishursurneill
Data ,rnd thereafter on Paz first day 01 UdCh January. April July and
Octboer Doing thltlt0paymuntlitt,idttt Will receive Monthly %Werth, nIs
on my loan Te monthly statements will tOyer Statement Pm ioelti
beginning on Ple I. it clay of the Ilopayninol Per mil and on the sum" dill

3 Repayment Terme - I wilt repay my leen in cOnseCtdIve monthly install.
manta 01ptincipel and irdereat calculated eachC halide Dale to equalthe
amount neCessaly to amortize the unpaid Drincloat balance t including
capitalized interest) of my loan Ian ol the date ol calcuietiont In equal
monthly installmenta of principal and interest at the VariableRale then.,
efloCt over the r. Iser of months remaining in the Repayment Period
4 Amounts Owing ai the E nd 01 tho Reonyment Period - Since Interest ac

clues daily uPOn the unpaid pri ...Pal balance of nly tOnn if I make
payments after my payment due dales I nine Owe addilionfil interonl III
have not paM Icy late charges I will a1110 owe additional amountS tor
those late charges In such Cann you will increaSe the amount &my last
monthly payment 10 Ilia amount necessary to raptly my 10an ill lull
Mem uni Repayment NOleallistanding Datagram V 3 I agi ea 10 Dec al
least 550 cacti Month (princiPill and inleleS1) Or the unpaid balance
whichever is loss

VI. LAN CHARGES
it permitted by taw I which Shall
iliOd Ulu MA 01 New Jo seyl I *111 pay a
law charge Ill Melo make any pelt Man eistailMent payment within IS days

Oh, it bncomes due I will pay only One late comge tor an instailinnnt
payment egaMiess 01 the ;tomb°, of days it is late A filly Cliaige may hot
....ad the tosser CA$S 00 oi 5h al 1110 Unpaid amount CA Ike installitlent
VII

INTIFIAST

1 Accrual Inlele31 On Pe, Prolnissor y Note will arcrue al tne varobie
Rale Introsl begins to accrue on Me Disbursement Date and Wilt
Centeltle 10 aCCr en!, tho principal in paid al loll haat ant will al ['roe en
410 unglaia ryincoal seta 1011in Went if in advanCed tante and On unpaid
accrued Verbst added to the 01111C10/11 Wont e in aCconlance
Paragraph V 1 Interent will be Calculated n MO 1105,5 el thu actual

amount of this gowranly 100 will bu atenteled on illy

the C

n dek burin no 01 ent . nor e than tn. ma y im um rate allowable

under applicable Ian Tnegyhablelinle will change quarterly on the font

Men! you *.11 deduct the 01,41,101y tee and orugmation lee horn the
ilLstnir Semen! 11 you do nd withhold a lee 110011110 rn01.0eill 01111e Wan

and I haw not aineady pad1hin Intl I ,11;11.01,11111, el 011011 ynu tell Ole lie it
1101 be entitle.] to any .erono 01 We,. 90.1.,eny 101. ill On.101.11,11n 1ne
VIII

Woolly
iPti. AS( TURN OVC VI

the Current index Changes 11,0 V urrentleitea- oi am calendar quarto

'pewit index an either.",
alert' r.110 01 the final

An y shutter poligg beginning on 1110

, on 1110 lest Change Mei is tne 10051
1hohlth..5 the average 1,00.1 ern10
It day Unitect Slates 1r nantoy Bats
, I ha bond eilua alma rah . I lily

di..ing Inn OreviOuS welder
weekly auction average to, 9Iclay United Slates Treasury Bulls .6
published by the Fed, sillesersa Dowd Slatisticare vieasen 1515191
Under the dOsiOnatiOi 'AuCtion Average tinvestmenti
1 month -1 it the
Index 0 nn longer et Mettle. yOu all cheese a Conoco able suniteute
Y. TERMS Of REPAYMENT
1 interim Period - I am not mooed to make payments du
g the interim
,,snod You will add unpaid act.. ud interest to the principal balance nt
toe 10an IP repayment I ma, soy uwer, make payments ol interest whiLti
accrue/1 during the 1-teirm 0 PrOg in the amounts And on thy payment
due dales shown on iny quarterly statements
Repayment Period I will mike COnnyChhee monthly caonenls .11 the

amounts and on the caymant due dales Shown on my monthly siva
fnertln unlit I have paid lei of the principal IMO inlyiesl 4.11 any Other
charges I may owe under inis Promissory Note

SIGHT TO PREPAY

I have the right to prepay all al Noy pail et my loan a/ any lane withnut

day al each January April Still anal (Ribber Phu 'Change Maoist', d
beginning Lin a Change Dare
Disbursement Oath, am,

D151.111stlie

Statement
e Onugio,alioi, 100 I *di Pio an Mat
lain lee tu yea Eubank, rt.,' 019.1'
amount of each d Shur 51,111011 ill, Inuit! n Lou...via the or Igulat.01111.1
will 001 On ...nod $25 00
Deoucted from Oistler Seineriln
llie lane you ,S6U1. am,v 1.1.ibur it

Iiuiotatr ol days in the year end the aCtual number ol days elapne0

mcruging holitley . and days on which you nle cot Open tor rho condo
ol backing business Ill am obligated to pay interest defog this Inter
Ptf10.1 but Mil to do so, you may et your option. edd such interest to
the principle balance of the loan at repayment.
2 VA, iable Rate - ttwVa,iablettate mega 103 25 percentage (malts DILS

PREPAID FINANCE CHARGES

Guarnrityr ao I ....ape) gua.anly lee In yOu ii 1.10.1.011 01 o, hit h yini wy
Inrward 10 TO11 10 pay !or its guarentor el tom Preiniasory 14 Mu lop

.1 eaci following month

IY.

COW NUL D 1,314 tit VhltSt. SIDI I

I WILL NOT SKIN nos PROMISSORY NOTE BEFORE READING 90TH
SIDES OF IT, EVEN IF OTHERWISE ADVISED I WILL NOT SIGN THIS
PROMISSORY NOTE W IT CONTAINS ANy BLANK SPACES BY SIGNING
THIS PROMISSORY NOTE I ACKNOWIEDGE THAT I HAVE IMAD IT. IT
CONTAINS NO BLANK SPACES AND THAT I HAVE RECEIVED AN EXAT
COPY I NAve THE RIGHT 'T ANY TIME TO PAY IN ADVANCE THE UNPAID
BALANCE DUE UNDER THIS PROMISSORY Non WITHOUT PENALTY

110nOwin s Signature

Ume Signed

AMEFIITRUST COMPANY NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
900 E uclid Avenue Cleveland Ohio 4 4 101

By

LAW ACCESS PROGRAM 11991-921

7L.,;4?1 .I1, 1-4-Randall EA (1011111 V...1 P10101001

LENDER COPY

,F.9itcefl?WiM
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IConlinued from other side)

Paragraph is different Item deferment of lepayment las described in

IX. CERAMIST OF IMMINENT

paragraph IX of IMO Note) I understand that I will remain reationsible lor
Payment ol interest during any Period of torbearance
XI. WHOLE LOAN EXPE
Toth. silent permitted by law I which Shall include theta* of New Jersayl.)
will be in default and you have the right to give mo notice that the whole

My payments will be scheduled lo be made in consecutive monthly mslail
mints as set forth in Paragraph V 3 I understand that in certain instances
the payments1 am require tomake as doses died under Par agraph of this
Promissory Note may be deterred Ice a period mato exceed three months
rim instances are described below To obtain such deferment I agree to
comply with the eligibility requirements set lorili below and to submit to you
any forms you mos require to confirm my eligibility for deferment of repayment I will remain responsible for pnyment of interest during nny period ol
deferment
I may deter payment ol principal on my loan atter me repayment period
begins under any of the !mowing circumstances and only In; a period not to
exceed three months
I White I am engaged in
la) Pull.tone study at a school that is participating in the Stafford Loan
Program. formerly the Guaranteed Strident Loan Program t herein

atter referred to art the "Stafford Loan Program') unless I am

engager, in e medical internship/ residency program or I am not a
national of the U rifted Stales and am studying at a school not located

in the United States.
tte Full-lime study at an institution ol higher education or a vocational
sch031 that is operated by an agency CI the United States government tee Ma service academies). unless I em engaged in a medical
internship/residency program or I am not a national of the United
States and am studying at a school not located in the United States.

lc) An eligible graduate fellowship program as defined in the Stafford
Loan Program regulations. or
(dI An eligible rehabilitation tr [ening program for dr tabled irrdividualsas
defined in the Stafford Loan Program regulations
2 While I am
tee On &dere duty status in the Armed Forces of the United States or
sarong as an officer in the Commissioned Corps of the Unrted Stales
Pubec Hearth Service.
lb) Serving es a volu nteer under the Peace Cotes Act. di have agreed lo

outstanding principal balance. accrued interest and all other amounts
payable to you under the terms 01 this Promissory Note are duo arid pay

able at once leublect to any taw which may give me a right to cure my
delaull) it
I I fail to make any monthly payment to you when due. or
2

status within ton days after a change occurs. or
I break any of my other promises in this Promissory Note. or
4 Any bankruptcy proceeding is begun by or against me. or I assign any of

my assets for the hentlit of my crednore. or
I make any false written statement in applying for this loan or at anytime
during the Interim or Repayment Periods
III delaultlwill be requir ed to Cray interest on this loa n accruing after default
5

The interest rale atter default will be subject to adjustment In the some
manner es before default
XII. COLLECTION COSTS
I agree to pay you reasonable amounts permitted by law (which shall
include theta* of NewJersey). including reasonable attorney's lees for any
attorney who is not your regularly salaried erneleyee and court and other
collectien costs. which you incur in enforcing the terms of this Pforniasory
Note if I am in default.
Xtlf. NOTICES
I

school enroament status.
XIV.

PRIVACY

I must update the information On my application whenever you ask me to
do SO I authorize you from time In lime to furnish information about my

loun to consumer reporting agancles and In ethers legally allowed to
receive sun Information II 1 default on mi cr11 i. disciesure of Inlorma-

teer ServiceAct of 1976 (ACTION proof ams1,11 neve agreed to serve

liOnabOul inylOan 10 cOnsu mer reporting ar,..cies may adversely allect
2 Imattchroedd
roeryaoufrom
ting

time totimelo request andreceivehorn Where clod.

ihrelated Information about ma land about my sperm If I live in

community property slate) Ill ask yOU, yOUVellt tall maWrieelef you have
requested inter mation from a consumer reporting egency and will pro.
vide me wIththe name and address of any agency that turnithed you wit h

amended or
la) TemPOrarity Malty disabled, as certified by a qualified phy sician. Or
unable to secure employment because I anr caring loi e Spouse or
other dependent who Is temporarily totally disabled as established
by sworn effidavil of a qualified physician

will send written notice to you.or any subsequent holder of thisfeonue.
tory NOte, within len days after any change in my name, address, or

2 Any notes rewired to be given tome by yourall be ellectve Wwn mailed
by lest class mall to the latest address you hays tor me

serve for a term of al 4,11 orte year.
lc) Serving as a lull-time viol neeer under 'filler of the Domestic Volunfor a lerm of at least one year.
Id) Performing full-time volunteer service, which the Secretary otEducation has determined is comparable to service in the Peace Cor ps
or ACTtON programs. for an organization exempt horn taxation
under Section 501103) of the mternat Revenue Code ot 1986 as

I fail to nobly you ol a change in my name, address, or school enr oilmen!

3

a report
3 Unless prohibited by law. (which shoe Include the law of New AMIGO,
you areauthorlzad to there Infor matiOn abOul my loan.includIng, but not

3 While I am

limited to, my name, metal security number ISSN), and address, wilh

la) Serving m an eligible inter n ship program as detined in !Ile Stafford
Loan Program regulations, or
lb) Serving in an internship or lesKiency program reading to a degree or
cerfillcale awarded by an institution of higher education. a hospital

your sublideres and affiliates and vath Law Scheel Admisseen
Services. Inc. and Its affiliates You are also authorited to share

4 Whent am expecting or ca ring for a new dependent at homewho is neith
et working or in school. provided! em not attending a school and em not
gainfully employed In order to quality for this deferment.1 must have
been enrolled at least hall. time in a school participating in the Stafford
lean Program within the six- month period unmediatety preceding the
beginning date ol the determent
in addition to the above determents. if I am a "nevi borrower' las defined
below),I may also r equest. in addition to the above, defer menls of payment
of principal on my loan after the repayment period begins under any ol the
following circumstances
5 While I am engaged in at least hall.time study ala SC00010181 es participating in the Stafford loan PrOgrern. Wile!! I am engeged in a medical
internship/residency prograni or I am riot a nate:mat olt he United S tales
d I receive a loan under the Stafford or SL S program for the enroilment
period

hibiled by law
XV. ADDITIONAL AGIMEMENTS
he Proceeds of thIsloan will be used only for my educational expense al
the law school listed abeve
2 II TERI is required under Its guaranty agreement to repay my loan. TERI
veil become the Owner ol this Promissory Note and as my creditor will

information about my loan. Including, but not limited lo, my name. SSN.
with selected Companies to conduct GUMMI`, surveys on
your behelt or with selected mailing houses for promotional sollcnation

Or a Meth care facility that offers post graduate training

have all the rights 01111e or igInal lender to enforce this PrOrnissOry NM@

against ma
3 My responsibility for paying this Note is unaffected by Meltability Of any
other person to moor by your faituretonofitymethat a required payment

has not been made WitlsOut hating any of your rigida under this

Promissory Note you may accept Is) late payments, or at) as pternMed
by low. partial payments. even ilmarked 'payment in furl " You may delay
ur fail to exerClae, or waive any of your rights on any occasion without
losing your entitlement to exercise the r late al any future Me Or On any
future occallean You will not be obligated to make any demand odon me,
send me eny notlee. Present this Promialiery Notts tome for payment or
make pretest Of non-payment to me before Meng 10 (*Wed VI MI Pr ornissoryNote 141 ant In defauft, endfolleeealeelpermllfedbyappticablelaw
(Mach shall Incliade We law ol New Jersey). I hweby Waive any right I
might otherwise have to require such aCtiOns.

6 While I am
IM On Active duty status in the Armed Forces ol th United States, or
serving as an officer in IheCornmissionedCorps of theUnitedStates

7

Public Health Service, or an active duty member ol the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric AdminiStration Collis, or
lb) Engaged as a lull-time teacher In a public or private elementary or
secondary school in a teacher shortage area as defined by the
Secretary et Education
III have dependents at home who are neither working or in school. am
entering or reentering the work force, and am being pa Wet arale that is
no more Menet 00ebow the minimum hourly wee, prescribed by the Fair
Lebo. Standards Ad of 1918

A 'new borrower' is one who has no outstanding balance 00 s Stafford.
Pt US. SIS or Consolidation Loan on the date he or she signs the oromis.
sOry Note Mr moan to cover perexts ol enrollment begurningOn or allerJuly
I 1987 or disbursed On or after July I 1987
understand that I must riatrhy you when the condition entilhng me to the
determent no longer exists

X. FORMARANCE
II I am unable 10 retley my loan in accordance will thn terms established
unOrlf Parery400 V 01 IMS PrOIMSSory Nude I may ninues1 Mal you nlothly
these terms r under stand that s h modil.cntion woind be al your OPlioll 1

also undmatand dial a modification 01 repayMent terms under this

4. MY ere located in NW You will waive my mutlioslien and that Prow.
limy Note in Oldo. I WS woks ing _oreeenls to vou OIdo. CONNOUENTIY.
GOVERNED

PROVISIONS Of THIS PROMISSORY 14011 WILL N

IV MEM. UNS AND TIC LANS OP ME STATE OF

MOO, VITIMOUT RECIA110 TO CONPUCT OP UN MAAS.
5 I nlay not listen thisProtres sory Note or envoi Its benehtsw Obligations
You may assign this Promissory Note at anytime t will be notified of any
assignment 01 this Promissory Note
6 The terms and conditions set forth in this Promissory Note end Uve
7

closure Statement constitute !he entire agreement between you and me
if any provision of this Promissory Note is heid invalid or unenforceable

the! Provision shall be considered omitted OM the PrOMIssory NOte
without affecting the validity or enforcestetity of the remainder ol this
Promissory Note
8 A provision el this Promissory Note may only be modified it rointly agreed
upon iri writing by yuu and m e Any modification...II not affect the validity
Or WM:gullibility 01 the remainder of this Promissory Note
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Today's Date

Application QuesHon

11 (continued): Educational Debts by Loan Type and Lender.

LOAN

NAME. cry AND STATE

LOAN PERIOD

OF LENDER

Mo/Yr to Mo/Yr

TYPE

INTEREST
RATE

I AMOUNT

1 CURRENT-1

BORROWED 41 BALANCE
1

1

H
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i
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a

MAU MAD YlImm
ilsemosviallem

yew WIRY" aIó empilmimil. *pond and daird promdmemy nolirtak INS
niquivd) mod weilmalmid (V mem& Review the dralial Wan ImImmiming sated& so your

KM& 11116111101111 sr

NOW applieelses wit came a May

p000mmims.
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I have ....

Completed all items on the application and pmmissory note(s).
Signed and dated the application.
Completed the promissory note(s).
Signed and d ated the promissory note(s).

Completed mid enclosed the application work sheet (if needed).

Enclosed supporting INS documentation (if required).
FORWARDED COMPLETED APPLICATION, PROMISSORY NOTE(S), INS
DOCUMENTATION (IF REQUIRED) AND WORKSHEET (IF NEEDED) TO MY
SCHOOL 'ANANCIAL AID OFFICE FOR CERTIFICATION.

CALL LAW ACCESS®
If you require assistance in completing
your application or promissory note(s)
1-800-282-1550

Law Services and Law Access are registered service
marls %A Law School Admission Services, Lnc.
Copyright 0 1991 by Law School Admission Services, inc.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Thomas Hood. We appreciate your being here and your very helpful comments.

I was interested in looking as part of your statement the letter
you attached that you wrote to the
Department of Education back in March of 1989, talking about
some of your experiences in dealing with parents who were filling
out these forms and filing these applications. The one you had an
opportunity to visit with here who was looking for the student aid
report, and she revealed that she knew she was getting a Pell
Grant, because the form she was holding in her hand, it was a student aid report.
Mr. HOOD. That was a real interesting experience. She was just
ugly to me. In fact, she was about ready to get in contact with you

about this whole thing. [Laughter.]
I said what can we do to help you here. I said I know you have a
program coming, but you have not delivered this form to me yet.
Finally, she said, "I know I have, because I am holding it here in
my hand." I said yes, that is the form, please send it to me. It is

that confusing. You try to provide the information up-front with
the information that we have received from the multiple-data
entry processors. We let them know what kind of aid they are eligible to receive, but the parents and the students have to follow
through, and they usually do not know quite what to do with these
five pieces of paper they are holding in their hands, and, quite
frankly, it is very confusing.

Senator COCHRAN. This is also what you have given us today, too,

the various forms. Just picking all of these up is a task.
Mr. Hoon. It is a little bit overwhelming, and the normal reaction is what do I do now with that.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, it is intimidating to someone who is not

a CPA or a tax lawyer and not used to dealing with things like
this, it is awfully frustrating.
Mr. HOOD. I think it is an important point to understand that
each institution operates on the basis of their own personality,

their own individually, and so, therefore, we all cannot quite do the
same things.
At our institution, we are able to put our financial aid system
and our student information system together, we have eliminated
made it as
an institutional applicatir for financial aid. We have
today
is a letter
le
quote
I
gave
to
you
simple as possible, and ye

I just got recently. What if I had another form to add to this? I

think it would only enhance that confusion.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, I hope that this gives us an opportunity
to improve the situation and to make some real progress toward
simplifying the process and the forms. I am certainly going to be
interested in devoting my efforts and energy, and I know my staff
is going to be very sensitive to the responsibility that we have to
work in a constructive way this year on that issue.
The other day, when we had the hearing in Washington, they
had examples of these applications blown up on poster-size boards
in the hearing room, so the members of the committee and staff
could see them all and we could see the examples very clearly.
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I wonder whether or not, from your experience, Tom Hood, do
you think high school guidance counselors are well-prepared or
prepared as they should be to help students deal with these forms?
Mr. HOOD. I think not prepared at all is closer to the situation.
They call me on the phone and say, "I don't want to have anything
to do with these, these are students that come to your school, you
take are of them," and that is almost a quote. It is unfortunate. We
have provided opportunities to help train them, but the changes
each year just make the system even more intimidating, and it is
threatening to them. They are afraid of providing the wrong information.

One recently called up and insisted that I speak on using a certain form. Well, I said I will accept whatever form you have. I say
we do prefer the CSS form, however, they can use any one. She
said, oh, no, they can't, and I said, oh, yes, they can, and we went
back and forth for awhile on that, until she was finally convinced

that all forms will do the same thing, if you choose to use them
that way.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, you mentioned also, I think in your

statement about using the short form for some of the needier students is really a disservice to themselves, as they end up not getting the financial assistance they would otherwise qualify for, if
they had used the long form.
Mr. HOOD. Dr. Flippin related to the situation where the issue of
assets really should not count, and in the case of the simple analysis, the amount that is used to protect the family's assets, in some
instances when you are very poor, there is a negative amount you
can then subtract from the income, therefore, lowering the expected contribution, but in the simple formula, they just ignore assets

completely and accept whatever they can contribute from the

income, so sometimes you get several hundred dollars higher con-

tribution for the needier student than is really there if we had

used the full form, so it has not always served well, even though
many have qualified for it.
On the other hand, it can work in other situations. It is just that
a simple approach does not serve all the purposes well.

Senator COCHRAN. One acronym that Dr. Prather used in his
comments was MDE. This is the central processor, or what does
MDE stand for?

Mr. PRATHER. That is multiple-data entry services, CSX and
ACT, and the central processors is the Federal--

Senator COCHRAN. You suggested eliminating the central processor and the fee charged to students who applied for aid.
Mr. PRATHER. The central processor, I just feel personally, is a
step that is involved and basically my understanding is the central
processor is the production of the student aid report in the need
analysis system. AVhat I think would be better service-wise for the
central processor's role is to maybe be a national student data base
or data bank, if you can think of it in those terms, to collect Social
Security numbers, draft registration, default records of students to
serve as a national data bank that could share information with all
of the MDE, the multiple-data entry processors.
What I guess I am proposing is the entire system be handled or
the MDE's services be able to be this full-service thing, not have to
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rely on the central processor to get the information for the student
aid report, let the MDE's have the authority and responsibility of
actually going ahead and producing all information that is needed
for the student and the institution, and this I think would just relieve the step.

If I am going to use CSS as an MDE for my needs analysis
system, then I could just go back and forth with them on the paperwork flow that is needed for the institution, and then it is their
responsibility to reproduce everything to the student, and they
would then not have to have any comment or coordination back
and forth with the central processor.
Senator COCHRAN. The statement that you provided us, Dr.
Prather, identifies three specific problem areas from your point of
view, high taxation rate of defendant student's income, independent student definition, and inclusion of farm and home equity in
the methodology. Do you have any suggestions for modifications or
changes in the laws that would address those problem areas?
Mr. PRATHER. As Mr. Hood has already related, when you deal

personally with students, when you talk to them about how their
need has been determined and what they have been deemed eligible for, you take a student, for example, number one, the high taxation rate and the needs analysis methodology of a dependent's student's incomeas a matter of fact, I just talked with one this week
that made approximately $2,000 last year, and then in the needs
analysis computation she is expected to have in hand for the 199192 year $1,400 of that $2,000. That is not feasible for that student
to have that. They had to use it for living expenses or for paying
for things that they incur in high school or helping with home situations or different types of things.
Their income that they made the previous year is being counted
so heavily toward their contribution that it is making them ineligible for grants or loans or even college work-study, so I think that
percentage that they are being taxed at, if you will, I think that is
one thing that needs to be lower.
We often hear a lot about really what is an independent student,
should we have a very simple definition, and I think there are
many comments based on that. But the same thing is true with a
dependent student's income, with the high taxation rate of the
single independent student also.
Monday of this week, I had a student come to me and we reviewed the eligibility for 1991-92. She is a single independent stu-

dent, she made $6,000 income in 1989 and she was eligible for $800

of Pell Grant for this current year. This past year, in 1990, as she
worked and went to school full-time, she made $10,000, and that
disqualified her for a Pell Grant next year. She is taxed at nearly a
70 percent rate oft' her $10,000, and so she is almost ineligibility for

any type of financial aid. I think the percentage is what I am
saying of how much would count of a student's income needs to be
lowered somehow.

The last thing, on the home equity, I know that is a very debatable subject in the needs analysis methodology, but many of us in

the financial aid arena think this should be excluded, because
there are many, many situations where families have lived in their
homes all their lives, they have worked hard and they have paid
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their home off and it is theirs that they have worked for. They
have several thousand dollars of equity built in their home, but yet
in the methodology, this is counted against them.

It is kind of like saying, well you have got this equity in your
home you go out and take a second mortgage and pay for the student's education. So, these are the types of things that I think I
would like to have reviewed and to maybe give the students some
leeway.
Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate having those suggestions and we

will certainly look into the possibilities that you raise for making
changes in those areas.
Dr. Flippin, you made some excellent recommendations, as well,
specifically about things that could be changed and improved in
this reauthorization process. I am told that my staff has urged you
to be prepared to walk us through a process that a student follows
in the application for student assistance, where the papers go, sort
of on a step-by-step basis. Can you do that for us, briefly, as we
wind up our hearing?
Mr. FLIPPIN. I think before I start that process, Senator, your col-

league and I would think friend Senator Pell has contended that
this has been a very complicated process for a number of years,
this is not something that is new that we are talking about.
My concern is even further than the young people that are attempting and families that are attempting to file these forms. An
intervention, if you would, early in the process, in junior high
school, 7th, 8th and 9th grades through the TRIO, Upward Bound,
junior high school counselor-type scenarios.

Two philanthropers that are well known, Mr. Taylor and Mr.

Lang in New York and Mr. Taylor from Mississippi, as a matter of

fact, I think--

Senator COCHRAN. Right, Marion County.

Mr. FLIPPIN [continuing.] Have proposed rather creative and innovative-type programs, the focus of which is merely creating an
understanding and an awareness early in the process. The process
is too complicated and it must he simplified.
In some of the presentations I do, I use a concept similar to what
Tom Hood did with the forms, but I have them taped together, and

it is an eye-opening experience to be able to show the families

when I role them out and they will reach from here to pretty much
the other side of the organ there, as it relates to how long they are,
the forms.
As the panel before us alluded to on several occasions, first-generation students, first-time, first-attempt at postsecondary educational opportunities, the process is long and difficult for a young
person and/or a family to apply for student financial aid.
The process optimally should being in the high school, with the
decision being made, hopefully, as it relates to narrowing down to

two or three different colleges that this person miglA want to
attend, and in that high school, assuming that they know which
ona of the 5 or 6 different forms they need to fill out, assuming

that the high school counselor can help them as to knowing whaf is
good for them to fill out the whole form, or stop at certain points
on the form.
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This form initiates the calculation process, going to one of 5 or 6
multidata entry stations, which is an analysis component. American college testing is one, the College Scholarship Service, which is
a subsidiary of ETS, is one, and there are several others.
Along at the same time that this needs analysis process is being
initiated is that the initial contact with the experts, if you will, on
campus should be somewhat simultaneous, not only as it relates to

student financial aid forms that are peculiar to their particular

campuses, because there is a diversity of the availability of differ-

ent kinds of aid, in addition to Federal aid, on these campuses
which are generally driven by an individual form from those campuses.

As this needs analysis process proceeds and because of an in-

creased or rather profound degree of technology availability, many
times these can be transmitted without using the mail per se. And
what I think Tom Prather was saying earlier is give me one place
to go to get the data, let me pull it down and let me communicate
back and forth, and most probably in an electronic-type mode, with
one entity, whichever one that is. I do not need for all 5 of them to
collapse into one central place that has to go back to them, to me,
to whatever. That makes the process confusing not only for the students and parents, but to the aid administrator.
If indeed the student is defined to have needsand when I had a

real job on the campus, when I was a real aid administrator like
Tom Hood and Tom Prather here, I was never able to define the
definition of "need" that this family would agree with me, that
their definition was the same as mine. Their definition of need and

your definition of need most often is totally different. But this defi-

nition of need, which is just very simply the cost of education,
minus the ability of the family to pay, is what is left, and then the
awarding process or, as we call it in this particular business, the
packaging off, which is generally a diversity of aid that is available, some loan, some grant, some scholarship packaged together to

meet this need, a combination of those ultimately is awarded to

that student, after a long process.
Senator COCHRAN. Well, your testimony has been very helpful to
us. All of your views have been appreciated and I think will serve
us well, as we go back and get into the process now of actually leg-

islating and crafting the provisions and trying to get the votes to
support a consensus on what to do to try to improve the process
ard guarantee the access.
I think this has been an excellent hearing. From my perspective
it has, anyway. We have covered a lot of ground and we have had a
lot of different subjects discussed under the general umbrella of the
Higher Education Act reauthorization.

I especially want to thank the members of my staff who have
been here and helped with the arrangements and helping to make
sure this was a successful hearing, Doris Dixon, especially, who has
been here at the committee table throughout the hearing, from my
office in Washington.

James Davis, who has been here from my office in Jackson, who
tries to help deal with some of the complaints you were mentioning, Thomas Hood, the woman who was about to call me, James
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Davis would have been the person ending up having to talk to her
and try to walk that one through to a final conclusiun.
Beth Bridgforth, who is here at the table, is a legislative aide in
our office in Washington, working with us on the subject of education and some other issues that come under the Labor and Human
Resources Committee jurisdiction.
Lynnette Moten, who is here from my Washington office, as well,
who is our press secretary, managing to deal with all the questions
and inquiries from the news media during the course of the hearing.
And we want to thank Chris Bitsko, who is here from Miller Reporting, in Washington, to help transcribe this hearing and make it
available to our committee as a transcript for our review, as we go

through the hearing process, complete the hearing process and
begin our reauthorization.
And to the Millsaps College administration and staff who have
been so helpful to us, we deeply appreciate your generosity in

making available these facilities for this purpose.
For anyone who wants to add comments or make further suggestions about the process, we would be happ3f to receive any written
comments or statements or addenda to what we already have accumulated and make it a part of the hearing record, and we would
appreciate receiving that. If you would want to just write a letter
and include that with a suggestion, that is fine, too. Just write me,
Senator Thad Cochran, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC, and I will get
it and we will make it a part of the record.
Thank you very much, all of you, for making this a successful
hearing.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES R. STANLEY

Good morning, I am James R. Stanley; senior vice president for Governmental Relations and External Affairs of Phillips Colleges, Inc. of Gulfport, MS. I bring you
greetings this morning from our chairman, Gerald C. Phillips and Mrs. Ary C. (Bess)
Phillips, the founder and first president of the Phillips Colleges System of Gulfport.
The Phillips' family has been in the business of educating and training American
youth and young adults for 45 years.
priPhillips Colleges, Inc. represent 78 coeducational institutions, operated withgreat
of Mississippi to the Midwest's
vate capital, in 30 statesfrom the Gulf Coast
capitals along the Great Lakes, and from California to New York State. We serve
50,000 students nationwide and employ 6,000 faculty and administrative staff.
The family-owned business began in 1946 when two business education teachers,
12
Ary and Bess Phillips, purchased a traditional business college in Vicksburg and
largest
toward
expansion
and
the
creation
of
the
years later took the first steps
in America. Mrs. Phillips
system of privately-capitalized postsecondary institutions
acquired C,arr Secretarial School (founded in 1927 as Mayer Business College) in
Gulfport, MS in 1958. That school is now our flagship institutionPhillips Junior
College of the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
When Gerald Phillips graduated from the university of Mississippi in 1961, he assumed the management responsibility for the college and his wife Lynette, a primary/secondary school teacher, took over the academic side.
this personal side to our business
I take the time of this committee today to relatethe
public policy arena and in the
because it is my impression that most people in sector
of higher education, and behigher education community misunderstand our
chooses to tell
lievefor lack of accurate or adequate informationwhat the mediabelieve
what we
education
in
America.
All
too
frequently
we
us about private career
Readers
Digest,
what
we
see
on*
the
six
o'clock
news or
read in the newspapers or in
trade schools,"
on NBC's "Expose," or what we hear on the radio about "fly-by-night
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and we tend to accept myths and old wives tales that sobering thought and sound
scrutiny would suggest deserve a prompt dismissal!
Before turning to the subject 1 want to address in my testimony today, I want to
dispel a few of those myths and wives tales. let me summarize them briefly, for you;
profit-making corporations are inherently prone to certain abuses, and should
be subjected to a different set of rules and standards;
trade schools rip-off students and don't really provide quality education; and
proprietary schools are in it for the money, they don't really care about students, they want to make a buck and move on.
Without going into a .great deal of detail, although I would be pleased to answer
any questions you may have at the end of my testimony, I hope you and your colleagues, who represent the chief higher education executive officers, will give careful thought to the following during your present deliberative process:
On the subject of for-profit institutions being exclusively prone to abuse in the
higher education communityStanford University, Harvard University, the
California Institute of Technology, and other traditional institutions have withdrawn more than $2,541,000 billion in overhead charges to the Department of
Defense, after the Defense Contract Audit Agency estimated that Stanford may
be guilty of overcharging the Navy Department $16-$20 million annually from
1981 to 1990. The questioned expenditures and excess charges as part of "indirect costs" or "overhead" include such things as: (1) trustee retreats, country
club membership payments, a $1,200 antique commode, a $10,000 set of donated
silverware, $700,000 in expenses associated with a 72-foot yacht, $2,000 per
month in floral arrangements for the Stanford president's home, $3,000 for a
cedar-lined closet, and $2,000 to refurbish a grand piano; (2) overhead rates of
65 percent at the University of Pennsylvania, 62 percent at MIT, 60.5 percent at
USC and 49 percent at University of California, Berkeley; and (3) a proposed (to
HHS) 100 percent indirect cost rate by Harvard University Medical School for
the current fiscal year.
On the subject of trade schools not providing Quality education, and ripping off
studentsWilliam Ross attended Creighton University on a basketball scholar-

ship for 4 years, and played Division I Basketball until his eligibility had expired. After leaving Creighton, he returned to Chicago, from whose public
schools he I.J1d a diploma, and enrolled in Marva Collins West Side Preparatory
and learned how to read and write! Dexter Manley, a stand-out defensive end
for the Washington Redskins for many years, and now with the Phoenix Cardinals, attended Oklahoma State University, where he played Division I Football
for 4 years. He admitted recently before Senator Paul Simon and this subcommittee, that he could only read at the second grade level! Finally, according to
the Louisville Courier-Journal, during Basketball Coach
Denny Crum's two
decade long tenure as head basketball coach, only six pla,yers have received degrees from the university. Coach Crum says that is a false standard, and that
he should be judged by how many athletes he places in the National Basketball
Association! Unlike Mr. Crum's standard of institutional effectiveness, proprietary schools complete in the toughest arena of institutional accountability
known to mankindthe economic marketplace. We are judged daily by the
public that is skeptical by nature and driven to be even more so by the print
and electronic media when they indiscriminately report fraud and abuse at a
few schools as if it applies to all proprietary institutions of higher education.
Still, because the Phillips Colleges serve the legitimate needs of the career conscious and skills-oriented high school graduate and adultsa group largely ignored by the traditional sector until the onset of the decline in the available
pool of college-age youngsters and the increasing demand of employers for technically-trained personnelour applications and enrollments are growing. We
welcome outcomes measurementsbut believe they should be applied across the
board to all postsecondary institutionsincluding persistence to graduation,
employment in academic major or field of training, and student loan repayment, where applicable.

On the subject of being in it for the money, and not caring about the studen'
intercollegiate athletics has nothing to do with money, which is why CBS palci
$1 billion for the rights to broadcast the NCAA Basketball Tournament; ABC/
Capital Cities paid $300 million to broadcast college football's "Game of the
Week;" and Notre Dame withdrew from the College Football Association (CFA)
in order to negotiate its own independent contract with t SPN for $35 million
annually. The graduation rates for students and student-athletes at the major
Division I Basketball and Football Conferences should not go unnoticed:
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Graduation Rates

Went
Atlantic Coast...
Bit Eight

65.6
46.0

Big Ton

59.1

PC Ten

50.1

Southesstarn

46.0
51.4

ln*endests

Football

ATh1,

66.2
42.3
58.0
52.9
36.4
59.0

55.4
39.4
50,0
46.6
32.2
51.7

Basketball

32.0
34.8
43.9
40.6
14.0
33,3

The Chicago Tribune, March 27, 1991: Survey of 262 Division I Schools by The
Chronicle of Higher Education
NOTE: Thirty-five of 97 Division I basketball schools graduated 20 percent or
less of its players and another 33 percent graduated 40 percent or less. Of 103
Division I-A football schools, 53 had graduation rates of 40 percent or less for
their players, including 14 with 20 percent or less.
So as you can readily see, many glass houses do exist in the higher education community ... but we do not seek to throw stones, rather we seek to reform the process
by which institutions gain access to title IV, Federal financial aid, and to demonstrating that commitment through verifiable institutional effectiveness.
I would now like to turn to a brief discussion of the issue that will pervade the
1992 reauthorization of the Higher Education Actintegrity and reform of the process by which postsecondary institutions gain access to the title IV, student assistance programs. Further, I believe we must examine how the states, the regional and
national accrediting bodies, and most importantly, the Federal Government monitors institutional compliance with their own rules and regulations.
ROLES OF THE TRIAD

Over the years three primary entities (known as the Triad) have been involved in
the severable and distinct processes of: (1) state authorization of a school or college
to operate within its territorial boundaries and monitoring institutional business
practices for the protection of consumers (students and potential students), maintaining health and safety standards, and assuring compliance with state labor, employment and civil rights laws; (2) private accrediting bodies evaluate, through the
peer review process, academic programs, institutional fiscal and management resources (faculty, library resources, and financial strength and management capacity)
to determine the ability of the institution to deliver a high quality academic program, degree or certificate; and (3) the Federal Department of Education whose responsibility includes certifying accrediting bodies which then recognize and accredit
institutions of higher education, as well as the department's responsibility for determining which postsecondary institutions may participate in the title IV programs,
and then monitoring the compliance of those institutions with applicable laws and
regulations.
Although the Triad has not worked well in recent years, for reasons which will be
articulated later, the theory supporting the respective roles of the members of the
Triad is sound, and should be reinforced. As Dr. James M. Phillips, executive director of the accrediting commission for the Association of Independent Colleges and
Schools, wrote in "The Roles of the Triad" for career training:
... the Triad evolves from the distinct roles assigned to and accepted by the
Federal Government, respective state governments, and accrediting bodies. Misunderstanding arises because of the lack of general knowledge about or acceptance by critics of the powers and limitations inherent in the authority of' these
three entities."
Equally important is the view expressed by Dr. Dorothy C. Fenwick, director of
the accrediting commission of the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools (NAM), in an article "Bringing the Triad Back to Life" in the March 1990
issue of Career Training:
"Today, there is general concern about the effectiveness of the Triad. Although
there is general consensus that it is not the perfect system, it is a viable option
since no one member of the Triad has the individual resources or legal author-
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ity, (emphasis ours) either constitutionally or legislatively, to assume total oversight responsibilities for private career schools."

The Department of Education, and its predecessor, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW), have relied on state licensing and private accrediting bodiesnotwithstanding the fact that they were not developed, nor do they opc-ate with the title IV programs in mind. The processes used by the states and the
practices of accrediting bodies may not be well-suited to the Federal Government's
needs in determining whether or not an institution of higher education should be
allowed to participate in the title IV programs.
THE STATES-L10ENSURE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

All postsecondary institutions, in order to operate within a state, must receive
their authority to do so from the appropriate state licensing body. In most states,
there are two or three or more such bodiesone for non-profit 4-year public and
private institutions, one for community colleges and collegiate proprietary institutions, and one for vocational, non-degree granting schools. Often there is a third or
fourth for cosmetology schools, for example in Texas, there was a separate board
that monitored cosmetology schools, and another that regulated trade and technical

schools. The public safety or traffic bureau regist...rs truck driving schools, while the

state education agency licenses and monitors those schools that grant degrees. In
many of the states with multiple licensure or regulatory agencies the various agencies have little contact or coordination with each other. In addition, oversight and
monitoring may also be shared among other state agencies including, for example,
the attorney general may have responsibility for consumer protection (Illinois and
New York) to state regulatory agencies which monitor business practices and protect the health and safety and civil rights of workers, minority, female and handicapped citizens, and oversight of labor management relations. These and other
"police powers" are exclusively reserved to the states.

Proprietary schools are also regulated at the state level by the state agency responsible for operation of state funded student aid programs, whether or not proprietary school students are eligible to participate. In :36 states, proprietary school students are eligible for state financial aid programs. In these states, administrative
regulations that apply to schools participating in the state aid programs apply to
proprietary institutions as well.
ACCRED1TATION-PEER REVIEW AND THE ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

In contrast, regional and national accrediting bodies have no police power, nor
have they sought to exercise that kind of power. Increasingly over the past few

years, the Congress and the Reagan-Bush administrations have sought to add to the
responsibilities of private career school accrediting agencies, especially as it relates
to addressing concerns about student loan defaults, in a way which detracts from
their basic purpose and mission. Accreditation has become a "policeman of last

resort" because the states and Federal Governmentsdue in part to limited resourceshave defaulted on their responsibilities as members of the Triad. In fact,
the addition of policing responsibilities has blurred the distinction between the
duties of accreditation agencies, and those of the states and Federal Government.
According to the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA), accreditation is

a "a system for recognizing institutions and professional programs affiliated with
those institutions for a level of performance, integrity and quality which entitles
them to the confidence of the educational community and the public they serve."
Accreditation was designed to be a voluntary, collegial process, characterized by
"peer review." It is a "process to evaluate the educational efficacy of an institution
and to help the institution improve its offerings on a continuous basis through planning and dialogue with peers" according to Jim Phillips. Although accrediting
bodies may implicitly monitor consumer protection and the administration of student financial assistance, that never has been nor should it be their principal responsibility. Almost by definitionaccreditation reviews usually occur on a 5-year
cyclesuch matters are beyond the reach of the accreditation process.
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT-RULEMAKER AND REGULATOR

The Federal Government's fundamental task is to est.Nish the criteria for determining which accrediting bodies will be recognized b,y iw 'ecretary. This is done by
Congress in Section 1205 of the Higher Education Act (.2( 'JSC 1145) and is one of
the thresholds to be crossed before gaining institutional Euxess to title IV funds. Sec-

ondly, the department, by regulation, establishes an eligibility and certification
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process whereby the department decides on the eltibility of institutions and pro-

grams of study in which students may enroll using Federal financial aid. The role of
the Federal Government is defined by the higher education and departmental regulations issued pursuant to that act. Since the constitutir -.nerves primary responsiwernment may not interbility in the education arena to the states, the Feder/
fere in an institution's curriculum. This prohibition wa Ipeated in the DIepartment
of Education Organization Act.
Above and beyond its gate-keeping and regulatory filnction, is the Federal Government's sole responsibility for monitoring institutional administration of the student financial aid programs by colleges and universities, community and junior colleges, private career schools, etc. It is in this critical oversight area, where attention
has been most lax.
In order for the Triad to function effectively, each of the three components must

rely on the other two to execute its responsibility. If any one component fails to

properly carry oui. ;II: tasks, then the enterprise will falter of its own weight. No one
member of the Triad has the resources or legal authority to assume the responsibilities of any other, their only salvation is in a collective and coordinated solution. It

does little good for anyone to shift its responsibilities to another, or to ignore or
blame the other for individual and collective failings. The Triad is best understood
as an interdependent process, or as Dr. Dorothy Fenwick has said "... It is important to note the domino effect of the process in place. Licensing is reserved to the
states and without licensing, accreditation cannot begin. Without the first two, state

licensure' and accreditation, eligibility fol- Federal financial aid is impossible."
As a representative of Phillips Colleges, Inc., I have had the privileiessnooct only to
iation of
serve as a member of the joint committee on reauthorization for the
Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS) and the National Association of Trade and

Technical Schools (NATTS), but also to work with my peers in three other proud
and distinguished corporate managers of private career schools. Working together,
we have developed a comprehensive set of reauthorization proposals to reform the
Triad.

I am pleased to say to you today that not only have they been adopted within the
proprietary sector by AICS and NATTS, but they have also been embraced by the
American Council on Education and sent to Chairman Ford and Representative
Tom Coleman of Missouri of the House Education and Labor Committee.

I am pleased that two of my colleaguesSharon Thomas Parrott from the Devry
Institutes, and Bob Knutson from the Education Management Corporation, will also
be making the case for our legislative proposals before these State Higher Education
Educational Services
Executive Officers (SHEEO) hearings. A representative of
has already addressed a SHEEO hearing in Denver. We hope, as a result of our testimony, that you will be convinced of the wisdom and workability of adopting the
comprehensive set of legislative recommendations, we have individually submitted
to you.

I would be happy to share any insights and suggestions growing out of our work
on the program integrity white paper.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF STATE AUDITOR PETE JOHNSON

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate the opportunity to make this statement on behalf of
the thousands of Mississippians, and their families, who need the best access and
assistance possible to secure a higher education at one of our state's fine colleges or
universities.'
We especially appreciate Senator Cochran making it possible for those of us con-

cerned about adequate programs and support for higher education to have the opportunity to speak out on behalf of our fellow Mississippians and our institutions of
higher learning.
Mississippi is a state rich with tradition and a willing people with a strong work
ethic, however, monetarily it lacks the capital needed to finance critical educational
programs and these federally-supported higher education programs are of great importance in making a college education available to as many Mississippians as possible. Unfortunately, state funding of our institutions of higher learning has declined
under the present administration. Contrary to popular belief, enhanced by a misguided perception this state, during the last four years, has not been supportive of
our colleges and universities as many Mississippians believe. Our colleges at all
levels have experienced, and are continuing to suffer budget cutbacks and tuition
increases which are having a devastating affect on the programs they offer and the
opportunities available to the individual students so they might adequately prepare
them for a global economy and an international market place.
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We know Senator Cochran will continue to be an effective spokesman and advocate for higher education and its related programs at the national level. I want to
express my whole hearted support of his efforts here today, and pledge my assistance in the future in whatever capacity to enhance the furthering of excellence in
education at all levels.

Senator COCHRAN. The hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE: STUDENT AID FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION
FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Minneapolis, MN

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8:50 a.m., in the
Irene Whitney Fine Arts Building, Minneapolis Community College, 1501 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, MN, Senator Paul D.
.1

Wellstone, presiding.
Present: Senator Wellstone.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WELLSTONE

Senator WELLSTONE. I'd like to thank everybody for being here
today.
Welcome to this hearing on Federal student aid for higher education. This is one of a number of official hearings being held by the

Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities around the

country, and all that will be said today will be a part of the official
record.
When I came to Washington I requested, pushed hard, did everything I could to be on every committee in the Senate that dealt

with education, with young people, with families, and with children. It is an issue in my head, and it is also a heart and soul issue
to me as well.

I am very proud to have the opportunity to be on this subcommittee, to be a part of this debate on education, and to help legislate, I hope, some initiatives that will really be important to Minnesotans and to other young people around the country.
I am here to hear the views of Minnesotans. What I do in public
policy in Washington, DC. I want to be grounded in what Minnesotans tell me. But I want at the beginning of this hearing to make
one thing clear: I am deeply committed, deeply committed, to a
powerful Federal role to remove financial barriers to higher education. I think that is the simplest way I can put it. If I could express
one commitment that I start with, it is that there has to be a powerful Federal role to eliminate financial barriers to higher education.

When I campaigned in Minnesota, I spent a lot of time on campuses, all kinds of different campuses, and I met with all kinds of
different students, and the statistics have real personal meaning to
me. It is heartbreaking to meet students at the University of Min(848)
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nesota Twin Cities campus or UMD or anywhere around the State
who actually have to sell plasma at the beginning of the semester
to buy textbooks. That is wrong, and I know we can do better than
that. And it is heartbreaking to meet teachers, teachers in higher
education, private and public, community college, voc tech university, who tell me stories about students who are working two and
sometimes three minimum wage jobs to the point where they can't
finish their education in 4 years, and/or they are so exhausted that
it is really difficult for them to do well in school.
One thing that has changed dramatically in the higher education

equation Federal role-wise is that we have made almost a 180degree turn. It used to be we relied much more on grants and

much less on loans. That has shifted to a different ratio; it is now
67 percent loans, 29 percent grants. And those grants, the Pell

grant program, now are really no longer available for middleincome students and even for low-income students because they

don't pay near enough of the cost of higher education.
The administration has proposed some changes in the Pell grant
program that trouble me. They will be targeted in the main for students coming from households with incomes of less than $10,000

per year. I have no problem with that, but I worry about all the

students who will be cut off. Now the projections are that we could
be talking about 400,000-plus students who will no longer be eligible for what Pell grant assistance they once had.
A final point. There is going to be some important testimony. We
have a really impressive group of panelists. I will introduce each
panel separately. I will once again say to those of you who want to

testify from open mikeand we will have plenty of thatplease
sign up, and we will go in the order of people who sign up.

We need to keep an eye on what we can do right now, what we
can do that is workable, what we can do that is practical, and what

we can do that is concrete. I am absolutely dedicated to taking
what I hear here in Minnesota, the voices of Minnesotans, many
people who are very distinguished in the higher education field,
back to Washington, DC.

But I also want to just point to this chart. You can see that back
in fiscal year 1982, education was 2.5 percent of the budget; in
fiscal year 1991, it is now down to 1.7 percent. It is interesting to
look at that in relation to interest payments, which is about 13.6

percent, or deposit insurance, which is 7.1 percent. It is 1.7 percent
of the Federal budget. I cannot accept the Washington, DC definition of what is realistic if that is the definition of what is realistic.

I think it is simply not acceptable for us to say that we do not

have the money to invest in education. I do not consider it to be an
expenditure. I consider it to be an investment. I think conceptually

that is how we have to look at it. And if there is one thing that I
can say in Washington over and over and over againand I will,
with everything that I haveit is that there won't be real national
security for the United States of America, which is a country I
really believe in, until we invest in the health and skills and intellect and character of young people. That is what this hearing is
about, and again, I thank all of you for being here.
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has really
I would like to welcome our first witness, who I think
lotNils
Hasgone out of his way to be here today, and it means a
selmo, president of the University of Minnesota.
President Hasse lmo has a plane, to catch. It wasn't even clear
been very accommodating with
that he could be here, and he has
President
Hasse lmo. I want to talk
his schedule. I really thank you,
Hasse
lmo and then move
no longer. We'll start out with President
to open

to other panels of witnesses, and then of course, move

mike.
Before President Hasse lmo starts out with his testimony, I would
like to thank each and every one of you for being here today.
President Hasse lmo, thank you.
STATEMENT OF NILS HASSELMO, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA

committee,
Mr. HASSELMO. Senator Wellstone, members of the the
Univer-

of
ladies and gentlemen, I am Nils Hasse lmo, president opportunity
to
appreciate
very
much
the
sity of Minnesota, and I
present some opening testimony this morning.
Unfortunately, I have to catch that plane, because I committed
myself 'quite some time ago to speaking at a conference at Chicago
State University today, where there is a conference on racial harassment, an issue that is also of great importance to our campuses
across the country.
kindb of
I appreciate, Senator, your willingness to have these
been
exemhearings, and both you and Senator Durenberger have
important
issues
and
asking
for
plary in coming to us with very
kind
of
feedback
and
inforthe
our views. I hope we can give you in
mation that will be helpful to you furthering an agenda that is
extremely important to us all.
Aid for
This hearing's title, "Investing in our Future; Studentgoal
and
captures
the
fundamental
Higher Education," certainly Education Act. This was landmark
practical wisdom of the Higher
legislation that has served the national purposes very well, and
educational
like the GI Bill before it, this legislation has proven its doubt.
value
beyond
any
reasonable
and economic investment
finanOn any sensible educational grounds, our Federal student
started
to
cial aid programs cannot be judged broken. They were good that
for all the future
foster wider educational opportunity
They
flows from investing in our young people. They have worked.
this
clearly have dings and dents that can and should be fixed whattime
we
around, but I don't see a compelling justification to drop has not
whole
new
approach
that
have been doing in favor of a
been defined.
the debate
What is broken is the Federal budget, and that shifts
here
that we
grounds.
Now,
I
am
not
saying
to fiscal and political
serious
revamping
of
the
system,
should not in the future look to a
but I believe that at this point we will be best served by an upgrading of the existing system.
heart of the matter in 1991, and
The fiscal/political issue is the
the question before you is not whether higher education is a sensible investment; it is whether this is such a compelling investment
that it should keep or increase its share of the national budget pie.
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In far more States than not, we are dealing with the same question, and here I firmly believe that it is such a compelling investment that it ought to have a larger portion of the Federal budget

than it now does.
At the program delivery level on educational grounds, there is a
fiscal educational reality that the greatest student aid need is for
more money, . more Federal money, more State money, and more
private money.
To use the University of Minnesota as an illustration, the cost of
attendance has rieen 127 percent in the last 10 years. Grants from
all sources have increaseci less than half that rate-59 percent.

Loans from all sources have increased almost twice as much as
grants-116 percent. State and Federal work-study rose only 68
percent. University student employment, in contrast, has risen 136
percent. There is a very, very distinct pattern here that is not to
the advantage of our students.
The impacts are clearmore reliance on work competes with
class and study time, and that reduces the quality of the student
experience; it delays graduation, often by several years. More reli-

ance on loans increasingly upsets the grant-loan balance that
makes educational sense. It discourages some from entering or
staying in college, and it increases the burden of indebtedness for
those who do.

More money for student aid is not a popular argument in State
houses and probably not in Congress. Student aid is popular, as
well it should be. The merits of the case for aid are generally wellaccepted, not just by educators and lawmakers, but by the general
public. But when it costs money we don't have, that's a different
story, a hard place; it is a harder place now when the teeth of the

Budget Enforcement Act face the test whether they have bite.
Sequestration actions have been theoretical possibiLies sketched
out in the deficit and budget agreements as macro management
ways to impose discipline. When they turn into real actions, real
bites, more and more educators, lawmakers and the public will be
confronted with the political realities of this so-called zero sum
game.

It will be no game to families, students and financial aid officers
who have to deal with the results. Zero sum realities take place on

campuses, too. The budget cuts that meet the budget goals turn
into program cuts, access cuts, quality cuts that affect real lives of
students and families.

Still, even knowing those impacts, the Washington reality remains that significantly more money for student aid programs authorized in the Higher Education Act is exceedingly unlikelyal-

though, Senator, let me assure you that I certainly hope that
higher education will have a shot at a larger portion of that
budget, even with those constraints.

Until and unless a better way is found to make dramatically
more money available for student aidand we surely haven't
found it yetthe central challenges to this year's reauthorization
effort must be Finding better ways to deliver more of the money
that can be appropriated by Congress to the students in whom we
ought to be investing.
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Taking the last of these first, targeting aid to the students who
need it most, our national programs need to know the local realities. At my university we are at the point where one-half of student aid applicants are independent at the time they apply. The average age of the independent student applicant last year was 26.9
years. Now, more than 20 percent of our aid applicants, dependent
and independent, are married. Costs of attendance, especially for
them, are exacerbated by costs of living, cost of insurance, and increasingly, cost of child care.

Increasing the Pell grant is a step in the right direction. Expanding access to Pell grants and to loan programs for middle-income
families are steps that are clearly consistent with the fiscal realities facing today's students. And converting the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to a direct loan program may well be your best
option for simplicity, cost efficiency, and substantial savings that
can be redirected to students.
What can be approved this year in Congress is a political "art of
the possible" call that I can't make. I can only suggest that we
practice this art together, and that means colleges and universities
have obligations to be part of the solution. To the extent that political leaders need our help in making the case, we have to welcome
and respond to that opportunity.
To niake the best use of the money that will be available, there
are some good common sense steps to takeand I hasten to acknowledge that labelling something as "common sense" has not
always been the best way to sell it as policy, but I have seen good
signs of common sense in the reauthorization debates. The best
signs read: Simplifysimplify the programs themselve6, the materials that describe them, the application forms, the processing of
the paper, the decisionmaking and the accountability.
In 25 years, Federal student aid programs have been tinkered
with to the point where they have simply picked up too much bureaucratic baggage. To use a horrifying comparison, they begin to
resemble NCAA regulations. Each tinkering has been designed to
deal with one kind of situation, and it has opened loopholes for
other possible misuses. That leads to a point where even the tinkerers see the need to take a step back and take a new look at whether some of our regulations are really necessary. I sense that kind of
willingness this year.

It is common sense that an individual or family in need of Government help of any kind does not need to be confronted in the
first place with arcane rules and a complex form. For openers, we
know from 25 years of experience that complexity is a sure way to
discourage people from even trying. It is bad performance to do
that inadvertently. It is unconscionable to let it continue when we
know it is happening.
If more than one kind of help is needed, requiring more forms to
prove need is not common sense. If student aid applicants are from
families already qualified for federally need-tested programs, they
ought to be automatically eligible for Pell grants.
Simplifying forms and need analysis are only two examples.
Thcre are probably dozens more, and holding hearings out in the
States is the best way to find them.
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We have to accept the reality that those who make the laws and

write the rules must pay attention to the darker side. People do
make mistakes, and some people do cheat. Mistakes and dishonesty
make news. That news makes it harder to sustain public support

for a good program even if the bad news applies to one tiny corner.
Understanding all of that, there is still a common sense argument for simplifying the accountability requirements for student financial aid. 'To protect against the fraudulent acts of a few institutions, our national regulations put all institutions through the
same hoops. There is a simple logic to that, but simple logic also

says that that approach is fundamentally wasteful. Some kind of
certification and audit system ought to be possible. An institution
that performs well ought to be rewarded with reduced administrative burdens and costs, and the savings ought to be reinvested in
students for which the programs were intended.
In the final analysis I don't believe that simplification of processes and reinvestment of savings from paper work into our students
and their school work will result in the amount of investment in
students that we ought to make. This year's reauthorization and
the appropriations bill that follows it will continue long into the
future, but sensible steps can be taken now, and I very much appreciate this opportunity to take part in your deliberations.
To me, we are involved in a situation of change at this time, and
perhaps more than for several decades, we are involved in setting
national priorities as we are setting State priorities. Senator, I appreciate your leadership in helping to set those priorities because if
we do not invest effectively in our students and in the future of
this country, I don't see that we are going to be able to turn some
of the deplorable trends that we face around.
Thank you again for giving me this opportunity. I hope that you
will find this a produce hearing, and we look forward to working
with you.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you.

Dr. Hasselmo, would you have a few minutes for a couple questions?
Mr. HASSELMO. I think I can still make Midway Airlines and the
speech in Chicago at noon.
Senator WEL1STONE. We'll take about 5 minutes for questions.

First of all, I want to thank you for your testimony, and I would
also like to thank you for being a really eloquent voice for higher
education not just in Minnesota but in the country.
There was a student who came up to me before we started the
formal hearing today, and she said, "I want you to know that this
hearing is all about whether or not I'm going to be able to continue
to go to school." So these words and this testimony are quite important to many students and to many of us who believe so strongly in
education.
I really am quite surprised to see so many of you here today. I
have to thank Minneapolis Community College for hosting this
gathering, and we'll hear from Dr. Belcher soon, but I really can't
thank you enough for letting us hold these hearings here today.
Let me ask just two questions, President Hasselmo. One, when
you talk about converting or changing the Guaranteed Student
Loan program into a direct loan program, I wonder whether you
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could spell that out in a little more detail for me as a formal part
of the record that I take back to Washington?
Mr. HASSELMO. I see this as an important step in the direction of
cutting down on the bureaucratic costs and being able to put more
3.5
of the resources into student aid. The program now is about
handle
percent that goes to covering the charges to the banks thatw;th the
the Guaranteed Student Loans, and I believe that working
institutions, there is a possibility that we might administer those
programs in ways that would be more cost-effective. That is really
what I am looking for.

question is thisand if you all
respondthere
are
two kinds of hearings. There
want to clap and
hearings
where
the
person
conducting the hearing uses
are those
another
kind
of hearing where people like
the gavel, and there is
what they hear and they clap. Feel free to clap.
The second question that I wanted to ask you is thisyou talk
Senator WELLSTONE. The second

all this,
about your willingness to really be a part of the solution to
about
the
(and I know that those words are meant); you also talk
don't
what
I
would
like
to
doand
I
"art of the possible." I guess
to youI think
even know if this is a question as much a request
President
Hasse lmo,
your words are taken seriously in Minnesota,
and
I think
it is clear that you are in a major leadership position,

positionI just believe
it is above and beyond your institutional
what
you
say. So I would like to
people think there is integrity to
the
art
of
the
possible, and I would
ask for your help as we think of
in
Washington,
and so even as you
like to broaden that definition
hope
that
you
will
help me and really
focus on what is practical, I
educators
in
this
country and just
speak out as one of the leading
spend
a
lot
more
by
way
of resources if
simply say that we have to
rhetoric
and
really
make a comin fact we're going to match our
mitment to young people.

My specific question iswhat would you think of a proposal, be
it passed this year or not, but as a direction to go in for our country, that would say, given the way the budget is structured now,
and
that the Pell grant program becomes an entitlement program,
need
to
we make a decision about what kind of commitment we
is
afthat higher education
make to a grant program to make sure
to
fordable for all students, younger people, students going backthat
school, and then we fund it. What would be your reaction to
idea?
Mr. HASSELMO. Senator, I would support that very strongly. ofI

and some kind
would like to comment on the question of a vision
much.
We have a very
reality. I have confronted that very, very
vision
at
the
University
of Minnesostrong and I think compelling
simply say
because
of
past
experience
not
to
ta, but we have chosen
have
sa;d
first and
to
realize
that
vision.
We
we need more money
essential
elements
of
that
vision
foremost we are going to realize
have
available.
We
have
to
build
a
within the resources we now
credibility that we are using the resources now put into the system
effectively before I think we can make a really trustworthy claim
for more resources.
And I certainly have been questioned on this before since sometimes people have felt that I am being too modest in my request to
the legislature. I'm not being modest at all because I see nothing
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other than placing education at the very tor of the State agendas
and the national agendas, and I see over a peried of years now a
major reinvestment of the Nation's resources in education. If we do
not do that, I think we are going to fail. But I am also driven by
trying to argue within some kind of political realism that it has to
be a shifting of resources; it cannot be simply adding resources at
this point.
That is the point I try to make, and I realize that sometimes one
element in what is really a two-step approach here gets lost.
I am committed to a strong vision and additional resources from
what is available going into education. At the same time I feel compelled to say that we have to restructure the system in such a way
that we can preserve and gain credibility where we have not had it
in recent years.
Senator, I really support the efforts, but I think we have to look
to refining the system, also.
Senator WELLSTONE. I think they go hand-in-hand, both approaches.

I'd like to thank you very much, President Hasse lmo, for being
here. You have really added greatly to our deliberations.
Mr. HASSELMO. Thank you, Senator. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Let me now introduce our first panel.

Dr. Jacquelyn Belcher is president of Minneapolis Community
College. Dr. Tobin Barrozo is president of Metropolitan State University, and Brian Zucker is vice president of the Minnesota Private Co lime Council.

I thir la if it is agreeable with the panelists, especially you,
Brian, we will go in the order of Dr. Belcher, Dr. Barrozo, and then
to Mr. Zucker.
Dr. Belcher, please proceed, and thank you very much for hosting this formal hearing.
STATEMENTS OF JACQUELYN BELCHER, PRESIDENT, MINNEAPOLIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE; TOBIN BARROZO, PRESIDENT, METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY, AND BRIAN ZUCKER, VICE
PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA PRIVATE COLLEGE COUNCIL

MS. BELCHER. It is my pleasure, Senator Wellstone.

On behalf of the students and faculty and support staff and administration, I welcome you and the other guests to Minneapolis
Community College.

Our institution is Minnesota's only urban community college. It
lies at the heart of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area and serves

students throughout 11 counties and beyond.
Our typical student, Senator Wellstone, is a first generation, nontraditional college student who works and attends classes parttime. The majority of them are closely tied to the local community
through employment or family and would be unable to attend college without access to the excellent quality education provided at
our college.
I applaud you for giving the investment perspective to what we
are talking about when we ensure that financial support is accessible to our students. This is, I believe, a bold new world society
where many of our citizens are colliding with its rapidly advancing
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technology. Those citizens include Native Americans, African
Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanics, disadvantaged whites and
Southeast Asians.
Providing financial aid for them is truly an investment. The

need to access Federal financial assistance is on the incline. A
closer look at our students at Minneapolis Community College will
provide a better understanding of the importance of supporting
Federal financial aid at its same or increased level.
Of our 5,970 credit students, approximately 27 percent are single

parents; 22 percent are ethnic minorities; 3 percent are international; 59 percent are female; 140 have learning disabilities, 160
other kinds of disabilities; 64 percent are independent students
with annual incomes below $12,000. And the average age of our
students is 28 years.

Our student population continues to become older, and as a
result, many more students now have family and job responsibilities. Also with this aging and the added responsibilities that accompany it, we have many more part-tine students, so that between two and three students, we get one full-time equivalent student.
The implications of having older and part-time students are obvious. They have unique needs. Presently, these needs are not met by

the Federal financial aid program. The current situation is that
Federal grants, Pell grants, are unavailable to students carrying

less than six credits. When dollars became scarce, the decision was
made to fund traditional students rather than sharing those funds
with low-credit part-time students.
Second, child care is becoming a major cost item for many older
students. Nonetheless, Federal aid formulas fail to recognize this.
Third, the major loan program, the Stafford, is available only to
students carrying six or more credits.
Fourth, age 24 is currently used as the criterion for automatic
eligibility as an independent student. The administration is proposing that this be changed to age 26. However, we have many young-

er students who separate from their parents after high school,
return a few years later to start college and are truly independent.
The problems for older and part-time students are further com-

plicated by two other issues which affect all our students, traditional and nontraditional alike. The first complicating issue is the proposal under consideration to reduce work-study appropriations and
increase the college share of each award from the current 30 percent to 50 percent.
The second complicating issue is the failure for many years to readjust campus-based programs such as the Perkins Loan and the
college work-study programs. Those colleges with enronment
growth and those with no growth remain with their previous funding levels. As a result, colleges that are growing receive a continual
reduction on a per-student basis.
In summary, I have the following recommendations: Make the
Pell grant available to stuticats carrying less than six credits; include child care needs as an element in the Federal aid need determination formula; make available the Stafford loan to students
carrying less than six credits; leave the age for automatic eligibility
of an independent student at 24; maintain the college work-study
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appropriation at least at current level, and retain the institution's
share at no more than 30 percent; reackjust allocations to institutions for the campus-based programs on the basis of enrollment;
and finally, form a national study group to address the needs of
students who are older and who have family and career commit-

ments.
Senator Wellstone, I appreciate this opportunity to tell the story
about the financial needs of our students at Minneapolis Community College. I believe that it is echoed throughout our State and our
Nation. It is a story of the need for the Federal Government to con-

tinue and improve the sound, wise investments in peopleinvestments where there are no losers because individual students gain
the opportunity to live with dignity and to become contributing
members of this world society in which we all live.
This is the best possible return on our Federal dollars.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. I look out to all of you because I hope with
just a nod of heads, I can get a sense of what you would like to do.

My sense about this would be that we hear from all of the panelists, and that way I will have the op: artunity to ask questions, and
they will be able to go back and forth with their own answers. I
think we would get more from that rather than allotting time to
each individual, if that seems agreeable to everybody.
I have to tell you, Dr. Belcher, that I was listening and starting
to smile because I was thinking two things. No. 1, I really love to
see somebody who has such passion for their work and for what
they believe in, which you clearly have.
Secondand I shoulid really introduce behind me Mark Anderson, who is doing a lot of our work here in the State of Minnesota
and has done so much for this gathering today. Mark is going to be
doing a lot of work with people in Minnesota, a lot of different key
individuals, and you can count on working with Mark. Roberta
Walburn and David Graham are staffing the Labor and Human Resources Committee, and I was thinking, and kind of looking back to
them, that several of the things you've said we just simply are
going to translate into specific proposals and amendments that
we're going to bring into committee, absolutely. I mean, it just
makes so much sense, and it is right there in front of us, very concrete. So I thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Dr. Barrozo.

Mr. BARROZO. Senator, like others, I'm very pleased to participate in this hearing and to give some testimony. Like Dr. Belcher, I
will no doubt in my comments reflect somewhat the special character of the population of people who attend Metropolitan State University.
In fact, I would like to speak from a number of different perspectives and vantage points. On the one hand, I'd like to speak for the
entire State university system, which is seven State universities
throughout the State; then talk a little bit about some of the needs
that I perceive that the population at Metropolitan State University feels should be recognized.
But I'd like to begin with a Very general kind of comment. There
has been testimony given already by Dr. Hoke Smith, president of
Towson State University, and he gave that testimony on behalf of
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the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities, the American Council on Education, the Association of American Universities, the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, the Association of Urban Universities, the Council of Independent Colleges, National Association for Equal Opportunity in Fligher Education, National Association of College and University Business Officers, National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, National Association of Schools and Colleges of the United
Methodist Church, and National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges. I am sure that you already have access

to this document, but it is a very well thought out and reasoned
document, and I believe the points made in this testimony by President Smith amply represent the needs of the State university
system, some 55,000 studeats. But there are maybe a couple of
things I can put in rather more common language that highlights
some of the things that he has already given testimony to, representing all of those different associations.
First of alland I will state these things generally; they can be
stated much more precisely, and Dr. Smith doesfor those eligible
for grants, increases really should be tied to cost-of-living increases.
There has been a steady decrease in the earning power of dollars
and what they purchase, and President Hasselmo already spoke
about that. There is also the consideration of the direct educational
costs and the amount of money the grants would provide.
There is an increase mortgaging of people's futures. That is what
the shift from grants to loans represents. We all expect, I guess,
that to some extent we do mortgage our future through seeking financial assistance for our education, but the level of that claim on
our future income is increasing as the shift from grants to loans
increases.
Finally, eligibility should be enlarged.

Those are some of the points that President Smith makes and
that others have made already.
I want to talk to you a little bit now about Metropolitan State

University, and just as Dr. Belcher's own comments mirrorei someCollege, my
what the clientele that attend Minneapolis Communityabout
the cliwill
mirror
some
of
my
observations
own comments
ents at Metropolitan State.
Metropolitan State doesn't have a large clientele that actually
We could compare Metropolitan
look for Federal financial aid.University
in Detroit where 70 perState with, say, a Wayne State
receive
some
form
of financial aid. Of
cent of the undergraduates

the nearly 8,000 students at Metropolitan State, only 14 percent
look to financial aid. There are a number of reasons for that.
First of all, the average age at Metropolitan State is 34. Sixtyfive percent happen to be female. More than 80 percent are fully
employed. This speaks in part to what Dr. Belcher was referring to
previously. We have a large number of part-time students. About. 8
percent are minority, and largely they are part-time.
One observation is that if some of the recommendations, for example, that Hoke Smith put forward previously in testimony, for

example, raising the threshold to $43,000, that would literally

double the eligibility of individuals at Metropolitan State Universi-
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ty because again, fully employed adults do have more income, but
they do also have more claims on that same income. So raising that
threshold would provide opportunities for more of the adult-type
students to benefit.
And of course, I also agree with Dr. Belcher that Pell grants and
Stafford loans should be enlarged in their availability to part-time
students.

In effect when I am talking about students at Metropolitan
State, what I'm saying here is that we need to keep in mind that
oftentimes when we think about financial aid, we think about it in
terms of traditional age student- the 18- to 22-year-old student. I
think that part of what Dr. Belcher and I am saying is that we now
need to also think about a very different population of people.
I'm going to take advantage of something you said earlier, Senator Wellstone. I want to talk a little bit about the art of the possible. If not in this session of the Congress, I think in succeeding and
future sessions we need to shift our perspective from thinking
about financial aid in terms of traditional age people and begin
thinking about it in the larger context of the higher educational
needs of the work force, thinking about access to higher education
as central to the ability of the United States to compete successfully in a global economy.

We need to keep in mind that the work force in the 21st Century
is going to be very different. We already know in the present that
on the one hand, enrollments in higher education are steadily increasing where at the same time the group of traditional age
people, 18 to 22, is decreasing. So that must mean that participation in higher education is clearly moving increasingly toward
other than that traditional age group. They are doing that for a variety of reasons. They are finding in the workplace that technology
is changing the very character of their work. They're finding that
they are not being promoted on the job. They are finding that very
different, more sophisticated skills are required in their places of

work.

If we look at the future a bit, we find that the average age in the
21st Century will increase. People will work longer. Another way
of putting that is that there will be fewer younger people in the
work force in the 21st Century.
If we look at the composition of that work force, we find that 29
percent of the net addition to the work force of the 21st Century
will not be Euro AmericansI use that expression because as we
talk about African Americans and we talk about Asian Americans,
we should talk about Euro Americans. Twenty-nine percent of the
net addition to the work force in the 21st Century will not be Euro
Americans. There will be an increasing number of immigrants in
the work force. If we look at the increasing number of immigrants
in this country, we see that the work force of the 21st Century will
be made up increasingly of immigrants.
So my point, Senator, is that this new paradigm that I think if
not in this session then in succeeding sessions the Congress really
ought to address is recognizing that investment in higher education
is not an investment only in providing ability and possibility for an
18- to 22-year-old group of people; it is providing access and op -o.
tunity to further higher educational opportunity for the profes-
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sionalization of the work force that is absolutely essential if the
United States is to remain competitive and if we are not in America to suffer a diminution in the quality of our life.
Thank you very much.

Senator WELISTONE. Thank you, Dr. Barrozo. [Applause.]

Dr. Barrozo, in some questioning I'd like to talk with, you a little
more about that new paradigm and break it down into some specific applications.
Senator WELLSTONE. Let me move on and turn to you, Mr.
Zucker. I don't think I gave Mr. Zucker really a full introduction.
He is vice president for research and policy development for the
Minnesota Private College Council. I have had an opportunity to
get acquainted with some of your ideas, and one of the reasons I'm
really pleased that you are here is that I think you are a very inno-

vative thinker and really creative. So Brian, I really am pleased
that you are here.

Mr. ZUCKER. Thank you. I would like to begin by expressing my
gratitude for the opportunity to give testimony here today.
My background is as an economist, and the perspective I am
going to try and bring is really with attention to how higher education is financed in this country and to try and understand how
public resources both at the State and Federal levels are distribut-

ed and used to leverage the total investment that we make in

higher education.
Last year, State and local governments appropriated almost $38
billion for higher education, which is approximately four times the
Federal appropriation. In contrast with the Federal Government,

which allocates most of its funds on the basis of financial need,

conservatively, 85 percent of the State spending is used to subsidize
tuition at public institutions for all students regardless of ability to
pay.

In the coming year no fewer than 29 States are expected to have

budget deficits totalling at least $15 billion, and there are
number of analysts who now believe that this condition marks an
emerging pattern of fiscal weakness due as much to a shifting in

Federal domestic policy, affectionately referred to aF "the new federalism," as to the fact that our economy is now in an economic
recession.

To help offset the anticipated declines in public resources, more
than a dozen States have proposed major tuition increases. We
have seen across the country that these are now frequently ranging
from 20 to 50 percent.

In some respect, if we look at tuition as a percent of disposable
income, this represents a major departure from about a 10-year
trend which has held tuition as a percent of disposable income on a
per capita basis at about 10 percent.
The current situation illustrates the extent to which Federal
policy indirectly can shape the financing of higher education. We
have done as much to affect the resources available for higher education indirectly as we have through the direct appropriation of
the Higher Education Act.
I believe that the prospect of declining public resources for
higher education is unfortunately inevitable given the competing
demands of health care, environmental quality, the national debt,
t
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industrial competitiveness, the infrastructurejust to name a few.
The risk, however, really goes beyond instructional quality and
continued deferred investment that we make in instructional quality. The risk appears much more to be a severe polarization in
access to higher education. The risk is in equal opportunity and
access to higher education on the basis of ability to pay.

What we are seeing around the country is that the public tuitions are about to rise significantly, and there is not a corresponding increase in the financial aid to protect those who .are least able
to pay. Without such an adjustment, lower-income students are inevitably going to bear the brunt of this shift. They are going to face
greater loan burdens, they are going to have to take reduced course
loads; it will take them longer to complete, and many may even
drop out altogether.
Without the adjustment in financial aid, it is almost inevitable
that our Nation will shift an even larger proportion of its public
subsidies to those most able to pay because participation among the
lower-income students is almost certain to decline.
This predicament underlies 20 years of an on and off debate concerning tuition and financial aid policy. I should add that it is a
debate from which the Federal Government has historically turned
its back.
Given the current fiscal outlook for State governments, it is essential now that the Federal Government recognize the debate, recognize the implications for access, for choice and for quality, and
foremost understand that the fiscal conditions we are facing in the
coming decade are not the fiscal conditions of 10 years ago. We are
starting in many respects from a position of weakness. The Federal
Government must recognize the total pool of funds that go into
higher education and the sources of those funds, and use that as
the basis for shaping a future viable policy.
Currently, the policy of State government is what may be characterized in some sense as a low tuition/low aid policy. It is the basis
through which we have assured access to postsecondary education,
and there are two arguments which favor this approach. The first
is that higher education, even though it is not an entitlement in a
legal sense, is essentially an entitlement, and it should be universally available to all citizens at least possible cost. I think the interest of that is self-evident.
Second, again in favor of a low tuition/low aid policy, is the
belief that a genuine financial aid safety net does not exist and
that it cannot exist; that it is too complex and too difficult to catch
everyone who can fall through the cracks, especially given some
kind of a substantial increase in public tuitions.
The arguments against the policy are in some sense more complex. They focus primarily on issues of equity and efficiency, and I
think they include the following points.
The first is that a universally low tuition for all people regardless of ability to pay is enormously expensive, and we are beginning to discover that in this decade. In a sense with fixed resources
that will minimize the Alability of funds to put back into instructional quality because we must use that money to in e sense
buy down the tuitions.
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subsidies in greater proIt is also regressive because it providesmost
likely to attend. In a
portion to the wealthy, who are the ones
sense it thereby reduces the availability of resources for those who
can least afford it.
The large tuition subsidy may also distort demand for education.
You have to consider from a market standpoint any time we introduce large subsidies how that can affect the demand for a good or a
service.
Finally, low tuition/low aid can undermine choice and accountinability in the marketplace by tying the majority of funds to theFor
them
portable
with
the
student.
stitution rather than making
those students with limited resources, price will still be the primary determinant of where they can attend.
policy
In Minnesota, the debate concerning low tuition/low aid budget
has intensified. In response to the more than billion dollar
of
deficit our State faces in the coming biennium and for reasons
House
introduced
in
both
the
State
equity and efficiency, bills were
and the Senate in this session. Both of the bills propose doubling
public tuition and more than tripling financial aid to hold families
with incomes under $50,000 who would qualify for aid essentially
harmless. Although reform of this magnitude is unlikely, the bills
have prompted some very serious debate and exploration regarding
the costs and benefits of this kind of alternative.
Central to this debate has been the complexity of trying to administer a generous financial aid program given the existing structure of both State and Federal support. I have had the opportunity
stuto observe about 2 weeks' worth of testimony on the issue from
crystal
and
iegislators,
and
it
is
just
dents, faculty, administrators
we have
clear that very few people trust the financial aid system they
are
Very
few
people
can
accept
that
now in this country.
their
under
any
circumstance
or
that
going to qualify for aid
grants down the line won't turn into loans or that their eligibility
won't be eroded to inflation.
can
This lack of faith overrides all the rational arguments one submake on the grounds of equity and efficiency, and it has been
stantiated really by the failure of Federal and State Governments
to meet their financial aid commitments in the past decade.
Despite that lack of faith, there is a rationality to this argument.
decade
If we look at the Census data, we see very clearly over the there
is
participation
rises
with
income,
and
that higher education
participate
in
the
for
students
of
higher
incomes
to
a real tendency
more expensive systems. Consequently, a disproportionate share of
the public subsidies are going to those most able to pay.
We have explored the data here in Minnesota, and we have estimated that as much as about one-third of the higher education appropriation is going to the wealthiest 20 percent.
When we consider further what attendance costs even after aid
look like as a proportion of family income, it becomes apparent
that the current policy is regressive. Given that situation, we have
tried to explore what an alternative policy would look like, and in
Minnesota, we have estimated that it would be possible to create a
redistribution which could generate as much as $50 million for additional revenues to invest in quality, provide an additional $70
million to help balance the State budget and provide sufficient aid
t
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to actually reduce attendance costs for those with incomes under
$40,030.
If we were to apply this Minnesota concept, sort of the modified
high aid/high tuition policy, on a national level, we could be speaking about as much as $5 billion in additional revenues.
Given that virtually all Federal aid for higher education is already need-based, the responsibility for establishing this type of
framework might appear to fit squarely with State government,
but herein lies the interaction between Federal and State policy.
Financial need is the difference between what it costs to attend
and what a family can afford to pay. Virtually all campuses in this
country rely on the Congressional Methodology to define that ability to pay, and hence the student's level of need, and hence the
final amount of financial aid they will get.
Many observers agree that the Congressional Methodology is an
overly complex formula. It is considered by many to be perhaps the
most invasive and difficult form an individual can fill out. It has
been argued over the years that the range of factors the Congressional Methodology considers are excessive.

Of all the concerns, however, is the fact that the formula penal-

izes middle-income families essentially by treating home equity and
family savings as if they were current income. In effect the current
methodology acts as a rationing device, and it limits assistance for
those earning above $45,000 by expecting them to contribute a significantly larger proportion of their income.
Senator WELISTONE. I'm going to just ask you to keep rolling
along so we don't run out of time for questions. I'm sorry to do that
to you. I hate it when people do it to me.
Mr. ZUCKER. I understand.

I'm thinking now how I can sort of cut to the chase on this, and
maybe I'll just conclude by trying to illustrate what we have observed given the existing policy that we have.
Over the decade, students who attend private colleges with
family incomes of about $35-$60,000 have increasingly crossed over
from the private sector to the public sector. That crossover is fore-

most due to this Congressional Methodology because under this formula they are too wealthy to qualify for aid, and yet they cannot
afford to go to private colleges.

Given that the public will subsidize the public education to the
tune of about $4,500, that crossover itself represents a loss of about
$3 billion nationally over the decade.
I will just conclude by saying that we believe that the situation
we are now facing with the loan defaults, and the level of attention
we see with the loan defaults and trying to deal with that problem,
appears to be a symptom. In many ways, it looks as if we are putting a disproportionate effort into treating the symptom, and we
are not really considering the root of the problem. I think that
problem is really understanding the structure of the financing and
how the resources at the Federal and State levels interact.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
[The prepared staten.b,i,.. of Mr. Zucker (with attachments) followsj
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Last year, State and local governments appropriated
That is
$37.8 billion for higher education.
approximately four times the federal appropriation for
In contrast with the federal
higher education.
government, which allocates most of ita, funds on the
basis of financial need, conservatively 85 percent of
state spending is used to subsidize tuition at public
institutions for all students regardless of ability to
pay.

For the coming year, no fewer than 29 states are
expected to have budget deficits totalling at least $15
billion. This condition marks an emerging pattern of
fiscal weakness which is due as much to a shifting of
federal domestic policy (commway referred to as the
new federalism) as to the fact that our economy is now
in the second quarter of an economic recession.
To help offset the anticipated decline in public
resources, more than a dozen states have proposed major
tuition increases frequently ranging from 20 to 50
Should these adjustments occur, they would
percent.
represent the first real public tuition increases this
country has seen in more than a decade.
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Our current situation illustrates the extent to which
federal policy indirectly shapes the financing of
higher education, with as much if not more impact than
through dir.ct appropriation.
The prospect of declining public resources for higher
education is inevitable given the competing demands of
healthcare, environmental quality, national debt,
industrial competitiveness, and infrastructure, to name
The risk, however, goes beyond an erosion in
a few.
instructional quality, serious as that is. The risk is
that Under current policies, there will not be equal
opportunity to attend college, but rather, a severe
polarization in access to higher education.
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As public tuitions are abuut to rise significantly across the
country, there are only a very few instances where state
governments are considering corresponding increases in financial
aid to protect those least able to pay. Without such an
adjustment, lower income students will inevitably face greater
loan burdens, reduced course loads, prolonged time to completion
or dropping out altogether. Without an adjustment in financial
aid, it is almost inevitable that our nation will shift an even
larger proportion of its public subsidies to those most able to
pay because participation among lower middle and lower income
students will almost surely decline.
Thin predicament underlies twenty ypars of intermittent debate
concerning tuition and financial aid policy; a debate from which
the federal government has historically turned its back. Given
the current fiscal outlook for state governments, however, it is
essential that the federal government recognize this debate, its
implications for access, choice and quality, and the fiscal
reality state governments now face. Currently the Higher
Education Act only marginally considers the interaction of state
on4 'aderal resources. /f a viable policy which meets the future
-:s of our country is to be shaped, this interaction and the
leverage of private re3ources must be more thoughtfully
considered.
Current Policy
Almost without exception, state governments have opted for what
can be characterized as a low tuition/low aid policy ae the basis
for ensuring access to post secondary education.
There are
essentially two arguments for favoring this Approach: 1) higher
education is essentially an entitlement and should be universally
available to all citizens at least possible cost; and 2) a
genuine financial aid safety net does not exist which can ensure
that cost will not be a barrier to attendance given increased
public tuition.
The arguments against this policy focus primarily on issues of
equity and efficiency and include the following points: 1)
universally low tuition is enormously expensive and thus
compromises instructional quality by minimizing the availability
of resources; 2) it is regressive because it provides subsidies
in greater proportion to the wealthy who are the most likely to
attend and thus reduces the availability of resources to those
4ho can least afford it; 1) large tuition subsidies distort
demand for education and encourage casual or leisure
participation at the expense of the "serious" student; and 4) low
tuition/low aid undermines choice and accountability in the
marketplace by tying the majority of funds to the institution
rather than making them portable with the student. For those with
limited resources, price is a primary determinant of which
2
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institution they will attend.

In Minnesota, the debate concerning low tuition/low aid policy
has intensified and there is growing consideration for a shift in
In responsk: to a $1.2 billion budget deficit and
state policy.
for reasons of equity and efficiency, bills in both the House and
the Senate were introduced during the 1991 recession which would
double public tuition and more than triple financial aid to
protect those with family incomes under $50,000. Although reform
of this magnitude is unlikely, these bills have prompted serious
exploration and intense debase regarding the costs and benefits
of such an alternative.
Central to Minnesota's funding debate is the complexity of
administering a generous financial aid program given the existing
structure of State and federal support. After observing two weeks
of testimony on the issue from students, faculty, administrators
and legislators it is clear, that very few people trust the
financial aid system. Very few people can accept that they would
qualify for aid under any circumstance or that their grants would
be available through completion before they would turn into loans
or be eliminated altogether. This lack of faith overrides all
the rational arguments one can make on grounds of equity or
efficiency and it is substantiated by the failure of both State
and federal governments to meet their financial aid commitments
in the past decade. In the years ahead it is likely that more and
more states will confront this issue and arrive at this same
conclusion.
HOW Rational is The AlternAliVe policy?.

For over a decade the Census Bureau has collected information on
participation in higher education by family income. The following
charts show the results of the most recent survey. This
information is compelling in its implications for federal and
state fiscal policy.
Figure one shows higher education participation rates by family
income for full-time and part-time students under 25 years of
age. The data is consistent with our expectation that
participation ri;os. w h income. The discrepancy in participation
rates is signifi-aat because it shows how far we still have to
Despite a steady increase in the proportion of students
go.
completing high school, the proportion of low income high school
graduates who go on to college has not improved, nor under
current policy could we as a nation readily afford to send them,
and yet, it might be even more expensive nut to send them. This
should alert policy makers to the extent to which current
policies have not facilitated access for all income groups.
Figure two shows the distribution of college enrollment by family
income and by type and control of system. Consider first the load
3
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that students of different incomes take. For students under 25
with incomes under $30,000, the proportion attending part-time is
considerably greater than for those attending full-time.
Second, low income students attending full or part-time are
concentrated to a much greater extent in the nation's two year
"lower cost" systems suggesting a two-tiered approach to
providing higher education. This clustering of students is an
example of how our society is becoming increasingly polarized. In
Minnesota, we recently compared higher education participation
rates by ethnic group for 1980 and 1990. During the decade,
participation of non-whites remained constant, but the proportion
of blacks, American indians and hispanics attending two-year
public systems nearly doubled while it fell dramatically in the
public four-year systems. This should alert policy makers to the
extent to which current policies have not facilitated choice.

Given the existing pattern of participation, it is possible to
estimate the distribution of public subsidies for higher
education by family income. In figure three, the first set of
bars show the percent of total public funds received by Minnesota
families of a given income class. The second set show the
proportion of all households for that income class. This data
suggestn that about a third of all public subsidies go to the
wealthiest fifth of all households. In all likelihood, the
national distribution of public subsidies is skewed even further
to the right.
If we consider the net cost of attendance (after grant aid) as a
percent of family income it becomes apparent that our system of
financing is regressive. Figure four shows the net cost relative
to income for students attending the University of Minnesota.
This chart illustrates that even in a progressive state with a
comparatively generous fi.ancial aid policy there is great
disparity in attendance costs relative to ability to pay.
The fiscal reality that most states now face coupled with our
structure of participation, make a case for policy reform which
would shift a larger proportion of funds for higher education to
need-based funding. In Minnesota, we have estimated that a
redistribution would generate an additional $50 million in
revenues to invest in quality, an additional $70 million to help
balance the State budget and sufficient aid to actually reduce
the cost of attendance for those with incomes under $40,000.
Nationally, this approach could represent as much as $5 billion
in additional revenue.
Given that virtually all federal aid for higher education is
already need-based, the responsibility for establishing this type
of framework might appear to sit squarely with state government,
but herein lies the interaction between federal and state policy.

4
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need is the difference
.As you are probably aware, financial
between what it costs to attend (including tuition and living and
miscellaneous expenses) and what a family can afford to pay.
Virtually all campuses in this country rely on the Congressional
Methodology to define ability to pay and hence a student's level
is an overly complex
of need. The Congressional Methodology
formula considered by many as the most invasive and difficult
form an individual can prepare. It has been argued over the years
that the range of factors CM considers are excessive.

families especially by
The formula penalizes middle income current
income. In effect,
treating home equity as if it were
Congressional Methodology acts as a rationing device for
assistance by establishing three distinct payment schedules for
families with parental incomes of under $25,000, those earning is
$25,000 to about $45,000 and those earning above $45,000. This
illustrated in figure five. Ironically, the federal government
has chosen to be highly progressive about the comparatively
smallest portion of funds, while three-quarters of public
subsidies have no test of need whatsoever.
has defined the
In a very real sense, the Federal government
financial aid safety net and it has essentially decided that for
those with incomes above $40,000 there really is none, almost
regardless of attendance costs. As long as this "schedule"
remains, state governments will be unable to better leverage
their resources for higher education. Under Congressional
Methodology, low income families qualify for state aid, middle
income families do not. All they have is the low tuition policy
of state government.

The consequence of this policy is increasingly apparent when one
considers what has happened to higher education enrollment in the
During the past decade, a growing number of
private sector.
middle income families unable to afford rising tuition at private
colleges and "too wealthy" to qualify for aid have turned to the
public sector. While they will not receive direct aid at a public
institution either, they will receive a hefty "tuition" subsidy.
This cross-over from the private to public sector poses a loselose situation; student choice of institution is diminished and
state governments face increased expenditures to meet a growing
public
demand for public education. Under the assumption that
sector students attending four-year institutions receive an
average annual subsidy of $4,500 through reduced tuition, the
cross-over from private to public institutions during the past
decade has cost state governments conservatively $3 billion.
Should this trend continue in the 1990s, the cross-over is likely
and lower
to crowd out an increasing number of lower income
ability students because of enrollment caps while we diminish the
utilization of an efficient private sector.
5
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comivaign:
The policy literature of higher education make generous use of
the terms access, choirr and quality as central objectives. As
our subsidies are now structured, however, these objectives are
under siege. Unfortunately, even with reform, it will take a
massive effort to develop puolic faith that income eligibility
for a Pell award will not be further reduced as it has been
over
the decade, or that a maximum Pell grant will continue to give
way to inflation, or that federal support for grant aid won't
shift to guaranteed loans.
The instability of federal policy over the decade, specifically,
recognition of aggregate attendance costs and the proportion of
need which shall be met through grant aid, has done untold damage
to the idea that there could ever be a viable safety net.
Consider for example, figure six which show- Lyle federal
contribution for all undergraduate students durinl the l980s.
We would submit that much of the attention we are now giving to
loan defaults is an effort at treating the symptom not the
problem. The problem is how thl subsidies in combination are
distributed. W.1 must consider the intentions of our policy and
address them from the root. This testimony is intended to raise
your awareness of that prospect.
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Figure One

Higher Education Participation Rates for Undergraduate Students
Under 25, Attending Public Institutions, By Family Income 1989-1990
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Source: Census Bureau, Current Population Survey
October Education Supplement, 199J
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Figure Two
Distribution of Undergraduate Enrollment At Public Institutions
For Students Under 25 Attending Part-Time, By Type of System
and By Family Income, Academic Year 1990
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Figure Three

Distribution of Public Subsidies to Minnesota Resident Undergraduates
in the Public Sector Compared With the Distribution of All Minnesota
Households By Family Income, Fiscal 1990
25%
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$10,000 $19,999 $29,999 $39,999 $49,999 $59,999 $74,999 and os,er
Family Income

Kill Public Subsidy El Households
Source: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board,
Report to the 1991 Legislature and unpublished data,
CACI Sourcebook of zipcode demographics
Census Bureau, Current Population Survey,
October Education Supplement, 1990
The above chart Is an estimate derived from national census data
on higher education participation by family income, credit load arid
control of system., and State data on income distributions and
spending for instruction and financial ald per fye student.
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Figure Four
Net Cost of Attendance As A Percent of Family

Income Under Current

State Policy For Students Attending The University

of Minnesota
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Source: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board
Unpublished Data on Financial Aid Recipients for
Fiscal 1990
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Figure Five

Expected Family Contribution Under
Congressional Methodology, Fiscal 1990
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Under Congressional Methodology
the federal government effectively
imposes three contribution rates with
income thresholds of under $25,000,
$25,000445,000, and above $45,000.

This structure warty limits the avalLbillty
of financial aid to middle Income families
by requiring those earning $45,000 or more
to contribute a significantly larger share
of their net income before they can
demonstrate financial need.

Source: University of Minnesota, Office of Student Financial
Aid. 1990
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Figure Six

Federal Grant Aid To Undergraduates
As A Percent of Attendance Costs
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merman Indians are the
second largest minority group in the state of Minnesota (35,846
persons, .cording to the 1980 census). The six resenations that

comprise the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, the Rtd Lake Susi of
Chippewa Indians, and the four Sioux communities in the western

pan of the stre are a significant political presence in Minnesota.
In terms of college attendance, however, the percentage of Arnenout

Indians in higher education lags behind their representation in the

states copulation.
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controlled schools for their f1141111XM and

have drawn studenu from many Ott
publle schoob within their regions. In.
den parents and students thus have
tinny aptaficaot and varied options for
education.

The effect of meaningful chokes and

Virden

between

tribaJ

and Publk

schools has been improved retention and

schevernent over time. whale a/so im

peoving the overall Wept/ of Woodonal eneeriences for Indians tit both

types of school MODS. Tribal Owls
proside a moot roe the development of
educational prohrams end stakes for
Indian lumen. Public schools and tribal
schools have significam opportunities to
iisare information and &coo the general Onprovement of public education for
American Indians.
to general. public schools inadequate.

ly prepare Indian students for paasec.
*Maly education. The dropout rate is
very high For eNery 10i) Indian StUdentS

who enter 9th evade statewide. 73 wel
become WItiOrS and 15 will gradune. In
urban areas. the withdrawal rale fram
high school each sear LS 31 percent. In
Minnesota, one fourth of all AMencan

Indians and one.thurd of Amman in.

Winnerota's nch Indian hfrtraff Ls nays's
in this map sho.rog Ott fete's na Csuppe .

hidian rijrn owns and /me SIOILT

The Minnesota State Department of
Education has a special lndian Education
Section thar addrieggs the needs and con-

cerns of the Indian population, and it
provides a cOmprehenive set Of programs that spin grade eehool to want.
hennesota repreansts a modal for the kt.
solvement of Nate government in Atheeican Indian education. Such involvement.

wtdch reps:mote a dialnct concern to
meet the unique and andel educsional

needs of Aninecan Inditu, h rem or
%try limited Mona gate governments.
What follows Is a thumbnail sketch of
successful stnewide activities and program. aod the chanenges that assalt us.
DAVID BEA

e FRIT*, quite Mtn.

nava Chweve rnbe. rs *Aloe 0/14
d

cY110.

Mt MOVII$Or0

pant programs at all Imes For the mon

,S.an boy; are in special education nate
gories As with dropout rates. the figures
for special education are vinUficantly
!wilier in urban arras. A large mamba of
students who do rentan al public lush
who.* to thcr seruor e.aer do not grad
uale. For those who do. their prepare.
non for postsecondary education is often

Part. these nate programs haie em.erided

inadequate

Promodng TribeJ Control
Since :he 1910s. MIATIC5Ota his devel

Wed a number of Indian education
federal/17U government ef.
forts by en.hancing thee purposes
through additionn appropriations and
complimentary programmatk actrniles.
These efforts tenure very close tribal
gosernment and Indian cow:sunny in .
enteritis

solvement in deielopuig and implement.
activities.
ing
At the elementary and secondary lev.
CIL them am differences in academk
achievement between those Indian nu.
danu on rtsenarions and those in urban
communities. The armual withdrawal

Preparing Learners
One eft= to directly improve the edu.
national experiences of Indians in sure
public nhools is Minnescna's Didion
PostSecondsry Preparation Program.
The program's broad purpose is to keep
Indian students ut school until the/ VW'
torte. to better prepare them for poem.
ondary education. and to provide them

won a sense of how vvious kinds of
postsecondary training relate to career
options.

rue from public schools for Ind.an pu.
dean in mservarion areas h 3 percent.
Akhough ft is hiaher than the state amt.
age. k a nouficantly less than she rate

There are lepton:solely 26 school districts within the state offenng such prograins, which are focused on ending the

in urban areas. A centra1 reason 'or this
difference is sha'
resenat:or.s
ta.,s

students m school settings They proiide

social and cultural notation of Indian

formai 'e:.:7on
ao-..ee:1

0.

;rotr...It
co, 9,0
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ARE MODELS FOR THI...PZTEN'TI-00 eiF INDIAN SsuoEscrs
IN POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS AS WELL AS SECONDARY SCHOOLS
for Indian nudents. provide tutorial
assusenc e. and encounpe students to ex
pion and discuss career and posteecond.
ary options. These kinds of activities en

hence the opportunities for recognition.
kaclership. friendship, meaningftil and
relevant assistance, and a eolith', for.
weed-looking nue of the future for In.
dim Kudrna These emetiencts. dmed
st chiming attitudes and eseNtiorts. are
Mussing:it objectives In their owe right.
They are essential to sustainIng the en.
rebuilt and enhancing the achievement
of Indian students.
The Innovative idea and approaches
of these projects are models for the re
rention of Indian nucleus In postsecondInstitutions, as sell se secondary
ochools. Posueoondary schools should
he informed about these promise and
ary

develop direct relatiotuhips with Pro.
ram directors and their students.

Financial Aid. SebOleeettipe
The cornerstone of gariesota efforts
in WW1 high, education is the Mime.
sena State Indian Scholarship Program

The program plevides &mad anis
tame to AffiefiCill Indians who ere reddemi of the nate and who are accepted
for ennollment Ii ponsmondrey institu.

dors. The prevent is med.band and

need, and Mb& government programs
provide 40 percent for students who Art
elisible for both prevents.
Begun in 1955 by the nate legolature,
the progrures devetopment wads the

(rom Minnaota's ponsecOndsry instku-

remarkable and sudden expansion of the

become more aware of and sensitive to

dons for lad( of financial assistance.
liknause of their age end other character.

Ltda, these students are not likely to try

gain. Ponsecondery institutions mus

number of America Indians going into the many unique aspects of lndian stu.
postsecondary edusanon in Minnesota. dent enrollment.
The typhoid Indian student in postsecIts initial appteprrtion *as 55.000. and
the program muted 10 of the 22 Amen. : ondszy education in Mimesota ts in his
or
her mid.)01. is more likely to be fe.
em Indian nucleus attending some form
of postsecondary' Institution In the sure. Imale with children, and is mote likely to
In 1919, the program had en appropria. have a CEO (General Edueelion Diplo.
.

tion of 5I.6 million and received requeses I ma). About 15 percent of all students are
tor financial ASSISIDee from over 2.303 on AFDC (Aid to Families with Depend.

cm Chadrett). When one considers the
path that has led these students to pon.
Throughout the history of the pro- secondary education, ac weil as the obgram. approximately 6,50) Amencan In. stacles they face, it is mpaient that In.
diens assisted by the migrant have vad- ! dian students in postsecondary educa-

MS'S= indiaq gudents enrolled in
Minnesota Fonecondary institutions

stated. Seventy percent of these students ! bonal institutions have nuns snivels.
but thst they also have unique needs.
have completed their postsecondary edu.
Indian student financial needs are not
cation provers within the last 10 years.

tvpical of the avenge postsecondary nu
ed have competed their previous. The I dem. Petsonal and family resourost are
current admire Is that 25 percent of a/ often very /wilted. Students may find
Minnuota Imams. aged 25 to 44 years. ! that they Ire expected to provide for
other family members or to meet emer
have had SOIRI COLIEElt-ieTel education.
Since 1970. 94 percent of nudents asset.

! geodes front their own limited tesources.

This often onus a student to interrupt
Pinrocial ed. These 4 an overwhelm- I in academic career for extended periods
ing need to increase the amount and va. of time. Financial aid advising must be-

The Mileages Abeed

other Puree of aid al applied to the

come more unused to miens% definitions
students. The Minnesota Indian Scholar. of need and provide a mechsnisrn sendship Program is not adequately funded. ! the to Wien students' circumstances.

itudera's cost of eduesdon.

Sime the 191647 nudes& yew. about

pro id* mina= to Amerkim Indian
students who hive finaxial needs after

The Indian Fducation Section of the

Minnesota Depeammt of Bducation
maintains a field office in Bemidji to kn-

pitmen this prover. It cooperates pd.
marOy nth the Taal Scholarthip Pro.
Vend of the Minnesota Chippewa Tdbe
and the Red Leke Band of Chippewa lts.

dims. lhe StAs prom currently con
tributes 82 patent of the unmet &uncial

riety of Mandel animas for Indian

293 students a year, moldy first-the pu.
dans, couid not be assated. Nevin the

Vogt= provides for the mon fliten.

Aesdernic preperetioe. Because of

these often unusual circumstances, me .
demic illocutions have had to address the
general issue vf the academic peeparetion

dal need of an Indian student after all ! of WO students who seek admision to
sources of aid have teen applied, a sig. postsecondary education. They have had
rtlfeant number of these students have to redefine entry requkements and to de-

Nen unable to go on to coke,. Wins ' velop transfer provams whh other post.
the 1919-90 academic mr, about 750 lecondary educational symene, uch as
Indian etudents have been turned away

tilde schools, and efh:Ouelre sttrkttte to
so-;

Mane

elwelveapell lest
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scholarthips. and there am several sixdal scholarship funds from private
soltrees. Gradate echooks WAS to re .

heist
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School

California

277.7117

Oklahoma

171,002

Astons

154.175

19 9

42

New Mexico

1011.5155

20 3

474

51

North Carolina

35,608

23 3

38 5

53

Washington

81.233

23 0

63 2

74

Tana

50,296

27 2

63 2

12 4

South Dakota

45126

113 6

461

47

Michigais

41.712

22 El

560

62

cruit mksorky students offer tinseled
support, add the federal government of-

fee a Instill Voltam of Indian BMus
Son Fellowships under the India Edu.
calks Act. For lindens who have Krug.
tO get through high school, or who
have withdriwn and completed much
tater with a OED, the prospect of coLlege

may be daunting. For those who art net
in School, letting Sass to Informant:on
and good counseling may be difficult.
Student service personnel should be pat.
*deny concerned about providing Gsdun sudents with infomiation about the
opponunitie available to them. The Indian Education Section of Minnesota's
Sate Department of Education. through
its field office in Bemidji and its work
with tribal governments, is la inform*.

aortal resume that people can readily
identify.

within the last 15 yews, the variety of
occupations and professions available to

Indian pea* has expanded significantly. HOWeker. numbers of Indian students

New 'fork

s3 506

26 3

55 7
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transfer. There se some important cave .
au about such approaches. however. Ad.
mignon requirements and standards mus
not only reflect the mimics' and purposes

of postsecondery ediscational tnstitu.
dons. They must aho be capable of We-

manly measures the potential for student success. The Mims on formulas
thu include ten soros and high shoot

rank are likely to Skase crow quadfled Indian studsnu. For example, icene

years ago the University of Meets
Clasp allocad a "Selective Index"
that produced a lose used to mann the
potential succes of gutless and, thee-

fon, a criterion foe ad:risen. An 40
American Indian 'Writs:4i* were then
enrolled at the Universay would sot have

been admitted under the Ude. &hauls
they were making satisfactorY Pottreell
and achievement according to Univenity
standards tor Literal irts college students.
.

,; dent support ler.,

23 5

55 8

--

81
77
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ices need to be sensitive to the difference
between academic sells and preparadoo
and the unique learning styes and needs

of Indian students in higher education
minas. Social and cultural differences
anions students are observed by differ.
ewes in the style and manner of how a
student is involved In instructional and
ewers activities. Student service have
West challenges to WO that diffeeven
in style and/or performences do not reflect negatively co a student's level of
Ike end OrePereion. If Indian students,
for Insane, we not particularly verbal)),
outgoing. then silence does noe imply
thee they en unsepated. The challenge
is to help students seek effecthe ewe-

are simply not aware of the diversity ie.
vohed nor are they aware on a first.
hand basis of the kinds of experiences
these Indian PeOpk bee had in order to
enter protections.
Tribal governments and Indian organ .
itations prowde unique career and work
opponuruties. Often the desire to terve
one's community is an importara moti-

vation for an Indian sudent to nab a
However, the requite.
menu for a degree do not always seen
relevant to the student's career goal, or
the community's need for profesional
expertite. Institutions need to consider
the development of curricula to addres
colleee degree.

heves for Indian tribes and communities.

The career meeting component of
htthnesota's procaine for India audents in high school addeasts the issue
of preparing them to undestand the deMIMS of cokte and the range of ceeee,
options available tsi them

The Keys to Sures

- tee leerning.
Camille's old allettemere. Indian

The Sate of Mimosa has developed
a distinct approach to postsecondary

Midents have unique resources end opportunities for patsecondely education
at all levels. Federal. state, and tribat
governments provide tinanciat ad ar4

education for Indians. Academic huhuSons an too often assume the a *omitted approach to remit:7-4ot. counselfcr sil rnr.
mg. and supron

evallo

Much.agoti 1.41

4.1
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ACADEMIC AND STUOt
TO THE INFFERENCE Be

met UNIOUE LEARNING

S AND PREPARATtON AND

OS OF INDIAN STUDENTS
WJP

IN HICMER EDUCAVON SETTINGS

portunity to be assessed, placed, or given
credit for that language skill on the same

forms evaluations, reviews propane. ' dent loans would be forgiven If the en/.
and makes recommendations '.hat af fe..1 dent actually became a teacher The
American Indian people The Minnesota teacher preparation program grants re .
Indian Scholanhip Committee, 'ormetly quire a joint application between a
advisory to the State 80arti of Educe. teacher training institution and a xhool
tion. was Oven unique status as a state distna with significant Indian student
corrunittee. Its resporit'bilities were ea. I enrollment. It is hoped that the cneridl
panded to include reporting tri the lex:. purposes of these institutions will thus
lawn through the SW. Board on the ! be more directly focused on Indian edu .
status of academic prorams and student cation issues and needs in an area where
It is likely to have an immediate impact,
senieen for American Indians vs postsec.
Amencan Tndian involvement in
ondary institutors that enroll eipienis
postrecondary education is reMarkably
of American Indtan scholarships.
Indian teacher training and the hiring recent. Experience Indicates that Ameri.
and retention of Indian teachers have can Indians have unique and swat
also become a focus el the Minnesota needs that higher education institutions
State Legislature. School durnots in tnust Identify and to which they must re.
which there ate at lean 10 American In. soond. As is the Mee in Minnesota. state
dian children are now required to ae government can have an important role
facilitating existing federal/tribal
tively recruit teacher applicants who are
I
American Indian. School dtsincis ate government efforts by providing finan-

bests as for any language other than

allowed to titian an American Indian

miii assistance

English. A version of the eminence cre.
dential for posseoandary teething has
been established for American Indian individuals who understand and have dem.
onstrated knowledge of American Indian
language. history. or culture. Such indi.
viduals are recognized as competent to
provide instruction to those fields.
A very significant requirement for the
hiring of individuals to sem in advising
end counseling rt les has been devekled.
Qua lifIcations tO provide non.instrue.
tional student services al Posisesondarl
Institutions where American Indian
people attend mots take into considers.
Con knowledge and understanding of
American Indian language, history, and
culture.
The Hlaher Education Coordinating
Board, which coordinates higher educe.
don planning in the doe. Is required to
consult with tribally designated retire.
tentative: when it conducts studies, per.

on probationary status or with less senionty in order to uicrease the number
of Indian teachers.
The State Board. with the advice of
the Minnesota Indian Scholarship Com.
mittee. a requited to deselop a scholar.
ship program to help Amencut Indians
become tesohers During the IMO fiscal
year, the legislature required 250,000 of
the Minnesota Indian ScholowshiP arr.
propriation to be reserved for scholar.
ships to students enrotled in teacher
preparation provams. A grant provam
for Indian teacher training Nr the Du.
luth public schoots and the University
of Minnesota-Duluth was created. This

aid, a state go eminent also has a more
direct interest s assisting public schools

nority students. bul such is not the case.
The Minnesota Stize Legislature hes en-

acted s.n Indian Higher Education Act
entitled "The l:nique Needs and Abt
des of American Indians in Post.Seconl.

ary Education"

13SA.12).

It re.

quirts that the board of each public post.
secondary education institution establish

an Indian advisory committee tf 10 or
mare fulltime American Indian students
request it. The committee must be estab.
tithed in crr.sultanon wrth tnbally deste.
sated renresentatises and is charged to
make recommendations regarding in.

emotional programs and student serv.
Ices to meet the unique needs of Amen.
can Indians

A student who u proficient M an
American Indian language has the op-

Menge

In providing financial

to better pre; ve Indian students for
higher educatio t and to evaluate the ef.
. fectiveness of academic programs and
student services for American Indians.
I ln all Its programmatic and financial et
forts for Indians, the state of Minnesota

has required a formai. structured in.
volvemen. of tribal government and In.
dian com nullities in the planning, de.

Iveloping, and implementing of pro-

grams. This care and diligence on the
Part of Minnesota state sovernment
conies from the formal recognition in
the Indian Higher Education statute, of
program wes expanded in 1M-90 to ' the "unique academic and cukurally reinclude two additional sites the Red ILied ducational needs of Arnetican In.
Lake Reservation and Bemidji State diens." it also cornet from Miroeseta's
recognition of the political and legal
Univershy. and the White Earth Reser.
ration and Moorhead Stare lib:versify. status of tribal government and the need
The program was also convened to a for effective federal, tribal, and state
loan forgiveness program. where Cu. inter.govemertental cooperstion.
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Senator WELLSTONE. Dr. Belcher, I don't know whether you men-

tioned this in your testimony, and if you did, I missed it, but what

is your best guess about the number of hoursand Dr. Barrozo
talked about this at Metropolitan Statethe number of hours a

student works here off-campus, or on-campus.
Ms. BELCHER. Our part-time students are working on the average
I would say about 25-30 hours, almost full-time, and some of them
are working full-time.
Senator WELLSTONE. Why don't we get a show of hands from the

students who are here right now? Would you say on the average
you're working outside of school 25 hours a weekmore? Some are
saying 40, 30, 25, 20.
Ms. BELCHER. Yes, some are working full-time, quite a few.

Senator WELLSTONE. Let me try to break the questions up into
two different frameworks. First, I think I'd like to go back to what

you said, Dr. Barrozo, and ask both you and Dr. Belcherone of
the things that both of you have talked about, in a somewhat different way but I think it is the same central point, is that the nontraditional students have become the traditional students in many
ways in this countryand that's just a way of making the point.
And Dr. Barrozo, you talked about a new paradigm, and we really
have got to understand this.

Just at the level of desirabilityand Dr. Belcher gave me, I

think, some very specific points that we can translate into some
legislative initiativesat the level of desirability given this new

paradigm, what direction do you think we ought to be going in now
as we go through hearings and really rewrite legislation as we reauthorize the Higher Education Act? What would be your priorities? This is really a question for all of you, but starting with the
two of you.

Mr. BARROZO. Let me begin by sayingand I should have said

this earlier, and intended tothat the realism part of all of our

thinking about this is that there is not likely to be a large increase
in the appropriation. That is why I spoke initially about the 55,000
students in the State university system, most of whom are more
traditional age, and believing that we ought not to be looking at
those funds as somehow now being shifted entirely to the nontraditional students.
That is why I also put it in the context of the future, and in the
larger context of the global economy, because I think that the Congress will need to come to a fuller realization that meeting the professional work needs of the work force is absolutely essential to the
United States and its place in the global economy.
So I would make that not immediate priority.
But there are some things that I can say a little more specifically
that are connected with what Dr. Belcher said. People who do work
largely full-time and pay .for their education are part-time in part
because even when they are working full-time they have a lot of
different kinds of claims against that incomethey have families

to support. And having a large number of claims against that

income, they are forced to be part-time as it were and stopping out

a lot. In other words, they are not here every quarter; they are
here for a quarter, and they disappear for two quarters. Well,

that's not because they lost interest, or because they don't have the
-1
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need for that further higher education, but rather that they simply
can't afford it, and they have to kind of spread it out. So that is
what partly has created the large part-time nontraditional group.
And among those costs are, for example, day care. That is why I
wanted to put in a little plug for that, also. I think that should be a
serious part of your conspieration in looking at this.
But then again, finally and more concretely, is the situation with
the Pell grants and the Stafford loans, their restriction to people
carrying a full-time load or very nearly a full-time load does not
provide for the access and opportunity that this other population
certainly needs, and increasingly the United States must recognize
that.
Senator WELISTONE. It is sort of interesting, if I understand your
line of argumentthat all too often students, given the financial
circumstances of their lives, have no other choice but to take less
than six credits, which in turn only makes matters worse because
they are no longer eligible for some of the grant programs; is that
right?
Mr. BARROZO. That's right.
Senator WELLSTONE. That's an interesting Catch-22 of public
policy.

Ms. BELCHER. I think that is a really important point because
many times when we hear our legislators speaking bout what we
need to do in education, one point is let's get these students in
school and get them through, finished, do a quality job, and get
them out. But that is almost impossible, as you can see, because of
their need to work.
I really support the idea and using that idea that nontraditional
is more traditional than we had thought. It is the traditional student, in at least most of the urban areas if not the other areas. If
just that attitude were there, then I think the legislation would be
a lot different.
Senator WELLSTONE. I'm going to ask a specific question to Brian,
and then I want to ask one final question to all of you.
As I understand your argumentand it is a long story, and we
could have a long discussion about itbut part of what you are
talking about is that the lower tuition costs as you see it really are
a subsidy, but the problem is that once you make that argument
and try to move forward in public policyyou have found from
tracking the debate et the legislature much less probably what

you'd find in cafesCaat people might agree with you but then
they don't have any faith whatsoever that there will be a safety

net, and therefore they think it will end up just inflicting more of a
squeeze on them; is that right?
Mr. ZUCKER. Yes.
Senator WELLSTONE. So that is part of the issue, and of course,
that has to do with what the Federal role would be in terms of Federal aid and whether not in any way, shape or form it would fill in
those gaps.
I think I understand that argument loud and clear. Could you

talk just a little bitand I've got one more question, and I don't
want us to run out of timeabout this squeeze on middle-income
students? I am quite interested in that. And Dr. Barrozo said, and
President Hasse lmo also talked about a zero sum gainand I cer-
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tainly don't want this to become a zero sum gaina gain for some,
a loss for others--between traditional and nontraditional, between
community college and university, between public and private, or
middle and low income students. But I think we've got to consider
all these parts of the equation.
Mr. ZUCKER. Right. There is a term out there that is called the

"middle-income melt." I think it is a term used.much more in the
private sector than in the public sector of higher education, and it
really pertains to the dilemma that a lot of middle-income families
now find themselves in, where simply because of their income and
because of the Congressional Methodology, they will not qualify for
aid, and yet they do not have the resources to pay the cost of a private sector education at this point.
The dilemma is that as those people shift to the public sector
and they have in dramatic numbers over the decade, and that is
substantiated by the Census data where we have seen in that third

quartile of family incomes that the private sector share of those

people has dropped by about 30 percent in the past 10 yearsthat
as those people shift over to the public sector, and as the public
sector resources become constrainecl, and the public will find itself
capping enrollments, those people will crowd out lower income
people.

So inasmuch as it is something which affects middle income, it is
a chain reaction.
Senator WELLSTONE. OK. Do we have agreement on that?
Ms. BELCHER. Yes. That is the current situation at MCC.
Senator WEUSTONE. I have to tell you that you've really helped
me out at the conceptual level; I really appreciate the way you an-

swered that.
This is the final question, and I hope to hear about this at open
mike, too. What would each of you sayto the argumentand let's

just for a moment if you don't mind taking this to the Federal
levelHigher Education Act up for reauthorization, the whole
question of the Pell grant program being the foundation, what
would you say to those people who say we just don't have the
money? I hear that, and I am just interested in your response as
men and women who are devoting your lives to education.
Ms. BELCHER. I would just say what faculty and students say to
me when I say we don't have any money at the college. They say it

is a matter of values and priorities, and that's what I think is the

bottom line. [Applause.]
Mr. BARROZO. I can only add to that what I've said already, that

we need to consider a new paradigm. We need to look at this increase in nontraditional students and understand that that needs
to be understood and thought about in the context of the United
States competitiveness in the global economy, and that higher education is not only for 18- to 22-year-olds; that the work force in the
21st Century will be very different.
Senator WELLSTONE. Can everyone hear okay? Everybody should
make sure they are really quite close to the mikes.
Yes, Brian.
Mr. ZUCKER. I guess I would take something of a total quality approach to this, and something that private industry has increasingly recognized, which is that high quality does not necessarily have
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to mean high cost. My biggest fear is that in some ways in our
effort to be penny-wise, we are being very pound-foolish, and that
by under-investing in higher education, we prolong the completion
times, we make it actually more expensive to complete, and that if
we were to put up the sufficient funds to do the job right the first
time that we wouldn't have to be going back and reinvesting.
In a sense if we look at something like remedial education, the

analogy in industry would be scrap and rework. That is a crude
term, and I apologize for it, but I think the idea is that we should
not be afraid to make the investment and to look at it on sort of a
life cycle costing basis.

Typically we are looking at cost for attendance on an annual
basis and not on a degree-conferred basis, and the perspective of
degree-conferred versus years of attendance are very different. I
would say there are enough resources.

Senator WELLSTONE. First of all I have to say to you, Dr. Barrozo,

that language like "paradigms"I'm back home in academia, and I
can see thatI think is on the mark. I really think that this has
been tremendous testimony, and I really thank you for being here.
I guess I would say to you all and everyone at one timeI don't
say it againthat there is nothing symbolic about this
think
hearing; this is part of the record. And for my own part, working
with you and many others, we really intend to work hard on all of
this; this has got to be so important in this country.
Thank you so much for your help. I really appreciate it.

[Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Before the next panel comes up, we're going

to make one change that I think really adds to this formal hearing.
Congressman Tim Penny from the First District called and said
that he would very much like to testify, so Tim is going to take 5
minutes. He has been a real leader in the House on higher education issues for sometime since being elected in 1982, so when Con-

gressman Penny called, I said we would be very pleased to have
him here. So I hope everybody will welcome Congressman Tim
Penny.
STATEMENT OF THE HON. TIM PENNY, MEMBER OF CONGRESS,
FIRST DISTRICT, STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Paul.

I too want to stress the importance of this hearing during the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Five years ago, I held
similar hearings in southeastern Minnesota. All of the testimony at
these hearings does become part of the committee record; it helps
in the development of the legislation, and you are to be credited for
bringing this hearing to Minnesota.
It is a pleasure to be here today to talk about issues surrounding
higher education. I have a long history of involvement with these
very issues. Back in 1973, I was a student lobbyist for the State

university system and worked at the State legislature to help

create the first Guaranteed Student Loan program in the Nation.
Following my work as a student lobbyist, I was appointed to be the
first student on the Minnesota State University Board and worked
for two and a half years there to hold down tuition and fees for our
L) 6
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public school students. Then I served 6 years in the Minnesota
State Senate prior to my election to Congress, where I was the
chief sponsor of every student financial aid bill that passed during
those 6 years. So these are issues that are near and dear to me.
I was a member of the House Education and Labor Committee
during my first three terms in Congress and was there during the
1985 authorization.

I look forward to reviewing the testimony that is presented to

you today, and I will be beating the same drum, to some degree, as
the panel that just concluded because they have stressed what I believe are some of the most critical issues that we face in the 1991
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
One of those issues is priorities. I believe we took the right step
last week in the House of Representatives, and similar action occurred in the Senate, as we began to shift our emphasis toward
education in next year's budget. In particular there was an amendment offered on the House floor by Representative Ford, the chairman of the Education and Labor Committee, to increase beyond the
$1 billion increase for education programs another $400 million at
the expense of less important items in the budget. I was delighted

to work with him to pass that amendment on the House floor. It
did demonstrate, I believe, that we were willing to make cuts in
less'important programs to put an investment in education.
In addition I would stress as I get into my remarks about the priorities for this year's Higher Education Act that your committee

and the Senate be boldI don't have to tell you to be bold, but
Congress as an institution is seldom bold in its actions. But clearly,
what is going on in higher education today requires bold action.

I think it is a tragedy that so many Americans have been left

behind simply because they are unable to afford college. Currently,

many Americans return to school but they find that the Federal
financial aid structure fails them. It was referred to in a previous
panel as a block of nontraditional students, but the traditional
image of the undergraduate being about 20 years old, attending
full-time, and staying in a dorm just doesn't apply. That represents
only about 20 percent of our college students today. A more accurate picture is a 25-year-old female who lives off-campus, works
almost full-time and commutes to a community college. She would

more than likely postpone marriage, or if she has a family she is
then in the position to juggle both family and school.
Of the approximately 13 million college students today, 55 per-

cent are female, 45 percent are at least 24 years old, 40 percent
attend school part-time, and nearly 30 percent are married. The
number of part-time students is expected to grow to 60 percent by
1995. And not all part-time students are older. Twenty percent of
the under-24 age population are also attending school on a parttime basis.

Despite the trend toward attending school on less than a halftime basis, only 6 percent of these needy students receive Pell
grants presently. In 1989 in his report to Congress on less-thanhalf-time students, then Secretary of Fiducation Lauro Cavazos con-

cluded that students deserve our encouragement and support and
should not be denied access to training that may better their job
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skills or employment opportunities solely because they are unable
to enroll for more than one or two classes at a time.
At the same time, these so-called nontraditional students are not
eligible for federally-insured student loans. Many of these students
have no access to any form of financial aid. I urge the committee to
open the doors of American higher education to these students.
We were able to work for the inclusion in the 1985 Higher Eduunfortunately
cation Act of some coverage for these students, butimplemented.
I
benefits
were
never
fully
in the years since those
and
will
propose
again
this
year
have proposed in past Congresses
legislation to provide aid for nontraditional students. The legislaaid based
tion would make all students eligible for Federal student
Level
of
attendsatisfactory
performance
in
school.
on need and
of
deterance would no longer be a consideration for the purpose

mining aid. Making part-time students who are working hard
toward a degree or certificate eligible for student aid makesthesense
cur-

and addresses what many Americans see as a deficiency in
rent law.
I would also urge your committee to address another unmet Ineed
of many students, and that is the need for child carein fact, saw
earlier. I suggest the
a baby out there somewhere in the audience
committee allow child care costs to be considered in the computation of need used to determine Federal student financial assistance.
cost of acquiring child
That is one way to address this issue. The students
do not contincare is often the single greatest reason why
recognize
that
ue or do not return to school. It is time to fully
pressing need.
Finally on another matter, I would urge the committee to restore,
the deferral on repayment of student aid for those medical students
who are performing low-pay residencies or internships as part of
their training. I have introduced legislation along these lines as
well, and I will share that with you and your committee colleagues.
Again I want to thank you, Senator, for bringing this hearing to
Minnesota. I look forward to working with you and the Minnesota
higher education community and students and families to follow up
As we begin the process of
on the concerns that are expressed here.
Act,
we have to be mindful of
reauthorizing the Higher Education
of
the
changes
that are happenthe needs that are not being met,
and
of
the
necessity
to adequately
ing on our college campuses,
the
future.
You
believe,
I believe,
train all people for the jobs of
is
believe
that
investing
in
education
and I think most Americans
challenges
that
this
country
faces
the best way to prepare for the
in the years ahead.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.
Representative Penny has an engagement in Rochester, MN, but
I would like to thank Tim for being here. And Tim, just one quick
thing I'd like to say to you on your way out, which is I really would
like to thank youit is one thing that Congressman Penny should

that
come and testifya lot of people testifyit is another thing
about
it,
and
have
such
strong
conviction
he should come up here

such clear direction, introducing some really concrete legislative
proposals. Tim was someone who came up to me some time ago and
said to me, "Look, I think you ought to hold these hearings because
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this is the way to really involve people." So we really are talking
about some outstanding leadership.
Thank you so much for being here today. I appreciate it, Tim.
[Applause.]

We'll move to the next panel: David Krogseng is with the Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary Schools, where he is the
executive director. Tricia Grimes is a policy analyst with the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board. Herald Johmon is director of student financial services at Augsburg College, and
Herald is also president of the Minnesota Association of Financial
Aid Administrators.
Let's start out with Mr. Krogseng.
STATEMENTS OF DAVID KROGSENG, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION
OF PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS; TRICIA GRIMES, MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD, AND
HERALD JOHNSON, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL
AID ADMINISTRATORS
Mr. KROWENG. Thank you very much, Senator Wellstone.

My name is Dave Krogseng, of Minneapolis, and I am the executive director of the Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary

Schools.

I am delighted to be here this morning. Staff has asked me to
take a slightly different approach to this hearing and not talk so
much about financial aid as some other questions, probably in light

of some of the events of the last three or 4 years.
The U.S. Department of Labor in a recent study said that the
service sector will account for 16.7 million of the 18.1 million jobs
created between now and the year 2000. Growth in demand will be
particularly heavy for technical and related support occupations
and business and health services. While only 20 percent of these
jobs will require a college degree, almost 70 percent will require
education or technical training beyond high schoolin other
words, the kind of training offered by our school.
The public sector simply cannot do the job alone. Private career

education is a necessary part of our efforts nationally to prepare
people for jobs.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning
to outline for you a State that works and is prepared to help meet
that challenge.
Let me give you some essential background. MAPPS is recognized in Minnesota State law as the association representing private career colleges and schools in the State. We represent over 70
percent of the students who are eligible for student financial assist-

ance in private education.
Our typical student is a 24 year-old, single, white woman, a high
school graduate with a low income. This student works 29 hours
per week while attending school full-time and receives financial aid
from Federal and State programs. She drives 16 miles one way to
school in a car each day.
In our overall profile, 57 percent are women. We have the highest proportion percentage-wise of minority students of any system
in the State. Twenty-seven percent have children under the age of
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18. Thirty-nine percent have an annual income of $4,000 or less.
Six percent earn $20,000 or more. Seventy-six percent work while
attending school, and 67 percent are classified as independent.
Our schools date back to the 1870's, some 70 years before the establishment of the first public vocational school in the State, Like
career ir stitutions nationally, most of our schools have narrowfocus curriculabusiness, computer technology, drafting, electronics, cosmetology, medical technician, secretary, etc.
I know that you, like we, have been disturbed by stories in the
media about a number of private career schools that have been
found to be abusing the system. Although the number of such
deschools has been small, the situation has been magnified by ourhere
free
of
such
stories,
and
I
am
tractors. Minnesota has been
this morning to tell you why.
Over the past several years, we have concluded that the system
in place in the State serves to keep out the bad apples and provides
consumers with assurances of quality in the education they receive.
We know that our accrediting bodies have been working diligently
to improve their processes and_procedures to help overcome problems in our sector nationally. That accreditation process plus the
Minnesota regulatory system plus the Minnesota inclusive system
and the dedication of our schools points to quality education in our
system. Let me give you a few examples.
In 1989, the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board
issued a detailed study of private schools. At the conclusion of that
report they said Minnesota's private career institutions generally
appear to provide responsive and responsible educational opportunities and a choice to Minnesotans. They complement the educational opportunities available for the technical institutes, community colleges, the University of Minnesota-Crookston and the University of Minnesota-Waseca.
The State's provisions for oversight of private career institutions
and their inclusion in planning and coordination efforts appear to
have been effective in preventing the types of abuses by _private
identified nationally. Student
career institutions that have been
atarting
salaries in related propersistence, job placement and
comparable.
grams appear to be
In the spring of 1990 the U.S. Department of Education published their annual list of the cohort default rates. In that 1990 list,
Minit was found that the schools that belong to our association in
belongnesota have an enviable record. We don't have one school
ing to MAPPS with a default rate in excess of 20 percent. Our average rate is 13.2 percent, which is less than half the national average for our type of institution.
We have put a major emphasis on reducing the default rate over
the past several years when this first bt.i.ime recognized as a national problem. NVe have conducted annual seminars on default
management, and we constantly put pressure on our schools to
bring that rate down, and I Wink our record has been exemplary.
The National State Higher Education Executive Officers group is
currently working on a draft study of licensing of private career
colleges and schools. Our schools in this State believe very strongly
in fair and tough regulation. Minnesota law provides for that. With
various amendments over the years, we have had such licensing
'1
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laws in our State since 1968. There is not one school owner or director in our State today who would deny the overall value of that
law. It very simply serves to keep out the bad apples which have
been prevalent in some other States.
When you consider various reauthorization proposals at the Federal level, I hope you will recognize the need for all of higher education to meet the same basic standards. There is no justification,
for instance, for public and private 2-year institutions to be treated
differently in the area of reporting of graduation and placement
data or the treatment of schools with the same high default rates
or in refund policies or in any other way regarding fundamental
standards. Let us all, public and private, operate from the same
base so that the student can accurately compare his or her choice
in higher education institutions.
Finally, I would point to the quality assessment study completed
last year, funded in part by HECB through a legislative grant.
That study found that 89 percent of the students in our system
and this was a survey of 4,500 studentswould recommend their
school to a friend. Eighty-seven percent were satisfied with the
quality of teaching. Eiglaty-three percent were satisfied with the instructional materials, and 88 percent were satisfied with relevance
of courses. I delivered a full copy of that report to your office yesterday, Senator.
Inclusionary policiesand this is the final major point I want to
make, Senator. In Minnesota, we have an inclusiolary policy that
brings together public and private, 2-year and 4-year systems of
higher education. In this State at least as of this morning, we have
six systRms of higher education. As we speak, the legislature is considering various merger proposals which may bring us down to who
knows how many by the time they are done with them. But the
point is the heads of these six systems plus the HECB and the Department of Education form the Higher Education Advisory Committee. We meet once a month, usually joined with other staff. It is
with this group that the basic coordination and inclusion begins.
The umbrella for all of this is the Higher Education Coordinating
Board.

Since our inclusion in the State scholarship and grant program
and the advent of degree-granting authority in the mid-1970's, private career collsges and schools belong to our association have
been an increasingly important part of the overall higher education community. Our ineueion has brought vitality and strength to
all of higher educatior,.. We are more vital and we are stronger because of that. We don't separate out the University of Minnesota
because it is so large any more than we exclude the private career
colleges and schools in this Stab. We work together. We have a
great deal of pride in this, and I think along with that pride we
recognize our responsibility. I think that is what has been helpful
in bringing about the quality of education that our system has in
this State, and I think it is a system that could be copied by many
other States in this Nation.
In conclusion, Senator, I want to point out that our schools are
responsible providers of education. We are proud of the system we
have in Minnesota. That pride comes about because we are toughly
but fairly regulated, blcause we have a low default rate, because
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we have proven quality, and because we are included as a part of
the higher education system.
There is a tendency on the part of some to recommend punitive
legislation for all of private career education because of a small
number of abusers of that system. There are those who maintain
that the students' freedom of access and choice to educational opportunity should be limited when it comes to private career education. The vast majority of private career colleges and schools are
performing an outstanding service in preparing their students for a
meaningful place in the American work force.
I very much appreciate the opportunity that you have given us
this morning.
[Due to the high cost of printing, the document submitted by Mr.
Krogseng entitled "Gauging Quality: Student Perspectives On Minnesota Private Career Schools" by Richard W. Moore and Edward
J. Smith is retained in the files of the committee.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Krogseng (with attachments) follows:]

..
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PREPARED STATEMENT 1311' MR. IEROGIENG

Senator Wel !stone, my name Is Dave Krogseng, Minneapolis, and I'm the Executive Director of
the Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary Schools. I'm delighted to be here this
morning to testify for MAPPS relative to the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

The U.S. Department of Labor, in a recent study, said that the service sector will account for
18.7 million of the 18.1 million jobs created between now and the year 2000. Growth and
demand will be particularly heavy for technical and related support occupations, and business
and health services. While only 20 percent of these lobs will require a college degree, almost 70
percent will require education or technical training beyond high school. In other words, the kind
of training offered by our schools. The public sector simply cannot do the job alone. Private
career education is a necessary part of our efforts nationally to prepare people for jobs.
I very much appreciate this opportunity to outline for you a state that works and that is prepared
to help meet that challenge.
BACKGROUND

let me give you some essential background. MAPPS is recognized in Minnesota law as the
association representing private career education in the state. We have 30 members, educating
over 70% of the students eligible for student financial assistance in private career education. All

of our schools are accredited by one or more of the accrediting bodies recognized by the
Secretary of Education, or approved by another Federal Agency.
The typical student in our system Is a 24 year old single white woman, high school graduate, with
a low income. This student work 29 hours per week while attending school full time and receives
financial aid from federal and state programs. She drives 16 miles one way to school in a car.

The overall profile of our students follows:

-.57% are women
...the average age is 24.5 years

...the most recent study by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board shows
that private vocational colleges and schools have a higher percentage of minority
students as a percentage of total enrollment than any other system in the state9.8%.
...21% are married

...27% have children under 18

.56% are high school graduates; 28% have some college; 10% have an associate
degree; 5% have a baccalaureate degree

...39% have an annual income of $4,000 or less; 6% earn $20,000 or more
...23% have a family income of $7,500 or less; 24% $35,000 or more
...76% work while attending school
...67% are classified as independent for their financial aid status
1

q.
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attending their private career
...54% attended another postsecondary institution prior to
institution
community college;
...of those, 39% had been to a public four year institution; 33% a
and 9% a private
private
vocational
school;
29% a technical college; 11% another
four year institution
training; another 25% were
40% cited job dissatisfaction as the reason for seeking
recent high school graduates
common reason for
..,3596 listed the school's reputation for job placement as the moststated
short programs
small
class
size;
and
12%
choosing that school 12% stated

establishment of the first public
Our schools date back to the 1870s, 70 years before the
most of our schools have
Like
career
institutions
nationally,
vocational school in the state.
drafting,
electronics, cosmetology,
narrow focus curricula: business, computer technology,
employment as quickly

medical technician, secretary, etc., designed to prepare the student for
as possible.
media about a number of private
I know that you, like we, have been disturbed by stories in the Although the numbers of such
career schools that have been found to be abusing the system.
detractors, Minnesota has
schools have been small, the situation has been magnified by our
why.
I'm
here
this
morning
to
tell
you
been free cif such stories and
in this state serves to
Over the past several years we have concluded that the system in place
of quality in the education
provide
consumers
with
assurances
keep out the -bad apples" and
they receive.
diligently to improve their processes and
We know that our accrediting bodies have been working
accreditation process, plus
procedures to help overcome problems In our sector nationally. That and the dedication of our
plus
the
Minnesota
inclusive
system,
the Minnesota regulatory system,
schools, points to quality education in our system.
Let me give you a few examples.
HIGHER EDUCATION STUDY

the
Coordinating Board issued a detailed study of private schools in
In 1989 the Higher Education
In
the
conclusion
to
that
report
state where the students are eligible for student financial aid.
HECB said:
responsive and
'Minnesota's private career Institutions generally appear to provide
They
and
a
choice
to
Minnesotans.
responsible educational opportunities
technical
institutes,
complement the educational opportunities available through the the University of
community colleges, the University of Minnesote-Crookston and

oversight of private career

The state's provisions for
Minnesota-Waseca.
appear to have
institutions and their inclusion in planning and coordination efforts institutions
that
of
abuses
by
private
career
been effective In preventing the type
Student persistence, job placement, and starting
have been identified nationally.
salaries in related program areas appear to be comparable.'
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DEFAULT

In the spring of 1990 the U.S. Department of Education published default data for higher
education institutions in the nation. Schools belonging to MAPPS have an enviable record. Not
one school has a default rate of more than 20% and our overall rate is 13.2%, lau than half the

national average fer our type of institution.

We continue to be on par with our public

counterparts In the state. The reasons for this can be found In the fact that MAPPS was the first
system of higher education In the state to take the initiative in developing a default management
program. For each of the past three yaws we have conducted a default management seminar
to assist our schools in working tip...1r default rates down. We continue to put pressure on our
schools to reduce the rates. Our initiative was commended by HECB and it was instrumental in
having the public two-year institutions take the same approach.
STATE REGULATION

The national State Higher Education Executive Officers group is currently working on a draft
study of licensing of private career colieges and schools. Much of what they are recommending
In their initial draft has been in place and working in Minnesota for many years.
For instance:

...advertising. Minnesota law now provides that advertising for our colleges and schools
must be approved by the State Department of Education.

...school catalogs rod enrollment agreements. These, too, must be approved.
...licensing of school personnel. Our faculty must be approved and our solicitors must be
licensed.

institutional finances. We already have financial oversight, including audits of student
financial aid. We also have a pro-rats refund policy which we feel hes been
instrumental in our low default rate.
...site visits. These are already a part of the Minnesota system.

...curriculum and program standards. Minnesota law and practice already provides for
course evaluation before being offered and then an ongoine evaluation.

...outcomes. We have a tough system for reporting placement data. In addition, our
Association has initiated a quality assessment program which has enabled us to
gauge outcomes.

Minnesota's private career colleges and schools believe strongly in fair and tough regulatory
practices. Minnesota law provides for that. With various amendments over the years, we have
had such licensing laws in our state since 1968. There is not one school owner or director In the
state today who would deny the overall value of our law. It very simply serves to keep out the
*bad apples" and to assist us in providing the best possible quality education for the students we
MVO.
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When you consider various Reauthorization proposals at the Federal level, I hope you'll recognize
the need for all of higher education to meat the same basic standards. There is no justification,
for instance, for public and private twoyear institutions to be treated differently in the area of
reporting of graduation and placement data, or in the treatment of schools with the same high
default rates, or in refund policies, or in any other way regarding fundamental standards. Let us
ell, public and private, operate from the same base so that the student can accurately compare
his or her choice of higher education institutions.
QUALITY

Finally, I point to the Quality Assessment study completed last year, funded in part by the Higher
Education Coordinating Board through a legislative grant. The second phase of this study, the

followup of a sampling of the 1990 respondents, is underway now. I just want to give you a
few results, gleaned from some 4,500 respondents. A complete copy of tha study is attached.
...r9% of our students would recommend their school to a friend
...e.7% were satisfied with the quality of teaching
...83% satisfied with instructional materials
...81% satisfied with schedule of classes
...88% satisfied with relevance of courses

...77% satisfied with quality of facility
...81% satisfied with instructional equipment

...80% satisfied with instructional labs
...79% satisfied with computer equipment

In addition to these system results each school received a detailed analysis of Its individual
results. That report enabled each school to work through detailed analyses of the strengths and
weaknesses pointed out by the responding students. Each school then took those results and
implement strategies to improve on the strengths and reduce the weaknesses.
INCLUSION

An inclusionary policy, involvirg all sectors of higher education, is absolutely vital to this entire
discussion.
In Minnesota wri i-.:4ve six systems of higher education. The four public systems are the
University of Mimnesota, the State University System, the Community Colleges and the Technical
Colleges. The two private systems are the Private College Council and the Minnesota Association
of Private Postsecondary Schools. The latter two are voluntary organi7ations and Include most,
but not all, institutions bligible for membership.

The heads of the six systems, along with the Executive Director of the Higher Education
Coordinating Board and the Commissioner of Education, make up the Higher Education Advisory
Committee. Ws meet once a month and are usually joined by other staff from the Coordinating
Board and the State Finance Department. It is with this group that the basic coordination and
4
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inclusion begins. The umbrella for all of this is the Higher Education Coordinating Board. Since
the Inclusion of our SChools in the state scholarship and grant progroms and the advent of the
degree granting authority in the mid '70e, private weer colleges and schools belonging to our
association have been an increasingly important part of the overall higher education community.
In 1980that relationship was formalized when the State Legislature amended state law to include
officially a member of MAPPS on the Higher Education Advisory Committee.
To give you a few examples of this inclusion, during the past year we have been represented, as
equal pertners with the other five systems, on the following HECB committees and task forces:
IMer-System Manning Group - the key personnel from each system who serve as a study
and planning group on a wide variety of higher education concerns.

Guilty Assessment Teak Force - coordinated the quality assessment pilot projects within
each of the six systems, funded by the State Legislature.

Financial Aid Committee - an advisory committee to the Board made up of financial aid
administrators from each system.
Transfer of Credit Committee - established to deal with specific problems of transfer of
credit.
Post High School Planning Program Advisory Task Force - assists with programs designed
to help high school students meet their post-secondary educational needs.

Student Advisory Counci - designed to present student concerns to the higher education
community.
Placement Tracking Systems Advisory Committee - to develop a six-system program for
uniform placement tracking data.

Other committees have included financial aid review, postsecondary needs and access, off
campus programs and parent information.
In addition, MAPPS has two members (as all systems do) on the HECB Program Advisory
Council. This is the group which must approve major changes or additions to program offerings
within higher education. It also is charged with the responsibility of reviewing associate degree
programs.

The private career sector is involved with virtually every activity of higher education in Minnesota.
The only exceptions are those subjects that deal exclusively with the public sector. And even
then we are kept advised of what is being discussed and are invited to attend those meetings.

Our inclusion as an equal partner in the higher education community of Minnesota has brought
strength and vitality to all of higher education. All six systems are stronger and more vital

because they are an integral part of what is going on. We don't separate the University of
Minnesota because it's so big any more than we separate the private career colleges and schools.

We work together. We jointly seek to improve the level of quality of education.

5
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we're not doing our
Yes, we have disagreements. I would hope so. Anything less would mean
ourselves
jobs. Because of the system we have we are able to work out those differences among
MAPPS consists
It's
not
unlike
our
own
Association.
in a highly civilized and rational manner.
program
of accredited colleges and schools in different program areas, as well as comparable
has there been
associated
with
the
organization,
not
once
areas. In the twelve years I've been

a problem because of the potential competitive factor.

Our schools have learned to work

Our schools,
together, just as all six systems of higher education have learned to work together.
and it involves the
there's
a
higher
cause
out
there
to
be
met
es the systems, have recognized

quality of the education we offer our students.
if the six systems weren't
would be in a
private
sector
and
all
of
post-secondary
communicating - higher education in the
state of chaos.
of pride.
For MAPPS I must frankly admit that our Minnesota system leads to a certain sense
satisfaction in
higher
education.
We
take
a
lot
of
We're proud to be a recognized member of
being included in every major decision made in higher education in Minnesota.

If we were apart

-

if our Schools weren't communicating

feels a
Along with that pride goes a great deal of responsibility. Each of our member schools
nationally
student.
We
know
we
are
a
part
of
a
responsibility to provide quality education for the
bargain. We're
recognized system of higher education. We want to hold up our end of the
Human nature alone
We
are
a
part
of
what's
happening.
"tuned in" to what is happening.
job we do in
dictates that we pay particular attention to the kind of education we offer and the
our respective schools.
colleges
There is absolutely no question in my mind that Many of the problems faced by career
policy of inclusion.
be
significantly
alleviated
by
a
state
and schools across the nation could
CONCLUSION

member of the
Dr. E. Ann Kelley of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board and a
Advisory Committee on the SHEEO State Licensing Project has said:
'Many of the standards recommended in the draft are required in Minnesota. The
proprietary sector is one of six systems of post-secondary education operating in
Minnesota; the schools participate in most post-secondary education programs
(including financial aid) and in post-secondary planning in the state. In our
judgement, they are responsible providers of educati9n.

of education." We are proud of the system we have
Yes, our schools are "responsible providers
because we
in Minnesota. That pride comes about because we are toughly, but fairly regulated;
included as a part
have
proven
quality;
and
because
we
are
have a low default rate; because we
of the higher education system.
private
There is a tendency on thn part of some to recommend punitive legislation for all of
There are those who
career education because of a small number of abusers of the system.
should be
maintain that the student's freedom of access and choice to education opportunity
limited when it comes to private career education.
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The vast maiority of private career colleges and schools are performing sn outstanding Witco
in preparing their students for a meaningful place in the American work force. I would strongly
urge you to not restrict that freedom through restrictive amendments to the Higher Education
Act, aimed only at the students in our sector.

The problems of higher education are not confined to one sector. The American people
increasingly demand quality in all of our systems. We have proven in Minnesota that we can
meet that demand; that we can be responsive to the needs of the work force; and that we
perform a vital function in providing educational opportunity for thousands of Minnesotans each
year.

I very much appreciate this opportunity to discuss these issues wkh you and will be more than
happy to answer any questions.

ATTACHMENTS:

A Statement of Mission
Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary Schools Member Institutions
Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary Schools Fact Sheet

History of Inclusion of Private Career Institutions in the State Scholarship and Grant
Programs

United States Department of Education Default Rates, April 1990
Statement of Phil Miller, President of Medical institute of Minnesota, and former MAPPS
President, on Title IV of the Higher Education Act
Minnesota Association of Private Postsecondary Schools Duality Assessment Report
Recommendations for the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, submitted by the
Association of Independent Colleges and the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools

Report Card: Actions by the Association of Independent Colleges end Schools and the
National Association of Trado and Technical Schools to Improve the Effectiveness

of Private Career Schools and Colleges and Reduce Problems With the
Administration of Federal Financial Aid Programs, 1988-1991. Washington, D.C.,
May 1991
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A STATEMENT OF MISSION
Private Career Education
in Minnesota
Private vocational schools have been serving

the Imola of Minnesota for well over 100

years, several today In continuous service
since prtor to the turn of the century. At
1870s- 70 years prior to the authorization of the

least one traces its existence to the
first public vocational school in Minnesota.

least
All of those schools are regulated and licensed by the State of Minnesota by at
Association of Private
All
schools
belonging
to
the
Minnesota
one state agency.
Postsecondary Schools (MAPPS) also submit voluntarily to accreditation by one or
more of the national and regional organizations recognized for this purpose by the
United States Department of Education. These aro both institutional and program
accrediting agencies.

Most of our schools have narrow focus curricula: business, computer technology,
drafting. electronics, cosmetology, medical technician, etc., designed to prepare the
student +'or employment as quickly as possble. The course content In each school
gerterar.i miresents a theoretical as well as practical application of the subject matter.
The emphasis in our schools is a medical knowledge that allows the individual
studnt, In the shortest time, to acquire lob skills leading to immediate employment.
Course length and cost vary considerably, with the maximum length being two years.
MAPPS schools strongly support the industrial growth of the State of Minnesota bY
keeping up with the needs of business and industry through the courses offered for
provide
career training. These schools are cognizant of the responsibility they have to
trained people for the work force with skills appropriate to changino technology.

Private schools offer a wide range of services to students: testing, counseling,
employment opportunities,

financial assistance, housing aaistance, part-time
graduate lob placement
extracurricular activities, sflOfts, student orgsnizations,
assistance, continuing education, refresher courses. The extent of these services

varies from institution to institution.
Several of our schools have credit transfer agreemants with other public and private
- all students in our schools are
institutions some offer associate degree programaand
federal financial assistance
eligible (if they meet the requirements) for state
programs.

ir'-ke`itrATV,I.V.Pr44,14finft
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MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY SCHOOL
MEMBER INSTITUTIONS
BUSINESS SCHOOLS

Accredited by the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools

Academy of Accountancy
Duluth Business University
Globe Collage of Business
Minnesota School of Business
Minnesota School of Business
National College*

St. Louis Park
Duluth
St. Paul
Minneapolis
Brooklyn Center
St. Paul

Rasmus San Business College

Mankato

Rasmussen Business College
Rasmussen Business College

St. Cloud Business College

Eagan

Minnetonka
St. Cloud

Accredited by North Central Association

TRADE/TECHNICAL SCHOOLS Accredited by the National Association of Trade and Techni.al Schools

Brown Institute
Career Development Institute
Concorde Career Institute
Lakeland Medical-Dental Academy

Medical Institute of Minnesota
Minneapolis Drafting School

Music Tech
Northwelt Technical Institute
Northwestern Electronics Institute
The McConnell School

Minneapolis
Richfield
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Crystal
Minneapolis
Eden Prairie
Columbia Heights
Minneapolis

Thunderbird Avlation

Eden Prairie

Twin City Pet Grooming School

Blaine

Accredited by Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools, American Medical
AssOelatIOn and American Veterinary Association

Accredited by National Association of Schools of Music
Approved by the Federal Aviation Administration
COSMETOLOGY SCHOOLS

Accredited by the National Accrediting
Cosmetology Arts and Sciences

Horst Education Center
Maxim's Beauty Academy
Model College of Hair Design
Oliver Then Beeuty School
Ritter St. Poul Beauty School
Ritter Fergus Falls Beauty School
Roffler Hair Design School
St. Cloud Beauty College

Minneapolis
Blaine

St. Cloud
Apple Valley
St. Paul
Fergus Fells
St. Paul
St. Cloud

Commission

of
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SCHOOLS
MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE F OSTSECONDARY

FACT SHEET

or MAPPS Is the association reprsanting private career colleges and schools in Minnesota.
,ons where students are eligible

Br

It represents over 70' f the students attending private i^
for student financial u tn Minnuotrt.

Eer

echools must be accredited by one Of more national Of regional accrediting bodies.

of Education,
Most MAPPS schools are licensed and reoulated by the Minnesota Department
also be regulated by ths Higher
under Chapter 141. Schools offering associate der-i' may
the jurisdiction of the Department of
Education Coordinating Board. Cosmetology schools fell
Commerce.

Itir

Stag of Minnesota and have a significant
MAPPS schools contribute to the tax base of the
economic impact on the state.

in the mid80s, MAPPS
3r When the student loan default problem received national attention
program. MAPPS has held annual default

initiated a comprehensive default management
That program was
management seminars since 1988 in a continuing effort to control the problem.
mention of it and was
Education
Coordinating
Bard
made
specific
so successful that the Higher
seminar. The
instrumental in having the public two-year institutions adopt the same management
startling.
results for MAPPS schools have been
1990) not one MAPPS school
According to the United States Department of Education (Spring
of
20%.
The
average
for
MAPPS schools is 13.2%
has a student loan default rate in excess
colleges
and
schools.
- less than half the national average for private career

Efr

shows that
The most recent study by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board
of
private vocational schools have a higher percentage of minority students SS a percentage
9.8%.
total enrollment than any other system -

ffir

tr

by the Higher Education
In the Conclusion of an extensive study of private career institutions
Coordinating Board in 1989, the following statement is made;
"Minnesota's private comer institutions generelly appear to provide

responsive end responsible educational opportunities end a choice to
Minnesotans. They complement the educational oPPolfuhifilts evadable
through the technical institutes, communitycolleges, the University of
Minnesota-Crookston and the University of Minnesota-Waseca. The

state's provisions for oversight of private UAW institutions and their
te have been
inclusion in planning and coordination efforts *ppm
ffective in preventing the type of *buses bypfivete career institutions
Student persistence, job
Mat have been identified nationelly.
placement, and starting salaries in related program elves appeer to be
comparable.
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HISTORY OF INCLUSION OF PRIVATE CAREER INSTITUTIONS
IN THE STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT PROGRAMS

From HECS Report on the Overview of Private Career Institutions Participating in
the Minnesota State Soho lush/0 and Grant Program 4/10/89.

In 1982, the Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board re-examined the state's relationship
to private post-secondary education. A staff paper, Public Policy Toward Private Post-Secondary
Education in Minnesota, outlined a range of alternative models for the relationship
between the
state and the private sector of post-secondary education.
Based on the report, the Boerd
recommended that:

A duel system of public and private higher education is essential to the
vitality of educational services in the state and that decisions made at the
state level should reflect the interests of maintaining and promoting a strong
private sector.
Private post-secondary

institutions,

as members of the educational

community, participate fully in the polices and procedures that are
developed by the state and its agencies to plan for and coordinate
Minnesota post-secondary education.

The state's student financial aid system fully recognizes the difference in
tuition and other changes that exist among the various post-secondary
institutions in the state so that the financial aid system promotes an equal
opportunity for Minnesota students to pursue the public or private education
that best meats their needs.

The stated goal is that Minnesota should support a diverse educational
system in which systems
and institutions possess different and educationally distinctive missions and settings.
The state's
current position is to surport financial aid to students as the principal source of public
support
for private post-secondary education.
The Minnesota State Scholarship Program was authorized in 1967, and the Grant
Program was
authorized in 1969. Students enrolled in private four-year post-secondary institutions
have been
eligible to participate in these programs from their inception.

Following extensive discussion in 1974 and 1975, the then Minnesota Higher
Education
Coordinating Commission recommended,

and Governor Wendell Anderson in his 1975 budget
proposed, the extension of eligibility in the programs to Minnesota students enrolled in private
career institutions. The 1975 Legislature amended
the statute allowing students enrolled in
private career institutions to participate in the State Scholarship and Grant Programs.

el

t

897
Among the reasons cited for Including students enrolled in private career institutions Into the
programs were:
the promotion of greater access to postsecondary education because the
technical institutes %INV not able to accommodate demand due to lack of
space;

the promotion of greater freedom of student choice;
the programs offered by private career institutions were regulated by state
and federal agencies;

the students enrolled In accredited private career institutions were eligible
for federal student financial aid programs;
the students enrolled in proprietary Institutions were already eligible for the
Minnesota State Student Loan Program and the Veteran's Dependents
Assistance Program;
federal funds aliocated to the Scholarship and Grants Programs by the State
Student Incentive Grant Program were based on post-secondary enrollment
totals that included students in private career institutions while these same
students were actually excluded from participation in the program;

a number of other states with need-based grant programs included students
enrolled in private post-secondary career institutions as eligible to participate
in such programs.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DEFAULT RATES - APRIL 1990

MAPPS MEMBER SCHOOLS
Business Schools
Academy of Accountancy
Duluth Business University
Globe College of Business
Minnesota School of Business
Rasmussen Business College - Mankato
Rasmussen Business College - Minnetonka
Rasmussen Business College - Eagan
St. Cloud Business College

9.6
11.9
17.1

15.8
6.8
7.6
9.4
6.9

Technical Schools
Brown Institute
Career Development Institute
Concorde Career Institute
Lakeland Medical-Dental Academy
Medical Institute of Minnesota
Minneapolis Drafting School
Northwest Technical Institute
Northwestern Electronics Institute
The McConnell School

13.3
19.6
16.6
18.9
16.1
14.1

2.2
5.8
5.6

Cosmetology Schools
Horst Education Center
Maxim's Beauty Academy
Model College of Hair Design
St. Cloud Beauty
NOTE:

9.3
0.0
6.0
12.3

List excludes MAPPS schools new to the program so they had no rate at the

time of this report (three schools); are part of national corporations (two
schools); and schools with a total of seven borrowers in default (two
schools).

Nineteen of the 21 schools reported above had a decrease in their default rate

from 1987 to 1988 (the last year reported). This was due largely to the
MAPPS default management initiative started in 1987. The public two-year
institutions adopted that same program at the urging of HECB.

A
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STATEMENT Of PHILUP MILLER
PRESIDENT, MEDICAL INSTITUTE OF MINNESOTA

FORMER PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION Of PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS

TITLE IV OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

For inclusion in tha Hearing Record

Senator Paul WelIttone
May 3, 1991

there
I believe there are as many ideas and proposals for changes to the Higher Education Act as
session. I would like,
far
too
many
proposals
to
discuss
in
one
ar.l, members of Congress
therefore, to propose three basic themes, which I believe provide a framework for consideratInn
of the many competing proposals now under discussion.
THEME ONE: INCLUSION AND PARTICIPATION

In Minnesota, we are fortunate to share a solid, equal relationship with other members of the
higher education community. We respect that relationship and we cherish it, because we know
that through working together everybody prospers.
If student loan management and reduction of defaults are priority items in the reauthorization
process, then our experience in Minnesota has much to offer to this discussion.
The kinds of student loan default problems which have received so much attention in other states

of inclusion and
are almost nonexistent in Minnesota, end I believe that our traditions
participation are key reasons for this success.

Many of our counterparts in other states experience a level of discrimination which has

appropriately been described as "education apartheid." Theil students are cut off from state
designed to create
grant assistance, and the schools are forced to operate under punitive rules
duress.

Quite frankly, those states are just asking for loan default problems, and they've got them.
As a
Minnesota has consistently taken a different path, a path of inclusion and participation.
I believe that is
loan
default
issue
very
successfully.
result, we have been able to address the

400
the mode which should be established at the Federal level.

Beyond the issue of loan management and default, study after study today documents the
growing education crisis in our country. We are failing to prepare our students for the work
opportunities of the 1990s.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, BO% of all new jobs during the 1990s will require
technical level training, between high school and a baccalaureate degree. Each year the disparity
between available jobs and qualified workers grows. And each year the ability of public
institutions to address these needs is constrained further by chronic budgetary limitations.
The public sector, unilaterally, cannot solve this entire problem. If we are going to train workers
for the jobs of tomorrow, we must find a way to utilize the private sector much more effectively
in the future than we have in the past.
THEME IWO: ACCURATE ANALYSIS

Rnently the GAO strongly criticized the lack of quality data regarding Title IV student loan
programs. I believe this is one of the most serious problems we face. We have been unable to
satisfactorily address the issue of student loan defaults because we do not understand the nature
of the problem.

Private school mismanagement is the popular misconception in Washington today. There
certainly are a few private schools that have mismanaged student loan programs. But there is
no evidence whatsoever that they represent the primary problem with defaults.
I believe that private school mismanagement accounts for less than 3% of the default dollar. In
contrast, I believe there is a very strong correlation between defaults and disadvantaged
students, at every educational institution,
I believe that President Bush recognized this need, and recognized that disadvantaged students
are overly dependent on loans, when he proposed a substantial increase in Pell Grant funding.
That is an excellent proposal which I hope everyone will support.
Accurate, timely facts and data should be a priority In the reauthorization process. It is my hope
that, as part of the reauthorization process. USDOE will bring together an advisory committee to
review data analysis needs for Title IV programs, and to reach consensus on the best possible
formulas to calculate default rates.

THEME THREE: PROGRAM SIMPLIFICATION

Administration of Title IV financial aid Is extremely complicated, without purpose. It forced
educational Institutions to employ large staffs to handle bureaucratic 'red tape" which provides
no additional service to students. And it contributes directly to the rising costs of post-secondary
education.

There are some excellent proposals from organizations such as the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators regarding program simplification, and I am pleased to
support them in their efforts.

401
Them is no question that the choices facing

the Congress today are very difficult ones. You are

Speaker after speaker will
forced to choose courses of action which will not be popular.
needed
for
student
financial
aid,
and yet there is no more
demonstrate why more money Is
job
with
what
we
have.
money, and so we must do a better
even though pro-rata
In this context. I believe we must seriously consider pro-rata refunds, imperatives
we cannot

refunds are not very popular In the education community. There are two
defaults, and second, we must insure that Federal Title
ignore: first we must reduce the cost of
actually
pursuing a post-secondary education.
IV funding goes to students who are
of these objectives. There are several very legitimate
Pro-rata refunds would accomplish both
believe
they are, on balance, more fair to students and
objections to pro-rata refunds, but I
schools than any of the other, potentially burdensome, alternatives.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
submitted by
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools

THE NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT
Statement of Purpose
To ensure that our Nation's workforce is competitive and will
the demands oc an international marketplaue in the year 2000meet
and
beyond, Congress must address the following issues during
the
reauthorization 4f the Higher Education Act. in the 102nd Congress:
1) ensure access and choice through eguitablc treatment of students

desiring various program offerings; 2) testore confidence and
integrity in student aid programs through accountability; and 3)
improve the effectiveness of the student aid delivery
system
through simplification, clarification,
and predictability.

Student aid will continue to play a critical role in preparing

people for tomorrow's workforce. Our nation faces the challenge of
upgrading labor force skills at a time when more young people
growing up in poverty and unskilled minorities, women, are
and
immigrants make up an ever-increasing portion of the workforce.
he success of our nation in the future depends on our ability to
help the people needing training through the education system and
into meaningful jobs.
At the same time, we need to retrain

displaced workers so they can continue to contribute to the

economy. American society will not be competitive unless it has an
educated workforce that can function economically and understand
the basis of our society.

Student Aid Program Modifications

I. Gnral Program Principles
The basic principles of the existing system should be retained, but
the number of programs should be reduced so that there would be
only one federal guaranteed student loan
program, one grant
program, one work-study program, and a single,
discretionary

campus-based program to provide assistance to students through
institutions.
These programs together should be sufficient to
cover an eligible student's educationa, costs.
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Need should be the primary basis for all federal student aid. The
allocation of federal assistance should be based on the student and
family financial condition.

Each eligible student should have access to
predictable amount of student aid each year.

a

specific and
This proposal

provides for students enrolled in a program of one academic year or
more to receive $12,000 from fderal sources in the student's first
year, $13,000 in the second year, $14,000 in the third year, and
$15,000 for the fourth year and beyond. These maximums would be
increased on an annual basis to reflect prior year increases in the
consumer price inelex (CPI).
This federal maximum does not limit
institutions from covering students' needs beyond the maximum. The
student aid package could include a combination of grant, workstudy, campus-based assistance, and loan assistance.

A student from ths lowest-income background just beginning a
postsecondary education would receive an aid package heavily
weighted with grant assistance and work-study opportunities.
As
the student progressed, loan assistance would increase to replace
a decline in grant assistance.
II. PELL GRANTS
A.

Convert the Pell Grant program to an entitlement.
The creation of a Pell entitlement would provide students
a
with
predictable grant to use
in
funding an
individual's education. Such predictability would offer
parents and students the opportunity to plan for

education expenses earlier in the student's academic
career.

This would perhaps inspire students, especially
disadvantaged students, to obtain a high school diploma
or equivalent with the knowledge that financing for a
postsecondary educational program was available to assist
them to attend the institution of their choice.
B.

Allocate the Pell Grant award based on financial need and
the length of the academic program.
The

neediest

students

would

have

access

to

grant

assistance during the first portion of their academic
program. The grant assistance would then be replaced by
loan assistance in the second portion of the students'
academic program. The proportion of loans for students
with larger financial resources would be greater in the
first portion of their program.
C.

Increase the Pell Grant maximum for the neediest students
in their first year to $5,000.

2
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To ensure that grant assistance could cover a significant

portion of educational costs, the maximum Pell Grant
would be increased over the current maximums to restore
the original purchasing power of the grant. The grant
award would be adjustsd downward as the student
progressed through an academic program.
D.

In order to serve more middle-income students, maintain
the minimum Pell Grant award at $200.

E.

of Pell
Grant assistance for General
Permit use
Educational Development (GED) certificate training, up to
a limit of $1,500 for tuition and fees, if the student is

also enrolled in a postsecondary program leading to a
degree, diploma, or certificate.
III. CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS
Reallocate the $1.27 billion in federal funding that supports the
current campus-based system, the $64 million in the SSIG program
and the $860 million in the Perkins Loan revolving funds to provide
additional grant aid, discretionary campus-based funding, special
support services for disadvantaged students, and funds for an
enhanced work-study program.
A. Perkins Campus-based (PCB) Program
1)

Establish a new program which allocates funds to
institutions to be used for grants, loans, or workstudy.
A significant portion of the funding for

this program would come from the current campusbased programs plus SS/G.
2)

holding
Perkins
Loan
currently
Institutions
revolving funds would be required to transfer these
funds into the Perkins campus-based program.

3)

The appropriations level for the Perkins campusbased program will be equal to 4 percent of the
Pell Grant program appropriations.

4)

The annual institutional allocation would be based
on the number of Pell recipients in the prior year.

5)

Institutions must provide a 10 percent match of the

first year, 20 percent in the second year and 30
percent in the third year and beyond before the
institution is permitted to draw down the Perkins
campus-based funds.
6)

The institution would determine the use of the
funds (grant, loan, work-study). All aid could not
exceed the cost of attendance or the maximum aid
3
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eligibility, whichever is less.
B.

College Work-Study (sec. 441)
The work-study program is the only Title IV program that
can contribute to a student's educatioml program while
providing financial assistance. Many students have

successfully used part-time mployment as a means of
valuable
and gaining
defraying educational
costs
Studies have shown
that
employment experience.
participation in work-study programs actually increases
student retention.
1)

Retain the general structure of the College
Work-Stvdy program, including the ability of a
institution to choose to
student or an
participate in this program.

2)

3)

4)

Eliminate current conditional guarantees and
on
based
contributions
federal
allocate
cumulative institutional need as reflected by
the number and type of Pell Grant recipients.
matching
institutional
current
Maintain
30 percent
tor on-campus
requirements at
non-profit
off-campus,
and
employment
employment, the employer match at 50 percent
for off-campus, for-profit employment, and 10
service-related
community
for
percent
employment.
Reinstate the requirement that any employment

offered to a student will,

to the maximum

extent practicable, complement and reinforce
student's
of
the
goals
the
educational
academic program.
5)

C.

Permit students, regardless of the type of
institution they attend, to participate in
off-campus educationally relevant work-study
jobs and community service-related activities.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) (sec.
413)
1)

Eliminate the SEOG program and transfer future SEOG

funds into the Pell Grant program, the Perkins
campus-based discretionary fund and other student
assistance programs.
requires that SEOG
law currently
Given that the
recipients be "exceptionally needy," it appears redundant
4
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to duplicate the objectives of the expanded Pell Grant
program with an institutionally-based grant program.
Large economies of
scale would
result
from
the
elimination of the SEOG program.
D.

Perkins Loans (sec. 461)
1)

Eliminate the Perkins

Loan program, retain the
corpus of the capital in the revolving funds in the
Perkins Campus-based program.

Loans made under the existing Perkins program could be
delivered through the proposed private capital Stafford
Loan program since the Stafford Loan program loan
maximums will be modified significantly.
These low
interest loans, administered by the institution, have
served an important role but have long since been
eclipsed by the Stafford Loan program.
/V.

GRANTS TO STATES FOR STATE STUDENT INCENTIVES ((MG)
(SEC. 415)
A.

Eliminate the SSIG program and transfer future SSIG
funds into the enhanced Pell Grant and other
student assistance programs.

The SSIG program was designed originally tu stimulate states
to provide additional funding for higher educA+.ion and, in
many instances, proved effective in encouraging state support
which will continue to operate without federal funds.
V. LOANS
The current loan programs are too complex and do not assure access
for all students.
Also, the in-school and grace period subsidies
provided in the Stafford program generally are not targeted to lowincome students.
The largest cost of the Stafford program
currently is the in-school and grace period subsidy provided to the
student. The longer the student stays in school, the greater the
The savings found from reducing
subsidy paid by the government.
student subsidies would be transferred to the Pell Grant program in
its new form -- an entitlement program.
A.

Structure and Subsidies

Assuming the current general structure of the loan
delivery system remains the same or siNilar, then the
following recommendations would significantly simplify
that system.
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1)

2)

B.

Permit borrowing equal to the borrower's
maximum federal aid eligibility minus the sum
of the Pell Grant &ward and the Work-Study and
the Perkins Campus-based award as long as this
amount does not exceed the loan limit for that
student's year in school.
inEliminate the current Stafford Loan
school/grace period subsidies and srecial
allowance payments, and transfer the n, ings
to the Pell Grant entitlement program.

Eligibility, Terms and Conditions
The current loan program establishes risk for all parties
in the program -- the lenders have collection, due
diligence and administrative risk; the guaranty agencies

have reduced reinsurance risk;

and institutions and

If the
students have the risk of loss of loan access.
modified to
risk-sharing allocation were
current
substantially increase risk, especially for the private
sector participants, the current program would likely
cease to operate because of the lack of access to private
capital.
Under the current system, the financial markets determine
which students should have access to student loans.

There is no doubt that the costs of making a small

balance loan to a student in a short-term program are
greater for a lender, servicer and a guaranty agency than
loans made to students attending four-year programs at
traditional institutions. It is clear that the program
needs to be restructured to make the social goals
compatible with the needs of the financial markets.

1)

All students enrolled in programs of one year
be eligible to receive a
or more would
Stafford Loan to the extent it did not exceed
cost of attendance or $12,000 (or higher
depending on the year of attendance) minus the
student's Pell Grant award, whichever is less.
For students enrolled in programs of less than

one academic year,

loan maximums would be

modified as follows:
a.

Programs of less than 600 hours or
equivalent and greater than 300 hours or
the equivalent, the loan maximum would be
$6000.
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b.

Programs greater than 600 hours or the
equivalent and less than 900 hours or the
equivalent, the loan maximum would be
$7500.

2)

Modify the interest rate paid to lenders by
borrowers to be:
a.

For the in-school period, Treasury-bill
(T-bill) plus 3.5 percent for borrowers
enrolled in programs of 2 years or Jess
and T-bill plus 3.25 percent for all
other borrowers;

b.

For the repayment period, T-bill plus 5.5
percent for borrowers with loan balances
of $10,000 or less and T-bill plus 3.25
percent for all other borrowers.

3)

Accrue and capitalize all in-school and grace
period interest.

4)

Provide cash flow for lenders or holders
through the warehousing of loans with Sallie
Mae and other secondary markets,
special
borrowing from the federal government, or the
sale of loan-backed securities.
(Student
loans would be excluded in the calculations of
federal margin requirements.)

5)

Maintain
(sec.

the current statutory deferments
427(a)),
especially those related to

parental leave, unemployment and mothers with
preschool-age children.
6)

Mandate a common deferment form.

7)

Permit

borrowers and married students to
consolidate loans, regardless of the size of
the loan.

8)

Permit all loans to be repaid on a graduated
repayment plan, the length of which would be
the same as under normal repayment plans:
e.g., 10 years.

9)

Establish loan repayment periods of up to 10
years with a minimum monthly payment of $50 or

the monthly interest accrued, whichever
greater.
10)

Eliminate the Income Contingent Program.

7
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C.

Access

In spite of the many statutory provisions intended to ensure

loan access for all students regardless of the type of
institution they attend, many students face great difficulty
and delays in obtaining a student loan or cannot get a loan at
all.
1)

Expand
the
non-discrimination
provision
for
creditors to prohibit discrimination based on the
type of institution, tax status, or length of the
program in which the student is enrolled (sec.
421).

2)

Develop a lender-of-last-resort program as a part
of
the
designated
state
guarantor
program
participation agreement.
(a)

Require that any loans made under a lender-oflast-resort program be disbursed 30 days after
the
application
is
submitted
by
the
institution (sec. 428).

(b)

In the event that more than

10 borrowers
attending the same institution are forced to
use
lender-of-last-resort
services,
the
institution
will
be
certified
as
an
institution in need of lender-of-last-resort
services, and, as a result, borrowers would
not be required
to seek
"denials"
from
lenders, and the institution may act on behalf

of the students.
(c)

Require all lenders making loans within a
state to participate in the lender-of-lastresort program, if requested by the designated
guaranty agency, in a percentage equal to 0.8
x the percentage of student loans they make in
that state.

3)

Require the development of a common student loan
application form.

4)

Fair
and
equitable
default
rates
should be
calculated using accurate data for all participants
in the Guaranteed Student Loan programs.

5)

Net loan default volume, after all collections are
made, should be used as the basis for institutional
eligibility and limit, suspend and terminate (LS&T)
actions.

8
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D.

Default Prevention
1987 SLS
The 1986 Reauthorization legislation, the
reconciliation
1990
and
1989
the
and
legislation,
legislation all contain provisions which, over time, Will
reduce the cohort default rate. In addition, many schools
have implemented innovative default management plans that
reducing
have already proven to be successful in
It is important that time be given to
defaults.
institutions and other parties in the loan process to
their
evaluate
and
changes
these
incorporate
effectiveness:

1)

2)

3)

Require lenders to report delinquent loans
credit bureaus at 90 days of delinquency.

to

Authorize lenders and servicers to place borrowers
in deferment status based on information provided
by borrowers in order to prevent technical default.
subsequently found to be
is
If the borrower
ineligible for a requested deferment, the borrower
shall be returned to repayment status and the
and
payments
principal
deferred
incorrectly
interest shall be capitalized.

Limit the aggregate borrowing of a student in a
calendar year to the total aggregate dollar amount
for which the student is eligible.

4)

Require the state guaranty agencies

to use skip

tracing tools to trace defaulters, if necessary, by

laws which
Available
would prohibit access to such records.
records would include motor vehicle department
records, state tax, labor, employment registers,
licensing bodies and
unemployment commissions,
welfare offices.

limited federal preempting of state

5)

Require guaranty agencies to periodically provide
institutions with lists of defaulted borrowers so
tnat institutions have the opportunity to provide
additional information that could help locate the
student.

6)

7)

Require the collection of additional information on
borrowers, including family personal references and
of the
driver's license numbers, at the time
such
update
and
loan
the
for
application
information, if necessary, at the exit interview.

Authorize institutions to withhold the acadmic
transcripts of borrowers who default on any Title
IV loan.

Pre-empt state law where necessary.
9
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to notify the
Require lenders and servicers
past
due
listing
(60 days)
institution of the first
letter.
and the final demand
delinquency
Require guaranty agencies to provide
institutions to
and
permit
lists to institutions

8)

9)

comment on the accuracy

of the lists prior to

claims being filed by the guaranty agency.
10)

student
Create an incentive for employers to repay
loans on behalf of their employees.

11)

collections on
Provide up to $25 million from
fund
Department
of Education
defaulted loans to
the
default activities and fund at $5 million
training section of the Higher Education Act.

upon which the

12)

E.

Establish in law the criteria
of
Secretarial waiver may be granted for the loss
include
eligibility based on default triggers, to measures
low-income students, positive outcomes,
rates), conomic and
(completion and placement
decline in the
a
and
employment conditions,
default
rate
experience
or the
institution's cohort
result of
default
rate
is
the
evidence that a high
the inadequate servicing of loans.

Management and Collection
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

collections
Require the guaranty agency to remit
30 days
owed to the Department of Education within

of the receipt of funds by the agency.
Require all guaranty agencies and lenders/holders
definitions
to report data based on standardized
and forms.
suspension and
limitation,
Require that any
an
against
taken
action
(LS&T)
termination
non-discriminatory
on
based
be
institution
including prohibitions against LS&T
standards,
tax status, or
actions based on type, control,
accreditation of the institution.
supplemental
to purchase
institutions
Permit
guaranty
lenders,
from
services
collection
markets, or servicers. Fees for
agencies, secondary
administrative
such services should be based on
costs of such services.
insurance fee (up
Permit the charging of a higher which are funded

to 5 percent)

for those loans

program. However,
through a lender-of-last-resort
experience-based and not
must
be
the rate charged
10
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reflect the type, control, or tax status of the
institution.
6)

Eliminate the current

system of due diligence

procedures and develop performance-based criteria
and positive incentives for default prevention and
loan collection.
7)

El)

Develop standards to require that guaranty agencies
operate on an actuarially sound basis and develop
procedures to assist the Department of Education in
identifying
potentially
insolvent
guaranty
agencies.

Require the Department of Education to develop
specific plan of action to be taken in the eventa
that a guaranty agency is unable to continue

operate and mandate that

to

such a plan will be

implemented within 15 days of notice of a guaranty
agency's inability to operate.
9)

F.

G.

VI.

Provide special incentives to guaranty agencies to
serve high-risk student populations by modifying
the
current
method
of
calculating
federal
reinsurance payments.

Information, Collection and Use
1)

Expedite the development of the Student Loan
Data
Bank.

2)

Permit institutions to have access to these
data.

Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLUS)
1)

Require all PLUS loans to be co-payable to the
parent and the institution.

2)

Require multiple disbursement of PLUS loans.

3)

Increase PLUS loan limits to $20,000 per year with
the aggregate maximum of $100,000.

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Student Support Services
In the case of many disadvantaged students,
success in an
educational program means far more than simply
paying
one's tuition bill and attending classes.
dealing with many complexities in life that It means
are not
11
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in
experienced by traditional college students. Studies
disadvantaged
that
most
student retention indicate
for
students fail to succeed in an educational program
Because
such
a
large
financial.
reasons other than
drawn
portion of our workforce in the year 2000 will be it is

of our population,

from this growing segment
begins
essential that our postsecondary education system
of these
to recognize and address the special neets
students.

believe
Drawing on the success of the TRIO programs, we
services need to be offered to
vhat significant support component of the student aid
stndents as an important
programs.
Services" program would provide
The "Educational Support
institutions serving a
direct grant assistance to receiving
other forms of
significant number of students
number of
which
have
a
significant
federal assistance or
authorized
This
program
would
be
Pell Grant recipients.
institutions
et $300 million. Funds would be allocated to
the
with over 25 "0* Pell Index (PI) eligible students at
Reasonable
students.
PI
*0"
per
$200
of
rate
institutional minimum and maximum award awards would be
determined based on the amount appropriated in a given
fiscal year.

funds made available under this program,
institutions would provide students or prospective
students with the following support services:

With the

1)

remediation

2)

instruction in life skills and study skills

3)

personal counseling

4)

peer counseling

5)

academic advice and assistance in program choice

6)

tutorial services

7)

8)

assistance in obtaining support from other need
based non-Title IV federal assistance programs and
community support services
assistance in applying for student financial aid

9)

assistance in identifying other student services
made available by the institution

10)

placement assistance

12
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VII.

11)

outreach activities to provide educational guidance
and early
student
aid diagnostics
to prepostsecondary students and their families

12)

other services
Secretary

as

deemed

appropriate

by

the

NEEDS ANALYSIS
By

converting the existing Pell Grant program to an
entitlement, it will be possible to create a single system of
needs analysis.
Establishes a single system of needs analysis in the statute
which will identify the maximum grant award under the Pell
Grant entitlement program.
A.

Provides a single application form based on a student's
condition:

Provides that students

who are currently dependent on

other forms of need-based non-Title IV federal assistance
to be eligible automatically.

Provides a simplified needs analysis for families with
incomes below $15,000 adjusted gross income (AGI) who are
not eligible for other forms of need-based non-Title IV
federal assistance.
Provides
$15,000.

standard needs

analysis

for

incomes

above

B.

Add "married undergraduates" and "graduate/professional"
to the automatic criteria under the independent student
definition.

C.

Permits
students who are once
determined to be
"independent" by the independent student definition to
remain
independent
without having
to
demonstrate
repeatedly their independence.

D.

Permits over-awards of grant/loan/work-study assistance
of up to $500.

E.

Restores the ability of a student aid administrator to
use
to
discretion
assist
students
with
special
circumstances.
Eliminates from the needs analysis
formula the special treatment for dislocated workers and
displaced homemakers.

F.

Uses "estimated" year income for entering independent
freshmen and entering graduate students.
13
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"number
from the
parents
Eliminates
adjustment for the parental contribution.

G.

in

college"

in determining
Treats all veterans benefits as a resource
aid eligibility.
dependent student
of
"double-counting"
Eliminates
earnings.

H.

I.

contribution to
Redtwes the current dependent student
student capacity to contribute to

J.

reflect more accurately
a financial aid package.

independent
Mandates the inclusion of day care costs for budget.
students with dependents in the student aid
students to
Prohibits charging of fees to parents or
apply for federal student assistance.
students and
simplifies the re-application process for
reapply for student assistance each

K.

L.

M.

parents who must
year.

VIII.

RULEMAKING

the Department of
Under the current Higher Education Act,
the
higher education
provide
to
Education is required
changes in law
how
to
implement
community with guidance on

by the President.
within 240 days of new measures being signedand
the complexity
number
of
changes
made
However, due to the
Education has
the
Department
of
of the student aid programs,
in providing final

fallen behind by as much as six years

regulations to implement programmatic changes.
inability to promulgate
Due to the Department of Education's
at the
prescribed, officials
time
the
in
of
regulations
informal means
more
use
to
begun
Department have
policies such as "Dear Colleague"
communicating Department
Colleague" letters
letters on a specific matter. While "Dear
has no opportunity to
widely,
the
community
are distributed
the letter is
provide comments on the policy put forth until all.
if
it
is
shared
at
shared with the community,
to enhance
We propose that the following changes be made
in the student
distribution
and
compliance
rulemaking, policy
aid programs:
A.

all draft
Require that the Department of Education submit
which
negotiated
rulemaking
process
regulations to a
participants
from
all
the
major
includes representatives
being developed.
in the program for which the policy is
invite
a
representative
group from
Such a process would
be responsible
who
ultimately
would
current participants
14
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for implementing the regulations.
B.

Require final regulations to have an effective date that
provides program participants with sufficient opportunity
to implement the new policies.

C.

Require that any regulatory changes initiated by the

Secretary that have not been published in final form by
December 1 prior to the start of the award year shall not
become effective until the beginning of the second award
year after the December 1 date.
D.

IX.

Shield program participants from liability for violations
of policies which have not been distributed in writing to
such participants.

PILOT PROGRAMS
A.

Extend the time period for filing default claims.
Currently, delinquent Guaranteed Student Loans must be
filed with the guaranty agency as a default claim within

270 days of delinquency.
Studies completed by the
Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation

show that one third of all defaulters begin repayment on
the loan within six months of default. By extending the
period of time before the loan is filed as a claim, many
defaults could be avoided. Since the student will begin
repayment before the federal government pays the guaranty
agency for the defaulted claim, some savings should be
found. The savings will significantly exceed
additional
special allowance costs paid on loans during the extended
period.
B.

Develop a series of performance-based standards
measure equitably the performance of institutions

to
in

different areas. Institutions that met or exceeded the
performance standards could be rewarded with regulatory
relief from certain regulations or could receive
additional funding to support a certain activity.
C.

Develop a "grant-back" program.
One year after
graduation or drop-out from the program, and for each
year thereafter, the borrower could apply to
the
Department of Education for a grant-back of interest
charges.
This grant would be based on the income level
of the borrower during the repayment period, unlike the
interest rate charged which is based on the income level
at the time of the borrowing. The borrower would submit
to the Department (or its designated processor) his/her
most recent income tax return. Based on the documented
income level and the amount of principal borrowed, the
Department would calculate and remit to the borrower a
grant to pay for interest. (Example: The maximum grant15
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back would be $50 for every $1,000 borrowed. Borrowers
with no income would receive the full $50 per $1,000 and

borrowers with an income of $50,000 or above would
For ach $1,000 of income, the
receive no grant-back.

So, a borrower with an
grant woUld be reduced by $1.
income of $35,000 would receive $15 per $100 borrowed.)
This grant-back would not be available to borrowers who
are not current on their loan payments or who are in
deferral status.

X.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Amend Section 491 of the Higher Education Act to require that
the membership of the Advisory Committee on Student Financial
Assistance include representatives from all aspects of Title
IV program participants, including representatives from the
private career school sector.

XI.

THE
STRENGTHEN
TO
ACCOUNTABILITY
THROUGH
PUBLIC'S CONFIDENCE IN THE INTEGRITY OF THE FEDERAL
STUDENT AID PROGRAMS AND THE QUALITY OF POSTSECONDARY

REFORMS

EDUCATION

Recasting the federal student financial assistance programs
will not progress without the public's confidence in the
integrity of the federal programs and the quality of
To address these concerns we have
postsecondary education.
made accountability reform an integral part of the AICS/NATTS
reauthorizaticn package.
It would be folly to promise that fraud, abuse, and error will
never occur--these are integral parts of the human condition.
We can and must, however, promise the American taxpayers that
oversight will be in place to monitor the
a system of
participants and the programs, and when problems occur they
will be quickly identified and resolved.
the
Historically, three groups have been responsible for
institutions
and
the
oversight of postsecondary educational
Policymakers
federal student financial aid programs.
regularly misunderstand the respective roles of these three
parties: the states, accrediting bodies, and the Federal

government. The concept of a "TRIAD" oversight of private
career colleges and schools (and of all postsecondary
institutions, for that matter) has existed for many years.
The TRIAD evolves from the distinct roles assigned to and
respective state
Federal government,
the
by
accepted
governments, and accrediting bodies. Misunderstanding arises
because of the lack of general knowledge about or acceptance

by critics of the powers and limitations inherent in the
authority of these three entities.

16
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The TRIAD concept of supervision presupposes the following
respective roles:
1.

State - authorize operation and monitor business
practices and consumer information for protection
of the public, primarily students;

2.

Accreditation - evaluate and,

through the peer

process, help institutions and programs enhance the
quality of education provided to students and meet
the occupational needs of the marketplace; and
3.

Federal
determine eligibility and monitor
institutional administration of federal student
aid.

,olleges and schools, in order to operate, must have authority

from the appropriate state licensing body.

In many states

there are two or more such bodies - one for non-degree
granting
degrees.

institutions and another for institutions awarding
Yet a third body, the veterans approval agency,

exists in each state,

though this responsibility may be

included in one of the other two bodies.
state licensing,
particularly of non-degree granting schools, is designed for
the protection of the public in areas of business practices
and consumer interests.
Accreditation was designed as a collegial process to evaluate
the educational efficacy of an institution and to help an
institution improve its offerings on a continuous basis
through planning and dialogue with peers
Technically,this
role is one of education, and judging ed,cational quality.
The accrediting bodies indirectly monitor consumer protection
and the administration of student financial assistance, but
have
never had,
nor
should
they
have,
the primary
responsibility for these areas of concern.

The role of the Federal government is set forth in law and
technically administered through regulation.
In this issue,
the role of
the
Federal
government is to determine
independently if an institution is eligible and capable of
participation in the federal student financial aid programs;
to oversee the institutional administration of these federal
programs; and, where appropriate, limit, suspend, or terminate

an institution's participation in the federal student aid
programs.
The Federal government has the inherent, if not
sole, responsibility for monitoring the administration of
federal student financial aid programs. The law prevents
federal intervention in an institution's curriculum. Both the
General Education Provisions Act and the Department of
Education
Act
Organization
have
specific
statutory
prohibitions.

17
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by the Federal government of
The law does permit examination
the
accrediting bodies that are responsible for evaluating has

curricula --

a function the Department of Education

carried out since about 1950.
voluntary; the other
Of the three roles, only accreditation is
and
regulation
from
which there is no
two rely on legislation
to
function
as intended,
Even so, for tho triad
reprieve.
adequate performance
each of the three components must rely on
the other two to
of the other two. Each has a right to expect
and no
recognized
responsibilities
meet their legislated or
additional
of
delegation
or
by
Assumption
More.
three will throw the entire

responsibilities to any of the
oversight system out of balance.

threatened.
seriously
is
balance
that
Currently,
internally among the three
both
abound,
Misperceptions
legislate,
externally among those who
and
principals
of private
particularly
the
activities
recognize, and regulate
career schools and colleges.

in inappropriate expectations of
Such misconceptions result The
TRIAD concept is sound, and if
the partners in the TRIAD.
will provide appropriate
allowed to work as intended,
and ensure
oversight, sound stewardship of taxpayers' funds,
students with quality
providing
institutiont
that only
in the
educational opportunities are eligible to participate
student aid programs.

REFORM

TRIAD would be strengthened
The current operation of the reforms
were adopted:
significantly if the following
I.

of the
Clarify roles and responsibilities of members
TRIAD.

members of the
Develop a system of standards by which all
TRIAD can be evaluated.
sharing of additional
111. Increase communication through the
where
information among all members of the TRIAD and,
appropriate, loan guaranty agencies.

II.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF THE STATES
I.

Clarify the State Role

to monitor
The State Role: to authorize operation and
for the
consumer
information
business practices and
protection of the public, and primarily students.
111
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Create a new authorization in the Higher Education Act to
provide federal funds to assist States in the oversight,

investigation and determination of compliance of all

types of postsecondary institutions with applicable state
laws and in Title IV of the Act. In order to qualify for
these federal funds, each state must have in place laws
or policies which meet federal standards, and sign an
assurance with the Federal government that its state

licensing and monitoring capacity is sufficient as a
prerequisite
for
institutional
eligibility
and
participation in the Federal Title IV programs.
II.

System of Standards
Require each State, as a prerequisite of eligibility to
receive
federal
funds
for
state
adminlstration,
investigation and compliance activities undertaken as a
result of the new authorization under the Higher
Education Act, to meet the following standards:
1)

Have
in
place
a
consumer
policy/program
which
meets
established by the Secretary;

2)

Establish or have in place
lue process
procedure under state
law
regvlation
relative to the withdrawal or faiJure tc renew
a license to operate within a state;

3)

Provide

a

process

for

the

protection
standards

investigation

(within 90 working days) and resolution of
student complaints deferred by the Department
of Education (ED), the ED Inspector General,
or referred by the State Attorney General, or
made by any aggrieved student or recognized
accrediting agency;
4)

Enact or have in place procedures/requirements

which protect student consumers in case of
school closure; e.g., a system of student
record retention, a provision for the "teachout" of students, and/or a tuition recovery
fund
which
meet
regulatory
criteria
established by the Secretary:
(a)

ensure student academic and

(b)

coordinate the teach-out of affected
students with the institutions in the
state when an institution closes; and

financial
records
are
adequately
protected,
maintained, and made accessible when an
institution closes;

11I
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(c)

5)

6)

7)

establish or have in place a tuition
students
recovery fund which protects
students be unable
against loss, should
academic program due to
to complete their
the closure of an institution.

place a
Ensure that each institution has inpolicy;
"fair and equitable" student refund
capability
lender of last resort
Ensure
agency
through the designated state guaranty
and
appropriate
state
entity;
or other
agency or
Require each state designated
coordinating
for
responsible
official
to all requirements
enforcement with respect eligibility
to share
affecting institutional regarding eligibility
appropriate information
the
state with
institutions in the
of
appropriate member of the TR/AD.

III. Increase Communication
1)

2)

periodically to
Require each state to submit
of
Education
a plan which
the Department
the
details how the state will comply with
requirements in paragraph 1 through 7 above.
regional
Require each state to report to the
and to the
body
accrediting
or national
working days
Department of Education within 45 the license
action
affecting
(a) any negative
operate, including
of any institution toor
of
termination
suspension,
denial,
and (b) the final
operate,
to
authority
the
of
review
on-site
any
results of
institution.

RECOMMENDATIONS
AGENCIES
I.

TO

STRENGTHEN

THE

ROLES

OP

ACCREDITING

Clarify the Role
through the peer review
The Accreditation Role: Evaluate,
technical
institutions and programs and provide
the quality
process,
institutions
to
enhance
assistance to those
and to meet the

of education

provided to students

occupational needs of the marketplace.
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/I.

System of Standards
1)

Require all recognized accrediting agencies to:
(a)

Provide for external participation in the
decision-making of the accrediting agency by
having at least 25 percent of the members of
the
Commission
of
the
agency
be
representatives
of
the public
(have
no
affiliation with any institution accredited by
or seeking accreditation from the agency);

(b)

Demonstrate sufficient experience With:
(i)

geographical scope of activity for which
it seeks recognition, and

(ii) the specific degrees, certificates,

and

programs which would be covered by its
accreditation activities;
(c)

Maintain and make publicly available current
written material describing its purposes and
objectives, the geographic area and academic
levels
of
educational
institutions
and
programs covered, the definition of each type
of accreditation status the agency grants, the
criteria,
standards and procedures used,
appeals procedures, complaints procedures, the
current
accreditation
status
of
each
institution or program and the date of the
next review, and the names and backgrounds of
the agency's members and principal staff;

(d)

Have sufficient
financial,
administrative resources;

(e)

Adhere to practices and procedures which
include self-analysis by an on-site peer
evaluation of each institution or program;

(f)

Focus on institutional effectiveness through
the use
of
outcomes
measures,
such
as
completion,
job and
professional/graduate
school
placement
rates,
certification,
licensing and graduation test scores, employer
evaluations,
transfer
rates
and
other
recognized measures;

(g)

Disclose adequately and accurately information
regarding the institution's
or program's
accreditation status and effectiveness; and

(h)

Recognize,

in

21
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decisions of

states and other

accrediting

agencies.
2)

3)

4)

5)

require, as a
agencies to institutions to
Permit accrediting
condition of accreditation, member
involving withdrawal
agree to submit any dispute --of reaffirmation of
dnial
of accreditation,
from membership -- to
to
accreditation, and/or removal an
alternative
as
arbitration
the
binding
constitutional
reasons,
litigation. Except for arbitrator to overturn an
only grounds for an decision is failure for the
accrediting commission to apply the established
accrediting commission
standards fairly.
as a
agencies to require,lawsuits
Permit accrediting
all
that
denial,
condition of accreditation,
agencies involving
accrediting
accreditation
be
against
revocation, or failure to renewCourt. The grounds
States
District
filed in United
damages
accrediting bodies can be sued for
antion which
of
federal
should be limited to violations
Decisions of
laws.
be
trust and anti-discrimination
arbitrator should
accrediting agency
process
rights
the
enjoined or reversed only if the due or the final
violated,
of the institution are
body) arbitrator
the
(accrediting
action taken by
capricious or contrary
be
arbitrary,
is deemed to
to law.
that
agency to determine
subject
Require each accrediting
appropriate
to
the
the program length is
objective, the degree or
matter taught, the course
and the clock or credit hour
credential offered,
laboratory, and/or
the lecture,
allocation for appropriate,
and to describe during
externship are
how each of the program
process
are the recognition
applied.
standards are established and
body approved by
Require any recognized accrediting
the Secretary to:
to submit to
Require its member institutionsapplication
to
(a)
part
of
their
the agency, as
plan or
an
educational
establish a branch,
the
by
defined
as
document
comparable
accrediting agency; and
lw
year any institution which
Visit
within
one
or
*(b)
new branch campus
a
has established
An
order
to
undergone a change of ownership
with the
assess the new owner's compliance
accrediting body's standards.

22
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6)

Require
that
accrediting
bodies
periodically
monitor outcomes and financial
stability.
From
time
to
time,
accrediting
should
independently assess the accuracy bodies
of self-reported
data.

III. Increase Communication
Require each accrediting agency to:
(a) report any
negative action affecting
the accreditation offinal
an
institutinn,
including
denial,
suspension,
or
termination, and (b) provide access
upon request to the
final
results
-including
the
institution's
comments/reactions -- of any on-site
review of the
institution to the appropriate state
to the U.S. Department of Education. licensing agency and
In cases of ongoing
investigations where
accreditation exists, notify
the other accrediting dual
body.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO STRENGTHEN THE ROLE
OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION
I.

Clarify the Role
The Federal Role: to determine the
eligibility, and
certify
the
administrative
and
financial
capability, of institutions
to participate in
federal
assistance
programs;
to
monitor
institutional administration
the federal student
assistance programs; provideof
technical
and
assistance
training
to
institutions;
and
where
appropriate,
limit,
suspend
or
terminate
an
institution's eligibility to participate in
the
federal student aid programs.

II.

System of Standards
1)

Institutional

Eligibility/Outcomes:

Single Definition -- Establish in the
upcoming
reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act a
single definition for "institution
of higher
education," for purposes of participation
in
the Title IV Student Assistance
programs, by
amending section 481(a) to
establish the
following criteria for participation:
a)

Admits as regular
students persons having
a certificate of graduation from
a school
23
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providing secondary

education, or the
a

such
of
equivalent
recognized
provide
in
Section
certificate; further
who do
484 for eligibility for students their
school diplomas or

not hav high
equivalent;

state
Is legally authorized within such
to provide a program of education beyond
secondary education;
Provides an edacational program beyond
a
secondary education which leads to
degree, diploma, or certificate;

b)

c)

d)

e)

2)

Is accredited by a regional or national
by the
agency or association recognized
Secretary; and
credits
Will accept transfer of academic
another
at
student
a
by
obtained
accredited institution.

Institutional Certification

and Eligibility

Process.

The Federal regulatory role in postsecondary
the
through
implemented
it
education
and it includes
Education
of
Department
federal
several distinct steps. The two-step
Act
Education
Higher
the
under
process
establish
institution
the
that
requires
legally
(be
Act
"eligibility" under thein the state where
authorized to operate
"certified"
located and be accredited), and be
administrative and
certain
having
met
as
participation in Title
financial standards for
We recommend reform of that process as
IV.
follows:
a)

b)

The institution applies to the Department
the
completing
by
Education
of
and
Eligibility
for
Application
the
provides
and
Certification
and
appropriate documentation;
Information requested on the Application
documentation
should require sufficient
statements (e.g., a job
to substantiate qualification statement
description and a
whether
should be included to determine and to
are
qualified)
the administrators
system
determine if there is an adequate
of internal control.
24
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i)

Postsecondary
institutions using
servicers to perform financial aid
functions must submit a copy of the
contract
with
the
student
aid
administration servicer in order to
permit the Department to evaluate
the responsibilities that will be

performed by the servicer for the
institution;
ii)

In

the
case
of
multi-campus
institutions, in which student aid

processing is performed by a central
office/single
office
for
all

students, the relationship of the
central office/main campus to the
satellite
campuses
or
other
locations should be explained; and
iii) All
institutions
must
provide
audited financial statements and
supporting documentation.
Business
plans for each branch campus must be

submitted to the Department when
seeking eligibility for a new branch
campus.

III. Oversight/Communication
1)

Require all institutions of higher education
to submit bi-annual program audits prepared by
an independently certified public accountant
(or
other
individual
acceptable to
the
Secretary) that the Department would use to
monitor proper administration of the student
aid programs.

2)

Require all institutions to submit financial
audits if requested by the Secretary to
determine financial stability.

3)

Program Reviews -- Include the following as
indicators for the Department of Education to
target institutions for review;
a)

Deviations from Use current regulations
governing administrative capability and
financial stability;

b)

Highest
quartile
measured annually;

25
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of

default

rates

427
dollar volume of
The highest quartile of
institutions whose
from
those
default,
national
the
exceed
rates
default
average;

c)

fluctuations in
Significant year-to-year
SLS
volume and/or
the Stafford Loan or
Pell Grant awards;

d)

Material findings or deficiencies cited
and reported from the relevantorguaranty
state
body
accrediting
agency,
licensure agency; and

e)

A statistically valid randomly selected
the
number of institutions drawn from
institutions
of
population
total
in that
participating in the program

f)

year.
4)

should review the
Offices
The Regional
to
the
Washington Office
information submitted
into
within five (5) working days, taking
program
account data from all sources, audits,
reviews, default rates, and verified student
complaints.

5)

Require the Department to:
a)

on-site
Provide for initial and follow-up office
institution's
the
at
reviews
IV aid after the

administering Titleapplication from an
submission of an
institution seeking initial eligibility
in order to evaluate
and certification ability
to comply with

b)

the institution's
and
capability
administrative
the
regulations;
and
financial stability
and
eligibility
provisional
Permit
which
may
require
a
certification status
final
before
recpplication
complete
order to
in
certification is made,
new
in
problems
identify financial
and
newly
owned
institutions, branches,
institutions.

6)

for the
Require the Department to consider,
recertification,
purpose of certification or
the
with
compliance
institutional
(34 CFR
standards
administrative capability
responsibility
and the financial
668.14)
standards

(34

CFR

668.13),

or

26
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in

the
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alternative, regulatory standards established
by the Secretary which are consistently and
objectively applied.
7)

Establish new statutory standards

for

the

recognition of accrediting bodies.
a)

Establishing new tederal standards for
recognizing
accrediting
agencies
is
critical to effective "gate-keeping" or
promoting
program
and
institutional
integrity by limiting the opportunity of

any postsecondary institutions that do
not
provide
a
quality
educational
opportunity to gain access to the Title
IV programs in the first instance.
Standard A. National or Regional in
its Scope or Experience -- In order

i)

to be recognized by the Secretary,
the accrediting agency must be
regional or national in scope. The
applicant
agency
also
must
demonstrate sufficient experience
with regard to the geographical
scope of its planned activity, as

well as competence with respect to
the specific degrees, certificates
and academic disciplines it proposes
to include in its membership:
ii)

Standard B. Membership is Voluntary
and the Institution is StudentFocused
-Membership
in
the
accrediting body must be voluntary
and
the
institution,
whether

professional,

graduate,

baccalaureate,
associate
or
vocational/technical, must have as
its principal purpose the education
and
training of students on a
postsecondary level;
iii) Standard C. Academic Requirements
Assure That the Highest Standard of

Academic Quality Has Been Attained
and Will
Be Maintained
-- The
services, curriculum,
faculty and
facilities at the institution must
be of sufficient quality to ensure
that institut
realized, ant

s'l objectives can he

le fiscal resources

exist and are sufficient for the
institution
27
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to

be

capable

of
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the

delivering
promised;

academic

program

iv)

are
Standard D. Support Serviceswhere
students
to
provided
appropriate;

v)

Standard
Assured

E.

Due Process

Must Be

of
-institutional
qualification
for
determination of
of
withdrawal
and
membership
appeal
from
an
accreditation and
--due process
adverse determination Du process
shall be preserved.
the
shall include, at a minimum,
deficiencies,
specification of the
opportunity to be heard, a hearing
right of appeal
on the record, the
from an adverse decision (including
to
right
the
and
probation),
counsel.
However,
representation by
the
that process shall not permit
order to
process
in
abuse of due
of
withdrawal
"the
prolong
--

At

all

levels

evaluation

accreditation;

consistent
Require
F.
Standard
for
standards
organizational
and
regional
recognizing national
accrediting bodies; and
recognized
vii) Standard G. Reqpire any which
is
agency
accrediting
related
a
by
established
institutional
or
professional
association to enhance the quality
institutions to ensure
of the member
accrediting
the independence of the
association by
the
from
agency
excluding the association from:

vi)

(a)

the finalization of standards,
in
policies and procedures used
of
institutions;
the evaluation

(b)

participation in the evaluation
and
of institutions;

(c)

deny or
decisions to grant,
withdraw the accreditation of
institutions.

as
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT
NAT/ONAL COMMITTEE ON
ACCREDITAT/ON AND
INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

OF EDUCATION'S

I.

Clarify the Role
Reconstruct

the National Advisory Committee
on
Accreditation and Institutional
Eligibility by
creating a new fifteen (15)
member National
Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality
and
Integrity. The new National
Advisory Committee on

Institutional Quality and Integrity must be broadly
representative of the postsecondary
community and would advise the Secretary education
on matters
related to
institutional
accreditation.
Its
membership would be expanded
to include two
representatives ach from independent
four-year
institutions, public four-year institutions,
and private community and junior collegespublic
(one
each), proprietary institutions of
postsecondary
education, professional schools or colleges,
two
public members representing business or industry,
one parent, one student.

The Advisory Committee's charter would be to:
i)

Advise

the

Secretary
regarding
the
of
the
Secretarial
responsibility to publish a list of
nationally
recognized
accrediting
agencies which have been determined to be
reliable authorities as to the quality of
the education and training offered:

exercise

ii)

Advise the Secretary with regard to the
responsibility
to
designate
state
officials/regulatory
or
licensing
entities as referral agencies;

iii) Advise the Secretary on implementing
the
Standards of Recognition, and any changes
or improvements in the Eligibility and
Certification
processes
within
the
Department; and
iv)

II.

Carry out such other advisory functions
relating to recognition, accreditation
and institutional eligibility
as may be
assigned by the Secretary.

System of Standards
29
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1)

2)

the
meet
to
have
would
institutions
All
provisional
or
probation
for
requirements
recognized
a
by
outlined
as
accreditation
accrediting agency for a period of 12 months prior
However, during thii
to being fully recognized.
for
be eligible
would
institution
the
time
programs.
participation in the Title IV

IV
Authorize the Department to continue the Title
any
of
months,
eighteen
for
eligibility,
institution whose accrediting agency is removed
list -- if that
from the Secretary's approved
institution is in "good standing" at the time of
that eighteen-month
the Secretary's action. During
new
period the institution must seek and obtain
from the
extension
an
seek
or
accreditation
Any institution not in
Secretary for good cause.
time
of
the Secretary's action
good standing at the
by
the
Department and state
must be fully reviewed
order
to
determine if it
in
agency
licensing
eighteen-month
grace period.
qualifies for the

30
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III. Increase Communication
1)

Central Data Base -- Require the Department of
Education to establish and make available at no
cost to authorized users a central data bass of
institutional information, which fully integrates
all information available from USED, the Department
of Veterans Affairs, state agencies, regional and
national accrediting bodies,
the Department's
Eligibility and Certification Division, Audit and
Program Review Division,
Financial Management
Branch, and the Office of Inspector General.

2)

XI.

The provisions in Section 1201(a) and 435(b) of the
Higher Education Act which allow an unaccredited
nonprofit institution to stablish eligibility for
federal aid by "pre-accreditation" or by the "three
letter rule" should be repealed. To gain access to
Title IV assistance, an institution should be fully
accredited by an agency recognized by the Secretary
of Education.

REFORMS TO PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF THE STUDENT RID PROGRAMS
The national accrediting bodies have taken substantial actions
and significant reforms have been enacted by the Congress to
protect the integrity of the student aid programs.

We recommend that the following provisions be adopted to

address some of the specific concerns raised in the Congress
regarding potential areas of program abuse:
1)

Prohibit an institution from opening more than one branch
campus in a twelve-month period, except in cases where an
institution is participating in a teach-out activity or
when another institution has filed for bankruptcy.

2)

Prohibit institutions from using contractors CT persons
other
than
salaried
employees
to
make
final
determinations regarding admissions or the award of
financial aid; from paying commissions or other incentive
compensation to salaried employees based on the number of

persons who apply or who enroll in the institution,

unless the enrolled student attends class for at least
thirty (30) days; and from paying any commission or other
incentive compensation
to
third party
agents
or
contractors for recruitment of prospective students in
the U.S., its territories or possessions.
3)

Prmide full loan forgiveness to students whose school
has closed before the student is able to complete his/her
31
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that no "teach-out"
to "teach-out"
While
efforts
past,
the number of
opportunity is available.
effective in the
that may be
students have proven
community colleges
of
private career schools and loan programs as a result
forced out of the studenttrigger programs, especially in
default
unworkable.
the new statutory make
"teach-out" programs
urban areas, may
to
provision could also be used
Such a loan forgiveness victims of institutions found
assist students who are
activities.
guilty of fraudulent
servicers that assume
agents and loan
administration of
Require third-party
the
responsibility for
institution to
behalf
of
an
contractual
on
Education.
Title IV aid programs
audits to the Department of
submit biennial
accredited by two or more agencies
and the
Require institutions Department of Education
disclosure of the
to
the
to provide accrediting agencies a full
appropriate
institutional accreditation.
reasons for the dual
academic program

4)

5)

in the event
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OPTION A
SOURCES Of FEDERAL STUDENT AID*
(In diAIDTS)

141ALIM

IMAM

ef.11

inganaLLAIR

FIRST TEAR
0-5,000
5,001-10,000
10,001-12,000
12,001-14,000
14,001-16,000
16,001-16,000
18,001-20,000

12,000

4,500

12,000

4,000

12,000
12,090
12,000

20,001-22,000

12,000
12,000

26,001-30,000

12,000

30,001-34,000

12,000

7,500

5,000
6,500

3,000

9,000

2,000
1,500

1,000
750
SOO

12,000

7,000

3,500

2,500

12,000

22,001-26,000

34,001-38,000

5,000

12,000

250

9,500
10,000

10,500
11,000
11,250
11,500
11,750

SECOND /EAR
0-5,000

13,090

5,001-10,000

13,000

10,001-12,000

13,000

12,001-14,000

13,000

14,001-16,000
16,001-18,000

13,000
13,000

22,001-26,000
26,001-30,000
30,001-34,000

3,500
3,000

13,000

18,001-20,000

20,00122,000

4,500
4,000

2,500

2,000
1,500

13,000

1,000

13,000

750

13,000

500

13,000

250
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6,500

9,000
9,500

10,000
10,500

11,000
11,500
12,000
12,250
12,500
12,750

-,'"n-"-
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IMAM

iffaknax_p_MI
ISIIALAI2

TINS TEAR
4,000

10,000

14,030

10,500

14,000

3,500

5,001-10,000

11,000

14,000

3,000

10,001-12,000

11,500

14,000

2,500

12,001-14,000

2,000

12,000

14,000

1,500

12,500

14,000

1,000

13,000

14,000

750

13,250

14,000

500

13,500

230

13,750

0-5,000

14,001-16,000
16,001-16,000
111,001-20,003

20,001-22,000
22,001-26,000

14,000

26,001-30,000

14,000

FOURTO MA
3,500

11,500

3,000

12,030

15,000
15,000

2,500
2,000

13,000

15,000

1,500

13,500

1,000

14,000

750

14,250

500

14,500

250

14,750

0-5,000

15,000

5,001-10,000
10,001-12,000
12,001-14,000
14,001-16,000

15,000

16,001-16,000

15,000

16,001-20,000

15,000

20,001-22,000

15,000

22,001-26,000

15,000

12,500

programs of at
to students enrolled in
This table applies onlyMaximum
eligibility for students enrolled
least one academic year.
in shorter programs would be as follows:
CLOCK HOURS

ORSOUWALENT
> x 2. 300

7,000

900 > x 2.600

10,000

600

MI

TOTALAH)

0
3,333 to 5,000

KQBEzalla2L-Llatai
7,000

5,000 to 7,000

34
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OPTION B

SOURCES Of TEDIRAL STUDENT AID*
(in dollars)

111151.111211

TOTAL AID

till

miniu_tiam

FIRST TEAR

0.5,000

12,000

5,000

5,001-10,000

12,000

4,500

7,500

10,001-12,000

12,000

4,000

8,000

12,001-14,000

12,000

3,500

8,500

14,001-16,000

12,000

3,000

9,000

16,001-1e,000

12,000

2,500

9,500

18,001-'0,000

12,000

2,000

10,000

20,001-22,000

12,000

1,500

10,500

22,001.26,000

12,000

1,000

11,000

26,001-30,000

12,000

750

11,250

30,001-34,000

12,000

500

11,500

34,001-38,000

12,000

250

11,750

4,000

9,000

7,000

SEMI/TEAR
0-5,000

13,000

5,001-10,000

13,000

3,500

9,500

10,001-12,000

13,000

3,000

10,000

12,001-14,000

13,000

2,500

10,500

14,001-16,000

13,000

2,000

11,000

16,001-18,000

13,000

1,500

11,500

18,001-20,000

13,000

1,250

11,750

20,001-22,000

13,000

1,000

12,000

22,001-26,000

13,000

730

12,250

26,001-30,000

13,000

500

12,500

30,001-34,000

13,060

250

35
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Tilli YEAR

01,000

14,000

3,000

11,000

5,001-10,000

14,000

2,500

11,500

14,000

2000
,

12,000

10,001-12,000

14,000

12,250

12,001-14,000

1,750

14,000

1,500

12,500

14,001-16,000

14,000

1,250

12,750

16,001111,000

14,000

1,000

13,000

18,001-20,000

14,000

750

13,250

20,001-22,000

14,000

13,500

22,001-26,000

500

26,001-30,000

14,000

MO

13,750

FOURTN YEAR
15,000

2,000

13,000

15,000

13,250

5,001-10,000

1,750

10,001-12,000

15,000

1,500

13,500

15,000

13,750

12,001-14,000

1,250

15,000

1,000

14,000

14,001-16,000

15,000

750

14,250

16,001-18,000

01,000

16,001-20,000

15,000

SSO

14,500

MO

14,750

20,001-22,000

15,000
15,000

250

14,750

22,001-26,000

of at
* This table applies only to students enrolled in programs
eligibility
for
students
enrolled
least one academic year. Maximum
in shorter programs would be as follows:
CLOCKHOURS
OR EQUIVALENT

EEL

TOTAL AID

600 >xZ300

7,000

900 > x > 600

10,000

0

3,333 to 5,000
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5,000 to 7,000

34
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Schools (AICS) and the
The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (NATTS) have
Trade
and
Technical
National Association of
remain wholly committed to improving
been, are currently, and willeducation
and as a result increasing
the quality of postsecondary
requires criminal
Achieving
this
confidence
public confidence.
whether
prosecution of those engaged in fraudulent activities, financial
universities, students, or
they be schools, colleges,
institutions.
in fraudulent practices unfortunately
Any institution that engages
postsecondary private career
brings into question the quality of
one-half
of the skilled workers
institutions, which provide over
entering the workforce each year.
schools and colleges
The most common criticisms of private career
are:
I.

Nothing is being done about the "bad apples."

or, if
There is no oversight of institutions or programs
woefully
inadequate.
there is any, it is
interests of
III. There is no consumer protection to safeguard the
students and taxpayers.
defaults.
Nothing is being done to reduce student loan
IV.
or political
In the past three years, myths, a lack of awareness, Most people do
expediency have enhanced these perceived problems.
and that organizations
not realize that the process has changed ever-increasing
have
a
history
of
such as AICS and NATTS
effectiveness.
two associations, their
For many years, actions by these
reforms
accrediting commissions, and legislative and regulatory
helped
these
associations
have
proposed and supported by
and reduce
substantially to ilprove the quality of education
aid programs.
student loan defaults and abuse of student
Ford (D-MI), now Chairman of the Nouse
In 1989, Rep. William
Committee,
asked us to take the necessary
Education and Labor
In
confidence
in
private career schools.
actions to instill
became clear
Members
of
Congress,
it
discussions with other key
were
accrediting commissionseliminating
that our associations and their
in
identifying
"bad
apples,"
expected to take the lead
in a minority of
the second-rate and shoddy education that occurs
schools, and reducing student loan defaults.
II.

.

steps AZCS and NATTS
The following is a report card of decisive
have taken over the past several years to address the
congressional and public concerns:
1
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ialLsika_moisLizisase
:ram institutions not sestina accreditation standards.,
--

From January 1988 uatil 1991, of the institutions
accredited by A/CS and/or NATTS, 433 schools were either
removed from the accredited list by the Accrediting
Commission, voluntarily withdrew (often as a result of
Commission action), or closed (See Attachment 01);
in the last three years, an average 13 of every 100
accredited schools reviewed lost their accreditation.

o

Accreditino Commission aaoressively pursued court actions to
uphold integrity of accreditation.
AICS and NATTS are dedicated to the integrity of the
accreditation process and ensuring quality education.
They are even willing to go to colrt to have
accreditation removed when necessary. Since 1988,
nineteen court cases have been fought by the A/CS and
NATTS Accrediting Commissions at a cost of more than $1
million in legal and related fees. Attached are
examples of court cases undertaken by NATTS and AIcs to
uphold Commission judgments.
(See Attachment 02)

II.

Improved Oversioht

o

Increased oversight of institutions and adopted measures to

2naurciak_ilfergilrII2Y91_ slatc_ancLimmulitc_thcAamslita.tical

review and prspess.

--

These measures include:

Development of rapid-response/fact-finding teams to
visit schools with reported problems. These teams
respond immediately to serious allegations raised
against any school.
Required audits of financial statements to ensure the
accuracy of reported data.
Required workshops for accreditation application and
renewal. These workshops are designed to introduce and
sensitize applicant schools to the expectations and
rigors of the accrediting process.

--

NATTS fought all Temporary Restraining Orders (TROs)
sought by institutions appealing AccTediting Commission
2
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decisions in the courts to thus stop access to federal
significant shift.
financial aid. This represents
Prior to this policy, it was standard operating
procedure for NATTS to support a school's TRO in urder
to help a school raise its standards.
The resistance of TROs has always been the policy of
Arcs.

Engaged in aggressive court cases to defend Accrediting
Commission actions to uphold integrity of the standards.
Sped up due process while protecting rights of appeal.
The process has been reduced from an average of two
years to six months.
the
Trained team leaders to ensure that the quality of school
Team
leaders
head
up
each
process is maintained.
for ensuring that the
visit end are mainly responsible
sufficient rigor and that a
visit is carried out with
school is adhering to our standards.
Investigated high default schools identified by the
Department of Education on September 10, 1990. The
Department had released a list of the 89 institutionsin
that comprise 50 percent of the student loan dollars
Of the
default for private career schools and colleges. closed.
by
AIcS
and
NATTS,
22
have
53 schools accredited
Education;
All have been reviewed by the Department of
reviewed by
and the A/CS and NATTS schools have been (See
Attachment
their respective accrediting agencies.
03)

jncreased cooperation of

Accreditina Commission with state

and _federal actencies when problems exist.

federal agencies and accrediting
commissions are commonly referred to as the "TRIAD."
these three bodies are
Through increased communication, of
the integrity of
responsible for the stewardship
improved
institutions and federal programs, as well as the
role of the
In order to strengthen
consumer protection.
TRIAD, NATTS and AICS laid out the following recommendations
the reauthorization of the Nigher
in our proposal for
Education Act:
Clarify roles and responsibilities of members of the
State licensiTtg agencies,

--

TRIAD.

Develop a system of standards by which all members of
the TRIAD can be evaluated.
3
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Increaee communication through the sharing of additional
information among all members of the TRIAD and, where
appropriate, loan guaranty agencies.

The system in place now combining the regulatory oversight of
the
Department of education, state licensing agencies and the
accrediting bodies (the TRIAD) must be tightened. WATTS and AICS
are committed to fulfilling their obligations to judge the
quality of education and remove inferior schools in their
sector,
and will continue to do so.

1114--2110MADSLSR111131111CRMACItilID

accrediting Commissions have tightened accreditation

atinslank_Salutdrafit_islintifiliAhmins.i.

The Accrediting Commissions have strengthened guidelines in
recent years, addressing critical problem 'reeks of abuses.
Problem:
Use of the payment of commissions to people to recruit
students.
At one time, institutions were permitted to
pay a commissioned sales person to bring students to the
door.
This is no longer tolerated.
Solution:
WATTS:
Institutions may only use salaried employees in
their admissions activities and will not pay
commissions to recruiters for these enrollments until a
student has a realistic assurance of completing the
program.
AICS:

The Commission narrowly proscribed the recruiting
and admissions practices employed by member schools and
eliminatild the practice of canvassing for admissions.
Recruiting and admissions were strictly limited to
school employees only and recruiters were prohibited
from administering admissirns tests.
Problem:
over-expansion of facilities without appropriate
oversight and branch campuses that were inferior in
quality. Lack of sufficient oversight in
this area
allowed some "fly-by-night" schools to operate.
oversight has now been increased substantially.
Solution:
NATTS:
The Commission has reaffirmed its standards for
branch campuses to ensure that the main school is
responsible for the branch; to ensure that a branch is
fully reviewed prior to accreditation; and to require
4
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Student tuition refunds -- only the private carer
school sector of postsecondary education endorsed the
legislative initiative to define fair and equitable
refunds for students. The specific proposal
significantly increases the amount of refund to a
student after withdrawal.
Supported independently-developed testing programs for
ability-to-benefit (ATB) students.

Supported House and Senat student loan defaultreduction legislation.
Supported mandatory postsecondary graduation and
placement rate disclosure to empower consumers in making
sound choices of postsecondary institutions.

Endorsed legislation that granted authority to the
Department of Education to suspend temporarily student
aid funds at a school where there have been allegations
of fraud and abuse. (See Attachment 05)
Increased association workshops for institutions to improve
adainistratiaft!mt federal student_eidL programsadmissions-

=.Batioi:LstLiMashIntslIsUailmint..-AllsUncr.mese
pomoetencies of instructors.
o

(See Attachment 06)

Distributed consumer in:ormation to assist students in their
career and school search.
In an effort to provide consumers with the information needed
to select the right career and school for them, in 1989 NATTS
began publishing Getting Skilled. Getting Ahead. More than
200,000 copies have been distributed at no charge through the
U S. Consumer Information Center, making the book its most
ruquested publication ever.
In addition, NATTS distributed copies of the book to all
state public assistance agencies to assist caseworkers in
And copies were sent to the Persian Gulf
their counseling.
for distribution to Desert Storm troops.

This valuable guide provides students with a step-by-step
process to use in locating and contacting the private career
college or school that will provide the training they need;
questions students should ask when evaluating the school;
information students need to understand the school's
requirements; and details on how students can obtain
financial aid and the responsibilities involved with a loan.
U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called Getting Skilled. Getting
Mead "the best consumer resource guide available."
6
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that the branch's program(s) are the same as, or rlated
to, the prograu(s) offered et the main school. If a
branch campus is found in violation of any standard, all
branches and the main school suffer the consequences.
The Commission only permits the processing of one
AICS:
branch application at a time. This usually takes a
year. The Commission also requires an evaluation site
visit before the branch opens and another visit after it
opens.

Problem:
Recruitment of non-high school graduates who were
incapable of succeeding in the program in which they
were enrolled.
Solution:
The Commission prohibits schools from recruiting
prospective students in or near welfare offices,
unemployment lines, food stamp centers, and homeless
shelters.

AICS and NATTS contracted with *he American Council on
Education to review and approve -ndependently all tests
that could be used by NATTS and AICS schools in
determining the capabilities and admission of all nonhigh school graduates (ability-to-benefit or ATB
students). AICS requires that all ATB students be both
counseled and tested.
Problem:
Schools served high-risk students and had a track record
of high dropout rates and a lack of support services.
Solution:

The NATTS Accrediting Commission requires that any
institudon serving high-risk students must provide the
appropriate support services, such as day care,
remediation, and counseling, to increase the
probability of student success to the highest degree
possible.
(Please refer to Attachment 04 for additional examples
of AICS and NATTs Accrediting Commission activities.)
o

Over the last three Nears. we have also upported stricter
lagislatisin_tp_Ansure_spallity_Ashmetion,_provers icht
approprtsts aaencies. and_consumer Protection.
The associations of Ans and NATTS and their work in
legislation have involved support of specific bills
having an impact on:
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(Attachment 07)
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Implemented. exoanded and refined the nationwide Default
I

I.

I

-

I..

ansiAtasionta&
of Education
In 1986, three years before the Department
Initiative, private career
announced its Default Reduction
Career
school organizations joined together in support of the
Training Foundation's (CTF) Default Management Initiative.
beginning to
This was done at a time when evidence was just
growing.
demonstrate that defaults in the loan programs were they
how
to
support
students
so
There was confusion about
joint
would not go into default. CTF convened the first
from
all
participants
in the
conference of representatives
How do we make
The
question
was:
Stafford Loan Program.
these programs work? The answers included:
Developed the Default Management Manual to assist
schools in the administration of the financial aid
in
programs and help instill a sense of ownership
students regarding their financial obligations.

Workshops where more than
Conducted Default Management have learned to reduce loan
5,000 school administrators
defaults.
Published "I Own My Loan" student guide book, written
especially for students, now in its third 100,000-copy
printing, stressing the importance of managing a student
loan.
11M

This includes
Developed Default Prevention Video Kits. exit videos
staff
and
entrance
and
a guidetor school
repaying the
for students explaining the importance of
of
defaults.
loan and the severe consequences
Expanded program development to now include economic
life skills for student borrowers.

contained in the Default Management
The recommendations
default
Initiative became the basis of the House and Senate
of Education's
reduction legislation and the Department
This initiative is one of
default reduction regulations.
schools
and colleges have
the reasons private career
consistently lowered their default rate over the last three
years.

If
7
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We must also recognise that high defaults or low graduation rateA
do not always mean fraud, waste, and abuse is occurring.
Studies
show that more often than not it means that the institution
is
serving a disadvantaged student population.
It suet be kept in mind that we will never completely eliminate
fraud, waste and abuse because these are elements of the human
condition. However, we must constantly strive to
eliminate
fraud, waste, and abuse. Stewards of federal programs
can and
must promise to have a system of oversight that continually
monitors programs and the participants and when we do find
problems, we must move swiftly to resolve them. We must also have
the commitment to continually reassess what we are doing to strive
for excellence.
Private career schools and colleges play an integral part in
preparing our nation's workforce. Their contributions touch
lives in untold ways. Their commitment to continued quality our
and
elimination of abuses remains strong and their actions back this
up. The attached material further details steps
taken by NATTS
and AICS to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.

8
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Attachment fl
433 NATTS- AND AICS-ACCREDITED
INSTITUTIONS HAVE CLOSED, VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWN
OR HAVE BEEN REMOVED PROM THE ACCREDITED LIST

No. of accredited schools as of
January 1, 1988
1,11
Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

1111
Renewed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

1112
Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

1111
*Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawkle
Schools that closed

TOTAL NO. OF SCHOOLS REMOVED,
CLOSED OR WITHDRAWN

WATTS
Accredited
12h221,

AICS
Accredited
12h2211

1,195

1,036

14
a

10
lo

12

_--1

32

25

22
21

10

9

11
72

31

10

26

24

17

75

_--12

109

93

***
3

0

30

41

243

190

accredited by the
In addition to the above, of the institutions
Sciences
National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arts S.
123
since 1988, 107 have been removed from the accredited list,
schools
have voluntarily withdrawn from accreditation, and 117
have closed.
institutions cited for removal by the
+Because the accredited
Commissions have the right to due
WATTS and AICS Accrediting
is available
process and may appeal their removal, no final number
at this time.
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EXAMPLES OF LEGAL ACTIONS DEFEND/NG REMOVAL OF ACCREDITATION
The Accrediting Commissions of the Association of Independent
"Colleges and Schools and the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools have had considerable success in dealing with
schools providing poor quality of education, mismanagement, or
inadequate financial viability, and those that have ngaged in
abuse. Prosecution of cases of fraud involving federal student
aid programs are the Sam purview of the U.S. Department of
Education (U.S. Department of JUstice) and the states (state
attorneys general).
Examples of just a few of the lawsuits defended on behalf of the
AICS and WATTS Accrediting Commissions since January 1988
include:

NATIONAL ASSOCIAT/ON OF TRADE AND TEcHNICAL SCHOOLS
Accrediting commission
NATTS has made significant changes in ice aggresstve legal
defense of accreditation actions in recent years including an
increased commitsent to oppose temporary restraining orders and
preliminary injunctions, as well as a willingnesk to incur
expensive judicial disputes. These cases are fought in the
school's jurisdiction, which increases the cost to NATTS.
WATTS no longer agrees to the entry of temporary restraining
orders when schools are removed from the accredited list and file
suit.
Temporary restraining orders allowed federal funding to
continue without limitation to th, schools during the judicial
process.
Now, when NATTS removes a school's accreditation, NATTS
resists a school's efforts to remain fully eligible for funding
while the lawsuit Is pending.
1.
Careers Unlimited d/b/a career Opportunities school v.
Eational Association of Trade and Technical Schooley.
Career
Opportunity School (COS) had a main school in Pasadena,
California, and a branch in Las Vegas, Nevada, and offered
programs in hairstyling and casino dealing. COS filed an
application for renewal of accreditation of its main school and
for final approval of its branch in 1987.
In June 1988, the
Commission voted to deny these applications. NATTS's Appeals
Panel upheld this decision in August 1988. The basis for the
decision were (1) misleading Spanish-language advertising; (2)
deficiencies in CoSIs catalog and enrollment agreement relating to
the school's tuition refund policy and the relationship between
the main school and branch; (3) failure to supply financial
information demonstrating the school's financial soundness and
1
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rtability; and (4) failure of the main school to exercise adequate
oversight of the branch. An example of the latter problem was
the branch's "learning resource center"--an empty room with
unfilled bookshelves.
On August 24, 1988, COS filed suit against NATTS, the Accrediting
Commission and the Appeals Panel in state court in Nevada.
We had
the case transferred to the federal district court in Las Vegas.
Finding that substantial evidence supported the Commission's
decision and that schools and the public would be harmed by
continuing the school's accreditation, the district court denied
COS's motion for a temporary restraining ordr and its motion for
a preliminary injunction requiring the restoration of the school's
accreditation while the case proceeded. Thereafter, we filed a
motion to dismiss COS's lawsuit. Rather than respond to this
motion, COS withdrew the lawsuit.
Delaware Valley School of Trades. Inc v. Natignal Association
of Trade and Technical Schools, The Accrediting Commission voted
to deny renewal of accreditation to the Delaware Valley School of
Trades (DVST) in January 1989. The Appeals Panel upheld this
The bases of the decision were (I)
decision in March 1989.
DVST's failure to demonstrate a sound financial structure; (2) the
school's failure fully to make refund payments to students in
accordance with accrediting standards; and (3) untimely refund
payments to students.
In April 1989, DVST filed in bankruptcy ard
moved for an injunction in bankruptcy court in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to require the restoration of its accreditation.
We
obtained a postponement of the preliminary injunction hearing and
prepared to vigorously defend against DVST's motion for
Shortly before the hearing, DVST elected
preliminary injunction.
to drop the motion and dismiss its lawsuit. Thus, the decision to
deny renewal of accreditation was left standing.
2.

Bailie Communicationt. Ltd. v. National Association of Trade
And Technical Scho9ls, In April 1989, the Commission denied
renewal of accreditation to the Bailie chain of broadcasting
schools in the Western United States. The Appeals Panel upheld
the Commission's decision in July 1989. The basis of the decision
wao Bailie's failure to demonstrate financial stability and
soundness as indicated by weakness in its financial statements and
a failure to pay fees and dues to NATTS.
3.

In August 1989, Bailie filed suit against NATTS and sought an
injunction requiring the restoration of its accreditation in
federal district court in Seattle, Washington. The court did
initially issue an order which temporarily restored Bailie's
accreditation pending another Appeals Panel hearing because the
court found (mistakenly, we believe) that the first Appeals Panel
hearing had been procedurally flawed. After the issuance of this
order, another Appeals Panel hearing was convened within two weeks
of the court's decision. The Appeals Panel again upheld the
2
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Commission. Bailie then filed a motion to set aside this
decision, but the court denied Bailie's motion. Thus, the
Commission's decision was left standing.

We then filed a motion for summary judgment which would have
resolved the case completely in NATTS's favor. Before the court
could reach a decision on our motion, Bailie filed in bankruptcy.
Bailie sought unsuccessfully to argue that the automatic stay
provision of the bankruptcy laws precluded NATTS from withdrawing
Bailie's accreditation. Bailie failed to pursue the bankruptcy
proceeding and never answered NATTS's motion for summary judgment.
Eventually, the bankruptcy proceeding was terminated, and in
October 1990, the case finally came to an end wh n the district
court granted summary judgment in NATTS's favor.
Layne Educational Services. Inc. d/b/a Cleveland Institute of
4.
Technolow v. National Association of Trade and Technical Schools.
In June 1989, the Commission voted to deny final approval to the
branch of the Cleveland Institute of Technology (CIT) in Toledo,
In August 1989, the Appeals Panel reviewed the Commission's
Ohio.
decision and disagreed with two of the eight grounds for the
decision. On that basis, the Appeals Panel remanded the matter to
the Commihsion.
In october 1989, the Commission reconsidered its earlier decision
in light of the Appeals Panel's review and decided again not to
grant final approval to the branch based upon the six grounds that
the Appeals Panel had upheld. These were: (1) poor rates of
completion of students in the school's programs in Building
Services Management (36.5%) and Word Processing (27.6%) (the
school sought to "explain" this deficiency by noting that the male
B8M students had been harassing the female word processing
students and by terminating the BSM program); (2) poor placement
in the Building Services Management program (45.68); (3)
inadequate instructional equipment (students were being "taught^
how to screw in light bulbs and plug in air conditioners); (4)
'poor student atteellance; (5) the school's failure to abide by its
own attendance policy; and (6) mislehding advertising ("Jobs!
Jobs! Jobs!").
CIT filed suit against NATTS in October 1989 in federal district
court in Toledo, Ohio. As usual, the school sought a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring the
restoration of its accreditation. The court denied both motions.
The school then elected to voluntarily dismiss its suit.
§isdex Company. Inc. d/b/a Simdex. Technical Institute v.
5.
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools. In November
1989, ths Executive Committee of the Accrediting Commission was
made aware of a scheme by which Simdex Technical Institute had
sold access to federal financial aid to an Indochinese immigrant
group by falsely claiming that a facility operated by this group
3
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was a separate classroom of Simdex. The scheme had been called to
NATTS's attention by Senator Lloyd Bentsen's office. The
Executive Committee issued an order to Show cause why the school's
accreditation should not be revoked in December 1989. After
reviewing the school's response, the Commission voted to revoke
the school's accreditation in February 1990. The Appeals Panel
upheld the Commission's decision in April 1990.
In Nay 1990, Sindex filed suit in state court in Texas. Before
Simdex's request for preliminary injunctive relief could be heard,
however, Simdex voluntarily dismissed the suit and filed in
In the bankruptcy court, Simdex sought preliminary
bankruptcy.
injunctive relief requiring the restoration of its accreditation.
In July 1990, the bankruptcy court denied Simdex's request. We
then filed a motion for summary judgment to resolve the case
completely in NATTS's favor. Simdex did not respond to this
motion, and instead withdrew its lawsuit.
COPES. Inc. dtbla Golden State_School of Oxnard. California v.
6.
This is our
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
In this case, the Commission began a complete
most recent case.
review of the school after a change of ownership. In October
1990, the Commission voted to deny the school renewal of its
in January
accreditation. The Appeals Plimel upheld this decision
(1) severe financial
1991. The bases for the decision were
weakness; (2) failure to pay timely refunds to students (over
6170,000 remained unpaid at the time of the Appeals Panel
hearing); (3) a defective enrollment agreement; (4) failure to
demonstrate that the school's refund policy was in compliance with
accrediting standards; and (5) failure to pay accrediting fees.
Golden State filed suit in federal district court in Los Angeles,
The school sought a
California in late January of this year.
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring
the restoration of its accreditation, and also asserted claims for
over $500,000 in damages. The court denied the motion for
temporary restraining order on February 4, 1991. On February 18,
1991, the court denied Golden State's motion for preliminary
In so doing, the court stated that Golden State's
injunction.
claims were totally without merit and suggested that they might be
susceptible to a motion for summary judgment. We informed the
Judge that we would file a motion fur summary judgment, and in
The school agreed to drop its lawsuit.
fact, did so.
Bankruptcy is the only area where we have encountered difficulty
In
in defending the decisions of the Accrediting Commission.
January 1989, a bankruptcy court in Fresno, California entered a
preliminary injunction against WATTS which required the
restoration of the accreditation of the Golden State School in San
Bernardino and Fresno, California. The bankruptcy court's
decision was principally based upon its view that the executory
contract provisions of the bankruptcy laws precluded the
4
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withdrawal of accreditation where a school had filed in bankruptcy
prior to the Commission's decision. We appealed this decision to
the federal district court in Fresno, California. Unfortunately,
the district court agreed with the benkruptcy court. As a result,
we have now appealed the decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, and we ar awaiting a decision.
The Fresno precedent
obliged the Commission to rescind an accreditation decision
involving the National School of Health Technology in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in August 1989.
The ispediment that the bankruptcy laws pose was partially
resolved by an amendment to the bankruptcy code passed in the
closing days of the last Congress. That amendment clearly
forecloses the use of one potentially troublesome provision of the
bankruptcy laws--the automatic stay. However, the amendment did
not explicitly address the executory contract provision at issue
in the Fresno case.
ASSOCIATION oF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
Accrediting Commission
1.
North Jersey Secretarial School. inc. v. Association of
IndApendent Colleoes and Schools, inc.. victor K. siebichaumer and
=ward P. patter, U.S. District Court, District of New Jersey,
Civil Action No. 83-4242-L. This action was filed in the U.S.
District Court in Newark, New Jersey in November, 1983, seeking an
injunction for renewal of the accreditation of the First School of
Secretarial and Paralegal Studies, located in Passaic Park, New
Jersey, and declaratory judgment that AICS has violated
regulations of the Department of Education, and for damages under
antitrust and common law tort claims, charging the defendants with
entering into a conspiracy with certain other organizations and
individuals to enable a competing school chain to compete unfairly
with the plaintifrinstitution and to monopolize the business
school field in New Jersey. Under the antitrust courts, plaintiff
demanded compensatory and punitive damages and costs. No specific
amount of damages was stated in the complaint.

Upon motion of defendants on October 3, 1984, the parts of the
complaint dealing with the failure of AICS to grant accreditation
to First School were stricken as moot and the allegations that
AICS fails to meet Department of Education requirements for
nationally recognized accrediting agencies were dismissed for lack
of subject matter jurisdiction. The court granted the plaintiff
leave to file an amended complaint on the remaining counts. The
plaintiff filed an amended complaint in octobor, 1985 seeking
damage,' on the antitrust and common lau tort claims and the
District Court dismissed with prejudice the amended complaint.
Appellant appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the
5
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Third Circuit the dismissal vith prejudice of its amended
complaint by the trial corrt as a sanction for appellant's
discovery abuses.
The Court of Appeals entered judgment on October 12, 1989,
affirming the lower court's decision in favor of the association
on October 12, 1969.
North county Collect, v. Association of Indeoendent Colleges
end Schools. William Bennett. Secretary. United States Department
2.

,

DON). William X. Noble. actina Director, CAL DOE and James_.M.
phillies, Executive Director. AIC§. This was an action filed in
December, 1987 in a Chapter 11 reorganisation proceeding in the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of California in
San Diego in which the bankrupt debtor, North County College,
which had been denied reinstatement of accreditation following a
change of ownership, sought (a) injunctive relief to restore the
accreditation and (b) damages for violating the automatic stay in
the Bankruptcy Code when AICS affirmed the denial in an appeal
hearing in April, 1987 shortly after the Chapter 11 petition had
been filed by the school. Claimed in the complaint were
compensatory damages in the sum of $1,500,000 and punitive
damages in the sum of $2,000,000. The central issue in the case
debtor's
wae whether "accreditation" is property of the bankrupt
of the
affected
by
AICS'
April,
1987
denial
e state which was
appeal.

judgment, the court, by order dated
On cross motions for summary
June 24, 1988, vacated the A/CS April, 1987 affirmance of the
AICs to
denial as a violation of the automatic stay and ordered
of
e valuate the school for consideration of a new grant
accreditation at the August, 1988 meeting of the Accrediting
A site visit was conducted and the school was
Commission.
scheduled for a special appearance at that meeting of the
Commission.

The issue of whether accreditation is property of a bankrupt
debtor's estate and whether the automatic stay in the bankruptcy
law applies to education accreditation was a novel question in the
Ninth Circuit.
AICS and the Trustee of North County Collage entered into an
Agreement and Mutual Release on June 14, 1989, in which the
against
Trustee agreed to dismissal with prejudice of the action
Release
did
not
require
AICS
to
AICS. The Agreement and Mutual
admit liability or to pay any damages.
3.
110

Lona Beach Colleae of Business. Inc. v

-1.

association qf

I.

1

Bennett. Secretary of EducatioDoneld Waldbauer and Shirley
Lowery.

U.S. District Court for the Central District of
6
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California, Civil Action No. 88 00042 CBN (Gam). Action by Long
Beach College of Businss, Long Beach, California, for declaratory
and injunctive relief to restore accraditation withdrawn by AICS
and eligibility for federal student financial assistance programs
and for damages from AICS for breach of fiduciary duty,
interforence with advantageous business relationships and
prospective business advantages, and breach of implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. No specific amount of damages was
stated in complaint.
A/CS, the Accrediting Commission and the individual defendants
Naldbauer and Lowery, AICS Commissioners, filled an answer denying
any liability. Granting the school's motion for a preliminary
injunction, the court, on February 12, 1988, found that there was
a procedural error in the A/CS appeal proceeding, that the school
had demonstratod likelihood of success on the merits, and ordered
A/CS and the U.S. Department of Education to reinstate
accreditation and eligibility for federal student financial
assistance programs, and further orderad the Accrediting
Cosmission to hold a further hearing on the school's application
for a new grant of accraditation at its April, 1988 meeting. By a
consent order entered on April 1, 1988, the hearing was postponed
to the August meeting of the Commission.

Robert Fiance Business InstituteS Inc.

v. association of
Civil Action 88.0942 U.S.
District Court, Eastern District of New York. This was an action
filed by Robert Fiance Business Institute, Inc., owner of American
Hi -Teich Business School, an AICS accredited institution, against
A/CS in the Supreme Court of Kings County, New York and removed by
A/CS to the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New
York in Brooklyn. The suit sought declaratory and injunctive
relief to obtain a new six-year grant of accreditation, for a
declaratory judgment that AICS no longer qualifies for recognition
by the Secretary of Education, and for damages, compensatory and
punitive, in the sum of $5,000,000 on each of four counts for
wrongful denial ora new full grant of accreditation, denial of
due process, breach of fiduciary duty, and breach of implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
4.

InsligeeduLgallegss_aeslAshk_ell,.

Since the Accrediting Commission, at its April, 1988 mooting, has
issued a new three-year grant of accraditation to the institution,
the plaintiff was not able to show any damages resulting from the
Commission's previous actions.

5. 11131111IisintxxsA_AL.sla. v .

.
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VI

Civil Action 874214C, Fifteenth District Court, Lafayette Parish, State of
This is an action for damages by a group of students
Louisiana.
and former students at Acadiana Technical College, Lafayette,
Louisiana, for fraudulent misrepresentation of a court reporting
7
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program in which the students were enrolled and for violation nf
the Louisiana Consumer Protection Law governing unfair and
deceptive trade practices. AICS was added as a defendant in July,
The amount of damages claimed are $125,000 plus refund of
190S.
all tuition, costs of equipment, textbooks, and other fees
incurred by the plaintiffs in enrolling and participating in the
school's court reporting program, together with attorneys' fees
and costs.
The claims against A/CS are based on breach of contract, tort or
negligence and joint venture, agency or partnership theories.
Co-defendant Acadiana Technical College filed under Chapter t1 of
the United States Bankruptcy Code and is not an active participant
In the settlement discussions or litigation at this time. In
another proceeding with Acadiana, the Accrediting Commission
suspended the institution's accreditation. An appeal to the
Review Beard vas temporarily enjoined in July 1990 on the grounds
that the suspension action taken by the Commission violated the
automatic stay provision of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code since
Acadiana was in Chapter 11 status.
Subsequent to the court action, Congress passed legislation which
specifically exempted actions by accrediting agencies from the
automatic stay provisions. The Commission then proceeded to
Acadiana unsuccessfully sought
schedule the Review Board hearing.
another TRO on the grounds that the new statute could not be
In April 1991, Acadiana filed for Chapter
applied retroactively.
7 dissolution.
6.

DikerilLidin v. KgranuanSallism_Sunrsigi,ARE2giatisn_sa

nd
Does 1-50, Superior Court of the State of California, County of
San Diego, Case No. 1145469.
This case was filed on October 29, 1989 by Ns. Zizzo, a former
paralegal student St Watterson College, a school accredited by
AICS. Plaintiff seeks damages against AICS under negligence and
negligent misrepresentation theories. She claims she was
wrongfully dismissed from the school's paralegal program because
she had been critical of its quality.

At this time, the owners of the school are attempting to settle
with Ns. Zizzo. No trial date has been set, and discovery is
underway. The plaintiffs have been fined for failing to respond
to interrogatories in October 1990.
Bridges tat al. v. Jefferson Business Collects. st al., United
7.
States District Court for the Western District of Tennessee, C.A.
No. 89-3054-48.

AICS is a defendant in a class action lawsuit filed by former
0
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students of an AICS-accredited school in Memphis, Tennessee. The
first cause of action against AICS is for alleged violation of the
Tennessee Consumer Protection Act.
Specifically, plaintiffs
allege that AIM' accreditation of Jefferson Business College was
"materially misleading and fraudulent." The second cause of
action alleges that AICS breached a contract with the defendant
school, and that plaintiffs were third-party beneficiaries of that
contract. Specifically, plaintiffs allege that in accrediting
Jefferson, AICS knew the rtudents would rely on AICs to "ensure
the academic standards of Jefferson."

A motion to dimes both counts against AICS was filed on March
29, 1990, and it is still pending.

9
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Attachment #3
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCIFION'S LIST
OF 89 SCHOOLS WITH NIGH DEFAULT RATES
AND HIGH DOLLARS IN DEFAULT

On September 10, 1990, the U. S. Department of Education released
the list of the 89 institutions that made up 50 percent of the
student loans in default for our sector and '5 percent of the
total loans in default.

HATTE
Twenty-nine of the 89 private, postsecondary career schools and
colleges listed by the U. S. Department of Education as having
high default rates and a high volume of loans in default are
accredited by the Accrediting Comnission of the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools.
Of these 29 schools'
o

All have been visited by a NATTS accrediting team.

o

Sixteen of the scHools are inner-city schools attended
by low-income and minority students. All available
research shows that students who are sinority, lowincome, single heads of households or independent of
parental income have a higher tendency to default on
their student loans than other students.

o

Thirteen are still accredited. Of the thirteen, one is
short-term accredited for a period of two years
(accredktation is awarded normally for five years).

o

Eight have been removed from the accredited list by the
Accrediting comr!ssi.n.
Causes for removal (that are
not necessaril) atLkibutable or limited to these
schools) include:
financial instability or bankruptcy
educational outcomes (poor placement, low
graduation and retention rates, etc.)

lack of continued compliance with the Standard of
Accreditation
- 1 -
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staff stability, lack of equipment and/or
inadequate facilities

111

Two are under review by the Accrediting Commission;

o

Two are under quarterly monitoring by the Accrediting
Commission for areas such as financial concerns,
placement and/or retention rates, etc.;
Commission and
One has been removed by the Accrediting
ordered by a court to have its accreditation reinstated;

o

o

and,

"teachout."
Three are closing and in the process of a

o

ALQA
high default rates
Twenty-four of the 89 schools listed as having
default were accredited by the
and a high volume of loans in Association
of Independent Colleges
Accrediting Commission of the
AICS-accredited were
the
schools
listed
as
and Schools (two of
not).

Of these 24 schools:
o

before the
Thirteen were closed several months or years
list was issued;

o

Eleven are still accredited;

o
o

o

have been visited by an AICS
All currently operat.nj
Accreditation Coamission team.
the
Four of the eleven are under financial review by
Accrediting Commission (one is in Chapter 11
bankruptey); and
than 35
Eight of the 24 had default rates of lessclosed.
The
those
eight
also
have
percent and two of
which
are
still
accredited,
other six of these eight
of the schools on the list
means that more than half
default rates of lets than 35
still accredited have
default rate of less than 30
percent. All but one has a
percent.

- 2 -
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Attaallumint 04

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Listed below are several of the initiatives NATTS and AICS have
undertaken over the pamt several years.
pATTS Accreditation
While the. Accrediting Commission of the National Association of
Trade and Technical Schools recognises that accreditation is a
prerequisite fcr ligibility for federal student financial aid,
its role is not to oversee or administer federal financial aid.

For years, federal and state governments and society at large have
looked to accreditation to determine if a school meets certain
educational measures and sound school practices. The Accrediting
Commission's exclusive concerns are educational excellence and
have caused accrediting
institutional integrity. Those concerns
bodiss to monitor and act on those schools that fail to comply
with their accrediting standards.
Commission requires each school to publish
Student Complaints: The
handbook the procedures to be
in the student catalog and/or
followed in lodging a complaint concerning the institution.
have not visited the school
aftimeions Procedure: Students who
facility prior to enrollment will have the opportunity to withdraw
either attendance at a
without penalty within three days following
regularly scheduled orientation or following a tour of the
facilities and inspection of equipment.
the
School Vteite: The Commission ham significantly increased
/n addition to
member
institutions.
number of on-site visits to
five-year review visits, schools are now
the regularly scheduled
of a
routinely visited on a Change of Ownership or the addition
also scheduled when programs are added
degree program. Visits are
Annual
that are not within the original mission of the school.
Report verification visits are made to a statistically
receipt
significant, randomly selected number of schools following
of the Annual Reports.
adopted a series of
Codes of Conduct: The Commission drafted and
members
of
the
Commission,
team Ramberg
Codes of Conduct for the
The codes reflect
Panels
as
well
as
staff.
and members of Appeals
all persons involved in the
the Commission's determination to hold
evaluation procems accountable for the integrity of the process.

- 1 -
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The Coission issues a Show Cause Order to schools
requiring a detailed explanation of the
institution's plan to alleviate their financial problems. During
the term of the Show Cause the school is prohibited from any
changes in its status, e.g. programs, ownership, location.
:

ittrITTr

Recruiting Practices: Schools may only use employees in the
recruitment activities with commissions for all enrollments
predicated on the successful completion of, at a minium, thirty
daya of training. The Commission prohibits schools from
recruiting prospective students in or near welfare offices,
unemployment lines, food stamp centers, and homeless shelters.
Dual Accreditation: The Commission adopted policy developed by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) which requires full
disclosure by an institution concerning its past, present and
future relationship with any other accrediting commission.
Branches: The Commission has reaffirmed its standards for branch
campuses that ensure the main school's responsibility for the
branch; ensure that a branch is fully 7iviewed prior to
accreditation; and require that the branch's programs are the
same as or related to tle program(s) offered at the parent school
and has the same name as the main school.

Instructor Qualifications: All instructors must have at a minimum
two years of practical work experience or equivalent training in
the field being taught and those who are responsible for General
Education courses in degree programs, a baccalaureate degree.
Refunds: The Commission requires that schools will refund tuition
for the program up to the 75 percent level of the program or
course of study.

The Commission haealso adopted these procedures designed to
expedite the accreditation process and review.
Rapid Response Teams:
A pool of qualified individuals is
available on an ongoing basis to quickly review schools after the
Commission is made aware of potential violations of accrediting
standards.
This method will enable the Commission to determine
the level of potential problems as they develop.
Reporting:
Audited or reviewed financial statements are now
required. Those reports are required as part of the school's
Annual Report and will give the Commission a better idea that a
school may be developing a problem(s) which could affect students.
- 2
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Schools that apply for accreditation and seek to renew
their accreditation are now required to attend workshops prior to
are designed to improve
application submission. These workshops
the schools' understanding of the accreditation process and its
procedural requirements and may lessen delays in the accrediting
screened out sehools that are
process. The workshops have also
not serious about applying for accreditation; in 1989, for
example, 193 potential applicant schools attended accreditation
workshops but only 70 actually applied for accreditation.

Stallahoce:

scope of review of Commission
Appeals Panel: The Appeals Panel's
decisions has been focused on the original.record before the
Comaission, and whether the Commission's action was appropriate
based on that evidence.
ATCS Accreditation

Since 1988, the AICS Accrediting Commission has instituted a
number of criteria and policy changes.
Clock to Credit Boor Conversion: The Comaission clarified the
conversion from clock to credit hours to all member schools and
cautioned schools on over-awarding.
Title Tv Bigiber Education Act Programs: A lengthy (13 page)
update and analysis (including Q & A) on ability-to-benefit,
remedial programs, and English as a second language (ESL)
provisions in the Title /V programs was provided to all schools.
The Commission also adopted specific guidelines controlling the
offering of ESL programs and explained to member schools the
federal regulations regarding these types of programs.

financial review
Financial Reviews: All A/CS institutions under
by the Commission Iire required to seek prior approval before
initiating.any non-main campus activity.
proscribed the
Recruiting and Admissions: The Commission narrowly
and
recruiting and admissions practices employed by member schools
eliminated the practice of canvassing for admissions. Recruiting
and admissions were strictly limited to school employees only and
recruiters were prohibited from administering admissions tests.
(FACT): These FACT Teams are
Fast Assessment and Compliance Teams
authorized by the Commission to investigate and report on alleged
improper business and educational practices by or at member
institutions.
- 3 -
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Dual Accreditation: The Commission adopted policy developed by
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) which requires
full disclosure by an institution concerning its past, present and
future relationship with any other accrediting commission.
Educational Serwicee: The Commission established policy regarding
third-party contracting for educational services with nonaccredited entities.
Satisfactory Academic Progress: Arcs member schools are required
to apply standards of satisfactory progress to all students, not
just to ability-to-benefit students.
Sou Applicants Visit: All schools applying for AICS accreditation
must first undergo a resource (readiness) visit before they
proceed with the self-study review.
Required Degree: The Commission requires that instructors
teaching computer subjects related to business administration and
secretarial suience must possess a baccalaureate degree.
Institutional Effectiveness: Th: Commission adopted criteria by
which institutions must demonstrate institutional effectiveness,
including retention, placement, and employer satisfaction.
Tsach-Out Plans: The Commission requires all instructions on
academic or financial show cause to submit a formal teach-out
plan. The Commission also stipulates that teach-out plans,
retention improvement directives or placement improvement
directives may be requested from those schools on financial
review.

Accounting Information: The Commission requires schools to submit
all financial information based on the accrual method of
accounting.
Education Component: Schools must include a general educational
component for at least three years in an associate degree program
before they can be considered for junior college accreditation.
Appeals Process: After a revision in the appeals procedure., the
Commission provided that all negative actions, am defined by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, could be appealed to an
outside body composed of former commissioners. The policy on
confidentiality was also broadened to permit disclosure of
accrediting actior; to interested parties.

Strompthened Curriculums: The Cosmission requires all
institutions to strengthen curriculums requiring state
certification for graduates to be licensed to practice.
Accreditation Workshops: The Commission mandated that all schools
seeking initial accreditation or renewing existing accreditation
must attend an accreditation workshop.
Sigh Default Schools: The Commission directed interim reviews of
all high default (over 35 percent) schools.
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Attachment 05
LEGISLATION SUPPORTED BY BATTS I AICS

Public Lav 101-166, PT 1990 Labor, Health and Human Cervices, and
iducation Appropriations Act.
BATTS and AICS strongly supported several provisions of this
legislation, and assisted in drafting one provision:
-

§tudent Refunds. Each institution participating in the
GSL programs with a cohort default rate exceeding 30
percent must implement a pro rata refund policy for all
Title IV aid recipients. The policy must provide for at
least as great a refund as would the policy defined in
the Secretary's Default Reduction Initiative.

Public Law 101-239, The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1959.
NATTS and A/CS assisted legislators in drafting several provisions
for this Act, including:
Loss of Accreditation. An institution cannot he
certified or recertified as an eligible institution if
that institution has had its accreditation withdrawn,
revoked, or otherwise terminated in the preceding 24
months or if it withdrew from its accreditation under a
show cause or suspension order during the preceding 24
months unless (a) the institution's accreditation has
been restored by the same accrediting agency; or, (b)
the institution has demonstrated to the Secretary of
Education its academic integrity in accordance with
Section 1201 (a) (5) (A) or (B) of the Act.

Institutions with dual accreditation that have either had their
accreditation withdrawn, revoked, or otherwise terminated or that
withdraw from either accreditation under show cause or suspension
order during the preceding 24 months would not be eligible for
continued Title IV participation unless conditions (a) or (b) as
listed above are met.
GED_Proaram_Required for _ATB student.. For schoo's to
remain eligible to participate in any Title IV programs,
other than the SSIG and Byrd Scholarship Programs, a
school that admits ability-to-benefit (ATB) students
must make available to these students a program that is
proven successful in assisting them in obtaining a
certificate of high school equivalency. Schools are
not required to provide in-house GED programs but must
ensure that such a program is available to students.

Default Reduction Program and Loan Rehabilitation. This
provision allows for a six month default amnesty program
- 1 -
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for defaulted GSL borrowers. A defaulter who otherwise
qualifies will be eligible to participate further in
Title IV programs if he or she repays in full all the
outstanding principal and interest on the defaulted
loan(s) during this period. A defaulter who otherwise
qualifies may also regain eligibility tor participation
in Title /V programs by making 12 consecutive monthly
payments of a defaulted GSL and if their loan is then
mold to an eligible lender.
30-Day check Hu14. An institution may not deliver the
first installment of an SLS loan to a borrower who has
not successfully completed 30 days after the first day
of the program of study in the first year of the
program of undergraduate education in which the student
is enrolled.

NATTS also supported five additional proposals in this
legislation:
o tio SLS loans to undergraduates enrolled at
an institution
with a default rate of 30 percent or higher;
o No student may borrow more than $4,000 under
the SLS
program in any academic year or any period of nine consecutive
months, whichever is longer;

o The proceeds of a Stafford or SLS loan must be disbursed
in two or more installments regardless of the loan amount
or the
length of enrollment period for which the loan is made;
o Second or subsequent loan disbursements
must be applied to
reduce the student's loan balance after a lender or escrow agent
is notified by a student or a school that a student has ceased
enrollment; and
o Professional judgment may be used by aid
administrators in
determining aid awards only on a case-by-case basis, and similar
cases may not be treated on other than a case-by-case basis.

Postsecondary Disclosure Act of 1990 (H.R. 4629)
NATTS helped to draft this legislation, which was introduced by
Representative Chris Perkins (0-KY).
The bill would extend the
U.S. Department of Education's requirements for the disclosure of
completion rates set by the Secretary's Default Reduction
Initiative to include all degree-granting higher education
programs, not merely those programs which prepare students for
vocational, trade, or career fields.
The bill would guarantee that students secoqng postsecondary
education would have the opportunity to Nnou the completion rates
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of the program in which they wish to enroll. The legislation
would also further protect students from schools that misrepresent
their supposed graduation rates.
The Postsecondary Education Disclosure Act of 1990 was
incorporated into The Student Right-To-Know Act (H.R. 1454), which
was unanimously passed by the House in JUne. The bill requires
the Secretary of Education to develop definitions and
methodologies for measuring graduation rates broken down by
program or field of study and by indiv!dual school or acadesic
It also requires the Secretary to determine the best
division.
way to calculate employment rates of recent trade and technical
sdhool graduates in their field of expertise. The Secretary would
be required to submit those findings to the Congress by October 1,
1991.

"This legislation will safeguard students who can be vulnerable
consumers and unprotected citizens on traditional college
campuses," said BATTS President Stephen Blair in support of the
the spectrum of
bill. "Disclosure of graduation rates across
postsecondary institutions would enable students to determine
whethr their prospects of completing a given program are
provide students with valuable
favorable. The legislation would productive
use of federal student
consumer data and help to ensure
aid dollars." The bill was signed into law in Fall, 1990.
Student Loan Abuse Prevention (SW) Act.
BATTS supported this legislation designed to halt abuses in the
federal student loan program, sponsored by Rep. Lawrence Ssith (DIn a news conference to announce the legislation,
FL) last Hay.
BATTS President Stephen Blair said, "A few bad apples in the
private career college and school sector hurt the efforts of the
of Education in
sajority. BATTS fully supports the Departsent
closing the doors of schools involved in fraudulent activity."
This legislation was incorporated into the Student Loan
Reconciliation Amendments of 1989 in P.L. 101-239 and became
Under this new regulation, the
effective September 21, 1990.
Secretary of Education is authorised to use emergency action to
prevent misuse of funds by suspending federal student aid funds
from a school if there is reliable inforeation that the school is
On October 4, 1990, SecrL:ary Lauro Cavazos
violating the law.
suspended federal aid funds to 14 schools under this regulation
The schools will have an opportunity to show cause why the
sanction should be lifted.
Default Reduction
NATTS supported the Department of Education's Default Reduction
Initiative proposed in June, 1989. Under the initiative,
- 3 -
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regulations callei for institutions with default rates between
40
and 60 percent to reduce their default rates by 5 percent
each
year for five years; institutions
with rates over 30 percent to
implement prorated refund policies; and institutions with
rates
above 20 percent to develop default management
plans.
"These regulations are tough and will have an adverse
effect upon
a number of schools," said BATTS
"However, we are confident that President Stephen Blair.
these regulations will help to
substantially reduce the defaults that are caused by the
weaknesses in the current program."
The BO regulations also require that all institutions which
offer
vocational education programs list completion rates,
placement
rates, and state licensing requirements to all students.
This
requirement was not made of baccalaureate programs.
who
enroll their children in traditional four-year degree "Parents
programs
should have access to the same performance results expected
of
programs of less than four years.
These degree programs should
have the same consumer disclosure rules
as private career colleges
and schools," said Blair.
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Attachment 16
QUALITY INITIATIVES
Independent Colleges and Schools
Since 1988, the Association of
in
(AIM) has been in the forefront of the quality movement
In
the
spring
of
1988,
the
AICS
postsecondary education.
kind in
leadership convened a Quality Symposium, the first of its the
1989
That
symposium
vas
followed
by
any sector of education.
, an
publication of
quality assurance to the operation
attempt at relating industrial
This book was
of independent postsecondary institutions.
complemented by 12 quality assurance workshops held in various
locations throughout the country.
Similarly, the A/CS Accrediting Commission has been in the
their
forefront in the measurement of educational outcomes and
While other
relationship to overall institutional effectiveness.
sectors of postsecondary education debated the issue, AICS
requiring
developed new accreditation criteria, effective in 1990,
satisfactory
student
institutions to be able to demonstrate
retention and placement rates, skills and knowledge gained as a by
result of the instruction at the institution, and satisfaction
employers and graduates vith the education received.
been the
The most recent piece of the quality initiative has
faculty development package
creation of a self-paced, campus-based
This package has been an atteapt to
fox use by AICS institutions.
It is delivored to
bring quility to the classroom level.
in-service
instructors either individually or through group
vorkshops in various
ograms, and vas complemented by a series of
The package has been met with
locatiolA around the country.
will
unusual enthusiasm, and, like all of the quality initiatives,
the 1905.
A/CS
meets
the
challenges
of
be expanded and refined as
e.
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Attachment 07

CONSUMER INFORMATION
In 1989, NATTS published Gettina Skilled. Getting Ahead, a
student's guide to selecting a career and the right private career
school. Since then, the book has been a phenomenal
success.

In an easy-to-read format, Getting SkLlail.tting_ttheed. provides
prospective students with information on the careers in demand,
and helps them determine what career is right for them. The book
also includes a step-by-step process students can use in locating
and contacting the private career school that will provide the
technical education they need; questions students should ask when
evaluating any postsecondary institution; intonation students
need to understand institutional requirements; and how students
can obtain financial aid and the responsibilities involved with ti
loan.

U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called Gettina Si1led. Getting Ahead
"the best consumer resource guide available."
Last year, the
Department of Education obviously agreed with Senator Simon;
instead of introducing its own consumer information book, the
Department publicly endorsed Gettina_skilled. Gettinm Ahead and
made the publication available, free of charge, through the U.S.
Consumer Information Center. As of October 1990, more than
200,000 copies of Getting Skills.0 Gmttina_ Ahead have been
distributed by the Consumer Information center, making the book
its most requested publication ever.
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Senator WEusroNE. Thank you. [Applause.]
What David has said about DAAPPS is far more than public rela-

tions. I think it is a modelI think people know that and not just
people here in Minnesota. I do want to come back to you later and

get a little clearer definition of what in your mind is punitive legislation. We need to talk about that as to the direction we go in and
don't go in.
Ms. Grimes.

Ms. GRIMES. Senator Wellstone, I am Tricia Grimes from Rose-

ville, MN. I am a policy analyst on the staff of the Minnesota

Higher Education Coordinating I3oard, and I very much appreciate
the invitation to testify.
The Higher Education Coordinating Board is the State agency in
charge of 1:shinning and coordination of postsecondary education in
Minnesota. The board makes recommendations to the Governor,
the legislature, the postsecondary systems and institutions. The
board also administers State and k'ederal postsecondary education
programs, including Minnesota's student financial aid program.
In recent years there has been growing concern about the cost of

the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan program. There has been
particular concern about the cost of defaults on student loans. The
F'ederal Government regulates student loan defaults by imposing
absolute standards. Institutions are either within the standard or
outside the standard. For example, students at an institution with
a default rate of 35 percent are ineligible for Stafford loans. Students at an institution with a default rate of 34 percent are eligible.

The Federal Government could use performance scores instead of
absolute standards. Performance scores provide a way to recognize
institutional and student diversity. Performance scores also shift
the focus away from penalties and toward incentives. Performance
scores could give additional points to institutions that perform well
on Federal loan policy goals. For example, institutions would receive points for low default rates, but also for improved default
rates, and for providing additional support to students facing challenges to success.
Institutions with high 'mres would be rewarded by having reduced reporting and other regulatory requirements. Institutions
with medium scores would be subject to additional reporting and
auditing requirements. Students attending i stitutions with low
scores would not be eligible to receive loans.
Rewards for high performance could also include increased allocetions of campus-based aid, reduced loan origination fees for students at those institutions, and reduce loan insurance fees. Performance scores could even be used for lenders and guaranty agencies. The scores could be used to determine special allowance payments, administrative cost allowances, and the percentage of reimbursement for default claims.
There is growing reluctance on the part of lenders to make loans
to students at institutions that serve at-risk students. The reluctance to lend to students at these institutions stems from current
Federal requirements providing sanctions for high default rates. If
performance scores applied to lenders, lenders could receive points
for lending to students at institutions that serve at risk students.
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Performance scores would provide incentives for institutions and
lenders to enable at-risk students to succeed. They would also provide incentives to lower default rates. Current Federal sanctions
provide little incentive for institutions to improve performance if
they do not have default rates higher than those specified in regulations.

Now I'd like to turn from performance scores to default statistics. The Federal Government needs to use default statistics that
make sense. Current default statistics are based on 1983 agreements between guarantee agencies and the Federal Government.
The data are limited because guarantee agencies can only provide
data that is reported to them. Useful information is lacking.
There is need for a process to develop consensus on the definitions and calculation methods used in computing default statistics.
Financial aid administrators, lenders, guarantee agencies and the

U.S. Department of Education should participate in such a process.
Perhaps the process could be modelled after the one used in developing the uniform methodology needs analysis. In developing uniform methodology, many knowledgeable people worked on developing an acceptable set of definitions and decision rules. The process
was not perfect, but it had credibility. Current default statistics do
not have credibility.
From default statistics, let me turn to risk-sharing. The Bush administration's fiscal year 1992 budget would require States to back
their designated guarantee agency with the full faith and credit of

the States. If States failed to do this, institutions licensed in their
State would have to pay a risk-based premium. The Department of
Education would charge premiums to help cover the guarantee
agencies' risk.
The Constitution of the State of Minnesota does not permit using

the full faith and credit of the State to back a guarantee agency.
Since the full faith and credit of the State is not available, adoption of the risk-sharing proposal would mean that Minnesota postsecondary institutions would have to pay risk-based premiums. The

institutions in turn would be likely to increase student fees to

cover the premiums. Is it reasonable to increase costs for Minnesota students and institutions to participate in student loans?
I will finish by returning to my original point. The Federal Government should establish performance incentives for guaranteed
student loan programs. Participants that perform well should not
be subject to added cost and regulation. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much. I appreciate your testimony.

I was looking over at Congressman Penny while you were speaki.1g, and there were about eight points I think I'd like to pick up on
from what you've said, but we'll move on and come back to all of
this.

Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Johnson.

Mr. JOHNSON. Again, thank you, Senator Wellstone, for the opportunity to appear before your committee.
My name is Herald Johnson, and I am the director of student financial colleges at Augsburg College in Minneapolis. I also serve as
president of the Minnesota Association of Financial Aid Administrators. In that regard, you have been previously provided with our
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position on reauthorization as a State association, which was

unanimously adopted by all sectors represented there.
My comments today, however, are as an individual financial aid
officer. As we approach the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, there are a number of issues that need to be addressed. I
am concerned that the current financial aid programs no longer
adequately support the dream of a great many Americans to obtain
a postsecondary education.
The history of Federal student aid legislation and appropriations
indicates a strong and growing Federal role in the financing partnership for postsecondary students from 1958 until 1980. Since 1980
the Federal role seems to have been limited to increasing the availability of student loans and increasing the complexity of the regulations and the application process for students. This has resulted
in relatively stable grant and work-study funding and dramatic
growth in student borrowing.
During these 10 years since 1980, all schools experienced dramatic pressures on their respective institutional budgets which resulted in significant cost increases to students. Now let me just talk a
little bit about Augsburg.
We are kind of a different independent school. We represent a

student body that is not too different from the schools that you
have heard about this morning. We have 3,000 students. Fifty-three
percent df our students are independent and fall into many of the
descriptions you have heard this morning, and we draw primarily
from the 5 State area.
In 1979-80, our students received abot t $1 million in Federal
grant dollars, while in 1989-90, our studei ts received $1.5 million.

During that same time it was necessary for the institution to increase tuition and fees by 619 percent, while Federal grant support
represented a 51 percent increase. That parallels what others have
said this morning.
Simply stated, the Federal commitment did not keep pace with
actual costs to students. The years previous to 1980 witnessed a
growth in the Federal commitment to students that more closely
represented the changes in costs. At the same time, there was a
rapidly changing ratio in the balance between loans and granted to

an imbalanced and unreasonable dependence on student loans.
I am calling for a redress in Federal policy regarding support of
postsecondary students. L-t us return to a more equitable balance
of grant to loan and create innovative ways for students to retire
their student loan indebtedness. Let us return tO a recognition that
Federal support of student employment is both in the national interest and serves as a positive influence on persistence and provides trained workers for future employers.
The appropriation for the college work-study program has not
only not increased; it has not kept pace with federally-mandated
increases in the minimum wage.
With respect to loans, let us recognize that student borrowing is
only one part of the financial partnership needed for a student to
achieve his or her educational goal. It is reasonable to expect a stu-

dent to contribute to his or her education; however, it does not
seem reasonable nor is it in the national interest for a significant
portion of our population to be so loaded with debt that it would
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prevent them from participating in the American dream that we
have implied is available to them.

I propose that the Federal Government take the initiative in
forging a new partnership among business and industry, foundations and government, by forming a student loan repayment super-

fund. The purpose of this fund would be to provide capital to which
students could apply for loan repayment, not cancellation. Eligible
students would be those who choose and are employed in careers
that meet a particular national need.
What I am proposing is not totally new, but capitalizes on several proven ideas, bringing them into a unique plan. The eligible stu-

dents are those who are working in careers that meet a national
need. These careers would be determined annually by a panel of
experts, possibly from the departments of education and labor.
The eligibility limit would occur over a period of 5 years. A stu-

dent could have the entire indebtedness repaid to the respective
lenders based on continuing employment in a chosen career with a
percentage repaid each year. The precedent for this plan is in the

Perkins Loan Cancellation Program.
The funding would come from a partnership of business and industry, foundations and government. The formula would be derived
in consultation with interested entities. Other sectors could be ap-

proached for their participationfor example, unions, fraternal or-

ganizations and such.
The goal is to create a large enough fund which, with proper investment management, could in time self-perpetuate and still meet

the student demand for loan repayment. Such a plan could work
well with the current administration proposal for a direct student
loan program. A program with proposed significant operational
costs, such as the direct loan program, matched with an innovative
repayment option, could help restore public confidence in the Federal commitment to students.
Student financial aid is a worthwhile investment of the public
dollar. Let us renew this commitment through a more reasonable
grant-loan ratio and a simplified application process for students
and innovative loan repayment options for student loans. This is a
program with positive incentives and positive results. Instead of
paying for defaulted loans, the superfund would be investing in the
national interest by assisting students who choose occupations that
meet national needs. Instead of debt-burdened students who are
working to pay off their loans, their resources would be contributing to the national economy. Instead of studentn seeking employment based on potential income, they would have the incentive to
enter careers that meet national needs, knowing that their choice
of a career was not dictated only by economic realities.
In summary, I call for a renewed Federal commitment to assist-

ing students to finance their education. This is not just another

plea for more money, but it is a plea for creative collaboration, deliberate and real simplification in the process of applying for financial aid, and a redirection of the national policy regarding student
aid.

Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows:]
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Student financial aid is a worthwhile investment of the public dollar. Let us
renew our commitment through a more reasonable grant-loan ratio and, a simplified application process for students and innovative loan repayment options for stu-

dent loans,
This is a program with positive incentives and positive results. Instead of paying
for defaulted loans the SuperfUnd would be investing
in the national interest assisting students who choose occupations that meet national needs. Instead ofIvdebt
burdened students who are working to pay off loans their resources would be contributing to the national economy. Instead of students seeking employment based on
potential income they would have the incentive to enter careers that meet national
needs knowing that their choice of a career was not dictated only by economic realities.

In summary, I call for a renewed federal commitment to assisting students
nance their education. This is not only just another request for more fUnds but fi-a
plea for a creative collaboration, deliberate and real simplification in the
process of
applying for financial aid, and a redirection of the national policy regarding
financial aid.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson.

You come out here to Minnesota, and it gets exciting; it is really
exciting to hear a number of ideas that I hadn't really been thinking about.

I'll startand actually, anybody can enter into this discussion at
any timequickly, on the superfund, the source of the capital is a
partnershipI have a couple questions for you, if I could.

Mr. JOHNSON. First of all, I am not a financing guru, but
idea
is that, we could persuade major corporations, foundations my
and
the
United States Government to create a pool of funds to which students could apply for loan cancellationactually, that is an incor-

rect termloan repayment of the Federal student loans that they
have borrowed if they are in careers that meet a national need.

Some examples might be in certain parts of the country there is a
critical need for nursing students; in certain parts of the country
there is a critical need for science teachers and math teachers. All
of higher education is facing an aging faculty, which means that in
a very few years we are going to need a lot more Ph.D.'s in a lot of
specific areas to teach, and that is a very real issue. There may be

a variety of careers that could be chosen that where students
choose to go into those careers, they can have a portion of their
loans canceled.

Senator WELLSTONE. This is a question that I know you are kind
of an expert on, and I think I really need to askwhat has
been

the history of loan forgiveness programs in this country?

Mr. JOHNSON. Outside of the GI Bill, the first financial aid program was the National Defense Education Act in 1958. Interestingly enough, it was a rider to a defense bill. The language at the time
from President Eisenhower was that the key ingredient in our Nation's defense was an educated populace. That was part of the rhetoric that justified passage of that bill. In that
which now
has been renamed a couple of names, and we program,
now know it as the
Perkins Loan program, there was a provision by which students
who went into teaching would receive a cancellation of their loans,
and students who taught in poverty area schools would receive
complete cancellationthat is, over 5 years, 100 percent of it was
canceled. Students who did not teach in poverty area schools had
half of the note canceled. So it was intended to meet national
need at that time. It worked extremely well, and it still isa working
very well. Several of those provisions are still in place.
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Senator WELLSTONE. It is interesting because we almost g0 back-

ward to go forward. In other words, built into national defense or
national security was the idea of investment in education. I think
you want to broaden that definition in terms of what would be
public service work or whatever the case might be; is that right?
Mr. JOHNSON. Correct.

Senator WELLSTONE. I'm not sure how we would define that. Do
you have any sense of that?
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I think it would require that we take an
annual assessment of where the critical needs are in terms of careers, and it would require the expertise of people who are somewhat futurists, who could say these are the people who are going

into certain fields now, and we know that in a certain period of
time we're going to have so many people out of those fields; we
guess at what the projected need would be in five or 10 years, and
provide incentives for students to go into those careers.
Senator WELISTONE. I have two questions for Tricia. I asked
David about punitive versus nonpunitive, and it seems like in a
way you were getting at that. I really like the idea of trying to
reduce the default rate, but at the same time not doing it in such a
way that you essentially begin to cut off access to loan or grant
money for low or moderate-income students.

What kind of reaction have you gotten so far to your concept of
performance scores as a way of beginning to do that? And I also
would be interested, David, in your reaction to this proposal. So
could the two of you engage in a discussion about this?
Ms. GRIMES. Senator, I think there is some concern that performance scores might set up a complicated and cumbersome reporting
mechanism and something that would be expensive for the Department of Education to administer, and I think it would be necessary
to guard against that. But I think it would be possible, through a
number of statistics that are currently reported by institutions to
the Federal Government such as applicants and recipients by how
many are low-income and a whole set of income data is currently
reported by institutions in a things called the FISAP, a report that
they have to make to the Federal Government
Senator WELLSTONE. What's that called? Is everybody getting the
acronyms here? [Laughter.]
Ms. GRIMES. The FISAP is the Fiscal Operations Report and Ap-

plicant to Participate that institutions have to submit as part of
participating in the campus-based programs. And on the FISAP
there is information about income status of students. Now, the
income status of students could be used as a reasonable proxy for
the numbers of at-risk students that institutions are committing

themselves to work with.
In a similar matter, we are already collecting default statistics. If

the default statistics were credible, they could be used as a basis
for performance scores.
Senator WELLSTONE. OKwhich is something I saw all of you
kind of nodding in agreement about the default statistics being not

so credible.
David.
Mr. KROGSENG. I think Tricia's proposal is fascinating. In fact, I

shared it with some people in Washington earlier this week. I do
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have some serious reservations about the department's ability to
administer something iike this. I think part of the problem with
the current situation in general hes been because the department
has not really been enforcing the laws that have been on the books
for the last several years.
But I think it is a fascinating concept. There is just no question
that the Guaranteed Student Loan program, or the Stafford loan
program, was established to provide educational opportunity to
people who were having a tough time getting the opportunity for
their education, and what has happened now with some of the actions that have been taken, as Tricia pointed out-Senator WELLSTONE. Excuse me just for one second. Can everyone hear? I'm sorry. I think you might have to get a little closer to
the microphone.

Mr. KROGSENG. OK. The GSL was established to provide educational opportunity for disadvantaged and minority students, or provide that opportunity for kids who wouldn't ordinarily have it. And
what you are seeing now is, as Tricia pointed out, come July 1st,

schools that have a default rate in excess of 35 percent for the
third year in a row will lose their eligibility, and significant
number of those schools are schools with a very high rate of disadvantaged students, and they are the ones who are going to get
hurt. We don't have a school in Minnesota, fortunately, on that
list. TCOIC was on the list, but they are no longer a part of the
program because they got out of it. But for instance, if 1VOIC were
still in the program and they had a high default rate for 1987-88,
and it comes out July 1st they have another 35 percent, they will
lose eligibility. And that is a 100 percent minority program. That is
the kind of program that is going to be hurt.
So something has to be done, and I think what Tricia has outlined is a potential answer for at least part of that problem.

Senator WELLSTONE. It is a pretty blunt instrument, the present
course.
Mr. KROGSENG. There are some 300-plus schools on that list right
now that are in jeopardy. A significant number of them are public
institutions as well as the ones in our sector. But I think if you
were to take a look at that list and take a look at the schools on
that list, you'd find a significant number of them were serving the
very type of student the program vms designed to serve in the first

place.
Senator WELLSTONE. Just two final questions. I had said earlier,

David, that I wanted you to spell out what you meant by "punitive." Is this what you're talking about, or did you have something
else in mind?

Mr. KROGSENG. No, I really wasn't referring to that as much as I
was some of the other items, like in reporting of placement data, it
is a different system for publics and privates.
Senator WELLSTONE. So from the point of view of MAPPS, could
you spell out a little bit more what you have in mind?
Mr. KROGSENG. Let me give you a better one because there is a
proposal floating around in Washington that would require that we
have a 60 percent graduation rate from some of our programs in
order to maintain eligibility. The national rate for four-year institutions is significantly less than 50 percent, and I think that is a
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differencewhy should that kind of thing exist? Pro rata refunds
I know that that is a code word for a lot of fear among a lot of
institutions. But in Minnesota, we have a pro rata refund, and we
are convinced that it is a significant factor in our low default rate.
Why shouldn't that apply across-the-board?

All we're asking for is a level playing field. We think that we
have the quality and the wherewithal to provide the job training
for the future, and all we want to do is have the potential student
be able to take a look at it all and determine which is best for him
or her, and that the standards are the same.
Senator WELLSTONE. One final question for Tricia. This obviously
caught my attention, and Fm not sure I followed the argument all
the way. The State needs to make the commitment to back the
guaranty agency with full faith and credit, but the Minnesota Constitution says the State can't do that. That is something that I need
to understand pretty well going back to Washington, DC.
At one of the committee hearings when Lamar Alexander came
in to testify, I did have some back and forth discussion with him
where I took the proposal in a different direction. I said that States
were under a lot of fiscal pressures these days, that it had been a
whole decade of more and more responsibiiity with fewer and fewer
resources, and that I thought the Federal Government had a lot to
do with the defaults because by cutting the grants and even
moving away from the lower interest loans it should have been predictable; it really should have been quite predictable. I'm sure
there are some studentswe can always find people who could
have paid and should have, but in general it should have been predictable that many wouldn't be able to. So now why are you going
to the States; you are the ones that messed it up. That was my
point.

But now you are actually adding something quite significant to
this. We really need to make it clear in Washington that Minnesota is going to be put in a terrible bind. Is that right?
Ms. GRIMES. That's correct.
Senator WELLSTONE. We've got this on full faith and credit from

all the constitutional lawyers-Ms. GRIMES. Yes. I talked to the leading constitutional law expert
that
over at the Minnesota House of Representatives, and he said that
unconstitutional.
And
of
course,
we
know
yes, indeed, it is
amending the Minnesota Constitution these days for anything

other than gambling is very difficult to do. [Laughter.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Now, now. Hey, go aheaduse it for a
forum for whatever. [Laughter.]
That is really an incredibly important point that you are raising.
I would like to thank all of you for y our testimony, and I think
now I need to add something that I wish I had said to each panel

before. We are going to definitely need to get back to you as we
work on this legislative front. We'll go from here, and this summer
we'll be writing the legislation, and I would really like to go back
and forth with you and have you take a look at some of the proposals because there are some great ideas here.
Thank you very much.
We'll now move on to the next panel. Elaine Salinas is the education program officer with the Urban Coalition. Mick Endersbe is
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president of the Minnesota Association of Educational Opportunity
l'rogram Personnel. Jill Naylor is director of Upward Bound, Min-

neapolis Community College. And Janet Tauer is director of the

Educational Opportunity Center, Minneapolis Community College.
I really thank you all for being here.
Ms. Salinas, please go ahead.

STATEMENTS OF ELAINE SALINAS, EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFICER, URBAN COALITION; MICK ENDERSBE, PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM PERSONNEL, AND DIRECTOR, TALENT SEARCH, MANKA-

TO STATE UNIVERSITY; JILL NAYLOR, DIRECTOR, UPWARD
BOUND, MINNEAPOLIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AND JANET
TAUER, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTER,
MINNEAPOLIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. SALINAS. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to tes-

tify today on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I would
especially like to thank you for the opportunity to talk about a
system, the K-12 system, and a number of young people who won't
have access to that system because of what is happening in K-12
education today.
I think all of us sitting in this room are the fortunate ones. Although there may be financial aid problems in higher education,
many of us who are sitting here either have had the opportunity or
are currently experiencing the opportunity to participate in postsecondary education.
I have been asked today to talk about the educational pipeline
which pumps some students through to successful postsecondary
enrollment and completion while filtering others out. This filtering
out process, surprisingly, occurs with about 66 percent of Minneso-

ta's students, including the 10 percent of Minnesota high school
students who drop out each year, the 34 percent who graduate but
don't enter into four-year college programs, and the 22 percent of

young people who drop out uf college before completing their
degree program.
While some of this group do eventually receive further education
and training, the earning power and life chances of the majority

have been significantly reduced by the age of 25 through lack of
appropriate postsecondary opportunities.
Needless to say, low-income young people and young people of
color are significantly overrepresented within this group.
News of the failure of the American education pipeline was first
brought to the public in a 1983 report entitled "A Nation at Risk"
which documented the performance lag of American students when
compared to that of students in other major industrialized nations.
Most Americans were shocked to learn that American stu

could not hold their own against the students of less affluent nations and were very fearful of a future in which the United States
would not be able to maintain its competitive edge.
While Minnesota continues to fare setter than other States in
the area of education, many are now arguing that a 34 percent
return rate on a K-12 investment of nearly $50,000 per student is
simply unacceptable.
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Confronted with the realities of the situation, Americans and
Minnesotans particularly have been quick to respond. Education
professionals and the business sector have come forth with numerous proposals on how and where to fix the educational pipeline.
There are three notable trends. At the postsecondary level, experts have argued and won the battle to establish higher standards
for institutions and students. The Commitment to k'ocus initiative
of the University of Minnesota and the more recent Q7 program in
the State university system are two Minnesota examples.
The second trend is focused at the junior and senior high levels,
where most still believe the postsecondary pipeline begins. Because
American students are particularly deficient in math and science
areas, postsecondary institutions and community agencies have
begun to offer a number of enrichment-type programs designed to
encourage primarily minority student interest and achievement.
publishes
The Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, whichincrease
an annual directory of enrichment programs, reports an the past of
4
over 200 percent in the number of such programs over
years.

The third and perhaps most pervasive trend is school or learning
readiness programs which focus on better preparing very young
children for successful school experiences. What differentiates this
third trend from the other two is its recognition that the potential
for success in the educational pipeline is established early in life
some experts would say as early as the prenatal period.
While we have long had models of successful preschool programs
such as Head Start, there is a growing movement toward making
learning readiness programs universal. The Omnibus School Aid
bill passed by the Minnesota Senate this week in fact includes $37
million for learning readiness programs.
While some of the previously mentioned trends are more positive
approach to
than others, they all share education's traditional
problem-solving--an overemphasis on inputs to the exclusion of
other concerns. The thinking goes: If we can only improve the quality of the students coming into our systems, the educational pipeline will do its job.
This thinking is becoming less and less valid with each passing
year. The fact is that public education in this country is intentionally interwoven with barriers to success for all. It produced and
continues to produce the level and strata of success required by the
economy of the past.
In order to meet the demands of the economy of the futurethe

global economymajor overhaul and restructuring will be required.
The current focus on impr.- ..'ng inputs in education must be bal-

anced with an equally energeic focus on changing the system to
promote and accommodate success for all. Out of all the places that
we might begin, I would recommend as a first step the dismantling
of all the structures and practices that we know are harmful to
children. The two most common of these practices are grade retention and ability grouping. Let me speak first about grade retention

by presenting an example.
In 1987-88, Minneapolis public schools retained 858 elementary
students. Not surprisingly, the vast majority of these students, 77
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percent, were low-income and students of color. In the long-term,
the retention of these students will cost Minnesota taxpayers well
over $3 millionthe cost of providing an extra year of schooling to
each of these young people.

I along with most other Minnesotans would he willing to pay
these additional costs to ensure better educational outcomes for
these children. However, this is not the case. While a small
number of students may benefit from grade retention, the vast majority will not only not be helpedthey will be harmed. National
data indicates that students retained at grade level are three times
more likely to drop out than their academic peers who have been
promoted. Students who drop out prior to completion of high school
are the students most failed by our educational pipeline.
The second and equally harmful practice that I want to address
is ability grouping. Ability grouping is the process of assigning stu-

dents to homogeneous groups based on their performance in a
given subject area, usually reading or math. Educators have known
for quite some time that ability grouping is harmful to the selfesteem and achievement of students, but rationalize the practice by
saying that the range of student ability in any given classroom is
so great that it is the only way that teachers can organize their
instruction.
Perhaps the most destructive aspect of ability grouping is that it
leads 'a ability tracking for individual students. A student assigned

to a remedial math group 1 year is very likely to remain in the
remedial track in math throughout his or her school years. The
reason for this is that students tend to perform to the level of those
around them and to the expectations of teachers.

A couple of years ago I attended a conference in Chicago at
which one of the researchers for the Second II". 'national Mathematics Study was a presenter. In addition to all of the negative
things I already knew about ability grouping and tracking, I was
astoundad to learn from her presentation that out of all the industrialized nations participating in the study, the United States was
the only one to have remedial math classes. As part of the study,
observations were done in a sampling of such classes. The finding
was that sWdents in remedial classes were introduced to only 15 to
20 percelit of the mathematical concepts taught to their peers in
higher ability groups.
The presenter concluded her comments by saying that in American educat;on, the less students know, the less we teach them.
The type of commentary I have provided today usually makes
public school educators either angry or uncomfortable. My comment that it was never the intent of public education to provide
success for all is often challenged, and I share the experience I
have just shared with you about the Chicago conference. I am cynical enough to believe that education in the United States has been
driven primarily by economics rather than equity concerns. For
this same reason I am thoroughly convinced that education will
change dramatically over the next decade.
In 1989 Business Week magazine pi.bliphed a special edition entitled, "Endengered Species: Children of Promise," devoted to discussion of the crisis in the American education pipeline. I would like
to close my comments today by reading a segment by Denis P.
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Institute. He wrote: "Our schools are in trouDoyle of The Hudson
They are in
ble not for reasons of poverty. The Nation is not poor.

are second-rate. Our children are
trouble not because our children
American
education is in trouble beworld.
as able as any in the
changed
irrevocably while our
cause the world around us has
schools have not." [Applause.]
testimony. Thank
Senator WELLSTONE. That was very powerful
you.

Mr. Endersbe.
Mr. ENDERSBE. I think we found the right order, Senator. That
will be a nice thing to follow.
Endersbe,
Good morning, Senator Wellstone. My name is Mick
of
Educational
Minnesota
Association
and I am president of the
director of the Mankato State
Opportunity Program Personnel, and
University Talent Search Program. I'd like to thank you for the op-

of
portunity to testify before you concerning the reauthorization
special
prothe Higher Education Act, particularly as it pertains to
grams for disadvantaged students.
and
It has been my experience as a university faculty member
college
is
that
success
in
staff member of three TRIO programs preparation and the availmore a function of a student's academic systems in the home and
ability of academic and social support
even the most intelschool than one of intelligence. Unfortunately,
may lack the necesligent low-income first-generation individualpostsecondary
success
and
support
to
experience
sary preparation
geographiadequate
role
models
or
by
simply as a result of lack of
have
cal restrictions. Rurally isolated students, for example, mayschool,
never seen a college campus before they graduate from high
has attendand for students from families in which neither parent be
no impeed a post-secondary institution themselves, there may
tus to seek one out.
As higher education strives to meet the demhnds of a changing
society, leaders from business, education and political communities
outcomes of our current and
are deliberating over the desired
Central
to all of their concerns is the
future educational systems.
preservation of a strong economy and the high quality of life in
America.
However, in our quest to raise the quality of education, we must
be careful not to simply raise our expectations, without considering
the obstacles preventing low-income individuals from achieving
educational excellence.
AdErnest Boyer, president of the Carnegie Foundation for the
reform
said:
"To
talk
about
school
vancement of Teaching, once
while ignoring poverty is dangerously to misdiagnose the problem.
To disregard the tragedy of poor children is to imperil the future of
the Nation."
Obstacles facing low-income individuals from families in which
of parental supneither parent has completed college include lackeducational
planrole
models,
insufficient
port, lack of adequate
In
an
atning information and inadequate academic preparation. Title IV,
tempt to alleviate these barriers to educational success,
created special proPart A of the Higher Education Act of 1965
backgrounds,
commonly
grams for students from disadvantaged
include:
EducaToday,
TRIO
programs
known as TRIO programs.
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tional Opportunity Centers, the McNair Post-Baccalaureate Program, Student Supp.Nrt Services, Talent Search, and Upward
lBound.

In fiscal year 1991, nearly 600,000 students will receive services
from projects funded by TRIO appropriations. Of these 600,000 students, approximately 246,000 will be Black, 210,000 will be White,
102,000 will be Hispanic, 24,000 will be American Indian and 18,000
will be Asian. 14,000 of these students will have physical disabil-

ities, and two-thirds of the 600,000 students will be from lowincome families in which neither parent has graduated from col-

lege. Housed in 900 institutions of higher education and 80 community agencies, TRIO programs have demonstrated substantial success working with students from groups which have been tradition-

ally underrepresented in higher education. While the number of

students currently served by TRIO programs is impressive, it represents only a fraction of the estimated 10.2 million low-income firstgeneration individuals aged 12-19 living in the United States.
Clearly, time and testimony indicate that the TRIO programs
have developed a formula for addressing the needs of students from
disadvantaged backgrounds. However, as we move toward the 21st
Century, we must realize that the future of our Nation is depending on students currently in our elementary and secondary schools.
Statistics compiled by the Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators shows that one in four of these students
live in poverty; 14 percent are children of unmarried parents; 10
percent have poorly-educated or illiterate parents, and one-quarter
or more of them will not finish high school.
As TRIO programs continue to strive to prepare well-educated,
well-trained workers, the challenges facing them continue as well.
Recent increases in TRIO programs have helped recoup the 20 percent loss of funding experienced during the 1980's. However, there
are still several areas that must be addressed for these programs to
maintain and increase their effectiveness. The following recommendations reflect my concerns as a TRIO program director and as
president of the Minnesota Association of Educational Opportunity
F'rogram Personnel, and the expressed concerns of my colleagues
working with disadvantaged students in the State of Minnesota.
First of all with regard to early intervention, most of us involved
in education have come to the realization that the problems that
high school students were experiencing 10 years ago are some of

the same problems experienced by junior high and elementary
school students today. This trend, combined with changing demographics, changes in the family and the increased demand for educated workers particularly with strong math and science backgrounds, make it increasingly apparent that intervention must
begin as early as the elementary grades. Students must know at an
early age that college is a realistic alternative for them and that

work habits and academic preparation are necessary components of
that success.
Recently, changes in the Federal laws allow Talent Search programs to serve students as early as 12 years old who have completed 6 years of elementary school. Upward Bound currently serves
students who are age 14 and who have completed 8th grade. It is
my recommendation that the age limitation for Talent Search in-
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clude individuals who are at least 11 years old, who have completed 5 years of elementary school, and the lowering of the limitations
for Upward Bound to include individuals who are at least 12 years
old, who have completed 6 years of school. This change would coincide with the middle school concept and would allow for the devel-

opment of adequate academic habits and the establishment of
proper role models at a critical time in these students' lives.
With regard to strengthening the programmatic accountability,
as the success of TRIO has become increasingly evident, there is a
movement toward increasing the number of programs and the
people served. At the same time, however, many existing programs
have experienced the budget cuts and low-level funding of the
1980's. As a result, many programs are not funded at the level necessary to adequately serve their participation. Educational Opportunity Centers, for example, currently have a counselor-to-student
ratio of one-to-133. One in five qualified Upward Bound students is
accepted into that program because of insufficient funding, and
Student Support Services face counselor-to-student ratio problems
^s well.

I would recommend that when funding new programs, all grants
be funded at a base grant level of $300,000, or at the level requested by the institution. Further, I would recommend that in years
when TRIO appropriations exceed the current services levels, such

as years when increases are greater than inflation, the funds be
utilized to bring existing programs to adequate levels of funding.
Programs that are not adequately funded cannot adequately serve
their students.
Finally, in keeping with America's goal of being first in the

world in the area of mathematics and science, it would seem appropriate to require substantial mathematics and science components
in all Upward Bound proposals.
Strengthening administrative accountabilityTRIO grants currently last 3 years. This causes several problems, inclucling an atmosphere of instability on the campus, difficulty in establishing
tracking procedures, and an almost constant data collection and
reapplication process. It is my recommendation that language be
introduced that would extend the funding cycle to 5 3rears. This
may provide the most benefit per dollar spent of any changes that
could be made in the TRIO programs. Early notification or discontinued funding would also alleviate many concerns of program staff

and college administrators. Currently, programs are notified 2
weeks to 2 months in advance of funding or defunding. It would

also be much more cost-effective to include language that would include either a signed statement by the parent or guardian, a copy

of the parent's 1040, a signed financial aid form, or a signed form
from another government agency that would provide sufficient verification of low-income status. Under the current system, an unrea-

sonable amount of effort is spent verifying and documenting
income.
The last recommendation i with regard to the block grant con-

cept. The current administration is recommending that TRIO funds
be allocated in grant form to individual States for disbursement at
that level. With that concept is the thought of moving Upward
Bound, ralent Search and EOC into one unit as well. This would be
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devastating to TRIO as it is known today, and is a costly and unnecessary proposition. I can assure you that there is no issue about
which my colleagues feel stronger.
The recommendation of my colleagues and myself is to continue
the application process at the Federal level and to concentrate on
issues that will benefit the students for which these programs were

designed.

In closing. I would like to reiterate that the need for services provided by these programs has never been stronger. As expectations
for educational achievement rise, it is our responsibility to see that
the barriers to educational achievement fall. The concept of educational opportunity is the key not only to our vision of being the
world's education leader, but also to our goal of being a leader in
the new world economy.
Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you today
and for your interest in the TRIO programs. (Applause.]

Senator WELLSTON& Thank you I appreciate it. And I do want
you to know, Mick, that you would have been proud of meeven
though I now have come to know much more about TRIOwhen
the Secretary of Education came in with proposals, to the best of
my ability, with some help from Roberta and Dave, we raised a lot
of questions about the block grant concept and intend to push that
very, very hard and really be in very strong opposition to it. (Applause.]
Jill.
Ms. NAYLOR. Good morning, Senator Wellstone, distinguished
guests, colleagues and friends. My name is Jill Naylor, and I am
the director of High School Upward Bound here at Minneapolis
Community College and the past president of the Minnesota Association of FAucational Opportunity Program Personnel.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak with all of you today regarding the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I have
lain awake at night for the past several weeks, pondering what I
would say in my testimony. It is important to me that I speak for
the young adults that I serve, the coworkers who support me in
that service, and for the many children we are unable to serve in
the pipeline that leads to higher education.
CurrentlyI'd like to interject here what Mick is saying about
TRIO programsin High School Upward Bound, we are able to
serve only one out of seven who qualify for our service.
For the past 5 years, it has been my pleasure to direct the High
School Upward Bound program at Minneapolis Community College. High School Upward Bound is one of several federally-funded
educationril opportunity programs known as TRIO. Our program's
funds art authorized through the Higher Education Act of 1965
and allocated and administrated through the U.S. Department of

Education.
Although we have been smcessfully serving students across the
United States and in Puerto Rico since 1964, High School Upward
Bound is still relatively unknown. In some circles, it is known as
the best-kept secret in Washington.
High School Upward Bound serves low-income first-generation
potential college students, grades 9 through 12, whose parents do

not have a four-year college degree. To join the program, which
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assistance with postsecoffers academic tutoring and counseling,
aid counseling and
ondary selection and application, financial
students
cultural
enrichment,
summer programs of academic and
apply. The operative
and their parents or guardians must actively
word in that last sentence is "actively." schools and present progo to
High School Upward Bound staff
teachers
and students. We make it
gram information to counselors,
select."
possible for students, in my words, to "connect and
the
student,
the stuThe entry process is a full circle. It involves
and,
to
a less
student's family, the program
dent's school, the '.:ommunity.
remarks
I
will
address
Later in my
formal degree, the
expanding
our community involvement.
for
our program's plans necessariiy
new or extremely innovative about
There is nothing
standards for student success:
our approach. We just promote the
honesty, hard work, critiinvolvement, respect for self and others,
imagination, and a great deal of
cal and analytical thinking skills,
L-0-V-E.
where they knew their
Whey people still lived in communities friends, communities
teachers an,'
neighbors, their children'sbefore
you hit the door what you had
where your mother knew
where school and
done to Sarah Jane's new bike, communities
citizenship
of their chilhome were united in the education and special connection that
dren, I believe there existed a spirit, that
later became High School Upward Bound. institutions where memWhen our schools became institutions, institutions where paperbership was not inclusive but exclusive,
need,
important than student
work and numbers became more
institutions
analysis,
where objectives became more important than
social
problems academic,
scarce
and
where money and time were
quickly
replaced by
institutions where care and connection was
Upward
Bound
was crerule and order, the need for High School
ated.
other programs of this genre are
High School Upward Bound and where
student need and compea return to care and connection,
tence in service delivery are the so-called bottomatline.
the program, all
The students we serve do well. In my 5 years
graduated.
Of these, 95
participants scheduled to graduate have educationcommunity
percent have matriculated to postsecondary
public institucolleges, State universities, four-year private andour graduates a
tions, and technical colleges. We number among
several Alan
valedictorian, 2o National Honor Society members,
St.
Olaf,
Brown UniPage Scholars, full scholarships to Carleton, St. Catherine's, and
versity, the University of Minnesota, Hemline,
private and public institumany partial scholarships and awards to
tions across the United States.
and require finanAll of our students, however, are low-income
succeed?
Its students
cial aid. Does High School Upward BoundBound succeeds by cresucceed. I believe that High School Upward
and promoted.
ating an atmosphere where success is possible
various
people in the eduFor several years, I have been asking
programs for elementary
cational community about developingUpward
Bound model. I reSchool
school children using the High
our grant that would
cently wrote an expansion component fortraining
to our existing
allow us to add leadership and mentorship
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services. The end product for this particular training would be
matching High School Upward Bound students with elementary
students who needed and wanted a tutor-friend. This would be a
small way to begin to make a connection, or intervention, at the

early stages.
In my estimation, it is critical to our survival in this global com-

munity to begin from grade 1 to bring children into the success
pipeline for higher education. The Catholic Church used to have a
saying that went somewhat like this: Give me a child until the age
of 7, and that child is mine for life.
How wonderful it would be for education if we could adopt that
philosophy in that we came full circle and put our hearts and our
money where our mouths are and again began to bui.ld educational
communities that were inclusive, respectful, honest, competent and
connected.

We can no longer afford to give lip service to the importance of
education. We must pledge the dollars for funding research, inno-

vation, scholarships, materials, salaries, evaluations, and truly
invest in our future, our children's future, and the future of this
planet.

All of these things I have said have been said before, and yet
they all bear restating and restating until such time that they are
heard and addressed. It has been my intent this morning to bring

the concept of educational intervention alive by sharing the success
of High School Upward Bound and proposing that we increase that
successful model for higher education by intervening even earlier
in the lives of the children that we serve.
I thank you for your time and attention. Together, I believe that
we can build a better world through education.
[Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Ms. Naylor, I'd like to thank you for your

testimony, and just say that as you stated, maybe all of these
things have been said before, but I don't think they have been said
as well.
Thank you very much.
Ms. NAYLOR. Thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Ms. Tauer.

Ms. TAUER. I am Janet Tauer, and I am director of the Edu,,ational Opportunity Center. I am glad to be here to talk about Educational Opportunity Center, the needs of nontraditional students,
and future trends in the U.S. economy as far as it relates to education and labor force.
The Educational Opportunity Center, along with the Veterans
Upward Bound Project, are the only TRIO programs that are specifically designed to serve adults and provide access to higher education. The EOC of Minnesota offers educational opportunities to
an adult urban population of diverse ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds.
Of the TRIO programs, EOC and VUB are the fewest in number.

There are currently only 40 EOC's in the vCole country including
Puerto Rico, Guam, Alaska and Hawaii. However, EOC serves the
largest percentage of people at the lowest per-client cost.
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The client-to-counselor ratio here in Minnesota is 425-to-1. We
serve 14 sites with a staff of three full-time counselors and two
part-time counselors in the nine-county metro area.
Adults in this country number millions; the baby boom generation ages 25-45 number upwards of 75 million people. There are
millions more adults ages 45 and up. Many of these adults are lowincome, undereducated and in need of services to loop them back
into the educational system. Adults do make up the largest demographic group in this country.
Millions of adults drop out of high school each year and are
joined by one million more dropouts each year. Currently, then.)
are something like 21 million adults who are functionally, illiterate.
These people are joined again by one million more high school
dropouts each year.
Many of those who do graduate from high school lack basic skills
to compete at the postsecondary school level. Adults need basic
skills and a clear vision of where they can go with education. EOC
works closely with adults in G.E.D. programs to bridge to higher
education, and again, such large numbers of adults cannot be written off and denied educational opportunity.
EOC targets low-income students whose parents do not have college degrees. We particularly target minorities and women in this
particular area. EOC provides services in neighborhoods, through
community-based agencies, again working closely with adult basic
education and G.E.D., treatment centers, correctional institutions,
and so forth. We serve clients who are on AFDC and GA and
lower-income working adults.
Nontraditional students. Who is the nontraditional student? A
definition of nontraditional students is those people who are over
age 25. This includes all of the baby boomers that I spoke of earlier, plus older Americans, and is the largest population group in
this country. The nontraditional student may be a displaced housewife, a dislocated worker, minority, female, a high school dropout,
a rural migrant to the city, an immigrant, a part-time employed
person, a low-income working person.
Nontraditional students currently make up 40 percent of those
enrolled in our campuses today. They will soon number over 50
percent. Women over the age of 35 have tripled returning to college. Many nontraditional students are female heads-of-household
with children of preschool age.
Between 1989 and the year 2000, two out of three new entrants
to the work force will be women; 34 percent will be white women,
not including Hispanic; 10 percent black women; 13 percent Hispanic women, and 6 percent Asian, American Indian and Alaskan
Native women.
Two-thirds of women with children under the age of 18 were in
the labor force in 1988. More than half of today's mothers with infants return to work in the baby's first year. Fifty-three percent of

mothers with children under the age of three are in the labor force
and another 25 percent would re-enter the labor force if they had
access to safe and affordable child care.
Women in particular are trapped in the lower-paid occupations.
Sixty-two percent of temporary workers are women, and many
more women are likely to work part-time. Many of these occupa-
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tions dominated by women are at lower educational levels and are
lower-paid.
As women enter college in greater numbers, it is essential that
they have access to career guidance and information about the educational system and the jobs of the future. EOC does provide this
information and assistance.
Women face additional barriers. They need affordable child care,
and ever increasingly, elder care for their parents. Costs of such
care are not realistically taken into account when applying for financial aid. Many AFDC parents currently are excluded from
access to child care because they are not part of a priority or target
group program. The limits on child care means that many people
who are income-eligible are not able to get it.
Barriers faced by many low-income nontraditional students include a financial aid system that is increasingly loan-based rather
than grant-based; there are larger numbers of poor people, and
costs to attend college have risen dramatically. The default rate,
while holding steady, does mean a larger number of people because

there are greater numbers of people over the years who have

dropped out, and that number keeps accumulating.
A. significant percentage of defaulters are lower-income, minority, and female. Many more of the very poor have received student
loans and due to circumstances are more likely to default, not have
an education, and have no recourse to escape poverty due to that
lack of education. There is no pipeline to bring them back into the
system.
A barrier for many adults is pressure tactics on the part of some
schools, deceptive advertising targeting lower-income people, including locally a school that stands outside grocery stores in lowerincome neighborhoods and solicits what appear to be women to
enter the particular postsecondary institution.
EOC does assist disadvantaged adults to be informed consumers,
to explore their options and make informed career and postsecondary school choices.
Barriers for low-income adults may include transportation, especially if the school is not located in their lower-income neighbor-

hoods, and they struggle as they work and raise a family. Language is a barrier. There are 4 million legal immigrants per year.
For many of them, there is a need for English as a second language. There is an unknown number of illegal immigrants, also,
with again a need for basic skills.
Earlier, I said about 21 million Americans are illiterate. Again,
basic skills are a necessary part of education, and something like
84 percent of postsecondary institutions now must provide basic
skills and remecliai course work.

There are also included in this number people who are mentally
ill, people who have learning disabilities who no longer can get jobs
requiring lower skills, and disabled adults with special needs.

Some trends for the future that have impacted our country.
Three of the larger impacts on our work force happened at about
the same time. Baby boomers numbering 75 million people entered
the labor force between 1968 and 1984. During that same period,
we had the largest immigration in history-4.4 million legal immigrants in the Seventies, 5 million in the Eighties, and about 4 mil-
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one
lion a year predicted for the Nineties. There is approximately
And
women.
illegal immigrant for every two legal immigrants. and a greater
Women entered the work force in greater numbers,
percentage work now than ever before. All three happened at the
same time.
into the labor force. HowThe boomers are now largely absorbededucation
beyond the high
ever, many of them found work when
These
workers
have
not felt the
school diploma was unnecessary.
skills.
Labor
force of new labor market changes requiring higher
positions
grew
by
market changes include the fact that white collar blue collar posi30 percent, and this is expected to continue, and
tions grew by less than 8 percent.
diploma.
The new jobs require education beyond the high school doing
all
have
additional
education
are
Workers today who do not
if
they
are
current jobs. However,
right if they remain with theirbusiness
fails, they will take a long
laid off, their plant closes or
will
find steady work again.
time to find new ,jobs; some never
They need new skills to have those new jobs.
of the new
Women and immigrants will make up the majority
They
have been
workers over the next decade and need education.
higher education and wiil need
.raditionally underrepresented inand
racism in the work force.
those skills to combat the sexism
for high school dropouts and for
There is a very bleak futureeducation.
They are ever competing
those with only a high school
while
most
new
jobs require training
for a decreasing pool of jobs,
beyond that high school diploma.
will
Education requirements will continue to rise, and workersskills.
ability
to
continue
learning
new
need to demonstrate the
lifetime.
They will need to train and retrain throughout their
these
people
education
over
the
life,
and
There will be continuous
choose
the
will need educational planning and direction in order to
changing job

right types of training to meet their needs in the
market of the future.
As we have a service sr.:ctor economy, there are many business

and the like,
like health care, marketing, payroll services, printing level.
Service
beyond
the
high
school
which do again require skills
of
the
servby
recessions.
The
nature
economies are more affected
service
compabusiness
economy,
and
most
ice economy is a small
nies employ fewer workers per firm than manufacturing.
boomers
The elderly are likely to continue to work as the babyand
older
move into older age. People will retire at older ages,
workers will need education and training opportunities.
what we
I am going to close with what EOC has to offer and groups
of
need. EOC has expertise to offer in working with diverse in their
and
we
work
with
people
people. We are service-oriented,
financial
neighborhoods, and we provide accurate information onand
career
assist
aduas
with
academic
aid, career assessment, and
institution.
planning and access in that postsecondary
neutral
provider of such inforVery few adults have access to a
an informed consumer decision
mation so that they can make
about where they might attend school and in what areas. and inforWe would like adequate funding to provide area career
mation centers for adults to access services, including the money
for rent, materials, equipment and forth.
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We would like to expand our services to include additional needy
neighborhoods in our target area and outside our target area.
Again, we currently have 14 sites around the nine-county metro
area, staffed by three full-time people and two part-time people.
In addition to that, we serve a number of other additional agen-

cies by providing workshops on a once-in-a-while basis.
We would like to access or tie in with other sources of funding
such as JTPA funds for paying fees, books and child
access to
funds to assist adults with the transition from APE care;
and GED and
postsecondary education.

We serve all age groups, ethnicities, educaticnal levels, with a
variety of needs and problems. We would like staff development
opportunities to better assist adults with their special needs.
We would again like to retain the emphasis of EOC on serving
adults. As we look at the direction in which the Department
of
Education is going, we feel it is very important to say that such
large numbers of adults should not be w:itten out of access to
higher education when they need to be looped back in.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you veil, much. I appreciate it.
[Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tauer follows:]
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EDUCATICNAL OPPWBASITVCENTER(E0C)
The Educatioal Opportunity Center(E0C) alohg with the Veterans Upward Bound
project are the only TRIO programs specifically &aligned to assist adUlts with
acmes to higher educatiOn. The BOC in Minnesota offers educational opportunities
to an adult urtan population of diverse ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds);
Adults have no other intervener with postsecondary schools, in other words, a
neutral resource to assist adults with the process of cheming a postsecondary
institution to meet the adult students needs. FOC provides this resource.
Of the TRIO programs, DOC's are the fewest, only 40 in the whole country, including
Puerto Rico, GUam, Aladka, and Hawaii. However, EOC's serve the largest percentage
of people at the lowest per client coat. The client to counselor ratio here in
Minnesota is 425 to 1.
The numbers of adulta in this country number millions. The baby boom generation,
ages 25-45 number upwards of 75 million, with milliona more adults aged 45 and up.
Millions of these adults are low income, undereducated and in need of services to
loop them back into the edMcational system. Adults make up the largest demographic
group in this country.
Included in the above are millions of adults Who have dropped out of high school
and they are being joined'by a million more dropoUts each year. These adultswill
be a burden forever more to our society if they are written off and efforts are not
made to assist them with entry and reentry into the educational system.
Also included in the above adult population are increasing numbers of immigrants
both legal and illegal who are in need of access to higher education. There are
growing nuMbers of women and minoritles who are in need of services to access postsecondary education.
EOC provides accurate information on financial aide and assists the clients in
EOC offers career and academic counseling to assist adults
applying for that aid.
in career-decision making and in choosing the postsecondary education and institution that meets the clients needs at this time. EOC provides information on
postsecondary educational opportunities and helps minimize the problem low income
adults may have in entering college or vocational school. Adults need access to a
resource such as WC in order to make informed decisions about their future.
EOC targets low income adults, whose parents do not have a college degree. We particularly target women and minorities. DOC provides services in neighborhoods through
We work closely with Adult Basic Education and GED procommunity based agences.
EOC serves clients on AFDC and GA. WC works with treatment centers and the
grams.
correctional system to serve needy clients. We provide a service most adults cannot
get anywhere else.
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NON TRADITIONAL STUDENTS

Who are non traditional students? A definition is that the non traditional
student is over 25. This includes all the baby boomers plum older Americans
and is the largest population group in this country. The non traditional
student may also be a displaced housewife, a dislocated worker, a minority, a
woman, a highschool dtopout, a rural migrant to the city, an immigrant, a
part time employed person, a low income employed person and so on, millions
and millions of people.
Non traditional students are about 40% of those enrolled on our campuses today.
They soon will be over 50%. Women over the age of 35 have tripled who are
returning to college.
Many non traditional students are female head of
household with children of preschool age.
Between 1989-2000, two out of three new entrantsto the workforce will be women.
34% will be White women(not including Hispanic), 10% Black women, 13% Hispanic
women, and 6% Asian, American Indian, and Alaskan Native women.
In 1988 2/3 of all women with children under 18 were in the labor force. More
than half of mothers with infants return to work in the baby's first year. 53% of
mothers of children under age 3 are in the labor force and anothr 25% would
reenter the labor force if they had access to safe and affordable childcare.
Women in particular are trapped in lower paid occupations. 62% of temporary
workers are women, many more women are likely to work part time.
Many of the occupatons dominated by women are at a lower educational level
and are lower paid(ie retail sales, waitress, cashier, food worker, nurses aide).
Women are entering college in greater numbers. It is essential that they have
access to career guidance and information about the educational system and
jobs of the future. ECC provides this information and assistance. Women need
to be informed consumers and make informed career decisions to counter the discrimination in the workplace.
Women face additional barriers.
They need affordable childcare, and ever increasingly, eldercare for their parents. Costs of such care are not realistically
taken into account when applying for financial aid.
Priority programs such as
STRIDE, while it does assist needy AFDC parents, often their funding is truly inadequate to meet the needs of their clients, and the regulations continue to limit
those who may benefit from such services, that many AFDC parents are excluded
from access to childcare because they are not in a priority or target group.
There are many working poor who also are unable to get childcare even though
their incoae would make them eligible for assistance. Childcare needs a big shot
in the arm to serve many more parents and children.
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NON TRADITIONAL STUDENTS cont...
More women need to work than ever beforb. Necessitaing higher education. 95%
of aingle head of households ure headed by women. As real wages drop in jobs
worked by lotaw income people, two earners in a low income family strugole to
reach the poverty line. There is no real lower middle clasa anymore, only an
upper poor class who make enough to not qualify for asaistance but not enough
to actually meet the expenses of daily life, ie housing, childcare, and college
costs, and so forth.
Barriers faced by many low income non traditional students include a financial
aid system that haa became increaaingly loan based rather than grant based.
There are many more poorer people now, and costs to attend collegethave risen
dramatically. The student loan default rate while holding steady, means a
larger number of people because there are greater numbers of boomers who have
attended and dropped out over the last ten-twenty years. A significant percentage
of these defaulters ore low income, minority, and female. More and more of the
very poor have received student loans and dte to circumstances are more likely to
default, not have an education, and have no recourse to eacape poverty due to
lack of edtcaton to get a job.
Some of these circumatances contributing to a
default include lack of support to stay in school, crises that cauaed them to
drop out, lack of jobs due to discrimination, unscrupulous schools that took advantage of underprepared low income people, and ladk of support due to poverty
from their families.
Default is a real, often insurmountable barrier to a low income adtlt who cannot
access further education, and also cannot pay back the loan due to lack of a job
or lack of a decent wage.
A barrier to educational success for many adults are schools that prey on low
income people, including some that stand outside grocery stores solicting students
in low income neighborhoods, deceptaive adVertising bombarding and targeting
low income people, lack of support at the schools to succeed academically once the
schools have pocketed the students Pell grand and student loan. The student
fails out without the promised education when they may have ladk the basic skills
to be admitted in the first place. Some school apply presser tactics to get
students to sign contracts, mislead regarding placement data, train people for jobs
that are flooded with too many trained applicants, or the education is inadeqtate
for the 1.6b, or the job doesn't exist in the area.
DOC assists disadvantaged adults to be informed consumers, to explore options,
to make informed career and postsecondary school decisions..
Barriers to many low income adtlts include transportation, especially if a school
is not located near the low income persons neighborhood. Flexibility in putting
together an educational program while struggling to work and raise a family is
a need many adults have.

1.anguage is a barrier.

with 4 million legal immigrants and an unkown number of
illegal immigrants, the need for English as a second language and basic skilla
is essential.
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NON TRADITIONAL STUDENTS cont..
About

21 million Americans are illiterate. They are joined by 1 million
high school dropouts each year. Many of those who do graduate from high
school lack the basic skills to campete at the postsecondary schOol level.
Adults need basic skills and a clear vision of where they can go with edUcation.
EOC works closely with adults in GED to bridge to higher education. Again,
such large numbers of adults cannot be written off and denied educational
opportunity.
There are increasing numbers of mentally illpeople who need opportunity for
both treatment and education.
A yrowing number of people with learning disabilities are consisering college.
As jobs not requiring higher skills are disappearing, more people will need
further their education. This includes disabled adults with special needs
that have to he met.
In summary re:
non traditional students, they are coming into the educational
system in greater numbers. They need services to assist in making informed
decisions.
They need education to access the new jebs of this decade. They
include all types of adults with numerour barriers and special needs.
They ...re out there in the greatest numbers.

TRENDS

Some trends for the future are based on who impacts our country.
impact on our workforce are the following:

Some of the

1.
Babyboomers. This huge population bulge(75 million) entered the labor
market between 1968-1984.

2.
Latgest number of immigrantsin history. 4.4 million legal immigrants in
the 70's, 5 million in the 80's and about 4 million a year in the 90's.
There
is approximately one illegal immigrant for every two legal immigrants.

*omen. Entered the workforce in great nuMbers.
work now than ever before.
3.

A greater percentaged

All three of the above happened at the same time. The boomers are largely absorbed
into the labor force.
However, many of them found work when education beyond the
high school diploma was unnecessary.
These workers have not yet felt the force of
the labor market changes. The labor market changes include the fact that white collar
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cont..

positions grew by 30% and 4.8 expected
to continue through the 00's and
blue collar positions grew only by less than 8%. These new joba require
education beyond the high school diploma. The ..orkers today who do not have
additional educaton are doing all right if they remain in their current
jobs,
however if they are laid off, the plant
closes, or business fails, they will
take a long time to get a new joh, some never will find steady work again.
They need new skill to find new j)bs.

While boomers are largely absorbed by the passage of time, women and
immigrants,
and/or minorities will continue to grow and be the new workers of
the decade.
There is a bleak future for high
school dropouts and for those with only
a high school eduation.
They are competing for an ever decreasing pool of jobs,
while most new jObs require training beyond the high school diploma.
Many adults currently employed are unaware of the changes in the labor
market and will experience longer periods of unemployment.
The move has been
from cyclical unemployment where one is laid off duringslow times and called
back when business picks up to structural unemployment.
In structural unemr
ployment, jobs are lost and will not be coming back.
These workers will need
new skills to get a job. Skills training that is not short
term.
Education requirements for moat new jObs will continue to rise.
Workers will need
to demonstrate ablility to continue learning new skills.
People will need
to train and retrain throughout their lifetime.
The explosive nature of change
requires continuous education and learning.
As skilled workers are not found, business will finds ways to automate,
export
work, dtunsize operations, etc..
We have a service sector economy.
Service occupations account for the greatest
number of new job openings.
Service occupations include printing services, payroll services, health care, marketing, and the like, along with lower
paying
service occupations such as the fast food industry, etc.
A service economy is a
small business economy. Most service companies employ fewer
workers per firm than
manufacturing firma. Service industry is more vulnerable
to a recession.

The elderly are likely to continue to work as baby boxers move in older
age and
the social security system is impacted. People will retire at later
ages if at all.
These older workers will need education and training opportunities.
Since women and minorities will make up much of the new workforce, and have
been
traditionally under represented in higher education, efforts to provide
opportunities for training,
encourage participation in the full range of career offerings
and deal with the barriers women and minorities face in order to be
successful
must be made.
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EOC WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER AND WHAT WE NEED

EOC has an expertise to offer in the areas of working with diverse groups
of people. We are service oriented and work with people in the neighborhoods.
We offer accurate information on financial aid, provide career assessments
assist adults with educational planning and accessing postsecondary edUcation,
and provide referrals to social services, remedial education and so forth.
,

We would like adequate funding to have area career'information centers for
adults to access our services(including money for rent, materials, equipment,
and local advertizing).
We would like to expand our services to include addit'onal needy neighborhoods
outside our target area. We would like to have our counselors be available at
At this time each counselor has
existing sites more often on a regular basis.
We
3 sites each week along with additional sites for workshops as requested.
have 14 sites staffed regularly in the 9 county metro area with 3 full time
counselors, and 2 part time counselors. We need more staff.
We would like to tie inwith other sourcea of funding, such as JTPA fundt to
pay fees, childcare, books. Our services could be jointly coordinated. We
could tie in with natiohal and local efforts to reach adults who need basic
skills. Our staff currently work with numerous ABE/GED sites inthe metro area.
Access to funds to assist adults with the transition from ABE/GED to postsecondary
educaion would allow us to reach larger numbers of adults. We have the tools,
the information, the model. All we need is the money for additonal staff, we
have the adminisstrative structure to implement services.
Adults who
EOC works with all age groups, ethnicities, educational levels.
have a wide variety of needs and problems. We would like additional staff
development opportunities.
EOC serves a large clientele. We conchs:t our work primarily in
Less paperwork.
low income neighborhoods, and work primarily with organizations and social services
have to duplicate documentajon in
that serve low income individuals. Why dc
tm that serves significantly less
scmecases, or document at the level as a prk
This detracts from the amount
numbers of students, with the same small stal..
Our five staff see about 2000 people a year.
of direct service to client time.

EOC is expected to serve youth if there is no Talent Search in the same area.
We are expected to be experts on the need of youth as young as twelve and also
serve the special needs a diverse range of adults including single mothers,
dislocated older workers, high school dropouts, culturally diverse groups, inner
Again, we would like additional staff
city people, as well at rural migrants.
development, more staffto accompllish the work, and an emphasis on serving adults
retained.
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Senator WELISTONE. Let me move this right along with some
questions, and I would like to start with you, Ms. Salinas. I have
two questions. First I wad listening to you focusing on the pipeline.
What kind of recommendations can you give me as to how I can
help out on this, make sure that the voices of people of color are
heard in this education debate? As I was listening to you, that sort
of just clicked in my head.
Ms. SALINAS. I think that's going to be a major issue. We do a lot
of work here in the legislature in the State of Minnesota, and one
of the real concerns that we have is that myself and maybe one or
two other people representing communities of color are the only
folks over there advocating different policies and so forth.
I think that one of the things that is real important is that the
education reform movement is one thing; I think there are a lot of
things happening with the reform movement, some of them good
and some not so good. The thing that I is especially important for
yourself and members of the subcommittee to do is to recognize
that people of color are not being heard within that movement. It
is not people of color who have pushed for Commitment to Focus
and Q7. People of color are very concerned about what is happening in K-12 education with thei,. children, and if you look at the
major initiatives, that's where they are focusing.
I think it would be very helpful for Rolicymakers to recognize
that and say pay some attention to. that. There is major dissatisfaction with education, and I think that has to be recognized and has
to be dealt with, and it is because of the kind of failures that low-

income people and people of color have experienced.
Senator WELLSTONE. I was going to ask you a completely differ-

ent question, but I don't think I will; I want to follow Ap on this
one and then move on to other members of the panel. And this is
off the topic, but not off the topic. I also serve on the Subcommittee
on Children, Families, Drugs and Alcoholismand wanted to be on
that subcommittee. Whether it be a whole set of issues that deal
with the kinds of conditions that affect families as defined by twoparent: single parent, children, what happens to kids at younger
age going right through to higher education, which is what we are
about todaydo you think it would help if I held some hearings or
brought it out to neighborhoods, that maybe I should move out into
some of the neighborhoods in the cities? If so, I might call on your
help or the Urban Coalition's help to do that. Do you think that
would at least enable me to begin to bring more people into this? I
think it is a terribly important issue. I remember meeting with
people from the urban Indian community early on in the campaign, and what I heard more than anything else was if we can't
fight for our children, then what can we fight for. There was such
concern there.
Would that be helpful, or would it not?
Ms. SALINAS. I think it would be very helpful. I think there is a
lot of organization within communities of color right now around

education issues. I do think that it is really important to point out
that we do have changes in our families. We have a lot of families
in poverty, a lot of single-parent households and so forth. The thing
that I have tried to address today, and the thing that I feel so
strongly about is that we have kids coming into our system with a
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number of at-risk characteristics, but what happens in the educational system is that we succeed at putting those kids at greater
risk rather than remedying or helping to solve the situations that
they are coming with.

I think that getting out into the community and listening to

what the community can offer in terms of solutions is very important. I think community meetings are a good way to do that.
Senator WELISTONE. I think I've heard you loud and clear. I

think what you were saying is that there is no questionI'm

trying to remember which one of you made the points, or maybe it
was made earlier, that a person could argueand as somebody who

has taught almost my whole adult life, I think I believe thisthat
thera is no more important edtrati.on program than to make sure
that .nery woman expecting a child has a diet rich in vitamin,
mineral and protein. And we could go back, and we could say that
what happens to kids before they even get into the school system is
critically important.
I think your point is that that argument could be made in good
faith, and it is absolutely important, but it should not be used as a
way of not also focusing attention on what happens to kids when
they are in the school. I understand that full well.
Mick, I've got to ask you one quick questionand I know I keep
saying "quick;" we have a panel of students remaining, and they
are "last but not least," and we want to move on to them and by
the way, I apologize to all of our panelists for the constraints of
time, although I really think we are building up a very solid official record hereMick, I need a little bit of help from you. I want

you toand I say this with some humor, but I mean it actually
more in a serious waymaybe you can get to the very essence of

the very strongest critique that you can make about moving TRIO
into a block grant, because I want to be armed with that information, because I already know it is a bad idea.
Mr. ENDERSBE. The block grant concept of consolidating EOC,
Talent Search and Upward Bound is contrary to one Qf the most
positive things going on in education right now, and thac is the
concept of recognizing age differences in education and learning
styles. Janet talked about nontraditional students, Jill talked about
elementary. Here we talk about moving all these things together as
though we would have K-14 or K-16 in our public schools. We
have just recognized the concept of middle schools. And to now
move TRIO programs into one program without any regard to differences in age would be ridi mlous, and also the fact that we'd be
giving this money to the StE te would mean that how these programs would function would be dictated by who is in charge in the
State and how they decide to give the funds out. These programs
have been around for 25 years, and they do a good job. This is not
the time to mess with the recipe.
Senator WELISTONE. On your last point, I think it is important to

point out that the TRIO program is not as well-known as Head
Start, but like the Head Start program, has really been an unam-

biguous success, so I i:h ink you have very strong ground to occupy
and to arguf, from.

Jill, couk T ask youyou said, and I think I got this statistic

right, that at.., illy with the High School Upward Bound program,
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right now you are able to serve about one out of every seven students.
Ms. NAYLOR. That's correct.

Senator WELLSTONE. But then you said of the students that you

do serve and work withit was kind of a startling statisticthat

actually all of them have gone on to higher education. Is that what
you said?

Ms. NAYwa. All of the students we have worked with in our
Upward Bound program hereand I'd say that nationally, this is
probably a pretty good rule of thumbI think our initial objective
is to get kids connected and to graduate from high school. All of
our students have graduated from high school over the last 5 years,

and of those students, 95 percent have gone on to postsecondary
education. I would say that that is not something that is unique
necossarily just to our High School Upward Bound program here at
MCC, but I see Bruce sitting here, and I see Barry sitting here;
they are both High School Upward Bound people. And they, too,
have successful programs that meet these statistics.
Senator WELISTONE. Speaking for themI can see you're not a
very good politicianyou should just be making the claim for yourself; you shouldn't be talking about what everybody else doesbut

speaking for all of you, what is the key to the success?
Ms. NAYLOR. We are connected with the children who are in your
program, the young adults. We are family. We are in the homes of
the children that we serve. We meet with their parents. Their concerns are our concerns. The students have access to us. Their parents have access to us. We are consistent. We like the students that
we work with. Sometimes that can be a bit of a struggle. There is
always a student who will agitate, but agitation sometimes is a real
cry for connection.
I would say that a classic example is that I started a school on a
Model City grant years ago with three other people. It was an elementary school. The students were ages 5 to 11. We had a student

population of 50 students. Of those 50 student, 80 percent of
themand this was in Minneapolishad been deemed "incorrigible" by the public schools and were no longer receiving delivery of
service, or could not have access to the schools. These are children

ages 5 to 11. They wanted to be connected. They wanted to be

viewed as being valuable and successful. I believe that is the same
philosophy, and the success that we have in TRIO programs is that
we connect.

Senator WELLSTONE. I think what I'll do if it is okay with you,
Janet, is I won't so much ask a question because we are really just
flat out of time, but I would like to thank you for one thing that
you emphasized that is of really special interest to me ever since I
read Jonathan Kozol's Illiterate America and have spent time with
people in adult community education, and that is the whole issue
of illiteracy, which I think is no small issue in this country. You
said 20-some million. I think actually, depending on the definition,
we could probably be talking about a much higher figure if what

we mean is--

Ms. TAUER. Y 3, marginal skills, above that.
Senator WELISTONE. Exactly. I am especially int lrested in talk-

ing with you at some other time about how empowerment gets
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worked into this kind of curriculum. I remember from the civil
rights movement, the best kind of literacy program we had was

when adults could see a connection between their becoming literate
and that having something to do with the betterment of their lives.
It wasn't just in a vacuumyou should become literate, because if
you're not, you are not a good citizen. Instead, it had to do with
this is going to enable me to do more for my children, and so on
and so forth.

A final, quick point. I can't resist saying this, and I am not
trying to level a broadside, Elaine, on grouping because I don't
know that I should do that, and I do have some of the same concerns that you raised. With my own daughter Marcia in Northfield,

it was interesting. She really, (with a learning disability), was

struggling for a while, and she was put in a group. And you know,
we have names for the groups, but it doesn't matter what you call

the groupsthe kids are well aware of what group they are in. I
mean, everybody knows. And I don't think Marcia would

mindI

never asked her permission for me to make this a part of the
record here, but anyway, Marcia, we'll talk about it laterwhen

she was young, as a parent, it was really painful for us. She obviously was really upset, because she would wrap her hair around
her finger, and in the morning, we would find it in the bed.
Now, comes a teacher, Joanne Jorgenson, who I will never forget.
This was going on for a couple of grades, and Marcia was really not
doing well, and just getting more and more out of it, pushed to the

margin in every wayeducationally, socially, and so on and so

forth. Now comes this teacher who says the first positive things we
ever heard, about 4th grade or so: Marcia has rhythm. Marcia can
write poetry. Marcia likes to draw. All of a sudden we started hearing something positive, and she started feeling better about herself,

and it turned her around. She is graduating from University of

Wisconsin-Madison in a couple of weeks, and has done really well.
But without that encouragement, it wouldn't have happened. And
for her, that grouping was absolutely the kiss of death in terms of
-what it was doing to her.
I think as important as the technical skills is whether kids have
a good feeling about themselves. If you don't have a good feeling

about yourself, forget the technical part. I do think that this fits
into this whole pipeline approach, and that is why I wanted to
mention it.
Ms. SALINAS. I just have to say that in terms of ability grouping,

there are really two kinds. There is homogeneous grouping and
then there is heterogeneous grouping. I guess the best model of het-

erogeneous grouping is really cooperative learning. There have
been a number of studies on cooperative learning methodologies,
and one of the findings of thatand these are national studiesis
that if you take kids of mixed ability and put them together, everybody is going to benefit academically from that experience as opposed to the declines that you see with homogeneous groupings.
Senator WELLSTONE. I thank you so much for your testimony.
[Applause.]

Let's move on to the next panel. Duana LaBostrie is a student at
Minneapolis South High; Keri Huntley is a student at the College
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of St. Thomas; and Melissa Trebesch is a student at the University
of Minnesota.

Before we get started, just so everybody can stretch, we'll take
abou, a 15-minute break. We've got 45 people signed up for open
mike, so we've kind of got to get ready for that, and we'll take a 15minute break after this panel. I have to thank many of you who
have been sitting here, and I'm really hoping to hear some testimony from you.

If it's agreeable with everyone, we'll start out with Duana.

Thank you so much for being here.

STATEMSNTS OF DUANA LaBOSTRIE, STUDENT, MINNEAPOLIS
SOUTH HIGIi SCHOOL; KERI HUNTLEY, STUDENT, COLLEGE OF
ST. THOMAS, AND MELISSA TREBESCH, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA

Ms. LABOSTRIE. Hello. My name is Duana LaBostrie. I am a
senior at Minneapolis South High. I will be graduating this spring
and attending the University of Minnesota next fall.
I am a member of the University of Minnesota Generq College
Upward Bound Preparatory Program, which is a TRIO program.
Due to the difficult situation at home, I have been living on my
own since this fall, supporting myself with two part-time jobs, at
the Guthrie and K-Mart.
I am very proud to be the first child in my family to graduate
from high school and to go to college. I am also proud to say that I
am the first African American woman to be president of my senior
class. [Applause.]

At the time I got involved with Upward Bound, it was a crucial
time in my life, and I had a difficult time when I moved to Minneapolis from Kalamazoo, ML I hung with a group of people whose
interest in school and their future were not like mine. Some of
them have now dropped out or are attending alternative schools. A
couple of them now have children.
I decided that I wanted more out of my life, and Upward Bound
was always there, offering encouragement. As I am maturing, I am
becoming more independent. Upward Bound has helped me to feel
good about all the choices I have made. Upward Bound has also
helped me in the past, giving me positive support with various
issues I deal with in terms of helping me understand how important school really is, believing in myself, and asking me to write
articles or participate or be a representative for Upward Bound.
Those things really help me in my feelings of self-confidence and
self-development, about who I am and the things I do and the
things I believe in.
Upward Bound has helped me with opportunities to develop my
confidence and leadership skills. I school, tutoring was always
available to everyone, especially myself.

During Upward Bound summer camp each year I have taken
classes such as math, writing, and speed reading and comprehension courses. I wasn't a big one to read, and I was really unmotivated at an early age toward reading. The reading classes helped me
speed up my reading and understanding, and now reading is something I really enjoy.
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Upward Bound has helped me to apply for scholarships and financial aid. I really didn't understand how I was going to apply for
and pay for college. I had an idea bout financial aid, but without
Upward Bound, I would have been really lost about how to apply
because it is hard, and it is a confusing to deal with.
At Upward Bound, we learn how to choose a college and learn
about financial aid. Every college I applied to was one I visited
with Upward Bound. I have talked with my older acquaintance,
who shared her difficulties in procrastinating. Upward 'Bound has
helped her and myself make clear decisionmaking, refusal skills,
and peer pressure.
In my experience with Upward Bound, I have learned many new
tactics to deal with numerous things in my life. A few of thos:: tactics include how to keep a positive perspective toward school,
regain high self-esteem, and learning how to have a sharing relstionship with anyone I'm in contact with.
My future goal is to study psychology. I would like to work with
teenagers such as myself to help them become more motivated and
realize how important school really is and to bring out the best in
them as Upward Bound has done for me.
Just knowing how Upward Bound has helped me, I know I will
make a big difference in this world.
I know I read this, and it might sound ishy, but I am really serious about what I just read, and I know th:...t I am now one of those
highly-motivated students, and I am really involved in a lot of different things, but I seriously doubt I wokild be the student I am
today if Upward Bound wasn't there for me. I hope it continues
being there for other students, because they really do need it, like I
did.

Thank you, Senator Wellstone, for this opportunity to speak to
you and for your support of education and Upward Bound. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. LaBostrie followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. LABOSTRIE

WHODuana Labostrie Senior at Minneapolis South High graduating this
springattending UM at Minneapolis in the fall.
I am a member of the University of Minnesota General College Upward Bound
college preparatory program which is a TRIO program.
Due to a difficult home situation I have been living on my own since this fall sup-

porting myself with part time jobs at K-Mart and the GuLhrie Theatre.
I am very proud to be the first chidl in my family to graduate from high school
and first to go to college.
I am also proud to say that I am the first African-American woman to be president of my senior class.
At the time I got involved with Upward Bound it was a crucial time in my life. I
had a difficult time when I moved to MPLS from Kalamazo.
I hung with a group of kids whose interests in school or their future were not like
mine.

Some of them have now dropped out of school or are attending alternative

schools. A couple of them now have children.
I decided that I wanted more out of my life and Upward Bound was there offering
encouragement.
As I am muturing I've become more independnet. Upward Bound has helped me
feel good about my choices.
UpwartBound has helped me in my past with giving me positive support with
various issues I was dealing with.

Helped me understand how important school really was
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Believing in me
Asked me to do things
Write articles for UB newsletter
Asking my opinion about things and taking it seriously
in my feelings of self confidence and my self devel-

Those things really helped me
things I believe in
opment about who I am, the things that I do and the
opportunities
to
develop
my confidence and leaderUpward Bound has given me
ship skills.
everyone Upward Bound.
In school tutoring was readily available to
math,
During Upward Bound summer camp I've taken vi ious classes such as
comprehension
courses.
writing and reading speed and
reading. The reading classes
I wasn't one to read and I was unmotivated toward
and
understanding
and
now reading is something I
helped me speed up my reading
enjoy.
financial aid.
Upward Bound has helped me apply for scholarships andapply and pay for college.
about
how
I
was
going
to
I really did not understand
Bound I would have been
I had an idea abcut financial aid but without Upward
because
it
is
hard
and
confusing.
really lost about how to apply
learn about financial aid.
At Upward Bound we learn how to choose a college and
I
visited
with
Upward
Bound.
Every college I applied to was one
difficulties in proI've talked with one of my older aquaintances who's shared her
crastinating.
decision making, refusal
Upward Bound has helped her and me make clearer
skills, and peer pressure.
new tactics to deal with
In my experience with Upward Bound I've learned many
learning
how to keep a posiare
numerous things in my life. A few of those tactics self-esteem,
and learning how to
school,
regaining
a
high
tive perspective towards with everyone I am in contact with.
have a sharing relationship
I would like to work with teenMy future career goals are to study psychology,
motivated
and realize how important
ages such as myself to help them to be more
school really is to brinig out the best in them.
know I will make a big differJust knowing how Upward Bound has helped me I
ence in this world.
and for your supThank you, Senator Wellstone for this opportunity to speak you
port of education and Upward Bound.
[Article from the Washington Post follows:1
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Senatur WELLSTONE. Thanks,

Duana. I really thank you, and

to 5
reading is sometimes helpful when we are limiting everybody
I've
got
to
much.
I
really
appreciate
it.
minutes. So thank you very
we're
doing
here,
but
I'm
really
pertell you that not just for what
of the

sonally proud that you came here and that this is part

record of the deliberations of our committee.
Keri, thank you for being here.
Ms. HUNTLEY. Hi. My name is Keri Huntley, and I am a tradiold, a
tional student at the University of St. Thomas. I am 22 years
$20,000
in
middle-class
family,
and
I
am
dependent, I come from a
debt, and I'm not done with my undergraduate degree.
My family and I realize the importance of financial aid andI have
For the past 4 years, have
relied on it heavily for my education.
student
loans allowed, and 1 year
taken out the maximum Stafford
also
taken
out
SELF loans through the
I had a Pell grant. I have
worked
an
average
of 20-25 hours a
Minnesota State program and
week at a work-study job on campus.
The results are two-fold. I am getting a college education, but I
will be $25,000 in debt when I earn a bachelor's degree.
trends
I don't think my debt load is all that uncommon. Withofthe
loan
dolof declining grant and scholarship moneys and the rise themselves
lars being borrowed, more and more people are finding
thousands of dollars in debt.
of
My situation may be nontraditional in one sense--the levelvice
family.
My
father,
who
is
the
participation in education by my
Colpresident of business affairs at Western Iowa Tech Community
degree
lege in Sioux City, IA, is currently working on his master's
school
at the University of South Dakota. My mother went back to
WIT
last
from
2 years ago and received her associate of arts degree
bachelor's
degree,
go on and get her
summer, and she planned to constraints
that my family is under
but because of the financial
decided
instead
to
attend a cheaper parawhile I am in school, she
College
in
Sioux
City.
legal program at Morningside
High
School,
which is parochial,
My brother is a junior at Helin
attends
Helin
is
not
only
the quality of
and one of the reasons he
individualized
attention
he receives
education there, but the more
he is
which
he
attended
previously,
because in a public high school,

one of the students that kind of slips through the cracks of the
system.
of
The bottom line here is that my family is paying some levelaid,
tuition at four different institutions, and without financial
more than one of these wouldn't be a reality.
the system,
The other reality is there is never enough money in
and
it affects
and it affects your choices. It affected my mother's,
everyone's.

educaThe size of your debt and the costs associated with higherstudent
decisions
you
make
in
life.
A
tion dictate many of the
should be able to attend school where he or she would most benefit,
acaregardless of the cost. The decision should be made on your
well
it
academic
reputation
and
how
demic ability, the school's
serves your needs, not based on the price.
and occupation. When I
Debt burden affects your choice of major teacher.
My earnings in
am $25,000 in debt, I'm not going to be a
that field wouldn't be enough to pay back my loans and live off of.
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People aren't going to go into education, social work and public
service fields when they are anticipating a debt burden of $20,000.
High debt levels continue to affect you after you have received
your undergraduate degree. Being $25,000 in debt practically forces

you to continue your education and earn a higher degree to in-

crease your earning potential.
I plan on going to law school to increase my earning capacity to
make it easier to pay back my student loans, but in order to that, I
have to borrow more money to finance my law degree. I have to dig
myself in deeper in order to fill the hole I have already dug. Where
does this cycle end?
I then need to decide what kind of law to study that will allow

me to make enough money to pay back the loans tahen out to
cover my graduate and my undergraduate studies. It is unlikely I'll
become a public defender.

College students need to be recognized as what they are. They
are average citizens as well as students. Many are paying rent, car
payments, insurance bills, child careeverything an average citizen pays for, as well as college tuition.
Students are not exempt from the everyday costs of life while
they are in school. School is just an added expense. Yet while in
school, most students aren't earning a comparable income nor contributing to the overall economy at the desired level.
Twenty years ago, a college graduate's first major purchase was
a car or a home. Today's college graduate is waiting 10 years for
that purchase while they continue to pay off their education debt.
College students don't have mortgage on houses; we have mortgages on our futures.
So often, policymakers don't see the effects of their rolicies, especially when the funding doesn't follow. People need to start looking
at education as an investmentan investment in our economy that
will pay for itself in increased production. And the government
needs to invest in the future, or 1 day we are going to Wake up and
find ourselves floundering in the midst of an uneducated society.
We can't continue to cut money from education and hope that
someday it will straighten itself out, because it won't. Education is
becoming elitist. It will soon be a luxury comparable to having a
summer home and two BMWs in the garage. It is a frightening
trend, Senator, but even more frightening are the possible results.
Thank you. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Huntley follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. HUNTLEY

My name is Keri Huntley. I'm a "traditional" student at the University of St.
Thomas. I'm 22 years old, a dependent, from a middle class family, and already
$20,000 in debt. And I'm not finished with my undergraduate degree.
My family and I realize the importance of financial aid and have relied on it for
my education. For the past four years I have taken out the maximum Stafford loans

allowed, and I received a Pell grant one year. I also have taken out Self Loans
through the state of Minnesota. I have worked an average of 15-20 hours per week
at a work study job through my whole college careerwhich, incidentally takes

away time from studying.
The results are two-fold: I am getting a college education, but I will be $25,000 in
debt when I earn a Bachelor's degree. I don't think my debt load is all that uncom-

mon. With the trends of declining grant and scholarship funds available and the
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rise of loan dollars being borrowed, more and more people are finding themselves
thousands of dollars in debt.
My situation may be non-traditional in one sense: the current participation level
in education by my family. My father, who is the Vice President of Business Affairs
at Western Iowa Tech Community College in Sioux City, Iowa, is working on his
Master's degree at the University of South Dakota.
My mother went back to school two years ago and received her Associates of Arts
degree from WITCC last summer. She planned to go and get her B.A., but because
of the financial constraints my family is under while I'm in school, she decided instead to attend a paralegal program through Morningside College in Sioux City.
My brother is a junior at Hee Ian High School, a parochial school. One of the reasons he attends Hee Ian is not only the quality of education there, but the more individualized attention he receives, as opposed to the public high school where he could
easily be one of those students who slips through the cracks.

The bottom line here is that my family is paying some level of tuition at four
different institutions, and without financial aid, more than one of these would not
be a reality. The other reality is there is never enough money in the system and it
does affect your choicesit affected my mothers.
The size of your expected debt and the costs associated with higher education dictate many of the decisions you make in your life. A student should be able to attend
school where he/she would most benefit regardless of the cost. The decision should
be made on your academic ability, the school's academic reputation and how well it
serves your needsnot based on the price:'
Debt burden affects your choice of major and occupation. When I am $25,000 in
debt I am not going to become a teacher. My earnings in that field would not be
enough to pay back my loans and live off. People aren't going to go into education,
social work, or public service fields when they are anticipating a debt burden of
$20,000.
High debt levels continue to affect you after you have received your undergrad
degree. Being $25,060 in debt practically forces you to continue your education and
earn a higher degree to increase your earning potential.
I plan on attending law school to increase my earning capacity to make it easier
more
to pay back my student loans. But in order to do that, I will have to borrowfill
the
money to finance my law degree. I have to dig myself in deeper in order to
hole I have already dug. Where does this mad cycle end?
I then need to decide what kind of law to study that will allow me to make
enough money to pay back the loans borrowed to cover both my graduate and undergraduate studies. It's unlikely I'll become a public defender or work in public
service. I wan to work in education policy, but whether or not I'll be able to afford
to is yet to be seen.
College students need to be recognized as what they are. They are average citizens
everything
as well as students. Many are paying rent, car payments, insurance, bills
aren't
exempt
foras
well
as
a
college
tuition.
Students
an average citizen pays
from the everyday costs of life while in school, school is just an added expense. Yet
while in school, most students aren't earning a comparable income nor contributing
to the overall economy at the desired level.
Twenty years ago a college graduate's first major purchase was a car or a home.
Today's college graduate has to wait ten years for that purchase while they continue to pay off their education debt. College students don't have mortgages on houses,
they have mortgages on their futures.
So often policy makers don't see the effects of their policy, especially when the
funding does not follow. People need to start looking at education as an investment,
and the government needs to invest in the future or one day we are going to wake
up and find ourselves floundering in the midst of an uneducated society. We cannot
continue to cut money from education and hope that someday it will straighten
itself out.
Education is becoming elitist, it will soon be a luxury comparable to having a
summer home on the beach and two BMWs in the garage. It's a frightening trend,
but even more frightening are the possible results.
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

1. Simplify the FFS form. The application form to fill out for the needs analysis is

form in itself is a disincentive to students
an intimidating, complex document. Thesupposed
to help needy students, and I do
when applying for aid. Financial aid is
not want to overgeneralize or offend anyone, but often the lowest income students
come from families with, unfortunately, little education. When faced with a 12 page
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application, they are often intimidated and therefore do not apply. The form ends
up hurting the people whom the system was intended to help.
2. FFS filing should be free. When a student is applying for need based aid, they
should not be expected to pay to apply. That would be like requiring an application
fee for someone applying for welfare. There is also no guarantee you will qualify for
aid.
3. Do not use assets whim calculating need. Many of the people who apply for aid
are turned away based on the assets their family has. A farmer may own land and
equipment valued at a high price, but still have little or no money available to finance an education. Assets cannot necessarily be liquidated' to pay for an education, nor should they be expected to be. Therefore, only available or easily accessible

money should be used in figuring eligibility.
4. 7'he Pell grant program should become an Entitlement program. This will increase access to higher education. Fully funding the grant program also lowers the
debt burden by lowering the amount of loans needed. Currently, the majority of federal funding is in the form of loans, forcing students into debt. Full funding of the
Pell grant program will be a strong investment in our economy that will pay for
itself in increased productivity.

Thank you for your time, and I would be willing to discuss any of these issues
further at any time.

Senator WELLSTONE. I will tell you right now that I'm having a
difficult timeI'm sure this applies somewhat to everyone who is
here todaylistening to some of these statements and then not

being able to respond right away. So much has been said and with
such power.
Why don't we move on, and then we will get into the discussion.
Melissa, please. Thank you for being here.

MS. TREBESCH. My name is Melissa Trebesch, and I am one of the
nontraditional students that everyone has been talking about so
much today.
I began my postsecondary education at Inver Hills Community

College, and I am now a senior at the University of Minnesota here
in the Twin Cities. I am also the proud parent of a 7 year-old firstgrader named James.
I am here today to advocate for higher education financial aid
programs because without them, college of any sort would not have
been a possibility for me. I have received Pell grant, work-study

and Guaranteed Student Loans. It is because of the financial aid
programs that exist right now that I will have the opportunity to
contribute to our society in a meaningful way and provide a viable
and secure future for my son. And I am thankful for that. But it is
also in spite of the financial aid programs as they exist today that I
am here.

I'd like you to take a moment and try to envision standing in
this room thousands of faceless families who struggle to make it
week to week and month to month without any real hope of a more
secure future. The faces of those women and their children are not
mere visions to me. I have talked with and lived beside women who
would never dream of going over $25,000 in debt, as I have been
forced to do, in order to acquire an education and have a future.
That amount of money may not sound like very much to you. Some
people spend that much on just one car. But the idea of borrowing
such a large sum of money is unthinkable to many families. They
will continue to work, and work hard, at minimum wage jobs
rather than risk going so deeply into debt. For them, that amount
of dollars is more than they may make in an entire year. It is not
just the price of a car.
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a possibility is the
To invest in them by making higher education the
opportunity to
one real concrete way that our government has
and
one family
shared
future,
one
person
invest in the future, our
to
higher
education
at a time. The ratio of debt to be able to go on
must be reduced.
on the recognition
As a citizen, I believe that democracy is based
the
quality
of our public.
individual to
of the intrinsic value of each
innocent equals, valuable to the same

We must all be seen as

the fragile fabric
degree. We stand facing each other, clutching
for
justice
visibility.
woven together by our common desire democracyand
lies.
We must
This is where the struggle for justice and
for
opportunities
all
have
the
possibility
all have a future. We must
to tend and nurture our families.
If any of us remain invisible, expendable, unessential, we sacrifice our shared future.
women and
So Senator Wellstone, I implore you to keep those
mind
when you
children, those families, in the forefront of your
responsibility
of illuyou with the
return to Washington. I charge
have
the
opporis
essential
for
all
of
us
to
minating the fact that it
tunity and possibility of higher education.
grants and
There are many needschild care, transportation,
students are unique and
parents
who
are
the understanding that
have unique responsibilities.
Thank you for having us today. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you.

I think I'm going to go in reverse order if that's okay, and anybody who wants to jump in at any time may.
just so that I
First, Melissa, I want to ask one specific question the
Pell grant
AFDC
grant,
when
you
get
understand this. With an
Do
you
know
how that
and others, is that then treated as income?
works?
Ms. TREBESCH. I

don't believe that Pell grants are counted

receive food
against AFDC, but when you are on AFDC you usually
when
you receive
exact
amountbut
stampsI'm not sure of the
that, so you end up
they
are
counted
against
loans and Pell grants,
family with
with reduced income; you have less money to feed your
if you go to school.
from different
Senator WELLSTONE. I have heard about this
the
food
stamps?
against
womenso it is actually counted
that
you
receive no food stamps whatsoMs. TREBESCH. Right, so
ever.

Senator WELLSTONE. OK. What is the rationale for

thatand it's

not your policy; I'm not asking you to defend it. bureaucracy exactMs, TREBESCH. I haven't checked out with the
it is considered
ly why it exists that way, but I believe it's because
that
doesn't make
available
resources.
But
that you will have more
when
you
are going to
sense when you have a lot more expenses
school.

The pressure, I take it, given some of the
is to keep down benefits at
cultural stereotypes and scapegoating,
thus
you
begin to make that kind of
level as possible, and
Senator WELLSTONE.

as low a

decision.

with a child?
What was your experience going back to school
for how your expe-

Could you just give me a little bit more of a feel
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rience was different from other "nontraditional" students who
were going back to school but didn't have a child or children to
take care of?
Ms. TREBESCH. I remember the first time
hit me was
when I had transferred to the university, andit Ireally
was
sitting
in an
honors class with 20 peopleI was sitting there, .:rying to compete,
and people were talking about what they
were going to do that
weekend, and I was struggling, trying to figure
to get my homework done and my papers and out how I was going
my work-study job

and be able to compete against those other students.
was one
of the clear examples to me, and I thought this was That
really
unfair,
that I was competing against people with much less
responsibility,
and yet the expectation was exactly the same as far as credit levels
for finandial aid and things like that.
Sena Or WELIMONE. Duana, this is a little longer
You described very well how Upward Bound has range question.
really made a
huge difference in your going on for more schooling.
How about
career plans? Has it had any effect on your thinking about
what
you see yourself doing in your life?
Ms. LABOSTRIE. Yes, I

guess it has. Since I

a freshman, I
always had an idea about what I wanted to do forwas
my
I started becoming more serious with Upward Bound future, but as
and more serious about my future, my career goals started to become
concrete, and that's when I decided that I wanted to major inmore
psychology because that's something I'm really interested in.

Send Or WELLSTONE. Why psychology?
Ms. LABOSTRIE. Because I'm really interested in what goes
on in
the brain, and I love

to hear other people's perspectives on life, and
I'm really good at dealing with other people
and talking to people
of all ages. I give a lot of good advice to my mom. [Laughter.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Well, you have given a lot of good advice
to
me.
Keri, I probably will steal this line, but it's not a line, it is for
real, and I won't really steal it. You said something
for students it is not a question of mortgages on our homes, itlike
is
rather
a
question of mortgages on our future. I thought that
was
powerful.
One thing that you touched on, too, that I thought
pretty interestingand I would imagine we might hear aboutwas
this
from a
number if other students in open mikeyou also worked it
back
home. In other words, you talked not just about your own pressures, but the ways in which this situation right nowwhich I do
think is really intolerablecreates a lot oftrade-offs that have
to
be made.
I remember we went through this discussion
home. When
Sheila and I were married, back then, I went onintoour
school,
and she
supported me. She would like to go back to school, and about
or 3 years ago we had some discussion about trying to mustertwo
up
our resources and apply for aid on for her. And her position was
that, no, it's going to be Marcia or me, or Mark or me, but we can't
really do both. I was a teacher and certainly right there in the
middle. Now, you know, I'm a United States Senator, I'm
wealthy,
there's no problem. [Laughter.]
I think I've got one question for you that really
is tailormade for
you. I sit in committee hearings, and we talk about
more grants,
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the concerns and circumstances of students' lives, traditional/non-

traditional, what we have to do to invest in educationI have
heard that a lot todayand it always gets back to the deficit. It

always gets back to trade-offs, at least as the budget is now structured, which I personally think is kind of an awful way. So the argument is that more money for Pell is less money tbr 'Women, Infants, Children, or less money for Head Start or for housing or for
health care.
This comes up over and over again in budget negotiations, and
then the issue is that, well, maybe we should talk about the "T"
word; we just have to raise more revenue to do what we need to do.
And then there are others who say why can't we make some cuts
in the military budget or the Pentagon budget.
I guess what I'm interested in is what would you say in that
debate. In other words, your claim becomes one of a number of different claims. I think you have spelled out in a pretty eloquent way
what it is like to be a traditional student, middle income, and some
of the pressures. How would you respond to that?
Ms. HUNTLEY. If I knew where we could come up with the
money, I'd be sitting there, and you would be here. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. That's the oldest tactic in the world. No, no,
no. I do think you've got something powerful to say about it. I'm
serious. You are in that debate, and you are hearing people say,
"We just don't have the money. There is a deficit. It is just. one of
many claims." I think you feel pretty strongly about it. You fincan't remember the exact
ished up your talk by sayingand I quiet.
What would you say
ending, but it left this room kind of
about it?
Ms. HUNTLEY. I think everyone here today has said the same
thing. It is a matter of priorities. I don't know how you can go out
and get more money unless it is through taxes, and I don't advocate raising them because you never know where the money is
going to go. You can say I'm going to raise taxes for education, and
it will go to the military.
But I think you have to look at it as an investment. If you don't
to have fewer and
put the money into education, you're going
fewer educated citizens. And where are we going to be in 30 years
when the majority of our population is not educated?
I can't tell you where the money
Senator WELLSTONE. No, I didn't ask you for that. I just meant to
argue the priority, just the sense of how strongly you feel about

is--

this.
Ms. HUNTLEY. You can put all the money you want into domestic
policy and foreign policy and the military, but how much good is
all that going to be in the long run when you *don't have people

educated enough to run the country, to govern, to manage businesses, and to teach other people?
Senator WELISTONE. Or to think on their own two feet. I mean, I

have citizens,
think the whole essence of democracy is you've got to
feet.
We always
who
can
think
on
their
own
two
men and women,
when
argue it in terms of the economy, but I get worriedthat arepeople
being
are not able to critically understand the decisions

made that crucially affect the quality or lack of quality of their
lives. I really think that that is part of it, too. Any society that
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doesn't invest in education I think runs the risk of not being able
to continue with this enterprise of self-governance.
Real quickly by way of fmishing upand we'll take a brief break
before we move to open mikeI think that Mr. Johnson's proposal,
the director of financiai services at Augsburg, was kind of interesting, Keri, because he was talking about trying to develop some
kind of a fund and the whole question of loan forgiveness for students who go into public service. You kept trying to talk about the
sort of Catch-22 all the way up.
I have met students both at a lot of law schools and at the medical schools who say the exact same thing; first it is undergraduate,
and then it goes on to graduate and just gets worse, and it severely
narrows what we can do. And I always think that it is not for me
0 judge what is great for society and what isn't, and I don't tell
people that what they do is unimportant, but I do think it is a
shame when certain students feel that they want to be involved in
what they define as public service, and they can't do it for financial
reasons.

Before we take a break, let me quickly make some introduc-

tionsI have been remiss in not doing itand then I want to

thank the panel.
Jeff Griffith is deputy press secretary, and Jeff came out here
from DC. [Applause.]

I also want to introduce Jeff Blodgett, who is director of the Min-

nesota office. [Applause.]

Marcia KellerI'll tell you, sometimes friendship is the most important thing in the world, and I just can't believe that Marcia is
now working with us. She has an incredibly rich experience of

working in public service and is very interested in special projects,
in economic development. She is going to be working with us, and I
wanted to make sure that Marcia was introduced. [Applause.]
Is Allison Cutler still here, or did she leave? She left.
Is Larry Dunham here? Larry Dunham is outside and was greeting people as they came in. He was a railroad worker in the past
and has done a lot of different things. As my dad would say if he
were alive, Larry has majored in "Life" with a capitol "L." He is
just a wonderfully wise person.
And then finally, is Jonathan Lenke here?
[No response.]
Anyway, I got a chance to introduce some people who have really

helped out. We will take about an 8-minute break and then go to
open mike.

Thank you very much to the panel. I really appreciate it. [Ap-

plause.]
[Short recess.]

Senator WELLSTONE. We will now move to the open mike part of
this formal hearing. Again, our idea is to start out with panels.
Some of you have sat through a good deal of today's testimony, and
I have to say that I see a lot of different ways that that testimony
can be directly translated into legislative initiatives. So it is really
important that this be a part of the official record of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, and that's what this
hearing is today. I believe there are a few other hearings being
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held around the country, and this morning was just absolutely incredible in terms of some of the testimony.
On the open mike, we have a lot of people, and we're going to try
to get through as many of you as possibleI don't think I put that
very well"get through as many of you as possible." I am really
looking forward to listening to what you have to say.

If we run out of timeand I hope that you can keep your remarks fairly briefbut if any of you should not have the opportuand

nity today, please submit your remarks in written testimony,
up until May 10th, I can then insert that as a part of the formal
record. So just in case we don't get all the way through, you can do
that.
I have asked Jeff Blodgett to kind of read names and take people
in the order of their signing u.
Mr. BLODGETT. Just a few things to keep in mind, please, because
to keep
we do have a lot of peopleIf you could please remember
remarks
to
your remarks brief. If you could shoot for keeping your
2 minutes, that would be helpful to us.
and we
This is a hearing on the Federal Higher Education Act,
higher
eduremarks
focused
on
Federal
do ask that you keep your
cation issues.
Please State.your name, address, school and/or organizational af-

filiation at the beginning of your talk, for the record. And if I pronounce your name wrong, I apologize.
The first person to testify is Shawn Towle.
STATEMENT OF SHAWN TOWLE, MINNESOTA STUDENT
COALITION

Mr. TOWLE. Hello, Senator. My name is Shawn Towle, and I am
a senior at the University of Minnesota, and I am chair of the Minnesota Student Coalition, which represents 260,000 students from
the States's five higher educational systems. I am a former commu-

nity college student and a veteran of the United States Coast
Guard. I thank you for this opportunity to address my concerns
and those of other students regarding the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

Let me start by explaining to you some of the things that I have
learned in recent weeks from my international business class. We
have been discussing the concept of comparative advantage. Comparative advantage is the ability to produce goods and services
more efficiently than others or, as we say in Minnesota, doing what
we are good at. But what is our comparative advantage?
I quote from my text, International Business: "America's best
change to slash the trade deficit and recapture its comparative ad-

vantage in many markets will not be found in the conventional
wisdom of a weaker dollar or of lower labor and capital costs, al-

though it is difficult for policymakers and business people to understand. The ability to compete now depends less on classical sources
of comparative advantage and more on the ability to nurture and
protect ideas. The considerations of labor and capital intensity are
focused on the past. American industry is brain-intensive, and intellectual property is one of the most valuable assets a company or
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a Nation can possess. Protecting the intellectual property is what
will give America its edge in the world markets."
Our vision must be that of investment, as we have heard today,
in all forms of education. This is our best national security. With
an investment in our human capital, we will be able to survive our
current budget problems and prevent future crises from occurring.
No longer in this "new world order" will global power be based on
military might, but rather, intellectual abilities.
During our shift fr9m the technological age to the information
age, those of us who can adapt will flourish. The idea of investment
in our country's futureeducationmust remain NI budget is
absurd. If we can find money for Persian Gulf conflicts and savings
and loan debacles, we should be able to provide better funding for
our Nation's welfare.
We are now facing a social crisis of staggering proportions, and
to quote Gene Lamar, the president of the student government qssociation in New York City, as you heard in the testimony that
took place in Washington, "You can pay to educate us now, (.r pay
to protect yourselves later." Education is the only means through
which people are able to break down class boundaries. If we allow
the costs of education to place people out of reach of what they
need to attain, then we will have to deal with their attempts at
survival. The results of less investment in education is more money
for prisons.
We must stop looking at these programs as debits on the Federal
budget and start looking at tht m as credits to our national recovery. The Federal Government must understand that we do not recognize a loan as financial aid. Financial aid comes as grants, and
nothing else. That is equity.
Since 1980, the grant-to-loan ratio flip-flopped from a 60-40 relationship to a 40-60, the trend being to provide as many loans, i.e.,
debt, as possible. SureI want to be putting off buying my house
until I am 40.
The principal grant that reflects student need is the Pell grant.
Let us look at the history of this program. Congress has consistently authorized a higher level of funding than they have provided.
The current level is $2,300, but the original authorization, adjusted
for inflation, is $3,700.
Changes need to be made in this program to assure that it meets
the students' real needs, while at the same time not doing as the
Bush proposal statescutting out 1.1 million people from the program to achieve this parity.
How will this level of funding be determined? Currently, adjustment are made relative to the Consumer Price Index. This is not
an accurate representation of the costs that students face. The CPI
may be 5 percent, but book costs leap at 35 percent. The Federal
Government should develop a student CPI.
The Bush administration has proposed changing the independent
student status age to 26 years of age. What does Mr. Bush expect
all of us to live at home until then?
No longer is the average student 18-22 years of age. The average
age of the student at the university is 26.9. This proves that many
of today's students are not taking 4 years out of their lives right
after high school to receive their degree. But this also does not
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mean that we should deny these people the ability to finance their
education.
Students receiving Pell grants should be supported until completion of their degree. Pell grants should be made available at a maximum credit level, such as 200 credit hours, or the semester equivalent. A student should not be cut off before completion. This type of
proposal may seem to encourage a slower participation rate, and
this can be nullified by providing pro-rated aid amounts based on
number of credits takenmore money for 15 credits, say, than 12.
The oversight for this, as with all other financial aid programs,
should reside with the financial aid administrators. A local response to these types of concern is best.
In closing, in dealing with the loan programs, we can reiterate

that they are not financial aid. Why is it that Exxon is able to
write off the Valdez oil spill as a loss, and students aren't able to
write off the interest on their student loans? How can the Federal
interest subsidy be deemed a good deal when consumer loans are

approaching equal value? To remedy this, the interest payments on
loans for both State and Federal should be tax-deductible.
Finally, the Federal Government should remove the private lending institutions as middlemen from the student loan program. [Applause.] This would free up over $4 million that could be placed in
the loan program. A loan coming directly from the Federal Government and through the academic institution will strengthen the re-

lationship between lender and recipient and thereby prevent defaults. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Shawn, I thank you for your testimony, and
I know you had to race through it to try to meet that 5-minute
limit. That is hard to do, and I'm sorry you had to do it, but I
really appreciate it.
I think we'll move along, and when I don't respond to what
people are saying, it is not because I am not listening carefully or I
do not think it is important, but we will just not get through otherwise. So I'm just going to listen.
Mr. BLoncErr. Beth Randall.
STATEMENT OF BETH RANDALL, STUDENT LOAN TASK FORCE

Ms. RANDALL. My name is Beth Randall, and I live at 700 East
Cook Avenue in St. Paul. I work with low-income families who live

in inner-city housing, rehabilitated by Project for Pride in Living.
Today I represent the Student Loan Task Force.
Thank you, Senator Wellstone, for the opportunity to address the
inequities in the Higher Education Act regarding the impact of
current student loan policies on persons and families with low incomes.

The Student Loan Task Force is a group of direct service providers and concerned individuals, including some who have been in default, who meet regularly to address the problems of the current
financial aid system, particularly defaulted student loans. Our goal
is to help avoid defaults, assist individuals deal with the defaulted
student loans, and propose changes in a sick system to eliminate
default problems in the future.
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From 1965 to 1979, $10.4 billion in student loans were borrowed.
From 1980 to 1985, only a five-year period, $50.4 billion in student
loans were borrowed. The cost of college, eliminating inflation, has

risen by 40 percent in the last 9 years. At the same time, family

income grew only 33 percent; Federal assistance for students rose a
mere 3 percent.
According to U.S. Senator Paul Simon, "Not only has student financial aid dropped; it has been twisted."
We have shifted from an emphasis on grants to loans. This actually costs the Federal Government more money. We not only subsi-

dize student loan interest, but we pay for defaulted loans. Of the
money provided for student loans in 1990, 43 percent is not going
for loans, but to pay for defaults.
The 1988 Belmont Task Force convened by the House Subcom-

mittee on Postsecondary Education found a high correlation between income level, employment status and default. In its final
report, the task force went so far as to say, "collectively, these findings indicate that a significant number of students who default are
members of ethnic minority groups and come from low-income families who are unable to help their students finance educational
costs."
The present evidence points to a i. r in the population using the
GSL, now Stafford loan program. As a part vf this shift, individuals
with very limited resources and academic preparation are taking
out loans, enrolling in an educational program, failing to complete
that program, and subsequently finding themselves unemployed.
The Belmont Task Force referred to these borrowers as "structural
defaulters," and in most cases our defaulted clients fit this description. What does not come across in the description, however, is that
most of these clients pursued education in good faith, hoping that
school would result in a career and a better life. Circumstances
derail their plans, and when we see them, they remain poor, unemployed, on assistance and stuck. Perhaps the most damaging penalty is the exclusion from student financial aid. Thus they find that
the one door to self-sufficiencyeducationis closed and locked.
For some, payment is a possibility, but most are working lowpaying jobs or are on government assistance, and paying off their
student loan amounts to a cruel joke.
There are two basic options available for our clients: enroll in a
program that may provide funding for training, such as DRS,
JTPA or Project Stride; or, try to negotiate an acceptable payment
plan. Many times, payments are refused by unreasonable collection
services and guaranty agencies. The Department of Education is
not getting their money back because someone is refusing a payment.
The reality of maintaining a payment on a limited income can be
painful due to the accumulated interest and collection fees that can
easily double the original loan amount. In one case, a client now
owes over $12,000 on loans originally totalling under $5,000.
It should be noted here that while the Department of Education
does set most policies regarding student loans, guaranty agencies
have more control over their payment policies than it might
appear. For instance, a guaranty agency can grant a forbearance
on a defaulted loan, but in practice they never do, regardless of the
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or
circumstances of the default, including persons with disabilities
agencies
still
persons who have become homeless. Yet the guart.nty the mercy of
give the impression that they are powerless pawns at
the Department of Education.
recommended inSo what can be done? The Belmont Task Force
the
Pell grant to a
creasing funding for grant programs such as
loans
to finance
student
level where low-income people could avoid
education,
thus
eliminating
their first year of postsecondary
making costly mistakes and being victimized by profiteers posing
government take
as educators. Our task force would like to see the taxpayers'
investback its regulatory responsibility by monitoring
this
responsibility
is acment in higher education. [Applause.] If
and
local
governto
the
State,
county
cepted, it would defray costs
the cost of training
ments who now bear more than their share ofdefault
loans.
for
people
who
have
and assistance programs
subsidizing a new guartaxpayers
are
even
In fact, in Minnesota,
in the
anty agency due to the insolvency of the largest guarantor
agency,
North
the
way,
the
new
guaranty
Nation, HEAF. And by
Star, has opened today.
loan industry has become a profitIt is clear that the student
attorneys, colmaking venture, not for students, but for grantors,
of
the
old pictures
lection agencies and fraudulent schools. Instead
defaulting
on student
1970's
of dentists, doctors and lawyers of the have
middle-income families
loans and driving Mercedes, we now
thousands of dolwho receive little if any aid, or go thousands and life.
We have crelars into debt to try to get out and into a better individuals
while
,ted a permanent debtors' prison for low-income believe to be
anthe government continues te subsidize what some
other S and L crisis.
Thank you. [Applause.]
two quick things
Senator WELISTONE. Beth, I do want to saythat
if people want
again,
it
is
not
so
formal
before you leave. One,
anybody
booed,
do
so.
I
certainly
don't
want
to applaud, feel free to
tell
you
two
appropriate.
Second,
I
want
to
because that is just not
listening
to
as I was
things, Beth. First, I was thinking to myselfDavid
have
sat
in
on
you that your perspectiveand Roberta and
at our
don't hear that perspective
the committee hearingswe
this
is
part
of
committee hearings, and I'm really so pleased that
the formal record.
MS. RANDALL. We are here. Thank you.
you is that I
Senator WELLSTONE. The second thing I want to tellwatching
your
their
hands,
and
I
was
love people who talk with
left hand go out as you were speaking.
MS. RANDALL. I'm a speech major.
Senator WELISTONE. I thank both you and Shawn.
Mr. BLODGETT. Is Steve Watson here?
[No response.]

Mr. BLODGETT. Duke Hamilton.

STATEMENT OF DUKE HAMILTON, PRESIDENT, TWIN CITIES
OPPORTUNITY INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTERS

Hamilton. I am the
Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you. My name is Duke

president of Twin Cities OIC in Minneapolis.
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I think many of my colleagues and educators around the State of
Minnesota, and I imagine that you, Senator Wellstone,
also are
aware, that our school heads the default list. We are a nonprofit
institution. This year, we are 25 years old. We have trained 20,000
individuals on a nontuition basis. 'We have never charged a student
tuition for enrollment.
We are an accredited institution by North Central, and all of our
instructors are certified by the Minnesota Department
of Education.
We have provided this training to individuals
because it is our philosophy in the Opportunities free-of-charge
Industrialization
Centers of America to provide training to disadvantaged individuals who have failed in their lives at one time or another either
through incarceration, through chemical abuse, and other kinds of
social ills. These individuals are sometimes tossed away by society

and not allowed a second chance.
In the Opportunities
Centers around the country, we have adopted aIndustrialization
tuition-free policy for individuals to be
trained in various occupational areas governed by the labor market
needs of given areas.
I am sure that you, Senator, know of the perils that minorities
face with regard to educational opportunities. My financial
aid officer was here this morning, but I felt compelled to come this afternoon and try to speak to you about my concern about the default
issue.
I want to tell you the story of TCOIC. We were accredited and

authorized as an administrator of Pell grants in 1982.

the
middle of 1983, we detected that students were enrollingBy
in
our
school to acquire student loans. We in turn notified the regulatory
agency in Chicago, the U.S. Department of Education, that we suspected that many individuals were enrolling simply to obtain
dent loans and would not be completing our programs. They toldstuus
you cannot discriminate, you cannot use discretion in your judgment in issuing student loans, thereby compelling us to continue to
issue student loans against our best judgment. That is why our institution had so many loan applications in the pipeline that we
voluntarily withdrew after 9 months of trying to convince the Department of Education that there were unscrupulous individuals applying for student loansthat we felt were unscrupulous. But they insisted that we continue to issue
these student
We said okay, since we have to continue toloans.
issue these student
loans, we had found that
many people were applying for student
loans, and 2 days later were
out of school; we never saw them

again. So we voluntarily withdrew as a school issuing student loans
because we felt that we were reaching the saturation point, which

at that time was 20 percent. By the time we cut off our student
louns, our default rate

cent level.

we were notified had risen above the 20 per-

There were so many loans in that pipeline that we wound up
with about a 50 r -rcent default rate in our school. It is
not surprising, particularly to us, and as the president of the student
council
from the university, and Shawn and Beth have just articulated
to

you, that minorities suffer the greatest harm from being denied
educational opportunity through Pell grants.
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I wanted to explain that to you, Senator, and put on the record
the reason for TCOIC's high default rate. It was not at our own
making, but we were compelled to continue to issue these loans.
My principal reason for coming today to articulate to you personally and on the record is my concern that our institution and minority students are being denied Pell grants. I think that if a student has a defaulted loan, sure, cut off the availability to further
loans, but don't cut off the opportunity for education through Pell
grants. [Applause.] To deny a student continued support for education is like saying okay, go to the street, peddle crack, break into
someone's car in a parking lot. These individuals who have finally
made up their mindsand I think Shawn made a very good point
that the mean age today is 24I think that that age group shows
you that it is not the 18 year-old who just comes out of high school
who is being deprived, but it is that individual who has not chosen
to go directly into college but has chosen to do other things. And
many of those individuals have, because of no circumstances of
their own making, been victims of some kind of social ill.

So that was the main point that I wanted to make to you, that
despite some individuals being compelled to take these student
loans for economic reasons and then having to drop out of school,
and then deciding to come back to seek an education when they

have finally made up their minds to go ahead and be self-sufficient,
are denied the Pell grants at that time.
So I appreciate this opportunity, and I commend you for these
hearings. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton. It is part of the

record. Thank you very much for the statement.
Mr. BLODGETT. Noreen Buhmann.

STATEMENT OF NOREEN BUHMANN, STUDENT, MINNEAPOLIS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MS. BUHMANN. I don't have any statistics or anything; I'm just
here to tell you what it's all about from my point of view.

I am a single parent, 28 years oldthe same as probably half of
the students here who are women, anyway. My concern is for my
education, of course, but I will get through school. I have good
grades. I'll get the scholarships and do what I need to do. My concern is for my daughter. By the time she is old enough to go to
school, she may not be able to. I don't think it should be a right; it
should just be.
That's really all I have to say. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. I think that by bringing your daughter here

today, you are making the point that on present course it is just
going to become so expensive that even if you do well in school,
which you obviously are doing extremely well, and end up doing
okay in terms of a decent job, you still don't know whether you will
be able to support your own daughter. And I think that is right on
the markwhether you are nervous or not, you said exactly what
needed to be said.
Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. David Ishan,
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STATEMENT OF DAVID ISHAM, FINANCIAL AID COUNSELOR,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Mr. ISHAM. Good morning. My name is David Isham, and I live
in South Minneapolis.
This is my first time participating in one of these things, and I'm
kind of nervous, so be gentle with me.
Senator WELLSTONE. If you'll be gentle with me. You're bigger
than I am, so I'll certainly be gentle with you. [Laughter.]
Mr. ISHAM. Fair enough.

As I was sitting here this morning, listening to all the testimony
and what is transpiring and what this is all about, my background
has a commonality with everyone who has spoken here today. I am
a product of financial aid. I graduated from the University of Minnesota. I am now reciprocating because I am a financial aid counselor at the University of Minnesota as well.
I am at the grassroots level, if you will. I have the opportunity to
work with these students on a day-to-day basis. They express concerns to me that sometimes I just don't have answers for. They
have great concerns. Unfortunately, a lot of the students that I
have talked to could not be here today, so I guess the obligation
does fall on my shoulders and the responsibility therefor.
They are at school, doing what students are supposed to be doing.
They are school, taking care of their studies. Their concerns are
justifiable. Will there be financial aid for them to continue their
education? If there is financial aid, what type of financial aid? I
deal with many different types of financial aidgrants, scholarships, loans, work-study.

I have been in financial aid for 5 years, and I see a lot of these
scholarships and grants. This year, we even ran into problems with
work-study for the first time because we see more and more students who are willing to make the trade-off to keep their indebtedness down. So we over-awarded on our work-study, and we're running into some problems with our work-study this year, but I think

that is an indication of what the n the scene who work with it
more chance to figure out what the best way might be in Rhode

Island, which might be different than it is in Tennessee or

Mississippi.* I21So it is more a matter of giving more flexibility in
three programs that have a very good purpose, and we think it will
make them work better, not worse.4#I21Senator Pell. But some of
these programs really are pretty successful. Will you be examining
them with to-day bills, not frivolous things such as VISA cards and
Master cards. These are bills just to survive so they can concen-

trate on their studies. If they can't concentrate on their studies,
they are going to do poorly. If they do poorly in school, they are
going to be cut off from financial aid. So as everything else here, it
is like a Catch-22.

So I would like to reiterate that there is a great need for financial aid for a lot of people out there. They depend on it. The people
that I deal with on a day-to-day basis are very concerned about it.
Their wants and their desires are genuine. They want to get their
degree. They want to be productive members of this society, but
they need the assistance and the help.
I thank you for the opportunity, Senator. [Applause.]
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Senator WELLSTONE. That was a powerful statement. Thank you
very much.
Mr. BLoDGETT. Charles Cantale from Mankato.
STATEMENT OP CHARLES CANTALE, DIRECTOR, UPWARD BOUND
PROGRAM, MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. CANTALE. I appreciate the opportunity to be before you
today, Senator, to talk about the relevance of the TRIO programs
and Upward Bound in general.
My name is Chuck Contale. I am an associate professor of education and the director of the Upward Bound Program at Mankato
State University in Mankato, MN.
I come from a low-income family in Cleveland, OH and was the
youngest of six kids. There was not a lot of emphasis placed on
postsecondary education. In fact, of all my siblings, I was the only
one to go on to loostsecondary education.

It was only through sheer determination that I even went on to

college, since I was advised not to go on, that I was not college material, and I was too old to get a good vocational job.
Having no role models except for some of my teachers, I did just
that. I went on to be trained as a chef and did not go on to postsecondary education. Then, after realizing that I was able to make it,

I went on and received my degree. Becoming a chef was not my
goal, so I went on. I wanted to teach in the inner city, to provide
guidance to students who were in similar situations to where I was
during my formative years. Because of my background and the realization that I may have missed out on a formal education, I am

driven as an Upward Bound director.
Upward Bound seeks students from low-income and academically

disadvantaged backgrounds and students whose parents do not
have a college education and provides the needed educational,

social and cultural activities needed to achieve postsecondary education. The students we work with are not often polished or refined
when it comes to education. The Upward Bound program works
with these students to give them a sense of purpose, direction and
value of education.

The students we work with are sometimes seen as failures by
their schools, their communities, and even their parents. Sometimes the students see themselves as failures also. They lack motivation and self worth. Therefore they never see a reason to excel or
make themselves better. Thus they resign themselves to a loser
mentality.
On the inner city streets as well as in rural America, it is pretty

much understood that one will not advance himself well or find
upward mobility without a college education. Quite possibly the
best solution to overcome failure is a good education, although the
adverse effects of poverty, illiteracy, and poor social conditions
cannot be overlooked. Faulty educational processes may be the
main cause for many young people's failure in school. Unless we
begin to provide learning situations in which young people,
through reasonable applications of their capabilities, can succeed,
it is logical to infer that we will do little to solve the majority of
problems of our country.

.
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It has been shown for the most disadvantaged child that improvements in school quality will make the most difference in

achievement. Where children come from homes in which failure is
a part of daily life, poor education leads to no motivation. Without
motivation, or just enough to fight an irrelevant education, these
young people fall into a lockstep failure for life. A person will not
succeed in general until he or she in some way first experiences

success in one important aspect of his or her life. The Upward
Bound program seeks to become that first step, an intervention
program to provide young people who possess academic potential
with an opportunity for meaningful experiences.
TRIO programs serve students from rural, isolated areas in Minnesota, Wyoming, North Dakota and many other States that have

rural isolation. They serve students from inner city slums and

ghettos, from Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, or wherever there is
a ghetto or a slum.

It is important that you understand that these educational programs are covered under the Higher Education Act and are not a
liability to our country's budget. They are investments in the
future. You might ask what is the payoff for these programs. Senator, let me assure you that the payoff is an educated youth who
will be productive and potential taxpayers for our country; the

youth who will make the decisions in our future, for our future.
Our choice is to pay now and educate these young people so that
they make wise and knowledgeable choices in the future, or we can
procrastinate and leave our future in the hands of others and continue to increase the welfare rolls with these young people who
lack determination and motivation for success.
I will be submitting to you several student statements which express their feelings on the Upward Bound program. I am sure you
will see their sensibility and their sincerity in their writing.

However, Senator, it has been said that upon the sands of procrastination lie the bones of countless thousands who, upon the
brink of victory, stopped to vest, and in resting died. Therefore,
Senator, I am asking you not to procrastinate when it comes to determining the future of our youth. It is up to you to continue to
provide educational programs such as TRIO so that disadvantaged
youth of America have the opportunity to become truly upward
bound.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Chuck, I'd like to thank you for coming up

from Mankato. Your testimony is important to me. You speak with
a sense of urgency; I think you used the word "driven." I'm sure
you are driven, and it is really inspiring to see somebody as committed to their work as you are.
Thank you very much.

Mr. CANTALE. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. BLODGETT. Susan Taft.
STATEMENT OF SUSAN TAFT, STUDENT, ST. PAUL, MN

Ms. TAFT. I am Susan Taft from St. Paul. I'd like to thank Senator Wellstone for his victory. It is nice to have a Senator you can
feel good about.
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Senator WELISTONE. I was waiting for somebody to say that. [Applause.]

Ms. TAFT. I have one statement which was just mentioned, so I
won't make a big deal about it, but I think we can all assume that
most people who struggle for financial aid and to get through college have a career in mind, and I'll bet we could do statistics on
the tax dollars that come in after these people graduate, the finan-

cial aid costs and things like that. I think we all want to make
money after we get out of school and pay taxes.
My story is duplicated probably by the millions. I did have a col-

lege education back about 20 years ago, but in 1988 I fell on my
head, and when I healed up, I had lost half of my hearing and developed a very serious case of tinnitus, which is head noise, and a
real sensitivity to sound in general, so that everything I had ever
done was almost impossible for me. I developed a,real bad case of
wanting to stay home.
I was in Louisiana at the time, and Louisiana has very dismal
social services, I think. I came back up here, where I am from, and
I contacted DRS, who was kind of running out of money at the
moment; they had supply money for me, but no tuition. So I am
going Pell grant, and at the moment it is very difficult for me to
even maintain that 6-credit minimum that Pell grant requires for
you to stay in school, although I am doing that.

I guess the whole reason I'm saying this is that the circumstances that brought me to school to find a career I could live

witha nice, quiet job, sitting at a computer, perhapscould

happen to anybody. It could happen to anybody at any time. So I
really have no choice. There is nothing I can do. It took me a year
to get doctors and surgery and this and that, to get my status with
Ramsey County to where I do not have to work and go to school at
the same time.
As of August 1st, there is a new law in at least Ramsey County

that says I am on general assistance. It saysunless you have a

doctor's okayyou must look for work eight hours per day plus go
to school at the same time. I got that waiver, but nonetheless Pell
grant right now is it.
I think I said this morning that my whole future hangs on finan-

cial aidof course, that's not true, but in my mind what I want

and need revolves around financial aid. There just isn't anything
else that I know of.
So thank you very much. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Susan. I appreciate it.
Mr. BLODGETT. Joe Travascio.
STATEMENT OF JOE TRAVASCIO, STUDENT

Mr. TRAVASCIO. Well, Paul, I tell you, I came back to school at
the age of 70. I'm going on my third year at school. I'll be a junior,
and I will be 73 years old. [Applause.] Thank you.
Paul, I spent 10 years of my life outside the continental limits of
the United States; six of those years, I spent in the military. I

abominate the military because there is so much money being
spent foolishly on what is technologically obsolete within 6 months,
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and the people who are suffering are these young people right
here, in education.

I have heard all my life about education. But what do we mean
by education? Do we mean some subjects that are completely obso-

lete, or subjects that should be relevant to earning a living, a

decent living, so we can have homes and families without any kind
of malfeasance or malnutrition in families.
I have experienced this in my life. I grew up in the 1920's and
the 1930's, and I saw a heck of a lot of destitutionmore so in that

era than there is todayand it is getting to be that way now, it
seems to me.

I strongly feel, Senator, that our seniors in this country today
remain untapped; they understand what vocational training and
guidance is. We are being completely ignored by the Federal Gov-

ernment. A lot of us are veterans, SenatorI am one of themand
we are not even recognized by the government. And here, the
President of the United States is a World War II veteran, just as I
am. So I get pretty damn angry when we, the peoplethat's what
the Constitution of the United States says, "We, the people"when
we begin to educate people, especially the youngsters, we must
begin to tell them this country belongs to the people, and we, the
people, should vote for people who represent us in the Congress, in

the local legislatures, with the emphasis on human rights, not

property rights, educating people so they will not be against each

other, or segregated, as T have seen in my whole life.
These are things, Senator, that I am very, very cognizant of, and

I have tried to do this here, to fight against all forms of inequities

in our society.
Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Joe. Knowing you and knowing
how you have devoted your life to what you believe in, I was thinking, "He's not going to do it in 5 minutes," and I was really worried. But you did, and thank you very much. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Ben Dworsky.
STATEMENT OF BEN DWORSKY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Mr. DWORSKY. When I woke up from my coma in 1987, I couldn't

read, I couldn't write. Before I hit the ground, I had been a teach-

er, and a teacher-turned-businessman. Without family help,

I

would have ended up on
-4-reet. With the help of Sister Kenney
and with MCC, I am worki. my way back steadily and starting to
feel pretty good.
I am not eligible for any more money. I used all my money while
I was going to school, and in fact I just finally paid off my last stu-

dent loan that certified my master's. So even though I am on this
side of a head injury, I just got my master's degree 6 months ago.
As we were discussing the real needs of people in the country,
the thing that occurred to me is that the problem is not so much
where the money comes from and who the money goes to; the real
problem is that we are developing a totally illiterate population,
and something on a global scale, a larger scale, needs to be done.
What I am suggesting is that we look for or develop a test for
everybody, regardless if they are 15 years old of 70 years old, a
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basic skills information test that will be available for everyone, and
based on the level of that test, training and education and learning
be made available to them on a modularized basis. You can go
right through segments of math, segments of language, segments of
just about anything and develop it, and then you can go on and
have those modules displayed in a resume or just use them in your
own life.

One of the things that I worked hardest on in my own personal
development was trying to go through and relearn math. I was a
math/science major, and I had to go through and relearn my times
tables. When I went in to be tested to see where I stood at DRS, I
went through my same old thing that I taught my high school studentswhat are the times table rules. I was singing songs, "Two
times two equals four," and so on; I used those myself at 45 years
old.

So the reason I am here first is to support youI had a good

time voting for you, and I had some fun working at your office over
in St. Pauland I think that something like a national test for all

adults would be something that would be of great value to the

country, because the Japanese aren't going to beat us, the Germans
aren't going to beat us, the Russians aren't going to belt us. We
are so busy beating ourselves up that nobody really has to.
Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Ben.

Mr. &cm Err. Holly Williams.
STATEMENT OF HOLLY WILLIAMS, STRIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
ST. PAUL, MN

MS. WILLIAMS. Hi. My name is Holly Williams. I reside at 1367

Palace Avenue in St. Paul.

I work for Stride Support Services in Ramsey County, which
works in conjunction with Project Stride, the AFDC welfare reform
program for the State of Minnesota. Federally, this is known as the
Jobs Program.

I would like to share with you just a little piece of what I do.
About three or four times a week, I provide what is called the
Stride orientation for everybody coming onto AFDC in Ramsey
County. By law, everybody who comes on to AFDC at intake is
scheduled for an appointment to come and hear me talk about the

Stride program, tell them what it is all about.
About half of the people who come to see me are eligible for the

Stride program. The other half are not; they have to hear it

anyway. The reason they have to come to hear the Stride orientation is to hear the State mandate. The mandate is that AFDC is to
be seen as a temporary option, not as a way of life.
Project Stride, with Federal funds and State funds, was put together to help people pay for child care, pay for tuition, pay for
transportation, books, fees, and tuition. All of that money has dried
up. there is no money to take any new people. Still, in 45-degreebelow-zero weather, people have to drag their kids to St. Paul TC
and hear me say AFDC is to be seen as a temporary option, not as
a way of life.
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When people start to think about what that meansand what

we talk about is education, we talk about trainingand something
happens inside of people, and they think, "Oh, yes, right. I didn't
get on AFDC to stay on it for my whole life. That's right. I just did
it as a temporary option to get me out of this crisis. I can go to

school. I can get training. I can get skills."
So of the people who were eligible for Stride in 1989, 79 percent
of the people signed up on the way out of orientation and said yes,
I want to do this. That is of course the vet y reason why there is no
funding now, because it was an overwhelming number of people
who needed child care; you can imagine the numbers.
What happens when people get excited, and they leave the room,
and they say, "Yes, education, that's what I want. Oh, you don't
have any money for me?"what I have seen hap_pen over and over
again is people taking out student loans to fulfill that dream. And
like I said, everyone 1Dy law has to hear that piece of information

who comes in. So they are going to catch the bug; it is going to
happen. So many take out student loans to cover child care, and
many because they don't have the guidance of a professional career
counselor are kind of making snap decisions"Oh, okay, I'll try
this school; it looks good." They don't know all the right questions

to ask about which school, what placement rate means when a
school says 90 percent placement rate, they don't know that a job
at Burger King if you have a legal secretary degree is a placement.
So they either do not complete their program, or they complete
their program; many end up unemployed with student loan debt,
defaults on student loans, and then are never able to get back into
an education program.
I just wanted to share with you a little piece of what I see every
day, 11,000 people a year who come in and hear that message.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. Before you leave, Holly, I was
thinking as you were talking about a couple of different issues. One
of them is that I do think that so often there are so many stereotypes about AFDC and about welfare mothers, and it is difficult for
them to buy time on national networks to represent themselves. I
thought the example you gave of the Stride program was very important to take note of, which is that when given an opportunity,
what you had was mothers flooding your office, coming over and
saying, "Y es."
Then I think your second point was how sad and almost cruel it
becomes when we begin to build up people's hopes and then we
can't even provide them with the resources to move forward.
Then the final point, which we haven't talked about at all to day,
that doesn't just apply to welfare mothers or the program you are
involved with, AFDC mothers, is that somewhere in this discus-

sionit may come up in open mike; I don't think we've really
talked about it directly today with the panelsI don't think there
has been much of a focus in the country on the fact that we are in
a recession. I somehow feel like it just has not really been discussed the way it needs to be discussed, and it has a tremendous
bearing on what happens to students upon graduation, be they traditional or nontraditional, and what the job opportunity structure
looks like. Right now, it is a very restricted job opportunity structure which creates all sorts of additional pressures above and
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beyond the ones we've talked about today. I think somehow that
needs to be taken cognizance of somewhere along the line.
Thank you very much.

Ms. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. BLODGETT. Denise Puratos.
STATEMENT OF DENISE PURATOS, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA

MS. PURATOS. Hi. I'm Denise Puratos. I am a Chippewa Indian,
and a student at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities. I am also

a nontraditional student. I am the mother of a 7 year-old and a 2
year-old.

I am majoring in three areas of concentration: Architecture, Russian, and studio arts. I am excelling at the U. I am in the honors
program, and I have made the dean's list. But in spite of my aca-

demic successes, I was about to quit before fall quarter. The reason
why was because of our financial situation.
I went through a hard week of despair because I have been doing
so wellI have tested out of all the English courses; I have been

taking graduate-level English courses, and it has been a major
source of satisfaction in my life, the academic enrichment to my
life.

The only thing that kept me from not quitting was that 2 days
after I had started to deliberate, I got a call from the University of
Minnesota housing office that I had been on this waiting list,
which is usually a year and a half long, to get student housing. It
was because of having that opportunity that we are able to survive
as a family and myself as a student.
Also, day care is top priority, I think. Last year I was on a waiting list for nonAFDC help for day care, and I have it now. But last

year my husband quit his job, where we did have health care for
our daughters, and he took a graveyard shift job, without health
care for our daughters. He worked nights and took care of our
daughters during the day. It put such a strain on our family, and
also a feeling of guilt on me so that I felt I had to do the best I
could in school.

I have been taking 17 and 20 credits a quarter just because of
this guilt, and I feel that I have to make strides and be worthy of
the money thRt. I have been receiving.

As a Minnesota Chippewa Indian, I am entitled to funding from
them, and I am so lucky to have that. I feel for students who have
had to take out loans and do not have a resource such as I do.
But also, I think the way the funding is set up for day care now,

and the way thatI think one of the panelists talked about the

Congressional Methodology of financial needs analysisthey don't
take into consideration your needs as a family. They take into consideration your needs as a student. And so although I am maxed
out on financial aid, I do not have enough to support rr- y family. So
last year, I went after an academic scholarship, and I received a
Carol McPherson ScholarshipI was one of five out of 120 to receive that scholarship. But I found out that, one, it was taxable;
two, I could not apply it for child care, and that it reduced the financial aid that was already available from the Minnesota Chippe-
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wa Tribe. So there was no incentive to go after a merit scholarship;
there is none at all the way the system is set up now.

Also day care in generalnot only for me, but on a national
level and for other peopleis such a low priority. I mean, people
talk about it, but when it comes down to it, it's not there. This

year, I was able to get funded through Project Help from the State.
lDay care costs average about $1,750 per quartermore thar my
tuition, more than books, more than almost living expenses themselves. The day care that I feel comfortable with and where I feel
my daughters are getting adequate care is far from my house. The
one that is closest to where I live, my daughter is not eligible for
because they don't take toddlers, they take older children. So I
have to take a bus and spend one and a half hours changing buses
every day to go and pick up my daughters from daycare, get them

on the bus, and bring them home. And in the winter, that meant
keeping my daughters out in below-zero temperature at bus stops.
I just want to stress the contribution of the nontraditional student to the university and to the community. Most of the American
Indian student leaders on the campus are nontraditional. They give
their time over and above the traditional students in our organizations. I have given my time to Project Technology Power, I have
given them time on their Math Bridge where we bring in 8th grade
students on weekends to work with science and math and computers. I have also served as a panelist for preparatory training in the

summer for the 9th through 12th graders. Other students on
campus have gone into the public school system and given talks to
Indian students and others.

So I just wanted to say that we feel an obligation to return to

society what we have gotten. Also, I want to stress on the day care
moneys, the way they are currently set up for me now with the
State is only on the anticipation of a four-year college program. Architecture is a five-year program, and the professors in the pro-

gram have said the reality is usually six to 7 years that people

need to take to secure an architectural degree.
The way funding is now, the State does not recognize more than
a four-year program, which I think sends a message to students to
go after the less challenging degreesget your degree, and get out
and work.
That's all I have to say. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Denise, it was Russian, architecture, and
what else?
MS. PURATOS. Studio arts.

Senator WELLSTONE. I don't know how you do it alloh, you get

up at three in the morning. I'm glad your testimony is part of the
record. Thank you very much.

Mr. BLODGETT. Michael Reilly.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL REILLY, STUDENT, MINNEAPOLIS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. REILLY. Senator Wellstone, let me start out by informing you

what education has meant to me.
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Two years ago I went to apply at the U of M. They told me to hit
the bricks and keep walking. It was probably the umpteenth time
that I had been told that I shouldn't go on to higher education.
When it came to Minneapolis Community College, however, they

gave me one thingthey gave me a chance to succeed. After 2
years of working here as a student, I have become a student
leaderI am the president of the student governmentand I have

been the recipient of the Hemline Presidential Scholarship Award,
which will allow me to go on to higher education.
Without that, and without that opportunity to succeed, I would
probably on the streets, probably looking to see where you parked
your car today and checking to see what kind of stereo you have.
For a lot of students, however, it is impossible for them to succeed because the amount of funds they have is so little. I know
what it's like, living for the last 2 years on rahmen noodles and
rice and how difficult it is to try to maintain a high grade point
average and try to stay motivated for school when you are worried
about where your next meal is coming from.
A lot of the students here at MCC have gone through very similar experiences. They are struggling to stay fed, they are struggling
to stay clothed, and they are struggling to stay in school. They
overcome enormous obstacles just to try to become a productive
part of a society that has continually shut a door on them.
I feel it is very important that you use your position in Washington to make sure that the Federal Government understands that

what the people of this country need is educationthey do not

need $800 billion bombers; we don't need a $350 billion a year military complex, and we don't need to turn any more Third World
countries into parking lots. [Applause.] What we need is an educat-

ed populace that is willing to take the future of this country into
their hands. I have something to give you today. I have a petition
with roughly 400 signatures and 60 letters that were written yesterday to give to you to bring back to Washington. Some of these
letters are very simplistic and say little more than, "Give us more
money." Others go considerably deeper, but they all have the same
meaning. They are all written by people who want to be part of
this society. They are people who want to contribute, and all they
want is a chance to succeed. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Michael, thank you very much.

Mr. &mom. Michael Ellison?
[No response.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Sue Grove and Roberto Romo.
STATEMENT OF SUE GROVE; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERTO ROMO,
AUSTIN TECHNICAL COLLEGE

MS. GROVE. Hi. I am Sue Grove, and wiLh me is Roberto Romo.
We are both from Austin Technical College, and we met you early
last summer, shook your hand.
We are here to address the provision that became effective Janu-

ary 1st that affects an entirely different population. That is the
ability to benefit requirement for financial aid. It reads that
anyone without a high school diploma or G.E.D. must pass a rigid
test in order to become a student in a postsecondary institution.
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Our particular clients happen to be refugees, migrants, and new
immigrants to the country, most of whom are limited English-profi-

cient. They are not able to pass a test because of the language
level. There is one who has now been admitted for Spanish, but
then they upped the level of criteria needed to meet the ability to
benefit.

Many of our past clients who would not have been able to pass
this test did successfully complete vocational-technical programs
and have gotten worthwhile jobs.
The other problem with the ability to benefit is that it currently
includes the English as a Second Language programs, so that the
irony is that you have to pass this difficult test la English before
you can be admitted to an English as a Second Language program.
Senator WELLSTONE. Do you want to repeat that one more time?
I think it bears repeating.
Ms. GROVE. Yes. In order to be admitted to a postsecondary English as a Second Language program and get financial aid, you have
to pass a test in English. And I don't think half of our technical
college staff could pass that test. (Laughter.] I'm sorry, take that
from the record. I'm thinking of the TOFL that most of our staff
couldn't pass.

The Higher Education Amendments of 1986 did permit Pell

grants for ESL students. There were no student loans and no workstudy, so they are not part of the default problem, which is another
irony.

Many people will come back with the argument that ESL programs only belong with adult basic education. It is my feeling, my
bias, that Minnesota's situation with refugee dependence on weh
fare shows this is incorrect.
ABE programs typically can only offer four to six hours per week
of English; postsecondary, we're offering 20 to 30 hours per week of
very intensive ESL which is very, very job-oriented. Many do go on
to technical training, but many just get the English skills needed
to perform skills that they had in their own countries and are successfully employed.

I have been working with limited-English-proficient students for

15 years, and any of those that I have seen who are properly

trained and who have the English skills necessary, go out into the
work force and they stay out in the work force. They are not forced
like many of the Mung families into entry-level employment at
$4.35 an hour, with eight and ten kids in their family. There is no
way--they are going to be right back on the public assistance rolls
and they are going to stay there because they have no other choice.
Another irony of the ability to benefit, from the wisdom of our

Federal Government, is that Carl Perkins dollars mandate that

services are provided over and above regular services to LEP students. The ability to benefit provision is prohibiting many of them
from even entering our institutions.
So we'd ask that you do what you can, please.
Senator WELLSTONE. Roberto, did you want to add anything?
Mr. Rohm. No. She has testified for both of us.

Senator WELISTONE. I would really like to thnnk the two of you
for coming all the way up from Austin today.
want to tell you
that either Roberto or David had alerted me to this requirementI
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had talked with you about it, Robertoand really, the best way for
me to do well for people as a Senator is to just get this information
from you. I did not have that information before. I think that test
is a terrible idea, I really do. And you have pointed out the ultimate irony, that you have to pass the test in English in order to
take part in the English as a Second Language program. That is
just an unbelievable irony.
Above and beyond that, I really get quite nervous in general
about these standardized tests and the extent to which we ought to
use them.
Thank you very much for coming up. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Steve Montout.

[No response.]
Mr. BLoDGErr. Mary Winston.
[No response.]

Mr. &mom. Willie Nesbit.
[No response.]

Senator WELLSTONE. We have really kept peopleJeff, we had
said we would go an hour, and some people may have left thinking

they wouldn't have an opportunity. Well try and get another 20
minutes or so in.
Mr. Bumorrr. Kari Sachs.
[No response.]
Mr. BLODGETT. D.H. Hart.
STATEMENT OF DENNIS H. HART, STUDENT, MINNEAPOLIS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. HART. Senator Wellstone, my name is Dennis Hart. I'm a
student here at MCC, but I speak to you now as but one more rhetorical echo, albeit muted, of the disenfranchised silent majority.
The American dream of a better life through higher education

has become a nightmare of indenturement. I personally do not
want to become a serf to this feudal economic structure that de-

mands my life's energy and toil to pay back the interest alone on a

debtinterest I lose before I even enter these fabled, hallowed

halls of labyrinth to debt.
How long shall we push tomorrow's poets, philosophers and other

free thinkers into the homeless ranks, burgeoning with today's

shrinking blue collars and agricultural tenants?
We cannot continue to be puppetted by this current administrational tide of sacrificing our intellectual might for the illusioned
might of an overcosted military.
We cannot continue to silently propagate and support the subliminal class war by sacrificing our educational futures for the nihilistic now.

Racism, sexism, and the rest of the other deadly "isms" are fostered by ignorance that educational sacrifice breeds. These are the

tools of wealth, to divide and conquer the masses, perpetuating
their powerlessness. Denying education is a strategy. Unfortunately, it is an effective one. So, my friends, is the ballot as well.

If we cannot find the support from our grassroots candidates
alone, then we must till the soils we labor and harvest one from
the very seed of our discontentone who will take our message to
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the lofted plateaus of Washington, where trickle-down pools and
stagnates, producing the lecherous mosquitoes swooping down for
our votes one more time; who swoop down for our blood, draining
the educational budget to bolster the military machine.
Let us re-course our national destiny. Please, Senator Wellstone,
let us convince these electoral profligates that we must pay now or
certainly, we shall pay later. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you.
Mr. BLortGETr. Patricia Casey.
[No response.]
Mr. BLoDGETr. Olshansky Dimitry.
STATEMENT OF OLSHANSKY DIMITRY, STUDENT, ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Mr. DIMITRY. I am a student in English as a Second Language.
English is not my native language. I am using this opportunity to
speak with you.

Senator, President Bush has said that United States relations

with the Soviet Union are improving.

My parents are still in Russia. For more than 1 year, their

names have been in the United States Immigration Service computer, and they still cannot leave Russia.
What are you doing to help families who are separated by the
political system to be reunited? I would like you to help me with
this problem because I don't understand why my parents cannot
come when everything is supposedly better than before.
Thank you.
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you. Before we leave, you should talk
with me a little bit more, or touch base with Mark, because we are
more than willing to try to help.
Mr. DIMITRY. Because I am alone here in this country, and it is
very difficult for me to study; I spend a lot of time on this problem.
Senator WELLSTONE. Your English is very, very good.
Mr. DIMITRY. Thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. My father was from the Soviet Union, and I

am first-generation American.
Thank you very much.

Mr. DIMITRY. Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. BLoDGErr. Steve Steinbrecker.
[No response.]
Mr. BLoDGETT. Tom Sheehan.
[No response.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Judith Kleinendorst.
STATEMENT OF JUDITH KLEINENDORST, STUDENT, AUGSBURG
COLLEG E

Ms. KLEINENDORST. Thank you for coming today. I'm sure all of
you are very tired.
My name is Judith Kleinendorst, and I live at 3129 33rd Avenue
South. I am currently a student at Augst-_-v, College weekend. 1
did graduate from MCC here, and I applaud ,ery much.
I just want to tell you that you don t know tlow much education
really means to MP in my heart and how very important it should
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be in not only the administration, in the government, but even in
the families of America. I think education should be first and foremost in our thoughts and in our desires fr qur children and for
everyonethe middle-aged and the older pi .e as well.
In 1984 I had a counselor with DVR who

is very, very good. He

talked to me about my future. At that tizr.c.1 I was working fulltime, and he asked me, "Aren't you satisfied? I mean, you have a
job." And I said I wasn't because I felt like I was being backed into
a corner into something, and that I could do better. I was not feeling good about myself.
When I graduated from high school in 1965, it was a given that I
would meet te man of my dreams, and I would get married and
have a family. Needless to say, that didn't happennot yet.
It wasn't even mentioned to me about getting a college degree.
So I kind of floundered for 20 years, finding out what I wanted to

do, and it just went from bad to worse.
It was through this counselor that I really got the courage to say
I could do it. Yet just looking at the whole concept of the thing and
the financial aid aspect, and where was I going to get the money
and all that, I tell you, it really frightened me.
I needed a short-term goal. So I did choose MTC first just to have
the short-term goal. If it weren't for a teacher there who was willing to put his hand on my shoulder when he saw me weeping at
my first testhe gave me the encouragement. I looked at this test,
and I looked at the young kids I was competing against. I mean, I

graduated in 1965, and 20 years later I went to collegeI was an
old lady. I kept telling my friends that when I graduate, I'm going
to be retired, so who was going to hire me. So I saw these young
whippersnappers and I thought, my stars, how can I get anyplace
with these kids. And he saw me starting to cry, and he came over
to me and said, "Judith, go out, have a cup of coffee and take it
easy. If it takes an hour, come back in an hour and take that test."
And I told myself, if I don't pass this testand I gave myself all
of these "ifs" just to say that I could back out of school, because it
took my counselor 6 months to convince me that this was really
what I was trying to say to him, that yes, I wanted to go to college.
But other people were saying, "Just go and get another job." And I
was feeling so negative about myself. So when I did come back, I
aced the test. I said all right, I can do it.
He encouraged me to go on to MCC, and from MCC he also said
go for that four-year degree, go for it. So it was like I was telling
myself "I can do it." If anything, it is to tell myself that I can do it.
So through this education, it has really shown me that I can do
things, that I am capable of doing something. Now I'm working
with the student payroll, the college work-study here, and I see students come in, weeping. It may be their first quarter, and they
want to walk out the door. They say, "How am I supposed to make
it? I did better on welfare than I'm doing now. Financial aid says I
can't get any money. How am I going to meet my payments for not
only school, but my car payment, or my house payment, or to put
food on the table for my children or even myself'?"
So many times, I sit there and I talk with them, and they come
back a year later and say, "You know, if it weren't for you, I'd
have been out that door, and I wouldn't have had an education."
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Now, how are we supposed to know that we don't have a President of the United States who is coming to college here at MCC in
Minneapolis, MN? How do we know that we don't have Senators
and representatives and other people who are creative, knowledgeable? To just say that you have to have a rich mommy and daddy
to pay your way, I think is a bunch of baloney. Does the government assume that it is easier to put everyone on welfare and take

care of them than to take the initiative and encourage and assist
them in every way possible to get an education?
If anything, even if they don't get a decent-paying job, if anything, it gives them a better understanding and a better feeling for
themselves.

I started out just saying, okay, I'll do a one-year stint. That

moved on to a two-year stint, which needless to say, it took 4 years
for me to graduate, and now I am at weekend college. And right

now I am very financially strapped, but I am willing to go all the
way, and I think we need to give everyone else this same help.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Judith. I think your point that a
spark of learning when ignited can take anybody to a life of accom-

plishment, and the question is what are we doing when we pour
cold water on that spark for all too many people. I think you said
it very well. Thank you.

We can probably go another 10 minutes, and if we don't get to

everybody, please remember that we can take written testimony up
to May 10th, too.
Mr. BLODGErr. Kesele Sere lse.
[No response.)
Mr. BLODGErr. Andrea Perkins.

Mr. ANDERSON. Andrea had to leave, but if I may, I'll take her
time.
Senator WELLSTONE. Absolutely.
STATEMENT OF KEN ANDERSON, COON RAPIDS, MN

Mr. ANDERSON. My name is Ken Anderson, and I live in Coon

Rapids.

Andrea's question was about child care. She is a single parent,
and she has a lot of problems with child care and funding for
school, and she is strI .ggling real hard to go on.

My particular issue is displaced workers. We meet last year

when you came and talked to members of the UE about plant closing when they were going to move.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, out in Bloomington.

Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, that's right. At that time, they talked to us
about benefits for displaced workers to go to school. It is a year
later now, and although I didn't lose my job until around the first
of August, they are telling me that my benefits have run out. Pell
is saying, well, you made a couple thousand more in 1990 than you
made in 1989, so you've got nothing coming.

They aren't taking into consideration the obligations that we had
when we became displaced workers. They aren't taking into consideration habilitating us to make the changes necessary to fill new
slots in society.
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an ex-offender, so I
And besides being a displaced worker, I'mthe
risk of going back
know how to make moneyif I want to take
to the penitentiary.
The prison system in this system has policies, and if you go to
find that those policies
different Federal penitentiaries, you will institution,
and most of
of that
are administered by the warden
the money
nothing
is
happening,
and
that is horse hockey, because
work
in
prison inbusiness.
They
put
you
to
funnels off; it's a big
for
more
money
dustry, keep you busy, and go to the government
doing
$2
million
a
month
in
to run their institution when they're just work, work, work; slave
gross product in Duluth. No education,
labor.
to work, and the compaThen you get out here, and you go back
debts
already, and they are
had
ny goes south. I lost insurance. I indebtedness
to continue my edutelling me I have to go into more
habilitation in
cation, to survive. And I have a family. Where is the
myself
and other
to
help
people
like
the system of this country
with
people who are 40 years old to make that moveto keepsociety?
making
Where is the incentive for me not to regress, but
progress?
Senator WELLSTONE. I have to respond because in a way, Ken,

before us. One we have heard a lot
you have brought two issues
it, and I've
about today, and just everywhere you go you hear
do
with
imheard it over and over again today, which has to talkedthe
about,
portance of child care. But the other thing that you is the whole
which we didn't really hear that much about today,
question of displaced workers and the ways in which you fall between the cracks. It is a real Catch-22.
rolls, we go
Mr. ANDERSON. When we fall off the employment
into oblivion, and nobody knows we exist anymore.initiativesand I
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes. We will work on
to stand for reprewon't overpromise, but I just know what I wantbecause
I think the
should
stay
in
touch,
senting peopleand we
built
into
this.
displaced worker should be
I thank you very much, I really do. [Applause.)
It's 2 o'clock. Do we have one more?
Mr. BLODGETT. Several more.
Senator WELLSTONE. I know

we have a list here, but is there
to come up
somebody here who feels very strongly and just wants
do
those very
hands
went
up,
and
we'll
and speak? OK. Three
quickly. We'll try and keep each of these pretty brief.
Mr. BLoDGErr. Lee Sweet.
MN
STATEMENT OF LEE SWEET, STRIDE PROGRAM, RICHFIELD,

Ms. SWEET. My name is Lee Sweet, and I am an AFDC mom; I

am in the Stride Program.
our Stride meetI want to tell you that every, single time I go toand
we're always
ings, we are always hearing that this got cut,
they affect
that
are
happening,
and
hearing al out all these cuts
bettering
me,
it is betis not just
my educationand my education
happening,
it is
tering my children. With these Stride cuts that are
they
are
limiting
making going to school tougher. For example,
transportation, our Pell grants, and so on.
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I really feel that there has to be more stress on Stride because
is welfare moms who are trying to make a difference, who areit
trying to be better moms, and with a good-paying job we can be
productive citizens.

The other point is that for welfare moms who do try and make a
difference, we get penalized from AFDC for our achievements
or
our struggles to become employable, and that really bothers me
and I know that's not the issue today, but I just wanted to add that
on about the Stride program.
Senator WELLSTONE. That's fine. If it is an important issu.) to
you, it is an important issue. Thank
Mr. BLODGErr. Philip Asaimoah.

you. [Applause.]

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP ASAIMOAH, ST. PAUL, MN
Mr. ASAIMOAH. My name is Phillip Asaimoah, and I am

very
glad to be here to talk to you, Senator Wellstone.
I'd like to congratulate you for taking a strong stand during our
involvement with Kuwait and Iraq, even though you seemed to be
alone during that time. Perhaps if many people had followed your
advice, some of the moneys that we used for this war could have
been channelled into investing in our children's future.
I have heard about educational reform, testing, and so forth. It
appears to me in our country, even if you go from St. Paul
to Minneapolis, you find differences in the dispensing of knowledge in our
educational system, and therefore some of these testing programs
and so forth that people come up with I think are quite absurd.
Therefore, I think you need to look at it more closely.
Sometimes we also make a mistake comparing our educational
system to Japan, Europe, and so forth. What I see, myself, being a
foreign student who is working very hard here, is that we tend to
work more in this country rather than staying home and studying,
compared to other countries. So we need more time
to stay in
school and study, and therefore we need more money to do that.
I appreciate the time, Senator. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.
Mr. BLODGETT. Kris Haugen.

STATEMENT OF KRIS HAUGEN, STUDENT
MS. HAUGEN. Good afternoon, Senator Wellstone.

My name is Kris Haugen, and I have been an AFDC mother. I
am now on SSI, disabled, and I'm currently going
to school here,
but I don't have my children. I can't afford to have my children, so
they are living with my mother while I go to schoolthat is, until I
can get Section 8 housing.
I am just wondering if there is some way that you can improve
child care. I am not in Stride or any of those other
I do
not qualify. My children have court-ordered child programs;
care.
That
is
where the courts will order, because the parent is out of the home,
that the children be taken care of. So my mother was able to get
the court-ordered child care because I was out of the home. I don't
think it is fair to have to give up my children in order to get an

education.
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some way that you could work in
I was wondering if there was
so you don't
that if you get the discount from Section 8 housing,
because
of the
have to use your moneys that you get from that
under
Pell
account
$200 difference, that they would take that intoPell
grant because I
grants. Right now I don't even qualify for
I
am out of the
much
money"
because
quote-unquote "get too
home.
you could work it
So I was wondering if there is some way that
Security or disability,
on the Pell grant so that if you are on Social
and
you
don't have to go to
you do not have that held against you,
"I
need
more
money,
I need this and
DSR all the time and say,
They say they
don't
have
the
money."
that, I need books, because I
can't
do
it.
are getting cuts all the time, and they
you could work child
I was just wondering if there is some way
held
against you and you
care into the Pell grants so that it is not
are not penalized, and the same for AFDC.
One answer is that
Senator WELLSTONE. There are two answers.
where
child care fits into
we definitely need to start looking at
education.
I think it
of higher
grants and loans and affordability
there is
students.
So
the
answer
is
yes,
all goes together for many
be
passed
some way. As to what kind of legislative program can
But
certainly
and funded at what level, that remains to be seen.
in.
you have given me an idea about a direction to proceed who
receive
Ms. HAUGEN. Yes, because I know other students
They
don't
use
student loan money, and they use it for child care.
And
we're
it to pay for books or tuition; they use it for child care. a car. It
not talking about transportation, either; I don't even own
make a choice someis getting to the point where you've got tochild
care in the Pell
where along the line. You have to include
the same for
grants, and it can't be discounted -against you,beand
held
you
AFDC, that if you are going to school, it can't like you against
are
trapped
either, because it is a Catch-22 situation. It's
able to get out; you
in a situation, and you are not supposed to be
and
if you do make a
are supposed to stay right where you are,
move to get out, you are going to be penalized.
Senator WELLSTONE. I hear you loud and clear. Thank you very
much.

I'd like to thank everybody for being here. Our hearing is con-

cluded. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 2:00 p m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE: STUDENT AID FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION
MONDAY, MAY 6, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES, OF
THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Duluth, MN
notice,
at
9:25
a.m., in The
The subcommittee met, pursuant to
University
of
Minnesota,
Duluth,
Rafters, Kirby Student Center,
MN, Senator Paul D. Wellstone, presiding.
Present: Senator Wellstone.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WELLSTONE

Senator WELLSTONE. Let's get started because there are some
people who have quite a way to travel yet today.

Let me welcome everyone here to this hearing on Federal student aid for higher education. I want to make an announcement at
the beginning. Cable Channel 7, Duluth, basically will be covering

this hearing, and if you want to see it in its entirety, it will be
shown Friday, Ma,' 10, at 6:30 p.m., and Thursday, May 16, at 7

p.m. .' nd I thank Channel 7 for being here.
This is one of several official education subcommittee hearings
sanctioned by the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
being held in Washington, DC and around the country. For my own
whole-heartedly
partand I think Representative Jaros wouldphilosophies
about
have,
I
think,
some
very
similar
agree, since we
in
communities
where
public policyI like to have hearings out
people live as opposed to having people come to Washington, DC.
I am honored to be a member of the Subcommittee on Education,

Arts and Humanities. I have been a teacher for all my adult

life. It is a heart and soul issue. And when I came to Washington,
DC, I asked to be on every committee that dealt with education,
children and with families. These are heart and soul issues to me.
The higher education reauthorization I think is one of the most
important issues facing the Senate and the House this session.
Since I am at UMD today, I want to point out that during my campaign for the U.S. Senate seat, over and over again I would meet
students, and those students would tell me stories about their lives,
and some of those stories really moved me and have a lot to do
with (a) our winning the race, and (b) this hearing today.
I have met students at the University of Minnesota-Duluth, as
well as other students across the State, who tell me about their
having to sell plasma at the beginning of the semester in order to
(539)
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buy textbooks. This tells me that something is wrong, and that we
really need to make some changes.
To meet professors at the University of Minnesota Duluth who
tell me that sometimes it is risky to have classes scheduled too late
into the afternoon because student enrollment will be down because students are working minimum wage jobs tells me that we
need to make some changes.
The list goes on and one and on. I have heard stories on the airplane going back and forth from Washington, DC to Minnesota

where it isn't just low-income or working students; I have had
many parents, middle-income, tell me if you could do something,
Senator, to make sure that there were some grant assistance available so that we aren't so squeezed, we really would appreciate it; if

you would do that, as far as we are concerned, that would be one of
the most important things you could do as a Senator.
I'll make a very long story short because this is really not meant
to be my hearing. I take very seriously the expert testimony of the
panelistsand we've got some great panelists today. We will also
have open mike testimony, and for those of you who haven't signed
up, please sign up, and we'll do it in order of people signing up. But
I do come here with a very strong commitment and a philosophy

that there should be a strong Federal role to make sure that at

least financial barriers to higher education are eliminated.
As a teacher, I have seen young men and women coming from all

sorts of backgrounds, when that spark of education is ignited, I
have seen how that can take a young person to a life of accomplishinent and creativity. I think the cruelest thing we can do is to pour
cold water on that spark. That there are students who have to give
up on the dream of higher education, or there are students who

have to take out so many loans thatnot surprisinglythey

de-

fault, is wrong; it is profoundly wrong.
We have shifted so much of the Federal aid from grants to loans.

We have turned it 180 degrees around. And I think now some

really major changes need to be made as we look at the higher education bill in the U.S. Senate and the House.
One final point. I won't talk much about the administration's

plan, but I don't think it is a step forward to essentially restrict

13ell Grants more or less to families with incomes under $10,000. It

leaves too many other families out and too many other students
outsome 400,000 students could essentially be eliminated from
the Pell Grant program. I don't see a major commitment yet to
higher education. And if there is one message I want to deliver in
Washington, DC, it is that there won't be any real national security for our country until we invest in the health and skills and intellect and character of young people. I feel so strongly about that.
Let me again thank all of you for being here. I really look forward to this hearing. This will be part of the official record. What
is said today I think is really vitally important in helping to shape
this legislation. I would like to say to the panelists that I especially
thank you for being here.
I'd like to start out with two very distinguished panelists. Larry
Ianni is chancellor of the University of Minnesota-Duluth. I would
like to thank the chancellor number one for letting us have this
education subcommittee hearing here at University of Minnesota-
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it in terms
Duluth. It think it is an important place for us to hold
listen
to from
of what we want to say and the people we want to
Northern Minnesota.
I would also like to thank Mike Jaros. Mike, as I think many of
the leading spokesyou know, is probably if not the leading, one of
education.
Mike has
persons in the State legislature for higher
been there for some time. He is eloquent and a powerful voice. So

when I thought of having one legislator, if I could only have oneI
Mike. And
legislator at our hearings, I was hoping it would bethank
him for
know Mike has a busy schedule, and I would like to
being here. I really appreciate it, Mike.
Why don't we start out with the chancellor.
STATEMENTS OF LAWRENCE A. IANNI, CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA-DULUTH; AND MIKE JAROS, MINNESOTA
STATE LEGISLATURE

Mr. IANNI. Thank you very much, Senator Wellstone. We are
are in the
missing a couple of parn lists up here, but I know theyopening
remind,
while
I'm
making
my
audience, so if you don't
would
find
their
way
to
these
empty
marks, I wish those panelists
chairs up here.
and
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes,

I can introduce them after you

Mike have concluded.
Mr. IANNI. Fine. I would like, Senator, to thank you for coming
and bringing this hearing to us because I think it gives us the op-

portunity to address perhaps one of the most severe crises in the
country today.

I think maybe the hardest crises to deal with are sometimes
those that creep up on you, and I think that is what we have in

American education is creeping crisis. It is no less severe because it
is gradual.
and I
I think you have touched on some of the principal points,
fundraiser
them.
Yesterday
I
was
at
a
would just like to underscore
one of the
for medical scholarships where it was emphasized that
for
students
in
reasons that we need to find scholarship money hereis that
know,
we
have
a
school
medical schooland as you
the average physici.:-. graduates from medical school $50,000 in
debt.
level. We
We have the same phenomenon at the undergraduate
graduate
sevfind that students who grach, ate from UMD typically
eral thousand dollars in debt.
life where
I think it creates an interesting irony in American
them
through a
you take your most talented 18 year-olds, you put
stand
com4-year educational process, and at age 22, where they
22 is
entered
the
work
force
at
age
pared to the youngsters who
talented
and
put
them
more deeply in debt. So you take your most
to me to make any since.
behind the 8-ball. It doesn't seem
significant
element, it in fact cannot
While the loan program is a
means of supin the future carry the burden of being the principal
debt
is growing inport, for one reason because the burden of that
is now

creasingly large and that, coupled with the direct costs,
reach of the lowplacing nigher education not only out of' themiddle-income,
and
United
States,
but
the
income groups in the
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indeed the high-income groups as well are beginning to feel strain.
Those who choose a private school education, for example, routinely face costs of $20,000 to $30,000 a year now at the prestigious institutions, and even high-income families are finding that a burden.

I think that we don't have to look far for the next step in this
crisis. The current prospects are that University of MinnesotaDuluth faces a 25 percent tuition hike in the next 2-year pericx,
the proposed legislative session materializes into fact. So we areif
faced with a situation where a great American traditionand as
you pointed out, not just a tradition, but something that is very importance to the maintenance and progress of this Nationthe development of our human resources talents, is very much in jeopardy, and we hope that you will hear today the kinds of comments
that will underscore the urgency of that situation.
Thank you, Senator.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.

Representative Jaros, welcome.
Mr. JAROS. Thank you, Senator Wellstone. You are continuing
what you did before you got elected, and what is so great
and what
impressed me about you was that even before you were a politician, you were out there with the farmers, trying to help the farmers, trying to help the workers and the low-income people through
your activity in COACT and many, many other organizations, environmental groups, and so on. I don't think I have seen anybody
who has put in more time for freeyou did it for freeteaching
full-time and being at the Capitol, lobbying for our people. So I am
really grateful for you to continue this because you have a 6-year
termyou could be sitting there in Washington, nicely comforta-

ble, for about 4 years, and then the last year or two, campaign
but you are starting right in the first year listening to people and
doing what I think is right. And education is a big issue, and I am
glad that you are emphasizing that in your first year. I am glad
you are on the committee.
I have been involved since 1985, since I went back to the legislatureI was a politician for 8 years in the 1970's, quit in 1980 for 4
years, went back, and since 1985 I have been on the education and
higher education committees.
I would like to outline some of the problems that we have in
Minnesota. Back in 1985, because of Reagan's push mostly, it
reached Minnesota, and we had a $1 billion tax cut, mostly income
tax, progressive tax. And who got the highest cut were some of the
wealthiest citizens of Minnesota. I opposed that because I predicted
a crisis in education, in human services, and so on. I knew that we

weren't going to be able to keep up with our good history in Minnesota of funding human services, education and so on.
In 1987 again, after the 1986 Tax Reform Act in Washington, we
had a $760 million tax cut. I had problems with that, and I voted
against that.
In 1988, 1989 and 1990, we had all kinds of property tax relief
measures which again reduced our revenue in Minnesota, and of
course, the recession that we have now, we are faced with over a $1
billion shortfall in Minnesota. Of course, that is impacting education, which is one of the largest parts of our State budget.
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Also in Minnesota, people don't want to increase that progressive
income tax to fund education. Ideally, my idea is that we should
have free tuition like in many other countries, but that is not going

to happen. People are not willing to fund that. So I introduced a
bill since we have a crisis in Minnesota to increase tuition of the
higher-income people so that we can subsidize the lower-income
people. We cannot subsidize the rich people in Minnesota and their
ids' higher education, unfortunately, because politicians are not
willing to increase their income tax.
I think the Federal Government should pay more than 2 percentin fact, less than 2 percent of the Federal budget goes to education. I think that is unfortunate, and I am sure that you will
make sure that that is increased. We spend almost 20 percent on
education in Minnesota; the Federal Government can do better
than 2 percentand it is not even 2 percent. So I hope that that is
increased.
I think that higher education should be funded with Federal and
State dollars such as social services, human services.
I would like to see the Federal Governmentand I hope the
you
State does thatemphasize technical and career education. Asskills,
require
technical
occupational
know, 70 percent of jobs will
not academic.

I am a liberal arts graduate from the University of MinnesotaMinneapolis, and if I weren't a politician I would have a tough
time finding a job. So we can only have so many people with liberal
artr educationwhich I like; I am not a technical person, and I

like engineering and science. That was never my field. I am a
liberal arts person. My wife is finishing up her Ph.D., and she says
she has got to go back to the vocational school to learn how to do
something so she can get a job.
d(

This is what we are facing in Minnesota and I'm sure in theI
United States. I am not against it, but we have to be realistic.

think that a liberal arts education is beautiful, it is great, but I am
afraid we are going to have to send some of those people back to
technical education to get jobs; otherwise we're going to have to
import people from overseas, which we have to be very careful
about.

Have I talked more than my 5 minutes?

Senator WELLSTONE. If you'd like to just work to a conclusion,

that's fine. I don't want to cut you off.
Mr. JAROS. OK. Again, I appreciate your having these hearings,
you
and I'm sure you will do well for us and for our crisis. As both
people
cannot
continue
h
wing
and Dr. Ianni have pointed out, we
if we
in debt. We need more grants for low-income people because higheducation
only
available
to
the
do not, we are going to make
income people, and that is going to be unfortunate. The low-income
and minority people need help both from the Federal and State
governments in order to stay in school.
We have a good institution here. The University of MinnesotaDuluth is nationally and internationally known. It has been rated
high. It is doing an excellent job, and we need to continue that. We
have the College of Saint Scholastic, which has had an influx of
nontraditional students through their Encore Program, and that
has been great. We have a technical college here. We have a Corn-
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munity College Center in Duluth which has about 1,000 students,
and the Fond du Lac Center, which is about 3 or 4 years old.
Unfortunately, some of those schools are facing danger. We are
faced with possible closing of the Duluth Community College
Center because of lack of funding and some political problems also.
I would hope that that would not happen because these centers are
training people who cannot get into UMD and some other institutions. So we need to continue those, and without financial aid,
without Federal and State financial aid, those people cannot stay
in school.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator WELLSTONE. We have several people that I want to intro-

duce, and I think I'll ask a couple of questions if it is okay with

everybody to the chancellor and Representative Jaros, and then we
will move on to another panel, and I will ask Ron Kraft and Daniel
Pilon and Melvin Johnson to come up, since we have limited seating, if that is all right.
Let me ask a question or two of each of you. Chancellor, as an
education leader, one of the arguments that is most often heard in
Washingtonand I certainly think it is the same in the State Cap-

ital, but let me restrict my question to Washingtonis that we

have a budget crunch, and there are lots of competing needs, and
there just isn't enough money for education right now.
I just wonder how you respond to that as an educator and as
chancellor of the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
Mr. IANNI. We feel an obligation to be responsive to that argument, and we are trying to do something about that here, locally,
and I think it is characteristic of what is being done in educational
institutions around the country. We understand that we have to
get more bang for the buck. We understand that there are not unlimited resources. We understand that there are many items on the
national agenda and that money is short.
Therefore I think there is an obligation on the universities to be
sure that they us money well and that they use money efficiently.
We have gone through some painful activities here at UMD. We
have eliminated programs. I am still getting mail about eliminating one or two programs at UMD. We understand we have to do
that. We also know that we have to be sure that for those programs that continue, we get the maximum quality for the dollars
spent.

So there is an obligation on our part. We shouldn't expect governmental entities to simply give us blank checks. However, I
think that it is the proportionality of the way the public dollars is
used. I think Senator Jaros has made an important point when he
points out the proportion of the Federal dollar that goes into educ.....don. And I think there that we have a right to expect the Federal

Government to reorder its priorities a bit and to do better for
hi her education.
nator WELLSTONE. You mentioned that it is not atypical for a

medical student to finish up $50.fr,0 in debt.
Mr. IANNI. In the red, yes.
Senator WELLSTONE. And that would be on top of maybe what
the undergraduate debt is?
Mr. IANNI. That's correct.
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Senator WELLSTONE. I think UMD's medicai school is especially

well-known for its emphasis on primary care and the whole delivery of health care in rural communities. It has been a model for
the Nation.
Mr. IANNI. Rural medicine, yes, that's right. Sixty percent of
UMD medical school graduates end up practicing in communities
of 5,000 or less.
Senator WELLSTONE. Well, how does a student $50,000 in debt go

out into a rural community and go into family practice and pay

that debt off, or be able to make it?
Mr. IANNI. It obviously requires a longer period of time than it
will for physicians who go into specialty practice in metropolitan
areas.
Senator WELLSTONE. Has this become a major structural problem

with your program, that as students face more and more debt,

there is a real question as to whether they can go out and do it? Is
there debt forgiveness built into this?
Mr. IANNI. Well, no, there isn't debt forgiveness built into that
aspect of it. I think it has, as yc a point out, become a problem because what happens is that you have young doctors with dedication
who do go into rural settings, but the question is how long are they
going to stay there; how long will they continue in those settings
when they find that their colleagues in the urban areas have such
an income differential. So it is a problem.
Senator WELLSTONE. Last question. Do you think it would be

helpful at the Federal level to work on a debt forgiveness plan
and we had some very good testimony about this at Minneapolis
Community College. The director of financial services at Augsburg
College was especially interested in a proposal, and we talked some

about the history of some of our programs of debt forgiveness, a
definition of public servicewe could apply it to health care and
other areas, tooand in exchange for that, there would be debt forgiveness. From your point of view, do you think it would be helpful
to make that part of the Higher Education Act?
Mr. IANNI. I think that is a good concept. I think that for people

who enter public school teaching, for example, as well as people
who enter medicine, as well as people who enter a number of professions where income is circumscribed because of circumstances
certaiiily, people who go into public agency work don't have the

income potential of many people in the private sectorand it

seems to me that a debt forgiveness provision based on length of
service would be a very helpful provision.
Senator WELLSTONE. One final question for you, Dr. Ianni. Could

you give me some indicationancl maybe other witnesses willas
to the number of hoursand I'm sure the students could probably
tell me more about thisbut at UMD, on average, how many hours
is a student likely to be working now?
Mr. IANNI. I have to make a guess at that, and you will get concrete information about that. As a matter of fact I was at a Student Association dinner Saturday night when one of the student

representative there talked about a full-time waiter's job at

"Grandma's Saloon" and how that fits into his instructional schedule. It is not an atypical kind of circumstance that UMD students
would be working 20 or 30 hours a week typically, and some of
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course putting in a full work week of 40 hours, in addition to carrying a full or near-full course load.
By the way, one of the ways in which this does impact the situation is the University of Minnesota not only here but in the Twin

Cities has been under some scrutiny for the fact that we do not
have an incredibly good graduation rate in the traditional 4-year
period. Five years has more typically become the time period for
getting a degree. I do not think one can discount the extent to
which having to work in combination with going to school goes into

that, and I know that is a national pattern.
When I was at San Francisco State, a school with 25,000 students, our average student was 27 years of age, and a typical San
Francisco State student works between 20 and 40 hours per week. I

think that is part of a national pattern you will find in urban

areasand by the way, there, the average length of time for finishing a degree was 61/2 years. I think you are going to find that as an
evolving national pattern, that 4 years to get a degree is becoming
the minority pattern in the United States because of the necessity
of having to work while you go to school.
Senator WELLWONE. Thank you.

I have a couple questions if I could, Mike. First, what do you see

as being the vision of financial responsibility at the Federal and
State levels in higher education?

Mr. JAROS. Well, I would hope it would be at least 50-50. Of
course, it would be nice if it were 75-25 percent at least. That

should be easy. Just eliminate some of those bombers. I'm sure you
would if you could get 51 votes.
Senator WELLSTONE. Not likely.

The other question I wanted to ask you, which I'd be really interested in given the position you have occupied in the House on this,

is if the current proposal stands as is to basically target the Pell
Grant program to families with incomes under $10,000, and there
are further, if you will, restrictions on eligibility for other families
in the State of Minnesota, what impact do you see that having on
higher education in Minnesota?
JAROS. Do you mean if you increased the Pell Grants.?

Senator WELLSTONE. If you increased the Pell Grants for the
lowest-income students, but you essentially restrict eligibility so
that students coming from families with more than $10,000 are cut
or become ineligible; what impact do you see that having on students in higher education in Minnesota?
Mr. JAROS. Well, $10,000 is not high enough. I think students
from families with higher income need the assistance also. Ten
thousand is not enough.
Mr. IANNI. May I add something there, Senator? I think one of
the ways in which this crisis is having a really disastrous impact
on American life is the way in which it is impacting the situation
of what I'll call middle-income people, that is, people whose annual
inconies are between $15,000 and $30,000, who have not uncommon

situations where two youngsters are college age at one time. It
really creates a very difficult situation for those people who cannot
qualify for Federal aid to education and have two talented young-

sters who are worthy of higher education, and the bills simply
cannot be met.
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I think more and more we are going to lose talent because of
that set of circumstances.

Senator WELLSTONE. If I could just respond for a moment, Chan-

and I
cellor Ianni, I think that has become a central reality today,
that
in
this
it,
and
I'm
really
hoping
think we have lost sight of
middlehard
on
what
is
happening
to
reauthorization we push very
incomebut not as pitting middle-income students versus lowerincome students at all.
your
I'd like to thank both of you very much. I really appreciate
granted.
It
don't
take
your
time
for
taking the time out, and I
working
with
you.
means a lot to me, and I resly look forward to
Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Let me introduce Ron Kraft from Bemidji Technical College
where he is director of financial aid, and he is also president-elect
Dr.
of the Minnesota Association of Financial Aid Administrators;
Melvin
Daniel Pi Ion, president, College of St. Scholastica; and Dr.

Johnson, vice chancellor, Minnesota Technical College System. have

what I'd like to do is
If it is all right with the panelists,
panelists
and
then ask questions, so
testimony from each of the

that you can all sort of add to what one another has to say, as opposed to doing it individually.
We'll start with Mr. Kraft, and then go on to Dr. Pi Ion and Dr.
Johnson. Thank you very much for being here. I really appreciate
it.
Ron.
STATEMENTS OF RON KRAFT, MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS; DANIEL PILON, PRESIDENT,
COLLEGE OF ST. SCHOLASTICA; AND MELVIN E. JOHNSON,
MINNESOTA TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM

Mr. KRAFT. Thank you. It is snowing outside, or it was.

Being from Bemidji, I'd like to invite you to come there for the
next one of these because we don't have any snow; it is a much
more temperate climate, so come on down.
how they
What I'm really here to talk about is the Vikings and
players
this
can improve their draft arrangement and get some
year. That is important stuff. [Laughter.]
short
Being that I have a lot to say about financial aid in a very tough
is
read
my
testimony.
It
is
very
time, what I am going to do
to keep within the time parameters, and my father said always to

do that. So I will read it to you, and if you have any questions
afterward, fine.
Senato,' WELLSTONE. Absolutely.

Mr. KRAvr. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today regardto be

ing some of my thoughts and perceptions regarding the soon that
reauthorized Higher Education Act. It is my sincere opinion
of that act are
many of the issues that concern students as part
much
of a punitive
now being talked of and reacted to in very
man ner.
was initiated to assist
While the original Higher Education Act
education
or skill, the curour Nation's populatiors in attaining an
studen_
do not
ensuring that
rent attitude seems to be one ofthis
attitude,
if
evidert_ed
in the
abuse the system, and therefore
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act, will severely restrict access to educational opportunity, particu-

larly in the area of Minnesota that Bemidji Technical College
serves.
Bemidji Technical College, and for that matter Bemidji State

University, are located in one of the more economically depressed
areas of the State. The counties surrounding Bemidji have traditionally had some of the lowest per capita incomes in Minnesota.
In addition, Bemidji is located in the midst of the Red Lake, White
Earth and Leech Lake Indian Reservations, which have their own
unique social and economic problems.
Faced with the mission of serving these populations is
ing enough without new rules and regulations which makedemandit more
difficult for these populations to access our institutions.
One of the more severe access barriers to educationally and
nomically disadvantaged persons is the application process forecofinancial aid. When I started as a financial aid officer not so many
years ago, the application for Federal, State and campus-based aid
was four pages long. It is eight pages long now, and the print is
smaller.
The amount of and types of information required have become
mind-boggling. The financial aid office has also become a cure for
all of our social ills. Some of the required document now includes
proof of Selective Service registration and an anti-drug abuse certification. We are running out of little plastic cups pretty quickly.
In addition, many students and their parents are required to
submit volumes of paper to prove that they did not
misrepresent
their financial situation. This verification process assumes
guilt
before innoc;.nce and has not, to my knowledge, returned a significant amount of money to the Federal Treasury.
Institutions must now also prove by testing that students have
an ability to benefit to enroll, regardless of their age or background, if those students do not have a high school diploma. Who,
by definition, has a greater need to benefit if not those persons who
are stuck at the lowest educational level?
It is my opinion that during the last two administrations there
has been a concerted effort to restrict access to education by implementing the above and other barriers. The Federal Government
has made it clear that more and more of the responsibility for education lies with the States. Minnesota has in the past met that
challenge, but now even Minnesota is making strange noises.
Currently the chancellor of the
university, who is leaving
us shortly for the greener pasturesState
of Rhode
Island, has developed
20-20 hindsight and is sharing that hindsight with us even as he
admits he was saying otherwise not so long ago. He is questioning
the number of students served by our public institutions and advocates a reduction. There is also a proposal being discussed
in our
State legislature currently which would limit access to our public
institutions by limiting appropriations to each system, prorated to
a certain predetermined number of students.
The above leads to the simple question: How do the economically

and socially disadvantaged peoples help themselves if we don't give
them the chance? Do we continue to subsidize their existence with
welfare programs, or do we try to educate them so that they can
become contributing members of society?
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Last, I would like to speak to one of the more debated issues in
regard to reauthorizationthe student loan programs and the default problems inherent in those programs.
The most frequently used program is the Stafford Loan program,
and consequently it has received most of the political rhetoric.
There is no denying that the Stafford Loan program and its default
situation is a serious problem. However it is, in my opinion, if not a
design problem, then certainly a predictable one.
The GSL program was initially implemented for middle-income
families to use to send their children to college. However, because
the Pell Grant dollars have not kept up with the rising cost of education, and because of a change in definition to a need based program, the Stafford Loan program has become the financial aid program that determines access for the economically disadvantaged,
the same population which is a high-risk population in the default
scenario. We have done it to ourselves, and sadly, we knew we
were doing it.
However, the saddest facet of the default situation is our perception of it. If we .regard Federal dollars spent for education as just
loans. If
an expenditure, then there are dollars wasted by defaultedpeople
of
we regard financial aid moneys as an investment in the
this Nation, we come out way ahead.
Instead of dwelling on the approximatelyand this is subject to
opinion, the percentage here-17 percent national default rate,
let's talk about the 83 percent of our students who go to school, get
loans, repay those loans, and become productive members of our
Nation. In Minnesota, those successes are an even greater percentage.

The issue is one of priorities, plain and simple. When a smart
bomb found its mark in Iraq, the default rate for that bomb was
100 percent. We got none of that money repaid; it was gore, tong
with lives and property. Desert Storm cost $1 billion a day, and we
didn't blink an eye. We try to educate the poor and disadvantaged,
and we don't always succeed. Suddenly a great hue and cry surrounds us. What are our priorities? Should we only try to educate
those who we know will be successful? Do we exclude the rest from
an opportunity to improve their lives?
It is my desire that when reauthorization is completed, it will
deal with problems but will not restrict access, for by educrting our
Nation, thcse problems will be solved.
Thank you. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kraft follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. KRAFT

Thank you for the opportunity to speak today regarding some of my thoughts and
perceptions regarding the soon-to-be reauthorized Higher Educntion Act. It is my
sincere opinion that many of the issues that concern students as part of that Act
are now being talked of and reacted to in very much of a punitive manner. While
the original Higher Education Act was initiated to assist our nation's populations in

attaining an education or skill, the current attitude seems to be one of ensuring
and therefore, this attitude, if evidenced in
that students do not "abuse" the systemeducational
opportunity, particularly in t

the Act, will severely ro,,trict access to
serves.
area of Minnesota that Bemidji Technical College Bemidji
State Uni-ersity are locat
Bemidji Technical College and for that matter,
depressed
areas
of'
the
state. `:'he counties stired in one of' the more economically
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rounding Bemidji have traditionally had some of the lowest per capita incomes in
Minnebota. In addition, Bemidgesi: located in the midst of the Red Lake, White
Earth, and Leech Lake In W an
rvations which have their own unique social and
economic problems. Feced with the mission of serving these populations is demanding enough without new rules and regulations which make it more difficult for
these populations to access our institutions.
One of the more severe access barriers to educationally and economically disadvantaged persons is the application process for financial aid. When I started as a
financial aid officer not so many years ago the application for federal, state, and
campus-based aid was four pages long. Now it is eight pages long, and the print is
smaller The amount of and types of information required has become mind boggling. 'I ae financial aid office has also become a cure for all our social ills. Required
documentation now includes proof of selective service registration and an anti-drug
abuse certification. In addition, many students and their parents are required to
submit volumes of paper to prove that they did not "misrepresent" their financial
situation. This verification procesa assumes guilt before innocence and has not, to
my knowledge, returned a significant amount of money to the federal treasury. Institutions must now also prove, by testing, that students have an "ability to benefit"
to enroll regardless of their age or background if those students do not have a high
school diploma. Who, by definition, has a greater need to benefit if not those
persons who are stuck at the lowest educational level?
It is my opinion that during the last two administrations, there has been concerted effort to restrict access to education by implementing the above andaother
barriers. The federal government has made it clear that more and more of the re.
sponsibility for education lies with the states. Minnesota has, in the past, met that
challenge but now even Minnesota is making strange noises. Currently, the Chancellor of the State University System, who is leaving us shortly for the greener pastures of Rhode Island, has developed 20-20 hindsight and is sharing that sight with
us even as he admits he was saying otherwise just a few years ago. He is questioning the numbers of students served by our public systems and advocates a reduction.
There is also a proposal being discussed in our state legislature currently which
would limit access to our public institutions by limiting appropriations to each
system pro-rated to a certain predetermined number of students. The above leads
me to ask the simple question. "How do the economically and socially disadvantaged
peoples help themselves if we don't give them the chance?" Do we continue to subsidize their existence with welfare programs or do we try to educate them so they can
be contributing members of society.

Last, I would like to speak to one of the more debated issues in regard to Reauthorizationthe Student Loan Programs and the default problem inherent in those
programs. The most frequently used loan program is the Stafford Loan Program

and consequently, it has received most of the political rhetoric. There is no denying
that the Stafford Loan default situation is a serious problem. However, it is, in my
opinion, if not a designed problem then certainly a predictable one. The G.S.L. program was initially implemented for middle income families to use to send their children to college. However, because the Pell Grant dollars have not kept up with the
rising cost of education and, because of a change in definition, the Stafford Loan
Program has become the financial aid program that determines access for the economically disadvantaged; the same population which is the high risk population in
the default scenario. We have done it to ourselves and, sadly, we knew we were
doing it.
However, the saddest facet of the default situation is our perception of it. If we
regard federal dollars spent for education as just an expenditure, then there are dol
lars wasted by defaulted loans. If you regard financial aid monies as an investment
in the people of the nation, we come out way ahead. Instead of dwelling on the approximately 17 percent national default rate, let's talk about the 83 percent of our
students that go to school, get loans, repay those loans, and become productive
members of our nation. In Minnesota those successes are at an even greater percentage. The issue is one of priorities. When a "smart" bomb found its mark in Iraq,
the default rate for that bomb was 100 percent. We got none of that money repaid;
it was gone, along with lives and property. P0sert Storm cost one billion dollars
day. We didn't blink an eye. We try to educate the poor and disadvantaged and wea
don't always succeed. Suddenly, a great hue and cry surrcunds Us. What are our
priorities? Should we only try to educate those who we know will be successful? Do
we exclude the rest from an opportunity to improve their lives? It is my desire that
when INiuthorization is completed, it will deal with problems but will not restrict
access, for by educating our nation, those problems will be eliminated.
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Senator WELISTONE. That was very powerful testimony, very
powerful. You know, when you have been a teacher for years, you

can read faces, and I was looking out at the students, and there
were several things that you said that really resonated.
I do want to mention to the students and people from the community that I really appreciate that you are here. We've got some
very good panelists, and I really think it is important to have this
as part of the official record, but we are going to have open mike,
and that is a part of the record, too. I'm very interested in hearing

from you and very, very pleased that you are here.
Let's move on and hear from Dr. Pi Ion.
Mr. PILoil. Thank you, Senator Wellstone.
It's a pleasure to be here today.
I am president of the College of St. Scholastica, which as you
may know, is the northland's only private liberal arts institution.
For 5 years prior to that, I worked in Washington, DC on behalf
of a group of small private colleges, and during that time I twice
saw the reauthorization process up close, so I have some sympathy
for what you are about to go through.
Before going to Washington, I served in a variety of capacities at
another small private college in Michigan, and most important to
this hearing is the fact that I was once a financial aid officer, so as
you can see, former financial aid officers don't always dieworse
things can happen to them.
I want to thank you also for coming here to Duluth to hear from

it from us in the
us. I think that it is important that you hear
who represent us in

trenches rather than just from the glib ones
Washingtonmostly they have a good sense of going on, but too
often they don't get outside the beltway, and that's too bad.
I mentioned earlier that I was once a financial aid person. As a
matter of fact that was my first job in higher ed-cation, and it was
in 1968, just 3 years after the original legislation was authorized.
That was an exciting time. I was the first person at that particular
institution for whom financial aid was the primary responsibility.
Up until that time, the dean of students had done it out of his hip
pocketperhaps in more ways than one.
I tell you this because I think it is important that you and your
colleagues return to the beginnings and to the hopes of those who
created this legislation. They foresaw programs which would make
it possible for Americans, whatever their means, to attend institu-

tions of higher education and ultimately to contribute to the betterment of our country and our world. In those days, need analysis
was imperfect, but people worked hard to make both access and
choice possible for those who could benefit from college. In those
days, the appropriations were not as large as people hoped, but
folks like Carl Perkins, Edith Green, and Claiborne Pell really had
a vision; they looked to the day when the dollars would be there so
that people, regardless of their ability to pay, could go to college.
Some things have changed since then. There are more programs.
Some of the programs have emerged from the alphabet soup and
how have great names like Pell Grants and Stafford and Perkins
loans. There al a;so more students and different students. There
are older students; in fact, there are lots of those.
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At St. Seholastica, 40 percent of our students are older than average, and some reports indicate that 50 percent or more will be
beyond traditional college age by the turn of the century.
Some things have stayed the same. There still aren't enough dollars, and need analysis is still imperfect. Without a doubt, the efforts begun in 1965 and even before in the National Defense Education Act of 1958 have helped many students attain levels of education that would have otherwise been impossible.

But the fact is that until funding improves, the current need
analysis system will remain a cruel rationing system. Sadly, the
dreams of the creators of these programs and, more importantly,
the dreams of those for whom they were enacted, will continue in
many ways unfulfilled.
While present aid programs help the poorest, and I think that is
a wonderful thing, middle-class families of our Nation are finding
higher education increasingly difficult to purchase. The possibility

of selecting the most appropriate college, whether it is public or
private, for a given student is in doubt now. Many, it not most, students are leaving college with substantial debt, and older students
face an aid system which does not take into account their unique
situations.
As .a result, colleges like St. Scholastica are looking at a future
where they may serve the very poor and the very well-to-do, but
where the middle class will be conspicuously absent. Even a modest
amount of assistance could make the difference for middle-income
folks. And while states like Minnesota have tried to help, they too
have limited resources as you hear from Senator Jaros earlier. This
leaves it up to the colleges themselves to provide aid from their
own resources. For St. Scholastica, this means more than $2 mil-

lion next yearevery nickel that we can raise from private

sources, plus the value of the services the Benedictine Sisters contribute to our enterprise, goes to student aid.
The college is in the curious situation, I think, of having to play
a substantial role in making good on the expectations created by
the T Inited States Congress and the legislature of the State of Minnesota, and somehow that does not seem right to me.
As the reauthorization process gets underway, I encourage you to
emphasize the Title IV financial aid programs. I urge you to realize
that the ensurer is not more loans. I urge you to remember that
older students find themselves in different circumstances than do
thJir younger counterparts, and that needs evaluation should be
adjusted to accommodate them.
Most of all, I urge you to keep these programs tuition-sensitive.
With regard to this last point, the cost of providing higher education is high whether it is paid for by the taxpayers in public colleges or by students and their families at St. Scholastica. In the
long run, private higher education saves the taxpayers a great deal
of money. We will be able to continue to do this only if there is
some help for those who cannot do it all on their own.
Reauthorization has never been more important. An increased
Pell Grant maximum would help a lot, and improved needs assessment would also help. Greater sensitivity to the nontraditional student is especially critical.
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But the real issue is on the appropriations side, and until we put
our national priorities in order and fund these investments in our
future in a reasonable way, the whole system will continue to help
only the poorest, while leaving those who also need help in the
middle classes to fend for themselves.
I wish Srou and your colleagues well. We will be watching and
hopefully cheering for you as you go about your work.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pi ion follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. PILON

Thank you for the opportunity to appear here today. My name is Daniel Pi lon
and I have been the president of the College of St. Scholastica, the Northland's only
private liberal arta college, for nearly 10 years. For 5 years prior to that I worked in
Washington, DC on behalf of a group of small private colleges. During that time I
saw the reauthorization process up close. And before going to Washington I served
in a variety of capacities at another small private college in Michigan. Most import to this hearing is the fact that I was once a financial aid officer. So as you can
worse things can happen to
former financial aid officers don't always die
them.
Thank you for coming here to Duluth to hear what those of us in the trenches
think rather than relying on the glib ones who try to represent us in Washington.
Often they do well but too often they lack a real sense of what's happenirg because
only rarely do they venture beyond the infamous Beltway.
I mentioned earlier that I was once a financial aid perSon. As a matter of fact

that was my first job in higher education. I began in 1968 just 3 years after the
Higher Education Act of 1965 which you are about to amend and reauthorize. It was

an exciting time. I was the first person at that particular institution for whom financial aid was a primary responsibility. Up to that point, financial aid had been
the province of the dean of men who did it out of his hip pocket.
I tell you this because it is important that you and your colleagues return to the

beginnings and to the hopes of those who created this legislation. They foresaw programs which would make it possible for Americans, whatever their means, to attend
institutions of higher education and ultimately contribute to the betterment of our

country and our world. In those days, need analysis was imperfect but people

worked hard to make both access and choice possible for those who could benefit
from college. In those days the appropriations were not as large as people hoped,
but folks like Carl Perkins and Edith Green and Claiborne Pell really had a vision.
They looked to the day when the dollars would be there so people, regardless of
their ability to pay, could go to college.
Some things have changed since then. There are more programs. Some of the programs have emerged from the alphabet soup and have great names like Pell Grants
and Stafford and Perkins Loans. There are also more students and different students. There are older students; in fact there are lots of them. At St. Scholastica 40
percent of our students are "older than average." Some reports indicate that 50 percent or more will be beyond traditional college age by the turn of the century.
But scale things have stayed the same. There still aren't enough dollars aad need
analysis is still imperfect.
Without a doubt, the efforts begun in 1965 (and even before, in the National Defense Education Act of 1958) have helped many, many students att.& levels of education that would otherwise have been Impossible. But the fact is that until funding
improves, the current nee, nalysis system will remain a cruel rationing system.
Sadly the dreams of the creators of these programs and, more importantly, the
dreams of those for whom they were enacted, will continue in many ways unfulfilled.

While present aid programs help the poorest (and that is great!), middle class families of our nation are finding higher education increasingly difficult to purchase.
The possibility of selecting the most appropriate college (public or private) for a
given student is in doubt. Many, if not most, students are leaving college with substantial debt. And older students face an aid system which does not take into account their unique situations.
As a result, colleges like St. Scholastics are looking at a future where they may
serve the very poor and the very well to do but where the middle class will be conspicuously absent. Even a modest amount of assistance could make the difference
for middle income folks. And while states like Minnesota have tried to help they too
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have limited resources. This leaves it up to the colleges themselves to provide aid
from their own resources. For St. Scholastica this means more than $2 million next
year ... every nickel we can raise from private sources plus all of the value of the
services the Benedictine Sisters contribute to our enterprise ... goes to student aid.

The College is in the curious situation of having to play a substantial role in

making good on the expectations ;mated by the United States Congress and the legislature of the State of Minnesota. Somehow that doesn't seem right.
As the reauthorization process gets underway, I encourage you to emphasize the
Title IV financial aid programs. I urge you to realize that the answer is not more
loans. I urge you to remember that older students find themselves in different circumstances than do their younger counterparts and that needs evaluation should be
ackjusted to accommodate them. And most of all I urge you to keep these programs
tuition sensitive. With regard to this last point, the coat of providing a college education is high whether it is paid for by the taxpayers in public colleges or by students and their families at St. Scholastica. In the long run, private higher education
saves the taxpayers a great deal of money. We will be able to continue to do this
only if there is some help for those who can't do it all on their own.
Reauthorization has never been more important. An increased Pell grant maximum would help a lot; an improved needs assessment would also help; greater sensitivity to the non traditional student is especially critical. But the real issue is on the
appropriation side and until we put our national priorities in order and fund these
investments in our future in a reasonable way, the whole system will continue to
help only the poorest while leaving those who also need help in the middle classes
to fend for themselves.
I wish you and your colleagues well. We'll be watching and hopefully cheering as
you go about your work.
THE COLLEGE OF SAINT SCHOLASTICA, OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

Duluth, MN, May 7, 1991.
SellatOT PAUL D. WELLSTONE,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
DEAR SENATOR WELLSTONE: Thanks for the opportunity to appear at your hearing

yesterday regarding reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. It is my
understanding that the record will remain open for some period of time. If that is

the case, I hope these comments could be added. If not, I share them with you

anyway because I thin'. they are important.
During yesterc4y'L nearing there was some discussion of the Ability to Benefit
rule. As you may know, rules like this find their way into being because of abuses.
Unfortunately, the abuses were not restricted to unscrupulous for-profit institutions.
There have been examples of both public and private institutions which have failed.
These are institutions accredited by regional associations, and in the worst cases
they have been motivated by greed and in the best cases they have been motivated
by a false sense of egalitarianism.
In the case of greed, there is no excuse. Institutions which use students to secure
their own financial viability are unethical and shc ild be driven from our midst. But
there is another concern, and that is with institutions which really contribute to a
continuing failure syndrome for many students. The fact of the matter is that there
are some students who simply do not have the ability to succeed. By encouraging
them to try and try again, we simply add to the feeling of failure which grows and
increases the frustration of these people. It also raises a question about the best uses
of scarce resources. If we don't have enough resources to adequately serve those who
do have the ability to succeed, it would seem immoral to invest heavily in those who
simply can't. A reasonable testing system with some guarantee of integrity would

seem to be an important element in all of this. Perhaps the current regulations
have gone too far, but I believe that the ability to benefit ought to be measured in
some reasonable
The second matter which I would put before you has to do with completion rates.

Yesterday Chancellor Ianni and others talked about how the role of work among
students is skwing the time that it takes a person to earn a college degree. This in
turn was equated with rising tuition. This logic, I believe, is questionable. If that
were true, then htudents at private colleges (who, by and large, are no better off
economically---and some studies indicate worse off economicallythan their public
counterparts) should have a far worse completion rate. The fact of the matter is
that in Minnesota by the FInd of 5 years some two-thirds of private college undergraduates have completed their education while only 30 percent of those in the
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public sector have. This occurs in spite of the fact that private college students pay
more and also carry extensive loads of work and loans. I think that we need to look
elsewhere for the answer on the completion rate question. Some might even argue

that low tuition and heavy state subsidy encourage students to dawdle and to

extend their time within the educational system.
Obviously, both of these are arguable contentions. I offer them to you, however, as
important thoughts to be included in the mix as these two issues continue to be debated both in the state and on a national level.
Thanks again for the opportunity to visit with you yesterday. I wish you well as
you go about the difficult job of reauthorization. I look forward to supporting the
results.
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL H. PILON
Presideat

Senator WELLSTONE. I thank you for your testimony, Dr. P"on.
There are a number of points that you focused on that I want to
pick up on that I think are really important. And again, it sounds
like I'm just being "Mr. Politician" up here, but I don't mean this
as insincere flattery. I am really pleased we came up here. I believe
that what is being said is important, and I want you to know as
panelists and everyone to know that I do not view this as symbolic
politics. I am so determined to the very best of my ability to take
the testimony and translate into concrete initiatives, as well as
some thing on the financial end that will be so tough and so difficult, as I think you ;mow from your introductory remarks, Dr.
Pi Ion, but it is just the direction that I feel so strongly we have to
go in in this country. So this is very helpful to me, and I really
appreciate it.

Dr. Johnson.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Senator Wellstone.
On behalf of the State Board of Technical Colleges and Chancel-

lor Carol Johnson, I certainly want to thank you for this opportunity. I also want to assure you that Representative Jaros' remarks
were not a paid commercial for technical education this morning,
but we are appreciative of them.
I'd also like to thank the staff that you have had helping us with
this organization; I know this has been difficult to keep organized,
and they have been most helpful.
The Minnesota technical colleges consist of 34 campuses and are
one of fourat least we were still one of four this morning, as the
legislature meetingspublic systems. We serve over 32,000 diploma
or degree students pursuing our mission, which is education for
employment.
As a system, we also provide education to over half a million employed persons annually as they retrain and upgrade their skills.
At the present time we have over 20,000 students in the technical
colleges who are receiving direct aid under Title IV of the Higher
Education Act.
I'd like to focus my remarks this morning on the changing student and the changing needs of students in the technical college
system. What we have referred to in the past as the nontraditional
student has virtually become the traditional student. This very different student has put different demands on the educational services of our colleges.
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The most visible and easiest to note is the average ageand this
has been mentioned many times. Our average age in the system is
over 27. Here at the Duluth Technical College, it is over 29.
Serving a significantly older population means that most of the
other demographics of the students has also changed significantly.
No longer do we see a student coming right out of high school; this
is less than one in five at the present time.
So if not from high school, where do the students come from?
They come from under-employment or dead-end jobs providing insufticient wages to maintain a reasonable standard of living. They
come from unemployment, as jobs are lost to technology, plant closings, and an ever changing economy. They come from homes that

need a second income, or dissolved marriages where the single
parent needs to enter or re-enter the labor market. They come
from other lands and other cultures, without language or social

skills that even allow them to make application for a job.
This type of student presently makes up about 80 percent of our
entering student body. Obviously, they also come with severe financial needs as they pursue an education for employment.
Because of the limitation of time this morning, I will raiz spend

much time on the specifics of the higher education bill as the
Higher Education Coordinating Board I think is putting together

an excellent position and very specific ways in regard to increasing
the amount of Pell Grant, changing the ratio, simplification, which
has been mentioned many times.
What I'd like to do is address three things that I think are very
specific to our system. The first is the ability to benefit. Recent leg-

islationand Ron mentioned thisin regard to ability to benefit

has had a tremendous impact on vocational technical college students. Many of our students arrive without a high school diploma
or a GED. We get between 400 and 500 each year. Yet they not
only have considerable potential; they are the population with the
greatest need for education and the greatest potential for economic
payback.

To deny them, or to even provide barriers to their being part of
the student assistance program is poor national policy and in direct
violation of Minnesota history of open door admissions to technical
college education.

We appreciate Congress' need to address the misuse of financial
aid, but would suggest that it be done focusing on institutions that

have high default rates and not through broad-brush legislation
that includes legitimate accredited postsecondary institutions that
are responsibly managing their student loan programs.

It appears that many of the actions in regard to reducing high
loan default rates are actually methods to reduce the amount and
the number of students in the program.
The second concern I'd like to address is regulations proposed by
the U.S. Department of Education requiring clock-hour attendance
for students in diploma programs. Almost 90 percent of our students are in diploma programs. This effort to address the loan default through a process has become discriminatory to those in the
diploma programs. The regulations would require over half of our
students to increase the number of credits that they take in school,
at about four to five credits. This would increase their educational
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and their financial burden. It would result in many of them simply
being forced to drop out of school.
My third and last concern is for the growing number of students

in our system with children. I think this is almost 50 percent at

this point. Twenty-seven of our 34 campuses have child care facilities. However, the greatest problem is providing sufficient financial
assistance to pay for the delivery of child care, which is particularly difficult for single parents.
I'd like to quote an excerpt from our chancellor's remarks to the
Minnesota House Education Committee on Appropriations as they
considered special funding for child care:
"When we deny child care assistance to higher education students, even a
little help, we are simultaneously denying the substantial correlation or predic-

tor of a child's dropping out of school to the education level of the mother.

When we deny child care assistance, we ignore the eelationship between what
we do for parents and what happens to children; between limited education and
poverty, and between povert: and dependency and the will to achieve self-sufficiency. Furvher, when we deny child care assistance to low-income but motivated people who are seeking a way out of poverty through education for employment, we dehy the new workplace realities where education beyond high school
is a prerequis!te for more and more entry-level jobs, especially in technical
fields."

Minnesota has been a leader in the Nation for providing child

care assistance, but we believe this has become a national problem
and needs national attention. I was pleased to hear that Representative Penny is preparing legislation in this regard, and we would
urge you to consider the same in the Senate. We wish you well in
that endeavor, and we thank you again for this opportunity.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.

Over and over againand I imagine we'll hear more about this
todaythere are a number of messages, but one message certainly
is that your typical student is no longer necessarily 20 years old,
living in a dorm; students are older, single-parent, two-parent, with
children, and the whole question of child care has come up over
and over and over again and how it relates to higher education and
the Federal role. I appreciate your focusing on that. I have just
heard it everywhere, and that message is loud and clear.
Let me ask some questions of each of you. Just real quickly on
ability to benefit, because both. Dr. Johnson and Mr. Kraft talked
about it, it sounds like both of you have a pretty strong critique of
it. You are opposed to it. I wonder whether you could just kind of
spell that out for me more clearly.
First, does everybody know what ability to benefit is about?
Maybe if you could spell that out real quickly for people here, too.
Mr. KRAFT. That might be difficult, too. Ability to benefit is regu-

lations that require students who do not have a high school diplo-

ma or GED to prove somehowand that is ambiguousto prove
somehow that they have the ability to benefit from an education at

a postsecondary institution. So you test them or you take blood
samples or you do whatever you can do to prove that they have
this ability to benefit.
Senator WELLSTONE. Wait a minute. Blood samples? Gee, I
missed that in the legislation. I'm glad you brought that to my attention.
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Mr. KRAFT. I think that is pending. But it basically says you
have to prove somehow before you can get into a school that you
have the ability to benefit. Most schoolswell, they were doing it
several different ways. Now they restrict it to testing. You have to
test. You have to establish levels that you have to pass, and if you
don't, you not only don't get financial aidyou don't get into the
institution.
Senator WELLSTONE. And it sounded to me like you were not at
all in favor of this, and I want you to spell out why, what your critique of it is.
KaArr. I think Dr. Johnson is saying, if I may, that basically

we can get rid of those regulations because those people have the
greatest need, and that's the same thing I said. I don't know that
you have to get rid of those regulations but they are becoming so
restrictive that it is once again restricting access; we are going to
pick certain types of people that we want in our institution, that
we want to spend public moneys on, and we're going to spend it on
those people, and to hell with the rest of them.
Mr. JOHNSON. The past legislation allowed a financial aid administrator to make the decision to use in-house testing. The new legislation that was passed last session required that a third party evaluation be made, and a list of tests were issued, plus there was the
cost factor. The applicant had to pay for this. Many of the students

are not low-income; they are no-income. They don't have any
money. As a result, it became a very substantial barrier to those
individuals who do not have high school or GED. And as a system
that takes many students who are immigrants and have language
barriers and other kinds of problems and baggage they bring, this
has been a very detrimental threat to their getting into college at
all.

Senator WELLSTONE. I heard a lot about that, especially about
some of the special difficulties it imposes on Southeast Asians, Hispanics, and others. Then there is also the requirement of a cost to

take the test. And then the testing itselfthere is also a question
of what it measures and doesn't measure--

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, particularly with the cultural situation and
the testing.
Senator WELLSTONE. Ron, I think there was a part of your testi-

mony where it sounded to me like what you were sayingand if
I'm putting words in your mouth, please let me knowbut you
were saying that you thought that in a sense the focus on default
had been a bit of blaming the victim, that there was the focus on
percentage of default but not on those students who have been
paying back their loans.
What do you think is the major cause of the defaults, and by way

of public policywe use the word "priorities"if you were to rec-

ommend what you think would be the priority policy to deal with
that, how do you think we should deal with it?
Mr. KRAFT. Well, all the minds in Washington haven't come up
with the answer yet, so I don't know that my small one can. But
Dr. Pilon talked about the Pell Grant situation, and I believe that
is inherent in this problem. Pell Grant is not keeping up with the
rising cost of education and the rising cost of living. I think there
should be a dramatic increase in the Pell Grants. There has been
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talk about the first 2 years of college, that you get lots of Pell

Grant and no loans, and then after that, rou get loans. That will be
great for our 2-year institutions and possibly good for the 4-year institutions, but I think the Pell Grant authorization, if it increased
dramatically, would address that situation because the high-risk
students would then probably not take student loans. They are not
fund to take; nobody wants to take them. Not everybody goes to
Florida with their student loans. I don't know of anybody who goes
to Florida with their student loans.
Senator WELLSTONE. Let me just mention one other thing to Ron,

and then I want to ask some questions of Dr. Pilon and Dr. Johnson.

You mentioned at the beginning, and I want you to know I didn't
miss that point, about simplifying the application form. I was looking at some students nodding their heads when you said we could

certainly make some strides toward simplification and that the
print is getting, I think you said, finer and finer. I have heard that
over and over again, and I do want you to know that I think that is
going to happen.
Mr. KRAFT. I hope so.

Senator WELLSTON& Dr. Pilon, there are some things that really

interest me about where the private colleges fit into this, and as
president of St. Scholastica, I think you can provide me with a

really important perspective on this.
First of all, you talked about how you now are trying to constant-

ly raise moneyI think you mentioned $2 million or thereabouts
just to try and fund scholarships for students. And you saidnot
with bitterness, but I thought it was pretty well-statedthat you

thought it was a dubious proposition that St. Scholastica should be

trying to raise money to essentially fulfill what was the whole

promise of the original legislation in our country to make sure that
higher education would be available for students, and maybe the
government ought to do that.
Has the make-up of the students changed dramatically with this

cruncn? I mean, are you seeing a real change in the kind of stu-

dents who come to your school?
Mr. PILON. We haven't seen that yet, Senator. I think it looms as
possibility. We are still the third least expensive of the private col-

leges in the State of Minnesota, and our tuition is just a little

under $10,000. So with the State money and with some of the Federal financial aid money, plus loans, which virtually all of our stu-

dents end up with, plus our own commitment to thatand some

moms and dads, in the case of younger students, and spouses, and

all kind of other people in the cases of older studentswho are
willing to make a sacrifice for something that they see to be of
value, we are still getting by.

I was in the halls the other day, talking to a couple of students
who said, you know, tuition went up again, and how are we going
to do it this time. So I think it is somewhat ironic that when we

have a modest tuition increasethis year it was about 71/2 percentthat is a $650-$700 tuition increase for our students, and it is
a really significant thing for them to have to deal with.
to happen
Senator WELLSTONE. Dr. Pilon, you see what is goi

on present course, that at a school like St. Scholai or St. Olaf,
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or Carleton where I taught, with a much higher cost to say the
least; that you see a student body which is going to be pretty much
lower-income students who will be there by virtue of grant assist-

ancesome loan, but mostly gruntand then students from the

top who can pay their own way, and then a disappearing middle.
I'd like to go through with you, if you don't mind', how will this
in turn affect the public education part? Where will those students
go, and how will that affect the public part of higher education so
that we can see what the common interest is here between private
and public?

Mr. PILON. I think if we are concerned that higher education be
designed to meet the needs of students, one group of students is not
going to have a choice. They may have access, which will be to the

public sector institutions, and as tuition goes up in the public
sector this is going to be increasingly a problem as wellthey'll
only have access rather than choice, and I think that's what the
issue becomes. The public institutions will be places where people
will have to go if they want a higher education. And that is fine--

the public institutions do a terrific jobbut there are also in-

stances where private institutions like the ones you mentioned and
my own have something to contribute to the development of those
people, and to say they can't go there simply because the financial
system .has not kept up with it is I think really rather sad.
Senator WELLSTONE. Will those students crowd out some of the
students who are now applying to the UMD's? I mean, does that
happen, also?

Mr. Plum. I don't know. I wouldn't want to speculate on that.

Senator WELLSTONE. OK. Let me ask a question of Dr. Johnson,
and then I want to ask one question of all of you.

Your focus on the nontraditional studentsand I sometimes

think the nontraditional students are becoming the traditional students because things have changed so dramatically, I was really interested in what Dr. Pilon said about St. Scholastica. I didn't know
that, really, the age of your students is quite a bit higher than I
thought it would be on the average.
I guess I would ask this question of all of you, really. If you had
to prioritize, and we were to focus on the nontraditional students
and the two or three things that you think we should be doing by
way of public policy that would be most helpful to those students
in your institutions, what would they be? We have talked about

child care. What else would you want me to be thinking about
here?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think certainly child care is probably one of the

major barriers at the moment. But simplificationI think we drive
students away before they even get their paper work done. I think
an easy, accessible, obtainable process of student assistance is probably the next highest priority.

Mr. Plum I think also in that approach to things, the system of
need analysis still needs to be redefined in a way that takes into
account the situation of somebody who is 35 years old and has a
couple or three kids, and they may have a mortgage payment and
a whole bunch of other things that I don't think are adequately accounted for at this particular juncture.
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as
a tendency to treat the older itudent
I think there is still
saying
to
just
married,
and
though they were 22 years old and
higher education,

for a
them, "People like you ought to struggle
live in a garret and grovel
know
what
it's
like
to
and you ought to
two kids
to be 35 and havethe
and all that stuff." And if you happen
rest of
needs braces and all
and a mortgage and somebody who think the system needs to learn
it, that doesn't necessarily apply. I
how to take that into account.
helpful. I also heard the
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, that's real Minneapolis Community
other day that there was real concern at credits are not even eligiCollege that students with fewer than six
Yet for many, the reality
ble for, for example, any Pell assistance.
becomes
a Catch-22.
is that that is all they can doso it clock-hour
attendance. That
Dr. Johnson, I heard you on the I understand
it, the reason
If
strikes me as being really a Catch-22.
hours
or take "x"
in
"x"
number
of
a lot of students can only put
working to be able to go to
number of credits is because they are that they don't have "x"
technical college, and then if you argue
it very
number of hours they no longer are eligible, it just makes
difficult.
have taken very strongly
Mr. JOHNSON. This is the position weand it is on a "hold" basis.
with the U.S. Department of Education,
to come back and haunt
But we are concerned that it is gcing
Situation
with two students in
many students, and we could have athat regulation and the other is
the same class, where one is under
is in a diplodegree program and the other
not bccause one is in a discriminatory,
and it was again, I think, an
ma program. It is very
of
of private trade
attempt to attack, if you will, some the actions
have excellent private
schools, not in Minnesotagotcertainlywe
hit with the brush.
trade schools herebut we
which I
A
final
question for each of you
Senator WELISTONE.
things
that
There
are
some
think is sort of a major, major question. doable now, can be part
I would like to do that are very concrete,
other things that are concrete
of the writing of this bill. There are
more difficult.
but to say the least, would be much Pell
Grant should be a an entiOne idea that I have is that the
that higher education is an
tlement; that we simply say as a nationand
we make some decision
investment, it is critically important,
Then we define levels of
that it will be affordable for all students.
lowit rtaches into the
eligibility$10,000 is way, way, way tooconvnitinc.nc
that we will
middle, and we as a nation make the
that
studs
Ats, tradito make sure
therefore fund it at such a level
education.
their
tional and nontraditional, are able to afford
would you be
of
desirability,
just
at
the
level
Public policy-wise,
either
way
is fine with
in favor of such an approach or notand
what
I
am
interested
is, that is certainly would likein.
me; whatever your judgment
to see
Mr. Plum. Let me take a pass at it. I
increased.
of
the
grant
the income levels increased and the Iamount
when we
oco.nt of view get a little nervous
From a public policy
have,
list that we alreadyhave
start adding more entitlements to the
to
all
budgetary situation that youthat
and I look at the current entitlement
excited.
does not get me
deal with, and one more
deal with increasing the
the
rest
of
itlet's
But I think that
income levels at
amounts, and let's deal with increasing the family
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which people can get the grants, but let's also

the Congress be
responsible as they g.o through the processhave
to
appropriate
money. That may be difficult, but I think it is an important partthe
of
the future of our total fiscal health.
Mr. JOHNSON. I guess I would not be that uncomfortable

it
as an entitlement. I think that is the priority this nationseeing
should
have, and I think it approaches what was just said, that this not

only begins to assure access but choice, and I think both of those
are priorities that the Nation ought to put well ahead of other
things that are entitlements.
Mr. KRAFT. Last, I'd go back to what I talked about
earlier, about
priority and attitude. I think it is the nation's attitude
now that
education is a bad guy, and 1,1 these poor students have
all the
money. Well, the poor students don't have the money; the
rich
have the money, by definition.
Why we are getting away from this emphasis of
educating all of
our people is scary to

me, and I see it every day. It is

a priority
issue.
Senator WELISTONE. Dr. Pi lon, one thing I should say to you is
that one reason I mention

entitlement is that the way the budget is
now structured within the discretionary part of the
gram, you can't raise any money for anything unlessdomestic proyou make it
an entitlement.
Mr. PILON. I'm aware of that.
Senator WELLSTONE. So that becomes the handle for me to push
for an expansion of Pell.
Mr..PiLoN. Yes, I understand that.
Senator WELISTONE. I did want to mention that.
Mr. P1LON. Yes. I am certainly supportive of these
gentlemen's
approach to priority issue. It is as much a technical question
as
anything else, and that's the concern I have.
Senator WELLSTONE. I would
for your testimony. [Applause.] like to thank each of you rery much
Patricia Holycross is the financial aid director at Itasca Community College; Sha Leahey is educational coordinator,
Labor Studies
and Resource Center; David Beaulieu is director,
Indian
Minnesota Department of Education, and Barry YocomEducation,
is director
of Upv% ard Bound, Bemidji State University.
Let's start out with Ms. Holycross.
STATEMENTS OF PATRICIA HOLYCROSS, FINANCIAL
AID DIRECTOR, ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE; SHA LEAHEY,
EDUCATIONAL COORDINATOR, LABOR STUDIES AND
RESOURCE
CENTER; DAVID BEAULIEU, DIRECTOR INDIAN
EDUCATION,
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND BARRY
YOCUM, DIRECTOR, UPWARD BOUND, BEMIDJI
STATE UNIVERSITY
MS. HOLYCROSS. Thanl,
Senator Wellstone, for the opportunity to provide input on theyou,
reauthorization
of the Higher Education
Act.
I am the financial aid at a community college of
1,400 students
located in northern Minnesota.
We are located in a fairly rural
area where the economy has felt the effects of iron mine closures
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recession. Unemployover the past decade as well as the current counties.
in area
ment rates vary from 8 to 14 percent
colleges
and technical colleges, we
Similar to many community
population. Those over 24
serve a large nontraditional student
for retraining, or
to school for training,
years of ar who return
quarter,
40 to 50 perthe beginning of a degree program. In a given Many are dislocated
into this category.
cent of our students fithomemakers.
We also serve a large Native
workers and displaced
close proximity to the
American student population because of our
Leech Lake Indian Reservation. college with a special set of cirNontraditional students enter
the traditional
cumstances and needs which are far different thanfrom
school for
They
have
often
been
away
18 year-old student.
they
begin.
many years arid are in need of special assistance when
greater
financial
They frequently have family responsibilities and part-time while
obligations, and they are often working at least
going to school.
rely on financial
Many of the college's nontraditional students
percent
of all self-supaid programs to be able to attend. Sixty-one
College
who
apply
for finanporting students at Itasca Community
and
one-fifth
of
the stucial aid have family incomes below $10,000, this year come from
Federal
financial
aid
dents who applied for
families on AFDC.

like to highlight
With this information as background, I would
addressed
in order to
I feel need to be
three major barriers thateducation
for these low-income, nontradiimprove access to higher
tional and minority students.
before, concerns
The first barrier, which has been talked about
needy
first
and second
for
the inappropriate use of student loansfinancial
aid
11
years
ago, I
year students. When I first began in
families, borrow a Guarhad six students, all from middle-income
This past year, 330
attend
my
institution.
anteed Student Loan to
three-quarters of a
students
borrowed
nearly
mainly low-income
to attend.
million dollars under the same student loan program
SEOG
funds
have
Why? Two reasons. First, Federal Pell Grant and
do
not
have
we
not kept pace with college costs, and second,
who want to work an alfunds
to
give
students
enough work-study
ternative to borrowing.
an increase in FederItasca Community College has not received while
our enrollment
al work-study dollars in the past 11 years,
has doubled, and our tuition has nearly tripled.
With 70 percent of our incoming freshmen being first-generation
high-risk, grants and work are
college student who might be called in
at least the first 2 years. I would be
a more appropriate option,
in a part-time job
thrilled to offer every student who is interestedWe
employers
them
pay
for
college.
work in order to help students who want to work,have
but
not
enough
crying for workers and
work-study money to pay them.
what I call disincentives for lowerThe second barrier involves
Child care is probably
income students to pursue higher education.
it
possible
for many nonas important as financial aid in making
it is expentraditional students to attend school. Unfortunately,
for
it.
This year,
inadequate
funding
to
help
pay
sive, and there is
Government to
forced
by
the
Federal
the State of Minnesota was
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target its child care funding to long-term AFDC recipients who had
been on the program at least 3 years. As a result, brand new AFDC
recipienth found they could get no assistance with child care to
attend school: and many will be forced to remain on AFDC
for 3
years until they will be eligible for the child care they need
to
enroll.
A related issue to child care is that of the effect of receipt of student financial aid on food stamps. Most financial aid beyond tuition
and mandatory fees is counted as income, and will directly reduce
or eliminate food stamps. This further causes prospective students
to really think twice about the penalties incurred by enrolling.
A third major barrier that was touched on before as well involves the application process itself. It should not require
an eightpage application accompanied by a 24-page instruction book for students we know have no money to go to school, to prove they are
poor. Students who already qualify for public assistance programs
should be able to complete a very simple, initial
application and
then have their eligibility reconfirmed each year by a computer
match with those agencies. The bureaucratic red tape of applying
for financial aid discourages many needy students before they ever
set foot on campus.
With reauthorization, we now have the opportunity to eliminate
the barriers to accels that I have mentioned while continuing to
fund the special prot.rams such as the TRIO
that I know
we're going to hear more about later, which programs,
have been so effective
in helping low-income, minority, and nontraditional students begin
their education. Although these students need a lot of extra attr ntion and services in their initial enrollment, they prove to be
among our finest students by graduation time. Investment in them
will bear an excellent return.
Thank you very ii.uch.
Senator WELISTONE Thank you very much, Patty. I really appreciate it.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Holycross followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. HOLYCROSS

Thank you, Senator Wel !stone, for the opportunity to provide input
the reauthorization of the Higher Education h.ct. am the Financial Aid Director on
at a community college of 1,400 3,,udents located in northern Minnesota. We
are located in a
fairly rural area where the economy has felt the effects of iron mine
over
the past decade as well as the current recession; unemployment rates closures
vary
from
814 percent in area counties.
Similar to many community colleges and technical colleges, we serve a large nontraditional student populationthose over 24 years of age who r. arm to school for
training, retraining or the beginning of a degree program. In a given quarter, 40-50
percent of our students fit into this category. Many are dislocated workers and displaced homemakers. We also serve a large native American population because of
our close proximity to the Leech Lake Indian Reservation.
Non-traditional students enter college with a special set of circumstances and
needs which are far different than the traditional 18 year-old student. They have
often been away from school for many years and are in need of special assistance
when they begin, they frequently have family responsibilities and greater financial
obligations, and they often are working at least part-time while going to school.
Many of the college's non-traditional students rely on financial aid programs to be
able to attend. Sixty-one percent of all self-supporting students at Itasca
Community
College who apply for financial aid have family incomes below $10,000 and
one-fifth
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of the students who applied for federal financial aid this year come from families on
AFDC.
With this information as background, I would like to highlight three major barriers that need to be addressed in order to improve accesa to higher education for
these low-income, non-traditional, and minority students.
The first barrier concerns the inappropriate use of student loans for needy firstand second-year students. When I first bwan in financial aid 11 years ago, six students (all from middle income families) borrowed Guaranteed Student Loans to
attend my institution. This past year 230 mainly low-income students borrowed
nearly three-quarters of a million dollars in the same type of student loan to attend.
Why? Two reasons: (1) federal Pell Grant and SEOG funds have not kept pace with
college costs, and (2) we do not have enough work-study funds to give students an
alternative to borrowing. We have many students who would rather work than take
out a loan to pay for schooling. However, Itasca Community CAlege has not received an increase in federal work-study dollars in the past 11 years while our enrollment has doubled and our tuition has nearly tripled.
Research has shown that low-income students are more price responsive to grants
but not to loans when it come to enrollment. With 70 percent of our incoming freshmight be called "high risk," grants
men being first generation college students who
and work are more appropriate options at least in the first 2 years. I would be
thrilled to offer every needy student a part-time job to help pay for college; we have
employers crying for workers and students who to work, yet not enough work-study
money to pay them. Work has shown to be a very significant factor m persistence
because it helps students to feel a part of the institution. They get to know the staff
while developing employable skills.

The second barrier i nvolves disincentives for low-income students to pursue
higher education. Childcare is probably as important as financial aid in making it
possible for many non-traditional students to attend school. Unfortunately, it is expensive and there is inadequate funding to help pay for it.
For the past several years, Minnesota had liberalized its policies for AFDC recipiwere not reduced when stuents who attended post-secondary schools. AFDC grantsservice
agencies could cover
dents received other types of financial aid and human
childcare costs for basically all AFDC students. This year Minnesota was forced by
the federal government to target its childcare funding to long-term AFDC recipients
who had been on the program at least 3 years. As a result, new AFDC recipients
found they could get no assistance with childcare to attend school, and many will be
forced to remain on AFDC for 3 years before they will be eligible for the childcare
needed to enroll.
Colleges receive a small amount of state childcare funds for low-income non-AFDC
students, but it is only enough to meet the childcare needs of a fraction of the eligi-

ble students. This year there was only $2 million in the program for all the costsecondary schools in the entire state.
A related issue to childcare is that of the effect of the receipt of student financial
aid on food stamps. Most financial aid beyond tuition and mandatory fees is counted
as income and will directly reduce or eliminate food stamps. This further causes
prospective students to think twice about the penalties incurred by enrolling.
The third major barrier involves the application process itself. It should not require an eight-page application accompanied by a 24-page instruction book for students we have no money for school to prove they are poor! Students who already
qualify for public assistance programs should be able to complete a very simple initial application and then have their eligibility reconfirmed each year by a commuter match with those agencies. The bureaucratic red tape of applying for financial
aid discourages many needy students before they eer set foot on campus.
With reauthorization, we now have the opportunity to eliminate the barriers to
access that I have mentioned while continuing to fund the special programs (such as
the Trio programs) which have been so effective in helping low-income, minority
and non-traditional students begin their education. Although these students need
extra attention and services in their initial enrollment, they prove to be among our
finest students by graduation. The investment in them will bear an excellent
return.
Thank you for your attention.

Senator WELISTONE. Ms. Leahey.
Ms. LEAHEY. The St. Paul Labor Studies and Resource Center for

Dislocated Workers is a private, nonprofit organization which is ex-

clusively funded by government grants. It stands ready to assist
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dislocated workers who, through no fault of their own, have been
laid off from their places of employment.
Many are traumatized by the loss of their jobs. Their financial
stability is indeed threatened. They have mortgages, child care expenses, yes, credit card bills, daily transportation costs, and car
payments. They may have children in college, or they support a
parent or a grandparent. Pensions and health benefits are threatened or in some cases lost altogether. Their families and their selfesteem begins to disintegrate, as evidenced by the growing number
of home foreclosures, bankru_ptcy proceedings and divorce praceedings that we witness on a daily basis in our organization. They may
lack the educational, vocational and literacy skills needed to participate in today's competitive job moTket.

LSRC stands rep& to assist these individuals with customized
training and/or educational and employment strategy that best

suits their needs.
For many dislocated workers, the once traditional career path
from high school to college to work was not an option at that time.
Manynot alltook goad-paying jobs in manufacturing. They
stopped along the way to get married, to have children, to serve in
the military. They became used to steady promotions and wage increases, and what was then perceived as lifelong job stability, in exchange for their loyalty.
The transition to a service economy found that most of the earlier displaced workers were in their mid-40's, since layoffs hac: been
by seniority.
Educational levels are also lower since the more mature worker
was educated when it was common to leave school at a much earli-

er age. Many who find work also experience permanent loss in
income. For example, new jobs in the State of Minnesota in the

service sector are now paying between $6 and $8 an hour compared
with $12 an hour in dislocated jobs.
The dislocated worker is truly on an emotional roller coaster. As

a result, more of these mature workers do not job hunt with what
we call rose-colored glasses. They are becoming increasingly more
aware of the occupations with the fast-growing wages, and at the
same time, they realize that high". r reasoning skills, higher math
skills and language skills are also necessary.
More than half of the new jobs created between 1984 and the
year 2000 will require education beyond high school. ()ha-third will
require a college degree. And while higher education may not be a
solution for all dislocated workers, it is truly a viable option.
At the present time, LSRC has serviced over 1,900 dislocated
workers, and approximately 700 of those workers have elected retraining programs, many at the local technical colleges in the State

of Minnesota.

Ewald Nyquist, prc,sident of the University of the State of New
York in 1973 said, "As long as we remain a strongly-credentialed
society, employers will not be predisposed to hire people on the
basis of what they know rather than on what degrees and diplomas
they hold ... Such inequity should not be tolerated." Thus the dislocated worker becomes a nontraditional studenta nontraditional
student who needs the support in the form of Federal student
loans, for this form of financial assistance is a critical component
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in developing and implementing their educational plans. They
cannot afford the entire additional burden of tuition, especially
when lending institutions deny educational loans sometimes based
on the fact that, "You are out of work, and you are not a good

credit risk."
I'd like to share with you, if I may, three examples of some of the
people that we see come through our program. John, a gentleman
age 48, married, with two high school children, earned $29,000 as

an electronics test technician at the time of his layoff after 12
years with the same company. He elected to retrain, and after his
retraining program he relocated to Michigan, separated from his
family, because he needed the experience in a small metropolitan

airport as a condition of employment for the international airports.
Together, his family somehow managed to stay together, and they
maintained two households. However, his determination paid off,
and he was recently hired by Northwest Airlines and has come
back to the Twin Cities and has reunited with his family.
Mary, age 38, is a single mother from an abusive situation. She
earned $30,000 as a marketing agent after 15 years with the same
company. During her frustrating job search, she decided to complete her undergraduate degree. During this time as well, she
became part of a special HUD program that helped her keep her
home so that she would not also be dislocated from her home. She
graduates in June with honors and has recently made application
to complete a master's degree at the University of Minnesota in
psychology. In the interim she is working in a shelter for abused

children on a part-time basis as she selects further occupational
choices and funding for her higher education.
Finally, there is a gentleman named Jim who is now 44. He is
divorced partly as a result of the dislocation of his job. He was
earning approximately $25,000 as a jigman after 14 years with the
local company. Five years after his layoff, Jim found himself still
doing odd jobs, eventually ending up on general assistance. When
he came to Labor Studies and Resource Center, he was literally
living out of his car. This is not uncommon. His sense of implied
contract, guaranteeing employment in return for loy alty to the

company that laid him off, seriously weakened his self concept and
his perception of the job market. He had no idea what to do. He
has presently completed a 9-month training program at a northern
Minnesota technical college in poultry production management and
is mounting a successful job search effort in the State of Minnesota
as well as outside the State of Minnesota. He has not gained employment yet, but we are hopeful that his job search will prove
fruitful. He is one of the more severe cases, one of the truly homeless, that we see as a result of a dislocated worker.
In conclusion, success stories such as these certainly take a great

deal of courage. Each of these workers as well as many of thcir
peers have encountered numerous frustrating and humiliating obstacles on the road to re-employment. However, their realistic attitude and their practical experience, coupled with a strong work
ethic and a determination to succeed, have paid off. They need the
continued assistance. Others are denied the opportunity to have
that second chance or second opportunity because they have no additional funding for schooling.
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The right to earn a decent wage and to continue to make a positive contribution to society can no longer be easily exercised by the
dislocated worker without continued support.
Thank you.
Senator WELISTONE. Sha, I'd like to really thank you for the personal examples because I think that really adds to the power of the
official record. I also would like to thank you for the work you do
with dislocated workers. I was really delighted that you would be

part of this hearing, because I think sometimes we lose sight of
some of the really traumatic changes that have happened in the
labor market in this country, how it has affected people and where
dislocated workers are right now. So thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Leahey followsd
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THE DISLOCATED WORKER AS A NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT;

BREAKING THROUGH TO A SECOND MANCE
HT

SHA LIMEY
The transition during the last ten years from a goods producing
economy to one focused on services has created many dislocated
workers, workers whose plant has either closed or permanently
reduced this workforce.
Dislocated workers, specially those who have worked for the same
company for many years, are faced with disturbing facts. A large
number experience a significant and permanent loss of income. For
example, new jobs in the state of Minnesota are primarily servicerelated and Pay between $6 and $8 an hour compared to an average of

Furthermore, those who
$12 an hour paid in dislocated jobs.
involuntarily lose their jobs are more likely to endure longer
periods of unemployment that those who quit or who are entering the
Therefore, it is reasonable to
workforce for the first time.
assume that those who seek employment in the iggO's must realise
that they are faced with a labor-market that has changed
It is not that there are significantly fewer jobs
dramatically.

for the largo number of people seeking employment, but-that the
jobs which do remain, are in fact. less secure, pay less, and
demand higher levels of education and training.
A reasonable interpretation of this information suggests that there
is intense competition for all jobs because of higher unemployment

and.the fact that the number of colleg graduate. has grown more
Thus .
rapidly than the number of jobs requiring a college degree.
well paid jobs requiring little formal education are disappearing.
college graduates unable to find professional, technical or
managerial positions now compete with those who are less educated

for less prestigious jobs, making it even more difficult for
persons with lower levels of formal education to find well-paid
employment.

ASSISS-NMETAIDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Study after study suggests that the average American worker falls
short in many critical areas, thus facing enormous learning
requirements in the future.

For example, by the year 2000, mzny lower-skilled jobs will have
disappeared and new more highly-skilled jobs will have replaced
them.
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The economic skill-mix will be upscaled, with most nw jobs
requiring more ducation and higher language, mathematics and

reasoning abilities than currently required in today's workplace.
Specifically, more than halt of the 26 m4llion new jobs which will
be added to the economy between 1991 and the year 2000 will require

some post-secondary training, and approximately ono-third will
demand a college degree.
It is apparent that all of the fastest
growing job categories will require soma level of post secondary
training.
By sharp contrast, a high school education is the
highest level of preparation needed tor the types of jobs which are
presently disappearing.
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Employers are faced with the question of how to till the gap
between skills required to perform and those possessed by potential
Some will increase their investments in technology;
employees.

some will relocate to areas providing lower operating costs and
less expensive labor; others will rely on educational and training
in whatever way the employer chooses to cope with this
programs.
problem, virtually every one of us will be affected by the increase
in employees who lack the skills they need to successfully Perinrm
incomes are lost and unemployment and welfare lines
on the jobs
this
cannot shoulder
But business
are
getting longer.
responsibility alone. The state and federal government must also
commit themselves to reducing the "skill deficiency gap" existing
with many dislocated workers.
...
Word tadieatu that Antis, is straitly saw

elated With the shinty

to rope Pith

Cidaft.

Anyone who sets out to look for work under these highly competitive
conditions needs to be clear about his/her occupational goals, and
Success
the education and training needed to reach those goals.
today requires not only a good idea of where openings are likely to
be found, but also what skills or 'training is necessary in
obtaining those positions.

Row is the St. Paul Labor Studies and Resource Center (LSAC)

helping reduce the "skill deficiency gap" dilemma? it is actively
committed to seeking out educational and training programs that
Today's workplace demands not,only a good command ot the
work.
Amployers
three "A's" or basic literacy skills, but much more.
of
workplace
skills
went a new kind of employee with a broad range
that will facilitate learning on the job. Much of the change that
in formal
is occurring -will require, workers to participate
education. Literacy skills, workplace skills, potential retraining
skills, and higher levels, of education must each be carefully
addressed to predict, within the limits of assessment, plausible
success in both the workplace (i.e. job placement) and in career
LUC offers assessment services to determine
retraining options.
a client's interests, level of basic skills and training potential.
A written summary of test result; and follow up interpretive
conferences are provided for eaoh client.
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Assessment include,:
The General Aptitude Test Battery
Career assessment Inventory
Test of adult Basic Education
Adult Basic Learning Examination
Strong Campbell Interest Inventory
Weyers-Briggs TYPe Indicator

(OATS)
(CAI)

MBE)
(ABLE)

(BCH)
(MBTI)

Aptitude, interest and academic assessment can give the client that
much needed inward view.
This type of assessment introduces the
client to different kinds of intelligenoe, to different aptitudes
and to the great variety of human talent.
Outcomes from these
interpretive conferences nay inclade:
o

RadirriAci alimta-to thiAtills_Inhissimeallummatalidit
j.houa. bvthe St.
ul SehgoLbiatriat. Many dislocated
workers resist school-basedlearning because they have dons
poorly in school as children and adolescents.
This.unique
programprovides the dislocated worker with ono-on-one skills
enhancement in a nontraditional setting. Literacy skills are
taught in the contest of the $ob in which the learner will
actually perform. Evidenct suggests that progress made in the
classes using school-type materials are minimal at best and
often do not transfer to the workplace. Bowever, dislocated
workers who learn basic literacy skills usingmaterials pulled
from the workplace tend to master these skills more rapidly
and retain more of the knowledge over tine. This type of
instruction requires custom designing of instructional
materials, but results in the worker finding applications of
basic skills in the workplace more relevant and more likely
to lead to continued practice of these skills on the job.
OSE Preparation is also available to clients striving to
complete their high school education.

lattniumiLthcrAfratalacanagualLjuLigusguiskt.sihzigA
fox the client.
Prior to entering the training
program, the
client will meet with the Career Path Specialist to select
tacks that are representative of the program curriculum.
Individualised performance goals, as they relate to determine
program skills, are developed and analysed at this time.
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Custom-designed instructional simulations can comprise the
core ot an instructional Program without taking the majority
of instructional tine. This permits the dislocated worker
to retrain and to re-enter the workforce in a shorter period
of time, thereby diminishing the, tangible loss of income so
often felt by those who have selected longer term training
programs.
O

O
o

o

setting realistic achievement levels tor the client within the
program curriculum.

Developing a program completion timefremo.
Developing a supportive services plan detailing the types and
frequency of services provided by the learning institution of
choice, if and when deemed necessary by the client for
successful completion of retraining program.
Developing a coordinated out-placement service plan wfih a job
developer for the client upoa completion of training.

Now, more than ever before, a literate and skilled workforce is a
basic requirement for our country's continued economic growth and
Too often business has looked at its workforce as a
prosperity.
cost rather than as a resource. Investment in training yields high
returns and tangible rewards. Both government and business are in
a belt-tightening mood, eager to keep costs under control.
Yet, our ability as a nation, or a state, to compete is put at risk
it is
by inadequate investment in retraining its workforce.
trained
million
workers
per
year
must
be
e stimated that nearly two

by the year 2000 if the United States is to out the xisting
It is not a question of
unemployment end illiteracy rats.

affordability, tor as a nation, or a state, we have no choice but
to move forward on this important economic component.

TRAINING STATISTICS

From a training standpoint, LOAC has worked with 1,900 clients.
For the grants that have been completed, LUC has provided training
LIRC is finding that the
for over 0.5% of the clients.
be considerably higher;
the
new
grants
will
percentages in
This .indicates that the
estimated to be in area of 55-65%.
dislocated worker of today is requiring adsxtional training in
order to keep up with the workplace in finding gainful employment.
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PUBLIC POLICY RECONMINDATIONS FOR TER DISLOCATED NORRSA
AB A NONTRADITIONAL TUDENT

Approximately 70% of the dislocated worker population sees the
technical colleges as a logical place to retrain, while
those with
more education, specifically those in the computer industry,
are
drawn to the community colleges and 4-year universities.
Many of
the growing occupations are found in
trade and services,
particularly the business and health fields.
However, tins and
money are the most common deterrents emphasised
by workers desiring
to enter training programa.

The dislocated worker cannot afford to undertake longterm
training
at a time in his/her life when financial stability is threatened.
Remaining out of the workforce isn't an option tot many workers.
They have mortgages, cheldcare expenses, credit-card bills, daily
transportation expenses, and car payments.
way also have
children , some of whom are in college, or they They
support a parent or
grandparent.
Too young to collect pensions and ocial security
benefits, the worker is on an emotional roller coaster. Nays must
be found to protect potential loss of pensions end health benefits.
Health costs alone have increased 66% from 1962-1990. Unemployment
compensation could be extended to allow two years for training,
educational,
or
literacy
efforts.
low
the
finally,
interest/student training loans and federal grants are critical in
the decision to train. The dislocated worker is striving to keep

his/her head above the waves of economic change: he/she cannot
afford the additional burden of tuition, especially when lending
institutions often refuse educational loans based OA the fact that
"you are out of work.., you are not s good loan risk."

Thus, lower levels of education, not a problem tor the dislocated
worker at an earlier age, is a real hindrance for the individual in
his/her late..thirties to. mid-forties.
Therefore,
for the
individual, a practical course of training which builds on his/her

natural aptitudes might make sense.

Making a reasonable and

practical choice of the job to retrain for is the first critical
step.
For others, it is a question of upgrading and expanding
literacy skills so that the worker is not blind to reasonable
alternatives which may surface during the job search process.

Job choice and the

question of vocational training, higher
education or literacy needs involves a search for a good ma'.ch
between the needs and abilities ot the person seeking employment
and the needr of employers in the local area.
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In conclusion, quality educational/vocational training and literacy
applicability to the needs of particular
industries allow employees, young and old alike, to keep pace with
economic and technical change, thereby ncouraging innovation on
These alone are compelling economic reasons for the
the job.

programs and their

federal government to continue to invest in the training and
literacy needs of its workforce.
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Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Beaulieu, thank you for being here.
Mr. BEAULIELT. Thank you, Senator.

I am really happy to be here to talk somewhat about Minnesota
Indian higher education. I am currently director of Indian education for the State of Minnesota. I am also a member of the Federal
Indian Nati ins at Risk Task Force which has been meeting all over
the country, taking testimony on Indian education, and will this
coming June be issuing a final report to the Secretary of Education.

We think Minnesota as a State is a model in terms of providing
for the needs of American Indian students. As a State Government,
Minnesota has provided a number of programs for elementary and
secondary education and for higher education.
The program I would like to talk about and focus on is our Minnesota Indian Scholarship program. We currently provide $1.6 million a year in scholarship assistance to American Indian students
to attend postsecondary educational institutions in this State.
Our program is basically designed to meet what is defined as the
unmet financial need of American Indian students after all other
sources of aid have been applied to a student's financial need. In
this purpose, we share the function of the Tribal Federal Scholarship programs as well. Collectively, the tribal governments of Minnesota have about $1.4 million available to meet the unmet financial need of American Indian students, and with the State program
of about $1.6 million, there is about $3 million available to meet
that unmet financial need.
This allows us as a program to see almost every, single Indian
student who applies for postsecondary education in the State of
Minnesota. I want to focus on the fact that we are fast becoming
unable to meet the needs of American Indian students in the State
of Minnesota. This current year, we will turn away 1,000 American

Indian students who have applied for financial aid for our pro-

gram, who have an unmet financial need for which we do not have
resources to meet their need to go on to higher education.
Because of the characteristics of our program, the students must
be enrolled already in a higher education program; must have gone

through the financial aid process; and then apply to us because
they have an unmet need. And we will turn away 1,000 American
Indian students this year.
That's a large number of students in Minnesota alone that we
will be turning away.
Because of the characteristics of our student population, we believe these students are not likely to come back a second or third
time to seek higher education. The road that brought them to the
front door of an institution of higher educat. in this State, the
personal histories of each of our students are sukn that the journey
has been incredible to have gotten them there in the first place.
When we say "No," we believe it is a big "No," and they are not
likely to stay in school.
I'd like to emphasize the point b; talking a little bit about the
history of Indian education in this State. It is a remarkable history,
and it is a very recent history. I entered the University of Minnesota in 1966 assisted by a scholarship grant from the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. At that time, tuition was $90 per quarter, and with a
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grant of about $340 and work, I was able to go to the university
and graduate. I was also able to go on to graduate school through a
scholarship grant provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
U.S. Office of Education. It was the Indian administrator preparation program which provided fellowships to students in educational
administration for about 5 years during that time period, about 2030 students per year.
students that I went to school
The personal histories of thoseThey
have gone off to establish
with are somewhat remarkable.
tribal colleges all over the country, are working in professional careers all over the United States currently.
But at the time that I entered the University of Minnesota, there
were only 36 American Indian students in the entire University of
Minnesota. When the Minnt,sota Indian Scholarship program was
of
founded in 1955 by the State legislature, with an appropriation
entire
$5,000, there were a total of 22 American Indians in the
State of Minnesota going on to some form of postsecondary education.
White
At the time whvn my father came of school age on theChippearound
1920,
70
percent
of
all
Earth Indian Reservation in
wa children in this State had no place to go to school.
Currently, we fund 1,500 students a year through the State
Indian Scholarship program to go on to higher education; each and
proevery year, about 1,500 students. In the entire history of our
of
those
6,500
graduates.
Seventy
percent
gram, we have l- ad over
last
graduates have completed their education programs in just the1970.
their programs since
10 vears. Ninety percent have completed
higher
education of Indians
We have incredible momentum in
there, being
wanting to go on to higher nducation, and once getting
assist
graduate
very successful One-third of all the students we
financial
aid
is
the
most
critical
aspect
each year. We believe that
and
to be
to
go
on
to
higher
education
to enabling Indian students
successful.

turn away
It is an incredible situation now to think that we willcharacterisWhen
you
look
at
the
1,000 students this coming year.
our stutics of the population that we serve, about 70 percent ofthe
GED,
higher
education
by
virtue
of
dents qualify to go on to
students
are
majority of our
not high school graduation. The vast
percent
of
our
students
are
on
female with children. Twenty-fi .e
AFDC.
we
We believe that we are a very important program. Because
to
the
Fedare a State program, and we provide money in addition
proeral dollars that come through the Federal Tribal Scholarship
greater
in
other
that
the
need
of
course
is
even
gram, we believe
conLibution
States. The State of Minnesota has made a significant
higher
education,
Indian
students
to
go
on
to
to assist American
and it is still insufficient.
With that, I think I'll stop. I wish to emphasize the fact that we
here in the State, that we
are almost a victim of our own success
have encouraged and have been able to enable students to go on to
higher education, for which we don't have any more resources.
Senator WELISTONE. I think it is a success to be proud of. Obviously, we don't w.Ant to go back on what we have been doing. It is a
matter of finding the support. To be able to provide the encourage-
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ment and the support for Indian students to go on, for them to
then find out they can't go on is kind of cruel. By the same token,
the answer is not, of course, to turn the clock back. I am really interested in your testimony, and I am also on the Select Committee
on Indian Affairs, so I do look forward to working with you in
other ways as welland that is a committee I very much wanted
to get on.
Mr. BEAULIEU. There is one other point I wanted to mention,

Senator, and it is an important statistic. We currently serve about
1,500 students, but with the increasing costs of higher education,
with a set amount of dollars available, we believe that by 1993 we
will only be able to serve 1,000 in Minnesota going on to higher

education.

Senator WELLSTONE. I want to come back to questions.
Mr. Yocom.

Mr. Yocom. Thanks, Senator, for the opportunity to testify.
As you know, I was at Minneapolis Community College on
Friday and listened to the testimony, and I have submitted a papein advance to you, and if you don't mind I'd like to just make some
informal comments.
I am director of an Upward Bound program, one of 26 TRIO programs in the State of Minnesota serving over 7,000 students. There

are eight Upward Bound programs in Minnesota overall, one of
them at this institution, which serves about 525 students each year.
Several recommendations were made to you regarding the legislation for reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and for the
record, I'd just like to say that I endorse those and briefly touch on
them as I go through.
One of the recommendation is that legislative language needs to
be put in place for earlier intervention by TRIO programs. That

was mentioned to you in the testimony at MCC.
Senator WELLSTONE. Could I interrupt you for just a second?
Mr. Yocom. Sure.
Senator WELLSTONE. Do most of you know what the TRIO program is? Do you mind, Barry, just spelling that out very briefly

and I'll tell you why I ask you to do itand I shouldn't. say this,
but I'm going to, because honesty is the best policy. In the last 3

weeks or so, I have become the biggest advocate for the TRIO program, but I didn't know very much about it before. It is a program
that has been an unambiguous success, much like Head Start, but
a lot of people don't know what it is, and if you could just briefly
spell that out for the people who don't know.
Mr. Yocom. Yes. Most of us were educated to think that "trio"
meant "three;" and there are really five programs under this legislative title. One of the programs is called Talent Search, which is

an outreach program dealing with students grades seven and I
think the top age is about 27 years old. The purpose is to identify
talented and academically people in that age range and encourage
them to go on for some kind of higher education training.

There is a program called Upward Bound, which I am director
whose purpose is to motivate and prepare low-income and disadvantaged youngsters for higher education. They operate on college

of, which is also an outreach or postsecondary-based program,
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campuses with a six-week summer alternative school and then a
follow-up program during the academic year.Opportunities Centers,
There is a program called Educational
I think within the last
which is relatively new on the TRIO scene,that
serves exclusively
5 years or 8 years, if I'm not mistaken,
It has a similar
generally
large
population.
adult populations and
Talent
Search.
focus, as I understand, to
which is a
There is a program called Student Support Services,have special
college-based, college-located support for students whoand that kind
learning needs and/or need for tutoring, mentoring
of thing.

The fifth program is Veterans Upward Bound, of which we have
one project in the State of Minnesota.
of

So all those programs are included under the broad name

TRIO in legislative language.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. I appreciate that.makeand

I'm
Mr. Yocom. The second point that I'd like to is like a good
going to run through my list hereI feel like this point to point,
political ad I saw once, where you have to run from
and it seemed to be effective-Senator WELLSTONE. Hey, it has worked before. levels were menMr. Yocom. Yes. [Laughter.] Minimum grant
the math and scitioned to you in Minneapolis, and strengthening
Endersbe
talked about
Mick
ence components of Upward Bound.
basically
requesting
that
a 5-year
administrative accountability,
into
the
legislative
lanbe written
grant cycle for TRIO programs funding
months
prior
be
at
least
10
guage, and that notification for
period.
to the initiation of a granttalk
about the block grant concept, if you
Then there was some
very, very
recall the President's proposal, and Mick Endersbe was
him.
adamant about that, and I recall that you questioned
relationship as I
I want to just point something out about the and TRIO proof Education
perceive it between the Department
know
that the idea behind block
kind
of
interesting.
I
grams. It is
best,
and if we move that
grant tends to be that local control is
everything
is going to
money back to States and State departments, the Federal Departbe okay. But really, the relationship between
largely hands-off. There are certain
ment of Education and TRIO is which
we are expected to meet, of
parameters and requirements
who are on line,
course, but there is a philosophy there thatit people
is
the
best
kind of local
on site actually know best. So in a sense,
control.

moving outreach program
I think part of the concern aboutpossibility
that maybe some
money to the States rests with the
and
I
think
there
is some concern
micro managing could occur,

about that. And what we are doing now works.
at Minneapolis Community ColI have heard testimony here andand
access was really the foundalege all about the issue of access,
with
tion of why TRIO programs were created in the first place,
of course.
origins in Johnson's Great Society programs,
watching
C-SPAN--as a
2
weeks
or
so
ago,
I was alarmed about
hearings where Secretary Alexander apmatter of fact, it was
members
peared before your committeeand one of the committee
of
access,
and
I thought said, well, we have dealt with the issue
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now it is time to go on to other thingsand I can tell you who that
was later; I don't know if I want it part of the public recordbut I
was really concerned, and of course being the zealot that I am, as

all TRIO people areand this was at 1 o'clock in the morningI

jumped off the couch and said, "I can't believe what I just heard,"
because as far as I was concerned the issue of access was the most
important issue. And I am not really sure how much progress we
have made on that since 1965 and 1966. As we listened to the testimony at MCC, all the issues that were raised there had to do with

access--

Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, that's right.

Mr. \roam [continuing]. Rising tuition costs at higher education
institutions not accompanied by rising financial aid packages; the
trend in financial aid structuring toward indebtedness instead of
entitlement kinds of programs. Rising admission standards were
mentioned at MCC and the Commitment to Focus program and the
Q-7 program were mentioned, Q-7 by the State university system.
I'd like to make just a couple of comments about that because I
really feel like the door of opportunity for low-income and minority
people is slamming shut on all kinds of issues and that one in particular in Minnesota.
There is a student who was in my program in 1972 who is now 38
years old. She is a Native American woman. She had a 4.0 last
quarter. She is a single parent with three children and is one of
the authentic American heroes as have been described on this
panel, going on through, and will get her teaching degree and
teach on the Pine Ridge Reservation. That is her goal; that is what
she wants to do.
When I pulled her file and looked at the new admissions standards which are to be implemented in 1995, this woman would not
be admitted to Bemidji State University. I have had more students
denied admission to Bemidji State University in the last 2 years
than I have in all the 25 years previous that Upward Bound has
been there, and this concerns me a great deal.
We have three people who work at Bemidji State who are alums
of our program. We have a woman who is an adjunct professor of
political science with a juris doctorate from Madison. We have an
assistant director of admissions who has a degree from Bemidji
State, and we have an assistant director of placement services who
has a graduate degree from University of North Dakota. I don't
think those people would be working at Bemidji State and making
the contributions that they are makingand all those people are
Native American, by the way.
So I am very concerned about that, and I know that is not a Federal legislative issue; it is a State issue, but I do see it as a way
that access is being denied, and I am very concerned about it.
Certain educational practices were mentioned at MCC by Ms. Salinas, practices in the educational pipeline which destroy students'
self-esteem. I think it is important that those things are viewed
also as obstacles.
And we have talked about, and you will hear in other testimony,
the disintegration of the American family is an issue as well.
Tragic things there. Th ere is a therapist in Minnesota, by the way,
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dangerous
who has said the American family has become the most
thing for children. That is a scary thought. MCCthe necessity for
Just two more points that I heard at beyond school, and of
goal-directed students to seek employment
keep coming up
course, the availability of child care. Those themes
but
I
think
if you went
and up and up, and those are access issues,to some of us, you'd find
to the students themselves, beyond talking in fact this may be the
that that is a very good thing to do because other things specifishort list, and there may be a very long list of
cally that are access problems.
I'll stop. Some of those
Just a couple more points, and then fall
outside the realm of
points of access barriers seem to me to
and that suggests a
fixing by some kind of educational process,
now by some educathought that has been apparent or discussed
the problems we have in education in this
tional visionariesthat
with the schools. It
country are really systemic. It is not just to doemployment,
and it
with
has to do with health care, it has to do visionaries
talk about the
has to do with social policy. And those
problems.
There is a
those
necessity for coalition building to solvethink
is really great; it is an
quote going around right now which I village
to raise a child." It
old African proverb; "It takes a whole
implies, I think, that coalitions of thinking and coaliuons of commitment are important.
be a good idea for the
I wonder sometimes if that wouldn't
social welfare policy
United States Congress where education and
form
some kind of a nato
and health people actually get togethereducation
should be.
tional vision or national plan for what
I
think
we
are
denying
a lot of opportuniWhile we wait for that,
potentially
pending
a national
ty for people, and I think we have
aren't
eliminated.
I
crisis, self-inflicted, if these barriers to access
I
have
always
been
what
think TRIO programs and other programs
itself, and I hope we
would call America's expression of faith in
haven't lost that faith.
Mr. Yocom.
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you very much,
[The prepared statement of Mr. Yocom follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. YOCOM

I. Introductory Comments
Senator Wellstone, my name is Bony Yocom and I am Director
of the Bemidji State University
Upwerd Bound Project, a TRIO Program funded under Subpart
4 of Titie IV of the Higher
Education Act, Special Programs for Students of Disadvantaged
Backgrounds. I want to thank you
for the opportunity to testify before you today on the reautheriudon
of the ifigher Education Act
and to share some thoughts with you about equal edwational opportunity
in our state and nation.
Le me begin by providing you with a profile of existing TRIO Programs
in MirilleS0ta. In

Minnesota, sixteen institutions host TRIO Propams and

serve 7,710 students who Meet the U.S.
Department of ..41:Ication's participant eligibility criteria. Of this number,
at least two-thirds are
economically disadvantaged and First Generation college students. The
remaining students served
are either economically disedvantaged or First Generation college students. Also
included in this
number are physically handicapped students who may participate in Student
Support Services
propams without meeting the family incont or First Generation digibility criteria mentioned
above. Student participation in the specific TRIO Programs in Minnesota

/1310112gain
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These Minnesota TRIO Programs do an excellent job of achieving their
objectives as do all
TRIO Programs across the country. Staff that work in these programs
are dedicated and competent
professionals and the students served by the programs are grateful for the
opportunities for a better
life that these programs provide. In thinking about TRIO Programs
a few years ago, it occurred to
me that TRIO is an expression of America's faith in itself. It is critical for the
United States
Congress to maintain that faith through aggressive support of TRIO in the
higher education
legislation now being considered.
I've heard it said that conception begins with a twinkle in the

eye. You might be interested to
know that the twinkle in our country's eye leading to the conception of TRIO
programs probably
occurred on March 15, 1965 when then President Lyndon B. Johnson
gave before the United
States Congress what is thought to be the best speech of his presidency. The
events of Sehna had

1
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recently occurred. In that speech, President Johnson talked about his teaching experiences
Mexican-American children thirty-seven years before. He talked about how the American dream
challenged Congress to
was being denied to those children and all the poor of America. He then
civil rights
equalize opportunity in America. President Johnaon then closed his speech quoting the

movement's anthem "We Shall Overcome". Johnson's Great Society Programs, from which
TRIO was born, arrived on the AMOriCall scene within month&
the nation's
The original intent of TRIO Programs was to create access to higher education far
the
American
poor and minorities. Access to higher education was thought to be the pathway to
individuals
dream and a good long-term investment in needed American producdvity. Sane
concerned about the decline of the American education system suggest that the obstacles to access
of higher education have now been overecne and that the focus of the federal goventroent's
educational agenda should now be on how to promote educational excellence. While I support
be
educational excellence, I hold the opinion TRIO's role in promoting access continues to
today
will
speak
extrmely impentant. Some, but no all, of the recommendations will make to you
will also make some
to the issue of access to higher education for potential TRIO students. I
with which I am
specific reconmendations for Upward Bound Projects since it is that program
most familiar.

II. TRIO Reauthorization Recommendations
The Need for Early Intervention

began
Early intervention has always been considered good educational pruning. When I
it was
working with Bemidji State University Upwsrd Bound more than twenty years ago,
completed
the
tenth
of
common for Upward Bound Projetts to target only students that had
wort,
bringing
eleventh grade of high school. During these early years of my Upward Bound
intervention. Recent significant and
program services to students of this age was considered early
in at-risk
on-going research in Minnesota and across the nation now reveals that youth engage
There is growing
behaviors at a for earlier age than the sophomore or junior year of high school.
the
late
grade
school or early
agreement that the optimum time for intervention with at-risk youth is
middle schools years. Pre-college TRIO programs need to be responsive to this change on the
governing the
American landscape. Recent U. S. Department of Education changes in regulations
as
Talent Search program have allowed that program's service to be directed at students as young
who
are
at
twelve. This is to be applauded. Upward Bound programs may now serve students
least fourteen and have completed the eighth grade. Even earlier interventon needs to

be

considered.
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It would be my recommendation that the age limitation for Talent
Search be changed to allow participation of students who are at least
eleven years of age who have completed the fifth grade. Upward
Bound age limitations should be changed to allow participation of
students who are at least twelve years of age who have completed at
least the sixth grade of school. A change in these age limitations
would allow for the building of a comprehensive service model of
early intervention and continuous service for pre-college TRIO

programs. If um to the American dream via the attainment of a
higher education degree Is to be a reality for the poor and
disadvantaged, pre-college TRIO programs are going to have to
intervene In the lives of students sooner than they now do.
The Need To Establish Minimum Grant Levels
Research on TRIO programs has demonstrated that students who receive the comprehensive
support seivices from TRIO progtems are more likely to persevere to college graduation.

Nationally, many TRIO programs are underfunded with some programs receiving less

than
$100,000 with which to carry out their ads:ion. Without the capability to provide the needed
comprehensive support services, TRIO program lose their capacity to facilitate the achievement
of
the American dream.
In addition to the impact of underfunding on comprehensive TRIO services, underfunding
limits the number of participants any TRIO program OA service. For pre-college TRIO
programs
nationally, it is estimated that as much as 40% of the junior high and high school
populations are
TRIO eligible yet leis than I% actually heve the oppontmity to participate. Bemidji
State
University Upward Bound is the only Upward Bound Project serving north central
Minnesota and
serves only ten high schools within a seventy mile radius of the host institution. We
commonly
turn away 2-4 eligible Upward Bound applicants from these ten high schools annually because
we
are funded to serve only 70 students. We estimate that u many as 350 students from these
schools would be eligihle for Bemidji State
University Upward Bound if adequate funding were
provided. The lack . ..i,porninity for eligible students to participate in Upwad Bound in

nonhcentral Minnesota becomes mcee clear when you consider that there
are many more high
schools in our Project service region that are not served by Upward Bound
at ell. The true
magnitude of this tragedy is most apparent, however, when you look at a
map of the State of
Minnesota and realize that Bemidji State University Upward Bound's service
region is a small
compared to all of the northcentral Minnesota.
Thousands of young people in the broad
northcentral Minnesota region have no access to an Upward Bound Project at all, including
the
3
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significant populations of Hispanic youth residing in communities up and down the Red River

Valley. Additional Upward Bound Projects need to be ftinded at higher education institutions

whose service regions include these areas. To address this problem, the National Council of
Educational Opportunity Msociations (NCEOA) has made the following recommendation that I

support:

Present legislation should be amended to require the Secretary of
Education, in any year in which TRIO appropriations exceed the
current service level, to use 110% of any amount appropriated above
current services to bring all grants to the level requested by the
institution or a base grant level of $300,000, whichever is less.
While this recommendation would allow exiiting programs to begin to offer needed
comprehensive services, substantial increases in TRIO appropriations will be necessary if more
students are to be reached. New programs should be flinded at the level requested by the institutim

or at a base grant level of $300,000, whichever is less.

The Need To Strengthen Science and Mathematics In Upward Bound
Competency in advanced mathematics and scientific literacy tend to be majce deficiencies in the

education of low-income youth. In addition, inadequate preparation in writing skills is common.
These deficiencies can impede admission to competitive colleges and universities and pose a

significant challenge for success in college. These facts, coupled with the underrePresecietion cf
minotities and low-income persons in math and science professions, suggest that the following
recommendation is appropriate:

All Upward Bound programs which have been funded for more than
two years (pest the developmental stage) should be required to offer
mathematics through pre.ealculus, a laboratory science composition
as part of their Summer Program core curriculum.

The Need To Create Coalitions of Service
Within the past two weeks, I have heard several people quoting an old African proverb that
says "It takes a whole village to raise a child.". This would seem to have pragmatic application
today in a society that has been witnessing the disintegration of the family and an apparent decline
in the quality of American education. As the debate on the need for reform of the American

education system has commenced, diverse groups of concerned visionaries are coming together in
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agreement that what happens in the education of children is everyones responsibility.

This realisation is not new to TRIO. Upward Bound programs have always understood that
students have the best chance to succeed academically and achieve the Amnion dream when
parents, schools and the Project form a coalition in behalf el the child's future. To support

coalition bui/ding in Upward Bound, I would offer the foliming general recommendation:

Language in tbe legislation governing Upward Bound needs to be
changed to allow some expenditure of resources on the student's
families and on other activities supporting parent-Projecteschool

coalitions.
Examples of allowable expenditures directed at parents might include resources for the Project to

teach teen parenting skills, providing counseling and advising to parents on entering or tesuming
post-secondary education programs and assistance in completing financialaids applications.
Examples of allowable expenditures supporting parent-Project-school Coalition building might
resources for retreats, meeting costs and costs for coalition training.

The Need To Stringiben Administrative Accountability
TRIO progrrns need to be held accountable foe serving only eligible participants, for meeting

stated goals and for =Men program resources responsibly. At the same time, the federal
government needs to administer TRIO in a way that enhences the pouibility for eeogram success.
To ensure federal TRIO nunagemem practices that enhance program success, several current
administruive practices need to be changed. NCBOA has made several excellent recommendations

in this regard. I woidd like to highlfght some of those recommendations fot yout

Language should be included in the TRIO Subpart to mandate a five
year grant cycle.
This would allow existing progrems sufficient time to effect positive changes in

program
operations, build necessary supporting coalitions and guarantee a conr:nuum of support for
students served.

The TRIO Subpart should be amended to require the Secretary to
notify all applicants regarding the success or failure of their
applications to begin or continue a TRIO program at least ten months
prior to the beginning of a grant cycle.
5
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New funded programs and continuing programs need dme to prepare for the delivery of service.
Programs that am to be detImded need time to develop uansition services for students in need. The
change in administrative practice recommended, above, would allow programs nearly a year to
gear up or transition out.

Language should be included in the TRIO Subpart indicating that
either a signed statement from a legal age etudent or independent
student, a signed statement from the parent or legal guardian, a
signed financial aid form or a signed 1040 is sufficient to document
that a student is a low-income Individual.
The current law on TRIO eligibility docurcentatior specifies no standards or regulations for
eligibilitY determination. ConSequently, there is considerable diversity in how OA individual
program might document participant eligibility. Consistency and accountability are needed-

III. Non-legislative Issues and Concerns
Block Grant Concept For TRIO
It is my understanding that President Bush has Advocated for combining the funding for

Educational Opportunity Centers, Talent Smirch and Upwerd Bound end giving these funds to the
states in the fomi Of block grants, In effect, this concept advocates fee the dismantling of an
experienced and effective federal TRIO program management system with no assurance that a

commitment to these programs would continue under state idministration. While the President's
proposal in this regard would seem to support the popular philosophy that local conned of
educational programs is best, it fails to recognize that the U.S. Department of Education's
management of TRIO programs allows for considerable autonomy in individual program
implementation and operation. In effect, the Department's TRIO management style assures the best

kind of local control control of the ptograms by people who are directly saving the students in
need. New state administration of TRIO pre-college programs would invite obstructive
micromanaging, undermine existing necessary prop= autonomy and jeopardize continued

delivery of quality comprehensive services to TRIO students. Therefore, I offer the following
recommendation:
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The Block Grant concept for TRIO should not be included in
language of the Higher Education Reauthorlution Act and every
effort should be made to convince Secretary of Education Alexander
existing management of pre-college programs need not be changed.
The Rebirth of the Access Crisis for Low.income and Minority Persons
It is my assumption that some members of you:committee believe the: the issue of access to
higher education pmgrams for lowincome and minority people is now resolved through twenty

five+ years of federal initiatives including TRIO and student financial aids programs. This
assumption deserves a closer examination. I would like to Rugg= that low.incorne end minority
persons in Minnesota tue about to have the hither education door slammed shut on them,
particularly if they have not had the advantage to receiving or taking advantage of quelity academic

prepared= The commitment to access and educatioeal oppvr Aity that characterized Minnesota
higher education systems for so long is being discarded by highereduatdon in favor of what we

are calling excellence.

You are familiar, I know, with the Commitment to Focus initiative enacted by former president

of the University of Minnesota, Dr. Ken Keller. In orda to preenote educatimal excellence at the
University of Minnesota, Keller was influential in ndsing admissionsrequirements for the College
of Liberal Ans and in threatening a phue.out of the institution's General College. Commitment to
Focus, even in its modified form, represented a philosophical about face relevant to the meaning of
educational opportunity for Minnesota's citizenry. The Minnesota State University System has
modeled the Commitment to Focus philosophy in launching its Q.7 initiative. Under the Q.7

initiative, Mutes= State University System admission requirements ere being revised to closely
reflect those cumnily operable forihe University of Minnesota's CLA. These new admissions
requirements Ire scheduled for implementation beginning in 1995. If officially adopted,
Minnesota's State Universities will shift from being inclusive to being exclusive institutions of
learning. There is an assumption that potendal students not meeting Q-7 admission requirements
can enroll in one of Minnesota's community colleges yet I have head it rumored that the

community colleges are considering raieing their adminions requirements as well.

TRIO ppm= have tradidonally held a different view of the meaning of educational
excellence than the apparent views of the Minnesota highereducation systems, We have always
believed that excellence in a program or an institution is best meanned by how far you take the
student who comes to you. It seems to me that students now admitted to CLA

to be admitted to
Minnesota State Universities in 1993 will have little distance to revel in order to obtain their
degrees.
But the debate about the meaning of excellence is hardly the issue. The issue is the development
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of higher education system policies that will deny access to many of the Wads of students TRIO
admission in the past
serves. At my own institution. I have had more provosts graduates denied
two years than in all previous years that our program has operated oo the campus. AU the

population demographics we read about and see in our cities and towns ought to suggest to us that
making higher education exclusive is at best ill-advised. If what is happening in Minnesota
exemplifies national trends, we are on the brink of a self-inflicted national tragedy. The minds and
talents of educational visionaries need to focus on ways that access and excellence can coexist,
and determined
even compliment each other. In the meantime MO will continue to be a strong
voice for equal educational opportunity.
would hA h ..appy to answer
Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you today. T.

any questions you might have.
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Senator WELISTONE. Barry, there are a lot of things that I've
written down here that are important to me, but you were talking
about several students that you've known from the past who have
gone on and done some pretty marvelous work, who you don't
think would be admitted now. I wasn't sure whether what you
were driving at was because of financial conditions, or because of
changes infederal aid formulas and programs.
Mr. Yocom. The reason I don't think they would be admitted is
because at least in one student's case, the case of the student who
is currently enrolled as an undergraduate, her academic preparedness levels were not sufficient to meet the admission requirements
which are being proposed, and under the Q-7 initiative, she in fact
would be denied access. Now, I guess there is no way to measure
the fire in the gut, but she definitely has it, a commitment to go
forward. Not only that, but traditional ways to measure her academic capability and so forth were obviously not adequate. I mean,
if I look at her test scores as indicated, she shouldn't have graduated from high school.
Senator WELLSTONE. So what you're talking about is the formula

which is a combination of GPA and the college-Mr. Yocord. Yes. And I don't know whether I want to propose
this as an attachment in legislation, but I think that institutions
that host TRIO programs ought to have some kind of sense of obligation to admit and support students who have come through those
programs.
Senator WELISTONE. It is interesting how so much of our own

viewpoint comes from personal experience. When I went to the
University of North Carolina, it was all I could do to get in, and I
think it had more to do with wrestling than anything else. My advisor said that on the basis of my testingand I have never been
able to do well testing; I think it is really a disability problem that
I have with sequential directionsthey predicted that I wouidn't
graduate. That was basically it. It does not take into account a persol's determination. And in that same committee hearing you saw
at one a.m., there were some pretty interesting exchanges, debate
and discussion about proposals for national testing 4th, 8th and
12th gradesto just deviate for a moment, and I know I'm talking
too muchbut I have two concerns. One is whether it be called
"voluntary" or not, I think it could become mandatory, and one is
that in the absence of a Marshall Plan for young children, really
changing the concerns and circumstances of their lives, I just feel
like this is a technical fix, and you'll have a lot of young people
who will just fail again. I don't see the tests really getting at what

it is that's not working well.
The second thing is I have questions about testing and teaching
for testing and more worksheets. I don't think the really creative
teachers teach that way. And I have been a teacher, and I'm all for
rigor, I'm all for some sort of evaluation, but I have very, very real
concerns about this at the national level as a sort of reform in the
right direction.
Well, let me go to some questions, and maybe we'll get back to

this. First of all, Patty, I want to say to you that I heard three

things loud and clear. One of them was not only Pell grant funding
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has gone down, but work-study funding down. I heard that loud
and clear, and I want to come back to that in a moment.
The second thing I heard loud and clear, which I think is an outrageand I sat here quietly the whole time, and that is not easy
for me to dothis whole business of counting financial aid as
income and then subtracting from food stamps is an absolute outrage, and we should do everything and anything we can do in the
Senate.
The third thing is if somebody is already, for example, AFDC, by
definition low-income, why make that person jump through a million hoops to prove it once again? That is just degrading. Once

again the assumption is that such a person is somehow trying to

get away with something. That makes no sense at all.
These are changes that we can make that are not huge financial
changes, but just simply enhance the dignity of a person. I know
you were talking about that.
Now I have a couple of questions. One, could you give me some
examplesand this is not just for me, but as a part of the formal
recordand without using students' namessome personal examples of students that you know who have really been hurt by either

the cutback in the Pell or your just not being able to award the
work-study grants? Can you just recall some examples? I'd like to
have that as part of the record.

Ms. HOLYCROSS. I guess I'm thinking of students who have come

to my institution from out of State on occasion where they are

going to be paying higher tuition because they are nonresident students, and they are very low-income students. The two I am tl inking of came from inner city Chicago. I would say they came tc my

institution probably underprepared. We are an open admission,
open access school as all community colleges are in Minnesota.
Those particular students, because I did not have enough work
funds for them, we have every limited SEOG funds, and they already had the maximum Pell Grant so they couldn't get any more
Pell Grant than what I was giving them, both of those students
had to take out a maximum amount of Stafford Loan. I did not
think that was a good option for those students, at least on their
initial entry. They came needing remedial attention the first

couple of quarters, and having to take out a loan I thit. k really is a
disincentive for them to want to continue on in school because they

see that as something that's going to add up, and every year
they're going to have to have another Stafford Loan.
I think we are losing students who see down the road that they

will have $10,000 or $20,000 worth of debt when they are done as a

minimum for some students, when realistically, if we know they
are going into the job market and are looking at fields like social
work, human services, what they are going to have to pay in Stafford Loan payments when they are done is not reasonable for those
types of students.
I think that is a real tragedy. Somewhere along the line, several
years ago, probably in the early 1980's in the last administration,
we decided that loan and putting people into debt was more important than encouraging people to work to help themselves go to
school. I think that is a real mistake.
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I don't see that the administration is committed to at least allow-

ing students an option to work as part of putting themselves

through school. We have a lot of students who would much rather
do th'at than borrow, but that is not an alternative when the workstudy program has not been funded adequately, and the present administration is looking at cutting funds out of the Federal workstudy program. I don't think that's a good option.
Senator WELLSTONE. Do any of you want to add to Patty's point?
Mr. BEAULIEU. I'd like to .add one point about the loan business.

An increasing number of our students are in fact taking out loans,
but there is another sort of caveat. Because many of our students
stop or quit foi a period of time, if they have a loan outstanding,
then they sort of shut themselves off fmm every trying again be-

cause they have to pay that back before they can get involved
again with higLer education. So just given the pattern, the way in

which our students are using this system, having to quit for a
period of time, maybe getting low grades, and then wanting to try
again later, they tend to get shut out.
Senator WELLSTONE. Wait a minute. Just on this specific point,

David, because this is something I didn't understandyou are
saying that if a student drops out of school for a while and has a

loPn outstanding that she or he cannot become eligible for any addiuonal assistance until that loan is paid off?
Mr. BEAULIEU. Well, once they get into a default situation because they have dropped out, and because they are low-income to

begin with, they are not able to cover the cost of that loan; they

may have had family issues or problems come up that have caused
them to drop out. So if they sit there and that loan goes into de-

fault, they can't get back into higher education until that is paid

off.

Ms. HOLYCROSS. I think that is a point for again looking at grants

and work as being more appropriate, at least in the initial stage of
students' postsecondary education. I think you want to have student establish a track record and be really committed to continue,
having taken care of maybe some family problems or whatever
might have come up at the beginning, before you force them into a
situation where they are borrowing.
Senator WELLSTONE. Your point, Patty, is that it is actually all
too predictable; that if you really severely restrict the grant part,

and then you pile up the loan partand a lot of those loans are
not even below-interest loans---Ms. HOLYCROSS. Right.

Senator WELLSTONE [continuing]. Stafford is, but

loans that students have to rely on, I take it, are---

a lot of the

Ms. HOLYCROSS. Higher interest.

Senator WELLSTONE. Then, given the backgrounds of such stu-

dents, and unfortunatelysometimes I think we are forgetting

about recession, and people are not focusing on the job opportunity
structure in this country which is fairly restricted right nowit becomes all too predictable that a lot of students are not going to be
able to pay back.

Let me ask a question of all of you, and I also want to talk to

Sha about dislocated werkers. Over and over again, child care has
come up. Barry talked 1, t about that, and everybody has. Do you
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have any specific recommendations as to how we can meet the
child care needs of nontraditional students? I mean, what kind of
programs, on the basis of what you've seen, do you think would
make the most sense? We know there is a funding implication
that's obvious. But what kind of programs work best, as you've
seen it, for those students? [Pause.]
Everybody is looking at everybody else.
Mr. Yocom. That's really a hard one to answer. In northern Minnesotaand I would guess this is probably true in the urban areas,
alsowe have a problem with the amount of child care that is
available, and we have a problem with the cost, and sometimes
with students of color, we have a problem with how the child care
situation is managed, and they can become reluctant to put their
children in certain child care places.
I don't know very much about how child care is funded in this
country. If there is some way there can be some incentive for more
child care-Senator WELLSTONE. Do we have programs at the school? Are a
lot of the programs run right there, on site?
Ms. HOLYCROSS. As far as child care facilities, more schools have
them now than had them in the past, but that doesn't mean they
are free. I think it is not a good assumption to assume that that's
the case, because I don't think it is.
Minnesota has a program that is targeted at non-AFDC students
for child care funding which provides funds to the schools to administer, but there is only $2 million for the whole State, for all
the postsecondary institutions, so it doesn't even cover a fraction of
the students who need the funding.
I think there are some options that could be considered. The Federal Government in partnership with the State has allowed funding for AFDC students for child care, but as I said, there is not
enough money to at least allow everybody who is on AFDC to receive that; they are ending up targeting it. So I think it is an issue
of funding. It could be done for AFDC clients hrough the social
service agency, or it could be a direct allocati to the schools to
either establish child care centers or to the schools to administer
funds to help with child care.
So I think there are a number of ways it can be done. It hasn't

been done very well to this puint.
Senator WELLSTONE. I just want to point out that sometimes I

think what happens to AFDC mothers is really unfortunate because when you have a program like this targeted at AFDC mothers, and then you have other students who aren't AFDC, a little bit
above, not eligible at all, what happens is the other students are
angry because they see themselves really having to struggle, and
they aren't eligible for anything. It is really very unfo-tunate the
way it works, ard a marriage that could be made in heaven in my
not so humble c Anion is that first of all we would make the decision in our country that if you wanted to devote your professional
work life to working with children, young age children, developmental child care, that would be a good job at a decent wagebut
it's not. The average is $5.50 an hour. We could have programs at
our colleges where young people who want to go into this field
could be interning and learning by being involved in really good
nt-
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developmental child care programs right there on the campus, with

other professionals, with students in turn not worrying about

where their children were. But we don't do that. The marriage is
just there to have that.
Sha, let me ask you how are dislocated workers affected by the

formula for figuring out Federal aid for higher education. Are

there some problems there? We're talking about older people going
back, and some of them hopefully have their homes, haven't lost
their homes. Is there a problem with assets and how it's all figured
out as to who gets Pell Grants and who doesn't?
Ms. LEAHEY. Yes, and we haven't figured that out yet in all honesty. I think for the /mat part you have to keep in mind that with
the decision to retrain, be it at a technical college level, community
college, or 4-year university, the dislocated workers are looking to
also work, and many of them are starting school at 7:30 or 8 a.m.,
finish at 2:30, and work a second shift full-time in order to support
their families. And this is after selling their home. They may not

have lost their home in a foreclosure proceeding, but they have
sold their home and downscaled their living standards. They are
angered by the process for applying for grants or any type of financial assistance. They feel that checking "yes" to the box that asks
"Are you a dislocated worker?" does not really reap them any benefit whatsoever. For the most part, when they have been denied it
has been on the basis that your preceding year's income is too high
to qualify you for assistance, and at this time they have no assistance. Their unemployment will run for 6 months, and in most
cases we are finding that 6 months is not long enough to find a job
during this time period. So they are highly frustrated with that. If
they have any equity in their home whatsoever for the most part,
of if they have sold their home, it has gone to cover other bills so

that they can pretty much be debt-free at this particular time

while they are seeking to keep their family together and retrain.
I might also add that I think the decision to train on many of
these dislocated workers' part has a strong implication on the
family that is still intact. It is no longer a matter of educating the
children as it is now of also educating the parent, and together
they have joined hands around the table, so to speak, in looking at
educational opportunities. Certainly, I think it is a strengthening
factor for the American family and education.
Senator WELLSTONE. Somebody saidI think it might have been

Barrythat we ought to try to look at the connection between education not as K through 12, but education, job training, job creation, and support for family, and that it all ought to be viewed as
a package. And all the people who care about those issues ought to
figure out their strategies and their policies and be in coalition.
The majority of people in this country are affected by that interconnection, and I think you are absolutely right, and the more I
hear you all speak, the more strongly I feel about it.
David, just one quick question. One thousand students have been

turned awaythat figure stays in my head. So what should I be

doing? What do you think I should be doing as a Senator from Minnesota to try to make a difference here? I mean, what do we need
to do at the Federal level?
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aid packMr. BEAULIEU. Because our program builds a financial
required by

like a train, we are
age for Indian students which isregulations
to apply our moneys
Federal regulations and State
been
applied
to
the student's need.
after all other sources have
of
aid
for
our students up
Anything that increases the amount
Grant
or
any
of
the
other
sources, indeed
front, whether it is Pell
useful
because
then there
even work-study and so forth, would be
the
end
that
we
need
to
come
up with.
is less of the unmet need at
The other, of course, is that we work in collaboration with the
$1.6 milFederal Tribal Scholarship programs. Minnesota provides
is
less than
lion, and the Federal tribal effort is $1.4 millions which need,
and
the State effort We now provide 60 percent of the unmetto increase
the Federal tribal effort is only 40 percent. Anything would be of
Federal Tribal Scholarship dollars for IndiRn Audents
significant help in that area.
So we build financial aid packages kine or like in a train. One of
program
the advantages we have with the State Indian Scholarship
need.
The
defilook
at
the
Indian
student's
is that we can uniquely
applied
to
Indian
students
often
nition of need as is traditionally
we come in
doesn't come up with the student's real need, and thenthe
student's
at the end to more tailor-make that definition to meetthat uniquely
need. We have a State Indian. Scholarship program definition of
case. So making the
looks at each student's personalhave
today would be important; inneed better fit the students we
creasing any of the sources that are up front would be helpful as
well.
Senator WELLSTONE. This is so frustrating. We are running out of

you. I just want
time, and I could ask 20 more questions of each ofpanel
this wayI
feels
right
to
me
to
end
this
to ask Barryand it
of time to
don't
mind,
take
a
little
bit
would just like you to, if you
Bound
proUpward
spell out a few of the success stories with the
I'd
like
to
hear
that
at
gram, because I know you have had many.
it
is
obvious
the end of this. You have been with this a while, and
wor!
when I hear you that you have tremendous passion for your
we'll
end.
Could you just spell out a couple of examples, and then I've gotten
with
it
long
enough
that
Mr. "Yocord. Well, I've been
the success stoold in the job, I'd have to say that. Certainly one ofadjunct
professor
the
student
who
is
the
ries that I mentioned was
institution.
of political science at our
nator WELLSTONE. I liked thatthe political science part.
Mr. Yocom. When she came to Upward Bound she was in foster
is typical
care and had a family situation that wi s pretty rough, as
obviously
a
of a lot of the students that we work w)th. But she was
in
the
Better
very intelligent young lady. In a year, we put her
for a year,
Chance program through Dartmouth. She was out East
of
school,
and
she
was
in
school
and
out
and she came back. Then
been
described.
It
school,
a
pattern
that
has
in school and out of
when
she
went
became
a
single
parent,
and
took a long time. She
was a single parent
to the University of Wisconsin Law School, she
successfully
completed
and
ultilr
ately
very
at that point in time,
her bars
ba:k,
and
of
course,
passed
her juris doctorate and came
the first time around
probably
The student I me -ned who had the 4.0 and whostory
also.
BSU today, that is a success
wouldn't be admitted
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She was also in foster care when she came to Upward Bound in
those early years. I lost track of her, to be honest with you, for a
long time. It was a year ago that she reappeared on the campus.
She had experienced a lot of things in the interim yearsa lot of
personal growth, a lot of struggles, a lot of victories. She has three
children, one of whom she took in that a friend gave her who
couldn't take care of his child. She has gone on, receives AFDC
like the stories people have told of being penalized on food stamps
and so forthand yet her overall grade point average now at BSU
is about 3.7, 3.8.
Senator WELLSTONE. I wanted to hear about those.

Mr. Yocom. Yes, there are lots of stories.

Senator WELLSTONE. I'm sure there are many; those are two pow-

erful ones.

I'd like to thank the panel. It was great testimony. Thank you
Let me introduce the student panel, and if I do not pronounce

very much. [Applause.]

your names right, I apologize.
Yvonne Harvey is a student at the University of Wisconsin, Superior; Marc Peterson is a student at Fond du Lac Community College; Paul Dosch is a student at Moorhead State University, and
Marilyn Reinke is a student at Duluth Technical College.

Let me thank everyone, and I do want to mention that Paul

Dosch drove her from Moorhead and got here at 2:30 a.m., so that
tells you something about his commitment.
Yvonne, if it's all right, we'll start with you.
STATEMENTS OF YVONNE HARVEY, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN, SUPERIOR; MARC PETERSON, STUDENT, FOND DU
LAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND PAUL DOSCH, STUDENT,
MOORHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY, ON BEHALF OF MINNESOTA
STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

MS. HARVEY. I am Yvonne Harvey. Even though, as you said, I
am a student at the University of Wisconsin in Superior, I am a
Minnesota resident.
After the testimony I heard earlier, I don't have it in my written
testimony here, but I do want to say why I went to that school.
When I went back to school, I was afraid of finances, and I didn't
know how much financial aid it would receive, and they had the
lowest tuition of all the colleges in this area. So that was my main
reason for going to Wisconsin. Fm not sorry I did it, but that was

the main reason for doing it.
Shall I just read my testimony?

Senator WELLSTONE. Whatever you are most comfortable with is
fine. I really thank you for being here.
Ms. HARVEY. When I was high school in the early Sixties, the op-

portunities such as grants and student loans were not there for

higher education for children of the working class, especially girls.
I was brought up in a small town in Iowa, and the only exposure I
had to colleges at that time ,vas a small, private college in my own.
This college was attended uy, let us say, the very well-to-do qudents.
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had no chance of ever
Therefore, my first perception was that I encouragement
or supattending college. I received no direction,
parents,
counselors, or even my
port from my teachers, guidance
So I did what
the
top
students
in my class. life:
although I was one of
I dropped
was my lot in
my parents and society had taught me
married,
out of high school in the 10th grade, and I got
G.E.D., and a job-related
two
marriages,
a
In 1987, five children,
much encouragement
permanent partial disability later, and afterdecision
to go back to
and support from my friends, I made the
school, to go to college.
times over the years, but
I had wanted to go back to school manyfrom it. So I continued to
fear of being able to afford it kept me nursing assistant to stay
work at a bare existence level wage as a
injuries and reinoff the welfare system. After several work-related
became
threatened.
my job security
juries to my neck and shoulder,
lifeI
went
from
Thus I mane one of the hardest decisions of my the University of
full-time to part-time at my job and applied at I reinjured again,
Superior for acceptance. Several months later,
provider listened to my
and this time the workers' compensation
work.
returning me to that type of helped
doctor's recommendation of not
workers'
compensation
even
The next academic year,
of a student loans. The
with my tuition, relieving the necessity
degree in labor relafinal result was that I received my bachelor's
laude. I could not have even
tions in December of 1990, magna cum
college
if
it
were
not
for the Pell Grant, Stafconsidered going to
compensation
check, on top of
ford Loan, and my weekly workers'
had
two
children at
school expenses, as a single parentI still
student
financial
receiving
home to support and bills to pay. Byalmost
the one
comparable
to
aid, I was able to maintain a lifestyle
before entering college.
of the students are
over one-thirdlike
At the university I attend,
me, did not have
single
parents
who,
nontraditional. Many are
youth.
In our econoin their
the opportunity of a college education
survive at a comfortable
my today, where it takes two incomes to is
at a real disadvantage.
level, a single parent with little educationdivorce,
the problem escamarriages
ending
in
With one out of two
individuals to become
lates. Financial aid programs assist those and
keep them off the
productive participants in the job market
welfare rolls.
after seeing me successTwo of my children have entered college daughter is also a single
fully manage expenses and my sanity. MyUniversity of Wisconsin in
parent receiving AFDC. She entered the a Pell Grant and Stafford
January of 1989. With the assistance ofuntil
recently. Babysitting
Loan, she was able to stay in school
arose which caused her
problems, the affordability and reliability,
However, she plans to
to drop out of school for the rest of this year.
aid
in the fall semester
return with the assistance of financial
when her son enters the first grade.
wage job, believing he
My son Mark had stayed in a minimum
high
cost of higher educathe
could never attend college because ofencouragement,
he finally listion. At 24 years old, after much
first year at UWS with
tened to his mother. He is finishing up his
and
a stipend from the Air
Loans,
the help of Pell Grants, Stafford
National Guardand yes, as I heard earlier, he does sell his blood
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when he runs short of money. He is planning on going all the way
for his doctorate in art education. Mark is fortunate; he is Hispanic. There are grants and opportunities at this time for minorities
for graduate sc!lool.
The problems I am facing today are much different.
graduating last December, I found most employers want Upon
three
or 4
years experience or a master's degree. I felt at my age I needed
the master's degree. Therefore I am now pursuing a master's
degree in communications/speech at UWS.
only financial aid
available to me in this program is StaffordThe
Loan and work-study,
which consists of approximately $90 per week. Although I
grateful for them, it is hard to pay tuition, buy books and live am
the amount received. I bdieve this causes a real disparity for on
dents with family responsibilities versus single students. I did stuget
some financial assistance and scholarship offers from other universities to enter their graduate programs, but with my family
responsibilities was unable to pursue them.
When I finish my master's degree, I will be
over $20,000 in debt.
I believe the citizens of the United States are
its most valuable
resource, and this resource should be cultivated
produce the
highes' quality of U.S. citizens possible. I believe toeducation
is a
right, .nd our government has an obligation to guarantee that
every citizen is educated to the fullest of his or her ability.
Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Ms. Harvey, there will be plenty of opportunity for questions, but

I would just like to
one thing to you. I
am grateful to you for being here, and I amsay
really glad that your
testimony will be part of the formal record, really pleased.
Ms. HARVEY. Thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Peterson.
Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, Senator Wellstone.

Dear committee members, I sit before you today to give testimony on the subject of higher education and
financial aid and what
this means to me. Please before I begin, let me tell you
who I am.
My name is Marc Lewis Peterson. I was born in
Minneapolis
lived there for 13 years before my family moved up north to and
the
Duluth-Cloquet area. I did not graduate from high
school,
but
I
did
obtain my G.E.D. Later, I entered a vocational training program
at
Fond du Lac Reservation through Staples Technical
Institute
for
carpentry training and on-the-job-type schooling. I did graduate
from this program but was in a severe car accident, and on the
advice of several doctors who stated that I was no longer
to do manual-type labor for any length of time but insteadsuitable
should
seek some kind of administrative-type job or related field. After
few years of wrestling with this problem, I decided to return a
to
school.
I started at Fond du Lac Community College and will graduate
in spring quarter of 1992. Then I hope (1 transfer
to St. Scholastica.
I cannot seek employment help because I have no useful or related job skills for this kind of work. The main reason
why I am in
school is to seek such skills. At Fond du Lac Community
College, I
have received Pell Grants and Title VII Scholarship moneys
to further my education. I could not have done so without it.
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So dear members, this is what I am here to testify on. Being a
minority without the means to seek an education is a waste of intelligence and of time better spent productively. This is one of my
personal goalsnot only to be a productive member in this society,
but to be a positive role model for other minority people as well,
not just my own people. By being this example, it can be shown
that there is a chance for them so they can return or further their
educationbut not if financial aid is cut, or standards for aid are
changed and bases are lowered.
On the Fond du Lac campus, I am a part of the Student Senate. I

also hear about other schools as well. I am proud to say that I
belong to a group of concerned students who represent about 54,000
Minnesotans who are also concerned about financial aid and its
impact on their individual levelsand not just financial aid, but
also child care and food stamps as well.
I think that this country has fallen far too far behind in education already. Please don't let us fall too far behind. We need to be
allowed to catch up. What makes this country so great is the
people. Educate them, and there is no telling how far we can go or
do. 'Think: You might be giving the next Einstein the chance for an
education.

We students on the community college level have been hit hard
with cuts by the State. We do not need more cuts. It is hard
enough already with studying and academic hormwnrk, without
having to worry if we are going to even be there at aii
Let me finish by telling you what it is I would like to see out of
all this: A better education, and the chance to seek an education
for all people of America. Personally, I would like to finish college,
get my master's degree in business management and a minor in
computer information systems.
I would like to thank you for listening and thank you for taking
the time to hear what I have to say. And if I may, I have letters
from other concerned students that I would like to present to you
at this time so they may also go in the record.
Senator WELLSTONE. That would be fine. Mr. Peterson, you have
been an eloquent voice for community college students today.
Mr. PFTERSON. Thank you. I'd like to also State, too, on behalf of
the Minnesota Community College Student Systems, we would like
and
to thank you personally for your positive role in this issue well.
your concern for the students of this State and the Nation as
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you. That makes me feel good. [Applause.]

And now, all the way from Moorhead, through the May 5 blizzard, Mr. Dosch. [Applause.]
Mr. DOSCH. Thank you. Senator Wellstone, also for the record I
want to State that I am also vice chair of the Minnesota State University Student Association, and that is who I am here representing as well as Moorhead State University.
First off, I want to thank you for your continued commitment to
coming out into the State to visit with your constituents, and I
want to tell you how impressed I am with that. Thank you very
much.
As you mentioned earlier, we have met before at Moorhead
State, and if you remember, if you give me the chance, I'll talk
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your ear off, so if you just want to give me a signal when my time
is up.

Senator WELLSTON& Hey, I've been wanting to use this gavel
here. All right, maybe I'll get the chance. [Laughter.]
Mr. DOSCH. First, I have two things that I want to mention which
are personal concerns of mine and that I know you are concerned

about, and then I want to mention a couple things that the State
University Student Association has taken a stance on.

First, I'm a North Dakota resident, and I'm not sure if you are
aware, but I understand there are more millionaires in the State of
North Dakota per capita than any other State in the Nation, and I
think you might already know what I'm about to get at, which is
how assets are figured on the financial aid formI know you are

concerned about thatnonliquid assets. There are a lot of very
wealthy people, millionaires, who are living on the verge of poverty, and you can understand what I'm saying; when they need to

put down their assets on paper, they are nonliquid, and if they did
sell, then they would basically be out of their livelihood.
Senator WELLSTONE. Farmers, for those of you who are wondering who they are.
Mr. DOSCH. That needs to be addressed. They don't have the
same need as a single mother of four who wants to get off the welfare program and wants to become a productive citizen, but there
is a definite need there, and a lot of those individuals have a great
deal of trouble getting financial aid.
This case is a classic example of my belief that the government
should have broad policies and then allow for discretion through
the expert financial aid administrators to use their professional
judgment and look at these individuals on a case-by-case basis. Congress should not be trying to legislative every unique dimension of
society.

I also want to mention that there are a lot of individuals out
there who are capable of cheating on financial aid. The way this
works, Senator, is students who actually do have money, when they

are younger their parents won't claim themand it happens a lot;

you can talk to any financial aid administratortheir parents

won't claim them and will deposit $4,000 needed for the independent status into their account and say that they got h. from grandma
for mowing lawns or whatever, and that way they are able to claim
independent status, when the people who actually need it and don't
have the resources to play those kinds of games are the ones who
are suffering.
I have entered for the record a policy statement on the reauthorization act which has been written by the State Student Association. It has been endorsed also by many other student associations,
some of which are from Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri,
Nebraska, and several others.

The first item I want to address there is that the State Student

Association endorses separation of proprietary schools from tradi-

tional 4-year institutions in financial aid areas. We believe that
those institutions have a great value and a definition mission and
that they are very legitimate, but as you know and as we have discussed previously, there are a lot of problems with consumer protection in those areas whereby very low-income students are suck-
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ered into signing into these institutions, they sign up for the loans,
exand when they graduate they don't have the training that they
feel
no
can't
get
a
job,
and
then
they
pected or that they need; they
and
reflects
poorly
on
students
obligation to repay the loans. It
makes our default rates across the board far too high.
The second item I want to address is national community service.
The State Student Association endorses any national community
service program to pay off student loans or to work to go to college,
very lowas long as those programs are noncompulsory wherebyothers
are
into
this
program
while
income students aren't forced
allowed to go right through.
aid.
A third item I want to discuss is applying for the financial
This has been discussed earlier, but I might have a little different
perspective. The form is too long, Senator. It needs to be more userthat
friendly, and it needs to be free. It just seems quite ridiculous
for
free
apply
students need to pay a minimum of a $7 feefortowelfare
or other
asking
people
to
pay
to
apply
money. It is like
social programs.
the stuI honestly believe that low-income individualsa lot oftheir
pardents in our system are first-generation college students;
didn't
graduate
ents either graduated from high school or maybe
fee, and
from high school. They get this eight-page form with a $7
that
out, I
they decided, well, I just don't think I'm going to fill
can't handle it, it is too much money. So we are alienating the
people who really need that financial aid the most.
The last thing I wanted to discuss, which has been touched on
before as well, is the relationship between the graduation rate and
in

the amount of work that students are doing while they are
school. Currently, only 20 percent of State university students
because
graduate in 4 years. The reason that that is, Senator, isthey
are
much,
and
because
of
that
they are working far too

having to drop classes. Myself, besides the two student government
positions that I have, I work about 15 hours a week on campus, and
any free hour that I have, I try to go in also to make my $4.50,
which I can't get by without.
a lot
There are a lot of individuals who don't work, and there areknow
than
40
hours
per
week;
I
of individuals who work more
the
people who have three jobs. It would be very interesting to seehave

statistical relationship between the number of jobs students
the
and how long it is taking them to graduate, because I think in
when
wind
up
paying
for
it
anyway;
end the taxpayers are going to
they cut financial aid now for students to work, it is just going to
take them longer to graduate.
earlier, that
In sum, I want to reiterate a point that you made
education is an investment and not an expense, that education is a
matter of national security. It's too bad that students don't vote
enough, Senator. I think that is one of the reasons why we are getting nailed so hard is because politicians are too shortsighted in
looking for reelection and in appeasing the people who vote and
not looking toward the future of our country.
Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dosch follows:]
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FILSPARID STATIUMHT OF lat. DOSCH

Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965
Policy Statement
I.

Student Md
A.

Applying for Student Aid
1)

Application Process

It is clear the process of applying for federal financial aid is very complex Lid
confusing. The current finsncial aid application delivery system should be restructured in
order to make it "user friendly." The main goals of the application process should be
fairness and encouragement of access to higher education.

For example, first generation college students could have problems because their
parents do not have experience in completing complex applications. A more simple process
would encourage more low-income students to apply.
2)

Application Form

A single form that can be used by all post-secondary students applying for federal aid
should be required by Congress. Differences in forms should be carefully studied and
standardized but not at the expense of quality. Student representatives as well as parents and
other interested groups should be involved in helping higher education officials develop the
application form.
The Process of reapplication should also be reviewed. It is clear that a shorter,
supplemental form could be used for students who are reapplying for financial assistance.
This sueamlining could cut down on paper work, avoid duplication, and maximize the
limited resources at every level of the student aid process.
3)

Cost of Application

The free. common application form for federal student aid should become a reality
immediately. The processing of the forms should be free to all students as well as
institutions to =sum fairness. The U.S. Department of Education should take a leadership
role on this important issue and work with Coagress and the Advisory Committee on Student
Fmanclal Assistance. Congress should also safeguard the process so that a free foam is not a
reason to increase costs to students in other amas.
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B.

Subcommittee On Need Analysis and Delivery System (SONADS)
The Advisory Committee on Student Financial Arsistance crested this subcommittee to
review these important but complex areas of need analysis and the delivery system for financial
aid. The key priorities identified by the committee should be supported, and all constituency
groups in higher education should work toward implementing them in a fair manner. The
key priorities include:
1)

2)

3)

drtmatic sinaplification for the lowest-income families (e.g.. AFDC
families) and investigation of increasing the income cap for
simplified need analysis;
thorough examination of the annual reapplication process toidentify
technological or programmatic means for simplifying and
streamlining; and
assurance that simplification will neither harm nor
be harmed by state and institutional information requirements
connected with campusbased student aid or external social
service programs.

C.

Low-income Families
Very often, nontraditional populations have had problems interacting with a large
bureaucracy. Efforts should be made to make the system "user friendly" and to help people who
have problems und:*standing the process. Families below a certain income level should he
exempted from need analysis. This would help encourage low-income, minority, and
disadvantaged populations to attend post-secondary institutions. We believe alternatives shouid
be considered for families with an annual income below $20,000.

D.

Independent Student Status
It is clear the current definition of an independent student is not realistic. Criteria for
professional judgment by student aid administrators should be defined clearly to prevent abuse
be
and protect both students and financial aid adminisamors. Independent student status should
1986.
This
would
change
the
requirement
reverted to a similar standard that was used prior to
from 24 years of age or two years of financial independence to two years of financial
inderendenee. We encourage liberalized independent status requirements.

E.

ost of Attendance Calculation
Congress should work to create a uniform Cost of Attendance Celculation for all lide IV
depending
programs. This would limit confusion and consider education costs that often differ
need
on individual student needs and the institutions they attend. Congress should create ons
analysis for all Thle IV programs. This would eliminate unnecessary paper work and save
resources at every level of the process.
2
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F.

lUition
Congress should be on record as supporting low tuition to encourage access to higher
education. Efforts should he made to limit the impact of tuition increues on student aid. The
current system recognizes the cost of attendance and rewards institutions for increasing tuition
dramatically. Ills system subsidizes students at high-cost schools when these students Me often
dm least needy in a realistic sense. However, the current financial aid formula characterizes
them as "needy" because of the high cost of tuition.

G.

MO
Talent Search, Educational Opportunity Centers, and Upward Bound are programs that
help at-risk students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Resources should be increased for
programs like these that increase student retention. This will help insum that students will come
from a variety of culturally diverse backgrounds.

H.

Federal Loans
It is extremely important that Congress reverse the trend of more student loans and fewer
grants. Currently, the majority of federal student funding is in the form of loans. This trend is
creating a large debt burden for most students. Congress should encourage a nainimm amount
of borrowing and increase funding for grants, particularly in the Pell Grant Program. Also, the
maximum Pell Grant should be increased significantly, especially to students in their first and
second years of higher education.

Fair student default legislation should be considered within reauthorization. Counseling
required by federal law and administered by school financial aid admitistrators has had a
positive effect on defaults. Methods of distorting default figures must be eliminated. Students
should be given a fair chance to eliminate default problems with payment schedules that reflect
their current economic stetus.
While the rate of student loan defaults has been relatively constant, the volume of
defaults has soared because student borrowing has soared. As the only entitlement among
federal student aid programs, Stafford Loans have been students only viable means to meet
dramatically rising costs oi attendance. Although re-establishing the bslance between loan and
grant aid is the most effective long-tetm solution to student defaults, fair default reduction
measures should be considered within reauthorization.
L

Pell Grants
Pell Grants must become an Entidement Program. This would increase access to higher
education and reverse the trend of low post-secondary attendance by low income individuals.
Full funding of the Pell Grant program by the federal government would be a strong investment
in our economy that will pay for itself in increased revenues and productivity. This should begin
immediately by making it an entitlement program for first- and second-year students.
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J.

Self-help
Students from eniddle-incoms families should be given greater access to loan and workstudy program. The Stafford Loan program should be expanded to include more middleincome families, while the Perkins Loan program should be expanded as an option for
lower-income loan recipients. Overall, the goal should be to provide fixed-rate. subsidized
loans to students who can begin loan payments nine months after graduation. The federal
government, financial aid offices, and other appropriate agencies should publicize deferral
options and simplify the process for obtaining deft:m.1s.
We oppose the following two positions of the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators (NASFAA) from the document. Preliminary Recommendations from
NASFAA's Task Force on Reauthorization:

#21. Require co-signers for all undergraduate Staffoid Loans.

*24. After the applicable grace period, establish a 9 percent interest rate for four years, after
rate plus 3.25
which loans would revert to the market rate of interest (91 Day
percent). If the market rate goes below 9 percent, the interest rate would remain the
same and the surplus would go to help offset default costc
We approve of the five positions below:

no. Continue loan ineligibility for less than half-time students.
#22. Create an incentive for employers to repay student loans on bcialf of their employees
*26. Increase annual Stafford Loan maximum to $41.000 for first- and second-year students.
$6,000 for third-and fourth-year students with an undergraduate aggregate maximum of
$26,000. Increase annual graduate maximum to $10,000 with a graduate aggregate
maximum of $50,000. The total Stafford Loan aggregate maximum would be 176.000.

#27. a. Simplify deferment provisions by establishing three deferment categories, those being:
1) an in-school defemient for full- and part-time attendance (presumes elimination of
parental deferment for dependent students);
2) an unemployment deferment for up to two years; and
3) a temporary total disability deferment for up to three years.
#27. b. Rescind the current requirement that a student enrolled on a half-time basis must
borrow again in order to obtain a deferment
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K.

Community Smite
Loan forgiveness and/or deferral for national service should be revived for the nation's
UndergraduMe and graduate students who make ucrifices to help society should
not be discouraged by a large debt burden. However. mandatory community service should
never bs a pray:Mite for federal aid as it would discriminate against low-income Americans
'ad those who cannot afford to volunteer their time. Community service should be strongly
encouraged to benefit students and communities.

L.

Support for Graduate Education
The federal government should increase grams to graduate students. Graduate
enroUmc.:, has declined significandy in recent years. This trend must be teversed.
More minorities and women should be encouraged to further their studies beyond a
baccalaureate degree, particularly in areas in which they are historically
under-represented.

Additionally, increasing loan limits io the Stafford Loan Program for graduate
students would be beneficial. This would keep the cost of borrowing reasonable, and
keep debt at a manageable level because students would not be forced to secure
high-interest bank loans when funds are depleted. Increasing the deferment period
should also help students who cannot afford loan payments during training periods

in certain corms.

M.

Veterans Educational Outreach Programs
Although this program is poorly funded, it has been beneficial to many students.
The small amount of funding often deters institutions from participating in the program.
Increased funding to programs should encourage participation from new imtitudons end
institutions that have small numbers of participating veteran students.

N.

Income Contingent Loan (ICL)
In an effort to maximize loan dollars available for programs most beneficial
to students, ICL: should be discontinued as one of the &dead loan programs.
ICLI result in inmeased borrowing costs for students because interest accumulates
eignificandy over the duration of loan repayment. In addition. ICLs create a tremendous
amount of administrative work for both institutions and the government.
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0.

Proprietary Institutions
Profit-making institutions have Significandy increased their share of student aid dollen.
The share of studeat aid dollars to auditions' universities and colleges has decreased
significantly while enrollments have increased in recent years. Separate student aid propims
foe proet-making insdrutions and traditional colleges need tobe implemented after pror er study
and input front all groups. This would allow a fair, equitable distribution of the linsitek. student
aid dollars. Because profit-malting proprietary insdtutions offer programs of instrucdon without
regulatory or formal scoreditadon processes, the potential exists in this program for abuse of
be made to
both federal aid programs snd requirements for student recipients. Efforts must
quality
and
integrity
at
profit-maidng
introduce consumer-protection measures to assure
proprieary institutions.

P.

College Work Study
Students who use the work-study program should

be able to continue to use their firoding

students should be paid the federal
to work in non-pmfit organizations. All work-study
minimum wage or more and should be exempt from a training wage. Work-study eligibility

work-study funds a student may earn rather
awards should reflect the amount of net federal
should
take place in the federal share provided under
further
decreases
than gross wages. No
govertunents
share
back to 80 percent should be considered.
this program, and increasing the

Q.

Promotion of Student Aid
education
should advertise

The purpose of federal financial aid programs is to improve access to higher

for low-income students. It is strongly encouraged that the federal government
college work study, etc.) as an option aside
federal financial aid (Pell Grants. Stafford Loans,
low-income students in an attempt to subsidize their
from military service (GI Bill programs) for
education.

IL

Libraries - Title II
Funding is needed to improve and maintain library collecdoos. Students who attend
should
under-funded institutions suffer because of the condition of library collections. Congress
community. Better
encourage institutions to share library resources to better serve students and the
libraries play a critical role in program
libraries would also help improve graduate education where
quality.

M.

Institutional Aid - Title III
The fUnding formula should be changed to include smaller, historically African-American
colleges and universities that are unable to get larger increases in grants when appropriations increase.
have greater financial pressures.
Aid to these institutions is critical because smaller institutions often
6
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IV.

Facilities .11de VII
Many campuses have critical infrastructure needs. Levels of funding should be increased to
meet these needs and provide quality buildings and heilides fa institutions and students. Renovations
involving health, safety, and physical acceulbUiry isms should be given priority. The time limit
between loans should be reduced from 10 years to five years for colleges and universities. This would
give institutions with critical spew needs the resources they need to respond to student demands.

V.

Teacher Education - Title V
Better funding and coordination should be provided for this collection of five, related but
disjointed teacher education megrims. Currently, the appropriation is about one-third of the
authorization in Fiscal Year 1989. Increases will help teachers and administrators at a time when
professional development and training are in peat demand. A new program should be considered to
help encourage tninority teacher recruitment. It is further recommended that Congress investigate the
possibility of creating a teachers' corps program in which federal funds can be used by states to
encourage post-baccalaureate students to teach in at-risk schools. This could serve as a possible avenue
for loan repayment

VI.

Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE)
Studying higher education is an irnportam function and should be encouraged through agencies
like FIPSE. Continued development of F1PSE and increases in grants available to study important
issues in post-secondary education is encouraged. Congress should involve students in decision
making at all levels and encourage student organizations to develop proposals for funding by FIPSE.

VII.

Outreach Efforts
Outreach efforts which will address retention of students at an early age (before high school)
and prepare a diverse work force must be developed. When creating outreach programs. Congress
should encourage the following:
1)

create incentives to train and educate a diverse work force through grants to education
egencies and institutions;

2)

increase the number of qualified teachers through scholarships and loan forgiveness
with funding directed to minority and low-income students and institutions:

3)

utilize the talents of college students when helping at-tisk students: and

4)

develop funding for academic partnership programs between post-seLondary
and K12 institutions.
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A Consortium of State Student Associations
Arizona Students' Association
Colorado Student Association

: fllinoh Student Association
United Students of Iowa
Associated Students of Kansas
Michigan Collegiate Coalition
Minnesota State University Student Association

Associated Students of the University of Missouri
Nebraska State Student Association

Wuhington Student Lobby
United Council of the
University of Wisconsin Student Governments

Major campuses participating but not represented by state

organizations:

Indiana State University Student Government Association
Northwest Missouri State University Student Association
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, 1991

The following college/university or organization endorses all or

part of the January 1991 Policy Statement on the Reauthorization

of

the Higher Education Act of 1965 prepared by a consortium of state
student associations.
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The Minnesota State University Student Association
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Senator WELLSTONE. I was really remiss in not mentioning that

Mr. Dosch was vice chair of the Minnesota State University Student Association, and I apologize to you, Paul, that you had to men.
tion that for the record. I know you came up here to present that
testimony, and again I thank ycu for coming all the way from
Moorhead. When we met in Moorhead that evening, I said to the
students and to teachers and others that after having some of the
hearings, when we start putting things into legislative form, we'll
get back to you; we want to make sure that you take a look at
them. Thank you very much.
We'll take about 10 minutes for questions now, and then we'll
take about a 15-20 minute break. There are 25 people who have
signed up for open mike for statements, and I definitely want to
get to that. So we'll go through questions now, take about a 15.
m'nute break, and then come back.
I have a couple of questions. Yvonne, one thing you focused on
today that we had really not focused on until you spoke was the
graduate education part of it. You were a nurse at one point in
time, and you went back to school. You said that you took a look at
the job market, and you felt that really a graduate degree was necessary for you. I want to ask you the questionand I may already
know the answer, but I think it is important to have this on the
record, and I think you can probably amplify this for mewhat do
you see the Federal role being with graduate education? Do you believe that when we talk about Pell Grants and whatnot that we
ought to put more focus on graduate education because graduate
degrees have become really essential to wo,nen and men being able
to become gainfully employed; what is the point that you are really
trying to focus on here?
Ms. HARVEY. Well, mainly that. I believe there should be more
grant programs out there. Right now, like I said, there are some
grant programs for minorities. Some universities will pay your tuition because they want you. But if you don't have the opportunity
to gofor instance, I had a childI even had an offer from Cornell
University, but I couldn't afford to live there with a child. I could
afford to live there maybe as a single person, in a door, with certain things being paidand I think it's great that they have them.
But as a responsible parent, I need more help.
Senator WELISTONE. So you are saying that, for example, you
might have considered going on to graduate work at Cornell Universityyou were accepted, but to be accepted without having the
financial resources is to not really be accepted.
Ms. HARVEY. Yes. They gave me some financial offers, more than
what I'm getting at UWS, but at UWS I can afford to live where I
am living now, where I couldn't afford it in one of the bigger towns
where these other universities are located.
I really think there should be more grant programs, and more
consideration of situations. Not everybody is a minority, but they
still have problems.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, that's come up a couple of times. I have
noticed that several times you have mentioned that just around
you, you have noticed that minorities have had a variety of different scholarshipsand Mr. Peterson has testified todayand I don't
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think you mean in any way, shape or form to argue that that

shouldn't be the case; I know you don't--Ms. HARVEY. Oh, absolutely not, no.

Senator %mamma [continuing]. But it is interesting, because
that is quite often unfortunately the way it works. You take a look
around you, students who are also struggling, and it becomes a
question that there is something for some people in this group or
that group, or for an AFDC mother, but someone a little bit above
that is ineligible. I think it is probably pretty difficult-Ms. HARVEY. I believe education is a right, and the government
has an obligation to guarantee that every citizen is educated to the
fullest of his or her ability. That doesn't mean everybody should be
able to go on, but if you have the ability and have shown the ability, it can do nothing but help the United States in the long run.
Senator WELLSTONE. I am sorry if' this sounds like a leading question, but this is absolutely the directionand I know Paul knows
this from just some work in DCwhat the administration is now
arguing is that the Pell Grant, given a limited amount of funding,
will go to the lowest-income students, increase that, but eligibility
will be more restricted, focused on families with incomes below
$10,000, and other students can pick up more loans. What is your
reaction to that as a kind of foundation of the Federal role?
Ms. HARVEY. You don't want my real words.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, I want your reaction.

Ms. HARVEY. I would never have been able to go to school if it
had had the $10,000 limit on it. I think I was making around
$13,000 and was supporting two children when I decided to go back
to school, and if I hadn't received a full Pell Grant along with a

few other things, I would never have been able to go. I think one of

the reasons I keep hanging in school is because I can't afford to
pay back my loan until I can get a jou that pays me enough to be
able to pay that loan offand I can't do that making $6 or $7 an
hour. So I need that master's degree to get a job that will help me
pay it.
Senator WELLSTONE. I should make it clear that on the Pell, it is
mainly focused below $10,000, but you may be eligible for it; it is

pro rated up. The main point I want to ge, at is the argument is
that those who are no longer eligible for grantsand really, hundreds of thousands of students wouldn't becould pick up on more
loans. What you are saying is that that is of no help.
Ms. HARVEY. Yes, that's ridiculous. I mean, you have to pay
them back some day, and making $20,000, when you're paying a
couple hundred dollars a month toward grants, and your house
payment or your rent is at least one-third of your income to begin
withwhat does that leave you to live on? There is nothing, there
is no incentive there.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. And if it isn't too personal, you
said right now you are facing about a $20,000 debt?
Ms. HARVEY. When I finish it will be over $20,000, in probably
another 6 months, or summer and fall, anyhow.
Senator WELISTONE. OK. Marc, you saki that you are interested
in a business administration degree now, and that you see yourself
taking the education that you receive and going back to the community of Fond du Lac and making a difference there.
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Mr. PETERSON. Yes.

Senator WELLSTONE. Could you spell out a little more the ways in

which you think as a small business person or someone with real
knowleclge about small business, you see yourself really contributing to the community? I think it would be good for me to know
that, and it is also good for our record.
Mr. PETERSON. Well, on the reservation there is a large need for
role models. There aren't too many Indians or minorities who are
in business or who run small businesses. My area generally needs
people who do these sorts of things.

The kids on the reservation now aren't graduating from high
school. They don't think there is a chance out there for them. I
don't know if they aren't told that, but they just don't see it. There

are problems with alcoholism, teenage pregnancy, and the dropout
rate for Indians is quite high. I just think that Ly being a positive
role model that I could change that.
Senator WELISTONE. This is something I really want to ask
about, because when I was in Red Lake I met with some high
school students over lunch, and they were students who were doing
pretty well in school, and I was asking them about the Fond du Lac
Community College and whether it helps having the community
college right there. We've been talking Mx tic -re sometimes the

students are older and have children to tch..1 carI of. Has that
made higher education more accessible? Has that made it easier
for you and others? Do you think it is a good idea to think in terms
of more community colleges on reservations, or not?
Mr. PETERSON. It would help by making education a little more
accessible for the students in these areas. Fond du Lac services Clo-

quet and the surrounding communities of Carleton, Cromwell,

Floodwood, even as far down as Moose Lake. Community college is
an excellent stepping stone into a larger college like the University
of Minnesota or UWS. It is an excellent stepping stone, especially
if you are a nontraditional student trying to get back into the abademic situation.
Senator WELLSTONE. Is there a lot of interest at Fond du Lac?
Mr. PETERSON. There is a lot of interest. It is continuing to grow
every year. We have over 100 new enrollees every year. It has been
in place for 4 years, and right now we have over 500 students, half
of whom are full-time.
Recently, through the State, we were able to build a new build-

ing, which I believe will be done in the fall of 1992. With that

building, we'll be able to increase our enrollment to I believe about
1,500 students.
Senator W ELLSTONE. I don't know if anyone has ever asked you
this before, but I was talking to the chairman of the Select Com-

mittee on Indian Affairs that I serve on, Daniel Inouye, and he said
that he is becoming very interested and asked me whether I would
like to help out on thisand I really don't know, so I'm just asking
you for your reaction. He said that he is interested in the idea of
having an Indian or Native American university in the country.
What would you think about something like that? Do you think
that would be a good idea?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, I would, yes. There are several tribally-controlled community colleges around the area, but I think yes--
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Senator WELLSTONE. This would be national, where students

could come.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, yes, that would be excellent. I would like to

see something like that.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thanks. I didn't know what your reaction
would be. I can see it argued different ways, and I just wanted your
opinion.

Paul, I've got one special question for you. Several times I have
heard you speak, testify, we've talked, ancl you do a good job of delineating what your specific policy recommendations are and what
the Minnesota State University Student Association is in as prior-

ities. I asked this question at the very beginning today, I think of
the first panelist, and I think this sort of brings this to closure, and
I want to ask this question at the end.
The argument that I hear so much in Washingtonit's an argument we hear in Minnesota, too, but let me just take the Washington partis that there are many competing claims for a limited
amount of resources, and that there just is not enough money for a
Pell Grant program of the kind that you and other students have
called for, much less below-interest loans and everything else. How
do you respond ti that?
Mr. DOSCH. Well, that's what we pay you to figure out for us,
Senator. [Laughter.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Now, two points. That's a great response,

and when I worked with people in community organizing and
grassroots organizatiots, I always said that to people when they
started throwing the finances at us. The question wasn't so much
lay out for me yolz specific budget. This was meant to be more of a
philosophical priority question that I think deserves a philosophical

priority answer, not some dodge or whateverI'm kidding. Go
ahead.
Mr. DOSCH. I can tell you what my personal feeling is on it, and

in fact what I said actuality almost is the truth, that legislators
need to decide what their priorities are. I personally truly believe
that the answer to a lot of our social problems, getting people off
welfare and other expensive programs, is through education, and
that is my opinion. Legislators need to decide who has priorities,
and lot of times, as I mentioned earlier, it continually lies with
who votes. For exampleof course, I'll have a different opinion of
this in 50 or 60 yearsbut the elderly have a tremendous lobby in
Washington. They have a lot of money, and they have a lot of
votes. Students do not. However, the elderly population also has

the most money; you can look at any statistics. I think that's where
the problem lies, that too many legislators are doing what is best
for their pocketbooks and for their votes, and to get reelected, and
not watching out for what is best for the children and what is best
for the Nation in the future.
Senator WELLSTONE. The part that you mentioned several times
about the need for the 18 to 30 year-olds to be enfranchised and to
be empowered, you know how much 1 agree with you about that.
I think I'll put that question to each of you. Do you have a sense
of indignation as students? The argument is made over and over
again that it is a good idea, but there isn't the money, and that's
all about you. So how do you respond to that? Since this discussion
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about how there really isn't enough money is really all about you
right, because you're not just three individuals; you are representing a whole lot of other people; we couldn't have everybody testifyso how do you respond to that argument? Paul started the ball
rolling, and if you want to add to it, please do.
Mr. DOSCH. The one comment, again, is I don't know if there are
any statistics out there on this, but the amount of money that the
Federal Government is putting out for education I think in the end
will be collected back in increased tax revenues because of the
amount of income those students are going to generate after the
Federal Government has helped them through grants and loans. I
perceive that within a fairly short number of years, the tax dollars
from the increased income from a college education is going to pay
for itself, and I think it is a decision that legislators need to make.
Senator WELLSTONE. Mark, Yvonne, I guess I'd like to get a state-

ment from each of you on this. When people say there's just not

enough money for us to really put behind higher education, how do
you as students respond to that? I think we'll also hear from student in open mike, but I'd like just your quick reaction.
Mr. PETERSON. By saying that there isn't enough money, it kind

of seems to me that they'i.e saying we're not worth it, we're not
worth finding that money or spending it on us.

Senator WELLSTONE. Those were a few words, but they said a lot.
Yvonne.
Ms. HARVEY. I believe that when this country needs money to go

money to rebuild another counto war, or when this country
try, they find the money. It ineeds
s time they stop and reinvest in their
own country. The people of this country are its best investment.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.

I'd like to just make a couple of very quick announcements if I
could. First of all, I'm really pleased that we have somebody now
signing. I would really like to thank you so much for being here.
Second, someone mentioned earlier, and I thought to myself,
"What's the matter with you, Paul? Why didn't you do this earlier?" about staff and all the preparation. I don't know if everyone is
here, right close by, but I will tell you that sitting behind me from

Washington isand I was a teacher, and I always liked to write
my own talks and my own pieces for classes, but in the U.S.
Senate, if you have really great staff working with you, that's the
keyRoberta Walburn is essentially our lead staff person on the

Labor and Human Resources Committee. Roberta did a tremendous
amount of the preparation fer the hearing here and at Minneapolis
Community College. David Graham is not here right now; he's not
feeling well.

I want to introduce Mark Anderson, who has done a lot of our
work in Minnesota. Jeff Blodgett is the director of the Minnesota
()ince in the back of the room, and Jeff Griffith does a lot of our
media work. Jim Shaw, who is really alone right now, but will be
joined by Kim Stokes, has been director of the northern Minnesota
office, and he's in the back of the room.
We'll take a very brief .3reak and start open mike in no more
than 15 minutes. I'm really looking forward to hearing the testimony from students.
I'd like to thank the panel very much. [Applause.]
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[Short recess.]

Senator WELLSTONE. First I'll say that if you want to sit down
and give your testimony, please do so. We can accommodate that. I
am going to try and hold everyone to under 5 minutes. I just hate
to interrupt people, but I will, because we need to make sure we're
able to give everybody a chance. So why don't we proceed that way.
Jeff Blodgett, who directs our Minnesota Senate office, will call
off the names. We'll do it in the order of people signed up. By the
way, I would certainly needless to say hate to hear booing; I'm sure
people are not here to do that anyway. But this doesn't need to be
so formal that if you feel strongly about something someone says
and you want to applaud, please do. There is no problem with that

at all. I have been at gatherings where someone gavels everyone
down and says don't do that, but it's fineif you like what is being
said, great; if you don't like what is being said, just keep quiet.
[Laughter.] Why don't we start off, Jeff?
Mr. BLonGETr. OK. Just a couple guidelines and things to keep in
mind, please. If you would keep your comments brief, a maximum

of 5 minutes, but if you could keep it to 2 minutes, that would be
terrific. We have over 30 people who have signed up, and we'll get
to as many people as time allows.
This is a hearing on the Federal Higher Education Act. If you
would please keep your remarks to issues regarding Federal involvement in higher education. Please State your name and address at your school and/or your organizational affiliation for the
record at the beginning of your testimony.
Senator WELLSTONE. I've just got to say this. It's the middle of
the day, and there is just a tremendous turnout here. When I think
about going back to Washingtn and wanting to really be a voice
for what I believe in and being willing to fight for what I believe
in, having you here and seeing the interest just means a great deal
to me. I would like to thank each and every one of you who are
here today, whether you testify or not. Thank you so much.
Let's go on.
Mr. BLoncErr. The first person is Katie Jones.
[No response.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Some people who signed up may have had to go to
a class, so I'll keep going.
Shirley Ostoff.
STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY OSTOFF, DIRECTOR OF INDIAN
SERVICES, FOND DU LAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. OSTOFF. Good afternoon. My name is Shirley Ostoff. I am director of Indian services at Fond du Lac Community College.
I am here today to express my opinions so the most gracious Sen-

ator Wellstone can take them back to Washingtun, and hopefully,
all of our views will be taken before the State and national legislatures.

I also want to thank you for listening to our concerns; with you

listening, we'll know that everything possible will be done.

I'd like to start by saying I received a letter from the Minnesota
Chippewa, and I have been urged to say to you that the Federal
Pell program, the Bureau of Indian Affairs gt.. program, needs
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more funding for greater accessibility to education for Indian students.
The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe has funded over 500 students this
school year. Next year the number will go up to 850 students.
Many Indian students will be denied the opportunity to attend a
postsecondary institution because of rising costs at the postsecondary institutions and the decreases in funding from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.
Our Indian students, as well as all students, need to have a college degree in order to get the kinds of jobs they really want and
need to make an average living. As recruiters and advisers, we are
out there encouraging students to go to college, and yet a lot of
them apply only to receive out-of-funds letters from the Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe and the State Indian Education Office.
The money amounts of these agencies need to be increased so
that more of our Indian people can receive the kind of education
they need to go out there and be in the competitive work force.
Also, for all students, financial aid grants affect food stamps because they are taken out of general assistance; the students have to
be less than half-time for work assistance, which makes our students who attend our institutions not eligible for Pell.
The financial aid form is complicated. We help all students fill
these out, and without our help mistakes might be made only because it is such a complicated form. It scares all those who have to
fill them out. Even though the form states that for every question
there is an explanation, the needs of each individual may vary because of the financial aid based on need. We strongly need a less
complicated form.
More and more often, nontraditional students such as low-income
married couples or single parents want to return to a higher education institution, but because either State or Federal annual income
guidelines are such that they make as little as $50 per month too
much, which causes them to be ineligible for any financial aid.
This in turn causes negative feelings about returning to education.
The repercussions for their ordeal may be devastating to the potential student, causing him or her to stay on a dead-end street and
forget altogether about educating themselves, returning back to the
welfare system, with an increased feeling of low self-esteem and
low self-worth.
Also, relating to child care, we need better quality child care as
far as training programs for our otudents, and possibly also room
availability. Child care is not only essentially but essential, not
only during school hours, but to allow our students study time.
Thank you for listening, and hopefully these concerns can be
met.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. There was one thing Shirley

said at the beginning that I want to briefly pick up onand I
promise not to do this oftenShirley was nice enough to say we

will express our concerns, and we are sure that much will happen
as a result. My commitment is to really work with you to make
these things happen. The voices heard here have to reach Washington, DC, and I don't need to tell you, Shirley, it is going to be a
struggle, and we're going to have to be willing to fight the fight.
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Ms. Ogronr. I know that. One last comment, Senator. I would
also like to say that I am a national delegate from Minnesota to
the White House Conference for Library and Information Services,
which I am very proud of, and I will be going there in July. I am
also a keynote speaker to the National Library Trustees Association in Atlanta, GA in June. So this makes me really proud that I
can do this, and I will work really hard.
Thank you.
Senatbr WELLSTONE. Thank you very much. [Applause.]

Mr. BLonGerr. The next person is Diana Schmidt.
Senator WELLSTONE. While Diane is working her way up here,
there was one person who I did not mention, and I want to do that.
The court reporter from the Labor Committee, Annie Hayes, came
out here from Washington, DC to record these formal hearings. She

is from Minneapolis originally, and I wanted to introduce her because she's been making sure that this all does become a part of
the record. Thank you very much for your help, Annie.
Ms. Schmidt, welcome.

STATEMENT OF DIANA SCHMIDT, STUDENT, FOND DU LAC
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. SCHMIDT. My name is Diana Schmidt. I live in Barnum, and

I attend Fond du Lac Community College, and I am speaking

mostly from a nontraditional status.
I am 36 years old. I have two teenagers. I am attending Fond du
Lac Community College with 16 credits. I am in four different organizations and clubs, which take at least five hours of my time

every week. I also have nine part-time jobs. Part of the reason I
have so many part-time jobs-Senator WELISTONE. Nine?

Ms. SCHMIDT [continuing]. Nine, yes. One of the issues I wanted
to share was that when you were talking about thanking people for
their time, I think time is a commodity we have very little of, and
yet it is taken so much from every family. And family is another
issue to address, also.
I have two teenagers, one 17 and one 14, and they take time. The
issue of child care is very dear to my heart, but I think child care
is not just limited to preschool children. My kids, as soon as I enme
in at the end of my average 12 to 16-hour day, they address me ad
the door, "Mom, I've got to talk to you." My husband is working
midnights, and he says, "I've got to talk, but first I've got to leave."
So I think one of the things that is really important to me is not
to have cuts in staff and faculty. That is my only support system

right now with the schedule I have. If there are cuts in that,

anyone that I would be able to talk to won't be there anymore. My
day revolves around either school activities or work, and you can't
really talk to too many people at work.
Currently, we have four full-time teachers at Fond du Lac, 10
staff members, and just over 30 part-time teachers. That in itself is
just such a small number, and even though our school isn't really
big right now, I think a lot of people will come to the school partly
becauseand I have attended UMD here also, and I felt like a
number here; I didn't have the chance to express who I was or to
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elaborate on some of the special areas where I had my own talents.
I would not have known that I had any leadership qualities if I had
stayed in a State university. At Fond du Lac Community College, I
am president of the human services club; I am a senator in our student senate; I am actively involved right now with graduation committee, the pow-wow committee, groundbreaking committee, and
also the student assistance program which is basically oriented to
the needs of the students.
I went to a workshop down in the Twin Cities, where I first met

Mr. Wellstone, and I really appreciated what he had to say on
higher education and the focus on people. I was just at a student
senate meeting also, with Marc Peterson, and at that meeting my
attention was drawn to what democracy means. I think we need to
get back to the fact that this is for the people, and people do make
a difference.

With that, I'd like to thank you.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Diana, very much. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. The next person is Lisa Noponen.
STATEMENT OF LISA NOPONEN, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

MS. NOPONEN. Good afternoon, Senator Wellstone.

My name is Lisa Noponen, and I am a senior political science
major here at UMD. I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to
share very valuable information about higher education with you
today.
Education is an issue that will remain in the forefront of my interests throughout my career in politics. I have been extremely involved in extracurricular activities throughout my years here at
UMD. The past 2 years, the focus has been held by UMD Student
Association, which is the student government on campus.
This experience has brought to my attention many stuclent
issues, including financial aid programs and tuition rates. I have
become increasingly aware of the changes in the student population. Point blank, the average age of the University of Minnesota
undergraduate student is 24, and he/she takes 5.6 years to complete their education.
UMD, on a positive note, has been ret,ognized for their outstanding retention rates, demonstrating how the university has successfully met these new demands. Students want to be here, and they
deserve to be here. I guess I feel that the financial aid packages are
trying to conform students to a mold that they just simply cannot
meet. We at the University of Minnesota are facing a 25 percent
tuition increase in the next 2 years, and to keep pushing away at
students to continue to work harder and harder and harder to get
through in 4 years, I think is really unrealistic at this point, unless
something is done to revamp both the financial aid and the tuition
rates at the same time.
I know we are here to discuss financial aid issues, but I think it
is also important to recognize the tuition rates. I am very concerned about access to Minnesota's higher education institutions.
Again, I talked about the tuin rates, and coupled with financial
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aid eligibility and a $4.25 per hour minimum wage, this has proven
very detrimental to the mioidle-class student such as myself.
In the past 3 years, I myself have received a total of $525 in financial aid. I receive zerozero--parental financial support, although I do receive a great deal of encouragement from them. But
this has left my personal contribution toward my education to be
$21,525. I have paid this in cash. I work two jobs. I receive a stipend from the UMD student government. I have been working at

an internship the past two quarters with the Duluth City Council
and, just recently, with Congressman James Oberstar. I am very
proud to have been able to do this, and I am looking ahead to graduation in August, and I'm thanking God that I'm not going to have
to be here to try to make up the $750 that they are proposing to
tack onto our tuition next year.
Financial aid is really not taking care of the middle-class students. They are really being left on the fence and are about to be
kicked off. I think it is just important to realize that sometimes financial aid is an all-or-nothing situation, and I am one of those students who just does not receive anything and have been able to do
it on my own, and I'm very proud of that fact. I hope that the opportunity isn't taken away from some students to pursue an education and the opportunities that they choose.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Noponen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. NOPONEN

Good afternoon Senator Wellstone. My name is Lisa Noponen; I am a senior political science major here at the University of Minnesota, Duluth. I thank you for the
opportunity to share important information about education, an issue that will

remain my priority throughout my career in politics. I have been extremely in-

volved in extra-curricular activities throughout my years at UMD, including 2 years
on the executive committee of the UMD student government, the Student Association. This experience has opened my eyes to many student issues, with spe..ial attention focused toward financial aid programs and tuition rates. I have become increasingly aware of the changing profile of students seeking higher education. The average University of Minnesota undergraduate is 24 and spends 5.6 years completing
degree requirements. Students simply are not graduating in 4 years. This is largely

due to the current costa, and the necessity for students to work while attending

school. Financial aid programs, by awarding dollars on the basis of a 4-year plan, for
forcing U of M students into a mold they simply cannot conform to. I currently pay
approximately $1,100 per quarter to attend UMD. Books are $200 and rent is $645
per quarter. But wait, I haven't included money for food and miscellaneous items. A
car and therefore insurance (let's not forget health insurance) are a necessity since I
work two off-campus minimum wa:ge jobs in addition to attending school full time,
interning in Congressman James Oberstar's Duluth office, and holding active membership in five organizations and two campus committees. Throughout my college
education, I have received $525 in total financial aid, and ZERO financial parental
support (although a great deal of encouragement). This has left me with an approximate personal contribution of $23,500 toward my education, including only tuition,

housing, and book expenses. I have been able to pay these costa up front in cash
thus far with my own financial aidmy work ethic and my backbone. My father
drives a city biis for a living, while my mother works as a receptionist at a hair
solon. They simply do not have the financial resources to help me. I am not trying
to give you a sob story but hope to give you insight to the extent many middle class
students are being pushed under the present system. I want you to know that it

gives me a great sense of pride and feeling of independence to be able to do it on my
own. The end result of a degree will be of a great benefit despite the many sacrifices
I have had to make.
We have been primarily discussing federal financial aid issues today. I think it
necessary to also examine the costs of attending higher education when discussing
aid programs. We, at the University of Minnesota, Duluth are facing a tuition in-
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aid packages and a $4.25 per liour minimum
with proposed changes in
detrimental
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wage will undoubtedly prove
who
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be the big loser in the future of higher
I am one of the many students
of
federal
financial aid awards, and not the
education. By enlarging the amounts
myself
will
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out
of the system. I simply cannot
num r, students like
sort of help. Many students
subsidize
tuition
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without
some
work any harder to
loads, or take a quarter off because
fence,
and
will
forced
to
cut
credit
are riding the
class bias is in effect?
they can not longer afford to pay. Is it fair to say the middlereflect the changes on
aid
programs
re-examined
to
I would like to see financial
school. This praccollege campuses. Most students are working their way through
should
be based on a
tice should be rewarded, not punished. For instance, eligibility minimum number
rather
than
4-year
maximum
on
a
180 credit degree requirement,
of awards so
I do not support limiting the number
of credits per quarter. Secondly, witnessed
many students receive substantial Pell
that fewer can benefit. I have"full ride." Senator,
there are still too many of us
Grants giving them close to a
educations
for
this
to happen. I too, must comworking two jobs to finance our own
and
take
exams.
Please
realize that I am not the
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college
student.
of
the
typical
middle
class
exception, but rather the rule
a significant chalCreating access for all, even the middle class, is emerging as
responsibility on the
priority,
more
money
and
fiscal
lenge. If education is truly a
situation. P'amilies and stupart of our institutions is the only option to better our education. Our government
dents need to financially plan for a future in higher
commit to do something bout, not only the year
must recognize the dilemma's andinvestment,
it is a right, and it is a necessity in
before elections. Education is an
today's society. We all want to learn, and all we deserve the opportunity. Thank
you.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Lisa, for a very fine statement.
[Applause.]
Mr. &owe-ff. Daniel McKenna.
STATEMENT OF DANIEL MCKENNA, DIRECTOR, COOPERATIVE
MOORHEAD, MN
EDUCATION PROGRAM, CONCORDIA COLLEGE,
Mr. MCKENNA. I was a student in the Forties, but I'm a little bit

older than that now.
EducaI am Dan McKenna, and I am director of theICooperative
am
here
on
behalf
tion Program at Concordia in Moorhead, MN.
represents
the
Cooperative
Education,
which
of the Coalition for
Cooperative
EduCooperative
Education,
the
National Coalition for
Division of the
cation Association, and the Cooperative Education
American Society for Engineering Education.
cooperative eduThe coalition represents a united effort from thereauthorization
of
cation community in support of Title VIII in the
the Higher Education Act.
Cooperative education is a program 1,ich links classroom learnfrd work experience in the
ing with productive, paid and supery
career-related
fields. The students
students' majors, minors, or
work full-time or part-time for two or more quarters or semesters.
for coop
Title VIII has been very helpful in providing seed money
During
the
Federal
support
over
5
years.
education with decreasing
sixth year, the institution takes over full funding. financial aid and
In these days of more and more restrictions on
is becoming
declining employment opportunities, coop education
students
are able to
more and more important. Coop education
Coop
education
can
also result
earn part of their college expenses.
the same comemployment
for
students
in
in permanent full-time
the needed experipany where they worked, or provide them with
Indeed,
students find it
ence to give them full-time employment.
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easier to interview for permanent employment, for they have the
experience, and the interviewer can focus in on this experience;
they also know the language of their profession.
Many companies are relying more and more on coop education
programs to provide them with a pool of applicants. For them, it is
a very cost-effective method of recruitment.
All the Nation benefits from coop education; the Federal Government, the largest employer of coop education students, benefits the
most. The Federal sector is able to hire quality students through
coop education and has used coop education as a way to recruit minorities.

Ten days ago I was at a Federal coop education conference in
Crystal City, VA. There was a young Hispanic student there from
San Antonio. She said that coop education provided an opportunity
for her, "someone who otherwise didn't have a chance."
Now, the coalition is recommending some changes for the new
Title VIII.

First, they are recommending that there be some
changes in the percentages from year to year over the 5-year
period. We would also like to recommend that the administrative
funds, or the dollars allocated for the administrative grants, be
split so that two-thirds of it could be used for seed money, and onethird of those dollars might be used to be distributed to colleges

with coop education programs on a formula basis.
The coalition would like to urge that full consideration be given
to the reauthorization of Title VIII. The handouts which I have
made available provide details on the recommendations of the coalition, with suggested changes and a rationale for each change.
Thank you very much, Senator. [Applause.)
[The document referred to above submitted by Mr. McKenna, followsl
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CalliTIONFOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
The Coalition for Cooperative Education, repreeenting the National Commiesion for Cooperative

Education, the Cooperative Educatioe Association, and the Cooperative Education Division of the
American Society for Engineering Education, win strong support for Title VIII in the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act. We have developed recommended changes in the legislative language to
maximize effixtive program development Ibis will Rutter the federal goal of providing students in
higher education with expanded opportunities to participate in cooperative education.

Cooperative education is a program which links claw= curricula with productive, paid, and
supervised work experience in a related field. Co-op provides enhanced academic learning, more
informed career selection, and results in better prepared professionals graduating from college.
ANNUAL CO-OP STATISTICS
Number of Colleges & Universities
Number of Co-op Students
Number of Co-op Employers
Number of Federal Government Co-ops
Average Co-op Salary/Student

Total Estimated Annual Co-op Earninp
Total Estimated Federal Taxes & Social Security
Return on Current Federal Investment of 513,175,000/Year for Title VIII

900+
250,000+
50,000
14,000

$7,500
$1,575,000,000
$225,000,000
>1600%

No other program offers Title VIII', extraordinary rate of return. Co-op eiminp from employers
offer financial assistance to all who participate. This is particularly important for students from middleincome families for whom there is great difficulty in meeting the hish cost of college. Individual studies
show that co-op students have higher grade-point averages, and higher rates of retention and graduation.

With programs in less than one-thkd of all hisher education institutions and with only 2% of
students participating, there is contiderabie room for expansion. Particularly in light of the escalating
cost of higher education, fiscal constraint in institution finances, and the burgeoning student debt and
default rates, cooperative education should be available to more students. Interat in co-op has increased
greatly during the past five years due to the Ad Council's national ad campaign for cooperative
education. This campaign, undertaken at the request of the National Commission, has resulted in $150
million of donated advertisine, and 400,000 pieces of literature have been cl;stributed to students, parents,

high school guidance counselors, and employers. Since the beeinning of the campaign, the number of
co-op studento has increased by 48%.
In order for cooperative education to be available to more students, the federal government must
continue and expand Title VIII fUnding to allow institutions to develop strong programs and increase
outreach to traditionally underrepresented groups. Recognizing the importance of Title VIII, the
Administration has inclutied funding for Tide VIII the FY'92 budget request for the first time in more
than a decade. The Congressional support which has maintained Title VIII funding since its inception
is crucial to the expansion of access to this vital program.

Co-op can play a critical role in producing graduates with key professional and technical skills.
This is especially important for population groups which have not had the advantage of exposure to the
wide variety of specialized careen which will be needed to support a strong U.S. economy.
National Conmattio*
for Cooperstfre Education

Cooperative Education DMA*, .1 the
American Society IN &Omer:tins Education

Cosperathe Education

Amanda. Inc.
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Recognition of the academic benefits of partidpation in cooperative education has been
reinforced by the recent research of Dr. Robert Sternberg, IBM Professor of Psychology and
Education at Yale University. His intanationally-recognized theories of intdligence and
learning have focused on the development of practical and adaptive skills, as well as the analytic

skills more commonly associated with a higher education academic program.

With a

background of more than 300 publications, including 25 books, Dr. Sternberg and Dr. Richard
Wagner of Florida State University are currently focusing on cooperative education as a critical
mechanism for producing graduates with the skills to succeed not only in school but also in the
workplace. Until Sternberg and Wagner's research on "practical intelligence" and their
development of measures for tacit knowledge (or the intellectual competencies required for
problem-solving skills in the workplace), there had been no formal way to measure the practical
knowledge acquired by students in cooperative education. This technology now enables the
measurement of these products of experiential learning for co-op students.
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE CO-OP COMMUNITY IN TITLE VIII
REAUTHORIZATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

FOR

the Legislative Task
The cbanges deacribed below summatiza the draft of proposed changes submitted by
Cooperative Education
Comminion
for
Cooperative
Education,
the
Force, reprementing ths National
Education.
Association, and tbe Cooperative Education Division of the American Society for Engineering
of
appearance
in
the
law.
Amended sections are described in order
1.

AmanaLg.Aushorizafiec, We proposed to increase the authorization from S17,000,000 to

$45,000,000.
makes co-op
Rationale The anent intim in financial aerate= to eudents from middle-inoome &mikes
of Melons in biebor adoration institutions participating in co.op,

particularly attractive oral timely. With only 2%
The critical need
and programs available at ora-third of the institutions, there is corakkabis room for expansion.
funding. Tule
for financial kiliitalX* end the relatively eradu of most programs &Penetrate need for increased
hawk, of co-op,
the
financial,
educational,
and
job
attainment
VM can play a vital role in equity of scopes to
in higher educatioa toray. Co-op student, earn an average
particularly in light of ths severe ec000mio constraints
approxtenately $187,50000 for federal Imes sod sodal security on their

of 17,00047,500 annually. They pay

VM. Additional
earnings, yielding a net gain to the government of IS tams tra current investmeet through Thle
corporate culture, learning to ha &cadmic curriculum
beoeflts to students include arm oomph* rapine to
coptelenm.usually leading to
with practical applications, scans to etate-okhe-art equipment, and effective work
a job offer upon graduation.

75% for
Unining..lum..imaiLaltegad. The only dpificant dugs is the division of the
(lar
to
what
we
hare
traditionally
administrative fending into 50% for new pregame
item VII
known as administrative) and 25% for establiebed programs (on a ratio bagsSee
for description).
TYPE

CURRENT %

PROPOSED %

Administrative

75%

50% New
25% Established

Demonstration

12.5%

11%

Training

10%

11%

Research

2,5%

3%
We have limited 'he eligibilit y

M. Eillibilit3tion.AdelaignsinaltandimInakz2tograna
of a caop program
to institutions which have ant received Title VIII Bands for tbe administration
of institutional commitment, these
In
an
Om
to
ermigthen
the
importance
in the preceding 10 years,
funds Mould not be
roxenmendatiora from the co-op community wenn trait institutions Mich meetly received
eligibh for rraney intended to go to new program

Iv. Idesaimusuisidasimiladosalsownitmst.

Them include:

A. A formal statement of Institutional oammitment;
B. A notation of caop employment on the student transcript;
beginning in
C. Several clarifications of the information required in program reports
include:
year 2 of funding. The latter

41
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I) the number of unduplicated student applicants;
2) the number of unduplicated students placed;
3) the number of employers who have hired co-op students;
4) the total income for all students derived from working in co-op jobs; and
5) the increase or decrease in the number of students placed, compared to
the previous year.
77,ese shook, tighten the ciefinitio. of *hat is inehtad in Nth category, mad it mil I iron* comperabk information

for OWN= sans the count*: Ms will wham. evaluation of prvpax magas

D. Changes in the matching percentages for the federal share from:
a

YEAR

CURRENT %
FEDERAL SHARE

PROPOSED %
FEDERAL SHARE

I

90%

55%

2

80%

70%

3

70%

55%

4

60%

40%

5

30%

25%

V.

4-

1

uggslatstubasiL The prior lining of only 'lindens who ars cortifitate candidates" appears to be inadvertent
VI. Aliminwsino of unit Fisahleis The ability dam institution to continually apply for fluidics for additional
units d' roman institutional commitment.

VII. EsidinaorlidahlishreUttagranm (To replace Sec. 802(cX3) which allows an additional
five years of funding eligibility). Not less than 25% of the litle VIII hinds would go to established
programs. Institutions with a co-op program which never received Title VIII and institutions which
had received the five years under new administration awards would be eligible, provided they meet
the requirements that control eligibility under new administrative awards. The marAmum award
to an institution could not exceed an amount equal to 25% of toe previous yeses co-op operating
budget and the institution could not expend less than it expended for co-op in the prior year (in
other words the federal &ads could not supplant institution Rinds). The maximum number of years
for these funds would be five. Funds would be allocated on a ratio of the number of unduplicated

students placed on co-op in an institution, in proportion to the total number placed from all
institutions applying under that provision.
This type of euppott is important bemuse of ths lack of koalas programs to assist middle-income families. This ham
aad need to
develop additional outreach to traditiens underrepresented populations, additional (Coding will provide than with
resources for aspannon ta program sias and °attend.

been an expressed concern of many Imre of Cowan this year. Since many programs am

vIII

.

nudism

:

"

asiniagulgas This change would allow contracts of no more than 3% of the amount
appropriated for demonstration, training, and research. This will ensure that the mini' of money contmue
to be determined by the competitive proposal selection mow
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Sena Or WELISTONE. Thank you very much, Mr. McKenna. I am

really appreciative of your testimony.

Mr. BLODGETT. The next person on the list is Dale Hintsala, rep-

resenting the Minnesota High Tech Council.
STATEMENT OF DALE HINTSALA, CEO/PRESIDENT OF NARAMCO
ENGINEERING CORPORATION IN HIBBING, AND DIRECTOR,
NORTHERN CHAPTER OF THE MINNESOTA HIGH TECHNOLOGY
COUNCIL

Mr. HINTSALA. Senator, my name is Dale Hintsala, and I am the

CEO/President of Naramco Engineering Corporation in Hibbing,
and I am here today representing the Northern Chapter of the
Minnesota High Technology Council. A set of my comments have
been provided to your staff.
The Minnesota High Technology Council supports the United
States Higher Education Reauthorization Act. The Minnesota High
Technology Council is of the opinion that we need to reverse the
recent United States public policy trends which decrease student
grants in favor of increasing student loans. This current policy has
served to substantially reduce United States aid to higher education. The U.S. Congress must provide greater financial assistance
to higher education.
Currently, with greater emphasis on student loans, many students cannot afford to complete their postsecondary or, if they do,
with enormous debt liabilities. The average Minthey leave sch
.aduate
is now facing 9 years of full-time employnesota college
ment to pay off student loans.
The United States policy forces higher education institutions to
serve as bankers and to determine which students are good or bad
risks for loans. Low-income students and their families are not economically good loan risks. This has created a situation where students who have the greatest financial need have the lowest chance
of receiving assistance.
Consequently, more grants are needed for students of color and
in low-income situations, and this type of assistance has to be provided by the U.S. Government. I believe these facts, or a number of
them, were stated this morning by your various panel members.
National and State statistics show a decline in the number of
women and students of color enrolling in college; this disturbing
trend has to be changed. This trend is compounded by the ever increasing costs of higher education.
The Minnesota High Technology Council supports increased Federal assistance to enable students to attend poasecondary education institutions.
supports increased Fed-

The Minnesota High Technology Council
eral assistance for student grants.
The Minnesota High Technology Council urges the United States
Congress to reverse the trend of increasing student loans and decreasing student grants.
And mostly for the United States economic future and our posi-

tion in the international marketplace, the United States has to
have a well-trained and well-educated work force, especially in the
fields of science, mathematics and high technology.
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If we prohibit our young people from having economically viable
educational opportunities or continue the trend where only the economically well-off can attain a higher education, we will lose a
great portion of our future work force and future technological capability. The Federal Government must address this issue in order
to provide and maintain a sound economy and to enable technology
companies to have continued access to the best-educated and besttrained people possible.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELISTONE. Dale, I just want to say two things. First, I

really appreciate having this testimony from the Minnesota High
Technology Council as a part of the record. Second, I really appreciae your emphasis on the connection between education and
whether or not the United States will or will not be a leader in
technology policy in the world. I think that is such an important
connection to make. And third, I am hoping that we will in fact
sometime in June pull togetherI'm very interested as a United
States Senator in working with people around a conference on
technology policy bc-ause it is a strong interest that I have,
Thank you very much. I really appreciate it.
Mr. lhoDGETT. The next person on the list is Laura RileyDykema.

STATEMENT OF LAURA RILEY-DYKEMA, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Ms. RILEY-DYKEMA. My name is Laura Riley-Dykema, and I am a

nontraditional student, age 32.

Senator WELLSTONE. Can I interrupt you for a second, Laura?
MS. RILEY-DYKEMA. Sure,

Senator WELLSTONE. I'm starting to think that the students who
get up and say they are "nontraditional" should introduce themselves as traditional students, because I think they are in the vast

majority. Anyway, go ahead.
Ms. RILEY-DYKEMA. It is pretty realistic and frightening at the
same time.

Anyway, to continue, I am a student, I am a parent, and I am

employed. I also find little time to get involved in several organizations because my resources come from social service agencies which
don't permit me to incorporate savings, interest on my savings,
things of that sort.
Before I go any further with myself, there is another student, a
male, who could not be here, so I'd just like to read quickly what

he had written down. He is also nontraditional, age 29, father of
two.
"As a single father of two young boys and at the age of 29, I am
not a traditional student. I rely solely on AFDC to support my
family. This month my AFDC was canceled because I did not
return a financial aid confirmation form
I didn't receive, although they claimed to have sent it. Now I must reapply for benefits, meaning that my family will go at least a month without any
income whatsoever. The whole purpose of this form is to determine
whether I received enough financial aid to warrant their reducing
my food stamps."
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"I am not out for a free ride. I appreciate the support that is
available. But I don't believe the system offers any incentive to
those trying to succeed in improving their lives; rather, the system
punishes them."
I guess in brief, my feeling about what is happening with the
higher education financial aid cutsand then again, our tuition in-

creasesis that these programs in my perception have to be re-

evaluated, the ones we have in existence, and those programs have
to be restructured to .be consistent with other programs that fund
us off-campus. Some of these programs that fund us, the nontradi-

tional students dependent upon welfare who have children, are
theseand these programs are the social programs picking up the
slack for the already existing cuts we have experienced in Pell and
so forth. For example, the State and Federally funded work-study
programs were titled separately to establish some security for students who are receiving support from the department of social
services. This support includes Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, general assistance, medical assistance, food stamps, and

the Stride program. When I receive my finuncial package at the be-

ginning of each yearand I have been here threethose financial
packages are counted as unearned income which directly affects
the food stamps I receive to feed my family.

When I heard earlier that property taxes were increased to take
care of some of our own Minnesota budget deficit, or that higher
education is going to fund thateither way, it is going to be tabled
that we pay a priceI am a homeowner, existing on $500 per
month. So I have not only paid my increased property tax, but now
I am coming to school to pay the increase in tuition.
The other programs that are affected are programs such as the
Duluth Jobs Training Program, the Rehabilitation Services Program formerly known as Duluth Vocational Rehabilitation. As we
experience the financial cuts here within higher education, these
programs are also experiencing similar financial cuts, and they are
not going to be there to bail me out or similar people who share my
situation.
So to end this, I'm a little nervous so I'm sure I'm not totally
clear, but here I am, finishing my third year, and I may not be able
to come back to school next year. And I don't particularly care to
sit on welfare another year.
One more thing. I have two kids. The oldest will be eligible for
college in 10 years. I don't think college will be there for her, regardless of whatever income I can find.
Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much, Laura.
Mr. BLODGETT. The next speaker is Hank Passi.
STATEMENT OF HANK PASSI, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH [THROUGH VOICE INTERPRETER]

Mr. PASS,. Good afternoon. My name is Hank Passi. This is
Nancy Deaner, and she will be working as my voice interpreter. I
am really hoping that she'll use a voice that sounds like Robert
Redford, so you'll be really impressed by my talk here. [Laughter.]
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OK. I am a senior here at UMD, and I will be graduating this
Fint, let me explain that in Minnesota, we have over 300,000

year. I also work full-time.

people who are hearing-impaired and who have some kind of hearing loss. Of that 300,000, 45,000 are considered profoundly deaf, and
those are people who depend on sign language and other visual
communication for their receipt of information.
One of the big concerns that we have under the Federal Higher

Education Act is also sort of related to 504; that 504 has maybe
become somewhat weak in terms of accessibility. And maybe we
even ought to be talking about 504, that it makes a stronger commitment to the issues of accessibility, to issues of interpreter services and staff here at higher education colleges and campuses.
For higher education support of the group of hearing-impaired
people, we really would like to improve the quality of services for
deaf students at higher education campuses. I think we need to
look at the issues of interpreter services and note-taker services to
be able to improve access to education for deaf people.
I would also like to speak on behalf of encouraging diversity on
campuses, for hearing and deaf people together to be able to interact and learn from each other, and to also incorporate American
sign language in curriculums. I believe this is a really important
function of higher education. Also, this will help us to create more
positive role models for deaf children so they can understand that
their opportunities are also limitless. If deaf children can see that
there are opportunities for them, that will be of great benefit.
I would also like to strongly encourage in the area of technical
resources in education to encourage closed-captioning for educational materials for the library and the learning resource center.
These would be great advantages for deaf students. Right now, that
is really a barrier for us. So much of our education is involved in
technical/video materials. I would really like to see that improve
in the future.

The majol issue today for deaf people is that we have been

hidden for a long time; for many years, we have been kept out of
the mainstream, and programs once in a while would come up that
would serve our needs. But often deaf people have just struggled to
get into the mainstream and to obtain positions of leadership. And
really, when it comes right down to it, deaf people can do anything
that hearing people can do except hear; we just need the opportunity.

Thank you for listening, Senator Wellstone; thank you very

much. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. I believe the testimony that we just heard
was living proof that opportunities for deaf people are indeed limit-

less. My favorite word in politics is "empowerment" and I think
that's what that testimony was all about was empowerment.
Thank you very much.
Mr. lhouGurr. The next speaker is Rick Smith.
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STATEMENT OF RICK SMITH, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN INDIAN
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,
DULUTH

Mr, SMITH. Thank you, Senator, for taking the time to be with us
today and hear our concerns.

I am Rick Smith, and I am director of the American Indian

Learning Resource Center here on campus. I am also a parent, and
the chair of the Superintendent's Desegregation/Integration Advisory Committee for the Duluth Public School System.
If you don't mind, I'll read the letter that I have in a packet here
for you.

"Dear Senator, I would like to thank you for your obvious overt

commitment to higher education. On behalf of the American
Indian students, I would like to draw your attention to the few of

the needs that the American Indian people have recognized as high
priorities for our children."
"First and foremost, we find a need for increased American
Indian scholarship funds. Limited financial resources create barriers for our students attempting to enter institutions of higher
education."
"Second, without submitting statistics on health-related problems
for our people, I am sure you are aware of our dire need. We have

a tremendous need for specialized programs which pertain to
health career training. It is imperative to have adequate stipends
for living expenses, along with funds for tuition, fees and books.

Along with that, I would like to recommend the establishment of a
school of medicine for American Indian people."
"In addition, we would like you to author an "American Indian
Elementary and Secondary Education Science and Math Act" with
programs being conducted at the institutions of higher education to
bridge the gap between secondary education programs and universities. Even though we have had a slight increase in the number of
students pursuing science and math-related subjects, our need is
not even close to being met."
"Last, we would like to express our need for American Indian
teachers. More importantly, we need role models for our children
that are culturally sensitive and empathetic to their needs because
they have lived and experienced the same needs."
In summation, again I would like to thank you for your time and
your consideration of our needs, and I hope you feel that the time
that you have spent here is important. If you have any questions
for me, I'd be glad to answer them.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much, Rick. The time has
been well spent, and I do look forward to working closely with you.

This is not the endit is the beginning.

Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Senator. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Next on the list is Charlene Childrey from Hibbing.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLENE CHILDREY, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Ms. CHILDREY. My name is Charlene Childrey, and I am an early
childhood special education major at UMD. Today I was asked to
talk about some of the things that those of us who are blind deal
with financially besides the numerous student loans and grants
that we have to fight with.
My biggest problem is that the textbooks that we use in college.

Many of us are told that they are in Braille, and that we can receive them just by sending in to the State. Well, it's not quite that

simple. Last spring, I was on a committee that discussed how often
they Braille these books and how they are on time for college students. Myself snd a good friend were sitting there, and of course
we kind of ruined the whole thing when we said, "Well, ours

always come at the end of the quarterthat is, if they are re-

turned at all." And of course, the State agency will tell us, "That's
because we don't get enough money from the Federal Government."
Then, I guess what we are expected to do is to receive reader
service, which at times we do receive some financial help from the
State for, but of course, that again they will tell us is limited to
what their budget is from the Federal Government.
The biggest problem is that they will come at the end of the
quarter. These next 2 weeks, all the reading and all forms and
projects that are due need to be turned in, except we need somebody who can read those things to us. Well, most of my readers are
students who have plenty of their own work to do. So the frustrating part gets to be at that time when we want to get those projects
in, and we want to be done like everyone else, and the next thing
you know, you've got to wait for someone else to show up to read it
to you; you've got to wait for someone to fill in the form to turn in.
And even when you need help to look up in a book what you might
need to know, that book is no longer here because it is off somewhere in the State, waiting to be Brailled, and it probably hasn't
even been touched yet.
So I guess my basic point is that those of us who are blind are
just asking for some extra funding so that we can get our books in
Braille, because right now we spend a lot of time counting on someone else to read to us, someone else to help us finish up those
ojects. We believe in being independent, and we just want the security, the equality and the opportunity that everyone else has.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. I was going to ask Ms. Childrey one question, if I could. I was listening to you, and I was thinking to myself,
given the frustration and the bureaucracy, what keeps you going
on?
Ms. CHILDREY. Well, you know, you believe in the opportunity,

and you're just going to appreciate it that much more once you get
there. And believe me, there are some nights when you just want
to say it's easier to throw it all in, but too many people who are
blind have done that in the past, and as a result the blind have
had a lot harder struggle.

Go
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Senator WELLSTONE. Somehow I have a feeling you're not about

to throw it in.
Thank you very much. I really appreciate it. [Applause.]
Mr. IhoDGETT. The next speaker is Kari Johnson., from Plymouth.
STATEMENT OF KARI JOHNSON, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Ms. JOHNSON. Hi. It is nice to meet you.

Earlier, of the panel you had asked why there is no money for
financial aid; is that correct?
Senator WELLSTONE. Go on; I don't remember if I asked that
question, Kari, or not.

Ms. JOHNSON. Or something like that, where is the money for fi-

nancial aid, where does the money go. And I would like to point
out that we devote 1.7 percent of the Federal budget to education;
2 5 percent of it goes to defense, and then some of it goes to other
countries.
Where are our priorities? Education should be our first priorities.
in
Students are the future for tomorrow. I want to be a leader, and
In
my
I
need
to
get
a
good
education.
order for me to be a leaderdysfunctional family, and I have to get
situation, I live in a very
know
out of that family. And moving out of that family, I don't
don't
get
financial
aid
from,
because
I
where I am going to get my
it anymore.
So it is a scary thing not knowing if I'm going to get financial
aidknowing that I have to work, and I have to pay bills, That is a
lot of responsibility, and I would need a lot of help. That is where
financial aid comes in.
What we have to realize is that the choices we make, like cutting
It is
financial aid, are going to affect us later on down the road.
in
over
greatly
that
we
are
going
to
get
just going to snowball so
our heads.
at
I'm hear just to voice my concern that we need to really look
look
just
make
a
decision.
We
have
to
what we're doing. We can't
down the road at what it is going to affect. It affects me, and it
affccts everyone out there, and it affects the children of tomorrow.
i feel
Arne Carlson quoted that "Minnesotans are too smart."
We
need
to
can be too smart.
very defensive toward that. No one
realize what our priorities are, and education is a great priority.
and
We can only be leaders if we are educated. You are a father,
hope
that
you were a teacher; you understand these things. And I
when you make decisions you will think about that.
That's All I have to say.
Senator WELLSTONE. That's a lot. Thank you very much, Kari.
[Applause.] Kari, I just want you to know we have the same figures
up here on the committee chart.
Mr. BLODGETT. Next is Jim Milnes.

STATEMENT OF JIM MILNES, MINNESOTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. MILNES. I am Jim Milnes, from the Minnesota Community
College Student Association. We represent 57,000 students, and we
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have 22 students here now who have taken off from work and
school to be here to show their concern for education, because
we're at the bottom, and everything comes down to us at the community college level. The 22 poople who are here are from 7 different campuses throughout the State.
Senator WELISTONE. If they could stand up, that would be great.
Mr. MILNES. Yes. They are all around you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes. [Applause.]

Mr. MILNES. As I said to you on Saturday, we would like to see
you take a leadership role in helping education, the funding and so
forth. We feel that society and the government and business stress
education and technical skills and so forth, and yet when it comes
time to pay the bill, no one contributes. I think it is going to have
to fall on the government, unfortunately.
We have been very occupied at the State level and the merger,
with the State universities and technical and community colleges,
and I'm not sure whether the university here has been affected.
But I'd just like to say that we are very concerned, and if we could
somehow through your staff receive what you're going to do on the
Federal level and whether, as my colleague mentioned the percent
for education, that could be raised.
I'd just like to say we are very concerned, and the community

college is a very strong entity, and we are going to continue to
grow and work for the stability of the future of education. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Jim, just quickly, we did have a sign-up

sheet for people who have come in today, and we should stay in
very close touch. This is just part of a process. The writing of the
legislation will go on this summer. There will be a number of different initiatives that come out of this. Some will be easier to pass,
some will be harder to pass. I certainly want to send that back to
you. I want what I do in Washington to be rooted in advice from
you.

So yes, we will stay in close touch with you. My office will send
information out to people; you can count on it.
Mr. MILNES. Thank you, Senator.
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you very much.
Mr. BLODGETT. Next on the list is Jennifer Alstad.
STATEMENT OF JENNIFER ALSTAD, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA STUDENT SENATE

Ms. ALSTAD. Senator Wellstone, my name is Jennifer Alstad, and
I am the legislative director for the University of Minnesota Student Senate.
My work with the State legislature over the course of this past
legislative session has really brought home the importance of a
strong Federal financial aid program.
In Minnesota, we have a shared responsibility model for administiiring financial aid. That means that in a financial aid package,
whatever dollars the Federal Government does not provide, the
State will, or at least will try to meet up to the shown family need.
This is extremely relevant when we recognize that our tuition
offset in the State legislature last week came at the expense of
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higher fees for nursing homes. When I look at that State pie picture and how the Federal Government impacts it, I really begin to
recognize that the pie is limited, and the portion for higher education is in fact shrinking.
Within the reauthorization, I'd like to talk about three things:
the grant-to-loan ratio, your general question about how do you feel
when people say there's not enough money for higher education,
and then finally, a direct student loan program.
First of all, with the grant-to-loan ratio, in 1980, 60 percent of all
financial aid was given in the form of grants and the remaining 40
percent given in the form of loans. Today, that ratio is exactly opposite. We need to change that ratio so students aren't forced into

huge debt by the time they graduate from college.
At the University of Minnesota, the average debt load is $9,800
at the beginning of a student's senior year, so they still have 1 year
to go. If we believe that higher education is a great equalizer, we
need to recognize that extreme debt loads erode that goal. If you

compare students who need to borrow against those who do not,
you find that lower-income students who borrow around $15,000 to
complete their college educations take 12 years to pay off that student loan. The relative difference in net financial worth when they
pay that loan off after 12 years out of college is $30,000 when you
compare them with the student who was able to just pay as he/she
went and didn't incur any debt. Four years later, 16 years out of
college, you see that their net difference in worth is $44,000. So you
are talking about people who are not that far into their adult lives,
people who are still in their mid-30's, and you can see what happens to their earning power.
Within the Federal financial aid program since 1980, the program has fallen $10 billion short for students if you use the Consumer Price Index, and that gets even worse if you use a student
price index. The program then has fallen short by about $14 billion.

This is really important for students in Minnesota because we
have a limited sort of list of things we need to buy. For example,

textbooks. Last year, the cost of textbooks increased by 36 percent,

and there was virtually no way for a Consumer Price Index to

factor that in, even though that is probably anywhere from 10-15
percent of a college student's budget.
The second thing I'd like to talk about is the general notion that
there is not enough money to invest in higher education. We say
we have a will to make a strong in vestment in America's future
through investment in higher education and that what we lack is
the dollars. Yet, throughout the course of the Eighties, national defense spending increased by 156 percent; Social Security payments
by 100 percent, and because that is an entitlement program, there
is nothing we can do with that, and it is a just program. But interest payment on debt that the United States has incurred increased
by 100 percent.
Education, on the other hand, increased by only .1 percent
me that it is not the dollars we
throughout that period. This
lack; what we lack is the will to make tough choices about how we
are going to set priorities in this country.
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Amther thing we hear on the State level is that students really
need to bite the bullet; we need to work more; we need to turn off
the TV and quit watching those soap operas. Higher education is a
necessity, and the debt loads that students are willing to assume
really show that people understand that. If you look at self-help indicators like work loads, using minimum wage as a baseline, in
1964 and 1965 when the first reauthorization took place, it took 100
hours to pay for 2 years of instruction at a public institution. In
1989, it took 240 hours to pay for that same 2 years.
This all tells me that we need a reprioritization of dollars spent
at the national level so higher education is in fact affordable for
people.

Finally, I would just like to make a brief comment on a direct
student loan program. I believe that this program could free up
$400 million additional dollars for financial aid, which could go
into grants instead of loans. Right now, banks make a huge profit
off student loans, charging from 3 to 12 percent annual interest,
but they don't incur any risk, unlike the rest of the business community. If a student defaults, the Federal Government just picks

up the tab.
So in conclusion, I would just like to say that I concur with you
on the idea that we need a new set of national priorities. I think
we do need to see higher education as a fundamental part of a new
national defense. Higher education is no longer a privilege.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Mr. lhoncErr. Next on the list is Darby Lang.
STATEMENT OF DARBY LANG, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

MS. LANG. Welcome to UMD, Senatu.

My name is Darby Lang, and I attend UMD; I am from Burnsville. I am a third-year student, and I'm 21 years old, and I am a

graphic design major.
I would like to also address the grant-to-loan ratio. Regarding information I received from the Higher Education Association recom-

mendations for the reauthorization act, currently, Pell Grants are
based on the total cost nf tuition, and you can receive up to $2,300
if I am correct on that. In the recommendations under Title VI for
Pell Grants, it states that they were thinking of increasing that
amount up to $4,000, and after that it would be based on the Consumer Price Index, that it would stay up with the cost of living.
My question is if you are going to raise the Pell Grant to $4,000,
and if that is going to be based on need, need-based Pell Grants,

and if this is going to be based on the total cost, where is this
money going to go? Which students need the money more? Students from private institutions need the money more because pri-

vate institutions are generally more expensive than public. So I see
more Pell Grants going toward the private institutions versus the
public institutions, and I guess my question is are the publkt institutions even going to see any kind of change within the Pell Grant
system if the amount is raised, but the percentages are going
toward private institutions. Is my question clear?
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Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, the question is clear. Actually, on the

Pell Grant, I thinkto go back to what we talked about earlier
there are two issues. There is the issue you raise as to what percent of that money would be allocated to students attending pri-

vate institutions as opposed to public. I have not seen that costed
out in terms of the projection. I think it is a valid question and an
important one.
I think an even more fundamental question, since I do not want
to see str dents at private schools pitted against students at public
schools, 1 as to do with the proposal right now from the administration is to go up, I thought, to about $3,700maybe it is $4,000on
the Pell for the lowest incomeand again, I can't emphasize this
enoughbut to them reduce eligibility to the point where almost
all of it becomes targeted to students who come from very lowincome families, $10,000 and under or thereabouts, in which case
,000-plus students are probably going to become ineligianother
ble. So 1 think the bigger issue is to think about a Pell Grant program that reaches well into moderate and middle-income so that
you don't play off low versus middle or private versus public. I
think that is a central point.
Ms. LANG. OK. I just wanted to stress that point.

Senator WELLSTONE. You want to register that as a point that
you want me to look into and be very aware of; absolutely.
Ms. LANG. Yes. I want that to be considered as well.
Senator WELISTONE. Sure, sure, absolutely.
Ms. LANG. All right. Thank you.
Senator WELISTONE. Thank you very much. I appreciate it. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGErr. Next on the list is Milan Kovacovic.
STATEMENT OF MILAN KOVACOVIC, FACULTY MEMBER,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. KOVACOVIC. Good morning, Senator Wellstone.

just speak for myself; I
I am a faculty member at UMD, and
don't represent any group.
As a faculty member, I am very concerned about the escalating
student loan crisis. College graduation used to be a happy time.
Now it is a time of anxiety for most students. It is when they have
to face repayment of those loans. I might be a little paternalistic in
saying this, but I am beginning to view the loan situation as almost
like the drug situation. I feel it incumbent to warn students about
that. Even when the loans al available, they have recourse to
them, that is right now kind of a desperate situation, and they do
itbut there will be a point when they will have to repay them.
And this is the only kind of loan for which you cannot file bankruptcy, by the way. In the 19th century, there were debtors' jails;
bankruptcy laws were established to avoid this unfortunate situation. This does not apply to student loans, however.
So I think this has been said throughout the morning, but I want
to emphasize that this has reached really crisis proportions.
One of the speakers mentioned earlier that the banks incur no
risk; so all you have to do is be a student, and you will get money.
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But it creates a situationI don't want to call it irresponsibility,
but I would call it desperation.
There are some suggestions I'd like to make to address this issue.
One is perhaps thinking again about a national service program, a
nonmilitary national service program for 18 year-olds. I think it
would be a very beneficial thing for a lot of young people to be essentially free from responsibility for a year to do some work in different parts of the country, to have a collective experience often for
the first time. It would be an educational experience in itself and
would help a lot of 18 year-olds clarify their goals.
As a follow.up to that, I would also like to see a study of a 3-year
B.A. rather than a 4-year B.A. as exists now. Most countries in the
world have a 3-year undergraduate period. It is often said that the

reason we have 4 years in the United States is because in high
school there are a lot of other activities besides academics, which
are good activities and which I support as well, but I think with a
combination of a national service program, more maturity of entering students, and so on, a 3-year B.A. might be a conceivable
option.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. It is pretty

interestingand I'm

sure a number of you will have this experienceit is pretty interesting when you are holding a hearingand I know some of you
will be doing that, those of you who are interested in public serviceand one of the best friends in your life comes up to testify..
And Milan is one of the best friends I have in the world. Thanks,
Milan. I appreciate it.
Mr. BuonGErr. Next is Mike Lofstrom, Lakewood Community

College.

STATEMENT OF MIKE 14W STROM, STUDENT, LAKEWOOD
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. LOFSTROM. Hi. I'm Mike Lofstrom from Lakewood Communi-

ty College, and I'm pretty nerve is right now.
I don't know all the facts around this education committee, but
what I see is a gap that is widening in educationand I hope this
theory isn't too far-fetched, but I kind of relate it to; ck to Hitler,
back in the Nazi prison camps, and how he was searching for his
perfect race. I think we are searching for the perfect educational
race, when what we are really doing is committing genocide. We
are killing off those students who do not have adequate funds to
achieve an education.
I guess I also see down the line somewhere that this society will
be the same as if, was back in the 1600's, where only the rich could
afford to be educated, and the poor were easily controlled because
those who are not educated in the ways of society are less likely to
question.
I've got to tell you, Paul, I am questioning, and it seems to me all
these people who are here today are questioning.
That's pretty much it.
Senator WELLSTONE. Your statement is brief, but if I could add to
it, because I really think it goes in an important direction, the idea
that if we are serious about self-governanceand if I could just add
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to what you said, Mikewe have talked a lot today about the connection between education and the economy. There has been a lot
of discussion about that. But I think that one of the things that
Mike is talking about is the connection between education and democracy. You have to have citizens who can think on their own
two feet and ask questions. We really run the risk of not being able
to have the capacity for self-governance, which is critical to a democracy, unless we invest in education and have women and men
who can think on their own two feet and ask the question. I think
it is a very, very important point you make, and thank you very
much.
Mr. LOFSTROM. Thank you for putting it so fluently. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Next on the list is Don Barnes.
STATEMENT OF DON BARNES, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. BARNES. Senator, thank you for coming today.
My name is Don Barnes. I am a member of the UMD community. I have a completed major and am working on a second one right
now.

As the road determines the development of a Nation, education
and educated peoples determine the greatness of a Nation. Using
those two factors, the educational road is in bad need of repair because of perceived lack of r!oncern from Washington. There are
fewer and fewer stopping points along that roadthe educatorsto

direct the travelersthe studentsaround the hazards that can

create Rroblems within the educational system.
The LJnited States seems to be ignoring this problem. The educational road is becoming increasingly narrow, with less access for all
types of people. We see tremendous problems in K through 12, not
to mention postsecondary education, and I guess I can relate this to
a story I saw a couple weeks ago on Channel 8 of a businessman
who had an opening for jobs in his plant; over 1,000 applicants ap-

plied for the position. During that time, they decided to give a

standard education test. Eighty percent of the applicants failed.
I have seen small increases over the years that I have attended
the University of Minnesota, Duluth, but those increases have been
adding up to great amounts of money. We are constantly seeing lipservice from Washington, DC about the commitment to education,
but that too is mostly a hum from Washington until the election

year, when Senators and Representatives and the President put
themselves into chorus lines, and it sounds great, but again we see
no action.
I know we are in a period of fiscal conservatismfor some Federal programc, anywaybut we need to repair our educational road,
and I have one way in which we can do that. It is a small start. For
a student who is full-time, three quarters, I think that student who
is working and trying to earn money for education should be allowed to work tax-free without paying Federal taxes. In Minnesota
we see that for every one dollar invested in student education, you
get three dollars back. So maybe if we could apply that correctly, if
you are saving $200 in taxes now, maybe the Federal Government
at some point in time will get $600 from you.
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We need to find new ideas to help repair the roads because roads
should be paths for all people of all backgrounds, and that road
should lead to bright horizons for future productive, educated citizens.

Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Don, very much.

Mr. &omen. Next on the list is Paula Rossi.
[No response.]

Mr. BLODGETT. Roberta Juarez.

[No response.]
Mr. 13tionGErr. Paul Ojanen.
[No response.]
Mr. Btionourr. David Morgan.

STATEMENT OF DAVID MORGAN, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. MORGAN. Hi, Senator. I am David Morgan. I am from Minne-

apolis, and I live here on campus. I am a member of Alpha Phi

Omega, a national service fraternity here on campus.
I am here to talk about a more specific issue, not quite as broad
as a lot of these have been. I am here to talk about the independence issue as far as the family financial information packets go.
I'll start off by saying that before you are considered independent, according to this pamphlet, you must first meet certain specifications. The first one is that your parents must not have claimed
you for the last 2 years. If you do not meet this specification, you
are not considered independent.

My first question would be what makes a person who has

claimed himself on taxes for 2 years any more independent than a
person who has claimed himself for 1 year. To me, both of these
persons should be considered independent.
Next, those people who have met that first specification must go
on to another set of specifications which require you to prove that
you have had financial resources of $4,000 or more for each of the 2

years prior to the first year you receive financial aid. For a lot of
people, I think this information is not relevant to proving their independent status.
I will use myself as an example just to illustrate this point. For
me to qualify for independent status for the 1990-1991 school year,
I have to prove that I had resources of $4,000 or more for 1986 and

1987, which brings me to my second and final question and/or complaint. What relevance does my income from when I was 16 and 17
years old have on the 1991-1992 school year, at which time I will
be 21 years old, and what relevance does that have to my independ-

ent status? I don't see any relevance between these two. We're
talking about a time period four and 5 years before this school
year.

I feel that both sets of specifications that I have spoken on here
today need some improvement or at least some revision in the
pamphlet. I have spoken with a number of people, and they have
the same complaint, that this independence thing is stopping a lot
of people from getting the financial aid that they deserve, and because of these specifications, there will be a larger number of stu-
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dents in debt when they do graduate. So I'd like to see some
changes made in this area.
Thank you very much.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, and before you get up, David, I
also wanted to point out to you, along the lines of some of the concerns that you have, that I think the current proposal now from
the Bush Administration is that we go from 24 to 26 for establishing independence, that in order to be viewed as independent, you
need to be 26 years of age or older. You should know that.
Mr. MORGAN. So let me get this straight. You would have to be
26 years of age or older to qualify as independent. Even though

this is my third year of school--

Senator WELLSTONE. It is a proposal; it is not the law. But the
reason I mention this to everyone isand believe me, I have been

very restrained about the administration, and I have tried to say
very few words, reallybut I want people to have this information
because I think it invites input. Tha, is the proposal, which doesn't
mean it becomes the iaw. As far as I am concerned, it shouldn't
become the law. I just wanted you to know that that is an even
more restrictive definition.
Mr. MORGAN. To my knowledge, to get around these specifications, if you are 24 years of age as of now, you are considered inde-

pendent. My consideration is for those students whose parents
cannot help them, their parents cannot contribute their supposed
share of support that the Federal Government thinks they should
be contributing, and now these students are covering the costs
themselves.

Senator WELISTONE. I know. I hear you, and I thank you for
bringing it up. It has not really been focused on today, and it is a
really important part of this. Thank you very much.
Mr. MORGAN. Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Next on the list is Keith Wyche.
STATEMENT OF KEITH WYCHE, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. WYCHE. Hi. I just walked in, so you'll have to excuse my unpreparedness.

I am a first year medical student here at UMD, and I can tell

you when I graduate, my debt will probably be well over $60,000 or
$70,000, including my undergraduate loans and so on.

That has a lot of problems associated with it. One that we all
need to be concerned about is that as tuition is increasing and Federal money is decreasing, the purpose of the school here at UMD is
to graduate rural docs, who are desperately needed, and as this
money that we have is decreasing and our debts are increasing, it
is forcing students to look at subspecialty areas in medicine that
pay highwhich makes sense, because why should we have all this
debt? But this could really hurt Minnesota, and I just bring that up
because I hope that when decisions are being made in Washington
or wherever that you'll look way into the future and see how this
could affect a lot of different things.
That is a specific example, but the main problem is basic to everybody, whether you are an undergrad or a graduate studentwe
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need more Federal money, we need low-interest loans. For me next
year, tuition, room and board, books, everything, is $20,000.
Pell Grant is a joke every time. I check is off on my application
because I am a middle-class American, and you have heard that argument many times.
Senator WELLSTONE. Right.

Mr. WYCHE. The Stafford Loan, the most I could get is $7,500 a
year; that doesn't even come close to what I need. So I am forced to

take out these loans thatI have a name for them, but I'll tell you
that they are just bad loansthe SLS, the SELF loans. They have
tremendous interest rates, 12 percent. We're getting close to
Master Card and VISA here. I could almost do better.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, that's right.

Mr. WYCHE. One of the loans, I'm having to pay back my interest
now, while I am in school. I am paying $120 per term for one of
these loans, as I am in school. That increases each time I have to
take out one of these loans, so next year when I have to take out
another one of these loans, by the end of next year I will be paying
$250 a term; by my third and fourth years, I will be paying well
over $500 a term just on interest alone while I am in school.

Senator WELLSTONE. Let me ask you a quick question. Are you
from Minnesota?
Mr. WYCHE. I am a Minnesota resident.
Senator WELISTONE. From where?
Mr. WYCHE. From Minneapolis.
Senator WELLSTONE. And was your decision to attend UMD medi-

cal school in part based on your interest in practicing medicine in
a rural area?
Mr. WYCHE. Yes.

Senator WELISTONE. Soand I started out with this question ear-

lier with the chancellorgiven this incredible debt on present
course, if we don't make changesand I agree with you, believe
me, we shouldyou won't make, as they say, the "big bucks" practicing medicine in a rural community; how could you do it?

Mr. WYCHE. Well, how we do it is a really good screening process

in the admissions office. You have a lot of people devoted to the
needs of Minnesota and rural medicine here. But what I'm saying
is that if these debts go much incredibly higher, then people will
start saying, "God, I could go into ophthalmology and make
$200,000 a year. Why shouldn't I do that when I've got debts?" And

it is just going to hurt Minnesota, and that is our State, that is

your State and my State. We need to look at that.
Senator WELLSTONE. One thing I can tell you real quickly is that

first of all, by virtue of being on this education subcommittee,

second of all, by virtue of working on health care policy which is a

real strong interest of mine, and third of all, by really caring

fiercely about rural communities and always trying to emphasize
what we need to do there, I appreciate your testimony, and I can't
over-promise, but I sure can promise to fight very hard for these
changes because you are right on the mark, right on the mark.
Thanks a lot.
Mr. WYCHE. COUld I say just one other thing?
Senator WELLSTONE. Sure.
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Mr. WYCHE. And these are real piddly things, probably stuff that

you guys don't think about, but they cause me a lot of stress. On
this application, the FFS thing, they require us to provide our
income, but they make us provide our previous year's income. I am
26 years old even though I look like I'm still in high school. I
worked in the real world for 4 years and had to put my last year's
income. That is what they basedand I'm told this is what they
government says, that they have to do itokay. So you know as
well as I do if I make $20,000, I don't have $20,000 to pay tuition,
because that's just not the way it works.
Another little piddly thing is that I'm being told that starting
next year, there is going to be a 30-day wait for students to get
their Federal money from the time their terms start. This is a real
concern, because when does the registrar's office ask for money

when the term starts. When does my landlord ask for money
right from the very beginning. So this is something that we are

told is going to start happening.
Senator WELLSTONE. Yes. Roberta mentions to me that that is
just for first-time borrowers. And that might make you feel better,
but it wouldn't make first-time borrowers feel better.
Mr. WYCHE. Yes, right. There are still a lot of first-time borrowers who should know that. =
Senator WELLSTONE. Absolutely.

Mr. WYCHE. That's all I have, Senator. Thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thanks. I appreciate it. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. We have five more people on the list.
Senator WELLSTONE. There are five more, and we're going to try

and give everybody a chance to speak. Everybody is doing a good
job of staying within the limit. So let's continue.
Mr. BLODGETT. Next on the list is Sandy Peterson from Cloquet.
STATEMENT OF SANDY PETERSON, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

MS. PETERSON. i am Sandy Peterson, and I am one of the many
nontraditional students back at UMD again; we seem to outnumber
the world here today. And I am an art student to boot, so my major
expense beyond tuitionwhich I understand is going through the
roof next yearis child care because I have little kids, and then an
art major is a real expensive major. What scares me is that as Fed-

eral funds drop and drop to the institution, right now the art department is a wreck. The equipment is breaking, and because of
the cuts already, they can't even fix the equipment that is down in
the art departmentand how they're going to run it next year, I
really don't know. So what bugs me is they are going to increase
the tuition by 25 percent over 2 years, but the services the college
offers are less. I personally have gone into debt, plus being funded
by all the grants I can get because I'm part of the working poor, as
they say, but if I can't finish my degree I will still be underemployed, with part of a degree, which is how I have been now since
1965, and now in debt for the student loans that I've had to get in
order to try and finally get a college education. So that scares me
to suddenly be even older and still have part of a degree, which is
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worthless, I know, because I have done that for a lot of years now;
and then to have maybe $10,000 to $12,000 in student loans to boot.

I understand the State of Minnesota is trying to put a law
credits a quarter starting next fall, and putting a cap on at 180
through to make full-time student level in order to get State aid 15

credits, in which case I might not even be able to finish up next
year because of putting that cap on credits, which I am told includes old credits.
So it is real spooky, and if we are going to have an educated soci-

ety, and everybody is going to participate and be empowered, you
have to be able to have a chance to go to school and increase your
education and change your mindif you change your major now,
you are really in trouble because there isn't the funding to go that
extra time period.
So I hope--and I know you'll work hard for us, because you do
but to try to get more funds into education. If they don't mind tripling the national debt in order to jack up the military, they can
sure do some things to help students get through college.
Thank you.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thanks, Sandy. [Applause.]

Mr. &omen.. Next is Brian Gaus.

'STATEMENT OF BRIAN GAUS, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. GAUS. Hello, Senator. Thanks for coming up to join us on
this December/May afternoon.

My name is Brian Gaus. I am a teaching social studies major

with political science concentration and a psychology minor here at
the University of Minnesota, Duluth.
I just want to make a brief statement, touching on a little bit of
ideology versus practicality as far as going to school today. This is
kind of off-the-cuff, and I didn't plan this until I came in here, and
I scribbled it on the seat, so it's not going to be as organized as
some of them but I hope you can catch the message.

First of all, I have heard considerable rhetoric on the "family
unit" in American society today from one of our major political
parties in the country. This same party has in the last 10 years
changed the emphasis from grants to pay-back loans, which in my
opinion benefit only the banks; and some of the people here have
talked about that already.
Today our society and the country is patriarchal, and that is
partly encouraged, in my opinion, by the same party and the administration that is in power today. Under this set-up, women continue to earn I think the figure is only 60 cents per ever one dollar
that a man earns.
Now, keeping these things in mind, I find that this loans instead
of grants emphasis for financial aid is detrimental in two major
ways. First of all, from a purely practical standpoint, no feelings
involved, I question what is the motivation for single men to get
married if they have to assume a substantially unbalanced share of
a family financial repayment because the woman, although she is
taking 100 percent of her income to pay back her own loan, only
earns 60 cents of a dollar; this is an unbalanced thing that has to
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be borne by the man, or borne by the whole family overall. I see
that as being detrimental to a lot of people who will say, "I just
can't afford ,J get married right now."
No. 2, with both members of the couple beginning the marriage

in debt, there is an incredible amount of stress resulting from

things like financial aid/loan repayments along with all the other
cost of living expenses. This is probably going to come to a head in
the critical first 5 years of the marriage, and these pressures have
a way of adding up and could actually result in the termination of
the marriagein other words, the "D" word.
Senator WELLSTONE. Did you say the "D" word?
Mr. GAUS. Divorce.

I believe the current trend of the Federal Government to encour-

age the awarding of loans rather than grapts and financial aid

packages is in direct conflict with the needs of the family in today's
society. Such a debt-creating set-up increases the domestic pressures facing a young couple, adds to the potential of antisocial behavior, including neglect, abuse, and perhaps eventually divorce resulting from these pressures. All in all, I find this to be quite contradictory to the national rhetoric emphasizing the family as a
unit.
Thank you.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Brian. [Applause.]
Mr. BLoDGETr. Next is Jim McCarthy.
STATEMENT OF JIM McCARTHY, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

Mr. MCCARTHY. Hi, Senator Wellstone.

I am Jim McCarthy. I am presently a student here at UMD, and
I live on campus at 16D Village.

I have a couple of concerns regarding financial aidand I'm

coming from a different aspect, I think, than anybody has talked
about today.

I am presently a middle-class person, and I don't receive any financial aid at all. Presently, I have many friends who are receiving
enormous financial aid. What is really weird is how they can work
over the summer, and as long a3 they spend the money they make
over the summer on cars, clothes, or persoaal benefits, they can

still come up with the same amount of miniey; yet they have so
many more things.

If you ask iaeople on campus, "How ce.n you afford to go on
spring break?" they say, "Well, my financial aid check is coming
in."
To me it just seems like a big misuse of money, and the big ques-

tion here is where are we going to get the money to help the other
people who really need it. So I would ask you to maybe look at the
process through wb;ch people receive financial aidnot necessarily
make it harder, but look at how they get it. I think it should be a
direct program where the loans should not be touched by the students, but should go directly to the school, to the landlord, so the
money is not misused, because when kids receive, say, $750, at this

age a lot of them just don't know how to use it. They are not
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trained well in high school in how to manage money, so it is just
blown.

Another thing I'd like to mention isI'm sorry, Senator, that
this is totally impromptu right now, but it has been in my heart
for a couple years--Senator WELLSTONE. That's fine.
Mr. MCCARTHY [continuing]. If you could just look over the finan-

cial aid issues. I love financial aid for peopleI don't receive it, but
I think people should get it. For example, my roommate last year
had enough money in loans to pay for his entire school, but yet at
the end of the year he had an $1,800. Supposedly, that is to be used
to pay off those loans, but the government should not have given
him $6,000 of loans. ThLy should have given him $6,200 in loans,
which at the end, $1,00 would have made up the $6,000 flat, and
then his extra money should have come through working in the

summer.
So I'd just like you to look into the process by which financial aid
is granted.
Senator WELLSTONE. Do you remember that other point you were
going to make, Jim?
Mr. MCCARTHY. That was just the example of my roommate. And

again, he was needy, but I'm just saying there are a lot of other
episodes of misuse.
Senator WELLSTONE. I really appreciate the fact that you have
come up and presented a different perspective and given some different examples. Thank you for doing that. [Applause.]
Mr. BLODGETT. Next is Amanda Peterson.
STATEMENT OF AMANDA PETERSON, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, DULUTH

MS. PETERSON. My name is Amanda Peterson. :1. represent something similar to Mr. McCarthy. I am from a middle-class family. I
get $4,000 in loans ec lh year, and by the time I graduate I am

going to owe $20,000.

Something I really want to stress is that it is really hard for me
to be motivated to go to selool when I will have to pay $20,000
once I graduate. My alternative is to possibly work in a day care
center and maybe make $6,000 a yearif I'm lucky. It is so frustrating for us because you need and to get anywhere in this world
now, and like someone said before, it is not a privilege, it is a necessity.

Someday, I want to educate students in high school to show them

that they need to go on and make lives for themselves because

there are opportunities; we live in the land of opportunity, and I'd
really like to see them be able to go on. By the time I get to teaching students, they are not going to be able to afford it.
So I'd really like to stress that President Bush says he is the education President; I'd like to see that happen, and I think with
people like you behind him, I have faith in that, and I just know
that someday we hopefully will all be able to afford to go to college,
have an education and make something of ourselves and no longer
have to be grunt workers, but actually have a reason to be here.
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Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you. There were two things I was

going to mention real quicley, and I know we're running out of
time. One, you said the alternative right now would be to just go
into day care at $6,000. I just think that to be involved in developmental child care is a really important profession, and I would like
to see people have the opportunity to get the background and get
really involved in that workbut it shouldn't be paying $6,000. I
taught at the college level for years, and to use a fancy social science word, you can make the empirical case that the evidence suggests that working with kids at ages one, two, three, four and five
may be a lot more important in terms of what they are able to do
than what happens at the college level.
The second thing I was going to say is when you said "land of
opportunity," there has been a lot of different testimony but one
thing that gives me an eery feeling about what I have heard today
is I felt like from time to time over the past "x" number of hours I
have heard some students, be they traditional or nontraditional,
come pretty close to saying, "Land of opportunitywhere is the opportunity?" It has come close to that. Where is the opportunity?
That is pretty frightening to hear.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Ms. PETERSON. Thank you.

Mr. BLonGErr. Brian Jensen.
[No response.]

Mr. BLoncerr. I'd like to go back to Roberta Juarez, who has
come in.
Senator WELISTONE. Ms. Juarez, Thank you for joining us.
STATEMENT OF ROBERTA JUAREZ, COORDINATOR FOR GENERAL
DISABILITY SERVICES, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH

MS. JUAREZ. Thank you. I was happy to find out about the hearing today, and I apologize for being late. I was putting some final
touches on what I need to talk to you about this afternoon.
Senator Wellstone, my name is Roberta Juarez, and I am the co-

ordinator for general disability services here at the University of
Minnesota at Duluth. I would like to take these few minutes to explain to you some of the difficulties that exist for students who
have disabilities and for those of us whose responsibility it is to
provide programs and services for those students.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 mandates that: "No
otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States ...
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

This was, and still is, an invaluable piece of legislation. It prepares students for the opportunities that they will have when the
Americans with Disabilities Act goes into effect.
However, 504 does not include in it directives regarding who
should foot the bill for these accommodations. Currently, the access
center here at UMD provides students who have a variety of disabilities including physical, learning, hearing and visual impair-
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ments with these services so that the students with disabilities will
have a fair educational experience.
Section 504 mandates that this be done. Yet the access center
competes with nonmandated programs for fundi:ig. Therefore, we
often find ourselves in the position of having to decide whether we
should provide what is best for the student or what is most costeffective. Ultimately, the service is provided, but may not be provided to meet the full needs of the student. In the end, the student
loses.

If the student happens to be a client of the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, or DRS, that agency may assist in paying at least in
part for the necessary services. However, they may not provide full
reimbursement. If the student does not get services from DRS, the
accommodations they need are no less necessary. And by the way,
those services are also, of course, provided.

The responsibility of the university is not only to students but
also to the community. The university sponsors programs and activities which are open to all. Sometimes 'all" includes people who
have special needs, and accommodations must be made. When
asked to provide accommodations such as interpreter services for
people who are hearing-impaired, the department sponsoring the
activity frequently feels that their budget would be hard-pressed to
pay for the service. Once again, the access center provides the service without quit3 knowing who will provide reimbursement.
In conclusion, we know we should provide the services; we know
we must provide the services; we just sometimes do not know how
we can afford to provide the services. As I stated in the berinning
of my testimony, Section 504 is an important piece of legislation to
postsecondary students with disabilities, but without the financial
backing to provide the actual services on an individual basis, it
doesn't mean hiuch.
Interpretation of Section 504 also allows accommodation through
decreased credit load and increased time to complete degree requirements. Unfortunately, Federal financial assistance programs,
to the best of my knowledge, do not recognize this. Therefore, although students with disabilities frequently find it necessary to
take a decreased course load or to extend their time at the university, they cannot receive the full financial assistance to which they
are entitled.
Senator Wellstone, when you go back to Washington, please remember that in order for students with disabilities to get the qual-

ity education that they deserve, funding must be provided to
ensure the support services that they need.
Thank you very much. [Applause.]
[Copy of "Section 504The Law and Its Impact," submitted by
Ms. Juarez, follows:]
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Implement for program modificaticns
may include these options:
Modify or substitute foreign language
or mathematics course requirements.
Allow part-time enrollment Instead of
full-time study without affecting financial
aid status.
Permit examinations to be proctored.
read orally. dictated. or typed.
Allow the proctor to clarify examination
questions that are unclear.
Al lort extra time for completion of
examinations.
Increase the frequency of exams or
quizzes.

Change the test format (e.g.. multiple
choice to essay).

Permtt basic four function calculatorstand standard desk dictionaries during
examinations.
Use alternative methods for students to
demonstrate course mastery (e.g.. a
narrative tape instead o( a journsl).
Review final drafts of term papers with
a proofreader and make changes without
altering content.
Provide specially trained tutors for
content courses.
Provide readers, scribes, or notetakers.
Secure removal of structural or aithitectural barriers.
Utilize computer software programs to
assist in test-taking and study skills
development.

Association on Handicapped
Student Service Programs In
Postsecondary Education
The Association on Handicapped
Student Serviee Programs in Postsecondary Education (AHSSPPE) is a nonprofit
organization of persons from the United
States. Canada. and other countries committed to promoting the full par. ic ip at ion of

individuals with disabilities in college life.
The Association has been established to

strengthen the professiotsallsm of individuals who are Involved with services for
students with disabilities.
AHSSPPE was founded in 1978 to
address the n ed and concern for upgrading the quality of services to students with

Section 504

The Law
and
Its Impact

4

disabilities in postsecondary education.
The mission of the Association is t o provide
unique leadership. focus, and expertise for
professionals. This mission is supported by

the Assoctation's commitment to:
Communication
Networking
Professional development
Training

Restaith
Advocacy

For Membership Information contact:

Membership Director
AHMIPPE
P.O. Hoz 21192

AHSSPPE
Association on Handicapped
Student Services in
Postsecondary Education

Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 488-4972 (V/TDD)
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What Is The Law?
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 states that:
'No otherwise qualffied handicapped
individual In the United States .
shall.
solely by reason qf his handicap, be
excluded from partictpation in, be denied
the beneftts of. or be sukiected to discrimination under any progrnm cr actWay
receiving Federal financial assistance.
One of the first areas that required
further elaboraUon in the Mt concerned
the term 'qualified handicapped individual.' Congress passed the Rehabilitation
Act Amendments of 1974 in an attempt

to clarify participant eligibility.
"(a) Section 7(6) qf the Act was amended
by adding the following new sentence:
'Fbr purposes rof Titles Wand V cif this
Act, such tenn mean.s any person who (A)
has a physical or mental impairment
which substantially limits one or more qf
such person's MItiOr life arta/dies, (8) has
a record ql such impairment, or (C) ts
regarded as haying such an impairment."

Ilhe_k_Ergletted
Under the Law?
A "qualified handicapped person" is
deftned as one who meets the academic
and technical standards requisite to
admission or participation in the
tnstttution's programs and activtUes.
This would include students with any of
the following disabilitles:
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AIDS
Alcoholism
Bfindness/visual impairment
Cancer
Cerebral palsy
Deafness/hearing impairment
Diabetes

Drug addiction
Epilepsy
Heart dlsease

Mental illness
Mental retardation
Multiple sclerosis
Muscular dystrophy
Orthopedic, or speech problems
Perceptual handicaps, such as dyslexia.
or developmental aphasia

What I. the Impact2f the
Yaw on Postsecondart
gducation?
Subpart E of Section 504 is applicable to
all postsecondary educational programs
and activities which receive Federal
financial assistance. In brief, colleges
and universities must be free from
discrimtnation in their recruitment,
admissions, and treatment of students.
Reasonable accommodations in the
academic program must be made by the
educational insUtution to insure maximal
participation by 01 students with disabilities. Under the provtsions of Section

504, colleges and universities may Ad
Limit the number of students with
disabillUes admitted.
Make preadmission inquiries as to
whether or not an applicant Is disabled
Use admission teats or criteria that
inadequately measure the academic level
of blind. deaf. or otherwise disabled
applicants, because special provisions
were not made for them.
Exclude a student from a course of
study.
Counsel a student with a diaability
toward a more restrictive career.
Measure student achievement using
nicKles that adversely discrtminate
against the student with a disability.

Institute prohibitive rules that may
adiersely afrect students with disabilities.
Colleges and Universities could be re-

quired to

Extend the time permitted for a student
with a disability to eam a degree.
Modify teaching methods and examinelions to Meet the needs of students with
disabiliUes.
Develop course substitutions or waivers
for students with disabilities.
Make available such learning aids as
four-track tape recorders, word Processors, and pocket spell-checkers for
students with disabilities.
According to the HEW regulations.
accommodations need not produce the
'identical result or level of achievement,"

WhaLreanSidlsgsLand

IlniyudijimAt12inugungAt
EcogtonidedtflutIon

provisions?

Colleges and universities have sought to
implement program modification provisions by developing affirmattve programs
that stress indtvidualization and personal
attenUon. For college students with
disabilities 'academie adjustments" may
include adaptaUon of the manner in
which specific courses are conducted, the
use of auxiliary equipment and support
staff, and modification in academic
requirements. These students need
support services or programs that can
provide them with sufficient Illudbility to
meet the demands of a postsecondary

institution.
"Reasonable and timely accommodations that postsecondary inatituUons can
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Senator WELLSTONE. Ms. Juarez, your testimony was well-reasoned and very tightly argued, and I will certainly remember this
testimony, and it will be part of what I do in Washington, I can tell
you that. I thank you very much.
[Letters submitted by Marc Lewis Peterson from concerned students, followsd
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DEAR COMMITTEE BOARD MEMBERS, PANEL MEMBERS,

I SIT BEFORE YOU
HIGHER EDUCATION AND

TODAY TO G/VE TESTIMCNY ON
FINANCIAL AID

PLEASE BEFORE I

BEGIN LET ME

LEWIS

I

PETERSON.

PLEASE CLARIFY)

(

AND WHAT THIS

TELL YOU I

WAS BORN IN

THL SUBJECT OF
MEANS TO

MY NAME IS

AM.

ME.

MARC

THA'OR

MINNEAPOLIS. I LIVED

13

YEARS BEFORE MY FAMILY MCVED UP NORTH TO THE DULUTH1CLOQUET APEA
I DID NOT GRADUATE FORM HIGH SCHOOL BUT DID OBTAIN MY O.E.D.
LATER I

ENTERED A

RESERVATION

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM

THOUGH

STAPLES

TECHNICAL

AT FOND

/NSTITUTE

DU LAC

FOR CARPENTRY

TRAINING AND ON THE JOB TYPE SCHOOLING. I DID GRADUATE FORM
PROGRAM BUT WAS

IN A SERVER

CAR ACCIDENT AND

SEVERAL DOCTORS, WHO STATED, THAT I WAS NO
MANUAL TYPE LABOR
SEEK

SOME KIND

AFTER A

FEW YEARS OF

RETURN TO SCHOOL.

ADMINISTRATION TYPE
WRESTLING WITH THIS

SCOLASTICA, I CAN

WHY I AM IN

CDMMUNITY
SCHOLARSHIP

SCHOOL NOW TO

COLLEGE I HAVE

JOB OR

RELATED FIELD.

PROBLEM I

THEN I HOPE TO

DECICED TO
AND WILL

TRANSFER TO SAINT
HELP, BECAUSE

I

SKILLS FOR THIS gIND OF WORK. THAT

SEEK SUCH SKILLS. AT

RECEIVED FELL

GRANTS AND

FOND DU LAC
TITLE SEVIN

MONEYS TO FURTHER MY EDUCATION I COULD NOT HAVE DONE

SO WITHOUT IT. SG DEAR MEMBERS THIS IS WHAT I
ON. BEING

OF

BUT INSTEAD I SHOULD

SEEK EMPLOYMENT TO

NOT EVEN

HAVE NO USEFUL OR RELATED JOB
IS

ON THE ADVISE

I STARTED AT F.D.L. COMMUNITY COLLEGE

GRADUATE SPRING QUARTER OF 92.

THIS

LONGER SUITABLE Tr DC

FOR ANY LENGTH OF 7IME.
OF

.

AM HERE TO TESTIFY

A MT.NORITY WITHOUT THE MEANS TO SEEK AN EDUCATION IS A

WASTE OF INTELLIGENCE AND OF TIME BETTER SPENT PRODUCTIVELY. THIS
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IS

ONE OF MY PERSONAL GOALS. NOT

IN

THIS SOCIETY.

BUT

ONLY TO BE A PRODUCTIVE MEMBER

A POSITIVE

TO BE

MINORITY PEOPLE AS WELL. NOT JUST

A CHAIM FOR THEM, SO THEY

THERE EDUCATION. BUT NOT IF

AREC=g.

STANDARDS FOR AID

IS CUT OR

BUT BEING THIS

MY OWN PEOPLE.

EXAMPLE IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT THERE IS
CAN RETURN OR FURTHER

FOR OTHER

ROLE MODEL

wry/ 4144131,

F/NANCIAL AID
4-ft

ON THE

letLITiro4

LAC

POND DU
4441

ABOUT OTHER

CAMPUS I AM A PART OF THE STUDENT SENATE I ALSO HEAR
I

AM PROUD TO SAY THAT

CONCERNED STUDENTS

THAT REPRESENT ABOUT

SCHOOLS AS WELL.

ALSO ARE CONCERNED ABOUT

I BELONG TO A

GROUP OF

54,000 MINNESOTANS WHO

FINANCIAL AID AND THIS IMPACT

ON THERE

INDIVIDUAL LEVELS AND NOT JUST FINANCIAL AID, BUT AL3U CHILDCARE,
AND FOODSTAMPS. I THINK THAT TH/S COUNTRY HAS FALLEN FAR, TO
BEHIND

COUNTRY

PLEASE DON'T

EDUCATION ALREADY

IN

BEHIND.

NEED TO

WE

TELLING HOW FAR WE

LET

UP. WHAT

TO CATCH

CAN GO OR DO.

CHANCE FOR

FAR

TO FAR

MAKES THIS

AND THERE

PEOPLE. EDUCATE THEM

IS THE

SO GREAT

NEXT EINSTEIN THE

BE ALLOWED

US FALL

IS NO

MIGHT BE GIVING THE

THINK YOU

STUDENTS ON

AN EDUCATION. WE

THE

COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL HAVE BEEN HIT HARD WITH CUTS ON THE STATE

WE DO NOT NEED MORE CUTS. IT IS HARD ENOUGH ALREADY WITH

LEVEL.

STUDYING AND

ACADEMIC HOME WORK.

ARE GOING TO EVEN BE
WHAT

LIKE TO SEE

OUT OF

Yea.

AND THE

EDUCATION
AMERICA.

PERSONALLY I

MASTERS DEGREE IN
INFORMATION

TO GET

CHANCE

HAVING TO WORRY IF WE

LET ME FINISH BY TELL/NG YOU

THERE AT ALL.

I WOULD

IT IS

WITHOUT

WOULD LIKE

ALL OF

k'N

EDUCATDD

TO FINISH

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

AND A

FOR ALL

MINOR IN
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May 5, 1991
To:

Senator Wellstone
Hearings on Higher Education Programs

From: John (Jeb) Beaulieu
Chairperson, Indian arent Committee
Minneapolis Public Schools
Re.

Vtr

fit;

k.3

,4

e 0f ,S

S-Cit/((

Need for early intervention college preparation programs for American Indians
I would like to advocate for college preparation programs that intervene with students at an earlier grade level. For American Indian
students the need for early intervention is critical. Historically, schools
have been used as a weapon against Indian people. They have been
used to rob us of our language and heritage. This practice has lead to a
deep distrust between Indians and the American educational system
Conditions are still negative for Indians in the schools today. Too many
educators often have low expectations of Indian students' achievement.
Indians continue to have the highest drop-out and absenteeism rate in
the nation and rank low in thc number of high school and college
graduates. We need early intervention college preparation programs
that will give permission to Indian students to achieve and enable
them to do so.

I would also like to strongly advocate for educational programs that are
specifically targeted for the American Indian population. Over the
past twenty years ci working with Indian students in the public
schools, I have seen too many drop out ot academic support programs
designed for "minorities." American Indians are a distinct tribal people
with unique values and behavior. In order for educational programs to
succeed with American Indian students, we must acknowledged this
distinctiveness in funding and planning programs. You need to help
programs like Upward Bound/Vision Quest maintain it's Indian focus
and allow more programs to do the same.
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May 3, 1991

Senator Paul A. Wellstone
2530 University Avenue
St. Paul. Minnesota 55114
Dear Sanatnr:

I would like to thank you for your obvious overt committment to higher
education. On behalf of the American Indian students, / would like to
draw your attention to a few of the needs that the American Indian
people have recognized as high priorities for our children.
First and foremost, we find a need for increased American Indian
Scholarship funds.
Limited financial resources create barriers for
our students attempting to enter institutions of higher education.

Secondly, without submitting stotistics on health related problems for
our people, I'm sure you're aware of our
dire need.
We have a
tremendous need
for specialized programs which pertain to health
career training.
It
is imperative to have adequate stipends for
living expenses, along with funds for tuition, fees and books.
In addition, we would like you to author an American Indian Elementary
and Secondary Education Science and Math Act. Even though we have had
a slight increase in the number of students pursuing science and math
related subjects our need is not even close to being met.
Last, we would like to express our need for
more American Indian
teachers. More importantly, we ned rol models for our children that
are culturally sensitive, and empathetic to their needs because they
have lived and experienced the same needs.
In
summation, our children have many needs, however, these are needs
that we feel are most important when it pertains to education.

If you have any questions or concerns please feel
at VOur convenience.
Cordially,
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free to contact me
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Senator WELISTONE. This formal hearing of the Subcommittee on

Education, Arts and Humanities is adjourned, and thank you, everybody.
[Whereupon, at 2:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:14 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Wellstone, and Kassebaum.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The hearing of the Education, Arts and Humanities Subcommittee will come to order.
Today we give specific consideration to our two largest student

aid programs, the Pell Grants and the Stafford Loans. As I said at
the opening reauthorization hearing in February, with over 70 percent of all student aid Federal in nature, the Federal Government
is clearly the dominant player in the student aid arena.
The Pell Grant, our major student aid program, has a fiscal 1991
appropriation of more than $5.3 billion and helps more than 3.4
million students pursue a postsecondary education. Unfortunately
where the Pell Grant a decade ago covered 41 percent of the costs
of a higher education, today it covers only 29 percent.
One of our primary goals must be to strengthen the Pell Grant
program, to increase the amount cf aid available to needy students,
to expand the reach of the program to hardpressed middle-income
families. We must aiso simplify the application process.
The Stafford Loan program provides need-based loan assistance
to approximately 3.1 million students a year. The $4.2 billion we
spend in Federal money generates more than $10 billion a year
from the private sector. Unfortunately over the past 10 years, the
heavily and unaverage student's financial aid package has tipped made
up 75 perfortunately in favor of loans. Where grants once
hard
today
loans
dominate.
We
must
work
cent of the aid package,
to redress this imbalance.
We must also work to restore health and public confidence to the
loan program. This must mean as well a crackdown on defaults
and better, more reasonable program administration. It also means
returning the loan program to its original purposea program of
supplemental assistance serving primarily middle-income families.
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I now turn to to the ranking minority member, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will just save
any comments I have for questions to the witnesses and look forward to hearing them.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Kassebaum.
We have two panels today, and I believe the witnesses have been
urged to keep their statements to 5 minutes so that we can have
time for questions.

We'll start out on the first panel with Mr. Robert Knutson,

chairman and CEO of the Education Management Corporation,
Pittsburgh, PA.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT B. KNUTSON, CHAIRMAN AND CEO,
EDUCATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, PITISBURGH, PA; A.
DALLAS MARTIN, JR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS, WASHINGTON, DC;
JOSE R. GONZALEZ, PRESIDENT, INTER-AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, SAN JUAN, PR, AND EDWARD M. ELMENDORF, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVF7 ITIES, WASHINGTON,
DC

Mr. KNUTSON. Good morning.

I am Robert Knutson, of Education Managemer ;. Corporation of
Pittsburgh, and I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
The perspective that I bring to this hearing is of one who graduated with honors in economics from the University of Michigan,

spent 5 years as a military fighter pilot, 10 years as a corporate
finance specialist for J.P. Morgan in New York, and the past 20
years as chief executive of an education organization that has
grown from 800 students to 14,000 students, and from 80 faculty
and staff to 1,800.
Our employee-owned company has art institutes in major cities
throughout the United States which offer a wide range of associate

and baccalaureate degree programs. In addition, we have consulting affiliations with universities here and abroad.
The most important point that I would like to make this morning is that we need to consider education as our Nation's number
one priority and expenditures on education as an investment with
enormous future returns.
In the previous hearing, David Kearns made reference to the
full-page national advertisement that ran in recent months in various national magazines, and that advertisement said in effect that
education shouldn't compete with our other priorities; rather, it is

the solution to our country's needs. I think that is right on the
money.

Another way of looking at the value of education is to ask ourstrength. I think it is essentially the sum of the skills of our people.
We need only to look at certain other countries these days which
have limited natural resources but have invested in their human
potential and have become dominant in the world economic scene.

selves what is the real wealth of our Nation, what is the real
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Those of us in education realize that the Pell Grant program has
been the cornerstone of access and choice in postsecondary education. The Pell Grant program needs to be fully funded if access and
choice are going to become a reality again for students. I would
submit that if we have the political will to invest in our people that
we will find the political way to do it.
I believe that student financial aid programs in the 1990's have
to have three important characteristics: Integrity, simplicity, and
certainty.
Integrity through the proper allocation of responsibility and authority to the U.S. Department of Education, to the States and to
the accrediting agencies, and to insist that they do their jobs and
that they communicate with one another. Through strengthening
the triad of the department, the States and the accrediting agencies and having it be a partnership, we truly can have quality postsecondary education which is focused on student needs and have a
properly controlled financial aid delivery system.
Simplicity in that we really can develop a more straightforward
and lean method for students and parents to complete the financial
aid forms, to receive aid and for education institutions to process
the pF per. These days, access to higher education has become limited because the financial aid system has become so complicated. We
need to make the process student-centered.

Third, certainty, in that I believe that our citizens deserve to
know that they can have the opportunity for higher education

based upon their interests and their abilities and not be limited by
their family financial circumstances.
We .aeed a Pell Grant entitlement to remove the annual question
that confronts low-income and middle-income students as to whether funding will be available and if so, how much. We need a much
greater budget allocation to the Pell Grant program to deal with
the loan/grant imbalance that has developed over the past decade.
As you know, the Pell Grants are worth half what they used to
be.
I believe we are talking about our country and our democracy as
we know it today, and we are talking about our economic potential
as a Nation. We say to ourselves, well, education is important, but
there is a limited amount of money. I think we need to ask at the
same time can we afford not to compete in the world marketplace.
I urge the members of this committee to allocate more of our
Federal budget resources to investment expenditures as opposed to
consumption expenditures because it is through investment in our
national infrastructure and investment in our people that we will
grow and prosper as a Nation.
Last, my organization has been very active in the process of reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and I have submitted
for the record of these hearings our document with 85 specific recommendations for constructive change in delivery of student financial aid.
Senator PELL. Thank you, and I would add that the full statements of all the witnesses will be inserted in the record as if read.
I like your idea of the three pointssimplicity, integrity, and certaintyand I'll keep them in mind.

7-26
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[The publication entitled "Recommentations for Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965," by The Art Institutes International, Education Management Corporation, submitted by Mr.
Knutson is retained in the files of the committee.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Knutson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. KNUTSON

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Education, Arta and Humanities. I am Robert B. Knutson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Education
Management Corporation (EMC) of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Our employee-owned
company operates the eight Art Institutes of Atlanta, Georgia; Dallas and Houston,
Texas; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Seattle, Washington; and the Colorado Institute of Art in Denver, Celorado. The Art Institutes International serve 13.000 students in associate and baccalaureate degree
programs. Our students come from every state in the union and from 50 foreign
countries.

We also provide postgraduate paralegal training to students through The National Center for Paralegal Training and its consulting affiliations with universities in
the United States and Europe.
First and foremost, we believe in developing human potential; secondly, we know
that student success is everyone's job.
The Title IV student assistance programs were born out of a commitment by our
nation's leaders to create opportunity for our people, and to address the country's
needs for a trained work force. As Lyndon B. Johnson expressed it, "Every child
must be encouraged to get as much education as he has the ability to take." Or, as
Dwight D. Eisenhower said as he launched the National Defense Student Loan program, "The security of the nation requires the fullest development of the mental
resources and technical skills of its young men and women ... we must increase our
efforts to identify and educate more talent of our nation. This requires programs
that will give assurance that no student of ability will be denied an opportunity for
higher education because of financial need."
As Congress reviews and revises the student aid programs for the challenges of
the 1990s, I believe there are three important characteristics that must describe
these programs: Integrity, certainty and simplicity.
Integrity: Every American taxpayer ought to be assured that the more than $20
billion in federal appropriations for student loans, grants and work study funds
each year go to needy, deserving students who attend quality institutions. We do not
have that assurance now. This is true largely because the interdependent partnersthe states, the regional and national accrediting bodies and the U.S. Department of Educationhave not fulfilled their respective responsibilities. The solution
is not to throw away the current program and start over, but to delineate lines of
authority, hold each partner accountable, and pursue vigorously all those who deceive or commit fraud.

The Triadthe states, the regional and national accrediting bodies, and the Department of Education's eligibility and certification processesmust be strengthened in a way that ensures that well-managed, financially sound institutions are
certified and students attending these institutions gain access to the Title IV programs, that effective oversight of all eligible institutions occurs once eligibility is

established, and that quality instruction occurs at all postsecondary institutions.
Certainty: Congress, the President, and we in the higher education community
who administer the financial aid programs, have not kept our commitment to the
American people. We promised poor students grants, but substituted Loans. We told

middle income Americans they could borrow to help pay college costs, but hen
denied them loans because they were not poor enough. We have not assured
"access" or some measure of choice in higher education. Only recently have we
begun to ealize the long-term consequences of not investing in our citizens. We
need the certainty of a Pell Grant entitlement to prevent our best and brightest
from being saddled with too much debt. We need a Pelt Grant entitlement so that

low and middle income students can receive education after high school according to
their abilities and interests, instead of their economic background. We need a Pell

Grant entitlement to demona :ate our commitment to investing in our citizens so
that they can commit themselves to completing their education. We need a Pell
Grant entitlement to train American's work force of the future.
Pell Grants today are worth half what they were to students 18 years ago when
the program was started. Just to keep pace with inflation, the maximum Pell Grant
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billion to fund the proshould be $4,000 instead of $2,400. That might require '10 by
the Administration. I
gram instead of the $5.7 billion currently being requested
number
one
priority,
and
education expendibelieve education must be our nation's
investment
with
enormous
future
returns. If there is
tures should be considered an
the political will, we can find the political way.
demonstrates the academic potential
Every low and middle income student, who
postsecondary
education, must be guarand personal desire to successfully pursue a
Grant entitle-

anteed access to grant assistance. The Congress must enact a Pell
ment.
the forms that
Simplicity: Student aid has grown, and so has the complexity of
who
must handle
In
addition,
the
number
of
people
needy students must complete.
borrower
regulatkns
have
increased.
The
student
the forms has increased, as the
parties involved in
and his family can be readily perplexed because of the multipleFinancial
Aid Form
are well aware of the
the aid application process. I know you of
financial
aid
applicants
each
year.
which is completed by a large proportion
students and
The form is confusing, far too long, and often represents a barrier to
backgrounds
of
the
education
levels
and
family
their families. We must consider
find
a
simple
and
effective
to
complete
it.
I
know
we
can
many of those who attempt
each applicant's detailed
way to determine student eligibility without examining
the
Department
of Education,
family income history each year. Let us encourage
working with professionals in the financial aid community, to find a simpler way to
it.
make student aid available to those of our citizens who desperately need
Any student who has been determined to be poor for any other federal program
the maximum
should not have to again prove they are poor in order to qualify for
incomes of these
Loan.
In
addition,
since
the
family
Pell or SEOG award or Stafford
students rarely change, they should not be required to jump through the application
hoop each year to determine that they are still needy.
the
My organization has been very active in the process of Reauthorization cf
spells
include
in
the
record
document
which
Higher Education Act. I would like to
out our 85 specific recommendations for constructive change in the administratiOn
and delivery of student financial aid.
chalWe have an immense opportunity as we move through Reauthorization. Our
our counlenge is to turn the system around and make it work for students and for
this Committry. With your leadership, Senator Pell, and that of your colleagues on
tee, I am confident we will succeed.

Senator PELL. We now come to Dr. Dallas Martin, president of
the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,
and a very old friend of this committee.
Mr. MARTIN. Thank you, Senator Pell, Senator Kassebaum, and
Senator Wellstone.
We are delighted to have the opportunity to be with you today to

talk about what we can do to improve the Pell Grant program

during this reauthorization.
Our association, in anticipation of the upcoming reauthorization,
began about 18 months ago by going out to our members at all of
and so on to solicit input
our regional hearings and State hearings
from members of exactly what we would be doing to improve the
Pell Grant program.
During the course of those hearings, we heard most frequently
imbalthe issue that people are very concerned about the growing
financing
are
ance between grants and loans in terms of how we witnesses
preyoung people's postsecondary education. Many of the
Grant
the
percentage
of
their
Pell
sented data which showed that
funding at their institutions has declined by one-third to one-half
of what it was in 1979. By comparison, they also noted that the curaward of $2,400 does not begin to pay
rent Pell Grant maximum
educational
cost that it did 10 years ago.
for the same amount of
They felt that the Pell Grant program unfortunately no longer proto make
vides either the certainty nor an ar',--i:uate level of support
be.
that
it
wa,
always
intended
to
it the foundation program
p..) 9 olp,
#(..,
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In turn, these aid administrators are forced to provide many
high need students with not only a maximum Perkins Loan, but a
maximum Stafford Loan as well, in order to meet their postsecondary_education.

We also know, Senator, that research has shown that loans are
negatively associated with incentives that encourage low-income
minority students to pursue higher education. Therefore today,
when the percentage of loans is increasing as a part of a student's
overall financial aid package, it is not surprising to us that the
overall percentage of minority postsecondary school enrollment is
actually declining during a time when the number of minority students are graduating from high school in increasing numbers.
We therefore believe that if we are going to provide the opportunity for all of our citizens to obtain the fullest measure of education that we must significantly increase the Pell Grant program.
Therefore our first recommendation would be that we increase
the Pell Grant maximum award to be funded at $4,400 for the
1992-93 award year, and that then we cutomatically index that
award to rise at least $200 each year thereafter but certainly not
less than the increases in the Consumer Price Index.
Our reason for establishing the award at $4,400 is an attempt to
bring it back to where it was in 1978 after the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act was approved. Now, in the first year following
that enactment, the Pell Grant was $1,800. Had we indexed the
maximum award by a modest $200 a year, we would today find
that the award should be $4,200 as opposed to the $2,400 where it
is.

Further, the policy goal of the Pell Grant program has always
been that the Pell Grant program should cover up to 60 percent of
a student's cost of attendance. Our projections would suggest that
the average annual cost at a 4-year public college in 1992-93 will

be approximately $7,400. Sixty percent of that is $4,440.

Therefore, we would hope that we would make that change. We
would also hope that there would be assured full funding of the
maximum award, thereby giving future generations of students certainty that the Pell Grant program will again be the foundation.
Now, we recognize that this will cost some additional dollars to

the program. Therefore, we also have come up with some other
changes that would impose some restrictions on the current program. For example, our association would propose increasing the
Pell Grant minimum award from its current $200 to $400. We
would second recommend eliminating correspondence study credit
on programs of study that do not have at least a 2-semester residential component to it, and we would make these ineligible for
Pell Grants. Third, we would eliminate the award of Pell Grants to
students who are enrolled for less than half-time. And fourth, we
would propose limiting Pell Grant eligibility for students who are
incarcerated to only include direct educational costs that are associated with their course of study, i.e., tuition, required fees, and
books and supplies.

In addition, we also have three other changes that we would propose to the program. First, we would recommend that the 5-year
undergraduate limitation found in section 411(c) be eliminated. If
you look at the law, section 484(c) is a provision that requires stu-
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dents to maintain satisfactory academic progress for all Title IV
programs. Therefore, this additional time limitation is really redundant, unnecessary, and only creates additional monitoring and
unnecessary paperwork on behalf of both institutions and the department.
Second, in order to modify the paperwork, we would eliminate
the Student Aid Report. Instead, we would use the existing output
document to notify students of their eligibility.
And third, as we have already. testified at your hearing a couple
weeks ago, we would propose a single need analysis and a single
cost of attendance for all Title IV programs, thereby simplifying it.
With these changes, Senator, we believe that the l'ell Grant program could return to the foundation program that it was and
would really provide students with the certainty of educational opportunity for many years to come.
Thank you for giving us this opportunity to be with you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Martin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MARTIN

Senator Pell and Members of the Subcommittee, it is indeed a pleasure to have
the opportunity to appear before you today to express the views of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) and its more than
3,200 institutional members, on changes that we believe should be made to the Pell
Grant Program during this reauthorization.
In anticipation of these hearings and the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act, NASFAA, in the fall of 1989, embarked upon a systematic action plan to enable
the Association to develop a set of recommendations that would reflect the views
and address the concerns of our diverse membership. To insure that everyone had
process, we not only solicitan opportunity to provide input during our development
ed written comments for over 18 months, but we held a series of six formal hearings
in conjunction with each of our regional associations' annual meetings. The feedback that was received from this process was then carefully reviewed by a special
10-member Reauthorization Task Force. The recommendations developed by that
Task Force were then circulated to our entire membership for further comment,
and finally, after some adjustments, approved by our 27-member Board of Directors.
Therefore, we feel confident that the recommendations which we will be proposing
during this reauthorization represent a consensus of the views of the majority of the
financial aid administrators from across the nation who are working at institutions
representing all sectom of postsecondary education.
Throughout our deliberations we obtained numerous sugpstions on how to improve all phases of the student aid delivery process, as well as sug-stions on what
needs to be done to strengthen each of the individual federal Title IV student aid
programs. Today, however, I would like to specifically present our recommendations
on how to improve the Pell Grant Program.
During the course of our hearings, one of the most frequently-stated concerns was
the need to address the growing imbalance of available funding between the grant
and loan programs. Repeatedly, aid administrators from all types of schools across
the country told us that something needs to be done to restore the purchasing power
of the Pell Grant Program so that it can again serve as a viable foundation program
for students with demonstrated financial need. Witness after witness told us that
changes to the eligibility formula accompanied by inadequate funding levels over
the past decade have severely eroded the effectiveness of the program for students
at their schools. Many of these witnesses presented data which showed that the percentage of Pell Grant funding at their institutions has declined to one-third or onehalf of what it was in 1979. lay comparison, they noted that the current maximum
Pell Grant award of $2,400 does not begin to cover the same percentage of a student's educational cost as it did ten years ago. Similarly, they told us that many of
the students who come from moderate middle income families no longer qualify for
even a modest Pell Grant.
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From their experiences, the Pell Grant Program no longer provides the certainty
nor an adequate level of support to make it the foundation program it once was. In
turn, these aid administrators are forced to provide increasing numbers of' very
needy studonta at the start of their academic careers with not only a Perkins Loan,
but a maximum Stafford Loan as well. The result is that some of these higher need
students are simply choosing not to pursue postsecondary education, or are becoming so indebted earlier in their undergraduate degrees that it is affecting their education choices and decisions to consider graduate studies.
Research has also shown loans to be negatively associated with incentives to encourage low-income minority students to pursue higher education. Therefore, today,
when the percentage of loans is increasing as a part of a student's overall financial
aid package, it is not surprising the overall percentage of' minority postsecondary
school enrollment is declining during a time in which the percentage of minority
high school graduates is increasing.
If we hope to provide all of our citizens with an opportunity to obtain the fullest
measure of education that will enable them to participate equally within our society, then it is essential that we restructure the Pell Grant Program to insure ade-

quate and predictable funding from year to year. To help insure this is accomplished, we would propose that the Pell Grant maximum award be funded at $4,400
for the 1992-93 award year, and then automatically indexed to rise at least $200

each year thereafter, but not less than the Consumer Price Index.
Our reason for establishing the maximum award at $4,400 is an attempt to bring
it back in line with where it was following the passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act of' 1978. In the first award year following that Act, the maximum Pell Grant was $1,800. Therefore, had the maximum award been indexed in
such a manner at that time, increasing it by a modest $200 per year, we would have
a $4,200 maximum award for the upcoming 1991-92 award year as opposed to a
$2,400 maximum award, and a $4,400 maximum for the 1992-93 award year. Further, the policy goal of the Pell Grant Program is that it should cover up to 60 percent of a student's cost-of-attendance. Our projections suggest that the average
annual cost at a 4-year public college in 1992-93 will be $7,400. Therefore, 60 per-

cent of that cost would be $4,440. Further, we propose legislation which would
insure full funding of the maximum award each year, thereby giving assurance to
current and future generations of students that they can count on the Pell Grant
Program to be the foundation program that it must be.
Obviously these changes will increase the overall costs of the program and, therefore, help Insure that the Pell Grant dollars are being targeted to the most needy
students.
We would also propose imposing some further restrictions upon the current program. These changes would include the following:
1. Increasing the Pell Grant minimum award from its current $200 amount to

$400. While we realize that this change wig impact a small number of less
needy students, we feel that the limited funds must first be used to increase the
maximum award to a more realistic level and target the program upon those

with the greatest need. We would favor increasing the minimum award, however, only if there is a significant increase in the maximum award.
2. Eliminate correspondence study crediton programs of study that do not
have at least a two semester residential componentfrom being considered eligible programs.
3. Eliminate the awarding of Pell Grants to students who are enrolled for less
than half-time. While opinions on this isaue were more divided than on others,
a majority of our members su_pported the concept of restricting Pell Grants to
students who are enrolled half-time or more. Budgetary limitations and a belief
that it is more important to first fund disadvantaged students who are enrolled
on at least a half-time basis, were the two reasons most frequently cited by
those in the majority who supported this recommendation.
4. Limit Pell Grant eligibility for students who are incarcerated to only include direct educational costs associated with their course of study (i.e. tuition,
required fees, and books and supplies).
In addition to these eligibility limitations, NASFAA would also propose three additional changes to the program. First, we would recommend that the 5-year undergraduate limitation found in Section 411(c) be eliminated. While we support the concept that the program be limited to undergraduate students, the time restrictions
included in this section are administratively burdensome and unnecessary. Section
484(c) defines the conditions that all Title IV student recipients must meet in order
to be making satisfactory progreir -Insistent with the institutions' graduation re-
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quirements. Therefore, this additional time restriction is not necessary, and only results in unnecessary paper work and duplicative monitoring.
Second, we recommend that the Student Aid Report (SAIO currently required by
the Education Department be eliminated, and that the output document provided to
the student by the Department's multiple data entry processor be utilized insteadisasa
the official eligibility notification to both the student and the school. The SAR
creation of the Department and not required by law. As such, it is a duplicative
output form for most students that could be eliminated.
Third, we are proposing the implementation of a single need analysis system and
Ms. Natala Hart, who serves as
a single coet-of-attendance for all Title IV programs.
Affairs,
presented the Subcommittee
NASFAA Commissioner for Governmental
with an overview of our proposal for these changes on April 26. In keeping with our
goal to simplify the whole student aid application and delivery process, we feel that

these changes must be made. Therefore, I encourage you to incorporate those
help
changes, along with the programmatic modifications we have made today, to
federal
its
proper
role
as
the
foundation
of
the
restore the Pell Grant Program to

student assistance programs.
This concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman, but I would be happy to respond to
any questions that you or the Subcommittee have regarding our proposals. Again,
thank you for providing us the opportunity to present our recommendations.

Senator PELL. We now come to Dr. Jose Gonzalez, president of
the Inter-American University in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Mr. GONZALEZ. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of

the subcommittee.
I am Jose Ramon Gonzalez, president of the Inter-American Uni-

versity of Puerto Rico, the largest private university in Puerto
Rico, as well as the larpst Hispanic institution in the United
States, with a current student population of more than 41,000. Accompanying me today are Father Vincent Van Rooig, president of
the Association of Private Colleges and Universities of Puerto Rico,
and from Inter-American University, Este la Lopez, vice president

for academic affairs, and Maria Isabel de Jesus, assistant vice

president of finance.
Before I begin to discuss the Higher Education Act, I would like
to provide you with an overview of the higher education system in

Puerto Rico. We have a dual system consisting of a large private
sector of 30 institutions, and a public system of 8 institutions. In
1990, approximately 156,000 students were enrolled in the higher
education system. Of that number, 62 percent were in the private
sector, and 38 percent were in public institutions. Of those students
in private institutions, 82 percent graduated from public schools,
the remaining 18 percent from private schools. The latter group
came primarily from higher income families.
The higher education institutions in Puerto Rico are committed
to continue offering a quality education. For example, in order to
expand the opportunities of our students and faculty, we have entered into agreements with several Stateside universities. Unfortunately, cost remains as probably the principal consideration in
whether a student will or will not have access to a higher education institution. This is more so in Puerto Rico, where more than
62 percent of our families fall below the poverty line.
Tuition at the State university is $15 per credit hour, while at
private institutions, it averages $85 per credit hour. Average students in Stateside colleges paid approximately $6,000 for tuition
and fees in school year 1984-85, while at our institution in 1986-87,
our average student paid $2,209.
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We have not raised tuition and fees in the last 3 years, to avoid
further financial burden to our students. Our institutional data indicates that last year 87 percent of the approximately 41,000 under-

graduates were Pell Grant participants. For 77 percent of that

group, parent contribution was $100 or less of the Pell Grant average cost. Of the 37,000 students who applied for financial aid last
year, 70 percent had annual family incomes of less than $12,000.
Of all the financial assistance programs, the Pell Grant has had
the most significant impact by guaranteeing the participation of
lower-income students in higher education.
Our experience leads us to submit for your consideration the following recommendations for Title IV. The Pell Grant award should
be determined on the basis of 60 percent of the Pell Grant cost of
attending instead of limiting the award to a fixed amount.
In cases of students from families below the poverty level, and
who also live in areas with an unemployment rate higher than the

national rate, the minimum student contribution should be removed from the family contribution formula.
The Federal Government should encourage State governments to
provide additional financial aid to programs such as the State Student Incentive Grant which has a matching requirement.

Pell Grant recipients should be permitted to receive grants to
cover more than one full-time academic year of study during a 12month award year period and be allowed to extend the period of
eligibility for Pell Grants by one academic year.
We support the establishment of equal yearly amounts which
students may borrow from each year of college study in the Stafford Loan program for undergraduates.
Before I conclude, Mr. Chairman, some thoughts on Title III programs. The only ones focusing toward strengthening developing institutions which educate a large percentage of minority students.
I strongly recommend that the Title III program be maintained
in the reauthorization as it is presently structured, but with additional funds appropriated. In addition, I urge that the current setaside for minority institutions be retained. It is import and is clear-

ly shown in Puerto Rico where 14 of the 17 current Title III

projects qualify as a result of the set-aside for minority institutions.
In conclusion, the challenges of the past such ELS offering the best
possible education to the people of Puerto Rico in spite of limited

resources and spiralling costs ha%
ommitted us to try even
harder. We need to reinforce our rtnership with the Federal
Government to find new ways to respond to the needs of today's
society.

Mr. Chairman, since the creation of the Pell Grants, your name
in Puerto Rico has come to symbolize access to a quality education.
Before I finish, I want to invite you to observe first-hand an educational experience that your vision helped evolve.
Thank you, and we will be happy to answer any questions you

may have, but please include my entire statement for the record.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Gonzales.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gonzales follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. GONZALEZ

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I
am José Ram 6n Gonzalez, President of the Inter-American University of

Puerto Rico, the largest private university in Puerto Rico with a current
student population of 41,427 distributed in ten campuses throughout the
Island.1 Accompanying me today are: Father Vincent Van Rooig, President
of the Association of Private Colleges and Universities of Puerto Rico; and
from Inter-American University, Este la L6pez,.Vice President for Academic
Affairs, and Maria Isabel de Jesus, Assistant Vice President of Finance.
Before I begin discussing the Higher Education Act, I would like to take
a minute to provide you with an overview of the Higher Education System

in Puerto Rico, since I believe understanding our system will facilitate
understanding our needs. We have a dual .system consisting of a large
private sector of 30 institutions, and a public system of 8 institutions, for a
total of 38 institutions unevenly distributed within 75 locations across the
Island.2 A total of 47% of these are located in the San Juan Metropolitan area,
where 29% of the 3.5 million inhabitants of Puerto Rico live.3
During the academic year 1989-90, 156,147 students were enroled in the
Higher Education System. Of that number, 62% or 97,207 students were in the

private sector, and 38% or 58,940 were in public institutions. In the last ten

years, enrollment in private universities has increased 87%, while the
increase in the public sector has been a marginal 10%. Access to the less
1

Inter-American Universit- of Puerto Rico, Statistical Report. Fall Semester 199091.

2

Puerto Rico Council on Higner Education, Statistical Compendium, 1989-90.

3

1990 Population Census.
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affluent students is being provided by the private universities, while the
more affluent attend the State University.4 Tuition at the State University

costs $15 per credit hour at the undergraduate level; while at private
institutions, it costs an average of $85. At our Inter-American University, the
cost is $75 per credit hour.5

We believe the most important issues facing Higher Education in
Puerto Rico are the following:
1.

The relationship of the Island to the mainland United States and

the implications and impact of the migratory movements.
2.

The role of the Higher Education System in Puerto Rico in

providing quality education to minorities.
3.

The characteristics of the student population.

The costs and benefits of attending college in Puerto Rico vis-avis attending college stateside.
4.

I will explain each of these issues and make some general and specific
recommendations concerning Titles III and IV of the Higher Education Act.
MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS:

Because of the economic condition in the Island, the Puerto Rican
population on the mainland quadrupled between 1940 and 1950, and tripled
again by 1960.6 But in the 1960s, it was becoming evident that large cities on

the mainland were not offering opportunities for economic mobility and
educational opportunity. Lack of economic mobility in the United States

caused many Puerto Ricans to return to Puerto Rico during subsequent
4

1990 Population Census.

5

Puerto Rico Association of Private Colleges and Universities. 1990-91.

6

U.S. Census Bureau.
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decades. Most recently, Puerto Ricans who migrate to the mainland have a
college degree or at least a high school diploma. In 1983, 53% of the people
migrating to the mainland U.S. had 16 years or more of schooling and were
employed. The trend today is for a person with a postsecondary education to

migrate to the mainland in search of better job opportunities, especially in
those fields already saturated on the Island. This situation reverses the

original movement patterns which created att economic burden for the
United States Government. Today, this migratory movement provides
human resources, capable of dealing with the demands that result from a
growing minority population in the United States. Of course, the improved
educational preparation of Puerto Ricans also contributes to create a better
educated labor force on the Island.7
ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION:

Minority institutions are highly committed to providing students with
academic knowledge and skills that will prepare them for participation in the

Institutions in Puerto Rico have played a critical role in
supplykig human capital to various economic sectors in the Nation,
work force.

especially in the fields of Science, Engineering and Technologies.
Our ability to compete in an increasingly global and technologically

driven economy is essentially dependent on our capacity to recruit and retain
those traditiowily underprepared groups in technical disciplines. It is a
known fact that minorities, and especially Hispanics, will play an increasingly
significant role in the worktw-ce of the future.
The Inter-American University, a multicampus, non-profit institution,

establishes its academic programs on the premise that students should
7

The Puerto Rico Manning Board, 1983 and 1989.
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broaden their intellectual interest as well as prepare themselves in the best
possible way to earn their livelihood. It accomplishes this by offering a wide

array of programs and services directly related to job opportunities and the
need for human resources in both the public and private sectors. The InterAmerican University has maintained its accreditation by the Middle States
Association since 1944. Some of the professional programs of the University
are also accredited by organizations such as the American Bar Association, the

Council on Optometric Education, the Council on Social Work and the
National League of Nursing.

In order to offer our students and faculty the best opportunities
possible, we have established consortium agreements with universities such
as the University of Maryland at College Park, the University of Pittsburgh,

Florida Atlantic University, Florida Institute of Technology, Penn State
University, with several State Universities in New Jersey and most recently,

Long Island University and Brook Haven National Laboratory.

These

agreements enable our students to take courses, complete programs and do

research at these institutions. We also receive exchange students from the
mainland for periods of time that may vary from a summer session to a year.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENT POPULATION:

The student population attending the institutions of Higher Education
in the Island has the following characteristics:

62% of all College students attend private colleges and
universities.8

82% of the students in private institutions come from public
secondary schools, and
8

Puerto Rico Council on Higher Education. Statistical Compendium, 1989-90.
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the remaining 18% comes from private secondary schools.
primarily from families with higher income

The latter group comes
students attend the public
levels. This means that generally higher income
university system at a lower cost for themselves but a higher cost for the
where
government, while the poorest students attend the private system
The state university
costs are higher for them but lower for the government.
has maintained a set of admission criteria which de facto have limited the
Therefore, the private colleges
access of low income students to their system.

in reality the
and universities, including Inter-American University, are
pipeline to Higher Education for students form the lower socio-economic
levels.

student aid has
The availability of both federal and state funds for
able to do so, to
enabled many students, who otherwise would not have been
get a college education.

educate
According to a recent study, private colleges and universities
During the last decade,
two out of every three professionals in Puerto Rico.9
enhanced their
these private colleges and universities have substantially
academic and institutional quality.

to lower
Most importantly, universities are not only providing access
income students, but are also graduating them. In the year 1989-90, 19,495

public system and
university degrees were awarded: 8,827 (45.3%) by the
awarded, 2,503 were
10,668 (54.7%) by private institutions. Of the total degrees
degrees, or 20.3%
graduate degrees. Inter-American University awarded 3,951

of the total degrees awarded.10
9
10

Propuesta para una
Villamil, Joaquin: "La Situach5n del Sistema Universitario y
Nueva Legislacion", 1991.
1989-90 group.
Puerto Rico Council on Higher Education. Statistical Compendium,
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THE COST FACTOR:

When we compare the cost of a college education on the mainland
with that in Puerto Rico, we find that educational costs in Puerto Rico tend to

be lower, and the institutions still maintain the academic standards required

by the accrediting agencies. Research shows that in 1984-85, an average
student on the mainland paid $5,665 for tuition and fees while two years later,

at the Inter-American University, an average student paid $2,203.11 We have

not raised our tuition and fees in the last three years to avoid adding further

financial burden to our students.

This way, we have increased their

opportunities of completing their educational objectives.

This broad view of the higher education scene on the Island supports
the position that Puerto Rico has thus far succeeded in providing educational

opportunities to a vast number of first generation minority students from the
lower economic classes, thereby improving their opportunities for success as a

minority group.
STUDENTS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE - TITLE IV:

In Puerto Rico, student financial aid is synonymous with access to
university studies. As we will show with institutional data, the availability of

Federal Student Aid is the most important factor in guaranteeing the
participation of lower income groups in higher education.
According to the Bureau of Statistics of the Puerto Rico Department of

Labor and Human Resources, the unemployment rate for Puerto Rico was
14.2% in the 1990 Calendar Year. The highest unemployment rate is for the
16 - 24 year old group (30.4%). Almost 70 percent of our students are within
11

Inter-American University of Puerto Rico. Planning Office.
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this age group. Therefore, education to them is the best option for the
fulfillment of a productive life.
At our Institution, nearly 100% of our students are Hispanic residents
of Puerto Rico who come from low-income Puerto Rican families. Most of
the students (62%) who applied for financial assistance in 1989-90 depend on

their parents. Out of 39,727 undergraduates who attended this Institution
during 1989-90; 34,528 (87%) were Pell Grant recipients.12 These participants

were distributed by annual family contribution (PGI) as follows:
PELL GRANT PARTICIPANTS
BY ANNUAL FAMILY CONTRIBUTION
1989-90

STUDENTS

PGI IN
(U.S.) $

$100 or less
$101 to $500
$501 to $900
$901 to $1,300

$1,301 and above
TOTAL

Percenta

Amount
26,358

77

4,261

12

1,958

6
3
2

1,143

808

34,528

,

-

100

This table reveals that 77% of our Pell Grant participants parents were
able to pay for only 2.4% ($100 or less) of the Pell Grant average cost at InterAmerican University. This average cost was $4,202 for fiscal year 1989-90.
The Table also shows that 89% (77 + 12) of the participants' parents for the

same period could pay for no more than 11.9% (up to $500) of this cost.

12

Inter-American University of Puerto Rico, Office for Student Financial Aid,
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The 36,555 students who applied for financial aid in 1989-90 had annual

family incomes as illustrated.
APPLICANTS FOR AID BY

ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME AND ACADEMIC LEVEL
1989-90

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS

GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
STUDENTS

TOTAL STUDENTS
INTER-AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY

ANNUAL INCOME

Number Percentage Number Percentage wNumber Percentage
Less than $6,000 13,471
38
408
38 13,879
38

$6,000 - $8,999

7,175

20

105

10

7,280

20

$9,000 - $11,999

4,352

12

121

12,

4,473

12

$12,000 - $14,999

3,211

9

107

10

3,318

9

$15,000 and over
TOTAL

7,282

21

323

30

7,605

21

35,491_

100

1,064

100

36,555

100

This Table shows that 70% of the applicants had an annual family
income of less than $12,000. To be under the poverty level, a family of four

members must have an annual income of $11,661 or less. Thus, at our

Institution almost 70% of the applicants come from families below the
poverty level, The differences in percentages by academic level are not
significant.
STUDENTS NEEDS:

Even though attendance cost as determined by the Pell Grant Program
is less than the actual cost, the following illustration gives an idea of student
needs:
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.a participants at
In 1989-90, the average cost of attendance for Pell
Inter-American University of Puerto Rico was determined ' .3 be $4,204. The

total Pell Grant cost for all participants was S145,162,960. The average Pell
by Pell
Grant payment was $1,796. The difference, that is, the amount not met

remaining need of
Grant ($2,408 multi?lied by 34,528 participants), leaves a
583,143,424. This mehus that close to 60% are not covered by Pell Grants.
In other words, in addition to Pell Grant, our students had to use other
resources to cover the cost of their education. The following Table lists the
Pell Grant and those other resourcep:
RESOURCES USED TO MEET STUDENT NEEDS
STUDENT AID
1989-90

Pell Grant
Supplemental Educational
FEDERAL
Opportunity Grant
College Work Study
Perkins Loan
State Student Incentive Grant
(State and Federal)
Educational Fund
STATE
Legislative Scholarship
INSTITUTIONAL Institutional Aid
FEDERALLY

GUARANTEED

$62,019,536
2,187,824

3,830002
2,180,828
302,582
1,934,518
660,010
1,178,199

Guaranteed Student Loans
TOTAL

16,244,199

$90,537,998

This table shows that our students received a total of $90,537,998,
including the portion paid to our graduate students.

Our Pell Grant
(Revised)
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participants, as mentioned before, after receiving this Grant still had an
unmet need of $83,143,424.

To meet this need, they had the following

available resources:
Expected Family Contribution (PGI)

$ 9,065,608

Financial Aid in Addition to Pell Grant

28318,462
$37,584,070

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Our primary purpose at the Inter-American University is to provide

access to students and retain them so they can achieve their educational
objectives. Therefore, we want to make certain that the reauthorization of

the Higher Education Act continues to support the education of the
underrepresented Hispanic minority.

For this reason, we offer for your consideration the following
recommendations:
The Pell Grant awards should be determined on the basis of 60%

of the Pell Grant cost of attendance instead of limiting the award to a
fixed maximum amount.

In cases of students from families who live in areas with an
unemployment rate higher than the national, the minimum student

contribution should be removed from the family contribution
formula.

It is recommendeu that the following sections be amended by
eliminating the period at the end and adding "except for students from

families below the poverty level living in areas where the
unemployment rate is higher than the national rate:
475(g) 1 (A)
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475(g) 1 B
476(b) 1 C
477(b) (1)

the State
The Federal Government should encourage
funds through
Governments to provide additional financial aid
Incentive Grant which requires
programs like the State Student
matching.

of equal yearly amounts
We also support the establishment
of college study in the
which students may borrow from each year
Stafford Loan Program for undergraduates.

receive grants to
Pell Grant recipients should be permitted to
during a twelvethan one full-time academic year of study

cover more

period of eligibility for Pell
month award year period and to extend the
Grants by one academic year.

TITLE III:

offering its students, full
Inter-American University is committed to
undergraduate, adult and traditional, male
time and part time, graduate and
Yet, we are also aware of the
and female, the best quality education possible.
competitive; of the need to
cost involved in keeping our academic programs
such as libraries, labs, and other
prevent our educational support services
to guarantee that our
technology from becoming obsolete; and of the need
possible and are up to date in their
faculty members have the best preparation
main challenges we have
discipline. To us as an institution, these are the
identified for the next decade.

In

.1(
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In this respect, the Strengthening Institutional Programs, specifically

Parts A and C under Title III, have been of significant help towards
strengthening our Institution as well as others.

At present, there are 17 programs at different post-secondary
institutions in Puerto Rico that are being funded through Title III. Of these,
14 programs were granted based on the set-aside for minority institutions.

At Inter American University, some of our most innovative projects

were started with funding from Title III.

Two such examples are the

following:

Computer Labs for faculty were established at several of our campuses

so that the faculty could learn to use modern technology in the teachinglearning process. Inter American University has expanded this project with
institutional funds and today each campus has its own faculty computer lab.
As a result, faculty involvement with computers has increased significantly

throughout the University.
A computerized academic advising system is being developed at our
lafgest campus with Title III funds. The University is already expanding the

project with its own funds to the rest of the campuses. (See Appendix 1 for
list of other programs.)
The computerized academic advising system will be of great assistance
in our retention efforts. Improved retention, in turn, will assure that a larger

percentage of our students achieve their academic objectives.

Endowment Challenge Grants have permitted institutions with
limited resources such as ours to build an endowment fund to reduce
dependency on tuition and strengthen financial stability.
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RECOMMENDATIONE:

The Tittle LH program is the only program under the Higher Education
Act which focuses its efforts towards strengthening developing institutions

that service a large percentage of minority students including Historical Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCU) and other minority institutions. This

program has a direct impact on minority human resources in this Nation,
and we cannot afford to alter it in any way.

This is supported by the fact that in Fiscal Year 1990-91, of the 1,100
institutions fn the Nation that requested eligibility to Title III, 954 were
granted eligibility as developing institutions and finally, only 104 institutions
were recipients of Title III grants. There is no doubt that there is a national

need to assist and strengthen developing institutions across the Nation. This
Title III effort is a means of providing evidence of the Nation's commitment

to increase the pool of minority human resources in fields where they are
currently needed and underrepresented. As President of the largest Hispanic,
private institution in the Nation, I strongly recommend that the Title HI

Program be maintained in the Reauthorization as it is presently structured
and that additional funds be appropriated in order to assist additional
developing institutions in fulfilling tlieir mission.

The current set-aside for minority institutions should be kept as a
means by which the U.S. Department of Education can assure that funds are
directed towards the strengthening of developing minority institutions in the
Nation. This minority set-aside has been of great benefit for the survival of
these minority institutions. As mentioned before, of the current 17 Title II1
proiects in Puerto Rico, 14 qualified because 25% of the funds were set-aside

for minority institutions.
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I also feel that Congress should consider establishing a program to
assist Hispanic serving institutions. We understand that the Hispanic

Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) is asking for the
establishment of such a program with a $30 million funding level. A
member of HACU, Inter-American University endorses such a program. The

program would not threaten the HBUC set-aside. On the contrary, it would

expand the program to target Hispanic serving institutions, the fastest
growing sector of our population.

The Endowment Challenge Program is most certainly a program that

assists developing institutions to establish a means for future financial
stability and security. In the past, this Part of Title III has been instrumental

in increasing our institution's Endowment Fund.

However, I strongly
recommend that the period of five years be reinstated as it existed in its

original regulatory structure.

Furthermore, I believe it

is vital that

institutions be allowed to receive an Endowment Grant for three years of the
five-year period and afterwards, be eligible to reapply in the next five-year
period. With regard to the amount allowable to apply for, I urge you to
maintain its current level.
CONCLUSION:

The challenges of the past, such as offering the best education possible
to the people of Puerto Rico in spite of limited resources and spiraling costs,
have committed us to try even harder. However, we cannot do it alone. We

need to face the challenges of the future in a partnership with the Federal
Government that will lead us to find new and innovative ways, which in
turn will enable us to respond to the needs of today's society.

Thank you, and I will be happy to answer any questions that you may
have.
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APPENDIX I

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE

STRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONS PROGRAMS

SAN GERMAN CAMPUS:

Budget Period:

10/01/89 - 90/30/92

Activities:
Development of a Management Information System.
I.
Development of an Assessment Program.
2.
Fstablishment of a Bilingual Writing Center.
3.
MEIRCEDLETAILCAMPLIS:

Budget Period:

10/01/26 -90/30/89

Activities:
Development of a Management Information System.
1.
Development of an External Resource Information Center.
2.
Developing a Word Processing Laboratory.
3.
Budget Period:

10/01/90- 09/30/91:

Activities:
Student Services: Academic Advising.
1.
ARECIBO UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:

Budget Period:

10/01/86 -90/30/89

Activities:
Improving Science Instruction Via Computers.
1.
Computer Literacy Program.
2.
Career Counseling and Placement Center.
3.
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INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
VICEPRESIDENCY OF DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC MATIONS

TITLE III PROJECTS APPROVED WITHIN TUX
Site

LAST FIVE WM

Title of Project

Grant
Award

Project
Pexiod

Metropolitan campus

Endowment Challenge Grant

$1,010,000.00

OC .1/89
05/3i/09

San German Campus

Endowment challenge Grant

$1,010,000.00

(Temporarily
Reserved)

San Gorman Campus

Endowment Challenge Grant

$

400,000.00

04/01/86
03/31/06

San German Campus

Endowment Challenge Grant

$

400,000.00

07/01/87
06/30/07

Ponce Regional college

Endowment Challenge Grant

$

250,000.00

04/01/86
03/31/06

Ponce Regional college

Endowment Challenge Grant

$

250,000.00

07/01/87
06/30/07

San German Campus

strengthening Institution
Program

%

160,000.00

10/01/89
09/30/90

San German Campus

Strengthening r-stitutions
Program (Contimition)

$

189,264.00

10/01/90
09/30/91

San German Campus

Strenthening Institution
Program (Continuation)

$

185,602.00

10/01/91
09/30/92

Arecibo University
College

Strengthening Institutions
Program

$

108,302.00

10/01/86
09/30/87

Arecibo University
College

Strengthening Institutions
Program (Continuation)

$

63,465.00

10/01/87
09/30/88

Arecibo University

Strengthening Institutions
Program (Continuation)

$

65,415.00

10/01/88
09/30/89

Metropolitan Campus

Strengthening Institutions
Program

$

115,000.00

10/01/86
09/30/87

Metropolitan Campus

Strengthening Institutions
Program (Continuation)

$

163,720.00

10/01/87
09/30/88

Metropolitan Campus

Strengthening Institutions
Program (Continuation)

$

171,055.00

10/01/88
09/30/89

Metropolitan Campus

Strengthening Institutions
PrograM

$

116,123.00

10/01/90
09/30/91

College_
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Senator PELL. Dr. Edward Elmendorf, vice president for governmental relations, American Association of State Colleges and Universities, and with a long background with this committee.
Dr. Elmendorf.
Mr. ELMENDORF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Kassebaum.
Let me begin by thanking the committee for inviting me to be
here today. I don't need to restate the fact that the Senator has
just given you the data on a $5.3 billion program, the Pell Grant
program, 3.4 million students, and a participation rate of about one
in four, or 25 percent of the total students enrolled in higher education actually participate in this program. I think we could do
better.
Let me also say that 5 minutes will not do justice to the complexity of what I have to say today, so I am making available the 13
associations and systems which have endorsed this testimony to
work with you, Senator, any of the staff or any of the other Senators' staff to try to go through, and we hope you can review and
understand and we hope see the benefits of what we are about to
say to you.

We face two problems that I would like to talk about today. The

first is funding. The Pell program, as you have heard Dallas

Martin say, has been inadequately funded. We believe it must be
restored to a level that could be protected, we think, with some legislative language that we are going to suggest today, and the distribution formula that carries that money needs to be carried under a
sound policy and with an equitable basis of distribution. So my purpose in being here is to ask the subcommittee to address both problems, that of underfunding and that of the adoption of sound policy
against which these funds may be distributed.
First, problem one, funding. Senator, in your statement of February 21, I believe you said that we must act to ensure that the grant

is the major student aid program at the Federal level, and I

couldn't agree with you more on that statement.
But where we are now in addressing that problem gives me some
major indigestion. I believe that we are on the road to reauthorization, but we need to make a very obvious and immediate U-turn.
We find ourselves 180 degrees out of sync with the chairman's

statement that the grant program is the major student aid program. Why is that? The erosion in the value of the Pell Grants

over the last decade, as Dr. Martin has explained, has resulted in a
reversal of roles for Pell and Stafford. The Pell Grant in all honesty has been set aside; it has been displaced as the centerpiece and
the foundation of the Federal student aid programs.
I believe that Dr. Martin gave you some testimony and I can add
a little bit to that by simply taking the Middle-Income Assistance
Act of 1978, Pell eligibility criteria for a family of four. It was set
at $25,000. In today's dollars, that amount would be $49,438, not
$25,000. In comparison, the current income eligibility cut-off for

Pell right now is $35,778, $12,000 less than what it would have
been if the Middle-Income Assistance Act had had the CPI added to
it over the last 15 years.
What has happened over the last decade is the underfunding of
the Pell program has cut the working class family out of the pro-
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gram and at the same time has lowered the value of the award to
those who do receive it.

Fifteen years ago, we had a Pell Grant maximum award of

$1,400. That has increased by $1,000 in the last 15 years. Essential-

ly using 1976 constant dollar terms, we are $400 below where it
would have been had we just extended it from 1976 to now at the
CPI rate.
For me and an institution or representing a set of institutions,
that means that the Pell maximum today buys less than 40 percent
at an average public 4-year institution's cost. What it bought in
1975 was about 62 percent of the average cost of attendance at
public institutions.
To bring that point home, I need only State that the vast majori-

ty of the students who attend public institutions of higher education in this country, particularly after the grants have been taken
out and after the family has contributed everything it can toward
the cost of that education, that student must borrow.

I looked at the data for our institutions in the public sector,
where our average tuition is less than $2,000 a year, and it turns
out that six out of every ten .Federal aid recipients in the 4-year

public sector borrow. That is 60 percent.
Our freshmen most at risk in borrowing have to borrow an average of $1,800. We need to change that.

Let me go on to the funding solution. We propose three things
for the si.: Immittee to consider. The present maximum award,
now $2,40,, we believe should be increased to $4,000. We believe
that the Pell Grant formula needs to be indexed to the Consumer
Price Index as Dr. Martin has suggested, and we believe that the
Department of Education ought to have its authority for linear reduction replaced by authority to borrow against next year's appropriations.
The second problem we have basically is the distribution of that

money, and for that we have spent about 24 months working together with a group of associations to come up with a new Pell
Grant formula based on a sound set of criteria.
Four criteria constitute that formula. The Pell award should be
decreased as a family's ability to pay increases. The Pell award
should try to meet the highest percentage of need to the lowestpriced institutions. The Pell should try to recognize that an added
expense for students attending higher-priced institutions make it
more tuition-sensitive. And fourth, the award should reach students beyond the $35,000 eligibility level; up to $43,000 is where
our formula would take it.
Our formula is a very simple one. It is a $2,500 living allowance
plus 25 percent of tuition up to the maximum award we have suggested of $4,000 minus the effective family contribution. The formula we have developed meets the test in all four of these criteria.
The current Pell Grant program as I have pointed out in the charts
attached to my testimony fails in all four of those areas.
Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions you
might have about that as the committee may choose.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Elmendorf follows:]
Pr'y
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MIL ELMENDORF

My name is Edward Elmendorf and I am the Vice President of the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities. I am testifying here on behalf of the 370
member institutions of AASCU, as well as on behalf of the higher education associations
members of the
listed on the cover of this testimony. I would like to thank you and the
subcommittee for this opportunity to present our views.
My statement today supplements the initial statement provided to the Subcommittee

of twelve higher education
on March 21, 1991 by President Hoke L Smith on behalf
associations. Our purpose today is to center on the Pell Grant program aspect of our
reauthorization proposals.

This reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 comes at a time when our
faced with a wide array
nation is facing tremendous challenges at home and abroad. We are

effective
of problems, virtually the only agreement about which is that the single most
is truly not a
remedy to all of them is a better education system. Spending on education
future. At a time
drain on our national resources, but a sound investment in our country's
the trade
when the country confronts an enormous and ever-increasing national debt, when
imbalance between the U.S. and the rest of the world is threatening American jobs, when
danger, and when drug abuse is
our traditional technological superiority appears to be in
luxury we cannot
reaching epidemic proportions, investment in education may seem to be a
indicates that every
afford. The history of the federal funding for education, however, clearly
taxpayers'
federal dollar spent to better educate our citizens brings a tremendous return on
crime-prevention, welfare and
money in added productiveness, lower social spending on
to the
unemployment, greater American exports, and substantially increased tax revenues
bill, the return on
Treasury. The classic illustration of the return on education is the G.I.
been about forty dollars.
every dollar of federal investment in which is estimated to have

nation's
Despite the near-unanimous belief in the importance of education to our
Page I
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future, federal support for it has diminished over the last decade. While the
states have
attempted to rill the gap in financial support for education by the policies of
the last ten
years, there is every indication that the reassertion of an active federal role is the only
way
for American education to become truly competitive with the rest of the
industrialized world.
My purpose today is to share with you what I believe is wrong with
our existing policies.
especially as they relate to the financing of higher education, and to propose alternative
policies to remedy the problems. It is becoming increasingly clear that the
trend away from
grants to loans, a process which has shifted an unfair portion of costs to students in
the form
of large amounts of indebtedness, carries with it huge social costs. These
costs are slowly
becoming visible in the form of escalating defaults, the result of borrowing by students
for
whom loans were never intended as the proper vehitle of educational
finance, as well as in
the more subtle trend to regard higher education only as a means to obtain lucrative jobs.
This latter process, which is familiar to almost every American family with
a college-aged
child, is forcing numerous students to pursue fields o specialty on the
basis of future
earnings, and is robbing our nation of some of the most needed specialists such
as teachers,
social workers, and those who would work in the public sector.

The specific federal program where the shift away from grants to loans is most
transparent is the Pell Grant program. In the minds of too many of our nation's aspiring
students, the Pell Grant Program hnbeen displaced as the centerpiece and the foundation
of the
stude red
'4 all
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t
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grgial v la_c_xsjulkplagoilmilie_51.afform. a program that was never

conceived as a low-income sducational assistance program. The original Guaranteed
Student Loan program was initiated as a low-cost mechanism for federal assistance
to
middle-income students who would not meet the eligibility requirements for federal grants.

It is helpful to recall that the income eligibility cut-off for Pell grants, in essence the income
level below which loans were considered the incorrect form of federal
support, in 1979 was
approximately $25,000, a figure which, when indexed to the inflation rate, would be almost
$49,000 today. The eligibility cut-off today is $35,778, more than $13,000 below the figure

for 1973. This erosion in the reach of Pell grants is a major contributor to the escalating
costs of the Stafford program.
Page 2
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In addition to the narrowing eligibility standard for Pell, there has been a
decrease in value of what Pell grants can buy today which the following comparison
represented 61.8% of average cost of
demonstrates. In 1975 the maximum Pell Grant

the same

attending public institution while it represents less than 38% of today's costs at
1975 and less
institutions. The comparative numbers for private institutions are 32.8% in
of the
than 18% today.' Another way of illustrating the decline in thc purchasing power
Academic Year 90-91
Pell grants is to take note of the fact that in 1975 constant dollars, the
of $1,400 (See Figure 1).
maximum award of $2,400 is almost $500 less than the AY 75-76

of financing higher
It is little wonder then that loans have become the primary vehicle
the more expensive
education for most students, not only for middle-income students at
universities. The
private institutions, but also for low-income studentstt public colleges and
about student
data we have clearly demonstrate tho. error of the common misperception
I believed that in our 4 year
borrowing that even I believed until I evaluated this data.
income, most "at-risk"
public sector with average resident tuition of less than $2000, our low
amount. I was
students would not need tn borrow and that if they did, it would be a small

public sector borrow! The average
wrong: six of ten federal aid recipients in the four year
risk of failing, is
amount they borrow in the freshman year, the year when they are most at
$1800.

the
This condition of ever-increasing dependence on loans must not prevail;
the results we see

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act is our opportunity to reshape
If the Pell
before us today and restore these programs to their originally intended purposes.
only 25% of those in
Grant program is intended to provide access to higher education and
Congress intended access to
higher education are the beneficiaries, have we achieved what
Is it 50%? How will we
mean? What is the measure of access we would find acceptable?
low that those who might
ever know if the income levels for eligibility themselves are so
they honestly believe it is a waste of time and that they
decide to apply never do because
the foundation program ft
would not qualify? Making the Pell Grant the centerpiece,
its successor loan
student aid ought to be the goal. Restoring the Stafford Loan program or
role, rather than its current role of the centerpiece of federal

program to its intended

12-13.
Arthur Hauptman, The Tuition Dilemma (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1990)
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student aid programs, should also be our- objective. To accomplish these twin goals
may
take a substantial investment in federal funding and it may take making the Pell
Grant an
entitlement program. We understand why it may not be

possible to make Pell an
entitlement at this time, but our goal should not change. What you have
before you as a

proposal for reauthorization of the higher education act is what we believe can be
accomplished in this next cycle of reauthorizations and we strongly urge you to give it
your
most diligent and supportive consideration.
Despite its status as the largest federal student aid program and its potentially crucial
importance in making higher education more broadly available, the formula written into law

for the calculation of Pell awards suffers from several serious flaws. The flaws and
irregularities of the current formula, long a subject of debate and argument in the higher
education community, are in need of immediate revision at the upcoming reau:horization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 if the Pell program is to be restored as the backbone
of federal student aid policy. I am here today to describe an alternative Pell formula which
might allow us to restore Pell to the position of prominence Congress intended it to occupy
in the federal financing of higher education. The current formula, as written into the
statute
during the 1986 reauthorization, is composed of three components, the lesser of which
determines the amount of the recipient's award. These components are:

Award= Lesser of (Maximum Award - EFC) or (cost of attendance - EFC) or 60% COA
where:

EFC= Expected Family Contribution2

cost of attendance= COA (Tuition + Living Cost)
Living Cost= $2400, and Maximum Award= $2400 under current funding
levels.3

2 The method of calculation for the EFC is itself another crucial component of necessary reforms in the
Pell program, but will not be addressed here.
3 It should also be noted that the living allowance and Maximum Award were tied together by statute in
the last reauthorilation.
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is cost of
Of the three components of the formula, the easiest to understand and accept
that
attendance minus expected family contribution. This provision essentially guarantees
(defined as costs minus
the amount of award would never be higher than any student's need
of the formula is
expected family contribution.) Another reasonably intuitive component
which limits the Pell
maximum award minus expected family contribution. This ingredient,
maximum
award, is the
program to those with expected family contributions below the
decreasing awards as incomes
means by which the program targets low-income students by
of much
increase.' The most problematic element of the current formula, and a source
provision which limits the
controversy within the higher education community, has been the
receive to 60% of their total cost of attendance. This

maximum award recirients may

tuition levels
provision is the sole component of the current program to react to different
changes
exactly as
(because the living cost is defined by statute, cost of attendance
varying tuitions,
institutional tuitions do.) The manner in which cost of attendance reacts to
students with
however, is punitive rather thar positive: instead of giving higher awards to
tuition institutions (primarily
higher tuitions, it ensures that awards to students at the lowest

of ($2400 +
community colleges) are reduced to 60% of their implied cost [i.e. 60%
family contributions to
tuition)" This sme provision permits students with higher expected
obtain a higher percentage of that need through the Pell program

than the students with the

this provision of the formula, which
very lowest expected family contributions.5 Under
student with a family
currently determines the awards of more than one million recipients, p
with an income
income of $20.0VO can =Om the same award as a student from a family
probably
second
only to
is
glAIMQ. This fundamental aspect of the formula
into indebtedness. By
appropriations underfunding in terms of driving low-income students
tuition schools, the
artificially limiting the awards of the lowest income students at the lowest
and forces the population at the
current formula undercuts the most basic goal of access
default costs of that program up.
greatest risk into the Stafford Program, thus driving the
of low tuition schools and
The fundamental inequities of the current formula in its treatment
for example, allowed a maximum award of S2,400, ard
4 Fiscal year 1991 appropriations of 35.28 billion,
from
families
with
incomes
of 335,778.
in this way excluded students

the award by the mated family
Analytically, this is due to the fact that this rule does not reduce
is not '60% of the cost of attendance
award
it
governs,
i.e.,
because
it
contribution of the recipients whose
minus expected family contribution'.
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low income students are clearly apparent in Figure 2.

In the (ii igher education community's attempt to arrive
at a more defensible
instrument for he distribution of the Pell program funds,
a number of simple criteria have
been developed.' These basic criteria are:
1-

For students attending institutions with similar cltarges. the Pell
award should
sIscrease as the expected family contribution increases. This criterion
addresses the
lack of "horizontal equity" in the current formula. Ensuring that the Pell Grant
decreases as incomes increase is predicated on the principle that government
subsidies should be primarily targeted at lower-income recipients.
The present
program's opposite tendency, i.e., its increase of percentage of need met with
increasing income at low-tuition institutions, is the most glaring violation of this
basic
principle.

2-

The present punitive treatment of lowincome students at low tuition
institutions
should be abandoned in favor of a formula that also seeks to meet the highest
percentage of need at the lowest priced institutions. This criterion embodies
our
collective commitment to the priority of access over choice.

3-

ay _EA atgagnimouhpuld institute a means of recognizing the added

expenses

of students at higher tuition institutions, and renlace the punitive
tuition-sensitivity
gjilltnumni law with lingslaugamousigthtimigatumititly.
4-

There should be an effort to create a theoretically sound formula
with theproper
financial parameters which would render the Pell Grant program into
an effectiv_e

gliematheloicius for low and moderate income students.
5-

Ilt

LI

.

di

aw d

1

I

I

1

I.

*

*

I

11*

adequate resources to students attendinz baccalaureate as well as shorter-term
6 These criteria were first clearly articulated by OMB's Fred Fischer
during the last reauthorization.
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programs. The Pell program as currently authorized and funded covers a significant
portion of the costs of short-term programs, but is Nubstantially less effective for
degree-seeking students.

consists of a
The higher education associations' proposal on the Pell Grant program seeks
simple formula that engenders these criteri3 through separating the living cost (access) and
Pell award
the tuition (choice) components of Cost of Attendance, The calculation of the
$2,500
to a
under our formula is done through the addition of a basic (living) allowance of
of that amount by the student's expected famiiy

portion of tuition and the reduction
contribution.

Award (Lesser of ((25°A Tuition + $2500) or Maximum Award of $4,000)) - EFC
The basic effect of using this bifurcated approach is that it enfranchises everyone at

contribution for

every tuition level by providing a uniform subsidy of $2,500-expected family
of choice. I
access, while recognizing the impact of tuition, and providing some measure

less

would like to note that the S2500 basic allowance component of the formula represents
than half the actual living expenses uf students.' In addition, this formula will react to
increased tuitions in an entirely non-inflationary manner because it covers only a quarter of

for tuition increases
every dollar of tuition increase, and therefore will not be an incentive
embody the
as a means of recouping federal dollars. The use of this formula would
moderate-income
principles I cited earlier including the extension of Pell Grant eligibility to
students from families with incomes up to $43,000.

Two important additional parts of our proposal are: (1) to index the Pell maximum
entitlement, v.hich is
to the Consumer Price Index as an alternative to turning Pell into an
authority of the
clearly our first preference, and (2) to replace the current linear reduction
to borrow from next year's
Education Department with departmental authority
reversal
appropriations in case of funding shortfalls. There does indeed appear to exist a

Cathy Henderson,
Education. 1990).
7

'Projections of Student Budgets,

(Washington, D.C.: American Council on
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of priorities when the federal programs targeting the most needy students, Le Pell, SEOG,
CWS, and Perkins, are subject to the annual appropriations battles, while the Stafford loan

program, the middle-income part of the federal financing policy for education, is an
entitlement, The indexing ot Pell awards to the Consumer Price Index would at least ensure
that there viould be no further erosion of the program's value in the coming years. This
concludes my testimony and I will be pleased to answer any question you or other members
of the subcommittee may have regarding our proposals.

Figure 1
Comparison of the Increase in the Pell Grant Maximum

in Nominal Dollars and Decrease in Constant Dollars
FY 76-91

1974

1977

1071

1579

1162

9111

1911

19113

Conslazd '4'

1111

1905

cumnt s

1100

1957

11111

1959

1710

1

50111SZE American Council on Education, Office of Legislative Analysis, based on
data front rennomic Ind1C0/1111. and EconomicAniilludgetilutlook, Congressional
Uudget Office, 1990.
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FIGM2.4

Current Pell Formula
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FIGURE 3-A

Current Pell Formula
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Proposed Pell Formula
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Sella Or PELL. I would turn to our ranking minority member,
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSESAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have to leave
in just a few moments, and the chairman very graciously said I

could ask a few questions.
all
I think all of you made some similar comments. One, I believe
and
aswould feel that the Pell Grant should be an entitlement, have
suming that that is going to be difficult to accomplish, some
made further recommendations.
Let me just ask are you comfortable with the eligibility as it is
now determined?
that
Mr. ELMENDORF. I'll answer that. My testimony will show

that. We'd first of all like to see it
we are not at all happy withwhat
CPI was, it would be almost
raised. If it were raised to
$50,000 family income.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I understand that, but I mean what counts

in many of
as far as assets. This has been a concern, as you know,
counted.
That is
farm
equity
and
what
is
the rural areas as far as
what I was asking.
Mr. ELMENDORF. I am going to defer to Dr. Martin on that question because we have supported him along the way, and I believe
he is working on that problem right now.
aware,
Mr. MARTIN. Senator Kassebaum, as you probably arerelations
commissioner
of
our
government
Tally Hart, who is the
ago
committee, had testified before this committee a c -uple of5 week
years
on
about a new plan that we have been working on four
both
the
Pell
how to finally fold the existing need analysis in
MethodolGrant formula and the other formula, the Congressional
for
all
Title
IV aid,
ogy, that we use now to determine eligibility
into a single shin-Kriel formula.
formula and
We have now concluded the technical work on that
number
of steps
there are a
are advancing that. In that formula,
byfor
students.
There
are
some
that would simplify the program
low
income,
such
as
passes, for example, fGr people who have very
take
a
differthat to
AFDC recipients. There is also a provision in
obviously
catches a lot
both
home
equity,
which
ent look at assets,
looking
at that,
a different v-ay of
of peoplewe have proposed
in
are areas
with a cap, to provide some protection for families who rapidly.
We
have accelerated
of the country where home values
of
for
example,
on
the
treatment
also have some modifications,affects many of the peopie in your
farm equity which obviously
State. We are proposing that there be some modifications to the assessment rates on farm assets because those assets are necessary in
order to generate the income for those families.
apWe think that what we have proposed will be a reasonable
middleneeded
relief
for
hardworking
proach to provide some
to
income families. But we also need to do some further modelling
be
able
addressing
that,
and
we
hope
to
make certain that we are
to do that as this reauthorization progresses to address exactly the
questions that you have proposed.
Senator KASSEBAUM. One other question along that line. If the
you
Pell Grant maximum were substantially increased aS all of
and
if
-would suggest, without it becoming an entitlement program,
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the necessary appropriations fell short, as they frequently do here,
what would be the best means of addressing the situation?

Mr. MARTIN. Let me begin on that. I think definitely we would
support increasing the maximum grant fairly significantly. We
have seen the erosion of it, and we have seen th.e harm that it has
created. While we would favor an entitlement, Senator, in terms of
ensuring that, I think Dr. Elmendorf has also made an excellent

point. We do believe that there should be authorityand in fact I
would argue that the authority is there nowto borrow from subsequent appropriations in the event we do fall short.
It also seems to me, though, that another thing we could look at
is to make certain that those students that have the greatest need
are served first. If that meansand I hate to say thisthat we
have to cut some people who are more moderate income families,
to reduce their eligibility to take care of those who have the highest need, then we should do so.
It is my belief that the people who are at greatest need in this
country are probably the least politically in tune with a voice, and
if you cut some of the other people who are a little more sophisticated, I suspect, Senator, that we'll all hear from them, and they
will express their opinions accordingly through the democratic
process to ensure that we do have adequate funding.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Isn't that basically what is being recommended by the administration?
Mr. MARTIN. I think the i;ig difference with what the administration is proposing, Senator, and as we see it is that we are starting
with a significant increase to make up for a program that has already been reduced and significantly brought down. The administration wants to take where we are and target now. That would
create real pain because the students who would be eliminated
from the program now under their proposal in our opinion are part
of that very need group.
Their proposal talks about taking families basically with incc nes
that are $12,000 and below and only protecting that core. Thdt is
below poverty level for many of those families. We need to get it up
to the reasonable levels that we are talking about before we start
talking about cutting back.
Mr. KNUTSON. May I add something to that from the practical
standpoint. I could give example after example of students whose
families come from Iowa or Kansas and have out-of-town living
costs at one of the art institutes, and 80 percent of our students
work part-time, and their families are committed to their education. The administration's proposal would cause them to lose a Pell
Grant of $1,000 or $1,700in other words, very material money
that will mfike the difference as to whether or not they are able to
go to the school that they want to go to to match their interests
and abilities. So it is not an acceptable proposal from our standpoint.
Senator KASSEBAUM. You mentioned, Mr. Knutson, that certain-

ty is very important for a student. Let me ask you how much certainty plays into an institution's desire to make certain that they
are going to be able to count on student loans and grants for meeting some of their budget needs?

P..) 6. 13
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in what
I often wonder exactly how much an institution factors
have
a
certain
they can set as a tuition level, knowing that they
student
grant
and
amount of money they can count on through the
loan programs.
Mr. KNUTSON. I'd have to answer that in this fashion. We are
talking about the relationship between the Federal Government
are
and students, and plainly, our low and middle-income students
what
it
used
Pell
Grant
is
worth
half
having a problem because the
in
to be. That is at the core of it, and every educational institution
their
stuin
the
aid
that
is
available
to
this country has an interest
You
dent population. That's not something that you can budget.
financial
aid
an aggressive
work with studentsand we have had and
the whole budget procmanagement program for many years,
planning, part-time
and
their
families,
financial
ess with students
jobs, loan counseling, all of the things that make a differenceand
responsible institutions do that.
colleges
Senator KASSESAUM. I know that is true, and my ownthey have
dismayed
at
times
when
I
say
and universities are really

to do here.
to monitor their own budgets, just as we are trying
tuition
is just
difficult
choices,
because
They must make some
going out of sight.
to look at
Mr. MARTIN. Senator Kassebaum, I agree that we need
in
the
educathe whole cost structure of higher education, and we
But
let
me
give
tional community need to be doing our part, too.

issue, if I may.
you another side of the certainty
for
the
last three or 4 years with some
We have been working
stuearly awareness programs with students, primarily minority
One of the

dents, in four or five pilot sites across the country.
parents
things that we find in talking to students and to their
people
will say
single
parentis
that
these
and in most cases it is a
talking
to
7th
or
8th
grade
level,
when
we
are
to us even at the
in
school
their
sons
and
daughters
to
stay
them about encouraging
some of these people will say to us,
or to be doing what they can,
higher
education costs today." In many
"Look, I can't afford what
cases, they read the headlines in the paper that always advertise
and they
we have publicized,
the highest-cost institutions and what
don't understand that there are other options available. But they

other headline in the
look at that, and then they also read thethat
we are going to cut

paper that says, "This year, it is proposed
student aid funding by 50 percent," the combination of those two
that parent bemakes that parent, not only the child, but makes
fulfill
the dreams
that
they
can
possibly
lieve that there is no way
and
get a postof
that
child
to
go
ahead
and hopes and aspirations
secondary education.
there.
If we could say to that child early on, "There is a certainty
provide
you
will
There is a Pell Grant that is an entitlement thateducation
instituwith the foundation to go to any postsecondary
it will
tion that you can meet the qualifications to aspire to, believe
of
the
cerhelp raise aspirations in this country." That's the part
tainty that I am concerned about.
down
I agree with you that we need to do all we can inInholding
many
cases,
is
coming
from
other
ways.
prices, and a lot of that
tuition. It is set outside
our people aren't the ones who are setting
including budgets
upon
many
factors,
by others. It is dependent
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from State legislatures, local school districts and so on, as you well

know.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much. And thank you, Mr.

Chairman. I appreciate your letting me go ahead.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Kassebaum.
One question. It seems to me money is the big factor here, and
all of your recommendations are good, with varying degrees of
goodness. But out of curiosity, what would be the cost, Mr. Knutson, of your recommendations, or have you estimated that?
Mr. KNUTSON. Dallas Martin and others may be more qualified

with the models that they have run, but if the administration's

current budget request for Pell is $5.7 billion, it might be $9 or $10
billion to fully fund the program.
Dallas or Ed, do your figures show something in that areaI
would add if I may what is the cost of not doing it. If we truly set
education as the Nation's number one priority, as we have with the
S and L situation and with the Middle East situation, we find a
way to do it. And that may be simplistic, but I think it is a vital
starting point.
Mr. MARTIN. Senater, I would say to do the kind of changes that
we're talking about would probably necessitate somewhere in the
neighborhood of $2.8-$3.2 billion more in Pell Grant funding.
I have presented to you today our recommendations for what we
see are changes to address the grant-loan imbalance, and I have
talked just about the changes in the Pell Grant program. As part
of our total reauthorization package, however, we also have a
number of other recommendations on the loan programs and other
places that attempt to reduce part of the moneys and the subsidies
that are going to some of those programs in order to free up some
additional dollars to help offset part of the additional costs that
would be incurred if we put Pell Grants back as number one,
where we believe it should be.
I will say to you that even with all of those recommendations it
still will not be enough to fully fund the program to where we believe it should be. I would say to you that I think we are still underfunding education in America, and we need to put more resources in there.
I would agree with Mr. Knutson in the fact that we either can
pay now, or we are going to pay much more in the future.
Senator PELL. But to pin you down a little bit, if we pay now,
what would be the cost, roughly?
Mr. MARTIN. I am guessing, and I would also ask Ed on his, but I
am guessing, Senator, that we need to as kind of a minimum talk
about roughly $3 billion more now into the Pell Grant program to
bring it back up to where probably you and your colleagues had
brought it when we had passed the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act in 1978. That would be kind of a minimum base, Senator,
to get us back to a point where it really is reaching out to serve the
people that I think you intended it to serve.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Dr. Gonzalez.
Mr. GONZALEZ. We have not calculated, Mr. Chairman, the exact

cost of what we are proposing, but we will be happy to submit this
calculation for Puerto Rico.
-.7
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Senator PELL. Thank you.
Dr. Elmendorf.
a model that we run,
Mr. ELMENDORF. Mr, Chairman, we do have
model, and
of
Education's
and we test that against the Department $4,000 maximum award
that to develop the
I feel pretty confident
cost on that is $7.9 billion, and
with a $2,500 living allowance, therecipients.
That is 400,000 more
we would serve about 3.8 million
It
would
be 800,000 more
recipients than in the current program.

would allow us to
recipients than the administration's proposal
feel
pretty
comfortable
serve if that were enacted this year. We
with those numbers.

me at all because I would
Senator PELL. These figures don't scare
have an ideal system. What

have thought it would be more to have cranked into this indexwould worry me is that each of you

good idea because it directly
ing, and in my mind indexing is not aI'd
much rather see us have
on inflation.
has an adverse effectknow
where we are, and not have indexing.
large sums where we
that,
the
basic cost of not doing it, as Mr.
In connection with
lot a few months ago
Knutson says, is tremendous. One heard a to have just disapseems
about the "peace dividend" and that
"peace
dividend" used for the
heard
the
phrase
peared. I haven't
all of us working tolast couple of months, so maybe we ought to,
terms.
gether, try to think a little bit in thoseparticularly
over the last few
I
have
heard
One of the concerns
youngsters
have in getmonths is the difficulty the middle-income
approach
to it,
each of you have a different
ting an education, and
perhaps,
if
not
number
but I gather you all recognize that as being
one, right up there as a problem.
Dr. Martin.
and students, I think
Mr. MARTIN. Senator, as I talk to parents education comes up
the question of affordability of postsecondary
Elmendorf pointed out to you,
time and time again. I think, as Dr.
we strived to
on the family that
if you just do the adjustments
forward with the
reach that you worked so hard on when you came
1978 was the goal of
Assistance
Act
back
in
Middle-Income Student
education,
ensuring that a family of four with one in postsecondary
would
qualify
for
a minithat had $25,000 of adjusted gross income,
mum Pell Grant of $200.
that same family today would
As Dr. Elmendorf has pointed out,
education that is
be a family of four with one in postsecondary
income.
That
family is clearmaking around $49,000 adjusted gross Pell Grant program, nor are
ly no longer being served at all by the
families well below that income level.
Senator PELL. Dr. Elmendorf,
don't know how many people
Mr. ELMENDORF. Mr. Chairman, Iunder the Pell Grant program,
bit
know this, but looking a littlemiddle-income
program in any way,
talking
about
a
we are not
of the 3,4 million recipients
shape or form right now-2,3 million
than
$15,000
a year. Five percent
come from families earning less
from
families
earning more
of the recipients in that program come
about a major expense to extend
than $30,000. So we're not talking
the eligibility of that program to even $49,000.
in proposing only a $4,000 maximum
I thought we were careful
model that would work
award, and we did so because we wanted a
f
I

"
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and that would be equitable and that would be politically reachable
by virtue of the conditions

we find ourselves in relative to the
budget. That is why we would not go the full way for the full
amount that it would take to restore the Pell Grant program to

what we think it should be.
Senator PELL. To simplify the program, I believe we used one
methodology for measuring eligibility for the grants and another
one for the Stafford Loans. Could they be combined?
Mr. MARTIN. We believe they can, Senator, by using the same
data. The formula we have developed would produce an eligibility
index for the grant

program that would do that. To the family,it
would appear that there is a single number for what your family
contribution would be whereas now under the formula, we say this
is your family contribution for the Pell Grant program, and then
here is your family contribution for all the rest. And people have a
real hard time trying to understand why is one this, and why is the
other that.
I think our formula would combine that so that to the
it
appears that there is a single family contribution and yetfamily
would
still provide the necessary distinction that we have always had between grants and loans or work programs.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Dr. Elmendorf.

Mr. ELMENDORF. When Dallas Martin fixes that problemand
think we are going to be supportive of himthere is still the in-I
equity in the distribution that I want to go back to. That is that a
student from a family earning $20,000 a year right now has a
greater percent of their need met under the current Pell Grant
program than that same student coming from a family of only
$10,000. That is an inequity. We need to fix that, and that is one of
the things we are proposing be fixed by the distribution formula.
Senator PELL. I want to assure each of you that every suggestion
that has been made will be considered carefully. The custom of our
subcommittee L as been to put them all out on a spread sheet and
then go down and see how they can be fitted together and
we
can do. So I just want you to know that while the hearingwhat
process

may seem brief, each suggestion is considered by the subcommittee.
I thank this panel very much indeedMr. Knutson, Dr. Martin,
Dr. Gonzalez and Dr. Elmendorf. Thank you very much for being
here.
We now come to our second panelMr. Biklen, Mr. Zucchini,
Mr. Donovan, and Mr. Hough.

We'll start with Mr. Stephen Biklen, vice president of Citibank
Student Loan Business, Rochester, NY.

1
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STATEMENTS OF STEPHEN C. BIKLEN, VICE PRESIDENT, CITIBANK STUDENT LOAN BUSINESS, ROCHESTER, NY, ON BEHALF
OF CONSUMER BANKERS ASSOCIATION; MICHAEL R. ZUCCHINI,

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, FLEET/NORSTAR FINANCIAL
GROUP, PROVIDENCE, RI; CARL C. DONOVAN, PRESIDENT,
NORTHWEST EDUCATION LOAN ASSOCIATION, SEATTLE, WA,
ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION
LOAN PROGRAMS; AND LAWRENCE A. HOUGH, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, STUDENT LOAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BIKLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Today I am testifying on behalf of the Consumer Bankers Association, and my testimony reflects our belief that the Stafford Loan

program remains a strong structure for providing capital to stu-

dents for education.
In developing CBA's reauthorization proposals, which sought to

identify areas in which students can be better served, we tried to
focus on emphasizing simplification. We have attached a surnmary

of the eight major CBA recommendations, and they accompany this
statement, but the proposals that I'll focus on today are those that
are based primarily on information provided by student borrowers.
At Citibank as well as at other banks, we regularly serve students, financial aid administrators, parents and others involved in
the delivery of student assistance to evaluate the level of service
provided and systems modifications that may be necessary. This enables us to improve our student loan product and services. This
process also helps us identify aspects of the program that are in
need of modification through regulatory and statutory change.
You will notice that the areas of concern I will address parallel
those raised by students and most recently, members of the financial aid community, in their testimony before this subcommittee.
We have several recommendations, and I would just like to run
down them.

One, restore the balance between grant and loan assistance assuming we've got quality education, particularly with respect to
the front-loading of grants versus loans.

Two, implement a major public education campaign to assure

early awareness of the availability of student aid.
Three, all forms and procedures used in the program need to be

simplified and, to the maximum extent possible, standardized.

There is no reason why application, deferment and other forms and
processing procedures used in the Stafford program need to differ
from guarantor to guarantor. These differences confuse students,

negatively reflect the level of service they receive from lenders,
and make the life of the financial aid administrator unnecessarily

difficult.

Specifically, clean up the deferment processand we have several recommendations there that are very specificand clean up the
status change processand there again we've got several very specific recommendations.

Four, establish a loan program for middle-income students. CBA
has endorsed the unsubsidized middle-income loan program put
forth by NCHELP.
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Five, simplify the application process, including procedures to
allow for the one-time submission of basic eligibility and need information.
However, let me add that CBA believes that while it is appropri-

ate to create a process through which data is collected a single

time and update it as necessary, it would be wholly inappropriate
to combine the student loan application process with eligibility determination. The application process should not begin until after
eligibility is determined.
We've got several other additional modifications which I think
would go a long way toward addressing issues raised by students.
Consider delayed disbursement requirements only for schools with
high default rates; reduce the differences between requirements relating to SLS, PLUS and Stafford Loans to the maximum extent
possible. And one major recommendation in this area is the elimination of the current 8 to 10 interest rate structure.
Another recommendation is to eliminate unnecessary or extraneous program requirements and provisions such as certification of
registration for selective service.
Another recommendation is to identify means of simplifying repayment through allowing a single payment to cover all loans. We
think that this can be handled with some simple changes to the
loan consolidation program.

There are two other areas I'd like to address briefly that CBA is

concerned about. One is the strength of the guaranty agency

system. You know that we had the problem with HEAF last year.

CBA welcomes recent Department of Education initiatives to

gather data on the financial condition of guaranty agencies. We believe, however, that Congress should enact guidance to the department on what to do if another agency faces financial difficulty, and
if a problem does develop, CBA believes that a resolution could be
reached at minimal dr no cost to the government through the use
of advances to write out cash flow problems, or through mergers.
Another area that CBA is concerned about is in terms of the Departmerit of Education's efforts to curb fraud and abuse. We think
a lot of progress is being made. Specifically, we follow with interest
recent announcements of major personnel changes, including the
nomination hearing that was held today. We are very pleased that
the department has decided to initiate a substantial reorganization
of the Office of Student Financial assistance designed to effectuate
better management and basiness practices. We expect that the new

efforts at the department will complement those of lend ers and

guaranty agencies to continue to reduce student loan defaults.
In conclusion, I'd like once again to emphasize the commitment
of lenders to provide a stable, reliable source of capital to students

and to administer the program with the same degree of commitr:ent which we do with respect to our other consumer products.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Biklen.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Biklen followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BIKLEN
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities, my name is Stephen C. Biklen, Vice President with
Citibank, New York State.

Thank you for the opportunity to

testify today on the Stafford Student Loan Program.

My testimony

today reflects the views of the Education Funding Committee of
the Consumer Bankers Association (CBA).1

Citibank began making loans to students in New York State in
1958.

We are now the largest originator of Stafford Loans in the

U.S. and the sec.ond largest holder of loans, after Sallie Mae.

last year we made over 244 thousand loans to students and parents
of students.

This included Stafford, SLS, PLUS and

Consolidation Loans.

Citibank currently holds over $2.6 billion

in Stafford Loans. W hold every Stafford, SLS, PLUS and
Consolidation loan we make for the full life of the loan und do
not rely on secondary markets.

My testimony today reflects our belief that the Stafford
Loan program remains a sound structure for providing capital to
students for education.
not needed.

That is not to say that improvements are

In our opinion, many improvements have already been

made, the impact of which has yet tr be seen, and with somo
additional changes, we believe the program will continue to

1The Consumer Bankers Association was founded in 1919 to
CBA
provide a progressive voice for the retail banking industry.
represents approximately 700 federally insured banks, savings and

loans and credit unions that hold more than 80 percent of all
consumer deposits, and more than 70 percent of all consumer credit
held by federally insured depository institutions.
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reprosott a remarkably successful means of leveraging ovdr $12
billion per year in new private capital in support of education.

Mr. Chairman, lenders are well aware of the interest of this
Committee in the Poll Grant program.

We share your commitment to

strengthen Pell Grants, both by expanding the maximum grant and
by assuring that the maximum grant specified will be funded.

We

hope to work with you on achieving this goal while at the same
time improving the Stafford Student Loan program to better meet
the needs of students.

In developing its reauthorization proposals, CBA has sought
to identify areas where students can be better served and has
emphasized simplification.

In particular, CBA has focused on

Stafford Loans and how this vitally important part of student aid
can be made less complicated for students and less costly to the
federal government.

We strongly recommend that any proposals

affecting the loan program specifically, or financial aid
generally, also be judged in terms of how they meet student
needs.

A summary of the eight major CBA recommendations accompany
this statement.

The proposals that I will focus on today are

those that are based primarily on information provided by student
borrowers.

At Citibank, we regularly survey students, financial
-2 -
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aid administrators, parents, and others involved in the delivery
of student assistance to evaluate the level of service provided
and system mJdifications that are necessary.
improve our student loan product and services.

This enables us to
This process also

helps us identify aspects of the program that are in need of
modification through regulatory and statutory change.

You will notice that areas of concern I will address
parallel those raised by students and, most recently, members of
the financial aid community in their testimony before this
Subcommittee.

1.

Restoration of the balance between grant and_loan

assistance.

Students are clearly concerned that they are

borrowing too much, too early in their academic careers.

To the

extent possible, Pell Grants should be increased and front-loaded
to decrer.se student dependence on loans early in their academic
program.

2.

Implementation of a maior public education cammaian to

assure early awareness of the availability of student aid.

Citibank and other lenders conduct major efforts to make
information available to high school students and their parents
regareing the availability of Title /V assistance.

We believe

early information encourages students to go to college who might
otherwise assume, mistakenly, that this opportunity is out of
-3-

2
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their reach.

A major public awareness program should be directed

to prevent this.

It is clear, however, that more must be done to

convince families at all socio-economic levels that hlgher
education is important, achievable and financially possible.

Several groups, including the Advisory Committee on Student
Financial Assistance, have addressed this issue and CBA suggests
that they be studied closely.

3.
There is no reasor why application, deferment, and other forms
and processing procedures used in the Stafford loan program
should differ from guarantor to guarantor.

These differences

confuse students, negatively reflect the level of service they
receive from lenders,and make the life of the financial aid
administrator unnecessarily difficult.

Specific recommendations

include:

--Clean up the deferment process.

One major step forward

would be the simplification and reduction in the categories of
deferments available which has been proposed by CBA and other
groups.

In addition, in-school deferments should be valid until

the student's anticdpated graduation date.

If a student drops

out, that change will be captured by the student status change
verification process.

Any necessary adjustments to interest and

-4-
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special allowance will then be made by the lender.

--Clean up the status change process.

This issue has been

raised by several community groups, and currently many students

are negatively impacted by flaws in the process.

CBA has some

specific recommendations with respect to this process that could
significantly benefit students.

4.

establish a loan proaram for middle-income students.

Increases in college costs have exacerbated the problems faced by
students from middle-income families attending the institution of
their choice.

Moro assistance needs to be offered to these

students, but at a lesser cost to the federal government than is

needed for those programs targeted to low-income students.

CBA

has endorsed thkunsubsidized middle-income loan program put
forward bY NCHELP.

5.

Simplification of the application Process. including

procedures to allow for the one-time submission of basic
eligibility and need information.

During a four-year college

career, a student may fill out four, eight, or even sixteen
separate application forma, all asking identical questions.

The

system n.jeds to be streamlined to allow for a single, one-time

submission of data, with updating only as necessary.

While CBA believes that it is appropriate to create a
-5-
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process through which data is collected a single time but used
for multiple purposes, it would be wholly inappropriate to
combine the student loan application process with loan
eligibility determination.

A student should apply for a student

loan only after his/her eligibility for all forms of aid is
.determined.

Tile loan application can and must be kept separate

to assure that all.loan applicants are fully ewers of their loan
obligations.

/ would like to suggest several additional Modifications
which would go a long way toward addressing issues raised by
students:

- -Eliminate delayed disbursement requirements for all

schools except those with high default rates.

Stringent Aefault

reduction measures should be applied only to those schools with
demonstrated default problems.

- -Reduce differences between the requirements relating to

SLS, PLUS and Stafford loans to the maximum extent possible.

One

major recommendation in this area is elimination of the current
8/10 interest rate structure.

C8A recommends that all loans

currently subject to this provision be modified to remain at 8
percent and that all new loans be made at a variable rate,
subject to a cap of 10 percent.

As an aside, many eligible

borrowers will probably choose to avoid the 10 percent interest
-6-
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rate simply by applying for loan consolidation.

This may not

always be in the students' best interest, particularly when
interest rates are low, and considering the related loss of
deferment benefits.

--Eliminate unnecessary or extraneous program requirements
and provisions, such as certification of registration for
selective service.

simple as possible.

Student assistance programs should be as
any requirement not directly related tz,
Alp

reducing defaults or assuring accountability needs to be struck
from the statute.

--Identify means of simplifying repayment through allowing a
single payment to cover all loans.

This can be accomplished by

modifying the loan consolidation program to allow lower balances
to be consolidated without

R

change in interest rate or an

extension of the terms.

In addition to the previous recommendations designed to
address student needs, CBA has the following comments to present:

concerns About the Strength of the Guaranty Agency System

The collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation
(HEAF) last year was very well publicized.

Lenders welcomed the

leadership of the Department in assuring that the HEAF guarantees

-7-
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outstanding would be honored.

Lender concerns about the guaranty

agency system as a whole, however, continue.

CBA welcomes recent Department of Education initiatives to
gather data on the financial condition of guaranty agencies.

We

believe that Congress should enact guidance to the Department on
what to do if another agency faces financial difficulty.

If a

problem does develop, CBA believes that a resolution can be
reached at minimal or no cost to the government through the use
of advances to ride out cost-flow problems, or through mergers.

Department of Education Efforts to Curb Fraud and Abuse

CBA has followed with interest the recent announcements of
major personnel changes at the Department of Education.

Lenders

are pleased that the Department has decided to initiate a
substantial reorganization of the Office of Student Financial

Assistance designed to effectuate better management and business
practices.

Last month, a group of lenders on the CBA Education

Funding Committee had an opportunity to meet with Michael
Farrell, the new Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student Financial
Assistance.

We were very impressed with his interest in taking

full advantage of modern data processing to improve management of
the program.

-8-
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We expect, Mr. Chairman, that the new efforts at the
Department of Education will complement those of lenders and
guaranty agencies to continue to reduce student loan defaults.

We have indicated our willingness to help the Department on its
efforts in this area.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would again like to emphasize
the commitment of lenders to provide a stable, reliable source of
capital to students and to administer the program with the same
degree of commitment we do our other consumer product areas.

During the past 25 years, the Stafford Loan program has provided
over $100 billion in capital to students in pursuit of
postsecondary education.

It represents a successful public-

private partnership which, with some changes, will be even more
successful in the future.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify.

I would be

happy to respond to any questions you or other members of the
Committee may have.

(105A681)
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CBA REAUTHORIZATION PRoPOSALS

The Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) believes that the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act should focus on the
important social objectives of the program.
In the last several
years, rising education costs and inadequate growth in Pell Grant
funding have led to increasing numbers of low-income students
relying on student loans rather than grants to attend school.
A
failure to correct this trend will result in the further erosion
of educational opportunity and lead directly to a decrease in
access for students with the greatest economic need.
The result
will be a decline in America's ability to compete with other
nations. Therefore, CBA endorses the efforts of Senator Pell (DRI) and Representative Pord (D-MI) to increase grant assistance
through vital expansion of the Pell Grant program.
The Guaranteed Student Loan programs represent a dramatically

successful public - private partnership designed to achieve a
valued social goal.
In order to preserve and enhance that
partnership, CEA has identified eight legislative priorities for
the pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
as amended:
1.
Simnlified_administration_of the mrocram through_the use ot
modern data processing. CBA strongly endorses tha elimination of
unnecessary paperwork in the Guaranteed Student Loan programs.
Record-keeping and loan administration practices in the student
loan industry have fallen behind standards generally applicable
to the consumer loan industry.
Methods of record retention
including microfilm, microfiche, laser disc, computer disc, and
image optics should be utilized by the Department of Education to
eliminate the storage of paper record-keeping beyond the loan
application and the promissory note.
Regulations issued by the
Department of Education should accomplish the following:

o

simplify all aspects of the student loan process
including application, disbursement and origination;

O

improve communication between lenders and guarantors by
requiring the use of uniform reporting documents (this
would also enhance borrower understanding of their loan
obligation);

o

simplify fulfillment of institutional responsibilities
under this part by institutions of higher education;
and

o

improve the administration and oversiglIt of the program
by the U.S. Department of Education.
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Simplification of borrower deferments,. Under current law,
eleven separate deferment categories allow borrowers to defer
loan repayment. The proliferation of deferments has increased
the complexity of program administration and has proven to be
confusing to borrowers. Congressional intent in instituting
deferments was to recognize the legitimate need for financial
relief for borrowers in certain circuestances. CIA recommends
the elimination of all deferment categories smut the time
periods during which a borrower is enrolled as a full-time
student; and documented instances of economic hardship, such as
unemployment or total disability. Lender use of forbearance
allows all other borrower circumstances to be fairly and
appropriately considered.
2.

DUO dilicence procedures. Major lenders and servicers are
in agreement that the due diligence regulations are too rigid and
result in a higher priority being placed on maintaining
The
compliance with the regulations than on loan collection.
Department of Education acknowledged the problems caused by the
regulated standards currently in effect and recommended revisions
to the thirty-day "bucket" system in the NPRM for the 1986 Higher
Education Act Reauthorization in November, 1990.
3.

It is MA's view that the collection practices of..a lender
should be measured and taken into consideration when claims are
approved or denied for payment. Sy establishing a tolerance rate
for errors, lenders could concentrate on enhanced loan collection
efforts rather than lock-step compliance with required letters
and phone cortacts which may or may not contribute to a borrowers
repayment of the debt.
By imposing a percentage guideline for compliance, any
lender who maintains a pre-determined performance rate standard
(for example, 95 percent) on completion of mandatory due
diligence steps would be assured full payment of insurance,
interest and special allowance on loans made. This compliance
would be monitored on a annual basis during the mandatory audit
of a lender's portfolio. The audit would be paid for by the
lender, monitored by the Department of Education, and performed
by an independent third party auditor. Parameters of the audit,
as defined by the Department, would follow standard accounting
practices and would include a defined statistical sampling
technique upon which a lender's performance would be measured.
The performance measurement derived from the audit would be teed
by all guaranty agencies with whom the lender has partic.nat on
agreements to determine how claims were to be paid. Lendr,,
whose samples are found to be above the standard would be
reviewed for proper monetary and technical data. Pailure to
maintain compliance at or above the defined standard would result
in a full review of each file for the given time period and the
Without the threat of
assessment of prescribed penalties.

-
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inordinate penalties for inconsevential regulatory violations,
the lending community would attempt collection innovations which
emphasize the true spirit, rather than the exact letter of the
law.

procedures for handling insolvency of a guaranty amencv,.
CBA believes that the statute should require guaranty agencies to
Furthermore, the statute
operate on a sound actuarial basis.
should define steps to be taken by the Secretary of Education in
In light of the recent
the event of a guaranty agency solvency.
collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation, interest
in these proposals has increased among the Congress and the
Administration. Therefore, CBA recommends that the Act should
require the Secretary of Education to do the following:
4.

1.

Periodically re-evaluate the solvency of all emaranty

agencies.

Identify agencies which fall below specified federal
2.
standards relating to reserve ratio and/or other indicators of
administrative and financial viability and require such agencies
operate under a guarantee management plan approved by
to: (A)
if appropriate, overcome a short-term cash
(B)
the Secretary,
flow problem through the receipt of additional repayable
merge their operations with a stronger agency, or
(C)
advances,
(D) terminate their operations and assign responsibilities for
After consultation with
outstanding guarantees to the Secretary.
lenders, it would be the Secretary's prerogative to transfer such
guarantees to a solvent agency.

Require the Department to publish the results of an
3.
annual survey of guaranty agencies to facilitate lender
evaluations of agencies.
Use of negotiated rulemaking procedures to oromulaate Title
A recent GAO briefing report verified that the
Department of Education rarely complies with the statutory
requirement that regulations be promulgated within 240 days of
legislative enactment. The rewulations necessitated by the
passage of the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
are not yet finalized; the NPRM did not appear in the Federal
Given the significant liabilities
Register until November, 1990.
imposed on lenders, secondary markets and guaranty agencies for
failure to properly administer the GSL program, the issuance of
clear and timely guidance about legislated program changes is
5.

jV _regulations.

imperative.

The complexity of the GSL program is such that the
Department of Education and the higher education community stand
to benefit from early and direct communication about these
Early consultation can serve to educate
mandated regulations.
the community and sensitize the Department to potential problems

781.
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regarding implementation. For these reasons, CBA supports the
use of regional meetings and negotiated rulomaking procedures in
the development of regulations to govern the implementation of
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, as was required,
with certain modifications, in recent reauthorizations of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Vocational and
Adult Education Act. The use of negotiated rulemaking to
promulgate regulations governing the implementation of Title /V
should in no way be seen as a substitute for the useful and
ongoing communication and issuance of Dear Colleagues which the
Department presantly undertakes with the higher educatiot
community.
Insurance to lenders. CBA believes that the requirement
that guarantors offer 100 percent insurance to lenders as a
condition for insurance program agreements with the Secretary is
critical to maintaining open access to loans for all borrowers.
Even
The program already involves significant loss to lenders.
with a 100 percent guarantee, lenders face significant losses
because of strict due diligence penalties; and penalties
resulting from retroactive regulatory changes that affect preexisting loan agreements. Lender profitability has been reduced
(GAO/HRD 90-130) and lender participation in the program has
diminished as a direct result of this increased financial risk.
6.

In the past, lender risk sharing has been put forth as a
means of default reduction. There are preferable means of
achieving this legitimate goal. CBA has proposed, for example,
that lenders be given additional flexibility in fashioning
It should also be noted that Congress
collections procedures.
has enacted numerous bills and amendments aimed at reducing GSL
defaults. Remaining default reduction options such as stricter
school cutoff rates or co-signer rsqUirements will only serve to
reduce access to loans for those potential borrowers most in need
of financial assistance in order to pursue higher education.
The special allowance paid to lender
ppecial Allowance.
participants in the GSL programs is calculated by adding 3.25
percent to the 91-day treasury bill rate. The 1989 CBA Student
Lending Survey found that the return earned by lenders in the GSL
program was typically less than that earned on other consumer
loan products. As the coat of funds and operational costs
associated with the student loan business continue to increase,
financial managers at lending institutions will revaluate their
level of participation in the program. In order to maintain open
access to loans for all eligible borrowers, the current special
allowance calculation should be preserved. Additionally, if
Congress determines that high-risk borrowers should continue to
have access to GSLs, enactment of a higher special allowance to
increase the return to lenders on loans made to such student
borrowers should be considered.
7.

"=%+:41,:i
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Loans for middle-income students_currentiv ineliaible for
auarantsed student_loins. Students determined to be ineligible
to borrow under congressional methodology remain ligible for
unsubsidised Guaranteed Student loans. Because these loans are
unsubsidized and offered at 8 percent, they are made by very few
lenders.
The Supplemental Loans for Students program (SLS) makes
unsubsidized, guaranteed loans available to independent students
and, in special circumstances, dependent borrowers, but many
middle income students who need financial aid remain unnerved.
S.

USA endorses a proposal put forth by NUNEZ& to expand loan
access to guaranteed but unsubsidized loans to all ligible
students. Under the NCHELP plan, only those students showing
.financial need would continue to be entitled to in-school
interest benefits through subsidized Stafford loans.
Unsubsidizsd loans would be available to those not qualifying for
full subsidized Stafford loans.
Interest on the unsubsidized
loans that accrues during in-school, grace, and deferment periods
would be paid either quarterly or capitalized, as agreed upon by
the lender and the borrowers. Borrowers would pay a 5 percent
reinsurance premium to offset the costs associated with defaults.
The NCHELP proposal does not contain a specific proposal for an
interest rate on unsubsidized loans.
It is assumed that a rate
would be set to eliminate any special allowance in all but
extraordinary circumstances.
105/B/9
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Senator PELL. We now come to Mr. Zucchini, executive vice

president, Fleet/Norstar Financial Group, fromI am glad to
sayProvidence, RI. Welcome. It is very nice to see you.
Mr. ZUCCHINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Fleet/Norstar Financial Group is a diversified financial services
company which does business in all States represented by the
members of this committee. On behalf of Fleet/Norstar and its employees, I am very pleased to appear before this committee.
Fleet/Norstar has a deep corporate commitment to the communities in which we do business and to the citizens, both young and
old. In 1990, we contributed in excess of $4 billion corporate-wide to
the communities we serve. Those contributions were focused primarily on education.

As a separate initiative from our normal corporate giving, in
1990 the Fleet Charitable Trust funded the production and distribution of the highly-acclaimed "Ten Minutes on Drugs" video,
which has been distributed at no cost to over 10,000 schools and
community organizations nationwide. This film was developed to
educate young people as part of the national war against drugs.
Our most conservative estimates show that this film has been seen
by over 5 million students and their parents, and we believe it is
well on its way to achieving its goal.
As a part of our commitment and in an effort to provide comprehensive client services, we are actively involved in the financing of
higher education through the making and servicing of student
loans. We originate in excess of $250 million in government-guar-

anteed student loans to over 95,000 students per year through our
banks.
AFSA Data Corporation, our student loan servicing subsidiary,
provides student loan processing for over 2.3 million students who
have borrowed approximately $6 billion in government guaranteed

and campus-based loans.
The Stafford Loan program is an excellent example of a success-

ful public-private partnership. My testimony today will focus on
that partnership.
The student loan programs which were designed to utilize private capital to meet a public need were based upon three fundamental principles. First, lenders would make money available to
students without regard to their ability to repay the loan. In fact,
students receiving loans under this program must prove financial
need, hence their inability to repay the loan at the time it is granted.

Second, to reluce the cost of the loan to the student and to

assure a reliable v:,urce of capital, the Federal Government would
pay the interest on the loan for the student during all in-school,
grace and deferment periods and subsidize the interest on the loan
through a special allowance payment.
Third, in return for making this money available to high-risk
students, lenders would receive a guarantee from the Federal Government that if the student borrower was ultimately unable to
repay the loan, the government would repay the debt.
The fundament& premises upon which these loan programs were
founded still apply, but with one significant change. Lenders no
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longer have confidence in the Federal guarantee if a student does
not repay his or her loan.

Let me use an example of one student loan to illustrate the

impact of this change. I hope this example will help convince you
of the need to modify servicing regulations so as to restore the
original premise on which the program was founded.
In the example contained in the full written text, we identify a
situation where a one-day delay in initiating a skip-tracing results
in a substantial penalty. In our example, the lender is penalized
the equivalent of 3.8 years of pre-tax return for an inconsequential
servicing error.
This is only one of many possible errors which could result in
significant financial penalties to lenders. If the real intend of penalizing lenders for specific errors made in collecting a student
loan is to ensure that defaults are prevented whenever possible,
then requiring reperformance of missed activities or performance
of additional activities would b.. much more productive than assessing financial penalties for inconsequer tial servicing errors.
The regulatory approach, however, has not pursued this option.
Many people would agree that a 99.5 percent accuracy and quality rating on any noncritical business transaction is an acceptable
rate. If you take a $4 billion loan portfolio, one with 1.3 million student loans, and apply this error rate, the financial impact is staggering. The potential expoiure for this type of portfolio is $20 million in principal and $1.1 in lost interest earnings per year for servicing errors which do not affect the collectability of the loan. When
an error occurs in servicing a student loan, it should be corrected
for reperformance, and we should be able to move forward with the
guaranty intact.
Mr. Chairman, I believe this approach is reasonable, especially
considering that the return on a properly serviced student loan is
only 50 percent of that of a typical consumer loan.
The education financing partnership among lenders, servicers,

guarantors and the Federal Government as exemplified by the

Stafford Loan program depends in large measures on the significant financial, technological and management expertise that we
and many others bring to this partnership.
This advantage should and must be continually utilized as you
move through the reauthorization process and you write the legislation which will affect students' ability to finance postsecondary
education. We look forward to working with you throughout the
process and will make the resources of Fleet/Norstar available to
assist you in your endeavors.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony. I will be happy to answer any questions that you may
have.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Zucchini.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zucchini (with an attachment)

followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ZUCCHINI

Good morning, I am Michael Zucchini, Executive Vice President and Chief Information Officer of Fleet/Norstar Financial Group. Fleet/Norstar is a diversified financial services company with over 1,400 offices nationwide. In fact, we do business
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in all states represented by the members of this committee.' On behalf of Fleet/

Norstar and its employees, I am very pleased to appear before this committee.
Fleet/Norstar has a deep corporate commitment to the communities in which we
do business, but most particularly, to the youth of those communities. In 1990, we
contributed in excess of $4 million corporate wide to the communities we serve.
Those contributions were focused primarily on education. Through activities such as

the Fleet Youth Initiative in Rhode Island and Connecticut and the Fleet Youth

Lenders in Maine, we enable young people to take leadership roles in their communities at early ages and to participate in activities which will help them to become
contributing members of our society.
As a separate initiative from our normal corporate giving, in 11190 the Fleet Charitable Trust funded the production and distribution of the highly acclaimed "Ten
Minutes on Drugs" video which has been distributed at no cost to over 10,000
schools and community organizations nationwide. This film was developed to educate young people as a part of the national war against drugs. Our most conservative estimates show that this film has been seen by over 5 million students and
their parents and we believe it is well on the way to achieving its goal.
As you can see, we take our corporate responsibilities seriously in the markets
where we do business. We believe that we have a moral responsibility to be a good
corporate citizen. In fact, several of our banks have recently undergone review to
determine their commitment to the Community Reinvestment Act. The two banks
which have completed the review have received otttatanding ratings, which are the
highest possible and are given to less than 10 of the banks reviewed.
As a corporation, Fleet/Norstar is strongly committed to education at all levels.
As part of our commitment and in an effort to provide comprehensive client serv-

ices, we are actively involved in the financing of higher education through the
making and servicing of student loans. We originate in excess of $250 million in government guaranteed student loans to over 95,000 students per year through our

banks. AFSA Data Corporation, our student loan servicing subsidiary, provides student loan processing services for over 2.3 million students who have borrowed approximately $6 billion in government guaranteed and campus based loans.2
The Stafford Student Loan program is an extraordinary example of a successful
public/private partnership. It has provided $114 billion in student loans to over 26
million students since its creation in 1965. My testimony today is focused on that
partnership.
The student loan programs which were designed to utilize private capital to meet
a public need were based upon several fundamental principles:
Lenders would make money available to students without regard to their ability
to repay the loan. In fact, the students receiving loans under this program must
prove their financial need and hence their inability to repay the loan at the time it
is granted.
To reduce the cost of the loan to the student and to assure a reliable source of
capital, the Federal Government would pay the interest on the loan for the student
during all in-school, grace and deferment periods and subsidize the interest on the
loan through a special allowance payment.
In rebtrn for mRking this money available to high risk students, lenders would
receive a guarantee from the Federal Government that if the student borrower was
ultimately unable to repay the loan, the government would repay the debt.
The fundamental premises upon which these loan programs were four fled still
apply, but with one significant change. Lenders no longer have confidence in the
federal guarantee if a student does not repay his or her loan.
Let me use an example of one student loan to illustrate this change and its
impa-A on the educational financing system. I hope this example will help convince
you of the need to modify servicing regulations so as to restore the original premise
on which the program was founded.
The example, illustrated on the chart in front of you, is also included as Attachment A in my testimony. The student in this example could have attended Brown
Fleet/Norstar Financial Group is a diversified financial services company listed on the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE-FNG). Fleet/Norstar has approximately 1,000 offices nationwide.
Its lines of business include commercial and consumer banking, mortgage banking, consumer
finance, asset-based lending, trust banking, student loan processing and Investment banking.
2 AFSA is the student loan processing subsidiary of Fleet/Norstar Financial Group, Providence, R.I. The nation's largest third-party student loan processor, AFSA provides processing
services for student loan portfolios valued in excess of $6 billion. AFSA operates student loan
processing and origination centers in Long Beach, California, Lombard, Illinois and Utica, New
York.
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University, Manchester Community College, or any number of schools in states
where we do business. The total amount borrowed is $4,400. The lender yield on this

$4,400 for one year of repayment is $499.84. ,This assumes interest and special allowance benefits of 91-day T-Bill plus 3.25 percent, which as of May 1, 1990 was 11.36
percent. Average lender cost of funds for that point in time was 9.06 percent, or

$398.64 per year. The average cost of servicing a student loan is approximately
$36.00 per year. This leaves a pre-tax return of $65.20 per year on an after tax
return of $39.59 year.

Mr. Chairman, this return is only 50 percent of that on a typical consumer loan.
Furthermore, that return assumes that we have been able to service this loan without , let me emphasize, servicing error. If, for example, this borrower moved and
didn't notify us of his/her new address, the account would have to be skip-traced. If
we inadvertently begin the skip-tracing process one day later than the regulations
require, we are subject to a penalty equal to 180 days of accrued interest, even if we
locate the borrower during the skip-tracing process.
Now, that doesn't make much sense to me. Beginning skip-tracing one day late
has no material impact on the collectability of a loan. Penalizing a lender the equivalent of 3.8 years of pre-tax return for an inconsequential servicing error is unreasonable. this is only one of many possible minor errors which could result in sipificant financial penalties to lenders. If the real intent of penalizing lenders for specific errors made in collecting a student loan is to ensure that defaults are prevented
wherever possible, then requiring reperformance of missed activities or performance
of additional activities would be much more productive than assessing financial penalties for inconsequential servicing errors. The federal regulators, however, have
opted not to pursue this approach.
Many people would agree that a 59.5 percent accuracy and quality rating on any
non-critical business transaction is an acceptable rate. If you take a $9 billion loan
portfolio, one with 1.3 million studenv loans, and apply this error rate, the financial
impact is staggering. The potential erposure for this size portfolio is $20 million
principal and $1.136 million in lost itterest earnings per year, for servicing errors
which do not affect the collectability of the loan. This loss in interest alone equatqs
to one year's lost pretax earnings on 1'7,423 loans. This does not take into account
the loss of principal which may occur through the loss of the guaranty. Whea an
error occurs in servicing a student loan, it should be corrected through reperformance and we should be able to move forward with the guaranty intact.
One important thing I want to emphasize is that it is literally three times more
expensive to service a delinquent or defaulted loan than a current loan. Lenders
and servicers are thereby given a strong natural incentive to do a good job at collecing in order to keep the loans in repayment and to avoid the high cost of servicing a delinquent loan. The education financing partnership among lenders, servicers, guarantors and the federal government, as exemplified by the Stafford Student Loan Program, depends in large measure on the significant financial, technological, and management expertise that we and many others bring to this partnership.

This advantage should and must be continually utilized as you move through the
reauthorization process and write the legislation which will affect students' ability
to finance postsecondary education. We look forward to working with you throughout the process and will make the resources of Fleet/Norstar available to assist you
in your endeavors.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony. I will be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
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$4,400.00

Total Loans Borrowed

499.84

Yield Per Year
(Interest and Special Allowance
Benefits Paid to Lender - 91 day
T-Sill and 3.25% mx 11.36
as of 5/1/90)

398.64

Average Lender Cost of Funds
Per Year (9.06% of 5/1/90)

36.00

Average Servicing Cost Per Year

65.20
39.59

Pre-tax Profit
After Tax Profit

Servicing Error Penalty is Interest Limitation
to Date of Default - 180 Days of Lost Interest
Earning

$249.92

=

65.20

=

Pre-tax Profit

3.83

=

180 Day Lost Interest Earnings equals
Years of Pre-tax Profit

ORKPLR LORN PORTFOLIO

Loan Volume outstanding

$4,000,000,000
.5%

Servicing Error
Potential Principal Exposed
Due to Servicing Errors
Potential Interest Penalties
Due to Inconsequential Servicing Errors
180 days at 11.36%

$20,000,000

$1,136,000

Penalty calculated in terms of pre-tax earnings
divided by
on individual loans ($1,136,000

17,423

$65.20)
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Senator PELL. We'll turn now to Mr. Donovan, who is president
of the Northwest Education Loan Association in Seattle,
WA, on
behalf of the National Coun of Higher Education Loan
Programs.
Mr. DONOVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
By way of clarification, the Northwest Education
tion is a guaranty agency in the State of Washington, Loan AssociaThe National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs,
NCHELP, of which I am also president this year, is composed
of
guaranty agencies, secondary markets, and other organizations involved in the delivery of GSL's.
NCHELP has spent over 2 years developing its reauthorization
proposals. It published its position paper last summer, organized
around six fundamental principles, three of which I would like to
comment on today. I am submitting for the record the full paper
containing NCHELP's reauthorization proposals.
Senator PELL. Yesand this will apply to all witnessesyour
full statements will be inserted in the record as if read.
Mr. DONOVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The first and overriding principle is that the foundation of financial assistance to low-income students should be grant aid.
I
am echoing many of the other comments you have heardAnd
this
morning. NCHELP is extremely concerned that budget pressures
and the absence of an entitlement for the Pell Grant program have
forced students to borrow high amounts early in their programs of
study. Many of these students do not finish their programs.
They
often find themselves unemployed or underemployed and unable
to
repay their loans.
NCHELP urges that Pell Grants be concentrated on the early
stages of a student's program of studies, with loans serving
only a
supplemental function during this time. Then, as a student's education continues, his loan eligibility would be increased and his Pell
Grant eligibility reduced.
We believe that if possible grant aid should cover one-half of the
student's program-3 months in a 6-month program, 2 years of
a 4year program. Since the student probably would not be borrowing
during this period, the Federal subsidies which would have been
paid on his GSL could be devoted to the Pell Grant program.
Also added to the Pell Grant program could be funds saved a
result of significantly reduced defaults in the GSL program. As as
you
know from the recent GAO survey of default literature, one significant characteristic of defaulters is that they have dropped out
early in their program of studies. Last year, 70 percent of all delaults paid by my agency, for example, were for students who had
withdrawn prior to completing their program of study.
It is our hope that by focusing on the first half of program of
studies, Pell Grants can be converted to entitlements.aNCHELP
is
developing a model to prove that it can be done, and done under
existing budget constraints.
The second principle in NCHELP's reauthorization proposal that
I'd like to comment on this morning is that the financial
aid programs should promote educational effectiveness as well as opportunity. This principle addresses the issue of school eligibility. Congress, and in particular this subcommittee, has taken significant
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actions over the past several years to assure that schools that

abuse the programs are denied further eligibility. The focus now
should turn to not allowing such schools into the program in the
first place.

While Secretary Alexander has already taken administrative

steps to tighten up the oversight of accrediting agencies, NCHELP
proposes that he be given specific authority to set standards for

those agencies. Similarly, while the secretary may not have the
constitutional right to dictate State licensing standards, he should
be given authority to set minimum standards related to education-

al outcomes and consumer protection as a precondition for participation in Federal student aid programs.
The third principle that I'd like to comment on this morning is
that the GSL programs are sound and are essential to promoting
educational choice. Within this framework, NCHELP has addressed
the financial need of middle-income students.
One of the major changes in the Guaranteed Student Loan program made by the 1986 Amendments was the imposition of a needs

test on all borrowers. As a result, many students from middle-

income families became ineligible for subsidized Stafford Loans.
NCHELP proposes that an unsubsidized Stafford Loan program be
created to aid students from middle-income families. It would be
identical to the existing subsidized program in all its terms and
conditions, with the single exception that in-school interest for
middle-income borrowers would not be subsidized by the Federal
Government. A borrower could fill out a single application encom-

passing both the subsidized and unsubsidized programs. If he

showed need for a portion of the amount, he could receive that por-

tion on a subsidized basis and the remainder on an unsubsidized
basis.

I have shortened the presentation, Mr. Chairman, to meet the 5
minutes, and I see I have done that, so I'd be happy to answer any
questions.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Donovan.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Donovan followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. DONOVAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is Carl Donovan, I
am President of the Northwest Education Loan Association and current President
of National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs (NCHELP). The Council is
association of organizations and agencies involved in the administration of I Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Voting Membership is comprised of almost all of I
State and private nonprofit guaranty agencies, secondary markets, and direct lends
Associate Members include most of the major lenders, third-party servicers, collectors, Sallie Mae, and other organizations involved with the GSL Program. In essence, if 1 student is viewed as the ultimate consumer of Guaranteed Student Loans,
NCHELP represents the providers of such loans.
We welcome the opportunity to appear before you t -day, as NCHELP shares your

conviction, Mr. Chairman, that this reauthorization (.4 the Higher Education Act
may prove to be the most important since the law's enactment in 1965 and the
adoption the Pell Grant Program in 1972. After all, most of the Federal student aid
programs ha been on the books more than 25 years. It is time that they be given a
thorough review, with a eye toward their simplification and coordination, the better
to meet the needs today's students.
NCHELP has been working on development of its reauthorization proposals I
more than two years. Today I would like to share with the Subcommittee the high-
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light of those recommendations. I am submitti ig the full paper containing the

Council proNsals for the record.
The NCHELP reauthorization proposals are designed to implement six basic principles;

The foundation of financial assistance to low-income students should be grant
aid.

Access to postsecondary education must remain a national priority and federal

student assistance programs should promote educational effectiveness as well as
educational opportunity.
The concepts underlying the Guaranteed Student Loan Program are fundamentally sound; the Program is essential to the financing of postsecondary education and to promoting educational choice.
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program must be fiscally sound, responsive, and
flexible.

The administration and financing of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

represent a successful decentralized partnership among guaranty agencies, secondt.ry markets, commercial lenders, servicers, institutions of postsecondary
education, and the Federal government.
Stability and continuity are essential to the continued success of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and contractual agreements among participants
must not be abrogated.
While it may sound unusual for an organization primarily concerned with student
loans to urge a redress of the current grant/loan imbalance, NCHELP is extremely
concerned that budget pressures and the absence of an entitlement for the Pell
Grant Program have conspired to force students to borrow inappropriately high
amounts in order to be able to attend postsecondary education programs. We believe
that this reauthorization must address this problem, as the Subcommittee creates
student aid programs in the 90's.
NCHELP proposes to address the grant/loan imbalance by restructuring the Pell
Grant and GSL Programs, to make them work more closely together and to assure
that students receive substantial amounts of grant aid, at least during the early portions of their postsecondary experience. Specifically, we urge that Pell Grant funds
be concentrated on the beginning of a student's higher education career, with loans
serving only a supplemental function, if any, during this time. Then, as the student's education continues, his loan eligibility would be substantially increased, and
his Pell Grant eligibility reduced.

A student entering postsecondary education is making a substantial transition
from high school life. He should be able to make this transition predominantly
through grant assistance, and not have his life complicated by a substantial debt
burden. Once he has adapted to college life, he is better suited to undertaking a

loan obligation, and better able to repay that obligation.
By concentrating Pell Grant funds on the early period, a significant Pell Grant
could be achieved without eliminating needy students from eligibility and within
the context of current budget requirements. The NCHELP proposal is not specific

about what portion of a student's curriculum should be covered by Pell Grants,

since this may have to be governed by budget strictures. However, we believe that,
if possible, grant aid should cover one-half of a student's educational program-3
months in a 6-month program, or 2 years of a 4-year college edue-tion. This would
allow for a transition relevant to the student's individual program. Since the stu-

dent would probably not be borrowing during this period, the Federal subsidies

which would have been paid on his GSL could boe attributed to the coordinated Pell
Grant Program. It is NCHELP's hope that by combining the programs, Pell Grants
can be converted to entitlements through merger with GSL's entitlement.
The front-loading of Pell Grants would also significantly reduce defaults in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, which would, under current budget rules, make
even more entitlement funds available for Pell Grants. As you know from the recent
GAO survey of default literature, one significant characteristic of defaulters is that
they are dropouts. Under current law, a student forced to borrow because of the unavailability of grant aid is almost certain to default if he leaves school early in his
career. After all, he has not received the training or degree he initially sought, and

will not receive the salary he anticipated and against which he borrowed. By the
time a student has completed half of the curriculum, he has great promise of completing his course, getting a job, and being able to repay his loan.

NCHELP is convinced that coordinat'ig Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student

Loans, through a combined entitlement, would benefit and focus both programs. We

are in the process of developing a model to prove that it can be done, and,done
under existing budget strictures.
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While NCFIELP is concerned that federal student aid programs continue their
basic mission of providing access to postsecondary education, we believe that it is
essential that such access be to quality education. The Subcommittee has taken significant actions over the past several years, with strong NCHELP support, to assure
that "bad schools" are eliminated from the GSL Program. But it is better for students and taxpayers if "bad schools" are not allowed into the Program in the first
place.

NCHELP proposes strengthening the Secretary's authority to keep out institutions which are marginal, either educationally or financially, by changes in the current eligibility rules. Existing law makes an institution eligible if it is accredited by
an accrediting agency recognized by the Secretary and licensed by the State in
which it is located. While Secretary Alexander has already taken administrative
steps to tighten up his recognition of accrediting agencies, NCHELP proposes that
the law be amended to give him specific authority to set standards for accrediting
agencies to meet in their consumer protection requirements. Similarly, while the
Secretary may not have a constitutional right to dictate State licensing standards,

NCHELP believes that he should be given statutory authority to set minimum

standards relating to educational outcomes and consumer protection requirements
which State licensure must meet in order to qualify an institution for participation
in Federal student financial aid programs.
All participating educational institutions should be required to demonstrate financial and administrative competency and integrity before participating in Federal
student aid programs and as a condition of continued eligibility. NCHELP recommends that any new institution desiring to participate in the GSL Program be required to establish a Default Management Program for the first two years of its participation. Any institution which changes ownership or becomes a branch should
also be subject to a Default Management Program for two years after change of
ownership or status. In addition, guaranty agencies should have authority to regulate loan volume of such institutions.
Other institutional eligibility rules also need to be tightened. Under existing law,
students in programs of less than 600 clock hours are only eligible for Guaranteed
Student Loans. These are exactly the students who should not be borrowing. A
course of only a few weeks length usually trains a student for a minimum wage job,
certainly not an income level which allows for loan repayment. While students in
extremely short courses may need some sort of Federal assistance, we urge that it
not be loans, and that the definition of an eligible course for GSL be made the same
as the definition currently applicable to Pell Grants and campus-based programs.
Similarly, NCHELP urges that correspondence education be made ineligible for
Guaranteed Student Loans. Under the Department's interpretation of current law,
if any course offering of a correspondence school has a residential component, students in all of the courses offered by that school are entitled to borrow. Correspondence education is almost impossible to monitorhow does a lender know when a
borrower has dropped out? It should be eliminated from GSL eligibility.
Current law requires that, if an institution advertises job placement rates, it must

disclose to prospective students the data upon which such claims are based.

NCHELP believes that this disclosure comes too late in the process to have a significant impact on a student's choice. Therefore NCHELP recommends that if an institution advertises, it must include relevant default, salary, and job placement information in its ads,
One of the major changes in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program made by the
1986 Amendments was the imposition of a needs test on all borrowers. As a result,
many students from middle-income families were eliminated from eligibility for subsidized Stafford loans. However, as the Subcommittee is aware, college costs are increasing annually, and middle-income families are finding it exceptionally difficult
to finance college expenses. While alternative loan programs have burgeoned, they
are unable to meet the needs of families across the country.
Therefore, NCHELP proposes that an unsubsidized Stafford Lcan Program bed
created to aid students from middle-income families. It would be similar to the existing subsidized program in all of its terms and conditions, with the single exception
that in-school interest for middle-income borrowers would not be subsidized by the
Federal government. Instead, such interest would be paid by the borrower or added
to the principal amount borrowed no more frequently than quarterly. No Origination Fee would be collected; however, borrowers would pay a 5 percent reinsurance
premium to cover default costs and Special Allowance payments, if any were required. As NCHELP envisions the unsubsidized Stafford Loan Program, it would not
necessitate any new forms or applications. A borrower could fill out a single document encompassing both the subsidized and unsubsidized programs; if he showed
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need for a portion of the amount, he could receive that portion on a subsidized basis
and the remainder on an unsubsidized basis.
NCHELP recommends that the interest rate for new borrowers in both the subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford Loan Programs be set at market rate, as currently
calculated for SLS and PLUS loans, with the ceiling to the borrower set at 10 percent. The 1986 Amendments set a split rate of 8 percent for the first four years or
repayment, with an increase to 10 percent thereafter, plus a cumbersome "windfall"
provision to assure that lenders were not unfairly enriched. This action has proved
a nightmare to lenders and servicers alike: It also serves borrowers poorly, as lenders are unable to consolidate their indebtedness administratively if their loans are
at different rates at the same time. We urge the Subcommittee to eliminate all 8/10
percent split loans and repeal the "windfall" provision, converting those borrowers
to a flat 8 percent rate. Since all new borrowers would pay a rate reflecting recent
Treasury bill rates, no "windfall" would be possible.
Similarly, NCHELP urges that all new borrower be given only three deferments:
in-school, unemployment, and temporary, total disability. These three categories,
plus liberal lender forbearance, can cover all of the situations currently detailed in
13 specific deferments, all with their special rules, regulations, certifications, and
complications. Students are totally confused by the current panoply of deferments
and often fail to seek deferments for which they are eligible. For example, a lender
is able to back-date an unemployment deferment only 3 months, under current regulations, and must require paperwork documenting continuing unemployment every
three months thereafter. If an unemployed borrower doesn't realize that he is eligible for a deferment until 4 or 5 months after he becomes unemployed, he may already be inextricably caught in the web of delinquency and default. Simplification
of deferments to an easily-understandable number would assure that borrowers get
the relief from loan repayment that Congress intended.
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is currently operating under regulations

designed to implement the Education Amendments of 1980, regulations which
became final after the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1986. Regulations to implement the 1986 Amendments were promulgated as a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking late last fall, and the NPRM did not include any of the provisions
adopted in the 1989 and 1990 Budget Reconciliation Acts. NCHELP believes that it
is unconscionable that a complicated program which makes available approximately
$12 Billion per year to student and parent borrowers should not have up-to-date,
publicly aired regulations. For this reason, we urge you to apply the Negotiated
Rulemaking process you have already implemented for the Chapter 1 and Carl D.
Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act programs to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The great bulk of the NCHELP reauthorization paper was adopted by the Council's Board of Directors last July, just before the collapse of the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation. That collapse triggered concern about guaranty agency
fiscal strength and stability. Since the current law conditions agency financing on
loan volume, there was additional concern that the front-loading of Pell Grants, as
proposed by NCHELP, might result in a substantially reduced loan volume, thereby
endangering the fiscal health of additional agencies. I therefore appointed an
NCHELP Task Force on Guaranty Agency Financing, to develop proposals to assure
guaranty agency financial stability if the size of the loan program were constricted
as a result of Congressional action to redress the current grant/loan imbalance. We
will share these proposals with the Subcommittee as soon as they are adopted by
the Council.
Similarly, when NCHELP proposed Lender-of-Last-Resort language to the Congress in 1985, it was assumed that any loan access problems would be, as they had
historically been, regional in nature. However, today's emphasis on unacceptable default rates raises the specter of lack of access for high-risk borrowers only. The situation is potentially exacerbated by proposals such as that of the Administretion that
would impose lender risk-sharing at a cohort default level of 20 percent, significantly lower than the 35 percent cut-off level adopted by the Congress in the 1990 Reconciliation Act. NCHELP has formed a joint task force with the Consumer Bankers
Association and Sallie Mae to attempt to devise an economically feasible solution to
this potential problem, which we will share with the Subcommittee once it is developed.

Finally, NCHELP is actively involved in simplifying the program for the student
borrower in every way possible. All NCHELP Committees are analyzing public com-

munications within their areas, with a eye to making recommendations to the
Board on which forms and procedures we can encourage participants to standardize
Similarly, a Task Force hag, been working with the Department of Education to
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assure that all GSL application questions are included in the free Federal student
aid application for the 1992-93 academic year. If we are successful, we will simplify
the student application process while fulfilling the statutory requirement of a separate, identifiable GSL application with an application (possibly incorporating the
promissory note) which only asks additional information required for collection,
such as driver's license number and references. We are confident that these steps
will make the GSL Program even more "user friendly," without encouraging students to borrow unnecessarily.
As I am sure you realize, the Subcommittee has an immense task ahead of it in
reauthorizing the Higher Education Act NCHELP appreciates the opportunity to
appear before you today to share our recommendations. We look forward to working
closely with you and your staff as the process continues.
I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

Senator PELL. Finally, we have Mr. Lawrence A. Hough, president and chief executive officer, Student Loan Marketing Association here in Washington.
Mr. HOUGH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased to have this chance to speak to several important issues concerning the Guaranteed Student Loan program.
However, before doing so I would like to briefly comment on two
matters within the jurisdiction of your committee.
As part of the Financial Institution Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act, and the Fiscal 1991 Budget Reconciliation Bill, the
CRO, the GAO and the Treasury were required to evaluate the risk
sed by all government-sponsored enterprises. A "sense of the
nate" provision included in the Budget Reconciliation urged each
committee of jurisdiction to report safety and soundness legislation
by this mid-September 1991.
Mr. Chairman, over a 2-year period, as part of five different GSL
studies, Sallie Mae has been undergoing the most thorough external review of its financial strength and public purpose since inception. The published reports from these studies describe Sallie Mae's
health as excellent, and as such the corporation poses negligible
risk to the Federal Government. Just this month the Treasury De-

partment reported that Sallie Mae is rated "AAA" by Standard

and Poor's on a stand-alone basis. As such, we are one of only three
or four financial institutions in this country so rated.
Regardless of our recognized strength, there are some in govern-

ment who believe the most appropriate reward for our achievements would be to quickly impose new forms of regulation. Yet
there is not a single report of the corporation having taken inappropriate risk during nearly two decades of significant growth. The
present arrangements are clearly working well. Private sector incentives to avoid undue risk are working, and the trust and oversight captured in the legislation's clear tie between Congress and

in particular your committee and its House counterpart, the Executive Branch, and the corporation continue to operate very effectively.

Nevertheless we stand prepared to work with this committee to
address the concerns of those who desire to do something different.
Additionally, Mr. Chairman, in line with your committee's historic oversight of Sallie Mae, we are renewing our request for an
amendment to our charter which will merge our two classes of
stock into a single class of common stock. This one-share/one-vote
legislation was passed by the Senate in the last two Congresses, but
the underlying bills were never signed into law.
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As your committee members will appreciate, this measure is relevant to safety and soundness in that it improves the corporation's
ability to raise capital and further ensures a broad base of voting
shareholders.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters. Now I would
like to turn to a few comments relative to the GSL.
Any review of Title IV should start by acknowledging the successes of Federal efforts to provide student assistance over the ;oast
quarter century. However, the program's past high level of effectiveness in fulfilling access goals is diminishing, and without
change, I believe it will fall short of meeting the challenges of this
decade and the next. These challenges are indeed enormous.
The continuous escalation of college costs is now a well-established reality. In school year 1997-98, although the number of students at our colleges and universities will then remain virtually
unchanged from today's level, their families will need an incredible
$50 billion more in resources than they did this past fall. While
much of this amount will come from natural growth in family
income, a very substantial amount will only be met through various financial aid programs.
To address the challenges of ensuring broad access and maintaining the flows of loan capital, we need to evaluate more carefully
the differences in needs and outcomes of students and their families and tailor our existing framework of assistance to reflect varying circumstances. Sallie Mae has begun such a review and has the
following observations.

Increasing numbers of nontraditional adult students seeking to
be retrained are finding little support from existing Title IV programs. We must do better to support the Nation's critical need to
bolster its manpower development efforts.

The present GSL program is also poorly suited to the special
challenges of extending credit to stuoients from families at the
lowest levels of income. If some very significant educational quality

problems surrounding their quest for more education can be remedied, then a loan program supplement to the Pell Grant with the
potential for repayment terms which provide for yearly incomecontingent cancellation could serve these students more effectively.
Middle-income families also need more help in meeting college
costs. The present Stafford, SLS and PLUS programs will fall well
short of meeting their needs as resource requirements soar to the
levels I cited earlier. For this group, we would offer a 'program in
which families would be encouraged to save for college and would
be rewarded by access to partially subsidized guaranteed loans.
We believe that by making savings a prerequisite for receiving
low-interest loans, the past practice of accumulating significant
amounts of savings for college could be rediscovered.
Mr. Chairman, I have a final thought on program complexity, if I
could continue for a minute.
Senator PELL. Yes, please.
Mr. HOUGH. Simplifying the workings of the program for borrow-

ers, especially after the loan is made, should be a principal reauthorization point. One such critical need would have the Department of Education mandate adoption of a limited-use data system,
a system created expressly for the purpose of maintaining informa-
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tion on loan status and ownership. This would provide students,
schools, lenders and servicers a single reliable source of these, the
two most critical data elements to problem-free servicing.
Early success in the no-nonsense adoption of just a few far-reaching initiatives could serve as the industry's wake-up call for much
needed reform and simplification.
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I
would be happy to answer questions.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[Me prepared statement of Mr. Hough follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. HOUGH

I am Lawrence A. Hough, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Student
Loan Marketing Association. I am pleased to appear before you today as part of this

committee's deliberations on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965.
REAUTHORIZATION OVERVIEW

The hearings today are one of a busy schedule of presentations planned to ensure
that, in your consideration of reauthorization proposals, you will hear many perspectives from the widely different constituent interests. In undertaking its review
nf the Title IV programs, and the GSLP in particular, we believe as others have
IN. nested already, that this reauthorization should address the issues of access,
quality, and sitnplification. In doing so, the primary focus for evaluating ideas presented in reauthorization must be the student, the most important, yet often forgotten of the many postsecondary education constituents. Additionally, particular proposals must be evaluated in light of their cost and reliability.
Any review of Title IV should start by acknowledging the successes of the federal
efforts to provide student assistance over the past quarter century. In particular,
the GSLP has been a highly effective method of providing millions of students with
the opportunity to attend the postsecondary school of their choice. The program has
successfully leveraged federal dollars by providing nearly three times as much financial aid to students and parents as it has cost the U.S. taxpayer in federal appropriations. However, the GSLP's effectiveness in fulfilling broad access goals is diminishing and, without program change, the GSLP will fall short of meeting the
challenges of this decade and the next. The loan program's ability to perform well is
directly related to how the GSLP adapts to the changing educational goals of the
nation's students, their families' ability to pay, and the quality and cost of attendance of the institutions they attend.
THE CHANGING EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF STUDENT1

While my data is imprecise, it is clear that increasing numbers of students enrolled at postsecondary institutions, and perhaps, more importantly, increasing
numbers of would-be studen,s, are seeking to be retrained. They represent the ge-

neric types we all have heard from: single parents already balancing family responsibilities and current employment, while seeking to improve their earning capability
with additional education; laid-off blue or white-collar workers seeking a new profession; older citizens who, before reentering the workforce, wish to sharpen the skills
acquired fifteen or twenty years earlier. For a number of reasons, the present GSLP
is not well suited to these would-be students. In fact, the rules of the present program force prospective students into higher cost programs and away from community or evening college programs. The current system is not well-suited to handle the
nuances of these students' educational careers, such as periodic interruptions in
study, less-than-half-time study, or the need to take courses simultaneously at multiple institutions. There are better ways to meet the needs of these aspiring students.
As the nation addresses the broad challenges of strengthening its workforce through
retraining, a re-tuning of the GSLP could make it an Important contributor.
No matter whether the student's educational goals are a traditional 4-year or
graduate degree, or a vocationally or career oriented program, students and families
across this nation must confront, head on, the problem of gathering together the
required funds to pay the costs of attendance. Today, nearly all families, regardless
of economic condition, cannot meet college costs without some form of credit assist-
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ance. Fundamental to the success of the access and choice goals of public policy is
the moment of truth when the student/family consumers evaluate available credit
assistance alternatives and, based on that evaluation, determine in what school or
program of study they should make their educational investment. From the federal
perspective, we should evaluate more carefully the differences in needs and outcomes of students and their families and tailor the existing framework of assistance
to reflect these varying circumstances.
EDUCATION COSTS

The continuous escalation of college costs is now a well established reality that all

of us in or around the higher education industry are confronting. This pattern of
cost increase is nearly the same whether one examines the private or public sectors.
At the time of the last reauthorization in 1986, the average undergraduate public

and private school student budgets were R5,300 and $10,600 respectively. Tocihy they
are $7,000 and $15,000. When we next face reauthorization in 1997-98, the average
costs may be as high as $12,000 and $21,000.

Looking ahead to the next reauthorization, the school population will be remarkably unchanged. The total enrollment in postsecondary education is 13.5 million
today, and is projected to be 13.9 million in 1997-98. Compare this relative stability
to the dramatic increase in funds needed to pay the costs for these students. By
merely looking at enrollments and cost projections, we see that in 1997-98 the nation's students and their families will need approximately $50 billion more in funds
than they did this past fall. Over the course of the five years following this reauthorization, they will need as much as $150 billion in additional financial resources.
Obviously, this need will be met in various ways as i is distributed across family
incomes. For families in the lowest 20-25 percent of annual income, very little of
the needed increment will come from income except as provided by the student. In
the middle group, where our present need analysis system provides some eligibility
for state, federal, and institutional support, much more of the incremental resources
will be expected to come from the already extraordinary contributions made from
day-to-day income sources. At the higher end, though the bite will clearly be more
difficult to manage, additional needed funds will probably be found through income,
investments, or borrowing, with very little support from federal sources. As presently constituted, little of the $150 billion in estimated incremental resources is likely
to come from the present federal loan programs.
ASSISTING LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

The student borrower from a family with low income has become the "typical"
Stafford loan recipient. At the lowest end of this group, program data indicates
higher than average loan default and higher than average program drop-out experi-

ence. In addressing the needs of the lowest-income families, we must acknowledge
that the present GSL program is poorly suited to the special challenges of extending
credit to this segment of the student population. Moreover, the Stafford program
has suffered in the eyes of the taxpayer as a consequence of the impact of high default levels from higher risk borrowers. And, it is clear to us that students have
suffered as a result of the nearly constant efforts to set the program straight. It is
too early to tell what effect recent statutory changes in program rules arid school
eligibility requirements will have on the long-term health of the program and on
student access. We believe that it may be time to look specifically at serving the
most disadvantaged students in a unique manner and to design delivery concepts
solely for this set of students. We suggest that if thequality problems of curriculum
standards, ability to benefit selection, and academic progress monitoring are addressed first, then a loan program supplement to the Pell Grant, with the potential
for repayment terms which provide for yearly, income-related cancellation, coLld
serve these students more effectively than the current approach.
ASSISTING MIDDLE-INCOME FAMILIES

The middle-income student represents a second focal point in this discussion of
choice and access. Sallie Mae is aware of the growing sentiment that middle-income
families need more help in meeting college costs. As the following excerpts from
House Report 89-621, which accompanied the Education and Labor Committee's
version of the Higher Education Act of 1965, illustrate, concern for middle-income
families has long been a focal point of the GSLP:
College costs in this country have now spiraled to a point at which it is not just
the very needy who require financial aid. Many students from middle-income
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families are also finding it difficult to meet the increasing costs of a college education.
The report quotes the Commissioner of Education who explained that, according
to the need analysis formulae in place at that time, college costs could eat up as
much as one-quarter of the available income of a family with two children in college. He added:

To cite theie facts is not to contend that these middle income families should be
relieved of responsibility for paying the costs of higher education for their children. It is rather to suggest that this heavy concentration of expenses should be
spread out over more than the four years of college through the "loan of convenience" described in Part 8 of Title IV.
That middle-income "loan of convenience" has become a "loan of necessity" for a
growing number of low-income families and students. Many middle-income families
do not qualify for Stafford loans and are restricted to borrowing through the nonsubsidized PLUS program on behalf of their children. In today's college market, the
aggregate $20,000 available under PLUS does not buy a 4-year college education at
most schools. Parents and students have been forced to invade retirement funds or
use up the equity in their homes in order to fill in the gap left between federal resources and the costs of college. Alternatively, other families have lowered their ex-

pectations and reluctantly concluded that the school of choice is simply not an
option.

To restore more beneficial support to these families, two long recognized deficien-

cies of the system of evaluating need require change. First, proposals of the type
offered in your own bill, Mr. Chairman, and by the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) and the College Board, to modify the treatment accorded home equity in the Congressional Methodology should be adopted. If
the family has invested in its own home, a portion of the equity in that home is
assumed to be available to help meet college costs. Second, under the current need
analysis formulae, middle-income, home-owner families are doubly penalized for
being thrifty and for jolanning ahead for their children's education. If the family has
forgone vacations or luxury items in order to put a few dollars aside to enable their
children to attend college, then their eligibility for federal aid is reduced in proportion to the amount of their thrift. Currently, the need analysis system not only penalizes savers, the national publicity on this "savings tax has lead many who do
save to omit those assets from the financial aid form or place them in the name of a
relative or other person who is not subject to need analysis. We envision a program
that will reward middle-income parents for looking ahead to the future and reduce

the dependency of these families on high cost Mans as the means for meeting college
costs. Under such a program, families would ..e encouraged to save for college and
would be rewarded when the presence of student/family savings open up access to
partially subsidized, guaranteed loans. If saving were a prerequisite for receiving
low-interest loans, maybe this traditional middle-class value could be rediscovered
and integrity could be restored to the student aid application process.
PROGRAM SIMPLIFICATION

An additional focus of reauthorization noted at the outset of my remarks is program simplification. Mr. Chairman, I am certain that no one who w.,i ;some before
you during these reauthorization hearings will object to the idea of a ros r.,m simplification. The level of complexity that has developed in student aid os the past 25
years is apparent, no matter which role you play in the financial aid system. Is complexity simply the nature of the beast, or is there a more appealing vision of the
future for students, parents, schools, lenders, guarantors, and even the program regulators? We believe that by focusing actions and initiatives on remedying relatively
minor programmatic flaws we can eliminate the sources of misunderstanding and
break down some of the barriers that inhibit the access of students to program benefits.

Try as we may to solve these problems on the loan side of the equation, other
confusing components of the financial aid system that do not relate to student loans
will limit the success of our efforts. Among these items are the current need analysis system, with its profusion of forms and detailed requirements; the growing tendency of students to openly and freely transfer among schools of their choosing; the
specific requirements established by states with respect to state-funded financial aid
programs; and the need to ensure that program participants are accountable for
their expenditure of taxpayer dollars. We would be remiss if we did not also make
the point that loan programs are inherently more complex than grant programs, no
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matter what the source of funds or the service quality of the program administra-

tors.

The GSLP has proven itself to be an effective means for utilizing private sector
skills, resources, and expertise in carrying out federal policy goals. Throughout its
history the private sector participants in the program have spent millions of dollars
in their efforts to find the best ways to deliver loan funds to students and parents,
to process the overwhelming amount of data associated with loan management, to
develop the most efficient sources of capital for the program, and to build state of
the art systems for servicing student loans. We believe that some of the kinks in the
GSLP can be worked out by allowing private sector principles to be the cornerstone
of efforts to reinvigorate the program. In this regard, we must consider replacing
program compliance standards built on rote precision with those based on measured
performance. We must incentivize schools' and lenders' to employ well tested, alternative methods for delivering, servicing, and collecting student loans.
A major objective of program simplification should be the development of standards for application forms, data exchanges, and program rules across guarantors.
Early success in the adoption of a few far reaching standards could serve as the industry's wake-up call for other simplification efforts. Such an initiative should not
occur in isolation, but in full and open consultation with program participants. And
further, standardization initiatives must be forcefully prioritized to achieve simplification for the student borrower.
Beyond the contribution of standardization, simplifying the workings of the program for borrowers, especially after the loan is made, should be a principal reauthorization focal point. One of the more troublesome flashpoints in loan servicing
for borrowers, schools, and lenders is the confirmation of borrowers' in-school status.
Because of the mobility of borrowers among institutions and the potential for the

involvement of multiple lenders and guarantors in a single student's loans, the
simple-sounding act of informing lenders that a borrower has left school (or enrolled) can be a frustrating exercise for the lender, the school, and the borrower.
Sallie Mae is recommending that the Department of Education be directed to mandate adoption of a limited use data system, created expressly for the purpose of establishing and maintaining definitive student status confirmation information.
Though seemingly trivial, a resolution to this area of technical and administrative
concern will address countless problems for studer ts which are direct off-shoots of
bad status data. Our vision is that such a system IA ill provide one-stop shopping for
lenders and servicers seeking reliable status information and for schools seeking to
provide such data. Schools are facing an increasing workload as they attempt to provide status information to multiple guarantors and to respond to the individual requests of lenders for updates or re-confirmation in order to resolve data conflicts.
Importantly, students also need to know that there is a single source they can con-

tact to update their status information and clear up problems in tracking their
status or in locating the holder of their loans.

GUARANTOR STABILITY

All providers of private capital for the GSLP have a heightened concern these
days for the stability of the guaranty agency system. Any threat to the insurance
that is the foundation of GSLP lending is a threat to the continued viability of the
program. Even the perceived potential foi loss has an adverse impact on participa-

tion and investment.
Sallie Mae supports efforts to increase government oversight of guaranty agency
financial reporting and to establish more public accounting of the accumulation and
use of reserve funds. Providing for timely, standardized, and thorough financial reporting of the guarantor and its auxiliary activities, such as servicing or secondary
market support, would bring to bear on their activities the benefits of market discipline. We join with the Consumer Bankers Association and the American Bankers
Association in their calls for the establishment of a standing contingency plan for
protecting loan guarantees in the event of a guaranty agency's inability to meet its
financial obligations. At a minimum, the Secretary should be required to step in immediately and honor the loan guarantees issued by a troubled guarantor until a per-

manent solution is reached. We also applaud the attention reflected in the President's 1992 budget submission on this subject.

OSE AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES

As part of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act

(FIRREA) and the fiscal year 1991 Budget Reconciliation bill, the CBO, GAO, and
Treasury were required to undertake an analysis of the risk posed by all Govern-
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ment Sponsored Enterprises (GSE's) including Sallie Mae. The President's Budget
was also required to describe the financial condition and risks posed by each GSE. A
sense of the Senate provision included in the Reconciliation measure urged each
committee of jurisdiction to report safety and soundness legislation by September
15, 1991.

Mr. Chairman, over a two year period, as part of five separate GSE studies, Sallie
Mae is undergoing the most thorough external review of its financial strength and
public purpose since its inception. As we speak, four reports have been issued and
the fifth is in draft. The reports uniformly commend highly both Sallie Mae and the
oversight provided by the Congressional education committees.
A sampling of these recent GSE reports shows that Sallie Mae is perceived
to be in excellent health and to poge negligible risk to the federal government. Specifically:

Treasury reported in 1990 that Sallie Mae is "a well-managed enterprise with
adequate contro.s to manage and monitor its operation." It found that "Sallie
Mae is not exposA to a great degree of interest rate risk" and the "Sallie Mae
has a strong capital base (and) does not need to increase its capital at this

time." More recently, in 1991, Treasury reported that Sallie Mae "is rated AAA
by (Standard and Poors) on a stand-alone basis."
GAO, in its 1990 report on GSE's, stated quite plainly that "Sallie Mae's financial performance has been consistentl profitable. Its student loans (result) in
no material credit losses to Sallie Mae. '
The President's fiscal year 1992 Budget stated that "Sallie Mae is extremely

strong financially ... Sallie Mae poses little financial risk to the government ..."
The CBO in its recently released GSE report concluded that "In the case of
Sallie Mae, the consensusincluding this report is that the risk to the govern-

ment is quite small, probably negligible, at present."
Regardless of our recognized strength, there are some in government who believe
the most appropriate recognition would be to quickly impose new forms of rerdatory oversight. Iret there is no single report of the corporation having taken inappropriate risk during nearly two decades of significant growth. The present arrangements have clearly worked well: private sector incentives to avoid undue risk are
working well and, most importantly, the trust and oversight captured in the legislation's dear tie between Congress, the Executive Branch, and the corporation continues to operate with great success.
We stand prepared to work with the Committee to address the concerns of those
who, not withstanding the historic record, would restructure the oversight arrangements now in place.
Mr. Chairman, on a different but related subject, we have this year renewed our
request to merge our two classes of stock (one voting, one non-voting) into a single
class of common stock (the one share-one-vote amendment to our charter). This legislation was passed by the Senate in the last two Congresses, but the bills which it
was part of were never signed into law. The one-share, one-vote measure is relevant
to safety and soundness in that it improves the corporation's ability to raise capital
and further, it ensures a broad base of voting shareholders.
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. would be happy to
answer any questions.

Senator PELL. Just one or two comments. In the first place, in
connection with some of the regulations which you think should be
made in the Department of Education, it could be a mistake to try
to do this by legislation because then they become inflexible, and

you can't change them as time goes on. So I think we would be
much better not getting into micromanagement on the Congressional side, but rather trying to make sure the regulations reflect
the will of Congress rather than changing it by legislation.
Then the second point, which I guess we ali agree on, is that the
real problem today is to make education available to the middle-

income students; they are the ones who need the loans and who are
at this time having a hard time getting them.
As you know, there has been some suggestion that this should be
lirect loan program. I was just curious what the reaction of this
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panel, who follow the loan program very closely indeed, would be,
if there would not be a saving to the taxpayer and increased simplicity if it were a direct loan program from government to recipient.
We'll go right down the line. Mr. Biklen.
Mr. BIKLEN. Yes, I am certainly aware that there has been talk
about a direct loan program and talk about how they might oper-

ate. However, at this point I have yet to see a firm proposal in

terms of exactly how it would operate and how the costs would be
achieved.

I think another important thing is that if there are cost savings,
that they be real and not just smoke and mirrors. But certainly, if
there is a good proposal, and it makes sense and delivers something

that is very positive for the students and saves money, I don't
think you can sit here and say that's no good; but at this point, I
have not seen a firm proposal that demonstrates exactly how the

cost would be achieved.

The other thing I think we need to remember is if we are going
to aim for simplicity to the extent that we now develop a new pro-

gram, we've got to make sure we haven't confused the situation
where we've got just another add-on that exists along with what we
have today.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. Zucchini.
Mr. ZUCCHINI. Mr. Chairman, my only exposure to that proposal

is what I have read in the Wall Street Journal and American

Banker. That is a limited amount of information, obviously. I have
not seen a full disclosure of what is being proposed. However, based
on that limited reading I think I would agree with Mr. Darman in
his comments to Senator Lott in a Senate Budget hearing, where

he said that he didn't see any evidence that the Federal Government would be able to administer that program more efficiently
than the current intermediaries.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. Donovan.
Mr. DONOVAN. As the others, I have not seen details on it, and I

am not able to really comment on the specifics of the proposal. I
would just make two observations, that it would add to the Federal
debt, and I think that is overlooked; in addition, I would hope that
any pricing out does accommodate all of the administrative costs.
The administration of a program as complicated as GSL requires a
good deal of support.
Senator PELL. Mr. Hough.

Mr. HOUGH. There is not really much to add to the comments
that preceded mine. I think the cost issue is clearly one of the significant driving factors, and right behind it is the assurance that

such a new effort could provide a seamless transition from the

present enormous system to one that would switch in very significant ways and provide duplicative or new paths of delivery. That
would be a major concern of mine.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

If there were an increase in the loan limits as several groups

have proposed, wouldn't that also result in an increase in the debt
and the unpaid indebtedness of many of these students?
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Mr. Biklen.

Mr. BIKLEN. Yes. Obviously, if you increase the limits it could in-

crease the debt. I don't knowI have seen some conflicting materia. , though, in terms of whether or not the debt burden at this point
many is too high. Clearly, there are some problems with respect to
people getting loans who should not, and I think we need to make

s ire that those are cleaned up, and I think that has a lot to do
with the quality of the education that is being delivered. I also
think it has a lot to do with the grant-loan imbalance.
But I am not certain that it says that you can't increase the loan
limits and that people can't handle that.

Senator PELL. Mr. Zucchini.
Mr. ZUCCHINI. Mr. Chairman, 2 days ago I had lunch with the

president of my alma mater, Patricia Ewers, who is the president
of Pace University in New York City. Her two concerns were, one,
that the middle class has been squeezed out of having access to
higher education, and that the cost of education has far exceeded
the CPI index, and that the middle class, without increasing the
loan limit, would be further unable to afford higher education as
time goes on.
So we certainly think that that would be the proper thing to do.
Senator PELL. Mr. Donovan,
Mr. DONOVAN. I might comment that the issue of debt burden is

that debt burden is high for individuals who have dropped out, who
are unable to pay their loans because of underemployment. I think
we can handle that with the front-loading of the Pell Grant program.
With regard to debt burdens on the part if completers, juniors,
seniors, graduate students, our experience is that they are not too
high, that they can absorb additional. So I think a raising of the
limits, or the adding of an unsubsidized loan program is acceptable,
particularly if it is targeted away from the very early entries into
higher education.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. Hough.
Mr. HOUGH. Present debt burdens are high; they are too high; we

need more grant support. Lacking more grant support, your committee has an enormous problem because you are directing your
thoughts to the heart of the issue, and that is the role of debt
burden on limiting choice. There is no question but that we are
confronting that problem increasingly.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
I thank all of you for coming down to be with us, particularly
Mr. Zucchini from my own state. T. have one question. The Fleet
Bank has its student loan program in California. Why is that?
Mr. ZUCCHINI. Mr. Chairman, we are involved in student loans in
two ways. First, originating loans through our banking franchise,
which is located in the Northeast; and second, we are a large, independent servicing organization where we service loans not only for
the Fleet/Norstar organization but for other institutions as well.
That company is located in Long Beach, CA. It was founded in
Long Bea^h, CA. We purchased it in 1987.
Senator PELL. I see. Thank you very much.
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I would add the record will be kept open for any additional statements or questions that any of my colleagues care
to make.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record follows:)
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
REGARDING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EnucATION ACT oF 1965
SUBMITTED TO THE
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS & HUMANITIES
MAY 9, 1991

The American Bankers Association (ABA) is pleased to comment on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. We welcome this opportunity to
underscore the value the commercial lending industry brings to the federal Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL) programs governed by Title IV of the Act.
RESTORATION OF PELL GRANTS

ABA believes all parties students, parents, educators, financial aid administrators
and those private lenoers who fund credits for a college education -- concur on the need to
reemphasize Pell grant awards for the neediest recipients. Both the number of eligible
students and families, and the maximum grant awarded, need to be increased to replace the
erosion that has taken place since the early-1980s with respect to this fundamental student
financial aid program. This erosion was largely spurred by federal budgetary constraints and
continued increases in postsecondary education costs. The challenge we now face is to find
public funds to support the goal of restoring Pell grant aid to its intended use providing
access to a college education for qualified U.S. citizens who cannot conceivably meet the
costs of attending a college of their choice through family and individual contributions alone.
GUARANTEED S7VDENT LOANS

Attached is ABA's An Agenda for Program Reform. Briefly, ABA strongly supports the
continued partnership of private funding and public oversight for the GSL programs. While
the default problem continues at problematic levels with respect to students attending
proprietary schools, ABA believes recent initiatives by the Department of Education have
and will continue to favorably address this problem in an equitable manner. Until future
default rates begin to reflect the numerous reforms already made, attention to the default
issue would be better directed at program simplification and student access to grants and
loans.

Finally, ABA believes the various private-sector parties responsible for facilitating the
management of the GSL programs -- lenders, servicers, guaranty agencies, and secondary
markets are united in their skepticism about "savings" attributable to full or partial
conversion of the GSL programs into a federally-funded, direct loan program. Proponents of
this concept have a long way to go in making the case that private-sector funding of a college
education is not more cost-effective than a taxpayer-funded program as well as more
responsive than a program managed almost entirely at the federal level.

L;
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EDUCATION LENDERS AND REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION Acr OF 1965
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
An Agenda for Program Reform
The 102nd Congress is charged with reauthorizing the legislation governing the
Federal Government's role in the Nation's postsecondary education system. Title IV of the
Higher Education Act (HEA), which governs federal student assistance programs, will receive
particular attention. During the reauthorization process, the lending industry will be caPed
upon to underscore the value it brings to these programs in its role as the party responsible
for the funding and delivery of guaranteed student loan (GSL) funds to students.

The Bush Administration may unveil a proposal that would essentially take traditional
lenders out of the origination of loans to postsecondary school students. The American
Council on Education and other education interests have also drafted a legislative proposal to
offer "eligible schools the ability to originate direct, federally-funded loans to students.
School eligibility would be based on a "proven record of financial management" and those
schools originating such loans would not likely market GSLs actively.
ABA believes such a proposal would substantially lirnit student loans funded by private
capital, particularly at the largest 2- and 4-year schools. Linder the GSL programs, lenders
currently play a key role in making private funds available to the nation's students, while also
bringing to bear their applied experience in servicing and collecting these loans. Public
reliance on the private lending industry to fund the burgeoning costs of postsecondary
education results in an effective and cost efficient program. Reliance on public funds to
support loans to students is held to a minimum since these funds come into play only as:
special allowances, to minimize the interest burden on student borrowers while still
imposing a market rate on the programs to ensure continued availability and efficient
management; and,
reinsurance of uncollectible GSLs in those eases where a student borrower simply will
not or cannot repay a GSL.

In short, ABA's position on full or partial conversion of the GSL programs to a direct
loan format is as follows:
Lenders are not part of the problem; they are part of the solution. Lenders are only
compensated for services performed in facilitating the GS1. program
eliminating
lenders does not eliminate the need for those services.
The Director of the Office of Management and Budget, Richard Darman, who is
charged with ensuring federal fiscal responsibility, has publicly stated that direct
student loans do not offer taxpayer savings and only muddy the waters of an already
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complex program.'

Default rates have driven this proposal. While these continue at problematic levels,
they do not yet reflect reductions that can be reasonably expected from recent and
substantial reforms made by Congress and the Administration.

Finally, if direct loans were to carry higher loan limits than GSLs, students would be
likely to take on comparatively more debt. Consequently, both the number and
volume of defaults might exceed those on comparable GSL portfolios. Loan limits
should reflect the student's need analysis and the likelihood of default, not the means
of fUnding for the loan. Any direct loan program should cany the same loan limits
as are applicable to the GSL programs.

re is room for much improvement to GSL programs. Net
On the other hana,
defaults, after collection, remain relatively constant in the 10-11 percent range but
nonetheless represent an increasing proportion of overall program costs. Moreover, many
lenders have left the programs because of the low profitability from collection costs
associated with high gross default rates and the rigid regulatory environment in which the
programs operate. To address these problems, legislative solutions, as set forth below, are
necessary.

Financial Stability of Guaranty Agencies and Third-Party Servicers. The demise of
the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEAF) took many of the participants in
the GSL programs by surprise. While HEAF's problems with high portfolio default
rates were well known, the extent to which these rates hampered HEAF's financial
position was not as clear. While the Department of Education (the "Department")
dealt with the HEAF problem in a way favorable to the long-term stability of the GSL
guarantee system, this intervention was an ad hoc approach that cannot necessarily be
relied upon if other guaranty agencies encounter similar financial problems.

1.

The first goal is to minimize the need for future Department intervention to shore up
a guaranty agency's financial soundness by improved monitoring and oversight. A
periodic data collection and dissemination program is necessary whereby cash flows
and projected default claims at all guaranty agencies would be available to GSL

I

Darman is quoted as saying in response to Senate Budget Committee Member Trent Lou (R.

Miss):

What (those in the House of Representatives supporting a direct loan programi have been
talking about, I believe, has been federalizing the loan program and taking out the
-intermediaries, the private Intermediaries, out of the action altogether and making It a
direct federal loan program. My personal view is that that will not accomplish the
purposes they have in mind in terms of increasing efficiency or savings. There's no
evidence, none, that the federal government can administer that kind of enormous grant
program more efficiently or effectively than the current intermediarim.

Source: LEGI-SLME Report, February 15, 1991.
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program lenders for their ongoing evaluation of their guarantors' financial stability.
Furthermore, federal preemption of state limitations on a lender's choice of guaranty
agencies may be desirable to promote market adjustments reflecting perceived
guaranty agency stability.
Second, a formal contingency plan needs to be adopted by the Department to address
financial problems at guarantee agencies at the point they become known and, if they
persist, at the point the agency nears insolvency. The risk sharing scheme proposed by
the Bush Administration in its 1992 Budget addresses the issue of full reinsurance of
lenders but does not propose a resolution mechanism beyond simply allowing the
Department to assume control of an insolvent agency.

Efficient and sound program management also needs to address third-party servicers,
and the need for periodic, certified audits of their operations should Lc evaluated.
2.

3.

Reform of Interest and Special Allowance Payments to Lenders. The low profitability
associated with GSLs has driven many institutions from the market -- particularly
those institutions with small GSL volumes and thus no cost savings from economies of
scale. The special allowance paid to lenders, which is based on the 91-day Treasury
Bill rate is not fully reflective of the way in which lenders fund GSL.s. To eliminate
this funding mismatch, without substantially affecting the actual level of allowance paid
over time, the 90-day Dealer Commercial Paper Index or comparable private debt
rate could replace the 91-day Treasury Bill rate (with an appropriate change to the
special allowance rate of 3.2.5 percent to essentially equate the rate payable to lenders
following the change in the base rate). ABA is continuing to investigate this option to
determine its practicality.

improved Lender Due Diligence Prac,.,:ures. Low program lender' profitability, in
spite of the special allowance paid or. GSLs by the Department, is also largely due to
the costly procedures lenders mast Li dertake to comply with the Department's rigid
and onerous servicing and collect...1 requirements.
To ensure suitable levels of lender presence in the GSL programs, the Department's
due diligence and other requirements need to be modernized so that they reflect
prevailing lending practices in other forms of retail lending without compromising the
level of protection the federal government requires to enforce its reinsurance of GSL.s.
Only lenders running high default rates or consistently failing to perform adequate due
diligence (as measured against the Department's recently proposed changes to the
regulations [55 Federal Register 24)), should be subjected to rigorous due diligence
regulations and enforcement. A "substantial compliance" approach needs to be
adopted for those lenders experiencing manageable default rates and/or demonstrating
suitable due diligence performance.

To further ensure continued access by all postsecondary student borrowers, the
adoption of differing special allowance factors (the current 3.25 percent addition to
the base rate) should he evatir.,,d. Diffeong special allowances according to type of
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postsecondary school attended would more closely reflect the likelihood of default and
resultant cost of collecton measures associated with each type.
4.

Streamlined GSL Program Regulations. The regulations, statutes, and policy
initiatives governing the GSL programs have become needlessly duplicative and
require consolidation. Since its adoption in 1965, the HEA has undergone numerous
reauthorizations and other statutory changes. Moreover, the Department only adopts
the implementing regulations several year -fter becoming law. Rarely have
superfluous or conflicting provisions been LcIeted by law or regulation on a timely
basis when new provisions were added. Consequently, interpreting the GSL program
has almost become an industry of its own -- an extra, costly, and unnecessary new
burden.
An example of the complexity of the existing statute is the provision of 11 different
deferment categories when 3 would suffice (e.g.; military or other eligible government
service; returning to school; and a catch-all class, hardship). This and other redundant
provisions of the programs need to he reconciled without compromising their intent.
Increased movement towards standardized loan application and other forms, as well as
electronic storage and communication of program data, wolild also reduce
administrative Costs and increase program efficiency.

5.

Further Default Reduction Measures. The Department and Congress are fully aware
of the problems posed by high and growing program default rates, and have taken
steps in the past several years designed to address these problems directly. These
steps are only just beginning to take effect and should result in the growth trend in
gross default rates easing by fiscal year 1993. However, more needs to be done to
improve the Department's ability to collect on defaults.
The Administration's 1992 Budget proposes to expand the IRS' program to offset
uncollected GSL debt against tax refunds, extend wage-garnishment of private-sector
employees, repeal the statute of limitations for the collection of GSL defaults, and
other promising initiatives. Such provisions should be considered to the extent they
address the problem of student borrowers in default who nonetheless have the
capacity to provide repayment. However, they must also be sensitive to those student
borrowers e»tering defauh due to circumstances outside their immediate control. For
example, ninny students must rely heavily on borrowed funds due to the unavailability
of grants or other assistance. Still others are victims of poor education programs that
do not lead to a level of employment suitable to repay their outstanding student loans.
A.BA would suggest the Department also give serious consideration to other methods
to improve its net receipts on defaulted loans to further offset program costs. For
example, it may be possible to aher the formula by which private attorneys or
collection agencies are compcnsa, 1 for successfully estaNkhing repayment.
Currently, about 30 percent t)f the proceeds from each collected default are remitted
to these parties. Of the remaining 70 percent of collected funds, the guaranty agency
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retains roughly 30 percent -- leaving the Department with a net recovery of only 40
percent. The Department should review the prevailing collection compensation
practices, and alternatives that would not adversely affect collection volume should be
fully evaluated. It may be possible to compensate both the attorney/collection
agency
and/or the guaranteed agency at a flat fee or reduced rate.

Finally, despite many promising proposals in the Administration's reauthorization
package, ABA questions the effectiveness of the proposal to require a credit check
on
all student applicants age 21 or older. This requirement is not likely to yield any
significant reduction in defaults since few students, even at age 21, would have credit
histories to check. If such a requirement is adopted, however,
age 23 would be a
better age at which to trigger a credit check. Furthermore, guidance as to what
represents a poor credit history requiring a cosigner of the loan would be necessary
from the Department. With respect tr. the Administration's proposed reduction of the
special allowance rate paid to lenders experiencing cohort default rates greater than
20 percent, more specificity as to how each lender's cohort default rate would be
measured is needed before ABA can fully evaluate the effectiveness of this proposal.
6.

Student Eligibility and School Reforms. True reform of the GSL programs will
recognize the fact ihat students from lower income groups simply are not always in
a
position to commence repayment of GSI. obligations soon after their education is
completed. In the past, these students were eligible for Pell Grants, but access to this
program has been severely limited in recent years.

Concurrent with any expanded access to Pell Grants would be a change in the
eligibility requirements for GSLs. Eligibility in the first half of a student's education
program should be determined by income "floors" and "ceilings." Potential borrowers
with income levels below the "floor" would be considered eligible for grants; those with
incomes between the "floor" and "ceiling" would be eligible for GSLs. Eligible
borrowers' loan limits would be determined by their need analysis. In the first half, a
heavier reliance on grant aid over loan aid for eligible students would limit pressure
on the GSL programs from defaults attributable to students not completing their
chosen course of study.

Finally, abuses of the Title IV aid programs by postsecondary schools need to be
addressed. Certification criteria for schools' participation in the programs need to be
reviewed and, where necessary, revised. All sectors of schools should be held
accountable to a uniform set of criteria at the federal level. Those schools in violation
of the uniform criteria should face broadened and speedier limitation, suspension, and
termination procedures.
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Richard Pfaff
1638 Andalusia Way
San Jose, CA 95125
May 3, 1991

Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman: House Education a Labor Committee
239 Cannon House Office Building
WaShington, D,C.

20515

Dear Congressman Ford:

I am writing to voice my concern with some of the reauthorization proposals currently being
considered, especially with regards to the Stafford Loan. In particular, these Issues relate
to NASFAA's recommendations to increase the annual limits as well as the interest rate and
length of repayment term.'
While increasing the loan parameters may be desirable to certain private high cost colleges
and while it may appear to make additional funds available, I feel, In fact, that we may be
doing a grave disservice to the very clientele that we profess to serve, namely the students.
For Instance, compare an example where two students borrow the annual maximum over a
period of 6 years in college.
LBORROWED

A.

$2625
2625
4000
4000
7500

Freshman
Sophomore
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1st yr. M.A.
2nd yr. M.A.

$28,250

TOTAL

$4000
4000
0000
6000
10,000

Junior
Senior

WE

$40,000

MONTHIKPAYMENT

B.

4 yrs/48 payments
10%
$362 6 yrs/72 payments
$342

C.

NAIFAA PiztO_Ft

$42,000

8%

$382

$520 11 yrs/132 payments

TOTAL $ REPAID

15%

$87,000

Under the NASFAA proposal, the student can borrow $11,750 more ($40,000 - 28,250) over a
For this difference, however, the
6 year period than allowed under current regulation.
student potentially repays an additional $45,000 ($87,000 - 42,000) in principal and Interest

'It Is my understanding that NASFAA advocates a repayment term up to 15
at
years; 8% for the first four years followed by a variable Interest rate cappedfor
$6000
15%; and annual loan limits of $4000 for f reehmen/aophomores,
Aggregate
maximum
would
Juniors/seniors, and $10,000 for graduate students.

while PLUS would go
be $76,000. SLS would also increase to the same maximum
to $108,000.
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as well as a sizeable increase In monthly payments beginning In year 5.
One can also question the necessity of changing the parameters at this time. Five years ago
the maximum annual undergraduate loan was $2500 and the graduate maximum was $5,000.
College/living costs have not doubled In the past five years! Nor have enrollments declinwl.

Increasing the loan amounts will also only exacerbate

the existing gaP between grant and
loan. Ely increasing loan limits, we reduce the
pressure to increase grants because It always
appears as If there are sufficient QtL funds to meet students' needs.
The NASFAA proposal also potentially leads to a higher volume of defaulted dollars, a larger
debt burden on high risk students, and greater confusion as to actual monthly repayments.
Although the NASFAA propoeal also recommends that colleges be allowed to set lower loan
limits for Its fitudents, In reality, this would be extreMaly
difficult to Implement.
Unfortunately, need often paradoxically matches available dollars.
Rather than Seeing a solution In increased loan amounts, intere rates, and repayment terms,
I would suggest that the majority of students would rather see Wasik& In loan reliance
and greater pressure to increase Pell, scholarships and college work study. (For instance,
working gne hour a day at minimum wage for four years Is the equivalent of a $4,000 Stafford
loan!)

Increasing loan parameters, especially in a Program already under considerable fire and
possible replacement by a direct federal lending
does not seem the prudent course
of action at this time. The same would be true program,
of NASFAA's proposals for changes In the
PLUS/SLS programs,

A direct federal lending program may or may not be the answer at this time. Obviously the
optimum solution will be a combination of such a program with the current Perkins Loan: I.e.,
the federal government borrowing from privet% lenders to allow schools to administrate an
expanded Perkins program. The funds could be made available to schools/etudents
similar
to the Pell program. The interest rate could be slightly Increased if necessary. The schools
will be responsible for collection, etc. Such a program, I would think, would be the first
choice of moat financial ald officers.
For these and other reasons, with regards to the proposao nhanges In the Stafford/SLS/PLUS
programs, I urge you to consider the recommendation of your
Advisory Committee Report
on Student Financial Assistance: "1411011111111111911111111.11IM
dies targeted on.. loan
default and causes; lanalmiNimmuName

Let us proceed very, very carefully In Increasing the loan bJrden on our students.
Thank you for your oonsIderatIon.
...eSine

Ri

.. ly,

ard Pfa

(y ef
2March
1991 "Priorities for the 1990's: Recommendations for Reauthorizing
the Higher Education Act of 19e6", p. 20, Exhibit 8.
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May 13, 1991
Honorable Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
SD-648 Dirksen Senate Office Building
20515
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Pell:
your
I appreciated having the opportunity to testify before of
the
Subcommittee on May 9, and wanted to follow up on a couple
issues that were raised during the hearing.
a Pell Grant entitleAs you know, I have strongly advocatedrestoring
a better
comprehensive
program
of
ment as part of a
loan defaults,
balance between loans and grants, reducing studentlow
and middle
for
and enhancing higher education opportunities
have been more correct
Dallas
Martin
could
not
income students.
also means sending very early
when he indicated that "certainty"
that
college
or some other form of
signals to lower income kids
realistic
option
for them if they do
postsecondary education is a
well in high school.

some of
Eugene Lang and Patrick K. Taylor have proved this into
poor
schools
by
offering
scholarships
the nation's worst urban
Not only do the
and
get
good
grades.
students if they will study
academically, but their
students alter their behavior socially and
The
personal
interest
and the "guaranteed"
parents do as well.
differences. A
create
positive
behavior
nature of the commitment
Pell Grant entitlement could do the same.
an entitlement,
I am sympathetic to concerns about the cost of
difference in the
if
we
are
to
make
a
but believe it is essential,
investpotential of our people - our work force - we must make an
that an entitlement status could
It
should
be
emphasized
ment now.
freshmen
be phased in one class or academic year at a time; i.e., this was
You
will
recall
that
first, then sophomores, and so on.
the Pell prothe approach initially taken with the predecessor to
in
1972.
gram, the Basic Grant program
discussing with you and your staff the
I also look forward to
portions
of
our Higher Education Act reauthorizaprogram integrity
tion proposals.
Sincerely,

/1-_)

BOO SIX TH AVENUE

PITTSBURGH

PENNSYLVANIA 15222

.

412 582.090O
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. LYONS
The committee on Labor and Human Resources has been a leader in creating and
maintaining national legal services programs even in the face of intense political pressures.

Today the program faces serious challenges of a different kind: the repayment of law
school loans has become a major impediment to the consideration of a career in legal
services by many dedicated law graduates because of low program salaries which are
woefully inadequate to pay off overwhelming debt from law school loans. This has created

enormous problems for programs in both the recruitment and retention of qualified
attorneys, especially among attorneys who are minorities.

The average debt of a graduating law student i) approximately $30,000. Stich a

debt creates a burden for those wishing to pursue a career in public interest law. In the

past decade, the number of law school graduates who accept public interest jobs has

declined from six percent to three percent. The establishment of a loan repayment
assistance program for direct and guaranteed student loans would improve substantially the

opportunities for law graduates who wish to pursue a public interest career.

A Federal program of loan repayment assistance will allow and perhaps entice
graduates to remain in public interest law jobs by deferring and cancelling payments of
federal loans. Such a program can eliminate or effec%:.-ely ease the heavy debt burden that
cunently prevents many excellent graduates from entering a career in public interest law.
It is not unusual for law school graduates, especially minorities and women, to face a total

debt burden of $50,000 or more from law school and undergraduate loans.

813
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By contrast, the yearly salary of a legal services staff attorney, according to the most

recent statistics from the Legal Services Corporation, averages $21,108. The average salary

of a staff attorney, after five years with the program is $26,106. Salaries for attorneys with

comparable experience in the private t ector are double and triple these figures.

The sad fact is that law school graduates simply cannot take a public interest
position at an annual salary which is less than half of an outstanding loan obligation, not

to mention the accumulating interest.

Indeed, we hear of reports that legal services

attorneys have second jobs in order to help repay their loans.

The National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA) and the National
Association for Public Interest Law (NAPIL), over a year and a half ago, conducted a
"Loan Forgiveness" survey. Of the 1200 public interest employers surveyed nationwide, one

quarter responded. Those responses reflected some unsettling results:
64 percent of the programs responding, have experienced problems recruiting
entry level attorneys;

84 percent of those experiencing difficulties in recruitment believe that

educational debts play an important role in limiting the number of applicants
to the program;
78 percent of the programs have experienced difficulties in attracting minority
candidates;

81 percent of the respondents experiencing this problem consider educational

debts to be an important factor in the lack of minority applicants;
47 percent of the programs have experienced similar problems with retention
of existing staff attorneys;

58 percent of the programs with this problem consider educational loans to
be a key factor in the decision of their staff attorneys to leave public interest
law practice.
2
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A similar response emerged from the students of the University of California School

of Law. When asked what type of career they expected to pursue, 48 percent of the
responding students indicated they would like to pursue a career in public interest law.
However, only 3 percent of the previous year's graduating class actually entered public
interest law careers. This may be explained by the fact that 56 percent of the respondents
expecting to finish law school are over $20,000 in debt.

U.C. Davis is a public school, and its students' debts fall significantly below the
national average. Women and minorities are hit especially hard, according to the U.C.
Davis survey. Every respondent who anticipated being more than $40,000 in debt was a

minority or a woman. Moreover, 85 percent of the minority law students stated that their

need to repay loans was a determining factor in their career decision.
In all, 73 percent of the students indicated they would be more likely to pursue a
public interest career if a program existed to help them pay off educational loans.
For many years doctors and dentists have been eligible for federal loan repayment

assistance when they work in "hard-to-serve" rural areas. They are broadly eligible for

deferment of federal loans during periods of their internships and residencies. Fairness

dictates that law school graduates who serve under similar conditions, and receive
extremely low salaries, be eligible for similar assistance. Even in this era of frozen budgets,

we believe that modest programs can be implemented which will do a great deal of good
in increasing the number of law school graduates who seek employment in public interest
law.

3
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I urge this subcommittee to consider a program which would defer and cancel law
school and undergraduate loans, including both Perkins and Stafford loans, for persons who

pursue a career in low-paying public interest law positions. I urge the consideration of an
assistance schedule which, typically, allows the deferment of loans for the first and second

year, and then begins cancellation on a year-by-year basis. Sliding scales based on income,

along with an income cap for eligible people, will limit participation to only the neediest
graduates.

On behalf of legal seivice workers and their clients across the country, I would like

to thank you for your interest and assistance. I am pleased to share with you a "Loan
Repayment Assistance Program Manual" recently completed by NIADA.

(The publication referred to above is retained in the files of the Committee.]

4
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Senator PELL. This brings this hearing to a close, and the sub-

committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
MONDAY, MAY 13, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Springfield, IL.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in the
Becker Library, at the Springfield College of Illinois, 1500 North
Fifth Street, Springfield, IL, Senator Paul Simon, presiding.
Present: Senator Simon.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will come to order. I
am pleased to be here in Illinois and Springfield, IL, to have hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
About a decade ago President Reagan proposed very drastic cuts
in financial aid to students. We defeated those moves to have those
drastic cuts. The programs survived, but they were wounded, and
over the past decade those wounds have had some effect.
If you simply take out the inflationary factor, the cost of attending an independent 4-year college or university has risen an average of 52 percent. The cost of attending a State 4-year college or
university, like the University of Illinois, has risen an average 44
percent. Two-year colleges have risen an average of 18 percent.
Student aid has gone down 3 percent.
And when you start examining who is going to college and who's
not going to college, there is just no question, the Nation is suffering a major long-run problem. College access and choice have both
been adversely affected. And my hope is that we are going to do
something significant.
The last two times we reauthorized the Higher Education Act,
frankly we just kind of Jnkered with it. My hope is that this time
we will really dream and do something substantial to meet the Nation's needs.
And one of the hopeful things that has happened, as far as I'm
concerned, was when Lamar Alexander persuaded David Kearns to
come aboard as the Deputy Secretary of Education.
I had a chance to visit with him. I had frankly never met him
before. He was nominated, though Lamar Alexander called me and
told me that it was going to be happening. But he, I think, is genuinely concerned. He is a doer. I am hopeful that we will move on
this, that he will provide some leadership.
(7951
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I'm also concerned about the shift that has taken place. Ten
years ago primarily we were relying on grants. Today we are primarily reliant on loans. Ten years ago the Pell Grantin 1978 the
Pell Grant assisted a family of $25,000 or less. Today if you take
the inflation fabtor into account, that would be $50,000.
Well, we are just a long, long way from meeting that kind of
need. And I think we have to look at the question of how we get
the funds for it, what our priorities are.
[The prepared statement of Senator Simon follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

When President Reagan proposed drastic cuts in student financial aid almost a decade ago, a powerful coalition of students, par
ents, college presidents, teachers and financial aid officers came together to battle those recommendations. That uproar gave Congress the support we needed to fight for student aid. mhe programs
survived, but they were wounded. Over the past decade, those
wounds have had their effect. When you consider ccllege costs,
stagnant income, and declining aid, middle- and lower-income families now suffer virtually the same fate as the previous administration threatened in 1982: College access and choice have been severely. curtailed.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, which we are
discussing today, is our opportunity to heal those wounds. The last
two times that the Higher Education Act expired we only tinkered
with the student aia programs. My hope is that this time around

we can really dream, that we can write a Higher Education Act
that not only ensures equal educational opportunity, but that will
also inspire youth and adults to get the skills and knowledge that
will make them more valuable workers and more valuable citizens.
So far, the proposals I have seen from the Bush administration
on higher education are not adequate. Last Wednesday I met with

David Kearns, the Chairman of Xerox who has been nominated as
the Deputy Secretary of Education. I found his views on postsecondary education to be refreshing. He has sent several children
through college, and is a trustee at the University of Rochester. He
seemed genuinely concerned, as I am, that rising tuition and other
college costs, combined with the concentration of aid on the neediest students, is putting a real squeeze on middle-income families.
Unfortunately, the administration's proposals continue this trend.
When Congress passed the Middle Income Student Assistance Act
in 1978, our intent was for a student with family income of $25,000
to quality for at least a minimum Pell Grant, with the subsidized

loan program providing the balance of aid. In 1990 dollars, a
middle class family with income of $50,000 should receive the same
aid. But that family today might not even quality for a Stafford
loan, much less a grant.

If we are going to heal the wounds of the past decade, we need
creative proposals, and a political effort similar to the coalition of
the early 1980's.
One of the things that those of us interested in education need to
talk about is resources. We have two choices, shift money or rise
money. Last year's budget deal, which I opposed, has frozen defense

1
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expenditures at the cold-war level. At least half of our nearly $300
billion defense budget (which, incidentally, does not include Desert
Storm) is designed to guard against a Soviet invasion of Western

Europe. That threat has all but disappeared. A much greater
threat to our national security is the condition of education. On

April 25, when the Senate was considering the Budget Resolution, I
cosponsored an amendment by Sen. Bill Bradley (D-NJ) to shift
some of those defense dollars into education. We only got 22 votes.
We clearly need to change our priorities.

The other option is to find some revenue, something that the
public may accept if they know the money is going for education.
At our Chicago hearing on March 27, I mentioned one idea, an oil
import f.,e, to fund increases in the Pell Grant program. That is
one idea. If we are going to really address the problems in higher
education, we need to think big. As I said before, we need to dream.
We also need to be looking for ways to make the money that we
do spend go further. For example, we need to take some action to
address the problem of fraud and abuse by some schools involved in
the student aid program. We must restore the integrity of the student aid programs, not just because bad schools increase the loan
default rate, but because bad schools hurt students. We must look
at how the Department of Education, the States, and the accrediting agencies can take swifter action against fraud and abuse, and
do a better job of ensuring the quality of colleges and training programs. At the same time, we have to be sure that the actions we
take do not deny educational opportunity to students. Some of our
"reforms" have had that effect.
Our witnesses today will outline both the need for the programs
in the Higher Education Act, and the specific changes that they
recommend. The first panel provides a general overview. The
second panel looks specifically at the student aid programs, and includes every component of the student loan program (students, a
financial aid officer, a banker, and a guarantee agency that also
operates a secondary market). The third panel explores the workforce needs that this country is facing, and how the fedt-ral government can help to meet those needs.
I look forward to today's testimony.
And we have a good series of witnesses today to give us the message and I would like to call first on someone who has provided
let me just add my appreciation to Springfield College for hosting
us here today. The president of Springfield College was here earlier. I don't know if he is here right now, but we appreciate their
hospitality. And let me also extend my thanks to my staff, Bob
Shireman, who has been p. rticularly working in higher education,
Brian Kennedy, who heads my subcommittee a f f , and Mercedes
Laing who is right back here also working in the field of education.
And Joe Dunn, who heads my Springfield staff, is hiding behind
the books back there.
I'm pleased to have Stanley Ikenberry who has provided great
leadership for the University of Illinois and for the university community in the Nation, and so we are very pleased to have you as
the leadoff witness here, Dr. Ikenberry.
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STATEMENTS OF STANLEY 0. IKENBERRY, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF /LLINOIS; CARY ISRAEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD; AND DAVID STARRETT,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Mr. IKENBERRY. Thank you, Senator.

It is a pleasure to be here. I would both thank you for bringing
your hearing to the heartland, if you will, and also join you in
thanking President Deland for making available Springfield College for us to meet. It is nice to be in a library actually built to
human scale. This is a very pleasant setting for theand an appropriate setting for these hearingsin which these hearings can take
place.

I want to also express my appreciation for the opportunity to testify before this subcommittee. There are a few acts, in fact, of Con-

gress that will have a more profound impact on the future of our
country than the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I
share your sentiments completely that we should take a totally different approach to the reauthorization of this act than the last
time around when indeed we did tinker around the edges. This
time the Higher Educatio,- Act and the future of our country both
deserve a very thorough .xamination of the reauthorization and
obviously you intend to pi ovid that, and the higher education
community applauds that.
There probably should be a law prohibiting university presidents
from testifying before committees when they have got a bad cold
and on the day after commencement. But as far as I know there
isn't such a law prohibiting that. But if you'll bear with me, I'll do
my best. It may be one of the saving graces, it may be possible that
I might just possibly stay within the time limits that's available to
me. But if I may I would like to file my written testify before the
committee and make just a few summary comments.
Senator SIMON. Let me just add for all the witnesses, your full
written testimony will be entered in the record and where you can
summarize that is helpful.
Mr. IKENBERRY. I'll attempt to do that. Just commenting on two
rather especially important aspects of the bill in my view. One obviously relates to the provisions regarding student financial aid.
Whenever one thinks of the Higher Education Act, one cannot
avoid understanding the tremendous significance to our country of
the student debt financial aid provisions, because if one is committed to the concept of equality of educational opportunity, if one is
concerned about questions of access, if one is concerned about questions of choice and if one believes that the diversity of higher education in this country is worth preserving, then one must be fundamentally concerned with the student aid provisions of the Higher
Education Act.
I would like to make four specific comments in regard to those
provisions if I might. One is that in terms of th e. student grant provisions, these need to be expanded and made more reliable.
First, to raise the maximum award provisions along the lines
that you indicated in your introductory comments, I might provide
some background from the University of Illinois specifically. When
I arrived as president of the University of Illinois in 1979-80, the
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maximum grant award was $1,800 at that point and covered 47
percent of the total college costs at the University of Illinois at that
time. Today the amount of the grant award albeit has risen to
2,400, but it now covers only 25 percent of the calculated instructional costs at Urbana/Champaign. So I would urge that we move
toward a rather dramatic increase in the maximum award.
My associates at the American Council on Education, I believe,
are focusing on a figure of 4,000. Whether that is too conservative
or whether it is too ambitious, I think it is certainly a realistic
number. I would subscribe to that number in the absence of a
better number and would urge also that the Department of Education be required to borrow any shortfall in a particular year for the
arbitrary cutoffs,
next year's appropriation so that we don't have
midyear cutoffs, that simply for reason of miscalculation or poor
planning but would disadvantage large numbers of students in

terms of the grant support.
Second, I would strongly urge, as you have urged, to reduce the
reliance on loans. There is a dramatic increase in our dependency
on loans and this needs to be turned around in the reauthorization
process, and also we needat the same time as we are reducing
reliance on loans, we need to expand the availability or access to
loans.

Third, I think the higher education community in particular and
I think the act itself can be helpful to us. We need to provide greater assurances of accountability and efficiency in the student aid,
particularly in the loan sector that would reduce default rates, for
example, that would close loopholes where they exist, for example,
in regard to independent students, so we are sure that the focus of
those provisions is targeted where it needs to be, and to streamline
where we think we can likely mechanisms or other provisions that
will help strengthen the accountability or efficiency provisions and
make each student aid dollar go to its maximum length.
I would like to reference in conclusion on this particular portion
of my comments the testimony that you received on March 21 from
Hoke Smith, who is the president of Towson State University, who
testified before your committee representing the American Council
on Education, and I would strongly endorse the comments that he
made before you at that time. And I'm sure that you and other

members of the committee will provide for them to receive
thoughtful consideration.
I would like to conclude my comments, however, on a somewhat

different perspective and that relates to the international dimension of the Higher Education Act. I would like to share with you
just three or four personal experiences along that regard.
Yesterday at commencement I had the opportunity to award a
baccalaureate degree to a young lady by the name of Yoko Mori.
Yoko Mori is a Japanese national. She completed the first year of
her baccalaureate studies at a university in Japan. She transferred
subsequently a year later and began studies at Parkland College
and then 2 years ago transferred to the University of Illinois and
completed her junior and senior years at the University of Illinois.
She'll go on out now into the field of international business. She
sought employment in this country but is going to end up, I gather,
going back to Japan to work there next year. I'm reasonably confi-
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dent that she may find her way back to the United States, however, because she found a young man during the course of her visits
in this country to which she has a strong attachment, so I suspect
that her ties with the United States are far from concluded.
But without dwelling on that particular example, let me dwell or
mention another one and that is that each year as you know, Senator, the University of Illinois sends very significant numbers of
University of Illinois engineers to study abroad, and so we have
some of the Nation's finest electrical engineers, civil engineers and
aeronautical engineers and others who are at the same time learning here about foreign languages and cultures in some depth, but
also then as part of their curriculum going to other countries,
Japan, China, to spend some time abroad learning both language
and culture, so that we have in the final conclusion of that effort a
superbly trained professional engineer, one of the best in the world.
At the same time we have an internationally aware student who
has some proficiency in depth in a particular language or culture.
Perspective three on this whole issue is for several years now it
has been my privilege to have the opportunity to travel to other
countries around the world, and when I'm there I take the opportunity, when it presents itself, to meet with University of Illinois
graduates. And I must tell you that some of the most moving personal experiences that I've had over the years have been in other
countries, such as China or Japan, where I have had an opportunity in an academic setting such as this to have a reunion with the
University of Illinois graduates in that country who are teacidng in
universities and carrying out professional responsibilities in that
country and who may have graduated from the University of Illinois thirty or forty or fifty, sometimes 60 years ago. And the implications of that for world peace and understanding and the welfare
of humanity around our globe, I think, are very, very difficult to
calculate, but I'm convinced they are profound. And it is another
dimension of the whole international aspect that I wanted to share
with the committee.
And then finally yesterday, in the course of our commencement
exercises, we had the opportunity to introduce and have as our featured speaker and our principal guest on the Urbana/Champaign
campus, a former president of Costa Rica, Oscar Juarez, who delivered a profoundly moving commencement address to our graduates
speaking of all things one would suppose that Oscar Juarez would
speak of, including the importance of international understanding
and importance of world peace, but also dwelled on the role of the
United States in understanding the tremendous cultural diversity
that characterizes our world and the need for the United States to
play a more sophisticated role as an international citizen and not
to superimpose those values and those cultural dimensions, however much we may value them, as members of the United States, citizens of the United States, the need for us to be sensitive and gentle

as international citizens, so that we can allow the tremendous
international and cultural diversity of our world to flourish as a
prerequ site, as he believes, to international peace and understand-

ing.

I share those four vignettes, if you will, as a whole commentas
a comment on the importance of the international dimension of the
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Higher Education Act, the felt that we do live as members of the
global community. And this has ramifications economically for our
standard of living in this country, but it has tremendous ramifications politically and cultural ramifications and certainly causes us
to understand the independence of our world, each citizen interdependent with others around the globe.
Now, it is a fact that our universities are doing a tremendous
amount of international education and by stating the importance
of this dimension, I don't wish in any way to diminish our current
commitment. The Midwest University Consortium for Internation-

al Activities now has major contract work under way in the

amount of about $80 million. These are midwestern universities,
Big Ten universities, with the exception of one or two of our universities, involved in sixteen different countries in international assistance projects of one sort or another, and we have literally thousands of our students that are going abroad every year. We have
students and faculty from other countries who are coming to the
United States and we increasingly have institution-to-institution
arrangements, particularly now with the very exciting explosion
that's taking place in eastern Europe. And yet and on having said
all of this we are still only scratching the surface in terms of what
we should be doing in terms of the internationa' dimension.
Less than one percent of U.S. students study abroad. A majority
of these are white or male or upper-income level students, and the
majority do so as a kind of natural extension of their curriculum in
art history or whatever the dimension might be, as opposed toI
think the model that we need to be looking at which is the model
of our engineers, for example, or our businessmen and women or
our lawyers or our geologists or whatever, understanding both
their profession while at the same time they become more sophisticated in the dimension of international affairs.
So I am sure that much is going on in this area. I am aware of,
for example, legislation I'm told sponsored by Representative Ford
and Representative Dodd that would provide greater access to
study abroad programs. I am aware of the fact that you are cosponsoring a bill that would provide for the use of student aid funds for
study abroad. And of course Title 6 of the Higher Education Act
would address very specifically many of these concerns.

But I think it's important that we highlight the importance of
the international dimension and that it not be overshadowed by
some of the other provisions of the bill, as terrifically important as
indeed they are as well.
I want to again thank you, Senator, for coming back home, if you
will, and for the opportunity to testify for you and for the leader-

ship that you are giving, not just to the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act but the leadership that you have given over
so many years to quality education in this country. It has been a

personal crusade of yours, and for those of us who also care about
these things, we are in your debt.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ikenberry follows:]
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Senator Simon, it is a distinct pleasure to appear before you and the
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities to comment on the
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

I agree with you that I know of

no other task that Congress will undertake that will have greater impact on
the future of our country than what it will do in the field of higher
education.

Let me also compliment you and extend my gratitude for your

efforts in convening this field hearing at Springfield College as well as the
recently held hearing at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
At our Chicago campus you heard from a variety of witnesses including our
Chancellor Jim Stukel.

I would like to reinforce what I perceived to be a

strong theme of that hearing.

I sincerely hope that the U.S. Congress takes

this opportunity to write a Higher Education Act which genuinely addresses the
issues of educational opportunity while ensuring a quality education.

As you

have so often stated, let us all embrace this task of reauthorization and work
toward meaningful legislation rather than merely engaging in legislative
tinkering.

With that thought in mind, let me address the following issues.

Concerning federal student aid programs, it is clear that we must begin
to restore a reasonable proportion of grant assistance in the financial aid
packages for our low income students.

A substantial increase in the Pell

Grant Program is needed to curtail the eroding grant coverage of educational
expenses during the past 10 to 15 years.

For example, a maximum Pell Grant of

$1,800 covered 47 percent of the $3,824 cost to attend the University of
Illinois in 1979-80.

In 1991-92, a maximum Pell Grant of $2,400 will cover

only 25 percent of the $9,528 costs for our undergraduates.

I have attached a

graphic illustration of this declining value for students attending one of our
campuses.

I believe that it is essential that Pell Grants become an

entitlement program to ensure against such erosion in future years.
2
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To the extent that student loans must remain (represent) a significant
proportion of the assistance we offer our students, let us make need-based
loans available at the lowest possible cost and in the most efficient manner
possible.

The campus-based Perkins Loan Program originally was intended to be a low
cost supplement to grant programs for low income students.

Now most of our

low income students must borrow through the more costly guaranteed loan
with
program that was originated for students from middle income families
inadequate savings or cash flow problems.

I believe it is inappropriate to

charge low income students hundreds of dollars in origination fees and
insurance fees when they borrow funds to complete their education.
A significant increase in the appropriation for the Perkins Loan Program
would augment the availability of low cost loans without origination or
insurance fees.

At the Chicago hearing you heard from University

representatives who proposed modifications to the Perkins Loan Program.
summary of their recommendations is attached.

A

Furthermore, the direct loan

the
program concept currently being discussed and having been made possible by

Credit Reform Act also may be a way of providing relatively low cost student
loans.

I believe the proposal warrants serious study and consideration and

have attached a copy of the proposal that the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges has prepared to assist in this
discussion.

Finally, another acceptable means of providing low cost loans to

students may be for the federal government to cover the cost of guaranteed
loan origination and insurance fees.
In addition to enhancing current nee, based programs, we must make every

effort to ensure that scarce financial aid dollars are delivered to those
students whom Congress intended to assist.

We must restate and reinforce the

3
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principle that parents have the primary responsibility, to the extent that
they are able, to pay for their children's undergraduate education.

One area

of disparity is in the distinction between independent and dependent students.
For students and parents, there are both confusion in interpretation and
inappropriate application of the qualifications of "independent student"
status.

for example, it appears that some families of means are opting not to

claim a child as a tax exemption or are filing retroactive amendments to their
tax returns to establish independence for a child.

Many high school students

and college undergraduates are able to obtain the requisite $4,000 per year
from earnings and gifts from relatives other than their parents, enabling them
to meet the self-sufficiency test.

Indeed, students can continue to be

covered by their parents' health insurance, live at home, and still meet the
current definition of an independent student.
We believe that all conditional criteria for undergraduate students
should be eliminated to close loopholes such as that which allows recent high
school graduates to establish independence in their first year as college
undergraduates.

We recommend that veterans, students age 24 and over,

orphans, wards of the court and students with legal dependents continue to be
considered automatically as independent students.

To accommodate those who do

not meet any of the automatic criteria but who genuinely appear
self-supporting, financial aid administrators should be given some discretion

to use their profrional judgment in assessing independent student status.
In summary, any discussion of existing need-based financial aid programs
must consider the ramifications of the following conditions:

eroding grant

coverage of coll...ne costs, subsequent increasing reliance upon student loans,

charges beyond interest for borrowing to meet educational expenses, and
manipulation of the independent student definition.
4
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As you know, Dr. Hoke L.
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Smith, President of Towson State University and
American Council on
1991.

Vice Chair of the Board of the
subcommittee on March 21,

Education, testified before your

Ptiesident Smith's statement sets forth the consensus

recommendations of

in the Title IV student
twelve national associations for significant changes
recommendations are given
I sincerely hope as well that these
aid programs.
serious consideration.

I would like to stress one additional theme.

I believe that the

larger societal conditions
reauthorization debate must include a discussion of

which so dramatically

affect the ultimate

effectiveness of the Higher

Education Act.
In this regard, I

recommend that the TRIO (Talent Search, Educational

Opportunity Centers and Upward Bound) programs
increased to enable these
students.

authorization should be

at-risk
programs to reach a larger percentage of

These programs have proven to be successful but

a small fraction of eligible students

they can only serve

because they lack adequate funding.

Funding must be expanded to reach this population

of students so that they can

Furthermore,
higher education.
access and benefit from the opportunity of
not be pursuing higher education
some students from middle income families may
do not know how to meet the
because they have not made adequate plans and
parents on the need for
We need to be educating
financial obligation.
provide a level of financial
financial planning to enable the family to
This
federal needs analysis system.
support consistent with the approved
should begin when the students are in elementary
educational intervention

school.

American universities are

world community of scholars.

also making efforts to
Foreign students and

function as part of the

visiting scholars do reside

scholars study abroad
on our campuses and U.S. students and
5
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cooperative agreements and exchange programs.
Consortium for International
our Big Ten universities,

The Midwest Universities

Activities, for example, which involves most of

now operates in 16 different countries and has under

contract more than $80 million in international technical
assistance.

Other

examples involving American universities could be cited.
And yet, we have only

scratched the surface of what needs to be done to

internationalize the curriculum and the campus and to
prepare young people to
live and lead in a world
grandparents.

profoundly different from that of their parents and

Presently, less than one percent of American college and

university students study abroad.

The majority of American students studying

abroad are white females from highly educated, professional
families, majoring
in the social sciences
or humanities with a study abroad destination of
Western Europe.

We need to encourage students

fields of study, particularly
abroad.

the sciences, engineering, and business to study

Students should have an international perspective of the world,

view of global reality,
cultures.

from all backgrounds and all

a

and a functional grasp of other languages and

Students and, indeed, faculty members should be able to
see the

world in all its socio-political-economic
dare say few American universities
too few of our campuses have

complexity and richness, and yet I

could make good on such claims.

Indeed,

pondered the ramifications and the long term

implications of globalization.

Globalization invites us to rethink and recast the academic
experiences
of students in engineering
and agriculture; business and law; and indeed
virtually every area within the university, blending learning
in the
discipline with growth in languages, cultures and global
perspective.
Creating the expecta

of that dual preparation, and providing opportunities

6
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and incentives for it, should move up on the agenda of not only American
universities and colleges but national policy makers as well.
As you know, Senator Christopher J. Dodd (D-CT) and Rep. William Ford
(D-MI) have introduced legislation "to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965
to promote equal access to opportunities for study abroad."

The Senate bill,

which you are cosponsoring, would allow students eligible for financial aid to
use their aid for study abroad in an approved program.

Under current law it

is difficult to use financial aid for study abroad and as a result, many
colleges do not permit aid to be used.
key step in removing such barriers.

Adoption of this proposal would be a

This legislation also provides grants to

institutions for the purpose of paying partial incentive stipends to students
underrepresented in study abroad programs.

Clearly we support this provision

as well.

I would also like to stress that the ability of Americans to communicate
with people from other countries is crucial to our economy and security.

Our

ability to communicate depends on our commitment to foreign language
education.

The higher education community needs to produce more foreign

language teachers, particularly in the less traditional foreign languages such
as Russian, Japanese, and Arabic.

Students in disciplines such as business,

engineering, and medicine must be encouraged to learn other ianguages for the
U.S. to remain competitive.
One recommendation which could provide incentives in this regard is the
proposed National Teacher's Act of 1991 which would forgive loans for students
majoring in foreign language who agree to teach upon graduation.

The

initiative also "seeks to upgrade and expand foreign language instruction in
our nation's schools through cooperative arrangements involving an institution

7
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of higher education, a secondary school with a strong language program, and a
secondary school with a sizable concentration of Chapter 1 eligible children."
Once again, thank you for providing me with the opportunity to present
this statement on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

I hope my

comments have been helpful, and I welcome any questions you may have.

MAXIMUM PELL AWARDS VS UNDERGRAD BUDGET
(A COMPARISON PROM 1974 THROUGH

1992)
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COMPARISON OF PELL GRANT YEARLY MAXIMUMS
WITH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT COSTS, 1973-74 THROUGH 1991-92
PELL
MAX AMT

UG BUDGET

% OF BGT

$452.00
$1,050.00
$1,400.00
$1,400.00
$1,400.00
$1,600.00
$1,800.00
$1,750.00
$1,670.00
$1,800.00
$1,800.00
$1,900.00
$2,100.00
$2,100.00
$2,100.00
$2,200.00
$2,300.00
$2,300.00
$2,400.00

$2,601.00
$2,740.00
82,966.00
$3,160.00
$3,360.00
$3,540.00
$3,824.00
$4,301.00
$4,800.00
$5,456.00
$6,110.00
$6,538.00
$6,896.00
$7,226.00
$7,726.00
$8,406.00
$8,706.00
$9,090.00
$9,528.00

17.38%
38.32%
47.20%
44.30%
41.67%
45.20%
47.07%
40.69%
34.79%
32.99%
29.46%
29.06%
30.45%
29.06%
27.18%
26.17%
26.42%
25.30%
25.19%

YEAR
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
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Recommendations for the
Reauthothation of the Iligher Education Act of 1965
submitted by the Directors of Student Financial Services:

Judith Nemerovski Flink (Chicago)
Roger Pohlmann (Urbana-Champaign)

As Directors of Student Financial Services and active members in the Coalition of
I Uglier Education Assistance Organizations (COHEAO) there are several modifications
to the Perkins Loan Program that wc consider integral to simplifying and improving the
efficiency of the program. Accordingly, we submit the following recommendations:
Recommendation:

Simplify Perkins Deferments

Currently, the Perkins Loan Program allows for 11 types of deferments. The number of
deferments are a burden for both administrators and students. Deferments should be
limited to inschool (including half-time) and forbearance to be defined by the
institution (i.e. military service, temporary disability) according to regulation
promulgated by the Department of Education. There should be no maximum length of
time for deferments but review should occur every six months.
Recommendation:

Establish a National Revolving Fund for all appropriated Perkins
Loan funds

Under the Perkins Loan Program institutions may assign Perkins Loans for coIlection by
the United States Department of Education. Any monies collected remain in the
Treasury. Between 1985 and 1990 over S420 million collected through assignments were
returned to the Treasury. Money currently returned to the Treasury should be placed in
a National Revolving Fund used to fund the Perkins Loan Program. This would increase
the annual lending power of the program by approximately 8 percent.

Recommendatitm:

Reallocate unspent Institutional Revolving l'unds

The Depaitment of liducation should bc allowed to capture unexpemled funds from an
institution's revolving fund if those funds have not been awarded to students within two
yems after the fluids were received. The Depailment of 1:ducation should icallocate
those funds to institutions palticipating in the Perkins Loan Progi am.

U t.)
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rcauthorinition proposals

Recommeadatjon:

Flink/Pollhuaim

page 2 Of 2

Authorize institutions to compromise On clef:tithed Perkins Loans

Institutions should be allowed to compromise on defaulted Perkins Loans to encourage
borrower repayment. Compromise should bc regulated by the Department of Education
to be consistent with thc rules governing compromise under the Stafford Loan Program
and the current criteria used by the Department for assigned loans. Compromise should
apply for lump sum paymcnts of 90 percent of the principal, interest, and late fccs on
defaulted loans.
Recommendation:

Institutions rcport Perkins Loans to national credit bureaus no later
than the end of the award ycar for which the loan was made

Currently, only delinquent Perkins Loans arc reported to credit bureaus. Credit bureau
reporting is an effective means of reducing defaults. Perkins loans should be reported to
the national credit bureaus by thc institution no later than the period of study or the
cnd of the award year for which the loan was made.
Recommendatkm:

Expand thc Perkins Loan Program by authorizing the transfcr of up
to 25 percent of other federally supported campus-based programs.

Currently, Congress has authorized thc transfer between certain programs of up to 10
percent of apropriated funding, enabling institutions to define their preferences
regarding thc usc of campus based funds. Inclusion of the Perkins Loan Program in Sec.
488 would permit institutions to transfer funds among thc three campus-based programs.
The percentage of campus-based funds (appropriated and matching funds) available for
transfer for such transfer should be increased to 25 percent.
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Members of the NASULGC Council of Presidents

FROM:

Hobert L. Clodius

SUBJECT:

Ditict Student Loan Program

At its April 9, 1991, meeting the Wax= Executive Committee unanisauely
approved the recommendation of the Legislative Committee, Chaired by
President James J. cmdorstadt of the University of Michigan, that NASULOC
support a federal direct stvWent loan program in reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. Adirect loan program could save federal dollars,
eliminate program administration at the university, and sisplify the
process for the student. Ibis rxerdirect loan program could eventually
substitute for the Stafford Loan Program.
President Duderstadt pointed out that the development of such a program is
ccaplex. If a "snake in the grass" it found along the way which would make
such a plogrem unworkable, the Executive Committee will te so advised and
asked to change its position.

At their Executive Commdttee meeting the Council on Student Affairs also
endorsed the proposal. the Federal Legislation Committee, the Federal
Student Financial Assistance Subcosmittee and the WASUUM Working Group on
Direct Loans will ccutinue to develop the proposal.
Attached is a working draft describing hmo a direct loan program might
work. It will continue to be expanded and refined as the reauthorization
process awes forward.
Your comments and suggestions would be most helpful in the development of
Please contact Ton Butts, the Associate Vice President for
this program.
Government Relations, for the University of Michigan (202/554 -MS),
currently cc assignment bo NASULGC on matters of the Higher Education Act
reauthorization.
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DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

4/30/91
The credit reform provisions of the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 change the way the
government accounts far the credit It extends In the form of loan guarantees and dffect loans.
Credit reform and the pendia, reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provide the
opportunity to review the structure of the student loan programs and make significant
improvements by authorizing a program of direct loans.

Would a direct loan program be an ntitlement?
For a direct loan program to be supported by the education community, it must be an
ntitlement (mandatory) program as is the current Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program.
Similarly, the amount of capital available under a direct program must only be limited by
student eligibility not by a fixed total amount per year. This would be similar to the
existing GSL program except that capital availability would not be dependent on lender
willingness to loan.

Why restructure the student loan programs?
Credit reform has made direct loans a less costly way to deliver loan assistance to students.
Savings in the first year alone have been estimated to be greater than one billion dollars.
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is an immensely complicated and expensive affair for
shxlents, schools and the Education Department. With more than 13,000 lenders, over 50
guarantee agencies and several secondary markets participating in the error prone program,
the bewiidering array of paperwork, regulations, procedures and fees is enormous. Many
colleges and universities deal with every guarantee agency during the course of the year and
with hundreds of lenders. Notwithstanding efforts by some guarantors and lenders to streamline

the GSL program, It takes unnecessary the within the institution, plus the time required by
guarantors and lenders, kr process a Guaranteed Student Ulan.

By contrast, a school can process a Perkins Loan along with a student's regular application for
grants and scholarships with minimal paperwork. The institution has direct control over the
timinp and distribution of loan funds.
Direct loans can provide a number of advantages to students inducling the elimination of the GSL
application, timely delivery ot aid, more time available for counseling by financial aid offices,
elimination of up front origination and Insurance fees, improved access to deferments,
automatic loan consoiidation. choice of repayment plans with no additional charges, and
reduction in the constant pressure to increase student interest rates to offset government
subsidies. Further, students experiencing hardships or changes in financial circumstances
requiring an adjustment In the amount of their loans wit be able to have their requests dealt

with promptly.

Last Fall, the Senate Permanent Suboommittee on Investigations, chaired by Senator Sam Nunn
(0-GA), documented many of the costs and problems associated with the GSL program. Among
them are: student defaults, the financial failure of one major guarantee agency, questions abOul
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the etree9th and miter of guarantee agencies, severe problems in managing student loans by

lenders, and fraud and abuse by Certain lenders and some trade schools. The General Accounting
Office recently reported that the GSL progrun has become such a maze that ft cannot be audited.
In addition, student horror glories abound about the papenvork obstacles to higher education
caused by both obtaining and repeyins GSLs.

As a Matter of Wert policy, the GSL program has shifted from beim the major progrem of
support for middle income students to the primary loan program for students with demonstrated
financial need. When the GSL program was crated kh 1965 (modeled after several existing
Slate illearaillee Programs), It was intended to provide 'cuts to students from middle income
families. Since low income students were served by the Perkins program, there was little
necessity for these students to obtain GSLs. This change in focus resulted from the inability of
the Congress to appropriate adequate loan capital for the Perkins ptogram and still maintain
support for the grant programs.
The GSL program, hovtever, is now asked to provide three types of loans Stafford loans for
students who demonstrate financial need, parent loans tor undergraduate Students (PLUS), and
supplemental loans (SLS) for students who do not qualify for Perkins or Stafford loans or who
need more money than they qualify for under other student assistance programs.
There is no point in having two Federal student loan programs with the same means test if there
is adequate capital available to meet all student financial need remaining after grants have been
awarded.

Experience with the Perkins program shows that operationally direct loans serve both students
and most institutions better than Stafford loans. Under a direct loan, origination is simple and
the student knows who made the loan,

Whet effect does credit reform have on student loans?
The Federal government presently obtains capital for the GSL program by paying retail price
Incentives to the capital markets. Under credit reform, it can obtain capital wholesale from the
same (and other) private capital markets and significantly reduce costs to the taxpayers.
Prior to credit reform, only government Subsidies were included in the Federal budget tor
guaranteed loans while the entire 'mount of the capital used tor direct loans appeared as a
Federal cost. This apple and orange situation caused direct loans to appear more costly than
guaranteed loans.
Under credit reform, both types of loans are priced the same way. Only the costs associated with
obtaining the capital and subsidies are counted in the budget - not the amount of capital invotved.
In the case of GSLs the govemment obtains ctipital from the private sector through guarantees
and special allowances. (Landers are entitled to the average of 91 day Treasury Bills plus
3.26%). In the case of direct bans the government acquires capital from the private sector
through the sale of government securities (treasury bilis, etc.).
With credit reform, the cost to the Treasury of a cohort of loans made each year is scored in the
budget for the projected life of the loans. Included are costs paid by the government to obtain
capital such as special incentive allowances to lenders, inschool interest subsidies and
defaults. Federal administrative casts are accounted for as a line item In the mandatory part of
the budget.
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According to the December 1989, Congressional Budget Office study on credit reform,
The difference in the budgetary Vestment between dhct loans and guaranteed loans
crudes a bias in favor of guarantees because their Costs are deferred. When the costs
are known (after default) and finally recorded In the budget, they are well past the
government's control. Consequently, koan guarantees have been growing much faster
than direct loans In recent years. The total cost to the government of the new guaranteed
loans is now many times more than the cost of new direct loans. (p. xii)

The Presidenrs FY 92 Budget states that

Clearly, credit reform is not lust' an accounting change. II Is an opportunIly to see
each program with fresh eyes. Credit reform asks the right questions: Who is being
helped? By how much? At what cost? It focuses attention and budgetary decisions on

the costs underlying each loan, juxtaposed with the borrowers who benefit from these
programs. It provides perspective to, both policy analysis and program management.

(Part Two - 226)

An examination of the cost of a direct student loan and a loan guarantee, all factors like student
Interest rate being held equal, shows that a direct loan will be less costly to the government than
a GSL primarily because the government can borrow
money from the private sector at
Treasury bill rates for direct loans rather than the 91 day Treasury bill rate plus 3.25% now
assured to GSL lenders, even during the in-school period.

Under credit reform, government borrowing from the private sector for direct loans does not
increase the deficit. The payment of more subsidy costs than necessary for GSLs does increase
the deficit. In addition, direct borrowing for student loans
would replace exiseng guaranteed
borrowing. Also, oval time the flow of repayments back to the capital markets would
approximate the amount borrowed for new loans - thus establishing something akin to a national

revolving fund.

How would the government obtain capital for direct loans?
The Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of Education, would sell
treasury securities to the private sector to obtain necessary capital. This wouid be
accomplished in the same way funding for Sallie Mae was provided until 1981.
Under that procedure. the Secretary of the Treasury, through the Federal Financing Bank, sold
government securities to the private sector at the appropriate time and made the funds available
to Salle Mae. In the case of direct bans, the Secretary of
the Treasury would make funds
available to the Secretary of Education for allocation to Institutions through the Education
Department's (ED) finance system from which institutions presently draw student aid funds.
Repayments would return to the private sector through the Treasury and not be left to
accumulate in institutioeal revolving funds as is the case with Perkins loans. Mowing
collections to remain in institutional revolving funds would cause the proposed
program to lose
its status as an entitlement to students, as well as its status as a direct loan program;
currently
Perkins loans are scored as grants to institutions because the bans become part of revolving
funds at the institutional level. The concept of 'insurance' does not apply in the case of
a direct
loan since the government already owns the loan note.

;*,
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How would a direct loan program oper..14/
A new direct loan program would be similar in concept to the Pell Grant Program, IA.,
institutions ate essentially agents of the federal government and process the loan on the
government's behalf. The Pell Grant Program is not technically a campus based program.
Students receive vouchers (Student Aid Reports) that they may use at any eligible institution.
While a student voucher would not be involved, a direct loan program would operate In a similar
way In that the loan is made directly by the federal government to the student with the

institution acting as originator.

How would funds be allocated to institutions?
The allocation of funds to institutions could take place following one or a combination of existing
models. A preferred approach would be to use the distribution system utilized for Perkins loans
and the other campus based student aid programs. Under this method, the Fiscal Operations
Report and Application (FISAP) would be used to make initial allocations each year. Institutions
would Indicate on the FISAP the amount lent In the previous year and project needs for the
coming year. Institutions not participating in the campus-based programs would only complete
the direct loan section. The Department would approve all initial requests, unless it had reason
to believe the request was not reasonable or the school was not ellgible. etc. Another approach
would be to use the Pell Grant allocation system. In either case, the reconciliation of individual
student records would NOT lake plice at this point in the process.
Special adjustment requests wvuld be made during the course of the year by institutions to
increase or decrease their allocations in accordance with actual student eligibility for direct
loans. Reconciliation of individual student accounts would occur at the end of the year with the
filing of the FISAP report.
Under either approach, institutions would follow existing ED procedures to draw necessary
funds on a timely basis to fund all eligibie students. These procedures do not allow institutions
to obtain funds more than three days in advance of the time they are to be expended.

How would student ellgIbl' .ty be determined/
Students wvuld apply for all forms of financial aid and provide need analysis Information to the
institution(s) they attend or plan to attend, as they do now. .

Institutions would conduct a need analysis, determine eligibility, package direct loans with
other student aid and notify the student of award amounts and conditions.

How would the loan be disbursed to the student?
Me the Perkins loan program, institutions would prepare a promissory note for the student's
signature. Following appropriate ban counseling procedures, the student would sign the
promissory note. Funds would then be credited to the student's institutional account or given to
the student depending on circumstances.

What would happen OMIT the loan Is disbursed?
The Federal Government (Education Department) would have responsibility for servicing and
coifection. ED would have contracts (including performance bonuses) with private sector
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sinkers for baling and collection.
If they qualified and wished to do so.

A few institutions might act as servicers for their students

Institutions *toted detiver signed promissory notes to an ED contractor. it Is expected that
arrangements would be made for siVefld means of delivery, including the possible electronic
transfer of notes.
Multiple year notes end notes from different schools would be consolidated immediately under
this system. With the opportunity to establish a new central file, the insurmountable
data
problems of the existing GSL progatm would be phased out. The Pell Grant Program has
demonstrated that a central processor can work with multiple data entry contractors. In this
case loan &emitters would relate to a central processor in a similar manner. Servicers would be
required to meet uniform ED specifications and would be sublect b audits and reviews by ED.
Institutions would continue to report enrollment status as they do now in the GSL program only with one uniform reporting system synchronized with institutional academic calendars.

Since most of the administrative activity would be done under contract, the Department's
principal responsibility would be oversight. Other government agencies, such as Treasury,
might assist with manegement of the collection responsibility.

What about administrative support In the Education Department?
While ED has experience in working with private sector umbers and has a credible record in
collections, the Congress should earmark salary and expense money for the operation of all ot
the Title IV student aid programs, including direct loans. Funding should be directed by the
Congress for training, technical assistance to institutions, program reviews, contracts and

contract administration.

In addition, the Congress shouid provide initial funding to ED to enable it to obtain and utilize
state of the art telecommunications and computer technology to handle loan transactions and
management information.
Although the GSL program has been patched together over the years to the point where it cannot
be audited or managed effectively, ED has under very difficutt circumstances over the last 10
years done a credible job of admkisterIng the Pell Grant and
campus based student aid
programs. In addition, k has marled Perkins and GSL default collections activity well under
the circumstances. Indeed, es the Nunn hearings have demonstrated, there
is serious question
about the quality of some of the servicing done by private lenders in the GSL program. The ED
system makes use of private swims and loan collection contractors in addition to the IRS
offset program. ED has also managed large elementary and secondary education programs well.

Since a direct ban program would not have the complexities of lenders, secondary markets and
guarantors, It would clearty be taster for the Education Department to manage than Stafford
loans.

Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander& initiative b make maior management improvements
in the student aid programs is encouraging. With good leadership and reasonable resources,
public servants can manage programr very well

Which Institut' ms could participate in direct loans?
The Congress must determine institutional eligibility. Clearly, eligible institutions should be
able to demonstrate administrative capacity to meet their responsibilities for fiscal
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stewardship and management. Recant changes in law have eliminated misty cassubnabb
institutions from the student aid programs. In addition, proposed reauthorization changes in
accreditation and licensure by the education community and the Administration would further
lighten the system.

Would institutions be provided administrative allowances?
it would not be wise to begin a now pmgram with the promise of eliminating the problems of the
existing GSL program without providing good administrative support up front. Institutions may
find that the administrative saVings thri achieve from the elimination of all or a part of the
existing GSL program will help offset new costs. However, the issue mual be examined and
appropriate administrative allowances and support provided. An annual $20 albwance per
eligible direct loan student has been suggested.
It should be noted that guarantee agencies mit receive about 8110 million yearly as an
administrative cost allowance from government appropriations and have the use of student
financed insurance premiums of up to three percent. Agencies also retain 30% of collections
they make on defaulted loans.

What about small schools or schools that do not presently participate in the
Perkins program?
The Education Department could arrange a contract tar an alternative administrative entity
which would assist schools that do not wish to administer the loan program themselves or lack
the administrative capability necessary to manage it. This alternative system could be similar
in concept to the "alternative disbursement system- for Pell Grants which existed prior to

1981.
However, many small schools may find that a direct loan program may be easier to manage than

the existing Stafford program.

What about institutional liability?
Institutions are presentty liable for errors made in executing any of the tasks they perform
related to the GSL program. This would not change with direct bans. The institution would need
to draw down funds, determine student eligbility. and disburse funds correctly. Once
promissory notes have been accepted by the government (within a proposed 45 day statutory
time limit) liability would end except, of course for eases of fraud. Some observers believe
that institutional liability might be less than GSL since the number of entities dealt with would
be reduced and the institution would have control over the entire origination process. In
addition, the institution would still have access to the student's account to recover funds and an
opportunity to find the student to obtain a missed signature on a promissory note.

What about Institutional cash flow?
Most Institutions would have an improved cash flow under a system of direct loans. Not only
would funds be available when sahool started, the delays caused by handling checks co-payable
the institution and the student from hundreds of lenders would be eliminated.

Could the financial aid transcript be eliminated?
Currently notification of a studenrs federal ald must be made to the institution to which a
student transfers. This is accomplished through a cumbersome and expensive financial aid
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transeript process. With a a national direct loan data file on all students and the existing Pell
grant data file, it would be possible to eliminate the financial aid transcript.

What would happen to the existing Perkins loan revolving funds located at

Institutions?

These funds should be loft at the institutions and the income used for other student ald pwposes
or special student loans. Under this approach, collections would be invested in an institutional
endowment or total return fund for that purpose and the earnings used for student grants or
employment.
Over the yews, many schools could get out of the loan collection business!

What role might exist for guarantee agencies or lenders?
The parent loan program (PLUS) shoutS be significantly improved as a guaranteed ban. The
maximum loan should be determined by the cost of education less other financial aid received by
the student. In adcation, the tax writing committees should be encouraged to restore the interest
deduction for parent and student loans.
While all three GSL programs Stafford. PLUS and SLS could be operated under a direct
system, it can be argued thal the low cost of the unsubsidised PLUS and SLS programs together

with the more natural relationship between credit worthy parents and lenders it makes policy
sense to continue these programs under the existing system.

to participate in the servicing function for direct loans.

Guarantee agencies may also wish

How should &act loans be phased In?
The American Council on Educalion (ACE) and twelve other education associations have proposed
that need based direct loans be available to institutions on an optional basis. Under this

preposC an institution would participate in tither Statbrd or direct lending. Another option is
to substitute direct lending be the Stafford and Perkins programs, bringing all new need based
lending under one program. Proposed legislation sent to the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education on April 8, 1991, by ACE provides legislative language consistent with

ths7lflewoth for direct loans described in this paper.
e existing Stafford portfolio will, of course, have to be phased out and ccovisions for
transition made If the bolder option is adopted. ft might be necessary, for example, to change
the existing administrative cost allowance (ACA) ot one percent ot new loans originated to an
allowance based on outstanding loans. In addition, increased PLUS volume might replace a
substantial portion of ACA lost due to elimination of Stafford loan volume.

When should direct lending be implemented?
Finally, direct lending should bt implemented only after adequate lead time has been provided
for detailed planing and preparation. At a minimum that should be one full program (school)
year following the date ot enactment. For example, If the President signed the enabling
legislation in March of 1992. the program would not go into effect until July 1, 1994.
The development of a direct loan plan is a dynamic process that will continue to require the best
thinking of many people. The advantages and disadvantages of changing a malor student aid
program will have to be carefully considered.
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Senator SIMON. I thank you for your testimony and your leadership.

Cary Israel, Executive Director of the Illinois Community College

Board.

Mr. ISRAEL. Thank you very much, and I appreciate the opportu-

nity, Senator Simon, to testify before you and the opportunity to
submit our total testimony, and I'll be brief with our particular
points.

I am the Executive Director of the Illinois Community College
Board, which is a coordinating board for the forty community college districts in this State, and it represents fifty community colleges located in Illinois. I'm also a member of the Board of Directors of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, one of 30 representing more than 1,200 community colleges
throughout the Nation and a diverse student population of over 6
million people.

My comments today will focus on Illinois, but also many of the
things I'm going to be talking about apply also for the community
colleges across the country.
Senator SIMON. If we could, and justI'm not picking on you, but

we are going to enter the full statements in the record and I am
going to try to limit everybody to 5 minutes in their formal statements here.

Mr. ISRAEL. Sure, that's fine.

As you are aware, community and junior colleges are the largest
segment of higher education and they continue to grow. Current
enrollment in Illinois is 350,000 students in community colleges.
We in community colleges are taking a major undertaking in that

we have students coming for all different types of objectives,

whether to get the first 2 years toward their baccalaureate degree,
the preparation toward that 4-year degree, occupation or basic
skills in life-long learning.
What I would like to call upon you, Senator Simon, is that re-

cently in this country we had a herculean effort in Operation
Desert Storm. There was loss of life as this country decided to

make a decision to go over there. I would like maybe you to lead
tl e charge, and others, during this reauthorization and have an
educational storm in this country. I would like us not to take down
our yellow ribbons and have an educational storm, because I think
that our focus in this country must be on higher education and
levels of education if we are going to maintain our competitiveness
and if we are going to maintain our leadership in the educational
field. So hopefully we will continue to have an educational forum,
An all-out effort to provide for occupational and basic skill training
needed for a productive educated workforce.

The Higher Education Reauthorization Act provides us, I think,
with that opportunity. Major strides can be made if we can combine some selected titles under the Act in order to accelerate a
more comprehensive network between community colleges and the
employer/college partnerships for workforce development and for
opportunities to develop new career fields. Restructuring of financial assistance should be considered to address the needs of diverse
community college student population, one from a person with no
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degrees to individuals that are coming back that have their baccalaureate, master's or doctorate.
We now have 15 percent of all community college students to 18
percent who already have received advanced degrees coming back
to the community colleges because of massive restructuring because of technology in the workplace. We have those students attending less than half time so we encouraged that there be some
type of assistance for people who are retooling, restructuring or remissioning in the workplace.
Institutional aid programs, including challenge grants, need substantial increases in funding to meet growing enrollment needs and
to provide physical stability during these difficult times to eligible
institutions.
There is going to be increased reliances on community colleges
for workforce preparation in the coming years because of emergent
technology, restructuring of jobs in America, literacy skills and
other programs vital to keep a healthy and vibrant economy.
We think spucial focus should be given on community colleges
and that's why we are asking for the creation of an assistant secretary for community, technical and junior colleges in this Nation to
focus attention and provide collaborative efforts to deliver and administer comprehensive programs. We believe that it's important
that this position be established in the education department.
I appreciate the opportunity of testifying today. Please feel free
to call on the Illinois Community College Board and our staff to
help you or your staff as you continue to craft what I think is probably most significant legislation in this country, the Higher Education Act.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Israel follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ISRAEL

I would like to begin by thanking U.S. Senator Simon and the other members of
the Committee for the opportunity to testify. I am Cary Israel, Executive Director of
the Illinois Community College Board. The ICCB is the coordinating board for the
40 districts and 50 community colleges located in Illinois. I am also a member of the
Board of Directors of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
representing more than 1,200 colleges across the country and a diverse student population of more than 6 million.
As the Committee begins these most important deliberations, there are a few
basic facts which I would like to present for consideration. I will be speaking primarily on behalf of the community college system in Illinois, but I would point out
that many of these same facts hold true throughout much of the country.
Community technical and junior colleges are the largest segment of higher education, and they continue to grow. Currently, enrollment is more than 350,000 in Illinois, and nationwide the figure is more than 6 million, with an additional 4 million
served through non-credit courses and services.
Community colleges undertake higher education's most comprehensive set of
roles. Students attend with a host of different objectives, ranging from preparation
for baccalaureate degrees to occupational and basic skills training and life-long
learning.
Community colleges provide n primary means of supplying Illinois and the nation
with a trained workforce. Currently, 15 of the 20 fastest growing occupations in the
country require a post-secondary degree, while only two require a baccalaureate
legree.
The current economic picture in Illinois and throughout the country, coupled with

recent events in the Persian Gulf, help to demonstrate the need for a strategy to
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address the country's educational and economic challenges as well as our ability to
mobilize and meet such challenges.
The Herculean efforts in Operation Desert Storm took a large force of men and
women, many of them with relatively low levels of education, and trained them in
the operation and maintenance of sophisticated weapons and support technology.
Perhaps what is needed in this country is a version of Deaert Storm for education;
an all-out effort to provide the occupational and basic skills training needed for a
productive educated workforce.
The Higher Education Act Reauthorization provides us with an opportunity to
make major strides in such an effort. Selected titles of the Act could be combined to
form a comprehensive network of employer-college partnerships and accelerate
workforce development and postsecondary opportunities in a variety of career fields.
Restructuring of financial assistance should be considered to address the needs of

a diverse community college student population. Student assistance provisions
should include increased grant allowances and self regulation based on Stafford loan

populations and default rates. Attention must be given to the 15 to 18 percent of
community college students who have already received advanced degrees, and to

those students who are attending less than half-time.
Institutional aid programs including challenge grants need substantial increases
in funding to meet growing enrollment needs and to provide fiscal stability to eligible institutions.
The increased reliance on community colleges for workforce preparation retraining in emerging technologies, the restructuring of jobs in America, literacy skills
and other programs vital to the economy are evidence of a need for increased attention at the federal level. Creation of an Assistant Secretary for Community Technical and Junior Colleges would help focus that attention and provide the collaborative effort needed to deliver and administer comprehensive programs.
There is a growing consensus in this country that a world-class workforce is vital
to maintaining our place in a competitive economy. We are facing an educational
and economic crisis in this country, and the time for decisive and quality comprehensive action to address that crisis is now.

Thank you for allowing me these comments. Please feel free to call on me to
assist you or your staff as you continue to craft the Higher Education Act reauthorization.

Senator SIMON. Thank you very much.

And representing the Illinois Student Association, DavidDavid,
do you pronounce it Starrett?
Mr. STARRETT. Starrett.

Senator SIMON. OK, Starrett. I'll get it right here. You are execu-

tive director, and last night I went throughyou have a whole

series of very specific recommendations and I like that. It's good,
too, that we have something to work with and while here and there
I found one I differed with, fundamentally I thought it was an ex-

cellent series of recommendations.
Mr. STARRETT. Thank you, Senator, and we certainly appreciate

the opportunity to make that part of the record at this hearing and
present our comments orally.
Like my compatriots here at the table I certainly welcome you to
Springfield and thank you for showing such leadership over so
many years for so many students so often in higher education. In
many respects it's because of you that we have a Federal student
aid program at all that works as well as it does as often as it does
for as many students as it does.
I want to begin just briefly by mentioning a few trends in Illinois
higher education. I try to do that no matter wherever I speak and
the one that people are used to hearing me talk about is student

costs, and that's certainly relevant to Federal financial aid programs.
In Illinois during the last decade tuition and fees have doubled
everywhere, everywhere except public universities, where they
S 4,
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have tripled. That's important because higher education is what
student aid pays for. Despite a 58 percent increase in the average
amount of Illinois aid, the program scarcely had a chance to keep
pace with grants. The average grant, which more than paid for tuition and fees during that time at the beginning of the decade, now

covers more than 56 percent of those costs. If we measure it against
the estimated total cost of attendance at Illinois public universities
at about this time during 1988, the figure of percentage coverage
drops to about 25 percent.
The Department of Education has become rather fond in recent
months of talking about how higher education appropriations
during the 80's matched the rate of inflation, but they are measuring inflation by the Consumer Price Index and that's just not a relevant measure.
Again, student aid buys higher education and higher education
costs have risen far, far faster than inflation. If we instead use the
actual tuition and fee cost increases as the measure of inflation, we
find that the average Pell Grant to Illinois public university students lost 42 percent of its purchasing power during the 1980's.
If we construct an inflation index from tuition and fee increases,
we find that the 1990 average of $1,509 for a Pell Grant to Illinois
public university students was actually worth only $536 cost constant 1980 dollars and only $382 constant 1975 dollars.
We've provided a number of tables and graphs, as you've indicated, that hopefully demonstrate some of these trends, the very serious ones.

When students cannot meet the cost of their education, rising
cost of their education with grant aid, they have essentially three
options. One, spend more hours working and fewer studying. A
recent survey by the American Council on Education and the University of California Los Angeles published in the Chronicle of
Higher Ed found that a greater share of students, even entering
freshmen, spend more than twenty hours per week working than
do spend that much time studying. That's a problem. That's a problem that needs to be solved.
Another option is assume lighter class loads and take longer to
graduate. Probably more expensive. That's not an acceptable option
either but many do choose it. Some people stop off, some people
just take five or 6 years to graduate because they have to work
longer hours or because they have to leave school and go to work to
save money to go back to school.

The third option is to take out more nd larger student loans.
The statements that I have appended to our written statement
show that the weighted average Illinois student loan has nearly

doubled at Illinois public universities, more than doubled at Illinois
private universities and nearly tripled at community colleges since
1975. The Illinois Guaranteed Loan Program, which is comprised of

Federal Stafford, PLUS, SLS and ALAS loans, have shown the
greatest increases during this period but the annual waited average student loan increasing 74 percent.
More significant than that, however, is a 240 percent increase in
the annual number of loans taken out by Illinois students. This
suggests to us that students are not only borrowing more money,
they are borrowing more often.
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We are led by this to calculate that in 1989 someone left school
having borrowed the average amount for their previous 4 years,
they would leave school owing $8,110 before interest even began to
accrue on those loans. The eventual repayment amount of that
debt will be far greater when its interest does accrue. We have a
number of loan tables as well which we hope demonstrate that
trend.

Senator Simon, as you've indicated, I've included a number of
specific recommendations. We refer to it in our written testimony
as a laundry list. That list includes simplifying the system for aid
application delivery so that it's less confusing and cumbersome,
less administratively wasteful, changing the definition of independent student status back to something much closer to what it was
before the last reauthorization. And last and far from least is something that you've proposed for some some time, which is making
the Pell Grant program an entitlement for students. We want you
to know that we are strongly supportive of that kind of measure.

We think it's essential, but frankly we think that most of what

we've proposed even in our own document is just inadequate to the
case as we find it today.
Although this list of proposals was developed by us in conjunction with ten other State student associations mainly from the midwestern part of the country, we think it is inadequate because we
think it is time to completely rethink the Federal Government's
whole approach to higher education.
Senator Simon, almost 100 years ago this Nation debated long

and hard and eventually took the decision to guarantee access to
primary and secondary education to all citizens in this Nation. We
continue to reap the benefits economically, socially and politically
for having done that. And we believe it's time to begin doing the
same thing for higher education. The fact is that right now a baccalaureate, 4-year baccalaureate degree from the universities or
colleges in this Nation means in economic and social terms about
what a high school diploma did 50 or even 30 years ago. Others in
the international economic sphere have begun to recognize that
and we must, too.
It won't be easy to guarantee universal access to higher education to the citizens of this Nation, but I think it's past time that we
found the economic wherewithal and political courage to take that
on, because if we don't, we are going to continue to slide backward
in relation to our colleagues around the Nation or around the
world and I don't think any of us want to see that happen.
I would be happy to take questions and I'm sure you have some
for others up here as well.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Starrett follows:1
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PREPARZD STATEMENT OF MR. STARRETT
I.
Introduction

commitment to the nation and to
In 1965 the Congress and the President made a
that the United States would indeed remain a
future generations of students
future as It had been In the past. With the
land of opportunity in the
Act, the nation took a leap forward In
signing of the Higher Education
economic success and that of its citizens.
assuring its own continuing
undertaken reexamination,
Since that year, Congreas and the President have
For the most
adjustment and revision of the Act roughly every five years. and refinement.
part, this has been a process of quinquennial strengthening
of the Act, we have
More recently, however, with the 1986 reauthorizationrather than educators, to
redesigned to suit budgeters
begun to see programs
assure savings rather than access.
accomplish education, it is also
dollars alone do not
While It Is true that
learn, and classrooms cannot
teach,
students
cannot
true that faculty cannot
and national institutions
^port
of
those
state
stand without the genuine st
unlearned by many
This is a lesson still
which called them to their places.
It is thus the more important that
public policyrnakers here in Illinois.

those in Washington not forget it.
present the views of
We welcome and are grateful for the opportunity to
contours of federal
Illinois students in this process which will determine the
We remain hopeful that they will be
years.
student aid for the next five
brighter ones then the last five.

Disturbing Trends, Developing Problems

a number of unsettling trends strongly
The decade of the 1980s has seen
Chief among these for Illinois
affecting student access to higher education.
student tuition and
increases in
students have been dramatic and unfettered
fees have doubled for community college
In
Illinois,
tuition
and
fee charges.
students, and tripled for public university students
and private university
since the beginning of the decade.

amount of the average Pell grant to Illinois
Despite a 53% Inc.rease in the
scarcely had a
during the period, the program
public university students
than paid for tuition and
This
average
grant,
which
more
chance to keep pace.
decade, now covers only about 66% of these
fees at the beginning of the
Pell against the average total cost of
charges. If we instead measure
universities as estimated by the Illinois
attendance at Illinois public
(ISAC), the figure drops to 25%.
Student Assistance Commission

officials of the Department
We have noted with some interest the statements by kept pace with Inflation.
for
the
Pell
program
has
of Education that funding
Our
by the Consumer Price Index (CP/).
That is, inflation as measuredof analysis might make some sense if student aid
observation is that this sort
vacations, as once opined by former
were indeed used to by stereos and Florida
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Education Secretary Bennett. student aid, however, is not used to purchase
consumer goods, it Is used to purchase higher education. In Illinois, the
price of higher education ham risen at nearly three times the rate of
inflation as measured by the CPI.

If we instead use actual tuition and fee cost increases as the measure of
inflation, we find that the average Pell grant to Illinois public university
students lost 42% of its purchasing power during the 1980s. If we construct
an inflation index from tuition and fee increases, we find that the 1990
average $1,509 Illinois public university Pell grant was actually worth only
$536 in constant 1980 dollars, and only $392 in constant 1975 dollars.
We have appended several tables and graphs to illustrate trends In tuition and
fees, total student Cost 3, and several federal student aid programs for each
of the public university, community college and private university sectore
since 1975.

Ono of the principal effects of the trend in student costs is another trend In
student loans. When grant aid to students cannot keep pace with rising costs
--and it clearly has not-- students choosing to remain in school can
compensate with one or sore of essentially three options:
1. More hours of work and fewer hours of study.
A recent survey by the
American Council on Education and UCLA found that even among entering
freshmen, a greater proportion spent at least 20 hours per week working
than spent that much time studying.
2. Lighter class loads, and a longer road to graduation, ultimately at
greater cost.

3. More and greater student loans.

The appended data show that the weighted average annual student loam has
nearly doubled at Illinois public universities, more than doubled at Illinois
private universities, and nearly tripled at community colleges since 1975.
The Illinois Guaranteed Loan Program (IGLP) which is comprised of federal
Stafford, PLUS, SLS, and ALAS, loans has shown the greatest increases during
this period, with the annual weighted average student loan increasing 74% from
$1,247 to $2,171. More significant, however, Is the 340% increase in the
annual number of loans provided to Illinois students under these federal
programs. 69,115 such loans were made here in 1989, compared to 15,713 in
1975.
This suggests that students are not only borrowing more money, they are
also borrowing more often. We are led by this to calculate that an Illinois
public university student graduating in 1989 and having borrowed the average
amount in each of the previous four years, left school owing f 110 uefore
interest began to accrue. The eventual repayment amount on ius debt will be
far greater.

Significantly, the 69,115 1GLP loans made to Illinois students in 1989 is
actually down from a high of 92,481 in 1985. We believe that this is because
the 1986 reauthorization provided for needs testing as a condition of
receiving Stafford Loans. This means that loan recipients today are much more
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the population for
likely to be from poor and disadvantaged backgrounds:
originally intended. As we have seen, however, the
which Pell grants wero
has become a
Pell program has not kept pace with costs, and borrowing
students borrowing more
As
a
result,
not
only
are
more
principal compensator.
money more often, but they are the wrong students.
Costs have increased, grants have not kept pace,
Thus, the completed picture:
most
at-risk populations are borrowing more dollars
and more students from th
higher debts at a greater rate of Interest.
more often to emerge with

A Laundry List
recommendations based closely on a
Following is a listing of positions and
of state student
statement developed jointly by the staffs of a consortium Iowa, Kansas,
associations including those in Arizona, Colorado, Illinois,
Nebraska, Washington, and Wisconsin. We
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
because we believe
Include a version of it here, as part of our testimony,
useful guide In breaking the disturbing
that Ito recommendations represent a
cycle into which we. as a nation have fallen.

Student Ald
A. Applying for Student Aid
1. The Application Process
for applying for federal student
It Is clear that the process
The current
financial aid is very complex and often confusing.
be
restructured
in
order to make It
application delivery system should
Principal goals In the process should be
more "user friendly."
of access to higher education. The
tali nese, and the encouragement
generation
current system can be pr.rticularly daunting for first
often have no experience in completing
college stsdents, whose parents
simpler process would encourage more low
complex applications. A
income students to apply.
2. The Application Form

form which can be used by all
Congress should require a single
for federal aid of all types.
postsecondary students in applying
to ensure
Differences among current forms should be carefully studied
does not diminish quality.
that eventual standardization
Representatives of students as well as parents and other interested
form.
constituencies should be Involved In developing such a
supplemental form should be
In addition, a separate, shorter,
reapplying for federal student aid.
developed for those students
duplication, and
a streamlining would eliminate paperwork, avoid
resources.
maximize limited and already overtaxed administrative

Such
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O. Cost of Application for Student Aid

To ensure fairness and equitY, the processing of all student aid
applications should be free to both students and institutions.
Statutory language following the last reauthorization of higher
education programs strongly suggests the appropriateness oC such a
prescription, and the Advisory Comaittee on Student Financial
Assistance has endorsed the concept. The Department of Education
should follow this lead and make the free, common application form for
federal student aid a reality immediately.

Illinois students are thankful for the efforts of the Illinois Student
Assistance Comaission in this area, but we believe that It is ties for
the Congress to speak more clearly on the issue, ensuring that a free
form cannot become a reason to increase student coats elsewhere.
S. Bureau-shock

Populations not traditionally able to avail theaselves of higher
education have frequently experienced difficulty interacting with a large
bureaucracy, and this should be addressed by making the system more "user
friendly." Faailies below a threshold income level should simply be
exempted from needs analysis. This would represent a strong step in
eliminating bureaucratic disincentives fot low-income, minority and
disadvantaged families to attend postsecondary institutions. We believe
that such alternatives should be considered for families with an annual

income below $20,000.

C. The Subcommittee On Need Analysis and Delivery Systems (SONADS)

The Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance created this
subcommittee to review the complex and important areas of needs analysis
and delivery systems for federal student financial aid. The key
priorities identified by the Subcomaittee should be supported, and all
higher education constituency groups should work cooperatively toward
implementing recommendations fairly. These key priorities include:
1. dramatic simplification of the process for the lowest-income families,
such as those receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), and investigation of increasing the income cap for this
simplified needs analysis;
2. thorough examination of the annual reapplication process to identify
technological or programmatic means to simplify and streamline this
area; and,

3. assurance that simplification will neither harm nor be harmed by state
and institutional information requirements connected with camvie-based
student aid or external social service programs.
D. Independent Student status
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We believe that the current statutory definition of an independent
student is unrealistic, and based more on budgetary considerations than
status
on analysis of the studnt population. The independent student
definition should revert to one similar to that used prior to the last
higher education reauthorization in 1955. This would liminate the
requirement that independent students be at least 24 years of age.
Criteria for professional discretion by campus-level student aid
administrators should be defined clearly in order to protect both
students and the administrators themselves.
E. cost of Attendance Calculation
Congress should work to develop a uniform cost of attendance calculation
and needs analysis for all Title IV programs, considering education costs
which often differ depending on individual students and institutions.
This would eliminate much confusion, duplicative paperwork, and conserve

resources at every level of the process.

F.

Tuition and Fee Coats
Congress should be on record as supporting low tuition and fee costs to

encourage access to higher education. The current system, which
recognizes the cost of attendance, tends to reward institutions for
dramatic increases In tuition and fees. Efforts should be made to Limit
the impact of these increases.

G. Federal Loan Programs

It is extremely important that Congress reverse the current trend toward
more student loans and fester grants. Currently, the majority of federal
a
student aid funding is in the form of loans. This trend is creating
minimal
large debt burden for most students. Congress should encourage programs,
student borrowing, and substantially Increase support f or grant
particularly Pell grants.
the
While the rate of student loan defaults has been relatively constant,
volume of defaults has soared because the volume of student bcr -ming has
soared. As the only entitlement among federal student aid pr.zo- :,s,
Stafford Loans have become students' only viable means to meet
dramatically rising costs of attendance.
Although reestablishing a proper balance between loan and grant aid is
the most effective long-term solution to student loan defaults, fair
default reduction measures should be considered within reauthorization.
In this connection, current methods which tend to distort default figures
must be eliminated. Students should be given a fair chance to eliminate
default problems with payment schedules reflecting their actual current
real-world economic status.
In addition, we oppose:

3. proposals which would require co-signers for all undergraduate
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Stafford Loans. Such a requirement could penalise students for the
credit history or debt status of parents or other relatives; and.

2. proposals which would increase the rats of interest or reduce the
subsidy presently in place for existing loan programs.
Ws support;
1. continuing loan ineligibility for less than half-time students;

2. croating incentives for employers to repay student loans in behalf of
their employees;
3. increasing the annual Stafford Loan maximum to $4,000 for first- and
second-year students, $6,000 for third and fourth year students with
an undergraduate maximum of 526,000, and increasing the annual
graduate maximum to 610,000 with a graduate aggregate maximum of
$50,000;

4. simplifying the loan deferment categories to the following three:
a. an in-school deferment for full- and part-time attendance;
b. an unemployment deferment for up to boo years; and,
c. a temporary total disability deferment for up to three years.

6. rescinding the current requirement that a holf-time student must borrow
again in order to obtain a deferment.
H. Self-Help

The past decade has seen proposals by the Reagan Adainistratim and more
recently by President Rush to drastically reduce federal commitment to
the existing Perkins (MSG) program, cementing the needs-testing of the
Stafford (GSL) program. Students from saddle-income !wallies should be
given greater access to subsidizad loan and work-study programs.
Stafford Loans shouad resume service to those from middle-income
backgrounds, while the Perkins program is retained and fortified as an
option for lower-income loan recipients.

Overall, the goal should be to provide fixed-rate, subsidized loans to
students unserved or undersorved by grants, and who can begin repayment
nine months following graduation. Since survey data suggests that most
student loan defaulters are either unemployed or underemployed, the
Department of Education, campus financial aid officers and other
appropriate agencies should publicize loan deferral options, and simplify
the process for obtaining them.
I. Income Contingent Loans (ICE.)

The Income Contingent Loan Program placso ill-equipped caspus-level
student aid administrators in the poultion of risk-rating and col:lex:tang
from student borrowers, charges market-rate interest, and accrues this
interest while borrowers are in schooL Further, because those with the
lowest incomes nuke the lowest monthly paysents. they also remain in
repayment the longest, ultimately accruing the most interest and repaying
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the largest sums.

The past decade has seen consistent efforts by the Department of
Education to expand this progras beyond its "pilot" status. We believe
that the experiment has been a failure, and its resources should be
reddrected to other programs more beneficial to students.
J. Pe11 Grants

This would increase
Pell Grants must become an entitlement program.
access to higher education for all those eligible, and reverse the trend
of low postsecondary attendance by low income and disadvantaged groups.
Pull funding of the Pll Grant program by the federal government would
represent a strong and badly needed investment in the nation's economy.
Our own national experience demonstrates that such an investment will pay
for itself in increased revenues, productivity and social stability.
Steps toward thds goal should begin immediately by making the program an
entitlement for first- and second-year students.
K. College Work-Study Program (CWSP)

Students eligible for employment under the College Work-Study Program
should continue to be able to use their awards to work in not-for-profit
is more likely to relate
organizations. We believe that such employment
is employment placing students as
to students' educational program than
groundskeepers or short-order cooks for colleges and universities.

All work-study students should be paid at least the prevailing federal
minimum wage, and should be exempt from any training wage. Work-study
eligibility awards should reflect the amount of net (rather than gross)
federal work-study tunds earnable by a recipient. No further decreases
program should take place,
should In the federal contribution under this
and a return to an 80 percent contribution should be considered.
L. TRIO

Talent Search, Educational Opportunity Centers, and Upward Sound are
programs which help at-risk students from disadvantaged backgrounds, and
one in ten
they are programs which work. At present, on'" approximately
students eligible for assistance under these programs actually receives
which have
aid. Resources must be increased for these programs
demonstrated success in improving student retention. Such a priority
will help to ensure that students will come from a variety of culturally
diverse backgrounds, and that all groups will be well represented in the
future economdc life of the nation.

M. Support for Graduate Education
grant aid to graduate students,
The federal government should increase
Graduate student enrollment has declined significantly in recent years,
and this trend should be reversed. More women and minorities should be
encouraged to seek advanced degrees, particularly in areas where they are
historically underrepresented.
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Other beneficial steps would be to increase cumulative Stafford Loan
limits for graduate students, and lengthen the deferral period for those
who suet complete internship or training periods. This would help to
steady the rising cost of borrowing by reducing students' reliance on
more xpensive bank loans, and ease the transition into ventually
high-paying careers.
N. Veterans Educational Outreach Programs
Although poorly supported, this program hits been beneficial to many
students. Increased funding would ncourage participation by a greater
number of institutions with small numbers of participating veteran
students.

0. Proprietary Institutiona

Profit-making institutions have significantly increased their share of
student aid dollars during the past decade, while those available for
students in programs at not-for-profit institutions have declined even as
enrollaents there have increased. Because profit-making institutions
offer programs of instruction without regulatory or formal accreditation
processes, the potential exists for abuse of both federal aid programs
and the education of student recipients.

Efforts suit be undertaken to introduce consumer-protection measures to
assure program quality and integrity at profit-making institutions, and
participation in federal student aid prograas should be contingent on
these assurances. Absent such measures, aid programs for profit-making
institutions should be separated from those for not-for-profit
institutions to preserve a fair and equitable distribution of student aid
dollars.

P. Community Service

Loan forgiveness and/or deferral for national service should be revived
as an encouragement to these areas of endeavor, Undergraduate and
graduate students choosing volunteer or community service work should not
be discouraged by accumulating larger debts, and those desiring public
service careers following graduation should not be prohibitel by the need
to repay accumulated debts.
While national and community service should be encouraged to benefit both
students and society, such service should never be a prerequisite to
eligibility for student aid programs. Such a policy would discriminate
against those low-income individuals for whom student aid is a necessity.
Q. Promotion of student Aid

The purpose of federal student aid programs is to improve access to
hb2her education for those otherwise unable to attend. At present, the
federal government expends substantial sums to publicize and promote
student assistance programs available through the armed forces, and
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surveys indicate that such programs rank high among individuals'
incentives for enlistment We strongly encourage the federal government
to similarly advertise and promote Title IV student aid programs as
additional options for low-income individuals seeking an education.

Facilities - Title VII

Many campuses have critical needs in the area of physical infrastructure,
often including maintenance deferred for many years. Levels of funding
under Title VII should be increased to meet more of these needs and provide
quality buildings and other facilities for institutions and students.
Renovations involving health, sagety, and physical accessibility should be
given priority. The current 10-year time limit between loans to
institutions should be cut in half to give institutions with critical space
needs the resources they need to respond to student demand.

Teacher Education - Title V
Dotter funding and coordination are needed for this collection of five,
related but disjointed teacher education programs. Currently, the
appropriation is about one-third of the authorization for fiscal Year 1989.
Increases here will help primary/secondary teachers and administrators at a
time when professionea development and training are in greet demand. An
additional program should be considered to encourage recruitment of minority
teachers. W. also recommend consideration of ddrecting federal fundr to the
states for programs to encourage post-baccalaureate students to teach In
at-risk schools with loan repayment as an incentive.

Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIFSE)

Continuing and carefully targeted study of the performance of higher
education la an Important function, and should be encouraged through
agencies like FIFSE. We encourage continued development of FIPSC and
greater funding support for grants to study important issues in
postsecondary education. Congress and the Department of Education should
involve students in decision-making at all levels of the grant proceso, and
encourage student organizations to develop proposals for funding by FIFSE.

Outreach Efforts

Outreach efforts and early intervention programs must e developed to
improve retention of students even before high school. Only this way can a
diverse postsecondary population and ultimate national workfw.ce be properly
prepared in the next century. In creating such prograas, w believe
Congress should encourage tho following:
A. the creation of incentives to train and educate a diverse workforce
through grants to education agencies and institutions:
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B. increasing the number of qualified teachers through scholarships and loan
forgiveness with funding directed to minority and low-income students and
institutions;

C. utilizing the talents of college and university students when helping
at-risk students; and,

D. developing funding foe academic partnership programs between
postsecondary and primary/secondary institutions.

IV.

Rethinking the Federal Role

We have recommended above what we consider to be the appropriate band-aids for
the present structure of programs contained in the Higher Education Act of
1965, and comprising the present federal role in higher education. We
believe, however, that the time has truly come for something far more
fundamental. We offer the followin; points fur your consideration:
1. During the late nineteenth century, the United States set an
international public educational standard by establishing primary and
secondary education as basic levels of state funded attainment for all
citizens.
Remelting high literacy and fundamental skills levels In the
US population during the early part of the twentieth century are
important factors in accounting for the United States position of world
economic leadership through the 1970s.

2. Today, th world conomic position of the United States continues to
deteriorate at the same time that business and industry complains of an
inadequately educatd labor force. Many of their labor force educational
regNirements for the current decade include skiLle for which at least
som postsecondary ducation is needed, and predictions are that an
increasing proportion of jeb. will require increasing levls of
educational attainment as the US economy evolves in the next century.
3. .early all of the United States' significant economic competitors at the
international level have acted to assure that higher education is offered
at no cost to their citizens.

4. Al the proportion of the US population possessing Baccalaureate degrees
toouy approaches that proportion possessing high school diplomas during
the arly part of this century, it becomes clearer that 4-year college
graduates are fast coaing to occupy the sami educational, conomic and
social position formerly hld by those graduating high school.
5. During the last twenty years, US demographic sectors growing the fastest
(particularly minority populations) have been those extibiting the lmaest
admission and completion rates at all educationai levels, the lowest
probability of seeking advanced or professional degrees, and the lowest
eventual educational attainment.
Scholars predict that the results of
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already be crises not only In labor force
the current condition will
preparedness, but in public assistance and maintenance programs.
postsecondary educational institutions in the
6. The cost of attendanc atgeometrically since the beginning of this
United States has grown
substantially during the Irst decade.
century, and has accelerated
Projections have indicated that these costs will continue to accelerate,
outstripping both inflation and growth in Per capita Income.

increasing
7. Postsecondary students and their families have experienced
institutions of higher education.
stress in financing attendance at
Because support for Federal grant assistance to students has fallen
seriously behind what would have been necessary to maintain current
decade, increasing numbers of
services at the beginning of the last have
become dependent on loan and
students from low income backgrounds
Greater loan volume and lower recipient
work programs to finance needs.
median income levels have meant larger numbers of dollars in default.

costs have grown, many states have attempted
8. As postsecondary educational
and for
to retreat from erstwhile levels of support both for institutions
bring about
state level student aid programs. A number have sought to
investment or loan programs as a long term
state sponsored educational
instruments
answer to financing attendance. Though tax exempt investment
often
have been popular items in the bond market, their purchasers have
investors rather than families with
been large corporate or financial
whether significant
small children. There is considerable doubt as to
be financially capable to make such
numbers of modern young families willpurchase
automobiles and homes,
Investments while also attempting to
children, and pay off their own student

wvide for the needs of small

designed to
9. The existing federal role in higher education, and programs
express that role, have been baped partly on the assumption by finance
policymakers that the inability of students and their families to
Thus,
the costs of higher education is and will be the exceptional case.
federal higher education programs attempt to fill gaps for particularthose
to
types and classes of students, and to distribute federal funding
which seem to be required. As
persons in the areas and amounts
becomes increasingly
educational costs continue to rise, this assumption
education costs is no
finance higher
untenable. Inability to fully
In fact, those able to do so are fast becoming
longer at all remarkable.
the exceptional cases.

added by
10. The number and complexity of federal programs designed and
In a
Act
since
1965
have
resulted
amendment to the Higher Education
the
sizable bureaucracy whose purpose it is to monitor and administer
Resources consumed by
support.
allocation of increasingly inadequate
usefully devoted to support of a federal
such a bureaucracy would be more
regulation, needs testing, and
role requiring less attention to
adjustment of eligibilitiee.
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V.

Conclusion

It i almost unbearably trite to state that we stand at a crossroads, but
nevertheless, we do. More than a century ago, the nation long debated and
eventually decided that for the sake of productivity, for the sake of society,
and for the sake of the democratic experiment. cal should have access to an
education through the 12" grade. It was a bold move and an expensive
undertaking, but one which assured the nation's economic and social ascendancy
to the middle of this century, and contributed much to our national health,
weaath, and prosperity.
Today we live with the reality that a baccalaureate degree means approximately
the same thing to the bearer in economic and educational terms that a high
school diploma did fifty or even thirty years ago. We live also with the
reality that a number of other nations are fast catching and even surpassing
our own in many areas of economic activity, many of which are educationintensive. Finally, we know that the methods we have thus far chosen to
provide access to higher education have become stopgaps which attempt to
allocate inadequate resources over an increasing area, and create large debts
by attempting to leverage private capital to compensate for the difference.
We believe that the enduring economic and social heaath of our nation demands
a fundamental change in our entire approach to higher education, and a
fundamental recognition that higher educational attainment is a basic
requirement for the economic and social health of both individual citizens and
the nation as a whole.
We cannot bo too long at this crossroads. Finding the political will and the
economic wherewithal to finally and authentkally address the need for
universal access to higher education will be difficult, to be sure, but it
must be done, and soon. It must be done for the sake of productivity, for the
sake of society, and for the sake of the democratic experiment.
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Illinois Public University Students
Comparison of Average Student Tuition and Fees and Total Costs
With Average Federal Student Aid
13y Program and Sector
Fisca! Years 1975-1989

Weighted
Average
Loeo

Pell

Fiscal

Tuition

aur...

andital
S

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

606
614
624
728

$

Pell

pelt %

_Ulf

Ecil_l

628

103,6%
135.3
130.0
115.9
)12.5
111.8
99,2
BR,S
84.2
79.7
79.7
83,8
82,0
76.6
65.9

$2,537
2,703
2,794
2,963
3,234
3,449
3,878
4,314
4,253
4,576
4,857
5,084
5,277
5,417
5,929

24.d%
30.7
29.0
28.5
26.3
26.8
23.1
20.9
22.9
23.2
24.7
26.6
26.6
25.3
24.7

--

0,392

--

831
811
844

852
926
894

757

828
901

1,017
1,156
1,334
1,503
1,615
1,710
1,787
2.222

Total

Average

901
973

1,063
1,198
1.354
1,403
1,368
1,465

unmet
Need

S

11,909
1,872
1,983
2,119
2,382
2,523
2,984
3,413
3,280
3,513
3,659
3,730
3,874
4,049
4,464

968
998
1,031
1,157
1,286
1,570
1,926
2,037
1,811
1.903
1,841

1,819
1,712
1,837
1,836

Cumulative
C,hanoe
$

%

$1,616
267%

S

837
1335

-36%

134%

0%

52,555
134%

S

868
90%

Sources: Tuition and student cost data taken from Illinois Student
Assistance Commission, Oita Book: 1920, Table 2.2a, p.12.
Illinois Board of Higher Education,
Pell Grant data taken from
Illinois Student Financial Ims
Report on the Fiscal Year 1989
1990, Table 42, PP.I03-104,
Survey. All Institutions, March,

Illinois Board of Higher Education,
Student Loan data taken from
Report on the Fiscal Year 1989 Illinois Student Financial_Atg
March, 1990, Table 43, Pp.105-106.
Survey. All Instiutionl,

Assistance
"Total Student Cost" is estimated by the Illinois Student
for tuition and fees, an (SAC
Commission (ISAC) using data
ISAC
and room and board or an
determined personal allowance,
determined commuter allowance,

" weighted wong annual number

of recipients per Federal or

Federally-guaranteed loan Program.
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Illinois Public University Students
Average Pell vs. Average Tuition and Fees
Fiscal Years 19754989
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Illinois Private University Students
Comparison of Average Student Tuition and Fees and Total Costs
With Average Federal Student Aid
By Program and Sector
Fiscal Years 1975-1989

Pell

Tuition

Fiscal
Year

Peli

analegl
52.318
2.519
2,700
2.883
3.247
3.445
3.824
4,170
4,765
5.174
5,638
6.142
6.653
6.987

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

669
947
988
942
997

S

.059
,053
.032
.107
,145
,196
.329

7,551

Cumulative
chagoe
$

%

S5,233
226%

Total

Average

$

Pe11 1
26,9%
37.6
36.6
32.7
30.7
30.7
27.5
24.7

23.2
22.1

.331

21.2
21.6
20.0

.346
,374

19.3
18.2

705
105%

--

-37%

_C1211.

Etil_l

i 4,376
4,723
5,034
5,316
5,965
6.459
7,201
7.764
8,170
9,018
9,616
10.283
10.952
11.408
12,093

15.3%
20.1
19.6
17.7
16.7
16.4
14.6
13.3
13.5
12.7
12.4
12.9
12.2
11.8
11.4

S 7,717
176%

--

-26%

Unmet
Agesi
S 3,707
3.776
4.046
4,374
4,968
5,400
6.148
6,732
7.063
7,873
8.420
8.954
9.621
10,062
10,719

S 7,012
189%

weighted
Average

__Lan__!'
S

891

918
965
1,014
1,147
1,411

980
1.772
1,778
1,909
1.904
1.925
1.865
2,074
2.057

$1.166
131%

Sources: Tuition and student cost data taken from Illinois Student
Assistance Commission, Data Book: 1990, Table 2.2a. p.12.
Illinois Board of Higher Education,
Pell Grant data taken from
Report on the Fiscal Year 1989 11JiDgii Student Finagsial Aid
5urvev. All Institutions, March, 1990, Table 53. DD.129-130.

Student Loan data taken from Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Sludevt Financial Aid
Reoort on, the fiscaLlear 1989
item", Al) Institutions, March, 1990. Table 54. pD.131-132.

"Total Student Cost" is estimated by the Illinois Student Assistance
Commission (ISAC) using data for tuition and fees, an ISAC
determined personal allowance, and room and board or an ISAC
determined commuter allowance.
recipients per Federa1 or
weighted using annual number of
Federally-guaranteed loan program.
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Average Pell vs. Average Tuition and Fees
Fiscal Years 19754989
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Illinois Public Community College Students
Comp, ison of Average Student Tuition and Fees and Total Costs
With Average Federal Student Aid
By Program and Sector
Fiscal Years 1975-1989

Weighted
Average

Pell

Tuition
and Fees

Fiscal

-Mr_
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

$306
318
397
412
428
469

1981

501

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

539
612
704
732
766

Pell

575
650
593

$

581

579
571
592

535
632
675
761

906
944

791

853

981

896

1,073

Cumulative
Change
$

%

1590
193%

$

498
87%

Unmet

Total

Average

W1_1
187.9%
204.4
149.4
141.0
135.3
121.7
118.2
99.3
103.3
95.9
104.0
118.3
119.3
115.0
119,8

--

-36%

2t111

And

$2.206
2,368
2,547
2,612
2,878
3,019
3,426
3,664
3,537
3,629
3,832
3,966
4,091
4,153
4,246

26.1%
27,4
23.3
22.2
20.1
18.9
17.3
14,6
17.9
18.6
19.9
22.8
23.1
23.6
25.3

$1,631
1,718
1,954
2.031
2,299
2,448
2,834
3,129
2,905
2,954
3,071
3,060
3,147
3,172
3,173

$2,040

--

_COW

92%

-3%

LOALL.:.

649
741
679
877

$

1,090
1,480
1,591
1,804
1,744
2,000
1,922
1,971
1,839
1,748
1,851

$1,202
185%

$1,542
95%

Sources: Tuition and student cost data taken from Illinois Student
I99Q, Table 2.2a, p.12.
Assistance Commission, Data Book:

Pell Grant data taken from Illinois Board of Higher Education,
Report on_the Fiscal Year 1989 Illinois Student Financial Ail
Survey, All Institutions, March, 1990, Table 49, PP.119-120.
Student Loan data taken from Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Reoort on the Fiscal Year 1989 Illinois, Student Financial_OO
Survey. Ali Institutions, March, 1990, Table 50. pP.121-122,

by the Illinois Student Assistance
'Total Student Cost' is estimatmd
Commission (ISAC) using data for tuition and fees, an ISAC
determined personal allowance, and room and board or an ISAC
determined commuter allowance.
of recipients per Federal or
** weighted using annual number
Federally-guaranteed loan program.
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for your testimony.
Senator SIMON. OK, I thank all three of you all three of you, be-

question to
Let me ask a very fundamental
the
Pell Grant an entitlement. We
cause you referred to making
opposed because it now takes a
passed a budget bill last year that I
them to educa60 percent vote to take defense dollars and transfer
and I
Senator
tion or health care or anything else. Andback downBradley
to
50
percent,
are cosponsoring legislation to bring that of the budget agreement
aspect
but I'm not optimistic. But another does
make sense. It says if you
I
frankly
think
is something that
have
to create the revenue
are going to create an entitlement, you

to pay for it.
possibilities, would be
One of the possibilities, and just one of the
an oil import fee of $5.
retired vice president of Gulf Oil had

Interestingly, yesterday a
about the need to increase taxes
an item in the New York Times nothing
to do with higher educapurposes,
on oil for conservationthat.
But if we were to have a $5.00 import
tion or anything like
very substantial amount
fee, it would bring in 9.5 billion dollars, awould
be exciting. But I
of money. And we could do things thatbe a fight to get something
don't need to outline for you, it would
like that enacted.
And I'm not
We could make a giant step forward in this Nation.
but
one
of the funon,
suggesting that Ghat's what we might move
for the
to be support, notIfjust
damental questions is: Is there going
I
may
adrevenue?
dollars, but for backing up the dollars with
you, and Dr. Ikenberry as the seniorI
dress this to all three ofreferring
to you as the senior member of
hope you don't mind me
this trio here.
it's rather painfully obviMr. IKENBERRY. When I look to my left
ous. It gets worse as it goes down.
wisdom to lend to the dilemma that
I wish I had some special notion
of making student aid an entiyou outline. I think that the
is certainly an attractlement, as David outlined in his testimony,
earmarking
an increase, for
tive one to everyone. The possibility of other revenue stream to
or some
example, in the oil import feesfeasible
and an attractive solution. I
also a
pay for that is obviously
comyou also imply in your
think the practical problems relate, as getting
during
a
this
done
ments, to the political difficulty of
continues
to
be
a
very
period in which our Federal budget deficit
I suppose, recognizmajor constraining force. It is for that reason,
testimony
to other means
ing that tension, that I alluded in mypractical assurance that stuthat might provide the assurance, themidstream but stopping short
dents need that they won't be cut off provision for precisely the
of attempting to secure the entitlement
nobeyond that, recognizing
reasons that you outlined. But I havehave no real answer to it.
the difficulty of the issue you raise, I
question is, will the
Senator SIMON. I guess the question, my
for
a
revenue
source if there
higher education community go to bat
a revenue source for an entitlement?
is some coalescing around
is likely
would
suspect that te answer to that
Mr. IKENBERRY. I
follow
that is
that would
to be the affirmative. I think the questionthat
would-and, of course,
will wewould we prevailknows
that.
the
answer
to
Senator SIMON. No one
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Mr. IKENBERRY. It would be an issue which your judgment would

be much better than ours.

Senator SIMON. Mr. Israel.
Mr. ISRAEL. I would agree with Dr. Ikenberry. I think this coun-

try needs to start focusing in on education. You know, we are

entering the next millennium, and again I would like to see a resurgence, and I think all of us talked about it, and a focus for this
country on education. I don't see it as much as I would like to see
it.
I think that the community and people would be willing to pay
additional revenue sources if they could be assured that indeed the
money is going to be used in a good manner and accountability.
And all of the colleges of higher education are getting more accountable to the public and looking at outcome based education at
least at the community college level.

Again I would restate what I said in my testimony that this

country rallied around De3ert Storm. Let's rally around an educational storm. Let's have a storm in this country 0.1 education. If we
didn't build one nuclear sub we would have an enormous amount
of money and capability for students as far as grants and entitlement. Just one nuclear sub could solve some of our problems in
higher education.
Senator SIMON. That is correct. The difficulty is under the
present budget it takes sixty votes to cancel that nuclear sub and
shift the money to education, and that means it's practically impossible.
Mr. ISRAEL. I know. Except for we get enough community people
to start talking about reprioritizing what's imp<Ttant for America
in order for us to be competitive in a world marketplace.
Senator SIMON. Yeah, and if I could just use your example,
during the cold war, if you look at Korea and Vietnam, we spent
This year we
an average of $235 billion on defense in 1991 dollars.
Storm.
The cold
billion,
plus
the
cost
of
Desert
are spending 298
where
we
know,
we
have
to,
I
think,
re-examine
war is over. You
are going.

David Starrett, would your students association get in and

back--

Mr. STARRETT. Would we go to bat for a revenue source? Yes, sir,
absolutely. This is something that's important. This is an iiwestment for this Nation. This Nation makes back more money, makes
a profit in strict economic terms just on tax receipts alone when it
gives us Pell Grants to students.
We need to remember that and we need to remember that education is investments, that it pays off, not immedialy but it pays
off. It pays off richly in many, many different ways. It pays off culturally as well as economically. It is well worth it.
Frankly, Senator, I think that gasoline is too cheap in this country. I think that in Europe a gallon of gasoline costs a great deal
more, and it is time that for a variety of reasons, economicallyfor
ecological as well as economic reasons it's time that we began getting a better handle on what we are doing with imported oil.
Senator SIMON. All right.
Dr. Ikenberry, first I noticed in this whole question of the Federal Government getting involved in the loan business, you kind of
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put your toe in the water but you were very cautious and that's
kind of where I am. I remember when we had a hard time getting
banks involved and I do think there is a possibility we can save
some money and use it more constructively, but I also don't want
to do something that is going to cause major problems. And the old

line ifwhat is it? If it works don't fix it? I'm mauling that line in
some way, but I can't remember exactly how, but I look forward to
further imput from your colleagues in this field. I think we have to

proceed with some caution in this area.
Mr. IKENBERRY. My sense is that a toe in the water approach to
this issue is not a bad approach. I do think, however, that we ought
to put the toe in the water and we ought to move affirmatively on
some of these areas to see what we can learn by that, not in such a
way that would cause collateral damage, if you will, either to the
lending institutions to reduce their enthusiasm to participate, or
certainly to do anything that would exacerbate the collection problems or administrative overhead problems or the like. But I think

that on a targeted basis for institutions that unquestionably have
the capability to manage these, that there is the opportunity, I
think, to use our dollars more efficiently, to streamline the process.
And to the extent that's possible, I would hope that the legislation
would provide for that.

Senator SIMON. The international aspect is something that I
think is extremely important and I would just like to underscore
your statement that fewer than one percent of our students study
abroad. I think the declining percentages are now 2 or 3 years old,
that's a figure I saw, but it was a declining percentage of faculty,
members are teaching and studying abroad, and that simply can't
be good news for this Nation or for building the world stability.

If I may shift to something that's not on the agenda here, but
since you are here and the administration has said to one of the

major accrediting agencies of the Nation,,you can no longer require
diversity as one of the criteria for credit. It stunned some of us who
have been following this field because the Federal Government was

authorized to get into monitoring accrediting agencies simply to
make sure that we were getting quality education. We were particularly concerned about some proprietary schools. In all the discussions on defaults, the problem has been the Federal Governinent's failure to move a little more vigorously. I don't think
anyone ever conceived that they might all of a sudden say to a
major accrediting agency, you can't consider diversity as part of
what you require.
Any reflections on your part in what is happening?
Mr. IKENBERRY. Well, I had an opportunity to meet with Secre-

tary Lamar Alexander last week in an ACE board meeting in
which we discussed this issue very briefly and I gather he has
thecontinues to have this issue under study. I think part of the
confusion relates to a failure to distinguish between affirmative

action equal employment as a matter of law on the one hand and
Federal rule and regulation on one hand and equal employment diversity, a pluralistic education environment as a matter of educational philosophy and academic policy.

I think the accreditation aspect of this does not relate to the law
and that's the responsibility of government. The accreditation issue
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relates to educational philosophy and policy in terms of creating
the kind of diverse pluralistic environment the students need in
order to become educated, to live and work and lead in a pluralistic
society.

So my own reaction also is one of surprise and I'm hopeful that

this issue will be resolved as well as the confusion that was
brought about prior to Secretary Alexander's arrival in regard to
student aid, institutional student aid earmarked for exactly the

same purpose, that is to continue to make our campuses more accessible and more hospitable to students of different races and different backgrounds.
Senator SIMON. And if I could just add, isn't it an understandable
consideration on the part of say, North Central or Middle States,
that they look at your efforts to achieve diversity in a student pop-

ulation? If the University of Illinois were alljust say all white
and all male, I don't think you would be doing the job that you
ought to be doing for the students there.
Mr. IKENBERRY. That's exactly right. So far as I know, there is
some dimension of pluralism that is embedded in the criteria of
each of the regional crediting associations, so I think that the
ruling of the Department of Education that that is flat out improper would have profound impact on our accrediting agencies across
the country. That isn't to say that in any particular instance I
think the application of accreditation rules and regulations and
policies in any particular instance can run aground.
Senator SIMON. Sure.

Mr. IKENBERRY. So that that has nothing to do with the accreditation of a particular institution but has a great deal to do with the
ability of a voluntary accrediting system in our country to establish
our own sense of what will be the appropriate academic criteria
against which institutions will be measured. And I hope that the
issue will be resolved in such a way that would clarify and reaffirm
the act of our accrediting agencies to do that.
Senator SIMON. Mr. Israel, one of the things you mentioned is
the assistant secretary for community colleges. I certainly want the
Department of Education to be more sensitive to the community
colleges. I am candidly a little reluctant to start saying we want an
assistant secretary of community colleges, because then the independent sectors will say we want an assistant secretary there and
the proprietary schools will say the same. If there is something
that your group can chink of that is short of an assistant secretaryship, I think that would be a desirable thing. And I don't know
that I'm speaking for my colleagues on the subcommittee. But my
guess is their reaction would be pretty much the same as mine.
Let me touch on one aspect of the community college situation
that does concern me and I say this because, you are brand-new in
Illinois. Way back when I was in the State legislature, I was one of
the sponsors of the bill creating the community college system here
in Illinois, and I am a strong backer of the community college
system. But one of the things I've talked to Dale Parnell in Washington and others about is how we create more of an international
dimension at community colleges. It is not easy, you are ordinarily

not residential schools.
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It is interesting that President Ikenberry mentioned a Japanese
student who went to Parkland and then on to the University of Illinois. But as I visit community colleges and talk to administrators
at community colleges, this is an aspect that does concern me and
maybe there is some way we can address this in this reauthorization.

Do you have any reflections in this area?
Mr. ISRAEL. Sure, I think that Illinois can look to the universities
for some leadership in this. I recently as you know came from Colorado. I was a president of Front Range Community College. We had
sister college agreements and visitation from Takiyama College in
Difu, Japan, the Community College of Juarez in Mexico and on

and on. We had sister arrangements in London, England, and so
forth.

I think one of the ways the community colleges in Illinois and
that we will be glad to look at is to arrange, and some of them are
doing that right now, arrange some type of a sister college relationship where there could be brief visitation by the respective colleges
for the ten or twelve days, but that the college, through curricular
innovation and so forth, immersed themselves in the different cultures and business practices and so forth.
As you are aware, we are training a lot of the people in the business field for associate degree technicians and they are going to
have to know about those different cultures, the different habits
and so forth.
One vehicle would be to establish some sister colleges with the
technical colleges throughout the country and Dale Parnel and
myself recently, about 8 months ago, went to England to help them
structure some of their technical colleges and I think that will be
of benefit to the community colleges of Illinois. And we will take
your advice on it and I think it's real important for our community
colleges, again for our students who have the brief time period
with our colleges, to have an exposure and an appreciation of the
different cultures, languages and customs and business practices
that they will need in order to be competitive in the workplace, so I
appreciate your comments.
Senator SIMON. Yes, and if you might reflect, you know, you may
be brainstorming with some of the community college presidents
and see if maybe there is something we can do----Mr. ISRAEL. Sure.

Senator SimoN [continuing]. That will encourage, for example,
that kind of sister college relationship, which strikes me as a very
constructive move in that direction.
Dave Starrett, your final comment about the need to make assistance more available in college, more available to everyone. I
can remember when we took the big leap forwerd in the student
loan program and the argument was made, why should we help the
son of a millionaire go to college?
I happen to be a history buff. Going back when we first started
shifting from grade school to high school, the same arguments were
used, why should we help the children of millionaires go to high
school?

Well, the reality is we really don't need to worry that much
about the millionaires. They are going to make out all right for

,"`""rl'%r5-VrOfIrAlles
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colthemselves, but it's all the others, and we really have to make
declining
lege more accessible. And when you look at, for example, Hispanics
and
percentages of high school graduates who are black
going onto college, you know, that just cannot be good news for the

country.
the list
I appreciate your comments there and I also appreciate
whole
list
and
we
will
go
over
the
of specifics that you provided us
as we put that bill together.
I thank all three of you for your testimony. Thank you.
Mr. IKENBERRY. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. STARRETT. Thank you.
Mr. ISRAEL. Thank you.

Senator SIMON. My staff advises me the saying is that if it ain't
broke, don't fix it.
Knox

who is a student at
On our next panel is Clarence Parks,
director
of the Illinois Student
College, Larry Mattjka, executive
Britton,
the
director of Financial
Assistance Commission, Pamela
Slayton,
Aid at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, and Greg
in
El
F'aso.
who is the vice president of the Woodford County Bank Parks,
we
of
you
here
and
Clarence
We are please4:1 to have all
will start with you.
Mr. PARKS. OK.

Senatot SIMON. And as I understand, I guess she has disap.
peered, but someone is going to be holding up a one-minute sign
when we get close to 5 minutes.
them. OK.
Oh, Merci is right over there and she will hand it tohere.
My staff advises me we are getting behind the schedule
STATEMENTS OF CLARENCE PARKS, STUDENT, KNOX COLLEGE,
GALESBURG, IL; LARRY E. MATEJKA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

ILLINOIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE COMMISSION; PAMELA A.
BRITTON, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE; AND GREG SLAYTON, VICE
PRESIDENT, WOODFORD COUNTY BANK, EL PASO, IL

you, Senator
Mr. PARKS. OK, first of all, I would like to thank
honor
of testifyof
the
committee
for
this
Simon, and the members
testimony.
I
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finishing
up my
ing. I am going to read to you my
from
the
City
of
in
Galesburg
IL.
I
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junior year at Knox College
of
my
elChicago, southwest side to be cpecific. I was valedictorianI graduatand
ementary school class at Walter Reed Grade School
I
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a member
Technical
High
School
where
ed from Lindbloom
I have two brothers and two sisters
of the national honor society.
parent,
divorced when I was 7.
and my mother is a single
possible for

aid has made it
My financial aidwell, financial
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My goal was to go to college but I was concerned about where to
go and how to pay for it. During my senior year I met the admissions counselor from Knox College and received a lot of college's
publications. I was especially interested in the pre-med program at
Knox. Before I received any aid I figured it would be too tough to
pay for 4 years of college plus medical school. But my financial aid

package from Knox was very good and I decided to come.
I am majoring in biochemistry and plan to attend medical school
with an ultimate goal of a career in public health.
Besides my classes, I have been involved in a number of activities, some of which are strictly extracurricular and others that are
geared toward my profeasional interest. I have been an officer and

member of the black student union, a member of the student

senate, a representative to several faculties and a music director at
the college radio station. I am also the senior member of the Student Health Committee and this year I am a short distance runner
on the track team.
I think I am able to hand!e my course load and still make a contribution to the campus through these organizations. None of this
would have been possible without financial aid. My mother is no
longer employed. For this school year my college costs, including
books, were a little over $16,000. I received about $13,000 in grant
aid, including the maximum Pell Grant, $2,300, the maximum Illinois State Grant of $3,500, and a supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant of $600, as well as Knox gift aid. In addition, I have a

college works study award that allows me to earn money at a

campus job and I have a staff loan. By the time I graduate, I expect
to have borrowed $6,000 to $7,000 with the prospect of more loans
for medical school.

Financial aid and loans don't pay for all of my expenses however.
I still work over the summer and during breaks. I have worked in
clothing and computer stores and last summer I worked in the Veterans Administration Hospital, a job provided by Champs.
One of the problems that I have with the Federal financial aid
performance is that I am expected to save my summer earnings to
pay for college. Since my family can't give me financial help, most
of my income is spent on living expenses during the summer, and
therefore my available resources for the student contribution is
lessened.
All in all if it weren't for financial aid, I wouldn't have been able
to attend college and realize my aspiration. I am very grateful for
the assistance provided by Knox College, State of Illinois and especially the Federal Government. I appreciate what Senator Simon
and the United States Congress have done by voting to fund the
Federal Financial Aid Program such as Pell, the college work-study
and the Stafford loan programs, and I urge all of you in the Congress to continue these programs and to increase the amount of
funds available, especially grants. I would like to see more students
receive the opportunities that I have been able to enjoy.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Parks follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. PARKS

My name is Clarence Parks, and I'm finishing up my junior year at Knox College
valein Galesburg, IL. I'm from the inner city of Chicago, the southwest side. I wasI graddictorian of my elementary school class at Walter Reed Grade School, and
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and the Stafford and Perkins Loan programs. I urge all of you in the Congress to
continue these programs and to increase the amount of funds available, especially
grants. would like to see more students receive the opportunities I've had and more
financial aid to help them achieve their goals.

Senator SIMON. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.
Larry MatepEa, happy to have you here and we thank you for
your leadership over the years.
Mr. MATEJKA. Thank you, Senator.

My remarks have already been submitted to you in terms of my
testimony. You also have received a lengthy reauthorizr.tion paper
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from the student assistance commission, which, if you have seen
them, I'm sure you would want to take that with you.
My purpose this morning is to emphasize basically five points
which I believe are absolutely critical for the future of higher education financing as we approach the reauthorization cycle. These
five points are covered in my testimony but I would just like to
highlight them and amplify in a couple of areas.
First of all, there must be a cooperative effort that exists between the states and Federal Government, schools, private sector
and families to address the whole issue of financing higher education. We have heard the st,ory told this morning and throughout
the years of the escalating costs but we cannot solve the cost of
higher education through any one particular program, or any one
particular sector cannot adequately address it. It must be a cooperative effort.
Second, we must focus upon access. I think that has been the
thrust of the Federal programs and it is certainly the thrust of the
Ill'nois Student Assistance Commission. Our mission is to benefit
society by enabling individuals to develop to the fullest potential
through access to quality education, and all the programs that we
administer, some seventeen different programs, are focused around
that mission.
A third area that needs much attention is the early intervention
initiatives that have been developed at various institutions by various states and to some degree by the Federal Government. A
couple of years ago, for example, our agency became involved in a
project with a small opportunity in southern Illinois, Sandoval,
where we began focusing our information efforts at the 7th and 8th
grade level in an effort to stimulate and encourage students to
begin thinking about the postsecondary education before they
became juniors and seniors in high school.
We have done a number of research projects over the years
where it has become very obvious that when people begin thinking
about financing education as a senior in high school or even a

junior, it generally is too late. We must change the culture and
beginhave people begin thinking about financing education much
earlier on and provide some incentives and some programs that
will provide the initiative and incentives for people to begin planning and saving for postsecondary education.
I think a fourth area is the issue, whole issue of program integri-

ty. Various programs that we administer, from scholarships and
grants to the loan programs, are absolutely essential and in recent
months the integrity of some of the programs, specifically the loan

program, have come into question, and we must do a lot to
strengthen those, to solidify them and make them the kind of programs that they were originally intended to be to provide the opportunity for access and choice.
And the fifth and most important thing that I would like to leave

with you today, with the members of the subcommittee, is the

whole issue of simplification. The student aid delivery process is
one that has become very complicated, as you well know, and has
been one of the primary themes and issues of this organization,
Student Assistance Commission, to address the complexity and to
begin the simplification process.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Matejka follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MATEJKA
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(3) Define "quality education" and assimilate it as a goal and a basis for other
measures.
(4) Define "outcome based" due diligence procedures.
(5) Review the lender-of-last-resort concept in reference to quality of education.
(6) Evaluate guarantor stability using an actuarially sound analysis that considers

differences in portfolio size and mix, students served, requirements for both
short and long term continued operation, etc.
We support a change in the grant/loan mix and support making Pell an entitlement. Further, we support an:
(1) increase in Pell and loan maximums. The current maximums are outdated.
For instance, based on CPI with 1980 as a base, the 1990 Pell maximum would
be $2,800 and the maximum Stafford would be $3,900. Based on the Higher Education Price Index these maximums would be $3,300 and $4,700, respectively.
(2) increase in Pell maximums annually, based on CPI changes in $100 increments.
(3) increase in loan maximums no more than yearly, based on CPI charges, in increments of $500.

We strongly suggest replacement of the 8-10 percent Stafford interest rate, and
associated windfall profits provision, with a variable rate Stafford. Further, this program should:
(1) have a floor of 8 percent and a cap of 10 percent
(2) be based on 52 week T-BiI1 rate plus 3.25 percent, with.an annual review and
interest rate change like the current SLS and PLUS systems.
(3) allow for a no-fee consolidation and refinancing of old 8-10 percent loans.
Related specifically to need analysis determination and processing, we propose
program improvements to:

(1) maintain th use of the Central Processor. This should include the use of the
Central Processor to perform need analysis calculation(s). That is, the MDE
Processors would not do the need figure determination.
(2) simplify the independent student definition.
(3) eliminate displaced homemaker and dislocated worker as core data elements,

leaving these categories to Le handled under special conditions provisions.
(4) guarantee a no-fee-to-the-applicant need analysis process.
(5) limit the use, by MDE's, of core data collected under MDE contract.
(6) use a single need analysis formula.
Our list of priority issues also include:

Setting overaward tolerance level for loans at the same level used for College
Work .Study.
Allowing reporting of "Default" status to credit bureaus as long as the debt is
legally enforceable.

Reducing the timber of deferments to four: (1) In-school, (2) unemployment (3)
temporary, tota) disability, and (4) military.
Continuing the implementation of' the National Student Loan Data System
(NSLOS). The use of the NSLDS to confirm student eligibility prior to guarantee should be promoted. Data should be available for query and for research
purposes by approved parties. A check of the NSLDS should
ation of a SAR to confirm student loan and Title IV eligibility.occur prior to creWhile the above items make up our priority issues, we offer for your consider-

ation a number of others we feel would have a major positive impact on the pro-

grams. These include:

Negotiated rulemaking to improve the. regulatory and implementation process.
Creation of an extended payment program to help in reduction of defaults.
Implementation of a one lender, one holder, one servicer requirement to simplify borrower repayment.

Common ED ID numbers to eliminate cross-program confusion.
Continued support of the current non-subsidized Stafford loan option to provide
loans to middle income families.

Implementation of one loan concept to simplify borrower repayment.
Continuation of a graduated repayment option for borrowers to simplify and encourage borrowel repayment.
A strengthened LS&T and school certification program to address school quality.
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Increased Sallie Mae support of state guarantors and secondary markets to improve local (state) services and support.

A required minimum of 3 MOE's (if MOE's continue at all), allowing ED to pick
as many as needed while maintaining competition.
Limit the use, by MOE's, of core data collected under MOE contract to prevent
the misuse of ED owned data.

aid professionals to ensure only
Creation of a certification program for financial
qualified people administer the program and to give them credit for their
knowledge of some very complex programs.
Use only a single need analysis formula to simplify need determination and ex-

planations to families.
Establish a line-of-credit option for Stafford to simplify the reapplication process.
local secondary markets, where
Institute a college savings plan that finances
purchases, and vice versa.

student aid savings finance student loan
These proposals are aimed at improving the Title IV programs for our ultimate
client, the student.
Improvements would occur through simplification, by:
--Simplifying the application process (e.g., fewer data elements).

Simplifying the renewal process (e.g., line-credit, one lender, one holder, one
servicer).
Simplifying repayment (e.g, one loan concept, graduated repayment, 8-10 percent Stafford to variable rate note).
Using the single central processor with MDE support.
Improvements would occur through default reduction, by providing:

Emphasis on education quality.
National Student Loan Data System checks.
An extended payment plan.
Program administration by certified professionals.
Credit reporting changes.
Improvements would occur through ancillary changes, such as:
Early intervention.

Non-subsidized Stafford loans.
Increased grant and loan maximums.
Education quality and guarantor stability.

Changing grant/loan mix.
CPI based "automatic" increases for Pell and GSL.
Strengthened local secondary market support.

specifiIn the position paper we provided the Subcommittee recently, we did not
detail
for
Finding
a
proposal
with
sufficient
cally address the direct loan concept.
evaluation has been difficult, at best. However, we do have considerable interest in
proposal that
this idea. We note there are some concepts inherent in any direct loanwould
be helpshould be considered. Standardization of forms, formats, reports, etc.,Funds Transfer
such as Electronic
ful. The increased use of electronic transfer,
(EET), could reduce burden and improve delivery of aid. ISAC continues to support
strucsuch approaches, and feels those improvements, within the present program
reducing adture, could offer simplification to students and providers alike, while
ministrative costs as well.
and
In addition, Mr. ChPirman, I want to address an issue of concern to me
that, in
ISACttie csmplexity of the student aid application process. ISAC believesdelivery
spite of important changes legislated by the Congress in 1986, the entire and dissystem has remained overly complex; and that this complexity frustratesillustrate
courages both low- and middle-income students and parents. Permit me to disadvanthis complexity and how students and parentsespecially low-income, placed in
taged and minority populations--view the delivery system that we have
their paths.
whom our
First, the vast majority of our neediest college hound youth, those for
income and virtually
programs are in large part designed and those with the lowest
are currently required to comno assetsmany of whom are on public assistance,
the
need
of the wealthiest families in
plete overly complex forms designed to assess
be charged a fee, basiour country. It is our standard practice, also, to allow them to
cally to prove they are poor.
and need of our
If that weren't bad enough, we currently assess the eligibility
modelseven though
most disadvantaged students with the multiple need analysis
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for the vast majority the results are virtually the same. That is, each of the models
simply tells us what we should have already knownthat these students and families are very poor.

Next, we not only do this the first time they apply for federal student aid, we
make those already in school, struggling to persist, start from scratch each year
with a blank formeven the millions for whom circumstances have not changed appreciably. And by the way, we charge most of them yet another fee every time they
apply.

Finally, and perhaps, most important, for the population most at risklow
income, 'disadvantaged and minority students in middle school and early high
schoolthe message we send about the programs we have designed with their
future in mind, is complex, ambiguous and often plain incorrect. Rather than speak
to these students and families with a clear, unified, and simple message about their
considerable drawing power on federal. state and institutional programs if they successfully complete a college preparatory curriculum in high school, we allow confusion and misinformation to prevail.
Recently I have noted numerous proposals which, while no doubt well intended, I
believe would be at the least counterproductive to Congressional intent. Examples
are:

Elimination of free federal processing by MDE processors; that is, simply doing
away with the system called for by the Congress and begun by ED in 1991-92.
Wholesale exemption of certain subpopulations from submitting even the most
basic data. This threatens the reliability and validity of federal data bases, and
it is unlikely that states and institutions will accept such blanket exemptions.
Allowing institutions to experiment with and develop non-common forms. Potentially, this leads to hundreds of different approaches rather than a simple
common approach.

Reducing the number of MDE's without requiring them to deliver free federal
processing. Currently less than 2 percent of students filing through MDEs who
charge a fee are using free federal need analysis.
ISAC is supportive of some change but we believe these would not only increase
the complexity of the delivery system but reduce its overall effectiveness as well. In
this regard, I would submit at least four recommendations which I believe would
move us along the path to achieving our goals.
First, and most important, fully implement the free simple federal need analysis
intended by Congress by creating incentives or requirements for states and institutions to use it.
Further simplify requirements for students eligible for simplified need analysis; in
particular, those who have family income below $10,000 or are AFDC recipients.
Integrate the Pell and Congressional Methodology models into one model with a
simple needs test by using one of the formulas as a foundation.
Initiate a pilot project using (Stage Zero) electronic data exchange and develop
other procedures for streamlining reapplication so that both low- and middle-income
students already in our system and data base can reapply simply and quickly.
Mr. Chairman, ISAC believes these changes are necessary to help all of us in the
partnership realize the goals of the federal student aid programs. I thank you for
this opportunity to address the issues. I will be pleased to respond to questions.

Senator SIMON. Thank you very much.

Pamela Britton, happy to have you here with us.
Ms. BRrrroN. Good morning, Senator Simon.

I am proud to be here from Southern Illinois but you and I know
we are not quite southern Illinois. We are about three and a half
hours away from there.

I'm here to represent the Illinois Association of Studrait Financial Aid Administrators, what I will call ILASFAA this morning,
and present our recommendations for consideration and reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
I'm director of financial aid at SIU in Carbondale and I've been a
financial aid administrator at Carl Sandburg Community College
and at Knox College. I also currently serve as a delegate-at-arge for
the Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
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and I will be happy to answer any questions, address any issues

after my remarks from those perspectives.
ILASFAA is the Illinois financial aid professional organization
with over 400 members from the public, private and proprietary institutions as well as other financial aid related agencies. Our purpose is to provide expert testimony and serve as an information resource organization for the financial aid programs.
In our written statement you will find a directory of the executive council of ILASFAA and the legislative information committee, and I would encourage you to contact and talk with any of
those people who would welcome an opportunity to talk with you
more specifically than what I can talk to you today about. The
comments that I am going to present today do represent a majority
viewpoint but they do not represent all the viewpoints or the majority viewpoints from ILASFAA.
We have talked a lot about very controversial issues, the direct
student loan program, the Pell Grants to first-and second-year students, assistance for the middle income families, the race exclusive

scholarship issues. We have talked and talked and talked about
those is;oles but we have not come to consensus. I can better understand now how difficult it will be for our Congress to reach agreement with our diverse Nation having tried to get the Illinois group
to come to consensus.
We do understand the legitimate budgetary concerns, however,
we think that our Nation can ill-afford to limit Federal financial
aid opportunities. We think that education should be viewed as an
investment, not as an expenditure.
The current financial aid programs have been very important in
providing opportunity. They have been instrumental in assisting
individuals to obtain employment and become productive members
of society. They have promoted advancements in research and science. They have provided access and choice to all types of institutions regardless of the individual's financial strength. However, we
feel that the programs are falling short in providing those ideal
goals.

We would not, however, propose a revamp of the Federal programs. We feel that improvements can be made to the existing programs that will better address those ideal goals of equal access and
choice. I'll just mention some of the recommendations that we have
presented in our written testimony.
We feel that students are borrowing excessively, especially in
light of their potential for repayment. We believe the answer to
that is increased grant eligibility and funding and that is desperately needed. We believe that the Pell Grant maximums must be
increased to compensate for the increased educational costs and we
believe that the Pell Grant program should include professional
judgment capability as was allowed a couple of years ago but has
now been taken away. We feel that's important to those special circumstances.

We believe the financial aid procass is viewed by students and
the public as complex and confusing. We believe that it's very overwhelming for financial aid administrators as well and we believe
that the answrs to those problems would be that the programs
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should be stabilized with few changes, no more frequent than annually, and giving us ample lead time to make those adjustments.
We believe that the financial aid application process, the forms
and the analysis need to be simplified for students and families.
We believe the regulation of social policy by requiring statements related to selective service registration or drug abuse complicate the process even further and have no relevancy to the financial aid process and we would propose that those be eliminated.
We believe that a centralized national data base would be very
helpful to streamlining the process and we very much approve of
that possibility and would encourage development of that.
We do not believe the default rates for institutions are an appropriate measure of the quality of instruction. We believe that performance standards accreditation procedures are better measures
of an institutions's ability to provide a good education and participate in the financial aid programs.
We believe that lendors and guarantors need to actively partici-

pate in the loan counseling efforts and those issues that relate to
repayment. We find that many students, once they go into repayments, are confused about who they are paying their loans to and
we believe that much clearer information needs to he provided
there.
Now that needs analysis is part of the reauthorization act, we be-

lieve that tinkering with that needs analysis can have drastic

impact depending on what is done and we would like the Congress
to pay special attention to the needs analysis issue.
We believe the independent student definition needs to be adjusted and simplified.
We believe the displaced homemaker and displaced worker anal-

ysis are unnecessary, that those people can be helped otherwise,
that the dependent student earnings contribution is excessive, and
we believe that that needs to be worked on as well as other needs

analysis issues.
We believe the campus-based aids programs are very valuable,
especially the college work-study programs, and we hope that those
programs will not be forgotten by Congress. Those provide an excellent opportunity for learning experiences outside the classroom and
we would hope that that would continue.

We would like to see simplification in the loan program. We
would look at maximum loan amounts. We need to simplify loan
deferments. We need to look at eliminating the Stafford Loan origination fee and simplifying that whole process.
We would encourage you to talk with individual members---

Senator SIMON. 'iou can summarize the balance there.
Ms. BRrrroN. Yesand encourage you to talk with the individual
members, many of whom are here today. Bruce Foote is our president of our ILASFAA organization and I would encourage you to

talk with our people. We enjoy your support and hope that that

will continue throughout this process.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Britton (with attachments) follows:]
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Good morning Senator Simon, fellow panelists, and others interested

in hearing testimony regarding the federal higher education programs. I am pleased and honored to represent the Illinois Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (ICLASFAA) and preaent
our recommendations for consideration in the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

I am the Director of Financial Aid at Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale and have been a financial aid administrator at Carl
Sandburg Community College and Knox College.

I currently serve

as a Delegate-At-Large for the Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators. I will be happy to address any questions or

discuss the issues from any of these perspectives following my remarks.

ILASFAA is the Illinois financial aid professional organization with
over 400 members from public, private, and proprietary institutions
of higher education and other financial aid-related agencies.

ILASFAA's purposes include providing expert testimony and serving

as an information resource organization for financial aid programs.

The written statement includes a listing of ILASFAA members involved in legislative activities who would welcome the opportunity to
provide more specific detail and discussion regarding reauthorization.
The following comments represent only some of the majority viewpoints from ILASFAA members.

Many other issues have been dis-

cussed including such controversial topics as the Direct Student
Loan Proposal, the front-loading of Pell Grants to first and second

year students, assistance for middle-income students, and
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race-exclusive scholarships. As the ILASFAA committee chairperson

leading those discussions and seeking consensus, I can now better
appreciate the difficult task facing our Congress in reaching agree-

ment for a reauthorization that meets the needs of our diverse nation.

ILASFAA understands the legitimate budgetary concerns that make

reauthorization even more difficult than during a more prosperous
time. However, our nation can ill-afford to limit federal financial aid
opportunities when education should be viewed as an investment in

our economic future, rather than an expenditure.
The current federal financial aid programs have been important in
providing opportunity and have been instrumental in assisting individuals to obtain employment and become productive members of so-

ciety, promoting advancements in research and science, and providing access and choice to all types of educational institutions regard-

less of an individual's financial strength.

However, the programs

fall short in totally achieving these ideal goals, especially for low income and disadvantaged students. The following recommendations
are offered to improve the federal programs:
1.

Students are borrowing excessively in light of their potential for
repayment partly because grant programs are inadequately fund-

ed. Increased grant eligibility and funding is desperately needed. Pell Grant maximums must be increased to compensate for
increased educational costs. Professional Judgment should be re-

stored for the Pell Grant program to assist students with special
circumstances .
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The financial aid process is viewed by students and the public
as complex and confusing. Financial aid administrators are, al-

2.

so, overwhelmed by frequent changes and administratively burdensome regulation. The programs should be stabilized with

changes no more frequent than annually and with ample lead time
to implementation. The financial aid application process, forms,
and analysis should be simplified for students and families.

3.

The regulation of social policy by requiring statements for activities such as selective service registration or drug abuse compli-

cates the financial aid process and fails to change student behavior. These "tag-on" statements should be eliminated.

4.

A centralized national financial aid database could streamline processes by eliminating many forms and duplicative correspondence.

5.

Default rates for institutions are not an appropriate measure of
the quality of instruction especially for institutions serving
high-risk students form poor economic areas. Performance standards and accreditation procedures should be used instead of

default rates to determine institutional eligibility for financial aid
programs.

6.

Lenders and guarantors need to actively participate in loan
counseling efforts. To avoid confusion clear notice should be
provided to borrowers when loans are sold to a different agency.
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7.

Need analysis changes are needed to simplify the complex inde-

pendent student definition, eliminate the unnecessary displaced
homemaker and dislocated worker analysis, collect and use all
veteran's benefits, reduce the expected contribution from stu-

dent earnings, collect and use estimated year income for students leaving jobs to attend school, collect student's living ar-

rangements, and collect the ages of student's children.
S.

The Campus-based Aid programs are very valuable and should
be continued with additional funding. The College Work-Study

program is especially important in providing learning experiences
outside the classroom.

These programs are best administered

with minimal regulation and more institutional flexibility.

The

overaward tolerances need to be increased and applied to the
guaranteed loan programs as well.
9.

The Guaranteed Loan Programs should be reviewed to determine
increases in maximum loan amounts, simplify loan deferments,

eliminate the Stafford Loan origination fee, and simplify the application and disbursement process.

10. Institutions are experiencing extraordinary costs for administering the federal financial aid programs related to increased regulation, postage and telecommunication expenses, computer coats,
etc. Realistic administrative cost allowances need to be provided
to institutions for all federal financial aid programs.
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11. Numerous other recommendations with statistical analyais will be
provided by ILASFAA members as they communicate their indi-.

vidual and institutional viewpoint.

I appreciate the opportunity to share with you the ILASFAA recommendations for reauthorization. ILASFAA is currently gathering information from current and former students who attribute their suc-

cess to the assistance provided by the financial aid programs. This
testimony will soon be distributed to you and will much more effectively illustrate the value of our financial aid programs. ILASFAA
urgea yolt to continue our nation's investment in the future by
strengthening the financial aid programs. We seek your continued
support and offer our assistance to you throughout this process.
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The Illinois Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, Inc.
Recommendations for the Reauthorbation ci the Higher Education Mt

The Illinois Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators. Inc. (ILASFAA)
is an organization of approximately 400 student financial aid professionals representing poetsecondary institutions from the public, private, and proprietary
sectors and other individuals from lending institutions, guarantee agencies and
other financial aid-related organizations. ILASFAA was formed in 1988 to assist
in the education of its members regarding the various facets of student financial
aid, to offer expert testimony regarding the funding policies and/or operating
procedures of student financial aid programs, and to serve as an information
resource organization to those having interest in and relationships to the student financial aid function. It is in this context that this document has been
developed.

The Executive Board of 1LASFAA established a goal for the 1990-91 year to review the federal Title IV programs and participate in the legislative activity of
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. The Legislative Information
Committee VMS charged by the Executive Board to seek opinions and ideas, discuss and determine the majority viewpoints and publish an ILASFAA
Reauthorization Position Paper for distribution to the 1LASFAA con-tituency, the
Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, and members of the legislature
for consideration in the reauthorizstion process. To facilitate and encourage
ILASFAA members to influence reauthorization as well as other legislative and
regulatory activities. the committee has disseminated various informative materials and provided training. In cooperation with the Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC), two preliminary hearings were hosted in July for the
Illinois public to engage in the interchange ot ideas related to reauthorization.
ISAC, with some assistance from ILASFAA, presented seminar in September
providing information on how the legislative process works and guidance in
proactively influencing the process. The committee has distributed materials to
assist the 1LASFAA membership in effectively communicating with legislators.
Sessions have been offered at the ILASFAA annual conference dealing with
reauthorization and legislative advocacy. ILASFAA initiated the first Illinois
Student Success Story activities in 1991 and publication of a brochure highlighting examples of the importance of financial aid la expected soon. This brochure will be distributed to the ILASFAA membership and legislators to accompany and enhance the reauthorization participation.
The following information, comments, and suggestions are offered for consideration in the reauthorization process. This document represents the results of
considerable discussion among LLASFAA members, but should not be viewed as
the unanimous, nor even consensus, of the ILASFAA membership. For the most
part, however, this document is supported by the majority of the ILASFAA constituency. The opinions of ILASFAA members do not necessarily represent the
viewpoint of their institutions. Those issues that generated discussion which
proved to be too controversial or especially sensitive to any particular institution, sector, or group of students have not been included in this document.
The debate on the more controversial issues will be left to the individual
ILASFAA members and their institutions.
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As the reauthorization process and debate continues this document may require
revision, additions, and further clarification and comment. The 1LASFAA Executive Board President should be contacted to initiate any changes to this document.

Introductory Courant'
The federal financial aid prc grams authorized by Title IV of the Higher Educato all
tion Act are important in providing the opportunity for higher education
of the people of the United States regardless of financial strength. These programs have assisted many individuals in obtaining employment or professional
training to become productive members of society. Many of the advancements in
research and science have been the results of work from individuals who might
never have trade these discoveries without the education afforded by financial
exclusively availsble only to the
aid. The prestigious institutions are no longer
wealthy partly because federal financial aid has enabled some needy students to
fall short in providing the
attend. Although the federal financial aid pmgrasts
ideal goals of totally equal access and choice for higher education, the Programs
have greatly enhanced the opportunity for many people, especially for low income and disadvantaged students.
The reauthorization process offers the chance for the federal financial aid proprograms that
grams to be improved. Although there are many aspects of the The
following
results.
are good, other provisions fail to achieve the desired
improvement
to
the
Title IV prosuggestions are provided by ILASFAA to seek

grams of the Higher Edt Ition Act:
General Recommendations
1.

All of the current Title IV programs have merit and should be maintained
should continue to be ofalbeit with changes. The financial aid programs
fered as currently available to students at the various types of institutions.

All federal financial aid programs are grossly underfunded and deserve a
budget issues are
higher budget priority. Although the federal deficit and
legitimate concerns, the United States can ill-afford to address those conEducation programs
cerns by limiting federal financial aid for education.
should be viewed as an investment in the human capital of our country
rather than an expenditure!
in light of their potential
3. Many students are borrowing entirely too much
is partly caused by the inadequafor repayment. The necessity to borrowThis
imbalance in loan to grant
cy of funding for the pent programs.
funding and utilisation needs to be altered by increased grant funding.

2.

4.

as complex
The financial aid process is viewed by the public and students
overwhelmed by the
and confusing. Financial aid administrators are, also,Frequent changes with
proliferation of regulations governing the progreass.difficulties of administrainsufficient lead-time for implementation add to the
should be stabilised with
tion and communication. Financial aid programs
changes no more frequent than annually and regulations established long
The
Inancial aid application
before the processing year begins January 1.
process and forms need to be simplified. In particular, students from
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Public aid families should be able to receive financial aid through a greatly
simplified application process by documenting public aid status.
5.

The regulation of social policy by requiring statements or certifications
from
students for activities such as selective service registration and drug usage
complicates the financial aid process, while failing to change student behavior. These "tag-on" statements and requirements
that are unrelated to financial aid should be eliminated.

B.

Establishing centralized national financial aid database
matches to other national databases, such as immigration, are importantand
tO simplify the
delivery of financial aid and improve the monitoring of compliance
with various regulations. This database could provide residency
status, default status, loan usage, grant usage, and other information to replace
the
Financial
Aid Transcript and eliMinate
certification statements and documentation. The Financial Aidunnecessary
Transcript and
requirements provide only minimally valuable information while certification
significantly delaying the delivery of financial aid. This centralized database
would also facilitate other
types of communication involving multiple lenders, guarantee agencies
and
institutions to meet student status confirmation requirements during the
loan
repayment period.

7.

The administrative coat allowances for the Campus-Based Aid Progrems and
the PeU Grant Program have not been increased, while administrative requirements and expenses have increased significantly. Institutions need to
be provided additional federal financial assistance to cover administrative
costs for these programs.

Default Initiattve IPACCINIMIdadOCS
1.

Default rates for institutions are not an appropriate measure of the quality
of instruction. Serving a high risk student population and
poor economic
conditions can affect repayment and default rates despite the quality of the
progrsm and the institution. Performance standards and licensing, certification, and accreditation procedures, rather than default rates, should be
used to determine eligibility for participation in the loan programs.

2.

Lenders and guarantors should be required to actively participate in loan
counseling efforts to encourage students to repay their loans. The trend
toward fewer lenders and larger volumes of borrowers per lender could decrease the personal attention given to student borrowers by the lender and
guarantor and consequently reduce the incentive tu repay. The selling of
loans to secondary markets, also, contributes to the confusion
for borrowers regarding contacts, addresses, and phone numbers. Lenders, secondary {market organisations, and guarantors should be required to provide
individualized assistance and improved communication to borrowers. Clear
notice to borrowers should be required when loans are sold to a different
organization.

3.

High-need students from poor economic areas are a segment of the population that especially needs and benefits from financial aid to obtain an education in order to improve their situation. Unfortunately, this same population is at high risk for default. Increased grant essistance for the exceptionally needy to reduce borrowing is an important and effective deterrent
to default and should be Included as s default reduction initiative.
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Need Analysis Recommentlations

and unI. The complex independent student definition has become confusing
All graduate, diwieldy. Student status determination must be simplified.
vorced, separated or married students should automatically be classified as
orindependent. The current automatic criteria ( age 24, veteran,
phan/ward, or having dependent children) for single, never married and
undergraduate students to be classified as independent should be mainrevised to be made more reatained. The conditional criteria needs to beFinancial
aid administrators
sonable, understandable, and tranageable.
should continue to be allowed to exercise professional judgement to classify
as independent those students not meeting the criteria, but who are genuinely self-supporting.
add
2. The displaced homemaker and dislocated worker need analysis formulas
complexity to the process, but assist very few students who are not already
adequately evaluated by the regular amply'''. Thou formulu should be
eliminated in favor of using professional judgment to assist those few students.
Veterans Benefits, Nation3. To avoid confusion and inconsistency, all federalshould
be reported on the
al Guard, ROTC, and Reserve monthly stipends
application and included as student resource. Benefits covering tuition
and fees should be considered financial aid.
4. The student contribution should be derived using a reasonable expectation
of available resources. The current convernion rate of 70% for students'
earnings plus a 35% rate for assets is an unrealistic expectation of ability to
pay and potentially counts the same funds twice. The current process is a
strong diaircentive for students to work part-time while attending college
and thereby encourages borrowing.
estimated
5. A mechanism should be devised on the application for collecting
The student conyear income from students leaving lobs to attend school. discretion,
be caltribution could then, at the financial aid administrator's
culated from estimated summer plus academic year earnings rather than bue
year earnings.
application questions secur6. Questions need to be added to the federal core school
and the ages of the
ing the student's living arrangements while in
student's children to facilitate the calculation of student budgets and student need appropriate to law and regulation requirements. These questions
are currently not available, but are required by law to be used to determine budgets for Pell Grants and other financial aid.

Pell Great Program Reotmsamiatices
costs. Needy stuI. Pell Grant funding has not kept pace with educational
dents are not being assisted as adequately today as in the past. Pell Grant
maximum amounts should be increased significantly now and increased annually in proportion to the coat of living and tuition increases.
student Aid Report to
2. Requiring the student to submit a paper Pell Grant
the institution is unnecessary and delays the process. The submission of a
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paper SAR could be eliminated if the communication functions of the SAR
re replaced by Information exchanges to students and to schools.
3.

Needy students who do not meet the narrow definition of Special Conditions,
especially dependent students with significantly reduced earnings, may not
be adequately assisted currently because professional judgement is not allowed for the Pell Grant Program. Professlonal Judgment should be restored
for the Pell Grant Program.

Campus-Bared Aid Programs Recommandstkma

-

Supplemersni idorstional Opportunity Grant, Collage Work-Study, Pashtos Loans
1.

The Campus-Baud Aid Progrw are valuable for students and have usisted many students who could not have attended college with the limited assistance from other financial aid programs.

The College Work-Study Pro-

pale hes been 'spatially important in providing students with learning ex-

periences outside the classrams. The Cempus-Bued Aid Programs can be
most effectively handled with minimal regulation. These promise should be
continued and deregulated to allow institutions to use their discretion on
the appropriate use of funds.
2.

The stunant contribution represents an expectation that the student will
earn part of the educational costs. However, current regulations do not allow College Work-Study (CWS) awards to be Used to meet the student contribution. This is not consistent with the intent of the student contribution. Schools should be allowed to use CWS funds to replace the student
contribution.

3.

The current meraward allowance is too small for the Campus-Based Aid
Programs in :apt of time constraints and administrative difficulties.
Overaward tolerances should be incressed. Institutions should have the authority to determine procedures and priorities for correcting overawards
since they are beat able to Judge the needs of the student affected.

Guaranteed Student Leen Programa Reocommodstiame

I.

Due to the increasing cost of education, annual and aggregate loan limits
should be reviewed and may need to be increased. However, loan limits do
not neceuarlly need to be increased for all Institutions. Lower cost institutions may need lower limits to discourage unnecessary borrowing.

2.

The Stafford Loan origination fee is burdensome for students and reduces
available financial assistance to pay college coats. The origination fee
should be eliminated.

3.

Deferment provisions are confusing and inconsistent especially as they relate to enrollment status. Deferments for enrollment should be allowed for

all loans if the student is enrolled at least half-time.
4.

Now that guars/need loans are governed by overaward restrictions, an
overaward tolerance should be allowed for guaranteed student loans similar

b
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tolto the increased amounts suggested for the Campus-Based Aid Program
erances.

have become enormous
The costs of administering guaranteed student loansshould
be provided to infor institutions. An administrative cost allowance
such
stitutions to compensate for the numerous and costly loan requirements
confiras loan counseling, check handling and distribution, student status
mation, etc.
distribution costs and asse student
6. To eliminate unnecessary loan check
90
cash management problems, loans for enrollment periods of less than
days should be disbursed in a single disbursement.
process for loans needs to be
7. The Student Status Confirmation Reportinzaad should be centralized to facilstandardized to eliminate multiple formats
These reports should be frequent enough to
itate e:ficient administration. and
include all required data such as name,
meet rejulation requirements
social security number, address, and enrollment changes. Some current
forms and correspondence could be eliminated if these reports were
thorough, accurate, timely, and centralized.

5.

Concluding Comments

the 1990-91 members of the
The names, addresses, and phone numbers ofLegislative
Information Committee
ILASFAA Executive Board and the 1LASFAA
were instrumental in
are included on the enclosed listing. These individuals
Webers
for 1991-92 will be listleading 1LASFAA in developing this document.
interact with these inInterested
parties
are
encouraged
to
ed when available.
to participate
dividuals who have volunteered and who welcome the opportunity
the issues. fLASFAA members and
in the reauthorization process and discuss
specific
institutions will be happy to assist in providing additional information, and other
the comments presented in this paper

details and statistics to support
recommendations.

1LASFAA is your financial aid information resource!
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Senator SIMON. Thank you.probably the only witness who knows

I appreciate having here
is the vice president of Woodwhere Mckanda, IL, is. Greg Slayton
the
hometown
of the late Bishop
ford County Bank in El Paso,
Fulton Sheen. Most people don't know that.
Mr. SIAYTON. That's true.

Senator SIMON. Pleased to have you here with us, Mr. Slayton.
Mr. SLAYTON. Thank you, Senator.
in i: Ait of you?
Senator SIMON. Can you move that mike overthis
morning. I note
Mr. SLAYTON. I am pleased to participatefor-profit
institution. I

that I am the only representative from a

don't know if that's by design or not.
For some years---Senator SIMON. Let me just say it is not by design and we also
have a representative of the chamber of commerce testifying in the
next panel who is going to be speaking on behalf of for-profit institutions also.
Mr. SLAYTON. Good, we need that.
For some time banks have been making student loans and in the
interest of efficiency, Illinois has reduced our input. We no longer
see the student during the process of applying for aid or getting
loan approvals. The only time we see the student is when it's time
for them to repay the loan.
Frequently when it's time to disperse the checkI shouldn't say
frequently. When it's time to disperse the check, the check goes to
the school and we have done everything by mail up to that point.
I think those are lost opportunities for loan counseling, four separate opportunities during a 4-year undergraduate career. Also I

think that as banks consolidate in Illinoisit hasn't been many
years since Illinois was a unit bank statewe are going to have

less and less interaction with the students. We are forcing banks to
purchase the loan portfolios of a lot of State banks in Illinois. The
indepth programs such as First National Bank in Chicago total
some $50 million dollars, not that they don't do a good job, but they
can't have the personal interaction that small banks in small communities or even larger banks in larger cnmmunities have with
their direct customers.
We are seeing repayment problems. I mentioned in my written
testimony that repayments are better now than they were some
years ago. Default percentages are much reduced. But we are
seeing people who go to school 4 years and have been certified as
moving from class to class and have borrowed for each year and
yet don't graduate. Those students have a difficult problem.
The education is intended to translate into higher earnings. Loan
repayments during the first 5, 10, or 20 years of their working life
reduce those earnings and those loan repayments do not, buy goods
and services. They don't translate into a higher standard of living,
that portion of their income.
We have students on the books now that are paying $300 to $400
a month for the next 20 years for student loans. We think student
loans have gotten out of hand. That is a for-profit institution that
has probably come in the back door.
ki
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A 100 years ago United States was the greatest Nation on earth
and it was amply demonstrated, because that's when the great immigration began in the last 20 years.
Seventy-five years ago was around the time of World War I.
Again we demonstrated that we were the premier country in the
world. Everybody worldwide appreciated our efforts.
Fifty years ago World War II began. Again an opportunity to
demonstrate our accomplishments.
And it is just a coincidence that a 175 and 50 happen to hit wars.
I didn't realize that until just now.
But 25 years ago we started the guaranteed student loan program. I don't think it could be said that we have enhanced our position in the world. I think we have lost ground.
Some of the earlier panelists mentioned the need for international studies. I concur.
As a taxpayer I find difficulty with entitlements. On the other
hand, it may be necessary, because I don't think that student loans
is the answer to the problem. One of the things that, if you live in
the country like I do, you talk to people that you know, you know
your neighbors, you know a lot of your neighbors. One of the things
I am afraid we are getting is less education for more money. We
need to change that perception if that's not true. If it is true, we
need to change the facts.
Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement 'of Mr. Slayton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SLAYTON

1. Before any attempt is made to fix any perceived shortcomings in present programs, first make sure there is a problem. Second, make sure it is appropriate for

the government to address the problem. Third, make sure that any proposed

changes will, in fact, correct the problem.
I'm referring here to the administration proposal to create a Direct Student Loan
Agency.

There isn't any way that such a system would be an improvement over the

present system. For one thing, how will direct loans be funded? If the Treasury borrows short to fund ion* term commitments, costs won't be locked in. If the Treasury

borrows long (which it should), there won't be any appreciable interest savings
anyway. Who is going to service these loans? Will they do it for nothing? Can an-

other bureaucracy be created that will service these loans cheaper than commercial
lenders do now?

Proponents of this change talk a lot about the "special allowance" commercial
lenders get to make and service student loans. Do they know what that special allowance is? It is currently 3.25 percent and is added to the average yield of 3-month
Treasury bills to make a present day yield of 8.75 percent on the interim portion of
our student loan portfolio. The yield on the payout portion of our portfolio is the
same but the former student is paying 8 percent so the special allowance amounts
to 3/4 of 1 percent. Under current rules, when payout loans hit the 48th month, the
rate the former student pays will go to 10 percent. At this stage there will be no
special allowance at all. We have a rather mature student loan portfolio so approximately 35 percent is in interim loans and 65 percent is in payout loans. You can see,
therefore, that the special allowance is not a major portion of our gross yield.
This issue obviously needs a lot more study.

2. Of necessity, any program that serves the needs of many people will be com-

plex. Don't make it any more so, needlessly. Simplify, simplify, simplify.
The 8/10 interest split comes to mind in this regard. Do the proponents know how
to develop a level payment when the interest rate changes in the middle of the re-

payment period? I'm not saying it can't be done, only that it is difficult and introduces needless complexity. One intent of this rule is to encourage borrowers to pay
off more quickly under the lower interest rate. This serves to reduce the cost to the
government. Another intent is to require the borrower to pay more of the cost after
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being out of school and presumably on a job for 4 years. This further reduces the
cost to the government. This same thing could have been accomplished in several
less complex ways.
Another area that suggests itself for simplification is that of deferments. There
are fourteen different deferments presently available. This could be reduced to four
without affecting many people.
3. It is an unfortunate fact of life that there are many that will abuse for their
own benefit anything you develop. HUD's housing projects, military contractors,
Bureau of Indian Affairs contractors, Department of the Interior logging contracts
and John Sununu's travel arrangements come to mind immediately.
Build in safeguards on the establishment of programs. Don't wait for abuses to
develop and then try to close the barn door.
Specifically, establish a uniform set of standards that a school must meet in order
for its students to qualify for financial aid. The television program "60 Minutes" has
had numerous episodes about schools that exist in name only or with only minimal
window-dressing that recruit students for the sole purpose of processing guaranteed
student loans. I receive about one call per week from schoolc in Oregon, North Carolina, New York, California, Texas, Florida and other states asking if we will purchase guaranteed student loans that they generate. Mostly, these are trade schools
but we also hear from Junior Colleges and I3ible Colleges occasionally.
Our answer is always no. Attached is a sample letter that I use to respond to
these inquiries. We think that if more lenders adopted this attitude about loans in
general, there would be far fewer safety and soundness concerns.
When these schools have been issued a school code number by the federal government, there is an implied approval of the institution and its educational standards.

Students at these places do not receive fair value for the money they pay. For
having aided these schools to enter and take advantage of the system and the stu-

procedures for these students, the federal government should establish forgivenesspeople
responsible for the
dents' loans. The government would then pursue thoae
fraudulent submission and certification of loan documents.
4. When something works well or improves substantially from a state of not working well, publicize it. You can rest assured that the media will already have told
everyone about its not working well. They should be encouraged to get the word out
when things improve. Unfortunately, good news does not sell newspapers.
Many of our citizens remember the media presentation of student loan default
data from several years ago. It was a dismal picture presented negatively. Understandably, support for student loan programs in our area is limited to present students and their parents. We hear many comments from parents of former students
with the following themes: why should my child have to repay student loans if no
one else does?; how bad will it hurt my child's credit rating if they don't pay their
student loans?; why are you hassling my child about their student loans, you're
guaranteed anyway?
Regulations are different now, as are default percentages from successful students. More student loans are being collected now than in the past even after being
defaulted to the guarantor.
Publicize this aggressively. Also be aggressive letting students know that if they
don't repay their original lender, they will repay someone else. Continue devising
ways to make it more difficult to escape full repayment.
Dear Sir or Madam:
Thank you for your inquiry regarding our participation with the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission in the Guaranteed Stuclent Loan program.
In accordance with the Community Reinvestment Act, our investment policy requires that we serve the needs of the local community that is our deposit base.
This policy has made us a strong, well-capitalized bank that has earned a solid
reputation in our community, with our peers and with our regulators. In contrast to
many other institutions, we know that we cannot adequately service markets too far
from our home territory.
We would be glad to assist any student you have from our market area.
Thank you again for your letter.

Senator SIMON. I thank you.

There is no question that we have shifted the programs. It used
to be 76 percent depend upon grants. We are now 67 percent dependent on loans. It has been a very substantial shift and it causes
a great many problems.
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You mentioned people paying $300 or $400 a month. I have a

member of my staff who is with me here today. He and his wife are

paying back $1,080 a month in student loans. You know, that's a
very, very serious problem and it postpones dreams that people
have for having a home and a family. It is discriminatory because
those of us who are white males, when we graduated from college
on the average are going to make more than those of you who are
women and those of you who are members of minority groups.

But I'm not suggesting we eliminate the student loan program.
Your suggestion about counseling from banks, if everyif all the
students came from El Paso, IL, and Makanda, IL, there would not
be a problem. It is difficult, however, when New York City, when
Chase Manhattan is, you knowI don't know how many loans they
make, but if we were to impose a counseling burden on Chase Manhattan right now, I have an idea they would be down in Washing-

ton immediately, saying we just can't do that. And my staff says
there is a Chase Manhattan rep here right now listening to the tes-

timony. All right, we are happy to have you here.

If you wereif you, Mr. Slayton, if you were just to make one
change in the student loan program, if all of a sudden President
Bush and Congress just said here, you can do one thing, what
would you do?

Mr. SLAYTON. I would require that institutions that certify and
process student loans have some sort of education to offer to the
students for whom they are certifying. In my written testimony I

quoted "60 Minutes" as having a number of programs about

schools that simply don't provide anything. All they are is a vehicle for collecting student loans and letting the chips fall where
they may.

Senator Salm. What you are specifically talking about hcre are

some of the abuses by some of the proprietary schools, or communi-

ty colleges or universities or what are you specifically talking
about?

Mr. SLAYTON. Well, I think proprietary would generally get it,
but there are other schools that offer less for the buck, too.
Senator SIMON. OK, and let me just add, the majority of proprietary schools as well as the majority of the other schools do a good

job, but this is where the quality factor is something we have to
look at.

Miss Britton, I agree with you on the college work-study program. We have just been talking about students borrowing excessively. You also make a point here that I think is appropriate, the
default rates for institutions are not an appropriate measure because some community college in East St. Louis, for example, faces
very, very different problems from the community college that
serves the El Paso area.
I also think when we talk about defaults it is not just a complete
loss.

If I can usewe had a woman testify before us who had taken a
cosmetology course. She now works in a beauty shop, she is a
single mother and has two children. She was on welfare and she
was going through how student aid helped her. I think there is a

reasonable chance she is going to end up in default. Now, she is in
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default and she ends up being a bad statistic, but she is no longer
on welfare and that's a very good thing.
You mentioned simplification, as did your colleague there. That
clearly is a major need. If you could, if I can give you the same
question I gave Mr. Slayton, if you could just do one thing to improve the student assistance program, you would do what?

MS. BRITTON. Let me preface it by saying many of our recommen-

dations would not cost anything in the way of funds, that many of
our recommendations could be done without it being additional expenditure. As far as expenditures is concerned, I think the majority
of the ILASFAA members would support increasing the Pell Grant
program and providing more grant assistance to our students.
Senator SIMON. OK.

Ms. BRITTON. And if they shake their heads maybe they agree.
Senator SIMON. And I have always said Matejka but my staff

says I am mispronouncing your last name. Do you pronounce it
Matejka?
Mr. MATEJKA. I try to pronounce it Matejka but most people

have a lot of varieties.
SenatOT SIMON. All right, well, I have been mispronouncing it
through the years.
Mr. MATEJKA. No problem. That's the way my grandfather pronounced it by the way.
Senator SIMON. You mentioned what you are doing with Sandoval, the 7th and 8th graders. Do you have any kind of measure-

ment of what is happening as a result of letting students know
early on that they ought to be thinking about higher education?
Mr. MATEJKA. Senator, it is really too early to tell to give any

concrete resu10. All we can respond to in that area is the response
from the parents and from the community at large. The educational system, the superintendent, the principals have been very excited about the change that they have seen to be added to and toward
education of these youngsters who we started working with in the
7th grade who are now in the 9th grade.

Their attitude toward learning, their interest in careers, their

career expectations have all changed significantly as a result of the
exposure that they have had to information and to mentors and to
people in higher education and in the business and professional
world.

This is a community, as you well know, where it is very economically depressed. The attrition rate from a freshman in high school
to a senior in high school was over 50 percent when we first started
working with this. We are hopeful to see that change. We are
trying to change in attitude, change in culture and have people
begin thinking and raise their horizons. We think that's very important, not only for education as a whole but for the student aid
programs to provide those kinds of incentives.
Senator SIMON. And incidentally, this happens to be an all-white
community. When communities are economically depressedwe
tend to focus on the black or hispanic communities because it is
easier to gauge that economic depression. But I don't care what the
ethnic makeup of the community is. If it is economically depressed,
you tend to have the same kind of drop-out rates, the same kind of
failure to move ahead.
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The suggestion has been made that we alter the loan system and
the administration apparently is going to be giving us some kind of
recommendation on that. I would be interested in your reaction to
what you have heard any which way. You do not have a specific
proposal before us yet.
Mr. MATEJKA. I willthe specific proposal is difficult to comment

to in detail, but I would lend my support to a revisiting of the
structure of the student loan program. I think a lot of the things

that we are doing right now can be improved upon. Perhaps a total
overhaul is not necessary but obviously some major modifications
need to occur.
Referencing Mr. Slayton's observations earlier about a few years
ago students in Illinois had to go to the bank and sit down and visit
with that lender prior to taking a loan, philosophically I am in the
same league with him. I am very concerned about something we've
lost.

One of the reasons Illinois has a low default rate compared with
the rest of the Nation, I firmly believe, is a result of the history
that we have of the individual community bankers being involved
in the program to the degree that they have been and the otrong
supportwe have over 1,100 lenders in this State that are firmly
committed and strongly support the program and provide counseling when given the opportunity.
I think it's also a result that the strong commemorative from Illinois educational instutitions, where they have spent time in predisbursement counseling and exit interviews to encourage students to
their responsibilities, and as a result we have profitted.
But I guess I would go back to one other area that says the loan

programs need to be revisited and I think this not only applies to
the guaranteed loan program but all of the programs as well.
And the word you used earlier, Senator, was quality. We need a
commitment to accountability in quality education to make sure
that the student who is experiencing the postsecondary educational
program, be that a proprietary school or 4-year college and university or graduate program, is, in fact, receiving the benefit of the
educational experience as it is a quality program, because without
that, all the things that we are talking about are not going to benefit society in the long run.
Senator SIMON. Yeah. We are in agreement on that.
Clarence Parks in his testimony mentioned he received the maximum Illinois State grants, $3,500 a moment ago to Knox College.
But there are still a few states that are notyou know, don't have
programs. If Clarence Parks came from Nebraska he wouldn't have

that $3,500.
Mr. MATEJKA. That's right.

Senator SIMON. Is there anything we can do to encourage other
states to do what Illinois has done?
Mr. MATEJKA. That's a very difficult question, Senator. The State
of Illinois has historically since 1957, as you well know when you

were in the legislature, had an incredibly strong commitment to
access and choice in Illinois postsecondary education. The old State

student incentive grant program that was funded by the Federal

Government provides us with essentially $3.5 million a year which
we are supposed to match. We have $185 million from State dollars
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going into that program. We have obviously overmatched. Many
states do not do so.
If there could beand this is a double-edged sword, but if there
could be some incentives or perhaps some penalties that would be
imposed where there is not an adequate support from the individual State, perhaps that would provide the incentive for them to
move forward.

We have been extremely fortunate, and as Clarence well knows
with the $3,500 maximum award, a $2,300 Pell award, that goes a
king way to covering the cost of education in Illinois, but many of
our contiguous states even do not have programs of that magnitude.
I would be supportive of working with you in trying to identify
other ways that that could be transported to other States, not our
dollars but the concept, and we would be pleased to work with you
on that.
Senator SIMON. Clarence Parks, it was interesting you want to go
into he public health field.
Mr. PARKS. Yes, that's correct.
Senator SIMON. Public health service. One of the difficulties you
may encounter, you said you may have to borrow money to go to
medical school. I hate to tell you, you are going to have to borrow
money to go to medical school. But it isas you pile up these debts,
one of the things that the loan programs do is they also skew what
we do. By the time you get through medical school, you may not
feel you can afford to go into the public health service. That's one
of the problems that we face.
The other point you made, you talked about your activities, that
you are able to handle your course load and still make a contribution to the campus community through these organizations. But

there is a reverse on this, isn't there? You have also learned

through participation in all of these things; is that correct?
Mr. PARKS. That's true. If it wasn't for the financial aid or the
Stafford or the Pell Grant or some of the other grants, I wouldn't
have been able to afford that opportunity.
Senator SIMON. And I remember, my first year at college I
worked thirty-five hours a week and I was in all those courses, but
I wasn't participating as you have, and I just didn't get that much
out of my first year of college.
Now, it's great to say, you worked, earned your way through college and all that. But I didn't get as much out of that college as I
might have.
If you could just make one improvement in the student aid pro-

gramsame question I gave to two of the other witnesseswhat

would it be?
Mr. PARKS. Without a doubt it would be to probably increase the
grant appropriation, less emphasis on the student loan.

Senator SIMON. OK, and I might add on there I agree with the
importance of that.
On the simplification issue, I always remember we had a hearir.g
on the whole complexity of the forms, and Senator Pell, for whom
the Pell Grant is named, leaned over to me and showed me his
form and he said "I wouldn't know how to fill this out." We do
have to work in that area.
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I thank all four of you very, very much for your testimony. It is

helpful.

Mr. PARKS. Thank you.
Mr. MATEJKA. Thank you.

Senator SIMON. On our final panel, Robert Beckwith, the Direc-

tor of Education Policy for the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce, Marlyn Lawrentz, the Director of Professional Practice at
Illinois State University, and Jeanne Blackman, a Trustee at the
Lincoln Land Community College, who has also been in on the
Washington scene a bit, a lobbyist there.
Mr. Beckwith, let's hear from you first.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT M. BECKWITH, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION
POLICY, ILLINOIS STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; MARLYN

LAWRENTZ, DIRECTOR, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, ILLINOIS
STATE UNIVERSITY; AND JEANNE BLACKMAN, TRUSTEE, LINCOLN LAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE, REPRESENTING THE ILLINOIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION
Mr. BECKWITH. Thank you, Senator Simon.

On behalf of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce we thank
you for this opportunity to testify concerning Reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. I am going to abbreviate my comments
so they fit within your time range.
The Illinois Chamber is committed to the responsible and efficient development of the human resources of Illinois and supports
Illinois Skills 2000.

As director of the Chamber's Education Policy, I am also a
member of the Illinois Council on Vocational Education, the Illinois Literacy Council and the Illinois Job Training Coordinating
Council.

My 24 years with the Illinois Chamber in serving the business
community in behalf of advancing public, nonpublic and proprietary education I believe gives me a broad perspective necessary to
reflect on the maintenance of quality, postsecondary education.
As the Illinois Chamber we believe that funding higher education must take into account the Nation's workforce requirements,
needs of our developing economy and the economic wherewithal for
a person to access a postsecondary education.
Traditional descriptions of higher educational instutitions have
become a blur. Public universities increasingly seek private sources
of funding. Private colleges seek public funds and students choose
to use Federal and State funds for attendance at private, for-profit
institutions. Traditional descriptions of private, for-profit schools
have also become blurred.
No longer does one description, such as proprietary school or

trade school, cover the range of private, for-profit institutions.
Many now offer associate, baccalaureate, master and doctorate
degree programs which extend over multiple years and prepare
students for career fields rather than training them for a specific
job.

At the Chamber we believe that the need for a better educated
workforce and the students' growing interest in preparing for a
career requires a mix of public, private and for-profit institutions
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access to resources
with varied institutional missions, with equal
choice
and productivity
for students in order to increase diversity,
in American higher education.
schools, business
There is a presumption that in the proprietary student needs.
considerations will always take precedence over is meeting the
Often overlooked is that the business' consideration
at an affordable price to
student's needs. Without quality education
there would be no business to consider.
meet student satisfaction,
Webster case who
We concur with the trial judge in the Marjorie
not
by
a method of fisaid educational excellence is determined
nancing but by the quality of the program.
to look during this reThe Illinois Chamber encourages Congress
institutional integrity
authorization at issues of program quality,education.
Serving the
of
and student protection in all sectors
employers
in
Illinois
will reand future
needs of future students
Private, foreffective
allocation
of
resources.
quire an efficient
of private educational
profit schools represent an additional source
eleemosynary
sources, are
capital which, together with public and needs.
available to serve these future educational
They contribProprietary schools are tax-paying organizations.
to the Nation.
ute to the financial resources available
than
180
private career colleges and
In Illinois there are more
50,000 students a year.
schools which provide education to over
Over 18,000 graduate annually.productivity, each graduate will earn
Because of their improved
lifetime because of their educaan additional $114,000 in his or her
tion.
paying $7 million in State
In addition to over 1,725 employees
schools
or
businesses could also pay
income taxes, private career
Governments.
The schools pay aptaxes to local, State and Federalstudent in corporate and property
proximately 100 percent per
taxes, local, State and Federal Government.
skilled workers, they will
If American businesses cannot hirebusinesses
and jobs to other
either go out of business, export their
of
skilled
workers or
countries equipped to fill the requirements
import skilled labor.
that Congress fashions
The student financial assistance programs
whether
our Nation meets
would play a major role in determining
the future.
the economic challenges of people,
the legislation will also decide

For millions of young
their version of the
whether they have the opportunity to pursue
American dream.
schools have perFrom the 18th century to today, private career
of
our
population. Pripart
formed a vital service for an important
disproportionate
percentage of
vate career schools educated a postsecondary education
sectors.
women and minorities than other
schools
are micareer
Nearly 40 percent of the students in private
these
Nearly
45
percent
of
norities and more than half are women.
and
many
have
no
students have an income of less than $11,000
other financial resources.
receive FederWhile 84 percent of private career school studentspreparing
these
the
cost
of
the
taxpayer
al financial assistance,
substantialyoung men and women for the workforce is frequently
ly lower than the cost of traditional colleges. The Illinois Chamber
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of College recommends that in this reauthorization Congress increases its higher education activity and funding in support of students attending the diversity of high quality public, private forprofit and private not-for-profit postsecondary institutions. They
are all important to the Nation. They are all important to Illinois.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beckwith follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BECKWITH

Senator Simon, on behalf of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce, thank you
very much for this opportunity to testify concerning re authorization of the Higher
Education Act. My name is Robert M. Beckwith, Director of Education Policy at the
Illinois Chamber, which has led the statewide business community on education affairs since 1948. We are committed to the responsible and efficient development of
the human resources of Illinois, and support Illinois Skills 2000.
It is a pleasure to share this panel with Marlyn Lawrentz, Director of Community
Services for Illinois State University; and Gary Davis, the Executive Director of the
Illinois Association of Community College Trustees. The Chamber has worked with
both of these professionals toward advancing higher education's role in serving students, the community and the work force needs of commerce and industry. We hold
a high regard for both of them.
As Director of the Chamber's Education Policy, it has been my responsibility to
serve as staff spokesman before the Illinois General Assembly and various education
regulatory and policy bodies. I also am a member of the Illinois Council on Vocational Education, the Illinois Literacy Council, and the Illinois Job Training Coordinating Council. Twenty-four years with the Illinois Chamber in serving the 'business
community in behalf of advancing public, nonpublic, and proprietary education has
given me the broad perspective necessary to assure the maintenance of quality postsecondary education. It is from this vantage point that I offer these comments.
In Illinois more than 34,000 students fail to graduate from high school each year.
Many of those who do graduate find they "are not equipped with the advanced body
of knowledge and skills necessary to enter an economically secure position of employment. 'They are either unaware of their postsecondary educational options or
come from families who believe a traditional 4-year college education is the only acceptable postsecondary choice. Upon entering a traditional college environment,
many students find it does not match their needs. Nationwide, 30 percent of the students who enrolled in 4-year colleges found they were dissatisfied with the experience. Everyday, newspaper headlines remind us of how critical it is for society to
invest in the preparation of a well-educated, skilled work force.
At the Illinois Chamber, we believe that funding of higher education must take
into account the nation's work force requirements, the needs of our developing economy, and the economic wherewithal for a person to access a postsecondary education. The current system of funding which allows students to choose the educational
institution which best fits their educational goals, provides America with the variety of training and skills to maintain our competitive advantage. Postsecondary education today is in a period of rapid evolution. 'Traditional descriptions of higher educational institutions are becoming blurred. Public universities increasingly seek private sources of funding, private colleges seek public funds, and students choose to
use federal and state funcis for attendance at private, for-profit institutions. Traditional descriptions of private for-profit schools have also become blurred. No longer
does one description, such as proprietary or trade school cover the range of private
for-profit institutions. Not all proprietary schools are so-called "trade" schools.
Many now offer associate, baccalaureate, master and doctorate degrees in programs
which extend over multiple years and prepare students for career fields, rather
than training them for specific jobs. At the Chamber, we believe that the need for a
better educated work force and the students' growing interest in preparing for a
career requires a mix of public, private, and for-profit institutions with varied institutional missions, with equal access to resources for students, In order to increase
diversity, choice, and productivity in American higher education.
We realize that to some, education and profit-making may seem inherently incompatible. Among this group, there is a presumption that in proprietary schools, business considerations will always take precedence over student needs. Often overlooked is that business' consideration is meeting student needs. Without a quality
educe, on at an affordable price to meet student satisfaction, there will be no busi-
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nese to consider. We concur with the trial judge in the Marjorie Webster case who
said, "Educational excellence is determined not by a method of financing, but by the
quality of the program."
The Illinois Chamber encourages Congress to look during this reauthorization at
issues of program quality, institutional integrity, and student consumer protection
in all sectors of education. The real dilemma is how to ensure institutional integrity
without denying students access to education of their own choice and without precluding quality institutions from providing needed educational services. A review of
criteria which allows institutions to participate in federal student aid programs is in
order and should include a reform of the processes of state authorization or licensing, approval of accreditation agencies, and institutional eligibility for participation
in student aid programs.
Serving the needs of future students and future employers in Illinois will require
an efficient and effective allocation of higher education resources. Private, for-profit
schools represent an additional source of private educational capital which, together
with public and eleemosynary sources, are available to serve these future educational needs. Proprietary schools do not require institutional funding and, as ding organizations, actuaquic.seontribute to the financial resources available to the nation.
comes from more than 180 private career colleges and schools
This economic
which provide education to over 50,000 students a year. Over 18,000 graduate annually. Because of their improved productivity, each graduate will earn an additional
$114,000 in his or her lifetime because of their education.
In addition to over 1,275 employees paying $.7 million state income taxes, private
career schools are businesses and also pay taxes to local, state and federal governments. The schools pay approximately $100 per student in corporate and property
taxes to local, state and federal governments.
If American businesses cannot hire skilled workers, they will either go out of business, export their businesses and jobs to other countries equipped to fill the requirement of skilled workers, or import skilled labor. In any of these scenarios, America
and Americans lose.
The National Center on Education and the Economy in To Serve Our Future: The
Federal Role in Education reported: "The case for education has been made repeatedly in recent years. It is clear now that a high wage economy depends upon producing high quality goods and services at high levels of efficiency, which cannot be
done without a high skilled work force."
The landmark report Workforce 2000, commissioned by the Department of
Labor nearly 4 years ago, documented that inadequate skills of American workers
are cons training economic growth.
Last summer, the Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce (CSAW)

reported that low skill levels are harming the nation's standard of living. "The
choice that America faces," the panel wrote, "is a choice between high skills and
low wages. Gradually, silently, we are choosing low wages."

The American &ciety for Training and Development estimates that as many as
50 million of today's workers will need additional education and training over the
next decade.

And now, the U.S. Department of Labor's Secretary's Commission on Achieving
Necessary Skills (SCANS), is developing recommendations for upgrading the skills
of American workers.
Former Secretary of Labor William T. Brock, the Co-Chair of CSAW and Chair-

man of SCAN's, has been blunt in saying the United States "talks a lot about
skilled people being our most important economic resource, but ... it is clear we are

only paying lip service to improving skills and productivity." The reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act is a prime vehicle for moving from rhetoric to action.

The student financial assistance programs that Congress fashions will play a
major role in determining whether our nation meets the economic challenges of the
future. For millions of young people, the legislation will also decide whether they
have the opportunity to pursue their version of the American dream.
From the 18th century to today, private career schools have performed a vital
service for an important part of our population. In fact:
Private career schools educate a disproportionate percentage of women and minorities than other postsecondary education sectors. Nearly 40 percent of the students at private career schools are minorities; more than half are women.
The majority of private career school students are under 24; nearly 75 percent
are under 30.
Nearly 45 percent of these students have an income of less than $11,000, and
many have no other financial resources.

42-925 0-91----29
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While 84 percent of private career school students receive federal financial assistance, the cost to the taxpayers of preparing these young men and women for the
work force is frequently substantially lower than the cost of traditional colleges.
The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce recommends that in this reauthorization, Congress increases its higher education activity and funding in support of students attending the diversity of high quality public, private for-profit, and private
not-for-profit postsecondary institutions.
Thank you.

Senator SIMON. Thank you for your testimony.
Miss Lawrentz.
Ms. LAWRENTZ. Thank you, sir.

I represent Illinois State University in addition to also the Na-

tional Cooperative Education Association, the Midwest Cooperative
Education Association and the Illinois Cooperative Education Association, obviously Title VIII, a formula with which I am sure you
are quite familiar. And I am here to speak today on the role of the
Federal Government in preparing America's workforce for the year
2000.

I have given you a handout which I believe you have. Is that correct, sir?
Senator SIMON. That is correct.
Ms. LAWRENTh. I've highlighted that so that will expedite my remarks.
Specifically Title VIII is the single most uniformally agreed upon
Federal program specifically designed to prepare America's college
students for America's changing workforce needs. It is so complete-

ly straightforward and funded by employers without student indebtedness that it's very surprising to hear all the testimony today
that so few people are aware of the cooperative education option.
As you are aware, and perhaps others, only 2 percent of the college students in the United States even participate in cooperative
education.

Technically defined, co-op is a program which links classroom
criteria and curriculum with productive pay supervised work experience in the applied field of one's study.
More informally, cooperative education is a win/win situation.
Students win. The average student in cooperative education earns
from his or her employer approximately $7,500 per year. Students
at Illinois State have earned upwards of $12,000 per semester as a
fourth-term cooperative education student. This is not common but
it is also not unheard of.
Students gain field experience in their area of study, their GPA
increases, their retention increases, graduation rate increases, and
we can document that nationally as well as through Illinois State.
Graduates from the Illinois State co-op program as well as national have an 85 percent hiring rate immediately upon following
graduation. Employers fight for these students.
Parents are particularly enthusiastic about co-op for one big

reason. It is not a need-based program. It is a very exciting program for middle income families. It is an academic program. Any
student is eligible to participate, always funded of course by the
employer.

Employers use it as a recruiting device. They train students, pretrain them before they employ them.
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Last, the Federal Government is also a part of this win/win situation. It is an extraordinary rate of return, approximately 1,600
percent return.
Let me give you an example. Last year alone Title VIII was
funded for slightly over $13 million by the Federal Government.
Students earned 1.8 billion. Their taxes on that were approximately $225 million, the equivalent of a 1,600 percent return on a Federal investment.
In my estimation and as far as I can understand today, there's
nothing quite like that out here. Co-op has been around for a long
time.

The reason I'm here is that at Illinois State University we have
the good fortune of receiving Title VIII funding. In the mid 80's we
had a program that began with no students, or practically no students, 53. After 5 years of Federal support our program increased
to over 900 students annually. Salaries started out at somewhere in

the range of $33,500 and escalated to $2.5 million.
I don't need to belabor the program because I think you are very
familiar with cooperative education. I would like to thank you on
behalf of the co-op community for your continuing support for this
sort of thing, but it is completely beyond my understanding, Senator Simon, as to why more colleges and universities and legislators

do not understand the value of cooperative education, how it

bridges higher education with the daily needs of American workforce and how we can prepare for future workforce needs through
this cooperative education program.
Senator SIMON. Let me ask you, how many Illinois colleges and
universities have cooperative education programs?

Ms. LAWRENTZ. The majority do in one way or another. The

reason I say one way or another, many colleges have exclusively
and there are colleges and universities that have it in their engineering programs. It is a standard bill of fare through engineering.
Increasingly greater numbers of schools are involved in the liberal
arts and the fine arts. But as a member of the Illinois Co-Op Association, we actively involve our ,elves with about twenty-five
schools.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Lawrentz (with attachments) fol-

lows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF US. LAWRENTZ
Testimony On The Reauthorization Of The HigherEducation Act
The Role of The Federal Government In Preparing America
For The Workforce Needs Of The Year 20M and Beyond

TOPICS TO BE ADDRESSED IN TODAY'S TESTIMONY
1.

The Relationship Between Preparing America for the Workforce
Needs of the Future and TITLE VI// Cooperative Education.

2.

National Cooperative Education Statistics and Related Co-op
Program Values, with specific attention given to:
student earnings
middle income family benefits
return on current federal investment
outreach to traditionally underrepresented groups
employer acceptance
increased student retention and graduation rates
Illinois State University Cooperative E0--mtion Program History

3.

prior to and during TITLE V/// su
.t
present situation, absent of T/TLE \+-1/ su,,port

DEFINITION OF TERMINOLOGY
COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

A program which links classroom curricula with
productive, paid and supervised work experience
in a related field.

SUPERVISED WORK

Academically related employment which is directly
monitored at the worksite by the employer in
accordance with faculty designed expectations.

PRODUCTIVE WORK

Meaningful job activities which directly benefit
the employer and correlate with the student's
academic classroom learning.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

According to AMERICA 2000, An Education Strategy, published by the U.S.
Department of Education in April of 1991, 'Education is not just about making a
living; it is also about making a life.' Consistent with this view, cooperative

education beneficiaries including students, employers, parents and educators
collectively agree... COOPERATIVE EDUCATION is the single most effective
mechanism in higher education specifically designed to bridge classroom
education with both making a living and making a life in the world of work.

Caterpillar Inc., one of the largest private co-op employers in Illinois, states We,
at Caterpillar, feel the opportunity to learn-while-you-earn is an outstanding way
of gaining an education while preparing for life and the responsibilities associated
with making a living'. Bert Born, Caterpillar Cooperative Education Coordinator,
further comments, We feel that the cooperative education program is a win-win
situation ior employers, for students and for education in our country.'

Documented support for continuing and expanding the relationship between the
federal government (TITLE VIII) and higher education in preparing America for
the workforce needs of the year 2000 and beyond was prepared by The Coalition for
Cooperative Education...please see following page.
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COALITION FOR COOPERATIVE EDIICATION
The Coalition for Cooperative Education, representing the National Commission for Cooperative
Education, the Cooperative Education Association, and the Cooperative Education Division of the
American Society for Engineering Education, urges strong ntpport for Title VIII in the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act, We have developed recommended changes in the legislative language to
maximize effective program development. This will further the federal goal of providing students in
higher education with expanded opportunities to participate in cooperative education.

Cooperative education is a program which links classroom curricula with productive, paid, and
supervised work experience in a related field. Co-op provides enhanced academic learning, more
informed career selection, and results in better prepared professionals graduating from college.
ANNUAL CO-OP STATISTICS
Number of Colleges & Universities
Number of Co-op Students
Number of Co-op Employers
Number of Federal Government Co.ops
Average Co-op Salary/Student

Total Estimated Annual Co.op Earninp on Co-op Earning.
Total Estimated Federal Taxes & Social Security
Return on Current Federal Investment of 513,175,000/Year for Title VIII

900+
250,000+
50,000
14,000
$7,500

51,875,000,000
5225,000,000
>1600%

No other program offers Title VIII's extraordinary rate of return. Co-op earnings from employers
offer financial assistance to all who participate. This is particularly important for students from middle
income families for whom there is great difficulty in meeting the high cost of college. Individual studies
show that co-op students have higher grade-point averages, and higher rates of retention and graduation.

With programs in less than one-third of all higher education institutions and with only 2% of
students participating, there is considerable room for expansion. Particularly in light of the escalating
cost of higher education, fiscal constraint in institution finances, and the burgeoning student debt and
default rates, cooperative education should be available to more students. Interest in co-op has increased

greatly during the past five years due to the Ad Council's national ad campaign for cooperative
education. This campaign, undertaken at the request of the National Commission, has resulted in S 150
million of donated advertising, and 400,000 pieces of literature have been distributed to students, parents,
high school guidance counselors, and employers. Since the beginning of the campaign, the number of
co.op students has increased by 48%.
In order for cooperative education to be available to more students, the federal government must
continue and expand Title VIII funding to allow institutions to develop strong programs and increase
outreach to traditionally underrepresented groups. Recognizing the importance of Title VIII, the
Administration has included funding for Title VIII the FY'92 budget request for the first time in more
than a decade. The Congressional support which has maintained Title VIII funding since its inception
is crucial to the expansion of access to this vital program.

Co.op can play a critical role in producing graduates with key professional and technical skills.
This is especially important for population groups which have not had the advantage of exposure to the
wide variety of specialized careers which will be needed to support a strong U.S. economy.
COMIlliftieR

t °operative Education

Coperaure Edacation Division of the
American Society for Engineering Education

ILL)

Cooperative Education
Auociation. Inc.
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DOCUMENTATION IN SUPPORT OF THE COALITION FOR
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION POSITION PAPER
1.

"Individual studies show that co-op students have higher
grade-point averages and higher rates of retention and
graduation."
Harley (1985) and Sommers (1986) have shown that
approximately 15% more co-op education students
persist towards a degree than their non-cooperative
education peers.
Illinois State University has documented research
(Rives, 1990) indicating both higher GPAs and higher
starting, post-graduation salaries for their co-ops
students.
Please see following page.

2.

"Co-op provides enhanced academic learning, more informed
career selection, and results in better prepared
professionals graduating from college"
The average CPA of Caterpillar co-ops is 3.3 on a 4.0
scale.

Of the last 60 co-op students at Caterpillar, 59 were
hired into permanent positions, predominantly in
management.
Co-op graduate salaries at Caterpillar are $2,4000/year
higher than non-cooperative education program
graduates.
Over 85% of Illinois State University's co-op students
are employed immediately following graduation.
3

"No other program offers TITLE VIII's extraordinary rate of
return."
Illinois State University received $667,270 in TITLE
V/II funding during the mid-80's. Student earnings
from that period or time to the present have been in
excess of $17,000,000.
All involved in or related to the cooperative education
program are a part of the win-win situation...students
(particularly from siddle income families), employers,
parents, the federal government (all student salaries
are taxable) and participating institutions of higher
education (first-hand knowledge of workforce needs).
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GPA MEAN COMPARISON
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM HISTORY

Prior to 1982-83 Illinois State University did not have a formalized,
university-wide cooperative education program. Two academic departments,
students with
Chemistry and Industrial Technology, did however place co-op
regional employers beginning in 1979.
With the advent of TITLE VIII funding in 1982-83, ISU initiated an
institution-wide program which presently enrolls cooperative education
students from over 60 different fields of study. Additionally, the institution
has become recognized nationally as one of the leading (non-engineering)
co-op programs in the United States...due almost entirely to the activities
conducted and materials produced during TITLE VIII funding.

with the
The folk ving graphs and tables illustrate historical data associated
and
Illinois State University cooperative education program prior to, during
following TITLE VIII. Examples of CO-up employers and associated student
major fields of study are also provided to acquaint the reader with the
immense diversity of placements available to students.

ci
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EDUCATION HISTORY
':5v21 3

TITLE VIII COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
FUNDING HISTORY

TABLE 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

1979-80
1980-01
1981-82
1902-83
1983-84
1984-45
1985-86
1986-87

-0-

$ 60.200
160,000
189,200
179,900
71,970
.0-0-

19417-66

1988-89
1989-90
1990-91

TOTAL

' 1.n

i

TABLE 4

CO-OP STUDENT EARNINGS HISTORY
1979-1991

27103M

$667,270

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
I.
9.

=WA

mann
nanx
=lox

10.
11.
12.

aux
10301t

1979-30
1980-81
1981-82
1962-63
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86A
1906-87
1967-63
1988-89
1919-90
1990-91o*

'ZOOM

2

3

4667.600

352,403
769,999
1.042,015
1,469,094
1,893,545
1,179,450
2,504,192
2,292,081
2,412,180
2,510,029

TOTAL
617,446,396
SAMPLE SEMESTER EARNINGS RANGE

=MC.=MEI-

N/A
N/A
$

tAno406

612,000 - hIgh
650 - low

AVERAGE EARNINGS 63.500
PER SEMESTER (non-anclindering)

CO-OP PLACEMENT HISTORY
1979-1991

TABLE

6.
7.
O.
9.
10,
11.

1979-80
1980-61
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1965-86*
1986-87
1947-10
1988-89
1969-90

12.

1990-91

1.
2.
7.

4'*

4.
5.

ncE

I

111111
NsilOnIt-

1111Qcbaerfs

Non-Title Y2/I year
A. EstImate based on Fall '90 co-op placement data

5

53
54
96

264

421
570
72.7

772

961
850
863
869
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ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EDUCATION HISTORY

,1.14 I

MULTIPLE WORK TERM HISTORY
1979-1991

TABLE

6

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

16

6
16
17
29
39

35
106
112
133
173
182
202
193

12. 1990-91.

45
54

56
49

TABLZ 7

MINORITY CO-OP
PLACEMENT HISTORY

1.

2.

1979-1991

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.

as

0
0
X
X
X
X

34

2

1. 1979-80
2. 1980-81
3. 1981-82
4. 1982-83
5. 1983-84
6. 1984-85
7. 1985-846
S. 1986-67
9. 1987-88
10. 1988-89
11. 1989-90

10.
11.
12.

1110111

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985.46.
1986-87
1947-85
1958-59
1989-90

N/A
N/A
N/A

1990-91s

55

12
24
35

30
44
59
55
55

El swarm

1

CO-OP ADULT LEARNERS (25+)
PLACEMENT HISTORY

TABLE 8

1979-1991
1.

1979-60

'Mr

N/A
N/A

ImE

III

im

M

m

iiii:...ii

!!

iiiilii
:.
9.

II

mr
i!!

1

4

V.

4

V

11.
12.

n

Non-Title VIII year
Estimate based on Fall '90 co-op placomont data

CI' ()
/,:a

(.4

97
Ili?

1::i17/1

1988-89
1989-90
1990-91..

144
135

140
142
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATIVE EMPLOYERS AND ASSOCIATED
ACADEMIC MAJORS OF PARTICIPATING CO-OP STUDENTS
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

ACADEMIC MAJORS

ARMY cORP OF ENGINEERs
ATTORNEY GENERAL
BUREAU OF LAND MGT
CENSUS BUREAU
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
CUSTOMS SERVICE
DEPT OF HEALTH & HUMAN sERV
DEPT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPT OF ENERGY
DEPT OF INTERIOR
DEPT OF JUSTICE
DEPT OF LABOR
DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEsTIGATION
HOUSE OF REPREsENTATIVEs
OFFICE PERSONNEL MGT
SMITHsONIAN INSTITUTE

HEALTH/PE/REC, PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SC/ENCE
GEOGRAPHY/GEOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY/GEOLOGY
APPLIED COMPUTER SCIENCE, ART
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ACCOUNTING, HEALTH SCIENCES
GEOGRAPHY/GEOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
HEALTH/PE/REC, BIOLOGY
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES
HEALTH SCIENCES
ACCOUNTING
CHEMISTRY
POLITICAL SC/ENCE
F/NANCE AND LAW
APPLIED COMPUTER SCIENCE
HIsTORY, PSYCHOLOGY

OTHER NON-PEDERAL
EMPLOYERS

ACADEMIC MAJORS

3M

ALLSTATE
AMOCO
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
AT&T
BAsF CORP
CITICORP

DIAMOND STAR MOTORS
DUPONT
G.E.
G.M.
IBM

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
MOBIL
MoNSANTO
sTATE FARM

op9

CHEM, IND TECH, FIN/LAw
COMP SCI, HEALTH/PE/REC, ART
HEALTH SCI, HEALTH/PE/REC, CHEM
COMP sCI, HEALTH sCI, BIO
IND TECH, COMP sCI, HEALTH
sCI, cRIM JUST
AGRICULTURE
FIN/LAW, cOMP scI, sPEECH
PATH/AUDIO
PSYCH, HEALTH SCI
COMP SCI, CHEM
COMP SCI, IND TECH, HEALTH sc/,
FIN/LAW
COMM, HEALTH sCI
MGT, MKT, EDUC, cOMP SCI, ENG,
CHEM, IND TECH, FIN/LAW
COMP SCI
CHEM
COMP SCI
FIN/LAW, HOME EC, MKT, COMP
SCI, ACCT, COMM
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STATUS OF ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSTIY COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM DURING TITLE VIII FUNDING
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A specific long range cooperative education plan was designed,
funded and implemented.
Over $17,000,000 has been paid in taxable salaries to ISU
(Figure 4)
co-op students by co-op employers.
Student participation increased by quantum leaps during the
TITLE VIII grant years (Figure 5).
During each successive year of the TITLE VIII funding period,
increased opportunities
a greater number of students received
to participate in additional periods of paid, academically
related work experiences (Figure 6).
increased numbers of special
Each year of TITLE VIII funding adult-learners,
etc.) were
population groups (minorities,
placed in paid, work experiences (Figure 7 and 8).
Over 3,500 American employers are associated with
the ISU program with approximately 50 new co-op employers
being added each year.
Additionally TITLE VIII funds provided Illinois State
University with the necessary resources to:
prepare increasingly greater numbers of students with the
necessary skills to meet today's workforce needs
(multiple co-op experiences)
target, recruit, counsel and place traditionally
underrepresented groups in co-op jobs
students, develop
travel to co-op worksites to supervisegain
first hand
additional worksite opportunities and
experience regarding current and future American
workforce needs
materials for
produce and distribute co-op marketing
students, parents, high school counselors and employers
which were specific to the ISU program
provide professional in-service co-op training for
faculty supervisors enabling them to up-date their
knowledge concerning current and future workforce needs
increase ISU student retention and graduation rates.

During the six-year period in which ISU received
intermittent TITLE VIII support (1983-88), the institution was
in all phases of
able to demonstrate dramatic expansion
measurable, positive outcome with respect to preparing students
for the current and future American workforce needs.
MODIARYi
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STATUS OF THE ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM FOLLOWING TITLE VIII FUNDING

1.

All measurable aspects of the co-op program have
suddenly
plateaued. (Soo figures 4-8, years 10-12)

2.

Students ineligible for financial aid (i.e., middle
income
families) no longer benefit from receiving ISU
co-op materials
which were being sent to them
discussing co-op as an alternate
source of assisting with college expenses.

3.

University financial commitment to the co-op program has
remained consistent with the final year of TITLE
VIII funding.
Any administrative or operating
increases or decreases
for the
co-op program have been in direct correlation
with other
university-wide budget changes.

4.

Travel for co-op supervision
development, in-service
training and employer on-site job
interaction activities have
ceased.

5.

Specific /SU co-op marketing materials for
students, parents,
high school counselors
and employers are not being produced
nor distributed due to lack of funds.

6.

Traditionally underrepresented groups (minorities, the
disabled, adult-learners) no longer
the same level of
co-op counseling and career planning receive
benefits previously
available as a result of TITLE VIII funding.
Rapid program expansion,
experienced during TITLE VIII funding
years, is no longer evident.
Unfortunately it appears only
minimal growth, if any, will occur
in the future without
additional TITLE VIII support.

7.

SuRMARY: Illinois state University
continue to expand its
co-op program without further TITLE cannot
VIII assistance.

02.?
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CONCLUSION

The role of the federal government in preparing America for the workforce needs
of the year 2000 and beyond is one of responsible and accountable leadership. The
American Business community already actively endorses and supports TITLE VIII

Cooperative allocation programs as documented by their annual commitment of
approximately $1,875,000,000 to student co-op salaries. The federal government
must take a responsible leadership role and commit increased Binds in support of

TITLE VIII of the Reauthorization of Higher Education Act of 1965. No other
federal program offers such an extraordinary rate of return, and certainly no other
program has a greater impact on today's college students and tommorrow's
workforce than cooperative education.

Given the examples of Illinois State University and the dramatic growth evidenced

during TITLE VIII funding years., it appears reasonable that similar co-op
programs could energize and flourish across the nation with new and/or renewed

TITLE VIII support.
Recommended Annual Funding for the TITLE VIII: $45,000,000.

CI
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Senator SIMON. Jeanne Blackman, happy to have you here.
MS. BLACKMAN. Thank you, Senator.

Senator SIMON. Courtesy of Lincoln Land Community College.
MS. BLACKMAN. Yes, thank you for giving me the opportunity to
testify today. I am Jeanne Blackman and in my volunteer life I am

a trustee at Lincoln Land Community College and today I am representing the Federal Affairs Committee of the Illinois Community
College Trustees Association, which is an organization representing
300 trustees in the public community college system.
Each year community colleges help over a third of a million citizens to reach their educational goals. For those of these students
the goal is a productive rewarding job. Since June, 1990, over 1.4
million Americans have lost their jobs. To them the Nation's challenge of retooling the workforce is no abstraction. For them workforce preparation is the difference between employability and poverty. This is why each year our colleges help more than 350,000
people qualify for jobs that will last well into the 21st Century.

Although higher education has been helpful in providing the
workforce preparation, other features of the bill have been more
prominent. We urge you to restructure this act, make workforce
preparation the centerpiece of this legislation. By doing so we believe that you will harness the considerable energies of American
community and junior colleges toward the accomplishment toward
a tangible and significant national goal.
By doing so you will emphasize to our citizens that our national
interest can be met through mutual cooperation and support of

business and postsecondary education.
By doing so you will be assured that the lives of millions of citizens will be enhanced significantly as we meet the challenge of economic competition.
The chart over there shows the benefit that comes with securing
an associate's degree, an increase of 22.7 percent. Unfortunately we
are not educating our citizenry fast enough.

The second chart shows that other nations wages are rising

faster than ours. Between 1975 and 1988, Japanese workers' wages
increased twice as fast as the wages of the average American.

When inflation is factored into the equation, American wages
have actually declined since 1969, as a third chart plainly shows.
The purchasing power of a typical American paycheck dropped
about 13 percent in 20 years between 1969 and 1989.

We need to invest more in the training of our workers. This last
chart shows that while America spends less than 1 percent of our
gross domestic product on training, our competitors spend two to
eight times as much. As a result, their workers can design and
build products we need, products like the Patriot Missile, vital
parts that were produced by Japanese technicians.
Senntor Simon, community colleges have already created the

support structure for the training and retraining of workers to

take place. An extensive study was undertaken last year under the
title of technology trawler. I will provide you a copy of this report.
By giving a priority to workforce training in the Higher Education
Act, you will gain the benefit of joining Federal support to our institutions' efforts that are already in place. We can make an imme-
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strength of our industries and
diate end significant impact on the
the lives of our workers.
is the key to a
When Americans are convinced that educationincrease in second
better and more secure life, they will support an
degreein higher education.
Act with an article devotBy starting with the Higher Education
competitiveness, your commited to job preparation and economic
education act
tee will create support for an effective well-founded
which will go into the 1990's.
and thank you very
Thank you for the opportunity to testify
behalf
of community colmuch for your support and hard work on
leges. We appreciate it very much.
(with attachments) fol[The prepared statement of Ms. Blackman
lowsl
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO THE SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES
OF THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN
RESOURCES

Monday, May 13, 1991

Springfield College, Springfield, Illinois

Thank you Senator Simon and members of the Committee
for the opportunity to

testify today. My nam

seerreariiirrinekrnartkrid I am a trustee of Lincoln Land
Community College. Today I am representing the Federal Affairs
Committee of
the Illinois Community College Trustees Association, an organization
that
represents all 320 trustees of the Illinois public community
college system.
Each year Illinois community colleges help over a third of

a million citizens

reach their educational goals. For most of our students,
the goal is a productive,

rewarding job.

Since June 1990, over 1.4 million Americans have lost their jobs.

To them, the
nation's challenge of retooling its workforce is no abstraction.
For them,
workforce preparation is the difference between employability
and poverty.
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That is why each year, our colleges help more than 350,000 people qualify for
jobs that will last well into the 21st century.

Although the Higher Education Act has been helpful in providing for workforce
preparation, other features of the bill have been more prominent. We urge you
to restructure the Act. Make workforce preparation the centerpiece of this

legislation. By doing so, we believe that you will harness the considerable
energies of America's community and junior colleges toward the

accomplishment of a tangible and significant nalional goal. By doing so, you
will emphasize to our citizens that our national interests can be met through

mutual cooperation and support of business and postsecondary education. By
doing so, you can be assured that the lives of millions of citizens will be

enhanced significantly as we meet the challenge of economic competition. The
attached chart shows the benefit that comes with securing an associates
degree.

Unfortunately, we are not educating our citizenry fast enough. The second chart
shows that other nations' wages are rising faster than ours. Between 1975 and
1988, Japanese woricers wages increased twice as fast as the wages of the
average American.

When inflation is factored into the equation, American wages have actually

declined since 1969 as the third chart plainly shows. The purchasing power of
the typical American paycheck dropped about 13 percent in the 20 years

between 1969 and 1989.
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We need to invest more in the training of our workers. The last chart shows that
while American spends less than 1 percent of our Gross Domestic Product on
training, our competitors spend 2 to 8 times as much. As a resutt, their workers
can design and build products we need, products like the Patriot missile, vital
parts of which were produced by Japanese technicians.

Senator Simon, members of the committee, community colleges have already
created the support structure for the training and retraining of workers to take
place. An extensive study of our efforts was undertaken last year under the title

of Technology Transfer. A copy of that report is being provided to you. By
giving a priority to workforce training in the Higher Education Act, you will gain
the benefit of joining Federal support to our institutions' efforts that are already

in place. We can make a immediate and significant impact on the strength of
our industries and on the lives of their workers.

When Americans are convinced that education is the key to a better and more

secure life, they will support increased spending for higher education. By
starting the Higher Education Act with an article devoted to job preparation and
economic competitiveness, your Committee will create support for an effective,
welMunded Higher Education Act for the 1990s.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify!
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DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE MONTHLY EARNINGS
BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL - 1984 & 1987
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Other Nations' Wages
Are Rising Faster Than Ours
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The Economic Cliff:
Earnings Axe Declining
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Other Nations Invest More
In Employment And Training Policies
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Senator SIMON. I thank you. Thank you for your testimony.

I saw an article in one of the morning papers about the trade
deficit. Ultimately you have to pay for a trade deficit just like you

have to pay for any other debt. 'You pay for it in one of two ways,
by lowering our standard of living, as the one chart showed, or increasing the productivity of our workers. Clearly the better answer
is to increase the productivity of our workers.
I will look forward to reading that folder you are going to give
me when this is over. But specifically when you talk about a greater stress on workforce preparation, you mean what, in terms of the
statute?
Ms. BLACKMAN. On the training and retraining of the workforce,
technology. I could give you a couple examples of the type of things
that we are doing at Lincoln Land and outlying districts that could
possibly help you.
Senator SIMON. I understand what Lincoln Land and others are
doing. I guess what I'm looking for in terms of our reauthorization,
and you might talk to your colleagues, I would be interested in how
we encourage that technology training and retraining. Retraining
is increasingly going to be part of our lives.
Ms. BLACKMAN. Absolutely.
Senator SIMON. Because today's skill is going to be an outdated
skill tomorrow. So anything specific that you can get to us I would
be very interested in that.
Ms. BLACKMAN. OK, I will get to the community college presidents and see what we can bring you.
Senator SIMON. Great. Miss Lawrentz, I may be incorrect in my
impression but the reason I ask you how many Illinois colleges are
participating in cooperative education, I have the impression that,
for example, the New England region is moving ahead much more
rapidly on cooperative education than we are in the midwest. Am I
incorrect in that impression?
Ms. LAWRENTZ. You are correct. Historically Northeastern University specifically has been the flagship operation for cooperative
education and that whole eastern region is very tied in, The midwest is a little slow in catching up.
On the other hand, if you take industries such as Caterpillar.
General Motors out of Detroit and nliNjor employers, IBM, Motorolla, are more and more tuned in to co-op than they were five or 10
years, certainly more than 10 years ago. We are catching up not
with the east coast and I don't think we ever will be, because there
is a history there. What's happening in our region in Illinois and
the midwest is people are looking at it beyond just the engineering
model, which I think is a major advantage, although only 2 percent
of the total college population participates. There is an increasingly
greater number of students, even here in Illinois, who are becoming involved in the colleges,
Senator SIMON. Mr. Beckwith, do you want to comment on this?
Mr. BECKWITH. I would be glad to, Senator.

Higher education is becoming significantly more important both
to employers and relative to development of the workforce because
the job roles are changing today. Jobs are no longer mechanically
repeating one task after another. Employers are looking for employees who are critical thinking, who can work independently
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from immediate supervisory direction, work as a team. These are
unique kind of skills that come across in higher education.
Motorolla, for example, is committed to 100 percent perfection in
its product. It reaches out then to those institutions that are developing those people who can function more independently and yet
in a team effect. And I think that's why we are seeing more cooper-

ative education at the higher education end and that's why we
must invest to continue competing in the world market and do it

better than the rest of the world.
Senator SmioN. In your comments, Mr. Beckwithand I couldn't

agree more with what you had to sayunfortunately the media
tends to focus on a proprietary school that has abused the trust,
and there have been those that clearly have abused the trust.
Ms. BECKWITH. That's right.

Senator SIMON. But in terms of reaching down to minorities and

women particularly, and giving them an opportunity to join the

middle class, the proprietary schools have really done an exception-

al job. There are good schoolsand they don't fit into Title VIII,

Miss Lawrentz. Arthur Anderson, for example, has a campus in Illinois that is just an astounding example of this.
Mr. BECKWITH. St. Charles.

Senator SIMON. Yes. I have been there. Arthur Anderson, a
worldwide organization, spends an average of $7,000 per employee
on training each year. You know, this is why Arthur Anderson is
successful. You take a look at what they are investing in their employeee . It is really amazing.
Any final words of wisdom that the three of you? I understand
that there may be others here who would just like to add a word or

two, and it will have to be brief but we would be happy to hear
from others. First, let me just ask each of you the same question I

asked two or three of the earlier witnesses. If you could just do one

thing in the Higher Education Act Reauthorization what would
you do? Mr. Beckwith?

Mr. BECKWITH. I think I would strengthen the opportunity for
more young people to have access to higher education in order to
bring them up to the kind of workforce standards you need in the
workforce today, which almost requires a college degree of some
sort, or postsecondary education. And we've got to be giving Eaten-.
tion to that important sector of that education.
I think the Federal Government has a continuing major role and
it needs to reemphasize that.
Senator SIMON. At. the end of World War II, the average worker
in the United States needed a fourth grade education. Today you
need on the average a ninth grade education and it's going up constantly.
Miss Lawrentz.
Ms. LAWRENTE. I would increase Title VIII funding from $17 million to $45 million, specifically based on Caterpillar as one of our

major employers, who now hireshas hired 59 of their past 60 co-

op students. This is very, very typical of the co-op program.

Increase funding, increase higher education participation, im-

prove our workforce readiness.
Senator SIMON. Miss Blackman.

J*0)
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MS. BLACKMAN. I would strengthen the link between the econo-

my and education by increasing the funding. I will have to admit
that's one of the waysvery difficult for me to say one because I
have been an educator in my past life of nineteen years and I see
so many places that need changes.
Senator SIMON. All right, thank you, all three of you.
Mr. BECKWITH. Yes, sir.

Senator SIMON. If there are others who want to, we will just have
to limit you to about 2 minutes per person. If you want to testify
on anything, you can go to the microphone and give us your name
and your background. I am going to cut each of you off at 2 minutes, I hate to say. I see you have statements. You are all prepared.

We will enter your full statements in the record and we will start
with you then.
Ms. Cox. My name is Linda Cox. I am a student at the Cooking

Hospitality--

Senator SIMON. Can you spell for the reporter your last name?
Ms. Cox. C-o-x
Senator SIMON. OK.

Ms. Cox. I am a student at the Cooking Hospitality Institute of
Chicago. My family and I are residents of Champaign and have
been for 9 years. For the past four and a half years my husband
and I have owned and operated the Great American Seafood Company, which is a fresh food market in Champaign. We have three
children, ages 18, 14 and 9, and they go to the local schools.

I am considered somewhat of an expert cook when it comes to
anything that swims but my knowledge of other culinary things is
somewhat lacking. Many of my customers have a lot more knowledge of cooking than I have ever had and the best way to increase
that was through special training.
I was real excited about the prospect of going back to school and
I knew that in the long run it would improve my business. I knew I
would need some type of financial aid in order to complete my
studies. My husband and I considered ourselves very typical blue
collar workers and with three children still in school, additional
funds for continuing my education were just not part of our budget.
I was thrilled to find out that my dream of going back to school
was not to be erased simply because we did not have the money
available. As I was to find out, access to financial aid made a tremendous difference to me. After completing my application process
at the Cooking Hospitality Institute of Chicago, I spoke with the financial aid officer who helped me figure out my eligible status. I
was able to get the guaranteed student loan and SLS.

Certainly a first--

Senator SIMON. May I ask you the question, if you ask just, how
would you like to improve the program?
Ms. Cox. Make it more available, I heard some people say about

for the younger ones. Make it for the older ones also. I want my
plumber to be just as educated in his field as I want my lawyer to
be in his field and I think all technical institutes deserve all the
funding that they can get.
Senator SIMON. And your point about older students needing
that help is absolutely valid. And I might add, We have been talking about loans and grants.
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They had a commission some years ago, called the Grace Commission, that indicated that the government expenses in loans, because we subsidize interest and pay for defaults, are appreciably
greater than you initially think. It sounds very good, but the cost
long-term is a very substantial one. Yes, if we can have a copy of

your statement for the record--

Ms. Cox. Yes, sir.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cox follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. Cox

Senator Simon and members of the Committee, good morning. My name is Linda

Cox and I am a student at The cooking and Hospitality Institute of Chicago. My
family and I have been residents of Champaign for nine years.
For the past four and one-half years, my husband and I have owned and operated
the Great American Seafood Company, a fresh fish market in Champaign. Our children, ages 18, 14, and 9 go to the local Champaign public schools.
About a year ago, I decided I really wanted to go to school to get additional educa-

tion and training in order to improve the business. Specifically, I wanted to learn
more about food preparation and I wanted to be able to better serve my customers.
My husband and I are fortunate that our business is doing well and has continued
to grow during the last four years, but I felt that it certainly could be better. Going

back to school would teach me the skills I needed to expand my knowledge base and
improve the business.
Although I was excited about the prospect of going back to school, and knew that

in the long run it would improve my business, I knew I would need some type of
financial aid in order to complete my studies. My husband and I consider ourselves
very typical "blue-collar" workers, and with three children still in school, additional
funds for continuing my education were just not part of our budget.

I was thrilled to find out that my dream of going back to school was not to be
erased simply because we did not have the money available. As I was to find out,
access to financial aid made a tremendous difference to me.
After completing the application process at The Cooking and Hospitality Institute
of Chicago, I spoke with a financial aid officer who helped me figure out my eligibility status and explained to me my responsibilities for receiving aid.

Fortunately, I was able to get both a Guaranteed Student Loan and an SIBSupplemental Loans for Studentsto complete my education.
Once all the paperwork was completed, I began the 600 hour course. Twice a
week, over the course of one year, I make the two and a half hour commute to Chicago to go to class. The program I am enrolled in is called Professional Cooking. At
the end of the year, when I complete the programwhich I anticipate doing successfullyI will receive a certificate of completion from the school.
Certainly, your first question would be why don't I just go to the very fine university right in my community. After exploring my options and discussing it with my
family, I knew the Institute offered the best and most appropriate education and
training for me. And, although the nights I have class my family eats at Taco Bell,
they are behind me 100 percent. Of course, five nights a week they get pretty terrific food now that I am constantly learning new things.

I have also been able to offer better service at my own market. I used to feel
somewhat inadequate when I couldn't answer my customers' questions, but now I
have a great deal more confidence because of the knowledge I am gaining at the
Institute. My customers appreciate the effort I make toward educating them about

their purchases, and when I complete my course, I will be offering cooking classes to
my customers who have been requesting them for years.
Prior to attending the Cooking and Hospitality Institute, I never had any type of
post-high school education, but now I feel as if I'Ire learned so much just because of
the exposure to this type of learning environment.
I understand that Congress is now considering how it will be handling financial
aid, and whether or not students who attend private career schools should be eligible. I would like to say that all students should be able to benefit from the opportunities that a post-high school education has to offer. All students, young or old, at-

tending a career school or a traditional 4-year school, should be able to get the financial aid they need to not only fulfill their dreams but to become more productive
members of society.
Thank you.
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Mr. STEWARD. Randy Steward.

Senator SIMON. Can you give us your last name for the record?
Mr. STEWARD. S-t-e-w-a-r-d.

Senator SIMON. OK, what's your first name?
Mr. STEWARD. Randy.

Senator SIMON. Randy Steward. OK.
Mr. STEWARD. I am a student at Universal Technical Institute. It

is in Glendale Heights. It is a suburb of Chicago. I graduated from
high school last year. I came off a family farm outside of Peoria,
more around the Galesburg area. I looked around at all the schools
around the home and nothing really struck my fancy of what I
wanted. I looked around and Universal Technical Institute offered
what I was looking for. I went there. I don't commute every day. I
had to get housing there. It costs a little more. Through financial
aid I was able to afford that. It's given me the indepth training
that I was really looking for.
Senator SIMON. What are you studying?
Mr. STEWARD. Automotive and diesel technology. I look for going

back home after I get out of school and using that on the farm and
getting another job besides. I am still leaning toward the family
farm. My family and I looked in depth at all the schools and we
found that that was the best school and the financial aid was there
for it.
Senator SIMON. All right. And without student aid would you be
able to go to that school?
Mr. STEW D. NO, I wouldn't.
Senator SaMON. And with that it means that you are going to be
prepared to earn more, pay more taxes, pay my salary.
Mr. STEWARD. Yeah.

Senator SIMON. Well, we appreciate your testimony.

Are there others who would like to just get a word or two in
here.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. STEWARD

Senator Simon and members of the Committee, good morning. My name is Randy

Steward and I am a student at the Universal 'Technical Institute in Glendale

Heights in suburban Chicago. I am honored to speak to you today about my education at U.T.I.
Last year I graduated from Galva High School in Galva, IL. Galva, for those of
you who aren't familiar with the area, is a small farming community just outside of
Peoria, nearly two hours away from Glendale Heights.
My family owns and operates a 680-acre farm in Galva, and that, in part, is why I
chose to attend the Universal Technical Institute.
As a high school senior, I knew I wanted to continue working on my family farm
once I graduated, but I also knew I wanted to learn skills that I could one day use
off the farm. So, my family and I did a great deal of research in order to figure out
my best options.

-1

We looked at a number of schools nearby, but none of them really fulfilled my
needs, so we started to look a little further out. Fortunately, we learned about the
Universal Technical Institute and what it had to offer.
U.T.I. offered a great number of in-depth technical classes. Currently, I am enrolled in the automotive and diesel technology program. After I complete the course
(which I anticipate doing successfully), I will receive a diploma in automotive and
diesel technology. Not only will my knowledge be useful on the farm, but employers
recognize this as a benchmark for entry-level technicians in our field, and it puts
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me one step closer to Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) certification. ASE certification is the recognized qualification standard for the transportation industry.
In addition to the full range of classes available, there was a lot of flexibility built

into the schedule, allowing me to work part time and complete my education in a

timely manner so that I could get back into the workforce and start earning a
living.

One important element of my education that is impossible for me to overlook is
the financial aid I received which allowed me the opportunity to attend U.T.I. My
financial aid includes a Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loans.
I realize I am extremely lucky to receive financial aid, yet I also realize financial
aid is a necessity for many people who want to secure an education. Once you've
made the decision to pursue your education after high school and go further than
just an entry-level job, sometimes you need help in order to realize your goals. If
you qualify academically, it would be unfair to be denied an opportunity at a better
future just because you or your parents are not in the financial position to provide
that education for you.
I am well aware the Congress is reconsidering the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act which determines how dollars will be distributed to students seeking
a postsecondary education. As a private career school student who has learned a

great deal alreadyand is looking forward to learning monI urge Congress to

give other students the same opportunity that I have had.
I know I am not only speaking for myself but for others, including my family,
when I say that the education we are receiving is worthwhile. It will help not only
make our farming lives better, it will have a positive effect on society.
Thank you for allowing me to share my views with you this morning. I would also
like to give you a letter from my mother in Galva; she also wanted you to know how
important my educational choice was to the family.
Galva, IL, May 1,1,1991.
SENATOR PAUL SIMON

Committee on Labor and Human Relations
HONORABLE SENATOR SIMON: My name is Joyce Steward and I have a son, Randall, attending Universal Technical Institute in Glendale Heights, IL. I am writing
this letter to urge you and your committee not to cut financial aid to vocational
institutions and to possibly push for better accreditation for these institutions.
My son, though intelligent, having the ability to receive above average grades,
had no interest in attending a 4-year college. He had always had high interest' in
mechanics and when he took a mechanical aptitude test he ranked in the upper 90
percentile range. Before testing we thought although he seemed to enjoy working on
engines and other mechanical objects, possibly he did not have the aptitude for this
type of occupation. After testing we knew he had to further his education in this
field. He could have gone to community college but it did not offer him the intensified training he needed and wanted.
We discussed all aspects of attending a vocational institution: Did it give the desired education? What was the cost of the education? Was financial aid available?
When Universal Technical Institute filled all these needs-the decision was made. Financial aid was a very large factor in the decision to attend this institution. Had it
not been available my son would not have been able to attend; since we would not
have been financially equipped to fund his education.
The Higher Education Act of 1965 set aside funds for low-income families to
enable their children to further their education; thus giving them a chance to raise
their future financial well-being and self-esteem. These funds should be available to
vocational institutions as well as state colleges and universities. Not all students
want or need a 4-year college education to perform their chosen occupation. Vocational institutions fill this need. Educational training from these institutions make
the world go round. If financial aid is cut to these institutions it would have adverse
affects on all our lives. Cutting financial did would return this country to the position that only the financially well-off could further their children's education;and a

lot of intelligence and capability would be lost.
Respectively submitted,

JOYCE STEWARD
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Chicago, IL, May .9, 19.91.
SENATOR SIMON

Senate Sub-Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
Springfield, IL.
DEAR SENATOR SIMON: My son Sam graduated high school last year and had been
diagnosed with a learning disability. After high school he was depressed and lost
about what to do with his life. He always had an interest in cooking, so we checked
out some schools and decided on the Cooking & Hospitality Institute of Chicago. He
enrolled in their 6 month professional cooking certificate program.
At the beginning we were afraid he wasn't going to make it because he had difficulty finishing his homework. The school arranged a tutor for him and the teachers
were all so helpful that things got much better. They even helped him take his tests
verbally because he had trouble reading.
After 6 months, Sam graduated and was a top student. His teachers complemented him on his cooking abilities. He loved the school and his training. He even is
thinking of furthering his education. The school assisted him in finding a job and he
selected a position for this summer as a resort cook in Barefoot Bay, Wisconsin. I
cannot tell you haw happy we both are that he received this opportunity.
Sam received a Pell Grant and a Guaranteed Student Loan to help him finance
his education. If it wasn't for the Cooking & Hoepitality Institute of Chicago, he
would still be unhappy and lost. I am very grateful for Sam's happiness at finding a
career that he enjoys and that he had the opporti. .ity to go to school.

Very truly yours,

MARIA RIVERA

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. PARROTT

8 locations of Keller Graduate SchooI of

On behalf of the students enrolled in the
Management and the 9 DeVry Institutes in the U.S., DeVry Inc. is pleased to
submit the enclosed recommendations for inclusion in the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.
DeVry Inc. is a nationwide system of institutions of higher education funded with
private investment capital. Our more than 25,000 students are enrolled in programs
at the associate, bachelor's and master's degree level. All DeVry and Keller institutions are accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. Our institutions provide high
quality, career oriented, higher education programs in business and technology to a
diverse student population. The average family income of students attending DeVry
is between $24,000 and $32,000. Forty-one percent of our undergraduate student population is minority. More specific to the State of Illinois, we are a major educator of
minority students in engineering technology and computer information systems.
Thirty percent of baccalaureate degrees in computer information systems awarded

to black and hispanic students by all colleges and universities in 1988-89 were

granted by DeVry. Forty-seven percent of all bachelor's degrees in engineering and
engineering related technologies awarded to black and hispanic students in Illinois
were conferred by DeVry.
We are committed to providing highly motivated and qualified graduates to meet
the nation's workforce needs as evidenced by our undergraduate career development, strategies. and placement assistance efforts. In 1990, 93 percent of DeVry Institute graduates who actively pursued employment were placed in education related positions.
The United States has no greater opportunity with, America's current and future
generations then to educate its citizens and train a competitive workforce. This first
higher education reauthorization of the 1990's is about investing in the future of
this nation.
American higher education faces an increasingly diverse student population that
includes higher proportions of minorities, adults with family and work responsibilities, and students with inadequate levels of basic skills. Many believe that our willingness to come to grips with this may signal our country's ability to endure as a
world leader.
U.S. students are the beneficiaries of federal student financial aid funds. Federal
student aid should be used to support qualified students enrolled in quality educational programs at the varied mix of higher education institutions in this country
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without regard to the public, eleemosynary, or private investment capital sources of
funding of the institutions.
Equal treatment of students pursuing postsecondary education must be a fait accompli. No student should have less access or less choice based on his/her choice of

an authorized accredited and eligible institution of higher education. For this
reason, DeVry does not support any attempt to establish separate laws or regulations based on institutional sector. DeVry believes that consistent performance

based guidelines should be established to assist all institutions in the sound administration of their educational and financial aid programs. Anything else is as unequal
today as it was 37 years ago when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that separate 'but
equal is inherently unequal.
Our comments focus on the important topic of restoring accountability and integrity in the student aid programs.
No student should have to be concerned about the integrity of an institution of
higher education that he or she chooses.
One of the most important issues facing higher education and the nation at large,
is how to restore accountability and integrity to the student aid programs without
precluding needy students from receiving the education they need and deserve and
without preventing quality institutions from providing necessary educational services that foster productive and contributing citizens. The future of this nation depends on an educated workforce.
In the past two years, both the Congress and the U.S. Department of Education
initiated rules to restore integrity in the enhanced administration. We believe that
these significant initiatives have already reduced exploitation in higher education
and the number of future defaults in the student loan program.
We also believe that these preventive measures are more effective and less costly
than aft.er the fact punishment. However, the postsecondary education community
must remain at the forefront of restoring public and congressional confidence in the
federal student aid programs and in our institutions. We believe the solution is
within our reach. Equal and fair performance based, not sector based, criteria must
be developed and used to determine which institutions should participate in Title IV

programs and to determine their level of participation. It is vital that any plan
based on performance include the development of effective and equitable criteria
and the ability of the Department of Education and others to manage and enforce
the plan.
The problems of a few should not erase the continuous service and work of the
many. iks Senator Nunn's sub-committee staff stated in its February 20, 1990 testimony"It is important to note early on that while we are convinced that waste,
fraud, and abuse exist in the operations of these programs, we are not condemning
every individual, agency, or educational institutions associated with these programs.
While fraud and abuse involving federal student aid programs has grown substantially, the number of schools, students, lenders, and others involved in this process
remain honest. Without the student aid programs, it is undoubtedly true that many
Americans would not have been able to better themselves through higher edte..
tion." The continuation of these vitally needed student aid programs has been weakened by flawed state licensing, accreditation, and federal eligibility, certification,
and program review processes.
While we believe the concept of the TRIAD remains sound, it is clear to us that

reform, not 'revision of' the TRIAD, is necessary to ensure institutional integrity.
1. Establishment of minimum acceptable standards for federal acceptance of the
state autherization/license as a prerequisite for Title IV eligibility.
While the primary function of the state authorization or license may be to protect
student consumers and to monitor business practices, under current procedures
there is no assurance that this occurs in a consistent manner. The state authorizetion/licensing process varies substantially from state to state, frequently encroaches
in areas more properly governed through the accreditation process, may be fragmented among several agencies within the individual state, and is not subject to any
minimum federal standards or guidelines.
Although the state authorization/license is a prerequisite for schools' eligibility to
participate in U.S. Department of Education programs, USED has little knowledge
of or control over the standards and procedures utilized by the state agencies. Nor
does it currently possess the explicit authority to determine what the state authorization/license should represent. Unlike accrediting agencies, which must meet the
Department's regulatory standards in order to be recognized by the Secretary, the
state agencies are subject to no minimum standards whatsoever. This lack of uniform standards limits the reliance which can be placed on state approval. If the
state authorization/license is to represent a meaningful prerequisite for federal in-
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stitutional eligibility, it should at very least be subject to some consistent standards
of acceptability.
authorize, liSeveral critical factors complicate the ability of state agencies tofrom
all sectors
institutions
cense and efficiently monitor the myriad postsecondary
under their jurisdictions. We believe that coordination among the various agencies
is critical to assuring proper exercise of the state's licensing and policing functions
and to permit the federal government and the accrediting bodies to reasonably rely
on the states to carry out their responsibilities. It is our opinion that one person
must be held responsible for implementing the state's role.
We believe the Congress should enact a procedure under the Higher Education
Act similar to the section 706 deferral process under Title VII of the Civil Rights
allocated according to a forAct of 1964. Under this process, federal postsecr-idary
funds would beinstitutions
in the state, to a
mula, based on the number of eligible
single state official, e.g. the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEE0).
States would be eligible to receive this funding if they met established conditions.
2. Establishment of minimum acceptable standards for federal approval of accrediting agencies used prerequisite for Title IV eligibility.
Kenneth Young, one of the founders of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) and a prolific author on the subject of accreditation, has articulated six
major purposes of accreditation: "fostering excellence, encouraging, improvement,
assuring public that institutions have appropriate objectives which they are capable
of accomplishing, providing technical assistance, encouraging diversity of institutions and programs and protecting institutions from encroachments on academic
freedom."
We believe there is a need for the criteria that the Department of Education uses
in recognizing accrediting agencies to focus both on the procedure used by the
agency in the recognition process, as well as the content of some of the standards
setwithout raising questions related to federal interference with educational decision-making.

The primary focus of the accrediting bodies related to the eligibility process is to
ensure reliable authority relating to the quality of the educational program and the
overall quality of the institution through which that program is offered.
The success of the accrediting body to make determinations on educational effectiveness relies largely on the concpt of peer review. In order for the accrediting
body to carry out its role and mr.:ntain its focus of educational effectiveness, it must
be reasonable independent of the activities of associations to which its members
belong.
3. Establishment of validation criteria in the eligibility, certification, and program
review processes of the U.S. Department of Education to assure institutional accountability for the administration of Title IV propams.
On February 14, 1990, the Office of Inspector General issued a paper reviewing
the Department's processes for recognizing accrediting agencies, determining eligibility for institutional participation in Title IV funds, and certifying institutions as
being administratively and financially capable to participate in federal student assistance programs. The paper identified a number of weaknesses in the Department
of Education's processes resulting in institutions inappropriately being determined
to be eligible to apply for participation in the programs.
A review of the procedures, however, points out that the current regulations in
CFR 668 appear to be sufficient to ensure that eligible institutions who are financially and administratively capable are participating in the student financial aid
programs. The data is available to ascertain an institution's effectiveness. Recent
additions to the staff have enhanced the Department's ability to make a determinaaption of administrative ability and financial soundness. The remaining `problem
pears to lie in follow-up procedures, whereby the information provided by the institution, which may appear sound on paper during the application process, is never
validate-I until some point down the road when the school could already be in trouto screen out those institutions
ble. The procedures are not currently designed
which should not be participating in the federal programs, nor do they adequately
address rapid growth, change in ownership, or provide for timely monitoring of administrative capability and/or financial solvency. Therefore, we propose procedures
for the eligibility and certification process which assure that verified documentation
and information is used to determine an institution's eligibility and certification for
Title IV aid.
The U.S. Department of Education coAlduct a number of different monitoriiv
tivities designed to insure compliance. The Department's program review offices
conduct on-site reviews. However, given the large number of eligible institutic s
and resource limitations in personnel and funds, it is apparent that the Department
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should focus its time and effort on institutions based on objective standard criteria
which may suggest risk to the federal student aid programs.
Concerns relative to educational quality, financial stability, and compliance with
rules may occur in only one part of the. TRIAD. Therefore, It is vital that information is shared and that there is a central depository of such, information.
Our proposals are designed to preserve integrity and to restore public confidence
in the student financial aidprograms. The solution is to control access to Title IV
funds, to properly monitor institutional performance, and to exclude abusers from
participation.

Finally, according to Barbara Holmes of the Education Commission of the

States"If the country is to sustain a place of significance in a global economy, an
educated .workf*rce drawn from all segments of society and educated to a level
higher than that of the current workforce is a key imredient. To accomplish this,
the funding and delivery and accessibility to quality education need to be examined
in light of workforce requirements and the nation'Ei economic development needs."
With this reauthorization we must invest in America's children to ensure America's future.
Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony. Enclosed are DeVry's detailed reauthorization proposals, including legislative language for inclusion in the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.
These recommendations focus on:
(1) Maintenance of access, choice, and equal educational opportunity.
(2) Restoration of institutional accountability and integrity.

(3) Simplification of the student aid delivery system to ensure fair and equitable
distribution of Title IV funds to needy students.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BUSHAW

Mr. Chairman, members of the panel, and friends, my name is Bill Bushaw. I am
the Director of Financial Aid at Western Illinois University, a school with an enrollment of over 13,000 students. Approximately 70 percent of those students receive
financial assistance amounting to 26 million dollars annually.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity to present testimony at the Reauthorization Hearings held here in Springfield, IL. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your support of higher education and for your initiative here as we embark on the very important business of Reauthorization.
Student aid programs have grown dramatically over the past 30 years. Overall,

the programs are fundamentally sound, have merit, and are accomplishing their
purpose. Change, nevertheless, is needed. The change I wish to note is not with the

programs but with the process and the rules and regulations governing the pro-

grams.

SIMPLIFIED APPLICATION PROCESS

The financial aid process is viewed by the public and students as complex and

confusing. Indeed the process is overwhelming. Let me give an example.
In 1981-82, the application consisted of 78 questions and 10 pages of instructions
with the necessary signatures obtained at the end of the application. In 1991-92, the
application contains 118 questions and 13 pages of instructions with the signature
confusingly placed mid-way through the application.

It is amazing that individuals ever wind their way through the application process. Furthermore, it is no wonder that a great many applications either contain
errors or else are incomplete, particularly with the signature block located mid-way
through the application. It is estimated that at least 50 percent of the applications
require correction. Moreover, each correction requires a follow-up which is viewed
by the student as an unnecessary hassle by the institution.
LESS CONFUSING DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENT STATUS NEEDED

The 1986 Higher Education Amendments redefined the Independent student definition. While established with a proper focus, the definition is particularly unwieldy
for those under the age of 24 whose dates for documenting resources varies by year

assistance was first received. Currently, questions relating to independent status

cover two-thirds of a page. If the definition remains unchanged, the number of questions will continue to expand and the application and instructions will become even
longer and more complicated.
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REVISE THE STUDENT CONTRIBUTION EXPECTATION

The student contribution should be derived using a reasonable expectation of

available resources and not as a rationing device for the distribution of scarce funds.
The current assessment rate of 70 percent on student earnings is an unrealistic expectation of ability to contribute. In addition, the current approach is a strong disincentive for working and in fact, sends a message that it is better not to work.
I have an example to illustrate what has been said. Attached is a letter from the
parent of a prospective student. The parent is a single parent making an extremely
modest income. The prospective student worked and no doubt helped support the
family. In addition, the student will be leaving the job to attend college.
Under the current system, the student is not eligible for as much grant and state
scholarship assistance as would be provided to a student from that typical family
income level. In addition, any adjustments that could be made would be done after
the fact and with still more hassle to the family. Finally, even at that, only more
loan or institutional aid would be possible. Needless to say, the student is not enrolling. Also, please note the anger and frustration expressed. Unfortunately, it is misdirected toward the institution. Even more unfortunate, letters of this type are becoming commonplace.
LOAN ORIGINATION FEE

Much was made a few years ago of a "free" form. Few issues in financial aid have
engendered more emotion. Those strongly advocating the "free" form did so because
the application fee was a barrier for access to higher education.
Where are those advocates now? Isn't it ironic that a $5.50 fee received so much

attention while a fee ranging from $131$375 has gone unnoticed. It is time we
eliminate this fee that takes money out of the pockets of needy students.
MICROMANAGEMENT OF STUDENT AID PROGRAMS

Student aid programs have become overmanaged in recent years. These rules and
regulations have been both burdensome and a nuisance. Social policy statements or
certifications such as selective service registration, drug usage, and employment eligibility verification complicate the financial aid process, while putting the institution in the role of "policeman." These "add-on" statements are unrelated to financial aid, fail to change behavior, and therefore, should be eliminated.
Likewise, several initiatives in the Stafford Loan Program are burdensome. First,
students are particularly annoyed at the recertification process during check disbursement after previously receiving a loan commitment. In addition, no overaward
tolerance is all owed similar to other aid programs. Finally, multiple disbursement
of loans for enrollment periods of less than 90 days e.g., summer sessions causes
cash management difficulties for students.
Each of these examples presents a separate set of problems for students. The first
(recertification process) gives the perception that something is being taken away.
The second (zero tolerance for Stafford loans) delays funds to students and is costly
to administer, particularly for small dollar amounts. Finally, the last (multiple disbursement for short academic terms) reflects a delay of needed funds to studentt=
until after two-thirds of the term has expired (mid-term for release by the bank; one
week for the institution to process).

Again, thank you for this opportunity to present testimony. There is plenty of

work to be done. Good luck and I wish you well as you work on the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act.
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TESTIMONY MAY 13, 1991

SENATOR SIMON, COMMITTEE ON LABOR/HUMAN RESOURCES
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
BY:

J.R. GIBSON, ED.D: PRESIDENT, ILLINOIS MEDICAL TRAINING CENTER
162 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO, IL.

60601

3121782-2061 x 35

SENATOR SIMON, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, AND ALL THOSE CONCERNED
PERSONS BOTH PRESENT AND ABSENT, WE APPRECIATE YOUR LONG STANDING
LEADERSHIP IN SUPPORTING THE DISADVANTAGED AND THEIR EFFORTS TO
EXTRACT THEMSELVES FROM THE ROLES OF PUBLIC DEPENDENCE, AND WE
APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS SOME GRAVE CONCERNS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HEA.

OUR CONCERNS FOCUS PARTICULARLY

ON AND WITH THOSE OF THE IMPOVERISHED FORGOTTON BUT GROWING SEGMENT
OF OUR SOCIETY WHO,

IN THE FACE OF A DEMANDING PUBLIC NEED FOR

THEIR ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS, AS WELL AS THEIR DEEPENING DISADVANTAGEMENT, MAY BE EVEN MORE DEPRIVED OF OPPORTUNITY AND MORE CERTAINLY
DENIED ACESS TO THEIR RIGHTS TO EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE, ECONOMIC
FUTURES AND OPPORTUNITY, IF WE ARE TO JUDGE FROM RECENT ACTIONS
OF THE USDE AND THE CONGRESS PREPARATORY TO THE REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE HEA.

SPECIrICALLY THE "KICKOUT" PROVISION ATTACHED TO THE

BUDGET RECONCILATION ACT, BY ITSELF, SPEAKS LOUD AND LONG REGARDING
DISCRIMINATING NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND INTENTIONS FOR HUNDREDS OF
PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND THE THOUSANDS OF THEIR CLIENTS SEEKING EDUCATIONAL
AND ECONOMIC BETTERMENT.

THERE ARE MANY PUNITIVE AND DISCRIMINATORY

RECENT NEW DEVICES THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED BY THE USDE.

THIS IS

JUST ONE OF THEM.

AMONG THE IMPOVERISHED MINORITY OF AMERICA AND ILLINOIS, MOST
SEEK OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT.

SOME ARE ABLE AND

WILLING TO PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR A BETTER LIFE

THROUGH EMPLOYMENT.
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FOR OTHERS, THE DAILY DEMANDS AND FORCES CONTROLLING A LIFE OF
POVERTY SIMPLY AND ABSOLUTELY PREVENT THEIR TAKING TIME 10 GO TO
SCHOOL.

THE SYSTEM THAT PUTS THEM IN POVERTY TOO OFTEN PREVENTS

THEIR ESCAPE.

FOR THOSE WHO ARE ABLE AND CAN FREE THE REQUIRED TIME FOR
TRAINING, THE CHOICE IS VERY OFTEN A PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOL.

THIS

CHOICE IS SOUND AND SPECIFIC TO THEIR NEEDS AS THEY NECESSARILY
SEEK MAXIMUM EMPLOYABILITY IN A MINIMUM OF TIME, AND PLACEMENT IN
A JOB - A FORTE OF THE PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS THAT PROVIDE 65% OF
THE NATION'S TRAINING OF ADULTS FOR WORK.
WHERE ARE THEY ABLE TO FIND THESE SCHOOLS DESIGNED TO MEET
THEIR NEEDS?

OF COURSE, ITS WHERE MOST OF THEM LIVE

METROPOLITAN AREAS.

-

IN THE INNER

THESE PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS ARE GEARED TO

SERVE A CLIENTELE WHO ARE SIMPLY NOT WELCOME OR ACCEPTED BY THE
TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE SYSTEM.

AND, AS THESE FORGOTTON

CITIZENS WELL KNOW, THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES ARE OFTEN NOT GEARED TO
MEET THEIR NEEDS FOR SUPPORT, TIMELY TRAINING ANC JOB PLACEMENT.
THE PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOL

I

REPRESENT IS TYPICAL.

WE ARE

DESIGNED TO MEET THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF THE IMPOVERISHED AND TO PREPARE
THEM FOR TECHNICAL POSITIONS IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY.
SCHOOL ENROLLS 1500 ADULTS EACH YEAR,
POVERTY LINE.
PARENTS.

OUR

98% OF WHOM ARE BELOW THE

90% ARE FEMALE AFRO AMERICANS AND 62% ARE SINGLE

THEY AVERAGE 27 YEARS OF AGE AND HAVE A HISTORICAL DE_

PENDENCE UPON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

OUR SCHOOL COMPLETES OVER 60% OF ITS ENROLLEES AND CERTIFIES
96% OT ITS GRADUATES IN POSITIONS IN THE INDUSTRY AT eTARTING
SALARIES AVERAGING $17,000/YEAR.
$40,000/YR TO START.

WE HAVE PLACED GRADUATES AT OVER

THESE RECORDS OF SCHOOL ANO STUDENT PERFORMANCE

UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER SEGMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

IF WE TRANS-

LATE THIS SCHOOL'S RECORD IN TERMS OF ECONOMICS, ALONE, EACH YEAR
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ITS GRADUATES GENERATE AN ESTIMATED 16.3 MILLION DOLLARS IN NEW
PERSONAL AND TAXABLE EARNINGS.

THESE NEW INCOMES RETURN TO THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, IN INCOME TAXES ALONE, APPROXIMATELY 2%
MILLION DOLLARS, AN ADDITIONAL 1% MILLION DOLLARS IN STATE TAXES
AND AN ADDED $330,000 IN NEW LOCAL TAXES.

ADDED TO THESE 4% MILLION

DOLLARS IN NEW TAX REVENUES IS AN ESTIMATED 2.9 MILLION DOLLARS OF
REDUCTIONS IN GENERAL ASSISTANCE COSTS.

IN SIMPLE TERMS, OUR SCHOOL'S

GRADUATES ALONE, EACH AND EVERY YEAR FOLLOWING THEIR GRADUATION,
REPAY GOVERNMENT A HUGE 7 MILLION DOLLARS

-

IN RETURN FOR A GOVERN-

MENT INVESTMENT OF 3% MILLION DOLLARS OF TITLE IV PELL AND LOAN
FUNDS TO PAY FOR THIER TRAINING.

PLEASE NOTE, WE STILL HAVEN'T

ADDED IN TO THE EQUATION THE TOTAL OF STAFFORD LOAN REPAYMENTS.
OTHER WORDS, EVEN IF THE CLIENTS OF OUR SCHOOL WERE

IN

N DEFAULT 100%

THE PUBLIC AND TAXING BOOIES WOULD STILL GAIN A RETURN ON ITS TITLE
IV INVESTMENT OF 100% - EVERY 6 MONTHS, OVER AND OVER AGAIN

!

IT IS DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE ANY VALID RATIONALE, OR EVEN A VERY

CONVOLUTED RATIONALE, THAT CAN MAKE A REASONABLE ARGU MENT FOR CUTTING TITLE IV FUNOING - OR ELIMINATING THE SCHOOLS THAT PROVIDE

THE EMPLOYABILITY FOR THESE PEOPLE SEEKING TO RISE ABOVE POVERTY
AND BECOME CONTRIBUTING SELF SUFFILLENT CITIZENS.

BEYOND THESE ARGU MENTS OF ECONOMICS, AS OVERWHELMINGLY PERSUASIVE AS THEY ARE, THERE IS ALSO WHAT WE BELIEVE TO BE AN EVEN
MORE DEMANDING OBJECTIVE.

THERE IS THE EXHILIRATION OF HUMAN EN-

TERPRISE AMONG PEOPLE WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY UNLOCKED THEIR ECONOMIC

CHAINS - AND THOSF OF THE THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN DEPENDENT UPON THEM
AND THEIR LIFE STYLE - WHO MAY THEN NOT BECOME ANOTHER GENERATION
IN THE POVERTY CYCLE, OR THE DRUG CYCLE, OR CRIME CYCLE.

gga'ar;-.7".7
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THESE ARGUEMENTS, AS WE SAID PREVIOUSLY, ARE PERSUASIVE.

IN-

DEED, THEY ARF ABSOLUTELY UNDENIABLE AND ABSOLUTELY CONCLUSIVE TO ANY
ONE OR BODY OF REASON.

AND, THEY REQUIRE NOT MORE THAN 2 OR 3% OF

THE FINANCIAL EFFORT PUT FORTH TO ASSIST THE PEOPLE OF KUWAIT AND
IRAQ,

THESE ARE OUR OWN PEOPLE

I

ADDED TO THESE ALLREADY INSISTENT CIRCUMSTANCES IS THE SUM
AND SUBSTANCE OF THE PACKER REPORT TITLED WORKPLACE 2000 JUST DE-

LI1ERED TO CONGRESS,AND THE ILLINOIS OCCUPATION PROJECTIONS FOR
1986-2000 WHICH UNDERSCORES THE VERY SERIOUS SHORTAGE OF AND HIGH
PRIV+

NEED FOR QUALIFIED HEALTH CARE WORKERS OF THE KIND OUR

SCHOOL PRODUCES; AND THE PRIORITIES SET FORTH BY THE ILLINOIS BOARD
OF HIGHER EDUCATION, THREE OF THE FOUR OF WHICH CALL FOR GREATER
ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION BY THE MINORITY SEGMENTS OF OUR SOCIETY;
AND THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 14TH AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION THAT IS
RDUTINELY VIOLATED BY SCHEMES AND DEVICES AIMED AT SHUTTING DOWN
THE SCHOOLS OF CHOICE OF THOSE IN SEARCH OF A BETTER FUTURE; AND
THE CATEGORICAL CONTRADICTION BY THE USDE OF ITS OWN SECRETARY'S
AND THE PRESIDENT URGENT REQUEST - NO, THEIR DEMAND - THAT BIGOTRY
IN HIGHER EDUCATION BE ABRUPTLY ENDED; AND THE PRESIDENT'S OWN

NATIONAL PRIORITY CALL FOR FREE AND UNINHIBITED CHOICE OF SCHOOLS
AS STATED ON FEB. 6,

1991; AND, ON AND ON.

THE PLANS AND DEVICES BY WHICH THE CONGRESS AND THE USDE INTEND AND HAVE ALLREADY BEGUN TO SHUT DOWN HUNDREDS OF PRIVATE
CAREER SCHOOLS, OUR OWN INCLUDED, ON GROUNDS OF AN INCOHERENT LABEL
OF "INSTITUTIONAL COHORT DEFAULT RATE", IS NOTHING SHORT OF INCREDIBLE, JUST AS IS THE ILLINOIS DETERMINATION TO CONTINUE DENYING
ACCESS TO STATE MONETARY AWARD PROGRAM FUNDS BY ELIGIBLE CITIZENS
ON GROUNDS OF SChOOL CHOICE. AIONE.
SOMEHOW, THESE PLANS AND 1L.10ES ARE JUSTIFIED BY PROJECTED
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"COST SAVINGS" - AND DRIVEN BY WHAT IS CLAIMED TO BE A HEROIC
PUTTING TO AN END THE GHASTLY DEMON OF FRAUD AMONG "HIGH DEFAULT
RATE SCHOOLS".

IT

IS PEOPLE, BORROWERS, WHO DEFAULT, NOT SCHOOLS.

SCHOOLS HAVE LITTLE CONTROL OVER LOAN PERFORMANCE AFTER A STUDENT
LEAVES.

A DEFAULT RATE IS A CHARACTERISTIC OF A STUDENT BODY AND

ITS CULTUPES AND CIRCUMSTANCES, NOT A CHARAC.ERISTIC OF A SCHOOL.
JUST POSSIBLY THE FRAUD, IF ANY HAS BEEN COMMITTED,

IS ON THE PART

OF A SYSTEM THAT FORCES PEOPLE WHOS CIRCUMSTANCES DISQUALIFY THEM
EVEN FOR A CHECKING ACCOUNT, TO TAKE OUT A LOAN, FORCES ADDED TO
BY CONVENIENCE ELIMINATION OF LEGISLATED PELL GRANT INCREASES,
YEAR AFTER YEAR.
BEEN FRAUD?

WE HAVE TO ASK REALISTICALLY, WHERE HAS THERE

WHAT COULD REASONABLY BE PROJECTED AS A LOAN PERFOR-

MANCE PATTERN AMONG PEOPLE WHO HAVE LIVED IN A POVERTY CULTURE FOR
YEARS AND GENERATIONS ?

ANY BANKER COULD PROVIDE A REASONABLE

PREDICTION.

YES, THERE ARE SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS
THE GOVERNMENT.

WHO SET OUT TO DEFRAUD

AND, YES THEY SHOULD BE SHUT DOWN.

BUT, THEY

CANNOT BE IDENTIFIED BY AN INSTITUTIONAL COHORT DEFAULT RATE, PARTICULARLY AS REPORTED BY A FED. DEPARTMENT THAT ADMITTEDLY HAS A
VERY NOISY DATA BASE A 0 F'jN WORSE DATA SOURCES.

YES, AND THERE

ARE BAD SCHOOLS AND PEOPLE COMMITTING FRAUD UNDER THE CLOAK OF RESPECTABILITY IN LOW DEFAULT RATE SCHOOLS, AS WELL.
SENATOR SIMON, THE USDE AND THE CONGRESS ARE NOT ELIMINATING
SCHOOLS - AN EFFORT THEY POINT AT WITH PRIDE FOR PUBLIC EDIFICATION;
THEY ARE ELIMINATING PEOPLE, AND THE FUTURES OF THOSE PEOPLE AND
THEIR CHILDREN, AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIETY THAT THEY CAN AND
WILL MAKE IF GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY.
LET'S CONSIDER THE ONE ALL IMPORTANT BUDGET REDUCTION GOAL
OF THE CONGRESS THAT MAY BE DRIVING SOME OF THIS EDUCATIONAL CARNAGE.
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WE"VE ALLREADY POINTED OUT THAT EVERY DOLLAR OF TITLE IV FUNDS INVESTED IN PEOPLE, NO MATTER HOW EXTENSIVE THEIR RATE OF DEFAULT,
TWO DOLLARS ARE RETURNED TO THE GOVERNMENT EVERY YEAR.

REASON

ENOUGH TO VOID SUCH AN OBJECTIVE.
BUT, EVEN IF THE OBVIOUS DIDN'T PREVAIL AND WASN'T CONVINCING,
THE CONGRESS SHOULD TAKE NOTE OF AN ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF HIGHER
EDUCATION REPORT THAT STATES DEMAND FOR STUDENT LOANS IN ILLINOIS
DROPPED 17% LAST YEAR - A YEAR IN WHICH HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT
GREW BY 4%.
SIMILAR

NOW, IF WE CAN REASON THAT OTHER STATES HAVE EXPUIENCED

REDUCTIONS IN LOAN DEMAND, ISN'T THE CONGRESSIONAL TARGET

TARGETING AND DISENFRANCHISEMENT OF

IF IT IS, MUST THE FRANTIC

AND,

OF GSL REDUCTIONS ALLREADY IN HAND?

MINORITY PEOPLE IN PURSUIT OF

BETTER LIVES AND FUTURES CONTINUE?

IS THERE ANY FURTHER NEED FDR

THIS CONTINUED DENIAL?

IN 37 YEARS OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP IN ILLINOIS,
I

HAVE RARELY BEEN WITNESS TO SO UNREASONED, UNJUST AND ILLEGAL A
THERE CAN BE LITTLE DOUBT

DEPRIVATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY.

THAT THE SUITS BEING READIED ON BE HALF OF THE SCHDOLS AND CITIZEN
STUDENTS TARGETED FOR ELIMINATION, WILL SUCCEED IF THE 14TH CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ISN"T REPEALED

IN THE INTERIM.

SENATOR SIMON, YOU MUST KNOW THAT WE FEEL VERY STRONGLY ABOUT
WHAT IS HAPPENING, THE REASONING OR LACK THEREOF FOR IT, AND HOW
THE PLAN IS BEING IMPLEMENTED.

IT IS CATEGORICALLY WRONG,AS IS THE

MANNER IN WHICH THE USDE IS ATTEMPTING TO DRIVE PRIVATE CAREER
SCHOOLS OUT OF EXISTANCE.

WE DO NOT INTEND TO FILE OUR CONCERNS TODAY WITHOUT OFFERING
RECOMMENDATIONS,

WE URGENTLY RECOMMEND THAT:

'

00
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PEOPLE WHO TAKE OUT GAURANTEED LOANS BE PERSUED TO REPAY THEM
BY ALL LEGAL AND PROPER MEANS INCLUDING INCOME TAX REFUND
FORFEITURE, NOTICE TO EMPLOYERS AND TO CREDITORS ETC. IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW AND CIVIL RIGHTS.

2.

PELL GRANTS FOR THE IMPOVERISHED SHOULD BE INCREASED REGULARLY
AND MAINTAINED AT A LEVEL EQUIVALENT AT LEAST TO THE AVERAGE
COST OF AN ACADEMIC YEAR'S TUITION - AND DENIED FOR TWO YEARS

OR MORE TO ANYONE WHO HAS COMPLETED A TRAINING PROGRAM PAID
PARTLY OR IN FULL BY PELL FUNDS OR WHO IS IN DEFAULT ON A GSL.
3.

WHERE FRAUD IS SHOWN TO HAVE OCCURED BY A SCHOOL OR BY A RECIPIENT OF TITLE IV, WHERE DUE PROCESS IS APPLIED, THAT PERSON
OR SCHOOL SHOULD BE DENIED PARTICIPATION IN THE HEA PROGRAMS.

4.

PERSONS SHDULD BE IDENTIFIED BY THE FACT OF THEIR DEFAULT.

5.

SCHOOLS SHOULD BE IDENTIFIED BY SUCH INSTITUTIONALLY CONTROLL-

ABLE PARAMETERS AS COMPLETION RATES, AND PLACEMENT RATES THAT
ARE VERIFIABLE, AND STUDENT RATINGS OF THE SCHOOL, ETC. AND
ACCREDITATION ETC.
6.

SHOULD THE INSTITUTIONAL COHORT DEFAULT RATE SOMEHOW PERSIST

AS A RATING TOOL, THAT DEFAULT RATE SHOULD BE MITIGATED OR
ADJUSTED BY A FACTOR DESCRIPTIVE OF THE PROPORTION OF THE
SCHOOL'S STUDENT BODY THAT IS PELL-ELIGIBLE OR IMPOVERISHED.
I

RECENTLY SENT YOU SUCH A RECOMMFNDATION WITH RATIONAL AND

SUGGESTED ADJUSTMENT FACTORS - AND WILL AGAIN COPY YOU IF YOU
WISH.
7.

ALL STUDENT LOANS SHOULD BE GAURANTEED AND ISSUED IN A TIMELY
MANNER BY THE GOVERNMENT ITSELF, THUS ELIMINATING VERY CONSIDERABLE NOISE, ERROR, WASTE AND COSTS THAT PRESENTLY EXIST
IN THE SYSTEM.

8.

THE LONG LIST OF DISCRIMINATORY PUNITIVE REGULATIONS AND RE-
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STRICTIONS AIMED SOLELY AT TARGETED PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS
BY THE USDE, AND WHICH ARE CLEARLY INTENDED TO BE ONLY PUNITIVE,
AND WHICH HAVE THE EFFECT OF COSTING STUDENTS MORE IN TUITION;
AND WHICH ARE CLEARLY AND CATEGORICALL DISCRIMINATORY, SHOULD
BE ELIMINATED IMMEDIATELY.
9.

STUDENTS APPLYING FOR GRANTS AND LOANS UNDER THE HEA SHOULD BE
ELIGIBLE AND NOT DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ON GROUNDS OF USING THEM
IN AN ACCREDITED PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOL.

10.

THE UNREASONABLE USDE WITCH HUNT AND HARRASSMFNT AIMED AT 400

-

500 SCHOOLS AND THEIR 200,000 PLUS STUDENTS SHOULD BE STOPPED.
11

CITIZENS OF 'HIS STATE AND COUNTRY SHOULD BE PROVIDED FREE
CHOICE OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES AND THE SCHOOLS THEY FEEL CAN
BEST MEET THEIR NEEDS.

12

WHILE WE APPRECIATE YOUR THOUGHTFUL PROPOSALS FOR RAISING
NEEDED ADDITIONAL HEA FUNDS ( VIA OIL IMPORT TAXES) IT IS OUR

BELIEF THAT THE PRIOR NATURE OF HEA FUNDING, TOGETHER WITH THE
EXCELLENT AND FAST RETURN ON GOVERNMENT INVESTMENTS IN ITS
HUMAN RESOURCES, ESPECIALLY THE DISADVANTAGED, SHOULD LEAVE
WE BELIEVE THAT

NO QUESTION ABOUT THE SOURCES OF SUCH FUNDING.

FIRST DOLLARS AVAILABLE TO LEGISLATURES SHOULD BE EAR-MARKED
FOR HEA FUNDING AND ANY QUESTION OF NEW SOURCES OF FUNDING SHOULD
RECOGNIZE THE GOVERNMENT PROCEEDS OF HEA FUNDING AND BE ATTACHED
TO LESS PRIOR NEEDS.

A TAX ON IMPORTED OIL, FOR EXAMPLE, SHOULD

MORE PROPERLY FUND ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN UP THAN IT SHOULD DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY'S HUMAN RESOURCES FROM WHICH MOST ALL
OF

ITS OWN WEALTH FLOWS.

IN OCTOBER, 1953, THE SUPREME

COURT UNANIMOUSLY INTERPRETED

THE LAW TO CLEARLY PROVIDE FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN EDUCATION
HERE, TODAY 38 YEARS LATER, WE DEBATE MIGHTILY
ACROSS THE LAND.

I

'
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ON WHETHER OR NOT SUCH OPPORTUNITY SHOULD BE PROVIDED EQUALLY UNDER
THE REAUTHORIZED HEA.

OUR TIME WOULD BE BETTER SPENT PROVIDING

FULLY AND EQUALLY FOR EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN THE INTEREST OF
ALL THE PEOPLE AND THE NATION# S FUTURE WELL BEING.

THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPOR4UNITY TO EXPLAIN OUR CONCERNS FOR THE
FORGOTTEN OTHERS, FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT TRAINING OF PEOPLE, AND TO OFFER OUR RECOMMENDATIONS.
WE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL IN ANY WAY THAT MAY ASSIST YOU IN YOUR
EFFORTS TO PUT TOGETHER A REASONED HEA PROGRAM, AND WILL BE HAPPY
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AT THIS OR ANY OTHER TIME.
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Senator SIMON. We thank all of you who 'lave testified. Our
hearing stands adjourned.
[Wherew on, at 12:02 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]

rn:r7r,

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDIA,ATION, ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES, OF
THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Metzenbaum, Simon, Wellstone, Kassebaum, and Jeffords.
OPENING STATEMENT OP SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities will come to order.

We have a panel today on what is called the "triad," the process
of accreditation, certification and licensing that determinations institutional participation in our Federal student aid programs. Successful operation of the triad is essential, for in it lies the key to
assuring that quality education is a fact of life in all institutions of
education.
To my mind, we must have a stronger Fedei al role in accreditation, certification and licensing, and also a stronger, more diligent
monitoring of programs by the Department of Education. We must

also have strong, swift action taken against anyone who would
cheat students and rob them of a postsecondary education.
Today we look at several other aid programs that have been important to providing educational access and opportunity. These include our graduate education programs, the SEOG, the State Student Incentive Grant program, cooperative education, and a most
interesting tuition guarantee program to be offered by Mr. Patrick
Taylor.

I believe all of you understand that we hope the presentations
will take 5 minutes or so, and your full statements will be inserted
in the record as if written. That gives us more time for questions
and answers, which I think educate us even more than the statements sometimes.
Let's start off with Ms. Hairston.
(937)
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STATEMENTS OF ELAINE H. HAIRSTON, CHANCELLOR, OHIO
BOARD OF REGENTS, COLUMBUS, OH, ON BEHALF OF STATE
HIGHER EDUCATION EXECUTIVE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION;
LEONARD M. WENC, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES, CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MN, ON BEHALF OF

THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGES OFFICE, AND PATRICK F.
TAYLOR, CHAIR AND CEO, TAYLOR ENERGY COMPANY, NEW
ORLEANS, LA

Ms. HAIRSTON. Chairman Pell, thank you very much.

I am pleased to testify today on the State Student Incentive

Grant Program. I appear before you on behalf of the State Higher
Education Executive Officers Association of which I am a member.
SHEDD represents the 50 executives of statewide. higher education
coordinating and !governing boards across the Nation. I am also
here speaking on behalf of the Ohio Board of Regents, a coordinating body for 75 public and nonpublic colleges and universities in
our State.
Before I tell you what I have to say about SSIG, let me take but
just one moment to tell you why I am here to day it. I have
brought a few friends with me to tell you why. In your packet is a
picture of these young faces. These are 6th graders from Dana Elementary School in Columbus, OH. As you look at them, you will
see that they represent a variety of races, a variety of sizes, and a
variety of boys and girls. These 6th graders tell in one picture two
stories: the growing diversity of our Nation's population and the
critical need for them to become college educated.
The growth in our population is coming from groups for whom a
college education is not a family tradition at a time when the baby
boomers are nearing retirement. If we do not draw these students
into higher education, we will simply not have the educated work
force that this country needs in order to be competitive in the next
century.
The SSIG program in my view has a significant role to play in
addressing this serious issue. Historically, the purpose of the SSIG
has been to stimulate State commitment to need-based aid as a

complement to Federal programs. In that regard, it has been

highly successful. In 1989-90, for example, the States provided approximately $1.6 pillion in direct aid to students.
This apparent success, however, is lessened somewhat because

State aid programs, like Federal programs, do not have the purchasing power they once had. Pressed by inflation and other budg-

etary demands, State aid programs have not increased to the

degree needed to counter the costs of higher education generally.
The tuition/aid ratio imbalance is even more acute in small, less

wealthy States which continue to provide only the minimum
amount necessary to qualify for the Federal program.

I understand that there has been talk of abandoning the SSIG
program, primarily on the grounds that it has been so successful
that it no longer serves as an incentive. I would counter that reinvigoration rather than abandonment may serve the Nation better.
We believe the program needs revitalization and new purpose. The
mechanism of Federal/State matches is obviously a powerful tool
of success. It is also a practical way for the Federal Government to
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create a substantial program with limited funds and to set the Nation's student aid agenda.
enIt is evident that we in higher education must be actively
students
communities
if
we
ere
to
help
gaged with the schools and
achieve success. In Ohio, we were led to this conolusion in the early
1980's by two disturbing trends that we witnessed in the 1970's
freshmen who were underfirst, the growing number of college
curriculum,
especially in such fields
prepared to handle a collegiate
particias mathematics and composition; and second, the declining
whites.
urban
minorities
and
rural
pation of large numbers of
college
These students are being discouraged from pursuing aacademcosts,
education for many reasons, including rising college aspire
to go to
the
absence
of
peers
who
ic underpreparation and
financial,
academic
and
attitudinal
collegein short, the lack of
access.

We are confronting this complex problem in Ohio and in several
other States with a variety of new strategies and programs. These
effects have several characteristics which I believe could serve as a
effort.
model for a national early intervention friendsthe
faces that you
Why early intervention? My young
do
not
believe that it
see in this picturecome from families who
and who
their
children
to
go
to
college
is financially possible for
revitalthis
aspiration.
In
order
to
therefore do little to encourage partnership program, we are
recize this imp( rtant Federal/State
componentone
that
focuses
ommending hat SSIG be given a new
on early intervention. This effort would be in addition to continuing the existing program which funds State grant programs. with
First, these new efforts involve a great deal of collaboration
local communities. In Ohio, the Ohio Board of Regentb has been
working with seven major metropolitan areas to develop comprehensive plans among schools, colleges and local community leaders
to address this problem.
In other States, like Arizona, formal cooperatives among school
systems and colleges and universities have been organized at both
the state and local levels to deliver new programs to engage students and parents at an early age. The program relieves heavily on
educatorsto serve
peers and community leadersnot professional
social
groups
to provide reinto
as mentors. They organize students
inforcement. They b. ing young people onto college campuses at an
to
early age to give them a flavor of what college life is like andfurwork on their academic skills. They engage parents to provide
College
ther support and motivation. In programs like Destination the
Libin Kentucky, Hispanic Mothers and Daughters in Arizona,
95
in
Missiserty Partnership program in New York, and Project
sippi, school and college officials are finding new enthusiasm for
collaboration in these non-bureaucractic, grass-roots approaches.
Second, some of these new programs combine a kind of social
contract between the students and the State. Some of the best examples can be found in Rhode Island where the fledgling Rhode
8 or 9
Island Children's Crusade is signing up students as young as and
them
to
promise
to
finish
school
to be "crusaders"asking the state is establishing a trust fund to
to
stay off drugs. In return,
the
"crusade."
pay for future college costs of students joining
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Third, these State efforts are unique because they seek to build a
political coalition in State capitals to increase public support for
education at all levels. In the public's mind, schools and colleges
are intimately linked. Simply put, higher education cannot succeed
unless the schools are strong; and the schools cannot he strong
without the involvement of higher education. Programs like early
intervention and school/college collaboration provide concrete ways

to bring the systems together. We must be partners; our fates are
inextricably linked.
While these programs are now underway in some states, their
continuation and success are by no means assured. State governments, as you know, are under considerable financial pressure and
new cross-sector efforts are difficult even in the best of times. But
with the right incentives, I believe these nascent efforts can bn sustained and expanded through the country. With a mix of State,
Federal and private donations, State trust funds could be created
to help pay the future college costs of the students participating in
the program. Support would also be provided by programmatic efforts designed to meet individual state objectives. I know that Senator Jeffords (R-VT) has introduced a bill (S. 585) modeled after the
Rhqde Island Children's Crusade and other state efforts. We support this as well as similar proposals being discussed.
I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the Board of Regents in
Ohio and similar boards across the country are deeply committed
to improving the success of at-risk children in both schools and colleges.

I know that Senator Jeffords has introduced a bill modelled after
the Rhode Island Children's Crusade; we support this as well as
similar programs.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Board of Regents in Ohio and
similar boards across the county are committed to improving the
success of at-risk children in our schools and colleges. With the
Federal Government's help, we will work hard to gain the necessary commitment of governors, legislators, and local community
leaders to make the program work. But we need some stimulative
help, and the SSIG program is a vehicle to do it.
Thank you for this opportunity to r,et with you. I would be
happy to respond to your questions and have our association staff
in Denver provide follow-up information to the committee.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Hairston.
[Additional material submitted by Ms. Hairston follows:]

SHEEO RECOMMENDAT7ON

State Student Incentive Grants
Commentary

Revisions

Section 4 I5A(a) of the Act is amended to read as follows:
"(a) Purpose of SubpartIt is the purpose of this subpart to

make incentive giants to the States
"(I) to enable the States to provide grants to eligible
students attending institutions of higher education, and

"(2) to enable the States, in partnership with the Federal
Government and institutions of higher education, to
establish or expand early intervention programs designed to
support eligible needy and academically at-risk students in

the sixth grade through secondary school, and to make
financial assistance available to such students to ttend
institutions of higher education."

Section 415A(B) of the Act is amended

(I) by striking "$85,000,000 for fiscal year 1987" in
paragraph (I) and inserting in lieu thereof "$100,000,000 for
fiscal year 1992,"

(2) by inserting before the period in paragraph (1) "for
pants to eligible students under this subpart;"
(3) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph (3);
(A) by inserting after paragraph (I) the following new
paragraph:
"(2) There are authorized to be appropriated $85,000,000 for
the fiscal year 1992, and such sums as may be necessary for
the 4 succeeding fiscal years for grants for each intervention
program under this subpart:" and

(5) by striking "paragraph (I)" in paragraph (3) (as
rodesignated by this subsection) and inserting ut lieu thereof
"paragraphs (1) and (2)."

966

This would establish an important new authority for the
SSIG program, to provide federal matching to encourage states
to establish or expand early intervention programs for at-risk
secondary students. The new program would be authorized at
$85 million in the first year, the first-year authorization for the
existing program would be increased from $85 million to $100
million.

An important element of this new authority it the creation
of state trust funds to pay for the future tuition assistance costs
of the early intervention cohort.

Several states have already established pioneering early
intervention programs, based on a commitment to provide low-

income students from sixth grade through high school with
mentoring, counseling, and special remedial services they need
for academic success, including carter planning, early
assessment of eligibility for federal aid, and the assurance of

state assistance to attend college if they graduate from high
school. Such a new initiative under the SSIG program would
foster a

broader effort

to

develop and expand early
This would forge a

identification programs in the states.

critical link in the expansion of educational opportunities: such
programs are based on a growing recognition that the failure to
obtain or complete postsecondary education is often attributable
to the fact that junior and senior high school students and their

parents ate unaware of academic prerequisites for college
attendance, have inadequate information about the availability
of federal student assistance, and lack encouragement to plan
tor a college education.

9Gi

Revisions

Commentary

(Section 415B(a) of the Act is amended
(1) by inserting "(A)" after the paragraph designation of

Revisions are also made in the basic SS1G program, which
provides grants to states to encourage their continuing

paragraph (1);
(2) by redesignating paragraph (2) as subparagraph (II);
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (B) (as redesignated by
this subsection) the following new paragraph;

commitment to need-based grant aid.

Eligibility for the

program is based on the state's per capita commitment to needbased aid. Rather than "maintenance of effort," states would
have to demonstrate that their commitment to need-based aid

"(2) From the sums appropriated pursuant to section

rises at least as rapidly as public-sector tuition. The formula

415A(b)(2) for any fiscal year, the Secretary shall allot to each
State the amount which bears the same ratio to such sums as
the amount allocated under section 1005 of the Elementary and

proposed will have the effect of encouraging states to consider
thrir tuition and student aid policies in tandem. Given the

history of public sector tuition in the 1980s this formula will
likely "escalate" the states' efforts in student aid, which was
one of the original objectives of the SSIG program.

Secondary Education Act of 1965 to the local educational
agencies in the State bears to the total amount allocated to such
agencies in all States."

(I) Section 4I5C(a) of the Act is amended by striking "July I,
1985" and inserting "July I, 1991."

(2) Section 4I5C(b)(1) of the Act is amended by inserting
"designated in accordance with subsection (a) before the
semicolon.

(1) The matter preceding paragraph (I) of section 415C(b) of
the Act is amended by striking "student grants pursuant to a
state program" and inserting in lieu thereof "student grants and
early intervention activities of a State student incentive
program."
Paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of section 4I5C(b) of the Act
are amended to read as foLlow5:

"(2) provides that student grants will be in amounts rot in
excess of $4,000 per academic year for attendance on a fulltime basis at an institution of higher education;

2
t

Commentary

Revisions

"(3) ptovides for the establishment or expansion of any
intervention program for needy and academically at-risk
students under which
"(A) such students, from sixth grade through secondary

school will receive advice, mentoring, monitoring, and
counselling seIVICEt; and

"(B) a trust fund will be established to contribute to
paying the costs of the early intervention program, including

the making of grants to such students who successfully
complete the program to enable the students to attend
institutions of higher education;
"(4) provides for the selection of recipients of student grants
and of participating eligible snx....ats in the early
intervention program on the basis of substantial financial
need determined annually on the basis of criteria established
by the state, and approved by the Secretary, together with
a procedure for targeting eligible students who participate

in the early intervention program to students enrolled in
schools receiving assistance by reason of the children
counted under section 1005(c) of the Elementary and
Secondary Act of 1965."
Paragraph (6) of section 415C(b) of the Act is amended
(A) by inserting "(A)" after the paragraph designation;
(B) by striking "or of such work-study jobs"

(C) by striking "or work-study jobs" each time

it

appears, and

(D) by inserting at the end thereof the following new
subparagraph:

"(B) provides for the payment of On ,,on-Federal
portion of the early intervention program from State
funds or from private sources, or both, with specific
emphasis on the contributions from participating
institutions of higher education within the State;".
3

Revisions

Commentary

Paragraph (8) of section 415c(b) of the Act is amended to mad
as follows:
"(8) provides that the average annual increase of state grant
dollars to undergraduate students per fall-time undergraduate enrollment is not less than the average annual
increase in the cost of tuition and fees at public institutions
in such state for the three preceding years."

Paragraph (10) of section 4I5C(b) of the Act is amended by
striking "or work-study jobs."
Section 415E of the Act la amended to read as follows:

"EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM DEFINED
"SEC.415E. For the purpose of this subpart, the term "early

intervention prograW includes
"(I) support services to needy and academically at-nsk
students from sixth grade through secondary school, including
advising, mentoring, counseling and monitoring services;
"(2) selecting and targeting students for such services in
accordance with section 415C(b)(4);
"(3) planning and operating the program in collaboration

with institutions of higher education and local educational
agencies within the State;

"(4) developing and entering into a contract with each
student participating in the program setting forth (A) the
academic and personal goals the student is to achieve under the

program and (B) the grant assistance for attendance at an
institution of higher education to be available upon successful
completion of the program;
"(5) procedures for evaluating the program assisted under
this subpart; and
"(6) Such other service and activities as the state, with the
approval of the Secretary detemunes will contribute to carrying
out the purposes set fonh in section 4I5A(a)(2)."
4

(.)
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Senator PELL. We will hear next from Mr. Leonard Wenc, director of student financial services at Carleton College, and I believe
Senator Wellstone would like to introduce him.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I will dispense with any opening introductory remarks about this
higher education reauthorization, which I think there is no more
important question in the country. But since I have been a teacher
my whole adult life, and since most of that time has been at Carleton College, and since Len Wenc is the director of financial aid at
Carleton College, I just want to say to Mr. Wenc that I'm really
proud that you are here, testifying. I know Len has been an accomplished professional, somebody who people in Minnesota pay very
close attention to, somebody who I think has had a real impad on
the national debate. So Mr. Chairman, I don't think we could have
a better panelist testifying on this than Len.
Thanks for being here.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator &Mori. Mr. Chairman, we ought to be able to ask him a

..nv questions about Senator Wellstone, too, while he's here.

[Laughter.]
Senator WELLSTONE. Len and I have already talked about this,

and the agreement was that I would have a kind introduction if he
would not respond to any such questions, especially from the Senator from IllinoisI have warned him about you. [Laughter.]
Senator PELL. Mr. Wenc.

Mr. WENC. We are saving your locker in the stadium, by the

way, should you return, Senator Wellstone.
Senator WELIATONE. I hope not too soon.

Mr. WENC. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is Leonard M. Wenc. I am director of student financial services at Carleton College in Northfield, MN.
I have spent my entire professional career as a financial aid officer at two liberal arts and sciences colleges in Minnesota. Before
coming to Carleton in 1970, I was director of financial aid at Macalester College in St. Paul, MN, assuming that position in the fall of
1965, which coincided with the establishment of Federal student assistance programs authorized by this Higher Education Act.
Thus I speak to you today with over 25 years of observing firsthand how students at private liberal arts colleges benefit from the
campus-based programs and the other programs of Federal assistance provided by the 1965 Act.
You asked me to direct my comments toward the SEOG program,

describing how it benefits the students served by our set of institutions and how the program might be reshaped to address more effectively the needs of our students.
Mr. Chairman, the key point I wish to leave with you today is
that for our kinds of institutions, the SEOG program is a critical
part of the total set of financial aid options that students can
to finance their college education.

It is the position of the colleges for whom I speak that (1) the
SEOG program be sustained and additional funding provided so
that qualified students can receive a financial aid package which
enables them to select a postsecondary institution that best meets
their educational abilities and career aspirations; (2) an incentive
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for persistance be provided; (3) there be authority to transfer funds
among the campus-based programs up to 25 percent, as compared
to the current 10 percent, in order to promote greater flexibility in
meeting the needs of individual students, and (4) the institutional
matching be made a uniform 25 percent for the three campus-based
programs.

Included as an exhibit with my written testimony are figures
that document the role that SEOG plays in the ACM Consortium
to which Carleton belongs. Included as Exhibit B on page 10 is a
pie chart that illustrates the distribution of aid resources on a national scale by program. I have taken the liberty to indicate the
percentage by category at Carleton College. This chart illustrates
that the sources of support at institutions such as those for whom I
speak differ from national patterns, with Federal campus-based
Title IV programs playing a much more important role than that
found in other sectors of postsecondary education.
Let me illustrate this by presenting to you three examples of in-

dividual student cases that I have brought with me today and

which should be at your seats and which are copies of actual finan-

cial aid awards and a little synopsis of the types of families that
receive these particular financial aid packages.
Approximately one-half of our students at Carleton qualify for

need-based grant assistance during the 1989-90 academic year.

Twenty percent received SEOG's at an average of $1,464, while the
average institutional grant commitment for all need-based awards

was $5,400. Please note that all grant assistance at Carleton is
awarded based on need.
Our colleges will be hardpressed to sustain their commitment to
meeting the full needs of students. We look to the Federal Govern-

ment to join in a renewed partnership to provide adequate grant
support and reduce the danger of students being overburdened
with loans.

A major issue that must be addressed in this reauthorization

process is to what extent should Federal grant programs be made
available to students from middle-income families. A redefinition of
the middle-income family to reflect the commitment made in the
1978 Middle-Income Student Assistance Act is in order. The challenge is to ensure a base of Federal grant support that will allow
institutions such as those for whom I am speaking to continue to
meet the demonstrated need of academically qualified students irrespective of their families' financial circumstances.
This must be done while still recognizing that parents have the
primary responsibility for financing their children's education to
the extent that they are able.
For the last audited academic ypar, which is 1989-90, the 14
member institutions of Associated LA: F.eges of the Midwest spent
nearly $58 million in institutionally-funded, need-based scholarships and grants. In addition, another $3 million was made available to eligible students in the form of SEOG's, another $5.5 million was received by students in the form of Pell Grants.
These need-based grants, totalling $65.5 million, provided access
and choice options for over 11,500 students enrolled during that
period. Although SEOG's awarded represented only 5 percent of
the total, institutional funds accounted for 87 percent of the total
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by students in the form
grant dollars, and 8 percent was received
essential part of the total
of Pell Grants. SEOG awards were an
package of assistance.
for whom I
Mr. Chairman, it is clear to me that institutions
of
students
without
speak will be hardpressed to meet the needs
with
funding
for
continued and increased funding of SEOG along
Among
the
campus-based
programs,
other campus-based programs.
in enabling us to assemble
the SEOG program plays a critical role neediest
students.
for our
a realistic financial aid package
shared with you
of themis beingavailable
Again, an examplethree
to you on
today as part of the presentation, and they are
an individual basis.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wenc followsl
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Mr. Chairnan and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is
Leonard M. Wenc. I am Director of Student Financial Services at Carleton
College in Northfield, Minnesota. I mcognize my former colleague, Senator
Paul Wellstone, and look forward to working with him and with other
members of this subcommittee on ensuring that, as a result of the current

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, access and choice in
the pursuit of higher education is a viable option for thousands of qualified
students across this land. Such an investment is sound public policy.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to speak in behalf of Carleton
and our sister institutions within the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
(ACM), the Great Lakes College Association (GLCA), and the Central
Pennsylvania Consortium (CPC).'

If access and choice are to be sustained
as the operating principles from which reauthorization issues are considered,
we must have a clear understanding of how these principles affect each of
the different sectors of higher education in this country. Liberal arts and
science colleges need to be at the table as policies affecting the students of

this country are determined. These institutions have a demonstrated
productivity in preparing future scientists and future faculty members, and in
educating citizens for a leadership role in our increasingly global society,
professionals urgently needed by our country today.
I have spent my entire professional career as a financial aid officer at
two Minnesota colleges. Before coming to Carleton in 1970, I was Director

of Financial Aid at Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota, assuming that
position in the Fall of 1965, which coincided with the establishment of the
'ACM: Beloit College. Caddo,' College, Coe College, The Colorado College, Condi College, Orissa
Orley, Kam College,
Lake Forest Coliege, Unmet Unlvaiity. Maceirster College, Mannotell College, Ripon College, St. Olat College, The College
of
Ibe Unlvenity of Clicago; GLCAt Albion Collage, Antioch Creme, Denison thereralry, Demi Usivenity, Barbra College, Hope
College, Keletwoo College, Kenyon College. Oberlin College, Obio Wesleyan Ueiverstry, %bosh College, The Colter of
Wooster;
CPC Dickinson College, Franklin ilk Henkel Cobege, and Geityaberg College.
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federal student assistance programs authorized by the Higher Education
Act. Thus, I speak to you today with over twenty-five years of observing

first-hand how students benefit from the campus-based programs and the
other programs of federal assistance provided through the 1965 Act.
Students are, of course, our primary concern. Programs and policies
should be developed and implemented to give students the opportunity for
agm to a wide range of educational institutions--two-year, state schools,
private research universities, as well as liberal arts and science colleges.
Students also should have the freedom to make their post-secondary choice

based on the optimal potential to realize their talents and career aspirations,
rather than merely on financial considerations.
We believe that America's diversity is its strength, and that the student
population of our colleges and universities should reflect that diversity,
enrolling students from families at all economic levels. Federal programs of
financial assistance should not focus aid on a smaller and smaller cohort of
students. It is not sound public policy if only the poor (with federal

assistance) and the wealthy are able to attend private institutions.
It is in the national interest that students from all income levels have
access to the high quality liberal arts education provided by Carleton and its
sister institutions in ACM, GLCA, and CPC Provided as Exhibit A is a

chart that reflects, for each of the ACM colleges, the number of financial
aid recipients by family income. This chart illustrates that needy students
come from all family income groups and are being served by these
institutions.

t''
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These colleges have high retention rates through graduation and

support students in a number of ways to complete their undergraduate

education. Their retention rate is about 70% to 80%far above the
national average. These students benefit from this kind of education. They
become skilled scientists and professionals who are and will be vital to the

national interest. Carleton and its sister institutions are committed to the
mission of providing access for economically and racially diverse populations

with the talent and inclination to pursue high-skilled professions.

You asked me to direct my comments toward the Supplemental

Educational Oppctunity Grant (SEOG) Program, describing how it benefits
the students served by our set of institutions and how the program might be
reshaped to address more effectively the needs of our students. The SEOG
program is important as a part of the total set of financial aid options that
students can use to finance their college education.
It is our position that:
the SEOG program be sustained and additional funding provided so
that qualified students can receive a financial aid package which
enables them to select a postsecondary institution that best meets their
educational abilities and career aspirations;
an incentive for persistence be provided by allocation additional
SEOG funds, based on need, for students completing their freshmen
year;

'7 7 9
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there be authority to transfer funds among the campus-based
programs up to 25 percent, as compared to the current 10 percent, to
promote greater flexibility in meeting the needs of individual
students; and
the institutional matching be raised to a uniform 25 percent for the
three campus-based programs (compared to the current 15 percent for
SEOG, 30 percent for College Work Study, and 10 percent for Perkins
Loans) as a means of attaining greater leverage for these funds.
Between 1981 and 1991, SEOG funding declined by 11.9 percent. This
decline compounded the problems for students in our institutions, especially
middle income students, who were not eligible for Pell grattts.

For the last audited academic year (1989-90), the member institutions
of the ACM spent nearly $58 million in institutionally-funded need-based
scholarships and grants. In addition, another $3 million was made available
to eligible students in the form of SEOG's; another $5.5 million was

received by students in the form of Pell Grants. These need-based grants,
totaling $66.5 million, provided access and choice options for the over
11,500 students enrolled during that period (see Exhibit C). Although
SEOG awards represented only 5% of the total (institutional funds
accounted for 87% of the total grant dollars, and 8% was received by

students in the form of Pa Grants), SEOG awards were an gligagastart of
the total package of assistance.

OP
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Included as Exhibit B is a pie chart that illustrates by program the

distribution of aid resources on a national scale by program. I have taken
the liberty to indicate the percentage by category of such support received

by students attending Carleton. This chart illustrates that the sources of
support at institutions such as those for whom I speak differ from national
patterns, with federal campus-based Title IV programs (including College
Work Study and Perkins Loans) playing a much more important role than

that found in other sectors of post-secondary education.

It is clear to me that institutions for whom I speak will be hard

pressed to meet the needs of students without continued and increased
funding of SEOG, along with funding for other campus-based programs.
Among the campus-based programs, the SEOG program plays a critical role
in enabling us to assembl.:, a realistic financial aid package for our neediest
students.
For over twenty-five years I have administered programs that allow
families opportunities to receive financial assistance so that they can secure
the type of education that best fits the educational goals and

accomplishments of their sons and daughters. Let me give you some
background from my experience of the role SEOG awards have played in
my work with students and families.

Approximately one-half of our students at Carleton qualified for needbase.1 grant assistance during the 1989-90 academic year. Twenty percent (20%) received SEOG's at an average of $1,464; while the
average institutional grant commitment for all need-based awards was
$5,400. (Please note that all grant assistance at Carleton is awarded
based on need.)

8i
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We have 126 students from middle-income families (defined here as
parents who have an income between $30,000 and $40,000) who are
currently receiving need-based aid at my institution. Of this group, 31
students received SEOG's, for a total of $48,000. This is 5% of the
total $935,000 of institutional grant aid received by all eligible Carleton
students in this income group.

What would have happened had the SEOCI awards not been available for
these students? Would we have lost them? I do not know. I do know that
we, and our peer institutions, have been stretched to our limit to provide
institutional grant support in the last ten years as federal grant assistance
has been flat. (See Exhibit D for a ten-year comparison from the GLCA
between institutional and federal grant assistance awarded.) Our colleges
can no longer continue to expand their commitment. We look to the

federal government to join in a renewed partnership to provide adequate
grant support and reduce the danger of students being overburdened with
loans.

The SEOG program is important to us because it helps us be flexible
in meeting the needs of students as individuals. We ask, in this
authorization process, that you provide us with even more flexibility to use
our professional judgement to determine how the SEOG's can best assist
our most needy students, without restricting SEOG awards to Pell grant
recipients.
Accordingly, we support the proposal for changes in Pell grant funding

submitted by the American Council on Education and other national
education associations to this Subcommittee as a part of the reauthorization
process.

J
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I would like to place my discussion of the SEOG program in the larger
context of:federal student assistance programs. It is our position that it is in
the national interest:

to ensure that Pell grants are available to students from working
families so that any student qualified to pursue and complete a
baccalaureate degree is provided with both access to higher education
and choice among all institutions suitable to maximize the fulfillment
of the student's abilities and interests; and
to require that institutions match the federal grants provided to
students with equivalent grants from institutional resources.
A major issue that must be addressed is to what extent should federal
"grant" programs be made available to students from middle-income families.
A redefinition of the middle-income family to reflect the commitment made
in the 1978 Middle-Income Student Assistance Act is in order. The

challenge is to ensure a base of federal grant support that will allow
institutions such as those for whom I am speaking to continue to meet the
demonstrated need of academically qualified students, irrespective of their
families' financial circumstances. This must be done while still recognizing
that parents have the primary responsibility for financing their children's

education to the extent that they are able.
We are all acutely aware of the complexity and the intimidating nature
of the financial aid process. The need to pay careful attention to detail and

the need to personalize our aid programs lead me and my professional
colleagues to maintain close contact with our students and families.

083
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and taken away
However, regulations have become increasingly burdensome
their families. It is not
our ability to spend time with students and
sources of
uncommon to have onr most needy students receive up to seven
financial assistance. Such a package might include a Nu Grant, SEOG,
PTA
National Merit Scholarship, Institutional Grant, Work Study,
Scholarship, and a Perkins Loan. Coordinating these resources in order to

enable a needy student to enroll is not a simple task, and needless
regulatory requirements simply compound an already complex process.
would be
We believe that federal student financial assistance programs
strengthened, and perhaps made more cost-effective, by tightening the
of working
definition of independent status, by attending to the needs
families (including those of the middle-class), and by simplifying the process
We
of applying for and administering these student assistance programs.
needed for Pell
support current proposals to merge the two calculations now

and for the campus-based programs.
An excerpt from the Senate Committee Report of September 1965
task that is before us in the
serves as a timely and cogent reminder of the

process of the 1%1 reauthorization:
general field
The peaing requirement for fresh, vigorow congressional action in the
Information
be
emphasized
too
strongly.
of student financial assistance cannot
the high
delineating the continuing upward spiral of the cost of education beyond
students
who
do
not
have
the
means
to acquire
schooland the aggnivated plight of
(Them)
the
mast
and
depth
of
the
palm.
education, demonstrata in clear terms
Despite the
oalut4
educated
persons
in
many
areas.
is the continuing shortage of
number of
creation of new programs for the siwpon of hthly Mined persons in a
technical
constitute
a
serious
threat
to
continued
specialised WM.... Such shortages
and development,
strength,
to
every
area
of
research
and scientific progress, to military
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EXHIBIT B
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Senator PELL We now look forward to hearing from Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Patrick F. Taylor. I am a Louisiana and Texas oil man,
which makes me especially honored to be here today since I am
neither educator nor political leadera businessman, yes, sir, but

most often described as a poor boy who made good.
More than anything else, Mr. Chairman and members, it is that
circumstance that brings mere here today, for I was an East Texas
boy, born of moderate-income parents, turned out on the streets at
age 16, but not turned away from an education.
I
I stayed in school even when it was difficult, because I knew
educabe
somebody;
I
had
to
get
an
had to if I was ever going to

tion. No one in my family had ever been to college, true, but I
dreamed of being an oil man, and even as a kid, I knew that I had
to go to college.

I remember being saddened at the time when I had to leave
Texas to do so. But I had heard that Louisiana colleges were cheaper. So I hitchhiked to Baton Rouge, to Louisiana State University,
where there was a fine School of Petroleum Engineering that did
not charge tuition.
They didn't seem to care that I was poor; they saw that I was
qualified. They didn't even care that I came from Texas. They took
me in, and they let me stay, and I graduated.
That degree has led to great success for me, and over the years,
like others, I have tried to demonstrate my gratitude by helping
other young people realize their dreams. But I did grow complacent.
I remember well the beginning of Pell Grants, Mr. Chairman. In
fact, I even remember wishing there had been a Pell Grant when I
had gone to college. Nonetheless your efforts and other efforts led
me to believe that college was available for everyone.
Then in 1988, I found 180 kids who had turned their backs on
educationpoor, inner-city, twice and thrice-failed 7th and 8th
graders who were dropping out of school. My action that day to
guarantee their college education if they met my challengeto
stay in school and qualifywas not unique. I later learned that
Mr. Lange in New York, Mr. Millner in Atlanta, Mr. Kauffman in
Kansas City and others had done it before. Interesting. Every time
young
someone in my position wants to change the behavior itofalways
offer
the
same
thingcollegeand
poor people, we
works. But that is no surprise. For over 200 years, the American
people have accepted any challenge when coupled with opportunity.

However, it soon occurred to me that these 180, who started calling themselves "Taylor's Kids," were far, too many to have grown
up in these United States thinking that they were exchided, that
college and the success that college brings were literally for other

folks. But their immediate transformation made them a special
few, a few that represented a whole generation.
So we went statewide. We first prevailed upon our universities to
people to
adopt admission standards that would lead our young
college.
Going to
prepare beforehand so that they could succeed in
college is not the answer; graduating is.
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Then we succeeded in passing a unique piece of legislation, referred to as "The Taylor Plan," but in reality a very simple idea.
The State of Louisiana would pay the college tuition and fees of
any low- or middle-income applicant who met those admission
standards.

That was in 1989, and the results are coming in. We now have

some 1,300 kids in college in Louisiana under that legislation. They

are succeeding at a 95 percent ratetwice the average. More importantly, math, science and foreign language classes in our high
schools are filled to overflowing for the first time in our State's history. Now there is a reason for kids to study and learn.
I have been to elementary and middle schools. Kids are motivat-

ed, parents are involved, and teachers are teaching with enthusiasm. Our schools are starting to work again.
And yes, we have even crossed State lines. Seven other States
have passed similar laws, from Texas to Florida, Oklahoma to

Maryland.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I respectfey suggest
that you have a unique opportunity to change education in Amer-

ica now. By your actions, you can draw a clear demarcation line
between State and Federal responsibility, and forge a State, Federal and private sector partnership to guarantee the future of every
child in America, a partnership of hope and opportunity. You can
both increase the effectiveness of Pell Grants and reach your original goal, Mr. Chairman, to enable any kid in America to graduate
from college if they so desire.
As a business owner I have learned that I can propose and initiate at will, but success depends on the response and efforts of those
I seek to influence. So I am well-advised to seek also their ideas. I
do have specific suggestions that will be presented to you, but I see
that I am using up my time.
Let me conclude with a familiar quote: "The foundation of a free
State is the education of its youth." How true. But to educate our
youth, we must do more than try to improve schools and teaching.
We must first encourage learning. That takes a recognition of the
basic desire to succeed, of our people and their children.
Your recognition of that desire would launch a national crusade

toward hat should be our ultimate goala "Kids' Bill of Rights"
a final guarantee that a full and adequate education is the birthright of all of our children. A bill of rights that would reach and
touch the lives of every family, leading very quickly to that last
and most important childthe last child ever to born in these
United States without the clear and guaranteed opportunity to be

anything that child wants to be.
Thank you for your time, Senator.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Taylor followsl
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I Rppreciate the opportunity to submit this statement as a private citizen and to
offer to the Committee specific proposals for its review as Congress considers

reauthorization of and amendments to the Pell Grant program offering basic educational
opportunity grants to students in attendance at institutions of higher education.
I am not a professional educator, either by training or occupation. I am an

independent oil and gas producer here to speak directly and plainly about our record of
success in Louisiana and seven other states with a unique program designed to provide
not only the promise, IN" Iso the reality, of a free college education to qualified students
from low and middle income families. I believe that the success of our state-sponsored

tuition assistance plan in Louisiana and similar plans in other states demonstrates that it

is in the national interest for Congress now to encourage all states to adopt similar
tuition assistance plans. As Congress considers reauthorization of the Pell Grant
program, modifications to this important federal program now can be fashioned to
provide important federal incentives that will encourage additional states to guarantee a
college education to their qualified students by adoption of tuition assistance plans.
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In 1989, the Louisiana legislature passed and Governor Buddy Roemer signed into
law the Louisiana College Tuition Assistance Plan. Under 1..ouisiana's Tuition Assistance

Plan, any student who stays in school and out of trouble with the law, who studies hard,
maintains a 2.5 grade point average, passes 17.5 hours of college-prep courses, scores at
least 20 4.,,n the Enhanced version of the American College Test (ACT) entrance exam,

and comes from a family with an annual income of $25,000 or less is guaranteed state-

paid tuition at a Louisiana state college or university. The income cap increases by
$5,000 for each additional child. Versions of the plan also have been adopted in Texas,
Florida, New Mexico, Arkansas, Indiana, Oklahoma and Maryland.
The Tuition Assistance Plan is working. It is simple, plain, and direct. It has

negligible administrative costs. No bureaucracy is needed to administer or run the Plan.
It delivers to students who stay in school, make the grades, and stay out of trouble with

the law, the reality of a college education and a better life.

It provides motivation. It

provides hope.

The Tuition Assistance Plan is working because it carries challenge as well:
college admission standards. It is that simple. As a result, students who take advantage

of the program are prepared for college and college courses, and they are succeeding.
Early results in Louisiana show the 1,300 students now in college under the program are

doing well and are set to rewrite the record of higher education in our state. The state is
getting its money's worth: participants of the plan will graduate from college, get good
jobs, and become productive citizens.
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The cost of the Tuition Assistance Plan is borne entirely by the state. This is as it
should be, since provision of a college education should be a state, not a federal
responsibility.

The plan is based in part on the premise that very low income students qualifying

for state tuition assistance could obtain additional funding from federal Pa Grants that
can be used for room and board. In addition, in New Orleans, my company, along with
17 major corporations, have joined in raising $2 million for what we call "Project New

Orleans." Under this program, every child from Orleans Parish who qualifies under the
state Tuition Assistance Plan and who receives a Pell Grant is eligible for a hoject New
Orleans grant of $1,000 per year while in college. These students can use their Pell
Grants for room and board, but still lack funds for basic needs such as clothing,

transportation and other incidental living expenses related to college attendance. To my
knowledge, New Orleans is the only city where the private sector has come together with

the state and Federal governments to guarantee the college opportunity for even the

poorest of its children. However, other cities in states that have adopted tuition
assistance plans are exploring such programs, and efforts are ongoing with private sector
leadership toward achieving this goal.

In 1988 I established the Patrick F. Taylor National Merit/National Achievement

Scholarship at the University of New Orleans. The scholarship provides comprehensive
funding, including room, board, tuition, fees, a computer, books, a summer's study in
Innsbruck, Austria, and $2,000 annual living expense ("walking around") money.
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Because of this scholanhip, the number of National Merit/National Achievement

Finalists at UNO went from one three years ago to a projected total of 230 next year.
Top students from across the nation are chooaing to attend UNO because the scholarship
offered covers all expenses. The success of this program led ine to develop and establish
Project New Means with its $1,000 stipend which will likewise provide motivation for

those students from the poverty level.

The Pa Grant program, as currently enacted, is a need-based program. Unlike
state college tuition assistance programs enacted in Louisiana and seven other states, Pell
Grants are available to students who may not have completed college preparatory

courses and fulfilled other basic college entrance standards. As a result, for too many

Pa Grant recipients are not qualified to do college work and do not graduate. I cannot
emphasize enough the importance of requiring college preparation and admission
standards to the success of the Louisiana tuition assistance program. Twenty-eight (28%)
percent of these benefitting are minority students. Congress should consider whether it is

appropriate to establish some linkage between the Pa Grant program and state tuition
assistance plans to better insure the proper allocation and utilization of federal education
dollars. Because these state tuition assistance plans require admission standards,
providing linkage to such programs would increase tbe success and graduation rates of

Pa Grant recipients, helping to insure that Pell Grant douars are efficiently utilized.
The Committee may wish to consider a mechanism to encourage all states to adopt state-
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sponsored tuition assistance plans requiring completion of college preparatory work in
high school and viable admission standards at the college level.

As you know, imalysis of the need for Pa Grants is determined by evaluation of
income .md assets. Under current law, income offsets are permitted for income taxes,
family size, medical/dental bills, a general "emi.kryrrent expense," and private tuition for

other dependents enrolled in elementary siva se..ondary schools. Under current law,
however, no offset is permitted for a family whose children receive state payment of

tuition and fees. The amount of the expected family contribution is based partly on
income left over after deduction of the offsets described above, with higher percentages
of contribution expected at higher levels of available income. In addition, family assets
are also considered in determining the expeeted family contribution. The family home
and other family assets (such as savings) are considered a resource for funding college,
with offsets available of $30,000 for the family home and $25,000 for other non-business

assets. Fluidity of mortgage values and asset depreciation complicate such a procedure.
Similarly, the student's own taxable income and certain other untaxed receipts and

benefits are considered in the formula for determining Pell Grant amounts. Si...lents
with relatively low personal cash flow levels (this year, $4,000 for a single dependent
student) can be excluded entirely from Pell Grant eligibility.

Families are thus penalized for saving for retirement and for home or asset
ownership. Few kids want their parents to sell their home or business or to mortgage

3,1'1
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them to pay for college. Family assets should no longer be considered in evaluating a
family's ahility to contribute to their child's education.

Likewise, students should not be penalized for obtaining summer and part-time
employment or receiving certain scholarships and grants, including private sector grants

such as those, offered under Project New °deans and the Taylor Merit Scholars program

at UNO. At the very time we are encouraging private sector companies to become
actively involved in education we are discouraging students from working or seeking

private assistance. Disincentives that reduce or eliminate Pell Grants to students who
take advantage of these opportunities should be removed from the Pell Grant program.
The formula used for determining the eNpected family contribution to college

education for Pell Grant purposes should be amended to provide an incentive for states
i.o adopt state-sponsored tuition assistance programs. Specifically, a tuition offset against

the expected parental contribution should be provided to parents in states that have
adopted tuition pssistance plans. Such a tuition offset would recognize that the primary
responsibility for funding college rests with the states and that parents, through their state

tax dollars, have already shared in the support of these colleges. Although tuition
waivers lighten the student's and family's financial burden while the student is in college,
the families have already incurred the costs incident to the state waiver. Amending the
Pell Grant program to allow offset for tuition waivers would encourage states to provide

college tuition assistance for students who are prepared to take and successfully complete

a college curriculum. Because students would be able to pursue full funding of college

IPW)
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attendance based on merit, students would apply themselves to their potential. States
with these tuition waivers are seeing a dramatically enhanced educational environment.

Adoption of such a proposal would thus help ensure better allocation of federal

educational resources. At the same time it is essential that the level of family income
allow for middle class families' eligibility as do the Tuition Assistance Plans (see page 1).

Today more than 25% of our children drop out of high school because a high
school diploma is not seen as a ticket to a productive future. Another 25% graduate
from high school with something on the order of an eighth grade literacy. The American
College Testing program reported in the Wall Street Journal that only 18% of students
aged 18 and younger live in families that can afford even the least expensive two-year
public college and only 6% can afford a four-year private college. Statistics clearly show

the sad state of our educational system.
Congress now has the opportunity to build upon the initiative of Louisiana and
seven other states in guaranteeing a full college education to its students, and has the

opportunity to send a clear message that it is in the national interest for states to accept
this responsibility.

First and foremost the individual Pell Grant must be continued at current levels,
income levels must be increased to include the middle class and its complicated formula

for eligibility must be simplified. The message to our children has to be clear that the
college opportunity exists for all who will qualify. The adoption of specific amendments
to the Pell Grant program will provide federal incentives encouraging all states to adopt
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state funded college tuition plans. This Committee, through the legislative vehicle before

it, can now do its part to ensure that the remaining 42 states accept the same
responsibility. Then we will have a fully funded college education available for all

children who qualify with the states providing tuition and fees and the Federal
government providing subsistence through Pen Grants. These actions in turn will draw

upon the private sector to assist with the third element of the cost of college, the out-ofpocket living expenses for the student.

I urge you to act on the proposals that follow in the addendum. Thank you.

59'
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ADDENDUM

PROPOSALS

I would like to offer specific proposals to the Committee for its consideration in

the Pell Grant reauthorization. The purpose of these changes would be to recognize the
important national interest in encouraging states to provide college tuition to all of its
children who stay in school, make the grades and demonstrate need. While recognizing
that it is primarily the responsibility of the states to pnwide mirk usistance, these
recommended changes would offer significant federal incentive; to states that accept this
worthwhile challenge.

P129212ll
The maximum Pell Grant to an individual should be maintained at $2,400. This
amount is more than sufficient to pay public college room and board in the majority of

the states. Holding the maximum grant at that level will both recognize the eight states
that have adopted tuition plans, thus accepting their responsibility for the cost of
instruction, and encourage other states to follow. This is the demarcation line: the
federal government should not be put into the position of reimbursing the states for
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tuition and fees at state colleges and universities. Tuition and fees are clearly the

responsibility of the state. The federal contribution should be resetv. for the cost of
subsistence -- room and board where needed.

frODSZlii.2

Congress should simplify eligibility requirements and raise income cutoff levels

upward under the Pell Grant program. Complexity of the current law discourages and
denies access to many needy and deserving children. Congress has a number of options.
It should consider making eligibility for the Pell Grant dependent solely on family

income, as is the case under the Louisiana College Tuition Assistance Plan. The
eligibility criterion family income - is simple, direct, and fair. Parents and students

know immediately whether or not the student will qualify. Congress should raise the
maximum level income to between $25,000 - $30,000, as recognized by the state for the

tuition and fee waiver, and increase the cutoff by $5,000 for each minor child. Perhaps
the income level increase could be first initiated only in states with Tuition Assistance

Plans. By doing so you would send a message to the eight out of nine American families

that think college is out of their reach, that their kids are included, and a message to the
states that they should assume their responsibility for the cost of instruction at all levels.
This would broaden eligibility for Pell Grants, making such assistance available to a wider

range of students. The state legislation is simple

fl
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qualify and you receive tuition and
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fees. You will simplify the formula and encourage our kids at the same time. To
summarize proposed formula changes:
1,

Remove family auets from the formula. Few kids want their parents to sell either
their home or business or to mortgage them to enable them to go to college.

2.

gomitytmadsmigishithgabiaacjiankimagnaidtaawn. we want to inspire
kids to excel academically. Why lower their Pa Grants if they do so?

3.

Remove the summer earning of the applicant from the formula. We seek to
inspire a work ethic in our children. Why lower their Pell Grants if a job is
available and they take it?

4.

Remove anv other private sector grants from consideration. In New Orleans
eighteen major corporations are providing a $1,000 per year stipend to poverty

level kids who qualify for state tuition and fees and Pa Grants, recognizing that
corporate America needs these kids and that summer jobs are not always

available. Why lower the kid's pa Grant if the private sector joins in our
partnership?
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LOUISIANA'S COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE PLAN LAW

Be it enacted by the Legislature of Louisiana:
LR.S.017:3026. College or university tuition; guarantee; eligibility; administration
A.

(1) The tuition at any public college or university in the state shall be paid by the

state on behalf of any student who enrolls in such a school to pursue an academic

undergraduate degree, who applies therefor, and who meets all of the following
qualifications:
(a) Has actually resided in Louisiana during the twenty-four months preceding
college or university enrollment. For the purposes of this Subparagraph, residency
shall be demonstrated by proof of the following as required by the administering
agency:

(i) If registered to vote, is registered in Louisiana.
(ii) If licensed to drive a motor vehicle, is in possession of a Louisiana
driver's license.

(iii) If owning a motor vehicle located within Louisiana, is in possession of
Louisiana registration for that vehicle.

(iv) If earning an income, has filed a Louisiana state income tax return and
has complied with state income tax laws and regulations.

(b) Has a parent or guardian who is a domiciliary of Louisiana.
(c) Has graduated within the two years preceding the application from a high
school with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5 calculated on a 4.0
scale and is enrolling as a first time freshman.
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(d) Except as othetwise provided in Subsection B of this section, has successfully
completed seventeen and one-half units of high school coursework (ninth grade level

or higher), which constitutes a core curriculum and meets standards for admission to
the desired college or university. The core curriculum shall be defined as follows:

(i) English I, II, III, and IV (four units).
(ii) Algebra I and II (two units).
(iii) Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, or comparable Advanced
Mathematics (one unit).

(iv) Biolov (one unit).
(v) Chemistry (one unit).
(vi) Earth Science, Environmental Science, Physical Science, Biology II,
Chemistry ll, or Physics (one unit).

(vii) American History (one unit).
(viii) World History, World Cultures, Western Civilization, or World
Geography (one unit).

(ix) Civics atvi/or Economics (one unit).
(x) Fine Arts Survey (one unit; or substitute two units of performance
courses in music, dance, or theatre; or substitute two units of studio art courses).
(xi) Foreign Language (two units in a single language).

(xii) Computer Science, Computer Literacy, or Data Processing (one-halt
unit).

(xiii) Electives from the above (one unit).
(e) Has a composite score on the American College Test of at least eightten on
the l9it9 version or an equivalent concordant value on an enhanced version of such
test.

(f) Has no criminal record, except for misdemeanor traffic violations.

(g) Is found to be in financial need.
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(2) The tuition at any public college or university in the state shall be paid by the
state on behalf of any student who enrolls in such a school to pursue an academic
undergraduate degree, who applies therefor, and who meets the qualifications

enumerated in R.S. 17:3026(A)(1Xa), (b), (f), and (8), but who fails to meet one of the
particular requirements established by Subparagraphs (c), (d), or (e) by an amount of ten
percent or less.

(3) To maintain continued state payment of tuition once enrolled in college a
student shall meet all of the following:
(a) Make steady academic progress toward a degree, earning not less than the
minimum number of hours of credit required for fulltime standing in each academic
period requiring such enrollment.

(b) Maintain continuous enrollment for not less than two semesters or three
quarters in each successive academic year, unless granted an exception for cause by
the administering agency.
(c) Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.5 calculated on a 4.0
scale at the end of the first academic year and thereafter maintain such a cumulative
grade point average as evaluated at the end of each academic year.

(d) Have no criminal record, except for misdemeanor traffic violations.
(e) Be found to be in financial need.
B.

(1) The provisions of this Section shall be administered by the Board of Regents, or
its successor until December 31, 1990, and by the Governor's Special Commission on
Education Services or its successor thereafter. Administration by the Governor's Special
Commission on Education Services or its successor may occur prior to December 31,

1990, by mutual agreement of the board and the commission. The administering agency
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may provide by rule adopted as provided by the Administrative Procedure Act for all
matters necessary to the implementation of this Section.

(2) By rule, the administering agency shall provide for:

(a) A mechanism for informing all students of the availability of the assistance
provided pursuant to this Section early enough in their schooling that a salutary
motivational effect is possible.

(b) Applications, forms, financial audit procedures, eligibility and other program
audit procedures, and other matters related to efficient operation,
(c) A procedure for waiver through the 1991-92 academic year of the program
eligibility requirement for successful completion of a specified core curriculum upon

proper documentation by the applicant that failure to comply with such requirement
is due solely to the fact that the required course or courses were not available to the
applicant at the school attended.

C. (1) An applicant shall be found to be in financial need if the family has one child
under the age of twenty-one and the two-year average annual adjusted gross income of
the family is less than twenty-five thousand dollars, or the family has a two-year average
annual adjusted gross income of less than twenty-five thousand dollars plus five thousand

dollars for each additional child under the age of twenty-one.
(2) The two-year average annual adjusted gross income of the family shall be verified
by Internal Revenue Service returns or by certified affidavits in cases of income that
cannot be verified by such returns.

(3) As used in this Subsection, the term "Family" for an unemancipated applicant
shall mean the applicant, the applicant's parents, and other children under age twentyone of the applicant's parents. The term "Family" for an emancipated applicant shall
mean the applicant, an applicant's spouse, and any children under age twenty-one of the
applicant and spouse.
4 of 5
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D. The legislature annually shall appropriate to the administering agency funds which,
together with any other funds available, are sufficient to cover the costs of tuition
required to be paid, both initial and continuing, for the coming academic year. All such
payments shall be made directly to the institution to which such tuition is due after notice
to the school that the state shall pay the tuition of a student and after notice from the
school that the student has actually enrolled.
E. Thr. administering agency may seek, accept, and expend funds from any source,

including private business, industry, foundations, and other groups as well as any federal
or other governmental funding available for this purpose.

No student shall receive a grant pursuant to this Section in an amount greater than
the tuition charged by the school. The student must apply for a federal grant prior to
receiving state funds.
F.

G. The cost of the program provided for by R.S. 17:3026 shall not exceed one million
nine hundred thousand dollars for the 1989-1990 Fiscal Year.
H. Implementation of the tuition payment program provided by this Section shall be
subject to the appropriations of funds for this purpose.

NOTE: This is Louisiana's Revised Statute §17:3026, as enacted by ACT 789 of the 1989
regular legislative session and amended by ACT 1055 of the 1990 regular
legislative session. These acts were signed July 10, 1989, and July 27, 1990,
respectively.
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PROPOSAL

AMU:KENT I

ADMISSION STANDARDS AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF STUDENTS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
March 31, 1789

A.

irl_thilkutilic

1. Admission Standards at Universities
a) ACT minimum composite score of 18
b) High school GPA of 2.5 with 17.5 units of specified courses
c) To satisfy special interests of the university, each
university may make exceptions of up to 10Z of the number of
admission applications received in the previous year.
d) Other exceptions can be made for applicants whom the
university determines have potential for success.
2. Remove Financial Barriers to University Matriculation
Where family resources are insufficient, the univerity will
provide assistance as needed by waiving all or part of tuition,
and assisting with room and.board costs, provided the student
applies for all other possible financial aid and accepts
part-time employment as appropriate. In making a determination of
family financial resources, there may be consideration of factors
student has incurred unnecessary obligations
as to whether
(e.g., an automobile).

B. In the First Year
1. Remove Financial Barriers at UniversitieS
For selected students who have the ACT .18 composite, 2.5 high
school GPA, the specified 17.5 academic units, and whose family
financial resources are insufficient, provide assistance as in
A.2. above.

2. Interim Procedure
Recognising that there are no data to indicate possible costs to
universities for the first year, have mach aniversity allocate a
specified dollar amount for the total program and select
recipients competitively. The applicant pool will provide data
for projected numbers of those who will qualify in subsequent
years. University funds for the program will be redirected from
existing financial aid resources. The amount allocated will be on
a matching basis with private contributions to the program: 50Z
university and 50Y. private.
C. In the Second. Third and Fourth Years
Increase amounts allocated annually, leading to full
implementation of the plan at universities in year five. Not
only is the financial support to be fully in place, but also
allow enrollment only to those who meet admissions standards in
A.1. above.
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BOUND CHF SEMERWIMMIS UP 11E1 LAW silmor
WHEREAS, ever-dncressing costs hove put a college education beyond

the reach of the average family in Louisiana and the United awes; and
WHEREAS approximately 37-1/2% of Louisiana's young people signify
their lack of expectation of success within our education system by dropping

out of high school; and

MARAS, a sizable proportion of those young people receiving a
high school diploma in Louisiana read end compute at less than en eighth
grade level; and
WHEREAS,

those of our young people who drop out of school

or

graduate from high school functionally illiterate are unemployable in our

society and are deprived of the ability to contribute to our society; and
WHEREAS,

the

parents

of

these

young

people

continua

to

be

uninvolved in their children's education; and
WHEREAS,

majority of

these

the people

young

people

of Louisiana,

involvement results in not

and

their

parents

constitute

a

and their lack of motivation and

just poor performance but a lack of support

for education in general; and
WHEREAS,

the

State

of Louisiana, vith its depressed economy,

cannot ever hope to rebuild itself without the full contribution of all
its people and a people employable in a complex society;
WHEREAS,

admissions policy

this
in

an

State
effort

has

historically

had

to make our colleges

and

en

open

academic

and universities

available to all our people; and

WHEREAS, our open admissions policy has

proven to be unfair to

our young people because it does not inform them of what preparation is
necessary prior to admittance to college; and

lOu
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WHEREAS,

college applicants

that

leek

of

P.01

preparation hada the majority of

our

to require expensive remedial instruction to sake up

for their lack of prior effort; end

WHEREAS, the large majority f applicants fall to graduate from
college even after our colleges' commendable remedial efforts; and

WHEREAS, this lack f success by our college applicants results
in an inefficient expenditure of taxpayer funds and

poor return on State

revenues dedicated to higher education; and

WHEREAS, the "Taylor's Ride" Program in New Orleans has indicated

conclusively that the guarantee of college availability based solely on
merit does lead even twice-failed students to stay in school and Rake every
effort to succeed while avoiding drugs, crime, and pregnancy; and
WHEREAS,

experience with the

"Taylor's Rids" hes

led to

the

formulation of an innovative, cost-effactive plan to reform education in
this State end Nation; and

WHEREAS, this plan, referred to as the Taylor Plan, provides tbst
all

four-year

standards

colleges

commensurate

and

with

universities

in

their mission

this
to

State adopt adaission

provide

this

State

with

qualified graduates; and

WHEREAS, the Taylor Plan provides that the mallow end universities in this State no longer reject any qualified applicant because of that
applicant's lack of financial resources; and

WHEREAS, Covernor Buddy Romer, Superintendent Wilmer Cody, the

Board of Elementary end Secondary Educstion, the Board of Regents, the
Beard of Trustees for State Colleges and Universities, the majority of
college

presidents

and

political, educational,

chancellors,
business,

including

our

own

chancellors,

and civic groups all across Louisiana

support and have ndorsed this Plan in principle; and

1
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MICAS, this Board recognizes its responsibility to the people
of Louisiana and the future of this State and desires that Louisiana be the
first

state

in

this nation

to guarantee equal opportunity for all

its

people;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors of
Louiaiana State University and Agricultural and Michanical College does now
To714.t

Plan

in pvineiple

at Louiciana State University

Agricultural and Mechanical College (LSU),

and

the University of New Orleans

(UNO), and Louisiana State University at Shreveport (LSUS) to-wit:

1.

It is the intent of this Board that, beginning in the
Fall semester of 1993, applicants to these campuses must

have completed the 17-1/2 credit course requirements now in
effect at LSU, and UNO with a 2.5 grade point average (CPA) in
high school and must score no lower than 18 on the ACT;
2.

It is the further intent of this Board that, beginning this
next Fall semester, any Louisiana student meeting the above
requirements who clearly indicates a lack of the necessary
financial resourcea to attend college will be admitted; and

3.

It is the further intent of this Board that in order to
satisfy special interests of the University, each University

may make exceptions of up to 10E of the number of admission
applications received in the previous year which will
include, those applicants whom the University determines
have potential for success.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,

that this Board intends to admit all

qualified Louisiana applicants and asks the thancellore and faculties of
its three senior universities to study and review the following standards
and to report back to this Board on the standards' adequacy lo relation to

the status in this State of their campuses as well as to uggest ways end
means to admit specially-talenced applicants; and
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board intends that admittance
of Louisiana students to its senior uolvorratias be based on the ability to

learn and not on the ability to pay and asks that the chancellors, to the
best of their ability, accept Lnancially lacking applicants through waivers
of tuition, through scholarships, throush assistance where nseded with room

and board, perhaps through part-tima employment if necessary, anti through
full utilisation of all available public and private scholarships, and aid
programa; and
SE

IT

FURTHER RESOLVED,

that

the

chancellors of each senior

campus submit in the 1990-91 Budget and in subsequent requests

for funds

necessary to provide the educational coste required for the projected number
ut iheet qualified students at their campuses: and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board earnestly requests the

Board of Repute,

the Southern Board of Supervisors, end the

Board of

Trustees join with this Board in the enactmant of this historic rejuvenation of the educational system in this State; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Board commends its chancellors
for recommending this Flan to us; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the bard urges the Lesislature of
Louisiana

to

take such steps as

are necessary

to

guarantee

implementation and continuance of this Flan.

1U

the

full
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THE PATRICK F. TAYLOR/NATIONAL MERIT SCHOIARSHIP

ALL STUDENTS DESIGNATED AS NATIONAL MERIT/
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT FINALISTS who name UNO as their firstchoice instittition receive the prestigious Taylor Scholarship for National
Merit/National Achievement Finalists and are designated as Taylor
Scholars. This exceptional scholarship is named in honor of the program's
creator and University benefactor, Patrick F. Taylor of New Orleans.
In the fall of 1987 Mr. Taylor met with University of New Orleans
Chancellor Gregory M. St. L O'Brien to determine new ways to attract
superior students to UNO. The result was the Taylor Scholarship, one of
the most comprehensive scholarship programs for National Achievement
Finalists available in the United States. Each student awarded the
scholarship receives room, board, tuition, fees, a computer, books, a
summer's study in Innsbruck, Austria, and $2,000 annual living expense
("walking around") money.

As the architect of the scholarship, Mr. Taylor stresses two primary
factors that are the foundation on which the scholarship is built. First, he
recognizes the need to put an end to the "brain drain" that deprives
Louisiana of its most significant assets. Second, he proposes that the state
also must attract gifted and talented students from other states. Mr.
Taylor's ultimate goal is to encourage the best and brightest students to
remain in Louisiana upon graduation where they can contribute to the
state's progress as he himself has done.

TO RECEIVE THE TAYLOR SCHOLARSHIP, a student must:
1.

2.

Be named a National Merit/National Achievement Finalist,
Name the University of New Orleans as his/her first-choice
university,

3.
4.

Enroll at UNO as a
le student, and
Maintain a 3.0 grade point average.

,
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PROJECT NEW ORLEANS FACT SHEET
Whal: Prqkc t New Orleans gives financially disadvantaged rung people from Orleans
Parish "walking arout:d money" while they are in college.

ligs: As a result of the Taylor Plan, these children, if they qualify, are eligible to
have tuition and fees paid by the state and can use editing federal grants to cover room and
board. Nevertheless, many still lack the funds necessary for transportation, books, clothing,
lab fees and other classroom materials or incidental expenses for basic necessities. Project
New Orleans will work through the offices of college and university financial aid officers to
provide to each qualified student an annual stipend of $1,000.
Qualietinv Project New Orleans became effective tall semester 1990. A student's
eligibility is determined by financial aid and/or admissions officers at Louisiana state colleges
and universities. To receive the Projed New Orleans stipend, students must meet the
academic and financial criteria established by the Louisiana College Thition Plan and must

be eligible to receive a Pell Grant. Students must continue to meet each of the criteria
above to remain eligible for the Project New Orkans grant.

ticular inner-city children because
have no hope of a future beyond
crime, poverty or welfare. While a waiver of tuition add fees wc, lid assist them in attending
college, many do not have additional finances to buy books, pay for transportation or other
incidentals necessary during their college career.

Mix: Project New Orleans is aimed at these
their dropout rates range from 45% to 60% and r

fta: New Orleans based-companies and corporations have committed $100,000 each
over a four-year period to underwrite Project New Orleans. The companies include: Entergy
Corporation, Exxon Company USA, Texaco (Eastern region) USA, IBM Corporation, First

NBC, Louisiana Land & Exploration, KPMG Peat Marwick, Crescent River Port Pilots
Association, Tidewater, CNG Producing, The Times-Picayune, Halliburton Services
Company, South Central Bell, Freeport-McMoRan, McDermott International, Canizaro
Interests and Taylor Energy Company. A 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization has been
established for Project New Orleans with each of the contributing companies represented by
a Board of Trustees.

rad: It is the goal of Pooject New Orleans to make the opportunity of a college
education available to every academically able child. The ultimate goal is to provide both
an educated workforce and a shift in the focus of the American inner-city from poverty and
crime to productivity, participation and achievement.
January 2, 1991
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Senator PELL. I will try to limit my questions, and we'll go back
and forth as is our custom here.
I was particularly struck by Mr. Taylor's testimony. What was
the college that you mentioned that didn't charge tuition?
Mr. TAYLOR. Louisiana State University, sir. They actually had a

$35 per semester student fee, but that included football tickets.
[Laughter.]

Senator PELL. But literally, there is no charge for tuition there.

Mr. TAYLOR. None whatsoever. And actually, when Federal Land
Grant Universities were first proposed, I questioned whether or not
they were ever intended to charge tuition. But LSU did not in 1955.
Senator PELL. You don't happen to know offhand if there are any
institutions now that do not charge tuition, do you?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir, but we have 14 universities in the State of
Louisiana and a number in 7 other States where the State pays the
tuition and fees for those children who qualify.
Senator PELL. And you talked about the admission standards.
Are those admission standards particularly hard or tough or different from the general ones?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir. Actuallyand again, I'm not an educator,
so when it comes to admission standards, I had to go to the univer-

sities themselves for their proposalbut these standards include

the 17 Va credit core curriculum, those advanced courses that Amer-

ican kids are not taking at this time; a 2.5 average in high school,
and originally an 18 on the ACT, which equates to a 20 on the En-

hanced ACT. And we are seeing results that would absolutely
amaze yau.

Senator PELL. I was struck also by the fact that you said the

young people who went to these institutions studied math and science, physics, and so on, because one of the problems we face is

that we've got too many students interested in being lawyers, I

think--

Mr. TAYLOR. Oh, and I'm totally opposed to that, sir. [Laughter.]

What we're seeingwe have gone further in Louisiana now. We

have actually formed a Project New Orleans that provides a spend-

ing money element for every poverty-level kid in the city. We
launched that for major corporations, and most of those CEO's of
course are engineers and scientists. So that is having an impact as
well.

The key element on math and science is to guarantee to the student at an early age that if they prepare for and take those courses
in high school, then those courses become a guaranteed ticket to
college, and early, early exposure to math and science will lead to
more engineers and scientists, sir.
Senator PELL. That's right. Just by coincidence, I was checking
out with the interns in my office what they hope to do after they
finish college, and three out of four want to be lawyers. I think we
need to have a greater emphasis on other fields, as you have said.
I have used up my time, and I will now turn to the ranking Republican member, Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, this is an excellent hearing, and I'm deeply appreciative of having it called.
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Ms. Hairston, I certainly appreciated your comments about early
intervention, in particular my bill. I would like to ask you whether
or not you feel, in combination with what Mr. Taylor said, that this
is an essential program to ensure that young people are aware of
early intervention.
Ms. HAIRSTON. Senator Jeffords, I think you would find that Pat..
rick Taylor and I are certainly of one mind in that regard and
follow your line of thinking as well.
Let me give you an example. In Columbus, OH, there is a pro-

gram like many other communities have, but this one has been
very special to me. It is called the "I Know I Can" program. The "I
Know I Can" program was recently awarded one of President
Bush's Thousand Points of Light, and its chairman was named the
top volunteer of the Nation. What she has done, with the help of

her community, ia to try to encourage the aspirations of children to
go to college. We promise that any student who is in the Columbus
public schools will not miss the last dollars necessary to go to college once the Pell Grant, the Ohio Instructional Grant have been
used. To do that, the people of Columbus have created an effort to
build an endowment very similar to the kind of thing that you are
talking about in your trust funds.
What has happened is that we have raised millions of dollars to
create this endowment, and children whose parents believed it was
not possible for them to go to college because they would not have
the money to do so have now come to believe that it is possible, and
so our growing demand for help is just burgeoning.
This program also has a mentoring concept to it. Volunteers go
into the schools, literally sit down with the parents and help them
fill out financial aid formswhich we all know are not the simplest things in the world. They help take them to college campuses
to visit. They are mentored from 6th grade forward. But the promise is there that.the money will be there when they get there.
My concern is that with the growth in these numbers of stu-

dentswe have similar efforts on our college campusesit is going
to take a Federal-State-private partnership in my view to create
the dollars necessary to meet this demand. And Mr. Taylor is suggesting one way of going after it, and I'm certainly in support of
that and have tried to encourage our leadership in Ohio to do that
sort of thing, and we're working on it, but we also need to create
some other ways of doing it, and I think an incentive aspect
through SSIG or another program that would encourage the creation of these trust furids would be very effective.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.

Mr. Taylor, do you have any comment?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir. I would like to second Ms. Hairston on the
Stat, -local partnership but perhaps specifically what could you do

as far as Pell Grant administration where that is concerned, and

specifically two things of a broad nature. If we can encourage the
remainder of the States to assume their responsibility for the cost
of instruction--sim, ly provide tuition and fees for those low and

middle income kidsthen the Federal Pell Grant might even be
left at $2,400 because in the large majority of our States, $2,400
will pay for room and board. If we do those two things, and then
we have seen with the State legislation that it is the simplicity

42-925 0-91---32.
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that makes it work at all levels, even for thes parents of newborn
children. If kids stay in school and qualify, the State will pay their
tuition and fees. So why not simplify Pell Grant? Take family
assets out of that very complex formula. Don't expect children to
plan on college if it is based on their family home or something
like that.
Second, an scholastic scholarship that the applicant has won,
take that out of the formula. We are trying to encourage our kids
to excel academically. Why lower their Pell Grant if they do so?
We want to encourage the work ethic in our children. Let's take
the applicant's earnings completely out of the formula. If there is a
summer job available, let's encourage them to take it for extra
.

money to go to college. But for inner-city kids, where summer jobs
are simply not available, as I mentioned before, Mr. Chairman, in
New Orleans, 18 major corporations including IBM and Exxon
have :joined together to provide that final dollars, that $1,000 a
year m spending money for every poverty-level child in our city
who qualifies under both the State legislation and of course a Pell
Grant. In the majority of cases, the recipients of our private sector

grants have had to return Pell Grant money. We want that in-

volvement by the private sector. We want those corporations telling our young people that we need them. Let's not penalize the
young person. So simplify it, simplify it. Join with us. Encourage
the other States to accept their responsibility, and you will create a

whole new America.
Senator JEFFORDS. I tend to agree with you. I think it is incredibly important that in this bill we continue to look toward the long
term. However, we can't do everything you would like to do at this
particular time because of our own problems, but the goals you
have established are mine. We have a Higher Education Commission looking at how we can reach these goals.

In the short run, I don't think we can quite do it, but I think we
should do nothing in this bill which would set a trend that would
interfere with us reaching that goal. Certainly that is my objective
here.
I admire your courage in suggesting this idea. I come from an
area where State costa are extremely high and I often wonder how
we can go into the future and work all these things out. I'm not
we of a solution, but I do believe it is important that every young
person in America, regardless of where their parents are on the
economic scale ought to be able to have access to postsecondary
education without having to look for the money for it. I agree with
you.
Mr. TAYLOR. Might I make a suggestion, Senator?
Senator JEFFORDS. Surely.

Mr. TAYLOR. If I can prevail upon eight States to pass this legis-

lation, surely the Qmgress of the United States can prevail upon
the other 42 Statesand include the middle class as well.
Thank you, sir.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement I'd like to make a part of the

record.
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Senator PELL. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record
in full.
[The prepared statement of Senator Jeffords followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing together. The
issues before us are both timely and appropriate.
I will keep my remarks brief and directed specifically to the first
panel because of my particular interest in programs established to
provide incentives, information and encouragement to students for
postsecondary education.
S. 585 is a bill that I introduced earlier this year which provides
those very kinds of services to disadvantaged youngsters. What this

bill encourages is a state, federal and local partnershipall entities working in conjunctionto provide necessary support services
for lower income, at-risk youth.

Educators have promoted this sort of comprehensive approach
for some time now. The recognition that children from disadvantaged backgrounds are more likely to drop out because of external
pressure or family responsibility, lack of a role model or lack of encouragement is all too real.
S. 585, encourages states to establish programs which address the
educational needs of students through counseling, mentoring and
before and after school tutoring. It also provides the support services to encourage kids to stay in school and the incentives to continue onto postsecondary education. Students involved in the program would, upon high school graduation or college matriculation
be given substantial tuition assistance to go onto postsecondary
learning.

In many ways it is a federal "sponsorship" program mimicked
after the programs started by individual philanthropists and some

state governments. It is one way to reverse a trend that has
become more and more apparent in recent years.

That trend is the sad reality that too many kids are lost in the
pipeline. Many don't have relatives or friends who went onto terciary education and many don't know that upon high school graduation they can have the opportunity to continue their education.

The General Accounting Office has done a number of interesting
studies outlining the gaps in parent and student knowledge regarding financial aid and school costs. One report indicates that "...
only 12 percent of high school sophomores were aware of the Pell
Grant program and only 8 percent were aware of Stafford Loans.
Furthermore, "parents and students tended to both grossly overestimate and underestimate different elements of the cost of higher
education. Both kinds of mistakes can lead people to limit their
consideration of different school options."
Students aren't even aware of the opportunities available to
theml These are the kids that we are losing in the pipeline that
need to be given II the information, the support and some financial
assistance to go on.
The "sponsorship" programs established by individual philanthropists have worked. GAO's study found these to be the most effective of all intervention programs and found that they provided
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"substantial extra academic help for students that can make a big
We shouldn't place the future of our children solely in the hands
of philantropiststhere are not enough to go around. The federal
government in concert with state and locals must embark on a federal "sponsorship" program of its own.
I am hopeful that this year's higher education reauthorization
will see the advent of such a program. S. 585 is such a program and
I am hopeful that it can be incorporated in some fashion into the
reauthorization.
difference."

Senator PELL. Senator Metzenbaum.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZENBAUM

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to join you

here today.

First I would just like to express on behalf of the American

people our gratitude to you for your leadership in this area over a
period of years. I am not sure that the American people really do
appreciate how much you have done, and I think all of us, our children and our grandchildren really owe you a great debt of gratitude, and I just want to express that publicly.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator METZENBAUM. Second, I want to say that I know of no

higher priority that our government should have than our concern
about the availability of higher education and education at the
lower levels as well for our children. And a government that can
spend $150 billion a year protecting Western Europe, a government
that can find $50 billion a year to defend Korea and Taiwan and
Japan, and a government that can throw billions of dollars at an
SDI program and building B-2 bombers, can find the dollars to
assure our real future having to do with the children of this country. To me, that's where our emphasis should be and must be, but I
am afraid that the will of the President and the Congress is not in
that direction.
I have a few questions, but before doing so I'd just like to acknowledge, Mr. Chairman, the presence in the audience of a lifelong friend of mine who accompanies Ms. Hairston. He is the president of the Board of Regents and has served under both Democrat
and Republican Governors. He is not a college graduate, but he has
probably devoted as much of his time and effort to education as
almost any single person in the country. He has been president of
the Board of Regents, which consists of 75 colleges and universities
in the State. He has been president of the Cleveland Board of Edu-

cation, a very contentious responsibility. And he has been a

member of the board of trustees of Brandeis University. My friend
Ted Bonda is in the audience, and I just want to say publicly that
we owe him a debt of gratitude for all that he has done.
Ms. Hairston, you mentioned that the Ohio Board of Regents has
been working with cities to develop early intervention plans. Could
you give us some details about the kinds of activities you are pursuing and how a Federal initiative could be helpful?
MS. HAIRSTON. Senator Metzenbaum, we have been working
throughout the last 10 years on issues to improve first of all the
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academic readiness of students to go to college through the creation of an expected collegiate preparation course in high school
that is rigorous-4 years of English, 3 years of math, 3 years of science, 3 years of social studies, 2 years of a foreign language. We
have been working to identify students who are falling behind
through a program at the high school level to see if they can do
mathematics to the degree they need to be able to in order to go to
college. We have been working on science readiness projectsand I
would like to compliment the Congress of the United States on the
Eisenhower Program availability; it has meant a great deal to science education in our State.
With regard particularly to the efforts for groups for whom college has not been part of their experience, we have been developing
in cities like Cleveland, OH, Columbus, OH, Cincinnati, and Toledo
community-based efforts that will identify students in the 6th
grade, bring them to campuses in the summertime, introduce them
to expectations for college, mentor those students during the aca-

demic year following that experience, doing that year after year,
following those studentsit is very time- and people-intensive work
that we are about heredrawing the communities together with
our institutions of higher education and our schools in a joint partnership to pull these students into a successful higher education
experience.

We are just at the beginning of these activities. Some of our colleges have taken leadership in varieties of them. Others have been
stimulated by the Board of Regents. But it is a patchwork of activity; it is not uniform. And that is why I think that the Higher Education Act, and particularly the points to which I spoke this morning, could be stimulative of more uniform activity by creating a
Statewide trust fund to which all communities can aspire, and then
you change the attitudes and therefore the behaviors of human
beings about their possibilities to succeed.

Senator METZENBAUM. The administration has proposed to elimi-

nate the current State Student Incentive Grant program, arguing
that it has served its purpose. You propose to revitalize the program to a new early intervention program, but I gather that you
also favor continuing the current program with some alterations.
Why do you believe it should be continued, and what changes

would you recommend?
Ms. HAIRsToN. Senator Metzenbaum, I believe it should be con-

tinued because it is a significant part of the incentive to States to
remain committed to financial aid programs, number one, and
second, quite frankly, this is not the time to be withdrawing any
dollars from student financial aid. It does not make sense to do
that nationally. We need to help these students and these children
and their families to go to collegenot pull funds away from doing
that.
What we are seeing across this Nation is rising tuitions. States
are having great difficulty financially in providing the services that
citizens expect and want from government, and the cost of higher
education is being borne in greater degree by students. What we
need to do is to provide additional incentives to help bolster our 11.
nancial aid programs, and perhaps as they rise at the State level,
when OIG's, Ohio i ructional grants, or other State incentive
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grants, that the SSIG program could be a greater incentive for
doing that, encouraging greater growth of State programs.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, 141s. Hairston.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. First just two technical, specific questions. Mr.
Wenc, what is the tuition at Carleton?
Mr. WENC. I think if you look at the handouts that you have,

there is a breakdown of our cost of attendance; it is roughly
$16,000. Football tickets are free.

Senator SIMON. OK. Mr. Taylor, what will it cost Louisiana-3
years from now, when you will have more students involved in this
program, what will be the cost? You have projected this out.
Mr. WENC. Actually, sir, if you go out 10 years, recognizing first
that Louisiana will be spending $3 billion a year on education, the

State-paid tuition and fees are estimated only at $30 millionand
that is during the 10th year. But we have seen results in our
schools in Louisiana that are worth far, far more than that now.
Senator SIMON. Now a question directed to all three of you, and
first of all I comment you for your leadership and what you have

done, Mr. Taylor.

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, sir.

Senator SIMON. And as you outlined some changesI'd buy those

tomorrow. Unfortunately, they cost money. And one of the decisions that we have to make here in this subcommittee is are we
just going to tinker with the Higher Education Act, as we have
done the last two times in the reauthorization, or are we going to
dream and really do something significant for the Nation. But if
we are to do that, it is going to take revenue, and we're going to

have to put our necks on the line, and the question is will the
higher education community stand up and say, not just meekly,
but in a loud, clear voice, this is in the national interest?
If I could ask that question of all three of youMs. Hairston.
MS. HAIRSTON. My sense is that on a daily basis, those of us in
higher education recognize that there need to be some very dramatic changes in the way we approach encouraging young people
to go to school and to succeed there.
I was talking with an aide to Senator Metzenbaum before this

committee hearing and said one of the critical pieces is simply
helping people to recognize and realize that college is a future pos-

sibility for them. That takes an awareness effort and a reaching
out effort that is a human being-to-human being kind of thing.

I think these directions, for example, for SSIG are new and
would provide that kind of a beginning. There may be others as
well; I have focused on this one. But I think dramatic change is
possible.

Senator SIMON. OK, but with all due respect, you have not answered my question. My question is will you and will the people at

Ohio State and elsewhere stand up and say to members of the
House and the Senate we have to do something dramatic, and

we're willing to back it up and say yes, let's get the revenue for it.
MS. HAIRSTON. Senator Simon, I think that that kind of consensus comes from seeing what is being proposed. Any group that has
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an investment that is made and understands how well it works is
going to be naturally reluctant to chuck it without understanding
what the possibilities are for change. but assuming we come up
Senator SIMON. I understand that,
with a program that you would buy and you would be enthusiastic
about, are you going to also stand up, not just for the program, but
for the money?

Ms. HAIRSTON. Oh, I am confident of that.
Senator SIMON. Mr. Wenc.

Mr. WENC. Senator, I'm not so confident of that. We in Minneso-

Our budget proposta are currentlythis weekhaving problems.
of cost was defeatedI think a

al to set public tuition at 60 percent
compromise at 40 percent of cost. I think unless you can get a partthe
nership, a true partnership, of State, Federal, institutional and
major
this
issue,
you
will
not
have
business community to speak to
change.

That is not that I as an individual would not like to see major
changes, but I am a pragmatist to say that unless we can all get
together and agree that everybody will have to pay more, then I

think we have a problem.
Senator SIMON. But you are saying, if I follow you, that if we
forge that partnership that people are going to be willing to stand
up.
Mr. WENC. I think SO.
Senator SIMON. Mr. Taylor.

Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, I am absolutely convinced, based on my
own experience, that what you desire will in fact happen. This leg-

islation that we are suggesting on the State level has succeeded in
eight States. Every one of those States have continuing budgetary
problems. In every one of those States, however, those institutions
of higher education, those chancellors and presidents and their
boards, came together with me and influenced their legislatures to
pass the legislation paying tuition and fees. The first year afterward in Louisiana, our legislature, facing a deficit, but realizing

first
that the people of Louisiana saw those institutions for the
voted
a
time as being available for their children, our legislature
education,
the
first
increase
in
10
$120 million increase for higher
years.

On the Federal level, sir, the latest figures I have are that the
Pell Grant program in I think it was 1989 cost the Federal Government $5 billion. And yes, I tl 'nk that that could and should be doubled based on the proposa. tat I have made today. But in that
same year, the information tnat I have is that the Federal Government spent $21 billion as a direct result of unwed teen pregnancy.
dramatically.
We have cut our pregnancy rate in New Orleans
Where do you want to spend your moneyon prevention, or caring

for people after we have caused them to fail?
Senator SIMON. May I be a little more specific. You happen to be
in the energy field. One of the possibilities as we talk about possible revenue would be a $5-per-barrel oil import fee. What does Patrick Taylor say about that?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, Patrick Taylor, oil producer, thinks that we

should have had an oil import fee for years and years. It would

solve a lot of problems, including a higher price at our wellheads so
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that we could drill more domestically. But I don't think we ought
to get onto that.

I would be in support of any measure that would provide a

future for this Nation's children. Without that future, this Nation
will no longer continue to exist as an industrialized Nation.
So I am with you, Senator.
Senator SIMON. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I came in late,
and my apologies. Unfortunately, I had a couple of other meetings.
I would like to ask that my statement be made a part of the record,
and I will value reading the testimony because I have great respect
for the witnesses who have testified.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Without objection, your statement will be includ-

ed.

[The prepared statement of Senator Kassebaum followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KASSEBAUM

The subcommittee is continuing its series of hearings on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Today's hearing will address several topics, including program integrity, graduate education, cooperative education, state scholarship incentive grants, and
the campus-based programs.
The variety of topics which will be covered underscore the broad

range of the federal government's involvement in postsecondary
education. Like Joseph's coat, education is a coat of many colors.
Its goals are as varied as life itself, and the diversity of offerings in
our nation's postsecondary institutions reflects this richness.
It is appropriate that we begin this hearing with a look at program integrity issues. Although much has been done to try to address problems which have developed over the years, the sad fact is
that well publicized abuses of student financial aid have cast a long
shadow over the program.
The American public has always held high confidence in the
value of education and has willingly supported federal efforts to
make the opportunity for a postsecondary education more widely
available. The perception, however, that these opportunities are
being squandered or abused erodes this public support.
In an earlier hearing, we looked at the complexity of the finan-

cial aid application processcertainly a frustration for all concerned. Equally frustrating has been our inability to devise a way
to pinpoint those elements of a postsecondary institution which

mark it is one which offers a quality education.
The availability of federal aid to students attending a particular
institution implies a certain "stamp of approval" for the opportunities it offers. We do a tremendous disservice to students if we do
not take every possible step to assure that eligible institutions are
also good ones.

It seems to me that the American public is becoming increasing-

ly troubled that federal programs just don't work the way they
should. This concern is by no means limited to federal student aid
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programs. Unfortunately from complicated forms to schools which
equip students with debt but without the means to repay it---there
are ample examples to fuel this unease.

It is perhaps human nature that horror stories fix themselves

upon the memory while positive outcomes are taken for granted.

While maintaining our perspective regarding the enormous

strengths of our system of postsecondary education and the positive
contributions of federal aid programs, we must fix what is broken.
Senator PELL. Thank you all very much indeed.
We now turn to our second panel: Mr. Donald Nolan, Deputy
Commissioner of Higher and Continuing Education in New York;
Mr. Stephen Blair, president and CEO of the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools, and Dr. Robert Atwell, president of
the American Council on Education.
Gentlemen, welcome. We'll start off with Mr. Nolan, the deputy
commissioner of higher and continuing education, Albany, NY.
STATEMENTS OF DONALD L. NOLAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF

HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION, ALBANY, NY, ON
BEHALF OF STATE HIGHER EDUCATION EXECUTIVE OFFICERS;
STEPHEN J. BLAIR, PRESIDENT AND CEO, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, WASHINGTON, DC,
AND ROBERT H. ATWELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON
EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. NOLAN. Chairman Pell, members of the subcommittee, it is a
privilege to testify today on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, specifically on the issue of institutional integrity and
accountability in Federal student assistance programs.

I serve as the deputy commissioner for higher and continuing
education in the State of New York, but I also speak on behalf of
the Association of State Higher Education Executive Officers,
SHEEO, and the Board of Regents.
Until recently, public trust in the Federal student assistance programs was founded on the belief that these programs provided
access to quality education at institutions operating with adminis-

trative and financial integrity. Since the inception of the student
assistance programs, institutional integrity has been addressed by
a system that requires institutions to be approved in different ways
by the Federal Government, the States and private accrediting
bodies.

This current institutional eligibility and approval process has
grown to be confusing and ineffective in assuring the quality of
education programs.

You know all the reasons. They have been in the press, they
have been at hearings before you. The public trust in this system
has clearly eroded. We believe a new system must be put in place
to ensure basic quality, tighten fiscal and operational accountability, and restore the public trust.
Others who have examined the weaknesses and shortcomings of
the current system seem to be in agreement on one point: States
should be invited to accept a greater responsibility for the oversight and accountability of the system, in a strengthened partnership with the Federal Government.
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The establishment of a State-centered institutional eligibility and
accountability system would move the locus of responsibility closer
to the institutions and their educational programs. States can be
more effective in their oversight of postsecondary institutions and
educational programs than the Federal Government. Also, we believe it would be most appropriate if the primary oversight responsibilities for Federal programs were placed in the hands of public

governmental bodies rather than with private, nongovernmental
accrediting agencies that have in the past avoided a regulatory
role.

Such a new State approval system can be loosely modelled on the
current State-approving agency structure administered by the Veterans Administration. Under such a model, Congress would identify areas in which State standards of quality should be developed.
The Secretary would be authorized to approve a State's plan for
meeting its own standards, and in doing so would recognize that
the States may develop diffe rent standards for different classes of
institutions as defined by th.e States' respective constitutions, laws
and regulations. In other words, while federally-set areas for standards would be uniform in order to assure basic quality and accountability, States would have some degree of flexibility in their implementation. States would then be accountable to the Federal Government for approval, oversight, and any disciplinary measures
over institutions in that State receiving Federal student aid.
We propose that participation in the system be voluntary on the
part of the States. In the event a State chooses not to participate,
the Secretary would be free to enter into agreements with other reliable agencies or organizations, which would monitor the institutions in question using the federally-set standards of accountability
and integrity.

New York is currently in a position to participate in such a

system, given our experience as a recognized national accrediting
body. We believe many other States are also in a position to
assume the responsibilities in this proposed system.
For those States ready and able, we propose that Congress authorize funds to pay the administrative costs involved in developing, implementing and maintaining the system. We propose an authorization of approximately one percent of the current Federal
funds available under Title IV. These would be allocated to participating States, takilig into account the numbers of institutions and
students in the State as well as the level of Federal financial assistance received.

The State Higher Education Executive Officers and the New
York State Board of Regents have prepared specific language for
your consideration, and it is attached to my testimony.
I'd be happy later to answer any questions you have concerning
these proposals.
Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Nolan.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nolan (with an attachment) follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. NOLAN
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a reguthan with private, non-governmental
latory role.
state
Such a new state approval system can be loosely modeled on the currentUnder
by
the
Veterans
Administration.
approving agency structure administered
standards of quality
such a model, Congress would identify areas in which state
should be developed.
meeting its own
The Secretary would be authorized to approve a state's plan for
standards, and in doing so would recognize that the states may develop different
constistandards for different classes of institutions as defined by states' respective
for standother
words,
while
federally
set
areas
tutions, laws, and regulations. In
states
ards would be uniform in order to assure basic quality and accountability,
would then be
would have some degree of flexibility in their implementation. States disciplinary
and any
accountable to the Federal government for approval, oversight,
measures over institutions in that state receiving Federal student aid.the part of the
on
We propose that participation in the system be voluntary
Secretary would be free to
states. In the event a state chooses not to participate, theorganizations, which would
enter into agreements with other reliable agencies or
using the Federally set standards of accountmonitor the institutions in question
in such a
ability and integrity. New York is currently in a position to participate
body. We believe
recognized
national
accrediting
system, given our experience as a
also in a position to assume the responsibilities of the new

many other states are
system.

funds to pay
For those states ready and able, we propose that Congress authorize
and
maintaining
the
in
developing,
Implementing,
(he administrative costs involved
of the
of
$100
million
(approximately
1
percent
system. We propose an authorization
to participating states,
Federal funds available under Title IV), to be allocatedstudents
in the state, as
numbers
of
institutions
and
taking into consideration the
well as the level of Federal financial assistance received.
legislaSHEEO and the New York State Board of Regents have prepared specific
questions
consideration.
I
would
be
happy
to
answer
your
tive language for your
concerning those proposals.

A NEW STATE-FEDERAL PARTNERSHIP
FOR ASSURING INSTITUTIONAL INTEGRITY
AMENDMENT TO HIGHER EDUCATION ACT TITLE IV
VINO PROPOSAL

NTS RBOEP1T5 PROPOSAL
To permit States to deslieste State Approving Agencies to approve of postsecondary institutions
parlicipsting in student assistance program authorised under Thie IV of the Higher Education Art
of 1963.
Saralee 1. Subseetiot 4137(a) of the Higher Education Act pertaining to program participation

Ammons for institatiom partidpating la lItle IV student assistance program is amended by
adding tbe Miming patagraph after perseraph (10):

'(11)

The inatitatica, if its total annual earollseent Is 100 or more students, shall be
subject to approval by a Slate Approving Agency, as provided in part H of this
Title, effective 12 month, after this bill It_emeted.'

Section 2. State Apprevieg Army Plogram.

Title IV of the Higbee Eriucation Act of 1965 la amended by addins at the end thereof
the following oew part H:

"Pan H

State Approving Agency Program

SEC.192. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

(a) FINDINGS.The Congress finds that
(1) Effective me ot Federal student assistance funds requires more oversight of
postoeoondary institutions and educational pcograms than this Iltle currently requires;
(2) Private accrediting agencies and orpntrations cannot be emected to serve as

oversight agencies for the pwposes of this lit*
(3) Most of the States do sot impose State standards on the educational peograms
offeted at every institution panicipating in Federal studeet assistance programs; and
(1) Federni oversight of postsecondary institutions and educatiocal programa is less
effective than overnight by the States, as demonstrated by nearly 10 years of experience with State
approval of educational programa servieg veterans of tbe U.S. Armed Forces.

(b) STATEMENT OF PURPOSEIt it the purpose of this part to authorize the
Secretary to enter into agreements with the States that would
(1) estabibh one State Approving Agency In each State to approve postsecondary
institutions and educational programa fcc the purposes of this Title; and
(2) provide Federal funds to esch State Approving Agency for performing the functions
required by such agreements with the Secretary.

"SEC 495(a). Program Autheriatd.
The Seaetary a authorized, in accordance with the
provisions of this section, to make gnats to eligible States
11) to anal* the eligible State to investigate complaints etmarreing, and ensure eaformasent
of State Ins applicebie to, institutions of highee education in the State having atudeets that receive
financial asliStieeet wider this title, and

"(2) to investigate such complainta and ensure such Won:meet with other applicabie
provisions of this title, as appecoriate.
"(b) Relmburseamet.
From tbe suns appropriated pursuant to subsection (I) le any fiscal
year the Secretary shall reimburse each eligible State having an application approved ander
subsection (c) the mount actually spat to carry out the application of that State.

"(e) Eligibility.

A State la eligible to receive a grant under this =floe if the State

"(1) enforces State laws and policies with respect to the authoriastion of institutioes of higher
educatioa within the State to provide educatioo and training beyond secondary education which the

Secretary determines meet Federal standards for the papaw of assuring compliance with tbe

provisions of this ilk
"The Secretary shall develop the standards under this section after censultation with
appropriate State agencies and the Associadoe of State Higher Education Executives °Moms.
"(2) WWI to assure that the State licensing aed morthoring of Institutions of higher education,
as appropriate, will be sufficient to determine compliaece with Federal and State laws and policies
deoaibed in paragraph (1);

"(3) VIM to adopt and enforce procedures and requirements which will protect students
enrolled at institutions of higher education within the State in case of the closure of any such
institution of higher education, which may Include
"(A) the provision of a performance bond;
VI) the provision of the teaching of students;
"(C) the retention of the records of students in the event of such ciosure; ce
"(D) a State tuition refund program which meets criteria established by the
Secretary,
"(1) ensures that, to the Went practicable, esch institution of higher education within the State

has fair and equitable student refund polky;
"(5) adopts and enforces a consumer protection policy for students enrolled In institutions of
higher education in the State which meets or mceeda standards established by the Secretary;

SEC. 493. STATE APPROVING AOBNCY PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.

(a) PROGRAM AUTHORITY.The Seaman, shall, in emplanes with the provisions
of this put, tater into agreements with seek of the St Mee to cany oat the papaws of this pan.
If wry Stale Leib to enter Into aa ameraent with the Secretary for the purposes of Ude pan, tbe
provisiam of Mb pen stick refer to Me Slate, with respect to such State, shall be deemed to tea
to otbee appropriate ansagessets mode by the Secretary for prop= approval in that State. If
say imitations digibis lo peetidpete ht student Mame programs authorised under this Mk are
Not offeriag edeational pregrams hs a Stale (e.g., foreip medical seboole or schools loaded in U.S.

tenitaries), the molder of this pen which refer to the State, with respect to such institutions,
shall be deemed to refer to the Secretary.

'(6) estatlisises and carries out a due process prccedure under State Law or State regulation
relating to the withdrawal of, or failure to renew, the license of any institution of higher education
within the State, m applopetate, to operate or continue to operate within the Sala add
"(7) establishes and carries out a moms for the investiestica and resolution of =plaints by

students carolled la the institutions of higher education within the State referred by the
Department, by the State Atterary General, or made by my aggrieved Modest.
Grua under this section may be used for Investiptive, monitaing,
"(d) Uses ot Funds.
and enforcement activitim *aped to any out the eligibility requirements set forth la subeeetion
togethee with secasery State administrative emerge* associated with such activitice.
No grant may be made under this subpart velem the State
le) Applications Required.

submits to the Secretary an application at such time, in such matter, and coetaining, or

b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.For the purse of enabling the

secompanied by, such laformation that the Secretary may reemonably require. Each such application

Secretaty to make meats to States which have made agreements with the Secretary under this
pert, there an authorized to be appropriated 5100,000,000 fa fiscal rar 1993, and such sums as
may be necessary fee the suomedine fiscal yars.

shall

(e) REIMBURSEMENT SUBJECT TO CONTINUING COMPLIANCEThe Secretary
shall make payments for agreements only to States which continue to meet the requirements or
their agreements.

section, and the costs of such ambit*
"(3) assure that the State will report at the enforcement activities canted out under this
section Io tbe appropriate reeional or national accrediting body and to the Department on any

(d) EFFECIIVE DATILThis program shall be effective 12 months

er this bill is

mwsg.
SEC. 494. DEFINITIONS.For the purposes of this part

(a) the !era 'States means each of the Wald Sista, the District of Columbia, and the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico;

"(1) &Wyatt a single State officiel or agency responsible for ihe coonlinatiog of the
enfmcement activities described in this section;
'(2) desaibe the adbfiliee to be =Med out in thr :late tinder the mogram authonzed by this

negative action taken by the State with respect to the Seeming or authorizing of the institution of
higher educstion to provide an educational program within the State, Including any amlna denying,
suspending, or terminating the authority of such institution to operate within the Statq aed
"(4) Include such additional information and Noumea as the Secretary deem necessary.
There are authorized to be appcopriated $15,000,000
'((f) Authorization of Appropriation.
for the fiscal yeer 1992, and gut* sums as may be necemary for each of the four aucommg, fiscal
year to carry out the provisions or this subpart'
As used in this section, the term Institution of higher education Includes
'(g) Definition.
an eligible institution described in sections 435(s), (b) and (e)."

(b) the term 'institution' means an eligible institution defined in section 435(s) of this
Title or an institution defined In section 481 of this Title that (i) has entered into a program
participation agreement with the Secretaty ss described in section 487 of this Tide and (id has a
total annual enrollment of 100 or more students;

(c) the term 'educational pcogram' means:
(1) a ponsecoadary education program provided by an institution defined in subsection
(b) and leading to a degree, certificate, or other educational credential recognized by the State in
which the program is offered;
(2) a course of pcmsecondary study neceuaty for enrollment in a program defined in
and
(3) a program of postsecondary vocational Of technical education provided at an
Institution defined in subsection (b) and designed to prepare individuals for useful employment in
recognized occupations.
ParagraPh

SEC. 495. STATE APPROVING AGENCY AGREEMENTS.

(a) STATE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES.
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4",

(1) Baca streamed shall deecribs a State organisational structure that includes evay
inealtatios, defined la subsesios 494(b) at this part, in lee State.
(2) For the purposes of this pert, tbe Wades of the State entity authodaed to act os

SECA'S& FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT OF STATE APPROVINO AGENCY COSTS. The
Sterstary shall reimburse the Sates for the costs of preforming Stale Approving Ageaq functions

behalf of the State for the papa of %term isle sa spumest with the kaftan, shall be in

remosable sad secasary apesses of salary sod Mud incurred by employee of such agescies end
allenseaces foe administrative amasses. The Sammy may alio reimburse such agencies for work
performed by their suboonesetres where such work has a direct relationship to the requirements
of agreements with the Secretary.

acecedeaos welt the State law of seek isdividial State with respect to the authority to make legal
agremsesa batmen as State sad de Federal Government.

(3) Nadia' la Ws pat shall be cossetted to autherbe the Secretary to require any
State to adopt, as a ocatides Ice esterag Imo aa agreemeot, a specific State meantime!
& Meta&
(4) Notasg la Mk pert shall be condnied as a limeades es the authority of any State
to adopt a State orgasisallas structare for postaeocedaty educatioo &gawks, lasteutioes, or
programs stick la apprograte so the needs, traditions, sed circumstances of that State, or as a
limeades os the alacrity al a Slats eater* late an agreement pursuant to this part to modify
the State organization& etructure at any thee subsequent to entalag into such agreement.
(3) ad (,1) a this subsection. the
(5) Notwebstaalleg the parisloo of paragraphs
Secretary may require melt State to develop an orpaisational structure, subject to the limitations
of parapaphs (2), (3) and (4), that lacorporates every latitudes, as defined in this part, in that
Slats as put of the agreamest pursuant to the put The Sectetazy shall provide to each State, at
intavals to be specified in regelatioa, a list of evay institution that shall be incorporated into the

repined by apasests with tbe Secretary authorised under this put Such caw shall Wale

SEC 4%. FUNCTIONS OF STATE APPROVING AGENCIES.
(a)

State standards for-

(A) Financial and administrative capacity at a verified scale of operations;
(B) Facilities, equipment, and suppien

(C) !amend;
(D) Cuniculum and instruction;
(Et)
Admissions, academic calendars, tuition charges and fees, grading,
academic peeress, student cooduct, and advertising
(F) Submitting data and ricannents on enrollments, completions, finances, arid
other topics;

orpalsatiosal WWI= of such State tor du papas et this parL
(b)

CONTENTS OF AGREEMENTS-Agreements between each State and the

(0) Maintainins student records; sad
(H) Other standards that a State may legally requite.
(2) The institution demonstrates its continuing compliance with standards related to

Secretary shall cantata the following features;

(1) Descries of the State entity responsible for panting State authorization to each
institution in that State to offer postsecondary educatiom
(2) Designate* of the Stale estity responsible for assuring that each institution in that
State remains in compliance with State requirements for altering postsecondary education pregame
in that State;
(3) Designation of the cee State Approving Agency tbat shall represent all entities of

that State daignated in paragraph (1) and (2) al this subsection for the purposes of this pan;
(4) Assurances that tbe State Approving Agency will administer the program authorized
by this part and will keep such records and provide such infotmation to tbe Secretary a may be
requested for fiscal audit and prepare evaluation, consistent with the responsibilities of the
Samar)",
(5) Deactiption of the relationship between that State's State Approving Agency
&signaled for the purposes of this part aad both (i) the agency or agencies designated for the
purposes of Papier 36 of Tide 38 of tbe U.S. Code and (Li) the State loan Insurance program
established under action 428(b) of this 'Cita and

(6) Plan for performing the Nadas described la anion 496 of this part.
(e) FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY.-Notwithatanding any other provision el law, no
State shall be required to heel the obligations of an agreement with the Secretary under this part
alas the Secretaty reimburses that State for the Federal cora specified in section 495A et Oh
pan, for pettorming the Sate Approving Agency functions required by such apeman and no Sees
shall be required to MCC into an cgrament with the Seaetary under this part alas the Cowan
appropriates the fads to pay those Federal costs.

APPROVAL AUTHORITY,-Ille State Appraing Agency shall approm an

institution fce the papaw of this part if the following conditions ate met(1) The institution obtains initial authorzation to offer programs by meeting pulsated

paragraph (1) of this subsection.
(3) If a State does not have State surodards related to paragraph (a), the institution
shall meet standards pesaibed by the Secretary through regulation ur through an agreement with
such State.

(4) lf the State Approving Agency uses either (i) accreditation by a private accrediting
agency or body or (Li) compliance audits performed by a State guaranty spicy established under

section 428(b) of this litle so a substitute tor State approval of compliance with standards in
paragraph (1), such substitution shall be provided for In an agreement with the &arm.

(b) DWFIRENT1AL STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL-A State Approving Agency
may establish different standards of approval for differeet clams of institutions as defined by its
relevant State laws and reguetions. However, a State Approving Agency must have some published
standard of approval for eech paragraph in subsection (a) peragraph (1) for each such dm* of
institutions unless the agreement with the Secretary under this part specifically exempts such claws
of institutions as defined by the State.

(c) DISAPPROVAL-A State Approving Agency may determine that an institution or
elecatiocal program should be disapproved based on its own findings or the findings of a Federal
entity.
(1) STATE APPROVING AGENCY FINDINGS.-If a State Approving Agency finds
that an institution is not in compliance with standards established for subsectioa (a), such State
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Avow/lag Away must salty tits Secretary of its findiap aod the seders that such Aneacy is
taking, oe bas takea, is =moms to such Wimp Uhl" a time period prescribed by the Secretary's
regulations. U a State Appeoving Ageacy disapproves an attitudes or an educational pits= at

u irstitutios, such Stale Approval Assay mat notify the Smeary of its action as prescribed

by rePlatk&
(2) sEautuRrs FINDINGS.U the Smeary or other Federal entity takes any
action naiad say lastitudoa tvith which it has a participatim agresseat a praided la section 487

of this Mlle, the Semeimy aball notify the State Appeal's Ague,' (or spades, la the ere of
multistate Mistime) of such action within a time pedal prescribed in the Secretary's regulations
arid the State (or States) my disapprove Mt lastbstions for the purposes of this part.

(3) PROCEDURAL PROTECITONS FOR DISAPPROVALImitations shall have
the same procedural protectime for the purposes ol disapproval under this pan as they have under

this Title and under the retreat Wm of the Stews.
(6) LIMIT ON STAYS APPROVING AOENCY FUNCTIONS,State Approving
Army tusetices shall not aciede either (i) wraith* financial and compliance audits as may be
required fader subsedloas 428 or 487 of this Act or (Il) assuming financial liability tor Ulu
apbst institutions which have been approved by such agencies.

(e) CONSUMER COMPLAINTS.A State Approving Agency shall establish procedures

for nub* and responding to coma= exspisints about approved lastitutions and shall keep
records of such complaints in order to detensine their frequency and nature tor specific institutions.

(f) PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT.A State Approvin/ Agency shall provide initial
and continuing training to its own personnel and other personnel in its State, includino persconel

st Mad= subject to apprwal, to serve the pupae' of this part.
(g) ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS.Nothing in ale part shall restrict the authority
of the States to establish medwalsms to enforce the standards established la subsection (a) or
require the States to establish spec& mechanises recomeaded ty the Secretary. The plan
required in parseraph 493(bX6) may laded; but sot be limited to, such mrbaniuns as:
(I) Aaseesiag fees to flame State oversight aod protect against MEIN liabilities;
(2) Cooducting Oniite investigatioas;
(3) Pressing civil or criminal charges whet Institution or school OWRCII or imposing
civil finest

(4) impala' pmeardimeat hada= standards for students;
(3) Regulating tbe as of pid recruiters; and
(6) Establishing diatoms and reporting requirement. oe attitude= and school owners."
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Senator PELL. We would now like to hear from Mr. Blair.

Mr. &AIR. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am
the president of the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools, an organization that represents approximately 1,200 pri-

vate career colleges and schools that currently educate nearly
700,000 students. I appreciate this opportunity to share my
thoughts with you as you consider the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your deep and abiding commitment

to education. It is extremely appropriate that the most important
grant program bears your name. Federal student aid programs

have helped millions of students get a postsecondary education that
has led to employment and empowered them to achieve the American dream.

I believe it is especially appropriate that you are taking this
morning to focus on the need to protect the integrity of Federal
student aid programs. Clearly, for the student aid programs to continue to fulfill their mission, we must demonstrate to the American
people the effectiveness of the Federal programs and restore their
confidence in the integrity of these programs.
I am here today to not only represent NArrs, but also the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS). NATTS and
AICS are the nation's two largest organizations that represent private career colleges and schools. Together we are educating nearly

1.5 million students in 130 different career-specific fields. This
morning I would like to briefly outline our aasociations' efforts to
improve the quality of education offered at our schools and reducing problems surrounding the student aid programs. Attached to
my written testimony is a copy of a detailed "Report Card" which
outlines the actions NArrl'S and AICS have already taken.

While we can by no means assume that all the problems have
been solved, it is essential to recognize the very real progress that
has been made. For the last several years, NATTS and AICS have
undertaken numerous rigorous reform efforts to address the most
common criticisms of private career colleges and schools and their
accrediting bodies. These criticisms include:
(1) Nothing is being done about problem schools;
(2) There is little or no oversight of institutions or programs;
(3) There is no consumer protection to safeguard the interests of
students or taxpayers; and
(4) Nothing is being done to reduce student loan defaults.
Myths, lack of awareness or political expediency have enhanced
criticisms. Most people simply do not realize or choose to ignore

that the process has been improved and that very dramatic
changes have been put into place by associations such as AICS and
NATTS.

Actions by our associations, our accrediting commissions, and
legislative and regulatory reforms that we have proposed and supported have helped reduce student loan defaults and abuse of the
student aid programs.
Since 1988, for example, 13 out of every 100 NATTS and AICS
schools reviewed have lost their accreditation. Another 249 have
closed their doors. This represents a total of 433 schools that have
lost their accreditation, closed their doors, or moved their accredi-
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their accreditation
tation. Most of these people moving and losing
financial
operations or
could not meet our standards for curricula,
school management.
to have accrediOur associations have been willing to go to court
have
fought court
tation removed. Since 1988, NATTS and AICS
than
$1
million
in legal
cases against 19 schools at a cost of more
and related fees.
of instituNATTS and AICS have also increased our oversight
and
initiated
rigortions, tightened our standards of accreditation,
applying
for
accreditaous programs to dissuade institutions from
tion in the first place.
such critical issues
Our much stronger guidelines have addressed
admissions, testing and
as recruiting practices, student refunds,
branching.
teams to
We have also developed rapid-resr onse and fact-finding
AICS
have
stuand
visit schools with reported problems. NATTS
addition,
NATTS
and
dent loan default reduction programs. In
the Congress.
AICS have supported strong legislative reforms in
student loan debacked
bills
dealing
with
For example, we have
student refunds, postsecondary graduafault reduction, equitable disclosure,
and measures to prevent action and placement rate
creditation jumping.
additional
Despite these advances, NATTS and AICS understand
committee
a comreforms are needed. We have submitted to your reform provisions
prehensive reauthorization proposal. It contains
that would help bring us the rest of the way.
in postsecondary
As you know, there are many players involved
perform
and different
education. Each player has different tasks to
responsibilities to carry cut.
package would be
The most important component of our reform
responsibilities
of each
to clarify the unique oversight roles and
triad
consists
of
member of the so-called "triad." As you know, the
Federal
Govregulatory
bodies,
and
the
accrediting bodies, State
ernment.
and strengthen
We believe we must clarify these responsibilitiesand
establish exneeds
to
carry
them
out
the powers each member
for
each
of
the
participants.
pected outcome measurements
bodies would be
Through the changes we advocate, accreditingStates
couid better
the
quality
of
education,
better able to evaluate
and
the Federal
and
protect
consumers,
monitor business practices
institutional
eligijob
of
determining
Government could do a better
bility for financial aid.
to
Each member of the triad must rely upon the other players
advocates
Consequently,
our
plan
also
meet their responsibilities.
be evaluated
standards by which all members of the triad could
communication
improve
and held responsible. It would alsoappropriate,
loan guaranty
members
and,
where
amongst the triad
agencies.
out its overWhile improving the ability of the "triad" to carry
curb
the
potential
sight responsibilities, we would go further. To law specific
restricfor abuse, our reform planw ould also put intobranch campuses.
It
tions on recruiting practices and the opening
aid
servicers
would improve the regulation of third-party financial
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and institutions with dual accreditation. And it would take conI firmly believe that by adopting these additional rigorous but
fair reforms, we can ensure that the taxpayers' dollars well spent
and only institutions that provide a quality education are eligible
to participate in the Federal student aid programs.
I would like to close by briefly mentioning what we think some
crete steps to improve consumer protection.

of the additional guiding principles should be considered in the reauthorization.
We believe that the changes you make in financial aid programs
must recognize the vital role they play in determining the quality
of this Nation's work force. They should also recognize the impact
they have on giving millions of Americans the chance to achieve
the American dream.
Private career colleges and schools are a major element in the
educating of America's work force. They provide the kind of jobspecific technical education that American businesses demand and
our economy needs to remain competitive.
Many of our schools have business and industry advisory boards

that continually advise them on changes in the workplace and
changing workforce needs. Our schools then respond to ensure that
the education and training we provide remains up-to-date and re-

sponsive to the marketplace.

I urge the Congress to remember that Federal student aid programs must continue to foster the great diversity of opportunities
thtit are now there. Respecting this great diversity of kinds of institutions and kinds of programs, I also want to emphasize thr.t the
Congress should not discriminate between programs or program
length. Some people advocate barring students enrolled in shortterm programs, but many career-specific education programs do
not require 1 year of schooling, let alone four. Many students
simply cannot afford to be out of the work force for a long period of
time. It would be counterproductive to make it more difficult for
these students to participate in the programs.
The decisions you make will have a tremendous impact upon this
generation and the generations to follow and our ability to compete
in the world economy.
If I can answer any questions, I'd be pleased to.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Blair.
[Additional information submitted by Mr. Blair follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BLAIR, ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
TRADE AND TECW4ICAL SCHOOLS
The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS) and the
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (WATTS) have
been, are currently, and will remain wholly committed to improving
the quality of postsecondary education and as a result increasing
public confidence. Achieving this confidence requires criminal
prosecution of those engaged in fraudulent activities, whether
they be schools, colleges, universities, students, or financial
institutions.
Any institution that engages in fraudulent practices unfortunately
brings into question the quality of postsecondary private career
institutions, which provide over one-half of the skilled workers
entering the workforce each year.
The most common criticisms of private career schools and colleges
are:
I.

Nothing is being done about the "bad apples."

II.

There is no oversight of institutions or programs or, if
there is any, it is woefully inadequate.

III. There is no consumer protection to safeguard the interests of
students and taxpayers.
IV.

Nothing is being done to reduce student loan defaults.

In the past three years, myths, a lack of awareness, or political
expediency have enhanced these perceived problems. Most people do
not realize that the process has changed and that organizations
such as AICS and WATTS have a history of ever-increasing
effectiveness.
For many years, actions by these two associations, their
accrediting commissions, and legislative and regulatory reforms
proposed and supported by these associations have helped
substantially to improve the quality of education and reduce
student loan defaults and abuse of student aid programs.
In 1989, Rep. William Ford (D-MI), now Chairman of the House
Education and Labor Committee, asked us to take the necessary
In
actions to instill confidence in private career schools.
discussions with other key Members of Congress, it becam clear
that our associations and their accrediting commissions were
expected to take the lead in identifying "bad apples," eliminating
the second-rate and shoddy education that occurs in a minority of
schools, and reducing student loan defaults.
The following is a report card of decisive steps AICS and WATTS
have taken over the past several years to address the
congressional and public concerns:
1

!

J
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From January 1911 until 1991, of the institutions
accredited by AICS and/or NATTS, 433 schools were either
removed from the accredited list by the Accrediting
Commission, voluntarily withdrew (often as a result of
Commission action), or closed (See Attachment 01);
In the last three years, an average 13 of every 100
accredited schools reviewed lost their accreditation.
.1

wahold_intioxitaLaLasoraslitatisau.
AICS and NATTS are dedicated to the integrity of the
accreditation process and ensuring quality education.
They are even willing to go to court to have
accreditation removed when necessary. Since 1958,
nineteen court cases have been fought by the AICS and
NATTS Accrediting Commissions at a cost of more than $1
million in legal and related fees. Attached are
examples of court cases undertaken by NATTS and AICS to
uphold Commission judgments.
(See Attachment 02)

o
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review and process.

--

.4..
These measures_ include:

I

Development of rapid-response/fact-finding teams to
visit schools with reported problems. These teams
respond immediately to serious allegations raised
against any school.
Required audits of financial statements to ensure the
accuracy of reported data.
Required workshops for accreditation application and
renewal. These workshops are designed to introduce and
sensitize applicant schools to the expectations and
rigors of the accrediting process.
NATTS fought all Temporary Restraining Orders (TROs)
sought by institutions appealing Accrediting Commission
2
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decisions in the courts to thus stop access to federal
financial aid. This represents a significant shift.
Prior to this policy, it was standard operating
procedure for NATTS to support a school's TRO in order
to help a school raise its standards.
The resistance of TROs has always been the policy of
AICS.

Engaged in aggressive court cases to defend Accrediting
Cosmission actions to uphold integrity of the standards.
Sped up due process while protecting rights of appeal.
The proness has been reduced from an average of tvo
years to six months.

-

Trained team leaders to ensure that the quality of the
process is mkintained. Team leaders head up each school
visit and aro mainly responsible for ensuring that the
visit is carried out vith sufficient rigor and that a
school is adhering to our standards.
Investigated high default schools identified by the
Department of Education on September 10, 1990. The
Department had released a list of the 89 institutions
that comprise 50 percent of the Student loan dollars in
default for private career schools and colleges. Of the
53 schools accredited by AICS and NATTS, 22 have closed.
All have been reviewed by the Department of Education;
and the AICS and NATTS schools have been reviewed by
their respective accrediting agencies. (See Attachment
03)

0

ilagaraListinciaLmhiLarsklmAxista.
State licensing agencies, federal agencies and accrediting
commissions are comaonly referred to as the "TRIAD."
Through increased communication, these three bodies are
responsible for the stewardship cf the integrity of
institutions and federal programs, as well as improved
consumer protection. In order to strengthen the role of the
TRIAD, NATTS and AICS laid out the following recommendations
in our proposal for the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act:
Clarify roles and responsibilities of members of the
TRIAD.
Develop a system of standards by which all members of
the TRIAD can be evaluated.
3
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Increase communication through the sharing of additional
information among all members of the TRIAD and, where
appropriate, loan guaranty agencies.

The system in place now combining the regulatory oversight of the
Department of Education, state licensing agencies and the
accrediting bodies (the TRIAD) must be tightened. NATTS and AICS
are committed to fulfilling their obligations to judge the
quality of education and remove inferior schools in their sector,
and will continue to do so.

ilia_lannerlaaSumarr.JersztalLigo
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The Accrediting Commissions have strengthened guidelines in
recent years, addressing critical problem areac of abuses.
Problem:
Use of the payment of commissions to people to recruit
students. At one time, institutions were permitted to
pay a commissioned sales person to bring students to the
door.
This is no longer tolerated.
Solution:
NATTS: Institutions may only use salaried employees in
their admissions activities and will not pay
commissions to recruiters for these enrollments until a
student has a realistic assurance of completing the
program.
AICS:

The Commission narrowly proscribed the recruiting
and admissions practices employed by member schools and
eliminated the practice of canvassing for admissions.
Recruiting and admissions were strictly limited to
school employees only and recruiters were prohibited
from administering admissions tests.
Problem:
Over-expansion of facilities without appropriate
oversight and branch campuses that were inferior in
quality. Lack of sufficient oversight in this area
allowed some "fly-by-night" schools to operate.
Oversight has now been increased substantially.
Solution:
NATTS: The Commission has reaffirmed its stardards for
branch campuses to ensure that the main school is
responsible for the branch; to ensure that a branch is
fully reviewed prior to accreditation; and to require
4
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that the branch's program(s) are the same as, or related
to, the program(*) offered at the main school. If a
branch campus is found in violation of any standard, all
branches and the main school suffer the consequences.
AICS: The Commission only permits the processing of one
This usually takes a
branch application at a time.
year. The Commission also reqUires an evaluation site
visit before the branch opens and another visit after it
opens.
Problem:

Recruitment of nonhigh school graduates vho were
incapable of succeeding in the program in which they
were enrolled.
Solution:
The Commission prohibits schools from recruiting
prospective students in or near welfare offices,
unemployment lines, food stamp canters, and homeless
shelters.

AICS and NATTS contracted with the American Council on
aducation to review and approve independently all tests
that could be used by WATTS e'l AICS schools in
detersining the capabilities and admission of all nonhigh school graduates (ability-to-benefit or ATM
AICS requires that all ATB students be both
students).
counseled and tested.
Problem:
Schools served high-risk students and had a track record
of high dropout rates and a lack of support services.

Solution:
The NATTS Accrediting Commission requires that any
institution serving high-risk students must provide the
appropriate support services, such as day care,
re:mediation, and counseling, to increase the
probability of student success to the highest degree
possible.

(Please refer to Attachment 04 for additional examples
of AICS and WATTS Accrediting commission activities.)

The associations of AICS and NATTS and their work in
legislation have involved support of specific bills
having an impact on:
5
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Student tuition refunds -- only the private career
school sector of postsecondary education endorsed the
legislative initiative to define fair and equitable
refunds for students. The specific proposal
significantly increases the amount of refund to a
student after withdrawal.
Supported independently-developed testing programs for
ability-to-benefit (ATE) studerits.
Supported Nouse and Senate student loan defaultreduction legislation.
Supported mandatory postsecondary graduation and
placement rate disclosure to empower consumers in making
sound choices of postsecondary institutions.
Endorsed legislation that granted authority to the
Department of Education to suspend temporarily student
aid funds at a school where there have been allegations
of fraud and abuse. (See Attachment OS)
011
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(See Attachment 06)

Distributed consumer,. information to assist students in their

Mkt&azig ashstal-It

In an effort to provide consumers with the information needed
to select the right career and school for them, in 19a9 NATTS
began publishing fettina Skilled. Gettina Ahead. Norm than
200,000 copies have been distributed at no charge through the
U.S. Consumer Information Center, making the book ita most
requested publication ever.
In addition, NATTS distributed copies of the book to all
state pdblic assistance agencies to assist caseworkers in
their counseling. And copies were sent to the Persian
Gulf
for distribution to Desert Store troops.
This valuable guide provides students with a step-by-step
process to use in locating and contacting the private career
college or school that will provide the training they need;
questions students should ask when evaluating the school;
information students need to understand the school's
requiresents; and details on how students can obtain
financial aid and the responsibilities involved with a loan.
U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called Getting' skilled.. Getting
Ahead "the best.consumer resource guide available."
6
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(Attachment 07)
V
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In 19416, three years before the Department of Education
announced its Default Reduction Initiative, private career
school organisations joined together in support Of the Career
Training Foundation's (CTF) Default Management Initiative.
This was done at a time when evidence was just beginning to
demonstrate that defaults in the loan programs were growing.
There was confusion about how to support students so they
would not go into default. CTF convened the first joint
conference of representatives from all participants in the
Stafford Loan Program. The question was: How do we make
these programs work? The answers included:

--

Developed the Default Management Manual to assist
schools in the administration of the financial aid
progress and help instill a sense of ownership in
students regarding their financial obligations.

--

Conducted Default Management Workshops where more than
5,000 school administrators have learned to reduce loan
defaults.

Published I Own My Loan° student guide book, written
especially for students, now in its third 100,000-copy
printing, stressing the importance of managing a student
loan.
W OW

1M

Developed Default Prevention Video Kits. This includes
a guide for school staff and entrance and exit videos
for students explaining the importance of repaying the
loan and the severe consequences of defaults.

Expanded program development to now include economic
life skills for student borrowers.

The recomaendations contained in the Default Management
Initiative became the basis of the House and Senate default
reduction legislation and the Department of Education's
default reduction regulations. This initiative is one or
the reasons private career schools and colleges have
consistently lowered their default rate over the last three
years.
0 0 0
7
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We must also recognise that high defaults or low graduation rates
do not always mean fraud, waste, and abuse is occurring. Studies
show that more often than not it means that the institution is
serving a disadvantaged student population.
It must be kept in mind that we will never completely elisinate
fraud, waste and abuse because these are elements of the human
condition. However, we must constantly strive to eliminate
fraud, waste, and abuse. Stewards of federal programs can and
must promise to have a system of oversight that continually
monitors programs and the participants and when we do find
problems, we must move swiftly to resolve them. We suet also have
the commitment to continually reassess what we are doing to strive
for excellence.
Private career schools and colleges play an integral part in
preparing our notion's workforce.
Their contributions touch our
lies in untold waye. Their commitment to continued quality and
elimination of abuses remains strong and their actions back this
up.
The attached material further details steps taken by NATTS
and A/cS to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.

8
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433 WATTS- AND AICS-ACCREDITED
INSTITUTIONS HAVE CLOSED, VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWN
OR HAVE BEEK REMOVED FROM THE ACCREDITED LIST

NATTS
Accredited
No. of accredited schools as of
January 1, 1988

12AI

Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

12AI

Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

1222
Removed from accredited list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

1221
Removed from accrediied list
Voluntary withdrawals
Schools that closed

TOTAL NO. OF SCHOOLS REMOVED,
CLOSED OR WITHDRAWN

AICS
Accredited

1212221A

Achnla

1,195

1,036

14

10
10

8

___12

__A

32

25

22
21

10

__-22

12

72

31

10
24

26
17

22

22

109

93

***
3

***
0

30

41

243

190

9

by the
In addition to the above, of the institutions accredited
of
Cosmetology
Arts
6
Sciences
National Accrediting Commission
list, 123
since 1988, 107 have been removed from the accredited
have voluntarily withdrawn from accreditation, and 117 schools
have closed.
the
*Because the accredited institutions cited for removal by
due
WATTS and AICS Accrediting Commissions Wore the right to
is available
process and may appeal their removal, no final number
at this time.
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Attachment #2
EXAMPLES OF LEGAL ACTIONS DEFENDING REMOVAL OF
ACCREDITATION
The Accrediting Commissions of the Association of
Independent
Colleges and Schools and the National Association of
Trade and
Technical Schools have had considerable success in
dealing with
schools providing poor quality of education, mismanagement,
or
inadequate financial viability, and those that have
engaged in
abUse.
ProsecUtiOn of cases of fraud involving federal student
aid programs are the acla purview of the
U.S.
of
Education (U.S. Department of Justice) and theDepartment
states (state
attorneys general).
Examples of just a few of the lawsuits defended on behalf
of the
AICS and NATTS Accrediting Commissions since January
1988
include:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Accrediting Commission
NATTS has made significant changes in its aggressive legal
defense of accreditation actions in recent
years, including an
increased commitment to oppose temporary restraining
preliminary injunctions, as well as a willingness to orders and
incur
expensive judicial disputes. These cases are fought in
school's jurisdiction, which increases the cost to NATTS.the
NATTS no longer agrees to the entry of temporary
restraining
orders when schools aro removed from the accredited
list and file
suit.
Teaporary restraining orders allowed federal funding to
continue without limitation to the schools
during the judicial
process. Now, when NATTS
removes a school's accreditation, NATTS
resists a school's efforts to remain fully eligible
for funding
while the lawmuit is pending.
1.

1.

I

1

Career
Opportunity
School (COS) had a main school in
Kati2nal-a111221111211-21-2tals-Ang-21211niraLairalg2LL
California, and a branch in Las Vegas, Nevada, Pasadena,
and offered
programs in hairstyling and casino dealing.
application for renewal of accreditation of COS filed an
its main school and
for final approval of its branch in 1987.
Commission voted to deny these applications.In June 1988, the
NATTS's Appeals
Panel upheld this decision in August 2988.
The basis for the
decision were (1) misleading
advertising; (2)
deficiencies in COS's catalogSpanish-language
and enrollment agreement relating to
the school's tuition refund policy and the
the main school and branch; (3) failure to relationship between
supply financial
information demonstrating the school's financial
soundness and
1
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stability; and (4) failure of the main school to exercise adequate
oversight of the branch. An example of the latter problem was
the branch's °learning resource center" - -an empty room with
unfilled bookshelves.
On August 24, 1988, 008 filed suit against WATTS, the Accrediting
Counission and the Appeals Panel in state court in Nevada. We had
the case transferred to the federal district court in Las Vegas.
Finding that substantial evidence supported the Commission's
decision and that schools and the public would be harmed by
continuing the school's accreditation, the district court denied
008's motion for a temporary restraining order and its motion for
of the school's
a preliminary injunction requiring the restoration
Thereafter,
vs filed a
proceeded.
accreditation while the case
motion to dismiss COS's lawsuit. Rather than respond to this
motion, COS withdrew the lawsuit.
2.

I
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voted
of Trade and Technical Schools. The Accrediting Comsission
School of
accreditation
to
the
Delaware
Valley
to deny renewal of
The Appeals Panel upheld this
Trades (DVST) in January 1989.
The bases of the decision were (I)
decision in March 1989.
DVST's failure to demonstrate a sound financial structure; (2) the
school's failure fully to make refund payments to students in
accordance vith accrediting standails; and (3) untisely refund
payments to students. In April 35s9, DVST filed in bankruptcy and
moved for an injunction in bankruptcy court in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to require the restoration of its accreditation. We
obtained a postponement of the prelininary injunction hearing and
prepared to vigorously defend against DVST's motion for
preliminary injunction. Shortly before the hearing, DVST elected
to drop the motion and dismiss its lawsuit. Thus, the decision to
deny renewal of accreditation vas left standing.
Bailie Communications. Ltd. v. National Association of Trade
and Technical sqnools. In April 1989, the Commission denied
renewal of accreditation to the Bailie chain of broadcasting
schools in the Western United States. The Appeals Panel upheld
the Commission's decision in July 1989. The basis of toe decision
was Bailie's failure to demonstrate financial stability and
soundness as indicated by weakness in its financial,. statements and
a failure to pay fees and dues to WATTS.
3.

In August 1989, Bailie filed suit against WATTS and sought an
injunction requiring the restoration of its accreditation in
federal district court in Seattle, Washington. The court did
initially issue an order which temporarily restored Bailie's
accreditation pending another Appeals Panel hearing because the
court found (mistakenly, we believe) that the Met Appeals Panel
hearing had been procedurally flawed. After the issuance of this
order, another Appeals Panel hearing vas convened within tvo weeks
of the court's decision. The Appeals Panel again upheld the
2
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Commission. Bailie then filed a motion to set aside this
decision, but the court denied Bailie's motion. Thus, the
Commission's decision was left standing.

We then filed a uotion for summary judgment which would have
resolved the case completely in NATTS's favor. Before the court
could reach a decision on our motion, Bailie filed in bankruptcy.
Bailie sought unsuccessfully to argue that the automatic stay
provision of the bankruptcy laws precluded BATTS from withdrawing
Bailie'S accreditation. Bailie failed to pursue the bankruptcy
proceeding and never answered NATT8's motion for summary judgment.
Eventually, the bankruptcy proceeding was terminated, and in
October 1990, the case finally came to an end when the district
court granted summary judgment in NATTS's favor.
4.

,1-

A.

ools
In June 1989, the Commission voted to deny final approval to the
branch of the Cleveland Institute of Technology (CIT) in Toledo,
Ohio. In August 1989, the Appeals Panel reviewed the Commission's
decision and disagreed with two of the eight grounds for the
decision.
On that basis, the Appeals Panel remanded the natter to
the Commission.
I

In October 1989, the Commission reconsidered its earlier decision
in light of the Appeals Panel's review and decided again not to
grant final approval to the branch based upon the six grounds that
the Appeals Panel had upheld.
These were: (1) poor rates of
completion of students in the school's programs in Building
Services Management (36.5%) and Word Processing (27.6%) (the
school sought to "explain" this deficiency by noting that the male
BSM students had been harassing the female word processing
students and by terminating the BSM program); (2) poor placement
in the Building Services Management program (45.6%); (3)
inadquate instructional equipment (students were being "taught"
how to screw in light bulbs and plug in air conditioners); (4)
poor student attendance; (5) the school's failure to abide by its
own attendance policy; and (6) misleading advertising ("Jobs!
Jobs! Jobs!").

CIT filed suit against NATTS in october 1989 in federal district
court in Toledo, Ohio. As usual, the school sought a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring the
restorm..ion of its accreditation. The court denied both motions.
The school then elected to voluntarily dismiss its suit.
5.
Oimdex Comoany. Inc. d/bia simdex Technical /nstitute v.
National Association, of Trade and Technical schools, In November
1989, the Ex4LItive Committee of the Accrediting Commission was
made aware of a scheme by which Simdex Technical Institute had
sold Iccess to federal financial aid to an Indochinese immigrant
group by falsely claiming that a facility operated by this group
3
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was a separate classroom of Simdex. The scheme had been called to
BATTS'. attention by Senator Lloyd Bentsen's office. The
Executive Committee issued an order to show cause why the school's
accreditation should not be revoked in December 1989. After
reviewing the school's response, the Cosmission voted to revoke
the school's accreditation in February 1990. The Appeals Panel
upheld the Commission's decision in April 1990.
In Nay 1990, Studio filed suit in state court in Texas. Before
Binder's request for preliminary injunctive relief could be heard,
however, Simdex voluntarily dismissed the suit and filed in
bankruptcy. In the bankruptcy court, Simdex sought preliminary
injunctive relief requiring the restoration of its accreditation.
In July 1990, the bankruptcy court denied Simdex's request. We
then filed a motion for summary judgment to resolve the case
Stade= did not respond to this
completely in WATTS's favor.
motion, and instead withdrew its lawsuit.

.
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This is our
-4.
most recent case. In this case, the Commission began a complete
review of the school after a change of ownership. In October
1990, the Commission voted to deny the school renewal of its
accreditation. The Appeals Panel upheld this decision in January
financial
1991. The bases for the decision were (1) severe
weakness; (2) failure to pay timely refunds to students (over
$170,000 remained unpaid at the time of the Appeals Panel
hearing); (3) a defective enrollment agreement; (4) failure to
demonstrate that the sChool's refund policy was in compliance with
accrediting standards; and (5) failure to pay accrediting fees.
V

Golden State filed suit in federal district court in Los Angeles,
California in late January of this year. The sdhool sought a
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring
the restoration of its accreditation, and also asserted claims for
over $500,000 in damages. The court denied the motion for
On February IS,
temporary restraining order on February 4, 1991.
1991, the court denied Golden State's motion for preliminary
injunction. In so doing, the court stated that Golden State's
claims were totally without merit and suggested that they might be
susceptible to a motion for summary-judgment. We informed the
Judge that we would file a motion for summary judgment, and in
The school agreed to drop its lawsuit.
fact, did so.
Bankruptcy is the only area where we have encountered diffioulty
in defending the decisions of the Accrediting Commission. In
January 1989, a bankruptcy court in Fresno, California entered a
preliminr-y injunction against WATTS which required the
restorat:.on of the accreditation of the Golden State School in r;an
Bern4rdino and Fresno, California. The bankruptcy court's
decision was principally based upon its view that the executory
contract provisions of the bankruptcy laws prpcluded the
4
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withdrawal of accreditation where a school had filed in bankruptcy
prior to the Coamission's decision. We appealed this decision to
the federal district court in Fresno, California. Unfortunately,
the district court agreed with the bankruptcy court. As a result,
we have now appealed the decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, and we are awaiting a decision. The Fresno precedent
obliged the Commission to rescind an accreditation decision
involving the National School of Health Technology in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in August 1989.
The impedisent that the bankruptcy laws pose was partially
resolved by an asendment to the banicruptcy code passed in the
closing days of the last Congress. That amendment clearly
forecloses the use of one potentially troublesome provision of the
bankruptcy laws--the automatic stay.
However, the amendaent did
not explicitly address the executory contract provision at issue
in the Fresno case.
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
Accrediting Commission
1.
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Indmandent Collaass and Schools. Ina Victor K. Siebighausar and
Mud P. Kattar, U.S. District Court, District of New Jersey,
Civil Action No. 3-4242-L. This action was filed in the U.S.
District Court in Newark, New Jersey in November, 1983, seeking an
injunction for renewal of the accreditation of the First School of
Secretarial and Paralegal Studies, located in Passaic Park, New
Jersey, and declaratory judgment that AICS has violated
regulations of the Department of Education, and for damages under
antitrust and common law tort claims, charging the defendants with
entering into a conspiracy with certain other organizations and
individuals to enable a competing school chain to compete unfairly
with the plaintiff institution and to monopolize the business
school field ir 1;mw Jersey.
Under the antitrust courts, plaintiff
demanded compeneat ry and punitive damages and costs. No specific
amount of damages was stated in the complaint.

Upon motion of defendants on October 3, 1984, the parts of the
complaint dealing wit2 the failure of AICS to grant accreditation
to First School were stricken as moot and the allegations that
AICS fails to meet Department of Education requirements for
nationally recognized accrediting agencies were dismissed for lack
of subject matter jurisdiction. The court 4,ranted the plaintiff
leave to file an amended complaint on the reaaining counts. The
plaintiff filed an amended complaint in October, 1985 seeking
damages on the antitrust and common law tort claims and the
District Court dismissed with prejudice the amended complaint.
Appellant appealed to the United States court of Appeals for the
5
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Third Circuit the dismissal with prejudice of its amended
complaint by the trial court as a sanction for appellant's
discovery abuses.
The Court of Appeals entered judgment on October 12, 1989,
affirming the lower court's decision in favor of the association
on October 12, 1989.
Worth county Callao. V. miarjjajjan_aLingjwuguinksaiuigsa
and Schools. zIliiip
nt of Education. MAL
of Zdunation. USDOS._ California De2.

-

in
Phillips. Executive Director. A/CS. This was an action filed
in the
December, 1987 in a Chapter 11 reorganisation proceeding
California in
U.S. BankrUptcy Court for the Southern District of
College,
San Diego in which the bankrupt debtor, NOrth County following a
reinstatesent
of
accreditation
which had been denied
the
change of ownership, sought (a) injunctive relief to restore
in
for
violating
the
automatic
stay
accreditation and (b) damages
appeal
A/CS
affirmed
the
denial
in
an
the Bankruptcy Code when
had
hearing in April, 1987 shortly after the Chapter 11 petition
Claimed
in
the
complaint
were
been filed by the school.
compensatory damages in the sum of $1,500,000 and punitive
damages in the sua of $2,C00,000. The central issue in the case
property of the bankrupt debtor's
was whether "accreditation" is
A/CS,
April, 1987 denial of the
estate which was affected by
appeal.
by order dated
On cross motions for summary judgment, the court,
affirsance of the
vacat.e.1
the
AICS
April,
1987
June 24, 1988
denial as a violation of the automatic stay and ordered AICS to
evaluate the school for consideration of a new grant of
accreditation at the August, 1988 meeting of the Accrediting
A site visit was conducted and the school was
Commission.
scheduled for a special appearance at that meeting of the
Commission.
bankrupt
The issue of whether accreditation is property of a
debtor's estate and whether the automatic stay in the bankruptcy
the
law applies to education accreditation was a novel question in
Ninth Circuit.
A/CS and the Trustee of North County College entered into an
Agreement and MUtual Release on June 14, 1989, in which the
against
Trustee agreed to dismissal with prejudice of the action
did not require AICS to
The
Agreement
and
Mutual
Release
AICS.
admit liability or to pay any damages.
3.
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Central District o

=my. U.S. District Court for
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California, Civil Action No. $8 00042 CBS (GMEx)
Action by Long
Beach College of Business, Long Beach, Californii, for declaratory
and injunctive relief to restore accreditation withdrawn by AIM
and eligibility for federal student financial assistance programs
and for damages from AICS for breach ot fiduciary duty,
interference with advantageous business relationships and
prospective business advantages, and breach of implied covenant of
geed faithiand fair dealing. No specific amount of daMages was
stated in tOmplaint.

AIM, the Aocrediting Commission and the individual defendants
Valdbauer and Lowery, AICS Commissioners, filed an answer denying
any liability. Granting the school's motion for a prelisinary
injunction, the court, on February 12, 19$8, found that there was
a procadural error in the AICS appeal proceeding, that the school
had demonstrated likelihood of success on the merits, and ordered
AICS and the U.S. Department of Education to reinstate
accreditation and eligibility for federal student financial
assistance programs, and further ordered the Accrediting
Commission to hold a further hearing on the school's application
for a new grant of accreditation at its April, 198$ meeting. By a
consent order entered on April 1, 1988, the hearing was postponed
to the August seating of the Commission.
4.
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Independent Collages and Schools. Civil Action 88.0942 U.S.
District Court, Rastarn District of New York. This was an action
filed by Robert Fiance Business institute, Inc., owner of American
Hi-Tech Business School, an AICS accredited institution, against
AICS in the Supraae Court of Rings County, New York and removed by
AICS to the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New
York in Brooklyn. The suit sought declaratory and injunctive
relief to obtain a new six-year grant of accreditation, for a
declaratory judgment that AICS no longer qualifies for recognition
by the Secretary of Education, and for damages, compensatory and
punitive, in the sum of 85,000,000 on each of four c.:unts for
wrongful denial of a new full grant of accreditation, denial of
due process, breach of fiduciary duty, and breach of implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Since the Accrediting Cosmission, at its April, 1988 'meting, has
issued a new three-year grant of accreditation to the institution,
the plaintiff was not able to show any damages resulting from the
Commission's previous actions.

A...SRMilLIED-a-laSMdlas-C241121/.1.MARAMILs.S.Dilliv.Rna Civil Action 87-

4214C, F_fteent: District Court, LafayettebParish, State of
Louisiana. Th
is an action for damages yll group of students
and former students at Acadiana Technical co agebLafal;:tte,ing
Louisiana, for fraudulent misrepresentation of a
7
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violation of
program in which the students were enrolled and for
unfair and
Protection
Law
governing
the Louisiana Consumer
defendant in July,
deceptive trade practices. AICS was added as a
claised
are
8825,000
plus refund of
The amount of damages
1988.
other
fees
and
all tuition, costs of equipment, textbooks, participating
in the
in
enrolling
and
incurred by the plaintiffs
together with attorneys' fees
school's court reporting program,
and costs.
on breach of contract, tort or
The claimsiagainst AICS are based
agency
or partnership theories,
negligence and joint venture,
Technical College filed under Chapter 11 of
Co-defendant Acadiana
Bankruptcy
Code and is not an active participant
the United States
In
discussions or litigat lzr. at this time.
in the settlement
Commission
another proceeding with AOadiana, the Accrediting
An appeal to the
suspended the institution's accreditation.
enjoined in Juiy 1990 on the grounds
Review Board was temporarily
violated the
that the suspension action taken by the Commission
Code since
of
LAO
U.S.
Bankruptcy
automatic stay provision
Acadiana was in Chapter 11 status.
passedlegislation which
Subsequent to vhe court action, Congress
from the
specifically exampted actions by accrediting agencies
proceeded to
The
Commission
then
automatic stay provisions.
Acadiana unsuccessfully sought
schedule the Review Board hearing.
could not be
another TRO on the grounds that the new statute filed
for Chapter
In
April
1991,
Acadiana
applied retroactively.
7 dissolution.
Association of
Deborah 2imso v. Watterson Collects, CareerCom.
6.
t
4
v
California, County of
the
State
of
Does 1-30, Superior Court of
San Diego, Case No. N45469.
21.22o, a former
This case was filed on October 29, 1989 by Ms.
College,
a
school
accredited by
paralegal student at Watterson
AICS under negligence and
Plaintiff
seeks
damages
against
AICS.
She claims she was
negligent misrepresentation theories.
school's
paralegal program because
wrongfully dississed from the
she had been critical of its quality.

attempting to settle
At this time, the owners of the school are
set,
and discovery is
with Ns. Zirzo. No trial date has been
fined for failing to respond
The
plaintiffs
have
been
underway.
to interrogatories in October 1990.
affarmomilueinsee_golisca.,_et_al,,.. United

prides's. st al. v.
Tennessee, C.A.
States District Court for the Western District of
No. 89-3054-4B.
forser
AICS is a defendant in a class action lawsuit filed by
The
school
in
Memphis,
Tennessee.
students of an AICS-accredited
is
for
alleged
violation
of
the
first cause of action against AICS
Tennessee Consumer Protection Act. Specifically, plaintiffs
allege that AICS' accreditation of Jefferson Business College was
"materially misleading and fraudulent." The second cause of
action alleges that AICS breached a contract with the defendant
school, and that plaintiffs ware third-party beneficiaries of that
allege that in accrediting
contract. Specifically, plaintiffs
Jefferson, AICS knew the students would rely on AICS to "ensure
the academic standards of Jefferson."
7.

filed on March
A motion to dismiss both counts against Aim was
pending.
29, 1990, and it is still
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Attachment #3

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S LIST
OF 89 SCHOOLS WITH HIGH DEFAULT RATES
AND HIGH DOLLARS IN DEFAULT

On Septeaber 10, 1990, the U. S. Department of Education released
the list of the 59 institutions that made up 50 percent of the
student loans in default for our sector and 25 percent of the
total loans in default.

HAITA
Twenty-nine of the 89 private, postsecondary career schools and
colleges listed by the U. S. Department of Education as having
high default rates and a high volume of loans in default are
accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools.
Of these 29 schools:
o

All have been visited by a NATTS accrediting team.

o

Sixteen of the schools are inner-city schools attended
by law-income and minority students. All available
research shows that students who are minority, lot:income, single heads of households or independent of
parental income have a higher tendency to default on
their student loans than other students.

o

Thirteen are still accredited. Of the thirteen, one is
short-term accredited for a period of two years
(accreditation is awarded normally for five years).

o

Eight have been removed from the accredited list by the
Accrediting Commission. Causes for removal (that are
not necessarily attributable or limited to these
schools) include:
financial instability or bankruptcy
educational outcomes (poor placement, low
graduation and retention rates, etc.)
lack of continued compliance with the Standards of
Accreditation

-1-
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staff stability, lack of equipment and/or
inadequate facilities
o

Two are under review by the Accrediting Commission;

Two are under quarterly monitoring by the Accrediting
Commission for areas such as financial concerns,
placement and/or retention rates, etc.;

o

o

One has been removed by the Accrediting Commission and
ordered by a court to have its accreditation reinstated;
and,

o

Three are closing and in the process of a "teachout."

Twenty-four of th 89 schools listed as having high default rates
and a high volume of loans in default were accredited by the
Accrediting Commission of the Association of Independent Colleges
and Schools (two of the schools listed as AICS-accredited were
not).

Of these 24 schools:

o

Thirteen were closed several months or years before the
list was issued;

o

eleven are still accredited;

o

All currently operating have been visited by an AICS
Accreditation Commission team.

o

o

Four of the eleven are under financial review by the
Accrediting Commission (one is in Chapter :1
bankruptcy); and
eight of the 24 had default rates of less than 35
The
percent and two of those eight also have closed.
other six of these eight are still accredited, which
means that more than half of the schools on the list
still accredited have default rates of less than 35
percent. All but one has a default rate of less than 30
percent.

- 2 -
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littadsmat #4
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Listed below are several of the initiatives WATTS and AICS have
underttken over the past several years.

igans:usinditatim
While the Accrediting Comnission of the Rational Association of
Trade and Technical Schools recognises that accreditation is a
prerequisite for eligibility for federal studett financial aid,
its role is not to oversee or administer federal financial aid.
For years, federal and state governments and society at large have
looked to accreditation to determine if a school emote certain
educational measures and sound school prautioes. The Accrediting
Commission's exclusive concerns are educational excellence and
institutional integrity. Those concerns have caused accrediting
bodies to monitor and act on those schools that fail to comply
with their accrediting standards.
Student Complaints: The Comaission requires each school to publish
in the student catalog and/or handbook the procedures to be
followed in lodging
complaint concerning the institution.
Admissions Procedure:
Students who have not visited the school
facility prior to enrollment will have the opportunity to withdrew
without penalty within three days following either attendance at a
regularly scheduled orientation or following a tour of the
facilities and inspection of equipment.

School Visits: The Commission has significantly increased the
number of on-site visits to member institutions. In addition to
the regularly scheduled five-year review visits, schools are now
routinely visited on a Change of ownership or the addition of a
degree program. Visits are also scheduled when programs are added
that are not within the original mission of the school. Annual
Report verification visits are made to a statistically
significant, randomly selected number of schools following receipt
of the Annual Reports.
Codes of Conduct: The Commission drafted and adopted a series of
Codes of Conduct for the members of the Commission, team members
and members of Appeals Panels as well as staff. The codoe reflect
the Commission's determination to hold all persons involved in the
evaluation process accountable for the integrity of the process.

- 1 -
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The Commission issues a Show Cause Order to schools
:
:::117rlYbankruptcy, requiring a detailed explanation of the
problems. During
instit..1ion's plan to alleviate their financial
prohibited from any
Cause
the
school
is
the term of .4ma Show
location.
changes in its status, e.g. prograas, ownership,
may onZy use epployees in the
Recruiting Practices: Schools
commissions
for all enrollments
recruitaent activities with completion of,
at a al-imum, thirty
predicated on the successful
from
Commission
prohibits
schools
days of training. The
offices,
students
in
or
near
welfare
recruiting prospective
homeless shelters.
stamp
centers,
and
unemployment lines, food

Commission adopted policy developed by the
Dual Accreditation: The Accreditation (COPA) which requires full
Council on Postsecondary
present and
disclosure by an institution concerning its past,
comaission.
other
accrediting
future relationship with any
reaffirmed its standards for branch
!ranches: The Commission has
responsibility for the
the
main
school's
campuses that ensure
is
fully
reviewed
prior to
branch; ensure that a branch
programs are the
accreditation; and require that the branch's at
the parent school
same as or related to the program(s) offered
the
main
school.
and has the same name as
must have at a minimum
Instructor Qualifications: All instructors
equivalent training in
work
experience
or
two years of practical
for General
the field being taught and those who are responsible degree.
Education courses in degree programs, a baccalaureate
that schools will refund tuition
Refunds: The Commission requires
75
percent
level of the program or
for the program up to the
course of study.
designed to
The Commission has also adopted these procedures
expedite the accreditation process and review.
individuals is
Rapid Response Teems: A pool of qualified
after the
available on an ongoing basis to quickly review schools
accrediting
of
Commission is made aware of potential violations
Commission to determine.
standards. This method will enable the
the level of potential problems as they develop.
financial statements are now
Reporting: Audited or reviewed
Those
reports
are
required
as part of the school's
required.
idea that a
Annual Report and will give the Commission a better
students.
problem(s)
which
could
affect
school may be developing a

-2-
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Workshops: Schools that apply for accreditation and seek to renew
their accreditation are now required to attend workehops prior to
application submission. These workshops are designed to improve
the schoOls' understanding of the accreditation process and its
procedural requirements and may lessen delays in the accrediting
process. The workshops have also screened out Schools that are
not serious about applying for accreditation; in 1999, for
example, 193 potential applicant schools attended accreditation
workshops but only 70 actually applied for accreditation.
Appeals Panel: The Appeals Panel's scope of review of Commission
decisions has been focused on the original record before the
Cosmission, and whether the Commission's action was appropriate
based on that evidence.
?JCS _Accreditation

Since Ms, the AICS Accrediting Commission has instituted a
number of criteria and policy changes.
Clock to Credit lour Conversion: The Commission clarified the
conversion from clock to credit hours to all member schools and
cautioned schools on over-awarding.
Title rv Nigher Education Act Programs: A lengthy (13 page)
update and analysis (including Q & A) on ability-to-benefit,
remedial programs, and English as a second language (ESL)
provisions in the Title rv programs was provided to all schools.
The Commission also adopted specific guidelines controlling the
offering of ESL programs and explained to member schools the
federal regulations regarding these types of programs.
Financial Envious: All AICS institutions under financial review
by the Commission are required to seek prior approval before
initiating any non-main campus activity.

Recruiting and Admissions: The Commission narrowly proscribed the
recruiting and admissions practices employed by member schools and
eliminated the practice of canvassing for admissions. Recruiting
and admissions were strictly limited to school employees only and
recruiters were prohibited from administering admissions tests.
Fast Assessment and -ompliance Teams (FACT): These FACT Teams are
authorized by the Commission to investigate and report on alleged
improper business and educational practices by or at member
institutions.

-3-
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developed by
poll
The Commission adopted (COPA)
which requires
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
its past, present and
full disclosure by an institution concerning
accrediting commission.
with
any
other
future relationship
established policy regarding
IducatiOnal Services: The Commission
services with non for
educational
third-party contracting
accredited entities.
AICS member schools are required
s
to all students, not
S atisfactory Academic
to apply stlandards of sat sfactory progress
students.
just to ability-to-benefit
accreditation
All schools applying for AICS
Sew Applicants Visit:
(readiness) visit before they
a
resource
auet first undergo
proceed with the self-study review.
D ual Aocreditation:

requires that instructors
and
Required Degrees The Comaission
subjects
related
to business adainistration
teaching computer
baccalaureate degree.
possess
a
secretarial science must
The Commission adopted criteria by
Institutional Effectiveness:
institutional effectiveness,
must
demonstrate
which institutions
placement, and employer satisfaction.
including retention,
requires all instructions on
Teach-Out Plans: The Commission
show
cause
to submit a formal teach-out
academic or financial
stipulates that teach-out plans,
plan. The Commission also
directives or placement improvement
retention improvement
financial
directives may be requested from those schools on
review.
requires schools to submit
Accounting Informations The Commission accrual method of
information based on the
all financial
accounting.
Schools must include a general educational
E ducation Component:
associate degree program
component for at least three years in an college accreditation.
considered
for
junior
before they can be
procedures, the
revision in the appeals
Appeals Process: After a all
as defined by the
negative
actions,
Commission provided that Accreditation, could be appealed to an
Council on Postsecondary
The policy on
outside body composed of former commissioners.disclosure of
broadened
to
permit
confidentiality was also
accrediting actions to interested parties.
The Commission requires all
S trengthened Curriculums: curriculums requiring state
institutions to strengthen
practice.
certification for graduates to be licensed to
mandated that all schools
Accreditation WOrkshope: The Commission existing accreditation
accreditation
or
renewing
seeking initial
must attend an accreditation workshop.
directed interim reviews of
Nigh Default Sabooles The Commission
schools.
all high default (over 35 percent)
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Attachment 05
LEGISLATION SUPPORTED BY NATTS & I/CS

Poklic Law 101-161, FE 1990 Labor, Mealth and
!Man Services, and
E ducation Appropriations Act.
WATTS and AtCS strongly supported
several provisions of this
legislation, and assisted in drafting one provision:
-

student Refunds. Each institution participating
GSL programs with a cohort default rate exceeding in the
30
percent must implement a pro rata refusid policy for
all
Title tV aid recipients. The policy suet provide
at
least as great a refund as would the policy definedfor
in
the Secretary's Default Reduction Initiative.

Public Law 101-239, The Omnibus Budget asconciliation Act
of 1989.
NATTS and AIM; assisted legislators in drafting several
provisions
for this Act, including:
LOSS pf Accreditation. An institution cannot
be
certified or recertified as an eligible institution
if
that institution has had its accreditation withdrawn,
revoked, or otherwise terminated in the preceding 24
months or if it withdrew from its accreditation under
a
show cause or suspension order during the preceding
24
months unless (a) the institution's
has
beer restored by the same accreditingaccreditation
agency; or, (b)
the institution has demonstrated to the Secretary
of
Educition its academic integrity in accordance with
Section 1201 (a) (5) (A) or (5) of the Act.

Institutions with dual accreditation that have either
had their
accreditation withdrawn, revoked, or otherwise terainated
or that
withdraw from either accreditation under show
or suspension
order during the preceding 24 months would not cause
be
continued Tit'A Iv participation unless conditions eligible for
(a) or (b) as
listed above are met.
Progrep Resuired for ATA students. For schools to
remain eligible to participate in any Title
IV programs,
other than the NIG and Byrd Scholarship
Progress, a
school that admits ability-to-benefit (ATE)
students
must make available to these students a
program that is
proven successful in assisting thes in obtaining
a
certificate of high school equivalency.
Schools
are
not required \.o provide in-house GED programs
but must
cl,sure that such a program is available to students.

-

.

;
This
provision allows for a six month default amnesty
program

1
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for defaulted GSL borrowers. A defaulter who otherwise
qualifies will be eligible to participate further in
Title rv programs if he or she repays in full all the
outstanding principal and interest on the defaulted
loan(s) during this period. A defaulter who otherwise
qualifies may also regain eligibility tor participation
12 consecutive monthly
in Title rir programs by making
and
if their loan is then
payments of a defaulted GSL
sold to an eligible lender.

An institution may not deliver the
who has
first inStallment of an SLS loan to a borrower
first day
completed
30
days
after
the
not Successfully
the first year of the
ot the program of study in
education
in which the student
program Of undergraduate
is enrolled.
in this
NATTS also supported five additional proposals
legislation:
enrolled at an institution
o No SLS loans to undergraduates
percent
or
higher;
with a default rate of 30
)0.454y Chock 5o14.

under the SLS
o No student may borrow more than $4,000
consecutive

program in any acadesic year or any period of nine
months, whichever is longer;

be disbursed
o The proceeds of a Stafford or SLS loan must
the

amount or
in two or more installments regardless of the loansada;
length of enrollment period for which the loan is
disbursements must be applied to
o Second or subsequent loan
balance
after a lender or escrow agent
reduce the student's loan
school
that a student has ceased
is notified by a student or a
enrollment; and
be used by aid administrators in
o Professional judgment maycase-by-case
basis, and similar
determining aid awards only on a
basis.
cases may not be treated on other than a case-by-case
Poetsecondary Disclosure Act of 1990 (H.R. 4629)

by
NATTS helped to draft this legislation, which was introduced
Representative Chris Perkins (D-EY). The bill would extend the
requirements for the disclosure of
U.S. Department of Education's
completion rates set by the Secretary's Default Reduction
Initiative to include all degree-granting higher education
programs, not merely those programs which prepare students for
vocational, trade, or career fields.
seeking postsecondary
The bill would'guarantee that students
education would have the opportunity to know the completion rates
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of the program in which they wish to enroll. The legislation
would also further protect students froa schools that misrepresent
their supposed graduation rates.

The Postsecondary Education Disclosure Act of 1990 was
incorporated into The Student Righti-To-Xnow Act (H.R. 1454), which
was unanimously passed by the House in June. The bill requires
the Secretary of Education to develop'definitions and
methodologies for measuring graduation rates broken down by
program or field of study and by individual school or academie
division. It also requires the Secretary to determine the best
way to calculate eaployient rates of recant trade and technical
school graduates in their field of expertise. The Secretary would
be required to submit those findings to the Congress by October 1,
1991.

"This legislation will safeguard students who can be vulnerable
consumers and unprotected citizens on traditional college
campuses," said NATTS President Stephen Blair in support of the
bill.
"Disclosure of graduation ,ates across the spectrum of
postsecondary institutions would enable students to determine
whether their prospects of completing a given program are
favorable. The legislation would provide students with valuable
consumer data and help to ensure productive use of federal student
aid dollars." The bill was signed into law in Fall, 1990.
Student Loan Abuse Prevention (SLAP) Act.
NATTS supported this legislation designed to halt abuses in the
federal student loan program, sponsored by Rep. Lawrence Smith (DFL) last Nay. In a news conference to announce the legislation,
NATTS President Stephen Blair said, "A few bad apples in the
private career college and school sector hurt the efforts of the
majority. NATTS fully supports the Department of Education in
closing the doors of schools involved in fraudulent activity."

This legislation was incorporated into the Student Loan
Reconciliation Amendments of 1989 in P.L. 101-239 and became
effective September 21, 1990. Under this new regulation, the
Secretary of Education is authorized to use emergency action to
prevent misuse of funds by suspending federal student aid funds
free a school if there is reliable information that the school is
violating the law. On October 4, 1990, Secretary Lauro Cavazos
suspended federal aid funds to 14 schools under this regulation.
The schools will have an opportunity to show cause why the
sanction should be lifted.
Default ladarstism

NATTS supported the Department of Education's Default Reduction
Initiative proposed in June, 1989. Under the initiative,
- 3 -
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regulations called for institutions with default rates between 40
and 60 percent to reduce their default rates by 3 percent each
year for five years; institutions with rates over 30 percent to
implement prorated refund policies; and institutions with rates
above 20 percent to.develop default management plans.
"These regulations are tough and will have an adverse effect upon
a number of schools," Said BATTS President Stephen Blair.
"However, we are confident that these regulations will help to
substantially reduce the defaults that are caused by the
weaknesses in the current program."
The BD regulations also require that all institutions which offer
vocational education programs list completion rates, placement
rates, and state licensing requirements to all students. This
requirement was not made of baccalaureate programs. "Parents who
enroll their children in traditional four-year degree programs
should have access to the same performance results expected of
programs of less than four years. These degree programs should
have the same consumer disclosure rules as private career colleges
and schools," said Blair.
Attachment 06
QUALITY INITIATIVES
Since 1988, the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools
(AICS) has been in the forefront of the quality movement in
postsecondary education. In the spring of 1988, the AICS
leadership convened a Quality Symposium, the first of its kind in
any sector of education. That symposium was followed by the 1989
publication of Ouality Assurancefor Private Career schoola, an
attempt at relating industrial quality assurance to the operation
of independent postsecondary institutions. This book was
complemented by 12 quality assurance workshops held in various
locations throughout the country.
Similarly, the AICS Accrediting Commission has been in the
forefront in the measurement of educational outcomes and their
relationship to overall institutional effectiveness. While other
sectors of postsecondary education debated the issue, AICS
developed new accreditation criteria, effective in 1990, requiring
institutions to be able to demonstrate satisfactory student
retention and placeaent rates, skills and knowledge gained as a
result of the instruction at the institution, and catisfaction by
employers and graduates with tha education received.
The most recent piece of the quality initiative has been the
creation of a self-paced, campus-based faculty development package
for use by AICs institutions. This package has been an attempt to
bring quality to the classroom level. It is delivered to
instructors either individually or through group in-service
programs, and was complemented by a series of workshops in various
locations around the country. The package has been met with
unvsual enthusiasm, and, like all of the quality initiatives, will
be expanded and refined as AICS meets the challenges of the ,905.
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CONSUMER INFORMATION

In 19$9, NATTS published mitsjag_ikluad, a
student's guide to selecting a career and the ritht iiiivate career
school.
Since then, the book has been a phenomenal success.

In an easy-to-read format, Gattina Skilled. Gettina ehaa4 provides
prospective students with information on the careers in demand,
and helps them determine what career is right for them. Th book
also includes a step-by-step process students can use in locating
and contacting the private career school that will provide the
technical education they need; questions students should ask when
evaluating any postsecondary institution; information students
need to understand institutional requirements; and how students
can obtain financial aid and the responsibilities involved with a
loan.

U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called Gettina Skilled. Gettina Ahead
"the best consuser resource guide available." Last year, the
Department of Education obviously agreed with Senator Simon;
instead of introducing its own consumer information book, the
Department publicly endorsed Gattina skilled. Gettina Ahead and
made the publication availablt, free of charge, through the U.S.
Consumer Information Center. a)s of october 1990, more than
200,000 copies of Gattina Skint:. Getting Ahead have been
distributed by the consumer Infarsation Center, making the book
its soot requested pub,icatior ever.
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Senator PELL. We'll hear now from Dr. Robert Atwell, president
of the American Council on Education.
Mr. ATWELL. Mr. Chairman, the testimony I offer today is on
behalf of the American Council on Education and 11 other higher
education associations and is accompanied by written testimony
and specific legislative proposals which I would like with your permission to insert both of these in the record.
Senator PELL. Without objection.
Mr. ATWELL. Federal student aid programs have come under

some fire in recent years because of the high default costs in student loans and because a few institutions have abused their students, and in a few cases, the eagerness to make a profit with Federal or federally-guaranteed funds has exceeded the motivation to
provide training.

Fortunately, steps already taken by the Congress and the rele-

vant accrediting bodies, including Mr. Blair's, as you have heard,
have started us on the road to reform. The high costs associated

with fraud and abuse and defaults are one of the reasons for the
growing imbalance between grants and loans in student aid packages, and in particular high (default costs have restrained the ability of the Congress to provide sufficient Pell and other grant funds
to meet the demonstrated need of students.
Our system of higher education, generally recognized as the best
in the world, is also unique in the world in a number of respects,
and for purposes of today's hearing one of the most unique features
of that system is that the monitoring of educational quality is assigned to what you have heard referred to earlier as the "triad,"
consisting of State licensure and regulation of the institutions providing the education and training, voluntary accreditation and Fed-

eral program eligibility determination and oversight.
In most other nations, all of these oversight functions rest in central ministries of education. Our decentralized system has worked
reasonably well in assuring minimum academic standards, but on
the whole it has not performed satisfactorily in assuring good management and reasonable standards of probity.
For one thing, State licensure and regulation has been up until
this point notably ineffective because of understaffmg, the dispersal of responsibility among several agencies within some States,
and the reluctance of many States to undertake activities which
they believe to be a responsibility of the Federal Government.
Further, accreditation, while well-suited for determining minimum academic standards, has on the whole been ill-equipped to
have
deal with a host of management and probity issues which
possible
expansion
of
enrollment,
in
part
made
come with the rapid
through the growth of the student aid system.
The Congress has determined that Federal program eligibility
the Fedought to be determined through an arrangement whereby accrediteral Government recognizes and monitors the voluntary
ing bodies rather than making individual determinations of which
institution should be eligible for Federal programs. While the deci-

sion to leave Federal program eligibility largely in the hands of
voluntary accrediting bodies is consistent with our whole approach
to the role of the Federal Governnmnt, there have been difficulties,
chief among them being the fact that the Department of Educa-
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tion's role both in overseeing accrediting bodies and in monitoring
institutional performance with Federal funds has suffered from Inadequate funding and management inattention.

Our specific proposals address all three legs of the triad, and
they do so against the background of what the Congress has al-

ready done to address the problems I have tried to identify.
In the area of State licensure and regulation, we recommend
that the Secretary of Education be authorized to develop standards
for State laws and policies which provide a more adequate system
of State licensure oversight and compliance. These standards ought
to be developed in cooperation with the State Higher Education Executive Officers and the States.
With respect to accrediting bodies, the Secretary would be required to develop specific standards for recognizing accrediting
bodies for the purpose of institutional eligibility for Title IV programs, and we have indicated what some of those standards might
be.

Third, we have a number of proposals to clarify and strengthen
the role of the Department of Education in student aid programs,
including performance standards for institutions. It is my personal
hope that in developing performance standards, special attention
would be paid to such factors as high default costs, high default
rates, the proportion of Federal or federally-guaranteed funds to
total institutional income, changes in institutional ownership, proportion of ability-to-benefit students, material findings in audit reports and others.
It is my judgment that threshold could be established whereby
poor performance in several of these indicators would trigger closer
scrutiny than would be the case for other institutions.
In saying all this, I am fully aware that institutions serving academically higher-risk students should be expected to have higher
default rates, and institutional accountability would be strengthened through the submission of audited financial statements.
Finally, we have some proposals on regulatory reform, chief
among them being to extend to the Higher Education Act the same
negotiated rulemaking authority provided for the Perkins Vocational Act last year. Our proposals in this respect are designed to

ensure that regulations are developed in cooperation with the
higher education community.
in summary, we believe that the combination of the proposals we
are offering will pi wide better accountability, better integrity and

lesser costs than would be the case in the absence of these measures, and in that manner we will better serve our students, which
is the purpose behind all of our activities.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Atwell (with attachments) fol-

lows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ATWELL

On behalf of associations representing all sectors of American higher education, I
appreciate this opportunity to present our recommendations to improve the administration and enhance the integrity of federal student aid programs.
To strengthen program integrity, two important issues must be dealt with during
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act:

u
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(1) Serious problems persist in the administration of the programs by the Education Department, and in the Department's shared responsibility with the states and
private voluntary accrediting agencies for determining institutional eligibility for
participation in federal student assistance.
Lax administration of Title IV programs which annually distribute some $20 billion in student assistance has led to widelyreported instances of fraud and abuse,
particularly in short-term occupational programs which enroll a high proportion of
low-income, high-risk students. Such instances have eroded public confidence in the
rograms, although most institutions do a responsible job of managing federal
Funds.

(2) Increasing statutory and regulatory requirements imposed on the programs to
deal with management problems at a relatively small number of schools has created
a costly regulatory overburden for the majority of institutions.
To address the first issue, we believe it is vital to clarify the role and responsibilities of the Department, postsecondary institutions, the accrediting agencies, and

student aid programs, and to

the states in determining eligibility for federal
strengthen institutional management controls and accountability. The second issue
requires several steps to reform the regulatory process.
A. Clarifying the Responsibilities of the Education Department
We are encouraged that Secretary Alexander has moved quickly to adopt a sweeping management improvement plan to refocus and restructure the Department's
student aid programs. The plan is based on the report of an ED-OMB review team
which found the management capacity of the Office of Postsecondary Education to
be inadequate, understaffed, and lacking the basic accounting records required to
fulfill its responsibilities.
To make sure the Department provides adequate staffing of the student aid programs in the future, we recommend that a line item be established in its Salaries
and Expanses budget for administration of Title IV programs. This would make the
staffing needs for proper administration of the programs (including training of financial aid administrators) a matter for formal review in each budget cycle.
We recommend that the Department be required to develop, in consultation with
the postsecondary community, objective performance standards for the administration and management of Title IV programs. Such standards would enable the Deof such factors as the institution's
partment to regulate differentially on the basis
mission, program, type of governance, and administrative capacity, and would include reliable criteria for identifying institutions which are having difficulties in operating and managing the programs.
We also recommend that the Department be required to establish a systematic
program for oversight of all institutions participating in Title IV programs, including periodic recertincation reviews. Based on these oversight activities, the Departannual report evaluating the nature and
ment should prepare and distribute an problems
and concerns identified in the proextent of administrative and regulatory
grams, and their frequency by sector.
The Department should also be required to establish a central data base of institutional information, to promote uniform reporting and full integration of all data
available from sources within and outside the Department, including the Eligibility
the Audit and Program Review Division, the Financial
and Certification Di
Management Section, the Office of the Inspector General, the regional offices, the
Veterans Administration, state agencies, and regional and national accrediting
agencies.

In addition, the Department should be authorized to regulate and monitor thirdIV
party servicers that assume contractual responsibility for administration of Titleand
for
institutions
should
be
subject
to
control
programs. Third-party servicers
audit requirements similar to those that apply to institutions. The Department
should also be authorized to regulate third-party consultants on student aid matters,
standards for consultants.
and to require satisfactory performance
We also urge consideration of the Administration's proposal for authority to provide conditional certification for a one-year period to enable the Secretary to take
timely action against institutions with no proven record of ability to administer federal funds.
B. Strengthening Institutional Accountability
In the last two years Congress has taken several steps to limit program abuse and
their management of Title IV programs,
to make institutions more accountable forstudents
at high-default institutions (with
including a prohibition on borrowing by special circumstances),
reduced SLS loan
appropriate waivers for institutions with
limits tiir students in programs of less than an academic year, imposition of a 30-day
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delay in the disbursement of guaranteed loans, and restrictions on the eligibility of
ability-to-benefit students.
We recommend several further steps to improve the accountability of all institutions:

As a prerequisite to certification or recertification, institutions should be required
to submit to the Education Department audited financial statements certified by an
independent public accountant for their two most recent fiscal years. Institutions
identified in the certification process as having actual or potential management
and/or financial problems should be required to provide interim reports as a followup to certification.
All institutions should be required to provide the Department with detailed information on revenues and expenditures for inclusion in the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS, administered by NOES).
In addition, institutions accredited by two or more agencies should be required to
identify which one provides accreditation for the purposes of Title IV eligibility, pro-

vide the Department and their accrediting agencies with full disclosure of the reasons for their multiple accreditation, and notify the Department when one of their
sources of accreditation is dropped or withdrawn.
We also support several recommendations included in the Administration's reauthorization proposals transmitted to Congress April 30, including:
Fstablishment of a minimum program length requirement of six months (equivalent of 600 hours) as a condition of eligibility for any of the GSL programs, consistent with the minimum-length standard of' other federal student aid programs. Programs of less than 600 hours typically provide training for entry-level, minimumwage jobs, and needy students should not be permitted to assume large debts for
such training.
Institutions should be prohibited from paying any commission, bonus, or other incentive payment based directly or indirectly on enrolling students or on student aid
volume to persons engaged in making final admissions or financial aid eligibility determinations, or recruitment of prospective students by third party agents or contractors.
Institutions should be required to acknowledge, by the terms of' their Title IV program participation agreements, that the Secretary, accrediting agencies, guarantee
agencies, and state licensing agencies have the right to share information relevant
to an institution's Title IV eligibility.
C. Improving State Licensure Standards
A recent study by the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) found
that the states are highly inconsistent and often too weak in their licensing standards for postsecondary institutions to assure reasonable standards of educational
quality and consumer protection. SHEEO is currently working on the development
of standards for state licensing.
We believe the time is right to accelerate this process through federal leadership.
We recommend that the Secretary be authorizecl to develop, in consultation with
SHEEO and other appropriate state agencies, standards which assure that state
laws and policies provide an adequate basis for the licensure of postsecondary institutions, including the capacity for oversight, investigation, and determination of institutional compliance.

We also recommend that states be required to report to the Education Department and regional or national accrediting bodies any negative action affecting the
license of an institution to operate, including denial, suspension, or termination of
authority, and the final results of any on-site review of the institution.
D. Strengthening Accrediting Bodies

Federal law forbids the Secretary or any officer of the Education Department
from "exercising any direction, supervision, or control over ... any accrediting
agency or association." This is an important safeguard for the private, voluntary
system of accreditation by which the world of higher education attempts to assure
the quality of its institutions. Nevertheless it is entirely appropriate for the Secretary to establish criteria by which accrediting associations may be recognized for
purpmes of determining institutional eligibility for federal student aid.
We recomruend that the Secretary develop specific standards for recognizing accrediting agencies for the purpose of institutional Title IV eligibility. An agency
should be required to demonstrate that it has the ability and experience to operate
as an accrediting body, that its principal purpose is the accreditation of postsecond
ary institutions and/or programs, that it maintains a clear distinction from any professional or trade organization, that it determines that the program length is appropriate to the subject matter taught, and otherwise assures that the institutions it
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accredits provide satisfactory education and training, including the provision of adequate student support services where appropriate. Agencies should also be required
to report any final negative action affecting the accreditation of an institution.
We also recommend that the Secretary's National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility be strengthened by the addition of representatives of public and independent four-year institutions, community colleges, proprietary institutions, professional schools, public members, parents and students, and
representatives of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, The Committee
should be renamed the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and
Integrity, with responsibility to advise the Secretary on standards of recognition and
to recommend changes in policies affecting institutional eligibility and certification.
E. Regulatory Reform

For the past decade the Department has consistently failed to consult with the
higher education community as it developed regulations in difficult problem areas.
As a result, regulations published for comment in the Federal Register often propose unrealistic and unworkable solutions which take the community by surprise,
create an uproar of controversy, and require the intervention of Congress to resolve.
We urge extension to the Higher Education Act of the negotiated rulemaking authority provided for the Perkins Vocational Education Act last year. This would require the Secretary to establish a negotiated rulemaking committee representing affected sectors of the community whenever it is in the public interest to attempt to
reach consensus on a proposed rule before it is published for comment in the Register. Such consultation in advance with the higher education community with respect to regulatory matters that affect it would permit the sharing of information
and expertise on the nature of the proWem, and the impact of various options for
remedial action, before Departmental policy is determined, rather than after the
fact.

Our earlier recommendation that the Department be required to develop performance-based standards for the administration of Title IV programs would also provide
an important step toward regulatory reform. For example, problems that have been
identified in short-term, skill training programs have resulted in the imposition of
inappropriate, costly, and burdensome regulations on two-year and four-year degreegranting institutions. Establishment of performance-based standards could result in
specific and more effective regulations for sectors of postsecondary education with
different missions and goals; it could also provide criteria for waiving regulatory requirements for institutions which meet high performance standards or valid alternative standards. The Department would no longer be in the position of penalizing
all institutions to stop a small minority from abusing the system.
Finally, we believe that the Department should be encouraged to seek new ways
to reduce the regulatory burden on institutions. Therefore, we racommend that the
Secretary be authorized to make demonstration grants to postsecondary institutions
to develop innovative approaches that would improve the administration of Title IV
programs and reduce their regulatory burden.
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RECIPIENT
SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF STUDENT AID

of Leonard M. Wenc
Prepared as an addendum to testimony

May 17, 1991

Student Number 1:
Senior - Graduating June 1991
English
Major:
Family Information:
Father - Deceased
Mother - RN - Age 51
Parents Adjusted Gross Income - $15,330
Class:

D of Financial Aid
Special Remarks: See copy of Section
Sources of Assistance.

Transcript on

the bottom half of this page for

23 year old sister in medical school.
University.
19 year old brother at Johns Hopkins
the 1990 Minority Leader
Student was selected to participate in
Fellowship Program in Washington D.C.
Future Plans:

Law School

,ECTION D: Assistance Received or

Benefited From at This Institution

Current Year:

Sources of Assistance

Amounts (exclude refunds)
Cumulative Total
19 90 - 1991
(include current year)
AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Pell Grant:

Total Disbursement

2,150

Scheduled Award_
$EOG
.

PerkinsiNDSL Loans

2 000
2 250
x x xiixxxxx 'mart.

xxxxxikiNxxxxxxxx
xxxxiti9R9xxxxxxxl_

9400

111COML_ColintrailamlICLI________
$S10/State Grant (optionall

Qjher ajefootional: identify
Car leton Grants
College Loan
Cativo Employment

ll
t n Coege

eachlaiTA

_

2_onn

&non

_Wit

J144.11

2.000

2.000_

1,026

4.871

EM2
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REVISION: 4
CARLETON COLLEGE, OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES,
NORTHFIELD MN 55057
We are pleased to offer you financial assistance
for the academic year
1990-91 as shown below.
Please read CAREFULLY the financial aid policy statement
enclosed BEFORE
you sign the acceptance of your award.
A SIGNED copy MUST be returned to this office within
of this award letter.
two weeks of receipt
We shall be happy to hear from you should you have
any questions.
Leonard M. Wane
Director of Student Financial Services
Your estimated expenses:
Your estimated family contributions:
Direct Expenses:
Comprehensive Fee
$18250
%rental Contribution
Indirect Expenses:
$
Expected Student Bummer Earnings
Personal EXpenses
500
Books and Supplies
475
Estimated Travel
100
Total est. expenses:
$19325
Total est. family contributions:
Est. need (expenses minus family contributions)
$19025
Your REVISED Financial Aid Award for 1990-91:

$

0

300

300

From Carleton College:

ACCEPT
Carleton National Merit Scholarship
EDUC OPPORT GRT
MCKNIGHT RESTR
Carleton College Loan
Perkins Loan (NDSL)
Campus Employment
Total From Carleton College:

2000
2000
7599
2000
2250

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

1026

YES

NO

YES

NO

$16875

From Other Sources:
Pell Grant

2150

Total From other Sources:

$ 2150

Total REVISED Financial Aid Award:

$19025
--111.1M411

DATE:

SIGNATURE OF STUDENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE

RESPONSE NEXT TO EACH AWARD SHOWN.

ImPAMM MMMMMMMMMMM i=.0.101=
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SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF STUDENT AID RECIPIENT

Prepared as an addendum to testimony of Leonard M. Wenc
May 17, 1991

Student Number 2:
Class:

Junior (1hird Year)

Major:

Chemistry

Family Information:
Father - Disabled Vet
Mother - Nurse
Parents Adjusted Gross Income $29,806

Vocational Objective: Physician
1990-91 academic year.
See reverse side for copy of award letter for

-.'"Fo:"':-T.r"telrnnfeW
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CARLETON COLLEGE, OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES, NORTHFIELD MN 55057
_
We are pleased to offer you financial assistance for the academic year
1990-91 as shown below.

Please read CAREFULLY the financial aid policy Statement enclosed BEFORE
you Sign the acceptance of your award.
A SIGNED copy MUST be returned to this office within two weeks of receipt
of this award letter.
We shall be happy to hear from you should you have any questions.
Leonard N. Wenc
Director of Student Financial Services
Your estimated expenses:
Direct Expenses:
Comprehensive Fee
$18250
Indirect Expenses:
Personal Expenses
500
Books and supplies
475
Estimated Travel
50

Your estimated famay contributions:
Parental Contribution
Expected Student Summer Earnings

$ 1386

Total est. expenses:
$19275
Total est. family contributions:
Est. need (expenses minus family contributions)
$16639

$ 2636

1250

Your Financial Aid Award for 1990-91:
From Carleton College:

ACCEPT

Carleton Grant (E W Hallet Trust)
EDUC OPPORT GRT
BIGELOW FDN
JOYCE HUGHES
SURDNA FDN
Perkins Loan (NDSL)

Campus Employment
Total From Carleton College:

$ 3124
876
2000
1000
1000
2250

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

1620

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

$11870

From Other Sources:
Pell Grant
State Scholarship

1066
3703

Total From Other Sources:

$ 4769

Total Financial Aid Award:

DATE:

$16639

SIGNATURE OF STUDENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE NE.T TO EACH AWARD SHOWN.

1057
SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF STUDENT AID RECIPIENT

Prepared as an addendum to testimony of Leonard M. Wenc
May 17, 1991

Student Number 3:
Class:

Sophomore (Second Year)

Family Information:
Father - Dairy Farmer
Mother - Student
Parents Adjusted Gross Income - '125,534

Special Circumstance: Student comes from small town in rural
Minnesota. Size of graduating class was 88.
Family notes that the Federal Loan Bank had begun foreclosure on 80
acres out of 200 acres.

See reverse side for copy of award leut.. `or 1990-91 academic year,

1

u6
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REVISION: 1
CARLETON COLLEGE, OFFICE OF (STUDENT FINANCIAL sitavrats, NORTHFIELD
NN 55057
V. are pleased to offer you financial assistance for the acadsalo
year
1950-91 as shown below.

Please read CAREFULLY the financial aid
you sign the acceptance of your award. policy statement enclosed BEFORE

A SIGNED copy NWT be returned to this
office within two weeks of receipt
of this award letter.
We shall be happy to hear from you should you have any questions.
Leonard N. Wenc
Director of Student Financial Services
Your estisated expenses:
Direct Expenses:
Comprehensive Fee
$18250
Indirect Expenses:
Personal Expenses
500
Books and Supplies
475
Estimated Travel
50

Your estimated family contributions:

Parental Contribution
Expected Student Summer Earnings

$ 1950

Total est. expanses:
519275
Total est. family contributions:
Est. need (expenses minus family contributions)
$16075

$ 3200

Your REVISED Financial Aid Award for 1990-91:
From Carleton College:

1250

ACCEPT

IDUC OPPORT GRT
A BIXBY UPHAM
CARLETON ENDOW
Perkins Loan (NDSL)

2000
1000
3086
2190

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

Campus Employment

1620

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

Total From Carleton College:

$ 9896

From Other Sources:
Pell Grant
State Scholarship
Corp Soho/

1938
3241
1000

Total From Other Sources:

$ 6179

Total REVISED Financial Aid Award:

DATE:

$16075

SIGNATURE OP STUDENT:

PLEASE cIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE

NEXT TO EACH AWARD SHOWN.

MMIIMMaMMWM.M.MMOIMIWIRWM=MMWMIWIRM
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.

Just as a matter of record, I think we ought to get into the

record of the hearing the percentage of defaults as it stands now.

Amongst your members, Dr. Atwell, what would be the percentage?
Mr. ATWELL. I can give you the cohort default rate overall, and
that is running at around 17 percent. I can give them to you sector
as well, if you wish.
Senator PELL. I'd like to hear them myself.
Mr. ATWELL. For the for-profit sector, 33 percent; the public twoyear sector, 18 percent; the private two-year sector, 14 percent; the
public four-year and the private four-year, 7 percent.
Senator PELL Those are pretty astounding figures.

Mr. Blair, as you know, I have the greatest regard for the taxpaying institutions, where you have a unique national benefit that

you give to the United States, but also these figures really are
quite startling. What is your own view as to how they can be re-

duceda 30 percent default rate, for example, is unconscionable.
Mr. BIAIR. Well, a great many things can be done, sir, and we
have already begun to put into place a great many of those. Our
major concern is that the taxpayers' funds are well-used. Most particularly, however, over the past 10, 15 years we have transferred
this major support of our most risky, our lowest income families
away from grants and into loans, so we have made our most at-risk
population borrow.

While we do everything possible to reduce defaults to their very
lowest possible level, I think we must also take care to make sure
that we don't do that by excluding that high-risk population. What
we've got to do is make sure that the schools they attend are quality educational experiences, that the programs are correctly managed and that the students know that they have a loan and what
their responsibilities are.
We have put into place counseling programs, instructional programs, to make sure that the institutions work with their students
so they know their loan responsibility. We are also beginning an
aggressive program that began about 2 years ago, working with the
banks and the guarantors in the secondary markets for the schools
to become involved in making sure that where the students go into
delinquency, we help locate those students and that we support the
identification of those students and getting them back into repay-

mentbut equally important, that we support the students in understanding the complexities of these programs.
In addition what we are also advocating is to make sure people

know whether they are weak or shoddy educational institutions
and thus will not simply pay their loans out of reaction to a poor
education.

e have also supported and aggressively support disclosure. We
believe that consumers should know the effectiveness of a school
of those who start, how many finish; of those who finish, how many
get jobs in the fiele for which they are trained, and if licensure or
certification is invGlved, what is the pass rate. That information
should be made available to everyone for any type and control of
institution, so that they can make sound educational choices and
not feel that they were poorly served and thus should default.

iUJ
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Senator PELL I believe I am correct in saying that on July 1st,
they are going to knock out of the program any schools with a default rate of more than 35 percent; a year later, more than 30 percent. Do you see that figure continuing to go down over the next
decade?
Mr. BLAIR. I believe it will _go down. Our concern that we have

shared with members of the Senate is that at that 35 percent, we
have a number of schools serving inner-city populations, not only
private career colleges and schools but community colleges and
four-year private and public institutions, that will lose access to
student loans. What we are advocating therefore is that the department exercise the mitigating circumstances rule that the institutions be offered an opportunity to make sure that the data used are
correct and that the situation of the population they serve, most

particularly their effectiveness in serving that population, is
brought, into consideration. But we also believe that over time

those default rate triggers will be continually reduced.
Senator PELL. I had the idea some years ago that one way of reducing the rate was to require that the information about defaults
be made available to the credit card distributors, and that when it
was realized that a young person would either have a choice between repaying the loan or losing their credit card that it would go
up. Has that had any effect that you have been able to see?
Mr. BLAIR. The use of credit rates and the impact of credit ratings has had a substantial impact, but particularly on the middle
income. As you deal with the truly high-risk population, they don't

have credit cards. One of the things that we are pushing for is

making sure they understand the programs. They are terribly complicated and terribly complex. That is the reason that our legislative proposal moves aggressively for the simplification of the programs. But what we've got to do is make sure most particularly
that that high-risk population does not have to borrow to the
degree that they are now. That is the reason that we are pushing

for the entitlement of Pell Grants as a basis that they can know
that those funds are there, and our most needy people clo not have
to borrow.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

This is a question that I'd ask each of you. Many States have
very tight licensing requirements. What would be the common
characteristic of these tight requirements?
Mr. Nolan.
Mr. NOLAN. I'ITI not sure I know what the common characteristic
is in the other States, but to us one of the most important elements
is a tuition reimbursement fund for the students who are involved.
Dr. Atwell's commentary at the end about the focus on students
is what I was thinking of as you were asking Mr. Blair questions.
We have a lot of students who would be adversely affected if the
loans were cut off without warning at some of these institutions,
because our experience has been that when threatened with financial problems, the schools close prematur&y, leaving all the students with no place to go and with the States having the responsibility to place those students. We have had a lot of cooperation
from the sector itself in helpinr to place students, so it isn't a
simple, one-person job.

4Yr,
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State enacted a new
But in order to have funds available, ourschools,
the trade and
law which requires all of the proprietary of their gross receipts
business schools, to contribute one percent
we
annually into a tuition reimbursement fund. Unfortunately,
leaving
the
stuhave had a lot of institutions close prematurely,
dents in the lurch, and this is a way at least to protect them financially.
Senator PELL. Mr. Blair.
we've had is that of the
Mr. BIAIR. The first major problem that
of the other

members of the triad, each has had an expectation
that we have advodoing somebody else's job. So one of the things role of the State
cated is a clear role distinction. We believe the
institution and conshould focus on the business practices of the
sumer protection.
what there must be in
As Mr. Nolan has noted, we believe thatthat needs to be backed
every State is a tuition recovery fund, but
of school closures that deal
upon a whole set of processes in case importantly,
seeing that the
most
with the securing of records and
taught
out.
Our
major
concern is to
students if at all possible are
receive the
make sure that those students are well-served, and they
they
cannot be
in
and
wanted.
And
if
education that they believed
tuition
recovery
then
there
should
be
a
handled in that fashion,
should
be
strengththe
role
of
the
State
fund. But we believe that
ened. We are actually advocating an outline of things that we
think each State should be responsible for.
Senator PELL. Would it be a correct statement that all your institutions are taxpaying?
Mr. BLAIR. No, sir, but about 95 percent of them are. We have
usually in fields such as aviasome that are not-for-profit. They arehorrendous
for jet engines and
tion, where the expenditures are so
institution,
they can rethe mechanical aspects that as a nonprofit But the vast majority
ceive donations from business and industry.
are for-profit, yes.
Senator PELL. Dr. Atwell.

Nolan's testimony, and I
Mr. ATWELL. Senator, I agree with Mr.Education Executive Offi-

think the report that the State Higher
weaknesses in State licensure
cers commissioned about the present
recommendations that we
and regulation is to the point, and the
strengthen
the State role; I
are offering you would do much to

improved.
think we would all agree that State role has to bepoint
of yours that
Let me also say with reference to an earlier
520 of the 8,000 institutions eligible
our information is that about
for the Title IV program have default rates over 35 percent, of'
which only 85 are nonprofit colleges and universities.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I will turn to Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First, I'd like to say that Senator Thurmond has a statement

which he would like to submit for the record.
Senator PELL. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Thurmond follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. THURMOND

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here and to join in welcoming our witnesses this morning as we continue bearings on
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
As has been mentioned in past bearings, there are many challenging issues we need to address. These include: the
high student
loan default rate; the general integrity of the Guaranteed
Student
Loan Program; the proper balance between student loans
grants; and the role of profit- making proprietary trade schools. and
A little over two weeks ago, I heard first-hand from several college presidents in South Carolina about the importance of Institutional Support Programs contained in Title III, and the key role of
Title IV and the Pell grant program in making it possible
for disadvantaged students to attend college.
In addition, yesterday I had the opportunity to meet with Mr.
Pat Taylor, who is testifying before the Committee
today about
Federal incentives for greater involvement by the States in providing a college education for qualified students.
Today, as we continue the higher education hearings,
ward to reviewing the recommendations of our witnesses. I look forSenator KASSEBAUM. All of you have spoken to the need for improved standards and for quality. I'd like to explore that with you
a little bit. Specifically, what standards would best define quality,
and to what extent can we put that in writing, whether it is the
State or the Department of Education? I'm thinking, for instance,
of vocational-oriented programsshould we require that they offer
job counseling programs? All of you touched on this in one
or
another, and I'd like to know what would think specifically,way
would
be a way to address quality.

Mr. Nolan.
Mr. NOLAN. I'd be pleased to start, and I'm sure it is just the beginning of the discussion, Senator Kassebaum.

We've made a specific proposal in our legislative language
would have the Congress set broad categories that would helpthat
determine qualitynot to set the standards per se. I share the other
members' opinion that that is a matter for institutions both voluntary and, I would submit, governmental, to be involved in to the

degree that the responsibility can be shared. They irlJude such
things as the financial and administrative capacity at a specified
scale of operation. You don't need the same financial wherewithal
running a small, single-purpose institution that you need, obviously, running a major university. Yet standards are usually broadlystated to say that you just need financial capacity.
Facilities and equipment and supplies, which every one agrees
one needs to have in any kind of business; personnelthat
another way of saying faculty and teachers, again dependingisupon
the type and level of institution and level of education that is offered. On the curriculum and on instructional matters, there
should be standards, not specified but at least addressed in categories. Everything from admissions and academic calendars to the
tuition charges and the fees and so on, all of those elements
part and parcel of the business of education, and they need toare
be
addressed by voluntary as well as governmental approval agencies.
1
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Not only all those input criteria, but the outcomes of education,
need to be addressed in the standards, and I am happy to say that
that is happening across this country on a voluntary basis as well
as in some jurisdictions where they have to be put in place by the
State regulatory agency because there has been an absence of them
in the standards of the bodies accrediting them.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I am curious, Mr. Nolan, why you suggest it
be voluntary. If it works well, why not-Mr. NOLAN. I have not said it should be voluntary. In fact, my
testimony says that the States should be given an option to do it. I
would not sit here and suggest that you impose upon the States a
requirement. Many of the States don't have the fiscal capability,
and I'm not sure that Congress would be able to find all the funds.
But more to the point than the moneyI think the money could be
found if we had the resolve, especially if you look at one percent of
what we spent on Federal student aidStates need to position
themselves in this regard, and I'd say most of the States right now
could take care of these issues at the initial point, that is, when
institutions are being approved.
What they are not all equipped to do as we are in New York is to
do the monitoring, the periodic reviews. That, believe me, is an
issue because when you look at the general voluntary approaches,
visits to campuses occur every 10 years approximately, but progress
reports at the halfway point, perhaps. That is a hard way to make
sure that the quality is being maintained. It is just not workable.
Senator KASSEBAUM. You referred to the VA system that perhaps could be used as a model; is that not correct?
Mr. NOLAN. As a loose model, mainly as a way to flow the funds
to the States for services rendered to meet Federal purpose.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, as you may know, sometimes the VA
system gets mixed results.

Mr. NOLAN. Of course; that's why I said "a loose model." [Laughter.]
Senator KASSEBAUM. Oh, okay. I didn't know if you'd had experi-

ence in working with that model which led you to believe that it
offered some strengths and what those were.
Mr. NOLAN. The model is useful in New York, and I'll give you
some dollar figures to use by way of contrast. We spend about $3
million in monitoring postsecondary degree-granting institutions;
another $2 million on the fur-profit nondegree institutions; and $1
million of Federal money through the Veterans Administration.
But since we have so many checks and balances in place, the veterans approach in New York is primarily to make certain that the
nuts-and-bolts pieces are working, not the quality judgments, not
the assessments of either input or output in the institutions.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you.

Mr. Blair or Dr. Atwell.
Mr. BLAIR. We believe that the best measurement of doing a

quality job are the outcomes. There is a tendency to focus on the
inputswhat do you have there for someone to experiencethe facility, the faculty, the library. We believe that the most effective
way of measuring institutions, private career colleges and schools
or four-year universities, should be on the outcomes of it: How effective are you? 01: `hose who start, how many finish? Of those who
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finish, how many gets jobs in the fields for which they are trained?
If licensure or certification is involved, what is the pass rate?

We believe that that information is just as important for the

person wanting to become a certified welder as someone who wants
to pass the bar exam. We think that kind of information should be
made available because that is truly the effectiveness of the measurement.
All of our institutions, private career colleges and schools have
placement offices. That is their function. They are there to train
and educate people so they can get jobs in the fields for which they

are trained. We measure ourselves, therefore, responding to the
marketplace. We have become very aggressive in working with
business and industry so that they realize where a huge portion of
their skilled human capital comes from, and therefore the curriculum, the training and the education is all on the cutting edge of
what business and industry needs for its work forces.
So we think that the outputs are very much there, and in our
legislative proposal for each of the triad members we have defined
what we believe should be the standards that they should have
again, as Mr. Nolan said, not as a specific item, but saying that to
be an eligible State agency or accrediting body, you must have

processes in place to measure the following things.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Should there be different standards for different types of institutions?
Mr. BLAIR. No, ma'am. I think the distinction should be on the
population served. We have institutions that are degree-granting
institutions, offering baccalaureate programs, associate degree programs, that have 3, 4, or 5 percent default rates. We also have institutions that serve very high-arisk students. We think that a historically black college or university, a tribal school, a community

college or private career school serving a high-risk population
should have different standards and should have more intense
oversight than an institution that is doing an outstanding job in

awarding baccalaureate degrees.
So we think distinctions are appropriate, not by type and control
but by population served.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Let me ask, if I may, you said that at-risk

students need to borrow more. I would like to ask you why you feel
it is more difficult for them to repay.
Mr. BIAIR. Two things, ma'am. First of all, the reason it is more
difficult for them to pay is that they don't have families to support
them.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Oh, in repaying.

Mr. BLAIR. Yes. As you look at the default rates, there is a direct
correlation of socioeconomic background, whether or not they are
dependent upon the family, whether or not they come from a high,
middle or low socioeconomic background, and gender and race.
The difficulties that a single minority woman with children, from

a poor background, without family support, faces in just coping
with the day is substantially different than a white single male
from an upper-income family who can, if he runs into problems,
turn to his parents, and the parents assume the loan repayment.
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So what we are suggesting is that looking at the populations

served, there is a distinction, and that it is more difficult for a lowincome person to make those payments.
Part of it is also the complexity of the program; they just don't
understand. One of the things that we have done is major interventions, and we are asking for greater involvement on the part of the
institutions when they go into delinquency. Let us help find those
students, work with the students so that they understand what is
going on. If they are getting repayment and billing notices from
somebody they don't even know, that they can't get through to on
the telephone, and they don't understand, it is very easy for them
to simply walk from paying the loan. So we think the support services need to be there for that higher-risk population.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I would certainly agree with that. Do you
think at any point there is not enough guidance regarding a student's ability to benefit, so to speak? By the same taken, are students being channelled into areas where they are going to be able
to find a job that is going to permit them to repay their loans?
Mr. BLAIR. We are very much opposed to, as Mr. Atwell has
pointed out, people who have purposely put themselves in harm's

wayserved a high-risk population, not provided them an education that truly makes a difference. Our accrediting bodies are looking at the whole question of the value of this education that they
are receiving. We are looking at the overall question of the return
on investment that a student will have in going into any program.
There is a danger in that because as you look at somebody who
gets a degree in fine arts, what is their employability. We want to
be careful as we look at what are the implications of that. But we
are also very much opposed to the idea that somebody is put into a
job with massive indebtedness, without any possibility that they
will be able to repay that loan.

So we think there has got to be that kind of balance, and most
particularly we've got to redress the imbalance between loans and
grants.
Mr. ATWELL. Senator Kassebaum, if I may, as one who participates extensively in accrediting--I serve on an accrediting team at
least once or twice a yearI'd like to distinguish, if I may, between

the quality standards academically and the quality standards that
might be applicable to management and particularly the management of Federal programs.
With respect to the acaden z 4uality of an institution, Mr. Nolan
is quite rightit has heretork.te been largely in the direction of
input measures and is moving toward assessment of outcomes, and
I think that is highly desirable. But in that area the Congress very
wisely, by law, has forbidden the Secretary of Education or anybody else from exercising any direction, supervision or control over
any accrediting agency or association. That is by way of saying
there is confidence on the part of the Congress with respect to the
academic side of the house.

I think we really are talking here about the quality of management particularly in the management of Federal programs, and
there I think our proposals use the approach of setting forth some

performance standards which I illustrated in terms of high default
rates, changes in institutional ownership, high default costs, pro-
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portion of ability to benefit students, material findings and audit
reports, serving as thresholds, not in themselves quality standards
at all, but simply thresholds by a kind of "management by exception" approach, which would cause the Department of Education to
look more closely at that institution, not prejudicial in themselves,

but simply would trigger some closer scrutiny.
Senator KASSEBAUM. That certainly makes sense to me.
Mr. BLAIR. Senator, if I might, one of the things that Mr. Atwell

and I are very much in support of each other onwhich is probably startling to most people, and to both of us, toowe are very
much in support of the kind of oversight by the department that
used to exist. In our proposals, we go to great lengths to outline

what should be watched because we don't need to watch everybody
with the same intensity. If somebody is doing an outstanding jobs,
one of the best things to do may be to get out of their way. But if

they have indicators that say they deserve closer scrutiny, then

that should be what both the accrediting bodies, the Department of
Education, and the State licensing groups work on to make sure
that oversight is there.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, if I could just comment briefly, the whole default problem

in part rests with us because we made this massive shift to loans
that frankly should not have taken place. That is number one.
Second, the Department of Education has done a miserable job in

supervising accrediting agencies.

Third, I am a little reluctant to use these arbitrary 35 percent or
any other figures. A community college ; , East St. Louis, IL, that
has every possible problem, is just going to have a different default

rate than Brown University or the University of Kansas or the
University of Illinois.

And in terms of the question that Senator Kassebaum addressed
to you, Mr. Blair, we had a woman testifyI think it was two or 3

months agowho was on a two-year program; she is a welfare

mother with two children, and she is getting a job. As she outlined
the job she is getting and the loan she will be repaying, frankly, I

think if she isn't a default statistic right now, she is going to be

one very shortly. So she ends up in our negative statistics. And yet
she has moved from being on welfare to being a taxpayer. So I view
her as a success story even though she is in the default situation.

Now, Mr. Blair, if I heard you correctlyand I may not have

you mentioned what you are doing, you and AICS, in terms of clos-

ing institutions and so forth, but then you said institutions either
close or they move their accreditationdid I understand you correctlywhich means they move over to some accrediting body that

the Federal Government recognizes, but does a weaker job of supervising; is that correct?
Mr. BLAIR. That has happened in the past, and one of the things
that we have actively supported is legislation to prevent accrediting jumping. We also have in our reform package a major compo-

nent on that. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with dual ac-
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credit.ation. We have mtny institutions that are both regionally
and nationally accredited-Senator SIMON. You're not talking about dual accreditation.
Mr. BLAIR. No, but in some cases, they had a foot in each camp
as an insurance policy. So we are speaking to bothone, accredita-

tion jumping, that we are proposing be prevented and have supported legislation already that does restrict that substantially; and
to make sure if you've got two points of accreditation that you
don't have it as an insurance policy.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
Dr. Atwell.

Mr. ATWELL. Senator, accreditation jumping is something that
we need to crack down on, and I think it has been. It was largely
limited to one of the regional accrediting bodies that was tending
to accredit institutions that had been denied accreditation or were

in accreditation difficulty with AICS or NATTS, and that has

largely been stopped, but I agree with Steve it ought to be legislatively precluded.

Senator SIMON. And then, where we have the Federal Government not doing the job that they should have been doing on accrediting agencies, then all of a sudden the Federal Government comes
along and says to the Middle States accrediting body: You can't

demand diversity in your schools. It is absolutely incredible. In
fact, as you read the statute just a little bit ago, I think the Department of Education after not only doing a miserable job with the
accrediting agencies all of a sudden moves into an area that it has
absolutely no business in, I think they may have violated the statute.
Dr. Atwell, I'd be interested in your observation.
Mr. ATWELL. They haven't violated it yet, Senator, but they are

in danger of doing so in the remanding of the Middle States' case
to the national advisory commission. It seems to me that is potentially in violation of this statute. It was in my judgment wrong in
process to have taken that action, and I want to say I do believe
that diversity is an appropriate measure of educational quality and
thus quite appropriate for accreditation.
It seems to me that in this instance the Department of Education
which, as you say, over the years has done very little to monitor
accrediting bodies, picked on the wrong issue at the wrong time,
and if they had turned their attention to some of the matters that

we have discussed here this morning rather than this Middle
States diversity question, they'd have been better off. I hope they
reconsider that decision.

Senator SIMON. I could not agree with you more. I agree with
you both that diversity is a proper consideration and that they
have gone off on the deep endand those are not your words, but
mine. But they really did.
Mr. Nolan, I am not real clear on what you want to take over at
the State level. Can you be more specific?
Mr. Nolan. What I am suggesting is that the Congress invite the

States to accept greater responsibility for the oversight and accountability of postsecondary institutions--

Senator SIMON. You have given us that, but I want to know what
that means; that's where I'm at a loss.
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Mr. NOLAN. What that means is that we start with New York,
and I think we have many sister States that have the same capacity. We have 650 postsecondary institutions, about 400 in the proprietary nondegree, the remainder ranging from community colleges to research universities on the degree side. We are a nationally recognized accrediting body by the Secretary of Education, so we
do accreditation as well as State oversight.
What I am suggesting is that more States be invited to do that if

they have the capacity in order to assure the quality of the education programs that are being funded by the Federal Government.
Senator SIMON. So you are talking only on the accrediting side of
things.
Mr. NOLAN. On the accrediting side of things, which I find very

difficult to distinguish from the probity question and the integrity
question, if the quality of the education isn't what our consumers,
our residents, our taxpayers expect from Federal dollars.
Senator SIMON. So you are not talking about administering-Mr. NOLAN. No, I'm not talking about administering the programs. We have a guaranty agency in our State that works very
fine, and I know it does in other parts of the country. I still think
the Secretary should assure the financial integrity of institutions
that participate in the programs. So to that extent there would be
the continuation of this three-stooled creature we've been calling a
triad, because the fact is most States would not leap to that opportunity, but some are able to help, and I think we need some help; I
think there are some questions raised about the quality of education in the country.
Senator SIMON. Good. I thank all three of your very much for excellent testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
We have been joined by Senator Wellstone.
Senator WELLSTONE. And the only thing I can do is apologize to

the panelists. I had to go out on the floor and was trying to get
back. This is about as important testimony, from my point of view,

as there is because education has been my life's work, and I do
apologize for missing your testimonybut I'm sure my colleagues
have asked great questions, and I'm sure you have given great an-

swers, and I will find out about it from my staff.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you all very much.
We now come to the third panel on "Graduate Education and Cooperative Education," and we welcome Dr. Theodore Ziolkowski,
dean of the graduate school at Princeton; Ms. Carole Glover, president of the National Association of Graduate and Professional Students; and Ms. Helen Oloroso, director of campus cooperative education, University of Illinois.
We'll start out with Dr. Ziolkowski, an old friend of the committee. I'm very glad to see a Princetonian down here.
Dr. Ziolkowski.
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STATEMENTS OF THEODORE ZIOLKOWSKI, DEAN, GRADUATE
SCHOOL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON, NJ; CAROLE
GLOVER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATE

AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS, GREAT FALLS, VA; AND
HELEN OLOROSO, DIRECTOR, CAMPUS COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHICAGO, IL

Dr. Ziolkowski. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning.
The members of this subcommittee, led by Princeton's distinguished alumnus, Senator Pell, have been champions of student
support to graduate and undergraduate levels for many years.
My name is Ted Ziolkowski, and for the past 12 years I have
been dean at the graduate school at Princeton University, where
students have benefited from all four of the mWor programs included under Title IX. I am currently president of the Association of
Graduate Schools of the Association of American Universities, and
I have also served on both the disciplinary and national selection
panels for Javits fellowships.
H.G. Wells once observed that human history becomes more and
more a race between education and catastrophe. The daily newspapers are not always reaseuring about the outcome, but the outlook
is not entirely bleak. It is widely acknowledged that graduate edu-

cation is one of the success stories of educe.tion in the United

States. Students flock from all over the world to enter our graduate
programs. Thirty-six percent of this year's applications to Princeton's graduate school came from foreign students. In 1989, nonU.S.
citizens received 26 percent of the Ph.D.'s awarded in this country,
including 55 of those in engineering.
At the same time, no one would argue that graduate education is
in perfect shape, least of all the deans. We have not instilled into
students a sense of scholarly ethics; not all students receive the supervision and encouragement they deserve; too often they are not
prepared in any systematic way for teaching. Our record on time to
degree and attrition offers few grounds for satisfaction.
The United States is going through a critical period in graduate
education. Women received 36 percent of the doctorates awarded in
1989, up from 28 percent only a decade earlier; and minority stu-

dents accounted for 9 percent of the Ph.D.'s. But these figures

mask the fact that the absolute number of black students declined
during that period and that women are still badly underrepresented in such fields as the physical sciences and engineering.
Increasing diversity has exposed other problems as well. For that
reason, the graduate deans associations have recently published
several critical analyses for the benefit of graduate schools across
the country. The A.ssociation of Graduate Schools has issued a
major statement on "Institutional Policies to Improve Doctoral
Education," which I think has been distributed.
However, the universities cannot meet the challenge alone. We
require the help and support of the government. I shall not repeat
the details included in our testimony, but I would like to emphasize
the principles upon which our recommendations are based.
Fundamentally, we need to provide expanded access to graduate
education, especially for those still underrepresented groups of
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women and minority students, and we need to do so in a manner
that will enlist the cooperation of the graduate schools in the improvement of their programs.
To achieve the first goal, it is essential to identify and encourage

potential graduate students through such programs as successful

undergraduate internships and to assure them that adequate

sources of support exist for qualified students. This means that
funding for the Title IX programs must be put on a more predictable basis than has been the case in recent years. Once qualified
students have been identified and encouraged to apply to graduate
school, it is urgent to get support into their hands as generously
and as soon as possible.
While graduate support for the sciences through the NSF, the
NIH and other programs is working well, the programs administered through Title IX leave much to be desired. First, the stipends
are too small. It costs a humanist as much to eat as a scientist, and
yet the top Javits stipend is only $10,000 in contrast to $14,000 for
the NSF awards. Second, it requires a wasteful process to get the
$10,000 to the students because of a pointless but mandatory needs
analysis. Third, the notification comes too late to provide the students with the greatest possible flexibility in the choice of institutions. Finally, there are simply too few awards in the arts, humanities and social sciences.

Even if we succeed in getting the student adequately funded and
into the most suitable program, other problems remain, notably a
national time to degree that, at almost 7 years of registration, is
simply too long in most cases, and a rate of attrition that, at 40
percent even at our best institutions, is unacceptably high.
We shouldn't misunderstand the situation. There is good attrition as well as bad. Many of the roughly 15 percent of students
who drop out during or at the end of the first year at Princeton
and other universities probably have good reasons for doing so. But
those who drop out later in their programs as a result of poor guidance represent a waste for the individual as well as the institution.
The Department of Education can help us address these concerns
in several ways. From the student's point of view, the option of a
year of dissertation support if their academic record warrants it
has proved to be a powerful incentive to remain in a graduate program. From the institution's point of view, block grants for traineeships that specify certain responsessay, 2 years of institutional
support following the first 2 years of study, a dedicated program of
teacher training, the assurance of faculty mentorshipcan achieve
improvements in educational programs that go well beyond financial support.

Informed analyses indicate that the United States can anticipate
a shortage of Ph.D.'s by the end of the 1990's, not just in education,
but in government and the private sector as well. Even if we suc-

ceed in reducing and time to degree, most students entering next
year will not be receiving their degrees until 1997 at the earliest.
We must all act swiftly if education is to prevail over catastrophe.
Thank you.
Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ziolkowski follows:]
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PIOMPARAWIMMTAMTOPIALZVOLSOWSKI
Mt. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I want to thank
you for the opportunity to testify this eorning. The members of
this subcommittee have been champions of student support at the
graduate and undergraduate levels for many years and it is a
privilege for me to testify before you today.
my name is Ted Ziolkowski and for the past twelve years, I
have been Dean of the Graduate School at Princeton University in
Princeton, New Jersey. I hold a joint appointment in the
Department of Comparative Literature and continue to teach and
publish in the field of German and European literature.
Recently, I served as the President of the Modern Language
Association and I am currently the President of the Association
ties.
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,
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today on behalf of Princeton Un v
Graduate Schools-Association of American UniVsrsities, Council of
Graduate Schools, National Association of Graduate-Professional
Students, Inc., and National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.
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Graduate education in the United States is a large and
diverse enterprise. The nation's programs of graduate and
professional education produced approximately 34,000 Ph.D.s,
309,000 master's degrees, and 71,000 professional degrees in
The talented students who complete these programs are a
1989.
rich resource for the nation.
Doctorate recipients become the scientists, teachers, and
scholars responsible for the discovery and dissemination of new
knowledge and the preservation and interpretation of our
intellectu^1 and cultural heritage. Nester's education, one of
the most rapidly evolving educational sectors, provides advanced
training in a wide array of fields tailored to changing work
force and public sector needs, as well as preparing students for
further advanced study.
Professional programs train people in medicine, dentistry,
and other health professions, in law and theology, providing
skills and knowledge critical for improving the health of our
citizens, protecting their civil liberties, and sustaining and
developing their values.
Because graduate and professional education serve important
national needs, the federal government plays a significant role
in their support. The Department of Education programs including
both grants and loans are central to the maintenance of a healthy
and successful graduate enterprise. The reauthorization of the
Nigher Education Act provides an opportunity for the Congress and
the Administration to review and adjust the Department's
legislative mandate for graduate and professional education in
order to meet national needs more effectively.

The careers and career advancement which postbaccalaureate
programs make possible provide substantial incentives for
The federal role in
students to enroll in those programs.
supporting postbaccalaureate education should augment market and
1.
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other incentivs as necessary to assure the development of human
resources sufficient to meet the nation's needs and provide
targeted incentives to students from groups underrepresented in
postbaccalaureate ducation and the careers to which advanced
education provides access.
The Department of Education's postbaccalaureate programs
address both the nation's human resource needs and the xpansion
of individual opportunity. In considering how the Department's
programs might be strengthened during the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act, these programs should be assessed in the
context of programs administered by other agencies and
departments of the federal government and in terms of the
projected national needs over the period covered by the
legislation.

Because of the importance of science and technology to the
nation's economic competitiveness, the health of our citizens,
and the strength of our national defense, the federal government
invests substantially in the production of scientists and
engineers through other federal agencies including the National
Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, and the
mission agencies which are dependent on a strong national R&D
enterprisethe National Aeronautics and Space Administration and
the Departments of Defense, Energy, and Agriculture. The
graduate students supported by these agencies pursue careers in
industrial and government laboratories as well as in the academic
sector.

The Department of Education programs complement the
objectives of these agencies and contribute to the strength and
continuity of the nation's education and research programs by
enhancing the quality and diversity of the college and university
faculty that are the core of our system of higher education and
research.
The faculty of the nation's colleges and universities
teach more than 12 million college students annually.
These
faculty conduct a major share of the nation's basic science
research, and they are the primary source of scholarship in the
arts and the humanities. They educate the succeeding generations
of teachers, scientists, and scholars on whom our education and
research programs depend.
One of the Department's principal postbaccalaureate
objectives should be to enhance the quality and diversity of
college and university faculty through fellowship and traineeship
programs leading to the Ph.D. and academic careers.
Quality is
enhanced by allocating funds competitively based on the merit of
the students and programs supported as judged by representative
panels of faculty with the knowledge and experience to make such
judgments.
Diversity is enhanced by expanding incentives and
support for students from groups underrepresented in the nation's
faculties.
Particular emphasis should be given to support for
graduate study in the humanities, which receive no support
through other federal agencies.
2
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Another objective or thm Department's postbaccalaureate
programs should be the expansion of individual opportunity. This
First, grant support should be
can be carried out in two ways.
provided to students froa groups underrepresented in master's and
profesmional programs, complementing the program for students
underrepresented in doctoral education, described above. Among
the groups underrepresented in postbaccalaureate programs are
some of the fastest-growing sectors of our population. It is an
urgent practical imperative as well as a social concern that
their participation in postbaccalaureate programs be increased.
In addition, adequate loan capital should be provided for
all postbaccalaureate study on terms feasible for these students,
most of whom are adults foregoing earned income to pursue
Many of these students will have already
advanced education.
accumulated substantial undergraduate indebtedness.

Programs supporting doctoral study will be especially
important over the period covered by the reauthorized
legislation. A number of recent studies have expressed concern
about the adequacy of the supply of Ph.D.s over the next 25
In a thorough analysis of the academic labor market for
years.
arts and sciences disciplines, Willies Bowen and Julie Ann Sosa
have shown that, absent intervention and assuming continued
institutional activity at current levels, current and projected
trends in Ph.D. supply and demand will result in substantial
shortages of Ph.D.s beginning in just a few years and extending
well into the next century.
According to their projections, between 1997 and 2002 there
will be only eight candidates for every ten faculty vacancies
across all arts and sciences disciplines; aver that same period,
only seven candidates will be available for every ten vacancies
Shortages in high-demand
in the humanities and social sciences.
fields such as computer science, engineering, mathematics, and
business are already occurring.
A Ph.D. shortage will pit colleges and universities against
industry, government, and other Ph.D. markets in an intense
competition for scarce human resources. Competition among
sectors for talent is normally beneficial. But a severe Ph.D.
shortage will place colleges and universities-with their more
limited resources-at a competitive disadvantage with industry and
other sectors in recruiting Ph.D.s.

The Department's existing postbaccalaureate programs contain
most of the elements of an effective strategy for enhancing the
quality and diversity of college and university faculty and for
expanding individual opportunity for graduate and professional
The legislative proposals described below will sharpen
study.
the focus of these programs and improve their interconnections,
thereby strengthening the Department's capacity to carry out its
role in meeting the national needs served by graduate and
professional education.
3
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ENHANCING TIE QUALITY AND DIVERSITY OE COMM AMD
UNIVERSITY FACULTY
These programs should be designed to m
objectives:

two broad

1.

increasing the number of talented U.S. students in all
disciplines who pursue faculty careers,

2.

attracting into doctoral programs larger numbers of
students from groups underrepresented on college and
university facultiesBlacks, Hispanics, and Native
Americans in virtually all fields, and women in science
and r.n7ineering.

The Department of Education can accomplish these objectives
through expansion and modification of the following Title IX
fellowship and traineeship programs:
Grants to Institutions to
Encourage Minority Participation in Graduate Education._ Patricia
Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships. Jacob K. Javits Fellows
Priam, and Graduate Assistance in Areas or National Need.
General Frovisious

There are five recommendations that apply to Title IX
graduate programs collectively. Their implementation would
strengthen the Department's administration of the programs and
enhance the programs' capacities to attract talented students
into graduate education.
Reorganization of Graduate Proarams

The current programs in Title IX should not be consolidated
as proposed by the Administration.
T.
do so would eliminate a
set of complementary programs which can effectively reach
different kinds of students and institutions. However, it would
make a great deal of sense to consolidate the management of the
different programs.
Currently the different Title IX programs
are administered by several different program officials under
different procedures and schedules.
Program management could be substantially improved by the
simple process of consolidating the administration of all the
graduate programs in one unit adequately staffed. At this time,
the lack of common procedures and lack of compatibility with
academic practices reduces the effectiveness of the programs.
All the Title IX programs share the procedure of awarding
grants through competitive processes. Such a process requires
skillful administration and informed, objective evaluation. The
programs could be more simply and effectively administered as a
unit by a common staff with a working knowledge of all programs,
using a shared pool of faculty reviewers knowledgeable about
graduate education.
4
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By separately organizing the programs within the Department
in a manner similar to the organization of the Title VI
International Studies programs or the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education, the Department could expand and
coordinate staff support and develop common procedures compatible
with academic practices.
To help implement this management improvement, Congress
should take two additional actions related to program staffing:
1.

2.

assure that the Department provides adequate staff
support to administer the programs effectively, perhaps
by providing explicit salaries and expenses funding
through the appropriations process, and
provide an "excepted hire" authority similar to that
provided to the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education, to enable the Department to
draw experienced graduate education administrators from
campuses to assist in the administration of the
Department's graduate programs.

Program Schedules

The Department has had chronic difficulty in allocating
awards on a schedule that permits the programs to achieve their
Some of this difficulty arises from delays in the
full benefit.
appropriations process. Much of the difficulty is due to
If the Department's
inadequate staffing by the Department.
programs are reorganized as suggested above and provided with
adequate staffing, they should then be able to operate according
to schedules compatible with academic practices.
Graduate schools begin recruiting new students almost a year
before their scheduled enrollment, during the fall and winter of
the prior year. Traineeship programs such as the Harris and
National Need programs should therefore be announced no later
than January for traineeships that will begin in the fall of that
year. Announcing awards later than that date impairs
departmental planning and undermines the recruitment value of the
traineeships.

Fellowships should be announced no later than mid-March for
Students must make
support that will begin the following fall.
commitments to graduate programs by Apcil 15, and they need to know
before that date whether or not they have received a fellowship.
Otherwise, for instance, they may commit themselves to a program
simply because it offers support without making a free decision
based on quality.

5
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Use of Financial Need_Analvais_in_Graduate Grant_Proarame
Although all Title IX grants are awarded competitively, they
all currently employ some form of need analysis to detrmine the
stipend level.
There is certainly some appeal to this hybrid
policy of awarding grants based on merit and determining the level

of support based on financial need, since its objective is to
support the most promising students at an appropriate level, not
in excess of their actual financial need.
There are, however,
sound policy and practical reasons for rejecting such a procedure.
The needs determination procedure may undermine the policy of
providing sufficient incentives to attract into graduate education
highly talented students whom the nation needs for teaching and
research. These students often have other career options. At a
practical level, the administrative burden on campuses and on the

Department to carry out the requisite need analyses results in

little or no difference in the size of stipends because the
financial need
of
graduate
students generally
exceeds or
approximates the maximum stipend level.
At Princeton, for

instance, the estimated cost-of-living by which we valuat need
projects $10,973 for a single student for 10 months and $13,342 for
12 months in the coming academic year.

It should be noted that the Department of Education is the
only federal agency that subjects graduate stipends to a financial
need analysis.

Stipend Levels
The talented college graduates the nation needs to earn Ph.D.s

are adults with many options before them.

Those who choose to

enroll in doctoral programs must forego income and incur additional
expenses for extended years of advanced education leading to the
Ph.D.
When the disparity between what those students can earn as
college graduates and what it will cost them to earn a Ph.D. makes
doctoral education an economically irrational choice, the students
behave rationally.
Department of Education graduate stipends are currently capped
at $10,000 (in contrast to $14,000 this year for NSF fellowships).
That level is too low for the programs to accomplish their

objectives, particularly since authorizing levels extend over a
five- or six-year period following reauthorization.
The Department should eliminate specific dollar ceilings on
stipends and substitute legislative language directing stipends to
be set at levels necessary to accomplish the goals of attracting

highly talented students into doctoral programs and making it
possible for them to complete those programs.

6
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The Harris and Javits programs provide a cost-of-education
allowance to the institution of $6,000 per year per student.
The
Actual institutional costs exceed $20,000 per student.
disparity between institutional allowances and actual costs should
For the period of reauthorization, the legislation
be reduced.
should cpecify an initial institutional allowance of $10,000 with
an annual inflationary increase.

Program Mecommeedations

Grants to Institutions to Encouraae Minority Participation in
Graduate Education (IX-A1
The Department's undergraduate internship program is a proven
model for increasing minority graduate enrollment through summer
research internships and additioral educational enrichment programs
Such programs are highly
for talented minority undergraduates.
effective in interesting students in and preparing them for
graduate study.

1.

.1...

r

they are underrecresented: The Department should expand
its minority undergraduate research internship program
to include women. Participation by women in most science
In 1989
and engineering fields remains extremely low.
women received only 19 percent and 8 percent respectively
of Ph.D.s awarded in physical sciences and engineering.
Early exposure to scientific research could significantly
expand the number of female undergraduates interested in

academic careers in science and engineering fields.
Special attention should be given to recruiting minority

women through the program and the emphasis in this
program should continue to be recruitment of minority
students.
2.

Eliminate or modify the _financial need provisions
The current financial
covernina internship stipenda:
need constraints discourage many undergraduates who would
benefit from the program from participating because the

stipend support they receive is so much less than the
money they need to earn through summer jobs to help meet
the coming year's college costs. If the stipend provided
by the program is a barrier to participation, the purpose
of the program is undermined.
3.

Make available information on students supported_ as
should
collect
The
Department
summer
interns:
information from grant recipients on student interns and
their fields of study. (This is already done at a certain
level by Educational Testing Service and the National
7
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Hass Exchange Consortium. This will allow universities
seeking to increase their graduate enrollments of
minorities and women to recruit from this pool of
students.
4.

.k

.1

proaras: Continued progress on increasing the number of
underrepresented students who pursue graduate education

will require a sUbstantial expansion of the pool of
female and minority undergraduates who are candidates for
graduate study.
The Title IX internship program has

demonstrated its capacity to enrich the educational
experiences of talented undergraduates and encourage them
to pursue graduate study. Thohigher education community
has responded enthusiastically to the program, generating

far more worthy proposals than can be funded with
available funds.

Furthermore, it the program is expanded

to include wonen and if the financial disincentives to
student participation are eliminated, the pool of
undergraduates who would benefit from the program will
be greatly expanded.

Petricim_Roberta_liarrisGraduate_rellowshalinfil
The Department's graduate programs include two Harris
programs. The programs have provided valuable assistance to
colleges and universities in attracting underrepresented students
into postbaccalaureate prograns.
The Harris Graduate Fellowship

Program awards grants to institutions and departments to support
the
postbaccalaureate
study
of
from
students
groups
underrepresented in master's, doctoral, and selected professional
programs.
The Harris Public Service Fellowship Program supports
primarily
master's
and
some
study
in
doctoral
public
administration.
Both programs should have as their central purpose increasing

the participation of students from groups underrepresented in
postbaccalaureate programs.

However, the programs would be more

effective if they were separately focused on the two proposed
objectives of the Department's postbaccalaureate programs.

The Harris Graduate Fellowship Program should be designed to
increase the quality and diversity of the faculty by encouraging

and enabling underrepresented minorities and women to pursue
academic careers.
The Harris Public Service Program should be
substantially expanded to support the postbaccalaureate study of
students from groups underrepresented in careers served by master's
and professional programs (see section 11 below).

The Harris Graduate Fellowship program should be the major
federal program encouraging talented minority and female students
to pursue academic careers. Tc.. accomplish this critical objective,

the program should be modified to provide up to five years of
federi:1-university support as follows:
8
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aragnis_ta_thcausigumaticin_itiga:

TWO years of

fellowship support for entering graduate studentc will
provide an effective incentive for students to enroll in
The provision of a third year of
doctoral programs.
dissertation support will reduce attrition and shorten
time-to-degree by filling a gap in doctoral support that

is especially critical in the humanities and social
Making such support contingent upon the
sciences.

to
progress
the
making
satisfactory
student's
dissertation stage will provide an extra incentive to
students and departments to complete doctoral study in
the minimum time necassaty. (This has been the pattern

in the Mellon Followeip Program, which is now being
phased out after ten successful years.)
Increasing the number of minority and female faculty will
have a ripple effect of providing strong role models for
undergraduate students moving through the pipeline,
enhancing the direct effects of program support.
2.

Departments which receive program funding
experience:
should provide assurances that they will provide up to
two years of support including formal teacher training
to carry trainees to the dissertation stage.
3.

provide an authorization level of 850 million for the
proares: The Harris program needs an authorization level
commensurate with its proposed rola as the federal
supporting
program
federal
primary
government's
minorities and women pursuing academic careers.

Jacob_Javits Fellows Program (Ik-c)
The Javits fellowship program is the only federally funded
program that has as its xpress purpose supporting graduate study
in the arts and the humanities, and is ono t' the few programs
providing a support for students in the social sciences. Since it
was first funded in FY 1985, the Javits program has encouraged some
of the nation's most gifted college graduates to pursue graduate
study. The projections of Bowen and Sosa cited earlier show that
faculty shortages will be especially acute in the humanities and
The Javits program will continue to play a
social sciences.
critical role in averting those shortages by drawing increased
numbers of talented students into academic careers in the arts,
humanities, and social sciences. There is evidence that the Javits
program has helped to reduce the time to degree for students and
9
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the national competition has been successful in attracting students
from many institutions and diverse backgrounds to graduate study.

The Javits program was intended to'bo the complement among
federal fellowship programs to the prestigious National Science
Foundation Graduate Fellowship Program; the current authorising

language states that the "stipend levels established by

the

Secretary shall reflect the purpose of this program to encourage
highly talented students to undertake graduate study and shall
provide a level of support comparable to that provided by federally
funded graduate fellowships in the science and engineering fields."
However, for FY 1992, the NSF program will support approximately
3,000 new and continuing students with stipends of $14,000
annually. The Javits program supports fewer than 500 students with
need-based stipends capped at $10,000.

Assuming that the level of support provided by individual
fellowships is increased in accordance with recommendations made
earlier (in the "General Provisions" section), the following
program's
into
the
also
be
incorporated
should
changes
authorization:
1.

Soecifv that the nroaram should award 600 new fellowships

and support up to 2.400 new and _continuina fellows
anpuelly: Although this number of fellowships will leave

the Javits program below- the NSF program,

it will

increase significantly the number of high-quality
students pursuing academic careers and will help reduce
the projected faculty shortages in fields served by the
With the loss of the Mellon fellowships for
program.
study in the humanities, the increase in the number of
fellowships is very much needed.
2.

Provide an authorization level of 550 million for the
program:
This authorization level is necessary to
accommodate the proposed increase in number of students

supported and the amount of support provided by each
fellowship.

Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need (/X-D)

This program was added to Title IX in the Higher Education
It has enabled
Amendments of 1986 and first funded in FY 1988.
high-quality graduate departments to expand their programs to
respond to national needs primarily in science and engineering.
The program should be modified in accordance with the proposed
mission of the Department to support the preparation of academic
faculty:

1.

hlastrat9-11_uptsCIELS.9-.111211-stiardlaillEN--111-MiliGhtkralatrY

demand is oroiected to be acute: Manpower projectLms
should not be used as precise allocation mechanisms but
rather as a guide for determining funding priorities.
10
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The Secretary would select eligible fields on the basis
of the projected need for faculty due to replacement
demand, nrollment shifts, and emerging fields.
L1

2.

Departments which receive program
funding should provide assurances that they will include

tiagbing_jumagngiu

formal teacher training in the graduate

programs of

trainees.

3.

If

la

diff
under the program:
r.

Although the current legislation
commitments to

states that departments "shall make

graduate students at any point of their graduate study,"
the legislation should make explicit that students who
have enrolled in a doctoral program after receiving a
master's degree at another institution are eligible for
support.
4.

II.

Faculty
arts and
sciences fields by the end of the decade; shortages in
high-demand fields already exist. The funding for this
program will have to be substantially expanded to help
increase the supply of faculty tamest increasing demand.

provide an_authorisation level of SSD million:

shortages are projected in virtually all

R2PANDINO INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY

and
In addition to a mission of enhancing the quality
diversity of college and university faculty, the Department should
individual
of expanding
complementary objective
a
support
This objective should be accomplished in two ways:
opportunity.

a grant program for students from groups underrepresented in
master's and professional education, and the provision of adequate
loan capital for all postbaccalaureate study.
.Orant Support

The Department should sdminister a competitively funded
program providing grants to institutions to support students

or
underrepresented in selected careers requiring master's
Such a program could be established by
professional degrees.
either expanding the current Harris Public Service fellowehip
program or establishing a second program component to provide grant

support to women and minorities in master's and professional
programs leading to careers that serve a pliblic interest and in

including academic careers. This
program would be of equal emphasis and funding with the Harris
Graduate Fellowship progras described above.
which they are underrepresented,

11
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The
program
characteristics:

should

1.

have

the

following

additional

4.

underreoreseote4:

The principal measure of ekpande4
individual opportunity should be Career access ana
advancement.

For example, although students pursuing

Ph.D. degrees are generally better advised to enter
doctoral programs directly,
evidence that master's
students supported in this program subsequently enroll
in doctoral programs should also be considered favorably.
2.

provide traineeshim impart for up to two veers of

autarla_m_prjatiiiimauirday:

Two years of support

should cover all or most professional and master 's study,
since these programs are shorter than doctoral programs.
3.

provide an authorization level of S§0 millioh for the
=mess
Because both women and minorities are
underrepresented in most master's and professional
programs, the program needs to receive substantial
funding to achieve its objective of expanding individual
opportunity.

Loan Support

Loans provide a critical source of financial support for
postbaccalaureate study.
Loans are often the primary source of
support for students in professional and master's programs, but
they are increasingly necessary as a source of supplemental support
in doctoral programs.

Use of base-vear
financial need

vs.

estimated-vear

income

for

determinina

The use of base-year income-the income earned in the year
before enrolling
in
an academic program-ponalines a large
proportion of postbaccalaureate students who have worked fora year
or more after completing their undergraduate education. Financial
aid administrators have authority to exercise professional judgment
and use projected current year income when they believe it would
provide a more appropriate determination of a student's expected
contribution.
However,
since use of bass-year income is
inappropriate for so many professional and graduate students, use
of current year estimates should be the rule, with professional
judgment applied to the exceptions whore base-year income would be
more appropriate.

12
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Students in professional and certain graduate programs often
incur activity costs which are directly related to those programs
and are essential to the completion of ducational objectives.
Although not legislatively proscribed from student budgets,
Department regulations prohibit the use of federal financial aid
Consideration
to meet such costs as fees for licensing exams.
should be ;iven to modifying need analysis legislation to include
explicitly such costs in determining student budgets.

Loan unitz
graduate and
with other higher education sectors,
As
professional education costs have risen considerably in recent
Particularly in professional programs, the combination of
years.

high cost and length of study have pushed students to their annual
aggregate loan limits well before total educational costs are met,
Consequently, students must borrow from unsubsidized, higherinterest loan programs, which substantially increases their
Increasing the annual loan limits on subsidized
indebtedness.
loans would reduce students' dependence on higher-cost loan
programs, resulting in more manageable debt levels and reducing the
financial barriers to lower-paying careers that serve society's
poor and disadvantaged. At Princeton, the average loan increases
each time the loan ceiling is raised; because of varying fellowship
availability students seeking professional degrees in architecture
contribute the largest single group of borrowers.
Loan

ferments

Some professional school graduates must continue their
training to gain practical experience in their chosen field or
Medical residents in particular must train in a
specialty.

hospital or health care facility for three to seven years or more.
In recognition of the difficulty in making loan repayment during
continued training, the Title IV statute provides a two-year

deferment of Stafford and Perkins loan repayments during such
However, many residents must continue in a
extended training.
training program beyond two years. An extension of the deferment
period to three years would bring policy into closer accord with

reality and help alleviate the indebtedness barrier to expanded
access to health professions education.

Incentive arants to institutions for the establishment of loan

ral2=12.171±...srsuame.
Congress should consider establishing a program of matching
repayment
grants to institutions for the development of loan
programs that would encourage and assist graduates to enter
Some
low-paying careers serving underprivileged populations.
13
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institutions have begun such programs on thir own: a medical
school provides loan repayment for graduates who choose to practice

primary care medicine in rural, underserved areas; a law school
provides loan repayment for graduates working in public interest
law; a business school provides loan repayment for nonprofit or
public service management work by its graduates.
A federal
matching program would encourage a larger number of institutions
to adopt such programs.

CONCLUSION
Graduate and professional education provides access to careers
critically important to the nation.
The Department of Education
can play a distinctive federal rola in supporting graduate and
professional education by focusing on enhancing the quality and
diversity of college
and university faculty and
expanding
individual opportunity at the postbaccalaureate level.

The recommendations presented in this paper will provide the
Department with the tools to fulfill this mission. The Title IX
fellowship and traineeship programs provide complementary forms of
support at the graduate level, as do the Pell Grant Program and
campus-based grant programs at the undergraduate level.
The
proposed modifications to the undergraduate internship program
would
substantially
expand
the
pool
of
students
from
underrepresented groups who are prepared for graduate education,
and the fellowship and traineeship programs would provide multiple
entry
points
into
graduate
programs
for
these
students,
accommodating the multiple paths leading to the Ph.D. The matching
requirement for university-funded supervised teaching added to the
traineeship programs would encourage the development of both the
teaching and the research dimensions of academic careers.

The Department's capacity to expand individual opportunity
substantially increased through the creation of a

would be

comprehensive grant program for master's and professional study for

students from groups underrepresented in careers to which those
programs provide access.
By administratively consolidating the Department's graduate
and professional programs and providing the means to recruit campus
administrators to assist in managing those programs, the Department

would be given the staff capacity to manage this strengthened
portfolio effectively and productively.
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Attrition appears to be disturbingly high; although national,
data are not available, estimates place the average attrition
rate at 50 percent, and it is often higher in some fields of the
humanities.
The well.documented projections of severe shortages of Ph.D.s
beginning in just a few years make these trends in doctoral education all
the more disturbing.3

The Charge
Because of their concern about these projected shortages and the
trends in doctoral education which are impeding Ph.D. production, he
member presidents and chancellors of the Association of American
Universities (AAU) asked the Association of Graduate Schools (AGS),
comprising the graduate deans of their institutions, to recommend
institutional policies which can improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of doctoral programs.
The AGS Executive Committee appointed a task force of graduate
deans to carry out this request. A draft report prepared by that group
was discussed by the AGS graduate deans at their 1990 annual meeting.
A revised report was submitted to the AAU presidents and chancellors
for their consideration at their fall meeting. Changes recommended ty
both groups have been incorporated into this text, which contains the
joint views and recommendations of AAU and AGS.

.

.

Institutional and Individual Differences and the
Nonacademic Environment
Graduate education is organized in diverse ways in this country's
research universities. Institutions and departments vary in their
traditions, practices, size, and comprehensiveness. Academic fields
di.ier in disciplinary ethos, programmatic requirements, and funding
patterns. We have sought to provide clear descriptions of current
problems and to offer recommendations for improvement. But we
recognize and stress at the outset that institutions and departments
experience those problems to differing degrees and will need to
implement our recommendations In ways appropriate to their particular
circumstances. We are aware that a number of institutions have
established or are developing policies that incorporate some of these
recommendations.
Moreover, we understand that graduate students differ greatly in
their capacity for effective self-direction and their need for advice and
support. Our recommendations are intended to promote an educational
environment that will better inform choices by graduate students;
obviously, these recommendations will prove more useful to some than
to others.

Further, our report restricts itself to the academl: environment. We
do not thereby intend to imply that such problems as housing, health
care, child care, and socialization into the university community are
unimportant. Indeed, these issues take on increased importance with the
increasing diversity of our graduate student bodies. The mixture of
students of different races and cultures enriches the intellectual and
social context of our graduate programs but adds new challenges as
well. Although the resources available to meet even basic academic
needs are limited, we believe that universities should strive to provide a
supportive environment for all graduate students, one which enables
them to confront their academic challenges with minimal distractions
and therefore with better chances of success.

liam G Bowen nd Julie Ann Sou, nospects kr Faculty In ihe Ms and Screncei
3 Wd.
Ithinceton. N. Princeton University Press, 1989); Richaid C. Atkinson, 'Supply and Demand
for Scientists and Engineem: A National Crisis In the Making,' Science 248 (Apia 1990), 425.
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Institutional Policies Governing Doctoral
Education: Problems and Recommendations

We believe that the reduced participation in doctoral programs by
U.S. students Is caused in pan by the costs and risks reflected in long
times-to-degree and high attrition rates. Moreover, we see ample
evidence that lax practices and unenforced policies within universities
contribute to high attrition and prolonged completion times. We
recognize that there are clew limits to what can and should be done
about these problems: not all students who enroll In doctoral programs
should complete them; some of those who do not finish nonetheless
benefit from graduate study; many factors which may extend
time-to-degree reflect legitimate academic considerations; some of the
causes co, attrition and extended completion time are beyond the
control of institutions and their faculty. The emerity of these problem
varies greatly by discipline, institution, and department. The task for
university administrators responsible for doctoral education is to identify
those contributory fades over which we can exert control and to adopt
policies that will minimize their impact.
No set of policies, however carefully crafted, can succeed without
the active panicipation of the faculty who carry out graduate education;
to bring about the program improvements that are needed, it is
imperative that administrators secure the understanding and support of
the faculty.

Teaching by Graduate
Students
Problems
Since virtually all doctoral students, whether or not they enter the
academic sector, will be engaged in not only the creation but the
dissemination of knowledge, the skills acquired In learning how to teach
will be fundamental to their future work, Yet in far too many programs,
effective teachers are produced by happenstance rather than by design.
Graduate students often teach too much but are not sufficiently assisted
in becoming effective teachers; we find this both ironic and
unacceptable.
The primary reason why graduate students should teach Is to
prepare them to be effective teachers. Graduate students constitute an
appropriate and important component of the teaching personnel of
research universities, but far too many depanments have become
dependent on graduate students to meet their teaching requirements.
Because departments have financial and other incentives for maintaining
a heavy use of graduate students as teachers, graduate students often
become caught In a financial vice, with teaching as their sole source of
support. Extreme examples, reported from several campuses, include
creating new undergraduate course sections, not because they make
good educational sense but because they provide convenient financial
support for graduate students.

We believe that excessive teaching is a major contributor to
prolonged time-to-degree. It Is unlikely that any true educational
purpose is served by teaching more than three years as a graduate
student. Other sources of suppon should be sought for students who
have reached this limit.

4
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At the oho extreme are students who teach too little or not at all.
A student who has sufficient financial support from fellowships, research
assistantships, or other sources may do no teaching during his or her
entire doctoral program unless it is specifically required.
The issue, here as elsewhere, is one of balance: some students may
need to such MOM than is necessary for pedagogical reasons in order to
generate needed financial support; some students planning nonacademic
careers may teach little. We recognize that leaching can have a
powerfully reinfordng influence on a student's commitment to
complain, the doctorate. On balance, we are strongly committed to
two oWectIves: first, that all students should do some teaching; second,
that no students should substantially extend their completion times by
teaching.

Recommendations
Departments and programs should assure that their graduate
students receive instruction in teaching Methods, with
assessments and feedback on teaching performance and, if
possible, with a progression of increasingly advanced
teaching experiences including significant in-class teaching.

Departments and programs which do not require teaching
should review the objectives of their graduate programs and
seriously ask themselves why some teaching should not be
required of all students.
Universities should limit the number of terms graduate
students are permitted to teach; other sources of support
should be sought for students who have reached that limit.
Course sections should never be offered when the principal
justification is to provide financial support for graduate
students.
6
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Research
Problems
Graduate students form an integral part of the academic research
enterprise, conducting a large portion of university research and infusing
It with fresh energy and creativity. But the principal purpose of graduate
student research remains pedagogical: graduate students need to learn
how to perform research, demonstrate that ability in their dissertations,
and then move on. In the natural sciences and engineering, research
assistantships provide graduate students simultaneously with financial
support and with research experience as apprentices to faculty
investigators. Such support falls short of its potential when research
assistants continue to be used as low-level assistantsthereby failing to
acquire increasing experience in research methodologyor are obliged
to work in areas far removed from their own emerging areas of interest.

We know of instances where faculty investigators have prolonged
the time graduate students have spent in their laboratories chiefly
because of their value to the faculty member's research. In other cases,
a graduate student may seek extended research work in order to learn
new techniques Of generate more publications. However, students are
almost always better off expanding their research expertise as faculty and
nonacademic professionals after having received their doctora
rather
than prolonging their app;enticeships as graduate students.
In the humanities and the humanistically oriented socral sciences,
as currently practiced, the major problems arc twofold: the absence of
mechanisms (owing to different traditions and patterns of research) for
:nvolving graduate students early and often as active participants in
research, and the absence of financial support for the research they do
perform. The time-to-degree in the natural sciences is consistently
shorter than in the humanities and related social sciences. Where the
data are available, attrition rates are shown to be significantly lower in
7

the natural sciences as well.' There is strong reason to believe that the
collaboratiw research model that characterizes faculty-student
relationships in the sciences is a key factor in the generally more
efficient doctoral programs in those disciplines.

Dissertation: for most doctoral students, the preparation of the
dissertation constitutes the most critical period in doctoral
education, the period most difficult to initiate and to complete. The
two principal problems with dissertation work are first, the difficulty
many studentsparticularly in the humanities and social
scienceshaw in developing a dissertation topic, and second, the
excessive scope of some projects.
We suspect that the Increasing complexity of academic subfields
may be largely responsible for the first problem, and that the recent
sluggishness of academic labor markets (when an exceptionally
comprehensive thesis is teen as indispensable in competing
successfully for available positions) contributes sIgnificently to the
second. Out conditions have changed, and we beliew it is time to
reaffirm that the primary purpose of the dissertation 6 to
demonstrate a student's capacity for independent work; it need not
go beyond that demonstration.'

Postdoctoral klionvhips: Postdoctoral work is a rapidly growing
dimension of the academic environment that is not well organized
on most campuses. Although postdoctoral appointments occur
primarily in the sciences, they are increasing in the social sciences
and humanities as well. It Is unclear to what extent this increase
reflects the growing complexity of research and the concomitant
need for more research training, the need for a 'holding pattern" in

the tight job markets that continue to exist in many fields, or the
desire to increase one's publication record to improve employment
prospects.

There is enormous variation by field in the proportion of doctorate
recipients who pursue postdoctoral training and in the role that
training plays in the professional education of persons entering a
discipline. in some disciplines, postdoctoral work is limited
primarily to IndMdual requirements for additional specialized
training. In other fields, the growing array and complexity of
research techniques has made postdoctoral work an almost essential
component of advanced education for most students, so much so
that it might reasonably be included in computing the
time-to-degree.
At their best, postdoctoral fellowships provide a valuable
opportunity for students to expand their research skills, and the
presence of postdocs In researdi laboratories Is beneficial to faculty
and graduate students alike. However, the Increasing frequency of
postdoctoral appointments (postdocs are ofsen taken sucoesshely at
two different institutions) may In some cases have the unintended
effect of diminishing the significance of the dissertation as a
demonstration of appropriately broad research capability and
thereby of extending doctoral education unnecessarily into
postdoctoral work.
Although conclusive data are not presently available, colleagues on
some campuses express concern that faculty investigators are
supporting postdoctoral fellows rather than graduate research
assistants on research grants because postdocs may be less costly,
haw more advanced skills, and can devote more time to research.
We urge that faculty and administrators examine the roles of
postdoctoral fellows and graduate students in their departments and
programs to provide assurance that both groups are appropriate!y
integrated into the Institution's research and educational functions.

4. Where comps/isms here teen undertaken, iime.to.degree and attron am found to vary In

*Ms ways.
5. IlecorlaIng the criticalend dist* 4tc4e of the dissension, the Council of Graduate
Schools has conducted a mils study, The RoM and Nature of the Doctoral Damnation,
whIch we commend to university faculty end administrators.
9

Recommendations
Graduate students should be encouraged to begin early to
learn the research and scholarly techniques of their discipline
and to begin preparing for and carrying out dissertation
research as early as possible; faculty should not permit
students' research to prolong unnecessarily the
time-to.degree.
Research assistantships should maintain a dual purpose of
supporting the conduct of research and of providing students
with instruction and financial suppon.

Departments and interdisciplinary programs In Me humanKies
and related disciplines should develop ways for faculty to
involve their students actively and early in research projects
or comparable initiatives that will provide apprenticeship
research training analog... '': that provided in natural
science and engineering fields.
Departments and ,s.ograms stiutncl develop mechanisms such
as research seminars, laboratory work, and student-advisor

Universities and departments should make every effort to
assure that students have sufficient financial support to permit
full-time attention to their dissertations once the work is in its
final phase.
Departments should consider organizing seminars or other
appropriate group discussions which provide feedback to
students working on their dissertations.

Graduate school! :hould work with departments and
programs to develop effective procedures for monitoring the
progress of students working on their dissertations; this might
bc accomr!ished by use of progress reports during the
dissertation Rage, generated by or shared with the student,
which could be submitted annually by the faculty advisor to
the Department Chair and forwarded to the Dean of the
Graduate School.
University administrators should review the number and use
of postdoctoral fellows to assure their effective incorporation
into the missions of the university.

cons lations that lead to the timely deveiopment of
dissertation topics.

Advisors must assume more responsibility in certifying that
the dissertation topic is a realistic project that can be
completed in a reasonable period of time; departments may
wish to consider establishing a recommended upper limit to
the length of the dissertation; in those cases where a
dissertation of exceptional scope is being considered, the
advisors should make certain that the student is making a
fully informed choice.

Faculty Teaching and
Mentoring
Problems
In addition to formal teaching, advice and support from faculty
mentors are critical to students' success in their doctoral programs.
While this observation is scarcely novel, current features in the
university environment make its reaffirmation extremely important.
Teaching of graduate students ranges from formal classroom instruction
II

to individualized mentoring. Graduate student mentoring is often a
'hidden" effort, usually unreported and uncounted in official
assignments of faculty duties. Given the competitive pressures for
sponsored research funding; given new cominitments to undergraduate
teaching; given the increased opportunity for interdisciplinary research
and the demands which this imposes; given, finally, the increased
opportunities for faculty leave time available for guiding graduate
stuck:es Is often inadequate. As a result, effective faculty advising
frequently occurs only at the initiative of unusually conscientious
professors or persistent students rather than as a central component of
regularly recurring faculty responsibilities. To restore bahnce and to
guarantee sustained and predictable advising, we believe that
departments should designate faculty advisors for all graduate students
and should assure the maintenance of advising during scheduled faculty
absences. Beyond the specific student-advisor relationship, faculty
advising in the broader sense is properly the responsibility of all the
graduate faculty with whom a student works.
In addition to advising students on the core activities of their
graduate programs, faculty should, through both formal seminars and
informal advising, instruct students in the broader issues of professional
responsibility and ethical behavior in teaching, research, and
scholarship.'

All graduate students should have a designated faculty
advisor at all stages of their programs and should be made
aware of the importance of a careful choice of the

&venation advisor.
Institutions and departments should recognize and
appropriately reward the full range of faculty teaching and
advising of graduate students.
The schedule of anticipated faculty leaves and absences
should be publicized within the graduate student community,
and departments should assure the continuity of advising
during absences as well as a known schedule for the teaching
of "key' graduate courses.
Faculty advisors should assist students to:

select coursework that matches the students' needs and
interests, and recognize that curricular options which
broaden academic experience may also extend the length cf
graduate programs;

participate early in seminars, laboratory work, or other
activities that engage students in research and assist them in
the expeditious development of dissertation topics;

Recommendations
Departments should establish explicit expectations and
enforce explicit requirements for those faculty who advise
graduate students.

define dissertation topics of realistic scope that can
demonstrate a student's ability to make Independent
contributions to the field without encouraging projects of
excessive magnitude, requiring several years to complete;
develop a clear sense of professional responsibility and
ethical standards of conduct in teaching, research, and
scholarship.

6. Fol an emellent discussion of good practice in the relationship between forcluate students
and their research upervisors, see ResearCh Student and Superweor, published by the
Council of Graduate Schools (One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 430, Washington, D C. 20036
11731
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Curriculum

that all students receive the breadth of learning necessary for
a comprehensive grasp of the discipline.
Students should be adequately advised about preparation for
qualifying examinations; the examinations should not be so
open.ended that students are driven into excessive
coursework in preparation for them.

Problems
We believe that in many cases the content, shape, and focus of the
graduate curriculum warrant fresh examination. The cumulative effects
of curricular changes through simple accretion are a poorly integrated
set of courses and a proliferation of requirements. The emergence of
new and specialized subfields can undermine faculty agreement as to
what constitutes the essential, substantive basis of many disciplines and
lead to an accumulation of new 'options in graduate study. If
unchecked by faculty counsel and departmental guidelines, students can
postpone thek advancement to candidacy through excessive coursework
or through a real or perceived need to demonstrate mastery of several

Evaluating Student Progress
and Performance

subfields.

Problems

At the same time, curricular requirements should have sufficient
breachh that all students emerging from the program are well versed in
the fundamental aspects of the discipline necessary for both teaching
and research.

We recognize that selecting students who have the ability,
motivation, and discipline to complete doctoral programs is a difficult,
inexact, and often highly subjective process. The objectives of doctoral
educationmastery of a field and the ability to make independent
contributions to itrequire the development of aptitudes that cannot be
directly evaluated by prior activities or accurately predicted by
quantitative indicators.

Recommendations
New courses should be appropriately integrated rather than
simply added to the existing curriculum; where possible, new
courses and seminars should displace other components of
the curriculum. The addition of new courses and the
emergence of new subfields will require periodic redefinition
by the faculty of what constitutes the coherent core of the
discipline.

Course requirements should provide sufficient flexibility to
match coursework to expected career paths while assuring

ictoral
Because of the difficulties of selection, it is imperative th,
programs evaluate students' progress, identify those students who should
make other career choices, and help students who art experiencing
correctable problems. When attrition occurs unnecessarily, students
have been mistreated. When attrition occurs unnecessarily deep into the
program, students, faculty, and institutions are expending resources to
Ettle or no good purpose.
We believe that early and effective assessments of student
performance and periodic monitoring throughout doctoral programs can
be valuable tools for improving those programs and student performance
IS

in them. However, we do not intend to advocate the development of yet
another set of reports that contribute to the accumulation of paper but
not to the improvement of education. Institutions and departments
should design assessment procedures that best fit their circumstances. In
some cases, an annual self-t valuation by students with an
accompanying comment by the faculty advisor may be desirable; in
other cases, It may be preferable for faculty to prepare evaluations.
what we recommend is the development of forms of assessment that
will produce meaningful information which will be used to good effect
while minimizing bureaucratic intrusiveness on faculty and students.
Both fairness and efficacy require that evaluation procedures be
accompanied by well-publicized expectations for student performance,
grounds for dismissal, and procedures for appeal. Students who are
being evaluated have a right to know in advance what is expected of
them and how to challenge the judgments made of them.

DIpartments also should gather and make available data on actual
perforrr ance and should adopt procedures to bring actual and expected
standards into accord; if a program's announced time-to-degree is four
years and the actual lapsed time is seven years, the program has created
false advertising that undermines student performance and faculty
expectations.

Recommendations
Departments should develop and publicize, along with
curricular requirements, realistic expectations for
performance, including norms for time-to-candidacy and
time-to-degree.
Departments should require a written assessment of
performance at the end of a student's first year, and should
conduct an annual rfiview or some other form of formal
evaluation of progress throughout the student's program; such
assessments nught be repaA by students or their advisois
16
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but should be shared with both; appropriate actions should
In taken on the basis of these assessments to bring actual and
expected performance into accord.
Universities should have explicit, well-publicized dismissal
and appeal procedures.

Postscript: Funding for
Doctoral Study
Although the purpose of this paper has been to recommend
improyements In institutional policies, we would be remiss not to point
out the critical rote of financial support for students pursuing doctoral
degrees. Particularly in the face of the projected shortages of Ph.D.s and
the need to increase substantially their numbers, the provision of
adequate, reliable financial support is necessary to attract talented
studentswho have many other career options available to themInto
doctoral programs. The form such support takes can have a profound
effect on students' progress through their programs. Students who lack
subsidized support in the form of fellowships, traineeships, and teaching
and research assistantships must rely on loans, work, of personal
finances to pay for their education. A heavy reliance on loans is
inappropriate for students who are adults (often with dependents), who
frequently are already burdened with indebtedness from undergraduate
loans, and who are embarking on extended courses of gudy at a point
when most co*e graduates begin regular employment. Students who
must rely on vv vrk outside their academic program as their primary
means of support will almost unavoidably extend their times-to-degree.
Excessive reliance on teaching assistantships for financial su, port also
may extend completion times. Recent data indicate that, of those who
complete their dissertations, studems supported on fellowsitips,
traineeships, and research assistantships have the shortest
17
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times.to.degree. Students supported on teaching assistantships take
longer to complete their degrees, and students supported by loans and
personal income have the longest times-to-degree.'

programs lack those properties. We believe the recommendations
presented here identify actions which can improve the universities'
collective performance.

Clearly, some combination of grams and assistantships which
Include teaching would provide opumal support over the course of
doctoral study; a careful analysis is needed to identify the optimal
combinations by field. Nevertheless, doctoral study in virtually all
disciplines is underfunded, and we strongly endorse the
recommendations for expanded federal support for doctoral study made
by AAU and other organizations and individuals! Although we
recognize the financial constraints on universities, we also urge
university administrators to increase support of doctoral study,
particularly at such critical junctures as the dissertation stage.

We recognize, however, that policy changes alone are insufficient;
the commitment to implement them is crucial. We hope that presidents
and chancellors, grad:late deans, and other administrators will work with
departments, programs, and faculty on each campus to translate these
recommendations into effective procedures in the ways most appropriate
to their institutional settings. To do so will require a serious commitment
by all those in universities who are responsible for the administration
and delivery of graduate education. University, departmental, and
program administrators need to develop appropriate incentives which
reward strong faculty performance in doctoral education. A concerted
effort by all univusities will improve the effectiveness of individual
programs and will stiengthen Ph.D. production nationwide.

Conclusion
CJ1

Universities which have carried out comparative assessments of
doctoral programs have found that departments with well-structured
programs, clear expectations of graduate student performance and
faculty responsibilities, and widely shared faculty commitments to
encouraging and facilitating students' progress have lower attrition rates
and shorter times.to-degree than comparable departments whose

7 National Research Council, Summary Report 1987Doctorate Reoptents horn United Slate,
UnNersities (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1981).
8 The AAU position papee, 'The Ph.D. Shortage: The Fedval Role, calls for a doubling of the

number ol predoctoral fellowships and trairweihips, Incteawl Nippon through raeruch
assIstanttNps. and expanded incentives for underteprelented minmitits and women.
Atkinson (op. ch.) calls for a new National Program (of Coaduatt Study awarding 3.000 new

four-year tralneetNps annually for a eteedrsta4 program of 12,000 new and continuing
traineeships. The National Maclellan of Stele Universities and LandGrant Colleges has
developed a proposal for 1.000 new four.year entrInering liaineeships for a steady.stale
program of 4,000 nvw and continuing If aincefhps
19
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Senator PELL Ms. Glover.

Ms. GLOVER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning.
My name is Carole Glover, and I am a Ph.D. student in anthropology at the American University here in Washington. I received
my master's degree in anthropology from Memphis State University in 1989, and I moved here to Washington to start my Ph.D.
I am also president of the National Msociation of Graduate and
Professional students, and it is on behalf of the 300,000 graduate
and professional school students that our organization represents
that I testify today.
In the brief time available, I'll touch on only a few of the issues
of concern to graduate and professional school students in regards
to reauthorization. Since Dean Ziolkowski concentrated mainly on
Title IX programs, I am planning to testify mainly about the Title
IV loan programs.
Because I just finished taking my Ph.D. comprehensive exam, I
didn't have time to prepare a written statement, but I am included
on the dean's statement, and I'll be glad to answer your questions
and to prepare a more extended copy of my oral comments.

In the process of making a decision about going to graduate

school, potential students face many issues and concerns. Not the
least of these is how they plan to finance their education. Many potential students are married and have children or are reentering
school from lucrative careers. In addition to paying for books and
tuition, potential students must consider other financial obligationsrents or mortgages, child care, car payment and health insurance, to name a few. Federal financial aid programs and fellowships are sources to which many of these students turn.
I will first mention the fact that the annual Stafford Loan limit
should be increased from $7,500 to $10,000. Personally, I have

relied heavily on the Stafford Loan throughout my academic
career. The combined amount that I have borrowed from undergraduate, master's, and 1 year of Ph.D. studies totals $27,150.

Although I was awarded a teaching assistantship at American
U.iiversity, it just pays my tuition. I received no stipend or benefits. My husband did not receive an assistantship. He is also in the
anthropology Ph.D. program at American. The tuition at American
is above the amount of the cap for the Stafford Loan, so he had to
borrow the full amount, and I also had to borrow the full amount
in order that we could pay his tuition.
A cap of $10,000 is a more realistic amount. With State budgetary restrictions, many universities are being hard hit and are cutting back on research and teaching assistantships, so even if you do
receive .an assistantship, you often have to turn to other sources of
income. Many graduate students are now holding part-time jobs in
addition to their assistantships and relying on loans. This is the
case even more prevalently for medical and other health care pro-

fessions, law school and other technical professional schools.
As a result, graduate students along with more professional students are going to be more dependent than ever on Stafford Loans
and supplemental loans and the Perkins Loans.
The second recommendation that I would like to make concerns
the process of determining financial need among graduate and pro1 c.
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fessional school students. The use of base year income penalizes a
large portion of postbaccalaureate students who have worked for a
year or more after completing their undergraduate education. Financial aid administrators have the authority to exercise professional judgment and use projected current year income when they
believe it would provide a more appropriate determination of the
student's expected contribution. This authority is crucial, but since
the use of base year income is inappropriate for so many graduate
and professional students, use of current year estimate should be
the rule.
When I work in the summertime as a temporary employee, I
work to support myself over the summer; I don't receive any finan-

cial support from the university. The money that I make in the
summer, I use to pay my bills in the summer and put a little aside
for things during the school year. So to have to count that as
income to take away from the amount I can borrow penalizes me
and causes a hardship.
I'd like to also talk about Dean Ziolkowski's proposal for dissertation support. I believe that someone recently testified that for the

Javits Fellowship, that money had allowed him to do a more detailed and quality study than he had planned to do or would have
been able to do otherwise.

As an anthropologist, I have to spend a year or two in the field.
If I cannot get the kind of added dissertation support on top of my
regular teaching assistantship, then I will probably have to do a
dissertation here in the United States rather than going to Eastern
Europe as I would like to do.
So the issues that I have brought before you todayr aising the
amount of the loan limit on the Stafford Loan so thai students
don't have to turn to market-rate programs like the HEAL program, and reevaluating the needs analysis and considering dissertation supportI would ask you to consider very strongly.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Glover.
Ms. Oloroso.
Ms. OLOROSO. Good morning, Chairman Pell and members of the
subcommittee. Thank you for this opportunity to speak today.

My name is Helen Oloroso, and I am currently president of the
Cooperative Education Association and director of cooperative education at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

I am here to offer testimony on the subject of Title VIII of the
Higher Education Act, which pertains to Federal funds for postsecondary cooperative education programs.
Represented in this testimony are the views of coop practitioners
as gathered by the National Commission for Cooperative Education, the Cooperative Education Division of the American Society
for Engineering Education, and the Cooperative Education Association, Incorporated. Together, these associations represent several
thousand coop practitioners, both educators and employers, and
over 50,000 cooperative education students currently at work in
this country today.
Cooperative education is an academic program which enables college students to enter employer-paid work experience in business,
industry, government and human services as part of their academ-
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ic curriculum. The program gives students an opportunity to apply
academic theory to real work situations, acquire career experience,
enhance personal growth, and earn an income to help defray college expenses.

Itegun in 1906 at the University of Cincinnati, this unique program spread slowly to other postsecondary institutions throughout
the next six decades. It was perceived during that time as a highly
specialized, pedagogical methodology, offered only at select schools.

It was not until the Federal Government began making funds

available through the Higher Education Act of 1965 that coop programs were developed to any great extent.
Who receives current funding? Over 85 percent of this program's
funding supports the implementation of new cooperative education
projects. These are administrative funds used to develop systems,
identify job opportunities, and guide students through the cooperative education experience. As the various programs take hold, the
college oi university assumes a larger percentage of support. The
remaining 15 percent of Federal funds spent each year are used to
demonstrate innovative and improved ways of conducting coopera-

tive education programs, develop resource centers and provide
training to practitioners in strengthening and expanding their pro-

gram services to students, and to conduct research vital to program
performance and growth.
Given today's multicultural work force as well as economic and
world conditions, cooperative education is especially beneficial to
such populations as low and middle income families, minorities, immigrants, women, the disabled, first-generation college students,
and veterans.
As for low and middle income families, we have been hearing
this morning a great deal of testimony about the restrictions for financial aid. As these restrictions for financial aid grow, cooperative

education is becoming asafety net, especially for students from

middle income families, who increasingly find themselves ineligible
for Federal financial aid programs and yet are priced out of a college education.
Cooperative education is open to any student regardless of financial status. Minorities, immigrants, women, the disabled, and first-

generation college students have found an excellent vehicle by

which to be introduced into the work force. Because these students

are often difficult to reach by employers, they are not given a

chance at a job until they apply as coop students with the backing
of an academic institution.
This program will be especially helpful to returning veterans,
who will find their student aid limited. Our students are graduate
students, community college students, university students and private four-year school students.
On a broader scope, cooperative education brings unique benefits
to students, the institutions, employers, and to the Federal Government.

For students, it reinforces classroom learning, instills the work
ethic, develops confidence and maturity, improves career skills and
awareness, and enhances postgraduate employment opportunities.
Studies consistently show that coops complete more courses, semesters and degrees, with better grades, than do noncoop students.
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This morning I have a student with me whom I hope you will

have opportunities to ask questions of if you so desire. His name is
Mauricio Velasquez. He is attending George Washington University and is an IRS personnel management specialist.
Our academic institutions benefit. Coop attracts new students to
the campus, increases student graduation rates, motivates employ-

ers to invest money and expertise into the educational process,
helps keep curricula current, and enables schools with limited re-

sources to offer state-of-the-art training to students.
Employers benefit as well. It provides a cost-effective means of

meeting recruiting goals, implementing affirmative action plans,
training potential career employees, and gives employers an opportunity to participate in and influence the educational process. More
than 60 percent of employer-student relations continue after graduation, and even in recessionary times, employers continue to hire
coops in order to plan for the future.
The Federal Government benefits most of all. It provides financial assistance paid by the employers rather than the government.
Money earned by the 250,000 cooperative education students, which
is in excess of approximately $1.87 billion annually, reduces the
pressure on the Federal financial aid programs and the amount of
money that students need to borrow for educational expenses. Students pay over $225 million in income and Social Security taxes,
which is more than a 1,600 percent return on the Federal investment. No program we have looked at this morning offers a return
to the Federal Government like this.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Oloroso follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. OLOROSO

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the Senate, and thank you for this opportunity to speak with you today. My name is Helen Oloroso, and I am currently the
President of the Cooperative Education Association, and the Director of Cooperative
Education at the University of Illinois at Chimgo. I am here to offer testimony on
pertains to federal
the subject of Title VIII of the Higher Education Act which
funds for post-secondary cooperative education programs. Represented in this testimony are the views of co-op practitioners as_gathered by the National Commission
for Ceoperative Education, the Cooperative Education Division of the American Society for Engineering Education, and the Cooperative Education Association, Inc.
Cooperative education is an academic program which enables college students to
enter employer-paid work experience in business, industry, government, and human
services, as part of their academic curricPlum. The program gives students an opportunity to apply academic theory to real work situations, acquire career experihelp defray college expenses.
ence, enhance personal growth, and .mrn an income tounique
program spread slowly
Begun in 1906 at the IJniversity of Cincinnati, this
throughout
the
next
six
decades. It was perto other post-secondary institutions
ceived during that time as a highly specialized pedagogical methodology, offered
only at select schools. It was not until the federal government began making funds
available through the Higher Education Act of 1965 that co-op programs were developed to any great extent.
Who receives current funding: Over 85 percent of this prosram's funding supports
the implementation of new cooperative education projecth. These are administrative
funds used to develop systems, identify job opportunities and guide students through
the cooperative education experience. As the various programs take hold, the college or university assumes a larger percentage of support. The remaining approximate 15 percent of the funds are used to:
demonstrate innovative and improved ways of conducting cooperative education
programs;
develop resource centers and provide training to practitioners in strengthening
and expanding their programs services to students; and
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conduct research vital to program performance and growth. Who Benefits:

Given today's multi-cultural work force, as well as economic and world conditions, cooperative education is especially beneficial to such populations as:
Low and middle income families: As restrictions for financial aid grow, coop-

erative education is becoming a safety net, especially for students from

middle income families who, increasingly, find themselves ineligible for federal financial aid programs and yet are priced out of a college education. Cooperative education is open to any student, regardless of financial status.
Minorities, immigrants and the disabled: Cooperative education has become an excellent vehicle by which to introduce minorities, women and people with disabilities
into the work force. Because these students are seen by employers as high risk, they

are often not given a chance at a job until they apply as co-op students with the
backing of an academic institution.

Veterans: It will help many new veterans pay for their college education, especially when they find themselves ineligible for financial aid. On a broader
scope, cooperative education benefits:

Students: It reinforces classroom learning, instills the work ethnic, develops
confidence and maturity, improves career skills and awareness, and enhances
post graduate employment opportunities. Studies consistently show that co-ops
complete more courses, semesters, and degrees, with better grades than do nonco-op students.

Institutions: It attracts new students to the campus, increases student graduation rates, motivates employers to invest money and expertise into the educational process, helps keep curricula current, and enables schools with limited

resources to offer state-of-the-art training.
Employers: It provides a cost effective means of meeting recruiting goals, implementing affirmative action plans, training potential career employees, and an
opportunity to participate in, and influence the educational process. More than
60 percent of employer-student relationships continue after graduation.
Federal Government: It provides financial assistance paid by employers rather
than the government. Money earned by the 250,000+ cooperative education students, in excess of $1.87 billion annually, reduces the pressure on federal financial aid programs and the amount of money that students need to borrow for
education expenses. Students pay $225+ million in income and social security
taxes, which is more than a 1,600 percent return on the government's investment. No other program offers Title VIII's extraordinary rate of return. Additionally, the federal government itself hires over 14,000 coop students each
year, hoping to attract bright young candidates into government service, instead of losing them to the higher salaries of industry. The Office of Personnel
Management has eased the conditions under which co-ope are hired by the federal government in hopes of expanding the number hired to over 20,0000 each
year.
Impact of title VIII reauthorization: The cost of effectiveness of this program, and
its value to students, institutions, employers and tilt federal government are extraordinary. However, two thirds of the colleges and universities in the country, representing approximately 13,000,000 students, have yet to develop cooperative education programs. Particularly in light of the escalating cost of higher education, fiscal

constraint in institution finances, and the burgeoning student debt and default
rates, cooperative education should be available to more students. Interest in co-op
has increased greatly during the past five years due, in part, to the Ad Council's
national ad campaign for cooperative education. The campaign, undertaken at the
request of the National Commission, has resulted in $150 million of donated advertising, and 400,000 pieces of literature distributed to students, parents, high school

guidance counselors, and employers. Since the beginning of the campaign, the
number of co-op students has increased by 48 percent.

In order for cooperative education to be available to more students, the federal
government must continue and expand Title VIII funding to allow instAtutions to
develop strong programs and increase outreach to traditionally undeTrepresented
groups. In many cases, it has been the presence of federal funds that has prompted
schools to invest state and local funds in the programs. Recognizing the importance
of Title VIII, the Administration has included funding for Title VIII in the fiscal
year 1992 budget request for the first time in more than a decade. The Congressional support which has maintained Title VIII funding since its inception is crucial to
the expansion of access to this vital program.
Finally, the federal government is undeniably the leader in education. No major
movement to provide equity for students across the country has or will come from
the states. At a time when industry is practically demanding experience along with
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only proa degree, it is imperative that the federal government really support theclassroom.
between
learning
at
work
and
learning
in
the
gram that closes the loop
American competitiveness in the global market place can only be eecured by
making sure that all of our students successfially male the transition from school to
work. It is also appropriate that federal funds continue to be allocated to co-op programs on the basis of the interstate nature of those programs. Unlike in any other
academic effort, co-op students move from state to state, from home to school to
work. They work for agencies and industries that are also interstate in scope and
a
nature. It is not sufficient, nor is it justifiable, therefore to leave to local resources
program as important, with such far reaching national consequences, as cooperative
education.

Senator Simon [presiding]. I don't mean to cut you offand

members are not leaving because of what you are saying; we have
a vote on the floor, and I'm going to have to leave very shortly.
F. st of all, it is great to have someone from Illinois leading in this
fit..d that is so absolutely important.
If I may just ask Ms. Glover first of all, how did you do on your
exams?
Ms. GLOVER. I have to wait 2 weeks to find out. I feel okay, but
we'll find out.
Senator SIMON. Now, you borrowed $27,150.
Ms. GLOVER. Correct.

Senator SIMON. How much has your husband borrowed?

Ms. GLOVER. This is his first year of graduate school; he borrowed $7,500. If he doesn't receive an assistantship for the next 4
years that he plans to be in school, we'll probably end up borrowing another $40,000.
Senator SIMON. So you will end up owing roughly $67,150. Have

you calculated what you are going to have to pay back every
month?

Ms. GLOVER. Probably between $400 and $500.

Senator &mom My guess is it is going to be more than that. I
have a member of my staff who, he and his wife are paying back
$1,080 a month. So the loan programs just really create problems.
Let me ask the two of you, Dean and Ms. Glover, if we were to
extend the Pell Grant to graduate school, would that be of significant help? I might add, this base year thing clearly was a mistake,
and we're going to correct that.
Ms. GLOVER. By all means. Any kind of grant money would be a
big help, and I think people would be very appreciative of the oportunity to get a Pell Grant. My own sister has a Fell Grant for
her college education, and it has helped her a lot.
Senator &mom Dean.
Mr. ZIOLKONVSKI. I haven't analyzed that, but I would agree that
anything that helps to get money into the hands of graduate students would be a very useful move.

Senator &mom And if it can be done in the form of grants

rather than loans--

Mr. ZIOLKONVSKI. Absolutely, absolutely.

Senator &mom And in fact, if we look at the cost factors and the
special need we have of getting people into graduate school, if we
had Pell Grants that were a little higher for graduate school, it
would even make sense.

Ms. GLOVER. Right. Many graduate students have to pay their

own health insurance, and they have to pay child care, so they
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have a lot of added expenses that undergraduate students aren't

going to have.
Senator SIMON. Ms. Oloroso, what kind of changes would you like

to see in the Higher Education Actand you're going to have to
give me a two-minute answer because I am going to have to race
over to the floor and make sure I get to this vote.

MS. OLOROSO. I'm glad you asked. The cooperative education com-

munity has been working on some changes in the legislation over
the last 2 years, and we have drafted a proposed bill that we would
like to see sponsored by someone from this subcommittee and
brought into the Higher Education Act.
Primarily what it does is increase the allocation. We're looking
at a $13 million allocation presently on which the government receives an enormous return. We are asking for an increase to $45
million. We are also asking for consideration to be given to schools
that have demonstrated success and have established programs,
but are looking for ways to increase outreach to minorities, women,
the disabled, first-generation returning students. We are dealing
very, very heavily with the nontraditional, underrepresented population.
Senator SIMON. All right. We will stand in recess. Senator Pell is
coming back. He left immediately when the vote started, so we will
be in recess for just a few minutes.
[Short recess.]
Senator PELL. The subcommittee will come to order. I apologize

for the interruption, but there was a roll call vote on the Senate
floor, so we had to rush over and vote.

I was struck and wanted to ask in connection with ..he requirements for graduate degreesonce upon a time, to get a Ph.D., you
had to know two languages besides English and have your thesis in
printed form, published by some publisher. That is no longer the
case, is that correct, Dr. Ziolkowski?
Mr. ZIOLKOWSKI. At many institutions it is no longer the case.

Certainly, the thesis does not have to be printed at any institution
of which I am aware, and language requirements are now normally
by discipline and by department rather than by the institutions.
Some fields have added requirements in statistics, for instance, in
place of language if it is more useful. As English has become internationalized, it is the language of science.
Senator PELL. I thought Columbia University had a requirement
that it had to be in print.
Mr. ZIOLKOWSKI. Not to my knowledge. The dissertations in effect

all achieve printed status by being microfilmed by Michigan Micro-

film Service, so every dissertation in the United States is send

there for microfilming and is available through the microfilm service, but that replaces printing in most cases.
Now, a lot of people, of course, revise their dissertations and do
in fact publish them as books, but not for the purpose of the doctoral degree, but subsequently.
Senator PELL. Are master's theses published in the same microfilm, or are just Ph.D.'s published in the microfilm?

Mr. Ziolkowksi. Normally, it is just the Ph.D. Some master's
theses get to that point, but normally the microfilm is for Ph.D.
dissertations.
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Senator PELL. Then in Europe the,y have, if my recollection is
correct, "Ph.D., S.T." for "sans thesis" or "without thesis." Is that
used at all in our country?
Mr. ZIOUCOWSKI. In this country there have been a few experiments, but largely unsuccessful experiments, to create doctorates
without a dissertation. A doctor of arts, for instance, was one ex-

periment. But for the most part, the identifying feature of the

Ph.D. is the dissertation. It is much more important than courses
or anything else that goes into a doctoral degree. It is the demonstration of the student's ability to do independent research and to
take that to a successful conclusion. So I think that is the last piece
that will ever be let goI hope.
Senator PELL. What are the figures of those who have started the
Ph.D. but have not completed itis the attrition about half?
Mr. ZioLxowsxi. At Princeton and Berkeley and Michigar, it is
nen
close to 40 percent, and at other institutions, it ranges 60-70
the
lirbt,
people
who
stop
any
time
after
cent of attrition, that is,
week, on. Some of that we call desirable attrition because it happens, say, in the course of the first year. At Princeton, for instance,
it is about 15 percent of the students who don't return from the
first year to a second year, but in most cases that is the student's
choice, where the student has decided that he or she really wants
to go to law school or to medical school or into business, or simply
that graduate education is not what the student expected. And that
is also not terribly wasteful, because the etudent hasn't invested a
It belot of time and the institution hasn't invested a lot of money.
after
the
really
after
the
first
and
particularly
comes wasteful
second year. The first year is very often a period of expel imentation for students.
So I would say the first 15 percent of attrition is not necessarily
bad, but after that it starts becoming increasingly wasteful.
Senator PELL. Now, Ms. Oloroso, you called for an expansion or
an increase, I believe, in the cooperative education program. What
is the authorization figure you'd like to see?
MS. OLOROSO. We'd like to see an authorization of approximately
a
$45 million. Last time reauthorization went through, there was
the
I
think,
of
about
$50
million
and
on
request on the Senate side,
House side of close to $90 million, and authorization was finally
put in at $17 million.
We have about 150 slools a year asking for assistance, and out
of those we may only be able to award 25 new grants, the Departare not able to offer
ment of Education. So two-thirds of the schools
assistance
is not there
coop programs because the Federal financial
to get the programs going.
Senator PELL. Our current graduate assistance programs focus a
and more
great deal on recruitment, trying to get more minorities
assistance
for
general
need
for
more
graduate
women in. Is there a
the
those
are
the
ones
who
need
help
all students, or do you think
most?
MS. GLOVER. I think there is a general need for all, especially in
the arts and humanities and social sciences. With budgetary restraints, what a lot of departments are doing when they are given

one
their allotment for assistantshirs is rather than supporting they
stipend
and
full
tuition
remission,
student fully with a full
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divide that up among two or four students, so each student gets
only a partial tuition remission and a partial stipend and they are

then forced to take part-time jobs or take out more lbans.
Senak,r PELL. I thank all of you for being with us and for participating in this process. The record for this hearing will stay open
for a couple weeks so that any of my colleagues who have questions
to ask any of the panelists may feel free to do so. And if you have

any supplementary thoughts that you wish to be included in the
record, just let us know, and we will do so.

We are always particularly glad to welcome somebody from

Princeton.

Mr. ZIOLKONVEMI. Thank you for having us, Senator Pell.

Senator PELL. Thank you.

[Additional statements and material submitted for the record

follow]
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PREPARID STATEMFAT OF TIM AlleOCUTION OF IMONORITT HEALTH
PROFESSIONS SCHOOLS
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to receive testimony from the Association of Minority

Health

Professions

Schools

(AMHPS),

the

concerning

Higher

Education Act.

Our Association is comprised of 8 historically black health

They are the Meharry Medical

professions schools.

College's

the Charles

Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, in Nashville, TN;

R. Drew University Of Medicine and Science in Los Angeles, CA;
the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, GA;

the Florida AGM

University College of Pharmacy in Tallahassee,

Fl;

the Texas

Southern University College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences in
Houston,

the Xavier University of

TX;

Pharmacy in New Orleans, LA;

and the Tuskegee University School

of Veterinary Medicine in Tuskegee, AL.
trained

40t

of

the

nation's

Louisiana College of

black

These institutions have
pharmacists,

40%

of the

nation's black dentists, 50% of the nation's black pharmacists,

and 75% of the nation's black veterinarians.
are

very proud of

Mr. Chairman, we

the accomplishments of our

institutions,

especially given the significant challenges that we have overcome

Our schools are considered by many to

throughout our existence.
be a national resource.

Only recently has the federal commitment

to supporting these institutions and the students who attend them
become an important issue.

In

addition

a

disproportionate
2

share

of

doctorates

in
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Biomedical and other sciences have been awarded by these schools.
For

example,

Biomedical

since

Sciences

Meharryls School
schools

with

over

1975

of

awarded

10%

of all

Blacks

to

the" Association pre

been

have
All

Graduate Studies.
now

in the

doctorates

of

awarded by

the pharmacy

offering the

Pharm.D.

degree.

The significance of institutions that have a student body
that is represented by more than 50% minorities is dramatic in
that data clearly show that blacks and other minorities are more

likely to practice in underserved communities,

mor,

likely to

care for other mino,:ities and more likely to accept patients who

are Medicaid recipients or otherwise poorer than the general
population.

Mr. Chairman, the fact that blacks and other disadvantaged
minorities do not enjoy the same health status as other kmericans

has never been a secret but these problems have not been well
documented.

A breakthrough in this dearth of data was the 1985

ma Secretary's Task EOM§ Report 2D Black And Minority Health.
The

Secretary's

ccmprehensive
significant

Task

documentation
health

Report

Force

status

that

was

there

disparity

among

indeed was

among

blacks

the

first

and

is

and

other

a

minorities as compared to the general population of the U.S.
Among the r,ore soberirg facts revealed by the report were:

3
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Life expectancy of blacks is nearly 6 years less than that

o

of whites;

Among blacks, infant mortality occurs at a rate of almost 20
per 1,000 live births, twice'that of whites;

Blacks suffer disproportionately

higher rates

of cancer,

chemical

dependency,

cardio-vascular disease and stroke,
diabetes, homocide and accidents; and

Each year almost 60,000 excess deaths occur among blacks

o

when compared to whites.

in
Unfortunately since this historic report by the Secretary

1985,

things have not

For example,

improved but worsened.

Health
according to a recent report from the National Center for
in 1984
Statistics, Black life expectancy has decreased from 69.7
And AIDS, which was not even mentioned in the
to 69.2 in 1988!

1985

report

is

disproportionately

now

a

affects

leading
blacks

cause
and

of

other

death

and

minorities-

of the
minorities who constitute 24% of the population but 45%
AIDS victims.

has
The Association is deeply troubled by these data and

policy
been working since the issuance of the report to implement

nctivities that address the disparities outlined in the report.
4
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For a long time our schools have struggled against terrific
odds to survive.

To have a positive impact on the health status

of blacks and other minorities, these institutions must thrive.
The support of ye:Air committee in'terms of federal resources for

programs impacting our students and our institutions has had and
will continue to have a significant impact.

Programs supporting

these schools are critical to the existence of our institutions.

In 1986 Congress reauthorized the Higher Education Act which

includes the Title III program that supports historically black
colleges and universities.

Uneter Part B, Section 326 of the Act,

funding was provided for five independent HBCU Professional or
Graduate programs, four of which are members of AMHPS (Morehouse,

Meharry, Tuskegee, and Charles R.
University).

Drew in addition to Atlanta

The purpose of this funding is to assist graduate

HBCUs in,establishing and strnngthening their physical plants,
development offices, endowments, academic resources and students
services.

AMHPS institutions have used these federal funds for

all of the recommended activities under the program including
purchasing

scientific

laboratory

equipment,

constructing

education facilities, enhancing faculty development and programs
in the basic medical sciences, expanding curriculum and academic

support

systems

and

improving

research

maintaining an institutional endowment.

5
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.This

Graduate

response to

a

is

program

a

lationally

recognized problem - the severe underrepresentation of blacks and

Blacks constitute

other minorities in the health professions.
12%

of

the

physicians,

than

less

population

but

dentists,

pharmacists

and

3%

of

the

nation's

veterinarians.

In

addition, only 1.8% of the faculty in medical schools in the
nation are black and less than 3% underrepresented minorities.
Thus role models are rare.

There is a national concern for the

health status of blecks and other minorities which is far worse
AMHPS
health status for the general population.
than

the

schools, with Title III

funding,

successfully provide quality

health education and care to the nation's underserved.
should be very proud of this program.

Congress

/t has been a tremendous

success.

Among the institutions receiving support is the Morehouse
As a direct result of support from this
School o! Medicine.

section and its predecessors, Morehouse has been able to make
great strides.

Founded in 1975 as the first predominantly black

medical school to open in the 20th Century, Morehouse was the
first school to receive funding under this program (in 1982).

With the assistance provided to Morehouse under Section 326,
Morehouse has been able to accomplish the following:

o

Significant development of faculty and programs in the basic

medical sciences, and early progress toward development of
6
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our faculty and programs in the clinical medical sciences.

o

Expansion of the melical curriculum and academic support
system.

Enhancement of research capability.

Morehouse's faculty has

successfully competed for research grants from the NIH, NSF,
and other sources.

o

Established

a preventive medical/public health residency

program, and a family practice residency piIgram.

o

Early

development

prevent alcohol
A/DS,

teenage

of

educational

and drug abuse,
pregnancy,

cancer

programs

designed

to

cardiovascular diseases,
and

other

preventable

conditions.

o

Established

continuing

medical

education

programs

for

practicing physicians.

In addition, Morehouse graduates have a very high pass rate
on the National Board of Medical Examiners exam and have received

appointments in residency programs at a number of the nation's
oldest and most prestigious university-affiliated hospitals.
of

Morehouse

graduates

are

doing

post-graduate

training

75%
in

primary care fields and 70% of Morehouse graduates are practicing
7
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in medically underserved inner cities and rural areas.

Section
nation.

326

is

a

investment

particularly good

for the

Without Section 326 funding, these accomplishments would

not have occurred.. All five of the existing section 326 schools
have developed strong community outreach programs to improve the
applicant

pool.

These programs extend from

the Head Start

program at Drew to the Summer Enrichment program for faculty at
Meharry.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools has

worked with the National

Association for Equal Opportunity in

Higher Education (NAFEO), the United Negro College Fund (UNCF),
and the Office of the Advancement of Public Black Colleges

(OAPBC), and agrees in principle with these organizations that

there is a need to include additional eligible institutions in
the graduate portion of Title III, Part B, Section 326 of the
Higher Education
funding,

after

institutions

Association.

Act.

In

maintenance

is assured,

is

fact,

of

among

the support of additional
funding

for

the

original

the top priorities of the

AMHPS also believes that the Higher Education Act

is the appropriate mechanism for enacting such changes.

Legislation was introduced in the last Congress to add five
the
new qualified eligible graduate and professional schools to
program.

Of these five institutions 8

Florida A&M University

1172
sciences program.

research

For TSU to continue its quest for academic and

excellence,

Title

III

funding

springboard to future financial stability.

would

serve

as

a

Finally, Title III

funding will allow TSU to increase its enrollment.

There is a

documented need for more pharmacidts in the State of Texas.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the
views and recommendations of the Association of Minority Health
Professions

Schools.

Also,

we

appreciate the support your

committee has demonstrated to the problems focused upon by our
Association.

/ would be pleased to respond to any questions you

may have.

10
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College of Pharmacy, Xavier University College of Pharmacy, the

North Carolina Central University School of Law,
University
of

College

Association.

of

School

Pharmacy

the

and

Law

Law

or

Texas Southern University
are

three

-

the Southern

members

of

our

AMPS has adopted ptinciples of participation, that

state that the addition of new institutions to the program should

not

jeopardize

1.he

participating schools.
forced

to

reduce

its

that

funding

In this way,
or

budget

exists

for

currently

no institution would be

cancel

obligations

already

incurred.

_The Title III,

Part B,

Section 326 funding has been very

effective in improving the academic quality of minority health
professions

schools.

It

is

essential

that the program be

expanded to other eligible AMHPS schools to further enhance the
quality of education at those schools as well.

Texas Southern University

College ot

(TSU)

does not receive! Title III funds.

For example, the

Pharmacy currently

One of the limiting factors in

expanding the pharmacy program at TSU is the lack of resources.
Title III will allow the College the opportunity to establish its

own development office.

This will facilitate the development of

the infrastructure that will Le vital,to raising and maintaining

permanent endowment support for the program.

The resources of

Title III will also provide significant assistance in encouraging
other extramural organizations to support the biomedical research

equipment and student support needed
9
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TESTIMONY ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCkTION ACT
Submitted by the
National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arts and Sciences

Nay 24 1991

The National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arts and
Sciencei (NACCA..1 thinks Snator Claiborne Pell, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, for the opportunity
to comment on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
as amended.

As an accrediting boiy, NACCAS supports legislation

which will

recognise the traditional private, voluntary, peer review

characteristics of accreditation and the validity of
accreditation standards to measure educational quality;

provide

support

for

students

who

choose

to attend

accredited, private, proprietary cosmetology schools on

the same basis as students attending other types of
postsecondary institutions;

promote

diversity

of

types

and

independence

of

postsecondary educational institutions in the United
States;

2
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be flexible enough to encourage institutions to keep
postsecondery programs and srvics creative, innovative
and highly competitive, to meet the needs of students,
business and communities;

recognise the contribution of accredited postsecondary
institutions, including schools of cosmetology, to the

communities in which they are located and provides a
stimulus to strengthen this contribution;

recognise the lasting impact a postsecondary educational

experience has on enriching tho individual, whether or

not that individual is employed in the major area in
which trained.

The testimony which follows addresses each of these Positions.

Specific proposals for amending the Higher Education Act were
submitted to tho Hous Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education on
April 4.

This legislative side-by-side is included with NACCAS'

testimony as Attachment 1.

Rfrence is made to tho specific

proposals in the text of this testimony.

kansiargiulLaalaktix
a

NACCAS supports continuing accreditation as
3

1

threshold

74.
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requirement for institutional eligibility to participate in federal

financial asistance programs.

Accreditation means that a school has met national etandards

of educational performance which have been stablished by an
The accrediting of schools by

impartial nongovernmental agency.

professional, national and regional aociations of chools with
imilar objectives and subject content has long characterized the

American educational cene.

Through the years, accreditation of

schools has been the most authoritative and reliable index of a

school's concern for integrity toward its students and que.ity
education.

While an accrediting agency is not part of the government, the

United States Department of Education has officially recognized
several

agencies

for

the

purpose

of

helping

ligibility of postsecondary institutions
receive federal funds.

to

establish

and/or programs

to

The National Accrediting Commission of

Cosmetology Arts and Scienc s

(NACCAS)

is

such a nationally

recognised accrediting agency under the provisions of 34 CFR 603.
Since NACCAS is recognised by the Department of education, students

attending its schools may be entitled to participate in government

pzograms of student financial aid.

A school becomes accredited by formal action of the Commission

which bases such action on information submitted by the school,
4
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intrested parties such as licensing agencies and associations, and

the reports of specially appointed evaluation teams..

These teams

conduct on-site visits to review the degree of compliance with
established standards of educational quality.

The National Accrediting Cwmission of Cosmetology Arts and
Sciences has established standards of Tiality covering all aspects

of an institution's program of study:

curriculum
administrative capabilities
student recruitment and admission
tuition, fees and refunds

practical xper_ence
instructional staff
space and facilities
instructional methods and materials
student support services
institutional effectiveness

While compliance with these standards

is required of all

schools before accreditation can be conferred, accreditation does

not mean t!tat all schools are the same.

On the contrary, the

Cosoission encourages innovation and creativity and provides a wide

range of acceptability within the standards to accommodate these
Institutions are evaluated on the basis of stated
differences.
5
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mission and objectives.

No attempt is made by the Commission to

determine relative excellence among accredited schools.

Schools

are

Continuation
established

of

reevaluated

at

last very

five

years.

accreditation depends on maintenance

of the

standards.

If

a

school

fails

to maintain the

prescribed requirements, an interval of time is allowed for it to
correct its deficiencies.

If these deficiencies are not remedied

during this interval, accreditation is withdrawn.

Congress and the United States Department of Education seek

quantitative indicators of a quality education.

Since 1989,

default rates have been viewed by Congress and the Department as a
major indicator of educational quality and, as such, have been used

to restrict institutional eligibility for participation in student
financial assistance programs.

However,

HACCAS opposes linking institutional

or student

eligibility for assistance to default rates. An analyeis of total
enrollment,

enrollment

of

ability

to

benefit

students,

and

completion rates in relation to default rates at over 1200 HACCASaccredited cosmetology schools showed no statistically significant

relationship between these variables. The analysis was carried out
by an independent statistician based on annual reports for 1988-89

submitted by these schools. The statistician analysed the data for
correlations of

6
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the 1987 default rate and 1988 default rate
(AT8)

number of ability-to-benefit

students to

1

current default rate (Chart I)

default rate to size of school (Chart II)
graduation rate to current default rate (Chart III)

The scatter plots (Charts I, II, and III), prepared as part of

this statistical analysis depict the lack of a pattern or linear
relationship between default rates and these other variables.

In

these charts each dot represents one NACCA8-accrodited cosmetology
school.

Some 1200 institutions are included so several dots may b.

superimposed.
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Recently a number of policy proposals and statuts have been
based cl the assumption that a large enrollment at an institution
under

ability-to-benefit

provisions

(ATS)

leads

to

a

percentage of the studnt body defaulting on student loans.
I does not support such an assumption.

high

Chart

In fact it shows there is

no relationshLp between the number of RUB students enrolled at an

institution and the percent of student defaulting on federal
student loans.

For instance, one institution (pink dot) has 122

ATS students and a default rate of about five percent (5%).

Other

institutions with about 42 ATS enrollees have between a three
percent (3%) dfault rate (lavender dot) and a 58% default rate
(yellow dot).

Chart II
Default Rate by Enrollment
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with large
There is a theory that proprietary institutions
default rates.
nrollments have difficulties which lead to high

of enrollment and
Chart II shows no correlation between sise
has
For instance, an institution with 170 tudnts
default rates.

while another institution
a default rate of about 8% (pink dot),
rate of 42% (yellow
with the same sise enrollment has a default
dot).

85 students,
Among institutions with half the enrollment or
on student loans

there ar percentages of students defaulting

higher.
ranging from 8% asink dot) to 42% (yellow dot) or

Chart III
Graduation and Default Rates
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In June 1989 the United States Department of Education issued

regulations which require schools to reduce default rates by
improving the completion or graduation rates of their students.
The regulation is based on the assumption that students who do not

complete a program do not pay back their federal loans, whereas
graduates do.

Chart II/ indicates there is no direct correlation

between graduation rat.. and default rates.

For instance, the

chart hows schools with a 90% graduation rate with default rates
ranging from 5% (pink dot) to 40 % (yellow dot).

Chart IV below indicates the level of correlation between
several variables and the institutions' default rate.

CHART IV
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It may be noted from Chart Tv that there is a modest
correlation

between

the

default

institution in two consecutive years.

rate

of

students

from

an

There is a high correlation

between the number of ability-to-benefit students enrolled and the

number graduating. There is a high correlation between the number

of students who should graduate and those who do.

There is no

correlation between enrollment, nrollment of ATE students or
graduation and default rates.

The current statute stablishes accreditation as a threshold
requirement for students and institutions to participate in federal

student financial assistance programs. The statute thus recognises
the role of accreditation as providing reasonable assurance of the

quality of the educational institution and/or program.

The United States Department of Education has promulgated
regulations

for the recognition of accrediting bodies by the

Secretary.

These regaations initially codified procedures and

regnirements traditionally followed by accrediting agencies.

One

area of recognition focuses on educational effectiveness, including

quantitative measures (34 CFR 602.17).

Though MACCAS does. not support assessment of educational
institutions based on one or a few quantitative measures such as

default rate, completion, state licensure and placement

these indicators are used by MACCAS to determine
11

rates,

whether an

:,s

7-(!-Tutim
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institution warrants a closor look, a reevaluation.

The federal government also may use indicators,

not to

decertify an institution, but as a management tool to decide which

institutions should undergo a program review or audit.

Specific proposed legislative language related to the us of
default

rates may bs found

in the legislative

side-by-side

(attachment I), sections 1078-1, and 1078-6.

Over the past several years the Department has attempted to
give accrediting agencies Title Illoversight responsibilities which

are not appropriate

to

educational institutions.

swif-regulatory,

the

peer review of

One example is the proposed "Teach Out"

regulations which were published in the Banal Register on June 5,

1989 (page 24129).

The response to this notice of proposed

rulemaking pointed to a number of difficulties with the proposed
rule, so in December 1989 the Department met with representatives

of accrediting agencies to discuss several unpublished proposals
which wnuld guarantee students whose schools close the opportunity
to complete their program, or be "taught out."

One proposal would

have required accrediting agencies to have written procedures oil

teach outs

together with an insurance or financial

fund to

reimburse student tuition if a "teach out" did not materialise.
The

final

regulation,

now

the

in

clearance process

at

the

Department, calls for accrediting agencies lo have plans covering
12

4,,,IT-,140.st.A9g,

1
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°teach outs° and tuition refunds and/or to administer. pooled risk

Such

arrangement.

a

regulation

would

objectivity of the accreditation process.
accrediting

commission

to

pause

to

aek

interfere with

the

It could cause an
before

withdrawing

accreditation frame schools where can we obtain the fundn to cover

Do we have the capability to arrange for

tuition refunds?

placement of students in other institutions?

Another instant, where Deportment action dld not take into

account the accreditation process
"branch campus"

as

of

February

Recognised Accrediting Agencies

is the attempt to redefine
1990

(undated Xemorandum to

and Associations,

signed by

Assistant Secretary Leonard L. Haynes, III). Until thin letter, the

Department had processed applications for eligibility and certified

branch campuses to participate in student financial assistance
from the
programs if they had interim or provisional accreditation

recognised accrediting body.

With the letter, the Department no

longer accepted such accreditation, without regard to the actual

After a flurry of activity to

process whereby it was granted.

educate the Department on the procedures used to accredit branch
that the
campuses, the Department advised the accrediting bodies
new interpretation had been rescinded.

Both examples given demonstrate how important it is that any
statute or regulation give due regard to the nature of accrediting

agencies as private, non-profit organisations with long-standing
13

4
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by-laws and stringent due process requirements.

They also are

i

examples of the time and effort accrediting bodies must expend
reacting to and ameliorating actions taken or proposed by the
Department of Education.
and

consultation

during

Improved understanding of accreditation
the

development

of

proposals

and

regulations could lead to a more appropriate delineation of the
responsibilities of the Department and accrediting bodies.

NACCAS supports the recognition of accrediting agencies by the

Secretary of Education.

However, NACCAS proposes that Congress

establish guidelines for regulations governing the recognition of
accrediting bodies by the Secretary of Education.

These guidelines

would assure that recognition criteria would not

1)

ascribe to accrediting agencies responsibilities for

federal program administration and oversight delegated to

the Department by Congress;
2)

establish requirements or standards unrelated to the

quality of education or training offered;
3)

includ requirements whereby complying actions by an

accrediting agency could be interpreted to be

"state

action"; or
4)

establish different requirements for the accrediting

agencies

which

accredit

instLmtions or programs.

14

different

categories

of
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NACCAS calls for recognition requirements which:

1)

establish

recognition

procedures

including

a

procedure to appeal an adverse decision by the Secretary;
2)

establish criteria for secretarial recognition which
a)

defer

accrediting

to

the

agencies

traditional
as

procedures

non-profit,

of

voluntary

associations for peer review;
b)

recognise the importence of

diversity and

innovation, and variety of educational procedures
in postsecondary educational programs;
3)

uphold the prohibition on

federal control

of

-iucation and interference by the federal government in
uhe internal affairs of accrediting bodies as provided in

the Department of Education Organisation Act (P.L. 96-88

Sec. 103).

Specific legislative language reflecting these proposals in found
in Attachment I at Proposal 1099(a).

Access and Choice

Secretary of Education, Lamar Alexander, in testimony before
the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities on April
access7'
11, 1991 said, "We must ask not only 'do our students have
produces
but also 'access to what?' Access to an institution that
15
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mostly dropouts, not graduates, or produces graduates that are not

employable in the fields for which they have been trained?

Or,

access to an educational program that is responsive to the needs of

both students and the Nation?"

(Secretary Alexander's written

testimony, page 4].

RACCAS proposes that under the Higher Education Act students
continue to be required to use their student financial aid dollars
at an accredited institution.

NACCAS supports the current statute

which enables a student to choose among accredited institutions:
public, private non-profit, and private tax paying institutions.

NACCAS accredited institutions produce graduates who pass
state board examinations and find employment.

Based on 1988-89

annual reports submitted to NACCAS by 1311 accredited cnsmetology
schools, the overall completion rate was over 60%.

This is 4early

20 percentage points above tne completion rate at privatu, fouryear

institutions,

reported

by

the

National

Institut,I

of

Independent Colleges and Universities in its report Undergraduate
Completion and Persistence at Four-Year colleaes and Universities
(1989).

The pass rate reported for graduates

from NACCAS-

accredited schools on state licensing examinations was around 90%.

The placemen- in positions related to the graduates' cosmetology
training was 75%.

A focus of access is to improve participation by uneev16

)
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represented groups in postsecondary education.

NACCAS supports

federal assistance to students in accredited postsecondary programs

no matter what the length of the programs are.

NACCAS supports

nodifications of the statute to make available federal assistance
for up to five (5) years of postsecondary, undergraduate study for

on orators successive programa of any length, even though they may

be in different fields (see Attachment I, Sections 1070(a) and
1070(b)).

In many cases this will mean a student initially will choose

a short program such as manicuring,

in order to enter the

workforce, then may decide to pursue a baccalaureate in management
or public relations.
manicurist,

The student's earnings from employment as a

for example, would be calculated into the

family

contribution and thereby reduce the amount of federal aid.

The proposed provision will encourage the many disadvantaged

students who chose a short term vocational program in order to
became economically independent as quickly as possible, to later

pursue a

baccalaureate program.

Actual funding will not be

affected by providing funding for a shorter course and a portion of

a baccalaureate degree because the earnings of these students will

be taken into account when calculating the "Family contribution",

thus lowering the need for grant monies.

language is proposed in Attachment
1070(b).
17
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Specific 1 iislative

at Sections 1070(a) and

1180

nistaxiita_assLin
MECCAS requires each accredited institution to have clear
educational goals and to measure student outcomes in relation to
its objectives.

Some schools are located in suburban areas.

Others are located in inner cities or rural areas.
students from the just-out-of-high-school crowd.

Some draw

Others cater to

recent immigrants, young adults, or homemakers returning to the
workforce.

The mission of each school differs. Success cannot be reduced

to a single quantitative measure.

A school which draws most

students from among high school dropouts may be a success if 60%
complete the program within 150% of nornal tine.

A school which

trains a large number of non-English speaking students may need to
stress self-employment over placement.

One group of students, the ability-to-benefit (ATE) students,
have been the subject of specific legislation and proposals in 1989
and 1990.

In April 1991 Congress postponed implementation of ATE

provisions included in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990.

This rapid turnaround demonstrates there is a feeling that

ATE students require special attention,

but that Congress is

unclear as to the best way to treat them.

NACCAS supports continuing assistance for ATB students and the
18
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institutions which accept them.

NACCAS has no objection to the

Secretary of Education publishing a list of ATB tests, one of which

federal student
a student must pass before becoming eligible for
However, NACCAS proposes that, from the
financial assistance.
approved
Secretary's list, the student be required to pass a test
the
by the accrediting agency as being appropriate for measuring
ability to benefit from the program offered by the accredited
institution.

?or instance, the list of tests approved by the

Secretary of Education since December 1990 includes many tests with
the manual dexterity,
little or no relevance to measuring
communication skills, or artistry required to benefit from training
in cosmetology.

The accrediting agency has the experience needed to select
the
tests from the Secretary's list which appropriately measure

nrollee's ability to benefit from the particular program offered
at the accredited institution.

Specific legislative proposals may

be found in Attachment 1 at Section 1091(d).

Luzikulta
President Bush in his America 2000 Education Strategy calls

for a nation of students.

technology alters skills

As employment opportunities change,
requirements,

and populations shift,

educational institutions must be ready to offer the preparation
that will be in demand.
19
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Through accreditation IIACCAS helps institutions to achieve and

maintain high standards

of

a quality cosmetology education.

Through accreditation institutions are encouraged to implement the

most advanced practices to improve service to the public in the
field of cosmetology arts and sciences and cognat areas.

Institutions need to be responsive to shifts in population,
discoveries or trends in the field, the needs of business, and the
demands of the community.

MACCAS has established procedures which

enable institutions to be responsive while upholding accreditation
standards.

These

include

procedures

for

branch

campuses,

relocation, separate classrooms, changes in courss and contracting

with other institutions.

NACCAS accreditation la dynamic, not

It is continuous not terminal.

static.

Accrediting bodies are able to react with relative speed to

evaluate whether or not schools instituting changes continue to
The Nigher Zducation Act should

uphold accreditation standards.
recognise

this

role

of

accrediting

agencies.

A

specific

legislative proposal is found in Attachment I at Sections 1082 and
1099(a).

Csammilx.lananisat.
In

Igaulag_thiukaujacik,

David D. Kearns and Dennis P. Doyle

advocate application of business strategies to education.
20
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call for involvement in education by the business community.

A large number of accredited cosmetology institutions have

strong ties to business in the communities in which they are
located.

First, as proprietary institutions, they are licensed

businesses.

School owners typically belong not only to national

c7metology organisations but to the local Chamber of Commerce.

They are active in local conomic development as well as in
advancing the cosmetology industry.

Students in the typical cosmetology course develop not only
their technical knowledge and artistic skill, but gain knowledge of

salon management, building a clientele, retail sales and other
business aspects of their chosen career.

In "Cosmetology Student - Apprenticeship Analysis: 1987-88"
pUblished in the National Beauty School Journal, November, 1989 the

author notes a decrease in the number of licensed cosmetologists

and states "It would seem that the cosmetology industry has an
important problem to consider."

At a meeting with industry leaders in March 1991, cosmetology

manufacturers, managers of large salon chains, and other industry
leaders

advocated

strengthening the opportunities

cosmetologists through

21
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a program of mentors and rol models to strengthen
students' motivation, and
establishment of extra curricular projects by schools in
conjunction with cosmetology businesses.

Many

proprietary

schools,

including

NACCAS

accredited

cosmetology

schools are stablished in communities which are

underserved

by postsecondary institutions.

The majority of

cosmetology schools have some involvement with the communities

where they are located.

At a minimum they pay taxes.

NACCAS

requires them to form links with area salons and other employers,

and to have ties to state boards of cosmetology and licensing
boards.

In addition, schools typically promote laboratory sessions

in nursing homes, and projects for homeless individuals, or
military families.

From another .perspective,

members of

the community are

involved in accreditation of cosmetology schools through election

to the Board of Commissioners and participation in teams which
carry out on-site evaluation visits to schools.

The Board and the

teams include specially trained cosmetology school owners, salon

owners and educators.

Strict adherence to the NACCAS Code of

Ethics and the procedures for complaints against commissioners and

evaluation team members provide for avoidance of conflicts of
interest.

22
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In comments made when the new Secretary of Education testified

Apxil

to the Senate Subcommittee on Education Arts

11

and

Humanities, Senator Paul Simon stated that all education enriches
the indtividual and the community in which he or she lives.

an

imporwmc

fact

generally

overlooked

in

This is

discussions

of

institutions wtich offer programs which prepare tudents for
employment in specific trades or occupations.

NACCAS annually

chocks completion rates, placement rates and state liconsure rates
of the schools it accredits. Coupletion, examination and licensure

are all required befor a person can practice in the cosmetology
profession.

However, NACCAS also requires schools to incorporate

practices which enrich the individual.
through

counseling,

adherence

to

Students are supported
progress

satisfactory

requirements, and appropriate instructional methods.

The NACCAS -

accredited institutions must design courses to develop in students
desirable work habits and attitudes, pride in workmanship, personal

and business ethics, customer relations, and appropriate personal

grooming and dress.

Individual faculty are enriched through

personal development plans and continuing education,

both to

improve their effectiveness in the classroom and to maintain
currency in the field.

All of the skills gained through these

educational programs serve the individual well in any employment
setting.

23
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The special growth of the individual

which occurs in a

cosmetology school is as important and as difficult to measure as

the enrichment of a liberal arts student in a four year state
institution.

Overreliance on quantitative measures is inappropriate for
evaluating the quality of an educational institution.

In fact, an

over-emphasis on completion rates may act as a disincentive for a
cosmetology

school

to dismiss

a

student who does

not meet

standards, who lacks the manual dexterity required, or who has made

a mistake in hie or her choice of career. (Se. Attachment I,
Section 1091.)

Yederal Role in Accreditation. CerXification and Licensing

The federal government has a role in accreditation which is
recognition

of accrediting bodies as reliable authorities as to

the quality of education and training offered by institutions
and/or programs for purposes of establishing eligibility to receive
federal funding.

In order for an accrediting body to be recognized

by the Secretary of the Department of Education, it must meet
regulatory conditions

of

due

process,

scope,

and

focus

educational effectiv,mess set out in 34 CFR Part 602.

on

These

regulations initially codified standards and procedures previously

established by accrediting agencies and developed over decades of
self-regulation,

peer

evaluation

and

commitment

to

quality.

Through accreditation procedures established over a long period of

time, HACCAS evaluates entire institutions against 11 standards,
over

100 criteria and published Rules,

requirements.

policies and related

With the changes proposed by NACCAS accreditation

should continue as the standard of institutional quality in
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
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BARBARA ROBERTS
GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PLANNING
225 WINTER STREET NE
SALEM. OREGON 97310.0370
TELEPHONE .5031378-3921

FAX 1503, 373.4789

May 28, 1991

Express Letter

David V. Evans

Staff Director
Subcommittee on Education. Arts, and Humanities
Committee on labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
648 Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Evans:

Now that the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations has confirmed our
perception of "gross mismanagement, ineptitude, and neglect" in the U.S.
Department of Education, hope is growing for those of us who have long urged
an end to the assignment of government duties to private and self-interested
accrediting associations.
This has been a tragic misconception of federal responsibility. Not only has
it wasted billions of dollars, it has lured thousands of students to educational
failure and a diminished sense of their own potential.
There must be ample case law showing it to be generally illegal for any unit
of government to grant or deny rights or impose duties based on the action
or inaction of a private, nongovernmental body. If not, common sense tells
us that accreditors are not regulators, do not wish to be regulators, and in
fact constitute alliances to frustrate consumer-protection regulation if they
find it inconvenient. Neither law nor common sense has yet prevailed.
It is, as Senator Nunres subcommittee wrote, "a dismal record." Now stfil.
the Education Department virtually sponsors accreditors through a National
Advisory Committee "review" that is superficial and steeply slanted to favor
approval. We could report, as others did, on direct experiences that have left
us with no confidence in the department. In a recent case, for example, the
department staffwithout consulting this office--recommended approval of
an accreditor it knew we were investigating in a matter of diploma fraud.
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But even if ED could "recognize" accreditors competently, the use of a nongovernmental intermediary makes it impossible for government to act fairly
in relation to individual schools. You cannot discipline an accreditor without
hurting all of its member schools, good and bad. This fact plausibly excuses
the uncritical recognition of all petitioning accreditors, and their virtually

permanent tenure on the list after initial recognition.

Meanwhile, the abdication at ED has left us nearly helpless in dealing with a
particular kind of interstate fraud: the school that breaks Oregon laws while
maintaining good standing within a home state that will not monitor activities
away from home. Such a school operates from the residences of its part-time
"adjunct faculty," offering substandard instruction and making unmonitored
promises to students. If we locate one such professor to issue a cease-anddesist order, three will take his place whom we do not identify until it is too
late. One Ohio president, with a "catch us if you can" attitude, said we need
not be concerned since he was only breaking our laws on a small scale.
That was not a trade school. It was a regionally accredited graduate school.
Congress must understand that we are not just talking about NATTS, which
recently accredited an Oregon school at the same time this office issued 35
conditions the school would have to satisfy to retain authorization. We are
talking about regional accreditors like the Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges (NASC), which testified in court against our effort to regulate
one of its members, a "university" found to meet only 3 of 22 state academic
standards. At the time of its regional accreditation, that university had hired
one NASC commission member as a "consultant" and threatened to sue the
others indMdually and personally if they did not capitulate. It should be 'clear
that no accreditor can be counted on to uphold the law, let alone enforce it.
Moreover, we are not talking about proprietaries either, although NASC and
cther regional accreditors now happily accept them. There is no longer a
clmar distinction between proprietaries and nonprofit colleges. Increasingly,
we see nonprofit colleges and universities set up as front organizations for
family businesses. That kind of activity does not violate the corporation laws
of all states. It is done by means of a "management contract" that makes it a
simple matter to skim off profits from a supposedly nonprofit college. One
operator in the Northwest signed a renewable 25-year contract with himself
to manage, as president for life, a "nonprofit" university accredited by NASC.
The trustees, who have no real power, have apparently shared in the spoils.

It is evident the Education Department has never understood accreditation,
does not grasp its underlying purposes, and does not know its actual results.
The department has seemed to believe that self-studies and "peer" inspection
can substitute for legally enforceable standards. It has seemed to believe, with
a puzzling credulity, that private association members would act concertedly
against their inferior and fraudulent fellow members, never fearing retaliation.

11a
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We have found (1) that accreditors recognized by the Secretary of Education
need not serve any purpose actually related to educational quality and student
protection; (2) that government is thus forcing schools to seek and pay for
accreditationwhich is not cheapsolely to qual(fy for financial aid, under
patently inequitable conditions of variance in the qualifying standards, time,
effort, and cost; (3) that some unaccredited schools are better educators
than many accredited schools, and their students are better loan risks; and
(4) that the government is leading student borrowers to believe that a federal
loan guarantee means a guarantee of quality for an eligible school, a deception
that often directly causes resentful unwillingness to repay the loans.

Meanwhile, the accreditors do exactly what you would predict. They get as
many dues-paying members as possible on the gravy train, then take millions
back for a self-perpetuation lobby. Eventually, bewildered because financially
interested parties have not judged themselves severely, ED promises to look
into why the accreditors failed?
The solution is simple if not easy. Certification of schools to participate in
public financial assistance programs is a public responsibility, which means it
should be done by agencies of government. Since education is mainly a state
responsibility, certification should be done by agencies of state government.
As you know, the National Association of State Approving Agencies points out

that its members constitute an existing and proven system that monitors aid
to veterans by delegation of authority to the states. We are not an approving
agency, but that is exactly the model we recommend, and it may be a vehicle.
It comprises agencies already experienced in program audit as well as fiscal
audit, with federally reimbursed enforcement of national minimum standards
by the states under contract, and simultaneous administration of state laws.
The best proposal so far seems to be that presented to your subcommittee
by Donald Nolan on behalf of the State Higher Education Executive Offlcers
and the New York State Board of Regents. Nolan's description of a new
state-federal partnership to assure institutional integrity, goes right to the
target. The only adjustment I would suggest is one that is necessary to deal
with the interstate fraud problem described above.
Thus, whatever will be the exact structure of a reformed Title IV eligibility
and accountability system, the following elements are essential.
1. Congress should explicitly recognize that each state is free, indeed
expected, to control every school that operates within its borders. If we are
to be thorough, this would include correspondence schools. Any perceived
interstate commerce problems would be removed by such a mandate.

AL A.
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2. Congress should explicitly delegate to the states the responsibility
to determine, using national minimum standards, which schools are eligible
for student aid so long as they meet home-state standards and obey the laws
uf all states in which they operate. Procedural guidelines, if any, should call
for use of external objective standards and must not bog the states down in
processing the inefficient self-congratulation studies and mutual-admiration
reviews that characterize private acereditation.
3. No school should be eligible to receive federal financial aid for any
of its students while it is violating the educational laws of any state in which
it operates, regardless of how it stands in the home state.

No school that meets the national minimum standards and obeys
state laws should be rendered ineligible for financial aid merely because it is
not accredited by a private nongovernmental body.
If New York, with postsecondary regulation by far the strongest among the
states, sees a need for this reform, think how important it must be to the rest
of us. Your subcommittee can reshape the Higher Education Act so as to end
a fiasco and make federal student assistance programs a prudent investment
in our national future,
Sincerely,

oung

Admi strator

Aca mic Degrees and Program Review
c: NASAA. SHEEO, N.Y. Regents, Sen. Hatfield, Sen. Packwood

Note: If it seems appropriate, please enter this letter into the record of the
subcommittee's proceedings.

It)
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Berry Russell. 2908 Pecan Drive, Temple. Texas

78502

(817) 778-8582

May 7, 1991

Mr. David V. Evans
Majority Staff Director
Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and the Humanities
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Evans:

I read the article in the April 17th issue of the ChronIcle of Higher Educanon
concerning the upcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I was very
interested in the comments made concerning Senator Pell's interest in financial
support for those completing a doctorate. I am one in that situation and I applaud
his efforts and insight .
To some, the pursuit of a doctorate seems unnecessary. Others see it as a goal for
those with nothing better to do an activity for the rich. I decided to pursue my
Ph.D. for neither of these reasons. I see the need for well-trained, well-educated
leaders for the future of education. I enrolled in the Community College
Leadership Program at the University of Texas with a goal of completing the
degree and improving education In one of the most active areas of higher
education, the community college.

Taking my family out of a safe career into the life of academia was not an easy
choice. We charted the course and found that we had saved enough money to
complete the goal. At this point, all the course work Is completed, all the written
and oral exams are completed, the dissertation is not completed, but we are now
out of money. Family and friends have helped a great deal but we now must return
to wodc without completing the goal because of a lack of financial assistance. This
scenario is not limited to my life, to my college, or to the University of Texas. I have
talked with many other doctoral students from around the country and many
talented and gifted educators and professionals fear not being able to complete
the doctorate because of financial burdens.
Please continue with your efforts to provide financial assistance to graduate
students. In this time of declining budgets and increasing deficits I know that it is
difficult to justify supporting increasing costs, but the country's education future
depends on it.
Thank you,

Barry Russell
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The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
THURSDAY, MAY 23, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
10:02
a.m., in room
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Simon, Kassebaum, and Jeffords.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities will open.

The subject of today's hearing is the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Art.
We consider today a series of higher education programs that do
not fall within the student aid category. While they amount to only
about 5 percent of the overall Federal higher education effort, they

are nonetheless important in their own right and help to ensure
that postsecondary education is strong and vital.
We will hear today from a panel on title VI, international education, which is most crucial in the interdependent world of which we
are a part.
We will also take a look at title HI, institutional aid. The programs that make up this title have done a lot to strengthen the

quality of American higher education.
Finally, we will hear testimony in three areas where what we do
have a very direct impact on the quality of instruction. If we do not
provide state-of-the-art facilities in areas such as science and engineering, we run the serious risk of an education that does our students and our Nation a grave injustice. If we do not have a fund
for the improvement of postsecondary education, we would lose the
one Federal program that supports innovation in curriculum and
instruction.
We all know how much every college and university would suffer
if our small but important efforts on behalf of our libraries were
curtailed.
I look forward with interest to what our witnesses will offer. My
understanding is that you all know the verbal presentation should
be limited to 5 minutes, giving us a chance for some questions.
(1143)
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There are other hearings and demands on me as well, and I may
have to leave at an earlier hour than I had realized.
I am very glad indeed to welcome our first panel and recognize

Dr. William Mobley.

STATEMENTS OF WILLIAM H. MOBLEY, PRESIDENT, TEXAS A&M
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX; AND MARY ELLEN LANE,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUNCIL OF AMERICAN OVERSEAS RESEARCH CENTERS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MOBLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee,
with your permission I would like to submit my extended written
remarks for the record and a very brief verbal summary.
Senator PELL. It will be inserted in the record, and I will add
that we particularly welcome you as president of Texas A&M.
Mr. MOBLEY. Thank you, Senator.

I am honored to be here today to testify on title VI, particularly

part B, of the Higher Education Act, and if I might begin, Mr.
Chairman, by commending you for your leadership in this area as
well as the Pell Grant program to provide higher education to economically disadvantaged students. As president of a large public institution of higher education, I know well the importance of Pell
Grants.

I also know there is one primary way to reduce this Nation's
trade imbalance in a way that does not reduce the Nation's standard of living. America must become a more productive, globally
competent and internationally competitive Nation, and education
is the key to that objective.
Federal support for international education will help us become
more competitive in the new world economy. Since 1965, title VI
programs have served our national security interest well by developing experts and expertise in critical language and international
area studies.
Concerns about our ability to compete effectively in a global
economy have prompted congressional support for international
husiness education in 1980 and 1988. The direct and effective conressional response created the Center for International Business
aucation Program. While this program provided only $5 million
in fiscal year 1991, it has had a dramatic positive effect on international business education in this Nation already.
Texas A&M University was selected by the U.S. Department of
Education as one of 16 national centers for international business;
those 16 centers involve 21 universities. We are providing teaching
and research in t he economic, political, cultural and commercial dimensions of global business.

All of the centers are proactive on their campuses in redesigning

undergraduate and graduate programs to strengthen the link
between business education, . mguage, and area studies. At
Texas A&M we have nicknamed our efforts "culture and commerce." We have instituted a variety of new courses, an undergrad-

uate international business track, added outreach programs that
combine political, social, linguistic, and cultural aspects of doing
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business within traditional commercial concerns and t -.aditional
business education.

The 16 centers for international business education have addressed and developed aggressive programs to strengthen the
global competitiveness of U.S. firms. For example, the University
of Maryland, Michigan State University, BYU, Utah, and Texas
A&M are sponsoring programs that focus on the proposed North
American free trade agreement. Several other centers have developed working papers and other communication tools to share their

research with local, regional and national business communities.
Mr. Chairman, all 16 centers are taking verx seriously the con-

gressional mandate to improve the Nation's competitiveness by

reaching out to the business community. The centers are doing this
in several ways, including training and educating business executives with respect to international issues and by assisting American
businesses entering new international markets.
All the centers funded by this program are developing study
abroad and exchange opportunities for students, which are essential for the cross-cultural communication and other aspects of developing global competence.

But increasing international awareness of our students must
begin in the elementary and secondary school. Universities can

help by training teachers. The Summer Assembly for Global Education, or SAGE, sponsored by the Texas A&M center, teaches elementary and secondary school teachers about the geographical, cultural, economic and political characteristics of the nations and regions most closely linked to the United States.
Private funds have been used to support this program, but
they have been leveraged base on the support provided
through title VI-B.
The international programs for faculty and students made possible by Federal funding have benefited universities other than the
16 centers and 21 universities. In our system, for example, our program has brought in three predominantly Hispanic institutions in
the border region and one historically black institution.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to comment on Senator Dodd's
proposed legislation, the Global Education Opportunities Act. This
leGislation proposes a comprehensive program to improve international education at all levels.
Mr. Chairman, I submit that we have a long way to go in international education. Title VI-B is a significant positive step, and we
would hope that the authorization for international business centers could be moved from $7.5 million to $12 million, as recommended by the American Council of Education.
Thank you for your time.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. I know, incidentally, that
Senator Bentsen if he had been here would liked to have introduced you, but he is tied up and asked me to extend his welcome.
Mr. MOBLEY. I saw him a little earlier this morning, and he indicated the other issue would have his attention this morning.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mobley follows.,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MOBLEY

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee, I am honored to be
here today to testify on title VI of the Higher Education ActInternational Education Programs. Let me begin by commending you, Mr. Chairman, for the leadership
you have demonstrated in the creation of the Pell Grant Program which provides
access to higher education for economically disadvantaged students. As President of
a public institution of higher education, I know firsthand the value of Pell grants.
IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Federal support for international education has been a key component of higher
education legislation. Financial stipport for foreign language and international studies was provided by the National Defense Education Act of 1958. Since 1965, the
funding provided under title VI, part A, International and Foreign Language Stud-

ies has been vital for the training of a national cadre of competent teachers and
scholars in foreign language and area studies. The National Resource Centers and
Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships funded b,y part A programs have
served our national security interests well by helping develop experts hi these critical international areas. As with other title VI programs, the modest amount of federal funds provided induce significantly greater investment in language and area
studies by the universities receiving the grants.
National security concernsthe protection of this nation's freedom and of democratic nations around the worldwere a major motivating factor for providing federal aid to international education. More recently, concerns about this nation's ability to compete in a global economy have prompted Congressional support for international business education. In 1980, Congress recognized the crucial relationship between international education and international competitiveness by adding Part B,
Section 611, Business and International Education Programs, to title VI legislation.

International business programs throughout the nation have benefited from this
provision. I personally have had the opportunity to observe its positive effects. In

1986, as Dean of the College of Business Administration at Texas A&M University, I
headed a faculty team that received one of these grants. I can assure you, Mr.
Chairman, that the projects made possible with these funds played a major role in
the development of our international business program at Texas A&M, both for our
students and for our outreach efforts to the business community.

In a further response to a changing global economy and the need to strengthen
America's international competitiveness, Congress added a new provision, Section

612, to title VI, part B, in 1988the Center for International Business Education
Program. Mr. Chairman, I can once more speak favorably of this program from
firsthand experience, since Texas A&M's Center for International Business Studies

was selected by the U.S. Department of Education as a Center for International
Business Education (CIBE). The Centers for International Business Education are
intended to be national resources for teaching and research in the economic, political, cultural and commercial dimensions of global business. The concern that
prompted Congeess to create these Centersthe ability of American business to
compete in an increasingly globalized economyis a concern that I strongly share,
Mr. Chairman, and one that I wish to briefly address.

AMERICAN COMPETFFIVENESS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

The decline of American competitiveness in the world economy began in the

1970's, but was not generally evident until the past decade. Japan has been the obvious successful challenger to the U.S. in a wide range of industries from automobiles

to electronics, but America's ability to retain markets for products offered in the
international marketplaLe has also been increasingly tested by Western European
nations and the newly industrializing nations of East Asia. Electronics and machine
tools are significant examples of affected industries. Television production in the

U.S. is down to one U.S. company (Zenith) with only 2,500 employees. The semiconductor industry and machine tool industries are in retreat, and there never was or
will be an American VCR industry. Troubles in such vital industries as electronics
and machine tools are not to be taken lightly.
Then there is, of course, the problem of America's perennial trade deficits. Since
1980, cumulative deficits have made the U.S. the world's largest debtor nation, with
external debt now exceeding $600 billion that almost certainly will reach $1 trillion

in this decade. Correction will require a huge adjustment of world trade patterns,
for the U.S. must eventually not only end its trade deficit but run a trade surplus in
order to service its external debt in the future. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that there
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is only one way to reduce this country's trade balance that does not reduce this nation's standard of living. America must become a more productive, globally competent and internationally competitive nation. Education is the key. Universities must
prepare Americans for t'ull participation in a global community and a world economy. Title VI programs are an essential element of this effort.
THN CENTEss FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION

The Center for International Business Education Program (CIBE) is a very direct
and effective Congressional response to the challenges of international competitiveness. While the amount of funding provided in the 1991 fiscal year was only $5 million, the program has had a dramatic positive effect on international business education. Indeed, the CIBE Program is an excellent illustration of the value of federal
support for international education. I will focus my further remarks on the activities of the new international business centers to demonstrate the positive impact of
all title VI programs.
Strengthening International Education
The first mission of every university is to educate its students. Many of the Centers for International Business Education are redesigning undergraduate and graduate business programs to strengthen their international components, particularly in
area studies and language. At Texas A&M, we have nicknamed our effort the 'culture and commerce" approach. We have instituted a variety of new courses, an undergraduate international business track, and outreach programs that combine political, social, linguistic and cultural aspects of doing business with traditional commercial concerns.
Other centers across the nation are carrying out similar efforts. The University of
Miami has created a new undergraduate program that blends international studies
with international business training. The University of Pittsburgh is developing a
program to integrate area studies with an MBA degree. The University of Michigan
developed a model course in "Global Interdependence," which blends liberal arta
and business education. The Center at the University of Texas at Austin is developing several joint programs with the area study centers on its campus. The University of Maryland and Michigan State University are redesigning_ the language training component of their international business programs. The University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) now offers a 24-month International Management Program, with Spanish, Chinese, Japanese and French tracks available. New language
programs that stress business facets of language competency have been developed
by several of the Centers, including the University of South Carolina, Bentley College/Fletcher School of Diplomacy and Law Consortium, Columbia University, and
the Memphis State University/Southern Illinois University consortium. UCLA and
Memphis State/Southern Illinois have also offered conferences designed to promote
business-oriented language offerings by the nation's liberal arts colleges.
Increasing Overseas Experiences for Students
CIBE funding greatly facilitates the provision of overseas experiences to students,
an essential element in instilling the capacity for cross-cultural communication and
other aspects of global competence. The University of Washington has created a 2year International Management Program that includes a nine-month overseas er %erience. Brigham Young University and the University of Utah sent 12 student interns to work for Japanese companies and are developing internships in Korea,
Mexico, China and the Soviet Union. The University of Southern California is also
developing internships in Japan as part of its three-year U.S.-Japan project. All the
Centers are also developing study abroad and exchange opportunities for students.
Strengthening Research and Policy Analysis on Critical Issues Affecting the US.
Economy

The Centers have developed aggressive research programs designed to strengthen
the global competitiveness of U.S. firms. This research is already being disseminated
to the business community. For example, Brigham Young University and the University of Utah presented a two-day seminar on Competitiveness and Productivity.

The University of Maryland, Michigan State University, BYU/Utah and Texas
A&M University are sponsoring programs that focus on the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement. Bentley College and the Fletcher School presented a
conference on International Business Ethics. The University of Texas at Austin is
sponsoring a three-year project to develop an international trade information
system for the business community. Several CIBE's, including the Universities of
South Carolina, Columbia, Miami, and Pittsburgh, have developed newsletters and
1.
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working papers to disseminate their research findings to local, regional and national
business communities.
Outreach to Business Community

It is also clear, Mr. Chairman, that all 16 Centers are taking very seriously the
Congressional mandate to reach out to the business community in direct efforts to
improve the nation's competitiveness in two waystraining and educating business
executives, and assisting American businesses entering new markets.
For example, the University of Hawaii has used CIBE fkinding to increase its capacity as an executive training center for Pacific Asian business. Columbia University is creating a new International Executive Education Program that focuses on
the challenges facing American executives in global markets. The University of
Pittsburgh organized and hosted a maior conference for more than 200 regional
manufacturing firms on the "total quality" approach to production in the international environment. UCLA and San Diego State University held a national conference for corporate executives on the importance of international training. The University of Southern California has developed outreach programs to allow U.S. information systems professionals to better understand the global market. The University of Washington has created new programs to meet the international training
needs of businesses in the Pacific Northwest.
These Centers also assist American businesses in entering new market areas. For
instance, the University of South Carolina presented outreach programs exploring
U.S. investment opportunities in the U.S.S.R. The University of F'ittsburgh (in Hungary) and the University of Maryland (in Poland) are strengthening future U.S.
business ties with Central Europe by developing international training programs designed to meet the specific nee& of those countries that will offer vital markets to
U.S. companies in the next decade. A seminar presented by the University of Southern California focused on the globalization of the film industry, an industry in
which the U.S. has a strong competitive position internationally. A University of
Maryland conference assessed international consumer protection issues, while conferences sponsored by the UCLA/San Diego State CIBE and the University of
Hawaii CUBE analyzed international human resource management issues.
Linkage with state agencies is also being developed. The University of Michigan
placed three MBA interns with the Michigan Department of Commerce and has
been surveying the international business training needs of regional employers.
Mr. Chairman, I have presented to you activities carried out by all the federal
centers. Texas A&M, along with 15 other centers, are partners in a very important
national effortimproving national competitiveness. I will now share with you additional aspects of the impact of this federal program to Texas A&M University and
the State of Texas.
THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL INTERNATIONAL EDUCATP)N PROGRAMS

Last year, I served as chair of the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Advisory Committee on International Issues. In reviewing the status of international education in Texas, the Committee surveyed business executives in the state regarding their expectations of higher education institutions in developing global education. One of the recommendations that came out of that survey is that international education not be limited to specialized progranm, but that a high priority
should be given to the integration and infusion of international aspects into all education programs.
Title VI funding provides a means to enhance the international component of the
curriculum. At Texas A&M, our "culture and commerce" programs include interdisciplinary, team.taught language courses. These courses place special emphasis on
cultural and commercial dimensions of language and draw on the expertise of nonbusiness as well as business faculty members. 'This collaborative approach develops
innovative teaching techniques. This approach also ensures that curricular programs integrate foreign languages, international studies and business training. This
title VI federal funding is supplemented by university resources to support research
projects on topics affecting the U.S. and 'Texas economies. For example, the potential impact of a U.S.-Canada-Mexico free trade agreement on the U.S. and Texas is a
critical issue. Joint research projects and seminars on the free trade agreement are
being developed with other institutions and with the private sector.

Participation of Economically Disadvantaged Students and Under-Represented
Ethnic Groups and Faculty Members
A major thrusr of federal higher educatio. -rograms is to provide access to economically disadvantaged students and under-represented ethnic groups. This should
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be especially true of support for international education. Within The Texas A&M
University System, there are three predominantly Hispanic institutions in the
border region and one historically black institution. The international programs for
faculty and students made possible by federal funding have benefited all of the universities in The Texas A&M University System. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that this
kind of impact is important for the entire nation. Consider, for example, the opportunity to study abroad. According to a study of the Council on International Educetional Exchange, the great majority of American students who participate in study
abroad programs are white, female and majoring in liberal arts. Idore students from
under-represented ethnic groups and disciplines, as well as all economically disadvantageu students, need to have these opportunities.
Collaboration with Elementary and Secondary Education System

Increasing the international awareness and competence of our students must
begin long before they arrive at universitiesin our elementary and secondary

schools. Universities can assist by providing training for teachers. The Texas A&M
Center for International Business Education and Research offers a teacher training
program called "Summer Assembly for Global Education" (SAGE). The SAGE program educates selected elementary and secondary school teachers in Texas about
the geographical, cultural, economic and political characteristics of the nations and
regions moet closely linked to the United States. SAGE also provides teaching materials to participants and helps them develop effective teaching techniques for international subjects. This program exposes Texas' public school teachers to a more
internationally focused curriculum. 'The training that the teachers receive will be
used throughout their careers impacting thousands of students each year. No federal funds have been used to support this program, although it is an integral part of
the external outreach program of Texas A&M's federally-funded Center.
This type of program, targeted to public school teachers, is one area where federal
funds could be used as leverage to generate more support from private sources.
FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS

legislaMr. Chairman, I would also like to comment on Senator Dodd's pro
tion, the Global Education Opportunities Act (S. 511). I support the ingiVn of this
new initiative in the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. This legislation
proposes a comprehensive program to improve international education at all levels,
including major steps to increase American students' access to study abroad opportunities. Title VI currently does not provide support for undergraduate study
abroad.
Senator Dodd's proposal would increase access to international education at a relatively low cost. Since the legislation involves increasing access to of current financial aid programs, this proposal would require minimal new federal funds.
I support this approach because it would:
clarify ambiguities in federal financial aid program policies and guidelines re.
garding the use of financial aid and the availability of funds for approved study
abroad;
provide needed flexibility for campus financial aid administrators to package financial aid to recognize the increased cost of overseas study;
require that students be informed that financial aid can generally be applied to
approved study abroad programs; and
expand the role of the federal government in study abroad through grants to
institutions where none exist and for students from under-represented ethnic
groups and disciplines and in non-traditional locations.
We have recently initiated a program at Texas A&M in which the Former Students Association provides some financial assistance for study abroad to qualified
economically disadvantaged students and students from under-represented ethnic
groups. This program has been useful in moving toward increasing the participation
of these students. But these students also need greater access to federal financial
aid, especially through modifying federal student financial aid programs to allow
flexibility of disbursements for study abroad participants.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. Chairman, title VI international programs have a proven record of generating international expertise in our higher education system. The CIBE program is a
good example of using of federal funds to support state efforts to increase international education opportunities to all students. We hype to see not only the continu-
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ation of all the title VI programs, but also the increase of funding levels both in
authorizations and appropriations. Specifically, I support the American Council of
Education's (ACE) recommendation for an increase in the authorized funding level
for all title VI programs beginning in fiscal year 1992.

Current authorization for Title VI, Fart B, Section 612 (international business

education centers) is at $7.5 million. I concur with the ACE recommendations to increase th.; authorization level to $12 million beginning in fiscal year 1992. Furthermore, I support an increase in authorization level for Title VI, Part B, Section 611
(international business education programs) from $5 million to $7.5 million. Such an
increase would enable other institutions to begin the process of' increasing international education activities on their campuses.
Mr. Chairman, federal support for new international initiatives such as the outreach programs with public schools like our SAGE, itnd programs to increase participation by under-represented ethnic groups and financially disadvantaged students in study abroad, are areas that may warrant your committee's consideration
during its deliberations regarding title VI reauthorization. Federal funds could be
used as a match to augment state funds and private resources to develop new international education programs.

John Brademas, in his recent article, "Who Needs International Education,"

argues persuasively that as a nation of immigrants and as the most powerful democracy in the world, the United States has special obligations and responsibilities that
affect not only our domestic economic self-interests, but the destiny of' the entire
world. As such, he asserts that we have a compelling obligation to learn more about
the culture and economies of other nations. I share that view, Mr. Chairman.
Higher education must be on center stage in this learning process.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I submit to you we still have a

long way to go. However, with the guidance and support of' this committee, I believe
we can reach our goal for preparing an internationally aware citizenry.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to share my views with this important committee.

Senator PELL. Dr. Lane is executive director of the Council of
American Overseas Research Centers, based out of the Smithsonian, as I understand it. Welcome.
Ms. LANE. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the programs authorized by title
VI of the Higher Education Act.
I am Mary Ellen Lane, executive director of the Council of American Overseas Research Centers, known as CAORC. CAORC is the
federally-funded coordinating council for recognized American

overseas research centers and a mechanism through which new
centers are created. CAORC is supported through and located at
the Smithsonian institutions.
The 14 research centers we represent function as overseas extensions of 529 U.S. universities, colleges, seminaries, museums, research institutes and associations in countries in the Mediterranean, Middle East, Africa and South Asia.
We believe title VI has been a success. Wt 'elcome this commit-

tee's review of the programs in the title, and we urge you to in-

crease the authorized funding levels and expand the universe of eligible recipients.
The objectives of the Higher Education Act have broadened sig-

nificantly since the National Defense Education Act was introduced in 1958. International education has become a useful component of U.S. foreign policy, not only giving Americans important
knowledge about other countries, but also demonstrating to the
countries studied the respect the United States has for their historical and current achievements.
Examples from the recent history of the Middle East show how
intellectual institutions transcend foreign policy differences. In
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1967, when Egypt severed diplomatic ties with the United States,
the American University in Cairo and the American Research
Center in Egypt were not closed. During the Gulf War, the American Institute of Mgghreb Studies in Tunis, and the Albright Institute of Archaeological Research in Jerusalem remained open, although other foreign institutes and agencies in both cities closed
down.
We are grateful for the opportunity to make two general recommendations as you approach reauthorization. No. 1, more overall
funding is needed to maintain and expand the interrelated network
of successful title VI programs.
For the current fiscal year, Congress appropriated $40 million for
the programs under title VI. The entire budget for the Department
of Education totalled $27 billion. We fully acknowledge that all the
programs in the department are underfunded, but we believe that
the title VI programs, which are particularly Federal in nature, deserve more than .14 percent of the department's budget. If the Federal Government will not fund this important mission, there are
few alternative sources of revenue.
Lack of funding confronts the Congress and the Department of
Education with unwinnable choices. No one should be in the Solomonic position of choosing which is more important, creating experts on important geographic regions or raising general citizen
awareness in international affairs; supporting language and area
studies or internationalizing professional schools and departments;
introducing undergraduate programs or providing specialists overseas opportunities to use their training; continuing to support universities or helping internationalize community college curricula.
All of these missions are crucial. All need support.
Second, eligibility needs to be expanded to include parallel initiatives which support the title VI mandate. Many structures are organized and functioning and need only some additional funding to
be more effective. Study abroad programs are one example. Most
American undergraduates who study in other countries go to Western Europe. Many colleges and universities already have the internal networks which support study abroad. With additional funding,
including incentives, many more students, notably the less economically privileged, could study abroad and would be encouraged
to choose Abidjan over Paris, and Ulaan Bator or Sofia over
Oxford, thus enlarging the pool of prospective experts on other
areas of the world. NVe support the provisions of the Global Education Opportunities Act.
We urge you to follow the proposals of the Inter-Association Task
Force and specifically to authorize overseas research centers to
apply, on a competitive basis, for title VI funds.
We already have permanent premises established in Italy,
Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Iran, Israel, Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt,
Jordan, Senegal, Yemen, India, and Pakistan and have established
lasting relationships with host country officials and institutions.
We add practical experience to title VI U.S.-based training. By
the addition of this logical overseas complement, you will have dramatically increased the capacity of title VI to serve the needs of
faculty, students, diplomats and business people Worldwide.
Thank you.
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed for being with us.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lane (with attachments) followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. LANE

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the programs authorized by title VI of the Higher Education Act. I am Mary
Ellen Lane, Executive Director of the Council of American Overseas Research Cen-

ters, known as CAORC. CAORC is the federally funded coordinating council for recognized American overseas research centers and a mechanism through whose assist-

ance new centers are created. CAORC is supported through and located at the
Smithsonian Institution. The research centers we represent function as overseas

arm for 529 U.S. universities, colleges, seminaries, museums, and research institutes
and associations in 14 countries in the Mediterranean, Middle East, Africa, and
South Asia.
Although overseas research centers have had very limited participation in title VI
funding, we have extensive contacts with the various program grantees. We believe
title VI, even given its serious funding shortfalls and expanding demands, has been
a success. We welcome this Committee's review of the programs in the Title. We
urge you to increase the authorized funding levels, improve program coordination'
and expand the universe of eligible recipients.
The history of title VI reveals the expanding priorities of the federal government
toward education about other parts of the world. The National Defense Education
Act was introduced in 1958 for the specific purpose of producing sufficient specialists in foreign languages and area studies to meet the national defense needs of the
United States, New purposes were subsecpently introduced into the Higher Education Act, including assisting universities in improving overall effectiveness in international arenas and expanding the traditional definition of area studies to include
examination of global issues beyond geographic bounds. Support for the internationalization of professional fields was mandated. The objectives were broadened further
to include increasing the public awareness of international issues.
Moving into the 1990s, American international educatien and research must confront new challenges and opportunities. It is already al cliche to say that we are
beyond the Cold War, but it is undeniable that the U.S. cultural, economic, and political models have won the war of ideas with the communist world, due in no smell
part to international education and exchanges. yet, our continued world leadership
is dependent on greater understanding of other cultures. International education
and research is designed to fill these needs.
International education has become a useful component of U.S. foreign policy, not
only giving Americans important knowledge about other countries, but also demonstrating to the countries studied the respect the United States has for their historical and current achievements. Examples from the recent history of the Middle East

show how intellectual institutions transcend foreign policy differences. In 1967,
when Egypt severed diplomatic ties with the United States, the American Universi-

ty in Cairo and the American Research Center in Egypt were not closed. The American Institute of Iranian Studies was the last U.S. organization to close in Teheran;
its library remained open and in use until an Iranian government truck backed up
to the front door and all the books we removed. During the Gulf War, the American
Institute of Maghreb Studies in Tunis and the Albright, Institute of Archaeological
Research located in East Jerusalem remained open, although other foreign institutes and agencies in both cities closed down and their staffs departed.
We are grateful for the opportunity to make three general recommendations as
you approach reauthorization.
1. More overall funding is needed to maintain and expand the interrelated network of successful title VI programs. For the current fiscal year, Congress appropriated $40 million for the programs under title VI. The total budget for the 1Depart-

ment of Education totalled $24.6 billion. We fully acknowledge that all the programs in the Department are underfunded, but we believe that the title VI programswhich are particularly federal in naturedeserve more than .0014 percent
of the Department's budget. If the federal government will not fund this important

mission, there are few alternative sources of revenue.
Lack of funding is forcing worthwhile programs to go unfunded even as the Congress and the Department are faced with unwinnable choices. No one should be in
the Solomonic position of choosing which is more important: creating experts on important geographic regions or raising general citizen awareness in international af-

fairs; supporting language and area studies or internationalizing professional
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schools and departments; introducing undergraduate programs or providing specialists overseas opportunities to use their training; continuing to support universities
or helping internationalize community college curricula. All of these missions are
crucial. All need support.
CAORC can attest to the success of many of the National Resource Centers
(NRC's and Foreign Language Area Studies Fellowships (FLAS) dealing with the
Middle East, South Asia, and Africa, because we provide opportunities for faculty
and graduate students to put their language and area studies training to practical
use. A significant proportion of the fellowships we offer are won by title VI-trained
scholars. Without FLAS, many NRC's would be forced to close.
Existing programs are an excellent example of the "Multiplier Factor." Because
core funding from title VI will make possible an intensive language seminar at the
American Institute of Indian Studies in Delhi this summer, not only Title.VI-supported students but also several from other universities with private funding will
benefit. Please continue and expand these successful programs.
2. Coordination is needed between international education in a domestic and in a
foreign setting. We are currently in a somewhat schizophrenic situation in which
the Department of Education supports international programs from "over here" and
the United States Information Agency supports exchanges from "over there." Both
the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs et USIA and the Center for International Education at the Department of Education do an excellent job overseeing
their programs. Were these efforts coordinated, their effects would be broadened.
The Task Force on International Education and the Liaison Group have recommended incorporating into the Higher Education Act those provisions from Fulbright-Hays governing the Department's overseas programs (ie sec. 102(b) (6)). Such
a move would contribute to greater coordination and effectiveness.
3. Eligibility needs to be expanded to include parallel initiatives which support
the title VI mandate. Many structures are organized and functioning and need only
some additional funding to be more effective. Study abroad programs are one example. Most American undergraduates who study in other countries go to Western
Europe. Many colleges and universities already have the internal networks which
support study abroad; with additional funding, including incentives, many more students, notably the less economically privileged, could study abroad and would be encouraged to choose Abidjan over Paris, and Ulaan Bator or Sofia over Oxford, thus
enlarging the pool of prospective experts on other areas of the world.
Specifically, we request the opportunity for overseas research centers to apply, on
a competitive basis, for money for operations. We already have permanent premises
established in Italy, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Iran, Israel, Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt,
Jordan, Senegal, Yemen, India, and Pakistan. We have established lasting relationships with host-country officials and institutions, and run reciprocal programs from
which American and host-country scholars receive lasting benefit. We are already a
significant partner of title VI. Professor Richard Lariviere, Director of the Center
for Asian' Studies at the University of Texas, has informed me that for every dollar
spent on memberships in the American Institute of Indian Studies, Asian Studies
NRC's have received an F. verage of seven times that much in fellowships for students and faculty.
USIA and other sources currently assist us with program funds, but it is difficult
to find operations support. Yet, onr center with a small administrative staff can
serve many researchers and students, :.,nch funded individually with self-generated
program funds. We call upon the federal government to provide this core assistance.
With some additional funding, overseas research centers could greatly improve effectiveness.

Since 1958, Congress has understood the need for federal involvement in international education. Each of the components of title VI is equally important, but unless
substantial additional funding accompanies this reauthorization, and eligibility is
expanded, key successful programs will suffer due to lack of critical support. International education must be a component of the New World Order to guarantee that
the New Order is based on understanding, research, and learning:

Thank you. i would be pleased to answer any questions from Members of the

Committee.
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Council of American Overseas Research
Centers
Institutional Memberships in CAORC-Affiliated Centers organized by City
and State
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Birmingham

Univetsky of Alabama at Birmingham

Anserkan &hoof of Oriensal Research

Birmingham

Samford University

American Schools of Oriental Raearch

Phoenix

Southwestern Baptist Theological

American School s of Oriental Rese.arch

Seminary

Tucson

Universky of Arizona

American husitsue of Wien Studies
Amman Institute of Iranian Studies
Amerkan Pahissan Research Organization
American Research Censer in Eops
American Research Institute in Turley
American Schools of Orinual Research

Tucson

Middle East Studies Association

American Inssinae for Maghrib Studies
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Conway

Central Baptist Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

Fayetteville

University of Arkansas

American Academy in Rome
American butinae of Indian Studies

State University

Arkansas State University

American hutitute of Pakistan Studies

Walnut Ridge

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research
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Berkeley

American Baptist Seminary/West

American Schools of Oriental Research

Berkelt:

Jesuit School of Theology

American Schools of Onental Research

Beriell

Pvcitk School of Religion

American Schools of Oriental Research

Berkeley

Universtty of California

American Academy in Rome
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Amencan butitute for Maghrib Studies
American Insthute of Yemeni Suidies
American Inuriute of Indian Studies
American institute of Iranian Studies
American Pakistan Research Organization
American Research Center in Egypt
American Research Inuitute in Turkey
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
Amerkan Schools of Oriental Research
Universities Service Centre

Claremont

Claremont Graduate School

Claremont

Pitser College

Claremont

Pomona College

Claremont

Scripps College

Costa Mesa

Southern California College

Davis

University of California

Hayward

California Srate University

Irvine

University of California

Loma Linda

Loma Linda Uni,ersicy

Los Angeles

University of California

Los Angeles

University of Southern Cahfomia

Los Angeles

Loyola-Marymounr University

Los Angeles

University ofjudaisin

Malibu

Pepperdine University

Palo Alto

Stanford Llimprsity

American Research Center in Egypt
Arnerkan Schools of Orienuil Research

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American School of Classical SildieS at Athens
American School o f assuked Studies su Athens

Amerkan Schools of Oriental Research
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Institute of Indian Studies
America n Schools of Oriented Research

Amerkan Institute of Indian Stadia
American Schools of Oriental Research

Amerkan Academy m Rome
American Institute for Magloib Studies
American bulimic of Yemeni Studies
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Institute of Iranian Studies
American Institute of Pakistan Studies
American Institute of Pakissar Studies
American Raearch Center M Evpt
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
West African Research Association
American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Institute for Maghrib Studies
American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
Amencan Schools of Oriental Research
Amencan Schools of Onental Research

American Academy in Rome
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American School of Classical Studies ar Athens

Riverside

Universicy ofCalifonua

American Institute of bultan Studies

San Diego

Universicy of California

Universities Solace Centre

San Francisco

Golden Gate Baptist Theological

American Schools ofOriental Research

Seminary

San Jose

San Jose State University

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Santa Barbara

Universicy oiCahfornia

American Academy in Rome
American butinae of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Suulies at Athens

Tujunga

Intemi Inst./Mesopotamia Ares Studies

American Schools ofOriental Research

Boulder

University of Colorado

Amerkan Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens

Denver

Iliff School of Theology

American Schools of Oriental Research
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Hartford

American Academy in Rome

Trinity College

Amencan School of aasskal Sudan at Athens

Middletown

Wesleyan Universicy

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
Universities Service Centre

New Haven

Yale University

American Academy in Rome
American Research Institute in Malay
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

New London

Connecticut College

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Storrs

University of Connecticut

American Instaute of Indian Studies
American Research Censer in Egypt

American Schools of Oriental Research
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Newark

University of Delaware
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Amencan Academy in Rome
American Research Center in Egypt
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American University
Catholic University of America
Georgetown University

George Washington University

American Institute of Indian Studies
American Academy m Rome
American Schools of Oriental Research
Amerkan Aceidemy in Rome
American butiture of Yemeni Studies
American School of aasskal Studies at Athens

American School./ Catskill Studies at Athens
American Academy M Rome
American Institute of Pakistan Studies

Howard University

Studies
The Paul H. Niue School of Advanced American institute for Maihrib
West
African
Research
Association
International Studies--Johns Hopkins

University

all CAORC Centers

Smithsonian Institution
Wesley Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Re.search
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Gainesville

University of Florida

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies

American Scharf assskd Studies at Athens

Tampa

University ofSouth Florida

Tallahassee

Florida State University

St. Petersburg

Eckerd College

American Academy in Rome
American School of Clewed Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Academy in Rome

American School of auskal Studies at Athens
Amenr.411 School of aasskal Studies

Vifi" Tire
Athens

University of Georgia

Atlanta

Emory University

Atlanta

Morehouse College

Atlanta

Spelman College

Decatur

Agnes Scott College

Athens

ItalWAWSK*

American Academy M Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Academy in Rome
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

West African ReSearCh ASSOClation
West African Research Assocumon

American Academy in Rome
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Statesboro

Georgia Southern College

American Institute of Pakistan Studies
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Manoa

University of Hawaii at Manos

Amerkan htuitute of lndian Studies
Universities Service Centre
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Aurora

Aurora College

American Schools of Oriental Research

Chicago

Univenity of Chicago

American Academy it Rome
American institute of Yemeni Studies
American Instione of Wien Studies
American Warne of Iranian Studies
American Pakistan Research °imitation
American Re:Nadi butituse fit Turkey
American School of Classical Studies at Atheru
American Schools of Oriental Research

Chicago

Loyola University

American Research buritute it Turkey
American School of Minkel Stales at Athens

Chicago

Lutheran School of Theology

American Schools of Oriental Research

Chicago

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

American School of Clenieal Sadie; at Athens

Chicago

Northeastern Illinois University

American Institute of Pakistan Studies

De Kalb

Northern Illinois University

American buthute of Yemeni Studies

Evanston

Garrett Evangelical Theological

American Schools of Oriental Research

Seminary

Cvanston

Northwestern University

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Lombard

Northern Baptist Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

Monmouth

Monmouth College

American hutitute of Pakistan Studies

Urbana

University of Illinois

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Sisk:lies
American butisete of Iranian Studies
American Institute of Pakistan Studies
American Research Center in Eppr
American Research Institute in Turhey
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
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American Schools of Orielual Research

Anderson

Anderson College

Bloomington

Indiana University

Crawfordsville

Wabash College

Elkhart

Associated Mennonite Bib. Seminary

Fort Wayne

Concordia Theological Strit'asary

Indianapolis

Christian Theological Seminary

Indianapolis

Indiana University.Purdue University at
Indianapolis

Muncie

Ball State Universky

South Bend

University of Notre Dame

Valpraiso

Valprabo University

Winona Lake

Grace Theological Seminary
-
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American Academy in Rome
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens
American School of Oassical Siuthe.s at Athens
Amencan Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Oriental Research
Arnencan School of Classical Studies at

Mob

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
Arnericem Schools of Oriental Research
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Cedar Falls

University of Northern Iowa

Decorah

Luther College

Grinnell

Grinnell College

Iowa City

University of Iowa

Mount Vernon

Cornell College

Waverly

Wartburg Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research
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American Institute of Indian Studies
American Schools of Oriensal Research

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Academy M 1:ome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens

American Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Oriental Research
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Lawrence

University of Kansas

Manhattan

Kansas Scare University
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American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

American Insuude of Indian Stud:a
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Berea

/Berea College

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Lexington

Universky of Kentucky

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies et Athens

Louisville

Louisville Presbyterian Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

Wilmore

Asbury Theological Seminary

Amencan Schools of Oriental Research
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Baton Rouge

Louisiana State Universky

American School of Classical Suidies as Athens

New Orleans

Tulane University

American Academy in Rome
Amnion School of Classical Studies at Athens

Fort Kent

University of Maine

American institute for maeuz Studies

Waterville

Colby Colkge

American Inninde of Indian Studies
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Baltimore

Baltimore Hebrew University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Baltimore

Johns Hopkins University

American Academy in Rome

American Research Center in Eiv
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

Baltimore

St. Mary's Seminary and University

Catonsville

American Schools of Oriental Research

University of Maryland Baltimore American kademy as Rome
County

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

College Park

University of Maryland

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Research Center in Evpi
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

LeesSummit

Unity School of Christianity

American Schools of Oriente Resesch
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Amherst
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Amherst College

American Academy in Rome
American In.satute of Indian Sniclit_s
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American School of Classical Siudies at Athens

Amherst

University of Massachusetts

Arnencan Academy m Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Boston

Boston College

American School of Vassical Studies at Athens
Research
American Schools o;

Boston

Boston University

Boston

Endowment for Biblical Research

Boston

Northeastern University

Brighton

St. John's Seminary

Cambridge

Harvard Univenity ( the School of
Divinity, che Fogg Art Mineurn, the'
Semitic Museum, & the Peabody
Museum each maintain separate
membenhips in the American
&hails o( Oriental Research)

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Yemeni Stales
American institute of Indian Suklies
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Oriental Research

American hutititte of Pakisian Studies
American Schools of Onental Research
American Academy in Rome
American institute of Yemeni Studies
American Institute of Indian SlidieS
American Research Center in Egypt
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School of Classkal Studies as Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

Universities Sertice Centre

Cambridge

Aga Khan Program(Massachusetts

Cambridge

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge

Radcliffe College

Cambridge

Weston School of Theology

Medford

Tufts University

Northhampton

Smith College

Non on

Wheaton College

South Hadley

Mount Holyoke College

Waltham

Braiide is University

American institute for Magimir Studies

Institute of Technology)
American Institute of Pakistan Studies
American School of (luta

Studies at Athens

American Schools of Oviental Research

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Academy in Rome
A. ierican School of Cla.sskal Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Orien cal Research

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian StlidlES
American School of Classical Studies at,Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
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Worcester
Worcester

Clark University

American School of Classwal Studies at Advent

:College of the Holy Cross

American Academy in Rome
Amencan School of Classical Slides ai Athens
Universities Service Cerure
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Unitersaies Service Centre

Ann Arbor

University of Michigan

American Academy in Rome
American Institiae of Yemeni Studies
A7netiCiA Institute of Indian Studies

Americas Restock Cauer ii Egoi
American Rasemeh Inakute in Turkey
American School of Classical Studio at Athens
American Schad: of Onensal Reseerch

Benien Springs

Andrews University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Detroit

Wayne State University

American Research Cruel m Egypt

East Lansing

Michigan State University

Ameacan Academy in Rome
American Research Inuits& m Tinley
American School of Classical Studies as Athens
West African Research Association

Grand Rapids

Calvin College and Seminary

American Sthools of Oriental Research

Holland

Hcpe College

Amerkins School of Classical Studies as Athens

Holland

Western Theological Seminary

American Schools of Onenial Research

Kalamazoo

Western Michigan University

American Institute 4 Pakistan Studies

Rochester

Oakland University

Americen Institute of Indian Studies
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Coflegeville

St. John's University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Minneapolis

University of Mumesota

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Research Center in Epp:
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Northfield

Carkttn College

American Academy in Rome
American Invinice of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies a: Athens

St. Paul

Luther Northwestern Seminary

American Schools of Onerual Resean:h

St. Paul

Macakster College

American Academy rn Rome
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American School of Cdassical Studies at Athens

Amencan School of Classical Studies at Athens

Oustavvs.Adolphus College

St. Peter
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American Schools of Oriental Research

Southeastern Baptist Theological

Laurel

Seminary
American Schools of Onental Research

Mississippi State

Cobb I nsritute of Archaeology

Tougaloo

Tougaloo College

West African Research Msociation

University

University of Mississippi

American Academy in Rome
American School o f Classked Studies as Athens
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Columbia

University of Missouri

American Academy in Rome
American institute of Indian Studies
American School 4 Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools a/Oriental Research

Kansas City

St. Paul School of Theology

American Schools a/Oriental Research

St. Louis

Washington University

American Research institute in Turkey
American School of classical Studies as Athens

Springfield

Southwest Missouri State University

American Research Center in Erpt
Amencan Schools a/Oriental Research
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Bozeman

Montana State University

Missoula

University of Montana

American School of Ctasskal Studies as Athens

American Schools a/Oriental Research
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Hanover
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East Grange

Upsal a College

Madison

Drew Universiry

New Brunswick

American Academy in Rome
Amerkan School of Classical Studies at Athens
American butiture for Maghrib Studies

Dartmouth College
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American Schools of Oriental Research

Amencan Schools of Oriental Research
American Academy in Rome
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American butinite of Indian Studies
Atnerican Research Institute in Turkey
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Princeton

Princeton Univenity

American Academy in Rome
American institine for Maihrib Studies

American kstinae of Yemeni Studies
Amerkan Maitrae of Indian Studies
American Institute of Minion Studies
American Research Center in Egypt
Amerkan Research Institute in Turkey
Universities Senicc Celine

Princeton

Ls Qum

Pdnceton Theological Seminary

American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schoolt of Odense! Research

New Mexico University

American Imam of Yemeni Studies
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Annandale on the

Bard College

American School of Classkal Studies at Atheru

Hudson

American Schools of Oriental Research

Binghamton

State Univenity of New York

American Schools of Oriental Research

Brockport

State University of New York

American Institute of Pakistan Studies

Brooklyn

The Brooklyn Museum

American Research Center in Egypt
American School of Oriental Research

Buffalo

State University of New York

American Academy in Rome

American School of 01"," Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

Clinton

Hamilton College

American lnuiture of Pakistan &sulks
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Geneva

Hobart and Wm. Smith College

American Schools of Oriental Research

Handllon

Colgate University

American Academy in Rome
American hu thute of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies

Athens

Hamilton

Colgate.Rochester Divinity School

American Schools of Oriental Research

Ithaca

Cornell University

American Academy in Rome
American In.stilitte of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Moorhead

Concordia College

Amencan Schools of Oriental Research
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New York City

Barnard College

American Academy M Rome
American School of Cfasskal Studies at Athens

New York City

Columbia University

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Yemeni Studies
American Institute of Wan Studies
American institute of Iranian Studies
American Rese.arch Canter in Egypt
American Research Inssituse in Turkey
American Schod of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

New York City

City Univeriity of New York

American School of aassical Studies a t Athens

New York City

Fordham University

American Academy in Rome
American Sdiod of Clusicai Studies in Athens
Amerkan Sthods of Oriental Research

New York City

Genets! Theological Seminary

American &Awls of Oriencal Research

New York City

Herbert H. Lehman College

American Academy in Rome

New York City

Hunter College

American Academy in Rome
American Schod of Classical Studies al Athens

New York City

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

American Research Censer in Egypt
American Research Institute in Turkey

New York City

New York University

American laminae of Wien Studies
American hutituce of Iranian Studies

American Institute/or/446th Studies
American Research Caner in Egypt
American School of daubs! Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

New York City

New York University of Fine Arts

American Academy in Rome

New York City

Union Theological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

Poughkeepsie

Vassar College

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Rochester

Rochester Institute of Technology

American Schools of Oriental Research

Rochester

Univetsity of Rochester

American Institute of :fustian Studies

Rochester

St. John Fisher College

Stony Brook

State University of New York

Syracuse

Le Moyne College

Syracuse

Syracuse Univeisity

American Schools of Oriental Research
American Schools of Onental Research
Amencan Schools of Oriental Research

American Instaute of Indian
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Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina

American Academy in Rome
American butinue of Yemeni Studies
American Research Institute M Turkey
American School of Classical Studies al Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

Davidson

Davidson College

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Durham

Duke University

Greensboro

Univetsky of Noah Carolina

American ScAoot a/ agnba Soars at Athens

Raleigh

North Carolina State University

Arne ican Institute of Indian Studies
American School of aasskal Studies at Athens

Winston-Salem

Wake Forest University

American Institute of Pakistan Studies
American Schooh of Oriental Research

Cincinnati

University of Cincin nati

Amencan Academy in Rome
American Research butitute as Turity
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of ()firma, Research

Cincinnati

Hebrew Union College

Amencan Schools of Oriental Research

Cleveland

Case-Western Reserve University

American Academy in Rome
American School of Cimsical Studies at Athens
American Schools of C nem] Research

Cleveland

John Ca pall University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Columbus

Ohio State University

American Academy in Rome
Am
Insthuse of Indian Studies
American Institute of Pakistan Studies
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School of Classkal Suidies at Athens

Columbus

Tnniry Lutheran Seminary

American Schools of Onental Research

Dayton

Wnght State University

Amencan School of Classical Studies as Athens

Delaware

Ohm Wesleyan University

American School of Classical Studies at, Athens
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American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
Amerkan Imitate of Pakistan Studies
American Research Center in rept
Amencan Research Inuituse in Tinitey
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schooh of Oriental Research
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American School of aassical Studies at Athens

Granville

Denison University

Kent

Kent Stare University

Oberlin

Oberlin College

Oxford

Miarni University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Toledo

University of Toledo

American School of Classical Studies ar Athens
American Research Censer in Egypt

Wooster

College of Wooster

Amencan Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Academy in Rome
American lruihute of Indian Studies
Amenean School of C1asa,4 Studies or Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

American School ofClassing Studies at Athens

American Schools of Oriesual Research
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Norman

University of Oklahoma

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens

Tulsa

University of Tulsa

American School of Ckssical Studies at Athens

Stit Neste(

Oklahoma State University

Arnencan Schools of Oriental Research
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Corvallis

Oregon State University

American Institute of Yemeni Studies
American institute for Maghrib Studies

Eugene

University of Oregon

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Portland

Portland Stare University

American magi:use for Magiirib SnrdiecAmerican In.
stinae of Yemeni Studies

American School of aasska/ Studies at Athens

Williamette

American Schools of Oriental Research

Central Pennsylvania Consortium
I . Dickinson College
2. Gettysburg College
3. Franklin and Marshall College
4. Wilson College

Arnerkan School of Classkal Studies at Athens

Carlisle
Gettysburg
Lancaster
Chambersburg
Bethlehem

Lehigh University

American School of Classical Studies ai Athens

Bryn Mawr

Biir hiawr College

Amnican Academy in Rome
American Research Insinuce in Tutkel.".

Salem
Zrtkt.,1W.
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American School of Classical Studies al A thcns
American Schools of Oriental Research

Carlisle

."Dickinson College

American Academy in Rome

Huntingdon

Juniata Colkge

American ITUtilide of Pakistan Studies

Indiana

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

American Schools of Oriental Reseamh

Philadelphia

University of Pennsylvania

Amencan Academy in Rome
American Ins:issue for Maghnb Studies
American Institute of Yemeni Studies
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Institute of Iranian Studies
American Pakistan Research Organization
American Research Center in Etypi
American Research Instituse in Turkey
American School of aassical Stales at Athens
American Schoots of Oriental Research

Philadelphia

The University MUSCUM

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Philadelphia

Temple University

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Pittsburgh

Duquesne University

American Schools of Oriental Research

Pittsburgh

University of Pittsburgh

American Academy in Rome
American ITUtifide of Indian Studies
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Pittsburgh

Plush.

fheological Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

Swarthmore

Swarthmore College

American Academy M Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

University Park

Pennsylvania State University

American Academy in Rome
American Institute of Indian Studies
American In.stitute of Pakistan Studies
American School of Classical Studies as Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

Villanova

Villanova University

American In.stitute of Pakistan Studies

Williamsport

Lycoming College

American Schools of Oriental Research

r
Providence

RM o d e
Brown University

s

,American Academy in Rome
Amencan Institute of Indian Studies
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School of Classical Studies at Miens
American Schools of Orienuil Research
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Charleston

College oi Charleston

Amencan Institute of Paluscan Studies

Columbia

University of South Carolina

Amenean Institute of Pakistan Studies
American Institute for Maghrib Smdses
American institute of Indian Studies
American Research Center in Egypt
Nnt

Johnson City

East Tennessee State University

American School of aauical Studies at Athens
American Research Center in Evpt

Johnson City

Emmanuel School of Religion

American Schools of Oriensed Research

Knoxville

University of 'Tennessee

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Lookout Mtn.

Covenant Theological Seminary

American Academy in Rome

Memphis

Mid.America Baptist Theological

American Schools of ("dental Resenrch

Seminary

Memphis

Southwestern University

American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Memphis

Memphis State University

American Research Center in Egypt

Nashville

Vanderbilt University

American Academy in Rome
American School of (iassical Studies at Athens
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Arlington

University of Texas

American Academy in Rome

Austin

University of Texas

American Academy in Rome
American institute for Magivis Studies
American Institute of Yerneni Studies
Amerkan Institute of Indian Studies
American Research Center in Evpt
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School of aasskal Studies at Athens
AmeliCan Schools of Oriented Research
West African Research Association

College Station

Texas A Et M University

American butitute of Pakistan Studies
American Research Institute in Turkey
American School a f Classical Studies at Athens
Amencan Schools of Oriental Research

Callas

Southern Merhodist University

American Research Cencer us Egypt
Anient-an Schools of Oriental Research
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Fort Worth

Texas Chnstian University

American Schools of Oneneal Research

Houston

William Marsh Rice Unwersity

American Academy its Rome
Ainerkan School uf Classical Siudies at Athens

American Scheds of °nem! Researrh

San Antonio

Trinity Univetsity

Amencan School of at:Luke! Studies at Athens

Waco

Baylor University

Amertan Schools of Onental Research

Salt Lake Clty

University of Llesii

American Academy in Rome
American Institute for Magimb Sudies
American Institute of Yemeni Susdies
American Irrithute of Iranian Stadies
American Research Center in'Egypt
Ametican Research Institute in Turhey

Provo

Brigham Young University

American Research Center in Egypt
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens
American Schools of 6iental Research

ii,ttitACI.lbtelk61.1691111111611016
Burlington

University of Vetmont

American Academy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

Middlebury

Middlebury College

American School of Classical Studies at Atheru
American Schools of Oriental Research

`Z;P:

Alexandria

Protestant Episcopal Seminary

American Schools of Orienud Research

Ashland

Randolph.Macon College

American School of Ciassiccd Studies at Athens

Blacksburg

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Amerkan School of Ciassked Studies at Athens

Charlottesville

University of Virginia

American Academy in Rome
Amencan familia< of Indian Studies
American Pakistan Research Organization
American Schoi+1 of aasskal Studies at Athens

Fairfax

George Mason Umversny

American School of aasskal Studies at Athens

Hampden-Sydney

Hampdcn.Sydney College

Amencan School of Classical Studies ai Athens

Hollins College

Hollins College

Amencan Academy m Rome
American School of Classical Stitches at Athens

Lynchburg

Randolph-Macon Woman's College

American School of Classical Suulies dr Athens

I
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American Institute of Yemeni Sniches

Richmond

University of Richmond

Richmond

Union Theological Seminary

Sweet Briar

Sweet Briar College

American Academy in Rome
Amenean School of Classical Studies al Athens

Witliamsburg

College of Wilham and Mary

American Acalkmy in Rome
American School of Classical Studies at Athens

American Schools of Onenral Research
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Seattle

University of Washington

American Academy in Rome

American Institute of Yemeni Studies
American InStilVil Of Indian Stadiat
AmeTkan ReseaTCh CanIer in

WI

American Research institute in Turkey
American School of Classical Studies as Athens

Takoma

Pacific Lutheran Theologkal Seminary

American Schools of Oriental Research

ANT6210:111e**.A
Madison

Universiry of Wisconsin

Appleton

Lawrence University

Milwaukee

Marquette University

American Academy in Rome
American lnstinae of Yemeni Studies
American Institute of Indian Studies
American Paldstan Research Organization
American School of Classkal Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research
American School of Classical Studies at Athens
American Schools of Oriental Research

A
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Members of the
Council of American Overseas Research Centers
American Academy in Rome

US. Educational Foundation in Pakistan
2-84th Street, Araturk Avenue, Ramna 414
P.O. Box 1128
Islamabad, Pakistan

41 East 65th Street
New York, NY 10021
Via Angele Masina 5
00153 Roma, Italia

American Pakistan Research Organization

American Institute for Maghrib Studies

e/o Middle East Center
University ofPennsylvr 'a

Gustave E. von Grunebaum Center for Mkidk East

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6305

Studies

Bunche Hall, Rom 10286
University oiCalifonria st LOS Angeles
Las Angeks, CA 90024

American Research Center in Egypt
Hagop Kevockian Center foe Near Eastern Studies
New Yotk University
50 Washington Square
New York, NY 10012

Centte &etudes maghrebines a Tunis
Impasse Menabrea
21 Isis

2 midan Qasr el-Doubara
Garden City
Cairo, Egypt

BP 404
049 Tunis Hached

Tunisia

American Research Institute in Turkey

American Institute of Yemeni Studies

The University Museum
33rd and Spruce Sneets
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6324

Political Science
University of Richmond
Richmond, VA 23173

Serencebey Yokusu 61-63
Daire 10-11
Besiktas, Istanbul, 80700

P.O. Box 2658
San's, Yemen Arab Republic

Turkey

American Institute of Indian Studies
Foster Hall
University of Chicago

!tar fltddesi 29/4
Gni Osman Pau
Ankara 06680 curkey

1130 East 59th Street
Chicago, IL 60637

Amedcan School of Classical Studies at Athens
d-176 Defence Colony, New Delhi
110 024 India

41 East 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021

American Institute of Iranian Studies

51 Souldias Street

Department of History
The Ohio Stare University
306 Dulles Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
(activities in Iran were suspended in 1979)

GR-106-76 Athens
Greece

American Center tor Oriental Research
The American Schools of Onental Research
711 W. 40th Sneer
Suite 354
Baltimore, MD 21211

American Institute of Pakistan Studies
Saudi Arabian Customs Project
Arkansas Stare University
P.O. Box 14

P.O. Box 2470
Amman, Jordan

State Universitv. AK 7246i

)
4fk
AK'
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Cyprus American Archaeological Research
Institute
The American Schocits of Oriental Research
711 W. 40th Street
Suite 354
Baltimore, MD 21211

41 King Paul Street
Nicosia, Cyprus

W.F. Albright Institute of Archaeological
Research
The American Schools of Oriental Research
711 W. 40th Street
Suite 354
Bakimore, MD 21211

P.O. Box 19096
91 1901erusalem, Israel

Universities Service Centre
c/o the American Council of Learned Societies
223 East 45th Street
New York, blY 10017
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shann,
Hong Kong

West African Research Association
P.O. Box 682
Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20059
Immeuble des Eaux
71 Blvd De la Republique
Dakar, Senegal
13.1'. 6412,

Dakar Erode,
Senegal

The Amencan Schools of Oriental Research include the
W. F. Albnght Insnrute of Archaeology, the American
Center for Oriental Reseatt h and the Cyprus American
Archaeological Research Institute
The Universities Service Cenne has been ttansferred to
the conrrol of rhe Chinese University of Hong Kong

rhe Wear Afncart Research Association is currently
adminisrered through the Council of American Overseas
Research Centers

;33
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AMERICAN OVERSEAS RESEARCH CENTERS

Institutional Memberships
American Academy in RomeV4.4,
Agnes Scott College
Amencan Numismatic Society
Amherst College
University of Arkansas
Barnard College
Boston Universie:
Brandeis University
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of Southern California
Carleton College
Case Western Reserve University
Catholic University of America
University of Chkago
University of Cincinnati
Colgate University
University of Colorado
Columbia University
Connecticut College
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
University of Delaware
Dickinson College
Duke University
Emory University
University of Florida
Florida State University
University of South Florida
Fordham University
Georgetown University
University of Georgia
Harvard University
Hollins College
College of rbe Holy Cross
Howard University
Hunter College
Uills'efSHIP of Illinois

Indiana Univemity
University of
a
Johns Hopkins University
University of Kansas
Kent State University

University of Kentucky
Herbert H. Lehman College
Loyola University
Loyola Marymount University
Macalester College
University of Maryland
University of Maryland/Baltimore County
University of Massachusetts
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri
Mount Holyoke College
New York University, Insfitute of Fine Arts
State University of New York/Buffalo
University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill
Northwestern University
Obedin College
Ohio Srate University
University of Oklahoma
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
University of Pittsburgh
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies
Princeton University
Rice University
Rutgers University
Smith College
Smithsonian Institution
Stanford University
Swarthmore College
Sweet Briar College
Temple University
University of Tennessee
University of Texas, Austin

University of Texas, Arlingtor
Trinity College
Tufts College
Tulane University
University of Utah
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College

University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington
Wellesley College

Weslevin University
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i.lidliams College
College of Wharf) and Mary
University of Wisconsin
'
Yak University

Atherioan'InstitutOforVaghrib;Studiesi
unweisity of A mom
University of Califomia at Berkeley
University of California at Los Angeles
The Johns Hopkins University/SIAS
Middle East Studies Association
New York University
Nine School of Advanced International Studies
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Smithsonian Institution
University of South Carolina
University of Southern California
University of Texas at Ausnn
University of Utah

mmatatate.e.mis AuL4*;rem..i.
American Foundation for the Study of Mankind
University of Arizona
Boston University
University of California. Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Chicago
Columbia University
Georgetown University
University of Michigan
New Mexico State University
New York Universiry
University of North Carolina
Northern Illinois University
Oregon State University
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Portland Sure University
University of Richmond
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
Semitic Museum, Harvard University'
Smithsonian Insniunon
University of Texas, Austin
University of Toronto
University of Utah
University of Washingron
Univetsity of Wisconsin. Milwaulee

American
institute of Indian Satdies
,
.

.

American University
Amherst College
University of Arizona
Boston University
Brandeis University
Brown University
University of California in Los Angeks
California State University, Hayward
Carleton College
Universiry of Chicago
Colby College
Colgate University
University of Colorado
Columbia University
University of Connecncut
Cornell University
Duke University
University of Florida
Harvard University
Universiry of Hawaii
Univelsity of Illinois
University of Iowa
Insticute of Fine Arts, NYU
Kansas State University
LoyolaNatymorn University
University of Maryland ar College Park
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Missoun
North Carolina State University
University of Northern Iowa
Oakland University
Oberlin College
Ohio State University
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
Universiry of Pittshurgh
Princeton University
University of Rochester
Rutgers University
Smithsonian Insutution
University of South Carolina at Spartanburg
Syracuse University
Temple University
University of Texas
University of Virginia
Universiry of Washington
Univetsity of Wisconsin

American Institute of Iranian Studies
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American Researpp.CfsAehf.n.(tggypbv,

University of Arizona
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at LOS Angeles
University of Chicago
Columbia University
University of Illinois 2t Urbana
Metropolitan Museum of Art
University of Michigan
New York University
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Royal Ontario Museum
Smithsonian Institution
University of Utah

hiirerieinilStitUfS78.1.;paklitan tus
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Arkansas State University
University of California, Los Angeles
College of Charleston
Columbia University
Duke University
Georgia Southern College
Hamilton College
Howard University
University of Illinois/Urbana
Juniata College
Massachusetts Insritute of Technology
Monmouth College
State University of New York, Brockport
Northeastern Illinois University
Ohio State University
PakZstan American Foundanon
Pennsylvania State University
Smithsonian Institution
University of South Carolina
Texas A&M University
Villanova University
Wake Forest University
Western Michigan University

ernxtrican

Pakistan *.Fies'earptt

Organization
University of California, Betkeley
University of Chicago
Univeisity of Pennsylvania
Sum hsonian Institution
University of Wisconsin

Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, Harvard
University/MIT
American University in Cairo
University of Arizona
Brigham Young University
The Brooklyn Museum
Brown University
University of California, Berkeley
University of Califomia, Los Angeles
University of Chicago, Oriental Institute
Claremount Graduate School
Cleveland Museum
Columbia University
University of Delaware
Duke University
East Tennessee Stare University

Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
University of Maryland
The Metropolitan Museum of Ars
Memphis State University
Middle East Studies Association
University of M ichigan
University of Minnesota
New York University
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
University of Pennsylvania, University Museum
Pnnceton University
Smithsonian Institution
Southern Methodrst University
Southwest Missouri State University
University of Texas, Austin
University of Toronto
University of Utah
University of Washington
Wayne Scare University
Yale University

Ameri6shAeleiratftililitirieratbee.i,
Aga Khan Program in Islamic Architecture, Harvard
University/MIT
Archaeological Institute of America
University of Arizona
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California, Krikeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Columbia University

-TPAtkilliti%2 -7
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Cornell University
Duke University
Dumbarton Oaks
Indiana University `.
University of Illinois
Loyola University. Chicago
Metropolitan Museum of Att (Near East and Islamic)
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
New York University
University of North Carolina
Ohio State University
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Smithsonian Institution
University of Texas

Texas A & M University
University of Toronto
University of Utah
University of Washington, Seattle
Washington University, Sr. Louts
Yale University

American Numismatic Society
Allegheny College
Amherst College
Ball State University
Bard College
Barnard College
Beaver College
Berea College
Boston College

Boston University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
University of British Columbia
Brock University
Brown University
Btyn Mawr College
Carleton College
Case Western Reserve University
Central Pennsylvania consortium
Dickinson College
Frank lin and Marshall College

Oeityshiirg Cortgr
Wilson Collge
University of Calgary
University of California ar Berkeley
University of California at Irvine
University of C2liforn13 at IDS Angelec

University of California at Santa Barbara
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
City University of New York
Clark University
Colgate University
College of the City of New York
College of the Holy Cross
College of William and Mary
College of Wooster
University of Colorado
Columbia University
Connecticut College
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Davidson College
Denison University
Duke University
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library
East Tennessee State University
Eckerd College
Emory University
Florida State University
Fordham University

University of Florida
University of Georgia
George Mason University
George Washington University
Georgetown University
Grinnell College
Gustavus Adolphus College
Hamilton College
Hampden.Sydney
Harvard University
Hollins College
Hope College
Hunter College
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
University of Illinois at Urbana.Champaign
Indiana University
Indiana UniversitrPurdue University at Indianapolis
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University
Institute of Fine Arm, New York University
University of Iowa
The Johns Hopkins University
Kent State University
University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
Lawrence University
Lehigh University
Louisiana State University
Loyola University of Chicago
MsCalttrer College
Univeisiry of Maryland
UniverIty of Maryland Baltimote (kwel, y

t
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University of Macsachusetts
Middlebury College
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
University of Minnesota
Un Nasky of Mississippi.
University of Mnsouri

Montana State Univetsity
Mount Holyoke College
New York.Unlversity
University ofNorsh Ca rohno/Chapel Hill
University of North Cerolinarrreensboro
Northwestern University

bedin College
Ohio State University
Ohio Wesleyan Umiversity
University of Oklahoma
University of Oregon
Pembroke College
University of Pennsyl* 4
University of Pennsylvania, University Museum
Pennsylvania State University
University of Pittsburgh
Pieter College
Pomona College
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton University
Radcliffe College
Randolph.Macon Women's College
Rhodes College
Rice University
Rutgers
San Jose State University
Scripps College
Smith College
Smithsonian Institution
University of South Florida
University of Southern California
Southwestern University
Stanford University
State University of New "fork at Buffalo
Swarthmore College
Sweet Briar College
Temple University
University of Tennessee
Texas A&M University
Texas Tech University
University of Texas at Austin
University of Toledo
University of Toronto
University of Tulsa
Trinity College
Tnnity University
Tufts University
Tulane University

Union College
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Wabash College
Washington Univers ty, St. Louis
Welksley College
Wesleyan Univetsity
Wilfrid Laurier University
Williams College
Wright State University
Yale University

University of Alabama at Birmingham
American Baptist Seminary of the West
American Foundation for the Study of Man
American Oriental Society
Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center for Preservation and
Research
Anderson College
Andover Newton Theological School
Andrews University
Archaeological Institute of America
Univetsity of Atisona
Asbury Theological Seminary
Associated Mennonite Seminary
Aurora College
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Australian Institute of Archaeology
Baltimore Hebrew College
Bangor Theological Seminary
Baptist Bible College of Pennsylvania
Bard College
Baylor University
3oston College
Boston University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
Brock University
Brooklyn Museum
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
Caesarea World Monument
Universiry of California at Berkeley
Univei.
,f California at Los Angeles
Universu l.
aliforma at Santa Barbara
's
Calitornia State UnivelSity at SaCraniento
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Calvin Theological Seminary
Catholic Universtry of America
Central Baptist Theological Seminary
Central Conference df American Rabbis
University of Chicago. The Oriental Institute
Christian Theological Seminary
University of Cincinnati
Claremont Graduate Schools

Cobb Instirute of Archaeology, Mississippi State
University
Colgate Rochester Divinity School
University of Colorado
College of Wooster
Columbia Theological Seminary
Columbia Universiry
Concordia College
Concordia College.Seward
Concordia Seminary
Concordia Theological Seminary
Cornell Universiry
Covenant Theological Seminary
Depaul University
Drew University
Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning
Duke University
Duquesne Univers'sy
Dumbarton Oaks
F,mmAnuel School of Religton

Emory University
Endowment for Biblical Research
Ganetavangelical Theological Seminary
General Theological Seminary
Gettysburg Lutheran Theological Seminary
Golden Gate Baptist Seminary
Grace Theological Seminary
Grace Theological Seminary
Harvard Diviniry School
Harvard Universiry, Fogg Art Museum
Harvard Universiry, Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology
Harvard University, Semitic Museum
Hebrew Union College.Jewtsh I nsritute of Religion

Hunter College
IliffSchool of Theology
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Institute of Advanced Study
International Instirute for Mesopotamian Area Studies
University of Judaism
Jesuit School of Theologi

Johannes Gutenberg Univerm act Seminar Fur Aires
Testament
Und Biblische Archaeologic
John Carroll University
johns llopkins Univeism
Iniveisity of Kansas

Universiry of Lethbridge
Loma Linda University
Universiry College London
Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Luther College
Luther Theological Seminary
Lutheran School of Theology
Lycoming College
Universiry of Maryland
McCormick Theological Seminary

McGill University
McMaster Diviniot College
Universiry of Melbourne
Methodist Theological School
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Miami Universiry
University of Michigan
Mid.American Baptist Theological§eminary
MidweStern Baptist Theological Seminary
Milwaukee Public MUSeum
Univetsiry of Minnesota
Universiry of Missoun at Columbia
University of Montana
Mount Holyoke College
New York Universay
North Carolina State University
Northem Baptist Theological Seminary
University of Notre Dame
Oberlin College
Oklahoma State University
Pacific School of Religion, Bade Institute of
Biblical Archaeology
University of Pennsylvania, University Museum
Phillips University
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton Universiry
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary
Rice University
Rochester Institute of Technology
St. Francis Xavier University
St. John Fisher College
St. John's Seminary
St. John's Universiry
St. Lawrence University
Sr. Mary's Seminary
St. Maly's University of San Antonio
Sr. Paul School of Theology
Saniford University
Scion Hall University
Simth College
Society of Biblical LIteLlttite
University of South Florida
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Southein Baptei Theologu al Seminary

;
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Southern California College
Southern Methodist University
Southwest Missouri State University
Southwairem Baptist Theological Seminary
Southwestern at Merniihis
State University of New Yozk, Stony Brook
Temple University
University of Texas
Texas A&M University
Texas Christian University
University of Toronto
Tnnity Lutheran Seminary
Union Theological Seminary, New York
Union Theological Seminary ,Richmond
United Theological Seminary
Unity School of Christianity
University of Vienna, Institut Fur Altes Testament Und
Biblische Atchaeologie
Upsala College
Valparaiso University

Wake Forest University
Wartburg Theological Seminary
Wellsley College
Wesley Theological Seminary
Western Theological Seminary
WeSt011 School of Theology

Wheaton College
University of WiSC011sin at Mackson

Wilfrid Launer University
Yale University

Columbia University
University of California, Berkeky
University of Califomia, San Diego
Harvard University
University of Hawaii at Manoa
University of Michigan
University of Pittsburgh
Pnnceton University
Smithsonian Institution
Universay of Toronto-York University
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Yak Univetsity
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Senator PELL. Dr. Mobley, you mentioned that international education should not be limited to specific programs. Are there any
changes in statutes you feel are necessary to enhance the Center
for International Business Education's ability to achieve its objectives? What would you like to see done?
Mr. MOBLEY. I think the statute provides the flexibility. I think
the incentive is there for linking language and area study expertise
with the professional schools, engineering and business in particular, where there are large numbers of graduates who will be engaged in international commerce and need that breadth.
So I think the mechanisms are in place if we can strengthen the
support, increase the awareness, and increase study abroad. I
would agree with Dr. Lane totally. In the United States, only some
5 percent of our college internationals have a meaningful study
abroad experience. In some States like Texas, that percentage is
only one percent. A number of the institution groupsand I am
sure you have heard some of this testimonyare saying at a minimum we should have 10 percent.
So the legislative flexibility and clarification of international fi-

nancial aid which would allow study abroad to be explicitly accessible through financial aid for increasingly diverse portions of our
international bodies, both by major and by need and by minority
groups, I think will help us significantly to carry the international
message.
Senator PELL. In other words, what is needed is the will. The text
of the language is all right the way it is.
Mr. MOBLEY, With respect to title VI-B, I'd say yes, but I think

the provisions that are in the omnibus bill with respect to clarifying and providing flexibility for financial aid to support study
abroad would be extremely helpful for our financial aid officers.
Senator PELL. Dr. Lane, you mentioned in your testimony the
proneed for greater coordination of the international educationelaboDepartment
of
Education.
Could
you
grams by USIA and the
rate on how that interrelationship could be improved, and are
there any other government departments that should be cranked
into this operation?
Ms. LANE. Yes. As I mentioned in my written testimony, we are
in a rather schizophrenic situation in that USIA supports international exchanges from over there, and the Department of Education does it from over here, and both USIA and the Center for
International Education and the Department of Education here do
an excellent job. But there is no bridge between them. We consider
that if overseas research centers were allowed to have their own
competition similar to the one that national resource centers have,
we could serve as the bridge between those two purposes.

Certainly, the changing world of the last year and a half shows
that domestic and foreign policy are very interrelated, and we
think that international education should 'be interrelated as well.
Senator PELL. Would you describe to us the relationship you
have with the Smithsonian?
Ms. LANE. Yes. The Smithsonian used to fund several of our research centers, as you know, Senator, particularly the one in India,
through P.L. 480 money. As these moneys in different countries
began to dry up, first Secretary Ripley and now Secretary Adams

;:*
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realized that overseas research centers could be left high and dry.
And essentially, we are the small, private, humanities and social
science counterpart of the very large Smithsonian natural science
network.
So Alice Ilchman was commissioned some years ago to do a study
on overseas research centers for Secretary Ripley, and she recommended that a council be created so that centers for the first time
could speak with a unified voice and that this council be located at
the Smithsonian. So we were first set up in 1985, and our offices
are there.
The council itself, not the centers, has $125,000 a year that was
put by the Congress into the Smithsonian budget for our support.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
I thank you both very much indeed. I would add that the record
will be kept open for at least a week so that any of my colleagues
who are committed elsewhere and cannot be here will have an opportunity to ask you questions in writing.
Thank you, Dr. Mobley, thank you, Dr. Lane.
Senator PELL. The next panel is the one on institutional aid, and
it includes Dr. Oswald Bronson, president of Beth une-Cookman College, Daytona Beach, FL, on behaif of United Negro College Fund;
Dr. Paul Gianini, Jr., president of Valencia Community College,
Orlando, FL; and Ms. Toni Weight, dean of student development,
Weber State University, Ogden, UT.
We'll start out with Dr. Bronson, please.
STATEMENTS OF OSWALD P. BRONSON, SR., PRESIDENT, BE-

THUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE, DAYTONA BEACH, FL, ON BEHALF

OF UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND; PAUL C. GIANINI, JR.,

PRESIDENT, VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ORLANDO, FL,
AND TONI WEIGHT, DEAN OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, WEBER
STATE UNIVERSITY, OGDEN, UT
Mr. BRONSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Oswald P. Bronson, Sr., president of Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona, Beach, FL.
Bethune-Cookman is one of the 41 member institutions of the
United Negro College Fund, and I appear today on behalf of our
member presidents and almost 50,000 students, 90 percent of whom

rece've and desperately need some form of financial aid as compared with 65 percent of schools nationally.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak to you about the
need to revise and extend title III of the Higher Education Act and
to talk specifically about part B, the Black College and University
Act.
I am happy to report that 31 of our 41 member institutions have
experienced enrollment gains of 16 percent over the past 4 years.
Our enrollment is both interracial and international. UNCF presidents note, however, with alarm the fact that the number of student borrowers in GSL Stafford loans has almost doubled, from
11,000 in 1982-83 to almost 22,000 in 1988-89.
Increasingly, UNCF students are becoming indentured servants.
We hope, therefore, that you will keep that in mind as yo-. debate
0 A' )
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whether or not to make the Pell Grant a real entitlement. We hope
that you will.
Since the rewrite of title III, part B in 1986, UNCF member institutions have benefited immensely from the much more carefully
to
targeted, formula-driven program which provides $38 million
million
and
universities
and
$89
private, historically-black colleges
to the entire universe of undergraduate HFICU's.
We have been working, Mr. Chairman, with representatives of
the public black colleges as well as black professional and graduate
schools to develop the following legislative recommendations affecting part B.
One, increase part B floor on minimum grant from $350,000 to
$500,000 in order to provide a minimum level of funding for the
smallest HBCU's.
Second, enactment of the Bush Administration proposal to establish a set-aside of $20 million for HBCU's in part C, challenge/endowment grant program, with a part C authorization of $175 million for 1993.
Third, add five new graduate/professional schools to section 326
of part B, including Xavier University School of Pharmacy, the
Southern University School of Law, the Texas Southern University
Thurgood Marshall School of Law or the School of Pharmacy, the
Florida A&M University School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, and
the North Carolina Central University School of Law.

Fourth, establish a statutory mechanism for bringing the five
withoutwithoutrenew graduate institutions into section 326
ducing funding to any of the current participants. We therefore
oppose the introduction of a generic graduate authorization.
Fifth, we strongly support a part B authorization of $150 million

rising to $250 million during the 5-year life of the authorization.
UNCF is pleased with the progress made thus far with the Revised Black College and University Act program established in
1986. We encourage Congress to follow the age-old principle, "If it
ain't broke, don't fix it"just improve it, during the current reau-

thorization process.
I will be pleased to answer any questions that you may have.
Thank you so much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Bronson, for being with
us.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bronson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BRONSON

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Oswald S. Bronson, Sr. PresiBeach, FL. Bethune-Cookman is one
dent of Bethune-aiokman College in Daytona
and I
of the 41 member institutions of the United Negro College Fund (UNCF)
students
from
member
presidents
and
almost
50,000
appear today on behalf of our
48 of the 56 states and 1,504 international students from 30 foreign countries and
339 students from our U.S. possessions.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to speak to you about the need to revise and
extend title III of the higher education act and to talk specifically about part B, the
black college and university act.
In order to set UNCF's recommendations for reauthorization of title III in context
for the subcommittee, I believe it is appropriate to give you a "snapshot" of UNCF's
students and the institutions as a group.
During the past few years, 31 or our 41 member institutions have experienced enrollment gains of two percent over the fall of 1989 and increases of 16 percent over
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the past four years. We now enroll 49,397 students as of September 1990. Sixty-one
percent of all UNCF students receive Pell grants; 33 percent receive SEOGs; 37 percent receive college work study; and 51 percent receive Stafford loans; and most receive multiple forms of this assistance. LibiCF presidents notewith alarmthe fact
that the number of student borrowers in the GSL (Stafford loans) has almost doubled from 11,000 in 1982-83 to almost 22,000 in 1988-89. Increasingly, UNCF students are becoming indentured servantsin 1979-80, eight percent of all UNCF
dents received guaranteed student loans, while in 1987-88, mere that one-half ofstuall
UNCF students receive Stafford loans. I mention this to you today to make two
points really: (1) institutions like Bethune Cookman are helping the federal
government fulfill its "access" mission by enrolling low-income and minority students
who
get baccalaureate degrees and become tax-paying citizens; and (2) in addition to all
you do for black colleges, which we very much appreciate, through title IIIthe
title V aid you provide to our students is our lifeline and their passport escape the
second-generation burdens of slavery in America. We hope you will keep that in
mind as you debate whether or not to make the Pell grant a real entitlementwe
hope that you will!
Since the rewrite of title III part B in 1986, UNCF member institutions have benefited immensely from the much more carefully targeted, formula-driven program
which provides almost $38 million to private historically black colleges and university, and $89 million to the entire universe of undergraduate HBCLI's. Additionally,
another $11.3 million is provided to five historically black professional and graduate
schoolsClark Atlanta University (graduate school), the Tuskegee University
School of Veterinary Medicine, the Morehouse School of Medicine, the Meharry
Medical College, and The Charles R. Drew School of Postgraduate Medicine.
Title 111 was completely re-written during the 1980 reauthorization and again in
the Higher Education Act Amendments of 1986 (P.L. 99-498). It is the single largest

institutional aid program funded by the
government under the Higher Education Act or any other federal statute, federal
including the Morrill Act. ride III authorizes three separate programs of funding for eligible institutions and provides ditect
institutional assistance to a variety of institutions of higher education, especially
those serving large numbers of low income students. The three programs include: a)
the strengthening institutions progra.m; (2) the strengthening historically black colleges and universities program (including section 326 for graduate and professional
schools); and (3) the endowment challenge grant program.
The title III, institutional aid portion of the act was revised to reflect the outline
described above in the 1986 amendments. UNCF, among others, played a significant
role in working with Senator Paul Simon and Chairman Augustus F. Hawkins in
rewriting this law which constitutes the only real form of institutional assistance
most HBCU's receive from the federal government. Senators Strom Thurmond and
Thad Cochran also played key roles in assuring that this important new law was
placed on the federal statute books. In our view, the part B, black college and university act requires only minor tinkering in order to fulfill its stated goal of enhancing America's historically b!,ick institutions of higher education. We have been
working with representatives of the public black colleges as well as the black professional and graduate schools to develop a series of legislative recommendations affecting part B. UNCF supports four important changes in title III:
increase the part B floor or minimum grant from $350,000 to $500,000 in order
to provide a minimum level of funding for the smallest HBCU's which are eligible to participate. This change affects only fifteen part B institutions;
enactment of the Bush Administration proposal to establish a "set-a-side" of $20
million for HBCU's in the part C, challenge (endowment) grant program, with a
part C authorization of $175 million for FY 1993; and

add five new graduate/professional schools to section 326 of part B, including
the Xavier University School of Pharmacy, the Southern University School of

Law, the Texas Southern University (Thurgood Marshall) School of Law (or The
School of Pharmacy), the Florida A&M University School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, and the North Carolina Central University School of Law, with provisions protecting the existing grants already made to the original five schools
through fiscal year 1993 or the life of the current grants.
Establishing a statutory mechanism for bringing the five new graduate institutions into section 326 without reducing funding to any of the current participants. We oppose the introduction of a "generic" graduate authorization because this will create a substantial drain on limited title III funds to graduate
programs where African Americans, although underrepresented, do not require
as much attention as in the health professions, medicine and law.
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UNCF also supports inclusion of a uniform methodology for calculating the
number of graduates who complete their studies in four or five years, and who enter
graduate or professional school within a five year "look-back" period. Additionally,
UNCF recommends inclusion of a general authority in section 323 which would

permit institutions to implement activities, approved by the secretary as part of
their section 323 application, that contribute to carrying out the overall purposes of
part B, but are not specifically spelled-out in the authorized activities.
In part C, UNCF believes that a "cap" on the amount of a part C grant, relative
to the size of the overall part C appropriation is needed. This is intended to prevent
a few small grants from absorbing the entire part C appropriation. We would sug-

gest a $590 thousand cap when the appropriation is $11 million or less; a $1 million
cap when funding is above $11 million but below $21 million; and no limit when the
appropriation is $21 million or greater. Finally, we think reducing tits "sit-out"
period for those institutions which successfully pursued a large matching grant ($2
federal for each $1 privately-raised) from ten years to five years is warranted.
We strongly support a part B authorization of $150 million risuag to $250 million
during the five year life of the authorization.
UNCF is pleased with the progress made thus far with the revised black college
and university act program established in 1986. We encourage congress to follow the
age-old principleif it ain't broke, don't fix itduring the current reauthorization
process!

I would pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Senator PELL. Dr. Gianini is here representing the community
colleges, and I know that my old friend Frank Mansel has often
been in your spot in the past.
Welcome.
Mr. GIANDTL Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

I am Paul Gianini, president of Valencia Community College, a
public institution serving over 55,000 students in central Florida.
Let me first thank you for all that you have already done to
serve students in this country.
If Valencia's name sounds familiar, it may be because Alan
Norton, president of the Martin Marietta Electronics, Information
and Missiles Group spoke about his company's unique partnership
with Valencia at this subcommittee's opening hearing on February
21.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak about title III,
part A of the Higher Education Act, and to support the continued
use of these funds to strengthen the success of students in the Nation's community colleges via a set-aside of at least $51.4 million,
preferably higher.
Mr. Chairman, a good case can be made for the continuation of
the community college set-aside simply as an issue of fairness to
students. Historically, community college participation in this important program has been severely restricted. For 20 years prior to
1986, community colleges experienced a ceiling of 25 percent funding in title III, part A, despite the fact that community colleges enrolled 27 percent of all college students in 1970 and 37 percent in
1985.

Also, the eligibility criteria for part A grants have worked to
limit the numbers of community college students that are allowed
to benefit, since community colleges are only compared to other
community colleges on the two eligibility criteria. This has meant
that the 4-year colleges are eligible even though they have twice
the average expenditures of the more cost-effective but ineligible 2year institutions.
However, while the history is important, I am not asking you to
continue the set-aside because of past problems. Rather, the setL.f
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aside is merited based on the current and future performance of

the Nation's community college students.
Community c:.leges are the critical main valve in the educational pipeline about which the Congress is justifiably concerned. It
will be in community college classrooms that America will win the
battle to produce the college-educated minds Aleeded by our Nation
to address our domestic challenges and to prosper in the international arena.
You may be interested to know, Mr. Chairman, that in the central Florida area alone, 15 percent of all the new jobs coming on
line are tied to international business and trade.
Community colleges serve over 6 million credit students, and in

1988 provided opportunity to 46 percent of all minority students
enrolled in postsecondary education. Over half of all the first-time
freshmen are enrolled in community college.
The inherent flexibility of community college means we can correct students' skills deficiencies and prepare them to earn associate
degrees and transfer for bachelor's clegrees, reach out to improve
the K-12 system via teacher training and dropout prevention, provide training programs that enable employees to transcend ane
change and remain competitive in the, workplace. Mr. Norton from
Martin Marietta noted to you how his institution and ours worked
together in producing such items as the Patriot missile used in Operation Desert Storm, and I am very proud of the fact that Valencia students were involved in the production of the Patriot.
Title HI is the only source of funding available to develop the capacity to carry out such work. At my own institution, Mr. Chairman, we have used title III funds to improve the retendon of atrisk students and in three short years I am pleased to tell you that
we have achieved a retention rate for at-risk students where over 8
out of 10 are currently in college, and we have found that by work-

ing with faculty who are excellent teachers, we try to build a

bridge to the students so that they can learn more about the complexity and the factors that impact the decisions than an individual
student makes to continue from semester to semester to obtain a
degree.

Title III programs have improved our faculty and provided them
with new information about individual students so that education
can be more tailored to ensure the individual studant's success.
Them are many successful title III programs liroughout the
country, including Ma*?land, Illinois, South Carolina ar d Kansas.
In order to share models of success developd with title III funds
and to maximize the Federal investment in the programs, I urge
you to consider adding to the title III, part A grants a category of
dissemination grants that will enable college that have successful
identified and solved problems that impede students' success to
refine and share those solutions with others.
On a related issue, colleges that have successfully completed past
title III-funded projects and that are now proposing to address new
and emerging_problemp should not be barred from future title III
competitions. Recently, the Secretary of Education stated that colleges should be (Allowed to compete for only one 5-year part A
grant. While I share his motivation to make title III funds widely
available, title Ill programs should remain a national competition
A.
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with an emphasis on measurable, student-based results rather than
a grant to which every institution is eventually entitled.
1Vlay I cite as an example, Mr. Chairman, we as in your own
State will be having perhaps a Navy base closing. There is no such

thing as a static community or a static institution. We must all
change, and we must all face new problems continually and look
for solutions to them. The Congress should consider finding re-

sources to increase the moneys available in a very highly effective
program.
America's choice is high skills or low wages. Because of the strategic role that student-centered, results-oriented community col.
leges play for our Nation, I urge you to continue the community
college set-aside in at least t' le amount of $54.1 million and to compare all colleges for the purpose of applying the eligibility criteria.
Also, the current wait-out period for recipients of 4- and 5-year
grants should be eliminated. In so doing, you will place an emphasis on title III funding on those institutions that are best positioned

to deliver on the key issues facing our Nation and that have already demonstrated a record of performance in improving student
success.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. Gianini.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gianini followsq
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. GIANINI

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Paul Gianini, president of
Valencia Community College, a public, comprehensive, associate degree-granting institution established in 1967, and serving two counties in Central Florida with an
enrollment of over 55,000.
If Valencia's name sounds familiar, it may be because Alan Norton, president of
the Martin Marietta Electronics, Information and Missiles Group, spoke about his
company's unique partnership with Valencia at this subcommittee's opening hearing held here in Washington on February 21, 1991.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak to you today about title III, part A,

of the Higher Education Act, and particularly to support the use of these funds to
continue to strengthen the nation s community colleges via a set-aside of at least
$51.4 million, preferably higher.

Community colleges are the critical "main valve" in the educational pipeline

about which the Congress is justifiably concerned. It will be in comn unity college
clessrooms that America will win the battle to produce the college-educated minds
neoded by our nation to address our domestic challenges and to prosper in the international arena.
Economists tell us that as many as 50 million working Americans must upgrade
their job skills within this decade, to keep our country competitive. The lion's share
of this training will take place in postsecondary education programs below the baccalaureate level.
It would be impossible, Mr. Chairman, to exaggerate the importance of the $51.4
million title III, part A set-aside in helping community colleges to meet such a challenge. Title III does far more than any othee title of the Act to help the colleges at
the front lines to deal rIffectively with both demographic change and workforce development. To support both access and program quality is a pressing concern in
many such colleges. In fact, the very purposes of the Act will be thwarted over time
if, on the one hand, title IV programs should continue to expand access, while on
the other hand, progra_n development and improvement should fail to keep pace in
colleges that are on the frontlines, improving access. The community colleges with
burgeoning Hispanic enrollments are but one example of this troublesome resource
gap. Thus, a substantial increase in the total authorization is our first priority for
title HI.
As Chairman-designate of the Joint Commission on Federal Relations of the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and the American Associa-
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tion of Community College Trustees, I want to emphasize our four strong recommendations for the title III reauthorization, and to address the last in greater detail,
These four are: eliminating the "waitfout" period for successfUl title III grantees;
treating all institutions alike in determining eligibility with no distinctions drawn
among 2- and 4-year colleges; enabling all title In eligible schools to apply for Challenge grants; and maintaining the part A floor, or set-aside, for community colleges,
which continue to be the growth industry of higher education.
Regarding the last recommendation, Mr. Chairman, a good case could be made for
the continuation of the community college set-aside simply as an issue of fairness.
Historically, community college participation in this important program has been
severely restricted. For twenty years prior to 1986 community colleges experienced
a "set-aside" of 24 percent funding in title III, part A. During that time period, the
number of accredited community colleges grew from 719 to 1224, a 70 percent increase. In 1970, communly college students enrolled 27 percent of all postsecondary
students, and that perce.itage grew to 37 percent in 1985. Clearly, community colleges were the developing institutions of that period, and enrolled more than 24 percent of all iDosfsecondary students.
The 1986 reauthorization began to address long years of neglect, and as a result of

the set-aside enacted in 1986, community college grants increased from about $27
million each year in 1982-84 to exceed the $51.4 million set-aside in 1990.
Also, the eligibility criteria for part A grants have worked to limit the number of
community colleges that are allowed to compete, since community colleges are only
compared to other community colleges on the two eligibility criteria, those being the
number of Pell grant recipients enrolled and the average costa per full-time enrolled
student (FTE). joking at 1986-87 data for example, 4-year public colleges with average costs of $8,376 per FTE met the eligibility criterion when 2-year public colleges
with average costs of $4,444 per FTE did not. Clearly, the criteria for establishing
eligibility have worked against 2-year institutions.
However, while it is important to be aware of the history of title III funding, I am
not asking you to continue the set-aside provision because of past problems. Rather,
the set-aside is merited based on the current and future performance of the nation's
community colleges.

Community colleges serve over six million students nationally, and in 1988, provided opportunity to 46 percent of the minority students enrolled in postsecondary
education. Over half of all first-time freshmen are enrolled in community, junior
and technical colleges, and our average student is 28 years old. Sixtyseven percent
attend college on a part-time basis. Community colleges form the nation's largest
system of higher education and formal workforce training.
The inherent flexibility of community colleges means that we can correct student
skill deficiencies, prepare 18-year olds to continue on to pursue a bachelor's degree,
help 40-year olds to change careers, reach out to improve the K-12 system via teacher training and drop-out prevention, and provide training programs that enable employees to transcend changes in the workplace and remain competitive, producing
the quality of customized, high-tech worker training and retraining that Mr. Norton
from Martin Marietta described to you on February 21, and that enabled his company to produce the Patriot Missiles needed in Operation Desert Storm. Indeed, Valencia stwients were involved in the production of the Patriot missile.
Community colleges will also play a central role in achieving the "America 2000"
goals for education recently announced by President Bush. We can directly contribute to meeting the goals of increasing the high school graduation rate to 90 percent,
improving student competencies in challenging subjects, enabling U. S. students to
be first in the world in science and mathematics achievement, enabling adults to be
literate and to possess the knowledge and skills needed to compete in a global economy, and to achieve a drug-free environment in our schools. The America 2000 plan
proposes that we become a "nation of students," and community colleges provide
the outreach that can make that vision a reality.
Today, title III is the only source of funding available to community colleges to
develop the capacity to carry out this work. Valencia has received two title III
grants which are examples of the type of comprehensive change and development
that title III funds support.
In 1987, Valencia C.ommunity College received a 5-year title III Strengthening Institutions grant that enabled the college to launch a comprehensive retention program that has resulted in a significant improvement in the retention rates of students.

In fact, the at-risk student retention rate (80-85 percent) has been increased in
three short years to exceed the rate of the total student population, which is 65 percent.
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This significant achievement has been made possible as a result of title III *rant
assistance in developing a comprehensive student services plan that is unique in its
conceptual design and that departs from a more traditional and narrow view of student services. The plan has as its central focus the use of technol)gies to integrate a
broad spectrum of academic, administrative, financial, and student support services
that impact students. Thus, college services are linked in a holistic system that increases retention and ensures student success.
using computers to improve
In 1987, Valencia faculty and staff were successfully
instructional
capacity, and to manage
instruction and counseling services, increase
the college more efficiently. The 1987-92 title HI grant has enabled the colle_ge to
link technologies and systems, and thereby to link the services that impact students.
These technological enhancements allow Valencia professors, counselors and administrators to function as a team in service to students, while increasing access to
education in a service district experiencing rapid growth. The Central Florida regional populaaon has increased by 53 percent during the last decade. Also, Valenbeen growing at an average rate
cia's FTE (full time equivalent enrollments) haveand
are expected to double in the

of 10 percent annually for the past five years,
next decade.
The title HI grant provided the structure that is enabling the college to absorb
growth and provide individualized services essential to student success, solving the

two major problems confronting the college that were identified in the 1987-92 comprehensive development plan, which were to absorb growth, especially of minority
students, and to address the need to increase student exit test scores.
The following goals are being addressed by the title III project:
and accessibility of instruction by ensur1. Improve the quality, cost-effectiveness possible,
tailored to the needs of the indiing that courses are, to the greatest extent
vidual student.
2. Strengthen the delivery of' student services and improve cost-effectiveness by
redefining and integi ating the efforts of professional teams that serve each student
and by implementing advanced technologies.
and technologies that enable student
3. Train faculty it instructional methods
effective,
individualized instructional servsuccess, providing gut lity, accessible, cost
ices.

The results have been dramatic. While each of the many project objectives can be
is best expressed in term, of the
measured and reported individually, the impact
retention. Initial analysis of the
project's bottom line measure of success, student
retention rates of the at-risk students who were provided mentoring and the student
success course reveal that 84 percent of these students were retained.achieve a retenretention project has enabled the college to
The title III
of
tion rate for at-risk s;tider,Ls that is twenty percentage points better than that
the general population in just three short years. It is important to note that the at16
risk student group includes 29 percent minorities (19 percent African American,
of
the-Asian).
These
groups
comprise
23
percent
percent Hispanic and 4 percent
is making a special contribution to
total student population. Therefore, the project
the success of minority students who are at risk. (At Valencia, students are considered to be at risk if they fail to pass one or more of the components of the college
entry assessment test.)
The return of these students cor subsequent terms and their successful completion
of courses demonstrates that they have been sufficiently integrated into the college
goals possible.
to make the next step in meeting the student's educational
Recognizing the critical need to support successful student transition from the
community college associate-degree program to the pursuit of the baccalaureate
degree at the university, Valencia Community College and the University of Central
cooperative arrangement
Florida, both located in Orlando, entered into a 5-yearp-Ngram
for the 1988-1993
funded by the title III Strengthening Institutions grant
period.
The grant-funded activities have already demonstrated success in smoothing the
path from the community college to the university and plugging one of the major
In
holes in the "pipeline" of students as they move through the educational system.
fact, while Valencia is the fifth largest Florida community college, we rank second
in terms of the number of students who have transferred and are successfully enrolled in the State University System.
the
This cooperative arrangement is unusual and has achieved success because
rather than competitors. The institutwo institutions view each other as partners
planning. Serving one of the most
tions have a proven track record of cooperative
rapidly growing regions of the nation, both institutions experience problems related
to rapid growth that is not expected to abate until well into the next century. Be-
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cause competition is minimal, the institutions can seek optimum solutions to serve a
common group of students, opening the door for this unprecedented cooperative
effort.
Given that Valencia transfer students comprise nearly 40 percent of the graduates of the University, any successful attempt to strengthen
the Valencia programs
could be expected to impact the upper division at the University.
In 1986-88, the institutions conducted a joint planning process, identifying several
common problems that could be addressed with title III funding. They included:
the raising of the required passing rates for students taking the Florida College
Level Academic Level Skills Test (CLAST) required for entry into the junior
year of college.

retention rates at both institution that were lower than desirable

the need for improved academic planning processes that incorporate information about the common group of students being served
the need to strengthen library collections and services
reliance on a common pool of adjunct instructors needed to offer class sections
in time of rapid growth.
In order to address these problems in an efficient and effective manner, title III
funds are being used to support:
a faculty development program tied directly to assisting faculty in providing appropriate assistance to students experiencing academic problems, and to ensuring that academic standards are coordinated at both institutions
a linkage between the two institutions' student advisement and orientation systems that supports the smooth transfer of and joint enrollment of students from
the community college to the university, enabling students to plan a 4-year program upon entry into the community college

development of an instructional feedback capability that enables the institutions to capture the data needed about students to measure student outcomes
developing methods of sharing facilities, including library resources.
The two specific project goals are:

1. To improve the quality of instruction by ensuring that students are skilled in
three areas that cross discipline lines and that are critical to academic success: written communication, mathematics, and research abilities, and by providing strengthened academic planning.
2. To improve student retention through achievement of the bachelor's degree by
providing integrated academic advisement and orientation systems between Valencia Community Coll"ge and the University of Central Florida,
providing for
electronic transfer of and access to transfer and dually-enrolledand
student data between the two institutions.
While the project directly addresses local needs of the two institutions involved, it
also provides an example of the mutual benefits that can be achieved through cooperative effort. In 1988, a panel at the annual meeting of the American Council on
Education addressed transfer issues. Alison Bernstein of the Ford Foundation identified two transfer problems yet to be addressed, inadequate faculty involvement and
insufficient data collection on transfer students. The Valencia Community College/
University of Central Florida title III project is solving those problems while keeping the central focus on the student.
Many community colleges and 4-year institutions exist virtually side-by-side
across the nation, sharing common problems that invite cooperative solution. Valencia Community College and the University of Central Florida are demonstrating the
synergism that can be created among institutions resulting in short- and long-term
savings to the institutions and to society.
Valencia is joined by many other community colleges in effectively using title HI
funds. Other examples include:
Catonsville Community College in MarylandTitle HI funds are being used to develop a plan for institutional effectiveness; develop new
academic programs in computer integrated manufacturing, telecommunications and physics; and to improve
services to disabled students.
Waubonsee Community College in IllinoisThe development of effective services
to improve the success rate of Hispanic students and to reach rural residents more
efficiently is being supported by a title III grant. The project has resulted in a 70
percent retention rate for Hispanic students in several key academic programs.
York Technical College in South CarolinaThis college has effectively used title
III funds to develop academic programs in response to
technological changes in local
business and industry, and to develop the faculty's capacity to assist academically
disadvantaged students, directly supporting student retention and success.
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Allen County Community College in KansasTitle III funds are enabling the college to develop new academic programs in electronics and manufacturing technology in response to local business and industry needs; to convert the previous manual
student records system to an electronic system that produces the kinds of information needed to manage the college effectively; and to assess students upon entry, improve student retention, and provide career advisement and job placement services.
In order to share models of success developed with title III funds and to maximize
the benefit of the federal investment in these colleges, I urge you to consider adding
to the title III, part A grants a category of dissemination grants that will enable
colleges that have successfully solved institutional problems to refine and share
those solutions with others.
On a related issue, colleges that have successfully completed past title III projects
should not he barred from future title III competitions if they are proposing to address new problems and find new student-centered, results-oriented solutions. Recently the Secretary of Education announced his position that colleges should only
be allowed to compete for a one-year planning grant and one, 5-year part A grant.
While I share in his motivation to make title III funds widely available, I believe
that the best interests of the nation are served when the funds are awarded competitively to those colleges that are of strategic importance to the nation and that
have done the best job of assessing their problems, selecting appropriate solutions,
identifying performance indicators, measuring results and using those evaluations
to improve student performance.
The title III program should remain, as it has been from the start, a national competition, rather than a grant to which every institution is eventually entitled. Congress should consider finding resources to increase the monies available in this
highly effective program.
Currently, [see 34 CFR b07.9(bX3) and (4)] the law provides that an institution that
receives a title III, part A development grant of four or five years must "wait out"
of the competition for these funds for a like period of time (four or five years). No
similar eligibility requirement is placed upon institutions receiving three-year
grants under title III part A, or for recipients of endowment grants or grants for
historically black colleges and universities under parts B and C.
The legislation should be changed to eliminate the "wait out" period, thereby allowing all colleges with these grants to apply for eligibility to compete for new
grants of up to $2.5 million when their current grants expire. This amendment
would be in the best interests of the Nation's students, and it would not limit unreasonably the application of new resources to solve emerging problems.
Further, the legislation should be changed because:
1. The length of a previous grant is not an appropriate basis on which to decide
which, if any, of the grantees with expiring grants should be allowed to compete for
new funding. The basis for funding decisions should be on the merit of proposals
based on the crkeria for the competition.
2. Given that tio. Nation is being challenged in an unprecedented manner by foreign competition, it is not in the national interest to bar our higher education institutions from competing for title III funds simply because these institutions have
been addressing problems for a given pericel of time in the immediate past.
3. Conditions faced by institutions can be expected to change rapidly in the 1990s.
Events could threaten an institution that could not have been anticipated when an
earlier 4- or 5-year grant was written. It would be unfair to prevent these institutions from competing for new grants.
4. The prohibition to reapply for funding is especially harmful to community college efforts to serve minority and at-risk populations. Community colleges are working on solutions to the retention of minorities and at-risk students , and play a special role in enabling these students to succeed in pursuing higher education. The
development of solutions to these pressing problems can require long-term effort. Institutions working to develop these solutions should not be barred from competing
for new title III grants.
5. It is not equitable to require recipients for 4- and 5-year grants to refrain from
competing, when recipients of three-year grants may re-compete.
The current "wait out" period for recipients of 4- and 5-year grants should be
eliminated. While colleges should not be allowed to apply a second time for the
respond to new,
same projects, it is in the nation's interest to allow colleges toDepartment
of Deemerging problems. For example, in my own community, the
fense proposes to close a major local employer, the Orlando Naval Training Center,
which will place unprecedented demands on our college to provide training and retraining services that could not have been anticipated. We should not be prevented
from applying for federal resources to address a major educational training oroblem
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that will confront our community due to decisions made at the federal level over

which we have no control.
Because of the strategic role that community colleges play for our nation and our
record of performance, I urge you to continue the community college set-aside at
least at the $51.4 million level and to compare all colleges for the purposes of apply-

ing the eligibility criteria. Title III funds should be directed to those institutions
that are best positioned to deliver on the key issues facing our nation and that have
already demonstrated a record of performance. Congress must be able to direct resources to address the problems that are important to students, families, workers
and employers in your communities.
Thank you.

Senator PELL. Ms. Weight, who is dean of student development at
Weber State University in Ogden, UT.

Senator Hatch regrets that he could not be here, but we will
insert his written statement in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

I am especially pleased this morning to have Toni Weight of
Weber State University with us. She serves as the Dean of Student
Development and will outline for us how Weber State is using
furris from title HI to help students who need extra encouragement
from the institution to help them obtain an education.
As we move to reauthorize the Higher Education Act, we need to
review current programs as well as new proposals to ensure that,
within available funds, we develop legislation that will provide opportunities for a quality education to all eligible students.
Educational opportunity needs to be available in a variety of
forms. Our current Higher Education Act encourages diversity by
enabling students to attend varied institutions with federal support. In addition to providing access to higher education through a
system of loans and grants made directly to students, the Higher
Education Act also provides funds directly to institutions for a vari-

ety of purposes.

Some portions of the law authorize programs that directly fund
colleges and universities that provide programs for students who
are at risk of leaving higher education. Such programs are designed to strengthen the institution while enabling the school to
help students achieve their personal goals of receiving an education and becoming productive members of society. These funds include those th A are given to Historically Black Colleges and Universitie: as wec: as those given to colleges like Weber State University in U.:ah. These Historically Black Institutions funds have been
invaluable in helping many blacks in this country attain a higher
education. We might consider developing programs that will prove
as beneficial for our country's many Hispanic students.
Other witnesses today will discuss the provisions of the Higher
Education Act which provide funds for schools to (1) increase the
availability of library services, (2) encourage more students to understand the international nature of the world in which we live, (3)
help our inEtitutions address the many concerns they have about
inadequate buildings and facilities on our college campuses, and (4)
encourage new ideas and innovations in higher education.
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I look forward to reviewing the testimony of the witnesses today.
Together, I think we can make the higher education system more
available and more responsive to the needs of students.

Ms. WEIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity of being

here today to speak in behalf of the Ode HI program. I bring you
the appreciation of the students who have benefited from the services of it.

The reality of today's student body differs radically from its

counterpart of 20 years ago. Today, many of our students are classified as high-risk. Their risk factor may be lack of adequate academic preparation, low income, age, or ethnic origin. The outward manifestation of high risk is unsatisfactory academic performance, poor
study skills, learning problems, or low motivation. The results are
a high dropout rate, an unrealistic length of time between entrance

and graduation, and low grades, which result in difficulty in obtaining job placement.

Just as the risk factors differ, so do the remedies. The new student body brings with it a new set of challenges. These are challenges for which the academic community is poorly prepared.
In the past, our college clientele was mostly homogeneous, and

we taught most of our classes through the traditional lecture and
notetaking method. The fact that this was not appropriate for all
students did not concern us very much. Those students whose
learning style fit graduated; those who did not learn in that

manner either did not attend our institutions or were quickly
weeded ou t.

The nontraditional students who now fill many of our institutions learn in a variety of ways. If these students .ire to be equal
participants in the educational experiences, those cf us in a position to impact the system must develop alternative delivery systems appropriate to their learning styles.
However, within the tight budgets of most of our institutions,
there is very little support for the development of these systems It
is only through programs such as Strengthening Institutions that
most colleges can develop methods for serving this population.

At Weber State University, the title III program has allowed us
to conceptualize, develop and provide educational support to highrisk students. The Strengthening Institutions money is being used

to facilitate two initiatives. The first is an educational support

center which is assigned to assist high-risk and nontraditional students in becoming more independent, self-confident and sufficient
in the learning process. The second is technological support services which facilitate the use of technology by high-risk students. It
is designed as a research, development and support unit for emerging successful student use of computer technology in all facets of
college life.

It i felt that the impetus provided by the grant will get us well
on our way to developing programs to support the underprepared
student, and that by the time the grant funds are no longer available to us, much of the development of programs will be complete,
and we will be able to institutionalize programs and continue into
the future.
The title III grant has allowed us as a 4-year institution to better
serve our high-risk students. Because of it, ye are able to finance
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the development of programs and services beyond the limits im-

posed by underfunded operational budgets.
It seems that only when money is earmarked for this special pop-

ulation can we overcome the historical funding pattern which

seems to favor the traditional learner.
Although technology is the wave of the future, it is only through
the infusion of protected funding that we ar able to develop, finance and implement educational programs with technology initiatives. It has enabled us to develop services and programs that are

designed to serve the total community rather than just selected

segments of that community.
We suggest a change in the funding formula. The focus of funding should be upon students. Many high-risk, low-income or nontraditional students must out of necessky attend a 4-year community
college when a 2-year community college is not available. These
students should not be denied the benefits of the program. There-

fore we feel it is imperative .hat as further consideration is given
to the future of title III prop ams, that attention be paid to the fact
that 4-year colleges located in communities without 2-year colleges
should have the same opportunity to compete for title III funds
that all 2-year community college have. Such colleges should not be
limited to competition for funds with just 4-year colleges.
Our experience with the title III program has been very positive.
It is well-organized and managed. The proposal training sessions

are informative. Proposal guidelines are understandable and consistent with the proposal evaluation process. The evaluation process was fair and well-managed.

From Weber State's perspective, the Strengthening Institutions
program is effectively addressing specific needs of emerging institu-

tions. We have found it to be extremely helpful to us and highly
recommend its conti auation.
Thank you.
Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Weight.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Weight follows:]
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TESTIMONY ON TITLE III
Toni Weight, Dean of Student Development, Weber State University
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
Higher Education Act

INTRoDucnoN
Weber State University is in the first year of a three year Title III grant. This written
statement is to provide a framework in which the importance of the Title III money to
our institution and to the "high risk" learner is outlined. If further information is
required I would be happy to provide it at any time in the future.

II.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Weber State is a four-year Metropolitan University (public, commuter, urban, coeducational) and it is unique in that it offers enrollees both one and two-year associate
degrees in a wide variety of fields including technology, allied heath, and trade technical

It also offers undergraduate four-year degrees in the arts, humanities,
sciences, education, business and technology. Fall Quarter of 1990, Weber State

education.

University had 10,053 full-time equivalent students--the actual head coma being 13,449.

Weber Slate (located in Ogden, Utah) serves a metropolitan community of
approximately 325,000 people. Ogden, positioned along the Wasatch mountains twentyfive (25) miles from Salt Lake City, is the northern segment of a strip city of over one
million people. Despite the trend over several decades of four-year senior colleges
becoming research-oriented universities, Weber, through its strategic planning process,
has reaffirmed is commitment to retain four-year status with its' primary focus being
on teaching excellence.

The aim of Weber State University ir. to educate the whole person; this enables tne
individual to experience a life of accomplishment and fulfillment. As an institution,
Weber State is committed to the academic integrity that seeks to challenge the creative
mind and explore the exhilaration of learning. The college seeks a campus atmosphere
that encourages academic achievement, personal friendships, healthy emotional
development, respect for high ethical principles and strong intellectual growth.

III.

PROBLEM
Participation in this dream is not equally assessable to all students as all students do not
reach the university with equal backgrounds, equal academic capability, or equal
financial support. Students who attend the university come from all economic strata, but
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a higher percentage of low-income students enroll at WSU than at any other institution
in the state because of its accessibility and moderate tuition level.
Weber State University is not a typical senior college as compered to the four-year state

colleges profiled in a 1988 "College and University Report." In feet, it is probably
atypical in comparison because of the following statistics:
1.

2.

1
4.

It has a high incident of low-income students (about sixty percent (60%)
receive financial-aid).
The average age of the student body is 26.4 years old.
Seventy-three percent (73%) of the studeot body work full or part-time.
Only eleven percent (11%) of the student's graduate within a five-year
period and only thirty-eight percent (38%) after 14 years.

Each of the characteristics listed above is relatively consistent with the college's
commitment to broad access. The admissions policy allows high school graduates to
enroll regardless of courses taken, grade point average or ACT' scores. Non-high school
graduates who are 21 or older may enroll at the college without completing the ACT.
Although Weber State University has been a four-year institution for 27 years, it remains
an emerging and developing institution with characteristics and problems similar to those

of other community colleges that setve low and middle-income students and must
compete for state dollars with its more prestigious "flaphip" research universities. As
a consequence, Weber State has numerous problems or deficiencies that inhibit it from
becoming self-sufficient and thriving. These problems are:
1.

The university has lacked the resources needed to provide comprehensive
and integrate learning assistance to the large number of students who are
underprepared for college with poor study skills, learning problems, mis
preparation, or low motivation all of which leads to an unnecessarily

high attrition tete particularly among economically and educationally
disadvantaged students.
a.
b.
c.

The percentage of underprepared students at Weber State
as identified by the ACT is 59.796.
llt percentage of non-traditional student (23 years of age
and older) is 67%

Ethnic minority Audents make up 16% of the student
body.

d.

Limited English speaking students make up five percent
(.)%) of the studentbody.

2.

The university has lacked the funding for new technologies and the
learning resources needed for enhancing instruction. Technologies neded
include interactive video and computer assisted instruction.

3.

The university has lacked the necessary funding to implement a
comprehensive

student

pre2

(diagnostic)

and

post

intervention
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(competenaly) uaessment proven* and an accompanying individualized
developmant planning process.
4.

The university has lacked the funding for the development of a modern
student data management (tracking) system.

S.

Ibe university has lacked in-service training opportunities for faculty and
support staff, i.e., Excellence in teaching the ''developmental learner."

6.

Current atsdemic program offerings lack sufficient distinguishing

ehatacteristios to assure market success. There is a need for funding that
provides foe the development of comprehensive and innovative
educadonal experiences such as "telecommunications" that takes
advantage of the unique, high tech resources available along the Wasatch
Front.

7.

Iv.

The student advising system has lacked trained faculty and a holistic,
developmental and career oriented focus.

TraE III IMPAC'T
The &vatting of a Title III grent to Weber State University has enabled us to provide
support services to the "high risk" student in two major areas. These are:
A.

ACTIVITY 1Educational Support Center
'The mission of the Educational Support Center is to assist "high risk" and nontraditional students in becoming more independent, self-confident and efficient

in the learning process. The center's services are designed to support any
personal or life-long learning goals that a student might have as well as t!-.e
university's academic standards and graduation requirements. Activities include:
1.

One hundred percent (100%) of all entering Freshman students who score
18 or below on any of the ACT sub-test complete a diagnostic battery of
tests.

The tests are designed to indicate the deficiencies that the

"developmental" students have in their collegiate level learning skills
(college level reading, writing, spelling, vocabulary, or communication,
mathematics, and critical reasoning). An Individual Development Plan
is then established for each student. The plan lists the necessary
interventions that the student must successfully complete in order to
remediate the noted skill defi:iencies. The plan also indicates when the
intervention(s) will be taken, and the individual, department and/or
agency that will deliver the intervention(s) to the student.
2.

The following one-to-one and small group learning materials and
interventions are used with developmental students.
Assessment and placement groups
a.
3

I
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b.
c.

d.
e.
1.

g.

R.

Peer mentoring (upper-division student helping
developmental students adjust to higher education).
Collegiate level learning skill modules(reading, writing,
spelling, vocabulary, oral communications, mathematics,
and critical reasoning.
Computer assisted instruction and interactive-video
courser's's (suppiemental) for high risk classes.
Peer tutoring.
Learning strategy groups.
Critical reasoning workshop.

ACTIVITY 2Technological Support Services.
The primary mission of Technological Support Services is to fadlitate the use
of technology by "high risk" students. It is designed as a research, development
and support unit in the Student Development Division for energizing successful
student use of computer technology in all facets of college life. The unit will
also provide support for the development of technological strategies that assist
"high risk" students in acquiring "persistence" in their coursework and at the
institution.

Finally, it will assist non-traditional and "high-risk" students in becoming
technologically literate by designing applied retention experiences that utilize
numerous computer application and instructional formats. Activities include:
1.

Learning modules designed to instruct participants in the development of:
a.
b.

2.

computer assisted instruction
inter-active video programs

Development and management of data-bases needed within the Student
Development Division (e.g. strategies for student retention, student
retention data, educational strategies for literacy development, critical
reasoning development and educational strategies for the non-traditional
learner).

3.

V.

Development of instructional modules for college-level learning skills.

SUMMARY
A.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE TITLE III PROGRAM
1.

It allows four-year institutions to better serve high-risk students.

2.

It allows institutions to finance and develop programs and services
beyond the limitations imposed by under-funded operational budgets.
4
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It allows institutions to develop, finance and implement educational

3.

technology initiatives.
It allows institutions to strengthen their educational services and programs
so that they are mote competitive in the educational market-place.

4.

5.

B.

It allows institutions to develop services end programs that are designed
to serve the total community rather than just selected segments of the
community.

WHAT IS ME IMPACT OF THE TITLE III PROGRAM ON WEBER
STATE UNIVERSITY?
1.

2.

C.

It provides Weber State University the opportunity to study, finance and
initiate an Educational Support Center that assists high-risk students to
gain commitment and academic skills necessary to stay in and graduate
front college.
It provides the institution with the opportunity to assist support staff and
faculty in the use of educational technology as a supplement to current
instructional processes. The use of educational technology provides
support staff and faculty the opportunity to meet the needs of all learners
in a more effective fashion.

WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE WE ENCOUNTERED WITH THE TITLE III
PROGRAM?
The Title III Program (Strengthening Institutions) seems to be well organized and
managed. The proposal training sessions were informative. The proposal
guidelines were understandable and CORSisiCtIt with the proposal evaluation

process. The evaluation process appears to be a well managed and fair. From
Weber State's perspective (After 7 and 1/2 months in the program) the
Strengthening Institutions program is effectively addressing specific needs of
emerging institutions.
D.

WHAT CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE IN THE TITLE III PROGRAM?
Four-year colleges located in communities without two-year community colleges
should have the same opportunity to compete far Title III funds that all two-year

community colleges have. Such colleges should not be limited to the
competition for funds with just four-year colleges. High risk, low-income, or
non-traditional students must, our of necessity, attend a four-year community
college when a two-year community college is not available.
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Senator PELL. What special steps need to be taken, particularly
in the historically black colleges and universities, to ensure that we
are providing minorities with the quality of education necessary to

assure that they can be well-represented in the Nation's professions and meet the competition across-the-board when they have

graduated?

I'd be very interested in any specific thoughts that any of you
have in this regard. Dr. Bronson.
Mr. BRONSON. Yes. I think in the first place, Mr. Chairman, we
need to provide adequate financial aid. More and more, students,

especially at the poor end of the economic level, are having to
borrow.

For example, as I said earlier, 8 percent of all UNCF students
receive Guaranteed Student Loans, while in 1977-88, more than
half of all UNCF students received Stafford loans. This can be
stated almost across-the-board that they are having to depend too
much on loans.

Sea nd, I think we need to emphasize not only access but also
success. There is too much emphasis on access but not enough on
the results of what we are trying to achieve.
And I believe, third, Mr. Chairman, we should provide HBCU's
with adequate funding so that they can go forward with the job
that they are now doing and have done so well throughout history.

I believe if thrse three things are donethe adequate funding,

which would help provide proper faculty salaries; adequate funding
that would help take care of facilities and buy equipment; adequate
funding that would help with retention and mentoring programs
that we will see these institutions continue to do a very fine job in
providing quality education for minority students.
Senator PELL. Thank you. Dr. Gianini.
Mr. GIANINI. Mr. Chairman, 1 would add to what has already
been said in terms of financial aid and access. I think there is also
the question of mentoring. The facilitative part of higher education
is the faculty. We have found great success in taking the image of
the faculty as one who stands before the class of students who are
normally the first member of their family who have been in any

type of higher educational institution and who are totally intimidated, providing that faculty member with a lot of information
about the students, and then allow them to assume a mentoring
role to work with the student as an individual and to create a pattern of behavior and relationship between those two individuals so
as to keep them in school. Then, at the end of the program, of
course, we have worked very hard in terms of assessment and
making sure that the students to whom we have said we will
produce a certain product indeed have the variables contained in
that product.
In the State of Florida, of course, w, are very test-prone and
have a series of statewide tests that will determine if a student can
go on from a community college to a 4-year institution, or indeed
can receive the associate of science degree in a technical area and
enter the workaday world. We feel very strongly that the faculty
are key, but the real theme of why we exist is service to students.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Ms. Weight.
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MS. WEIGHT. We have put together a program which we are in
the process of implementing which takes the mentoring idea, but
at our university we use upper-class students, either junior or seniors, who have had some training in peer advising and counseling.
As the students enter the university, they are given a battery of
assessment tests in which we determine what kind of support they
need, whether that support be academic or whether it be counseling or advisement or even physical problems that may impede this,
and we have those students work with them and refer them to
sources.

I think it is also importantand it is a program that we are
trying to get funding for and work withto start dealing with

these students far before they enter our colleges. I believe that we
need to impact them and start working with them and mentoring
them along about 6th or 7th grade in order that they will get to
our colleges and be prepared to enter our colleges.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. I will turn now to our ranking minority member, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My
apologies for coming in late. There was a hearing in the Indian Affairs Committee of great importance this morning as well. Unfortunately, we tend to divide uur time too much here, so my apologies.
If my questions deal with issues that have already been addressed,
please just say so.
Dr. Bronson, in your statement I believe you ask that we include

a general authority to implement activities that contribute to carrying out the overall purposes of part B but that are not specifically in the list of authorized activities. I'd like to ask you what types
of activities you would like to be able to do with the funding that
you cannot do now. Were there some specific things that you had
in mind?
Mr. BRONSON. Thank you. No. 1, we take the position that title

III has already provided for us opportunities that we would not
have had without title HI. We want to emphasize that the direction
title III is moving in, so far as the HBCU's are concerned, is a very
healthy direction.
However there is the need, number one, for entitlement of the
Pell Grants. Students are having too many difficulties trying to
meet their financial obligations from loans and from not having
adequate funds to take care of that responsibility in school. So we
would hope that we would find enough funds to really cover their
expenses

No. 2, we feel that there should be programs that will work with
students at risk. Bethune-Cookman Collev.e and other schools have
started those kinds of programs, and we .1: limvered that through a
mentoring approach, many of these students who would drop out at
the rate of 90 percent were saved at the rate of 85 percent.
So having adequate funds for counselors and for teachers to understand the problems of coum would be another important situation for us.
No. 3, there is the need for equipment, for resources, for renovation of buildings and of course for new facilities to be in line with
developments that are happening in our current society.
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So we would hope, then, that with these new funds we can not
only help students in the baccalaureate program and in preparation for school, but also put them on a track where they will move
on into graduate programs and will succeed in the sciences and

technology.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Do you do any of the mentoring now?
Mr. BRONSON. Yes. We have a mentoring program that begins

not only in college but also before students come to college. We
start at the 4th grade. We have classes for 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th

through high school on Saturdays in science and technology where
the students come in and they work with persons, with faculty and
students at the college in preparing scientific projects. We are
hoping that this will increase the number of black students and minority students having greater success with science and math.
We are also emphasizing test wiseness. As indicated by my colleague here, and as you know, many minority students, especially
blacks, tend to score lower on many standardized tests. We are discovering that when we provide them with these kii.ds of opportunities, they tend to score at the same level as anyone else.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I am a strong believer in mentoring,

and I think all three of you have spoken to that and the need to
start early.
Dr. Bronson, basically, are you finding that enrollment in the

historically bla.-k colleges and universiti3s has declined proportionately to enrollment in traditional 4-year college programs or 2-year
community colitze programs?
Mr. BRONSON. Senator Kassebaum, if you notice in my testimony,
enrollment in UNCF schools has increased over the last 4 years 16
percent. At Bethune-Cookman College, in the last 2 years, we have
had to turn away roughly 400 students because we did not have the
space nor the resources to receive them. So the data show that enrollment is increasing in the UNCF schools.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Still, about 85 percent of black students are
in other institutions of higher learning; is that correct?
Mr. BRONSON. You are correct, but I understand that while we
enroll approximately 35 percent of the black students, we graduate
40 percent or more of the students who enter school. So we want to
put emphasis not only on access but success; not only on beginning,
but on results.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I'd say that is a good emphasis. I am

pleased that enrollment is increasing. I think that speaks well to
the strength of the institution.
Mr. BRONSON. The only thing stopping us is that we just need
more financial aid money.

Senatoz. KASSEBAUM. That's what everybody says, Dr. Bronson.
[Laughter.]
Dr. Gianini, I'd like to ask you about the proposal of the administration to remove the 2-year college set-aside because it is believed
to be unnecessary. I wonder how you counter that conclusion.
Mr. GIANINI. Well, early in my testimony, Senator, I mentioned

the fact that 2-year colleges have indeed been short-armed for
almost 20 years, awl the percentage set aside for community college was much lower than indeed the percentage of students that
they enrolled.
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Currently, there is a $54.1 million set-aside for community colleges. In effect, the community colleges have been very good at
writing the grants for title III and have even exceeded that. However, we look at the $54.1 million solely as a base, not as a cap or

as a distinct set-aside.
We believe that the ccmmunity colleges are where the action is,
and if you look at the Nation's agenda in terms of economic development, in terms of service to minorities, in terms of service to stu-

dents, you'll see, such as colleges in your own State like Johnson
County and Allen County, are just doing tremendous jobs in assisting communities through rather recessionary times.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I am a strong supporter of the community
colleges and very proud of the work they are doing. I think they
play a very important role. They receive 72 percent, I believe, of all
part A money. I guess I would just wonder if they still need to be
protected by that set-aside.
Mr. GIANIN1. Well, remember the set-aside is only $54 million,
and I see that as a base. The reason we got 70 some-odd was because basically we wrote better grants, and we were addressing the
needs as prescribed in the legislation. It was the readers who made
the decision as to who would get the moneys; it wasn't the colleges.
Senator KASSEBAUM. MS. Weight, would you feel the same way?

MS. WEIGHT. No. I feel that-Mr. GIANINI. Surprise. [Laughter.]
Senator KASSEBAUM. That was kind of a leading question, wasn't
it?

Ms. WEIGHT. There are many colleges throughout the Nation
that are similar to the college that I am representing today. We
are located in a community of about 320,000 people. There is no 2-

year community college. Over 50 percent of our students are above
25 years of age. That makes them not mobile. They cannot travel

easily or move easily to attend a different kind of institution. So
therefore it is our responsibility to serve that population.
There is no choice for these people if they are to obtain a higher
education. They need many of the same kinds of services and help
that a 2-year community college student would need. Sixty percent
of our students arrive with the need of some remediation as determined by the ACT test which we use as entrance.

Therefore, I feel that since there are colleges that have to perform this need who do not happen to be 2-year colleges, that the
title III funding is important to them.
I think it is important that we look at the student and what kind
of student an institution is serving rather than whether they are a
2-year or a 4-year or a community college or whatever. I think the
student is the issue that we are concerned with, and the need and
help that they should get.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I think you make a good point.

It has been my concern that we are frequently burdening stu-

dents with high loan obligations and that perhaps we are not being
very fair to them in doing so by not requiring higher standards. By
that, I mean high standards for graduation from high school, which

is where I think the emphasis should be, rather than necessarily
higher admissions standards at the college level. I think we owe it
to our high school students, and I think they can meet those stand-
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ards, which then give them a better start at our colleges and uni-

versities.
Do any of you wish to comment on that? Do you feel that your
own admissions policies could be changed in a way that would force
changes anywhere else in the system?
Mr. GIANINI. Let me react if I may. Many foreign countries have

indeed selective systems, and students attract at a very early age

England, or Australia. I think our system is better in the sense
that it gives all students an opportunity to become what they are
capable of becoming and does not shut them out because of past

experience or past history. I would much rather have the opportunity to allow a student to try and fail than to not allow them to try
at all.
This puts a tremendous burden on all of our institutions because
we are all trying to develop tomorrow's work force, tomorrow's
leadership and tomorrow's followership.
I am concerned about the amount of loans. I am concerned when
I read proposals that the base for Pell Grants be reduced to
$11,000. I can assure you if somebody is making less than $11,000 a

year, any type of higher education is not in their agenda; they
won't be there.
I am concerned about the definition of independent student going
to age 26 so that leaves that hiatus between when they finish high

school and start college and they are independent per se; they
really have to sit out and not be eligible for financial aid.
When I look at the default ratesand I have looked more at
community colleges than I have at others, and there are indeed
several dozen who have shadowsbut look at the students that
they are serving, they are disadvantaged, they are the first members of their family, they are not wealthy students. The median
income for community college students is rather low. It is no
wonder they are having difficulty paying back. I am not convinced
that a majority of those have any malintent, but really, perhaps
not the wherewithal to do it.
When a student graduates from community college with several

thousand dollars of debt, even though the payments are low and
spread over a long period of time, proportionately, it is a much
greater responsibility for them to pay back these moneys.
At Valencia, we are very pleased; our default rate is only 8 percent. I wish it were zero. I wish we could help those students not
have any debt when they graduate from college.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Dr. Bronson.

Mr. BRONSON. Yes, thank you. It does place a heavy burden on
students, especially when we are having to do a considerable bit of
remediation, to have to worry about becoming competent as a stu-

dent while at the same time having to think about the financial
needs.

As you must know, there has been conversation about front-load-

ing Pell Grants and then loans in the latter years. Our position is
that while that should not necessarily be a hard and fast rule,
maybe it should be an emphasis that schools should give consideration to.

If I may speak to my colleague's emphasis on default rates, it
would seem to me that the emphasis should be not so much on the

'
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percentage, but on the volume. There have been instances where
schools have had a smaller, lower volume but a higher percentage,
and another school with a high volume and a lower percentage. So
it places the school in difficulty on the one hand, and it certainly
also places the student in difficulty when one has to have heavy
borrowing.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much. Ms. Weight.
Ms. WEIGHT. Yes. I have had experience working both in public

schools and at the university level, and when you talk about entrance requirements and how we might force better-prepared students, I have real difficulty in closing down opportunities because I
have very often seen students who are 14, 15, or 16 years old who
have not yet caught on to what they want to or need to achieve in
life and may be not be achieving at a high rate. I still believe that

this is the land of opportunity, and I would hate to see us get to

the point where we close those opportunities for our young people.
I think that is one of the things that is great about our land.
I do think we need to do work on trying to close the gap as they
come up through and come to our colleges better-prepared, but I

don't think like should close down that opportunity for them to

attend college. Many of them just turn on at that point, and I know
students who probably would not have been admitted to our institutions if we raised our standards high, who are some of the leading producers in our Nation. I would hate to close down that opportunity.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, a couple of my sons probably would
not have, either. [Laughter.] But I think they would have worked
harder in high school if they knew that was necessary in order to
attend the State university. Again, I am talking not so much about

unviersity requirements, but rather the standards for graduation
from high school. I'm not blaming anybody because it's just as

much my fault, making sure they studied.
MS. WEIGHT. I think sometimes, as was included in my testimony, even in the high schools, we do not provide the type of learning
experiences that turn the students on. I think we need to work in
that direction also.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I want
to commend the panel on their excellent testimony, and I certainly

agree with you on mentoring and earlier intervention and getting
our young people in a position where they want to go to college.
Mr. Gianini, I agree with you on the 26in fact, I'm going to be
pushing to go down to 23 and then 22 and then 21 and then 20 and
then 19 and then 18, so that we have quality among all students in
that area. So I want you to know you have a friend in that regard.
Mr. Chairman, I do not have any questions. I enjoyed listening,
and most of the questions I would have asked have already been
asked. At some point, I would like to make a very short statement
which is more relative to panel 3.
Senator PELL. Fine. Thank you. We thank this panel very much
indeed for being with us.
We welcome now the third panel dealing with FIPSE, facilities
and libraries. Dr. Rol in Bartlett is professor of economics at Deni-
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son University, Grandeville, OH; Dr. Richard Traina, president of
Clark University, Worcester, MA; and Ms. Merrily Taylor is university librarian at Brown University in Providence, RI.
Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, may I give my statement now,
while the panel is gathering?
Senator PELL. I think this would be an P ppropriate point, Senator Jeffords.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Facilities funding is now frequently quoted in the press, and it
does not raise the ire of frustrated constituents. In fact, it gets very
little attention at all. That is the problem. Within the Higher Education Act, there is one title which directs funds to facilities. In last
year's appropriation, it received but $38 million for college housing
and academic facilities. It represents an increase of $3 million over

the 1990 appropriation but falls drastically short of the needed

amount.
Thirty-eight million dollars for a problem that has been assessed
to be close to $60 billion is clearly not enough. I don't think I need
to reiterate how important facilities are to the success of our future

generations and present students. We may have a go.1 of increasing the number of science and math graduates, but clearly without
the facilities, those science graduates will not be forthcoming in the
numbers that we need.
While we should not siphon funds away from other programs, it
is fair to say that facilities have not received their fair share over
the years.
More importantly, we have a duty and an obligation in this committee to make the Congress and the Nation aware of the needs in
this area. The national risk of not accommodating these needs is so
great that we should not fail to do that.
In this year's reauthorization process, I hope the committee will
work to reinvigorate the title VII program either by encouraging
matching State and institutional funds or by redefining eligible institutions according to their mission, their availability endowment,
or alternative resources accessible to them.
The tragic state of our university science facilities in particular
attest to the growing need for funds to rebuild our Nation's basic
science infrastructure. We must not ignore these needs any longer.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed. We now welcome
Dr. Robin Bartlett, professor of economics at Denison University.
Dr. Bartlett, we'tcome.

STATEMENTS OF ROBIN BARTLETT, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
DENISON UNIVERSITY, GRANDEVILLE, OH, IN ASSOCIATION

WITH INDEPENDENT COLLEGES OFFICE; RICHARD TRAINA,
PRESIDENT, CLARK UNIVERSITY, WORCESTER, MA; AND MERRILY TAYLOR, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN, BROWN UNIVERSITY,
PROVIDENCE, RI

MS. BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, Senator Kassebaum, Senator Jeffords, I am pleased to be here today to participate in these hearings
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on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, and in
particular to address issues related to the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, or FIPSE.
I speak to this issue from my perspective as a long-time member
of the Denison faculty and as one who has been fortunate enough
to receive a rather substantial grant from FIPSE.
In my written testimony you will find brief descriptions of recently funded projects. As you can see, FIPSE grants are widely

distributed, and they support a great variety of initiatives in an

effort to improve postsecondary education. For example, preparing
newly-minted Ph.D's for their roles as teachers by pairing them up
with mentors, encouraging student interest in mathematics and science, with new pedagogical techniques, incorporating new technol-

ogies in the lassroom with computer laboratories, preparing students for international business careers by developing language
skills.

FIPSE has played a vital role in shaping American higher education. It, will continue to play a vital role if the reauthorization act
stays true to your original vision for a Federal agency to reform
postsecondary educationone which is responsive to local initiatives, encourages bold educational reforms, supports programs that
improve access to higher education, and hastens the use of new
technologies in the classroom.

In my'written testimony, I suggest language for the reauthorization of title X. I would be hhppy to answer any questions you have
on that language.
I would like to use my experience at Denison, however, to illustrate FIPSE's vital role in improving undergraduate education. By
the time I am finished, I hope you will see why our economics department out there in the heart of it all in Ohio is about to revolutionize the teaching of economics across the country.
Like many of our colleagues on other campuses, we have become
disappointed by the results of trying to incorporate new technologies and pedagogies in the classroom on a course-by-course basis.
We were not able to teach our students the skills that they needed
to understand and work within today's complex economic systems.
My Denison colleague Paul King and I decided to develop a cornprehensive and even radical approach to the teaching of economics.
By observing courses in the natural sciences, it had become clear to
us that laboratory activity has a significant impact on student understanding of the material. In labs, students get an opportunity to

do science. In comparison, students in economics are generally
taught with a lecture format, with few opportunities to interact
with the professor or to do economics.

The problem was that until the mid-1980's, the need for large
computational facilities and data bases made experimentation and

research prohibitive at the undergraduate level. However, the

recent affordability and user-friencllinesa of microcomputers and
the accessibility of large government databases have eliminated
these barriers; so our timing was good.
The old Denieon major was like that which still exists in most of
the universities acros3 the country, and I'm sure some of you sitting there have taken some of these courses. The old major was one
in which our students were lectured to in introductory economics,
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intermediate microeconomics, macroeconomics, econometrics or
statistics, and three advanced coursesI see some faces smiling. In
the old major, by the time you were seniors you were supposed to
be able to apply these theories to real world problems. This rarely
happened.

Theoretical material and statistical techniques were often forgotten and inadequate opportunities to apply these theories made our
students ill-prepared for the task that we were giving them of integration and application in the real world.
We spent 2 years developing our plan and ultimately a proposal
to FIPSE. To incorporate labs in our curriculum, we had to rethink
our objectives in the major and how best to accomplish them. The
new curriculum still requires our students to take introductory economics, but now intermediate, microeconomics, macroeconomics,
econometrics, and one of the advanced courses have to have a lab.
By the time our students get to advanced courses, they are very familiar with generic computer programs; they know how to gather
data; they know how to analyze data and to interpret it.

Our undergraduate students are now equipped to deal with

budget deficits, monetary policy shifts, and other of the mAjor economic issues facing our citizens today. And if you don't believe me,
you are more than welcome to come out and visit one of my classes, and I have with me Ed Gaffney, who is one of my student assist-

ants, who has taken several of these classes and has helped me

with other students.
The new economics major is clearly preferable to the old. The
quality of the major has improved. Students have developed basic

computer, quantitative and analytical skills necessary to understand the problems in today's economic environment. Our labs give
students an opportunity to do economics.
This major is now a cohesive whole, tied together by the common

experience of the lab rather than students taking a series of
random courses out of convenience.

In closing, I'd like to underscore the high regard that FIPSE has
with'sn higher education. FIPSE is seen as a catalyst for innovation,

and improvements in its standards are high. By many standards,
the FIPSE budget is small, however. The increases we are requesting are modest. Over the past 20 years if Denison experience is typical, Federal dollars have been widely invested by FIPSE. Over the
next 10 years, even greater challenges will be put before the post-

secondary educational system in this country. Higher education
and government must continue their partnership to ensure the
challenges of this changing society and to make sure our students
are competitive in the international economy.
The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education has a
critical role to play in this partnership.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bartlett followsl
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I am pleased to be invited to participate in the Hearings on the
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. In particular, I am
pleased to address issues related to the Fund for the Improvement of PostSecondary Education (FIPSE). I speak not only for Denison University, but
also for our peer institutions within the Great Lakes Colleges Association
(GLCA) , the Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM), the Central
Pennsylvania Consortium (CPC), and other institutions represented by the
Independent Colleges Office (IC0).'
For the past twenty years, FIPSE has been an invaluable partner to the
liberal arts community in OUT efforts to improve programs so that our
students, and thus the nation, are better served. To demonstrate this,
I have included as Exhibit A brief descriptions of FIPSE grants on ICO
campuses. Also included in that Exhibit is a selected list of FIPSE-funded
projects in states of Members of this Subcommittee. Each project addresses
a significant challenge in higher education today: how to prepare
postdoctoral students to be faculty members, how to use most effectively
available technology, how to attract and sustain student interest in
mathematics and science, how to equip students to be confident users of a
second language so they are ready to move into international careers.
These are just a few examples of how FIPSE has taken the lead in
improving postsecondary education in this nation.
Included as Exhibit B is a more extended description of the FIPSE project
at Denison University. I will be pleased to answer any questions you may
have about our work.

FIPSE projects have changed the face of American higher education. They
have had an impact on individual campuses, within various disciplinary
communities, and within various sectors of the educational community.
FIPSE offers one of the best returns on the educational tax dollar available.
These grants contribute directly to maintaining America's competitive edge
in higher education. Whether it is in support for programs in international
business education, community service, or those in science and engineering,
1ACM: Mott College, Oakum College, Coe Colby, The Colorado College, Commit College, Grand! College, Kam College.
Lake Forest College, Lawrence Unteenity, Mem leiter College, Monmouth College. Rips College, St. OW Cage, The College of
the University of Chios% OLCA: Alb Iota College, Aatioch Us *miry, Denison Um Fanny, De Paw Urbanity, Earths. College,
Hoge College, Rothmans) College. Kowa College, Ober Ma College, Oh lo Wee lema Uo Milky, WAWA College, The College ei
Wooster, cre Dickinson College, Frank lie lk Marshall College, aod Gettysburg Co liegc and associate lonitntione of the
ladeTarimiart Callers Moe: Allegheny College, Attobiarg Cages., College of St. Catherine, Road College, and the Uakersity of
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FIPSE projectt represent the type of innovation and imagination that has
made thii countr7 the world's leader in college and university education.
HoWdoes FIPSE achieve this level of success? One key is a staff that
en,courages.ereative thinking, who see their role as one of making things
happen rather than saying "no." At the same time, they press applicants to
consider te larger national context in which an individual project will
operate. tiPSE's emphasis on evaluation and dissemination continually
makes this link between model reform efforts on a single campus and the
national need to improve postsecondary education.
Mr. Chairman, I know that you were a key player in the creation of FIPSE,
as was Dr. Newman, my associate at this witness table today. I applaud
your vision, and your persistent support for a federal agency that addresses
the need for educational reforms to serve a changing society. This is a
critical period for education. Perhaps for the first time, we have a national
consensus on educational goals. It is my conviction that, as our nation
strives to improve education at all levels, FIPSE is poised to take on even
greater responsibility in the work of improving postsecondary education to
ensure: 1) that our colleges and universities remain of the highest quality;
2) that quality postsecondary education is accessible to all segments of the
population; and 3) that our students receive education that allows them to
live and work in a world made smaller and more complex by advances in
technology.

As this Subcommittee and your Congressional colleagues consider new or
revised language fot Title X of the Higher Education Act, I urge you to
Insure the continuity of FIPSE's distinctive characteristics:
1)

2)

that the mandate be "...encouraging the reform, innovation, and
improvement of postsecondary education and providing equal
educational opportunity for all;"
that program priorities be field-responsive, based on educators'
suggestions, national reports, patterns of FIPSE applications in
recent years--not prescribed from within the federal government;

j.4;
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3)

4)
5)
6)

that programmatic flexibility be available to support projects
large and small, and the model of the comprehensive program
provide the modus operandi for all programs;
that support be provided for innovative, bold reforms;
that review of proposals at the preliminary and the final stages,
and evaluation of funded projects be rigorous; and
that dissemination to the larger postsecondary community be an
essential ingredient.

The Administration has proposed language for TITLE X in their legislative
proposals for reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
TITLE X-POSTSECONDARY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
Part A-Fund for the Improvement of Posts scondaty Education: The Administration
propos% to reauthorize the fund for the improvement for Postsecondary Education
(F1PSE) to maintain the Federal Government's unique role in supporting research,
improvement, and reform in postsckondary education. An emphasis veluld be placed
on model development and replication and on FlPSE projects improve(d) accountability.
An amount of $14,639,000 %mid be authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 1992,
and 'such sums as neceuary' would be authorized for fiscal years 1993-1996.
Part C-Innovative Projects for Community Senices: The Administration is proposing
to include the purposes of the Student Literacy Corps program (from the current Title I,
Part D)I in the legislative authority for the Innovathe Projects program. The new program
would focus on the national need to encourage community and national service, including the
need to combat illiteracy. An amount of $6,830,000 would be authorized to be appropriated
for &cal year 1992, and -such sums as necessary would be authorized for fiscal years
1993-1996.

May I present for your consideration the following language which, from the
perspective of the institutions for whom I speak, would define more clearly
FIPSE's role in the next five years. This language builds upon, and does not
replace, the eight broad purposes (See Exhibit C.) for which FIPSE grants
may be awarded, as outlined in the 1986 authorizing legislation.

2 'Mk 1-Pan D-Swdent [Amity Corm: The Athalaktradon women to comoddate the Student Waxy Carps with the
Innovative Pmjecu rot Community Se Mce rogue In Part C ot Thie X. The wpm of the Student Literacy Corps-poMng

student Mersey tuton In tbe community-duplicates a major moose ot the damteadve Projects foe Commualty Unice pavan. The
nem combined program would focus on sun:oiling Walhalla:41 eons to encourage modems to perform Mumeer wort to realms= to
various social nada includins dietary.
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ElQ22MIldditiQnaLlIgi51 t"LYLisingUagg:

That the following general purpose for the comprehensive program be
added to the eight currently outlined in the authorizing legislation:
9)

To work with other federal agencies (NEH, NSF, FIRST, etc.)
to develop collaborations for educational improvement that cut
across disciplinary and sector boundaries, with the goal to
improve the content and coherence of undergraduat,. education.

That the following be used for the authorizing legislation:

TITLE X: Part A-FUND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION: The Fund for the
Improvement for Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) be
reauthorized to maintain 'the Federal Government's unique
role in [improving postsecondary education to serve a changing
society.] An emphasis would be placed on (the development,
evaluation, and dissemination of model projects which address
new, creative, more effective and efficient ways to provide
postsecondary opportunities to citizens of this nation.) An

amount of $18,170,000 would be authorized to be appropriated
for fiscal year 1992, and "such sums as necessary" would be
authorized for fiscal years 1993-1996. [Of the funds authorized to
be appropriated would be $250,000 set aside to fund pilot projects,
at the level of $10,000 to $15,000 each.]

11;r1,)
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Part C-INNOVATIVE PROJECTS FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE: The Student Literacy Corps program (from the
current Title I, Part D) be incorporated into the
legislative authority for the Innovative Projects program.
The new program would focus on the national need to
encourage community and national service, including the need
to combat illiteracy. [Cwrent requirements to include debt

reduction AND community service shall be eliminated, permitting
field design of approaches to encourage community and national

service.) An amount of $6,830,000 would be authorized to be
appropriated for fiscal year 1992, and "such sums as necessary"

would be authorized for fiscal years 1993-1996.

Part D-SPECIAL PROJECTS IN AREAS OF NATIONAL
FEED: The :0cretary is authorized to make multiple grants
each year in one or more areas of particular national urgency,
drawing on an appropriation that is separate and distinct from
the other moneys of the Fund, such that applicants under this
Part do not compete with applicants under Parts A and C.
These areas of national urgency shall be identified by the
Secretary and the Ditector of the Fund according to their usual
procedures for identifying funding priorities. The intention of
this part is to provide for larger concentrations of grant support
in these urgent areas than is normally possible within the context
of comprehensive programs of the Fund. An amount of
$5,000,000 would be authorized to be appropriated for fiscal
years 1993-1996.

1
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These areas of urgency shall be understood to include but not necessarily be
limited to the following:

1) INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. In light of the national
need for a citizenry equipped to live and work in a global
society, and in light of the relatively low rate of participation by
U.S. students in existing study-abroad programs, it is vitally
important to support fresh approaches to international student
and faculty exchanges at the postsecondary level, by means of
demonstration projects and applied research.
2) CAMPUS CLIMATE AND CULTURE. Distressing cases
of antagonism across group lines, together with studies that link
the ongoing college drop-out problem to students' alienation
from the cultures of their institutions, call for several innovative
and well-evaluated efforts to make campus climates more
conducive to learning by all students.
3) EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION. Cutting across
the previous issues and all of the other areas in which the Fund
has been active, there is an urgent need for mechanisms to
ensure that successful practices at one institution can be
identified and adapted elsewhere.
In closing, I would like to underscore the high regard that the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education has within higher education
community generally, and the liberal arts community specifically. FIPSE is
seen as a catalyst for innovation and improvement; it sets rigorous standards
of quality for funded projects; it provides essential initial support for
individual projects that become models for reform for the larger community.
By many standards, the FIPSE budget is not large. The budget increases we
are requesting are based on 1) an analysis of current proposal pressure (this
year 2036 preliminary proposals were presented; approximately 80 grants will
be awarded), and 2) the recognition of the role FIPSE has taken during the
last twenty years and its potential to take a leadership role in strengthening
postsecondary education in this country into the next century.
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EXHIBIT A

FIPSE PROJECTS-ICO INSTITUTIONS
Augsburg College (MN)--Mathematics and Liberal Arts
Implements a new, non-traditional, two-year sequence of lower divisiOn mathemetics courses for science
and math majors. The courses will focus on major concepts of calculus and linear algebra, breadth of
exposure to mathematical ideas, reading and writing in mathematics, and knowledge of cultural roots and
influences of mathematics

College of St. Catherihe (MN)--The Community Service Careers Project

Provides opportunities for students to participate in community service. Also reduces student debt
through a program of stipended internships in community services. Makes available stipends, credit-based
internships at sites which serve either primarily or exclusively women and/or minority clients.

Dickinson College and Tufts University (PA) 1989--Workshop Physics
Adapts and disseminates the interactive introductory physics material developed in the 'Workshop Physits:
and Tools for Thinking' projects so that they may be used in a wide range of courses al different types of
institutions. The project will develop student activity guides, teacher guides, apparatus kits, demonstration
and lab manuals, software and videodiscs.

Ohio Wesleyan University--The Ohio University/Crestview Middle School Project
Matches Ohio Wesleyan students with urban Columbus Middle School students in relationships aimed at
raising self-esteem, academic performance and consciousness levels. The project involves tutoring,
mentoring, and college readiness activities for selected sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. Ohio Wesleyan
students are trained in workshops. given materials to study, and attend meetings.

St. Olaf College (MN)--Foreign Languages in the Natural and Behavioral Sciences
Offers students in mathematics and the natural and behavioral sciencm a variety of options for doing
advanced foreign language work in the content areas of their majors. Collaboration between science and
foreign language faculty upgrades the language skills of faculty as well as ensuring appropriate course
development. Students completing one of the options will earn transcript certification for the 'Applied
Foreign Language Component' (AFLC), already available to students majoring in the humanities.

St. Olaf College (MN)--Mathematics Postdoctoral internships
Establishes postdoctoral 'teaching internships' for new Ph.D.'s in mathematics, which pair two teaching
interns per year with two experienced colleagues in a mentoring program that focuses ort effectfre teaching
strategies, time management, issues of administration, scholarship, and other faculty responsibilities.
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EXHIBIT A. continued-

St. OW College (hiN)lntroductory Calculus
Develops covtse materials for two semesters of elementary calculus that use computer symbolic
manipulation programs. Provides training workshops for faculty and shares propel results through
publications and a conference.

The College of WOOfer (OH)Computers and Mgebra
Incorporates the WO Of computer algebra systems and symbolic graphing software throughout the
introductory materials curriculum, including the entire calculus sequence, differential equations, elementary
functions, and linear algebra.

7 )
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OTHER SELECTED FIPSE PROJECTS
the !Jig' Rhode Island College,
'Rewarding Good Teaching and Student Performance: linestipting
linkage
between explicit rewards for good
Providence, ithcskJaling: A study aimed at demonstrating
teaching and improved student performance.
and
'College Bound' BOston College, Chestnut Hill, Mgmailluell e: Creating meaningful access to
retention in a quality four-year college.
Program creates faculty teams to be trained in assessment
methods so they can ck.vetop their own assessment instruments.
Univemity of COntle4:1Cur, Storrs, Connecticut:

State U.,
'An Integrated Diagnostic and Curriculum Development for Entering Freshmen* Chicago
and
for
entering
freshmen
(who
are
low-achievers
Chicago, Minas: Develops an instructional program
and writing.
integrates
the
catching
of
oral
language,
reading,
who speak nonstandard English) that

bleeding: Uses a

"France-TV Magazine Project` University of Maryland Baltimore County, Baltimore,teaching of foreign
monthly French language and cultural video mapcine as a resource to address the
language's new parsdigm in achieving communicative profkiency.

*Overview, Case Study Physics New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico: Offers a new
format for teaching and learning physics at the collegiate level.
for Public Workshops,
' Developing Multicultural, Western Kaneas History Curricula for College Courses,
develops a multicultural,

and for High School Teachers' Fort Hays University, Hays, gum: Program
Western Kansas history curricula that addresses the issue of Curriculum Reform.

Mississient
'Assessing Student Intellectual Growth Through Writing' Milliaps College, Jackson,
procedure to measure and promote students' development
Establishing a curriculum-embedded assessment
as thinkers and writers.
Eastern Utah,
' Rural Academy of Math, Science, and Technolou for American Indians* College of
Indian
students
to
pursue
study
and
careers
in
Blanding, Lae: Program encourages American
mathematics, science and technology.

Burlington, Vermont: Program focuses on the development
'Teechets as Reaearchers' Burlington College,
learning
foe adult students.
of innovative approarhes to teaching and

An
'The Catalyst Program On Research Ethics' Indiana University, Bloomington kidiana:
dissemination of teaching
is
the
development,
production,
and
interdisciplinary project whose ultimate goal
materials on the subject of the ethics of research.
Benedict College, Columbia, &nth Carolina: Program that formulates, implements, and assesses
faculty and
guidelines governing a teaching evaluation and reward system by utilizing a joint task force of
academic administrators.

# ; rl )
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EXHIBIT B: Denison University (OH)--A_Computer-based Laboratory
Curriculum for Emnomics,
Lake many of our coffeepots on other campuses, at De tiscrt we bad becont disappointed
by the results of
toing to incorporate new techaological mid pedagogica: sotaniques into individual
ecoonnica courses.
About aft years ago, my Denison colleague, Paul Kin& and I decided to develop sad
to seek feeding for a
radical new approach to the teaching of economicsa lectureilaboratory format.
By observing other courses, ft had become dear to us that laboratory activity has
a sipdficant import on
student understanding of the materialin LIDS, students have the opportunity
to 'do' sdeace. In
comparison, students in economics are generally taught with a ketureidiscusaim
format with few
opportunities to interact with the professor Of to 'do' ecommics. Until the m1d-1980%.,
tbe
computational capabilities and data boas made experimentation and research prohibitive need for large
for use in
undergraduate economics laboratories. However, the recent affordability and useariendlinees
of
microcomputers, and the accessibility of data bases eliminated these barriers. So
our timing was good.
We spent two years developing a proposal. The FIPSE review
b very rigorous. To find time for
tabs in our curriculum, we had to examine seriously and rethink process
the objectives of our major and determine
how best to accomplish them. The ofd (pre.FIPSE grant) Denison economics
major was like that of most
colleges and universities acmes the country. Students nue required to take Introductory
Economics,
Intermediate Microkenotnic and Macroeconomics, Econometrics, and three
advanced coursee In particular
fields. The major was then capped with a senior seminar, whicb
was supposed to be a culminating,
integrating aperieece for the studentbringing together what they
had learned in theoretical and
quantitative courses by examining an ksue in.depth. However, a satisfactory
application rarely occurred. Theoretical material and statistical techniques level of integration and
opportunities to apply economic theory in previous courses had ill.preparedwere forgotten and inadequate
our students for the challenge
of integration and application. We wanted to bring the teaching of economics
in line with the 'doing' of
economicsto teach economics as a tab science, in a lectureitaborstory format.

In tbe Fall of 1987, the Department of Economics at Denison embarked
upon a joint experiment in major
curriculum and pedagogical change, with the support of a 5308,000 commitment
from FIPSE. a $145,000
pledge from Denison University, and $30000 from NSF for equipment, FIPSE funded
the critkal faculty
development portion of our experiment, allowing the entire staff to take
pan in the ape:knew. Over the
next two SIMMS, MO teams of five-to-eft faculty received SUMMOr stipends
to develop laboratory courses
to accompany their traditional economics courses and release time for the upcoming academic
year to
implement and evaluate their new courses.
The notion of laboratory was broadly conceived. The labs ranged from
labs using generic
spreadsheet and word.processing program, to case studios of the Federalcomputer
Trade Commission, to
simulations where students rob-played members of the Council of Economic Advbors,
to field trips to
auto plants in Marysville and Lordstown, Ohio.
The new curriculum requires students to take Introductory Economics, Intermediate
Microeconomic and
Macroeconomic with their accompanying Los, Econometrics with its lab, and
three advanced courses, one
of which must have an accompanying lab. The one advanced course with
a lab replace the stator seminar.
Students benefit more from this in-depth experience because they have had
the opportunity to become
computer literate early in their major. By the time they get to advanced
courses
they are familiar with
several generic computer program; they Amoy bow to gather data, test hypotheses,
and interpret findinp.

7
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The new economics major is dearly preferable to the old major for several reasons. Fifa, the quality of
the major hes been improved. Students who major in 001360Mkt take updated traditional and newly
developed lab counas which reinforce the material covered in the traditional courses. Second, students
develop basic computer, quantitative, and analytical skills neassary for today's economic environment.
Third, labs ghe students an opportunity to learn economics by 'doing' economies.. Fourth, the major is
now a cohesive whole tied together with a single common threadthe labrather than a series of courses
taken at random or out of convenience. Finally, the staff has rethought their objectives and bow best to
achieve them. The labs have put new life into a major, a department, and the students.

How effective is the new major? It is still too early to say conclusivelyour firs! batch of lecture/lab
economics majors only graduated this Spring (1991). But evidence :bows that the new approach is
working: the number of majors has Increased despite the more demanding courses; more women and
minority students are majoring in economics; the lab serves as c place for students to get support from
other students during open hours; and students have even revived the economics honorary society.
The Economia Department at Denison University has been chosen by the American Association of
Colleges (AAC) Task Force on Economia Education as one of only two esemplary innovative economics
education programs in the undergraduate level in the country. In addition, we have been invited to
participate in panels and give papers at eight regional meetinp. The staff has published three papers on
the subject, developed eleven laboratory manuals, and written two discussion papers. A recent review of
our department by an independent advisory team said that we were on the cutting edge of economic
education.

We intend to spread the word about our project and about the role for the Fund for the Improvement of
Post Secondary Education in supporting our work.
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EXHIBIT C: FIPSE'S MANDATE-EIGHT BROAD PURPOSES
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

Encovraging the redone, innovation, and improvement of retsecondary education and
providing egad edscational opportuafty for all;
The creation of inidtutions and programs involving new paths to career and professional
training sad sew combinations of academic and experiential learning
The establishment of institutions and programs based on the technology of
communications;
The carrying out in postsecondary educational institutions of changes in internal structure
and operations designed to clarify institutional priorities and purpose%
The design and introduction of cost-effective methods of instruction and operation;
The introduction of institudoetal reforms designed to expard individual opportunities for
entering and re.entering institutions and pursuing programs of study tailored to individual

mew:
7)
8)

The hdroeuction of reforms in graduate education, in lb: structure of academk
profess,on% and in the recruitment and retention
leo Ides; and
The creation of new institutions and pmgrams for examining and awarding credentials to
individuals, and the introduction of reforms in omen'. institutional practices related
thefet0.
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Senator PELL. We now come to Dr. Richard Traina, president of

Clark University, who is accompanied by a Rhode Islander, Ed
Abrams. Nice to see you.
Mr. TRAINA. Thank you. I am here to speak on the matter of title
VII of the Higher Education Act. I would like to thank the members of the committee, past and present, for their continuing inter-

est and concern and support of higher education.
I might just say a word about Clark University. It is the smallest
liberal arts research university in America. It was founded first as
a graduate school in 1887 and later added an undergraduate college
and has a quite distinguished history in research and undergraduate education and several graduate programs.
I am pleased to be representing some 13 h:gher education associations today, plus the Higher Education Colloquium on Science
Facilities, which you recognized has among its membership members of Congress plus presidents of some research universities.
My written testimony includes some information on the critical
need of colleges and universities for facilities, some history of the
relationship between title VII and campus development, physical
development, and Fome recommendations that had to do with technical aspects of flue VII.
I am absolutely confident that members of this committee have
read and heard even more than I have about global competitiveness, the technological change that is spurred by that, the related
matter of the shortage of scientists and engineers for the future in
the United States. These are all well-documented issues. They are a
matter of future national welfare.
One major issue related to those is that of keeping and attracting
young people in these particular fields. It is intriguing to me the
way in which the condition of facilities reflects social values so that
when young people go into laboratories and research facilities, if
those are deficient and deteriorated, it reflects for them almost unconsciously what value society places on the endeavors that take
place in those facilities. The deterioration of facilities on campuses
is a well-documented issue; I have included again in the written
testimony some information on it.
Members of your staff have also been provided with this document, which I find particularly interesting. These are self-reported
deficiencies of research facilities from some 45 institutions. You
can imagine that in an age in higher education which is as highly
competitive as this onethat is, when we are competing vigorously
for good faculty and high-aspiring students, that it is not easy for
presidents of universities to identify deficiencies on their own campuses. It is not a popular thing to do. My written testimony cites
some examples of my own institution, Brown University, where my
son happens to be graduating 4 days from now, and the University
of Maryland. But they are simply examples of things that are happening across this Nation from campus to campus.
The fact is that the research endeavors which lie behind the capacity of this Nation to compete need people, they need equipment,
and they need facilities.
Title VII of the Higher Education Act is crucial to correcting
these facilities deficieheies. From 1965-78, more than 4,000 facilities on almost 1,900 campuses were provided for with a.sistance
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from the Federal Government. Some $750 million annually was
spent during that period on campus facilities. Those were provided
for because the Federal Government made available funds which
then leveraged State and institutional matching moneys, and that
is an important point to make. At that time, colleges and universities could not afford to construct those buildings without Federal
assistance. They cannot now afford to replace them or renovate
them without such assistance.
The only programs we now have available to us are the title VII
$30 million loan program and the NSF $20 million academic facilities modernization program, which you may recall is not present in
the administration's budget but which I am hopeful Congress will
provide for.

It is not as though Congress is not expending funds on campus
facilities. Some $500 million is being expended this year on earmarked projects. The question I have is are these moneys being

most effectively spent, and are they adequate. The backlog of

unmet needs makes clear that they are not adequate.
But I think the lack of merit-based competition, even while some
of the earmarked projects have certainly been meritorious, leads to
some problems, and I would really enjoy being asked a question
about that one.
I am confident that if there is a serious facilities funding program of the Packard Bromley sort that was proposed some 5 years
ago, that this would greatly reduce any efforts on campuses to seek
earmarked funds or to accept earmarked funds.
There are, then, in conclusion, I think, three problems. We have
previous sources of funds that are now inadequate. We have increased requirements when building facilities, and we have inflated
costs. Therefore, we need once again some assistance from the Federal Government. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Traina (with an attachment) fol-

lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. TRAINA

I am Richard P. Trains, President of Clark Univqrsity in Worcester, MA. I welcome the opportunity to speak in support of title VII of the Higher Education Act.
Mr. Chairman, I would begin by thanking you and your colleagues for your steadfast support and leadership on behalf of higher education.
Before turning to the specifics of the critical needs facing our universities and colleges for facilities, I want to offer a brief comment on Clark University, especially
our commitment to undergraduate education. Clark is both a liberal arts college and
a research university. Founded in 1887 as a graduate school, it is the nation's second
oldest graduate institution. Our undergraduate college opened in 1902. Today, Clark
University has less than 3,000 graduate and undergraduate students from 45 states
and over 70 countries. Despite its small size, the University conducts internationally-recognized research in, among other areas, chemistry, psychology, and geography,
while ranking in the top two to three percent of institutions whose students later go
on to earn doctorates in the sciences.
I am grateful for the opportunity to appear before you on behalf of 13 major education associations and the Higher Education Colloquium on Science Facilitiesa
group that has been in existence for one year and includes members of Congress
and university presidents. My testimony will briefly describe to you the critical
needs for facilities on our nation's campuses, the unique role of title VII in meeting
those needs in the past, and our specific recommendations for changes in title VII
and its funding levels.
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THE CRITICAL NEEDS FOR ACADEMIC

ACILITIES

I need not remind this Committee that the well-being of our nation depends on a
skilled and educated workforce. Global competitiveness is driving technological
change that is continuously increasing the requirements for advanced training. Unfortunately, the .S. competitive position is vulnerable. There are serious signs of
erosion, in particular our ability to provide an adequate supply of our own future
scientists and engineers. Let me just cite some indicators f)f this erosion:
Nearly 50 percent of those entering our graduate programs in mathematics and
engineering are foreign students.

The United States now trails France, West Germany, Japan, and the United
Kingdom in the percentage of students selecting engineering as their first
degree.

We are behind all but Japan in the percentage of students selecting Lhe natural
sciences.
Shortages of new faculty in many fields of science and engineering are already

upon us.

In other words, these signs warn us that we should no longer take for granted
that our colleges and universities will supply the scientific and technical personnel
needed for global competition in the future.
A major factor that affects our ability to meet the needs for advanced training is
the state of academic facilities. While it is hard to quantify, we know that the ability to attract good faculty in the sciences and engineering depends on the ability to
offer them state-of-the-art research facilities.
We have testimony from university and college administrators that deterioration
of fa( ities has caused research experiments and programs to be destroyed, postdelayed and canceled. The effects of facility obsolescence or unavailability
extend beyond missed research opportunities. It affects both attraction and retention of first-rate faculty and students into the field of science, resulting in an erosion of a critical national resource.
One study entitled The Decaying American Campus: A Ticking Time Bomb _pre:
sented the stark facts on aging and deteriorating facilities on our campuses. That
report, published in 1988, was prepared by the Association of Physical Plant Administrators, the National Association of College and University Business Officers, and
Coopers & Lybrand. According to the report:

Overall higher education's needs for capital investment in facilities exceeds $60
--Of this amount, about $20 billion is for urgent or priority needs, which means
that if these repairs and renovation were left undone, facilities, and in some
cases, their users, are at risk.
The $60 billion backlog in higher education's infrastructure does not include the
costs of complying with state and federal regulations concerning such matters
as PCB and asbestos removal, hazardous waste disposal, leakage from underground storage tanks, or the costs of compliance with new legislation on clean
air and access for the persons with disabilities. If it did, the figure would exceed
$100 billion.

You may wonder how a problem of this magnitude came about. After World War
II our universities expanded dramatically, and, in fact, provided the basis for the
explosive growth the U.S. economy enjoyed for at least a generation. However, the
rising cost of educating students, resulting mainly from inflation and the higher
costs of research, led most universities to defer maintenance on the massive and un-

paralleled construction that had taken place earlier, much of it government supported.

The cost of replacing and renovating this space over the years will be enormous,
and the price continues to rise. Much of our plant was built before inflation and
soaring energy costs of the 1970's, never mind the increasing cost of meeting regulatory requirements. New facilities frequently require much greater capacities for
such factors as power, heating, cooling, and ventilation, and telecommunications.

For our research facilities alone, according to recent National Science Foundation
survey, the backlog of deferred construction and maintenance is $12 billion.
Sometimes, in our analysis of aggregate data, we lose sight of what is at stake.
Allow me, therefore, to tell you about the condition of Clark's campus. I am much
happier telling you that in the last seven years we have expended almost $40 million on new construction and renovation of our facilities; yet we still have some $2025 million in facilities needs at present. The truth is that some of our laboratories,

(.) R
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in which we are training tomorrow's teachers and researchers, are not in the condition they should be. One, built thirty years agoa state-of-the-art facility when it
was constructed in 1961has an inadequate ventilation system that will not permit
students to experiment with certain chemicals. When the building's roof recently
leaked, the rain damaged sophisticated, scientific instruments, and led to a fivemonth delay in research.
This is all too common. I have here a list of the self-described infrastructure defi-

ciencies at 45 schools. I encourage this Committee to consider it.
Mr. Chairman, at Brown University, for example, from which my son will graduate in four days, according to researchers there, the aging engineering and physics

building cannot accommodate expansion into new topical areas, including thin
films, robotics, and lasers. As you know, these technologies will provide the most
promising new industrial applications in the twenty-first century. They belong in
Rhode Island. They must be in the United States, if we are going to remain competitive.

At the University of Maryland, another institution on the list I referred to earlier, some of the science buildings have antiquated air conditioning systems that require shut-downs for cleaning, thereby adversely affecting research in biochemistry
and the animal sciences. According to University administrators, the inadequacy of
these facilities has prevented the microbiology program from beginning serious
work in new biotechnology areas.

These are just three examples of excellent institutions that have outstanding faculty-researchers, the most sophisticated equipment, but whose facilities, sadly, are
not up to par. Mr. Chairman, the basic research upon which our future national
vitality depends, requires investments in people, equipment, facilities.
THE UNIQUE ROLE OF TITLE VII

In this context, the Higher Education Act is crucial. Historically, title VII of the
Act, which provides funding for academic facilities, antedates the 1965 law. It was
originally enacted as the Higher Education Facilities AO, of 1963, and was incorporated in 1965 as title VII. From 1965 through 1978, title VII, tocether with state and
institutional matching, funded 4,028 facilities at 1,858 institutiotw at a total develop-

ment cost of $10.5 billion, or about $750 million in facilities annually. These

amounts may not seem significant in terms of today's costs, but ii those years, they
were a significant contribution to meeting our needs.

e situation from the mid 1960's to the late 1970's contrasts with the virtually

nil title VII funding available since then. The only funding currently available is a
$30 million borrowing authority for college housing and academic facilities loans,
which the Administration proposes to eliminate. Unfortunately, the only generalpurpose facility funding program available in the past 20 years, NSF's Academic Facilities Modernization Program, has been funded at less than 10 percent of its $250
million authorization level. Furthermore, this year it was zeroed out in the Administration budget, though I hope that the Congress will continue the program.
In these circumstances, it is not surprising, if distressing, to find colleges and universities turning to the practice of obtaining funds through earmarking. The fiscal
year 1992 budget documents close to $500 million of earmarked funds for university
and college projects. Even though many of these projects have, indeed, been meritorious, it would be far more beneficial if such funds were subject to an open, fair
process of selection rather than determined by how much one spends for Washington lobbying. Moreover, I believe and many of my colleagues conuur, that if the Congress would fund a serious facilities program along the lines described in the Packard-Bromley Report of 1986 that most universities would refrain from efforts at earmarking. Such a program should of course, accommodate the needs of liberal arts
colleges, emerging universities, historically black colleges, as well as our major research universities.
To sum up the facilities problem, then, what we as a nation are facing is reliance
for an educated workforce on a system that is being squeezed in three directions:
drying up of traditional sources of revenue for financing facilities, increasing requirements, including regulatory, on those facilities, and inflation in costs of repair
renovation, and replacement.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN TITLE VII

The groups on whose behalf I am testifying today feel strongly that action on the
academic facilities problem is crucial. The coincidence of the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act provides an opportunity to reassert needed federal leadership
in this area.
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We have two principal recommendations: providing more funding and providing
greater statutory flexibility for title VII. Let me address the statutory provisions
first.
For the part A grant program, which is used for making awards for undergraduate academic facilities, we propose a number of changes.
First, grants should be permitted for projects deemed by reviewers to be of a high
priority but which are not explicitly mentioned in the statute.
Second, the existing priority relating to library and research facilities should emphasize the use of new technologies and the preservation of library materials.

Third, new construction projects should also be made eligible cor funding, although we agree that renovation should certainly remain a priority.

Fourth, we feel the provisions for distributing grants through the states is no
longer necessary or appropriate, given the reduced levels of funding. We favor
making grants directly to institutions on a competitive-reviewed, mefit basis. We
therefore propose that the simpler award mechanism of part B graduate facilities

funding, be made applicable to part A, to replace its elaborate system of state plans
and state allotment formulas.
Fifth, loan programs in part C (for academic facilities) and part F (for housing and
other facilities) should be consolidated and the waiting period for loan recipients reduced from ten to flve years.
Although the changes we recommend are important, the crucial need is for funding. We recognize that the federal government cannot come close to meeting the
magnitude of the need, but it can lead by providing a source of continuing, meritbased funding. This could accomplish two important goals:

First, and very important, it would help mobilize other public and private resources.

Second, it would provide a sounder policy that recognizes exigent national needs
for allocation of scarce resources, which the earmarking process cannot do.
We ask that $50 million be authorized for part A and $50 million for part B for
the first year. And we urge the Committee to increase this amount in subsequent years, given the magnitude of the needs in universities today.
For the loan programs, we recommend that a combined authorization ceiling be
set at $100 million for part C and part F.
We feel that these recommendations are consistent with the Congress' past com-

mitments to higher education goals and to maintaining U.S. competitiveness. I
thank you for your attention, and would welcome any questions you might have.

)
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A National Problem Requiring a National Responee
The Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Research Facilities

Association of American Univessities
National Association of State Universities astd Land-Grant Colleges
June 1989

Intraductiga
The National Sdence Foundation shortly will submit to Congress a report on
academic research facilities. The report will address questions posed by Congress last
year in the Foundation's FY 1989-FY 1993 Authorization Act, which, in part, established
a new NSF Academic Research Facilities Modernization Progrant Recently, bt
preparation for that report, the Foundation's Research Facilities Offs.* invited AAU and
NASULGC to address several issues related to research facilities needs of universities.
In late April AAU and NASULGC prepared and distributed ten questions (Appendix
A) to the executive heads of 56 AAU member institutions and the NASULGC legislative
network with a request for a response within two weeks; 45 universities responded
(Appendix B).
On May 17 an ad hoc committee (Appendix C) met with Mr. Richard Green,
Director, and Mr. William Cole, Executive Officer, of the Foundation's Research
Facilities Office. The Committee, informed by the responses of our member
institutions, then prepared this brief response to the Foundation's request for the
associations' views. Volumes could be written in response to the questions posed; in
fact, several already have been written, and so we do not intend to replow fit ground.
Instead, this summary statement attempts to restate briefly the context and
consequences of the academic research facilities deficit, to highlight the factors
contributing to the problem, and to suggest an appropriate policy framework to
respond to it.
The associations extend their appreciation to all who answered their request for
assistance. The Ad Hoc Committee made extensive use of those responses.

I
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APPENDIX E

STATEMENTS BY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES ON RESEARCH
FACILITIES NEEDS IN SIX FIELDS
1

Biological Sciences

6
9

Chemistry
Enaineering

15
16
17

Environmental Sciences
Materials Sdences
Physics

lbalagisalEsienen
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Further research programs in these areas are hampered at Brandeis University.
There is now no further available space anywhere in the current buildings for increased
research activities due to limitations on the facility. Currently, hallways are being used
for desks, freezers, refrigerators, centrifuges and other equipment. The last shell space
is being renovated to house a new Structural Biology group. Teaching labs, where
possible, are being converted to research space.
CASE WESTERN UNIVERSITY
In the area of genetics, until recently research using animals was focused on
drosophila (fruit flies) and bacteria in culture. Recent breakthroughs have made it
possible to move to a mammalian model (the mouse) but very largo colonies are
required. Until an institution can find the resources to invest ill the animal facility
environments to support such laboratory animals, research cannot be conducted in this
area. Although limited, support for animal facilities improvement or aeation of
facilities for AIDS research from N.I.H. has been a very important government initiative
to help make this type of research possible.

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
AIDS: A large program of AIDS and AIDS-related research at Johns Hopkins is
limited and impeded by obsolete facilities, and modernization and renovation funding
is largely unavailable. Research involving the live HIV virus requires P3 (Physical
Containment Level 3) laboratory facilities: isolation laboratories with negative air
pressure contro/ and maintenance capability; air locks; emergency isolation capability;
separate and isolated ventilation systems; lockers and showers for staff; special aerosol
containment hoods; non-public thoroughfares and hallways; etc. The present Hopkins
research faculty would probably expand AIDS research activities to nearly double its
present level (approdmately $30 million annual egenditures) if it wee possible to
upgrade present facilities. Faculty simply do not respond to requests for research
proposals in areas of high interest to them betrase of facilities limitations. The effect of
this is that much potentially important AIDS research is either deferred, not done at all,
or not done as rapidly or as well as it might be done.
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Modern molecular biology is becoming a powerful tool in basic animal sciences.
Our facilities are so primitive in this department that two young faculty have lost much
timer trying to set up laboratories that will sustain their competitiveness.
Our deputments of Microbiology and Public Health, Anatomy and Physiology are
in obsolete buildings handicapping both the quality of research and the size Of the
graduate student and postdoctoral enrollments we can accommodate.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

In our Biology Department, a number of research effcets are hampered by
inadequate Willies. In some areas of biological research, investigations are hampered
by the lack of up-to-date central facilities, includinga DNA sequencer and synthesis
facility, and a spectro-fluorimeter. In plant molecular biology and plant systematic
biology, greenhouses are an essential facility; in the absence of a modem greenhouse,
our biology investigators are unable to pursue research in this area.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Less than SO% of the available research space is "suitable for use in the most highly

developed and scientifically sophisticated research in its field," according to input
provided by S/E units. Research is most upgraded with institutional funds in
connection with recruitment and retention of faculty. Little upgrading car be
accomplished through research grant funding. We need augmented funding levels to
expand our program of renovations to include the utility and service infrutructure
within buildings. One of our middle-size biosdence units (not included in the
three-phase bioscience space upgrading) has described the departmental situation as
follows:

Controlled Temperature and Clean Air In Laboratories (Highest Priority)
Controlled temperature in our laboratories is now even more important than in et,:
past. Modern research instruments such as our recently acquired Fourier-transform
infrared crrno and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectrographs require
environments with very limited temperature range to perform optimally. Although air
condinoning is rarely needed for comfort in Berkeley, these instruments with their
highly preklm optical systems and associated computers do require it. Studies of soil
water transport, water extraction, measurement of soil water potential, soil rheology
and soil miaobiology all require controlled temperature environments. The
department presently has only one very small constant temperature room to
accommodate these activities, and this facility has a history of being inoperative for
very long periods (over 1 year in one episode), apparently because of the difficulty in
obtaining parts for an obsolete system.
The air blown into labs and offices by the Hilgard ventilation system is extremely
dirty. Improvised filters put over outlets are inefficient expedients. They are
overloaded with particles in a short time. The fiberglass filter over the air outlet above
the computer where I am now sitting has reached "breakthrough" in less than four
weeks.
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Fume Hoods with Add Traps (Vwy high priority)
Digestion of soil and plant materials requires strong reagents and high temperature.
At present them is cetly vete hood in the department with a perchloric add trap and
whidt Ii equipped with scrubbers to remove nitric add fumes. The provisions for
trapping the potentially explosive perchloric add and corrosive nitric add fumes were
improvised with department resources. While this one arrangement Is effective, it is
lessnarilsevinadsquate frtr the department's needs. All deparotent laboratories doing wet
should have hoods with add filters/traps for safety, environmental
protection and preservation of the ducts.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - LOS ANGELES

Studies in basic and applied molecular biology in relationship to developments in
biotedutology are being impaired by the lack of modem facilities. Such facilities
require special fermentation facilities, special environmentally controlled areas and the
modern laboratory systems that meet the regulatory requirements that have been
recently promulgated in this area.
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Outdated facilities are impacting adversely on the University of Iowa's
undergraduate and graduate education programs. For example, in biology, as intensive
laboratory training in molecular tedutiques is required for large numbers of
undergraduate students, classroom laboratory space once used cely for desktop
experiments must be remodeled and rewired to handle multiple centrifuges, power
packs, refrigerators, personal computers, tissue culture and &axial hoods. 'The
problem I. repeated in each of the University. science and engineering departments for
which a myriad of automated and electronic equipment is essential fa bask
undergraduate laboratory instruction.
The eventual proof of the biologic process is the living animal. As our knowledge
increase, so the effects of the various agents and insults are becoming dearer and the
demand for dean, pathogen.*** animal space is inaeasing. Added to this is the
provision for transgenic animals, in whZdt the ultimate test of the new DNA-tedinology
is conducted.
Researchers in our biomedical area, particularly in our internationally renowned
cardiovascular reseudt center, must presently delay or forgo studies utilizing dogs and
to because of the current limited capadty of Wallas facilities. Proposed US.
t of Agriculture regulations will require a doubling of space for housing and
exercise of dogs and primates. In addition, there is a critical need to developspecial
facilities for the we of transom* mice, oantainment of pregnant sheep, and improved
and expanded aseptic surgical research facilities. These art all examples of the
important needs to improve the infrastructure for health related studio. It is estimated
that the University of lowa will need to invest $6.4 million in improvement and
expansion of animal facilities to comply with regulations and to meet the expanding
biomedical reseerch needs. This investment is in addition to $6 million that has been
spent by the Univwsity since 1979 to bring the Univwsity into compliance with USDA
regulations and PHS guidelines.
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

On ow campus, some of the buildings have air conditioning powered by steam; this
arrangement results in shut-downs for the cleaning of the equipment and in outages,
when power is interrupted. This antiquated set-up adversely affects research
endeavors in biochemistry and in the animal sdences.
Our microbiology program was housed for years in an antiquated building with
make-shift arrangements fce new research requirements. Clearly, the inadequacy of the
fadlities prevented the department from beginning serious work in certain new
biOtOChlUgOgy MU.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Antiquated animal research facilities are bloddng research using appropriate
animal models in biomedical fields, in modern work on livestock production, and in
investigations of certain animal diseases in veterinary medicine. Moreover, in the
biological sciences, work on the genetic engineering of fish and other aspects of basic
fish biology is impeded by lack of good space to rear and maintain the fish. Recently
some makeshift facilities malfunctioned and we lost some very important spedmens,
setting back our work significantly. Also in the biological and agricultural sciences,
greenhouse space for bask studies in plants is completely inadequate. Two of our
"research" greenhouses are deteriorated so badly that they cannot be renovated; we are
critically concerned that this not be allowed to happen to the others which now badly
need renovation. Our plant sciences research is greatly impeded by this problem.
Often the next logical experiment simply cannot be done due to lack of facilities.
In many of our research programs in psychology, in the social sciences, in the
biological sdences, the physical sciences, and in the biomedical sciences we have had to
resort to renting space in the community. This allows us to acquire space that is
adequate to support the research function, but it impedes the development of the
research program because it isolates people from others with whom they should be
interacting. This has become a aitical problem for us in Kele programs.
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Obsolete X-ray aystallography facilities and equipment in our Departments of
Biological Sdences and Crysftllography, and in our medical school's basic science
departments constrain and impede vaious research projects on protein structure being
conducted at our University.
Our Departments of Biological Sciences and Behavioral Neuroscience are in need of
a central animal housing facility and state-of-the-art tissue laboratories in order better
to capitalize on the talents of their faculties and graduate students.
UNIVEGITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
All of the Department of Biological Sciences portions of Geologicel Sdences and
Chemistry are housed in the buildings listed above and the research and educational
programs offered by these departments is being adversely affected by the inadequate
and/or obsolete facilities. A few examples:
In Marine Biology we are trying to expand an exciting research effort which
combines biochemical, microbiological and molecular techniques in the study of the
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early developmental stages of irwertebrate organisms. In addition to basic science, the
work has significant application in biotechnology and agriculture. However, the
research is being severely hampered by obsolete facilities. All of the laboratory
bench-tops are coated wood and unusable or incompatible with the we of chemicals,
stains, and radioisotope tracers routinely used by the faculty and graduate students.
Chemical hoods in the building no longer meet code requirements kg many adds are
I ighly volatile or toxic substances.) The laboratories are not air-cceditioned and
beca..-ie unbearably warm in summer months, to the inconvenience of researchers and
the &tenant of computes and electronics. Expansion of the program can only be
done as lao. in the building are renovated at considerable thhe and expense. The
Molecular Biology program is housed in buildings now more than 15 rare old and in
need of extensive renovation of the hood ducting, air supply system, benddng and
cowttertops (which contain an asbestos impregnated epoxy) and laboratory hyoid. The
lath of adequate laboratory facilities is adversely affecting the development of this very
important component of the Biological Sciences. Without well-equipped, modern
fadlities, the Section is at a disadvantage in the recndtment of both junior and senior
level faculty. The program has critical deficiencies in the areas of molecular, cellular
and developmental biology, and we are trying to fill this need by building research
efforts in gene control during development, cellular growth controls and
communkation between cells and signal transduction. However, these efforts are
limited by the poor quality of the editing research space and, again, extensive
renovation must occur before we can proceed.
ME UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

Molecular Biology: Life sciences at UT reside in the traditiceal departments of
Botany, Miaobiology, and Zoology and in the Divisions of Biochemistry and Nutrition.
The life sciences, biochemistry, and nutrition groups have, ova the past 10 yeas,
attempted to develop programs in molecular biology. 7be major problem has been
reauiting new faculty in the absence of modes facilities to sunet :molecular biology
research. The Department of Botany, with a el ranldng nadonany, Is housed in a
building constructed in 1932, and the Department of Miaobiology and approdmately
half of the faculty in the Division of Biochemistry are housed in a building constructed
in'1954. The Division of Nutritice is housed in a building that does not have the
support facilities for modem wet-bench research. The Botany building does not have
the support facilities for modern research, nor is it feasible to renovate the building to

conduct modern molecular biolori near& The building that houses the Department
of Miaobiology and eome of the biodtemists can be renovated to support molecular
biology rawer* however, the estimated cost for renovatice is $16 million. The
Department of Zoology (ranked 07 naticeally) is housed in a building constructed in
1961 Although this building is suitable for molecular biology reseerch, there is need
for substantial renovation for editing faculty as well as far new faculty.
Molecular biology development at UT has the highest priority. Approximately
$65475 million is required to construct new facilities for molecular biolop and to
renovate edsting buildings for life sciences and biochemistry. Current plans are to
construct a new molecular biology building at an estimated met of 625 million;
however, this will not address the renovation needs of the edging life science
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departments and the Division of Biochemistry. The coneequences of obsolete space for
the life edema are that the nationally ranked programs will decline in quality; faculty
will leave and recruitment of the best family will not be possible.
Many scientists on our campus have the capadty to contribute to the human
genome project but lack the necessary equipment, modem laboratory fadlities, and
automated instruments (such as an automated DNA sequencer and robotics) to
compete successfully with other hboratories in the world.
The revolution treated by recent developments in molecular biology will
permanently change biology, agriculture, and medidne. Given our lack of
state-of-the-art molecular biology research facilities, however, we are not in a position
at the present time to be a mapr research force in this Bald. Other tudvesities are in
similar drcumstances, making our overall national effort weaker than many existing
programs in Japan and Europe.
YALE UNIVERSITY

Detnioratin and obsolete greenhouses inhibit ongoing research in plant molecular
biology, an investigation important to our understanding of plant genetics as well as to
advances in practical aviculture.
In cell biolop, an imperfectly functioning tempwature control ended a fifteen-yearold experiment k+ destroying a genetic stock collection of fruit flies. Although valuable
results had been obtained from the experiment. Its premature termhution required
additional expenditures and a three-year delay to partially replicate lost materials.

Chasidim
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

The major place in which we have had an adverse effect is in the teething of
chemistry. We have a brilliant new idea for education that will increase the number of
majors in both high school and college for chemistry. Unfortunately, in order to
implement zur ideas, we need a modern fadlity. We also have some original ideas on
ways in which new laboratories should be constructed. We are trying to raise $7
million to proceed with this project. In the meantime, the idea is languishing, and we
are not doing as good a job as we could for the education of chemists.
The chemical induetry is worrying about the future supply of chemists, because this
area is no longer drawiag the numbers of students at either the undergraduate or
vaduate level that are needed by the industry. Obviously, this industry remains an
important one for the United States.
CASE WESTERN UNIVERS/TY

In the arta of polymers, laboratory fadlities for structural analysis do not require
heavy wet chemistry facilities and related mechanical support systems. Cutting edge
research in this area has now moved to synthesis and/or creation of polymers suth that
new wet chemistry fadlities are required. Provided for increased air changes in a new
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laboratory located in a 1950's building, with limited mechanical capabilities, is very
difficult Achieving Nil research activity potential and maintaining safe environmental
candid .ns and also very difficult.

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
The overall chemistry program will require two large pieces of equipment to
determine structure of complex and molecules: a hi-field NMR spectrometer for work
in Biochemistry and a hkesolution mass spectrometer for research in Organic
chemistry. It will be impossible fat CUA to compete in research ifivtiVin molecular
structure without these equipments. Each system will cost at least 1500,000. CUA does
not have the ability to purchase large equipment in this price range, nor b it in a
position to do so even if a30%-50% cost sharing is required.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
The Chemistry Building is an ample of the pending needs on this campus.
Storage space for chemicals and supplies is grossly inadequate. Supplies are stored in
cabinets in hallways, thus exposing students and faculty to potential problems.

Disposal of chemicals is bline at best, according to current standards. Equipment
in many cases has been giVe% the "bandaie fix, and requires daily tinkering to keep it
operational. Library and study space in the building are grossly inadequate;
dusrooms are overcrowded.
Another negative effect of the fadlities problem in the Department of Chemistry is
the Universitys ability to retain outstanding faculty and attract reputable new faculty.
In both retention and hiring situations, we are told by the faculty that we would fare
better in this competitive arena if better fadlities existed. Typically, we can cope with
the salary demands of the faculty. It is the need for facility upgrade and/or
replacement that is mast difficult to accommodate.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
At Iowa State University we do have programs that are severely affected by
obsolete research fadlities. In chemistry, traditiceally one of the strongest progams at
Iowa State University, we are in the midst of a major renovation project of our core
chemistry fadlity. Our present fadlity of more than 20000 square feet houses more
than 30 chemistry research groups. Unforhmately, our chemistry resierch groups are
concentrated in areas of traditional strength at Iowa State (materials, *dances, organic
chemistry, etc) and because they occupy all present space we are limited in our ability
tO VOW chemistry research activities into new areas where interdisciplinary research is
required. For instance, we have a strong interest in developing a natural systems
chemistry program that will suppat and enhance our movement into fundamattal
agricultural research. To do this we need facilities and equipment on a relatively major
scale. We are unable to provide such facilities or equipment, in spite of massive state
investment, and as a result we feel that certain new knowledge produdng
environmenb will not be aeated, and as a result certain aides' knowledge may not
cane about. It's important to remember that it's not as if we can eliminate our existing
chemistry progam, which is successful both in terms of research and in terms of
teaching, to move into new areas because we cannot. We have developed ongoing
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streams of knowledge and student production that justify their continuation. But now
to move into broader and more interdisciplinary provams linidng chemistry with other
activities on the campus we find that we are severely facilities and equipment limited.
In our opinion this does result in an impedance of the research enterprise.
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Molecular and atomic chemistry research at Hopkins is hampered by lack of
adequate facilities to house modern equipment, such as state-of-the art mat and X-ray
diffraction instruments. This situation is compounded by the difficulties in
computer/information networks and similar systems. This adversely affects research
involving, for example, DNA chemistry, polymers, and advanced materials, each of
which is a critical area of technology for the nation.
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Very recently, cne of our senior organic chemists who pioneered the field of
molecular recognition, a field of widespread interest and application, left the
University for another institution because we were unable to provide him with
adequate research facilities and state-of-the-art equipment needed to establish an
Institute for Molecular Recognition.
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Funding was recently received for an NSF Science and Technology Center in
Chemistry: in order to house the Center, major renovation, 8900,000 of costs, must be
done in an edsting building. Only $250,000 of that cost was funded by the grant the
institution must bear the rest of the cost.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

There are a number of exciting new research opportunities in organic and
organic-metallic chemistry which the faculty of Chemistry would like to exploit but
find themselves handicapped by the aging and inadequate laboratory facilities
available. Although a few of the laboratories have recently been improved, the majority
of the hoods, ducting and air supply system is substandard and in some cases no longer
trieets code requirements. The problems related to laboratory facilities are not only
restricting the expansion of existing research programs, they are increasingly becoming
a major hindrance in the recruitment of replacement and new faculty. At the present
time we are losing one junior professor because of problems related to the research
space.
UNIVERSTTY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

Some of our programs in organic, inorganic, and physical chemistry are being
impeded because of the facilities in which they are being =inducted. The laboratories
were constructed in the early 1960: and are not equipped and configured to support
modern research in these areas. Their renovation is sorely needed to address issues of
safety and research productivity. For example, some ecperimentation currently must

;
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be moved to a different area of the building where hoods and other laboratory fadlities
can support the work to be done. This is partioduly true of materials science research
in which highly to:dc and dangerous materials are under investigation.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

In January 1988 the University of Washington retained two prestigious architectural
firms, the NEU Group and TRA Anode's, to study its sdance and enginesing
fedlities. Among the conclusions reported by this study are the followinr
The need for additional space for sdence and engineering at the University of
Wuhington in the next 13 years totals 527,000 assignable square ft. (ASF) under eno
growth SCASIfier. or 867,000 ASF under a "modest growth SeMarier. These numbers
correspond to an increase of 32% and 52%, respectively.
The physics building was described as followe 'Physics Hall, built in 1923, is the
main physics laboratory and teaching facility at the University of Washington. It I.
unfit for the conduct of modern sdence. It lacks the capability to accommodate heavy
equipment in laboratories and would require major structural improvements to handl*
additional floor loads and meet seismic standards. Other problems pose throat to the
safety of its occupants; unenclosed edt stairs would act as chimneys in event of a fire
adequate electrical power is not available in many laboratories; and sem labs illegally
vent into corridors." Bagley Hall, the building which houses the Department of
Chemistry, is, in general, in worse condition thrn the physics building.

.Enginentig

.

BROWN UNIVERSITY

Our engineering and physics building is over 20 years old and can not
accommodate any expansions into new topical area, e.g. thin films, robotics, and laser
applications.
'ME CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA

In the School of Engineering, it is desired to expand a strong and well-supported
program in underwater acoustics by the US. Navy to a much needed area of
architectural acoustics. The present sponsor is not interested in this expansion and the
University is in no position to provide the ctie million dollars necessary to provided the
equipment to initiate the program. Were the fadlities developed, there is no doubt that
it would attract ready sponsorship. Similarly, modest programs in robotics and active
control of structures can only be fully developed with the infusion of equipment monies
of similar magnitude.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

An example of a major program at Cornell University which is adversely affected
by obsolete research laboratories is the School of Electrical Engineering. This school
occupies a building which was built in the mid-1950's in order to house a planned,
much larger program in undergraduate education. The planning did not include any
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element of research fadlities. Over the past 30 years the School of Engineering has
evolved into one of the leading research departments IS% its field in the United States.
The research function, including office space for graduate students, postdoctorals,
research assodates, shops and research laboratories was shoe-horned into the existing
building, or, in some cases, laboratories were placed in off-campus locations or in otha
buildings. As research and instructional pressures mounted due to the increased
student interest in electrical engineering, space devoted to instruction shrank. One
consequence was the reduction of the required junior-year laboratory course from five
hours per week in the laboratory to three hours per week. This allowed twice as many
laboratory sections to be taught Instructional material was taken out of the course in
order to complete it in three hours instead of the five previous. Subsequently, the
two-semester sequence was reduced to a single semester and additional tea thing
laboratories which were used for spedalized seniorlevel courses were merged at
eliminated. The research laboratories, being placed in former daurcoms, instructional
laboratories, offices, and so forth are totally inadequate. They generally have no
humidity control, no air condidoning, and so forth, which makes use of electronic
equipment difficult on hot days. Research space per faculty member in the school is
less than SOO square feet, and compared to about 2003 square feet in comparable
departments. As a consequence, the magnitude and quality of research and the quality
of undevaduate instruction which is done in this school, an area vital to national
competitiveness, is severely limited by inadequate space.
As a consequence of this situation and similar pressures in other departments in the
engineering college, the college prepared a muter plan for meeting space needs. The
first element of this muter plan was to have been construction of a laboratory building
for the School of Electrical Engineering. Because of immediate time pressures to house
the new supercomputing facility, the college's space clads were placed second in
priority. Even though the college master plan was aeatA three years ago, it now
appears that it will be at least five to ten years before resources can be found to begin
construction on a laboratory building for electrical engineering. In this school, the
space pressures on both teaching and research will &fief= have spanned the entire
professional careers of a generation of faculty members.
A third area of need is closely related to the microelectronics area of the School of
Electrical Engineering. The university is currently trying to organize joint
university/corporation efforts for research on optoelectronics, electronic packaging,
production of semiconductor devices, and advanced lithography. Those strategic
liaisons with corporations envision environment which will contain both open research
by university people and collaborative research conducted by employees of several
different corporation'. Corporations might also be able to rent space in an adjacent
fadlity to do their own proprietary work. In this particular case, it may be feasible to
pay for the needed space by the program revenues, although It will be a substantial
challenge to provide this space on the required time schedule (about 1$ months). If we
are unable to provide this space, the chance for major industrial collaborations which
could affect the national competitive picture in these important areas will be severely
compromised.

'96
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

In enehenin we have been so short of laboratoiy space we were unable to recruit
fealty with active research programs. We purchased a commercial facility several
miles from the campus and adapted it to serve as a turbulence laboratory. We built a
temporary structure of 66,000 square feet about one mile from the Engineering Building
in which to develop laboratories and finally we have received state bonding funds to
double the size of the present Engineering Building. Whin this addition is completed
in late fall of 1999 we will begin renovation of the old wing. This should be completed
in 1991, but the total facility will not provide all the Engineering departments with
research space needed
laSSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Aerospace Engineering - education programs are adversely affected because of
restricted instructional laboratories, lack of faculty office's, and inadequate air
conditioning resulting in excessive computer down-time. The problem of admen
removal must be addressed (this is true for many buildings, instructional, research, and
administration - woes campus). Some research, faculty, and instructional space will
become available when new construction is completed in the Research Park complex:
however, this rpace cannot be effectively utilized unless and until a fully worldng
computer networking system is in place.
The department's Raspet Flight Laboratory, located some miles away from the
campus, wu built in the early 60's. Continuing renovation is required to keep this
aging fadlity operative. As the university's aerospace research programs increase, the
available space in the nearly 40-year old facility becomes more aamped and less
efficient.
The Diagnostic Instrumentation Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) develops advanced
optical instrumentation systems for use in fossil energy tedmologies and in
manufacturing and industrial processes. Its laboratories are scattered through four
buildings, necessitating dismantling of equipment in one laboratory, transport to the
test stand facility, and reassembly for testing. The process then must be repeated to
return the instrumentation to the developmental laboratory. DIAL research interests
included the development of intrusive probes and sensors for diagnostic use In MHD or
similar fadlities, and extensicet of the capabilities of the Laser Doppler Velodmeter
System (which measures particle velocity along a plane) and development of a 3-D
system. Such extension of research requires additional appropriate space in a research
facility designed for this type of research.
RUTGERS UNIVERSM
(Elngineering research and graduate education at Rutgers have only recently
received strong State support They are developing rapidly in response to impwative
regional needs, exploiting evident opportunities created by the exceptional quality of
corporate engineering research. Availability of departmental research fadlitics
determines the pace at which these developments can proceed.
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UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO:

In all ueas of engineering, including materials, manufacturing engineering,
biomedical and biochemical engineering, and engineering instruction, new technology
is developing so rapidly that it is impossible for the Engineering School to have
available the latest hardware and, in the cues where computing is part of the program,
the latest software.
As a spedfic example, the materials research programs offered through our
Departments of Chemical, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering face the following:
Our high resolution odcroscopy and analytical facilities, which must support the
materieds efforts, AM wholly inadequate. We have fatuity with the talent but our
research laboratceies are either without the appropriate equipment (dean rooms,
furnaces, CVD fadlitiss, MBE, miaoscopek eic.) or have an inadequate, technologically
obsolete capability.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

An accurate estimate of the need for space to feed the department's rapid growth in
research is thirty thousand square feet. There are many good reason.s for this additional
need for space, but the most compelling is that the department has hired ten new
faculty in the last eighteen months, among them the college's first Eminent Scholar, Dr.
Tang Sah. Dr. Sah occupies the Robert C. Pittman endows(' 'Air. He is a biding
researcher in semiconductor electronics. In the 1930's he I
..ad with William
Shoddey, Nobel Laureate and co-inventor of the transistor, as a emir, member of the
technical staff of the Shockley Transistor Corp. In 1959, Sah became head of the physics
department at Fairchild Semiconductor Corp., leading a group that developed the first
stable MOS transistors. His work pioneered the technology that made possible the first
digital watches. He continues to mak* major contributions as is evident by his
receiving the Jack Morton Award from IEEE this year. We have attracted Dr. Sah to the
University, but are now unable to meet his space needs. His group alone will secure
over $1250,000 in research funding next year. The work is largely experimental and
requires significant amounts of high-quality (like dean rooms) space To quote Dr.
Sah's closest colleague, Dr. Fred Lindholm:
"1. We cannot get the experimental stations set up in which to do our research.
2. We cannot add the graduate students coming this fall who need to use these
work stations.
3. We cannot add postdocs we need to help us do this research and to assist in
educating our graduate students.
4. We cannot have the use of Professor Sah's reprint files cc his journals.
Accordingly, our research and education via research is severely compromised, and
our ability to bring in substantive research funding to provide for graduate student
education and the maturation of our junior faculty usodates is severely limited."
This is not a new problem. After being with us for less than eighteen months, Dr.
Luis Figueroa, a well-known expert in laser technology, resigned in June of 1987
because of inadequate facilities. In his letter of resignation he states, "When I was
hired, I naively assumed I would get space to build a semiconductor lams
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characterization lab to support my research. I was mistaken! If I would have known
about the magnitude of the space crisis before I was hired, I would have eithw
negotiated using different methods or found a better arrangement elsewhere."
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

In Mechanical Engineering the space is very open and not usable for modern
instrumentation. It has been necessary to divide up floor space with wire cages and put
laser equipment inside the caged areas. The lasers are used in the diagnostics of
combustion and fluid flows. There is no computw ccatrol of the engines. The control
devised were built in the 20's and 30's.
In wind-tunnel-like weperimens, them is a need to go to three dimensional studies
and to scale up devices by 400400%. This wadd require lary-capadty vacuum and
high-pressure alr sources, which are not available.
A proposed center for the study of refrigeration that involve industry-university
cooperation lacks the space and environmental controls to conduct the studio properly.
A major activity hwolves the replacement of Cns, and the substitute materials are so
exotic that leak detection is difficult and there are no known sealing materials.
Tribology studies with these materials are needed but there are no fadlities in which to

conduct these rtudie
Across the engineering depanments in general, only 29% of the msearch space is
considertd suitable for use in the most highly developed and scientifically sophisticated
research in the field. In the physical sciences this number is higher (49%), but in the
wwironmental sciences the correspceding percentage is only 8%.
UNWERS1TY OF PITTSBURGH

X-ray diffraction facilities and equipment in the Department of Materials Science
the-art research on polymers
and Engineering are 15 - 20 years old, and thus sta
just cannot be done using then; our faculty who need gate-of-the-art X-ray diffraction
facilities and equipment must go elsewhere to do their X-ray diffraction work.
Moreover, due to inadequate space and lack of equipment, our School of
Engineering is unable to establish a cell biology laboratory that is needed for the
Sghoces developing research and graduate training program in bicengineeting.
The building that houses our School of Engineering was designed in the late 1960e
and completed in 1972. At that time, the building's air conditioning was adequate
relative to needs, but its air conditioning is today inadequate relative to current needs.
As a consequence, each time a new laboratory I. eet up, a separate air conditioning
system must be added at a cost of approximately $20,000. The cost to upgrade the
building's central system is approximately $350,000 to $400,000. Obviously, given finite
University and School of Enginewing resources, funds used for air conditioning
additions or upgrades cannot then be otherwise used in support of the Schools'
research, training, and service activities.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUMERN CALIFORNIA

Photonks/Optical Computing research is greatly hampered by the lack of adequate
laboratory space. The materials processing side in particular requires very extensive
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(and expensive) facilities. This is an extrenwly important new technology that could
lead to the weaned "sixth isneration" computers.
We have &zillions of dollars of government research support including a U.R.L in
this area, and haw one of the top two or three research groups in the country. The
potential impact of fir research and the necessary technology transfer will be
compromised if new &Utile are not treated.
Manufacturing is anwher vastly wider spaced and under-equipped area. We have
major government and inilustry support through our Institute for Manufacturing and
Automation Research (D4 AR), but no real fedlity in which to conduct meaningful
research
The Division of NaturLi Sdence and Mathematics occupies five buddinp in which
the laboratory research fadlities are obsolete ce substandard, and a sixth in which the

fadlities are marginal. Only two buildings in the Sciences have rdete resserch
fadlities. The worst cases are ktildinp MOM than 50 years old, in whWA there are acute
with the decoke services, hoods and venting system, plumbing, benching,
riZbtirgalland alr conditioning systems and moral design of the laboratories. To varying
degrees, all of the subpart buildings share these problems.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-AM-Mg
The Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics research and
education programs in guidance and control are affected by the inability of the
guidance and control group to pursue a broad ranged research activities because of
the noriedstenos of a controls research laboratory fadlity. Two areas of fundamental
research for the future are fault-tolerant flight control systems and the development of
new and sophisticated sensors and actuators. While our current research is primarily
analytical and computational in nature, our capabilities would be greedy enhanced by
including hardware in our future research activities.
loth of the research areas mentioned above are considered of primary importance to
the future of U.S. aerospace industries. In addition, our students would be more
effective in these developnients if they had a better understanding of computers,
sensors, and actuators and their use in sophisticated flight control systems.
The Department of Aerospace engineering and Engineering Mechanics has no
fidlities for high temperature work on metals, metal matrix composites and a:antics,
nor does it have adequate facilities for the study of fiber/epoxy types of composites. It
has no facilities for evaluating the mechanical characteristics of brittle materials such as
ceramics.

The internationally recognized Structural Engineering Laboratory research arid
teaching program is threatened by an aging physical plant and fadlities that are not

adete to support current or antidpated research dforti. Fee example, a 25-ton
overMid crane has hazardous exposed electrical rails, worn-out brakes, antiquated
controls, and other safety problems, the original electrical distribution system
unsatisfactory, providing insufficient electrical power for equipment now in the lab and
on order; roof and wall problems, rainwater, dust, and temperature changes endanger
equipment and research projects, rotting, damaged, and worn-out doors provide no
security; there is insufficient air conditioned laboratory equipment; and these is an
acute shortage of faculty, staff, and student office and work space.
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Externally funded research at the University of Virginia is growing currently at an
annual rate of 15%. Such growth cannot continua because we have already saturated
our research space.

In the School of Engineering and Applied Sdence, a major grant from the
Department of Transportation supporting experimental crash impact research is being
severely impeded by the unavailability of suitable research space. bt addition, the
space available for the support of academic computing is ridiculously inadequate.
VANDERBILT UNIVERSiTY
Vanderbilt currently has suffident space for most work, with the exceptice of our
Enginwing School. One recent inventory shows that the Engineering Scnool needs
(MS 67,000 net assignable square feet 57,440 of which ls need R&D apace. This
shortage is aitical, as illustrated by the case of laser epment on campus: because of
space constraints, the Engineering School has unused laws in storage and the Physics
Department has underused lasers all this after construction of a $2.6 M building for a
free electron laser.

YALE UNIVERSITY
In chemical engineering, a faulty air handling system permitted humidity to build
up and destroy a salt crystal operating as the beam splitter of an interferometer, causing
research delays and several thousand dollars in additional costs to Yale.

Faxizanmentallcitacia
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
The Nr.tural Resource Ecology Laboratory represents an area of keen national and
internatimal interest The lack of adequate space is acute in this department
Refrigerators sit in hallways. Students sit at chairs in hallways to study (very
distracting and undesirable situation). This department has experienced extreme
difficulty in retaining outstanding researchers due to the lack of adequate fadlities and
space.

These two departments are representative of the harm that can be caused to the
quality of programs as the result of sub-par facilitien As stated previously, it is not
only the quality of the research that suffers, but the quality of the educational programs

u

CONNELL UNIVERS/TY
Another example on the Cornell campus is the Center for Envirorunental Research.
The staff of this center are currently dispersed among four different buildings on the
campus. Substantial recent effort in this center has focused on questions related to
global environmental change. There appear to be major opportunities for more
interdisciplinary basic research to be conducted in this area, and funding for programs
in the center has vown substantially over the past two or three years. This center

.-1
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needs about 13,000 square feet to consolidate its central operations in one ;Awe and
provide a focus for expanding efforts on the global environment. The spier needs
include both offices and laboratories. No solution is on the horizon for meeting those
space needs, even though a substantial fraction of the work of this center a in the
statute*, colleges of the university that are supported by the State of Nr ov York.
Budget difficuldes in the state, coupled with pressures for better teachin space in the
biological sciences, make it unlikely that the state will be abi: to respossi to such space
nerds fa a paiOd.on the Order Of five years. Even though basic interdisciplinary
research on global environmental 'effects is of vital impcetance to society, it is unlikely
that programs oi the required magnitude can be mounted within the space constraints
ot the institution. Graduate students will not be trained in sufficient numbers to meet
national needs in the environmental area as a result of current shortfalls in research
space.

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Recently, society has begun to recognize that an ecological aisis edsts. Species are
being depleted at an enormous rate, especially in the American tropics. This realization
is recent, even though professionals have been warning of the aisis for decades. The
University of Kansas is one of a few universities that has maintained a concentration of
talent in the arta of natural history. We are moving, with similar institution', to
atablish a program to inventory species diversity in threatened areas. Our efforts will
be severely handicapped because we do not have adnuate facilities for storage,
analysis and curadon of materials that will be obtained during these studies. We will
have to solve this space problem before we can move fotward.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
While some facilities modernization has occurred at the Center for Great Lakes
Studies (due in large part to an extramural award of $500K which leveraged an
additional $3 million), much more must be done to replace obsolete research
instrumentation which is employed across various areas of research (aquatic,
environmental science, engineering and in other disciplines). The Center is the major
research facility on the Great Lakes and has the potential, with proper development, to
work on the major problems of environmental health facing the Midwest and the
nation.

Matsrlakisitoca
CARNEGIE MELLAN UNNERSITY
In the research area, thae is a major shortage of space for the accomplishment of
large-scale research in areas such as robotics and advanced materials. We have been
renovating a number of buildings, but we are still short of the space that we need. We
have a series of original ideas on the handling of nuclear cleanups, and vft need more
space for constructing the robots that will be able to move into a nuclear plant or other

ha=rdous areas to eliminate the risk to human beings. We are trying to find money
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and space to do this. In the meantime, the research is being held back. Similarly,
research in electronic and other non-metallic materials is limited by space and
equipment. We have a major national problent, and progren is being impeded by the
lack of facilities. We are in grave danger of being unable to compete in the international
arena in electronics and advanced materials.
STANFORD UNNERSTTY

Modern materials research involves building materials atom layer by atom layer.
This work cannot be expanded because of the lack of a building to house the special
equipment Such equipment requires special facilities providing adequate vibration
isolation and systems to handle the wide range of gases and liquids, some with highly
hazardous or with unknown properties used in atomic-level artificially stnictured
materials. The materials affected include high-tenperature supeconducton,
high-speed transistors, new advanced lases, and new lithographic techniques.
UNIVERSTIY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

Advanced Electronic Materials Processing program is not advandng as rapidly as it
could if adequate space were available If legislative funding for new space, which has
been requested, is not forthcoming, this nationally competitive program may be in
jeopardy.
UNIVERSTTY OF PITTSBURGH

Inadequate research facilities and insufficient numbers of available scanning
tunneling electron microscopes and ion miaoscopes, and the lack of a tend=
accelerator for thin-film analysis are impeding our research and graduate programs in
surface science and materials science and engineering.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS -AUSTN

High-temperature materials in weal, ceramics, and lightweight non-metal
composite represent the way of the future in aeronautical, space, deep water,
automotive, and energy production areas. Without substantial investment in suitable
facilities and equipment for evaluating the mechanical behavior of materials ke transfer
to These applications, the State will not be able to compete in national or international
arenas. This will definitely have adverse economic repacvssions.
In microelectronics research, currently does not have the dean room facilities
required for fabrication of small-geometry device structures. Our lithography
equipment is inadequate for features below cee micron. Moreover, we do not have
6dequate Kudc gas handling facilities and safety equipment necessary for many
semiconductor growth and processing requirements.
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Phxda
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Our Department of Physics, except for the nuclear physicists who use the new
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, are very poorly housed and severely
constrained in spite of the fact that solid-state physics is a key contributor to a state of
Michigan priority area of material science.

UNIVERSTIY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
Studies in high-energy and plasma physics are being impaired by the lack of high
bay spaces and the infrastructure components (electrical and plumbing) required for
medium and large-sale experiments. Facilities for such muscat experiments are
becoming essential for advances in the physical sciences and engineering.

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
-Appradmate1y two years ago the Department of Physics at the University of
Rorida decided not to recruit anyone with a spedality in experimental physics.
All available lab space had been exhausted. Therefore, only theoretical physicists were
recruited. Basically, experimental physics has come to a halt unleu new space becomes
available.

UNIVERSITY OF PIITSBURGH
Our Department of Physics and Astronomy is developing a program in condensed
matter physics, but this effort is being severely hampered by deteriorated research
facilities and obsolete equipment, defidendes which cannot be remedied by the
University due to budget constraints.
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER:
The University's Laboratory for Laser Energetics will have a $40 million program to
upgrade its highpower laser. Brick and mortar money is not available for the extensive
modifications required for the new target chamber building. This unique national
facility will be a "go-no go" Idnd of dedsion based on whethu the University provides

the building. Do we fund it hum tuition? No! Do we fund it from endowment? NH

Do we borrow at market rates (not tax-exempted bonds, for we are at the cap limitation)
and pay back the funds on the government-allowed Imortiution basis? Not likely to
find a SO-year loan! Do we fund from gifts? No, camot get a private gift for
government research. Will the State pay for the building? Doubtful! How do we fund
this important research?

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
In the Department of Physics obsolete research equipment has adversely affected
departmental teaching and research. For example, in order to machine larp-flow
chambers to the required precision, sophisticated machine tools are required. Yet, all of
our large bed millers and vertical lathes are over 40 years old. Newer equipment which
is numerically controlled would allow construction of chambers to study the onset of
turbulence in large systems, but this research initiative has not been possible. As a
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second example, the current meterials preparation facility in the Department of Physics
conpins preparation equipment and test equipment which is over 20 years old.
Because of a lack of user facilities, our department was unable to pursue a researdt
program in the study of the new superconducting materials. In addition, the lackof a
new modern research facility for the study of ultra-small microelectronic structures has
precluded possible participation by our Department of Physics in several Joint
urdversfty/industry research projects.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Externally funded research at the University of Virginia is growing currently at an
annual rate of 15%. Such growth cannot be continued because we have already
saturated our research space. In the College of Arts and Sciences, a group of
approdmately 6 research faculty in nudear and high energy physics who MOMe
more than $33A/year in ottani research support have nowhere to put the equipment
which has been purchased with federal funds.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON:

In January 1988 the University of Washington retained two prestigious architectural
firms, the NBBJ Group and TM Associate% to study its science and engineering
facilities. Among the conclusions reported by this study are the foUowtng
The need for additional space for science and engineering at the University of
Washington in the next 15 years totals 527,000 assignable square ft. (ASP) under a "no
growth scenario" or 867,000 ASF under a "modest growth scenario." These numbers
correspond to an incmse of 32% and 52% respectively.
The physics building was desaibed as follows: "Physics Hall, built in 19213, is the
main ithysics laboratory and teaching facility at the University of Washington. It is
unfit for the conduct of modern science. It lacks the capability to accommodate heavy
equipment in laboratories and would require major structural improvements to handle
additional floor loads and meet seismic standards. Other problems pop threats to the
safety of its occupants; unenclosed cdt stairs would act as chimneys in event ci fire;
adequate electrical power is not available in many labceatories; and some labs Illegally
vent into corridors." Bagley Hall, the building which houses the Department of
Chemistry, is, in general, in worn cortdition than the physics building.
YALE UNIVERSITY

In physics, difficulties in maintaining the water impermeability of the envelope of a
specific research building, has caused constant adjustment and realignment of
equipment, creating both delays and frustration.
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Senator PELL. We now come to Merrily Taylor of Brown Univer-

sity, who is a long-time friend of the subcommittee; we have
worked closely with
you in the past. Ms. Taylor.

Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you, Senator Pell, and I would like to thank

the Senators for inviting me to appear and for your support of
hig ..er education.

1 am here today on behalf of the Association of Research Libraries and the American Library Association. ARL is an association of
199 major research libraries in North America. ALA is a nonprofit
educational organization of 52,000 librarians, library trustees, and
other friends of libraries.
I am here today to support the reauthorization of the title II programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The value and benefits
to the library, research, and scholarly communities from the title II
programs are enormous and far-reaching.
In regard to II-A, the strongest rationale for Federal assistance
and the strong academic library need as well is for a stimulus to
encourage institutions to take advantage of rapidly changing information and telecommunication technologies, to encourage libraries
to experiment with new ways of acquiring and delivering information, and to encourage resource-sharing across institutional, political and geographical boundaries.
It is for this reason that ALA and ARL recommend reauthorization of title II with a new name, "Academic Libraries in an Electronic Networked Environment," to reflect how the roles of libraries and librarians are changing in response to new ways of providing information.
We also recommend that the current title II-A, grants for college
library resources, unfunded since fiscal year 1983, be deleted and
replaced with a reinvigorated program of technological and cooperative assistance, building on the current and very successful II-D,
College Library Technology and Cooperation Grants. A review of
its first 3 years indicates that there is a major need for funding of
technological assistance programs for college libraries.
As an example of the benefits of the II-D program, a grant to the
University of Rhode Island will help the Higher Education Library
Information Network, HELIN, implement an integrated on line library system. Students, faculty and staff will have on line access to
the consortium's combined collection of 700,000 titles, as will numerous other libraries in Rhode Island, including my own.
In Topeka, KA, the Mid-America Law P^hool Library Consortium
at Washburn University received a II-. oant to develop a CDROM catalog for 18 university law schools in 7 States.
In regard to II-B, we recommend reauthorization of the II-B program as Library Education, Research and Development, with an
authorization level of $15 million and some minor amendments.
Cur: ently, two-thirds of II-B funding supports fellowships and institutes, and one-third supports research and demonstration
projects. We recommend that this ratio be continued.
Since fiscal year 1966 when II-B began, over 4,300 persons, many
of them minorities, have received fellowships in library and information science. I myself got my library science degree through a
II-B fellowship and would not be sitting here today had it not been
for that program.
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Another 16,630 persons received training in over 400 short-term
institutes. All of this was accomplished with the modest sum of $52
million over 25 years.
We are pleased to note that Senator Paul Sarbanes has recently
introduced a bill to increase the authorization level for II-B to $15
million for fiscal year 1992, with such sums as necessary for the
four succeeding fiscal years.
I might add at this point that there is a very critical shortage of
librarians. In Rhode Island, we have a severe shortage of school librarians. So this program goes directly to a need.
In regard to II-C, the II-C program has resulted in hundreds of
thousands of research materials in all subjects and formats being
made accessible to scholars and institutions, large and small. The
availability of many collections which were hitherto known only locally, or not known at all, has had dramatic effect on some fields
including botany and music, among many others. It will be of criti-

cal importance in the years ahead to build on the success of the
title II-C program and to explore new opportunities for enhanced

access and delivery of information and resources utilizing electronic technologies.
The change that we propose in the title of the program is indicative, "Improving Access to Research Library Resources." In brief,
we recommend that title II-C be reauthorized and that the current
language be retained without substantive change; that the authorization level be increased to $25 million for each of the four succeeding years, and finally that there be increased emphasis on the utilization of technologies to achieve enhanced access to a diverse array
of unique collections.

Brown has profited greatly, I might add, through the title II-C
program. We have used it to make the resources of the John Hay
Library accessible internationally. We have seen a great increase
in use by people not affiliated with Brown.
Finally, we would like to see new directions for this program to
promote access to materials which are on our campuses not necessarily under the control of the library, but provide rich sources of
scholarly information, such as museums, archiveS, and that type of
material.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize as we move
more into the information age that we must equip our libraries and

scholars with needed information resources and the tools with
which to identify these resources. The title II program is an essential part of our information infrastructure and has permitted us to
achieve things we could not have achieved on our own, using our
own resources.
Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Taylor follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. TAYLOR

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Merrily Taylor, University
Librarian, Brown University. I am appearing today on behalf of the Association of
Research Libraries and the American Library Association. ARL is an association of
119 major research libraries in North America. ALA is a nonprofit educational organization of 52,000 librarians, library trustees, and other friends of libraries.
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I am here today to support the reauthorization of the title II programs of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. The value and benefits to the library,
research and
scholarly communities from the title II programs are enormous and far reaching.
Title II programs have permitted individuals to attend library and information science schools resulting in the leadership we have in the field today. Access to the
collections of the major research libraries have become available nationally and
internationally and resource sharing programs between libraries have been enhanced. Program funds have supported the preservation efforts to microfilm deteriorating books and manuscripts and related measures for sound recordings and con-

servation activities.

HEA II-A COLLEGE LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY AND COOPERATION GRANTS

The strongest rationale for federal assistance, and a strong academic library need

as well, is for a stimulus to encourage institutions to take advantage of rapidly
changing information and telecommunication

technologies, to encourage libraries to
experiment with new ways of acquiring and delivering information, and to encourage resource sharing across institutional, political, and geographic boundaries. For
this reason, ALA and ARL recommend reauthorization of title II with a new name,
"Academic Libraries in an Electronic Networked Environment" to reflect how the
roles of libraries and librarians are changing in response to new ways of providing
information.

We also recommend that the current title II-A (grants for college library re-

sources, unfunded since fiscal year 1983) be deleted and replaced with a reinvigorated program of technological and cooperative assistance, building on the current and
very successful II-D. The title II-D program of College Library Technology and Cooperation Grants was enacted in 1986 and first funded in fiscal year
1988. A review
of its first three years indicates that a major need, funding of technological
assistance projects for college libraries, is just beginning to be addressed by the current
program.
HEA llD College library Technology and Cooperation Grants
Number of
Applications

Fiscal Year

FY 88

302
318
228
238

FY 89
FY 90
FY 91

Total
Requested

$26.8 m
30.8 m
26.1 m
29.0 m

Funding
Available

$3.6 m
3.6 m

3.1 m
3.9 m

Number of
Awards

46

52'
40'
NA

'Includes continuation grants---5 in FY 89 and 5 in FY 90

HEA II-D provides four types of grants: Networking grants are designed to plan,
develop, acquire, install, maintain, or replace the technological equipment and software necessary to participate in library resource sharing networks. Networking
grants have allowed academic libraries which could not otherwise have done so to
take advantage of technological advancements. Funds have been used to purchase
equipment and to pay membership fees and associated costs for participating in national, regional, state, and local bibliographic, document delivery, and library automation networks, all of which facilitate resource sharing activities.
Combination grants are designed to establish and strengthen joint-use facilities,
resources, and equipment. Services to Institutions grants are designed to establish,
develop, or expand projects or programs that improve information services provided
to institutions of higher education. Research and Demonstration grants are for research and demonstration projects which meet specialized regional or national
needs in using technology to enhance library and information science.
HEA II-D grants have a one-third matching requirement, thus ensuring that the
institution is committed to carrying on the project. In the first three years, institu-

tions in 36 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico have received

awards. The grants also have a multiplier effect, reaching well beyond one campus.
Each combination project funded in FY 1989, for instance, directly affected from 4
to 137 libraries and, together, influenced the operations of 257 libraries.
A few examples will show the extent to which II-D enables interinstitutional cooperation for the benefit of library users. A grant to the Mid-America Law School
Library Consortium at Washburn University of Topeka, Kansas, was designed to develop a CD-ROM cooperative library catalog among 18 university law
schools in 7

3
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midwestern states. If a user is not satisfied with search results in his or her own

library, the holdings of the libraries in the Consortium are then searched.
A grant to the University of Rhode Island will help the Higher Education Library
Information Network (HELIN) Consortium implement an integrated online library
system. Federal funds will help create a database and pay for a computer upgrade.
Funds from foundations and from the individual institutions (University of Rhode
Island, Rhode Island College, Community College of Rhode Island, and Roger Williams College) are also involved. Students, faculty, and staff will have online access
to the Consortium's combined collection of 700,000 titles. The project will also facilitate library resource sharing among Rhode Island libraries.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The trends over the short history of this program seem to be toward making in-

formation about a library's holdings available electronically for the first time

(mainly in smaller libraries), and in upgrading or replacing obsolete systems. The
trend is also clearly toward faster delivery of needed documents through telefacsimile equipment, and the beginnings of online text delivery.
Needy institutions, generally handicapped by high capitalization costs, will require additional support to achieve electronic connectivity. Linkages through networks such as the proposed National Resehrch and Education Network permit academic libraries to provide access to a vast and diverse array of library and information resources, regardless of location. Government information, increasingly available only in electronic formats, is accessible in a more efficient and timely manner
via networks. Technology can also be used to provide library and information services to the disabled.
HEA II-B LIBRARY EDUCATION, RESEARCH, AND DEVELOPMENT

ARL and ALA recommend reauthorization of the title II-B program as Library
FAucation, Research and Development, with an authorization level of $15 million,
and some minor amendments. Currently, two-thirds of II-B funding supports fellowships and institutes, and one-third supports research and demonstration projects.
We recommend that this ratio be continued.
Since fiscal year 1966 when H-B began, 4,336 persons, many of them minorities,
have received fellowships in library and information science. Another 16,630 persons received training in 439 short-term library institutes. All of this was accomplished with the modest sum of $52 million over 25 years, or just over $2 million per
year. Funding has ranged from a high of $8.2 million in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal
year 1969 to a low of $473,000 in fiscal year 1989.

In the early and more adequately funded years of the program, a remarkable

corps of leaders was recruited to the field or enabled to earn the Ph.D. Many of the
current faculty, deans, and library directors around the country are II-B fellowship
recipients. With much less than $1 million appropriated for the HEA H-B library

education program over the past decade, replacements for such leaders are not

coming along fast enough to make up for losses and retirements.
We are pleased to rate that Sen. Paul Sarbanes has recently introduced a bill, S.
1099, to increase the authorization level for HEA II-B to $15 million for fiscal year
1992, with such sums as necessary for the four succeeding fiscal years. It is the purpose of this bill to highlight the critical shortage of librarians and libra educators,

and to encourage a more reasonabia level of funding for a program which could
greatly assist in alleviating this serious problem. We are supportive of this effort
which is consistent with the reauthorization recommendations of the library and

higher education communities.
Shortages of librarians are becoming acute. Library employers report especially
severe shortages of children's librarians, school library media specialists, catalogers,
librarians with technological expertise, and librarians who are members of minority
groups. Librarians in the United States number fewer than 200,000, and almost 40
percent of them will be 65 years of age or older by the year 2000. For the last five
years, the placement service at American Library Association conferences has had
more job openings listed for librarians than job seekers.
Librarians in public and academic libraries are only 6.1 percent black, 3.4 percent
Asian, 1.8 percent Hispanic, and 0.2 percent Native American. Minorities receiving

graduate degrees in library and information science have averaged only about 7.7
percent throughout the past decade. By the year 2000, one of every three Americans
will be a member of a minority group. We must increase our efforts to recruit and
educate minorities for careers in the nation's libraries.
1 d-% cv
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The shortage of Igraduate library school faculty is of crisis proportions, due to the
closing of some library schools, the decrease in financial support for the advanced
education required, the higher than average age of library school faculty, and fewer
librarians with Ph.D's going into teaching. Of the 550 graduate library school faculty in the United States, about 50 percent will have retired by the year 2000. Over 60
percent of graduate library school faculty believe they will leave teaching before retirement, according to a recent study (Faculty Replacements in Accredited Programs in Library Schools, by Fay Zipkowitz and Elizabeth Futas of the University of
Rhode Island Graduate School of Library and Information Studies, 1991).
There are and will be more graduate library school faculty positions open than
replacements to fill them. Shortages of librarians will be exacerbated by a shortage
of graduate library school faculty. The quality of faculty and of the next generation
of librarians will suffer without an influx of new talents, backgrounds, and skills.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The President and the Governors have set as education goals that by the year

2000, every child will start school ready to learn, and every adult American will be
literate. In our complex society, being literate requires even more complex skills,
including being information literateknowing hnw to learn, knowing how to find
and use information, knowing how knowledge is organized. Librarians play a role in
developing these skills, beginning with encouraging preschool children to read, introducing users to information technology, and. .ielping students and scholars to
navigate through exploding amounts of published information and the new world of
electronic networked information. In such an information economy shortages of
qualified librarians mean a slowing of progress toward information literacy and the
education goals, and lack of progress toward more librarians from diverse backgrounds to reflect an increasingly diverse population.
One of the distinguishing features of the workplace of the future will be the need
for an attitude toward lifelong learning among workers and in the organizations
that employ them. In the past, changes in environment and technology could be
easily accommodated by hiring new people to do the new work. Due to the shifting
demographics of American society, this option is no longer available. As changes
occur, the means to upgrade skills and retrain the existing workforce must be available, and workers must be prepared to take advantage of them. As not-for-profit organizations, libraries are often unable to set aside the financial resources to support
this crucial activity.
Interested and talented individuals require extra assistance to acquire the high
level of interdisciplinary knowledge and skills librarianship requires, but for which
librarians are rarely paid well. HEA
is almost the only such help available.
The services librarians provide and the skills they impart to students and other information seekers are too important to our information economy and to progress
toward the education goals to forego such modest assistance.
The Administration would include II-B library education in a proposed consolidation of six existing graduate fellowship programs. Under this restructured program,

the Secretary would have the discretion to set funding priorities each year. II-B
would be by far the smallest of these programs, and given the past history of zero
budgets, its chances of being funded in the pro
mix are doubtful.
Very little research money is available for litraTrl, and information science. This is
particularly unfortunate for technology-related research topics, because researchers
in the library field bring a unique and all-too-rare user-oriented viewpoint to information science questions. Technology should serve users, rather than users always
having to adapt to technology. Most of these research questions transcend the
boundaries of traditional disciplines. Library science researchers have much to contribute, but they must bring their share of funds to the table if they are to collaborate with their colleagues in other fields.
In fiscal year 1986 the Department of Education commissioned (with II-B funds) a
study to identify issues in library research. The result has been published in three
volumes titled Rethinking the Library in the Information Age (GPO, 1988). Nearly
150 research questions in ten major issue areas were identified. The questions are
significant and fascinating, as a few examples will show. How do electronic technologies impact privacy and censorship? What is the correlation between library support and outcomes, such as university quality ratings, test scores, economic production, etc.? Who is archiving and preserving electronic information?
The Department of Education has been able to address very little of this well developed research agenda because of lack of funding. In fiscal year 1990,45 applications were received requesting $3.7 million. Only $285,000 was available and only 5

,,,
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projects could be funded. Potential grantees requested 13 times more funding than
was appropriated, and submitted 9 proposals for every one funded. Similar patterns
apply every year since fiscal year 1987 when field-initiated proposals were reinstated after several years of contract-only projects.
Since research priorities may change over time, ARL and ALA recommend that
the statute require the Secretary to consult with organizations representing library
and information science professionals in determining priorities for research and
demonstration projects, as well as in determining areas of critical need in library
education and training under HEA II-B.
REVIEW PRESS

Reviewers for all title II programs must operate in isolation through a review-bymail process. As a result, viewpoints and judgments of individual reviewers cannot
be vetted by peers. The timeliness and quality of grant application evaluations
would be improved by convening review panels in Washington, D.C. Department of
Education program officers are hampered in their ability to give consistent technical advice when they must deal with large numbers of reviewers by mail and phone.
Each reviewer's travel, per diem, and honorarium should be paid.
STAFFING

ARL and ALA recommend that the statute specify that title II programs be administered in the Department by appropriate experts in library technology, library
education, and related fields. The 1986 reauthorization added such language for the
new title LID technology program. This provision was helpful, not only in enabling
the library programs unit to recruit an individual with the appropriate library technology background, but in allowing recruitment at all. Within the Department, it is
diffiollt to make the proper case for adequate and experienced staff when library
programs are being recommended for elimination in the annual budget request.
This situation justifies special Congressional attention to the staffing for library programs.
TITLE III STRENGTHENING RESEARCH LIBRARY RESOURCES

The title II-C program, established by Congress in 1976, has lead to hundreds of
thousands research materials, in all subjects and formats, being made accessible to
scholars in institutions large and small. The extraordinary succ?ss of the program is
due to extensive cooperation and resource sharing between research libraries to
achieve enhanced access for scholars and can be characterized as utilizing new technologies to realize this improved accessibility.

With the explosive growth of knowledge, there will be more than ever a need to
identify and provide access to both national as well as international information resources. It will be of critical importance in the years ahead to build upon the many
successes of the title II-C program and to explore new opportunities for enhanced
access and delivery of information resources utilizing electronic technologies. The
change that we propose in the title of the Program is indicativeImproving Access
to Research Library Resources. In brief, we recommend that title II-C be reauthorized and that the current language of title II-C be retained without substantive
change, that the authorization level be increased to $25,000,000 for er.ch of the four
succeeding years, and finally that there be an increased emphasis on the utilization
of technologies to achieve enhanced access to a diverse array of unique collections
and information resources.
To date over $75 million has been distributed to the nation's research libraries
grants were awarded in 1978 with participation by 118 instisince the first title
tutions through 427 grants. Grants have been awarded to institutions in fortyfour
states plus the District of Columbia since the program's inception. These grants
have resulted in significant benefits to researchers and scholari tLrough:
acquisition of specialized or rare material to enhance or complete a library collection which may be a focus for national or international scholarly research;
creation of machine-readable bibliographic records made available through databases which are accessible by scholars at institutions nationwide;
preservation of collections for scholarly use;
creation of bibliographic records for major mit:,..oform series, enabling scholars
throughout the country to access individual titles within a microform set; and
encouragement and funding of pilot projects to develop new methods to provide
bibliographic access, enhance collections, and meet preservation needs.
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Two years ago, ARL commissioned a study to review the title II-C program after
ten years of operation. The study was undertaken by one of my colleagues, Samuel
Streit, Assistant University Librarian, Brown Univereity. I have with me today an
Executive Summary of this report. "The Higher Education Act Title II-C Program
Strengthening Research Library Resources, A Ten-Year Profile and an Asseesment
of the Program Effects upon the Nation's Scholarship." The report documents the
vast array of projects only possible because of federal funding. The study illustrates
how the program has successfully contributed to the advancement of scholarship by
strengthening the collections of the nation's largest libraries and by facilitating the
sharing of resources among those libraries and between them and other academic
and public libraries.
Title II-C programs have been particularly significant in three areas; bibliographic access (control), preservation, and collection development. For example, the holdings of the John Hay Library at Brown University, one of the nation's great libraries for rare books and other special collections, has become more widely accessible
due to title II-C funding. Grants to enter the holdings of the John Hay into the national computerized bibliographic databases permits scholars throughout the world
to learn of the resources at Brown University, and in addition, provides cataloging
records for other libraries to use in their own processing. An enormous amount of
time and money is saved for both library staff and scholars alike to learn of the
resources available and to have bibliographic information readily accessible. Use of
the Special Collections has increased steadily since "retrospective conversion" first
began. After the first year of the project, the number of books requested in the John
Hay Library increased by 37 percent and interlibrary periodical article requests increased 120 percent. It is entirely likely that many of these interlibrary loan requests came from individuals who would never have located the needed material
were it not for retrospective conversion made possible by title II-C.
Brown was awarded three consecutive multi-project title II-C grants, each of
which contained a component intended to make accessible the library's large and
important collections of sheet music. One of the grants also contained a preservation component and 2,000 items were preserved.
Another example that may be of particular interest to the Subcommittee was the
recent request of materials from the Cutter Pamphlet collection at the Library of
the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Several of these pamphlets were requested
by the legal office of the U.S. Senate in conjunction with preparation of a brief for a
case concerning flag desecration before the Supreme Court. Access to this collection
was possible only because of title II-C funds.
As the Subcommittee is well aware, the preservation problem facing the Nation is
of a daunting magnitude. Preservation projects funded by title II-C have emphasized the microfilming of deteriorated books and manuscripts. There have also been
a considerable number of projects involving the preservation of photographs, of
sound recordings, and a variety of item-specific conservation activities. The funds
available in support of preservation efforts have made a significant impact in saving
deteriorating books and materials.
Title II preservation grants to the Boston Public Library are illustrative of the
importance of this source of funding and of the value to the research community.
The Library has concentrated on the microfilming of deteriorating research materials including a 20-year effort to preserve 300 years of Massachusetts newspapers involving over 10,000 reels of microfilm with the original newspapers wrapped in acidfree paper and placed in storage. The bibliographic results of the project are accessible via national research tools including the Newspapers on Microfilm-United States
and the National Register of Microform Masters.
Finally, in the area of collection development research materials purchased with
title 11-C funds have spanned a wide range of subjects in the humanities, sciences,
and social sciences. There are many examples that demonstrate the diversity of
projects; including areas of keen national interest as we try and grapple with our
competitive international position in the global economy and consider our investments in numerous arenas from energy facilities to manufacturing. For example,
the University of Vermont received funding to acquire, preserve, and make accessible a large body of Canadian documents pertaining to acid rain that is now the most
comprehensive colle:tion on acid rain in the United States. Information is available
via OCLC (one of the largest automated bibliographic utilities) and AGR!, OLA as
well as through conventional interlibrary loan. In addition, a grant also funded a
CD-Rom product to both disseminate and preserve the documentation.
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NEW DIRECTIONS

The growth of information is explosiveinternationally 1,000 books are published
daily, nationally 9,600 different periodicals are published annually, and the total of
all printed knowledge doubles every eight years. No one library or research institution can afford to collect nor make accessible the expanding body of knowledge. Instead programs such as title II-C promote joint acquisition and building upon collection strengths of institutions. This rapid expansion of knowledge, increasingly in
electronic formats, requires a new response.
Network applications today focus primarily on the provision of access to resources
such as books, journals, and online files. But the technologies and new high-capacity
networks such as the proposed National Research and Education Network or NREN
provides us with exciting opportunities to organize, make accessible, and preserve
these resources in new and different ways. It will also permit access to those research materials and collections generally unaccessible but of extreme research
value including photographs, archives satellite data, artifacts, and more. What will
be needed is bibliographic access, directories, and related projects to identify, organize, preserve and provide access to these important resources. Funds are needed to:
identify, allow for, and encourage access to unique scholarly and research resources, many times in digital format, located on campus but not within the administrative control of the library;
convert print and graphic materials to machine-readable format and provide
those projects that encourage the widest possible access;

of cataloging and indexing,
encourage the development of improved methods
dependence upon networks as the
particularly important in light of our growing
means to both identify and convey information resources;
encourage projects to investigate preservation issues related to new information
technologies;

fund new experimental preservation technologies and programs;
expand the program to include acquisition or access to large databases and data
sets;

encourage more inter-institutional cooperation and collection development be-

tween research libraries and non-library repositories of research information including museums, and scientific and technical information resources.
TITLE VI

Finally, we propose a change to title VI, International and Foreign Language
Studies Part A, Section 607. With other parts of the higher education community we
have developed joint recommendations in response to the pressing need to rev.talize
and fund this provision. It is critical that we begin to identify, collect, and provide
access to the foreign research and information resources at a time of unprecedented
challenge in the international order. The combination of rising inflation and dollar
devaluation has resulted in rapidly increasing acquisitions costs. When coupled with
budget cuts in libraries, there is a marked decrease in acquisition of foreign research and information resources. We look for your support in reauthorizing this
important provision.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize as we move more into the
information age, we must equip our libraries and scholars with needed information
resources and the tools with which to identify these resources. The title II program
is an essential part of our information infrastructure and one which we must
strengthen and continue. Title II has enabled academic libraries to make use of new
computer and communications technologies to share resources and expand information access. It has enabled recruitment of leaders to the library field through educational assistance, and stimulated research and innovation for the improvement of
library services. The statute has encouraged the development of new and innovative
ways to share resources among and between research libraries and has permitted
research libraries to become points of access to information in addition to acquiring,
preserving, and organizing information. These directions must be encouraged,
strengthened, and supported.

Senator PELL. On that last thought of yours, Ms. Taylor as I

recall, Brown University is on line with computers.
Ms. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.

Senator PELL. What was the cost to Brown of moy.'ing from the
card file to the computer?
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MS. TAYLOR. It is in excess of $1 million. We are in the processing of doing full retrospective conversion of the card catalog. A substantial part of that has been done through title II-C funding.
Senator PELL. Are there any libraries with which you are familiar and with which you work that are still not on line, that are still
on Dewey Decimal cards?
Ms. TAYLOR. There are still many libraries which are not on line
or are not entirely on line. Many of us have been using computers
to catalog books for some years, but often it is only, say, the last 10
years of material that is in the computer, and all of the books that
you catalogued since, in Brown's case, the 18th century, would not
be in the computer unless there were funds available to put them
there.
Senator PELL. The books, for example, in the John Carter Brown
Library, would they be on line, or would they be on card file?

Ms. TAYLOR. The most recent ones are on line. The John Carter
Brown has not been able to do a retrospective conversion, so their
older collections are not.
Senator PELL. I guess the question I am asking is a general question, but wouldn't we do well in smaller libraries to leave them
with card files and not go on line?
Ms. TAYLOR. Well, not really, because the advantage of having
the material in the computer is that there is greatly enhanced
flexibility in being able to find something. We are all very familiar
with card catalogs and fond of them, but they are rather rigid in
the way you can search, so you can miss something that is there if
you don't pick the correct entry point. With the computers, often, if
you have one or two words of the title, you can still retrieve that
book from the database.
Also for smaller libraries, it is more economical to do it because
they can use the information that the larger libraries have already
put into the databases; they can simply copy off the records.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

I'd like to turn to Dr. Traina for a moment. You touched on the
professions into which people are going when they have finished
university. One of the problems that I see that we face is that we
have not enough engineers and scientists and so on, and we've got
too many lawyers. We have become a very litigious society. Do you
have any thoughts as to how that can be remedied, because this
tremendous influx of lawyers has a destructive impact on the productivity of the Nation. I am just curious as to what your thoughts
are.
Mr. TRAINA. de Tocqueville was writing about that, Mr. Chairman, in the 1830's, so I guess it has been a problem that has been
with us for a long time.
Senator PELL. With us or with the Anglo-Saxon society? With
Great Britain, too?

Mr. TRAINA. I would guess that is true.

I think, as a matter of fact, Congress is beginning to address this
in a number of ways. The NSF proposals include some improved
training of elementary and secondary school teachers to prepare
students well for higher education study of science and ars,:ineering. There are a variety of programs being developed in ,lities
across the Nation to enrich science education among students, and
if
..:._
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I think it is beginning to be communicated to young people that we
do value that.
had to do
One of the parts of my testimony, as you heard toe
3
this work
with we must provide the facilities in which they ca:
them
that
not only because it is needed, but because it conveys .1
we value this kind of activity.
,

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

I'll turn to Senator Kassebaum.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'd like to start, Ms. Taylor, with your comment about the MidAmerica Law School Library, since it is at Washburn University in
Topeka, KS. Did the fuile;.Ing for that come through II-B? You were

speaking of II-B at that point--

Ms. TAYLOR. Yes; I believe it was actually through II-D.
Senator KASSEBAUM. OK. If that is eliminated, where would some

of these programs go to get support?
Ms. TAYLOR. I think literally in many cases, they would have no
place to go unless they were very fortunate in having a local foundation, perhaps, as we do in Rhode Island that might support something of that nature.
The problem with technological projects is that they are not very
attractive to private donors. It is hard to get a layperson to understand the significance of some of these projects and to want to give
name
money to something that, for example, it is hard to put yourimporGovernment
has
played
a
tremendously
on. So the Federal

which then of course
tant role in providing this kind of funding,
makes the material owned by these institutions available to scholars and researchers all over the Nation.
had gotten a library sciSenator KASSEBAUM. You mentioned you

ence fellowship, I assume, through this program.
MS. TAYLOR. Yes.

Senator KASSEBAUM. It is the administration's recommendation,

a S I understand it, to repeal title II except for the Library Career
Training Program. That program would be consolidated into the
National Graduate Fellowships Program, so this fellowship would
still be available.
Ms. TAYLOR. Yes, it would, Senator. What we fear, I think, is
the smallthat it would be buried in that program; that it would bezeroing
out
est of all the programs. There has been a tradition of
budgets,
and
we
are
concerned
this funding in past administration
that if it does not remain where it is, it would simply vanish for all
intents and purposes.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I am a strong supporter of libraries

and library science. There is a shortage, as you sayI think there
going into the field of lihas been for several yearsof individuals
brary science. I guess one would always hope that it doesn't get
buried. At the same time, I am a believer in consolidation and
better coordination, and I think you have to fight to make sure it
doesn't get lost. I just wondered what your thoughts were on that

recommendationobviously, not particularly favorable.
Dr. Traina and Dr. Bartlett, you have both spoken in some very
interesting detail on the importance of FIPSE, the importance of
title VII, and the reasons you believe the recommendations of the
administration would not be successful in continuing initiatives

A
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that you feel are of value. I don't have any further questions, because I think you made your case well.
The only thing I would add is that I think our colleges and universities will have to establish priorities. Should
federal
for
various programs be reduced or eliminated, institutionssupport
will
have
to then look to their own budgets or discontinue these initiatives.
I'm sure in every State that colleges and universities are really
scrambling for State dollars or private funding support, and it is
very, very difficult. So I sense your concern, and I think it is a
valid one, about what might happen to some of these programs if
the Federal funding is no longer there.
I just thank you for your testimony and think you've made the
case very well.
Senator SIMON [presiding]. Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.

I certainly want to commend you, Dr. Bartlett, on your utilization of the various resources that
are available to us in order to
upgrade our approach to economics. Are you available
to come and
teach courses here?

Ms. BARTLETT. Any time. [Laughter.]
Senator JEFFORDS. Good, fine. I'm sure we could all use one. In

fact, I'd love to play around with some of those economic models
sometime. Maybe I can go out and visit you.
As I mentioned in my opening statement, I am deeply
about the State of our facilities and the ability of this concerned
to
conform to the needed charges. I have done some quickNation
figuring
here, which may be wrong, but our authorization levels are presently at $250 million. In contrast, our funding levels in this area
are about $50 million. If we were to solely use the $50 million
to
upgrade our facilities, we would be lucky if we completed the job

by the year 2000! Presumably, if we went to a 50 percent match, we
could possibly reduce that somewhat.
I feel that it is incredibly important for us to become more aware
of the need for imporvement in these facilities. I presume
the
$60 billion level that we have been given to address this that
need is
going to increr relatively rapidly if we don't increase the funding
considering buildings are getting older and modern technology is
moving forward. Is that a correct assumption?
Mr. TRAINA. I'm not sure that is a correct mumption whether

that number will increase rapidly-1- it it certainly will increase. I
think one of the important things to say about this is that the Federal Government selected higher education as the place in which it
was going to vest a great deal of the responsibility for research in
this country, therefore provided the funds for the infrastructure,
and now the campuses have the infrastructure, and the support to
keep it going is no longer there.
There are far more needs on campuses than simply for research,
so some of us are a bit vexed about how to come to you about this.
I think we do have the appreciation that you are most likely to respond in that area of research because you recognize it, as we do,
as part of the effort to be competitive in the long run.
I simply think that the way we are spending funds right now,
with earmarked projects, is not sufficiently leveraging private
money nor in some cases the now diminishing amounts of State
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money, the way Federal Government money once did when we had

it in programs. It makes a great deal of difference. Higher education operates best as most endeavors do when they are competitive.
But when there are competitions for money, institutions. organize,
they get enthusiastic, they develop strategic plans; people associated with the institution become enamored of achieving the goal, and
they begin to find ways to accomplish it. So that one dollar of Federal money, when you say it needs to be matched, even if it were a
one-to-one match probably ends up with a one-to-five match in the
end because you are generating a lot of interest in the development
of new facilities. We see it happening all the time when we are
able to get matching funds from private foundations, for example.
Senator JEFFORDS. Well, now that my own institutions have been
earmarked, I am unstandably more interested in your proposal. I
was successful in getting the NSF program, and I wonder if you are

familiar with how it worksit's on a grant basis. Is that a better
approach?

Mr. TRAINA. Are you talking about the facilities modernization
program? I think it is working very, very well, if that is your refer-

encethe $20 million.

Senator JEFFORDS. Yes, the $20 million.
Mr. TRAINA. I think it was authorized at about $250 million.
Senator JEFFORDS. One hundred fifty, I believe.
Mr. TRAINA. One hundred fifty, that's right. And $20 million was

provided.

Senator JEFFORDS. So you think we shculd push for that sort of a
program as we try to do something about improving our facilities,

not just science--

Mr. TRAINA. Because of its multiplier effect.

Senator JEFFORDS. I appreciate that. I am groping right now as to
what to do with title VII to make it more effective. Do you have
any ideasI know you mentioned some.
Mr. TRAINA. We do have some recommendations in my testimony

that refer to the technical dimensions of this. Some of them have
to do with the levels of funding of different programs, for example,

half to the undergraduate and half to the graduate side. The
amount of dollars now being provided are small enough that to
have the division of funds across States seems not to be very useful.

Incidentally, one of the curious effects of earmarkingearmarking has been attractive to some people because it will not favor
particular kinds of institutions; yet about half the money has gone
to five States, and about half the money has gone to the most elite
institutions. So it hasn't been working the way earmarking has
been saki to work.
Senator JEFFORDS. I understand. I would like to work with you
and others in finding a way to make title VII more effective, and I

want to get over the reasonable authorization levels right now. I
thit k we should make the Nation more aware of the needs out
there if we are serious about dedicating the resources needed to
keep this Nation competitive. I focused on science because I have
previously done so in t,le past, but I certainly agree that it is an
across-the-board facilities problem that we face. We need to alert
the Nation of this problem if we are going to retain whatever edge
we may currently have in the educational field. The success we had
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in addressing a similar problem after World War II is a good example of the kind of success we could have today if we addressed this
problem correctly and with expedience.
Thank you.
Senator SIMON. Let me apologize. We had a mark-up in the Judi-

ciary Committee, and I did not get to hear the testimony of the
three of you or of the other panels. But I caught the tail end of it,
and you are talking about resources. I think one of the things the
higher education community has to realize is that if we are to do in
this higher education reauthorization something other than the
kind of tinkering that we did the last two times, if we are really to
dream about the kind of America we are going to build, the higher
education community is going to have to come along and do something they have not done ordinarily, because under the budget
agreement, if we are to add significantly, we are going to have to
add to the revenue side. And the higher education community is
going to have to do something it has not been accustomed to doing,
and that is to stand up and say: We're going to not only support
more money for the Brown University Library or for Clark University or for Denison University, but we're willing to stand up also
for the revenue. It is vital.
There is no better illustration that libraries, and incidentally,
Brown University has the greatest collection of Abraham Lincoln
material of any university, thanks to Abraham Lincoln's secretary,
who was an alumnus of Brown University.

But it becomes a very easy thing in a universityI'm not going

to pick on Denison or Clarkbut in any university, if you are
really short on funds, you can cut out some of the library books,

some of the newspapers you get from other countries, some of these
kinds of things. The campus looks the same; there is no visible
change. But you are changing something in terms of quality. And if

we don't get the resources for higher education, we're going to
change quality, and we are changing quality.

I think we ought to clearly make the Pell Grant an entitlement
if we are going to do what we ought to do for this country. But that
is going to take resources, and we're going to need you to stand up.
I thank you for your testimony, and I apologize again that I had
to be in another committee for a mark-up.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record:]
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BISHOP STATE COMMIT!! COLLEGE
361 NORM BROAD MEW
NOMA AIABANA 36600

May 17, 1991

The Honorable Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities
United States Senate
5D648 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
.

Dear Mr. Chairman:
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In Mobile, Alabama, where Bishop State Community College is located,

approximately 30$ of the population is Black. Eighteen percent of all
families in the city are considered low income. In the immediate urban
area served by Bishop State, 81$ of the families are low income and 27%
receive some sort of public assistance. The median educational level
attained by persons within this designated area is 9,2 years, with only
26.7%

being high school graduates.

Such is the challenge

Vif.!

find

ourselves facing.

The main focus of the Bishop State Community College is toward the
students of inner city Mobile and Prichard who have traditionally made up
90$ of the College's enrollment. Bishop State provides a core of courses

lead;ng to three types of degrees: the Associate Degree in Arts, the
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Associate Degree in Science and the Associate Degree in Applied Science.
Bishop State also offers vocational certificates in career occupation
programs, as well as community services programs for youths and the
adult out-of-school population.
The Historically Black Colleges and Universities Program as primarily
reflected in Title III monies has provided the springboard for a variety of
initiatives that help to prepare our graduates for productive careers in a
competitive economy.
The 1989-90 Title III Project at Bishop State
included eight program activities, including: Academic Success Through
Student Retention; Comprehensive Student Outcome Measures; Computer
Assisted
Instruction;
Comprehensive
Plar ling
and
Institutional
Effectiveness; Faculty and Staff Development; Renovation and Improvement
of Instructional Facilities; Improvements of the College's Computer System;
and Title III Coordination and Evaluation.

All of these activities were designed with specific objectives in mind,
to prepare students for job entry and careers that are
realistically available in the community; to serve constituents who need
additional training for advancement in their present fields or retraining for
employment in new fields; to provide community service programs in
cooperation with community agencies; to provide educational programs to
meet the needs of employers in the area; and to serve persons who desire
special classes and workshops in personal development, civic affairs and
cultural enrichment.
namely:

Mr. Chairman, the importance of the Historically Black Colleges and
Universities Program to community colleges such as Bishop State cannot be
overstated. Minority community c)Ileges frequently provide the most
accessible means of developing career potential for disadvantaged

individuals whether they are graduating high school seniors or veteran
workers seeking to enhance skills in preparation for a job switch. It is
activities such as those described above which place Historically Black
Community Colleges at the cutting edge of services delivery to minority
communities. Accordingly, I would request that the Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and the Humanities be mindful of this fact in considering
the role of the Historically Black Community Colleges in the Committee's
deliberations on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

I appreciate your attention to this important matter and would be
happy to provide you with any additional information. Moreover, I am
prepared to discuss this question with you personally, if appropriate, or I
could testify before the Subcommittee. Again, thank you.

Sincerely,

cc:

The Honorable Howell Heflin
The Honorable Richard Shelby
The Honorable Sonny Callahan

ne Kennedy,

h.D.,

ident
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
FOR TITLE VI, INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, AND FULBRIGHT-HAYS (102(b)(6))
INTERASSOCIATION TASK FOKa
ON HEA-TTIIE VINULIRIGHT-HAYS (102(b)(6))
MAY, 1991

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview
In January 1991 thc Interassociation Task Force on liEA-Title VI/Fulbright-Hays (102(bX6)) was
formed to follow-up on a process begun lut year by the National Amodation of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) to review Thie VI for its reauthorization by the 102nd U. S.
Congress. The Task Force consisted of campus representatives from six higher education associations,
and was supplemented by the participation of the associations' governmental relations and
international education staff. A detailed set of legislative amendments were developed for both
HEA-Titie VI and Fuibright-Hays (102(b)(6D.

The Task Force reaffirms support for these programs as vital to the national inters% and underscores
the important Federal role in international education. This role stems from the direct relevance of
international competence to the condutt of U. S. foreign policy, and the health and vitality of the U. S.
economy in a global marketplace. The amendments recommended address from a higher education
perspective the growing call for international capacity building in the U. S. in response to overseas
challenges. The Task Force deplores the stagnating funding levels for these programs since the early
1970s, but is optimistic that the small inaeases for Fiscal Years 1990 and 1991 began an upward trend.
It is hoped that the challenges the U. S. faces in an increasingly complex internationsl scene will move
the U. S. Congress and the Administration to place a higher priority on strengthening the nation's
international expertiee.
HEA-Title W Tulbright-Hays (1020M61) Programs and History
The international education programs of HEA-Titie VI/Fulbright-Hays(102(b)(6)) have been the
primary respcase of the federal government to meeting the nation's need for international expertise.
Title VI programs were originally introduced as part of the National Defense Education Act of 1958,
enacted at the high point of the Cold War. Federal investment in this program reached a peak in the
late 1960s resulting in a successful partnership between the government and United States higher
education. 'fide VI funds played a key systemic retie, inducing universities to create and support
high-quality graduate training and research programs that produced well-trained specialists whose
expertise spanned the globe. These foreign area experts who graduated freer Title VI centers staffed
government agencies, international organizations, and university centers; produced research that set
new standards of quality and coverage; and trained a second generation of international experts to
continue the effort The strategic use of Title VI funds established a foundation of knowledge and
expertise that was the primary source of the United States' international competence during the Cold
War period.

In order to expand and enhance the nation's capacity in international studies and foreign languages,
Title VI also was authorized over time to support cost effective programs at the undergraduate level; a
foreign periodicals program; summer language institutes; and business and international educstion
programs and center's. Other activities were added over the years through regulations or the U. S.
Department of Education's grant proposal priorities.
Several closely related overseas programs are supported under Fulbright-Hays002(bX6)), such as
group proiects abroad, research seminars abroad, faculty research abroad, and doctoral dissertation
research abroad. This program was first authorized in 1964 under the Mutual Educational and
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Cultural Exchanges Act (Fulbright-Hays), and unlike the other Fulbright-ficys programs, is
administered under an Executive Order by the U. S. Department of Education as an overseas program
complementary to II* VI.

During the 1970s and 19504 the federal investment in Title VI and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6))
programs steadily eroded through inflation, the devaluation of the dolls:, and inadequate funding.
Compared to the purchasing power available to them programs in the late 1960s, current funding
levels are down 37% for Title VI and 51% for Fulbright4lays (102(bX6)). Indeed, la FiscalYear 1991,
funding for HEA-Titie VI sitcl Fulbright-Hays(102(bX6)) combined represented a mere .0017 of the
total available funds for the U. S. Department of Education.
Major Legislative Proposals For HEA-Title VI
The national resource center pmgram should be enhanced with a set of optional funding packages the
Seaetary can make available to encourage outreach and dissemination activities in addition to the
centers' core mission.
The undergraduate area and language centers section ahould be amended to emphasize the need for
greater diversity in programs.
The national language resource center section should be amended toensure that the centers are
national in scope and few in number, with a more concentrated focus of limited resources.
The unfunded second-tier fellowship (FLAS) program fa odvanced doctoral students should be
amended to shift the administration to the national resource centers which administer the first-tier.
The undergraduate section 604 should be revised to better address growing undergraduate demands
for internationalization: subsection (a) should be turned into a leed's funding program, and the
unfunded subeection (b) should be replaced with a well-defined program to help stabilize programs
of demonstrated excellence.
A new subsection should be added to the summer language institutes pragram, authorizing summer
institutes for foreign area and other international studies, or combinations of fields.
The research ano studies section should be updated and revised to reflect emerging challenges in
internationsl education.
The periodicals programs should be amended to allow the collection of research materials that may
exist only in manuscript or other form.
The equitable distribution of funds section should be amended to enhance funding for undergnicluate
programs.
The national resource center, undergraduate, and two business programs should be amended to
authorise linkages with overseas institutions of higher education and other organizations.
Language should be added to the general provisions to ensure that new activities or programs are
funded with only new appropriations above the FY 1992 level.
The authorization levels for Title VI programs should be increased to total $130 million for FY 1992
and such sums as may be necessary thereafter.

Legislative Proposals for Fulbeightaays (102(b)(6))
As a parallel activity to the Title VI reauthorization, it is recommended that Fulbright-Hays (102(bX6))
be transferred from the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act to a new Part C of Title VI.
Eligibility should be extended to persons whose curers will have an international dimension.
New language should be added to promote advanced research overseas by consortia of institutions of
higher education.

Other Recommendations
The Congress is asked to request a study of the Center for International Education's staffing needs,
and if deemed necessary, to provide the appropriate increases in administrative funds for hiring
additional staff.
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PREFACE

The original programs that now form part of Title VI of the Higher Education Act were
created in 1958 out of a sense of national crisis about our ignorance of other countries and
cultures. Over the years, this sense of urgency diminished. The United States failed
repeatedly to read clear signs about the internationalization of the economic order and the
shifting balances of power worldwide. As a result, the federal investment in the creation
and maintenance of vital international competence has dwindled to levels that seriously
weaken our national ability to understand and adjust to the emerging international order.
Over the history of the reauthorizations of Title VI, many different groups involved in the
creation and maintenance of international competence have come to the federal government
to make their case. This usually has taken the form of small coalitions or separate voices
arguing for their particular programs.
The following document is the result of a very different kind of process. It began when the
new Division of International Affairs of the National Association of State Colleges and
Land-Grant Universities sponsored a workshop on the reauthorization of Title VI in early
1990. From this effort and nine months of deliberations, emerged a NASULGC policy paper.
At that point, the American Council on Education coordinated the creation of an
interassociation task force to build on and broaden the effort. The task force involved
campus-based representatives of six higher education associations in an attempt to develop
a common set of positions on the reauthorization of Title VI, and on Section 102(b)(6) of the
Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act (Fulbright-Hays).
The process involved finding a common ground among the foreign language and area
studies community, the land-grant universities, the state colleges and universities, the
independent colleges and universities, the community and junior colleges, and the
historically-black institutions of higher education. Through open and frank discussions, a
set of quite substantive recommendations were developed and agreed upon.
In tt e following document, both detailed positions and general rationales are presented.
The funding authorization proposals are realistic and modest, if we consider the scope of the
challenges the United States faces. The proposed redesigns of the legislation are based on
the accumulated knowledge the participants have from decades of experience with Title VI
and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)).
With a renewed sense of urgency about the United States' international competence, We
offer this document in hopes that the U.S. Congress and the Administration will show their
readiness to reverse the dangerous decline in our ability to operate with knowledge and
understanding in the international arena.

Davydd J. Greenwood
Chair, Interassociation Task Force on HEA-Title Vl/Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6))
Director, Mario Einaudi Center for International Studies, Cornell University
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iNTRODUCTION

As the United States approaches the end of the 20th century, it finds itself part of an
increasingly complex international scene. The nation faces new challenges and new
opportunities: the restructuring of Europe following the collapse of communism and
Soviet dominance; the need to enhance U. S. competitiveness in world markets; the rise
of new regional trading blocks, such as a unified European economic community in
1992; threats to peace from mid-level military powers, resulting in regional aggressions
such as the Folk lands War and the Iraqi invasions of Iran and Kuwait; the enormous
political and economic transformations occurring in our own Southern Hemisphere,
Asia, and Africa; environmental problems of global scope that require international
.solutions; the approach of major transformations in world sources and supplies of
energy; increasing contrasts between the wealth of industrial and newly industrializing
countries, and increasing famine and poverty in other societies.
In less than two decades, such international challenges have taken on extraordinary
salience for the United States. Twenty years ago most of the world's largest banks were
American; today only two U. S. banks rank among the top twenty. In the same period
the share of the U. S. gross national product resulting from international trade has
tripled. In less than a decade foreign capital flows and a negative trade balance have
transformed the U. S. from the largest creditor nation in the world to the largest debtor
nation in history.
Most of the international security responsibilities of the United States remain in place at
great cost. Even as the military threat posed by the Cold War recedes, regional
instabilities underscore the need for international peace-keeping mechanisms. The
relatively predictable world order that emerged following U. S. and Soviet victories in
World War II has become uncertain. New approaches to economic and environmental
cooperation, conflict resolution, and national security are required in a world marked
by the increasing dispersion of economic and military power.
A healthy new element in the national equation is the rise of demand to internationalize
U. S. institutions as a means of adding to the capabilities of both the private and the
public sectors. The growing call for international capacity-building in response to
overseas challenges will increase the demand for specialists in foreign language, area
studies and other international fields, and further exacerbate the predicted shortfall in
their production. Many in the public and private sectors have called for measures to
internationalize undergraduate education across all levels of postsecondary institutions
as a means to create a more informed citizenry; to add international dimensions to
graduate training in professional fields with overseas applications, such as business,
law, medicine, and engineering; and to Utilize well-trained foreign area specialists in
government, academia, and business.
The international education programs of HEA-Title VI have been the primary response
of the federal government to meeting the nation's need for international expertise. Title
VI programs were originally introduced as part of the National Defense Education Act
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of 1958, enacted at the high point of the Cold War. Federal investment in this program
reached a high point in the late 1960s, resulting in a highly successful partnership
between the government and United States higher education. Title VI funds played a
key systemic role,
inducing universities to create and support high-quality graduate training and research
programs that produced well-trained specialists whose expertise spanned the globe.
These foreign area experts who weduated from Title VI centers staffed government
agencies, international organizations, and university centers; produced research that
set new standards of quality and coverage; and trained a second generation of
international experts to continue the effort. The stiategic use of Title VI funds
established a foundation of knowledge and expertise that was the primary source of the
United States' international competence during the Cold War period.

In order to expand and enhance the nation's capacity in international studies and
foreign languages, Title VI also was authorized over time to support cost effective
programs at the undergraduate level; a foreign periodicals program; summer language
institutes; and business and international education programs and centers. Several
closely related overseas programs are support& under Fulbright-Hays(102(b)(6)), such
as group projects abroad, research seminars abroad, faculty eirsearch abroad, and
doctoral dissertation research abroad.
During the 1970s and 1980s, however, the federal investment in Title VI and
Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) programs steadily eroded through inflation. This decline
was paralleled by a drop in foundation support. The inadequate national investment
was underscored as a problem even earlier than the 1979 report of the President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies, which stated:
We are profoundly alarmed by what we hare found: a serious deterioration in
this country's language and research capacity, at a time when an increasingly
hazardous international military, political, and economic environment is making
unprecedented demands on America's resources, intellectual capacity, and public sensitivity.111

Given this diminished national investment, the general shortfall in the national
production of PhDs that is predicted to emerge during the decade will be even more
intense for international education fields, which require extra foreign language and area
preparation.121 The number of foreign language and area specialists in training has
declined to the point that the nation will be unable to replace all the experts retiring in
the 1990s.

The recommendations of the ACE Task Force that follow are designed to encourage a
Congressional reauthorization of HEA-Title VI that will better focus the federal role in
postsecondary international education. The outcomes of these recommendations are
programs, knowledge, and people with international competence. Title VI is a program
targeted to strengthen the Unites States' base of knowledge about foreign languages
and areas, and other aspects of international studies, while providing cost-effective
incentives to disseminate such knowledge across a broad spectrum of institutions.
2
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SUMMARY OP RECOMMENDATIONS POE HEA-Tme

VI AND

FuuntiGHT-HAYS (102(b)(6))

The following summary outlines the recommendations of the Task Force on
amendments to Title VI of the Higher Education Act and Section 102(b)(6) of the Mutual
Educational and Cultural Exchange Act, and other related issues. The detailed
legislative language recommended is outlined in the following section of this report.

Strengthening of Purpose Statement
The purpose statement to Title VI, Part A is amended in Section 601(b) to reinforce the
key mission of Part A to develop a pool of international experts to meet national needs.

Emphasis on Diversity in Undergraduate Area and Language Centers
The need for greater diversity is emphasized in the undergaduate centers and
programs of Section 602(a)(1)(13). As an increasing number of institutions seek to
internationalin their curricula, student bodies and faculties, excellence in international
programs will come in greater variety. This is to be welcomed and encouraged. The
U.S. needs a national network of diverse programs at two-year, four-year, private, state,
historically-black, and other institutiuns of higher learning to serve as models and
resources for our more than 3,000 higher education institutions. It is also
recommended that committee report language be included to express these views.

National Resource Centers Linkages with Institutions Abroad
The list of national resource center activities in Section 602(a)(2) is amended to include
the establishment of linkages with overseas institutions which tie into the educational
scope and objectives of Title VI. Formalized linkage agreements facilitate long-term
opportunities for research and experience-based learning in another country, such as
internships, study abroad, and curriculum and faculty development, all essential
ingredients for developing foreign language, area, and other international competence.

It should be noted that while resources are provided for university linkages with
overseas universities under certain USIA and USAID programs, these resources are
limited in amount and scope, with objectives that relate to the federal agency's mission.
The intention here is not to duplicate such programs, but to enable the Department of
Education and the Title VI recipients to establish linkages which specifically tie into the
educational scope and objectives of the Title VI mission. This is consistent with the
purposes of Part A, as stated in Section 601(b).

Dissemination and Outreach Grants for the National Resource Centers
With only modest funding levels Title VI has created a small but competent system of
centers producing specialized faculty, international research, and a corps of
international experts. An additional grant program is authorized by adding a new
3
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paragraph (4) to Section 602(a) to encourage and enable the centers to engage in
interactive linkage and outreadi activities with a broad spectrum of professional
schools, public and private agencies and institutions in the U.S. seeking to
internationalize, or in need of international expertise.

For example, international competence in many professional fields is becoming more
and more interdisciplinary in nature. The Task Force believes the time is at hand to
infuse this expertise into professional and technical fields in which it has often been
absent in the past; in a parallel fashion, an understanding of the international dimension
evolving in the professional fields should be infused into foreign language, area and
international studies. The new language is intended to er ible the Secretary to
encourage this interactive linkage through grants to the national resource centers for the
development of cooperative programs with professional schools and colleges.
The need for public outreach is also increasing as the international scene becomes more
complex and unpredictable. The recent crisis in the Persian Gulf this year stimulated a
surge in outreach activity by the Middle East Centers. A U.S. Department of Education
survey revealed the large extent to which these centers were called upon to provide
background information, language assistance, and other expertise to Federal, state, and
local government agendes, private organizations, and all sectors of the media.
The Task Force views these linkage and outreach functions as an increasingly important
role for the centers; it is a role which is in the national interest, and for which additional
funding will be needed to carry out effectively.

Revision of Requirement for Fellowship Recipients
The requirement that Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fellowship recipients
be engaged in a program of "competency-based language training" in Section
602(b)(l)(B) is revised to "an instructional program with stated performance goals for
functional foreign language use." While the Task Force is in agreement with

Congressional intent of current law to ensure that rus recipients are engaged in a
language program aimed at developing competency, the Secretary's reference in
regulations to "established national standards" is problematic for the less commonly
taught languages (LCTLs). "Established national standards" limits the LCTLs to
evaluation measures which exist for a handful of languages; these measures are still
undergoing revision and are as yet inadequate for many LCTLs. Some of the difficulties
indude:
1) Many of the guidelines and instmments yet do not take into account certain cultural and
linguistic capabilities an LCTI.. speaker must have, attributes that are very different from
Western values and the commonly taught languages (e.g., French, Spanish, German);
2) Instructional materials (basic texts, a target reference grammar, and dictionary) to the advanced

level do not exist for many of the LCTI.s;
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3) The numbers of students involved in many of the LCTIA are too small to render a national test
statistic:1111y valid; and

much longer than the commonly
4) Since the time it takes to master these languages is usually

taught languages, this difference must be taken into account in any nationally applied metric.

Developed in concert with several national language assodations, this technical
amendmelt is designed to allow more flexibility for the LC11.6 to develop innovative
approaches to their curriculum, based on performance goals appropriate to the
demands of each language and culture, and unrestricted by a set of national standards
as yet inappropriate to the language. It is also recommended that committee report
language be included to express thew views.

Revision of Setcnd-Tier RAS Program
The unfunded second-tier FLAS program in Section 602(b)(2) is replaced with one less
administratively complex. There has been much controversy over spending scarce
FLAS funding on an administrative mechanism for a national competition that would
be costly and potentially problematic. Since the need for fellowship assistance for
advanced doctoral students is widely ampted, the concept of a second-tier FLAS is
continued, but the administration is shifted to the the national resource centers which
currently administer the first-tier FLAS and are more knowledgeable about their
students and their needs.

Focus of Language Resource Centers
Section 603(a), Language Resource Centers, is amended to provide that the centers be
national in scope and limited in number, with a broad array of activities required for
each one. In light of the national language teaching crisis, this section and the modest
funds a vailableshould be better focused. Language pedagogy is one of the few
international studies fields where a selected few centers can create and disseminate
materials of use throughout the nation and the world. National centers should serve as
the locations where advanced research on language pedagogy, the development of
desperately needed materials, and the training of scholais from throughout the country

take place. It is also recommended that committee report language be included to
express these views.
Technical Amendment to the Language Resource Centers

Throughout thi language resource center Section 603(a), the term "proficiency" is
replaced with "performance." The use of the term "proficiency" in the statute has
become problematic because of its common association with a particular national
proficiency tesfing strategy. As noted in the above amendment to FLAS, the application
of current national standards to many less commonly taught languages is as yet
inappropriate. While the proposed substitution does not change Congressional intent,
it does open up opportunities for the development of innovative approaches to the
5
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training of teachers and the testing of students appropriate to the unique cultural and
linguistic attributes of many less commonly taught languages.

Redirection of Section 604(a) Undergraduate Programs
Section 604(a) undergraduate programs is redirected to provide "seed" funding for the
creation of new programs or curricula in area studies, foreign languages, and other
international fields. A 50% matching is required to encourage undergraduate
institutions to demonstrate a conunitment to internationalization. These revisions to
Sec. 604(a) are proposed to conform to a new subsection (b) recommended below.

Linkages Among Different Postsecondary Institutions/Degree Programs
Paragraph (6) of the list of activities for undergraduate programs in Sec. 604(a) is
modified to provide more flexibility for linking international programs among different
types of postsecondary institutions and/or different levels of degree programs. The
current language of paragraph (6) limits the integration of undergraduate education
with only terminal Masters Degree programs. The new language would broaden this
authority. For example, in linking activities between institutions, two-year colleges
could tap the faculty expertise or library resources of four-year institutions. Linking
different degree programs could involve better articulation between courses and
requirements in the associate and baccalaureate degrees, or between baccalaureate and
masters degrees.

Undergraduate Programs of Demonstrated Excellence
The unfunded Sec. 604(b) undergraduate programs is replaced with a new program
which addresses the inunediate challenges of internationalization at the undergraduate
level. Congress designed the current subsection (b) to encourage an increase in
language enrollments; this is no longer necessary as recent surveys completed by the
Modern Language Association show an 8.5% increase in undergraduate language
enrollments between 1980-1986. The 1986 survey revealed that for the first time in
fourteen years, the total number of undergraduate enrollments exceeded one million.131
This amendment addresses three strategic objectives:
1) Preparing students for whom the undergraduate degree is the
terminal degree to meet the

challenges of operating within an increasingly globalized system;

2)

Expanding the pool of competent undergraduates from which to develop post-graduate foreign
language, area studies, and other international expertise; and

3) Strengthening undergraduate institutional capacity for developing
quality undergraduate and

eventually graduate level international programs wheie appropriate.

While the modest funding levels of Title VI cannot possibly address the needs of all U.S.
undergraduate institutions, a strengthened Sec. 604 can provide start-up incentives
6
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through subsection (a) programs, and capacity-building grants to stabilize programs of
demonstrated excellence, through subsection (b) programs. The proposal includes a list
of activities believed to be essential for effective international programs. Since
institutions throughout the nation vary in their level of progress and sophistication in
these activities, this package should be offered as a menu of options from which an
institution can choose to further strengthen and stabilize a program which has
otherwise demonstrated excellence.
Included in the list of activities is study abroad. Educational experiences abroad are a
significant factor in developing international expertise, but they have been limited for
the most part tc Western Europe and to the humanities. They have not attracted
students in the sciences or pre-professional programs, and there has been minimal
participation by low-income and minorities. It is intended that this new authority
encourage the development of study and internship programs in the developing world
and in new disciplines, and for a broader range of students.

Definition of Non-Federal Cost Sharing
A new subsection (d) is added to Section 604, defining the non. Federal share of the cost
of programs required in subsections (a) and (b) as proposed for revision. The
non-) ederal share may be either in cash or in-kind assistance, and may consist of
instiwtional and non-institutional funds, including state and private sector
contributions.

Summer Institutes for Foreign Area and Other International Studies
A new subsection is added to the Section 605 intensive summer language institutes
program to authorize summer institutes for foreign area and other international studies.
Section 605 was enacted by Congress in the last reauthorization, but regrettably has
never been funded. There are several underlying reasons summer institutes can play a
pivotal role in international training:
1)

Summer is a good time to organize a mass of students studying less commonly taught
languages. Such students still tend to be few in numbers, so that a summer institute can enable
a gathering from institutions throughout the nation;

7) Summer institutes provide large blocks of time for language immersion training, an effective
language training technique difficult for a student to undertake when involved in a full-time
degree Program;

3) Summer as a break between academic years is a good opportunity for ovorseas institutes, thus
facilitating language immersion programs; and
4)

Extending the authority for institutes to area and international studies, or combinations thereof
(including languages) is a good way to disseminate the research and knowledge developed at
centers supported by Title VI to people of other institutions without such centers. In addition,
these institutes will enable an intensive focus on interdisciplinary faculty training and the
development of state of the art interdisciplinary and other curriculum materials that improve
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the production of international expertise.

Revision and Update of Research and Studies
Section 606, Research; Studies; Annual Report, is rewritten to reflect emerging
challenges in foreign language, area studies, and other international fields. Growth and
evolution in international education has occurred in recent years, but much needs to be
accomplished, including an expansion in research and dissemination. This should be a
higher priority for the U.S. Department of Education, in keeping with the Federal role to
promote education research and dissemination. The list of possible research studies is
revised to include activities viewed as critical to the further development of foreign
language, area studies, and other international fields. In addition, because this function
is so important, the word "announce" is inserted in subsection (b) to encourage the
Secretary to be fully proactive in making the results of research projects known and
available to the education community. It is also recommended that committee report
language be included to express these views.

Techni:al Amendment to Periodicals Program
Section 607 authorizing the collection of periodicals published outside the U.S. is
amended to allow the collection of timely research materials that may exist only in
manuscript or other form, and which would be vital to a world area collection. This is
especially important in relation to developing nations, and less commonly taught areas
of the world.

Authorization of Appropriations for Periodicals and Other Research Materials
Published Outside the United States
The separate authorization of appropriations cap for the periodicals and other research
materials programs in Section 607(a) is increased from $1 million to $8.5 million for FY
1992, and such sums as may be necessary thereafter. This section addresses a critical
component of the Title VI mission to secure access to foreign research and information
at a time of unprecedented change in the international order. Rising inflation alid dollar
devaluation has resulted in rapidly increasing publications costs. Concomitantly, many
libraries are facing local budget crises. If funded, this program can play a pivotal role in
ensuring both the survival of our national resource collections from around the world,
and the ability to keep these collections current.

Distribution of Funds to Undergraduate Programs
Paragraph (a) of Section 609, the equitable distribution of funds, is amended to
encourage the Secretary to enhance funding for the undergraduate programs in Section
604. While current Title VI funding is much too low to address the needs of over 3,000
U.S. undergraduate institutions, a greater proportion of new funds should be
committed gradually to Section 604 in order to eventually reach a proportion of 20% of
total funding for Part A. Section 604 is currently at about 10% of total Part A funds.
8
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This is important from the standpoint of building a base upon which graduate and
post-graduate fareign language, area, and other international expertise may develop. It
is also critical for those students whose careers will have an international dimension,
such min the technical and professional fields.

Authorization of Appropriations for Part A, International and Foreign Language
Studies
The authorization of appropriations cap for Part A programs (other than Section 607,
Periodicals) in Section 610 is increased from $49 million to $102 million for FY 1992, and
such sums as may be necessary thereafter.
During the last two decades, the Federal investment in Title VI has steadily eroded
through inflation and inadequate funding. Appendices A, B and C illustrate the
inflationary toll on both appropriation and authorization levels for Title VI since its first
funding in Fiscal Year 1959. Appendix A shows that the high point in funding as
expressed in constant 1991 dollars occurred in Fiscal Year 1%7: $63.5 million. By
comparison, the Fiscal Year 1991 level of $40 million represents a 37% decrease in
purchasing power. Indeed, this Fiscal Year 1991 level for Title VI, combined with the
appropriation for FulbrightHays (102(b)(6)), represents a mere .0017 of the total
available funds for the U. S. Department of Education.
However, when analyzing the Title VI funding history, it is important to keep in mind
that up until the early 1970s, Title VI programs included only the graduate and
undergraduate language and area centers, FLAS, research and studies, and language
institutes. As Appendix B illustrates, a comparison of FY 1991 funding for only these
comparable programs with the FY 1967 funding level as expressed in constant 1991
dollars, reveals a 55% reduction in purchasing power.
Since its original enactment in 1958 under the National Defense Education Act (NDEA),
several valuable new programs and activities have been added through statutory
language and the U.S. Department of Education's grant proposal priorities. However,
concomitant addition of funding did not follov thus compounding the inflationary
attrition of resources.

Appendix D illustrates that Title VI's highest statutory authorization cap, as expressed
in constant 1991 dollars, was $204 million in FY 1974. By comparison, the last statutory
authorization cap was in FY 1987, at $55 million. The time is at hand to reverse the
inadequate level of support for Title VI, and to provide authorization levels which, if
funded, would restore the purchasing power of the original programs' early years, and
provide the amount- needed to meet the requirements of valuable additional programs
and activities.
A $102 million authorization level for Part A would allow:
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2) A restoration of FLAS grants from their Plead Yee 1991 ealmated number of 991 to thek Fiscal
Year 1967 piek ieve of 2300, plus an Maims Innipands to de Mee IX stipend kvd of $10,000;

3) Reding of these:cad tier RAS Program as proposed fo: amendment by Ns report
4) A greater Mend hwestment in enhancing dte tnenstional capacity of two. and four-year
==ainstitutiom through an imam in funding
Section 604, as imposed for
bl; this report end

3) Fending of an myanded inseelve eurreter institute Foram, and incremed funding for the
netiotwi gunge resource OMNI and an tumroved research progrsm.

Technical Amendment to Centers for International Business Education
The list of programs and activities required of the centers for international business
education in Sect OR 612(CMC) is aptended to ensure that intensive language
programs are viewed as only one of a number of effective methods these centers can use
to meet the foreign language needs of business.

Linkages with Overseas Institutions Authorized Under Part 11, Business and
httentational Education Programs
Section 612(cX2) of the Centers for International Business Education, and Section 613(b)
of the Business and International Education Programs are amended to allow the
establishment of linkages with OVefsta institutions whidt tit into the educational scope
and objectives of Title VL This authority is consistent with the purpons of Part B, as
stated in Section 611(b). Formalized linkage agreetnents fadlitate long-term
opportunities for research and experience-based learning in another country, such as
internships, study abroad, and curriculum and faculty development. These are
essential invedients for developing foreign language, area, and other international
competence.
.

Authorisation of Appropriations for the Centets for Intonational Business Education
The authorization of appropriations cap for the business centers is !messed from $7.5
million to $12 million for FY 1992, and sudt sums as may be necessary thereafter. The
program is underfundee relative to the wide variety of activities the statute requires the
existing sixteen centers to undertake. A $12 million authorization level envisions
adequate funding of existing centers to effectively fulfill this mandate, and an
additional five to seven centers which would truly provide a network of national and
regional resources for improving the competi ti v 0 economic position of the U.S.
10
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Authorisation of Appropriations for the International Business Education and
Training Programs
The authorization of appropriations cap for the international business education
programs in Section 614(b) is inaeased from $5 million to $7.5 million for FY 1992, and
such sums as may be necessary thereafter. Open to two- and four-year institutions as
well as university business programs, this section offers an important mechanism by
which busbies, schools can tievelop new initiatives in response to the increasingly
competitive global business environment Given the rising demand on campuses for
active partidpation of business schools in new intemadcer! ventures, such as
interdisdplinary programs, and the increasing needs of business for innovative
program and course offerings, a higher authorization level would allow an increase in
the average site of the grants and in the number of institutions which could be funded.
Preservation of Pre-1992 Programs
A new Section 623 is added to Part C, General Provisions, intended to ensure that the
Secretary does not fund new activities or programs at the expense of existing activities
or programs. The modest funding history of Title VI and the inadequate support now
provided to existing programs have been noted above. At the same time, we have
recommended numerous additional activities and programs which we believe are
necessary con vonents to meeting thr nation's growing need for international expertise,
and to promoting the internationalization of the wide spectrum of US institutions of
higher education. It is our intention that these new activities and programs be funded
through new appropriations above the Fiscal Year 1992 level.

Transfer of Fulbright-Hays(102(b)(6)) to Title VI
The current Part C, General Provisions, is redesignated as Part D, and a new Part C is
added to include Section 102(b)(6) of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Fxchange
Act (Fulbright-Hays). This program is administered by the U.S. Department of
Education under an Executive Cider as the overseas program complementary to Title
VI. Activities include doctoral d sertation research abroad, faculty research abroad,
group projects abroad, and spectal bilateral projects.

Appendix D illustrates that funding (or this program as expressed in constant 1991
dollars has declined by over 50% since its high point in Fiscal Year 1967. The program
continues to diminish, and many well-qualified projects are turned down for lack of
funds. Approximately 85 doctoral researchers are sent abroad today, whereas in the
program's early years, 125-150 were sent. The Fiscal Year 1991 appmpriation enabled
funding of only 40-50% of the program's total fundable applicant pool.141
Although this program is administered by the U. S. Department of Education and
funded by the House and Senate Subcommittees on Labor, Health And Humcn Services
and Education Appropriations, it falls under the oversight jurisdictirm of the House
Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign Relations Committees. Though Title VI is
11
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reauthorized every five years. Section 102(bX6) hes a permanent authorization and
therefom is rarely, Emir, reviewed.

The Task Form Mime' the time has come foe this program to be transfeved out of
the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchanse Ad and included as a new part of
Title VI of the Higbee Education Act. This wiE enable the same authorizing
committees which have oversight of Title VI to have review over its complementary
overseas programs. It is especially important at a time of growth and evolution in
international education that the two programs not only be administered together, but
reviewed together as well.

In the transfer, the Task Force urges that provision be made to ensure a continued and
improved coordination between the U. S. Department of Education and the J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board, the Fulbright Commissions abroad, and the U. S.
Embassies. In addition, we intend that this transfer not be viewed by the Congressional
Budget and Appropriations Committees and/or the Office of Management and Budget
as a consolidation inviting a reduction in funding. It is our intention as well that
Section 102(b)(6) should continue to have a permanent authorization and be treated as a
separate but complementary overseas program, with a continued separate line in the
budget and appropriations process.
Amendments to Fulbright-Hays(102(b)(6))
In addition to the transfer of this section to Title VI, two amendments are made to the
existing statutory language:

1) The current language is unduly restricted to "teachers and prospective teachers."
Adding the language "or other peisons who have demonstrable need for an
international dimension in their education" would open up funding opportunities
for (aculty and students who are not necessarily planning a career in education, but
whose careers necessarily include an international dimension. This will enable the
overseas program to conform to the current international needs of disciplines other
than education, and to the changes proposed for Mile VI.
2) New language is added to promote advanced research overseas by consortia of
higher education institutions. Rising inflation in the less commonly taught areas of
the world and the constant erosion of the dollar have resulted in escalating costs for
conducting these programs overseas. The new language is intended to enable
consortia of institutions of higher education to maximize the resources that a
combined undertaking in this regard would generate, in ways which could also be
utilized by other U.S. institutions of higher education.

Eligibility of American Postsecondary Education Institutions Abroad
The Task Force believes that the existing Title VI and Fulbright-Hays(102(b)(6)) statutes
do not exclude from eligibility for funding oVerseas postsecondary education
nstitutions chartered and accredited by recognized U. S. agencies and organizations.
12
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However, it is also believed that the main objective of these programs is to train U. S.
studetts and faculty in the languages and cultures of other nations. Oven the modest
funding levels cunently available for Title VI and Fulbright-Hays(1020X0) programs,
coupled with the growing demand for support from postsecondary education
institutions based in the U. S., ft is recommended that any partidpation of American
posbeamdary institutions abroad contribute directly to the main objective of the
international training of U. S. students and faculty. For example, these institutions can
contribute to this objective by providing programs, seminars, and sununer institutes
that immerse U. S. students in the nation's culture and languages. Their partidpation
should occur in the form of a consortium arrangement with postsecondary institutions
based in the U. S. The Task Force recommends that committee report language
express these views as the intent of Congress on thls matter.

Center for International Education Staffing
Implementation of the recommendations of this Task Force will require additional staff
time at the U. S. Department of Education's Center for International Education (CIE),
which is already understaffed. The Task Force recommends thxt the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees direct that a review and study be undertaken of the C1E's
staffing requirements, and that if deemed necessary, the appropriate increases in
administrative funds for hiring additional staff be allocated.

ENDHOM
RePort to the Pmstdent from the Presi[1) Sinnag..nummahltlissimmukfailimmLILL-Canskilitx, AStudiea(Wuhington,
D.C. U. S. Govern-

dent's Commission on Foreign Language and Internadonal
ment Printing Office, November, 1979), p. 1.

(2) ihempilbiniamnaldepagole, (Washington, D. C: The AssodatIon of American Universities, January 11, 1990.)

(3) Richard 1. Brod, "Foreign Languap Enrollments in US. institutions of Higher Education - Fan 1986,"
ADFL BulIedn VoL 19. No. 2(4ew York: January 1908L P 39.
(41 Data obtained from the Center for International Education, U.S. Department of Education, March
1991.
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APPENDIX A
TITLE VI APPROPRIATIONS, FY 59 - FY 91
(In Thousands)
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APPENDIX B

TITLE VI APPROPRIATION COMPARISON
FY 67 AND FY 91

ConSifini MI Dam
(In ThOusanda)

WOOS

. MADI
NO,0011

Stal,COO

$40,M2
1410.0:0

Moon
MOW

MANI
so
PY as

All Tit& VI programs handed in FY 67:
Language & Arse Centers
Fellowshipe
Research & Studio@

Language Institutes

PY

I Portion of FY 91 Title Vi
appropriation which COMO
programs funded in FY 67

Pysi
INAll Title VI programs funded in FY Olt
National Resource Centers
Fellowships
Research & Studies

Languag Rnouree Centers
Undergraduate International Studies
& Foreign languages
Centers for IntersatInul Rosiness Education
Business & Ineenutlenal Education

Nam The FY Ill appropriation of $60 million Is 37% below the peak level of Title VI in FY 67, as expreued In constant 1991 dollars. However,
when comparing funding foe only the adglual Title 111 Programs, the nrss level of 328 million is SS% below the FY 67 level.
SQUECES: American Council on Education, Office of Legislative Analysis, based on data from the Sutimical Abstract of the United Stales,
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, l990; U.S. Department of Education appropriations documentation; and the Higher
Education Act of 1963,
amended.
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APPENDIX C
TITLE VI AUTHORIZATION, FY 59 - FY 87
(In Thousands)

FY FY FY FY FY FY IV Pv Pi FY FY FY FY FY PY FY PY FY FY FY FY PY FY FY FY FY PY FY FY
711 71 72
73 71 711 7. 77 711 70 VI 111 UUUUU
64 13
117
111
68
U
Itr Cumw Dollars

Camaro till Delius

I

NaTES Although the Title Ifl authorization has increased over time in current dollars, it hos filled to keep up with inflation. The last statutory
authorlution cap for Title YI of 455 million in FY 11 la nearly 75% below the peak cap of 1204 million in FY 74, as expressed ln constant 1991
dollars. This has occurred despite increased numbets of programs and activities added to tht Title VI program since lb inception.

MUM American Council on Education, Office of Legislative Analysia, based on data from the Statistical Abstract of the United States,
Evers of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, 199b U.S. Department of Education appropdations documentadow and the Higher
Education Aci of 1965, as amended.

APPENDIX D
FULDRIGHT-HAYS APPROPRIATIONS, FY 64 - FY 91
(Ln Thousands)
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PRZIPAIMID STAMM', OF MR. MARC=
Pk. Chinon and Members d the Moorman:
I ern Adrian G. Marone, President, Laboratory institute of Merchandising (UM) of
New Yoik Cky. UPA is a college accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges

and Schools and by the Word of Regents by the State of New York UM is authorized
to offer programs leading to the bachelors and to the associate degrees.

UM is proprietary in its form of corporate organization rather than ;Arne or prints

non-prolit. Please do not infer that became it is proprietary in governance that it Is a
trade, technical, or vocational school. It is not and that is why I am here as Chairmen of
the Association of Regionalhy Aosredited Private Colleges and Universities (ARAPCU).

ARAPCU is an association limited to collegiate degree-granting institutions

accredited a such by one of the regional accrediting agencies. Accreditation for
proprietary colleges and universities is now an accepted practice among the regions!
bodies. Ins no longer a peculiar Woerretion as it once possibly was considered In 1938

when the definition of an 'institution of tooher education' was enacted in Title II oi the
National Defense Education Act the precut: or of the Higher Education Act of 1955.

I Neither of these two collegiate ievel eccredidng bodies recognized as such by the
Secretary of Educadon are referred to in the GAO Briefing Report to the Chairmen,
Permenent Subcommlitin On Investigations. Cumin. on Governmental Affairs, U.S.
Senate entided School Accreditation, Activs or Seven Agencies ma tAccridit Proprietary
Schools (GAO/HRD-90-1798R, September 1990). Properly so because that report In fact
dealt with occupational training schools rather than degree-granting colleges. The GAO
unfortunately and erroneously used the term proprietary as the equivalent to or the same
as vocational training and technicel schools.

13u

Regime socredition now inokeles a fir ctAri, swam of propritiy
degreeirsteng inseutions ranging from the doctorate b the Associate.

Sane

propristery Institutions offer only graduals degree,. Examples am:

Widen UnNialty
Minneapolis, Minnesota

North COMM Am. Accreditation
Doctorate degree onkf - no undlograduill

Minis School of
Professional Psychology

North Cenael Assn. Accreditation
Doctorate only - no undergraduate

Chicago, Woe
Arthur D. Ude Management
Education institute
Comb**, PASSOSChUINal

New England Asiodatich Accreditation
Masters only - no undergraduate

Keller Graduate School
of Managementt
Chicago, Minds

North Central Assn. Accreditation

Masters only - no undergraduate

For some years we have been quietly going about our business - educating
students. Suddenly, we find our schools and students ensnared in an almost ideological
debate and victimized or maNgned by specious statistics.

The controversy over the GSL default rate in `proprietary schools'
exploded,

The definitions were hastily drawn and the statistics were grossly
distorted.

t Attached as Bthlbe A is a recent story on the Keller Graduate School which
appeared in Falba Magazine of May 27, 1991 at page 304 'A Good School Story'. Also,
for the record we add a compenion plea som the urns issue Forbes interviewing the
noted economist Dr. Milton Friedman on the subject that running a college es a business
we not harm higher education.
-2
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Despite reedy available default digs that proprietary

collagist,

kwititutions were *font* commit* to other colleges, the
researchers end commentators from ED, GAO, aid the Wray of
Congress limped ell 'proprietary' data into one ilgtn without
disdnguishing between degree-granting and non-degree granting

Ow students having already been disuiventsged by express
adusion from such legleistion

the Ousilled United Stales Savings

Bonds (28 U.S.C. 1 1350)(2)), would be hobberi by an ED proposal

on craft-hot/ usage, and may facw bifurcated standards in the
administration of the Me IV HEA.

111EGSLIVEAumaggism
Whether or not one agrees that the GSL default rate et an insttution Is gem en

hdicator of quaky matters not. Congress salmi tohave come to the conclusion that the
Cohort Default Rate is a beds for judging the edwational @Sloth/mesa of an tatitution.
So also have the media, the U.S. Departmere of Education (ED), the guaranty agencies,
and the state licensing bodies for occupational schools.

We are perfectly willing to live with such an indicator if only the researchm and

statisticians el ED, the General Awarding Woe (GAO), the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) cA the library of Congress would play dlr. They do not. Each cif them

agencies mist in equating 'proprietary with 'occupational, vocational, technical and

trade schoolV (OM. Proprietary is a form of institutional organization, while OVTT
involves substantive areas of occupational trainirig.

-3-
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We feel thst our students and our schools have been Maligned and victimizedty
quesdonabis use of stetistical data. Before speohically pointing out some particularly

egregious oseeeolet me by to assure the Committee that default data for region*
accredited and New York Regent, accredited oloileges are 'good' and are favombly
compatible with other Woo and four-year colleges. The key Is to compare colleges with

colleges. The has not been done.
On the basis of date published by ED in the annual cohort default rate by Institution
for the year 1987-1988, we have determined on the basis of publicly available data that

the average Cohort Default Rate and the average total of dollars in default that:

Regionally accrixtited degree-granting
institutions which are proprietary

13.45%

$452,504.19

New York Board of Regents institutions
which are proprietary

13.61%

$197,442.26

18.40%

$297,591.97

Non-regionally accreditiA.i3 but

degree-granting institutions which
are proprietary

Despite the ready availability of that data bath the Department (ED) and the
General Accounting Office (GAO) ignored any distinction among sshools that are
proprietary in form (e.g., degree-granting versus occupational shorter courses, etc). Both
carefully categorized other collegiate institutions as public or private and in each category

further dMded them by two and four-year programs. Not so for "proprietary".

3 We are not sure that each of these degree-granting institutions are accredited by the
non-regional agency as a 'College'. That, however, is a matter between the accrediting
agency end the Secretary of Education who recognizes these non-regional bodies.
-4-
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For propletay bolh the GAO and ED kimped all the dWa together for ono
composite fiwre for sproprictry schoolel The publehed data ware, at mine, vary
unfavorable to wiy proprietary Institution which, though region* accredited, Nam York
Regents accredited, or lust has at least a two-yew degree progren aocredited by a nonregional agency.

ED through its Office of Piarming, Budget and Evalustion in its 1990 publication
Reducing Student Loon Defaults - A Plan For Action ststed that 'For exam*, in FY 1987,

proprietary schools had an average Wait rate of 33% - tv ice the rate of two-year
Institutions and more then four times the rate ci four-yew institutions." Lumping all
proprietary institutions together is a true but skewed statisticel statement resulting ki a
faulty conclusion! An excerpt is attached as Exhibit B.

Had the ED Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation who authored the
publication availed itsetf of the statistical data in tha ED Bgibty and Certification Division,

the statistics might have been more professionally portrayed. ED EligibRity hes detailed

records on the &meditation source and length d program of every eligible katitution.

The rates for

regionally accreoled, or for that matter, d

degree-granting proprietary institutions, we better than c r comparable with public or
private two-year institutions. None-the-less, ED states in fable 2 at page 11:
Table 2
FY 1987 Cohott Default Rate by Type ot Institution

Default Rate

Typo d Instacn

33 %

Proprietary
Public two-year
Private two-yew
Public four-year
Private four-yew

18
14

7
7
17

AN institutions

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Planning, Budget and
Evaluation, based on data provided by the guarantee agencies.

-5-
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The CIAO in 1888 tailekty Wiped together d proprietary schools in a comparison
with public and private two and four-year schools. The default rates at page 184 are
listed as 'follows:

2-yew pubic:

21%
15%
9%
8%
34%

2-year private:

4-yes public:
4-year private:
Proprietwy:

Regionally accredited degree-granting colleges which are proprietary we being
victimized by such loose sta636661presentations. Our students are being denigrated and
victimized.

In our attachments to this statement we have listed other examples of inwlequate

statistical portrayals end inappropriate anecdotal attempts at defining a °proprietary
school'. The problem is always that the researcher attemps to conform the corporate
organization of a school with the vocational-occupational training program it offers. The

two concepts we not necessarily mutually exclusive but they don't just lit There we at
least three recognizabie categories of institutional governance, public, private non-prof4,
and proprietary. There are also degree educwion and certificate postsecondwy
occupational programs. To divide the first two groups into two and four-yew schoote and

lump together all proprietary (degree end non-degree) is at least sloppy research and
possibly, perhaps, gross negligence. Unless there is some other undisclosed agenda!

4 GAO (HRD49438.14) &Wing Report To Congressional Requesters: Guaranteed

Student Loans, Mayas of Student Default Rates at 7,800 Postsecondary Schools.
Excerpt of page 18 attached as Exhibit C.
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Without OW lowing an appodunky to (Wend or whin, the 11IN oumsd linitsd

Stars serrings bond isgloblon (28 us.C:

1364* was womded in 0010Minal to

expliddy and delbsralsly allude *rents In etty proprietary school. The definition of an

'Bobs ock WWI institution was aro tidy crafted to addide @Writs In any papistry

school, degrees's/11m Cf cocupriond trairtng. See Etat 14 fa' law and Conlaronoe
Repot exorpt.

Vie brim this warm wee based won *moms about 'proprietary echoolV;
podiatry GSL-Stafford Matt Mee. Ths smarm 34% GEL dotal rate. Had the
stodsfior information been acoursisly or fa* portrayed, the reacdon may hays bean
more generous to students In Ogres-granting proprietary colleges accredited es such by

an agency recognized to awe* colleges.
None-the-less, the dellnitice excluded students in a Vropristery inslitubon of highsr

education' (which can include anything or program if It is a least six-months long) *lined

in subpart (A) of HEA Section 481. instituticoll definitions wore limited to the generic
definition of an Institution of higher education' of HEA Sec. 1201(a) subparagraphs (C)
or (D) of Section 481(a) which do not apply to propdetry schools or vocationsi schools

as defined for purposes of the Stafford (GSL) program in Sec. 435.

The same sort of disalmination or blandly attempted in the ED NPRM on
credlt-hour usage!

7-
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1310.1ESEQUESIED

The onti *ay out of eis der/Wend debacle is to Ind a 'sale hobo!' tor our
students and our schools in HEA The XN Section 1201(0)41**h generically defines an
'institution ci higher education'. Our schools we such end have been designeted as

such by our peers. We urgently request that the Corneae grant us els We harbor end
slow us to properly kientify with other institutions of higher education %Mich, °angrily as

we, ere accredited by the older traditional regional accrediang bodies thst deal with
colleges and universities". We baileys our colleges and our students we entilied to this
dignity and the protection from continued statistical malpractice.

Section 1201(5) already has MOM exceptions from satisfying one or more of the

enumerated fitments. We met* ask that one more be included. Surely if any non-profit
institution teith ony a one-yew program fits under the 1201(a) definition then a legitimate

regionaily or New York Board of Regents degree granting inatitubon also should."

$ Attached as Exhibit D we letters announcing such cotlegiate accreditation from
several regionel bodies.

As far as we know, the Subcommittee scheduled no hearirps on the sublect of
revising the several definitions in Section 1201(a), 481, and 435. Possibly all three should
be revised.

8-
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We supped that is absurd that en instlution legifirnmely wording the doolomi
degree under proper sale &Madly and legilknote repland eaccedltdice as a college
should di deselled se a Noostionsl school' Ii order for IS students to obtain Mendel
aid Therefore, we urgently recluse the Comae* to raise Section 1201(a) of The XN
by inserting der the first sentence follawing the period der the word Icoreditedi end

before the wirds 'such term° an additional swam to reed:

'Such term also Includes a degree-grenting college or
university 90 autivrized by the responsible Stste education
authority end which indtution is accredited at the collegiate
levet by an accrediting agency recognized by the amatory to
accredit inatitudons M the oollsgide
We have made a similar request on the House side. It is published at page 100

of Part 5 of the Committee Print (May 1991) Legislative Recommendations lor
Reauthorization ot the Higher Education Act and Related Mesmer Tide V4111 and
Related Mateure. We Include as Exhibit E our proposals Wong with the rationsie.
The proposals we three in farther. The first deals only with the inckssion of
degree-granting colleges in Section 1201(a). The others:

mamma

shouidThal:fessid to any institution which does not offer the

Sechelors degree bd

_ether the Amidst, or a graduals degree.

The said voards d the meant Imps°e uncondldonely require INN the
institution offer a bachelors degree. Also, we beim the transfer of and
douse should be madilled to Mae into account acaml preset day pintoes

of trendy.

-9
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Number Three is en attempt to define just what is a credit-hour. The

Deportment cR Education claims in its NPRM that this ls their goal. The
result of the ED NPRM Is, in fact, a definition of Mich institutions rather then

how they may use the credit-hour system. As propaaad, all Proprietary
schools and all community college non-degree programs, despite long end
legitimate histories in the use of the credit-hour, effectively, would have been

forced Into the vocational school clock-hour mode.

The rationale for each of these three proposals has been set out in the third
column of the attachment. We would be happy to respond to any questions either the
Committee or the Professional Staff might have on the substance or the consequences
of our proposals.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES OR OPENING THE FLOODGATES?

Predictably, some components of the higher education configuration (we hesitate

to call ft a community) instinctively would react negetivety. Any such viscerol response
is absurd and unwarranted. As en example, unless an institution qualifies under the
Section 1201(a) definition of an Institution of higher education" its resources may not be

used under a service contract to advance the Title I Postsecondary Programs for
Nontraditional Students.

We suggest that the purpose of Title I of HEA is to assist students and not to
protect institutional turf. Section 103 of Title I quite appropriately provides for both grenje

and =tam. (We would suggest that in the aftermath of the Stanford University
disclosure such contracts could prohibit expenditures for maintenance of a presidential
yacht or the purchase of an antique toilet seeti )

- 10 -
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For those veto feel the waft for Mob° the distinction between grants end
contracts we would poke out that such =ceps and terminology are coif* provided
for in 314.I.S.C. asoi on Chapter 09 - Using Procurement Contracts and &Int and
Cooperative Agreements. We suggest the proper concern is 'how' rather than If.
Once again we would say that our narrow proposal would be limited to a handful
of degree-granting colleges and universities accredited as such by en agency recognized

by the Secretory of Education to aceredit at the college level. Probe'', less than a
hundred all toid. Such a responsibility might incline the Secretary's Advisory Committee
on Accreditation to review the practices of the several nonfegional accrediting bodies in

regard to altering of degrees by institudons not expressly recognize by the state as a
college and not explicitly accredited as a college.

Meanwhile, we feel that our schoots could make a significant and possibly,
perhaps, refreshing contribution to Title I, the Literacy Ad, and host of other programs
presently iknited to Sec. 1201(a) defined Institution of higher education°. Da bag the
regionally accredited degree-granting proprietary colleges we such institutions. Ai we
ask is a legislative reeognition of who we property are and what we are doing, as well as

what we are not.

Certainly we are entitled to a legitimate definition and professional statistical
analysis. Thus far we have been denied such fair treatment by ED, GAO, and the
Congressional Research Service of the library of Congress. Curiously, one of the most
incisive crieCe, the Inspector General of ED, has recently instituted a new category, ovrr,

occupational, vocational, technical and trade schools. %the Semiannual kapott fo
Congress, No. 22, the IG maguey delimits the discussion to VTT schools. Not one of
the OM institutions discussed at pages 9-17 is a regionally accredited degree-granting
proprietary institution!

42-925 0-91-43

1810
WO as SISO encouraged to read in a more recant GAO publication' addressed to

this Subcommittee that the author, Frani& Frazier, Director, Education and Employment'

*LW bas used VOcstionsi/trads° in desorbng the Mt* defaulter cheracterialice. We

include po 12 as Exhibit F. By contralti in tils FeltrostY 20, MO. !notilnorlY to ins
Sante Subcommittee on Permanent investigations, Mr. Frazier used the broader term
vrapristert in discussing default rWes. He repeated the statietical conard that the default

rate Is 19%

Proprittey schools'. We attach as EAU Ci page 11 of his testimony.

Strikaty characterized information ie portrayed in GAO Repod/HRD-89-83BRet page 18
previously noted in footnote number 4.

Such a persistent and continued misuee by so many prestigious agencies, ED,
GAO, and CRS may in part explain why the recently rebelled report of Senator NuraYe
Subcommittee on Permanent Investigations uses the tams "proprietary" and °trade
sehooles Interchangeably.

caNCLUSION

We suggest that ft is appropriate to incorporate into the reauthorizaticn of the
Higher Education Ad previously unrecognized resources, the proprietary accredited
OrKirseirlInting CONSOSS and universities, by incorporating them into the Tile XII Section

1201(a) definition of an Institution of higher education".

These we colleges end universities we recognized as such by their pews In the

regional accrediting agsnoies and the New York SUN Board of Regents. These
Institudops of higher education have been unfairly vided through skewed switisticel
data in the GSL default debate.

Congress should open up the definition of an Institution of higher education' for
the future end release Section 1201(a) from the outmoded conceptral limited:ins of the
1958 NDEA and the 1985 HEA. We seek your approvai and action.
7 Student Loans, characteristics ci Defaulted Borrowers in the Stafford Student
Loon
Program (GAO/HRD-91-828R, April 1991).
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How a couple of IviLeague entrepreneurs Fjouffr A
successfully compete with state colleges
and make money.

Good school
story
By Leslie Spencer

RONAL:1 TAnok recalls the das

Chicago and Stantord. ss here Kelicr

contents. one of them our secretan

hropnet ars Sihnt II torn tot ne,.:

heptemner 1973 when he and hi, and Taylor I re.reciis els earnc.'
partner. Dennis Keller. opened the mews in the late 196(k
Taylor graduated nom Han ard ni
Keller Graduate School of Manage
ment in a Chicago office building. 1966. Keller earned a B.A. trom
"Dennis and my wale and I had to Pnnceton in 1963. After ivories,
carry a 12-foot chalkboard up 21 school, and for Taylor a stint in Viet
floors because it wouldn't tit in the nam. they both went to work for th...
elevator. Taylor Ws. "We had seven DeVn Instituty of .1 eennoloi
0..

good-qualm M.B.A tor 55.600 a

Hell ZS: Howell tnat onered astioak
and bachelor program. in erer.onis
At I /eVrs the pair teamed sornetninl:
not often taught at the prestige husi

year. about a third of the cost ot an

ness schools: tne economic%

M.B.A. at places If. .t the Cruversiry ot

profit education

Keller and Taylor are entrepreneur%

in. or all businesscs. education Their
tor pront management school otters a

ci

ror

Rome TVa OW Dennis Kew

The IIA.A. wow se implit maim
Forbes si May 27.1991
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Min
De Vr?
In 1973 Keller and Tube raised
S150.000 from parents and (lands to
tiuid their management school. For
two years Ke lkr and Taylor operated
their business aa a hill.time, nonac,
credited day school (Ailing a one year ceMfieate in business administra

hon. They did most of the work
teaching and administrationthemmil% es. soniennies without pay. 11% the

end of 1974 the% had a stall of the
teachers, alxnu jrs students, still no
accreditation and a bank account that
was near the vanishing point.
E% en though they kept costs and

tuitions low. thee still couldn't com
pete with chantable subsidies and tas
advantages of established, nonprofit

$182 mslhon. It wu a Itlikhly lever-

aged =section, but since then the
company has paid down $58 million
of the acquisition debt while a pend.

ing public °ailing or DeVry Inc.
should bnng in enough to pay down
another S44 million.
The Keller management school is
still cranking out would-be exCell
tlYes, but it is now overshadowed tn
the rest of the company. The DeVn.
Institutes enroll 24,000 students on
I I U.S. and Canadian campuses, accounting tbr all but a sliver of DeVrv
Inc.'s lune 1990 fiscal rear revenues
of S156 million. Popular mason. are
electronics, data processing and ac.
counting.
Stooents - a Dew.
3 electronics lac

TO then, ihls

Isola NM
INN, bey INN
slab wheel
at Imit

I

Ile Mem

WWI

state wants him to limit his teaChets to
IS hours a week.
New Jersey, groaning under a huge

state budget and higher taxes. might
be better oft' taking a leaf from De
N'ry's book. For now, the school
copes as best it can: Eaen var it paclo
on about 100 degree students to sis-

ter schools in Atlanta or Chicago for
mo semesters, allowing them to cam
their degrees in Georgia or 1Hmois
before returning.
Despite the hurdles set up by laws
in sonic states. Keller and "laylor nub
overcame the other obstacle: acereditation, controlled by regional associa
mins. Keller Graduate School 55 as the

tirst fOrprotit school the North ( en
tral Association of Colleges & Schools

cser accepted thr membership. 01
course, its unconventional approach
to the
cumculum worned thc
cdu,ational establishment. But todas
the president of the Council on Postsecondam Accreduatum. Thurston

tanning. is on DeVrs tii

s (so:int

and Keller and Tat ior hate tic:0111:
ail a c accrediting consultant

At a DeVrt- Institute campus in
Lombard,
lust oit the belts% as tnai
circles Chicago. one id-the classroom,
in a concrete block building is stuffed
%tub tensedooking students taking
esams. What they's e retained of ap
plied calculus and cost accounting is
being tested. Most of these kids hate
parents who net yr ss cult near

schools. Man% prospective student%

could not athird to enroll: As the
sChisol was unaccredited and still
didn't oiler oegrees las opposed to
certificates.. toe \ ss ere ineligible Inc
iederal loan,
Taylor and Kener decided to switch
emphasis to an es ening program for
warfung adults. The nest formula
scorked..1.hey were otfenng M.B.A s
be 1976 and %%err hilly accredited the
following year. 11% 1987 they %%ere

itrossmg S3 milhon a % ear tram an
enrollment of 1,306
It st as time ta hr.iiii. It nut 1 heir old
employer.
Hots cll. ss anted to

unload its 85

stake in DeVrt A

venture capital group led bs Chicago
based Frontenas t. a pros ided the
Keller management school with S24

million in Num to buy DeVrv tor

Education can be a protitabk line
of work Devry'., operating income
(profits beim. interest, deprecution
and taxes! nil to S21 million on sales
in S122 million in the last nine
months.
Floss have the education authonles reacted to the invasion of capital-

ism on their turf? Without enthusiasm. Until recently, New lersey, for
instance, did not have legislation
allotting for-profit schools to offer
bachelor's degrees. DeVrY's &Tree granting status is nou being considered by Nett IerSC'. But the educa

nonal authorities sue another fatal
flats in the operation: The teachers
work too hard, putting in 20 classroom hours a meek. Ste% en Brown,

dean of administration at IleN'tv's
Voodhndge. N I. campus, says the

306

and thee are relying on tederal loan
programs to help manage thc s4.750
in tuition and fees t6r an academic
Year at DeVry. That figure is almost

mice the S2,500 a DeVry student
%%mild pay to go to nearbs Nortnern
Illnuns Unite rsits ttii i Tavli ir sat

that students are st ihhiiici to pat ii!c
difference because the% think Mat a
degree from DeVry pays ro in the hob
market.
Taylor and Keller have big cream,

tor thc DeVry Institutes. For one.
down the road thee are mteresred

public schools (kindergarten through
grade 12 ). If this works, both students
and taxparers could be better off. bin
the bureaucrats and teachers unions
will probably do eters-tit...1g possible

to stop it.
"Education is hurting deeph ."

says Keller with a grin. "We can
help." Is anyt ly listening?
Forbes
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Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman argues that our lry
League colleges could cut tuition in half and still make
money if they were exposed to the disciplines of the
market rather than counting upon government
subsidies and big private donors.

The perils
of socialized
higher education
By
disciplines other services must bear
In this interview Friedman expan.i .
upon the theme.

Can you tun a college like a busi
nen, insisting that it cover its ex
penses from operations and show a

return on its invesmient? Wouldn't
this harm higher education?
Fnedman: I have no doubt whats..

Mitton Fnedman

The saw far WNW asollsgas.

ever that n would be possible to mak
money on half the tuition charged h%
the Ivy League schools. And there's
no reason to be surpnsed at that To
start. there is a verv general rule tha:
on average n costs half as much to run

IN 1966 the Middle States Auocia
uon of Colleges & Schools refused to

consider Marione Webster Junior
Colkge for accreditauon. Was the
college guilty of low academic stan
dards? Not at all. Marione Webster

anything pnvately as n does govern
mentally. And these higher educauon
insutuuons are fundamemally go%
ernmental insurutions.

Harvard, Stanfordthese you call

governmental?
stood accused of the deadly crime of I don't believe there's any real chstin .
capitalism. k was seeking to earn a non between the so-called pnvate and
profit. Nobel Laureate Milton Fned- the so.called public universities. In no
man testified, free of charge, on the essential respect can vou say that Stan
college's behalfin the cue the college ford is private and Berkeley is public
brougln in 1970 against the accredit- The "public" universities like Berke
ing association. His tesumony failed ley and Michigan have very large pn
to convince the U.S. Court of Appeals vate endowments and the "pnvate"
to order consideration of the school ones like Stanford and Columbia get
for accreditation. and the college was about a third of their income from the
government in research grams. ,Th .
forced to close in 1975
distinction is between governmental
M a ume when the steadih: inereasin cost of college education is devas. and nongovernmental, but not be
unng the middle class. Friedman ss tween public and pnvate.
nothing wrong with sublecnng high. You've said, hs Frre to Groom and

er education to the same financial

elsewhere, that colleges are not jun
Forbes
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in the busks= of selling education
tu students. They mix in other busi .

nesses as well. For example, they
peddle immortality by putting people's names on buildings in return
for big contributions.
I fuse always argued that urmersines

are multiproduct Olio-prises. The%
produce three maim. products
scnt Huhn, research and monuments

All the participants in this venture
serve mulnpk functions, and it is verv
hard to isolate the separate compo
nents You have to really look at them

Inc ss as von do lieneral Nlotors
lleneral Flectnc
For instance. students are resources
as %sell

as customers Why does a

college gwe scholarships A unwerun
%sill not be able to attract large donors

without a prestigious reputation. And

the way it gets this reputation is bs
bnnging in high -quahtv students who
can give the institution a good name
in the tuture, and w ho become
sources of tunds and monuments fOr

the institution in the future

In principle. if the muluproduct
firm is efficient, a single-product firm
should wit be able to take assay its
humness It id- makes electric bulbs
and also makes somethin g. else. a !km
Forbes

that makes onle bulbs should not be
able to take away ot's bulb business.

So. as multiproduct businesses,
universities shoutd be economically

efficient, yet they are not. They
require donations, government
grants and endowments to balance
their budgets.
Thev are inefficient for the same rea-

son that governmental enterpnses
are. They are not dependent on a

And the think tank undustn is an
other torn) of Fusing oft into single
product enterpnses.1 hat's been pm
moted. in part, hi two separate
trends One has been the increasing

"political correctness thinking at
colleges and umyerunes

1 his has
provided a supply of seholai tor t hmk
tanks. And the demand tor think ranks

has ansen because tine of the side
effects ot grossing government has
market test, because they have sources been an increase in the amount ot
of funds, like government grants and tUnds as ailable tor think tanks trom
taithnil alumni, that are not really pnvate toundations like the Bradles
affected be markets
Olin and Lilts foundations
ask businessmen: If you want to
Monument building is the hardest
bur a gadget lOr your business, do you
one to separate But I think vou do
look at whether someone who graduhas e separate monumentsior ex
ated from college with you is produe
ample. the Metropolitan Museum or
ing that gadget, or do you look for the thc Mellon Institute in Washington.
best and cheapest gadget? But when D.C. Art institutes and astronomical
you look for what university or col- obseryamnes seem to have been a
lege you are going to subsidize, do favorite torm of private monument.
vou look for the one that is producing Despite inefficiency, many colleges
what You want to buy, or do you look make a lot more than they spend.
at your school tie?
Harvard, for example. reported inDoes this inefficiency also apply to come over expenditure of S450
.

research?

You have dozens of examples of singJe-product research outfits. Battelle
Memorial Institute and Bell Labs, for
instance

million for 1988-89. Yet Harvard
pays no income UM, except on
investment income. And there is
another subsidy in that donors get
a deduction from taxable income.

Ma% 2/. 1991
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Milton Friedman
It is imponant to distinguish two very
different things. One is whether vou
as an individual should be permitted
to deduct gifts. The other is whether
the institutions to which you choose
to give should be tax-exempt from the

point of view of income and, more
important, property. There is a case
for the first, on the grounds that it is a
way in which you can decentralize the
decision about how tax money should
be devoted to various activities.
But, for the second, I think that the

most important single reform we
could make from the point of view of
getting better government would be

to abolish nontaxable status cmi-

pletelyfor

churches, uMversitits,
everything. Why? Because the non .

profit sector is the major source of

pressure for increasing the size of
government and its intervention in
our affairs. It is a set of institution,.
that are capable of getting the benefi:
of government expansion without

paying the cost. They don't have to
pay any taxes tbr itthough of course
their empkwees doand vet they get
the tax money coming back to them.
And as an empirical matter it is clear

that the major source for what is
wrongly called liberal" governmen .
tat involvement is from the universi
ties and the churches.

The term "nonprofit," of course,
connotes virtue. If universities
were "for-profit," people would no
longer see them as needing help.
I agree completely. But let me put it
differently. Nonprofit status is d sell.
ing point for monuments. Mrs. lones
is not likely to erect a monument for

her late husband by building a new
structure at the Jones Chemical
Works; she will prefer to give a Jones
Library to a university. Why? Because

a university is somehow associated
with an esumable public enterpnsc.
Come to think of it, why do we
refer to these institutions as nonprofit

rather than nontaxable? I've tried to
write about schools as governmental
versus nongovernmental rather than

pubh versus pnvate. Itefemng to
taxable versus nontaxable rather than

for-protit versus nonprofit schools
would also be a much cleaner. non.
Orwellian use of language.
So it's a very good idea; Lct's set up
some taxable liberal arts colleges and
see how they compete.
304
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REDUCING STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS

11

Default and the Postsecondary Institution
When students first coreider bonowing money to fame their education.
often the first jiiCe they contact is the pethecondesy institution. Therefore,
these insdaltions are in a unique position so offer nude= advice, infant 'dm
and refenals. They am also responsible for triving students a high-quality
education, admitting and awardthg aid only to students who con benefit *oat
the innitudon's program, and helping the students OM employment after completing the program. A high Walk tan for at iintitodon sumo that the institution may not be meeting one camas of these responsibilities.
To evaluam the magnitude of each postsecondary insdtudon's default problem
and to foquire specific actions how higb-default innitutions, the Detanment
of Motion calculates a fiscal year cohost default ratedefined as the percentage of botrowers emering tepayment saws in one fiscal year who default
before the end of the following fiscal yearfor each school esch year. The ftscal year 1987 cohort default rate for all imitations with at kest 30 borrowers
was 17 percent. It* mesa that 17 percent old borrowers who entered
repayment status in FY 1987 debated before the end of FY 1988.
Table 2 shows that the average debt* rates for various institutional sectors differ sipificantly. For example, in FY 1987 proprietary schools Ind an average
default rate of 33 percenttwice the rate of two-year institutions and more
than four times de ram of four-year batttutions. Also, proprietary schools,
while accoundng for 39 percent of the institutions panicipadng in the student
loan program, accounted for 89 percem of initiations with default rates
greater than 60 percent and 04 percent of institutions with default rates greater
than 40 percent.

Table 2
FY 1987 Cohort Default Rate bY Tim of Institution
Type of lestitudon
Wendt late
Propelensy

33%

Publietwo-year
Private on-year
Public four-year
Primo four-year

18
14

7
7

All iodations

17
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One of the pupates eta guarantee agency is b ins= lenders
against longs dam boomer defaults.
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) programs: Gmup oh emerams comprised of the Stafford loan, the PLUS, and the Supelemeetel
Loans for Students (SLS) programs- (See Wel& irark Program

definition).
In-school period: Period between the date the student begins school
and the date the student leaves grace status.
Insurance Fee: Fee the guarantee agency may charge lenders et help
cover the agency's expense& Lenders may pass the charge on to
their borrowers.
Interest mitalkation: Procedure whereby loan repayment is deferred
but interest continues to accrue and is combined with the original
loan principal, thus incoming the botrower's debt.
Limitation, suspension and termination (I.S&T): A procedure whereby
a school cr lender that fails appropriately to administer the GSL
programs may be subject to penalties, including limitation on the
amount of loans, suspension of the institution from participation
in the GSL programs for a specified time period, or termination
of the institution's participatico.
Loan princ4xtl: Total mown bestowed, not including interest
Origination fee: An amount guerally equal to 5 percent on the face
value of the loan which is deducted from each loan made to the
student and vensferred to the Department to help offset loan subsidy costs.
PinS loons: Veriable-rete, generally unsubaidized IOW for parents to
help pay for their children's education.
Preciaina assistance: Assistance provided to lenders by the guarantee
agency to encourage delinquent bestow= to make payments and
to help locate borrowers after an account is delinquent
Pnamissory note: The written agreement a hammer signs to record the
promise to repay the loan. The note lists the terms on which the
bcerower epees to pay back the loan.
1, Proprietary school: A for-profit school, usually offering trade or technical programs two years or less in length.
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Mires 7:

Lower Dollar Default Rates for
Borrowers At 4-Year Schools
2-year public:

21 %

2-year private:

15 %

4-year public:

9%

4-year private:

8%

Proprietary:

34 %

Figure 8 shows that bt our universe, 2-year public and prowletary
school borrowers had a greater proporilon of cumulative loan dollars in
default (17 and 96 percent, reepectively) when compared to their proportace of emulative loan dollars received (11 and 14 percent,
respectively).
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mr, Adrian G. Marcus@
Office of the President
Laboratory Institute of Merchandising
12 host S3rd Street
10022
New York, Nem York

EXHIBIT B

Dear rrandent rinrene:

its nettne nn Decenher 6-7, 19A6 the Dominion on Higher Education and to
The
reaffirm the accreditation nf the Laboratory Institute of Merchandising.
At

Cmmission notes that the Institute's Periodic Review Report wilt be due October 1,
In ths meantime, the Dominion would appreciate nine kept apprised of any
1991,

change. or modification IA the Bachelor of Profesaional Studies prneram which
arise from further experience with it.

Commissinn'a reeorde show
Institute of Merchandising:

The

the

following

description

for

thr

laboratnry

Independent fouryear college offerinA hachelor in PrOffOgiohal
Studies Degree in Feshinn Merchandising, Associate in Applied
Sciences and Amnion in Occupatinal Studies Degree in
Study abroad available in London.
?Winn Harchandisine.
England and Paris, France.

for any resenn the abnve is inaccurate in any wny please notify the Commission
vl(lre immedintely.
If

Pleabe he ensured of the Dominion's continuing interest in deyelopmentc st the
Lahnratory Institute el MerehanAleing, end if at any time the Conmimaion or its
Staff can be nf assistance please feel free tn call on Ult.
Vith all good wishes, 1 trmsin
Rincerely,

r/f.
%./W/1
Edwnisl V. Ellib
chAlr
yle

A MA. 4. ,.1 .

1"0.1.40. III wit SI
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Dona I, 1989
an 0. Mcrae, Presidere
Lakatatcay Znstituts
Itarchendisirq
12 Mat Sisel Serest
New V" WV 10022
Dmr President Mccumm

2 write to arreeme that the Diviiiion of hosissic Psalm Pram/ will
colleges, begrain? tall MO ard anandim, thin* sprirq 12.

maknt relistratini visite to Wilke itespasitrit, and limpristary ra-year

mime of the visite is to valuate the callow, prom= and
in light of the atedmic stardras of tits aamisbaarle
IlimokLados. Na reranise that two-year colleges have
critically *pram role in hiiper sanation in Nat Wait State, preparizaa
servings

=rate tor the warkgram ard tor baccalaureate education.

The Division hea
tour imam as camel considesetions for
ticryear gialleges ensaged in asseesini trait Mgeotivenmes. 1ras rams,

nada balm, prrade the traneark tor the mann review ard the foam for
the seltsbalies the colleges will be erad to =rat in preperstial for
this MAIM

Iderfaifyirq each saran's roads ard planning an eirmpriats
name ot stud, for sem sturatt
Providing ffective instruction and maintainim
acentations of atom sni laarnirq for all mummer

strra

suffinient trances ard ravines to assist aU students

agedmine enicatimal goals;

assessirq the ettectiverra ot program, services, and Mara
learning.

magas a rate of ths fadiatir_imiholuk develcped for this
and liwite yoi to send your
on this draft to tr. Danis F.
IP
'Maintain Oraissioner tor niggler Mania%
Menial* Maim, by July
15, 13111.

..rfivisse

8°311 WO Will I* "Mt*, /Mt end am mumps. ytu raw like to have
join you,
to an oriaration
in Mow this M1, limn
twief
MOMS will be described erd radon
talk with lagertrat Matt. whet there will be an immunity to nest ard

will aggeeciate yra anion ard contliesta ocopenetion
as wa conlat
Ina services at twoyoar collages. With
111442ra tam you ad or leadels,
we can,
this tram, amk
picorees that ramose the gritty of this
critically
orament of
hioher aducatko in Wm Yoe* Stara.

this woman/ mist at

Sincerely,

AtLuldtA(44.-attach...me

Y-!,,Pr,0,--."
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Mr. Worrell T. Schimmel

Office of the President
Ths Berkeley School of Westchester
West Bed Oak Lane
White Plains, Mew York 10804

Dear Presidenc Schimmel;
to
At its sessions on June 32-24, 1988. the Onmmassion on Nigher Education acted
grant initial accreditation to The Whaley School Of Westcheater. The Confliction
1990 demon ttttt ing progress in developing and
report by April 1,
requests
non-traditional
implementing an affirmative action plan, a plan for rrrrrrr pent of
skills.
nt and basic
students (including men), end plane for institutional
in ownership Or control vould
the Serkeley School Should note that any change
Sent of
the
a
complete
constitute s aubstantive chimp requiring
of
As of new the next evaluation of The Berkeley School
institution's status.
will occur in 1992-93.
litstch

The Commission calls on the semino tttttt on of The lerkeley School of Westchester to
solve es quickly ss possible ths iSSue Of Security of student records.
far its thorough and candid self-study which,
Schoo
The Commission commende the
an
taken together With tne Oleallent ieport of LA4 evaluation team, should Trovide
agenda tor action fcr the next five years.
evidence that
The report of the evaluation teem gave cons ttttt ele
strong, viable collegiate inetitution.
campus community halt tUolt

a

On behalf of the Comaiseion on Might'. IduCletion, I ektahd to you
on the
reau
goal
congratuletiona tor having achieved this major
excellence.

C.r
to

dedicated

arpest
acedellsc

Accreditation applies to the Berkeley School of Westchester es described below.
Should this description he inaccurate for sny resson, please notify the Commiagion
office at once.
Independent (proprietary) business school offering Associate in Applied
Science degree and certificate pro gram* in secretarial, word processing,
and business
fashion merchandising,
fashion marketing end mina;
evening
Continuing
education courses
offered in
admini ttttt ion.
division.
Please be a rrrrrr of this continuing in
f the Commi
on Higher Education
in the well-beimg of Tho herkeley SchoOl of Westchester.
If
there is any way in
which the Commission or its staff can be of service, p rrrrr do not hesitate io
be

in Mich With us.

Si

hy.

Sarah lubin Slanshei
Chair
A M,A1ItAll semmehon WWI a.000ns.y. 111105e0Wy 0.0 Mph., ammonium hmetnuocame
ittINIPh
SI 11114404r. revellifi aft BOLIS4Malls.
01191111.11941RWAIM Vevcle
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February 4, 1986
Dr. Jack R. Jones
Office of the President
The Berkeley School, Carrot Mountain
Sox
Little Palls, New Jersey 07424
Dear Jack:

: want to chank you and your
colleagues for their hospitality,
kindness,
and
stamina durina the ViSIE 14111CM PAUL& Mayhew and I made February 1-2. 1985. Zt wag,
As usual,
great personal ph:satire co meet with all of my triends from Berkeley.
And my special rnanks to you for your graciousness in relying se all the way to
Nerberth on a rainy night.

Both Paula and I were impressed oy the careful worx and serious attention already
elven by :he Steering Comtuttee to the preemie of self-study aria I look forward to
reviewing the oesign when it Ls completed.
In
the meantime, I nave noted
that
Garret MOuntain will andertake a comprehensive self-Study With emphasis on the
trench cemputes fucasing especially o.1 communication and integration.

Our tuur ot all of the New Jersey caMpusee and :Antos& of The beraley Scnools VAS
enlightening and Informative.
As a
result of that tour, I can toil you no,
chat
the accreditation of the
Berkeley Schoch', Garret Mountain Campus extends to the
Bergen, Woodbridge, and Mount tai.rel branches.
That status will be reviewed an a
part of the regular evaivacion vieit now scheduled for Fall at 1969.
You should be
in touch with Ms. Zacqueiine Ciminera of the Commission with the details or each cif
the brantheS: eddresaes, phone numbers, names of the Directors, etc. so tnat all of
this will appear
in
our next directory.
MaY
AlSO remit= you
to
include
.niormation regarding the branches in your next institutional Oats Summary.
AA

ynn knnw. Any ,hange in ownership or control of The getkeley Schools in New
Jcrsey would constitute a subatantive
change requiring a complete r 000000000 nt of

StStLIX.

I hope you will extend ay warMeaC wishes to everyone at the New Jersey centers.
Sincerely,
1,4

Mlnns F. Weinstein, Ph.D.
Aellociate Directer
c:

Ma. Simian aanzoan

Mr. Larry L. Luing

,,,,,,,Obiaetor.evor,

44118.1tity t114500111N 410 Alnse eaveshenel fl.1,11suun1s

"Iswe mg' omf 0 lell.sIscl 41,4,451.00 .6/10 m:VeculAllui 500 CiPier ddrekiers011al Im0,015
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Dopamine 14, 1969

Dr. Richard Turan
()moo of the President
The Sriarcliffe School, Inc.
SS North Sroadway
Hicksville, Mew York 11601
Dear President Tura's;

I take great pleasure in informing you that at its session on November
20,

1969,

the Commission on Higher tducation acted to accept The

Sriarcliffe School, Inc. as a Candidate for Accreditation with the
Riddle States Commission on Higher Education.

Fog catalog 4nd publicity purposea,

the following statement may be

Quoted:

candidate for Accreditation is a status of affiliation with a regional
accrediting commission which indicates that an institution has

achieved initial recognition and is progressing toward, but is not
It has provided evidence of Sound
assured of, accreditation.
planning, seems to have the resources to implement the plans, and

appears to have the potential for attaining its goals within a
reasonable time.

Hereafter, The Sriarclifte School, Inc. will be listed as a Candidate
for Accreditation in the middle States Digectogy and aleo in the lieL
of Accredited and Candidate Institutions published annually tor the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation by the American Council on
Education.
Candidacy applies to The Briarcliffe School, Inc. as described below;

Two year (proprietary) college offering certificate programs and
Hicksville, Lynbrook, and
associate degrees in three locations:
Patchogue, all on Long Island,
If for any reason this description is inaccurate, please notify the
Cormiseion office at once.
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There are
several
responsibilities
Inherent
in
Candidate
tor
Accreditation status as described in the candidacy document on pages I
garough 11, including a semi -annual report of progress which is folLewed
by a visit from a Commission-appointed consultant.
The initial semiannual reports of progress are due April 1, IMO ant October 1, 111110.
'be Conalesion has eppointed as its consultant to the College, Preeident

Ronneth Woodbury, Ilarrisburg Area Comaunity Coilege, Harrisburg, PA
17110 (717.7S0-3341). President Woodbury has served the Commission on
Nigher 'Mutation in a variety of collegial capacities as team Chair,
Periodic, Review Report reader and consultant.
The Commission has
directed President Woodbury to establish ae priority issues for the
first year of his consultancy the Co/lowing areas&
1) continued board
development; 3) expansion of the role of faculty in curricular and
governance
areas;
3)
library
developeent
and
bibliographical
instruction; 4) development of a coaprehensive plan for tbe delivery of
student servicess advisement, tutoring, counseling, financial aid and
health services; end, 5) initiation of a participatory planning protons.
in addition, tbs institution's own candidate Planning Document, taken
in tandem mitt the excellent report of the Assessment Team, mill provide
the isaues and areas for institutional effort during the period of
candidacy.
Please accept the warmest congratulations of the Commission on Nigher
'Mutation on the achievement of this major milestone. Shoule. you have
any questions or comments concerning this Commission action, please
contact Dr. Paula Hooper Mayhew who serves as staff liaison no gag
brisroliffe School, Ins.
Sincerely,

Sarah R. Slanabei
Chair

my
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COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

mid* Staiss Adam Mon
el Wogs and Schools
3824 Merkel Weil
seeiphisPennsylvsnis191111

Telephone: 21541421608

February 26, 1988

Dr. Stanley C. Cohen
Office of the President
Five Towns Collage
2165 Seaford Avenue
Seaford, New York 11783
Deer Dr. Cohen:

1988, the Commission on Higher Education acted
At its sessions on February 24-25,
the College work
to accredit Five Towns College. The Commission has directed that in planning which
closely with Commission staff in order to continue the progress
next
the
The Commission notes that
during the past two years.
d
wee ini
evaluation will occur during 1992-93.
thot 4 change in ownership or control
The Commies/on reminds Five Towns College
will occasion complete review of accredited status.
Should this
as described below.
Accreditation applies to Five Towns College
the Commission office at
description be inaccurate far any reason, please notify
once.

Independent (proprietary) college,
degree and certificate programs.

-oriented, offering associate

extend to you our w aaaaa c
On behalf Of the Commission on Higher Education, ay I
in the development of
congratulations on having reached this important mi:estone
Five Towns College.
on Hither
the Commission
interese of
Please be assured of the continuing
which
rt there is any way in
Education in the well-being of Five Towns Collate.
plasse do not hesitate to be in
its scaff can be of service,
the Commission or
Cc:Rich with us.

Sinçp1ruly,

Sarah R. Olenshei
Chair
ehv
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SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

COPutruelSSION ON COLLMGES
IIM Sevehrm time DM."Gents 11031-617
reixelloue 404/3PM5OB WATS 106441.7701

hwalY 22. 1991

Dr. Frank I Tortodello,
I

Predate

Miss Wade's Fadden Merchendidas College
2300 Simarans Freeway, P.O. Boa 586343
Dallas App6m1 Mart, Suite M5120

Dallas, TX 75258
Dear Dr. Totortello:

It iii pleasure to Won you that your inditunon has utisfactorily completed the institutional

Self-

Study Program and that its acereditadon was reaffirmed by the Comminion on Colleges
at its meeting
on December 10, 1990. We oesimodate you, your faculty, and staff on this attainment.

Your institution is requested to submit a First Follow-Up Repot, hy October 15, 1991, which details
progress in addressing the visiting coeurattes meotoreeedadons to cited in the following actions of

the =We:, Section 4,1.2 (Uniagrnduste Ccapledon
Requhreesets), Recommendation S. regarding
the developmea of owl:Vales fOr pupas as viva as for courses; Section 5.2 (Library),
Recommendadan I% Section 5.2.2 (Library Collations), Recommeedation 11; Section 6.1.2
(Governing Bond), Recommendadon 13; Seotios 6.2.2 (Nakao), Recommerniation 16; and
Section 6.4.4 (Facilities Muter Plan), Recommaletion 22. You Maid send the
Man, in
quadruplialts, to Dr. G. Jack Alien, ths staff member adjured to work with your institution.

Please be very spotlit in your response ad wale appordsts documentation wherever appmpriate.
membees of the Comminee
Olivia al Reports allied that 1 all to your attention the snached
Caudal* policy retains to mows ad followmp repent.
Vie Committee on attests and Reports for budindons at Levels 11-Vil deferred action on the

autieriatiod of a Pratte Committee for Substrata Change to review Ord year professional
cenifIcates hi Welke EWA Fallon Win, and Methodist* ilte Commission pctley
concerning the review of latitude= Initial* pat-eaochus degree Man has been referred to the
Executive Council foe recasideration at Its hum meeting. Our offtee will contact you in June

regarding the Counell's end Catania's dedsloa

We appreciate your participation to the activities of the Commission on Colleges. we twee you %ill
call on us whenever we con Os ot assistance.
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EXHIBIT F
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L7:

GAD What Were the Nine Defaulter
Characteristics?
Attended vocational/trade
school
Had low income
Had little or no financial
support from others
Had minority background
Lacked high-school diploma
Failed to complete program
Attended 1 year or less
Borrowed small amounts
Unemployed at time of default
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7he default rate for proprietary school borrowers is greeter then
tile rate for borrowers from other schools
In July Isle we
:eporte04 that while prop aaaaa ry school borrowers coaprised about

:2 percent of borrowers who received their last loan in 1283. the .
accounted for 44 percent of defaults as of September 30. 1987.

Over that s-yeer period. student default rates for the five koncs
of schools ranged from 10 percent for e-yeer public and private
schools. to /9 percent for prgpristsey Schools. The Department c:
Education reported similar results in two rodent StudIOS of echoic.
defaul: rates.
both etollue detarstedid which borrow.rs. by kind r'
school. were in default after entering repayugsat.

The results
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LOCULAIIVE MORT

HO= CONF. 111P. NO. IMMIX

bees MI
10. Education savings beads sad unodifleation of student dependeney exeseptioa
a. Education savings bonds

Prima law
An exclusion from gross income. or deferral of tuition, for interest or other income is not allowable because the taxpayer uses the
income specifically for educational expenses.
Taxation of interest accruals on U.S. Series EE savings bonds
may be deferred by eash-basis taxpayers until transfer of ownership or redemption of the bonds.

Hoot Bill
No provision.

&We Amstrubmat
Interest income earned on
qualified U.S. Series EE savings
bond is excluded from gross incom& if, instead of being redeemed,
the bond is transferred to an eligible educational institution as per
meat
qualified educational expenses, i.e.. tuition and required
fees. fur a taxpayer, or taspayer's spouse or dependents. The
amount of exclusion allowed for a taxable year is the lower of ID
the amount that otherwise is includible in gross income by reason
of such transfer. or (2) the amount of such higher education expenes.

The exclusion is phased out for a taxpayer with adiusted gross
Income (AM of $60,000 or more for the taxable year: no amount is
excludible by a taxpayer whose AG1 is 680.000 or more. For a taxpayer with AGI between 360,000 and $70,000. 67 percent of the eh.
gtble amount is excludible: for AGI between $70,000 and $80.000. 34
percent of the eligible amount is excludible. In the case of a married individual Mina separately. the phaseout amounts are one-half
of these descnbed. The phueout amounts are indexed in calendar
years after 1988.

With respect to a taxpayer who is a dependent of another taxpayer. the phaseout is applied by taking into account the AGI of

troth taxpayers.

Present law is emended to allow II) transfer of a U.S. savings
bond to an eligible educational institution and (2) redemption of
such bond by such institution for the educational purpoees of this
provision.

I\

An eligible educational institution is defined in the Higher Edit-

cation Act of 1965 (sec. 1201(a) or 481(5)), or in the Carl D. Perkins

Vocational Education Act :subparagraph (C) or il)) of sec. 521(3h.
The provision is effective for transfers of qualified U.S. savings
bonds issued after the date of enactment,

Conference AfNitallnt
The conference agreement follows the Senate amendment with
the following changes.
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The exclusion hem gross income of interest on U.S. Series EE
savings bonds is available only for individuals who have purchased.
after having attained age 24. and are sole owners of the bonds, or
who own tuch bonds
tly with their spouse. The exclusion is not
availabie to an individual who is the owner of a Series EE ix ad
which was purchased by soother individual, other than a spouse.
Under this rule. interest on bonds purchased by an individual to be
redeemed in mar 10 years when a dependent of the individual attends a college is eligtbie for the exclusion. However, the esclusion
will not be allowable if bonds are purchesed by potent and put in
the name of the child or another dependent of the taxpayer, or if
bonds are purchased by any individual who is udder age 24 at the
time of purchase.
Savings bonds are to be redeemed by the owner, rather than
being transferred to the educational institution. If the aggrerate

dommton amount. i.e., principal plus interest, of allSefies EE

bonds redeemed by the taxpapr during the taxable year does not
exceed the amount of the stii&nt's qualified educational expenses.
all interest for the year on the bonds is excludible subject to the
AGI phaseout; for example, when the redemption amount is £8,000
134.000 principal and 14.000 accrued interesti and qualified educational expenses are 39.500, the redemption amount exceeds the
qualified educational expenses and all $4,000 interest in the re
cieraption amount is excludible from income. If the redemption
amount exceeds the qualified educational osmosis, the amount of
excludible interest is reduced on a pro rata basis, i.e., the ratio of
qualified educational expenses to the sum of principal and interest
on all Series EE bonds redeemed during the taxable year. For example. if the redemption amount is $8,000, consisting of 34.000
each principal and interest, and qualified educational expenses are
$6,000. the ratio of expenses to redemption amount is 75 percent.
and $3.000 of the interest received in the course of redemption is
excludible from income.

Qualified educational expenses mean tuition and required fees
net of scholarships, fellowships, employer provided educational assistance ;sec. 1271, and other tuition reduction amounts. The ex.
penses must be incurred by the taxpayer, spouse, or dependent
during the year of redemption. Such expenses do not include expenses with respect to any course or other education involving
sports. games. or hobbies, other than as part of a degree or certificate granting program.
Eligible educational institutions are defined in sec. 1201(a) and
A48lias11 iCi and iD) lie.. nureing schools) of the Higher Education 3
Act of 1965, as in effect on October 21, 1988. and in the Carl D. IN
Perkins Vocational Education Act (subparagraph (C) or iDI of sec.
521(3H. as in effect on October 21, 1988. An eligible educational in...A..'
stnution does not include proprietary institutions.
The phaseout ranger are modified. For joint returns, the phaseout range is for modified AGI from $60,000 to 390,000, and from
$40.000 to S35.000 for single taxpayers and heads of households.
Mamed taxpayers who file separate returns are not eligible for the
exclusion. Modified AGI means the sum of the adjusted gross
income of the taxpayer for the taxable year. the partial inclusion of
social security and tier 1 railroad retirement benefits isec. 861, the
5201
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adjustments for contributions of retirement &trims (sec. 219). and
adjustments with respect to limitatiom of moire activity lames
and credits ism. 469). and. without regard to this section. the
gross
income earned by einem or resitienM of the (Jnited States kVilti
abroad (sm. 911). and income from sources within Guam. American
Samos. the Northern Mariam Islands. and Puerto Rico isms. 931
and 933).

The phaasout rate for the exclusion is applied gradually over the
income phaesout range, as is the cue with other income phamouts

under meet law.

The amounts of MR that &WNW= the phaseout

range an indexed beigUsning in 1990. Such sdjustments will be rounded
to the
nearem 550.
The conference agreement authorises the Secretary of the
Tressury to prescribe recordheeping,
information repoming and bond
redemption procedures with regard to the responsibilities
of both the
Bureau of Public Debt and the Internal Revenue Service.
Such authority includes modifying the forms that are filed out when bonds
ate redeemed to provide reporting specifically of both principal and
interest components of the redemption MOWN. an iniication that
the redemption amount is intended for payment of oslified Mutational menses. and the issuance date of the bond. 'The regulations
also may prescribe appropriate requirements for substantiation of
the amount of qualified educational
incurred during the
year. The Secretary is also directed expenses
talm such stem as may be
necessary to make the general public to
aware of this program.
The amendments made by provision apply to taxable years beginning after Decemker 31, 1989. The term qualified United
Series EE savings bond means any Unitecl States savingsStates
bond
issued after December 31. 1989, at discount under section
title 31. United States Code and to interest earned on bonds3105 of
issued
on and after January 1, 1990, to the purchaser-owner of the bonds.
The exclusion is not available for any bonds which might be
obtained as part of a tax-free rollover of matured Series E
savings
bonds into Series EE ravine bonds.

Under the conference agreement, the Treasury Department.
after consultation with the Department of Education, shall
conduct
a study of the feaaibility of utilising stamp or similar programs
to
encourage and facilitate savings by parents toward purchus of
Series EE bonds eligible for seclusion under the provision.
The
Treasury Department shall submit the results of the study, together with any recommendations
writing committees by Decemberas deemed appropriate, to the tax31. 1989.

b. Dependency exemption for certain students
Present Leo

A taxpayer generally may not claim a dependency exemption for
a dependent whose gross income for the year exceeds the exemption amount 131.950 in 1988. ) However, this gross income test does
not apply if the dependent is ID a child of the taxpayer and t2)
fulkime student at a qualified educational organization, regardlessa
of the student's age.
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Our hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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